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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D. f LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of "The Century Dictionary
" in- nriliar examples are words ending in or or our ical arts and trades, and of the philological

eludes three things : the construction of a (as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre), sciences, an equally broad method has been
general dictionary of the English language in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a adopted. In the definition of theological and
which shall be serviceable for every literary single or double consonant after an unaccented ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or has been to present all the special doctrines of

of the technical terms of the various sciences, with ce or <e (as hemorrhage, hwmorrhage) ;
and the different divisions of the Church in such a

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been so on. In such cases both forms are given, manner as to convey to the reader the actual

attempted ; and the addition to the definitions with an expressed preference for the briefer intent of those who accept them. In denning
proper of such related encyclopedic matter, one or the one more accordant with native legal terms the design has been to offer all the
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute analogies. information that is needed by the general
a convenient book of general reference. THE PRONUNCIATION reader, and also to aid the professional reader
About 200,000 words will be defined. The ,T , ,, by giving in a concise form all the important

Dictionary will be a practically complete rec- No attempt has been made to record all the technical words and meaningg . Special atten-
ord of all the noteworthy words which have varieties of popular or even educated utter- tion has algo been id to the definitions of
been in use since English literature has ex- ance, or to report the determinations made by the prinoipal terms of painting, etching, en-

isted, especially of all that wealth of new words different recognized authorities. It has been g^g a
*
d variouB &er art-processes; of

and of applications of old words which has necessary rather to make a selection of words archite
6
oture sculpture, archeology, decorative

sprung from the development of the thought
to wh

!
cl

?
alternative pronunciations should be art cerami

'

6te: : of musical terms, nautical
and life of the nineteenth century. It will re- accorded, and to give preference among these and j^^^y iermg etc .

cord not merely the written language, but the according to the circumstances of each particu-

spoken language as well (that is? all important l
ar ase

!
m w

?
the general analogies and ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.

provincial tnd colloquial words) andit Vill in- *end
?
n<?e

f

s f English utterance. The scheme Th .

j
.

f extensivef

elude (in the one alphabetical order of the Die- fF v^T?
md^ted

ti
8 *"to

voeabu arth introduction ol speal ph
tionary) abbreviations and such foreign words S^k^ft^ST^ISta! f H t * &* && description of things often found
and phrases as have become a familiar part of^Sf̂ ^^l^ fftS^ to

essential to an SSffibto definition of their
English speech. ProZnc ation on back CovJr )

names
'
would alone have & n to this Dietion-

-ruc CTVM ~icc ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,Tl iTYMOLOGIES. DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS. however, been deemed desirable to go some-
The etymologies have been written anew on jn the preparation of the definitions of com- what further in this direction than these con-

a uniform plan, arid in accordance with the es- mon wordSi there has been at hand, besides ditions render strictly necessary.
tabhshed principles of comparative philology, the material generally accessible to students Accordingly, not only have many technical
It has been possible m many cases, by means of the ianguage a special collection of quota- matters been treated with unusual fullness,
ot the tresh material at the disposal of the tions selected for this work from English books ^P* much practical information of a kind which

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
dictionary, except that accumulated for the of the ordinary encyclopedia, with thi

merous current errors, and to give for the first
philological Society of London. Thousands of P&1 difference that the information given is

this princi-

.
tion given is

time the history of many words of which the non-technical words, many of them occurring for the m B *> Part distributed under the indi--
,

etymologies were previously unknown or erro- in the ciassjos of the language, and thousands vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

neously stated. Beginning with the current of meanings, many of them familiar, which nected, instead of being collected under a few
accepted form of spelling, each important word have not hitherto been noticed by the diction- general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
nas been traced back through earlier forms to arjes have in this way been obtained The ial and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-
its remotest known origin. The various prefixes arrangement of the definitions historically, in cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
and suffixes useful in the formation of English the order in which the senses defined have en- Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.
words are treated very fully in separate articles, tered the language has been adopted wher- The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-

ever possible. pedic matter under a large number of words
HOMONYMS. L,,p /-viioTATinisK will, it is believed, be found to be particularly

Words of various origin and meaning but _. .
helPful in tne

,

****<& fo
.

r th 8
f
detail? which

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
The

,
se

f
orm a very \

aT%e collection (about are generally looked for in works of reference.

by small superior figures (123 etc ) In 200,000), representing all periods and

numbering these homonyms the 'rule has been Branches of English literature. The classics ILLUSTRATIONS.
to give precedence to the oldest or the most of the language have been drawn upon, and The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly Y^able citations have been made from less
iected and executed as to be subordinate to the

English in origin. The superior numbers ap-
famous authors in all departments of htera- text while posge8ging a considerable degree of

ply not so much to the individual word as to tur - American writers especially are repre- independent suggestiveness and artistic value.
the group or root to which it belongs, hence 8ent

.
ed ln

,?
r

.

eat
.
er fullness than in any similar To g oure technlcal accuracy, the illustrations

the different grammatical uses of the same work
: ^ h^ f

.
*ttthor

,

a?d
.,

wolj?^ edl'

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
homonym are numbered alike when they are tl

,
o

?)
Cltl * will be published with the con-

j^ charge of the various departments, and have
separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a cludmg part of the Dictionary. in all cageg been examined by them in proofs.
verb and a noun of the same origin and the DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS. The cuts number about six thousand.

samepresent spelling receive the same superior Much gpace has been devoted to the specialnumber But when two words of the same form termg of
P
t
-

ue various sciences, fine arts, me- MODE OF ISSUE
.
PRICE

>
ETC -

and of the same radical origin now differ con- chanical arts professions, and trades, and " The Century Dictionary
" will be comprised

siderably m meaning, so as to be used as dif- muoh care has been bestowed upon their treat- in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is publishedferent words, they are separately numbered. ment They have been collected by an extended by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

THP DRTHnrR APHY search through all branches of literature, with sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

the design of providing a very complete and umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-
Of the great body of words constituting the many-sided technical dictionary. Many thpu- tions will be issued about once a month. The

familiar language the spelling is determined sands of words have thus been gathered which price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no
bv well-established usage, and, however ac- have never before been recorded in a general subscriptions are taken except for the entire
cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To work.
may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like the biological sciences a degree of promi- The plan for the Dictionary is more fully de-
this to propose improvements, or to adopt those nence has been given corresponding to the re- scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

which have been proposed and have not yet markable recent increase in their vocabulary, part a condensation), which accompanies the
won some degree of acceptance and use. But The new material in the departments of biology first section, and to which reference is made.
there are also considerable classes as to which and zoology includes not less than five thou- A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-
usage is wavering, more than one form being sa,nd words and senses not recorded even in mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy- ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa- sical and mathematical sciences, of themechan- will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., dj.......... adjective.

abbr............ abbreviation.

abl............. ablative.

ace............. accusative.

accoin.......... accommodated, accom-

modation.

act............. active.

adv............ adverb.

AF............. Anglo-French.
agri. ........... agriculture.

AL. ............ Anglo-Latin.

alg............. algebra.

Amer........... American.
anat............ anatomy.
anc............. ancient.

antiq........... antiquity.

aor............. aorist.

appar........... apparently.
Ar. ............. Arabic.

arob............ architecture.

archteol........ archaeology.

arith........... arithmetic.

art. ............ article.

A3............. Anglo-Saxon.
astrol.......... astrology.

:ist n it i .......... astronomy.
attrib.......... attributive.

aug............ augmentative.
Bar............ Bavarian.

Beng........... Bengali.
biol............ biology.

Bohem......... Bohemian.

bot............. botany.

Braz. .......... Brazilian.

Bret............ Breton.

bryol........... bryology.

Bulg........... Bulgarian.

carp............ carpentry.
Cat............. Catalan.

Cath........... Catholic.

cans. ........... causative.

ceram .......... ceramics.

cf. ............. L. confer, compare.
ch. ............. church.

Chal............ Chaldee.

chem........... chemical, chemistry.

Chin........... Chinese.

chron.......... chronology.

colloq.......... colloquial, colloquially.

com............ commerce, commer-

cial.

comp. .......... composition, com-

pound.

compar. ........ comparative.
conch.......... conchology.

conj............ conjunction.

contr........... contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn........... Cornish.

cranlol......... craniology.

cranlom........ craniometry.

crystal......... crystallography.

D. .............Dutch.

Dan............ Danish.
dat............. dative.

def. ............ definite, definition.

derlv........... derivative, derivation.

dial ............ dialect, dialectal.

did............. different.

dim............ diminutive.
dlstrib......... distributive.

dram........... dramatic.

dynam......... dynamics.
E. ............. East.

engln........... engineering.

entom.......... entomology.

Epis............ Episcopal.

equlv........... equivalent.

eep............. especially.

Eth............ Ethlopic.

ethnog......... ethnography.

ethnol......... ethnology.

etym........... etymology.
Eur............ European.
exclam......... exclamation.

1., fern.......... feminine.

F............... French (uevally mean-

ing modern French).

Flem........... Flemish.

fort............ fortification.

freq............ frequentative.

Fries........... Frleslc.

tut. ............ future.

G............... Oerman(<MaJ(t/mean-

imj New High Oer-

man).
Gael............ Gaelic.

galv. ..... : ..... galvanism.

gen............ genitive.

geog............ geography.

geol............ geology.

geom........... geometry.
Goth........... Gothic (Moesogothlc).

Or. ............ Greek.

gram........... grammar.

gun............ gunnery.
Heb............ Hebrew.
her. ............ heraldry.

herpet......... herpetology.

Hind........... Hindustani.
hist............ history.

horol..... . ..... horology.

hort............ horticulture.

1 1 1 1 1 1 L-........... Hungarian.

hydraul........ hydraulics.

hydros......... hydrostatics.

Icel............ Icelandic (u#uo#>/

meaning Old Ice-

ing modern English).

eccl., eccles. . . . .ecclesiastical.

econ........... economy.
e. g. ............ L. exempli gratia, for

example.

Egypt.......... Egyptian.
E. Ind.......... East Indian.

elect........... electricity.

embryol........ embryology.

Eng............ English.

ed Old Norse).

ichth. .......... Ichthyology.

1. e............. L. id etft, that Is.

Impers......... Impersonal.

Impf........... imperfect.

Impv........... Imperative.
improp......... Improperly.
Ind............ Indian.

Ind, ............ Indicative.

I ml" I In i ....... Indo-European.
Indef. .......... Indefinite.

Inf. ........... Infinitive.

instr........... Instrumental.

inter].......... Interjection.

intr. ,
intrans. . . . intransitive.

Ir. ............. Irish.

Irreg........... irregular, irregularly.

It.............. Italian.

Jap............. Japanese.
I .............. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).

Lett............ Lettish.

LG............. Low German.

lichenol........ lichenology.

lit.............. literal, literally.

lit.............. literature.

Llth............ Lithuanian.

lithog.......... lithography.

lithol.... ....... llthology.

LL............. Late Latin.

m.,masc....... masculine.

M. ............. Middle.

mach........... machinery.
mammal........ mammalogy.
manuf.......... manufacturing.
math...........mathematics.
MD............. Middle Dutch.

ME............. Middle English(o(Ar-
wise called Old Eng-

lish).

mech mechanics, mechani-

cal.

iih-d medicine.

mensur mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphysics.

meteor meteorology.

Mex Mexican.

MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.

MHO Middle High German.

mlllt military.

mineral mineralogy.
ML Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLG Middle Low German.

mod modem.

mycol mycology.

myth mythology.
n noun.

n., neut. neuter.

N New.

N North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat natural.

naut nautical.

nav. navigation.

NGr. New Greek, modern

Greek.

NHG New High German

(anally simply G.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.

nom nominative.

Norm Norman.

north northern.

Norw Norwegian.
numls. numismatics.

O Old.

obs obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (othrr-

wise called Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.

OD Old Dutch.

ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography.

odontol odontology.
OF Old French.

OFlem Old Flemish.

OGaeL Old Gaelic.

OHG Old High German.

Olr Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.

OLO Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPrnss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.

ornlth ornithology.

OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OTeut Old Teutonic.

p. a, participial adjective.

paleon paleontology.

part. participle.

pass passive.

pathol pathology.

pert perfect.

Pers Persian.

pers person.

persp perspective.

Peruv Peruvian.

petrog petrography.

Pg Portuguese.

phar pharmacy.
Phen Phenlcian.

philol philology.

philos philosophy.

phouog phonography.

photog photography.

phi. 1 1 phrenology.

phys. physical

physlol physiology.

pL,plur plural

poet poetical.

polit political.

Pol Polish.

pou. . possessive.

pp. past participle.

ppr present participle.

Pr Provencal (vmally

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).

pref prefix.

prep preposition.

pres. present.

pret. preterit

priv privative.

pnili probably, probable.

pron pronoun.

pron. pronounced, pronun-
ciation.

prop. properly.

proa. prosody.

Prot. Protestant.

prov. provincial.

psycho! psychology.

q. T I .. </""'' (or pi. 'I'm-}

vide, which see.

refl. reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.

repr representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Rom Roman.

Rom Romanic, Romance

(languages).

RUM. Russian.

8. South.

S. Amer South American.

ST. L. scilicet, understand,

supply.

So Scotch.

Sen id Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.

sculp sculpture.

Serv Servian.

sing singular.

Skt. Sanskrit.

Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.

snbj. .

,
subjunctive.

snperl. superlative.

surg surgery. .

MTV surveying.

8w. Swedish.

yn synonymy.

Syr. Syriac.

technol technology.

teleg telegraphy.

teralol teratology.

term termination.

Tent Teutonic.

theat theatrical

theol theology.

therap. therapeutics.

toxlcol toxicology.

tr., trans. transitive.

trigon trigonometry.

Turk. Turkish.

typog typography.
ult. ultimate, ultimately.

T. verb.

var. variant.

ret. veterinary.

v. L intransitive verb.

v. t. transitive verb.

W. Welsh.

Wall Walloon.

Wallach. Wallachlan.

W. Ind West Indian.

zoogeog zoogeography.
zooL zoology.

soot. zobtomy.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang.

a as in fate, mane, dale.

;i aa in far, father, guard.

a as in fall, talk, naught,

a as in ask, fast, ant,

& as In fare, hair, bear,

e as in met, pen, bless.

e as in mete, meet, meat,

e as in her, fern, heard.

I as iii pin, it, biscuit

i as in pine, fight, file,

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor.

6 as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

u aa in tub, son, blood,

u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp. ix, x).

u as in pull, book, could.

ii German u, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an un-

accented syllable indicates its abbre-

viation and lightening, without abso-

lute loss of its distinctive quality. See

Preface, p. xi. Thus:

$ as in prelate, courage, captain.

$ as in ablegate, episcopal.

9 as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an

unaccented syllable indicates that,

even in the mouths of the best speak-

ers, its sound is variable to, and in or-

dinary utterance actually becomes,

the short -sound (of but, pun, etc.).

See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant, republican,

e. as in prudent> difference,

i as in charity, density,

o as in valor, actor, idiot,

a as in Persia, peninsula.

e as in the book.

ii as in nature, feature.

A mark (-^) under the consonants

(, d, 8, z indicates that they in like

manner are variable to ch, jt sh, zh.

Thus:

J as In nature, adventure,

d as in arduous, education.

as in leisure.

z as in seizure.

th as in thin.

TH as in then.

eh as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid

(mouilte) 1.

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary

accent. (A secondary accent is not

marked if at its regular interval of

two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/row; i. e., derived from.

> read whence; i. e., from which is derived.

+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or with sullix.

= read cognate with; I. e., etymologically parallel with.

y read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed, or asserted but unverified, form.

\ read obsolete.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word indicates that

the word so marked is distinct etymologically from other

words, following or preceding it, spelled in the same man-

ner and marked with different numbers. Thus :

back1 (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

backi (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back1 (bak), v. To furnish with a back, etc.

back1 (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backst (bakX n. The earlier form of batf.

backs (bak), n. A large flat-bottomed boat, etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the credits to

the quotations, as "No." fornum&er, "st." for stanza, "p."
for page, "1." for line, H for paragraph, "tail." tor folio.

The method used in indicating the subdivisions of books

will be understood by reference to the following plan :

Section only 5.

Chapter only xiv.

Canto only



1. The thirteenth letter

and tenth consonant in tlm

English alphabet. It had a

corresponding position in the

Latin and Greek alphabets, and
in their source, the Pheniclan.
The conspectus of forms in these

three alphabets, with the Egypt Ian

characters from which many be-

lieve the M to be derived (see A),
is as follows :

Egyptian. Pheni-

Hieroglyphic. Hieratic. cian.
Early

Greek ana Latin.

M represents a labial nasal sound, the corresponding nasal

to 6 and p, as n to rf and t, and ng to g and *. That Is to

say, in its production the lips are pressed together, or

form a mute closure, as in p and ft, and the vocal chords

are set in sonant vibration, as in b; but the passage from

the pharynx into the nose IB open, so that the tone rings
in the nasal as well as in the oral cavity, and this gives
the peculiar quality which we term nasal. (See miaul.)

Since the nose is incapable of complete closure (except by
external means, as the fingers^ the sound thus produced
is resonant and continuable, and hence m and n are ordi-

narily reckoned as semivocal, or liquid, or the like. But
i;i does not win, like n, an actual vowel value in English

syllabication ; though in vulgar pronunciation words like

elm, spasm, etc., are sometimes resolved into el-uin, fpaz-

m, etc. The sound m, especially as Initial, Is a very sta-

ble element In Indo-Euroi>ean language-history : compare
meant, mind, Latin mens, Greek jierav, Sanskrit y man; or

mother, oldest traceable form matar (compared with the

altered father, brother, oldest nntar, bhratar). M has no
varieties of pronunciation, ana is silent only in a few for-

eign words, as mnemonic; it is doubled under the same
circumstances as the consonants in general, as in dimmer,
'tinnmii'j, dimmed, etc., from dim.

2. As a numeral, in the Roman system, M de-

notes 1 ,000. With a dash or stroke over it (H),
it stands for a thousand times a thousand, or

1,000,000. 3. As a symbol: (a) In the mne-
monic words of logic (see mood2 ), m indicates a

transposition (metathesis) of the premises in

the reduction. (6) Formerly, M was a brand

impressed on one convicted of manslaughter
and admitted to the benefit of clergy. 4. As
an abbreviation: (a) In titles, M. stands for

Maaister or Master, as in A. M.; for Medicina:

or Medicine, as in M. D.; or for Member, as in

M. C., member of Congress, and M. P., mem-
ber of Parliament, (b) In meek., m. stands for

mass, (c) In dental formula, in zool., m. stands
for molar, and dm. for deciduous molar, (d) In

math., M or ft stands for modulus; in luiilnr

f/i'um., m or /i for the degree of a curve, (e) In

astro*, and metrol., m. stands for minute (of

time), and for meter; mm. for millimeter; and ft

for micron or micromillimeter, (f) In musical

notation, M. stands for mono (main), mezzo,
metronome, and in organ-music for manual. See
M. D., M. M., M. S. ((/) In a ship's log-book,
m. is an abbreviation of mist. 5. In printing,
the square or quadrate of any body of type :

more commonly spelled out, cm (which see).
To have an M under (or by) the Kirdlet, to have the

courtesy of addressing by the title Sir., Mias, Mrs., etc.;

show due respect by using the titles Mr., Mrs., etc. (Col-

loq.]

Mins. The devil tike you, Neverout ! besides all small

curses..

Lady A. Marry, come up! What, plain Neverout 1 me-
an M under tjimr girdle, miss.

Sic\fl, Polite Conversation, i.

.
,

thinks you might have an

,
a. and utlr. A Middle English form of mo

ma- (mii), n. [A childish name, usually mama:
see mama.] A shorter or childish form of

mama.
ma3 (ma), conj. [It. (= F. mais), but, < L. magis,
more: see mniiixtir.'] In mimic, but: used es-

pecially in the phrase ma nun tro/i/io, but not

too much, to limit various indications of musi-
cal tempo and style, as allciiro i>i n/ni tni/i/m.

quick, but not too much so, etc.

ma4
(mii). [Polynesian.] A slinir useil by

Polynesian islanders, made from finely braided
fibers of cocoanut-husk or of similar material.

M. A. See A. M. (a),

8M

maa (ma), n. A dialectal form of mew*. [Shet-

land.]
maadt. An obsolete past participle of make1

.

I'liaueer.

maalin (mii'lin), . A dialectal form of merlin.

[Shetland.]
ma'am (mam), n. [Also mam, vulgarly marm,
nmm ; contr. of madam.'] A common colloquial
contraction of madam, used especially in an-

swers, after yes and no, or interrogatively,when
one expects or has not distinctly heard a ques-
tion.

ma'am-school (miim'sko!), n. A school kept
by a woman; a dame-school. [New Kng.]

I found a girl some eighteen years old keeping a ma'am-
school for about twenty scholars.

5. <!. Qoodrich, Recollections of a Lifetime, Iv.

maatt, a. A form of mate?. Chaucer.

mab (mab), n. [A dial. var. of woo1
.] A slat-

tern. [Prov. Eng.]
mab (mab), v. i.; pret. and pp. mabbed, ppr. mob-

bing. [A dial. var. of wo&i; cf. mab, .] To
dress negligentlv; be slatternly. [Prov. Eng.]
Maba (ma'bii), n. [NL. (J. B. Forster, 1776),
the name of the plant in Tonga-Tabu.] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants be-

longing to the natural order Kbcnacece, the

ebony family, characterized by dioecigus flow-

ers, almost always three-parted, from three to

an indefinite number of stamens, and three

styles, sometimes united below. They are shrubs
or trees, usually of very hard wood, with small entire

leaves, and flowers either solitary or in cymes. Fifty-nine

species are known, natives of the warm regions of the

globe. The ebony-wood of Cochin-China and Coromandel
is believed to be the product of a tree of this genus. M.

yeminata and M. laurina, called Queensland ebmy, fur-

nish, with other species of the region, desirable substi-

tutes for ebony. M. buxtfolia has been called Eatt In-

dian tatinwood. The genus is found in a fossil state in

many Tertiary deposits, the fruiting calyx on its peduncle
being all that is usually preserved. Eight species are

thus known. They have been described under the name
Macreitfhtia, now regarded as a section of Maba. One of

these fossil species occurs in Colorado.

mabblet, . t. A variant of moble%.

mabby (rnab'i), n. [Formerly also mobby; Bar-

bados.] A spirituous liquor distilled from po-
tatoes in Barbados.
Mac. [( Gael, mac = Ir. mac = W. map, mab,
also ap, ab, a son, = Goth, magus, a son: see

may2
. Cf. ap.'] An element, usually a con-

joined prefix, in many Scotch and Irish names
of Celtic origin, cognate with the Welsh Ap-,

signifying 'son, and being thus equivalent to

the Irish (f, the English -son or -s, and the Nor-
man Fitz-. The prefix is either written In full, Mae-, or
abbreviated to Me- or M'-, which in works printed in the
British Isles almost invariably appears as M' the con-

tracted form being followed by a capital letter, while Mae-
takes a capital after it but rarely. Thus a name may be

variously spelled asMacdonakKrtiiKlyMacDonald),M'Don-

ald, or McDonald; so Mackenzie, M'Kewie, or McKenzie,
etc. In catalogues, directories, etc., names with this prefix,
whether written Mac-,M 1

-, or Me-, are properly entered in

the alphabetical place of Mae-. Sometimes used separate-

ly for persons whose names begin with this prefix.

The Fitzes sometimes permitted themselves to sneak
with scorn of the O's and Macs, and the O's and Mac*
sometimes repaid that scorn with aversion. Macattlay.

Macaberesque (ma-ka-ber-esk'), a. [< Macaber

(see def.)+ -esque. Ct.'M.'Lt.Mackabteorum chora,
as if the 'dance of the Maccabees.'] Pertain-

ing to or of the character of the so-called

"Dance of Death," a favorite subject in the

literature, art, and pantomime of Europe in the

middle ages and early Renaissance : apparently
based on a series of dialogues of death attrib-

uted to Macaber, an old German poet of whom
nothing is known. See dance of death, under
ll'lll/'l'.

macaco 1 (ma-ka'ko). n. [Formerly also niini-

ciiiii'o, inimiiii; ; from a Malagasy name.] 1.

The ring-tailed lemnr or cat-lemur, the *]

of Lemur earliest known, described under this

name by Button : the /.. cuttii of Linnreus. 2.

The technical specific name of the rnffed lemur,
L. macaco. Hence 3. Any lemur; a maki.

4. The so-called yellow lemur or kinkajou, Cer-

colejili
* i-ttiiitii-olrultix: a misnomer. See cut

under kinkajoii.
macaco2 (ma-ka'ko), . [Formerly macaquo
(Marcgrave, 1648); said to be of African (Con-
go) origin. See macaque, Macacug.] A ma-

caque. See Maciicii-i.

macaco-worm (ma-ka'ko-werm), . The larva

of a dipterous insect of South America, Der-
matobia noxialis, which infests the skin of ani-

mals, including man.
Macacus (ma-ka'kus), n. [NL. (F. Cuvier) (Ma-
caca, Lacp6de, 1801), < F. macaque (Buffon),
from a native name, macaco: see macaco2.] A
genus of Old World catarrhine monkeys of the

family CercopitkccidaiorCynopithecida'; the ma-

caques. The genus formerly Included monkeys between
the doucs(SnnopifAci7we)and the baboons or drills(Ci/no-

cephaliiue). It was next restricted to species inhabiting the
East Indies, having cheek-pouches, ischial callosities, and
a fifth tubercle on the back molar, such as the wanderoo

(M. silenus\ the bonnet-macaque (M. rinicus), the rhesus

monkey (M. rhesus), the common toque (M. cynomolmuf),
etc. It is now restricted to species resembling the last-

named. The leading genera which have been dissociated

from Macatus are Cercocebus, Inutu, Theropititecui, Cyno-
pithems, and Cercopithcmu.

macadam (mak-ad'am), w. [Short for Maead-

amparement: see macadamize.] Macadamized
pavement.
There are many varieties of pavement in London, from

primitive macadam to the noiseless asphalte.
Contemporary Rev., LIV. 432.

Macadamia (mak-a-da'mi-ii), n. [NL. (F. von
Muller, 1857), named after one Mac Adam.] A
genus of dicotyledonous apetalous plants be-

longing to the natural order Proteactce and the

tribe Grevilleea; characterized by having two

pendulous ovules, seeds with unequal and fleshy

cotyledons, anthers on short filaments inserted

a little below the laminsp, and a ring-like
four-lobed or four-parted disk. There are two

species, found only In eastern Australia. They are tall

shrubs or trees with whorled leaves, either entire or ser-

rate, and flowers pedicellate in pairs, in terminal or axil-

lary racemes, the pedicels not connate. M. ternifotia is

the Queensland nut-tree, a smalt tree with dense foliage,

a firm, fine-grained wood, and an edible nut with the taste

of hazel, an inch or more in diameter.

macadamization(mak-ad'l

'am-i-za'8hon), H. [<
macadamize + -ation.] The process of laying
carriage-roads according to the system of John
London Macadam, a Scottish engineer (1756-
1836), who carried it out very extensively in

England. In the common process, the top soil of the

roadway is removed to the depth of 14 inches. Coarse
cracked stone is then laid in to a depth of 7 inches, and
the interstices and surface-depressions are filled with
fine cracked stones. Over these as a bed is placed a layer
7 inches deep of road-metal or broken stone, of which no

piece is larger than 2J inches in diameter. This is rolled

down with heavy steam- or horse-rollers, and the top ia

finished with stone crushed to dust and rolled smooth.
Also spelled macadamisation.

macadamize (mak-ad'am-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp.
macadamized, ppr. macadamizing. K Macadam,
the name of the inventor, + -ize. The F. mara-
damiser is from E.] To cover (a road or path)
with a layer of broken road-metal. See rnwc-

adamization. Also spelled maciiilniiiisi .

macadamizer (mak-ad'am-I-zer), w. One who
lays macadamized roads. Also spelled macad-
am iner.

Macaja butter. See Coco.

macaque (ma-kak'), . [< F. macaque, < ma-

caco, macaquo, a native name: see macaco2
,

Macacus.] A monkey of the genus Macacus;
one of the several kinds of monkeys coming
between baboons and the African mangabeys.
The term has undergone the same restriction of meaning
as Macacun; and most of the macaques, in a former sense
of the word, have received special names. The Javan ma-
caque, M. cifwmioltrus, with neetling brows and tail about
:i:- long as tiie Inniy', is a fair example of the arboreal forms.
The munga, M. nnicwtol Intlia, i* known as the bonnet-

macaque,froiu the top-knotwhichparUin themiddle. The
bunder, or rhesus macaque, M. rhems, is a very common
Indian species. The bnih, or pi^-tailed macaque, M. neme-

strinvi, b a long-limbed form inhabiting the 1'hilippinee,
of moderate length. In the Uoraese blackwith the tall of i



macaque
macaque, M. maitrus, the tail is a mere sturap. Some of
these monkeys reach the snow-line in Tibet, as M, thibe-

taimtt. A remarkalile species, the wanderoo, M. xilemts,
with a tufted tail and the face set in an enormous frill of

long gray hair, inhabits Malabar. Sometimes spelled ma-
cake.

Macaria (ma-ka'ri-a), . [NL., < Gr. [laKaptof,

pa.ii.ap, blessed, happy.] In soiil., a name of va-
rious genera, (a) A genus of spiders. Koch, 1795. (b)
The typical genus of Macariidw or Macariiiia}, erected by
Curtis in 1828. They are delicate, slender-bodied moths of

grayish color, whose larvee are slender with heart-shaped
head. It is a large and wide-spread genus, occurring abun-
dantly in Europe and America. M. liturata is the tawny-
barred angle of English collectors, to whom M. notata is

known as the small peacock-moth, (c) A genus of lady-
birds or coccinellids, confined to South America, having
the third and fifth joints of the antennae very small. Also
Micaria. Dejean, 1834.

Macarian (ma-ka'ri-an), a. [< Maeariug (see
def.) (< Gr. /uandpioc, blessed) + -an.'] 1. A fol-

lower of the monastic system or customs of the
elder Macarius of Egypt, or of the younger Ma-
carius of Alexandria, contemporary monks of
the fourth century, who were noted for their
severe asceticism. 2. A follower of the Mo-
nothelite Macarius, patriarch of Antioch in the
seventh century.
Macariidae (mak-a-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL..< Maca-
ria + -idee."] A family of geometric! moths, typi-
fied by the genus Macaria. Also called Macti-
rida;. They are also classed as a subfamily,
Macariinw, of G-eontetridai.

macarism (mak'a-rizm), n. [< Gr. /taKapia[t6s,

blessing, <. /janapifciv, bless.] Abeatitude. J.A.

Alexander, Commentary on Matthew, p. 110.

macarize (mak'a-riz), v. t.; pret. and pp. maca-
rizecl, ppr. macdrizing. [< Gr. fia/tapi&w, bless,

pronounce happy, < [lamp, blessed, happy.] To
bless; pronounce happy;
late. [Bare.]

,
.

; wish joy to; congratu-

The word macarize has been adopted by Oxford men
who are familial' with Aristotle, to supply a word wanting
in our language. "Felicitate" and "congratulate" are

(in actual usage) confined to events. ... It may be said
that men are admired for what they are, commended for
what they do, and macarized for what they have.

Whately, On Bacon's Essay on Praise (ed. 1887).

macaroni (mak-a-ro'ni), n. and n. [Formerly
also maccaroni, mackeroni, macheroni; = F.
macaroni = Sp. macarrones = Pg. macarrao, <

Olt. maccaroni, It. macchcroni, macaroni, orig. a
mixture of flour, cheese, and butter, prob. < mac-

care, bruise, batter, < L. macerarc, macerate: see
macerate. Cf. macaroon, from the same source.
In ref. to the secondary uses of the word (cf. It.

macearone, now maccherone, a fool, blockhead),
it is to be noted that it is common to name a
droll fellow, regarded as typical of his coun-
try, after some favorite article of food, as E.

Jack-pudding, G. Hanswurst ('Jack Sausage'),
F. Jean Farine ('Jack Flour').] I. n. 1. A
kind of paste or dough prepared, originally
and chiefly in Italy, from the glutinous granu-
lar flour of hard varieties of wheat, pressed
into long tubes or pipes through the perfo-
rated bottom of a vessel furnished with man-
drels, and afterward dried in the sun or by
low heat. The same material, called Italian paste, is

also made into a thread-like product called vermicelli, and
into sticks, lozenges, disks, ribbons, etc. Macaroni, cooked
in various ways, constitutes a leading article of food in

Italy, especially in Naples and Genoa, and it ismuch used
elsewhere. Imitations of it are made in other countries
from ordinary flour, which is much less suitable.

He doth learn to make strange sauces, to eat anchovies,
maccaroni, bovoli, fagioli, and caviare.

B. Joneon, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

2. A medley; something extravagant or calcu-
lated to please an idle fancy. 3f. A London
exquisite of the eighteenth century ;

a fop ;
a

3558

dandy ;
a member of the Macaroni Club. See

II., 1.

Lady Falkener's daughter is to be married to a young
rich Mr. Crewe. a macarone, and of our loo.

Walpole, To Hertford, May 27, 1764.

You are a delicate Londoner ; you are a macaroni; you
can't ride. Bosicell, Tour to Hebrides, p. 84.

Sure never were seen two such beautiful ponies ;

Other horses are clowns, but these macaronies.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

[Hence arose the use of the word in the contemporary dog-
gerel of " Yankee Doodle "

[He] stuck a feather in his cap,
And called it macaroni

and its application as a name, in the American revolution,
to a body of Maryland troops remarkable for their showy
uniforms.]
4. A crested penguin or rock-hopper : a sailors'

name. See penguin, and cut under Eudyptes.
H.t a. 1. Consisting of gay or stylish young

men: specifically [cap."] applied to a London
club, founded about the middle of the eigh-
teenth century, composed of young men who
had traveled and sought to introduce elegances
of dress and bearing from the continent.
On Saturday, at the Maccaroni Club (which is composed

of all the travelled young men who wear long curls and
spying-glasses) they played again.

Walpole, To Hertford, Feb. 6, 1764.

2. Of or pertaining to macaronis or fops; ex-

quisite.
Ye travell'd tribe, ye macaroni train,
Of French friseurs and nosegays justly vain.

Goldsmith, Epilogue spoken by Mrs. Bulkley and Miss

[Catley.
Daft gowk in macaroni dress,
Are ye come here to shaw your face ?

Fergusson, On seeing a Butterfly in the Street.

macaronian (mak-a-ro'ni-an), a. and n. [< mac-
aroni + -an.] Same as macaronic.
macaronic (mak-a-ron'ik), a. and n. [= F.

macaroniqne = Sp. macarronico = Pg. macar-
ronico = It. maccheronico ; as macaroni + -ic.]

I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the food macaroni.
2f. Pertaining to or like a macaroni or fop;

hence, trifling; vain; affected. 3. In lit.,

using, or characterized by the use of, many
strange, distorted, or foreign words or forms,
with little regard to syntax, yet with sufficient

analogy to common words and constructions to
be or seem intelligible : as, a macaronic poet ;

macaronic verse. Specifically, macaronic verse or po-
etry is a kind of burlesque verse in which words of another
language are mingled with Latin words, or are made to

figure with Latin terminations and in Latin constructions.
The term was brought into vogue by the popular satirical
works in this style of the Mantuan Teofllo Folengo (died
1544). It is probable that this use of the word has refer-
ence to the varied ingredients which enter into the prep-
aration of a dish of macaroni.
A macaronic stage seems very often to mark the decline

of an old literature and language, in countries exposed to

powerful foreign influences.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., v.

II. n. 1. A confused heap or mixture of sev-
eral things. Cotgrave. 2. Macaronic verse.

macaronicalt (mak-a-ron'i-kal), a. [< maca-
ronic + -al.~] Same as macaronic. Nashc.
macaroon (mak-a-ron'), n. [Formerly also

mackaroon, mackrbpn, makaron, macaron; < F.

macaron, macaroni, also a bun or cake, = Sp.
macarron, macaroon, < Olt. maccaroni, orig. a
mixture of flour, cheese, and butter: see maca-
roni.] 1. A small sweet cake, made of sweet-
almond meal instead of wheaten flour, and white

mace

Macaroni and Lady in dress of 1770- 1775.

Let anything come in the shape of fodder, or eating-
stuffe, it is wellcome, whether it be Sawsedge, ... or
Chese-cake, ... or Mackroone, Kickshaw, or Tantablin !

John Taylor, The Great Eater of Kent (1610).

2f. A droll; a buffoon. 3f. A finical fellow;
a fop; an exquisite. Compare macaroni, 3.

Call'd him ... a macaroon,
And no way fit to speak to clouted shoon.
R. B., Elegy on Donne (Donne's Poems, ed. 1650).

macarte (ma-kiirt'), n. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] A rope attached to the hackamore.
Macartney pheasant. See pheasant.
macary-bitter (mak'si-ri-bit'er), n. The shrub
Picramnia Antidesma, which yields medicinal
bitters. [West Indies. ]

Macassar oil. See oil.

macasse (ma-kas'), n. [Origin obscure.] In a
sugar-mill, one of the two side rollers (the other
one being called distinctively the side roller)
placed in the same horizontal plane beneath
the third roller, which is called the Icintj-roller.
macaw (ma-ka'),. [Formerly also maccaw,ma-
cao,machao; <Braz. macao."] A large American
parrot of the family Psittacidw and subfamily
Arince, having a very long graduated tail and
the face partly bare of feathers. The macaws are
among the largest and most magnificent of the parrot
tribe

;
but they are less docile than most parrots, and their

Red-and-blue Macaw (Ara macao : .

voice is exceedingly harsh. The species
are numerous, all inhabiting tropical or

subtropical America, especially the former.
See Aral.

macaw-bush (ma -ka' bush), n. A
West Indian plant, Solanum mammosmn, a some-
what shrubby, prickly weed.

macaw-palm (ma-ka'pam), n. Same as ma-
caw-tree.

macaw-tree (ma-ka'tre), n. A South Ameri-
can palm, Acrocomia sclerocarj>a. Also called

gru-gru.
Maccabean (mak-a-be'an), a. [Also Maccu-
baan; < LL. Maccabceus, < Gr. MaKKa/3aioc, Mac-
cabseus.] Of orpertaining to the Jewish princes
called Maccabees, who delivered Judea from
the tyranny of Antiochus Epiphanes, about 16B
B. c., and rendered it independent for about a

century.
maccaronit, and o. An obsolete form of

macaroni.

maccawt, n. An old spelling of macaw.
Macchiavellian, a. and n. See Machiavellian.

macco (mak'6), n. [< It. macco, massacre,
slaughter (also bean porridge).] A gambling
game.
His uncle was still at the macco table.

T. Hook, Man of Many Friends. (Davies.)

maccoboy (mak'o-boi), n. A corruption of mac-

couba, in common use.

maccouba, macouba (mak'o-ba), n. [So named
from Macouba, a place in Martinique where the
tobacco from which the snuff was originally
made is grown.] A kind of fine dark-brown
snuff, usually rose-
scented. More com-
monly maccoboy.
McCulloch Act. See
act.

mace 1 (mas), H. [<ME.
mace, mase, mas, <

OF. mace, mache (also

macque,maqite,make),
F. masse = Pr. massa
= Sp. masa = Pg. ma-
ca = It. mazza (ML.
reflex massa), a club,

scepter, < LL. matia,
L. *matea, found only
in dim. mateola, a
mallet or beetle. Cf.
mack1

.] 1. A wea-
pon for striking, con-

sisting of a heavy
head, commonly of

metal, with a han-
dle or staff, usually of
such length as to be
conveniently wielded .

,..v i i i_ 0, mace of the type known as noly-Wltn One nanct; by watersprinkler'or'mormng-star';

extension, any simi-
" mace of the isth century,

lar weapon. The head is often spiked, and sometimes
consists of six, eight, or more radiating blades, grouped
around a central spike, all of steel.

Arm'd with their greaves, and maces, and broad swords.

Heyu-ooa, Four Prentices.

They were divided into large parties, and meeting to-

gether combatted with clubs or maces, beating each other

soundly. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 202.

2. A scepter; a staff of office having some-
what the form of the weapon of war denned
above. Mace are borne before or by officials of various
ranks in many countries, as a symbol of authority or badge
of office. The mace on the table of the British House of
Lords or House of Commons represents the authority of
the House.

Proud Tarquinius
Rooted from Koine the sway of kingly />.

Marim and Sylla, 1594, cit. St.



mace
With these (heads] home befuro us, instead nf mate*,

will we ri'le thlniitfh the sin , !

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 7. 114.

3. A light stick with a flat head formerly used

in playing billiards to push tho cue-ball when
out of'reach fort hi' proper stroke with the cue:

superseded liy the bridge, or rest for the cue.

4. A curriers' mallet with a knobbed face, made
by tho insertion of pins with em-thaped heads,
used in leather-dressing to soften and supple
tanned hides and enable them to absorb the

oil, etc. 5f. A bulrush or cattail.

Mace, or cattcs taylu, Marteau, ou planto semblable aux
masaea ii> hcdeanx. Ilaret, Alvearle, 157S.

Crowned mace, a ceremonial mace surmounted by a

crown, symlMiliziiiK the royal power as delegated in part
to a mayor or other officer of a corporation. Great mace,
the largest of several maces in the possession of a corpora-
tion or community. It is usually surmounted by a crown,
which Is often lacking ill the smaller maces. Sergeant's
mace, an official mace, usually small, used as a badge of

office, warrant for arrest, etc. Many such maces remain
from the middle ages, the sixteenth century, etc. They
are often of silver, or silver-gilt, with one end broad and

forming a sort of crown, although not usually modeled
like a royal crown. See crowned mate.

mace- (mas), . [< ME. mace, also maces (sing. ),

< OF. (and f. ) mads = Sp. mdcis = Pg. mads=
It. mace (ML. macia), mace, prob. < L. macir, <

Gr. ptiKip, an East Indian spice. Cf. L. macein,
mads (Plautus), supposed to mean '

mace.'] A
spice consisting of the dried arillode (false aril )

or covering of the seed of the nutmeg, Myristieti

fragrans, which is a fleshy net-like envelop
somewhat resembling the husk of a filbert. When
fresh it is of a beautiful crimson hue. It is extremely
fragrant and aromatic, and is used chiefly in cooking or
in pickles. Mace is similar to nutmeg in its pharmaco-
dynamic properties. See cut under ariUode.

And wytethe wel that the Notemuge bereth the Macet.

For righte as the Note of the Haselle hath an Husk with-

outen, that the Note is closed in til it be ripe, and after

fallcth out, righte so it is of the Notemuge and of the
Maces. Mtmdevitte, Travels, p. 187.

Oilofmace. StuneAanutincff-buUeroroUofnutmega, See

nutmeg.
mace^(mas), . [Formerly also mess; < Malay
was.] 1. A small gold coin of Atchiu in Su-

matra, weighing 9 grains, and worth about 26

cents.

Of these [cash], 1500 make a Mow, which is their other
sort of Coin, and is a small thin piece of Hold, stampt with

Malayan Letters on each side.

Dumpier, Voyages, II. 1. 132.

2. The tenth part of a Chinese tael or ounce :

as a money of account it is equal to 58 grains
of pure silver. See tael, Hang, and candareen.

mace-ale (mas'al), 11. A drink consisting of ale

sweetened and spiced, especially with mace.
\ares.

mace-bearer (mas'baVer), n. A person who
carries a mace of office before a public func-

tionary whose badge of office it is
;
a macer.

mace-cup (mas'kup), n. A drinking-cup form-

ing the large ornamental top of a ceremonial
mace when the crown, if there is one, is re-

moved. The cup is used to drink from, some-
times after removing the staff of the mace.
Macedonian (mas-e-do'ni-an), a. and n. [< L.

Macedonian, < Gr. Maxtddwof, of Macedonia, a
Macedonian (also a man's name), < ManeSoi; a
Macedonian, Maufdovia, Macedonia.] I, a. Be-

longing or relating to Macedonia.
II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of ancient

Macedonia, north of Greece. The Macedonians,
thf conquerors of Greece and of many other countries, were
not Hellenes or genuine Greeks, although they used the
Greek language.
2. A follower of Macedonius, Bishop of Con-

stantinople in the fourth century, who denied
the distinct existence and Godhead of the Holy
Spirit, which he conceived to be a creature or

merely a divine energy diffused through the uni-
^ BIBB. .Members of this sect were also known as Mara-
t/innian* and Pnrumatomachi. The Semi-Arians were
I'tti'ii called by this name, and the name of Semi-Arlans
was also given to the Macedonians In the proper sense.

Macedonianism (mas-e-do'ui-an-izm), n. [<

M<iccil<iniiiii, Ii, + -win.} The doctrines pecu-
liar to Macedonius, Bishop of Constantinople
in the fourth century; the denial of the divin-

ity of the Holy Spirit. The second ecumenical
council (see (

:

<>nxt<intinopolitan) wassummoned
mainly to combat this heresy. See Macedonian,
a.. -.

Macellodon tmfi-sel'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. /"i-

M >./., a pickax, -I- uSoi'f (bAovr-) = E. tooth.} A
,'enns of lacortiliaus described by Owen (1854)
from remains found in the I'urbeck be.ls. of Ju-

rassic ape, and regarded as one of the earliest

forms of true Lua rtilin. Also Mnci'lloiliin.

Mace Monday (mas mun'da). The lirsl Mon-

day after St. Anne's day: so railed in some
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[i];r-es on account of a ceremony then per-
formed, llnlliirrll. [Prov. Eng.]
macer (ma'ser), . [< MK. MOCMV, < mate, >

mace; seciac<;l.] A mace-bearer ; specifically,
in Scotland, one of a class of officers who attend
the courts of session, teinds, justiciary, and ex-

chequer, to keep order, call the rolls, serve the

judges, make arrests when required, etc.

macerate (mas'e-rat), v. 1.
; pret. and pp. macer-

ntnl, ppr. i/Hii-initiiKj. [< L. maceratus, pp. of

wiii-crarc (> It. macerare = Pg. Sp. Pr. man nn-

= F. macerer), make soft or tender, soften by
steeping, weaken, harass; prob. akin to Kuss.

n/iifliiti, steep, Gr. /taoortv, knead. Cf. ias 2
,

macaroni, macaroon, ult. from the same root.]
1. To steep or soak almost to solution ; soften

and separate the parts of by steeping in a fluid,

usually without heat, or by the digestive pro-
cess: as, to macerate a plant for the extraction

of its medicinal properties; food is macerated
in the stomach. 2. To make lean; cause to

grow lean or to waste away.
Recurrent pains of the stomach, megrims, and other

recurrent headaches macerate the parts and render the

looks of patients consumptive and pining.
Harvey, Consumptions.

What is the difference In happiness of him who is macer-
ated by abstinence and his who is surfeited with excess?

SUele, Spectator, No. 282.

3t. To harass or mortify ; worry; annoy.
Now the place [Paradise] cannot be found In earth, hut

Is become a common place in mens braines, to macerate
and vexe them in the curious search hereof.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 18.

They are neither troubled in conscience nor macerated
with cares. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 110.

maceration (mas-e-ra'shon), ii. [= F. macera-
tion = Sp. maceradon = Pg. maceractto = It.

iacera:ione, < L. maccratio(n-), < macerare,

steep, macerate: see macerate.} 1. The act,

process, or operation of softening and almost

dissolving by steeping in a fluid. See macer-

ate, 1. 2. The act or process of macerating or

making lean or thin
;
the state of being macer-

ated; leanness.
The faith itself . . . retaineth the use of fastings, ab-

stinences, and other mactratinns and humiliations of the

body, as things real, and not figurative.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 1S5.

For atx>ut two centuries the hideous maceration of the

lMly was regarded as the highest proof of excellence.

Leclnt, European Morals, III. 114.

macerator (mas'e-ra-tor), n. [< macerate +
-i>r. ] Any suitable vessel in which substances
are macerated.
mace-reed (mas'red), . Same as reed-mace.

macest, . A Middle English form (singular) of

IMMM*.
macfarlanite (mak-far'lan-it), n. [Named af-

ter T. Macfarlane.} A silver ore found in the
mines of Silver Islet, Lake Superior. It contains

chiefly silver and arsenic, with some cobalt, nickel, etc.,

but it is not a homogeneous mineral.

macgilpt, An obsolete form of magilp.
Macnaerium ^ma-ke'ri-um),

n. [NL. (Persoon,

1807), < Gr. /jaxdtpa, a sword, saber.] 1. In hot.,

a South American genus of leguminous plants
belonging to the suborder Pajnlionacea

1
,
the

tribe Daloergiea; and the subtribe Pterocarpea-:

probably so named from the shape of the fruit.

It is characterized by versatile anthers, opening longitudi-

nally; a calyx obtuse below; and a legume, with one seed
at the base, the upper part tapering into a reticulated wing
which Is terminated by the style. They are erect trees or

shrubs, or sometimes tall climbers, with unequally pinnate
leaves, and usually small white or purple flowers fascicled

in the axils or in terminal panicles. About HO species have
been described, some of which are supposed to yield a por-
tion of the rosewood of commerce. Jf. Schomburykii, a

species of British Guiana, produces the beautiful streaked
itaka- or tiger-wood. See itaka-wood.

2. In e <oi., a genus of dipterous insects. Hul-

iilny. 1831. 3. In ichth., same as Congregating,
to which the name was changed in consequence
of its preoccupation in entomology. Richtinl-

HOH, 1*411.

machasrodont (ma-ke'ro-dont), a. [< Gr. pa-

Xaipa, a sword, saber,+ ciSovf (O&IT-) = E. tooth.}

Saber-toothed; having teeth of the pattern of

those of the genus MacJiwrodus.

Machaerodontinae (ma-ke'ro-don-ti'ne), w. i>l.

[NL., < MacltimMltm (-odont-) + -iixr.} A sub-

family of Feluhr, including fossil forms from
Miocene and later formations, having the upper
canine teeth enormously developed, falcate and
trenchant, and the lower canines correspond-
ingly reduced ; the saber-toothed tigers.

Machaerodus (ma-ke'ro-dus), n. [NL., < Gr.
i;<; t<"/"'. a sword, saber, + oSoi'f = E. tooth.]
The typical genus of Machferodontina: Also
Miicliiiirixlit*. Kiniji, 1833. See cut under gulii-r-

Umthed.

machicolation

Machaeroptenis (mak-e-ro|,'te-rns), H. [NL..
< Gr./'" i"'/. :i suord, salier, + --I/XT, a wing.]
A singular nenus of South American manikins,
of the fami ly I'ijiriilir. It Is characterized by an ab-

normal structure and disposition of the secondary renil-

ges, the shafts of which are thickened and eiiHifonn to
a varying degree. M. deliciom is an example.
Machairodus (uia-ki'ro-dus), w. s. .\/<icha;-

I'lHl/lx.

machecolet, '' ' [ME. matchecolen, magecollen,
< OF. macheciillii, n/iK-hrcouler, inachicolate :

see machicolate.] To inachicolate.

Wel matchecald al aboute.
Morte d'Arthur, I. 199. (llalliireU.)

macheronit, ". An obsolete spelling of maca-
ruiii.

machete (ma-cha'ta), w. [Sp., a chopping-
knife.acutlas.] 1. A heavy knife or cutlas used

among Spanish colonists and in Spanish-Ameri-
can countries, botli as a tool and as a weapon.
He ... cut his way through a Ungled forest by the use

of the Cuban machete. Set. Amer., N. S., LVI. 891.

2. A fish of the family Congrogadid<e, the

Congrogadus (or M<ii-/iirriiu>i) xiibducetui.

Formerly also matchet, nifttrhettr.

Machetes (ma-ke'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. /jaxyrfc,
a fighter, < /laxectiai, fight.] A genus of Scolo-

padda; named by Cuvier in 1817. M. pnynax is

the ruff, which in the breeding season has the face papil-
lose and the neck befrilled with an enormous ruffle of

feathers. The female is known as the rceoe. An older
name of the genus is PaeanceUa (Leach, 1816); the oldest

is Philomachwi (Moehring, 1752X See ruf.

Machiavellian (tnak'i-a-vel'i-an), a. and n.

[Also Machiarelian. Macchiacelian, Macchiarel-

lian; < Machiarel, Macliiarelli (see def . ), + -tan.}

1. a. Of or pertaining to Niccolo Machiavelli

(also called in English Machiavel) (1469- 1527),
an illustrious Italian patriot and writer, secre-

tary of state and many times ambassador of the

republic of Florence; conforming to the prin-

ciples imputed to Machiavelli (see II.); hence,
destitute of political morality; cunning in po-
litical management; habitually using duplicity
and bad faith; astutely crafty.

II. 11. One who adopts the principles ex-

pounded by Machiavelli in his work entitled

"The Prince," a treatise on government in

which political morality is disregarded and ty-
rannical methods of rule are inculcated.

Machiavellianism (mak*i-a-veri-an-izm), .

The principles or system of statesmanship of

Machiavelli ;
the political doctrines attributed

to Machiavelli namely, the pursuit of success
at any price, and the systematic subordination
of right to expediency (see Machiavellian, n.) ;

the theory that all means may be justifiably

employed, however unlawful and treacherous
in themselves, for the establishment and main-
tenance of the authority of the ruler over his

subjects; political cunning and unscrupulous
artifice.

Machiavellic(mak'i-a-verik),a. [< Machiavel

(It. Macliifirrlli) + -ic.] Same as Machiavellian.

Machiavellism (mak'i-a-vel'izm), . [Also
Machiatclism ; =F. Machiarelisme ; &sMachiavel

(It. Machiavelli) (see Machiavellian) + -is-iii.]

Same as Machiavellianism.

Machiavellizet,". i- [Erroneously Machevalizc

(Minsheu); = F. Machiavelizcr (Cotgrave); as

Machiavel (It. Machiarelli) + -ize.] To practise
Machiavellianism. Cotgrave.

inachicolate (ma-chik'o-lat), v. t.; pret. and

pp. machicolated', ppr. machicolating. [< ML.
machicolatus, pp. of 'machicolare, mactiicollare,
< OF. machecolltr, machccouler, machicoller, etc.,

furnish with a projecting gallery, < machecolie,
niachicolic. mitschccoulis, a projecting gallery:
sec iiKichii-oHlin.} To form with machicolations.

machicolation (ma-chik-6-la'shon), ii. [< ML.
*ni<i<-liiciil(itio(n-), '< *machiciilan; machicollare,
machicolate: see machicolate.} I. In mi'difml

arch., an opening in the vault of a portal or

passage, or m the floor of a projecting gallery,
made for the purpose of hurling missiles, or

pouring down molten lead, hot pitch, etc., upon
an enemy essaying to enter or mine, in the gal-

lery type machicolations are formed by setting out the par-

apet or breastwork, B. supported on corbels ; beyond the
face of the wall, G, spaces between the corbels are left open,
and constitute the machicolations. (See cut on following

page.) Machicolations of permanent construction in stone
were not introduced until toward the end of the twelfth

century ; but In the hoarding of wood with which walls

and towers were crowned in tiim- of need from the earliest

period of the middle ages, their use was constant.

2. The act of hurling missiles or of pouring
burning liquids upon an enemy through aper-
tures such as those described above. 3. By
extension, a madiicolated psmipet or gallery,
or a projection supported on corbels, in imita-



machicolation

Machicolations. Castle of Coucy, France ; I3th century.

tion of medieval maehicolated construction,
without openings.
machicoulis (ma-shi-ko'le), n. [< F. machicou-

lis, machecoulis, OF. maschecoulis (in ML. ma-
cliicollamentum), prob. < masche, F. mdche, mash
(melted matter) (ef. machefer, iron-dross, slag),
+ coulis, a flowing: see mash* and cullis^.]
Same as machicolation.

machina (mak'i-na), re. [L. : see machine.] A
machine : used only as a Latin word Deus ex
machina. See machine, 5. Machina Electrica, an ob-
solete constellation, formed by Bode in 1797 out of parts
of the Whale, Sculptor, Fornax, and Phoenix, and Intended
to represent an electrical machine.

machinal (mak'i-nal), a. [< L. macMnalis, per-
taining to machines, < machina, a machine:
see machine.'] Pertaining to a machine or ma-
chines. Bailey.
machinate (mak'i-nat), i>.

; pret. and pp. machi-

nated, ppr. machinating. [< L. machinatus, pp.
of machinari (> OF. F. machiner, > E. machine:
see machine, v.), contrive, plan, devise, plot,

scheme, < machina, a machine, contrivance, de-

vice, scheme : see machine."] I. trans. To plan,
contrive, or form, as a plot or scheme: as, to

machinate mischief.
Such was the perfldiousness of our wicked and restless

Countrymen at home, who, being often receiv'd into our
Protection, ceas'd not however to machinate new Disturb-
ances. Milton, Letters of State, June, 1658.

II. intrans. To lay plots or schemes.
Though that enemy shall not overthrow it, yet because

it plots, and works, and machinates, and would overthrow
it, this is a defect in that peace. Donne, Sermons, xii.

machination (mak-i-na'shon), . [= OF. ma-
chination, F. machination = Pr. machination =
Sp. maquinacion = Pg. maquinacao = It. macchi-

nazione, < L. machinatio(n-\ < machinari, con-
trive: see machinate.'] 1. The act of machinat-
ing, or of contriving a scheme for executing
some purpose, particularly a forbidden or an
evil purpose; underhand plotting or contri-
vance. 2. That which is planned or con-

trived; a plot; an artful design formed with
deliberation

; especially, a hostile or treacher-
ous scheme.
machinator (mak'i-na-tor), . [= F. machina-
teur = Sp. Pg. maqnindaor = It. macchinatore,
< L. machinator, a contriver, inventor, < ma-
chinari, contrive: see machinate.] One who
machinates; one who schemes with evil de-

signs.
He hath become an active and earnest agitator, a mnr-

murer and a machinator. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxv.

machine (ma-shen' ), . [= D. machine = G. ma-
schine= Dan. maskine= Sw. masking F. machine
= Sp. mdquina = Pg. maqvina, machina = It.

macchina = Turk, makina, < L. machina, a ma-
chine, engine, contrivance, device, stratagem,
trick, < Or. piixavfj, a machine, engine, contri-

vance, device
;

of. //ifaof,
means. Perhaps akin

to AS.matian, 'E.malce: see maTce1 . Of. mechan-
ic, etc.] 1. An engine ; an instrument of force.

With inward arms the dire machine [wooden horse] they
load. Dryden, ^Eneid, ii. 25.

2. In mech., in general, any instrument for the
conversion of motion. Thus, a machine may be de-

signed to change rapid motion into slow motion, as a crow-
bar; or it may be intended to convert a reciprocating recti-
linear motion into a uniform circular motion, etc. The
lever the wedge, the wheel and axle, the pulley, the screw,
and the inclined plane are termed the simple machine*. In
practical mechanics the word has a restricted meaning: a
single device, as a hammer, chisel, crowbar, or saw, or a
very simple combination of moving parts, as tongs, shears,
pincers, etc., for manual use, although comprised in the
strict technical definition of machine, is always called a
tool (which see) ; a device for applying or converting nat-
ural molar motion, like that ol falling water, or of winds
(as a water-wheel or windmill), or for converting molec-
ular motion into molar motion (as a steam-engine, gas-
engine, air-engine, or electric engine), is more generally,
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though not uniformly, called a motor. The distinction be-

tween the words tool and machine becomes quite indefinite

with increased complication of parts. Such machines as

are used in shaping materials in the construction of the

parts of other machines, and many of those which per-
form work, such as sawing, boring, planing, riveting, etc.,

formerly done only by hand and still performed manually
to a greater or less extent, are variously called machines,

machine-tools, engine-tools, or simply tools, although their

structure may involve much complexity ; the terms ma-
chine-tool and engine-tool are more frequently employed,
the latter being preferable as being more in accord with
best usage. Machines receive general or special names
from the work they perform or are designed to execute,
either with reference to departments of the arts or of

industry, as agricultural machines, hydraulic machines,
wood-working machines, etc., or to their specific work, as

planing-machines, sawing-machines, mowinff-machines, etc.

This science will define a machine to be, not, as usual, an
instrument by means of which we may change the direc-

tion and intensity of a given force, but an instrument by
means of which we may change the direction and velocity
of a given motion. Ampere, tr. by Willis.

3. A vehicle or conveyance, such as a coach,
cab, gig, tricycle, bicycle, etc. [Great Brit-

ain.]

A pair of bootikins will set out to-morrow morning in
the machine that goes from the Queen's Head in the Gray's
Inn Lane. Walpole, Letters, IV. 12. (Dames.)
He had taken a seat in the Portsmouth machine, and pro-

posed to go to the Isle of Wight.
Thackeray, Virginians, Ixii.

4. A fire-engine. [Colloq., U. S.] 5. In the
ancient theater, one of a number of contri-
vances in use for indicating a change of scene,
as a rotating prism with different conven-
tional scenery painted on its three sides, or a
device for expressing a descent to the infernal

regions, as the " Charonian steps," for repre-
senting the passage of a god through the air

across the stage (whence the dictum dews ex

machina, applied to the mock supernatural or

providential), etc. Such machines were very
numerous in the fully developed Greek theater,
and were copied in the Eoman.
Juno and Iris descend in different Machines: Juno in a

Chariot drawn by Peacocks ; Iris on a Rainbow.

Congreve, Seraele, ||. 1.

6. A literary contrivance for the working out
of a plot; a supernatural agency, or artificial

action, introduced into a poem or tale; ma-
chinery. [Archaic.]
His [Milton's] design is the losing of our happiness ; . . .

his heavenly machines are many, and his human persons
are but two. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

7. Any organization by which power not me-
chanical is applied and made effective; the
whole complex system by which any organiza-
tion or institution is carried on: as, the vital

machine; the machine of government.
Thine evermore, most dear lady, whilst this machine is

to him, HAMLET. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 124.

The human body, like all living bodies, is a machine, all
the operations of which will, sooner or later, be explained
on physical principles. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 389.

8. A strict organization of the working mem-
bers of a political party, which enables its man-

agers, through the distribution
of offices, careful local supervi-
sion, and systematic correspon-
dence, to maintain control of
conventions and elections, and
to secure a predominating in-

fluence in the party for them-
selves and their associates for
their own ends; also, the body
of managers of such an organ-
ization. [TT. S.]-Atwood's ma-
chine, an apparatus for illustrating
uniformly accelerated motion, consist-

ing of a pulley-wheel turning with very
slight friction in a vertical plane and
carrying a cord with equal weights sus-

pended from ita ends. In the common
experiment there is an excess of weight
at one end of the cord, due to a plate
which rests on the weight and is caught
when the latter passes through a fixed

ring ; the weight is set free from a state
of rest at a measured position above this

ring, so that the acceleration takes place
through a known distance

; and the ve-
locity per second after the removal of
the excess of weight is observed to be
proportional to the square root of the
distance through which the accelera-
tion takes place. The machine is named
from its inventor, G eorge Atwood (1746-
1807), an English mathematician.
Bulldog machine, a combined sound-
ing- and dredging-machine invented
during the voyage of H. M. S. Bulldog
in 1860, under the command of Sir Fran-
cis Leopold M'Clintock. It is an adap-

machine-gnn

centrifugal. Duck machine, in Cornwall, a kind of ven-

tilating-machinc on the same principle as the ordinary
blowing-engine, furnished with a piston and valves, and

usually worked by the pump-rod. Also called Hartz blower.

Dynamo-electric machine. See electric machine, un-
der electric. Effect of a machine. See effect Electric,
funicular, geocyclic machine. See the adjectives.

Extemporizing-machine. See p.rt ;<;/ra-.--Holtz ma-
chine. See electric machine, under electric. Hungarian,
hydro-electric, infernal, etc., machine. See the ad-

jectives. Logical machine, a machine which, being fed

with premises, produces the necessary conclusions from
them. The earliest instrument of this kind was the dem-
onstrator of Charles, third Earl Stanhope ; the most per-
fect is that of Professor Allan Marquand, which gives all

inferences turning upon the logical relations of classes.

The value of logical machines seems to lie in their showing
how far reasoning is a mechanical process, and how far it

calls for acts of observation. Calculating-machines are

specialized logical machines. Reduced inertia of a
machine, according to Rankine, the weight which, con-

centrated at the driving-point, would have the same ener-

gy as the machine itself. To run with the machine,
to accompany a fire-engine to a fire, either as a member of

the fire-company or as a hanger-on : a phrase used when
the members of fire-companies (in large cities) were volun-

teers, and service at fires was gratuitous. [U. S.]

machine (ma-shen'), v.; pret. and pp. ma-

chined, ppr.
'

machining. [< OF. machiner, F.
machiner = Pr. machinar= Sp. Pg. maqninar =
It. macchinare, < L. machinari, ML. also machi-

nare, contrive, plan, devise, etc., < L. machina,
a machine, contrivance: see machine, n. Cf.

machinate.] I. trans. If. To contrive. Pals-

grave. (HalUweH.) 2. To apply machinery to;
form or effect by the aid of machinery; espe-

cially, to print or sew by means of a machine.
This side then serves as a basis from which the body

may be machined square and true.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 240.

3. To furnish with the machinery of a plot.
It is not, as a story, very cunningly machined.

The Academy, June 1, 1889, p. 874.

II. intrans. 1. To be employed upon or in

machinery. 2. To act as or in the machinery
of a drama; serve as the machine or effective

agency in a literary plot.
The stage with rushes or with leaves they strew'd ;

No scenes in prospect, no machining goof.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, i. 120.

machine-bolt (ma-shen'bolt), n. A bolt with a
thread and a square or hexagonal head. E. H.
Knight.

machine-boy (ma-shen'boi), n. In English
printing-offices, a boy who serves as helper to a
machine-man. In the United States known as

feeder or press-boy.
machines! (mach-i-nel '),n. Same as manchineel.

machine-gun (ma-sheu'gun), n. A gun which,
by means of a variously contrived mechanism,
delivers a continuous fire of projectiles. Such
a gun may have a single barrel, or a series of barrels ar-

ranged horizontally or about a central axis. Machine-
guns may be divided into two classes : those firing small-
arm ammunition (also called mitrailleuses), and those fir-

ing shot and shell (called revolving cannon). The rapidity
of fire of the most rapid machine-guns of the first class is

about 1,000 shots a minute. (See Qatlinggun, under gunl.)

V

Maxim Field-pin, with bullet-proof shield.

The Maxim gun is a single-barreled machine-gun invented
by Hiram Maxim, an American. In it the force of recoil
is utilized to load and prepare the next charge for firing,
and a water-chamber surrounding the machinery keeps the
parts cool. It is a very ingenious and efficient invention.
The Lowell battery-gun has four barrels capable of being
rotated by a lever, independently of the lock- and breech-
mechanism. The flringis confined to one barrel atatime,
until this becomes heated or disabled, when it may be
rotated to one side in order to bring another barrel into
action. One lock only is used. The Taylor machine-gun

Atwood's Machine.

tation of Sir John Ross's deep-sea clam, with the additi'
of Brooke's principle of the disengaging weight. The chief
credit of the invention is given to Mr. Steil, assistant engi-
neer on board the Bulldog. Centrifugal machine. See Two-barreled Gardner Gun on Tripod.



machine-gun
has tlve parallel bain-Is ;ni;iii^r(l horizontally. TheGard-
ner tit<ii

:

hi't>'-!/"ii h:istuo I" live hanvls anarii.'eil horizon-

tiilly. Its mechanism is siuipli . slnnii*. anil tfcctive, hut
11 r;ill lilT olilv :tlnilll ;,.'iii shut.s a lillllllti-. The FarU'tU
machitic ijun consistn of a group of ten steel barrels of
0.4.

r
> iiicli borr, r;irh ii.nn'l h.tviiig Its own inagazin

taininy frfi carl i i-ki> 'Ihr .iiM-i'atiniis of tiriiii;, extract-

ing the empty >lirlN, ami reloading arc accomplished
hya single revolution of a crank. Tile llntchkixs revolving
<-nnn"n is the typo of the second class of machine-guns.
It eonil lines Ihr advantages of loiiK-raMtfr shell-llring with
rapidity of action. It has live barrels arranged around
a mitral axis; and the breech is fixed and contains the
]< >ailing-, firing-, and extracting-inechanism. The rotation
is intermittent, and the loading, tiring, and extraction
of the empty shell are performed uhile the barrels arc
at rest. This gun tires from 30 to 80 rounds of explosive
shells in a minute, thus delivering from 750 to 2,000 frag-
ments of shell with suftlcient force to destroy life. There
are many forms of this gun, each designed for a special
object. One form, designed for flank defense of the
ditches of fortifications, has every barrel rifled with a dif-

ferent twist, so arranged as to produce five different cones
of dispersion, thus sweeping the ditch from end to end.
The Xvrdenfelt machine-gun was designed as a defense
against torpedo-boats. It is made with 2, S, 4, 6, 7, 10, or
12 barrels, and it can fire either volleys or single barrels.
In case a barrel becomes clogged or disabled, the supply
of cartridges can bo cut off from it and the firing contin-
ued with the other barrels.

machine-head (naa-shen'hed), n. A rack and
pinion sometimes used in stringed musical in-

struments, like the double-bass and the guitar,
instead of the usual tuning-pees.
machine-made (ma-sheu mad), a. Made by
a machine or by machinery.
machine-man (ma-sheu'rnan), /'. In English
printing-offices, the workmau who manages or
controls the operations of a printiug-machine.
In the United States known as the pressman.
machine-minder (ina-shen'min'der), . The
man or boy who has charge of a printing-ma-
chine while it is in operation. [Eng.]
machine-oven (ma-shen'uv'n), n. A bakers'

oven, a fruit-evaporator, or an oven for any
other use, fitted with a traveling apparatus,
rotatory table, reel, or any other mechanical de-
vice for aiding the process of baking, or for

economizing time or space.
machiner (ma-she'ner), n. A coach-horse

;
a

horse that draws a stage-coach. [Eng.]
Is it not known that steady old machiners, broken for

years to double harness, will encourage and countenance
their "

flippant" progeny in kicking over the traces?

Laurence, Sword and Gown, xl.

machine-ruler (ma-shen'ro*ler), . 1. A ma-
chine which lines or rules paper according to

patterns. 2. A modification of this machine
for subdividing accurately scales and the like.

machinery (ma-she'ne-ri), . [< F. macltinerie,
machinery. < machine, machine: see machine,

.] 1. The parts of a machine considered
collectively; any combination of mechanical
means designed to work together so as to effect
a given end : as, the mnchiiiery of a watch, or of
a canal-lock.

It is most probable that the rain waters were conveyed
from the building, . . . possibly to the temple, where It

might be necessary to raise the water to a certain height;
or it might relate to some machinery of the antient super-
stition. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 107.

2. Machines collectively; a congeries or as-

semblage of machines: as. the machinery at a
cotton-mill is often moved by a single wheel.

In an insurance policy, machinery includes tools and
implements of manufacture.

llttchanan p. Exchange Fire Ins. Co., 61 N. Y., 26.

All klndsof labor-saving RMdMunriniB fullest opera-
tion. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 172.

3. Any complex system of means and appli-
ances, not mechanical, designed to carry on
any particular work, or keep anything in ac-

tion, or to effect a specific purpose or end: as,
the machinery of government.
As lord and master of the Church, he [Henry VIII. )

could utilise Church machinery to obtain the divorce and
the marriage on which he had set his king's heart.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 254.

4. Specifically, the agencies, particularly if

supernatural, by which the plot of an epic or
dramatic poem, or other imaginative work, is

carried on and conducted to the catastrophe.
The Miifhiii'-rn, Madam, isaterm invented by the critics

to signify that part which the Deities, Angels, or Daemons
are made to act in a Poem.

Pope, Letter prefixed to E. of L.

It is this kind of Mm-liim-rii which fills the Poems both
of Homer and Virgil with Midi Circumstances as are won-
derful, but not impossible. Add/ton, Spectator, No. 315.

Engaging and disengaging machinery, sec engage.

machine-shop (ma-safaPshop), . Aworkshop
in which machines or parts of machines are
made and repaired.
machine-tool cma-shen'tol), H. A machine
driven by water, steam, or other power, for per-
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forming operations formerly accomplished by
means of hand-tools, as planing, drilling, saw-
int,', etc., and taking its special name from the
kind of work performed, as planing-marliiiK ,

drilling-machine, etc. Also called engine-tool.
machine-twist (ma-shen'twist), n. A three-
cord silk thread made with a twist from right
to left, intended especially for use in the sew-
ing-machine.
machine-work (ma-shen'werk), . 1. Work
done by a machine, as distinguished from that
done by hand ; specifically, in English printing-
offices, press-work done on a machine, in dis-

tinction from press-work done on a hand-press.
2. The product of such work; articles manu-

factured wholly or chiefly by machinery.
machinist (ma-she'nist), n. [< F. machiniste
= Sp. Pg. maquinista = It. macchinista; as mu-
ch hie + -ist.] 1. A constructor of machines
and engines, or one versed in the principles of

machines; in a general sense, one who invents
or constructs mechanical devices of any kind.

Has the insufficiency of machinists hitherto disgraced
the Imagery of the poet? or is it in itself too sublime for

scenical contrivances to keep pace with?
Steecens, General Note on Macbeth.

2. One who tends or works a machine. [Kare.]
3. In the rating of the United States navy, an

engine-room artificer or attendant. 4. In U. S.

politics, an adherent of the machine, or a sup-
porter of its methods. The Nation, XXXVI.
520. 5. In the history of art, one of those
Italian painters of about the seventeenth cen-

tury (a period of artistic decline) who worked
mechanically or according to rigid rules.

He [Franceschini] Is reckoned among those painters of
the decline of art to whom the general name of machinist
is applied. Encyc. Brit., IX 687.

machinize (ma-she'niz), r. /.: pret. and pp. ma-
chinized, ppr. inachinizing. [< machine + -ize.~\

To bring into form or order like that of a ma-
chine, or by the use of machinery ;

elaborate
or systematize.
The Times newspaper, ... by it* immense correspon-

dence and reporting, seems to have machinized the rest of
the world for his (the traveler's) occasion.

Emerson, English Traits, 111.

machinule (mak'i-nul), n. [< NL. machinula,
dim. of L. machina, a machine: see HMMM.1
A surveyors' instrument for obtaining a right
angle.
macho (ma'ko), n. A fish, Mugit caretna, of the
mullet family. [Florida.]

machopolyp (mak'o-pol-ip), n. [< Or. /i"X>/,

fight, + TroAi'Trotf, a polyp: see
polyp.']

A de-
fensive polypite ;

a hydroid zooid which bears
cnidocclls or stinging-organs, as distinguished
from an ordinary nutritive or reproductive
zooid.

macigno (ma-che'nyo), n. [It.] A division of
the Upper Eocene in the southern and south-
eastern Alps. It is a sandstone containing few
fossils other than fucoids: the equivalent of
the flysett.

macilencyt (mas'i-len-si), . [= F. macilence =
It. macilenza; as macHen(t) + -cy.] The qual-
ity or condition of being macilent; leanness.

Sandy.i, Ovid, Pref.

macil'entt (mas'i-lent), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. maci-
Iciito, < L. macileutus, lean, meager, < macere,
be lean: see emaciate, meager.'} Lean; thin;
having little flesh.

Lease venerous then being macilent.

Topscll, Beast* (1607), p. 231. (HallimU.)

macintosh, . See mackintosh.
mack 1

1 (mak), . [< OF. macque, maque, make,
var. of mace, a club: see mace1

.']
A kind of

game, apparently played with the use of clubs.

Att ale howse too sit, at mack or at mall,
Tables or dyce, or that cardis men call,
Or what oother game owte of season dwe,
Let them be punysched without all rescue.

Sir W. Forrest, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes,
[p. 429.

mack3 (mak), >i. [Origin not ascertained.] A
certain bird. See black-mack.
One Curtios, . . . when he supped on a time with Au-

gustus, toke vp a leane birde of the klnde of blacke mackes
out of the dishe.

Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 274. (Daviei.)

Mack3
t,

" [A corruption of Mary; cf. malkin,

maickin, ult. dim. of Mary.] A corruption of

Mury, with reference to the Virgin Mary. By
Mack, by the Virgin Mary.

Is not my daughter Mandge as flue a mayd,
And yet, by Mack, you see she troules the bowle.
Historic of Albino and Bellama (163SX P- 130- (Xares.)

mackerel1 (mak'e-rel), n. [Formerly also mack-
rcl, inackrell; = C. makreel = G. makrele = Dan.

mackerel

itiiil.-rcl = Sw. makrill = W. macrcll = It. macreil,
< OF. ni(il;inl. inn,/m ,</, ,HII//III rum, i,iti,-i/iii n mi,
mni-iii'i mi. nini-fi mi, I

1

'. iii/n/uereaUfOF.
i nl, < ML. uiiii'<ii-illiin,!i mackerel, prob. for

culellus, lit. 'spotted,' so called from the dark

spots with which it is marked, <L. min-nln, H .-pot :

see macula, maculc, marlr. Cf. W. brithyll, a

trout, < brilh, speckled. Cf.wacA.-ere/2.] One of
several different fishes of the family Scombrid<e,
and especially any fish of the genus .v-miim-.
The common mackerel, S. tcombnu. Is one of the best-
known and most Important of food-fishes, Inhabiting the

Mackerel (Scomber scambrufi.

North Atlantic on both sides. It attain! a length of 18

Inches, though usually less ; It Is lustrous dark-blue above,
with many wavy blackish cross-streaks, and is silvery be-

low, with the base of the pectorals dark. The Easter,
tinker, or chub mackerel Is a closely related species, .S".

pneumatophmu, so called from possessing a small air-

bladder which is lacking in S. scointmig; it Is found in both
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The big-eyed, bull, or coly
mackerel Is S. coliat, a variety of the last, locally named
SftmM mifh'rel In England. The Spanish mackerel ofthe
United States Is a scombrid of a different genus, Scombero-
mona maculatus, of both coasts of North America, north
to Cape Cod and California. It is one of the most valued
food-fishes, reaching a considerable size, bluish and silvery
above, with bright reflections, the sides with many rounded
bronzed spots, the spinons dorsal tin white at base, dark
above and anteriorly. Other mackerel of this genus are
the cero. 5. regalis, and the sierra, 5. caballa. Frigate-
mackerels are scombrids of the genus Auxis, as A. thazard
or A. rochei, of less value as food-fish. The horse-mack-
erel properly so called is the tunny, Orcymis thynma, the
largest of the scombrids, sometimes attaining a length of
over 10 feet and a weight of half a ton, found on both sides
of the Atlantic

; but this name Is extended to various other
nshcs. (See horse-mackerel.) Several carangoid fishes are

loosely called mackerel, as the yellow mackerel, Caranx
chrysos. (See maclcerel-icad.) The blueflsh or skipper, Po-
matomut ealtatrii. Is sometimes called snapping-mackerel.

Mackerel, on account of Its perishable nature, was al-

lowed to be sold on Sunday, as Gay notes :
" Ev'u Sundays

are prophan'd by Mackrell cries."

AeMnn, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, 1. 189.

Banded mackerel, a carangoid, .%rioto zonala, the rud-
der-fish. [Atlantic coast, U. s.

| Bay-mackerel, the

Spanish mackerel. [Chesapeake Bay, U. S.| Black-
spotted Spanish mackerel, the cero or kingtish. Scorn-
beromorvt mjalis. Eel-grass mackerel, mackerel of
inferior quality taken inshore in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Fall mackerel, a variety of the common mackerel
which has been described as a distinct species under the
name of Scomber yrex. In this case the true mackerel is

called spring mackerel, S. vernalis. But fall mackerel are

simply tinkers, about 10 inches long, of wandering or ir-

regular habits. Oreen mackerel, a carangoid fish, Ohio-

roscombrutchrymms. [Southern coast, I'. S-l Mackerel
gale. See gates. Mackerel-latch, in llshing-tackle, a
clamp for holding fast the Inner end of a line. Mess
mackerel, scraped mackerel with the heads and tails cut
off, losing in weight 20 pounds on the barrel, but Increasing
In value : a trade-name. They are assorted as Nos. 1, 2, and
3. Mlzed mackerel. Same as thimble eyed mackerel.
Net-mackerel, mackerel of the right size to be meshed.
Overgrown mackerel, mackerel 15 inches or more In

length. [Fishermen's term.] Racer mackerel, a slink
mackerel. Round mackerel, any variety of the common
mackerel, as distinguished from horse-mackerel, Spanish
mackerel, etc. [Fishermen's term. ] Slink mackerel, a
poor, thin mackerel taken among schools of fat ones In the
fall of the year. (Nova Scotia.) Soused mackerel,
mackerel either fresh or canned by the usual process, and
preserved after an old German recipe employing a pickle of
vinegar, spices, and other ingredients. Spanish mack-
erel (a) See def. 1. (6) The bonito, Sarda chOfnsis.

[California.] Spotted mackerel, the Spanish mackerel.
Spring mackerel, the ordinary commercial mackerel of

good size and quality, sometimes technically named Scom-
btrvernalis: distinguished frvm/all mackerel. Thimble-
eyed mackerel, tbemizcd, coly, orchuh mackerel. [Local,
1. S.] Tinker mackerel, (a) The chub mackerel (ft)

The common mackerel of next to the smallest of the four
commercial sizes (large, seconds, tinkers, blinks), which are

supposed to Indicate respectively four, three, two, and one
yean of growth. (See also frigate-mackerel.)
mackerel1 (mak'e-rel), r. i.

; pret. and pp.
mackereled or mackerelled, ppr. nutcki-n-ling or
mackereUina. [< mackerefl-, .] To fish for or
catch mackerel

; go on a mackerel voyage.
At Orleans, some few men who go mackereliny In sum-

mer stay at home and dig clams in winter.
Fuherie* of U. &, V. U. 604.

mackerel-t (mak'e-rel), . [< ME. mai/uenl. <

OF. iiiiii/iKr/ 1. F. iiitirjnrreau, a pander; prob.
< MD. maeckelaer, D. makflaar = G. miikler =
Dan. ma-gler = Sw. maklare, a broker, agent,
equiv. to D. maker = OHG. makhurr, an agent,
broker, = E. maker (see maker). Commonly re-

garded, without good reason, as a particular
use of maquercl, a mackerel (fish), there being
in France a popular belief that the mackerel
follows the female shad (called Herges or maids)
and brings them to the males. On the other



mackerel

hand, some take the name of the- fish to be due
to mackerel in this sense: see mackerel1.] A
pander or pimp.
Nyghe his house dwellyd a maquerel or bawde.

Caxton, Cato Magnus (1483). (HalliweU.)

mackerel-bait (mak
'
e - rel - bat), n . Jellyfish,

a favorite prey of the mackerel : so called by
Gaspe' fishermen.

mackerel-boat (mak'e-rel-bot), >i. A strong
clincher-built craft, having a large foresail,

spritsail, and jigger, used in fishing for mack-
erel.

mackerel-bob (mak'e-rel-bob), n. A kind of

bob used in catching mackerel when they are

close to the vessel and in large schools.

mackerel-cock (mak'e-rel-kok), n. The Manx
shearwater, Puffinus anglorum: so called from
its connection with the mackerel-fisheries.

[Lambay Island.]

mackereler, mackereller (mak'e-rel-er), .

One who fishes for mackerel, or a boat engaged
in fishing for mackerel.

mackerel-gaff (mak'e-rel-gaf), re. See gaff*.

mackerel-guide (mak'e-rel-gid), re. A local

English name of the garfish, Belone vulgaris,
from the fact that it comes toward the shore a
little before the appearance of mackerel. Day.
mackerel-gull (mak'e-rel-gul), n. A common
name in the United States of terns or sea-swal-

lows, from the forked tail. Such species as
Sterna hirundo, S. forsteri, S. macrura, etc., are
known by this name.

mackereller, n. See mackereler.

mackerel-midge (mak'e-rel-mij),re, The young
of the rocklings, gadoid fishes of the genus Mo-
tella or of Onus. [Prov. Eng.]
mackerel-mint (mak'e-rel-mint), n. Spear-
mint, Mentha viridis.

mackerel-pike (mak'e-rel-pik), n. Any fish of
the family Scomberesocidte : generally called

saury.

mackerel-plow (mak'e-rel-plou), . A knife
used for creasing the sides of lean mackerel to
make them resemble fish of the first quality.
Also called fatting-knife.
mackerel-scad (mak'e-rel-skad), n. A caran-

goid fish of the genus Decapterus, as D. macarel-

lus, of a silvery color, plumbeous below, with a
black spot on the opercle and nearly straight
lateral line, inhabiting warm parts of the At-
lantic and northward to New England.
mackerel-scales (mak'e-rel-skalz), n. pi. A
form of cirro-cumulus cloud in which the cloud-
lets are without any fleecy texture and some-
what angular in form.

mackerel-SCOUt, n. Same as mackerel-guide.
mackerel-shark (mak'e-rel-shark), n. One of
several kinds of sharks,"as Isurus dekayi, or the

Mackerel-shark, or Porbeagle ( Lantna cornubica).

porbeagle, Lamna cornubica. They have a forked
tail like a mackerel, attain a length of 10 feet, and annoy
fishermen by biting off their lines. See porbeagle.

mackerel-Sky (mak'e-rel-ski), n. A sky in
which the clouds have the form called cirro-cu-
mulus that is, are broken into fleecy masses
three, four, or more times as long as "they are

wide, and arranged in parallel groups. Also
called mackerel-back sky.

mackerly (mak'er-li), a. [Cf . modish.] Shape-
ly; fashionable. [Prov. Eng.]
mackeronit, n. An obsolete spelling of maca-
roni.

mackint, mackinst (mak'in, -inz), n. [A short
form of "Marykin (cf. lakin2 for ladykin), refer-

ring to the Virgin Mary. Cf. MackS.] A word
used in the old popular oath by the mackins, by
our Lady.

I would not have my zoime Dick one of those boets for
the best pig in my stye, by the mackins!

Randolph, Muses Looking-Gtlass, iv. 4.

Mackinaw blanket. [So called from Macki-
naw, an abbreviated form of Michilli-mackinac,
the name of an island in the strait connecting
Lakes Michigan and Huron, said to mean in

Ojibway 'turtle,' in allusion to its shape.] A
name given to the blankets distributed to the
Indians of the Northwest by the United States
government, The uame is or was formerly current
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chiefly on the upper Great Lakes, and owes its origin to the
fact that Fort Mackinaw was for many years the most re-

mote post in the Northwest, so that from this point a large
number of Indians received their supplies. Mackinaw
blankets were of various sizes, colors, and qualities.

Mackinaw boat. A flat-bottomed, flat-sided

boat with sharp prow and square stern, used
on the upper Great Lakes and the rivers empty-
ing into them. The advantage of the Mackinaw boat
over the birch canoe is that its beam stands rougher hand-
ling, and that it can be drawn up on the beach without

being unloaded ; the disadvantage is that it is too heavy
to be carried over portages, as the birch canoe is carried.
The largest Mackinaw boats are rowed by four or more
persons, and are often rigged with a sail.

Mackinaw trout. See trout.

mackinst, n. See mackin.
mackintosh (mak'in-tosh), n. [Also macintosh;
so named from Charles Mackintosh, the in-

ventor.] 1. A garment, particularly an over-

coat or cloak, rendered water-proof by a so-

lution of india-rubber, either applied on the
surface as a coating or placed between two
thicknesses of some cloth of suitable texture.

2. Rubber cloth of the kind used in making a
mackintosh.
The bed is covered with a mackintosh sheet

Lancet, No. S426, p. 830.

mackish (mak'ish), a. [Origin uncertain; cf.

mackerly."] Smart. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
mackle (mak'l), n. [Early mod. E. macutt; < F.

made, a spot: see made, macule.'] A spot; spe-
cifically, in printing, a blemish in press-work
made by a double impression, or by slipping or

scraping, or by a wrinkle in the paper. Also

made, macule.

mackle (mak'l), . t.
; pret. and pp. mackled,

ppr. mackling. [< F. maculer = Pr. Sp. Pg. ma-
cular = It. maculare, < L. maculare, spot, stain:

see the noun.] To spot ;
maculate

;
blur ; espe-

cially, in printing, to make a slipped, blurred,
or double impression of. Also macule.

macklint (mak'lin), n. Short for Macklin lace.

Macklin lacet. See lace.

mackninnyt (mak'nin-i), n. [Origin not ascer-

tained.] A kind of puppet-show.
He . . . could . . . represent emblematically the down-

fall of majesty as in his raree-show and maekninny.
Roger North, Examen, p. 590. (Dames.)

made (mak'l), n. [< OF. macle, mascle, F. macle
= Sp. macula = Pg. macula = It. macula, ma-
cola, < L. macula, a spot, stain. Cf. macula,
macule, mackle, mascle^, mail1

,
from the same

source.] 1. Same as mackle. 2. In mineral.:

(a) A kind of twin crystal. See twin, (b) Chi-

astolite, cross-stone, or hollow spar, a varie-

ty of andalusite, the crystals of which have the
axis and angles colored differently from the
remainder. See chiastolite. (c) A tessellated

appearance in other crystals. 3. In tier., same
as mascle^, 3.

Macleayan (mak-la'an), . [< Macleay (see
def.) + -are.] Pertaining to the Scotch natu-
ralist Macleay Macleayan system, a system of
classification proposed by Mr. Macleay. Also called the
quinarian system. See quinarian.

macled (mak'ld), a. [< mack + -ed2.] 1. In

mineral., twinned. 2. Spotted; more or less

regularly marked, like a eiystal of chiastolite.

macl6e,. IF. ,< macle, macle.] Same as mascled.
McLeod case. See easel.

Madura (mak-16'ra), n. [NL. (Nuttall, 1818),
named after "W. Maclure: see Maclurites.] 1. A
genus of plants of the order Urticacece, the nettle

family, the tribe More<e, and the subtribe Brous-

sonetiece, thus closely related to the mulberry.
It is characterized by the pistillate flowers having a four-

parted perianth and growing in quite large heads, and the
staminate flowers in short, loose racemes; the fruit is

multiple, composed of many small achenia packed closely
together upon a globose, rather fleshy receptacle, resem-
bling awarty green orange. There is but a single species, M.
aurantiaca, the Osage orange, a native of Arkansas and
adjacent regions in the United States. It is a spreading
tree with handsome shining ovate leaves, from 30 to 60
feet in height and 2 feet or less in diameter. Its wood is

hard, strong, and flexible, of a satiny texture, the heart-
wood bright-orange turning brown, the sapwood lighter.
It was formerly used by the Indians for bows

; hence called

by the French settlers bois d'arc (bow-wood), corrupted
into ton-dark or bodark. It bears cutting back and has
formidable thorns, and hence is very extensively used in
the United States for hedges. See cut in next column.
2. In conch., same as Maclurites. Ebenezer
Emmons, 1843.

maclureite (mak-lor'It), n. [< Maclure (see Ma-
clurites) + -ite2.] 1. A variety of aluminous
pyroxene found at Wilmington, Delaware. 2.
A synonym of chondrodite. 3. A fossil shell
of the genus Maclurites. Also maclurite.
Maclurites (mak-lo-ri'tez), . [NL. (Menke,
1830) (F. Maclurite Lesueur, 1818), so called
from William Maclure, a noted geologist (1703-

macrandrous

Afaclurites toffani, show
only the shell.

i. Branch of Osage Orange (_Maclura aurantiaca) with male
flowers. 2. Branch with the female inflorescence, a, a male flower;
6, a female flower; c, a female flower laid open; d, a leaf, showing
the nervation.

1840).] The typical genus of the family Ma-
cluritida;. Also Maclurea, Maclureia, Macluria,
Maclurita.

Macluritidse (mak-lo-rit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Maclurites + -id&.J A family of extinct mol-
lusks, of uncertain rela-

tionship, but generally
referred to the Shipido-
glossa. The shell is discoidal,

paucispiral, and with the spire
sunk in an umbilical cavity.
The operculum is subspiral and
furnished with two internal

projections, of which one, be-
neath the nucleus, is very thick and rugose. By Woodward
the constituent genus was referred to the heteropod fam-

ily Auantidte; by Tryon, as type
of a family, to the scutibranchi-
ate gastropods, between the Bel-

i flK^XNCT 2 lerophontidce and Ilaliotidce; by

ySmgSSjB otherstothefamily,SWamd<e,etc.
; WJjjr

ŝ Thirteen species have been rec-
"jSK* ognized in the Paleozoic forma-

Operculum of Macturites tions, from the Lower Silurian to

togani. ^ /, tubercles, the Carboniferous. A]soAfaclure-

adce, Maclureidoe, Macluridce.

Macmillanite (mak-mil'an-It), re. [< Macmil-
lan (see def.) + -ite2.] A member of the Scot-
tish sect of Cameronians: so called after the
Eev. John Macmillan, their first ordained cler-

gyman. See Cameronian, 1.

Macont, n. A variant of Mahomid, Mahoun.
maconite (ma'kqn-it), n. [< Macon (see def.) +
-'te2 .] A kind of venniculite found near Frank-
lin in Macon county, North Carolina.

ma$onn (mas-o-na'), a. [F., pp. of maqonner,
mason: see mason, .] In her., divided with
lines representing the divisions between blocks
of stone : said especially of a house or castle
used as a bearing. Also masoned.

macouba, n. See maccouba.

Macquartia (ma-kwar'ti-a), re. [NL. (Robi-
neau-Desvoidy, 1830),named after P. J. M. Mac-
quart (1778-1855), a French entomologist.] A
genus of flies of the family Tachinida', or giving
name to the family Macquartiida?. They are of
medium and large size, slender, thickly hairy, usually
black, often metallic, and are found near streams on the
under side of leaves.

Macquartiidse (mak-war-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Macquartia + -idce.~\ A family of dipterous in-

sects, typified by the genus Macquartia. Also
Macquartid(B.
macrame (mak-ra-ma'), re. [It. maerame, said
to be of Ar. origin.] An ornamental trimming
made by leaving a long fringe of thread and
knotting the threads together so as to form
geometrical patterns. Also called knotted-bar
n'ork Macram6 cord, a kind of fine cord prepared for
the manufacture of macrami lace, and also used for other
work, such as netting of various kinds, and for hammocks.
Macrame lace, a kind of knotted work in which elabo-

rate fringes and the like are made in modern imitation of
the old knotted point.

macrandrous (mak-ran'drus), a. [< Gr. fianpof,

long (see macron), + aviip (avdp-), male (in bot.
a stamen).] Having elongated male plants, as
certain alga;, particularly the (Edogoniacece.



rnacrauchene

macrauchene onak-rii'ken), . [< .!/</< ///

rheum.] A memlier i>f the Miirriiiii'lii'iiniliv.

Macrauchenia (m;ik-n'i -ke'ni-ii), n. [NL.,<
(il

1

. //</*.w i/,r, long-necked, < iiai,/iiir, long, +
ni'X'/v, neck.] A gen us of fossil perissodaetyls
founded )>y Owen in ls:jSnpon remains of camel-
like <|iiadriipcd.s t'ouiul in the Tertiary of South
America. TWO pi

-i' art 1 named .'/. /inlin-liii-

nifii anil .)/. hn/irirnxiK. OpittkorMnHU is Sy-

nonymous.
Macraucheniidae (mak-ra-ko-m'i-de), ./>/.

[NU, < Miicrniu'liciiiit + -idii:] A family of

perissodactyl I'mjiiliitii, established upon the

genus .M/ii-i'iiiif/ii-iiiii. These great ungulates were

lonsMi<-i-kfil.likecaniels(whence the name), but were mou-
nt-inly ivliiti-il to the rhinoceros. The cervical vertebra)
resemble those of c:mirl.s in the disposition of the verte-
l>rarterial foramina, but their centra are Hat, not opistho-
c<L-lon.s. The fibula articulates with the calcaneiini, anil

each foot is 3-toed. The dental formula is: 3 incisors, 1

canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars in each upper anil lower

half-jaw in all, 44 teeth, in almost continuous series, the
canines being small. Two or three upper molars have each
a shallow valley extending inward from the anterior part
of the inner wall, and all the lower premolars and molars
have two crescentic ridges, anterior and posterior. The
nearest relatives of the Macraucheniidee are the Pal(eoth-
riidce and Khiiwcerotidce.

macraucheniiform (mak-ra-ke'ni-i-f6rm), a.

[< NL. Mii/-niiii -In iiia + ii.forma, form.] Hav-
ing the form or characters of a macraucheue.

macrencephalic (mak"ren-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-

lik), .
|
As

niiii'i-i'in-i'iiliiil-iiKx + -ic.] Same
as iiun-rciii-i /iliiilinis.

macrencephalous (mak-ren-sef'a-lus), . [<
Gr. fianp6f, long, + eyKe<t>a%o, tno brain : see
i IH-I ii/uilif.] Having a long or large brain.

macriot, . [A corrupt form of F. maquereau :

see mackerel-.] Same as mackereft.

Pander, wittol, macrio, basest of knaves.

Middleton, Anything for a Quiet Life, r. 1.

Macrobasis (mak-rob'a-sis), w. [< Or.

long (see macron),
+ pdaif, a base.] A
genus of blister-bee-

tles of the family Me-
Iniitai. There are 14 spe-
cies in North America,
several of which are de-
structive to garden-vege-
tables. M. ciiierea, the

ash-gray blister-beetle, is

a common garden-pest,
particularly injurious to
iMjtatoes and beets. Its

larvic prey upon the eggs
of the Kocky Mountain
locust. See cut under
blister-beetle.

macrobiosis (mak*-
ro-bi-6'sis), . [NL.,
< Or. ttaK/miiiuatf, long life, < /MK/>6t3iof, having a

long life: seemacrobiote.] Long life; longevity.
macrobiote (mak-ro'bi-ot), it. [< 6r. nanpoftio-

rof, also naxpAfttof, having a long life, < /iaicpof,

long, + pioc, life.] One who lives long; a long-
lived person or animal.
The Thessalian mountaineers were the macrobiotes, the

long-livers par excellence, of the Roman Empire.
f. L. Oswald, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXI. 590.

macrobiotic (mak'ro-bi-ot'ik), a. [< macro-
biote + -ic.} Long-lived; having a strong hold
on life : specifically applied to the Macrobiotidai.

macrobiotics (mak*ro-bi-ot'iks), . [PI. of
macrobiotic : see -fcst.J Knowledge relating to

long life ; the study of longevity.
Old age. such as (that of lacerates], was a very rare thing

in CJreece a fact which is evident from the Greek work
surviving on the subject of macrobiotic*.

De i.i
ni, if,- ii. Style, note 9.

MacrobiotidaeOuak'ro-bi-ot'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< lfaorobiotus-r -Ida:] A family of Arctisca,

typified by the genus MoeroMofW. They are
minute vermiform arachuidans without respiratory or-

gans, forming one group of a number of animalcules
known as itloth- or bear-animalcule* or iriiti'i-.lii'itrn, from
their sluggish movements. The form is usually a long
oval, and there are four pairs of short clawed legs. These
:uiini;ils are found in moss or fresh water, and resemble
rotifers in their power of reviving after desiccation,whence
their n:nu< .

Macrobiotus (mak-ro-bi'o-tus), n. [NL., < Gr.

/lanpOflivToi; having a long life: see macrobiote.]
The typical genus of Macrobiotida:. M. shall :ci

is an example. See cut under Arctisca.

Macrocamerae (mak-ro-kam'e-re), n. pi. [NL. :

see iinii'i'iK-iiiiii'i-iiti.] 1. A sniilribe of choristi-

dan sponges having large chambers: distin-

guished from Mirmi-iniiirrr. l.i'ntlt-iifi'ld. 2.
A tribe of ceratose sponges with large sacci-

form ciliated chambers and soft transparent
ground-substance. l.i mli'iij'i /il.

macrocamerate (mak-ro-kam'e-rat), . [< Gr.

itiiKfiuf. long. + iMiiapa, a vaulted chamber: see

fiimcra.] Having large chambers, as a sponge ;

Black-rat Blister-beetle {Hacraba-
si's ,'iiirtn,,]. a, male beetle (line
shows natural size) ; t>, enlarged
antenna of same.
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specifically, of or pertaining to either of the

groups Mai-roi-nmerte.

macrocarpous (mak-ro-kiir'puH), n. [< Gr. fia-

. long, -r Mifi-or, fruit. J Having large fruit.

Macrocentri (mak-ro-sen'tri), w. pi. [NL., pi.
of Mucruei-ntrun, q. v.] One of two prime we
(ions of the parasitic hymenopterous family
( 'litilriiliilir. It Includes IS subfamilies and the largest

species in the family, having 5-jointed tarsi, usually many-
jointed antcnnie, and anterior tibia; armed with a large
curved spur.

MacrocentrUS(niak-ro-sen'tins), . [NL.(Cur-
tis, 1833), < Gr. //o/c^o/cfiryjof, having along stiii^'.

< fianptif, long, + Htur/Mi*, a goad, sting: see cen-

ter1
.'} A genus of ichneumon-flies, typical of

the subfamily Alaerocentrina; having the abdo-
men inserted above the hind coxtc. North Amer-
ica and Europe have each about 6 species. M. delicatus is

a common parasite of the coddling-moth in the United
States.

macrocephalic (mak''ro-se-farik or -sef's-.-lik),

a. ^A^wiiri'"ri/ilia/-ouK + -ic.] 1 . Of or pertain-
ing to a large head; associated with excessive
size of the head: as, macrocephalic idiocy.
2. In aitc. pros., having one syllable too many
at the beginning: an epithet of dactylic hex-
ameters the first foot of which apparently has
a syllable in excess. Also procephalic. See
dolichurii:

macrocephalous (mak-ro-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

/lanpoKtipa'/Mf, long-headed, < /latpfa;, long, + (ct^a-

/l#, head.] 1. In zool., having a long or large
head. 2. In bot., having the cotyledons of a

dicotyledonous embryo consolidated, and form-

ing a large mass compared with the rest of the

body.
Macrochelys (mak-rok'e-lis), n. [NL., < Gr.

/Mxp6f, long, + xM-vf, a tortoise : see chelys.] A
genus of snapping-turtles of the family I'hely-
dridce. M. lacertina is a largo alligator-turtle

inhabiting the southern United States.

macrpchemical (mak-ro-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

iump6f, long, large, + fi. chemical.] Of or per-

taining to chemical tests which may be applied,
or reactions which may be observed, with the
naked eye: distinguished from microcliemical.

Macrochira (mak-ro-ki'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. //a-

upoxfip, long-handed (long-armed),< /janpof, long,
4- xe'P, the hand.] 1. A genus of large mai-
oid crabs, having enormously long legs and a

comparatively small body. The giant spider-crab
of Japanese waters, a species of this genus, has legs which
span 18 feet or more, though the body is only a foot broad
and 18 inches long.

2. A genus of dipterous insects.

macrochiran (mak-ro-ki'ran), a. and n. [As
macrochire + -an.] I. a. Long-handed; having
a long manus or pinion of the wing, as a swift
or a humming-bird; specifically, of or pertain-
ingto the Macrochires.

II. n. Any member of the Macrochires; a
macrochire.
macrochire (mak'ro-kir), w. A bird of the

group Macrochires.
Macrochires (mak-ro-ki'rex), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

/laxpdxeip, long-handed (long-armed): see Ma-
crochira.] A group of birds, so named from
the length of the terminal as compared with
the proximal portion of the wing. As originally
used by Kitzsch, 1829, It Included the humming-birds and
swifts (TrochUi and Cwwefi), to which are now usually add-
ed the goatsuckers (Caprimulffi): nearly synonymous with

macrodactyl

macrochlropter (mak*ro-kl-rop'ter), . .Same
as mticrochiroiitcraii.

Macrochiroptera (mak'ro-ki-rop'te-ra), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. /w/c/jof, long, large, + NL. t'hirop-

tera.] A suborder of Chiroptera, comprising
the largest species of the order, it consists of the

fruit-bats, or F^uyioora, as distinguished from the Micro-

Mroptera, or ordinary bats. Usually Meijachiraptera.

macrochiropteran (mak^ro-ki-rop'te-ran), .

and . I. a. Of or pertaining to the Miicroclii-

rn/itera.

II. n. One of the Macrorhiroptera : afrugiv-
orous bat, or fruit-bat. Also macrocliiropter.
macrochoanite (mak-ro-ko'a-nit), n. and n. [<
NL. Xturookoanitat.] 1. . Saving long septa!
funnels, as a cephalopod; of or pertaining to

the ifooroefcoMMW.
II. . One of the Macrochnanites.

Macrochoanites (mak-ro-ko-a-ni'tez), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. ftaKp6<:. long, -V ^oavv, a funnel: see

I'liuaiiite.] A group of cephalopods, containing
those nautilnids and ammonoids whose septal
funnels are long, llyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hist.; 1883, p. 200.

Macrocnemum(mak-rok-ue'muin). H. [XL.(P.
Browne. 1756), so called in allusion to the long
flower-stalk; <Gr./ia(ipof,loug, + nvi/fi>/, a leg: see

A genus of dicotyledonous gamopeta-
ous pants of the natural order Itiilnm-iiK, the
madder family, tri lie I'iiirliinirii; and subtribe
KufiiiflHiiinr. "it UcharacteriziKl by the placentas being
adnate to the middle partition,acapsule usually gepticidal,
corolla-lohes with pubescent margins and a style which Is

two-cleft at the ape*. There are about species, vuntlned
to tropical America and the West Indies. They are trees or
shrubs with opposite petiolate leaves, deciduous stipule*
between the petioles, and white or rose-colored flowers In
terminal or axillary panicles. Several

species are culti-
vated for ornament, among them M. Jamaiceiae, with
white flowers, called in Jamaica tehiutlmrn.

macrococcus (mak-ro-kok'us), .; pi. macro-
cocci (-si). [NL., < Gfr. /itiKodf, long or large, +
*oKKOf, a berry: see coccux.] A somewhat gen-
eral term applied to certain bacteria, having
reference to the dimensions of the isolated in-

dividual cells.

Cocci : isolated cells which are isodfainetric, or at least

very slightly elongated in one direction. These are dis-

tinguished when necessary, according to their dimensions,
into niicrococcf, macrocvcci, and monad-forms.

lie Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 468.

macroconidium (mak'ro-ko-nid'i-um), .; pi.
macroconiaia (-a). [NL.,'<Gr./u<por, long, large,
+ NL.coMiWi'ui,q.v.] A conidium of large size.

See conidium.

macrocosm (mak'ro-kozm), n. [< Gr. /wwc/xif,

long, large, great, + xoo/iof, world: see cosmos1
.

Ct. microcosm.] 1. The great world ; the uni-

verse, or the visible svstem of worlds: opposed
to microcosm, or the little world constituted by
man. The conception dates back to Democn-
tus (born 460 B. c.). See microcosm.
The first section shews the use that the Christian vir-

tuoso may make of the contemplation of the macrocosm.
and especially of the later discoveries made hi the celestial

part of it. Boyle, Christian Virtuoso, II.

2. The entire mass of anything of which man
forms a part ;

the whole of any division of na-
ture or of knowledge.
The macrocosm of society can be inferred from the mi-

crocosm of individual human nature.
y. A. Jtea., CXX. 258.

According to Raymond, man is the microcosm from
which the whole macrocosm of theology Is evolved.

.'. (iif: a. Evenings with Skeptics, II. 445.

macrocosmic (mak-ro-koz'mik), a. [< macro-
cosm + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the macro-
cosm ; of the nature of a macrocosm ; compre-
hensive; immense.
The world with which alone consciousness has to do is

the world as it has been organised and registered in the
brain by experience, and the journeys which it makes are
no more than the microcosmic representatives of inacro-

cosmic distances. Maudsley, Mind, XII. 608.

macrocyst (mak'ro-sist), n. [< Gr. /ia/tpoc, long
or large, + E. cyst.] A cyst of large size : ap-
plied particularly to the cyst or spore-case of
certain algso, notably 1'yronema.

Macrocysteae (mak-ro-sis'te-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kuetzmg, 1849), < Macrocystis + -ete.] A di-

vision of marine algao belonging to the Lamina-
riacea;, named from the genus Macrocystis, and
containing also the genera Lessonia, A'ereocystis,
and Pinnaria.

Macrocystis (mak-ro-sis'tis), n. [NL. (Agardh,
1824), < Gr./uaKpof, long, + KVOTIC, a bladder, bag:
see cyst.] A monotypic genus of gigantic sea-
weeds belonging to the Laminariaccce. When fully
grown the frond consists of a much-branched root, from
which arise many filiform simple or branched stems, naked
below but furnished above with numerous unilateral lan-
ceolate petiolate leaves, having iliin petioles enlarged
into pear-shaped or oblong air-cells. The lateral lMM
have their edges directed toward the stem, and are so far

vertically disposed ; and the stem itself

when unbroken always terminates in
an obliijue leaf broader than the rest
and having one or more slits in its base.
This terminal leaf Is the growing-apex,
and from the development of the slits

In the base new lateral leaves are grad-
ually separated. The spores form dense, cloud-like, ir-

regular patches on small radical leaves. M. pyri/ero, the

only species, girds the southern temperate zone in its dis-

tribution. The stems, which are the longest known in the
iMe kingdom, vary from 5 feet to several hundred

feet in length, and Hooker observed them near the Crozet
Islands fully 700 feet long. Hamy.
macrodactyl, macrodactyle (mak-ro-dak'til),
a. and w. [<f NL. marrmlurlyluit, < Gr. fianpoid-

(i7i?of, long-fingered (long-toed), < /HMpof, long,+ oanTi'/.oc. finger, toe.] I. n. Having long toes ;

specifically, of or pertaining to the .Wmr</--
tyti. Also macroilitcliili,; iii/i<-n,<ltu-tylous.

II. n. One of the Ulacrodactyli.



Macrodactyla

Macrodactyla (mak-ro-dak'ti-la), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of macrodactylus : see macrodactyl.]
In Latreille's system, the second tribe of the

second section of Claricorncs, having simple
narrow tibias and long five-jointed tarsi, the last

joint of which is large, with two strong hooks.
Also Macrodac/i/li.

Macrqdactyli (mak-ro-dak'ti-H), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of macrodactylus : see macrodactyl.] 1.

Same as Macrodactyla. 2. InCuvier's system,
a group of Gralhe or wading birds, including the

jacanas, horned screamers, and mound-birds,
with the rails, crakes, coots, and gallinules. It

is a heterogeneous group, no longer in use.

macrodactylic (mak"ro-dak-til'ik), a. [As
macrodactyl + -4c.] Same as macrodactyl.

Macrodactylidse (mak"ro-dak-til'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Macrodactylus + -ides.'} A family of

Coleoptera, named in 1837 by Kirby from the

genus Macrodactylus: now generally merged in

Scarabceidte.

macrodactylotlS (mak-ro-dak'ti-lus), a. [< NL.
macrodactylus, long-toed: see macrodactyl.}
Same as macrodactyl.

Macrodactylus (mak-ro-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL.
(Latreille, 1825): see macrodactyl.^ A genus
of lamellicom beetles, the type of the family
Macrodactylida'. It comprises rather small species, of

graceful form and variable colors, with slender legs and
the tarsal claws split at the tip. Of its more than 30 spe-
cies, 3 are North American, of which M. spinosus, erro-

neously called rose-buy, is very destructive to roses and
many fruits of the family Rosacew. It is about one third of
an inch long, of a yellowish color, with long brown legs,
and appears suddenly in June in immense numbers.

macrodiagonal (mak"ro-di-ag'o-nal), a. and n.

[< Gr. jmnfii)^, long, 4- ory6wof, diagonal: see

diagonal.'] I. a. Constituting or being the

longer diagonal of a rhombic prism; pertain-
ing to the macrodiagonal Macrodiagonal axis,
in crystal. ,

the longer lateral axis in an orthorhombic crys-
tal. Macrodiagonal section, a plane passing through
the macrodiagonal and vertical axes of a crystal.

II. n. The longer of the diagonals of a rhom-
bic prism.
macrodomatic (mak"ro-do-mat'ik), a. [< mac-
rodome + -atic2 .] Of or pertaining to a macro-
dome.
macrodome (mak'ro-dom), n. [< Gr. [laKpos,

long, + Sopof, Supa, a house, dome: see dowel.]
In crystal., a dome parallel to the macrodiagonal
axis of an orthorhombic crystal. See dome1

,
5.

macrodont (mak'ro-dont), a. [< Gr. /uaxpof,

long, + Moi'f (O&OVT-) = E. tooth.'] Having large
teeth.

macrodontism (mak'ro-don-tizm), n. [< mac-
rodont + -ism.~\ A form of dentition in which
the teeth are large.

Macroglossa (mak-ro-glos'a), n. [NL., < Gr.

fMKpof, long, + j'/7o-a, the tongue : see glossal]
1. A genus of hawk-moths of the family Sesi-

idce, having a short abdomen with a large bunch
of hair at the tip, like a bird's tail. The wings
are short, often opaque, and sometimes glossy. Nearly
100 species are known

; they fly by day, and with great
swiftness. M. slellalarum is known as the humming-bird
hawk-moth (which see, under hawk-math).
2. Same as Macroglossus.
macroglossate (mak-ro-glos'at), a. [As Macro-
glossa + -atel.] Having a long tongue.
Macroglossi (mak-ro-glos'i), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of Macroglossus, q. v.] A division of Ptero-

podidce, or fruit-bats, having an extremely long
slender tongue. It includes the genera No-
topteris, Eonycteris, Melonycteris, and Macro-
glossus.

macroglossia (mak-ro-glos'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

fia.Kp6s, long, + fAuaaa, the tongue: see glossa.]
In pathol., hypertrophy of the tongue.
macroglossine (niak-ro-glos'in), a. [As Macro-
glossa + -we1

.] Same as macroglossate.
Macroglossus (mak-ro-glos'us), n. [NL., <
Gr. /ioKpdf, long, -I- yhaaaa, the tongue: see

glossa.] A genus of very small fruit-bats, with
the dental formula as in Eonycteris, but the in-

dex-finger with a claw. M. minimus is a com-
mon Indian species, smaller than the serotiue
of Europe.
macrognathic (mak-rog-nath'ik), a. [< Gr. fia-

Kpdf,lpng,-f-yi0of,the jaw:8ee0ntfitc.] Having
long jaws ; prognathous. Applied by Huxley to hu-
man skulls of Neolithic age, of a broad or rounded form,
with prominent probole and angular or lozenge-shaped
facial region, and highly developed and procurrent Jaws.

macrognathous (mak-rog'na-thus), a. Same
as itiaci'oc/iHitliic.

macrogonidium (mak"ro-go-nid'i-um), n.; pi.
macrogonidia (-a). [NL., '< Gr. fianpoe, long,
large, + NL. gonidium.q. v.] In lot., a large
gonidium as compared with others produced
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by the same species. See gonidium and micro-

gonidium.
macrolepidopter (mak-ro-lep-i-dop'ter), n.

Any member of the group Macrolepidoptera.

Macrolepidoptera (mak-ro-lep-i-dop'te-ra), n.

pi. [NL. ,
< Gr. /z/(p<5f , long, + NL. Lepidop-

tera, q. v.] Lepidopterous insects of consider-
able size, as collectively distinguished from the
smaller forms, which are called Microlepidop-
tera. The name includes all the butterflies or Rhopalo-
cera, and the following six families of moths or Hete.ro-

cera: Sphingidce, Sesiidce, Zygcenidw, Bambycidce, Noctu-

idce, and Gewnetridce.

macrolepidopterist (mak-ro-lep-i-dop'te-rist),
n. [< Macrolepidoptera + -ist."] One who is

versed in the natural history of the Macrolepi-
doptera.

Macroleptes (mak-ro-lep'tez), n. pi. [NL.
(Swainson, 1839).] A tribe of acanthopterygian
fishes distinguished by the development of con-

spicuous scales and large branchial apertures.
It was intended to include the perciform, cheeto-

dontoid, labroid, and similar fishes. [Barely
used.]
macrology (mak-rol'o-ji), n. [< LL. macrologia,
< Gr. fUKpoAoyia, long speaking, < fianpoUyos,

speaking long, < fianpAg, long, + Ai-yEiv, speak:
see-ology.] Long and tedious talk

; prolonged
discourse, with little or nothing to say; super-
fluity of words. [Bare.]
macromeral(mak'ro-me-ral), a. [< macromere
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a macromere: as,
macromeral blastomeres.
macromere (mak'ro-mer), n. [< Gr. /Mnp6f,

long, + ,upof, a part.] In enibryol., the larger
one of two unequal masses into which the vi-

tellus of a lamellibranch, as a fresh-water mus-
sel, divides; the so-called vegetative cell of

Babl, which subdivides into blastomeres, part-
ly by fission, partly by gemmation. See mi-
cromere.

macromeric (mak-ro-mer'ik), a. [< macromere
+ -ic.~\ Same as macromeral. Huxley.

macromeritic (mak"ro-me-rit'ik), a. [As mac-
romere + -ite2 + -ic.~\ In lithol., an epithet in-

troduced by Vogelsang to designate the gran-
itoid structure of a rock when developed
coarsely enough to be recognizable by the
naked eye. Macromeritic is opposed to micrvmeritic,
the latter indicating a crystalline structure too fine to be
visible without the aid of the microscope.

macrometer (mak-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. fiaxpdf,

long, + fiirpov, measure.] A mathematical in-
strument for measuring inaccessible heights
and objects by means of two reflectors on a
common sextant.

macromolecule (mak-ro-mol'e-kul), . [< Gr.

fiaitpdf, long, + E. molecule.] A molecule con-

sisting of several molecules. G. J. Stoney.
1885.

macromyelon (mak-ro-mi'e-lon), n. [NL., <

Gr. fiaKpoe, long, + ^tie/.of, marrow.] Owen's
name of the medulla pblongata: same as the

myelencephalon of Huxley and the metenceplia-
lon of Quaiu and most anatomists.

macromyelonal (mak-ro-mi'e-lon-al), a. [<

macromyelon + -al.~\ Pertaining to the macro-
myelon; metencephalie.
macron (mak'ron), n. [< Gr. iJ.an.p6v, neut. of

fiaKp6c, long, tall, deep, far, large, great, long
in time, akin to iif/nof, Doric ^a/cof, length, and
prob. = L. macer (macr-), lean, lank: see mea-
ger.'] In gram., a short horizontal line placed
over a, vowel to show that it is long in quantity,
or, as in English, has a "long" sound: opposed
to the^raie, or mark of a short vowel. Thus, in
Greek a, T, v, and in Latin a, e, I, 6, u, the long vowels cor-

responding to the short vowels a, e, 1, 0, a, etc. ; in English,
a, e, i, 6, u, the conventional notations of the name-sounds
of these vowels. In this dictionary, in the etymologies, the
macron is used uniformly to indicate a vowel long in quan-
tity, to the exclusion of the circumflex (except in Greek)
and the acute, which are elsewhere often used for the same
purpose. Thus the Anglo-Saxon and Icelandic long vow-
els often, the Icelandic usually, denoted by the acute are
uniformly marked with the macron (the acute, in Anglo-
Saxon, being retained only as a convenient indication of a
diphthong, as in ed, eii, etc.). Also called macrotone.

Macronemese (mak-ro-ne'mf-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. /MKpuf, long or large, +' vjj/ia,a. thread, 4-

-ece.] A name given by Saccardo to various
subsections of the Mucedinece, depending upon
the size of the hypha?.
macronucleus (mak-ro-nu'kle-us), .

; pi. ma-
cronuclei (-i). [NL., <'Gr. [ia.Kp6e, long, large, +
NL. nucleus.'] A large micleus which may sub-
divide into or be replaced by smaller nuclei.

Macronyches (mak-ron'i-kez), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. nai<p6f, long, + owf (bmx-), claw, talon: see
onyx.] In Sundevall's classification of birds, a

macropodian

cohort of Gallinai, composed of the Australian
mound-birds or Megapodida'.
Macronyx (mak'ro-niks), n. [NL.,< Gr.^a/c/jdf,

long, + 6t>if (bvvx-), claw, talon: see onyx.] 1.

In ornith.,a genus of African larks of the family
Alaudida;, named by Swainson in 1827 on ac-

count of the long hind claw. There are several

species, as M. capensis. 2. In entom. : (a) A
genus of exotic robber-flies of the family Asili-

dce. (6) A genus of arctiid moths. J/'elder, 1874.

macropetalous (mak-ro-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

[uiKpdf, long, + n-fra/iov, a leaf (petal): see petal."]
In liot., having large petals.

macrophthalmous (mak-rof-thal'mus), a. [<
Gr. fianpof, long, large, + b<t>ffa?i/u6f, eye.] In zoo!.,

having large eyes.
macrophylline (mak-ro-fil'in), a. [NL., < Gr.

fianpof, long, large, 4- (ji'vlAov, a leaf.] In bot.,

consisting of elongated, extended leaflets or

foliose expansions : opposed to micropliylHne.

macrophyllous (mak-ro-fil'us), a. [< Gr. /ja-

Kp6<f>v/J.o(;, long-leafed, \ fiaxpof, long, + <j>iiMov,

= L. folium, a leaf.] In hot., having large
leaves.

Macropina (mak-ro-pi'ria), n. pi. [NL., < Ma-
cropus + -ijio2.] A division of marsupials, con-

taining the kangaroos. J. E. Gray, 1825.

macropinacoid (mak-ro-pin'a-koid), n. [< Gr.

[taKp6f, long, + viva% (VIVOK-'J, a board, tablet,
+ eWof, form.] In crystal., a plane parallel to

the vertical and macrodiagonal axes of an or-

thorhombic crystal. See pinacoid.

macropinacoidal (mak-ro-pin-a-koi'dal), a. [<

macropinacoid + -al.] Of or pertaining to a

macropinacoid : as, macropinacoidal planes.

Macropiper (mak-rop'i-per), n. [NL. (F. A.

Miguel, 1840), < Gr. paKp6c, long, + iriirept, > L.

piper, pepper: see pepper.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous apetalous plants belonging to the
natural order 1'ipe-
raceai and the tribe

Pipereas, character-
ized by an ovary
with one cell and one

ovule, flowers imper-
fect,usually in dense

axillary spikes, and
the fruit sessile, the
berries often having
the fleshy bracts and
rachis united with
them to form a mul-

tiple fruit. There are
about 6 species, natives of
the islands in the Pacific.

They are shrubs, with
erect stems, and alter-

nate leaves on petioles
dilated at the base. M.

methysticum is the Poly-
nesian ava, cava, or kava,
from whose root a stimu-
lating beverage is made.
(See Ttava.) M. excelsum
is the native pepper of
New Zealand, the kawa-kawa, a small aromatic tree, fur-

nishing a tea and a remedy for toothache, and bearing yel-
low berries edible except the seeds.

macropleural (mak-ro-plo'ral), a. [< Gr. fta-

Kp6f, long, + TTAevpd, side : see pleura.] Hav-
ing long pleurse :

specifically applied to certain

trilobites, in distinction from brachmileural.
Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXII. 475.

macropod (mak'ro-pod), a. and n. [< Gr. pa-
Kp6irovf (-Trod-), long-footed, < fjaKp6f, long, +
jroiif (TTOO-) = E. foot.] I. a. Having long or

large feet or legs.
U. n. A long-legged or long-footed animal.

macropodal (mak-rop'o-dal), a. [As macropod+ -al/] Same as macropod.
macropodan (mak-rop'o-dan), a. and n. [As
macropod + -an.'] Same as macropod.
Macropodia (mak-ro-po'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

fiaupmovf (-TTOO-), long-footed : see macropod.]
A genus of spider-crabs or sea-spiders founded
byW. E. Leach in 1813 upon the common British

species formerly known as Cnncer phalunghnn,
and made the type of a family Macropodiailti-.

Stenorbynokus of Latreille is a synonym.
Macropbdiadae (mak"ro-po-dl'a-de), n. pi.
[NL., < IfacropaJHa + -ado;.] "A family of

enormously long-legged crabs, typified by the

genus Macropodia. Leptopodiida; is a syno-
nym. Also Macropodidte.
macropodian (mak-ro-po'di-an), a. and n. [As
iiiiifrii/ind + -/.] I. a. Long-legged; macro-
pod ; specifically, of ov pertaining to the Mucm-
podiailu .

II. n. A long-legged crab; a member of
Leach's family Macropodiadai.

nch of Afacrofjftr methysti-
cum, with flowers.



Macropodidae

Macropodidse (inak-ro-pod'i-de), n. pi. [< Ma-
(;/(* (-/in/1-) 4- -/(('.] 1. A family of marsupial
mumnuils of the order liiili'lpliiii \- \lnrxii/>i<i/iit ;

the k:ini;:mi<is. The weight of theliody is in thehlnd

(jnarters. limhs, and tail, tin sr parts heing disproportion-
ately enlarged. The head is long with large ears and lashed

eyelids, the physiognomy resembling that of sonic ii

mints ; the neek is slender, and the for* 1 quarters are light,
with small limbs ending in nvo-tlngered hands. The Una
feet have no inner toe, the seeond and third toes being
miirb rrdured and inclosed in skin; the weight of the hotly
is borne upon the enlarged fourth and llfth digits. The
Ntomaeh is luoalaM and the diet strictly herliivorons.

The dental formula is: :i incisors above and 1 below on earl i

side; 1 canine. 1 premolar, and 4 molars in each upper, no
canine, i premohir, and 4 molars in each lower half-Jaw
in all, :jO teeth, of which the upper canines may be absorbed,
and 1 molar on each side above and below may be decidu-
ous. The leading genera are Macr(qni#, llaliiuiturun, Layor-
chesten,I'etroyale,Detuirola!rus,!iudDorcopmi. Seekattyaroo.
2. Siime -us

MocropotKada.
Macropodinae (mak"ro-po-di'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Macropug (-pod-) + -itue.] The leading sub-

family of Min'i-ti/iodidtp; the kangaroos proper.
When the kangaroo-rats (llypsiprymniace) were included
In Macrapodida, this famUy was divisible into Macropodi-
7KB and flyrtiprymniiue.

macropodous (mak-rop'o-dus), a. [As macro-

/:u<l + -mix.] In bo t., long-footed ;
of a leaf,

having a long footstalk; of a monocotyledonous
embryo, having the radicle large in proportion
to the cotyledon.
Macropoma (mak-ro-po'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

fiaupdf, long, -r iru/ia, a cover, lid (operculum).]
A genus of fossil coelacanthoid ganoid fishes

founded by Agassiz upon forms of Cretaceous

age with homocercal tail and large operculum.
macroprism (mak'vo-prizm), . [< Gr. faxpof,

long, + irpia/ta, prism.] A prism of an ortho-
rhombic crystal lying between the unit prism
and the macropinacoid.
macropter (mak-rop'ter), n. [< Gr. /ianp6-

Trrepof, long-winged : see macropterous.] Anani-
inal with long wings or fins.

macropteran (mak-rop'te-ran), a. Same as

macropterous (mak-rop'te-rus), a. [< Gr. fta-

Kp6jTTepof, long-winged, < ftaKp6(, long, 4- Trrepfo,

wing, = E. feather.] Long-winged; macrop-
teran ; longipennine or longipennate, as a bird.

Macropus (mak'ro-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. /ianp6-

n-oiv, long-footed: see macropod.'] 1. The typi-
cal genus of Macrof>o(IUl<e,

established by Shaw
in 1800. M. major is the giant kangaroo, or for-

ester. See forester, 4, and cut under kangaroo.
2f. A generic name which has been variously

used for certain fishes, birds, insects, and crus-

taceans, but is no longer in use, being antedated

by the same name in mammalogy.
Macropygla (mak-ro-pij'i-a), n. [NL. (Swain-
sou, 1837), < Gr. fuiKp'of, long, 4- TTUyy, rump, tail.]

A genus of Columbiilw, including many species
of the East Indies and Australia, of large size

with long, broad tail, such as JI. reinwardti;
the cuckoo-doves.

macropyramid (mak-ro-pir'a-mid), n. [< Gr.

/uiK/)6f, long, + vvpa/Mf, pyramid.] A pyramid
of an orthorhombic crystal lying between the
zone of unit pyramid and the macrodomes.
A new pyramid is produced, named a macropymmid.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 860.

Macrorhamphosidse (mak"ro-ram-fos'i-de), n.

pi. [NL.,< Mitcroi'/KUHjiJtofitx + -Ida:.] Afamily
of hemibranchiate fishes, typified by the genus
MacrorhamphosHS. They have the body compressed,
armed with bony plates anteriorly and especially on the
baek, a long tubifonn snout^

abdominal ventral fins with
a spine and 7 rays, and a distinct dorsal tin at or behind the
middle of the length. The family consists of few species
and two genera, the leading one of which is Sfacrnrham-

phosiia or Ceiitrteciw. M. or C. scntatux inhabits especially
European seas, north to the southern coast of Great Brit-

ain, but has also been found on the Massachusetts coast.

These tlslu's ate known as trumpet-fish, bclloirg-jish, snipe-

Jish, woodcock-fish, and sea-snipe. Also called Ceiitriscidce.

macrorhamphosoid (mak'ro-ram-fo'soid), n.

and n. [< Maerorltampkoem + -<'</.] I. a.

Pertaining to the MacrurlHiiiiphosidai, or having
their characters.

II. . One of the MacrortiamphosidtB.
Macrorhamphosus (ruak'ro-ram-fo'sus), n.

[NL., < Gr. iianpfy, long, 4- pd/^ipof, a bill, beak,
+ L. term, -onus, E. -ose, -OK*.] The typical ge-
nus of Miicri>r/i>i/iijiliosidti', established by Lac6-

pede in 1802, commonly called (>//< -r/<*.

Macrorliamphus (mak-ro-rain'fus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. iiuKjtur, long, + /'luiiQof, a bill, beak.] A
leading genus of Scolopttndif, founded by Ste-

phens in 1824; the robin-snipes or web-toed

snipes. The bill is exactly as in the true snipes (Qal-

liiinihil, but the feet are seini])alniate, the wings are lout;

and pointed, the tail is doubly emarginate and has tudy
1-J rectriees. the tibia' are naked below, and the tarsus

is longer than the middle toe and claw. In the pattern

3565
and changes of plumage the ipecles resemble sandpipers.
M. yruna is the common red-breasted or gray

snipe or dowltcher of North America. Also written Ma-
crtifamphuM.

macrorhine (tnak'ro-rin), a. [< Gr. /iaKp6ppir

(-piv-), long-nosed, < /laxpik, long, + pif, piv (piv-),

nose.] lliivinj; a long nose or snout.

Macrorhinus (mak-ro-ri'nus), . [NL., < Gr.

/uiK/diipif, long-nosed, < paKp6f, long, + pif (piv-),

nose.] 1. A genus of Phocidai, of the subfamily
Cystoplioriiuf, characterized by the proboscis of

the male; the elephant-seals or sea-elephants.
M. elfphanlimut or leoniutui is an enormous phocid found
on the coasts and islands of southern South America. M.

angvstimttru is named by (Jill as a distinct species.

2. A genus of coleopterous insects.

macroscelidan (mak-ro-sel'i-dan), a. Having
the I'liaraoters of the Macroscetidtdce.

Macroscelides (mak-ro-sel'i-dez), n. [NL. (Sir
A. Smith. 182'J), < Gr.' iiaK.poaKcf.iif, long-legged,
< [uu<p6c. long, + CTKf^of, leg.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Macrogcelidida;. It contains the

typical elephant-shrews, such as M. probowideitt. Nine

species have been described, all African. Preferably Jfo-

crotceli. See cut under elephant-shrew.

Macroscelididae (mak*ro-se-lid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Macroscelides + -ida.] A family of small

terrestrial salient insectivorous mammals, of

mouse-like aspect, with soft pelage, and the

hinder limbs ntted for leaping (as in the jer-

boas) by the elongation of the leg and meta-

tarsus, the tibia and fibula being ankylosed be-

low. The species are African, and known as elephant-

ihrtwi, elephant-mice, and mmping-shrew*. There are two

genera, Macroscelides and Petrodromus. Also Macrogctlidtx.

Macroscepis (mak-ros'e-pis), . [NL. (Hum-
boldt, Bonpland, and Kunth, 1818), so called in

allusion to the large scales of the crown ;
< Gr. fia-

Kp6f, long,+ o-/c7raf, covering.] A small genus of

asclepiadaceous plants of the tribe Cynanchea:
The tube of the fleshy corolla is thick, and the five-cleft

limb is very spreading ; a crown of five scales is indexed
in the throat. The stigma is depressed. The genus em-
braces 3 or 4 closely related species of twining, high-
climbing shrubby plants covered with bristly hairs, rang-

ing from Peru to Central America. One or more of the

species furnish the aromatic bitter drug cundurango.

macroscian (mak-ros'i-an), a. and n. [< Gr.

[uiKpfaiaos, having a long shadow,< ^a/tprff, long,
+ onto, shadow.] I. a. Casting a long shadow,
as persons or objects in high latitudes.

II. n. One who casts a long shadow; specifi-

cally, an inhabitant of the arctic or the antarc-
tic zone: so called because objects near the

poles intercept the sun's rays at a very low

angle, and therefore cast very long shadows.

Compare antiscian.

macroscopic (mak-ro-skop'ik), a. [< Gr. /uuip6f,

long, large, + aiamelv, view.] Same as mega-
scopic.

macroscopical (mak-ro-skop'i-kal), a. [< mac-

roscopic + -a?.] Same as megascopic. Quain,
Med. Diet., p. 892.

macroscopically (mak-ro-skop'i-kal-i), adv. By
the naked eye; by superficial inspection, as

distinguished from minute or microscopic in-

spection ; without the use of magnifiers.
macroseptum(mak-ro-sep'tum),.; pi. macro-

septa (-ta). [NL., < Gr. fianptt, long, + L. sejt-

tuni, a partition : see septum.'} A large perfect
septum or mesentery of an actinozoan, fur-

nished with reproductive organs: opposed to

microseptum.
macrosiphon (mak-ro-si'fon), . [NL., < Gr.

uanpof, long, + o/^wv/siphon: see siphon.] The
large horny internal (endoceratitic) siphon or
funnel of some cephalopods. See macrosipho-
nula.

macrosipaonula (mak'ro-sl-fon'u-la), .; pi.

macrosiphoinilie (-le). [NL., dim. of macrosi-

phon.') T^he larval stage of certain cephalopods,
as nautiloids, during which the large endocera-
titic siphon makes its appearance. Hyatt,
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1887.

macrosiphonular (mak'ro-si-fon'u-iar), a. [<
macrosiuhonula + -r2

.] Macrosiphonulate.
macrosiphonulate (mak ' ro - si - fon ' u -

lat), a.

[< ni<icn>sii>honitla + -afel.] Pertaining to or of

the nature of a macrosiphonula. Amer. Xat.,
XXII. 878.

macrosomite (mak-ro-so'mit), n. [< Gr. /ianp6f,

long,+ <ru//a,body: see somite.'] A large somite
or primitive metamere; one of the larger pri-

mary segments or divisions of the embryo of

some insects, preceding the formation of the
definitive metameres, or microsomites. Amer.
.\nt., XXH. 941.

macrosomitic (mak'ro-so-mit'ik), . [< miirrn-

somiti: + -ic.] Of the nature of a macroso-
mitc; iirrtuiniug to a macrosomite. Jnicr.Sat.,
XXII. 941.

macrotarsian

maCTOSpOrange (m:ik-m-si)6'ranj), H. [< NL.
iiHH'roKjHirttHi/iitiH, 4.V.] Same as UHicrospOran-
ij in in.

macrosporangiophore (mak
' ro - spo -ran '

ji
- o-

bearing the macrosporangium.
The foliage leaves, the envelope! of the spore-bearing

leaves, the micro- and tnacrotpurangiuphiirti had become
permanently differentiated in ascending order.

Geddes, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 848.

macrosporangium (mak'ro-spo-ran'ji-um), n.;

1>1. m<tcr<>!<ii</rtin<iia (-a). [NL., < Gr. /ump6f, long,
+ airo/>&, seed, + ayytiav, vessel.] A sporan-

gium containing macrospores. It is homologous
with the ovule of flowering plants. Also called

goniotheca.
The mlcrospores, doubtless through the intervention of

a spore-eating insect, had come to germinate upon the

macrotparanyium instead of upon the ground.
Geddet, Encyc. Brit, XVL 848.

macrospore ^mak'ro-spor),
. [< Gr. uaicpif,

long, + ovopa, seed: see spore.] 1. In bot., an
asexuallv produced spore of large size as com-

pared with others belonging to the same spe-
cies. It is the female spore, and is homologous with the

embryo-sac of phanerogams. See heterogporoia aud micro-

apore, and cut under Ixtetes.

In some of the living club-mosses there are two kinds
of spores, one being much larger than the other. The
larger ore known as wacrosprtre*, whilst the smaller are
called microspores. Uuxley, Physiography, p. 241.

2. In zoo'l. ,
one of the spore-like elements, few in

number, but of relatively large size, into which
the bodies of manymonads become subdivided.
Also megaspore.

Macrosporium (mak-ro-spo'ri-nm), n. [NL., <

Gr. faKp6f, long, + axopa, seed.] A genus of

ascomycetous fungi with erect, basal, pedicel-
late, and at length septate spores.

macrosporoid (mak-ro-spo'roid), a. [NL., < Gr.

/iap<ic,long, + <T!ropd,'seed, + Mof, form.] Re-

sembling or related to the genus Macrosporium.
macrosporophyl, macrosporophyll (mak-ro-
spo'ro-fil), n. [NL., < Gr. nanp6<;, long, large, +
oxopa', seed, + QiMav, leaf.] The leaf-bearing
macrosporangium of the heterosporous Pterido-

phyta, the homologue of the carpel in the Pha~

nerogamia.
Macrostachya (mak-ro-stak'i-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. fiaitp6f, long, + ard^if, stachys': see sta-

chys.] A genus of fossil plants established by
Scnimper (1869), belonging to the Calamarice

or Equisetacece. They are arborescent plants, with ap-
pressed linear leaves ; the leaf-scars are marked upon the
articulations by transversely oval rings, like the links of a
chain ; the scare of the branches are vert icillatc. large,

round, umbonate, with a stigmarioid ventral mammilla;
the spikes are very large, cylindrical; the bracts are lan-

ceolate, costate in the middle, imbricate, scarcely longer
than the internodes. Fourteen species are known, ranging
from the Lower Carboniferous to the Permian, aud occur-

ring in Saxony, Prussia, Bohemia, Silesia, ('ranee, England,
and Spain, as well as In Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Illi-

nois, and Arkansas.

Macrostoma (mak-ros'to-ma), n. pi. [< Gr.

Af, long, + ori/ia, mouth. U A family of tra-

chelipod gastropods with a very large mouth
or aperture to the shell, such as those of the

genera Stomatia and Stomatella. Lamarck, 1812.

Also Macrostomata, Macrostomiana (Jay, 1836),
and Macrostomidte.
macrostome (mak'ro-stom), n. [< Gr. faxp6f,

long, + ar6fta, mouth.] A gastropod whose
shell has a very wide or patent aperture, as
one of the Haliotida.

Macrostomidae (mak-ro-stom 'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Macrostoma + -idee.] Same as Macrostoma.
Macrostomum (mak-ros'to-mum), n. [NL., <

Gr. ftanp6c, long, + ar6ua, aperture.] A genus
of rhabdocffilous turbellarians, among the sim-

plest of the Aprocta. It has no protrusile buccal

proboscis. The male and female organs are united in the
same individual, but open by separate apertures.

macrostyle (mak'ro-stil), a. [< Gr. paicptf,

long, + crrvAof, pillar: see style?.] In hot., hav-

ing an unusually long style.

macrostylospore (mak-ro-stl'lo-spor), n. [NL.,
< Gr. fuiKpof, long, large,+ orii/of, pillar, + cnropd,

seed.] In hot. , a stylospore of large size as com-

pared with others of the same species. See sty-

lospore.
Macrotarsi (mak-ro-tiir'si). n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

iiuK/iof. long, + rapa&s, any broad, flat surface :

see tarsus/] In ringer's classification (1811), a

family of his Pollicata, including the tarsier

and certain of the lemurs.
macrotarsian (mak-ru-tar'si-an), a. and n. [As
Altn-rotiirxi + -(/.] 1. . Having lon^ tarsi.

II. n. An animal that has long tarsi.



Macrotarsius

Macrotarsius (mak-ro-tiir'si-us), n. [NL.: see

Xaorotarsi.] Same us rrw<.v.
macrothere (mak'ro-ther), . Aii animal of
the genus Macrothmum.
Macrotheriidae (mak"ro-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < SfacrotheHwn 4- -idai.] A family of

large fossil edentate mammals established for

the reception of the genera Macrothmum and
Ancylotlii'i'iiiiH, remains of which occur in the

Miocene of France and Greece, and indicate a

generalized type of edentates.

macrotherioid (mak-ro-the'ri-oid), a. [< Ma-
crotlterium + -oid.] Kesembling or related to

the macrotheres.
Macrotherium (mak-ro-the'ri-um), . [NL., <

Gr. [taitpdi;, long, + dqpiov, a wild beast.] The
typical genus of Macrotheriidce. It is supposed
to represent the oldest type of edentates. It has rootless
and euamelless teeth, immense claws, and apparently no
dermal armor. Remains occur in the Miocene of France.

macrotin (mak'ro-tin), n. Same as cimieifugiu.
Macrotis (mak-ro'tis), w. [NL., < Gr. //axpof,

long, + oJc (<JT-) = E. ear1 : see Otis.'] 1. A
genus of bandicoots of the family Perameli-

dw, having long pointed ears like those of a

rabbit, proportionally longer hind limbs than
the typical bandicoots, the hallux wanting, the
tail long and hairy, and the pouch opening for-

ward. M. lagotis is called the native rabbit in

Australia, from its size and general appearance.
2. A genus of teuebriouine beetles. Deiean,

1833.

macrotome (mak'ro-tom), n. [< Gr. as if >a-
Kpor6fio(, cf. jUaxpoYOjUOf, cut long (said of shoots
so pruned), < /ttz/cpof, long, + riuveiv, ra/teiv, cut.]
An apparatus by the aid of which gross sec-
tions may be made of a specimen for anatom-
ical purposes.
macrotone (mak'ro-ton), n. [< Gr. /wz/cpof, long,
+ Tiivof, tone. Cf . Gr. fianp&Tovof, stretched out,
< fiaKp6(, long, + Tfivctv, stretch.] Same as
macron.
macrotous (mak-ro'tus), a. [< MGr.

[uucpurtK,
long-eared, < Gr. /uuc/xSf, long, + oif (UT-) = E.

earl.] Long-eared.
Macrotrachia (mak"ro-tra-ki'a), n.pl. [NL., so
called in allusion to the siphons, < /jaKpof, long,
+ rpaxeia, trachea: see trachea.] A tribe of

Dithyra or bivalves characterized by the elon-

gated siphons, embracing the families 1'hola-

didw, Mi/ida-, Tellinidfc, etc. Swainson, 1840.

macrotypous (mak'ro-tl-pus), a. [< Gr. /iaxpof,

long, + TwTrof, form: see type."] In mineral.,
having a long form.

Macroura, macroural, etc. See Macrura, etc.

Macrozamia (mak-ro-za'mi-a), n. [NL. (Mi-
quel, 184H), so called in allusion to the sterile

appearance of the male fructification; < Gr.

fiaKp6f, large, + (a/iia, loss.] A genus of gym-
nosperms belonging to the natural order Cycu-
daceai, the tribe Encephalartece, and the sub-
tribe Euencephalartece, characterized by the fe-

male cones having hard peltate scales, usually
produced into an erect acuminate blade. They
are low forms, with an erect ovoid or cylindrical trunk,
covered by the persistent bases of the petioles, living in

swampy places near the sea, and have pinnate leaves resem-
bling the fronds of tree-ferns, occasionally twisted in some
species, and large uones. About 14 species are known, all

inhabitants of tropical and temperate Australia; several of
these are cultivated for ornament. From their general
appearance, plants of this genus sometimes receive the
nameof/ern-poZm. M. spiralii is the burrawang-nut. Set-
cut under Cycadacece.

macrozo6gonidium(mak-ro-z6*o-go-nid'i-um),
n.

; pi. macrozoogonidia (-&). [NL., < Gr. /m-
xpof, long, large, -t- (<RW, an'animal, + NL. goni-
dium, q. v.] In lot., a zoogonidium of large
size as compared with others of the same spe-
cies, as those produced by certain fresh-water
algce.
The protoplasmic contents of certain cells [of Hydro-

dictyon] break up into a large number of daughter-cells
(macrozoiiijonidia), there being often as many as 7000 to
20,000. Beney, Botany, p. 228.

macrozoospore (mak-ro-zo'o-spor), H. [< Gr.
iMKpui;, long, + Co<', an animal, + ano/id, seed.
Cf. zoiisporc."] 1. In Miil., a macrospore.
The macrozooxpttre soon acquires a thin cell-wall, through

which the cilia protrude.
Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 391.

2. In !>>>t., a zoospore of large size as compared
with others produced in the same species.
In some cases the protoplasm of the cell [of H&matococ-

cm\ divides only once or twice, the result being the for-
mation of two or four relatively large zoospores, called
macrozoosporei. Vines, Physiology of Hants, p. 606.

Macrura (mak-ro'ra), w. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
iitHci'iinis, long-tailed : see macriiroufi."] A sub-
ordinal or supert'amily group of stalk-eyed tho-
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racostracous crustaceans of the order Deeapoda,
containing those which are long-tailed, as the

lobster, crawfish, prawn, shrimp, etc.: distin-

guished from Brachyura andAnomura. The ab-

domen is long, muscular, flexible, and covered with a hard,
segmented shell ; it bears usually six pairs of appendages,
the last modified into a caudal flu or swimming-tail. Both
pairs of feelers are long and filiform ; the inner pan* are

always exserted, and the outer have often a modified exopo-
dite as an appendage at the base. Also spelled Macroura.

macrural (mak-ro'ral), a. [As macrurous +
-al.] Same as macrurous.
macruran (mak-ro'ran), . [< Macrura + -an.]
A member of the group Macrura.
Macruridaj (mak-ro'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Ma-
crurus + -Jffe. ] A family of anacanthine fishes,

typified by the genus Macrurus. It consists of

gadoids which have an elongated tail tapering backward
and without a separate caudal fin, a postpectoral anus,
enlarged suborbital bones, an inferior mouth, subbrachial
ventral fins, a distinct anterior dorsal, and a long second
dorsal and anal. The family includes about 15 deep-sea
fishes, of 5 genera, known as grenadiers, rattails, etc.

macruroid (mak-ro'roid), a. and n. [< Macru-
rus + -old.] I. a. Pertaining to the Macruridae,
or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the family Macruridw.
macrurous (mak-ro'rus), a. [< NL. Macrurus,
long-tailed, < Gr. /Mnp6c, long, + oiipd, tail.]

Long-tailed ; longicaudate.
Macrurus (mak-ro'rus), n. [NL. : see macru-
rous.] 1. In ichth., the typical genus of Ma-
cruridce, having a long tapering tail. M.Jabrieii,

Grenadier, or Onion-fish (Macrurus rupestris').

the rattail, and M. (Coryphcenoides') rupestris are the two
best known, both inhabiting deep water of the North At-
lantic. Block, 1787.

2. A genus of dipterous insects. Lioy, 1864.

mactation (mak-ta'shqn), . [= OF. macta-

tion, < LL. mactatio(n-'), a killing for sacrifice,
< maetarc (> It. matare = Sp. Pg. matar = OF.
matter), offer for sacrifice, sacrifice, immolate,
kill, slaughter.] The act of killing a victim
for sacrifice. [Bare.]
Here they call Cain's offering, which is described and al-

lowed to be the first fruits of the ground only, ffvtriav, a
sacrifice or mactation.

Shwltford, On the Creation, Pref., p. ciii.

mactatort (mak-ta'tor), n. [< L. mactator, a
slayer, < mactare, sacrifice, kill. Cf. matador,
from the same source.] One who kills a vic-
tim for sacrifice. [Bare.]
Mactra (mak'tra), n. [NL., < Gr. fiaarpa, a

kneading-trough'! < paaaeiv (/ iJ.au), knead: see

macerate.'] The typical genus of the family Mac-
tridce. Upward of 100 species are described, of world-wide
distribution. M. (or Spisula) solidusima is a large species
with a thick heavy shell, five or six inches long, abundant
along the Atlantic coast of the United States on sandy
beaches. It is known as the surf-clam, sea-dam, and hen-
clam, and is used for soups and chowders.

Mactracea (mak-tra'se-a), . pi. [NL., < MHC-
tra + -acea.'] If. A family of acephalous or bi-

valve mollusks, comprising the genera Mactra,
Lutraria, Crassatella, Erycina, Ungulina, Sole-

mya, and Ampkidesma, and scattered in several
different families. Lamarck, 1809. 2. Now a
suborder or superfamily of bivalves, including
only the family Mactridce and related forms.
mactracean (mak-tra'se-an), a. and TO. [< mac-
tracc-ous + -an.] I. a.' Mactraceous.

II. n. A member of the family Mactridce.
mactraceous (mak-tra'shius), a. [< Mactra +
-aceous.'] Having the characters of the Mac-
tridte; mactroid.

Mactridse (mak'tri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mactra
+ -ida:'] A family of siphonate bivalve mol-
lusks, typified by
the genus Mactra;
the round-clams or

trough-shells. The
shell is equivalve, trigo-

nal, and smupallial, and > '

has generally close-fit-

ting valves. The hinge
is characteristic, that of
the left valve having a
V -shaped cardinal tooth

Closing into two diver- Mactra stultorntn (right valve).

gent branches of the

right valve's cardinal tooth. The mantle is open in front,
and the long united siphonal tubes are fringed with ten-
taculiform processes. The foot is linguUorm. The Mactri-
dce are mostly marine shells of wide distribution. They
are also called ilactrceidce, Mactradae, Mactracea, and Mac-
trina.

mad
mactroid (mak'troid), a. and . [< Macti'/i +
-(>/.] I. . Of or pertaining to the Mactridce.

II. H. A member of the family Miiclriilit'.

macuca (ma-ku'ka), . [S. Amer.] A large
tiuamou of South America, Tina 11111.1 major.
macula (mak'u-la), .; pi. macula- (-le). [L., a

spot, stain : see made, mctckle, iniicule, nutttf.] A
spot; a blotch. Specifically (a) A temporary or per-
manent discoloration of a larger or smaller piece of skia,
as by excess or lack of pigment, by extravasation of blood,
by telangiectasis, by localized hyperemia, or otherwise, (ti)

A dark area on a luminous surface, specifically on the disk
of the sun or of the moon. A solar macula is usually called
a sun-spot.

And lastly, the body of the sun may contract some spots
or maculae greater than usual, and by that means be dark-
ened. T. Burnct, Theory of the Earth.

Cerebral maculae. See cerebral.- Macula aeustica,
the somewhat opaque spot in the utriculus of the mem-
branous labyrinth where the branches of the auditory
nerve enter it. Macula cribrosa, the sieve-like spot, a
patch of minute foramina in the fovea hemispherica of the
vestibule of the ear, through which filaments of the audi-

tory nerve pass. Macula germlnatlva, the so-called

germinal spot or macula, or Wagnerian corpuscle; the
nucleolus of an ovum. Macula lutea, the yellow spot
of the retina of the eye, an oval yellow patch, about ^ of
an inch in diameter, on the retina opposite the pupil,"and
the position of most distinct vision. See retina.

macular (mak'u-lar), a. [< macula + -or2 .]

Spotted ; exhibiting or characterized by spots :

as, a macular condition or appearance.
maculate (mak'u-lat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. mac-
ulated, ppr. maculating. [< L. maculatus, pp.
of maculare, spot, speckle, < macula, a spot :

see macula, maeule."] To spot ;
stain

;
blur.

They blush, and think an honest act
Dooth their supposed vertues maculate.

Marston, .Satires, iii. 50.

For Warts, we rub our Hands before the Moon, and
commit any maculated Part to the Touch of the Dead.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 97.

Maculated fever. Seefeveri.

maculate (mak'u-lat), a. [< It. maculatus, pp.:
see the verb.] Spotted; marked with spots ;

blotted; hence, stained; defiled; impure.
Arm. My love is most immaculate white and red.
Math. Most maculate thoughts, master, are masked un-

der such colours. Shak., L. L. L., i. 2. 97.

Oh, vouchsafe,
With that thy rare green eye, which never yet
Beheld thing maculate, look on thy virgin !

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

maculation (mak-u-la'shon), n. [= It. maco-
lazione, maculaziort'e, < L. maculatio(n-), a spot-
ting, spot, < maculare, spot: see maculate.] 1.

The act of spotting, or the state of being spot-
ted. 2. The manner of spotting, or the pattern
of the spots with which an animal or plant is

marked.
Patches of vividly red Poppies, with fine black macula-

tions, like eyes, edged with white.
Amer. Nat., XXII. 642.

The maculation is normally noctuidous, and the wings
are ample. Science, IV. 44.

3. A staining; defilement; smirching.
For I will throw my glove to Death himself,
That there's no maculatwn in thy heart.

Shall.
,
T. and C., iv. 4. 66.

To suffer it to start out in the life of her son was in a
manner to publish again her own obliterated maculation.

The Atlantic, LVIII. 448.

maculatory (mak'u-la-to-ri),. [< maculate +
-ory.] Defiling; staining.
The lutulent, spumy, maeidatory waters of sin.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 1B. (Davits.)

maculaturet (mak'u-la-tur), n. [= F. macula-
ture = Sp. maculatura; as maculate + -ure.~]
1. A waste sheet of printed paper. E. Phil-

lips, 1706. 2. Blotting-paper. Coles, 1717.

macule (mak'ul), n. and v. Same as mackle.
maculose (mak'u-los), a. [< L. maculosus,
spotty: see macnlous.] Marked with spots;
spotted; maculated.
maculous (mak'u-lus), a. [= OF. maculeux,
= Sp. Pg. It. inaculoso, < L. maculosus, spotty,
spotted, < macula, a spot: see macula, mucitle.]

Spotted ;
full of spots.

macuta, macute (ma-ko'tii, ma-kot'), n. [Ap-
par. African.] A money of account and com
on the west coast of Africa. It originally signified
'2,000 cowries, but the British and Portuguese governments
have coined small silver pieces to represent this value.
The coined macuta is otherwise called a ten-cent piece.

mad1 (mad), a. [Early mod. E. maddc; < ME.
'iieide, matid, mad, also in eomp. *med, < AS. ge-
mied (in this form a contraction of i/t-aicfilfil, in

glosses also i/emaedcd. (irmiftlitl, prop. pp. of the

verb, reduced as in /at1 , a., orig. pp., hid, pp.,
etc.), also more orig. gemdcl, mad, senseless,
vain, foolish, = OS. gemfd, foolish, = OHG. ga-
meit, vain, foolish, proud, MHG. gemeit, lively,
cheerful, gay, = Icel. meiclclr (pp. for orig.
*ntfiJhr) = Goth. yumuUls, maimed (the senses



mad

'foolish, mad,' and 'maimed' being appar. differ-

ent developments ot ;in MiUtrMOM 'ehuiged,'
'altered,' appearing in (loth, in the simple

form), the form 1/1 until being < 1/1-, 11 generaliz-

ing prefix, + mini, mud, found but once (in
mini mm/,' mad mood,' taken by Greina8 a com-

pound iioini.
1

madness'), = Goth. "miiiilx, fmine I

in coni[). us above, aud in the derived verb iituiil-

>iH,change,alter,cornipt,iHm/>/>/ii,change,ex-

ch.-inge, alter, transfigure, > inmoidems, change,

exchange.] 1. Disordered in intellect; dement-

ed; crazy; insane: said of persons.
Their mutters, not a little screened, gaue out a rumour

that Mahomet was madde, and posseessed of a Diuell.

I'urcha, Pilgrimage, p. 244.

I should be glad
If all this tide of grief would make me mad.

beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, Ui. 1.

2. Furious from disease or other cause; en-

raged; rabid: said of animals: as, amor/dog;
a mud bull.

The dog, to gain his private ends,
Went mad, and hit the man.

tldldxmitli, Death of a Mad Dog.

Water from which a mad dog may have drank must ...
be considered dangerous for at least twenty-four hours.

Qtiain, Med. Diet, p. 1319.

3. Under the influence of some uncontrollable

emotion, (o) Very angry ; enraged; furious. [Now chief-

ly colloq.)

And being exceedingly mml against them, I persecuted
them even unto strange cities. Acts xxvi. 11.

The King la mud at her entertaining Jermin, and she is

mad at Jermin's going to marry from her: so they are all

mod ; and thus the kingdom is governed !

Pemjt, Diary, III. 209.

(6) Wildly or recklessly frolicsome : said of persons or of

their acts.

How now, ?mtdwag! Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 50.

Two children in two neighbour villages

Playing mad prauka along the heathy leas.

Tennyson, Circumstance.

(e) Excited with immoderate curiosity, longing, admira-

tion, or devotion; infatuated.

He loved her ; for indeed he wasmad for her, and talked

of Satan and of Limbo and of Furies.

Shot., All's Well, v. S. 260.

His other sister is as mad in Methodism as this in physic.
Walpole, Letters, II. 20.

O mod for the charge and the battle were we.

Tennyson, Charge of the Heavy Brigade.

4. Proceeding from or indicating frenzy :

prompted by infatuation or fury.
It were a mad law that would subject reason to superi-

orltie of place. Hilton, Elkonoklastes, xi.

Fierce wants he sent,
And mad disquietudes.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 4.

Like mad, as if mad or crazy ; in a reckless manner.

A bear, enraged at the stinging of a bee, ran like mad
into the bee-garden, and overturned all the hives.

Sir R. L'Eitrange.

Thence by coach, with a mad coachman, that drove like

mad, and down byeways, through Bucklersbury home
everybody through the street cursing him, being ready to

run over them. Pepy, Diary, II. 6.

Mad as a hatter. See hatteri . Mad as a March hare.
See Aarei. Mad Parliament, a great council held at

Oxford in 1258 in order to accommodate the differences

which had arisen between the barons and the king, owing
to the persistent evasion by the king of the obligations im-

posed on the sovereign by Mngna Charta. It enacted the
Provisions of Oxford, requiring the faithful observance by
the king of the Oreat Charter, and providing for the as-

sembling of Parliament three times a year, and regular
control over the chief justiciar, chancellor, and other high
officers. To go or run mad, to become violently distract-

ed or demented. =SyH. 1. Deranged, delirious, frenzied,

raging. 3 (a). Exasperated.
mad 1 (mad), n. f< mad, .] Madness; intoxi-

cation. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mad' t (mad), v.; pret. and pp. madded, ppr. minl-

tlini/. [< ME. madden (pret. madded), \ AS. ge-
iiiirilini (pp. (jemieded, also reduced to gemced),
make foolish or mad, < acmted.gemad, foolish,
mad: see mad1

, .] I. trans. To make mad or

furious; distract; enrage; madden.
You'd mad the patient'st body in the world.

/;. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv..l.

I took my Lady Pen home, and her daughter Pegg; and,
after dinner, I made my wife show them her pictures,
which did mod Pegg Pen, who learns of the s:uue man.

Pepys, Diary, II. 3X).

II. i litrang. 1. To be mad; go mad.
Wel nygh for the fere he shulde madde.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 253.

" Alas!
"
qnath the fruir, "almost y madde in mynde.

To sen houg this Minoures many men begyleth.
"

Piers Plowman's Crude (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 280.

2. To rage ; fight madly.
But for none hate he to the Grekes hadde ;

Ne also for the rescous of the town,
Ne made him thus in armes for to madde.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 479.
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mad-, made- (mad, mad), . [< MK. MII tin, <

AS. iiiiillni, mil/ha, a worm, maggot, =< IS. muilm
= D.MI-I}. matte = OHU. /<'". Ml 1C. <!. madr,
a maggot, = <ioth. motto, ftworm; pcrhaps.with
t'onn.-itive -tlni, -tlui, from the root of mnii-m,.

mow ('cut, gnaw'): see mow 1
. Cf. math, from

the same verb. Hence ult. maddock and (/' .

Cf. ninth.] A maggot or grub.
mad^t. An obsolete form of ma<le~, past par-
ticiple of make 1

. I'liiunvr.

Madagascar! (mad-a-gas'kan), . and . [<

M<idiuj<ixr(ar) + -MW'.'J" I. ii. Of or pertaining
to Madagascar, a large island lying to the east

of and near to the continent of Africa. Com-
pare Malagasy.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mada-
gascar.

Madagascar falcon. 8ee/afcv>.
Madagascarian (mad'a-gas-kii'ri-an), a. [<

Mi/iliii/iix<'iir + -/.] Same as JtfadaytiKi-ini.

[Rare.]
Madagascar, the Comoros, and the widely-scattered

Mascarene Islands constitute a fifth subregion, the most
distinct and remarkable of all, and for this we may most

reasonably use the name Madayascarian.
A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., III. 758.

Madagascar manna. Same as dulcitnl.

madam (mad'am), n. [= D. madam (used
ironically) = G. madam = Dan. madame = Sw.
in, iilum = Sp. Pg. madama, < F. tnadame (orig.
inn ilame) = It. madonna, orig. mia donna (see

madonna), < L. mea domina, my lady: mea (>
F. ma = It. mia), fern, of meus (ace. metim, >

F. man = It. mio), my, < me = E. me; domina,
lady, mistress: see dame. Cf. madame.} 1.

My lady ; lady : originally a formal term of ad-

dress to a lady (a woman of rank or authority,
or the mistress of a household) ;

now a conven-
tional term of address to women of any degree,
but chiefly to married and matronly women.
After another word or a phrase it is colloquially contracted
into i/ui'iiiit, mam, vulgarly inarm, mum, m'm, or 'm : as,

yes, ma'am; no, ma'am (vulgarly yes'wt, no'm); thank you,
ma'am.

It Is ful fair to been yclept madame,
And goon to vigilyes al blfore,
Aud nave a mantel roialliche ybore.

Chaucer, Oen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 378.

I was the mistress o' Pitfan,
And madam o' Kincraigie.

Oighfs Lady (Child's Ballads, VIII. 286).

Sly. What must I call her?
Lord. Madam.
Sly. Al'ce madam, or Joan madam f

Lord. Madam, and nothing else ;
so lords call ladies.

Shale., T. of the 8., Ind., 2. 111.

That is Madam Lucy my master's mistress's maid.

Sheridan, Rivals, I. 1.

Take, Madam, this poor book of song.

Tennyson, To the Queen.

(a) A title used to designate women under the rank of

Lady, but moving in respectable society; prefixed to a

surname, equivalent to Mrs. Compare mistress.

Good people all, with one accord,
Lament for 3fodam Blaize.

Goldsmith, Elegy on Mrs. Mary Blaize.

Here [in Plymouth. Massachusetts) and in some neigh-
bouring places it has been and still (18071 is the practice to

prettx to the name of a deceased female of some considera-

tion, as the parson's, the deacon's, or the doctor's wife, the

title of madam.
E. A. Kendall, Travels, II. 44. (Pickerinfi.)

(6) See the quotation. The use mentioned is not uncom-
mon in all parts of the United States.

The title of Madam Is sometimes given here [in Boston],
and generally in ... the South, to a mother whose son
has married, and the daughter-in-law is then called " Mrs.

"

By this means they avoid the inelegant phraseology of

"old Mrs. A," or the Scotch "Mrs. A, senior."

Sir C. LyeU, Second Visit, Ix. (Bartlett.)

2. A lady; a woman of fashion or pretension
often used with a suggestion of disparagement :

as, a conceited madam; city madainn Miscel-
lany madam*. See mtuceflont/. The Madam, the mis-

tress ; the head of a household. (Vulgar, U. S.]

madam (mad'am), v. t. [< madam. .] To ad-

dress as madam.
Madam me no madam. Dryden, Wild Gallant, ii. 2.

I am reminded of my vowed obedience ; Madam'd up
perhaps to matrimonial perfection.

Kichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VHJ. 803.

madame (ma-dam' or mad'am), .; pi.

(ma-dam'). [F.: see madam, the naturalized
E. form.] 1. Madam; my lady: a term of ad-

dress used like madam, but more formal or af-

fected. Abbreviated Mine.

In Egypt, dear madame, it is considered unwomanly
... for a lady to show more of her face than one eye be-

hind a veil. 0. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., XLJV. 775.

2. Formerly, in France, a term of address to a

woman of rank, whether married or single. See
iiHideiiiiiixi'llf. 1 and L'.

madam-townt, . The chief or finest town of

a country.

[Hind.

madder

Flourishing London, the staple of wealth and madams-
tou'iie of the realms. Is there no place so lewdu as thy
selfey 0. Uaney, Herce's Supererogation (15K3).

madapollamOnad-a-pol'ani i. ii. [Soeallcd from

MiiilajMillfiui. a town in India.] A long cotton

cloth, stouter than ordinary ealieo, ;md inter-

mediate in quality between calico and muslin.

mad-apple (ni:id'ii]>l), . Same as iifi/-/il

madar, mudar (nm-dUr', mu-dar'), n. [

iiiiiilin:
|
An East Indi-

an name of species of

t'liliitrii/iix, ehietly < '. iji-

MMfMVWBOM root-bark
is the source of a drug
highly reputed in the

East, and whose stem-
bark furnishes the yer-
cum-fibcr.

madarosis (mad-a-ro'-
sis),H. [ML,., < Gr.'^a&l-

puaic, a making bald, <

fiaAapovv, make bald, <

/lafapof, bald, flabby,

loose, < /taSav, melt

away, fall off, be bald ; cf. L. madere, be wet :

see Madid,] Loss of the hair, particularly of

the eyelashes.
madbrain (mad'bran), n. and a. I. n. A rash
or hot-headed person ;

a harebrained person.
Here's a madbrain o' th' first rate, whose pranks scorn

to have precedents. Middletan, Mad World, L

U. a. Harebrained ;
hot-headed

;
rash.

The madbrainest roisterdoister in a countrey.
Q. Harvey, Four Letters.

I must, forsooth, be forced
To give my hand, opposed against my heart,
Unto a mad-brain rudeshy, full of spleen.

Shak., T. of the S., Hi. 2. 10.

mad-brained fmad'brand), . Same as mail-

brain.

Others sent messengers & tokens, which very many of

the mad-brayned yong men accepted and beleeued for

good sooth. Stair, The West Saxons.

madcap (mad'kap), K. and a. [< mad1 + cap 1
,

taken as '

head.'] I. n. A person who acts mad-

ly or wildly; a flighty or harebrained person;
one who indulges in frolics.

These are the merry Romans, the brave madcaps.
Fletcher, Bonduca, U. 3.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling a madcap;
wild: harum-scarum.

Where is his son,
The nimble-footed madcap prince of Wales,
And his comrades, that daff'd the world aside,
And bid it pass? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 95.

His mad-cap follies,

Which still like Hydras' heads grow thicker on him.

Fletcher, MODS. Thomas, i. 2.

madden (mad'n), c. [< wad1 4- -en 1
.] I. IH-

tranx. To become mad ;
act as if mad.

They rave, recite, and madden round the land.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 8.

Would you not chop the bitten finger off,

Lest your whole body should madden with the poison?
Tennyson, Queen Mary, ill. 4.

II. trans. To make mad; excite violently;

enrage; craze.

Weapon-clash, and maddening cry
Of those who kill and those who ale.

Scott, Kokeby, v. SI.

madder1 (mad'er), H. [< ME. milder, < AS. ma;-

dere, ma-ddre = D. meede, mee = Icel. madhra,
madder. The Ir. madar, madra, madder, is ap-

i. Branches of Madder (Kulna ttttctarum) with Sowers am) fruits.

a. Tile rhizome. ./, a flower ; b, the pistil ; c, two Jiffcrciit fruits.



madder

par. < E. madder. Cf . Skt. madlmrd, the name of
several plants, < matlhnra, sweet, tender, < ma-
<llii(, sweet: see mead1

."]
1 . A plant of the ge-

nus Rulria, natural order Ititbiacefe, yielding a
valuable dyestuff of the same name. The ordi-

nary dyers' madder is R. tinctorum, native of the Mediter-
ranean region, a climbing, herbaceous, or at the base some-
what shrubby plant, with whorls of dark-green leaves
and panicles of small yellowish 4-5-merous flowers, and
with long succulent perennial roots. It was formerly es-

teemed as an emmenagogue and diuretic. R. cordifolia,
of India, eastern Asia, and parts of Africa, alTords garan-
cin, and is used for the same purposes as European mad-
der; it forms the madder of India. The Bengal madder
or munjeet, R. pereyrina, is the proper wild madder of

England, found throughout western and southern Europe.
2. A dyestuff and pigment obtained from the
roots of Itubia tinctorum and other plants of the
same family. It yields colors of the greatest perma-
nence, and is employed in dyeing linen and cotton red.
Two kinds are fixed upon cotton: one is called mad-
der-red, and the other, which possesses a much higher
degree of luster and fixity, is called Adrianopie red, be-
cause it is largely exported from that city, or Turkey red,
from the fact that for a long time it was mainly obtained
from the Levant ; it is also produced near Leghorn and
Trieste. In the trade this madder bears the name of
aliznri or lizari. The roots are broken up by means of
wooden stampers, which reduce the bark and splint-bark
to powder, leaving the hard inner part unbroken; but
the whole root is sometimes pulverized. The coloring
principle of madder is termed alizarin. Madder con-
tains also a red pigment, purpurin or rubiacin, which is

extracted in the form of orange-colored prismatic crys-
tals, and yields a good dye, either alone or in combination
with alizarin. Through the peculiar chemical affinity of

phosphate of lime for its coloring matter, madder is noted
for its remarkable physiological effect of turning red the
bones of animals to which it is fed, as well as the claws
and beaks of birds. Brown madder, a lake prepared
from madder-root, having a rich brown color of great
depth. Capuoine madder. See capucinez. Flowers
Of madder, the trade-name for a preparation made by
steeping pulverized madder, causing the sugar it contains
to ferment, then washing the residue, pressing out the
water, drying, and pulverizing it again. It is used for

dyeing purposes in the same manner as ordinary madder.
Also called refined madder and madder-bloom. Indian
madder, (a) Itubia cordifolia. (b) Oldeidandia umbellata.

(c) Some species of the getms Hedyutis. Madder-brown.
See brown. Madder-carmine, a pigment made by pre-
cipitating the coloring matter of the madder-root upon a
base of alumina. Madder color, a pigment derived from
madder or its compounds. Madder colors range from
brown, through yellow, rose, and red, to deep purple, and
are much used in dyeing and the fine arts. Madder
lakes (pinkmadder, rose madder, madder lake,purple mad-
der, brown madder, Itubens's madder, madder-yellow, mad-
der-orange), lakes prepared from madder varying in shade
from pink through red and yellow to purple and brown.
These are also known as rubric lakes. Madder-red.
See def. 2. Madder style, a method of calico-printing
in which the parts of the cloth which are to receive a mad-
der color are printed with a mordant, washed and rinsed
in a solution of alum and size, and then drawn through a
colored solution which becomes fixed where the mordant
has been applied, after which the dye is washed off the un-
mordantedpartofthecloth. Also called chintz style, garan-
cin style. Petty madder, a plant of the genus Crucia-
nflla, of the Mediterranean region. Also called crosswort.
Refined madder. Same AS flowers of madder. Wild

madder, (a) Rubia peregrina. (b) The white bedstraw,
Galium Mollugo.
madder1

(mad'er), v. t. [< madder1
, .] To

dye with madder.
I madder clothe to be dyed, je garence. Your vyolet

hath not his full dye, but he is maddered. Palsgrave.

madder'-'t (mad'er), n. [Possibly a corruption
of mazer.] A large wooden drinking-vessel.

Usquebaugh to our feast
In pails was brought up,

An hundred at least*
And a madder our cup.

Swift, Irish Feast. (Dames.)

madder-bloom (mad'er-blom), n. Fleurs de
garance. Seeflowers ofmadder, under madder1

.

madder-print (mad'er-print), n. Cloth printed
with designs in madder, or in colors of which
madder forms a part ; especially, cotton prints
so made.
madderwort (mad'er-w6rt), n. Any plant of
the madder family, SuMacete.

madding (mad'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mad1
, .]

Madness; folly; avagary; a wild freak orprank.
By my troth, your sorrow,

And the consideration of men s humorous maddings,
Have put me into a serious contemplation.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 3.

madding (mad'ing), p. a. Becoming mad; act-

ing madly ;
distracted

; raging ; furious.
But now from me hys madding mynd is starte,
And woes the Widdowes daughter of the glenne.

Spemer, Shep. Cal., April.

Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife.

Gray, Elegy.
Then schemes I framed more calmly, when and how
The madding factions might be tranquillized.

Wordsworth, Prelude, x.

maddingly (mad'ing-li), adv. In a mad way;
distractedly; wildly.

Run maddingly affrighted through the villages.

Fletcher, Women Pleased, iv. 1.
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maddle (mad'l), v.
; pret. and pp. maddled, ppr.

muddling. [Preq. of mad1
, .] I. intrans. 1.

To rave; be delirious. Levins. 2. To be con-
fused. [Prov. Eug.]

II. trans. To confuse; perplex. Halliwctt.

[Prov. Eng.]
maddling (mad'ling), p. a. [Formerly also mad-

ling; ppr. of maddle, .] Raving; mad; crazy.
Som takes a staf for hast, and leaues his launce,
Som inadling runnes, som trembles in a trance.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, vi. 240.

maddockt (mad'ok), a. [< ME. matltek,< Icel.

madhkr = Norw. jA* = Dan. maddik, a mag-
got; dim. of the form which appears in AS.

mathu, etc., E. mad2
,
made%: see mad?. The

same word appears contracted in mawk1
, q. v.]

A maggot. Kennett MS. (Halliwell.)
mad-doctor (mad'dok"tor), n. A physician who
treats insane persons; an alienist. [Colloq.]
made1 (mad), p. a. [Pp. of maJce1

."] 1. Created;
wrought; fabricated; constructed.

O, think on that ;

And mercy then will breathe within your lips,
Like man new made. Shak., M. for M., il. 2. 79.

2. Artificially produced; formed independent-
ly of natural development: as, made ground
(ground made up of earth from another place);
a made word.

And Art*, with her contending, doth aspire
T' excell the natural! with made delights.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 166.

3. Drawn from various sources; formed of
several parts or ingredients : as, a made dish

;

composite ;
built up : as, a made mast (a mast

composed of several sticks bound together by
iron hoops, in contradistinction to a single-spar
mast).
A made dish, . . . garnished with cut carrots by way of

adornment. Sulwer, Pelham, xli.

4. Placed beyond the reach of want
; assured

of reward, success, fortune, or promotion ;
well

provided for life.

Syph. Oh, happy I !

Chi. You are a made man. Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

Help us to break his worship's bones, and carry off the

gill, and you are a made man.
Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, ii. 1.

5. Well taught or trained, as a hunting-dog.
To make a trial whether a young bloodhound was well

instructed (or, as the huntsmen call it, made).
Quoted in The Century, XXXVIII. 191.

Made block. See blockl. Made up. (a) Put together;
completed ; finished.

Deform 'd, unfinished, sent before my time
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 1. 21.

(b) Thorough; consummate; out-and-out. [Rare.]

Yet remain assured
That he's a made-up villain.

Shak., T. of A., v 1. 101.

(c) Artificial; meretricious.

llnxt. But you must allow her some beauty?
Tony. Bandbox ! She's all a made up thing.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, Ii. 1.

(d) Concocted; invented; fictitious: as, a made-up tale or
excuse.

made2
,
n. See mad%.

made3
(mad), a. [A var. of mad1 (perhaps <

Icel. meiddi; maimed: see mad1
), or of mate2.]

Fatigued; exhausted. [Scotch.]
Madecasseet (mad-e-kas'e), a. and n. Same as

Malagasy.
madefactiont (mad-e-fak'shon), n. [= F. ma-
defactiotifdi. as if *madefactio(n-),<. madefacere,
pp. madefactns, make wet, moisten : see. made-
fy.'] The act of making wet

;
a soaking ;

sat-
uration.

To all madefaction there is required an imbibition.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., f 865.

madeflcationt (mad"e-fi-ka'shgn), n. [< madefy+ -atioii: see -fication.'] Same as madefac-
tion.

madefyt (mad'e-fi), . t. [= F. madtyer, < L. as
if *madeficare, equiv. to madefacere, make wet,
< madere, be wet, + facere, make : see -fy.~\ To
make wet or moist

; moisten
;
soak.

The time was when the Bonners and butchers rode over
the faces of God's saints, and madefied the earth with their
bloods. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 85. (Varies.)

Madegassyt (mad-e-gas'i), a. and n. [See Mala-

fffuy.l
Same as Malagasy.

Madeira (ma-da'ra), n. [Short for Madeira
mine. The island"of Madeira takes its name
from Pg. madeira, wood, < L. materia, wood,
matter: see matter.'] A fine wine of the sherry
class made in the island of Madeira. It ac-

quires by age peculiar excellence of flavor.
East India Madeira, Madeira which has been sent in
cask to the East Indies and back again, with the view of

madid

improving it or aging it rapidly by the combined agency
of heat and the constant motion of the ship.

Madeira mahogany. Same as canary-wood.
Madeiran (ma-da'ran), a. [< Madeira (see def.)
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the island of Ma-
deira, or to the group of islands of which it is

the chief, lying west of Morocco, and belonging
to Portugal.
Madeira-vine (ma-da'rii-vin), . An elegant
climbing herb with bright-green fleshy leaves,
long clusters of small white spicy-fragrant flow-

ers, and a perennial tuberous root. It is a che-

nopodiaceous plant, BonssinyauMa baselloides,
from the Andes.
Madeira-wood (ma-da'rji-wud), n. The true

mahogany.
madel-paroowa (mad'el-pa-ro'wa), n. A boat
used in Ceylon for fishing, chiefly close inshore
and on the lakes of the interior, sometimes
covered with a bamboo roof, when it takes the
name of padji. Imp. Diet.

mademoiselle (ma-de-mwo-zel'), .; pi. mes-
demoiseUes (ma-de-mwo-zel' ). [F. ,

< ma, my,+
demoiselle, damsel: see madam and damsel1

,
de-

moiselle.] 1. Formerly, in France, the title of

any woman, married or single, who was not of
the nobility, and of noble marriedwomenwhose
husbands had not been knighted : also, when
used absolutely, or without a name, the distinc-
tive title of the eldest daughter of the next bro-
ther of the king (who was in like manner called

Monsieur), and afterward of the first princess of
the blood, whoever was her father, in general,
the titles Madame and Mademoiselle were used to clistin-

uish noble from plebeian women, without regard to con-
itions of marriage or celibacy ; but Littre notes the fact

that Racine, in writing to his sister, addressed her as
Madame before her marriage and as Mademoiselle after it.

Anne Marie Louise d'Orlgans, . . . Duchesse de Mont-
pensier, is forgotten, . . . but the great name of Made-
moiselle, La Grande Mademoiselle, gleams through . . .

the age of Louis Quatorze.
T. W. Higginson, Atlantic Essays, p. 169.

2. A distinctive title given to girls and un-
married women in France, equivalent to Miss:
abbreviated in writing to Mile., pi. Miles. 3.
A scieenoid fish, the yellowtail or silver perch,
Sairdiella chrysura. [Local, U. S.]

madge1 (maj), n. [Assibilated form of mag1
,

like the orig. Madge, assibilated form of Mag,
abbr. of Margaret, a fern, name: see mag1

,

margaret.'] 1 . The magpie, Pica rvstica : same
as mag1

,
1. 2f. Amadge-owl.

The skritch-owl, us'd in falling towrs to lodge,
Th' unlucky night-raven, and thou lasie madge
That, fearing light, still seekest where to hide,
The hate and scorn of all the birds beside.

Du Bartas (trans.). (Nares.)

madge2
(maj), . [Origin obscure.] A leaden

hammer. See the quotation.
The tool used for this purpose (hard-solder plating) is

called a madge, and is a lead hammer about three pounds
in weight, with the face covered with six or seven thick-
nesses of stout woolen. Gilder's Manual, p. 103.

madge-howlett (maj'hou'let), n. See madge-
owl.

I'll sit in a barn with madge-houiet, and catch mice first.

B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 2.

madge-owlt (maj
'

oul), n. The owlet or barn-
owl. Also madge-owlet, madge-liowlet.

Thou shouldst have given her a madgeowl, and then
Thou'dst made a present o' thy self, owl-spiegle !

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

madge-owlet (maj'ou"let), n. Same as madge-
owl.

mad-headed (mad'hed"ed), a. Hot-brained;
rash. Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 80.

madhouse (mad'hous), n. A house where in-
sane persons are confined for cure or for re-

straint; a lunatic asylum ; a bedlam.
Madia (ma' di- a), n. [NL. (Molina, 1794), <

madi,the Chilian name of the common species.]A genus of composite herbs belonging to the
tribe Helimithoidece and the subtribe Madiea-,
characterized by a deeply furrowed involucre,
with bracts closely inclosing the achenia, of
which those of the disk are either perfect or

sterile, almost always without pappus. They are
erect annuals, commonly glandular-viscid and heavy-scent-
ed, with entire alternate leaves and small or medium-sized
heads of yellow flowers, solitary at the ends of the branches
or in loose panicles. About 8 species arc known, natives
of Chili and the western part of North America, where
they are popularly called tar-weeds. One species, M.
8a(fca,is cultivated for the oil afforded liyits scnls, which
serves the same purposes as olive-oil. The refuse is made
into an oil-cake for cattle.

madid (mad'id), .. [< L. uidilitliiK, wet, < ma-
dere, be wet. Cf. Gr. [tatSav, melt away: see

modopMfe.] Wet; moist; appearing as if soak-
ed or sodden. [Rare.]



madid
His large deep-blue eye, iiimlid and yet piercing, show-

ed that thr srnvtions -if hi* lirain weir apportioned half
hi vnlllptllullsnrs.s, Ilillf lo common sense.

Disraeli, Conlngxhy. i. i

Madieae<> .././/. |\L.(A. P. deCan-
dolle, L886), < Mama + -r.] A sulitribe of
i ...... posile plants, typilied I

iy the KCIIIIS Mm/in,
comprised in \\ii-tr\\ti- Ili'liiiiillniiili'ir. It Is char-
acterized liy radiate or snbradiate heads, the ray-flowers
being fertile, and the dtak-fioMfl perfect (hut some or all

of tin-Mi a iv -.OHM-! hues stc-rilr); the bracts of the involucre
in one sej irs. partly or wholly inclosing the aeheniu of the

ray-llo\v<Ts : the chatt nf the reerptaelr in one or two rows,
free or united, generally in me bet ween the central flowers;
and the aehenia of the rays without pappus. The sub-
tribe enihraees 8 genera and ahout.'io speries, the majority
growing in the western part of North America.

madisterium (mad-is-te'ri-um), .; pi. tnadi-

x/i-rin ( ii ). [< Or. iiaiiari/ptov, tweezers for pull-

ing out hair, < fiatii&tv, pull out the hair. Cf.

/nuKv, fall away, as the hair: see madarosis."]
A surgical instrument for extracting hairs; a

pair of tweezers.

madling 1
. (mad'ling), n. [< mud 1 + -lingl.] A

mad person. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Gooid-for-naught inadlintf.' . . . flinging t' precious gifts

c .' God under fooit. /;. Bronte, Wutberlng Heights, xlii.

madling'-'t, a. An obsolete form of maddttiuj.

madly (mad'li), iitlv. In a mad manner, (a)
Without reason or understanding. (6) Frantically ; furi-

ously. (c) With extreme folly, or infatuated zeal or pas-
sion.

madman (mad'man), H.; pi. madmen (-men). A
man who is insane ; a distracted man

;
a luna-

tic ; a crazy person.
madnep (miu'nep), . [Appar. < mad1 + !.]
A tall umbelliferous plant, Heracleum Sphon-
<li/linm, of Europe and subarctic regions.
madness (mad'nes), w. 1. The state of being
mad or distracted ; insanity; lunacy.

For as to him who Cotis did upbraid,
And eall'd his rigour madness, raging fits :

Content thee, thou unskilful man, he said ;

My madness keeps my subjects in their wits.

Daniel, Civil Wars, vii.

And moody madness laughing wild
Amid severest woe.

(tray, Prospect of Eton College.

2. Headstrong passion or rashness; ungovern-
able fury or rage ; extreme folly.

To lose myself upon no ground were madness,
Not loyal duty.

Fletcher (and another), False One, 1. 2.

Party is the marfmyw of many for the gain of a few.

Pope, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

Canine madness. See canine. Midsummer mad-
ness. See midsummer. =8yn. 1. Frenzy, Mania, etc. See
insanity.

madonna (ma-don'a), . [It., = F. mailame,
my lady: see iiiniliini, iimdame,] 1. My lady;
madam : an Italian title of address or of cour-

tesy, equivalent to miiil<iin.

Clmrn. Good madonna, why monrnest thou ?

Olivia. Good fool, for my brother's death.

Shalt., T. N., 1. 5. 72.

Specifically 2. [cop.] The Virgin Mary ("Our
Lady"); hence, a picture representing the Vir-

gin. 3. A kind of lustermade in part of alpaca-
wool Madonna medal,a small medal of silver, brass,
or other metal, hunt; by a pilgrim about the neck of a statue
of the Virgin and then preserved, serving as a sort of pil-
grim's sign.

Madonna-wise (ma -don
'
a- wiz), adv. In the

manner or fashion of the Madonna: applied to
the arrangement of a woman's hair, in imitation
of accepted representations of the Madonna, by
parting it in the middle, and bringing it close
and low over the temples.

Fx>cks not wide-dispreml,
Madonna-wise on either side her head.

Tennyson, Isabel.

madoqua (mad'o-kwS), . [Abyssinian.] A
very tiny nut dope of Abyssinia, Neotragus sal-

tiuiiiix or .V. ttnl<H/iiti, the smallest of horned
animals, about as large as a hare, and with very
slender legs. Also called hegoleh.

madpash (mad
'

pash). w. and a. [< mad1 +
.] I. . A mad fellow. Wright. [North.

g.]
II. (i. Wild; cracked. Daricx.

Let ii- lr;ivr This madpash bedlam, this hair-brained

fop and ttivc- him leave to rave and dose his liellyfull,
with his private and intimately acquainted devils.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 25.

madras (ma-dries'), . [=F. madras; so called
from Miirlrnn in India.] A large handkerchief
of silk and cotton, usually in bright colors,
used by the negroes in the West India islands
and elsewhere I'm- turbans. <tr. Madras ging-
ham, a gingham imitating the eolors and design of a
madras. Madras lace, a kind nf mrtain-nintcrial, some-
times printed in colors. Madras work, simple em-
broidery done iiiwn bright -colored madras handkerchiefs,

pronffra.

!>

Eu
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the embroidery emphasizing the pattern of the stuff.

These embroideries are used for furniture-coverings, ban-

ner-screens, etc.

madrasah (ma'-dras'ii), n. [Hind. niiiiifii.-.n,

iiiiiiliir.iii, a school, college.] In India, a school
or college for the education of youth. Also,

corruptly, nuidrr>-xali, nimlrimiiili, mudriitiHi, uu -

dressen.

The enlightened mind of Warren Hastings did Indeed
anticipate his age by founding the Calcutta madrata for
Mahometan teaching. Sncyc. Brit., XII. 774.

Madras hemp, w. See Bengal hemp, under hemp.
madregal (mad're-gnl), H. [Origin not ascer-

tained.] A caran'goid fish of the genus Seriola.

madreperl (mad're-perl), . [< U.madreperla,
< madre, mother, + perla, pearl.] Mother-of-

pearl. Liiiii/fclloic.

Madrepora (ma-drep'o-ra), n. [NL., < mad-

rapora.] The typical
genus of Madrepori-
rfff, containing some
of the commonest
madrepores, of vari-
ous branched shapes,
among them some of
the most extensive

reef-building corals.
M. eerrieornis is a

species so called from
its branching like the
antlers of deer.

Madreporacea (mad'-
re-po-ra'se-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Madrepora +
T

-acea.] A group of

stone-corals, more or less exactly equivalent
to Madreporaria.
madreporal (mad're-po-ral), a. [< madrepore
+ -a/, j Of or pertaining to madrepores ;

con-

sisting of madrepores.
Madreporaria (mad're-po-ra'ri-S), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Madrepora + -aria.~\ A general name of the

madrepores and related corals which are hexa-
coralline or hexactinoid and have a continuous
hard calcareous skeleton. The term covers not only
the Madreporidte proper, but the Fungiidte or mushroom-
corals, the Aetrcndce or star-corals, and related families.
In a still wider sense, Madreporaria is an order of the class

Actinozoa, including all the hard actinoid or actiniform
corals, or sclerodermatous zoantharians, whether hexam-
eral or tetrameral, and whether tabulate, tubulose, per-
forate, aporose, or rugose. It Is then equivalent to Litho-
eorallia and Sderodermata, or to the old LiUmphyta minus
the Alcyonaria and other sclerobasic zoantharians.

madreporarian (mad're-po-ra'ri-an), a. and u.

I. a. Pertaining to the Madreporaria, or hav-
ing their characters.

II. n. A coral of the group Madreporaria.
madrepore (mad're-por), n. [< F. madrepore
= Sp. madrepora = Pg. madrepora, < It. madre-

pora, coral, appar. lit. 'mother-stone' (cf. mad-
reperla, 'mother-pearl,' mother-of-pearl: see

madreperl), < madre, < L. mater, = E. mother,
+ (appar.) Or. xupof, a light friable stone, a
stalactite, or, as now understood, mJpof (> It.

poro), pore : see pore2."] An animal, or a coral,
of the genus Madrepora or family Madrepori-
da;; the polypite or the polypidom of a perfo-
rate madreporarian: a name loosely extended
to any stone-coral with madreporiform cavities
or openings. In true madrepore the animal or polypite
is hexameral with twelve short tentacles, and the polypi-

dom Is of branch-
Ing form and stony
hardness. Madre-
pore coral consists
of carbonate of

lime, with traces of
animal matter, and
Is formed by grad-
ual deposition in
the tissues of the

compound polyp,
so that in course of
time the whole pre-
sents the appear-
ance of a number

Madrepore Corals. of polyps support-
ed on an extrane-

ous body. When the animal matter has been removed
madrepore is of a white color, wrinkled on the surface,
and full of little cavities, in each of which an individual
polyp was lodged, the radiating septa of the cavities

corresponding to the internal divisions of the animal.

Madrepores raise up walls and reefs of coral rocks with
considerable rapidity in tropk-al elimates. Madrepore
glass, see ^(<iw.--Madrepore marble, madreporitic
marble.

madreporic (mad-re-por'ik), a. [< madrepore
+ -if.] Of or pertaining to madrepore; of the
character of the madrepore ; pierced with mi-
nute holes like a madrepore. Also miidrcpofiti-.
Madreporic canals, in echinoderms, tubular prolon-

gations of the eirenlar vessel of the ambulacral system,
having perforated ends, and terminating in a calcareous

network, orother hard formation,known as the inadrepuric

madrono
body, madreporie tubercle, or madrrporite. Madreporic
plate, In echinodernis, a madreportto. Madreporfc tu-
bercle, a tubercular madreporfc body, or madrcporlte.

Madreporidae (nuicl-ie-|ior'i-<le), n.pt. [NL., <

\l,ulri IXH-II + -i'tn .} The madrepore family,
typified by the genus Madrepora. iu limits vary
with different authors, but in the strictest use it consists of
several different genera, agreeing in that the polypltes and

polyp-stocks have porous ciencnchyma, perforated thecn,
little-developed septa, and an open gastric cavity com-
municating with the canal In the ails of the branched
polypidnni.

madreporiform (inad're-p6-ri-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Madrepora, a madrepore, + L. forma, form.]
Resembling a madrepore; characteristic of a

madrepore; madreporic.

Madreporinae (mad're-po-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< MnitrcjKira + -ino;.]' A subfamily of Madre-

poridfp.

madreporite (mad're-po-rit), n. and a. [< mad-
repore + -ite'i.] I. H. 1. Fossil madrepore.
2. In echinoderrns, the madreporic body or
tubercle ; the interradial aboral porous plate
at the termination of the madreporic canals.

Huxley.
II. a. Same as madreporic.

madreporitic (mad're-po-rit'ik), a. [< madre-

porite + -ic.] Perta'ining to or consisting of

madreporite, or made up of various corals more
or less mixed with fragments of the shells of

mollusks, all loosely classed together as madre-
pores : as, madreporHic rocks.

madrier (mad'ri-er), w. [F., earlier madier, a
beam or stout plank, < Sp. madero, a beam,
< madera, wood: see matter.] In milit. eiigin.:

(a) In the seventeenth century, a heavy tim-
ber forming the chief or central part of the car-

riage of a cannon or mortar; hence, the whole
carriage or mounting of a piece of artillery.
Grose. (6) A plank lined with tin and covered
with earth for roofing over certain parts of

military works, in order to afford protection in

lodgments, etc. (c) A plank used to support
the earth in a mine, or in a moat or ditch to

support a wall.

madrigal (mad'ri-gal), . [< F. madrigal= Sp.
madrigal, OSp. mandrial, mandrigal = Pg. mad-
rigal = G. madrigal, < It. madrigale, Olt. madri-

ale, mandriale, also mandriano, a short poem, a
pastoral ditty ( >ML. matriale), < mandra, a herd,
flock, < L. mandra, a stall, a herd, < Gr. pavdpa,
a fold, an inclosed space, the bed on which the
stone of a ring is set, a monastery. Cf . archi-

mandrite, mandrel, from the same Gr. source.]
1. A medieval poem or song, amorous, pas-
toral, or descriptive. The distinguishing char-
acteristics of the madrigal are now hard to
determine.

By shallow rivers to whose falls

Melodious birds sing madrigal*.
Marlowe, Passionate shepherd to his Love.

2. In music: (a) A musical setting of such a

poem. Strict madrigal-writing Involves the useof a canto
fermo, adherence to oneof the ecclesiastical modesthrough-
out, the abundant use of contrapuntal imitation in all its

varieties, and the absence of instrumental accompaniment.
This form of composition appeared In the Low Countries
in the fifteenth century, ana soon spread to Italy, Ger-

many, France, and England. In Italy and England it at-

tained a notable perfection and beauty, passing over In
the latter country into the modern glee. Madrigals were
written for from three to eight or more voices. The senti-
ments embodied varied from grave to gay, with a constant
tendency to the latter. The choruses In the earlier operas
and oratorios were madrigals, (ft) A glee or part-
song in general, irrespective of contrapuntal
qualities.

madrigalert (mad'ri-gal-er), n. A writer or

composer of madrigals"
Satyrists, panegyrists, madrigallrrs.

Tom Brown, Works, IL 155. (Darnel.)

madrigaletto (rnad'n-ga-let'6), n. [It., dim.
of madrigale, a madrigal: see madrigal."] A
little madritral.

madrigalian (mad-ri-ga'li-an), a. [< madrigal
+ -tan.'] Of or pertaining to madrigals.
The English madrigalian writers being represented sole-

ly by Morley's
" My Bonny Lass." Athenaeum, July 8, 1882.

madrigalist (mad'ri-gal-ist), . [< madrigal +
-ixt.~] A composer or singer of madrigals. Bur-

ncy. Hist. Music, IV. 46.

Madrilenian (mad-ri-le'ni-an), a. and n. [< Sp.
MmlrilfHo (for *Madriilnitot 11i second d being
changed by dissimilation to I), an inhabitant
of Madrid, < Madrid,'] I. a. Of or belonging
to Madrid.

II. >' A native or an inhabitant of Madrid,
the capital nf Spain.
madrono (ma-dro'nyo), H. A handsome tree,
.1,-lmtnx .!/<: ;<>/;. nf western North America,
toward the south becoming a shrub. It bears a



madrono

yellow berry, scarcely edible. Its wood is very hard, and
is much used in the manufacture of gunpowder. Its bark
is valuable for tanning. Also madrona.

Even the madro/la, upon these spurs of Mount Saint He-
lena, comes to a fine bulk, and ranks with forest trees.

R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 86.

madstone (mad'ston), n. A stone popularly re-

puted to cure hydrophobia, or to prevent it when
threatened. It is applied to the wound, from which
it is supposed to draw the poison. The belief in its value
has no scientific sanction. [U. S.]

Among the various individuals in Pennsylvania who pro-
less ability in exorcism and charms, we occasionally find

one who is reputed to possess a mad-stone. These peb
bles are of various sizes, and appear to have been selected
on account of some peculiarity of color or form. A speci-
men which had a high reputation in the State from which
it had been brought was described by the present writer
as consisting of a worn piece of white feldspar, and posses-
sing none of the properties of absorption attributed to it.

Proc. Am. Phil. Son., XXVI. (1889), 338.

madu-nilt (mad'o-nut), n. The seed of Cycag

Madura foot. A diseased condition of the feet
and hands, occurring in India, characterized by
enlargement and distortion of the affected part,
ensuing suppuration, softening and fracture of

the bones of the part, and the formation of
sinuses discharging through frequent openings
small yellow bodies like fish-roe or dark grains
like coarse gunpowder, and often larger masses.
The fungus Chionyphe Carteri is found in the diseased

parts, and is thought to be the cause of the disease. Also

caneAfungus-foot,fung_us disease of India, and mycetoma.

mad/weed (mad'wed), . A species of Scutcl-

laria, or skullcap (natural order Labiatai), the
S. lateriflora: so named because it was thought
to be efficacious in hydrophobia. Also called

mad-dog skullcap.
madwort(mad'wert),?). [< mad1 + wort1 . Cf.

Alyssum.] 1. A plant of the genus Alyssum.
2. [As if a contraction of maddenvort. having
been used as a substitute for madder.] A
plant of the borage family, Asperugo procum-
bens, whose root was used like madder: com-
monly called German madwort.
mae (ma), . and adv. A Scotch form of mo.

maeandert, n. See meander.
Maeandrina (me-an-dri'na), n. [NL., < L. -mie-

ander, a winding way (see meander), + -ina 1
.]

The typical genus of Maiandrinidw, established

by Lamarck in 1801. M. cerebriformis is an ex-

ample. Also spelled Meandrina.
maeandrine, . See meandrine.
Maeandrinidse (ine-an-driu'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Mceandrina + -ida.] A family of madrepo-
rarian corals of the suborder Astreacea, typified
by the genus Ma;andrina ; the brain-corals or

brainstqnes. These corals are of massive form, caused
by the union of many individual corallites in rows which
meander or wind about over the surface of the corallum
in a manner suggesting the convolutions of the brain.
Also spelled Meandrinidce.

maeandriniform (me-an-drin'i-form), a. [<
NL. Ha?andria + L. forma.] Resembling a
brain-coral; of or pertaining to the Ma^andrini-
formes.
Maeandriniformes (me-a.n-driu-i-f6r'mez), .

pi. [NL.: see masandriniform.'] The brain-
corals. See Hcea-ndfinida.

Masandripora (me-an-drip'o-ra),w. [NL., < Gr.

/taiavtipof, a winding way (see meander), + Trdpof,
a pore : see pore^.] Same as Fascic-ularia.

Maeandrospongidae (me-an-dro-spon'ji-de), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. [tatavdpos, a meander, + O7r6y-

yof, a sponge, + -id<x.] A large family of dic-

tyonine hexactinellid silicious sponges, both
fossil and recent, in which the body consists
of winding tubes of uniform caliber with inter-
stitial vestibular spaces and no uncinate or

scopuliform spicules. Also spelled Meandro-
spongida:.
maelstrom (mal

'

strom), . [An erroneous
spelling (sometimes erroneously explained as
'mill-stream'); prop. *malestromoT*malstrom;
formerly malestrand (see quot.), simulating
strand*; < NoTw.malstninm (little used) (=Dan.
malstrom), a great whirlpool in the sea, < mala
(= Dan. male), grind (see meal1

), + straum (=
Dan. strom), stream: see stream.] 1. A cele-
brated whirlpool or violent current in the Arctic
ocean, near the western coast of Norway, be-
tween the islands Moskenaso and Mosken, for-

merly supposed to suck in and destroy every-
thing that approached it at any time, but now
known not to be dangerous except under cer-
tain conditions.
He [Osep Napea] reports of a Whirlpool between the

Itost Islands and Lofoot call'd Malestrantl, which from
half ebb to half flood is heard to make such a terrible
noise as shakes the Door-rings of Houses in those Islands
ten mile off. MUton, Hist. Muscovia

3570

Hence 2. Any resistless movement ; any in-

fluence or passion which makes victims of all

who come within its power : as, the maelxtrimi

of fashion or of speculation ;
the maelstrom of

dissipation or of crime.

Maena (me'nii), . [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), < L.

nmna,<. Gr. [td'ivti,a small sea-fish, eaten salted.]
The typical genus of Namidw, chiefly repre-
sented in the Mediterranean. M. vulgaris is

an example. Formerly also Mcenas.

maenad, menad (me
'

nad), . [< L. mamas
(mrenad-), < Gr. itaivas (iiaivaS-), raving, frantic

;

as a noun, a mad woman, maenad ; < /taivcadai,

rage, be furious: see mania.] 1. In Gr. myth.,
a female member of the attendant train of

Bacchus; hence, a priestess of Bacchus; one
of the women who celebrated the festivals of

Bacchus with mad songs and dancing and bois-

magarita
order Myrsiiiea; characterized by a superior or

half-superior calyx, a gamopetalous corolla,
no staminodia, and a many-seeded fruit. The
tribe includes but one genus, M&w, with about 40 species,
natives of the tropical and subtropical regions of the Old
World.

maestoso (mii-es-to'so), adv. [It., majestic, <

iiuieatd, majesty: see majesty.] In music, with

dignity or majesty ; majestically.
maestral, . A variant of mistral.

Maestricnt beds. See bed*.

Maenad. From a Cireek polychrome cup preserved at Munich.

terous courses in gay companies amid the crags
of Parnassus and Cithteron, particularly on the
occasion of the great triennial Bacchic festival.
The maenads supplied a favorite subject to classic art, and
are characterized by wearing the nebris, and by the thyrsus
and other Dionysiac attributes. Compare Bacchante.

Such illusion as of old

Through Athens glided mnarf-like.

Lowett, The Cathedral.

Hence 2. Any woman under the influence of
unnatural excitement or frenzy,
maenadic, menadic (me-nad'ik), a. [< maniad,
menad, + -ic.] Pertaining to or like the mte-

nads; furious; raving; bacchantic.
The rites, by some supposed to be of the menadic sort,

... are held strictly secret.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus (ed. 1831), p. 191.

msenianum (me-ni-a'num), .; pi. mtrniana
(-na). [L., a projecting balcony, orig. one in
the Forum at Rome, erected under the censor
C. Mrenius, for the convenience of spectators of
the gladiatorial combats; neut. of Mcenianus,
of Meenius, < Mwnius, the name of a Roman
gens.] In Bom. antiq., a balcony or gallery for

spectators at a public show. The name, originally
applied to a balcony in the Forum, was extended to bal-
conies in general, as to the galleries at the circular end of
a circus, and to the ranges of seats above the podium in an
amphitheater.

Maenidae (me'ni-de), . pi. [NL., < Mcena +
-idee.'} Afamily of acanthopterygian fishes,typi-
fied by the genus Mtena. They are subfusifornTper-
coids with very protractile upper jaw, chiefly inhabiting
warm seas. Several are found in the Mediterranean. Also
Mcenini, Mcenoidete.

maenoid (me'noid), . A fish of the family Mce-
nidte. Sir J. Richardson.
Maenoidese (me-noi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Mama
+ -oideai.] Same as Mcenida;. Sir J. Richard-
son, 1836.

Maenura, n. An erroneous form of Men-lira.
Maesa (me'sii), n. [NL. (P. Forskal, 1775), <

maas, given as the Ar. name of one of the spe-
cies.] A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous
plants, belonging to the natural order Myrsinea;
type of the tribe Ma-sea;, characterized by the
two-bracted calyx, the imbricate corolla, and
flowers growing in racemes. They are shmbs, with
entiredentateorserrate leaves, often pellucid-dotted small
white five-parted flowers, and a small dry or fleshy fruit
with many seeds and a persistent style. About40 species
are known, natives of tropical and subtropical Asia and
Africa, Australia, and the islands of the Pacific. The ge-
nus furnishes some ornamental hothouse-plants.

Maeseae (me'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Alphouse de
Candolle, 1837), < Mesa + -co;.] A tribe of

dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of the

maestro (mii-es'tro), n. [It., = E. WHWterl.q.v.]
A master

; specifically, an eminent musical com-
poser, teacher, or conductor.

mafflet (maf'!), v. i. [< ME. mafflen, < MD. maf-
felen, moffelen, D. moffelen, move the jaws,
stammer, = LG. maffeln, prattle, = G. dial, miij-

feln, muffeln, chew with the mouth full : prob.
imitative; cf. E. faffle, stammer.] To stam-
mer.
And some matflid with the mouth and nyst what they

mente. Richard the Redden, iv. tti.

maffled(maf'ld),j>. a. See the quotation. [Prov.
Eng.]
She was what they call in the country mailed that is,

confused in her intellect.

Southey, Letters, III. 186. (Davies.)

mafflert (maf'ler), . A stammerer. Holland,
Plutarch, p. 535.

maffling (maf'ling), >?. [Cf. maffle.] A simple-
ton. Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
maforst, [ML., < MGr. /M<j>6piov: see def.]

Originally, a woman's mantle or cloak, cover-

ing the head, neck, and shoulders; later, the

maphorion or scapular worn by monks in the
Eastern Church.
mafurra-tree (ma-fur'a-tre), . [< mafurra,
mafura, a native name, + E. tree.] A tree,
TricMlia emetica, of the MeUacece, found in Mo-
zambique, Madagascar, and the Isle of Reunion .

Its fruit is a capsule of two or three cells, containing seeds
of the size of a cacao-bean, which yield when boiled the
mafurra-tallow.

mag1 (mag), n. [Also magg; ult. abbr. of mar-

garet, like the fern, name Mag, dim. Maggie,
abbr.ofMargaret: see magpie, margaret. Hence
also madgel.] 1. The madge or magpie. 2.
The long-tailed titmouse, Acredula rosea, more
fully called long-tailed mag. [Local, Eng. ]

mag2 (mag), p.; pret. and pp. magged, ppr. mag-
ging. [In allusion to the chatter of the mag-
pie; < mug 1

,
the magpie: see mag1

.] I. in-

trans. To chatter; scold. [Prov. Eng.]
II. trans. To tease or vex. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
mag2

(mag), n. [< mag2 , .] Talk; chatter.

If you have any mag in you, well draw it out.
Mrs. Thrale, quoted in Mme. D'Arblay's Diary (ed. 1876X

[1.68.

mag3 (mag), n. [Also make, niaik; origin ob-

scure.] A halfpenny; in Scotland (with plu-
ral), a gratuity expected by servants. [Eng.
and Scotch.]

It can't be worth a mag to him.

Diclrens, Bleak House, liv.

mag4 (mag), n. An. abbreviated form of maga-
zine, 2. [Colloq.]
He. . . Is on the staff of I don't know howmany papers

and mags. Mrs. Alexander, The Freres, p. 45.

mag5 (mag), v. t.; pret. and pp. magged, ppr.
magging. [Also magg; conjectured to be of

Gipsy origin; cf. Hind, makr, fraud, makkar, a

cheat, knave (?).] To steal
; carry off clandes-

tinely. [Low slang.]
magadis (mag'a-dis), n. [< Gr. fiayaSif (ML.
magade), a musical instrument, a kind of cith-

ara, also a Lydian flute (see defs.), prob. of

Egypt, origin. Cf. magas.] 1. A Greek musi-
cal instrument resembling the cithara, having
about twenty strings tuned in octaves two by
two. 2. A Lydian flute or flageolet. 3. A
monochord.
magadize (mag'a-diz), v. i.; pret. and pp. maga-
dized, ppr. mitf/adizing. [< Gr. [tayaSiCeiv, to play
on the magadis, play in the octave, < /i&yaitf,

magadis: see magadis.] In anc. Gr. music: (a)
To play upon the magadis. (6) To sing in oc-

taves, as when men and women sing the same
melody.
magart, . [Origin obscure.] A large ship.
Dg/eiet.

Filling our seas with stately argosies,
Calvars and tnagars, hulks of burden great.

Greene, Orlando Furioso, i. 1.

magarita, magarites (mag-a-ri'ta, -tez), n.

[ML., < MGr. ftayapinK, renegade, < /layapi^tv,
befoul, pollute, defile, contaminate.] In the
middle ages, an apostate from Christianity,
especially to Mohammedanism.



magas

magas una'gaa), ii. [< Or. /taynr, the bridge of

ueitliara r lyre: ^epdef. 1.] 1. Tin; bridge of

a citliiini <n- i\-re ; also, ;i I' ret, as of a lute. 2.

I ''//.] [NL.] A genus of brachiopods of the

family Tfri'liriitnliilti; ami typical of a subfam-

ily Mtii/itniiiit'. Nitirrrlii/, 1816.

magastromancerKma-^aH'tro-inaii-ser), . [<
(!r. ,;<;, magician, + uarpov, a star, + uavreia,
divination: sen axtroimtiicy.] An astrologist.
The Mag-antro-mancer, or the magical astrological Di-

viner. Ken. J. (Jaule (186!!).

magazine (mag-a-zen'), . [= D. /_-// =
(i. miigii^iii = Dan. Sw. iiiiii/nxiii, < OF, P. 111111/11-

zht, now Htiii/attiH, < It. nini/n :::ino, < 8p. mni/n-

CI-H, iiliinii/iii-i n, iiluiiiiTii = Pg. almazem, urutn-

cem, a storehouse, < Ar. a/, the, + makhdziii
(> Turk, makhazin), pi. of niiikliziin, uiiiklizen (>
Turk, mnkli~fii), a storehouse, warehouse, of.

/./!(.-, a storehouse, khasna, khazina, trea-

sury, khasana, lay up in store; cf. Heb. khasan,

lay up in store, mishenot, storehouses.] 1. A
receptacle in which anything is stored; a store-

house ; a warehouse.
If it should appear fit to bestow shipping In those har-

bours, it shall be very needful that there be a magazine
of all necessary provisions and ammunitions.

lialeiyh, Essays.

The mind of man in a long life will become a magazine
of wisdom or folly. .*.-/,, Taller, No. 132.

Specifically (a) A strong building, constructed usually
of brick or stone, for storing securely quantities of gun-
powder or other explosive material, and warlike stores, for

either industrial or military purposes, (6) The close room
in the hold of a man-of-war where the ammunition is kept.

(c) The cartridge-chamber of a magazine-rifle. (d) The
fuel-chamber of a magazine-stove. See below.

2. A pamphlet periodically published, contain-

ing miscellaneous papers or compositions. The
earliest publication of this kind in England was the "Gen-
tleman's Magazine." which was first issued in 1731 by Ed-
ward Cave, under the pseudonym of "Sylvanus Urban,"
and is still continued, though now entirely changed in
character. Magazine-battery, in elect., a battery In
which the strength of the liquid solution is maintained
by a supply of the required substance in the form of crys-
tals kept in a suitable receptacle. Compare Daniell cell,

under r<7.'. Magazine-stove. a stove containing a fuel-
chamber from which the flre is automatically fed with
coal. Magnetic magazine. See magnetic.

magazine (mag-a-zen'), v,
; pret. and pp. maya-

:in<'il, ppr. mai/a~iniiii/. [< magazine, .] I,
Ini nn. To store up or accumulate for future use.

[Bare.]
He entered among the Papists only to get information

of persons and particulars, with such secrets as he could
spy out, that being mayazined up in a diary might serve
for materials. Roger North, Examen, p. 222.

II. in trans. To conduct or edit a magazine.
Of magazining chiefs, whose rival page
With monthly medley courts the curious age.

Byrom, The Passive Participle's Petition.

magazine-gun (mag-a-zen'gun), n. A cannon
or gun having the capacity of firing a num-
ber of shots consecutively without pause for

reloading; a battery-gun; a machine-gun; a

repeating gun. See machine-gun.
magaziner (mag-a-ze'nfer), n. [< magazine +
-p)".l One who writes in a magazine.

If a magaziner be dull upon the Spanish war, he soon
has us up again witll the ghost in Cock-lane.

Goldsmith, Essays, ix.

magazine-rifle (mag-a-zen'ri^fl), . A repeat-
ing rifle

; a rifle from which several shots may
be fired in quick succession without reloading.
It has a magazine or chamber which contains a variable
number of metallic-case cartridges, which are fed auto-

matically into the chamber of the bore, or held in reserve,
the latter being the case in arms furnished with a cut-off,
to enable them to be used as single-loaders. The maga-
zine may be placed in the butt-stock, in the tip-stock, or
above or on one side of the receiver, or it may oe detach-

able, as in the Lee gun. The special forms of magazine-
rides are very numerous.

magazinist (mag-a-ze'nist), n. [< niayaziiif 4-

-ixl.
]

Same as magaziner.
magdala (mag-da'lil), . [So called from May-
liula in Abyssinia, captured by Gen. Napier
(subsequently Lord Napier of Magdala) in 1868.

Cf.mttijt n tn. Milferino,named frombattle-fields. ]

Naphthalene red. See red.

magdalen, magdalene (mag'da-len, -leu), ..

E-io

called from Magdalen, Mary Magdalnu; <

L. Magdalene,< Gr. (Map/a i})Mo)-(5a/;/iv/. (Mary )

of Magdala, fern, of Mayoa/U/i'of, of Magdala, <

May<5a/, a town on the western shore of the sea
of Galilee. < Heb. migiliil, a tower, < initial, be

great or high. The allusion in the del', is to

the "woman in the city, which was a sinner,"
mentioned in Luke vii. 37-50, and, as in the

heading of that chapter, traditionally identi-

fied (esp. since the 5th century, and in the West-
ern Church, contrary to the tradition of the East-

ernQrarch) with Mary Magdalene as mentioned

(in another connection) in the next chapter,
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"Mary called Magdalene, out of whom went
seven devils" (Luke viii. 2). This identifica-

tion was doubtless assisted by a confusion of

the three anointings, one by "a woman in

the city'' (Luke vii. 37, as above), one by "a
woman," also unnamed, in Bethany (Mat. xxvi.

7 and Mark xiv. 3), and the third by
"
Mary,"

t lie sister of Martha and Lazarus, also in Beth-

any (John xi. 2 and xii. 3). The game name,
in the old form Maudlin, is the source of the

adj. uiiiitilliii, in allusion to the tears of the re-

pentant woman supposed to be Mary Magda-
lene : see maudlin. Another form of the name
is Madeline.] 1. A reformed prostitute.
Very little of the Magdalene about her, . . . localise,

though there may be Magdalene*, they are not often found.

TrMupf, Autobiog., p. 239.

2. Some plant, probably a radiate composite
like Chrysanthemum Parthenium.

These camels will live very well two or three dayei- with-
out water; their feeding is on thistles, wormewood, may-
tlalene, and other strong weeds.

llaUuyt'i Voyages, IL 270.

Magdalen hospital, or Magdalen asylum. See tuapi-
tal.

magdaleneum (mag'da-le-ne'um), . [< may-
tMen, q. v.] A magdalen asylum or hospital.

It [Fontevranlt] consisted of a nunnery for virgins and
widows, a magdaleneum, a hospital for lepers and other dis-

eased folk, a convent, and a church. Encyc. Brit. , IX. 866.

magdaleon (rnag-da'le-on), . K OF. magda-
leon, F. magdaleon, magdaleon, < Gr. fiay6a>.ia,

magic
of brightness may he jn.i-<'<! -i )>y the effect of strong moon-
light. Which totally,. Illiterates t'l.r lesser. I. lit tl.lt, |Mite the

i.-! cater." Though they resemble parts of the (ialaxy to the
naked eye, their telescopic appearance is In marked con-

trast, owing to the great number* of clusters and nebuhe
u hieii they contain.

magenta (ma-jen'tii), H. [< F. magenta, go

called from .\ltti/ftii'in Italy, because this col-

or was discovered in the year (1859) of the bat-

tle of Magenta.] 1. A* rich and somewhat
glaring red pigment. Also called aniline red and

fitrlixin. 2. The color given by the pigment.
Magenta 8. Same u aeifmagenta.

magg't, . See mag 1
.

magg2
,
v. t. See mag6 .

magged (magd), a. [Origin obscure.] Worn
and stretched: said of a rope.

maggett, An obsolete form of maggot.

maggie (mag'i), . [< Maggie, a fern, name,
dim. of Margaret. Ct.mag^t'iiiadije^.] The com-
mon guillemot, Loniria truilc. [Scotch.]mon guillemot, 1/omCM trtnic. Lcotcu.j
maggimonifeet (mag-i-mon'i-fet), n. [=
gic miiiiy-feet.] A centiped. [Scotch

1

Jr

later form of airouaytiaXta, the crumb or inside
of the loaf on which the Greeks wiped their

hands at dinner, < awofidaaeiv, wipe oft, take an

impression, model, < air6, off, + paaativ, knead :

see mass2 , magma.] 1. A medicine, as a pill,

prepared with bread-crumb. 2. A roll of plas-
ter. Dunglison.
Brimstone . . . used crude ... is of a sadder colour ;

or, after depuration, such as we have in magdaleons or rolls

of a lighter yellow. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., 11. 5.

Magdeburg hemispheres. See hemisphere.

mage (maj). . [< I\ mage = Sp. Pg. It. mago
(fern, maga), a magician, < L. magtis(fem. maga),
a magician (as adj. magical), < Gr. /tdjof, a magi-
cian, enchanter, juggler, wizard (as adj. magi-
cal); prop, a Magus, F.Mage = Sp. Pg. It. Mago,
< L. Magus, pi. Magi, < Gr. Mayor, pi. Mayo<,
one of the Magi or Magians, a Median tribe or

caste, the priests or "wise men" of the an-
cient Medes and Persians, prob. < Zend maz,
great, akin to Gr. fiiyaf , L. magnus, great : see

magnitude, main3. Hence magic, etc.] A ma-
gician ; an enchanter ; a person expert in the
black art.

First entering, the dreadful! Magf there fownd,
Deepe busied bout worke of wondrous end.

Spenser, F. 0,, III. ill. 14.

And there I saw mage Merlin, whose vast wit
And hundred winters are but as the hands
Of loyal vassals toiling for their liege.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

Magellanic (maj- or mag-e-lan'ik), a. [< Magel-
lan (Pg. Fernao do MagalhSes) + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to or named after the Portuguese navigator
Magellan (Portuguese Fernao de Magalhaes),
died 1521. Magellanic clouds, a name given to two
cloud-like tracts or patches of nebulous stars in the south-
ern heavens, nearly in the pole of the Milky Way. They
are visible as far north as 18 north latitude. According

The Greater Magellanic Cloud. (From Gould.)

to Sir .1. F. W. Herschel, "They aru, generally speak-
ing, round, and somewhat oval, and the larger, which il<--

viates most from the circular form, exhibits the appear-
ance of an axis of light, very ill-defined, and by no means
strongly distinguished from the general mass. . . . The
greater nebnlu occupies :in area of about 42 square degrees.

I lir Ifssn , ti\r! s .ill. nit 111 square tU'Krt'rt*. Their degree

magglet (mag'l), v. t. [Early mod. E. also mag-
gil, magic; perhaps a var. of mangle1 .] To man-
gle; maul.

Tharo he beheld ano cruell mafllit face.

damn Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 181. (Jataietm. >

maggot (mag'ot), n. [Early mod. E. also mag-
get, maggi'tte; < ME. magot, magat, prob. < W.
maceiad, macai, a maggot (cf. magiaid, grubs,
magiad, breeding, inagad, a brood), < magu,
breed, = Corn. Bret, maga, feed.] 1. Proper-
ly, the larva of a fly or other insect ; hence, in

general, a grub ;
a worm : applied to footless

larvse, and especially to the larvae of flies.

Those flesh-flies of the land,
Who fasten without mercy on the fair,

And suck, and leave a craving maggot there.

Coirper, Prog, of Err., 1. 324.

2. A whim; a crotchet; an odd fancy: mostly
in such expressions as a maggot in one's head.

To tickle the maggot born in an empty head,
And wheedle a world that loves him not.

Tennyson, Mand, xxvii. 3.

3f. A frisky fellow ; one given to pranks.
Po. I admire you had so much prudence, when you

were as great a maggot as any in the world when you were
at Paris.

Gl. Then my age did permit a little wildness.
ff. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 177. (Davieg.)

4. A whimsical impromptu melody or song.
Rat-tail maggot. See Kratalu Seed-corn maggot,

the larva of Anthomyia wo;(Kiley). A. S. Packard, Study
of Insects, p. 411. (See also chteK-nuiggot, meat-maggot.)

maggot-eater (mag'ot-e'ter), . A book-name
of uirds of the genus Scolecophagus.

maggotiness (mag'ot-i-nes), n. The state of

being maggoty, or of abounding with maggots.
maggotish (mag'ot-ish ), . [ < maggot + -ish '

. ]

Maggoty ; whimsical.

maggot-patedt (mag'ot -pa'ted), n. Same as

maggoty-headed.
maggot-piet, maggoty-piet, n. See mugot-pte.

maggot-snipe (mag'ot-snip), . The turn-

stone, Strepsilas interpret. [Long Island.]

maggoty (mag'ot-i), a. [< maggot + -yl.] 1.

Full of or infested with maggots. 2. Frisky :

capricious; whimsical. [Bare.]
To pretend to work out a neat scheme of thoughts with

a maygotty, unsettled head is as ridiculous as to think to

write straight in a jumbling coach. Harris.

maggoty-headedt (mag'ot-i-hed'ed), a. Hav-
ing a mind full of whims or crotchets; maggoty.
Also maggot-pated.
maggoty-piet, " See magpie.
Magnrabin, a. and . Same as Mograbin.
Magi, . Plural of Magus.
Magian (ma'ji-an), a. and n. [< L. Magus, pi.

Magi: see Magu/s.] I. a. Pertaining to the

Magi, the priestly caste of ancient Persia.

U. . A member of the priestly caste of an-

cient Persia. See Magus, 1.

One of the Magians, who, It Is to be remembered, are a
tribe of the Medes, gave himself out for a brother of Cam-
byses, expecting thus to he able to count upon the obedi-
ence of the Persians as well.

Von Xante, UniT. Hist, (trans.), p. 100.

Magianism (ma'ji-an-izrn), n. [< Magian +
-i.*in.] The philosophy, doctrines, traditions,
and religious practices of the Magi. Magiantan
was characterized by a religious dualism, supposing an
original principle of evil, opposed to the original principle
of good. Also Mayunn.

magic (maj'ik), n. and n. [I. . Formerly also

mtigick, magique; < ME. magik, magikr. < OF.
iniiilitjue = Sp. mtigica = Pg. It. mngim, < L.

unit/ice, ML. also mai/ica (si-, art, art), < Gr. /ia-

;<>'/, mugic, prop. ndj. 'magical' (sc.rf^w/, art),
but

prig,
'of the Magi,' < Mujof, pi. Mdjio;, the

Magi or priests or " wise men" of the Medesand
I 't i siaus, reputed to be skilled in enchantment :



magic

see mage, Magns. II. a. = F. magiqtie = Sp.

mdgico = Pg. It. magico, < L. magieus, < Or.

fiafiis.6^, of magic, orig. and prop.
' of the Magi,'

< Mayof, pi. Mdym, Magi: see above. Thus, the
noun is orig. from the adj.; but in Eng. it pre-
cedes it.] I. n. 1. Any supposed supernatural
art; especially, the pretended art of control-

ling the actions of spiritual or superhuman
beings. Belief in such an art exists among all primi-
tive races, and was prevalent in medieval Europe. The
practice of magic has embraced, in a great variety of ways,
the cure of disease, the forecasting of events, and the grati-
fication of desires otherwise unattainable. It has been

everywhere, with the rise and earlier progress of litera-

ture, formulated into more or less elaborate systems. All

kinds of divination, judicial astrology, and to a large extent

alchemy were outgrowths of it.

But thurgh his magik for a wyke or tweye,
It seined that alle the rokkes were aweye.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 567.

If she in chains of magic were not bound.

Shak., Othello, i. 2. 65.

The word magic is still used, as in the ancient world, to

include a confused mass of beliefs and practices, hardly
agreeing except in being beyond those ordinary actions of

cause and effect which men accustomed to their regular-
ity have come to regard as merely natural.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 199.

2. Power or influence similar to that of en-
chantment: as, the magic of love.

He [Arnold] has a power of vision as great as Tenny-
son's, though its magic depends less on the rich tints of

association, and more on the liquid colours of pure nat-

ural beauty. Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 528.

3. Conjuring; tricks of legerdemain. [Colloq.]
Black magic, magic involving a criminal league with

evil spirits; the black art. Natural magic, (a) Occult
science ; the art of working wonders by means of a supe-
rior knowledge of the powers of nature.

Much more is professed, but much lease perfourmed,then
in former ages, especially in the mathematikes and in nat-
uratt magic. 0. Harvey, Four Letters.

(6) Control of natural forces through the knowledge of
their laws.

Was not Persian Magic a reduction or correspondence
of the principles and architectures of nature to the rules
and policy of governments? . . . And here I will make a
request that I may revise and reintegrate the misapplied
and abused name of Natural Magic ; which in the true
sense is but Natural Wisdom or Natural Prudence ; taken
according to the ancient acception, purged from vanity
and superstition. Bacon, Advancement of Learning.

Superstitious or goetic magic consists in the invoca-
tion of devils or demons, and supposes some tacit or ex-

press covenant or agreement with them. White magic,
practice of magic either quite innocent or at least not in-

volving a compact with the devil.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to or connected with the
exercise of magic ; having supposed supernat-
ural qualities or powers ; enchanting; bewitch-

ing : as, magic arts or spells ;
a magic wand or

circle ; a magic touch
; magic squares.

Shall we think the subtle-witted French
Conjurers and sorcerers, that, afraid of him,
By magic verses have contrived his end?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 27.

As in Agrippa's magic glass,
The loved and lost arose to view.

Whtttier, The Merrimack.

2. Produced by or resulting from or as if from
magic; exhibiting the effects of enchantment:
as, magic music

; magic transformations. [In
this sense magical is more commonly used.]

Till all thy magick structures, rear'd so high,
Were shatter'd into heaps o'er thy false head.

UUton, Comus, 1. 798.

3. Operating as if by magic; causing illusion;
producing wonderful results.

For three or four days, under the magic influence of his
wit and imagination, these gloomy old pictures were a
perpetual source of amusement and fun.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, iv.

Magic Circle, a modification of the magic square as
devised by Franklin, consisting of eight concentric circles

equally divided by eight radii, in the sections of which all

the numbers from 13 to 75 are so arranged that the sum of
the numbers in each circle, together with 12 entered at the
center, is equal to 360, and that the sum of the numbers
in each radial column, together with the central 12, is

also equal to 360. As reconstructed by Dr. Barnard, the
numbers from 1 to 64 are taken, and are so arranged that
the constant sum of both concentric and radial ranks,
added to 100 entered at the center, is 360. Magic cube,
an extension of the arrangement of an arithmetical se-
ries in a magic square or parallelepipedon to all sides
of a hexagon, so that the sura of the numbers in each
lineal rank of numbers, parallel to the edges of the cube
or the diagonals upon all faces, is constant. In a perfect
magic cube every term enters into thirteen distinct equali-
ties. Magic cylinder, a modification of a perfect magic
cube or parallelepipedon when one of its surfaces is trans-
ferred to a cylinder having a circumference equal to the
edge of the cube, and the vertical squares are arranged in
equidistant radii i such a magic cylinder will have either no
number at the axis, or the same number in the center of

every one of the five parallel planes. Magic lantern.
See lantern, and cut under stereopticun. Magic music
See music. Magic sphere, a modification of a magic
cube or parallelepipedon when its surface is transferred
to a sphere, and the several vertical columns are arranged
in equidistant radii. Magic square, a square figure
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formed by a series of numbers in mathematical proportion,
so disposed in parallel and equal ranks that the sum of
each row or line taken perpendicularly, horizontally, or

diagonally is constant. Magic squares are also formed
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magistery

= K. iinii/in/iri' = Pr. Hiugixtrri = Sp. I'g. It. /-

i/ixlrriii, < L. miiiiixti-riinu, the ollice of :i mas-
tor, chief, director, president, etc., in ML. ama-
gisterium, < mai/ixti-r, n muster, cliief, director,

president, etc. : see magister, master 1
.] 1. A

magisterial injunction; an authoritative man-
date.

This hist was not a inai/istfry, but a more command.
Broii'.ih'iui

2. Iii nlrlifnii/, a magisterial]! or magistral; in

rlii-iii., one of various extracts or preparations,
especially magisterium bismuthi, a precipitate
formed when water is added to a solution of

liismuth in nitric acid. See the quotations
from Boyle and Boerhaave.
He that hath had Water turned to Ashes hath the

Mayisteri/, and the true Philosopher's Stone.

HoiecU, Letters, I. vi. 41.

Although majesttry be a term variously enough em-
ployed by chemists, and particularly used by Paracelsus
to signify very different things, yet the best notion I

know of it . . . Is, that It Is a preparation whereby there
Is not an analysis made of the Ixuly assigned, nor an ex-
traction of this or that principle, but the whole or very
near the whole body, by the help of some additament,
greater or less, is turned Into a body of another kind.

Boyle, Works, I. 637.

Matristeries seem to have been thus called by the antient
chemists as denoting the capital production or master-

piece of their art. They pretend that they are able to take
any simple body, and without any change of Its weight, or
division of its parts, alter it into another exceedingly dif-

ferent from the former, and usually liquid: for Instance,
to reduce an ounce of gold into a fluid of the same weight,
by Are alone, without the addition of any other matter.

Boerhaave, Chemistry (tr. by Shaw, 3d ed., 1753), 1. 171.

3f. Any kind of medicine or remedial agency
asserted to be of exceptional efficacy,

magistracy (maj'is-tra-si), n.
f< magistrate)

+ -cy.] 1. The office or dignity of a magis-
trate.

In all tyrannical governments the supreme maffistraci/,
or the right both of making and of enforcing the laws, is

vested in one and the same man, or one and the same body
of men. Bladcutime, Com., I. II.

We have no power to make laws, to erect all sorts of

magistracy, to correct, punish, pardon.
Winthrnp, Hist -New England, II. 341.

2. The body of magistrates.
That enlightened, eloquent, sage, and profound body, the

Magistracy of London. Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, xvii.

magistral (maj'is-tral), a. and n. [= F. Sp.
Pg. magistral = It. magistrate, < L. magistralis,
or or belonging to a master or teacher, < ma-
gister, a master, teacher, etc.: see magister,
master^.] I. a. 1. Befitting a master or magis-
trate; magisterial; authoritative.

Your assertion of the original! of set forms of liturgy, I

justly say is more magistrall than true.

Bp. Hall, Ans. to Apol. for Smectymnuus, 2.

2. Having sovereign remedial qualities.
More comforting

Than all your opiates, juleps, apozems,
Magistral syrups. B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 2.

Let it bo some magistrall opiate.
Bacon, Hist. Life and Death, p. 29.

3. Iii )>linr., prescribed or prepared for the
occasion? applied to medicines which are not

kept prepared or made up Magistral line, see
II., 2. Magistral method, a schoolmaster's method of

teaching established truth.

The most real diversity of method is of method referred
to use, and method referred to progression : whereof the
one may be termed magistral, and the other of probation.

liiifi'ii. Advancement of Learning, U.

II. . It. In alchemy and old med., a sover-

eign medicine or remedy.
I flnde a vast chaos of medicines, a confusion of receipts

and magistrals, amongst writers, appropriated to this dis-
ease. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 882.

2. In fort., the guiding line from which the

position of tlie other lines or works is deter-
mined. In neld-fortiflcations this line is the interior
rrest-linc. In permanent fortifications it is usually the
line <if flu- topof the escarp of each work. Farrow. More
fully called mayiitral linf.

3. An officer in cathedral and collegiate church-
es and royal chapels in Spain, generally a canon,
whose duty it was to preach a certain'course of
sermons. 4 (Sp. pron. ma-his-tral'). Copper
pyrites or other sulphureted ores of copper
roasted at a carefully regulated temperature
with free access of air. It is used in the Mexi-
can "

patio process" (which see,underpro<vx.).
magistrate (ma-jis-trii'le), a. [It., = E. ma-
iiixtral.] See utrt-ttn.

magistralityt (maj-is-trari-ti), . [< mniiixtr/n
+ -!?'/] Magistral character, conduct, or teach-

ing; magisterial air or authority.
Those who seek truths, and not maiiistrnlitii.

Bacon, AdnBMOWnt of Learning, ii.
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magistrallyt (rnaj'is-tral-i), ad r. Authorita-

tively; magisterially.
' '

1'iirrlinx, Pilgrimage,
p. 208.

magistrand (maj-is-trand'), . [< LL. magis-
li-iiniliix, gerund of iiini/ixtriire, iniin/xtcrare, per-
form the office of a director or chief, rule, com-
mand, ML. also make a master (in arts), con-
fer the degree of master upon, < L. magister, a
master: see magister, maxtcr 1

.] A university
student in the fourth year of his arts course,
after which he may proceed to graduation: a

designation still in use in Aberdeen, formerly
also in other Scottish universities.

magistrate (maj'is-trat), n. [< ME. magestrat,
< OF. magistral, F. magistrat, a town council,
a magistrate, = Sp. Pg. magistrado = It. magis-
trate, council, court, tribunal, magistracy, also
a magistrate, < L. magistrates, the office of a

chief, director, president, etc., a magistrate, <

magister, a master, chief, director, etc.: see

magister, master 1
.'] If. Magistracy.

Certes thow thyself ne myhtest nat ben browht with as

manye perils as thow myhtest suffren that thow wolden
beren the magestrat with (I) Dccorat.

Chaucer, Boethius, ill. prose 4.

2. An administrator of the law ; one who pos-
sesses jurisdiction or executive authority in

matters of civil government; an executive or

judicial officer holding the power of decision
and disposal in regard to subjects within his

cognizance : as, a king is the first magistrate of
a monarchy; in the United States the Presi-
dent is often called the chief magistrate; the

magistrates of a state or city ; civil or judicial
magistrates. But the word is more particularly ap-
plied to subordinate officers to whom some part of execu-
tive judicial power is committed or delegated.

We acknowledge that the clvill magistrate weares an
autority of Gods giving, and ought to be obey'd as his

viceregent Milton, Church-Government, L 6.

3. Specifically, a minor judicial officer; a jus-
tice of the peace, or a police justice; in Scot-

land, a provost or a bailie of a burgh : as, to be
brought before the bar of the local magistrate.

4. In the New Testament, a Roman military
governor or pretor.-chlef magistrate. See def. 2.

Committing magistrate. See committing. Curule
magistrate. See curate. Stipendiary magistrates.
See stipendiary.

magistratic (maj-is-trat'ik), a. [< magistrate +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to a magistrate ; having
the authority of a magistrate. Jer. Taylor (f),
Artif. Handsomeness, p. 169.

magistratical (maj-is-trat'i-kal), a. [< magis-
tratic + -al.] Same as magistratic.

niagistrature (maj'is-tra-tur), n. [= F. magis-
trature = Sp. Pg. It. magixtratura, < ML. *ma-
gistratura, < L. magistratus, a magistrate: see

magistrate.] 1. Magistracy. 2. Administra-
tion of law

; civil government.
The war which a great people was waging ... for the

idea of nationality and orderly mayistrature.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 143.

mag-loon (mag'lon), . The speckled loon or
red-throated diver, Colymbus septentrionalis.
[Prov. Eng.]
magma (mag'mS), n. [NL., < Or. fiay/ai, a knead-
ed mass, a salve, < paooeiv (/ pay), knead : see
mass?, cf. magdaleon.] 1. Any crude mixture,
especially of organic matters, in the form of a
thin paste. 2. In med.: (a) The thick residuum
obtained after subjecting certain substances
to pressure to extract the fluid parts. (6) The
grounds which remain after treating a sub-
stance with water, alcohol, or any other men-
struum, (c) A salve of a certain degree of con-
sistence. Dunglison. 3. A confection. 4. In

petrol., the ground-mass or basis of a rock
;
that

part which is amorphous or which has no de-

cidedly individualized contours, so far as can
be made out from examination of thin sections
with the aid of a microscope, it is in such an
amorphous homogeneous magma or ground-mass that the
crystalline elements of many rocks are embedded. The
term magma is also frequently used to designate molten
or plastic material lying beneath the surface, which it Is

desirable to speak of, without any specific indication of
its mineral character. In discussing the phenomena of
volcanism, metamorphism, etc.

Carrying out this idea still further, he [Dnrocher] pro-
pounded the theory that beneath the earth's solid crust
there exist two magmas, the upper consisting of light acid
materials, the lower of heavy basic ones ; and he supposes
that by the varying intensity of the volcanic forces we
may have sometimes one or the other inarnna erupted
and sometimes varying mixtures of the two.

Judd, Volcanoes, p. 201.

Magma-basalt. See HmhuryOe.
magmatic (inag-mat'ik), a. [< m<tgma(t-) +
-if.] Belonging or related to the magma, or to
the material of which the igneous rocks are

magne-crystallic

formed while this is yet in the unconsolidated
or uuindividualined condition,

magmoid (mag'moid), a. In hot., resembling
an alga, consisting of spherical green cellules.

Cooke; Leigh ton.

magna, . Plural of magnum, 3.

Magna Charta (mag'ua kar'ta). See charta.

magnaliaOnag-iiii'li-ft), i. />/. [LL. : aeemag-
iHi/ity.] Great things; mighty works.

It might be one of Ood's maanalia to perfect his own
praise out of the weakness and imperfection of the organ.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 81.

magnalityr (mag-nal'i-ti), n. [< LL. magnalis,
in pi. magnalia, great things, < L. magntui, great :

see magnitude, main2.] Something great; a

great or striking deed or feat.

Although perhaps too greedy of magnalities, we are apt
to make but favourable experiments concerning welcome
truthes and much desired verities.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., U. 8.

magnanerie (man-yan'e-re), . [F., < magnan,
a silkworm

;
cf. magnanier, a breeder of silk-

worms.] 1. An establishment for the com-
mercial rearing of silkworms.

The cure proposed by Pasteur was simply to take care
that the stock whence graiue was obtained should be
healthy, and the offspring would then be healthy also.

Small educations reared apart from the ordinary mairna-

nerie, for the production of gralne alone, were recom-
mended. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 68.

2. The art or practice of rearing or breeding
silkworms.

magnanimate (mag-nan'i-mat), v. t.; pret. and
pp. magnanimated,f

:

pr. magnanimatiiig. Kmag-
nanim(ous) + -ate'. Cf. animate, v.] To ren-
der magnanimous; imbue with magnanimity
or steadfast courage. Howett.

magnanimity (mag-na-nim'i-ti), . [< ME.
magnanimite = F. magnanimite = Sp. magnani-
midad = Pg. magnanimidade = It. magnanimi-
ta, < L. magnanimita(t-)s, greatness of soul, <

magnanimus, great-souled : see magnanimous.]
The quality of being magnanimous; greatness
of mind or heart; elevation or dignity of soul;
the habit of feeling and acting worthily under
all circumstances; high-mindedness ; intrinsic

nobility. In its earlier use the word Implies especially
high courage and noble steadfastness of purpose ; in its

later use, high-minded generosity.

Maffnanimity no doubt consisteth in contempt of peril,
in contempt of profit, and in the meriting of the times
wherein one liveth. Bacon, in Speddlng, 1. 126.

The favorite example of magnanimity among the Ro-
mans was Fabius Maximus, who, amidst the provocation
of the enemy and the Impatience of his countrymen, de-

layed to give battle till he saw how he could do so suc-

cessfully. Fleming, Vocab. Philos.

Bid Tommati blink his interest,
Yon laud his magnanimity the while.

Browning, Ring and Book, n. 106.

Syn. High-mindedness, chivalronsncss. See noble.

magnanimous (mag-nan 'i-mus), a. [= F.

magnanime = Sp. magndnimo = Pg. It. ma-
gnanimo, < L. magnanimus, great-souled, hav-

ing a great or lofty soul, < magntis, great (see
main2 ), + animus, soul, mind: see animus. Cf.

pusillanimous.] 1. Great of mind or heart ; of

high and steadfast courage; elevated in soul
or in sentiment; high-minded; raised above
what is low, mean, or ungenerous. 2. Dic-
tated by greatness of mind or heart ; exhibit-

ing nobleness of soul; liberal and honorable;
unselfish.

The magnanimous frankness of a man who had done
great things, and who could well afford to acknowledge
some deficiencies.

. Macaulaji, Hist. Eng., vii.

= Syn. Genermu (see noble) ; high-minded, great-souled,
chivalrous.

magnanimously (mag-nan'i-mus-li), adv. In
a magnanimous manner ;

with magnanimity.
magnate (mag'nat), n. [= F. magnat = Sp.
Pg. It. magnate, < LL. magnas (magnat-), pi.

n/iii/nates, also magnatus, pi. magnati, a great
person, a nobleman, in ML. used esp. with ref.
to the nobility forming the national representa-
tion of Hungary and Poland, < L. magnus, great :

see magnitude, main2.] 1. A person of rank;
a noble or grandee; a person of note or dis-
tinction in any sphere: as, a railroad magnate.
The greatest magnates were content to serve in the

council as ministers and advisers, rather than to act up to
their position constitutionally as members of a great estate
In parliament. SruMw, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 342.

Specifically 2. One of the members of the

upper house of the Diet of Hungary, called the
Ilinisi' (or Table) of Mat/nates. It comprises cer-
tain hereditary peers, high state dignitaries and
ecclesiastics, life peers, etc.

magne-crystallic (mag'ne-kris-tal'ik), a. [Ir-

reg. for 'mtigneto-i-rtitstnllit-. < mnynet + crystal



magne-crystallic

+ -i.] Pertaining to the effect of a magnet
upon a crystallized body. Faraday called the mag-
netic force whose action upon crystals was determined by
their molecular structure magiie-cryxtailic .force. Tyndall
shows that in paramagnetic crystals the axis (magm-crys-
tallic axii) sets axially ; in diamagnetic crystals, equatori-

ally.

The flrst observations of the magnecrystallic couple were
made by Pliicker. . . . Shortly after Plucker's first results

were published, Faraday discovered the magnecrystallic
action of crystallized bismuth.

O. Chrystal, Encyc. Brit., XV. 264.

magnelt, A Middle English variant of man-

gonel.

magnesia (mag-ne'sia), . [ME. magntHM (def.

] ) ; < ML. /fl<7ew/,~a"mineral said to be brought
from Magnesia; fern, of Magnesias, adj., per-

taining to Magnesia, < Magnesia, Gr. Mayvt/aia,

a district in Thessaly (also the name of two
cities in Asia Minor) : see magnet. In def. 2 =
F. magnesie = Sp. Pg. It. magnesia, NL. mag-
nesia, magnesia (magnesium oxid), so called

from a supposed relation to manganese (for-

merly called magnesium).] If. A mineral said

to be brought from Magnesia. 2. Magnesium
oxid (MgO), a white tasteless substance hav-

ing a feeble alkaline reaction, its specific gravity
varies from 3.07 to 3.61. It is nearly insoluble in water,
and scarcely fuses at the temperature of the oxyhydro-
gen flame. It is prepared by the ignition of any magnesium
salt of a volatile acid. Magnesia is used in medicine
as an antacid and mild cathartic, and in the arts for pre-

paring magnesium salts. Magnesia alba, the magnesia of

the shops, is a hydrated magnesium carbonate. Calcined

magnesia, is pure magnesia prepared by strongly heating
the carbonate. Magnesia mica. Same as biotite.

Magnesian1 (mag-ne'si-an), a. [< L. Magne-
sia, < Gr. Mayw^oj'a, Magnesia (see def.), + -.]
Of or pertaining to Magnesia, an ancient city
of Asia Minor, near Miletus, or to a town of the
same name in ancient Lydia, or to a district so

called in Thessaly.
magnesian2 (mag-ne'gian), a. [< magnesia +
-aw.] Pertaining to magnesia or having its

qualities ; containing or resembling magnesia.
Magnesian limestone. See limestone.

magnesic (mag-ne'sik), a. [< magnesium + -/<.]

Of or pertaining to magnesium.
The tendency to fuse on the part of the mixture is due

to the magnesic chloride. Ure, Diet., IV. 543.

magnesioferrite (mag-ue"si-o-fer'it), n. [<
NL. magnesium + L. ferrum, iron.] An oxid
of magnesium and iron, belonging to the spinel

group, which has been observed at Vesuvius.
Also magnoferrite.
magnesite (mag'ne-sit), n. [< magnesium +
-ite2.] 1. Native magnesium carbon ate, a min-
eral occurring in white compact masses, less

often in rhombohedral crystals. It belongs to

the calcite group. 2f. The hydrated magne-
sium silicate usually called sepiolite or meer-
schaum.

magnesium (mag-ne'gium),n. [NL. ;
in def. 1,

< Gr. Maywjmo, sc. /U0o?, magnet ;
in def. 2^ < mag-

nesia, 2.] If. Manganese. 2. Chemical sym-
bol, Mg; atomic weight, 24.4. The metallic base
of the widely distributed alkaline earth magne-
nesia, which in various combinations, and espe-
cially in the form of the double carbonate of
lime and magnesia, is one of the most abundant
of the materials which make up the earth's crust.
It is a metal of a brilliant silver-white color, having a spe-
cific gravity of 1.75. It melts at a red heat, and boils at a
temperature somewhat above that at which zinc volatilizes.

When held in the flame of a candle it burns with a daz-

zlingly white light, which has been seen at sea at a dis-

tance of 28 miles. Magnesium was flrst prepared in a

pure state by Bussy ; that which had been previously ob-
tained by Davy was impure and not a coherent metal. It
is now manufactured on a large scale at various places,
especially near Manchester in England, and is pressed
when in a semi-fluid state into wire, and then flattened
into ribbon, in which form it is generally sold. It is used
in taking photographs in places into which the sunlight
does not penetrate, in signaling for naval and military
purposes, and in pyrotechny, as well as in some operations
connected with chemical analysis. The magnesian com-
binations are widely distributed in nature. From 5 to 6
per cent, of the solid material held in solution by the water
of the ocean is magnesium sulphate, and from 8 to 11

per cent, magnesium chlorid. Next to sodium, chlorin,
and sulphuric acid, magnesium is the most abundant in-

gredient in solution in the ocean. It is, with rare excep-
tions (as in the case of the genus Serpula), not taken from
the ocean by animal life, differing greatly in this respect
from lime. Magnesium carbonate, in combination with
calcium carbonate, forming dolomite, occurs in enormous
quantity among the stratified formations. Beds made up
of almost chemically pure dolomite hundreds of feet thick

coyer thousands of square miles in the valley of the upper
Mississippi. Magnesium carbonate also occurs in great
abundance, mixed in varying proportions with the cal-
cium carbonate, in much of the rock designated as marble
and limestone, which, when this fact becomes known by
chemical analysis, are denominated dolomitic. Magnesia
also plays the part of base in great numbers of silicates.

especially in talc, meerschaum, serpentine, olivine, and
the pyroxenes and hornblendes. Magnesiau silicates form
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an important part of numerous meteorites. The pure
magnesium carbonate (magnesite) occurs in various lo-

calities, but is by no means an abundant mineral. The
uon silicated soluble compounds of magnesia are also of

rather rare occurrence in nature, but are found in con-

siderable quantity in a few localities, among which that

in the vicinity of Stassfurt in Prussia is economically of

by far the greatest importance. The combinations found
there are kainite, carnallite. and kieserite. (See these

words.) Both magnesium sulphate and magnesium chlorid

occur in the water of many mineral springs as well as in that

of the ocean. The bones of animals and the seeds of vari-

ous cereals contain a small amount of magnesium phos-

phate, and the salt is also found in guano. Magnesian salts

are used to a limited extent in medicine, especially the

sulphate (Epsom salts) ; they are also used in dressing
cotton goods and in dyeing ; but, on the whole, the econom-
ical importance of the combinations of magnesium, con-

sidering their abundance and the cheapness with which

they could be furnished in large quantity, is exceedingly
small.

magnesium-lamp (mag-ne'sium-lamp), H. A
lamp in which magnesium is burned for the

purpose of illumination. Such lamps are of various

types, being adapted for the combustion of the metal in

the form of a wire or ribbon or in a pulverized state.

magnes-stonet, . [Tr. L. magnes lapis, Gr.

Majw/f Ai'Sof : see magnet.] A magnet.
On thother syde an hideous Rocke is pight
Of mightie Magnes ttone. Spenser, Y. Q., II. xii. 4.

As if the sight of the enemy had been a magnes stone to

his courage, he could not contain himself.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

magnet (mag'net), . [< ME. magnele= D. maij-
nci't= MHG. magnes, magnate, G. magnet= Dan.
Sw. magnet = OF. magnete, mttnetc (the mod. F.

term isaimant: see adamant, in/mant) = Sp. Pg.
It. magnete, < L. magnes (magnet-) (with or with-
out lapis, stone), a magnet, < Gr. //<4}i>, also

/Myvrjaaa, prop, adj., M(iyw/f, Majviyrif, Mayvr/aia,

Mayvi/aaa (sc. /.I6of), a magnet, lit. stone of

Magnesia, < Mdjw/j (Mtiyvr/T-), also Ma-yvr/ri/c,

an inhabitant of Magnesia, < Mnj-vi/aia, Mag-
nesia, a district in Thessaly, where the magnet
or magnetic iron ore appar. first came to no-

tice.] A body which possesses the property
of attracting fragments of iron or steel, and
which, when freely suspended, tends, under
the action of the earth, to take a certain defi-

nite position, pointing approximately north
and south. The lodestone, a variety of the mineral

magnetite, or the native magnetic oxid of iron ( l'V
:;

< )
,

i. is

a natural magnet; but the properties of the magnet are
best shown by an artificial magnet (see below), which has

commonly the form of a straight bar or that of a horseshoe.
When a bar-magnet is dipped into iron-filings, it is found
that they adhere most strongly at the extremities of the
bar (which are called the poles of the magnet), and not at
all along the line midway between them. Strictly speak-
ing, however, except in the case of a long thin magnet, the

poles are not exactly at the ends. The middle line is called
the neutral line or equator of the magnet; the straight line

joining the poles is the axis of the magnet, or magnetic axis.

A magnetic bar may abnormally have one or more inter-

mediate points of maximum attraction, which are then

Steel Magnet with consequent poles at a and 0.

called consequent poles. Again, if a magnetic needle is

suspended at its center of gravity so as to be entirely free
to turn, it is found that in general it places itself with its

axis in a direction nearly north and south, and with one
end inclining downward. The pole which is directed to-

ward the north is called the north or north-seeking pole,
also the boreal, positive, or red pole, or marked end of the
needle

;
the other, the south, south-seeking, austral, nega-

tive, or blue pole, or unmarked end. It is found, further,
that the like poles of two magnets repel and unlike poles
attract each other. If a magnet is broken into halves,
each half is found to be a complete magnet with a north
and a south pole; and this is true no matter how often
the process of division is repeated. On this and other
more fundamental grounds, it is concluded that the mag-
netic polarity belongs to each molecule throughout the
bar, and the maximum attraction observed near the ends
is only the resultant effect of all these individual forces.

(See magneti&n.) A magnetic substance is one which may
be attracted by a magnet, but has not the property of

attracting other magnetic substances, and therefore has
no polarity. Soft iron is a magnetic substance, as is also
most magnetite, the lodestone variety being exceptional.
\pertiianent magnet is one which retains its magnetism
after the magnetizing influences (see below) cease to act.
Steel and the lodestone have this property, on account of
their high degree of coerciveforce. (Seecoera'w.) Soft iron
has very little coercive force, and accordingly its power of

retaining magnetism is small. An artificial magnet (as a

compass-needle)is made by contactwith othermagnets, and
the methods employed are described as single-tmicti, dmtW?-
tmtch, and separate-touch, according to the way in which
the substance to be magnetized is rubbed by the magnets.
Such a magnet may also be made by magnetic induction
without actual contact. (See induction, 6.) Again, a mag-
net maybe made bypassing a currentof electricity through
a wire wound about the bar to be magnetized; this is called
an electromagnet (which see). By this means magnets of

very great strength may be made. They have usually a
horseshoe form, and the bar is of soft iron, so that it retains
its magnetism only so long as the current is passing. The
earth may he considered as a huge magnet, whose poles

magnetic
are situated in the neighborhood of the geographical poles,

though not coinciding with them; the north magnetic pole
of the earth corresponds in polarity to the south-seeking

pole of a magnetic needle. The action of the earth causes a

freely suspended needle to set in a plane called the mag-
netic meridian, which in general makes an angle east or

west of the geographical meridian (see declination), and
with one pole (in the northern hemisphere, the north-seek-

ing pole) inclined downward (see dip of the needle, under
dip). The earth's magnetic force also serves to induce mag-
netism in masses of iron lying in or near the magnetic
meridian. An iron ship is thus magnetized in the course
of its construction. Similarly, iron columns, etc., are often
found to be feebly magnetic. Magnetic properties belong
also to some other compounds of iron besides the mag-
netic oxid, as pyrrhotite or magnetic pyrites (Fe7Sg), and to

some varieties of the native sesquioxid. hematite (FeoO.-j);
also to the magnetic metals nickel, cobalt, chromium, ami

manganese. Some varieties of platinum are strongly mag-
netic, and occasionally masses have polarity also, but this

may be due to the large percentage of iron present, al-

though all so-called iron-platinum does not show this prop-
erty. Finally, it Is found that a powerful electromagnet
exerts an effecton all substances, in accordance with which
they are divided into the two groups paramagnetic and

diamagnetic (this is explained under diamagnetwm).
Compound magnet. Same as magnetic
battery. Deflectmg-magnet, a magnet
usedior deflecting a magnetic needle : often
attached to a galvanometer for the purpose
of fixing the zero of the needle in a certain

position, or for altering the sensitiveness
of the needle by changing the magnetic
fleld. Also called zero magnet, 'directing-

matjnet, and deflector. Horseshoe mag-
net, a magnet having a form somewhat
resembling a horseshoe (see figure), being
bent so that the two poles are brought near

together, and hence can act at the same time

upon the keeper or armature. A horseshoe

electromagnet commonly consists of two
bobbins side by side, whose cores are con-
nected at one end by a piece of soft iron. Moment of a
magnet. See moment. Permanent magnet. See the
definition. Portative force Of a magnet, the maxi-
mum weight which a magnet can support. Receiving-
magnet. Same as relay-magnet. Relay-magnet, or re-

lay,m teleg., a sensitive electromagnetic receiving instru-
ment used to close a circuit in the receiving station, which
contains a battery and a less sensitive receiving instru-

ment, such as a sounder or a register : also used to retrans-
mit a message over another section of the line. See traim-

late. Saturated magnet. See magnetism. Solenoi-
dal magnet, a long ana thin bar-magnet, uniformly mag-
netized, whose poles are at or very near the ends. In such
a magnet the distribution of the magnetism is said to be

solenoidal, in distinction from the lamellar distribution of a

magnetic shell (which see, under magnetic). to arm a
magnet. See on2. To make the magnet. Seenwrfr.

magnetic (mag-net'ik), a. and n. [= F. mn-

gnetique = Sp. magnetic = Pg. It. magnetic"
(cf. D. Gr. magnetisch = Dan. Sw. magnetisli), <

NL. magneticus (NGr. ^ayi^?r<5f), of a magnet.
< L. magnes (magnet-), < Gr. ftayvrif (uayvrrr-},
a magnet: see magnet.] I. a. 1. Pertaining
to the magnet or to magnetism ; possessing the

properties of the magnet : as, a magnetic bar of

iron; a magnetic needle.
The magnetic axis of the magnet is the line joining the

two poles, and the direction of the magnetic axis is reck-
oned from the negative pole towards the positive one.

AOnnson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 285.

2. Pertaining to the earth's magnetism : as, the

magnetic north; the magnetic meridian. See

phrases below. 3. Having properties analo-

gous to those of the magnet; attractive; win-

ning.
Doubtlesse there is a certaine attraction and magnetic!,'

force betwixt the religion and the ministeriall forme
thereof. Milton, Church-Government, i. 3.

Magnetic axis. See m<i. Magnetic azimuth. See
azimuth. Magnetic battery, a kind of battery formed
of several magnets (usually horseshoe magnets) combined
together, with all their poles similarly disposed. Also called
a magnetic magazine or a compound magnet. Magnetic
cohesion. See cohesion. Magnetic curves, the name
given to those curves in which an infinite number of very
minute needles would arrange themselves when placed
round a magnet and at liberty to move round an axis. An

M.iynetic Curves.

idea of these curves is given by the appearance of iron-fil-

ings when scattered upon a sheet of paper and agitated
immediately above a magnet. They show the direction of
the lines of force in the magnetic fleld that is. in the space
about the magnet within which its action is felt. Mag-
netic declination. See declination.Magnetic densi-
ty, the amount of free magnetism per unit of surface.

Magnetic dip. Sameasdipoftheneedle(vt\iicli see, under
dip). Magnetic elements of a place. See element.

Magnetic equator. See equator and magnet. Magnetic



magnetic
field, the Ppace through which the force or Influence of a
magnet is exerted ; also, tin spun- :. limit ;i com In* tor carry-
ing "'i ' Ircd ir 'iii'MliI in u hirli, us it may hr shown, iniiL'

netie force is also exertn I. Compare m<r </'"''''<' */,/'// (In li.\\ ,

ami .'//"'//*!. Magnetic fluid, :ihypothetical(1iiid the
>'\isii'Mrrof irhlohwMaMUined In order to explain the phe-
nomena of magnetism. Magnetic force, the force ex-
erted brtwcen two magnets, or, more definitely, between
two magnetic poles. It in repulsive hetween like and at*

tractive between unlike poles, and varies in intensity
with the product of their strengths directly, and with tho
square of the distai lt\\n-n them inversely. Mag-
netic guard. Sec yuan/. - Magnetic Induction, the

power which n magnet or a current uf electricity possesses
Of netting temporary or pennant-nt magnet Usm in such
bodies in Us vicinity as are capahlc of receiving it. Sec
intluctitm. d. Magnetic-induction capacity, same as

magnetic jx'nueabuity. Magnetic intensity. Same as

mtffMtte force. Magnetic limit, the temperature be-

yond which a magnetic metal ceases to be affected by the
magnet. For iron this is the temperature of bright-red
heat ; for cobalt it is above that of white heat ; for nickel
itisiiboutSiio c. Magnetic magazine, same aa mag*
ii- (,'<!>,, ft. fit. Magnetic matter, an imaginary Hiiiistimr,'

possessing magnetic properties, the distribution of which
in a magnet is conceived t>y Sir William Thomson to repre-
sent magnetic polarity.

It will very often be convenient to refer the phenomena
of magnetic force to attractions or repulsions mutually
exerted between portions of an imaginary magnetic matter,
which, as we shall see, may be conceived to represent the
polarity of a magnet of any kind.

Sir W. Thomson, Elect and Mag., p. 361.

Magnetic meridian, moment, etc. See the nouns.
Magnetic needle, anv small magnetized iron or steel rod
turning on a pivot, such as the needle of the mariners' com-

pass. Magnetic north, that point of the horizon which
is indicated by the direction of the magnetic needle. It
is seldom the true north. See magnetic meridian. Mag-
netic Observatory, a station provided with apparatus
for making both absolute and differential determinations
of the elements of the earth's magnetism, and at which
systematic observations are maintained. The instruments
used for absolute measures are the magnetometer for the
declination and horizontal force, and the dip-circle for the
inclination. The instrument* used for differential mea-
sures are the declinometer, which shows the changea in
the declination, and magnetometers, which register the
variations in the horizontal and vertical components of the
force. By the application of photography a continuous
registration of these variations is obtained. Magnetic
permeability. See i>ermeability. Magnetic points of.

convergence, the magnetic poles of the earth, around
which are drawn the Isogonic lines, or lines of equal decli-
nation. Magnetic poles of the earth, two nearly oppo-
site points on the earth's surface, where the dip of the nee-
dle is 80. They are at a considerable distance from the
geographical poles of the earth. Magnetic potential.
See potential.

- Magnetic pyrites, a bronze-yellow mag-
netic iron sulphid, varying in composition from Fe7Sg to

l'eio$i i. Also called mjrrhotUe. Magnetic resistance
or reluctance. See the nouns. Magnetic retentive-
ness. Same as coercive force. Magnetic rotation of
currents, the dynamical effects, observed under suitable

conditions, produced by a magnet in rotating a conductor
carrying a current, or conversely of a stationary conductor
traversed by a current in rotating a magnet. Magnetic
rotatory power, the rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion of a ray of light passing through a transparent me-
dium in a powerful magnetic field. According to the di-
rection of rotation, it is designated as -f- or . Verdet's
constant for a given substance is tho amount of rotation
between two points whose difference of magnetic poten-
tial is 1 c. g. s. unit. Sec polarization. Magnetic scale,
a table or diagram exhibiting the paramagnetic and dia-

magnotic metals in the order of their strengths. Mag-
netic screen, a soft Iron shell for example, in the form
of a sphere which, If of the proper thickness, cuts off a
magnetic needle within from the effect of a magnet with-
out. Such a screen is sometimes used to free a needle from
the earth's force, so that it can obey the impulse of a cur-
rent sent about it. Magnetic sense, a supposed special
sense by which magnetic influences are perceived.
Neither in my own case, nor in several others who tried,

was anything felt that could be attributed to a magnetic
KI'/IW. Proe. Sac. Psych. Research, II. 58.

Magnetic separator, an apparatus or instrument for

separating iron from other substances, as Iron from brass-

fUings, or scraps of nails or wire from wheat. E. H.
Knight. Magnetic shell, a magnet in the form of a very
thin plate or sheet, the surfaces of which have opposite
polarity. A thin slice off a cylindrical bar-magnet would be
a magnetic shell ; or, in other words, a bar-magnet may he
thought of as made up of a great number of magnetic shells

placed together with their poles facing in the same direc-
tion. A closed electric circuit for example, a circular
wire traversed by a current is equivalent to a magnet-
ic shell ; and a series of such circuits, or practically a sole-

noid, has all the properties of a liar-magnet, and is sur-
rounded by a similar Held of force. Magnetic Storm,
an abrupt disturbance of the equilibrium of the magnetic
forces controlling a freely suspended magnetic needle,
which is thereby thrown into rapid oscillation and dis-

placed from its mean position : usually observed simul-
taneously over a considerable portion of the earth, and
hence inferred by some to be of eosmical origin. Magnetic
storms are often accompanied by electrical earth-currents,
observed, for example, as a disturbing element in connec-
tion with telegrapn-lines. They are most frequent dur-
ing those periods(at intervals of about eleven years) when
auroras are common, and both phenomena ac ompany the
time of sun-spot frequency. Magnetic substance. See
maynet. Magnetic susceptibility. See xum-ptiNKti/.
-Magnetic telegraph, the electric telegraph. See
telegraph. Magnetic tick, a faint metallic sound pro-
duced when an iron bar is rapidly magnetized or de-

magnetized.

When an iron or cobalt bar is magnetized it becomes
longer and somewhat more slender, but does not appre-
ciably alter in volume, it also emits :i slight sound a

'!' lick: A. Daiiii'll. 1'rin. of 1'hysics, p. 609.
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Magnetic unit. See imii. Point of magnetic indif-
ference, that point of a magnet, about mi'l

the t\vo extremes, where the attlaetive Inree, alter r,.||-

tlnually diminishing as one proceeds from either pole,
ceases altogether ; the equator of the magnet.

II. n. 1. Any ini'tal, as iron, steel, nickel.

cobalt, etc., which may receive the properties
of tho lodestone. 2. A paramagnetic body,
or ono which, when free to turn in a magnetic
field, sets its longest axis along the lines of

magnetic force : in contradistinction to diamatj-
ii< in-. See diamaijix-tism.

magnetical (mag-net'i-kal), a. and n. [< /</-
iii-tii- + -/.] I. a. 1. Same as magnetic. 2.

Exhaling or drawing out.

There is an opinion, that the moon Is matrtietical of heat,
as the sun Is of cold and moisture, llaron. Nat. Hist,

, ) 75.

Magnetical amplitude. See amplitude.
ll.t A substance that baa magnetic prop-

er! ics; a magnetic.
Men that ascribe thus much unto rocks of the Sort h

must presume or discover the like inayneticals In the
South. For, In the Southern Seas and far beyond the

Equator, variations are large, and declinations as constant
as In the Northern Ocean. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., II. .

magnetically (mag-net'i-kal-i), adv. In a mag-
netic manner; by magnetism.
magneticalness (mag-net'i-kal-nes), . The
property of being magnetic, ffiftt. Kay. Soc.,
IV. 253.

magnetician (mag-ne-tish'an), H. [< magnetic +
-iim.\ One skilled in magnetism ; amagnetigt.
magneticness (mag-net'ik-nes), ti. The qual-
ity of being magnetic ; magneticalness.
magnetics Ymag-net'iks), n. [PI. of magnetic:
see -ics.] The science or principles of magnet-
ism.

magnetine (mag'ne-tin), . [< magnet + -i2.]
1. The principle of magnetism ;

a hypothetical
imponderable matter in which magnetic phe-
nomena are supposed to occur. Compare fa-

mine.
It Is upon their operation, but more particularly on the

Influence of magnet\ne, that the vital functions In all their
modifications are dependent.
Athburner, in Reichenbach's Dynam!cs(trans. 1851), p. xlv.

2. A compound of some kind of cementing
material and a magnetic powder, such as iron-

filings or magnetic oxid of iron, used in some
forms of magnetic belts, etc.

magnetipolar (mag'net-i-po'lar), a. [< L. mag-
ncs (magnet-), magnet,+ polus"pol& : see polar.]
Possessing magnetic polarity : as, platinum is

sometimes magnetipolar.
magnetisability, magnetisable, etc. See mag-
netizabilily, etc.

magnetism (mag'ne-tizm), n. [= F. magne-
tixme = Sp. Pg. It. magnetismo = D. magnc-
tisme = G. iiitii/iirtif HI n* = Dan. magnetisme =
Sw. magnetism, < NL. magnetismvs (NGr. //oj-

v>jTio/i6f), < L. magnes (magnet-), a magnet: see

magnet and 4m.] 1. That peculiar property
occasionally possessed by certain bodies (more
especially by iron and steel) whereby, under
certain circumstances, they naturally attract
or repel one another according to determinate
laws. According to the molecular theory of magnetism,
the molecules of a magnetic substance possess permanent
polarity, and as It is more and more highly magnetized the
poles are arranged more and more perfectly in a common
direction ; when It is magnetized to the highest degree pos-
sible that is, to saturation all the north poles of the
molecule* point In one direction and all the south poles
In the opposite direction. On this theory coercive force is

simply that condition of the substance which retards this
molecular arrangement during the process of magneti-
zation and tends to retain it after magnetization. The
current theory,or Ampere's theory of magnetism, supposes
each molecule to be traversed by a closed electric circuit ;

these currents become parallel upon magnetization, and
may then be regarded as equivalent to a series of closed
eleetric currents about the exterior of the bar, these cur-
rents being clockwise at the south pole and counter-clock-
wise at the north pole. This theory derives its support
from the observed fact that a spiral conductor traversed

by a current (a solenoid) behaves as a magnet In all re-

spects, being directed similarly by the earth and having
a similar field of force about It. See magnet.
In many treatises it is the fashion to speak of a mag-

netic fluid or fluids; it is, however, absolutely certain
that maynetitm is not a fluid. . . . A fluid cannot possibly
propagate itself indefinitely without loss.

5. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 81.

2. That branch of science which treats of the

properties of the magnet, and of magnetic phe-
nomena in general. 3. Attractive power; ca-

pacity for exciting sympathetic interest or at-
tention: as, the iinii/iii-tixm of eloquence ; per-
sonal IHIII/III ti.ini.

I do not think he [Dryden] added a single word to the
language, unless, as I suspect, he first used maynrtimt in
its present sense of moral attraction.

Linirll. Among my Books, 1st ser.. p. 70.

Animal magnetism, the name given by Mcsmcr t" th

phenomena of mesmerism. <rr ,,i,yi,i.'n>m ami

magneto-electric
Km Blue magnetism, that of the south pole of mag-
net. Diffusion of magnetism, see <tiffunn. in-
duced magnetism. B Lamellar mag-
netism, magnetism distributed ter a surface, as of a
magnetic -hi II in distinction from i onom
trated at a point, as at a i-le. Red magnetism, that
of the north pole of a magnet.- Residual magnetism,
the magnetism remain ing in a mass nf iron alter the mag-
netizing Influences have heen removed. Its amount in-

creases with the coercive force and the thhincM of the

bars, ami in perfectly pure soft iron is practical!) /ein
for bars of moderate thickness In comparison with thut
length. Retentive magnetism, permanent magnet-
Isin, as of an iron ship. Terrestrial magnetism, the

magnetic properties possessed by the earth as a whole,
which give the needle Its directive power and cause It to

dip, and which also communicate magnetism by Induction,
as to a bar of iron placed parallel to the dipping-needle.
See declination, dip; also aclinic, isoclinal, \9ogonic* .

magnetist (mag'ne-tist), n. [< magnet + -ixt.']

One who is versed in the science of magnetism ;

a magnetician.
magnetite (mag'ne-tit), H. [< magnet + -fe2.]

Magnetic oxid of iron; a black oxid of iron

(Fe3C>4 or FeO.Fe2O3 ) which is strongly at-
tractable by a magnet. It sometimes possesses po-
larity, and Is then called lodeitane. It occurs In isometric

crystals, generally octahedrons or dodecahedrons, and
also more commonly massive in beds In the older crystal-
line rocks ; in the form of scattered grains or crystals It

Is a common constituent of many igneous rocks. It is an
important ore of iron, and occurs in large quantities in

Norway and Sweden, in the Adirondack and West Point
regions of New York, and in New Jersey. Titanlferous
magnetite is a variety containing some titanium.

magnetitic (mag-ne-tit'ik), a. [< magnetite +
-tclj Pertaining to magnetite; of the nature
of magnetite ; containing magnetite : as, mag-
netitic slates.

magnetizability (mag-ne-ti-za-bil'j-ti), n. [<

magnetizable : see -bility."] The power or sus-

ceptibility of being magnetized ;
the coefficient

of magnetic induction. To Increase the magnetiza-
bility Is to Increase the coefficient of magnetic Induction ;

to load with magnetizability is to load with magnetic in-
duction. Also spelled mai/netimltiiity.

magnetizable (mag'ne-ti-za-bl), a. [< magnetize+ -able.'] Capable of being magnetized. Also
spelled magnetisable.

magnetization (mag'ne-ti-za'shon), n. f< mag-
netize + -ation.] The act of magnetizing, or
the state of being magnetized. A 1-n spelled

</Hf</.<!flftM.-Magnetlzatlon of light, a phrase
used by Faraday to express the mutual relation which he
proved to exist between magnetism and light. He ap-
plied It especially to the phenomenon of the rotation of
the plane of polarization of a light-ray passed through a
transparent medium in a powerful magnetic Held.

magnetize (mag'ne-tiz), c. ; pret. and pp. mag-
netized, ppr. magnetizing. [= D. magnetixeren
= G. magnetisiren = Dan. magnetiserc = 8w.
magnetisera = F. magnetiser = Sp. magnetizar= Pg. magnctisar= It. magnetizsare ; as magnet
+ -ize.~\ I, trans. 1. To communicate mag-
netic properties to: as, to magnetize a needle.

2. To attract as if by a magnet ; move ;
in-

fluence. 3. To put under the influence of ani-
mal magnetism : mesmerize ; hypnotize.

II. intrans. To acquire magnetic properties ;

become magnetic: as, a bar of iron standing
some time in an inclined position will mag-
netize.

Also spelled magnetise.
magnetizee (mag'ne-ti-ze'), . [< magnetize +
-Ms] One who is magnetized or mesmerized.
Also spelled magnetisee.

magnetizer (mag'ne-ti-zer), . 1. That which
communicates magnetism. 2. One who mag-
netizes or mesmerizes.
Also spelled magnetiser.

magneto (mag'ne-to), n. [Short for magneto-
ili-i-trii-iil MOoNM.] A magneto-electric ma-
chine : as, a magneto-motor. S. /'. Thompson,
Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 368.

magneto-. A combining form of magnet or mag-
iii'tii; often implying especially magiieto-elertric.
As applied to electric machines, it is used (in contradis-
tinction to dynamo-) to indicate that the magnetic fields
involved are due to permanent magnets.

magneto-bell (mag'ne-to-bel). n. An electric
bell in which the armature of the electromagnet
is polarized that is, is a permanent magnet.
The armature is alternately attracted and repelled when
the alternate cnrrcnt from a magneto-electric machine Is

passed through the coll of the electromagnet, and a ham-
mer attached to a continuation of the armature placed
between two bells rings them. It is used as a telephone
call-bell. Also called magneto cailbeil.

magnetod (mag'ne-tdd), H. [< magnet + </.]

MiiKnetine; magnetic od; the hypothetical odic
force or principle of magnetism. Rcichcnback.

magneto-electric (mag*ne-t6-e-lek'trik), a.

Pertaining to magneto-electricity. See elec-

fromv<'<''*'<^-aiaract*risttc of a magneto-elec-
tric machine, see characteristic, Magneto-electric
induction, n-e induction, 6. Magneto-electric ma-
chine. Sec .1,,'lr;,- inacliiii'-, under rlrctric. Magneto-
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electric telegraph, a telegraph in which the currents are magneto-telephone (mag"ne-t6-ter-f6n), n.

produced by magneto-electric machines, In contradistinc- j^ telephone in which variations in the strength
tion to telegraphs in which voltaic batteries are used

Q t produce Or are produced by, un-

magnetO-electrical (mag'ne-to-e-lek tri-kal), dulatory currents jn a coil of wire surrounding
either the whole or a part of the magnet and

part of the telephone circuit. See
Same as magneto-electric.

magneto-electricity(mag
/
'ne-to-e-lek-tris'i-ti),

n. 1 . Electricity evolved by the action of mag-
nets. 2. That branch of science which treats

of phenomena in which the principles of both

magnetism and electricity are involved. See

electromagnetism.

nct(ic) + Gr. ypd[t/m, a writing: see gram?.]
The automatic record of the movements of the

magnetic needles in an observatory. Nature,
XXXVIII. 256.

magnetograph (mag-net'o-graf), . [< mag-
net(ic) + Gr. ypatyciv, write.] 1. A magnetom-
eter arranged to give an automatic and contin-

magneto-transmitter (mag"ne-to-trans-mit
-

er),. 1. In telephony, a magneto-telephone used

to transmit speech or other sounds. 2. In teleg.,

li-fi-a-bl), a.

-able.] 1. Capable of being n

larged. 2. Worthy to be magnified or extolled.

Number, though wonderful in itself, and sufficiently

magnifiable from its demonstrable affection, hath yet re-

ived adjections from the multiplying conceits of men.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

magnify
The truly good government is not that which concen-

trates magnificence in a court, but that which diffuses

happiness among a people. Macaulay, Mirabeau.

2f. A high degree of generosity; munificence.

Thou helest laundes, goutes, and dropsyes,

By our lordes fauour, grace, and marjmjfycence.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

The magnificent man must be liberal also ; for the liberal

man, too, will spend the right amount in the right manner :

only, both the amount and the manner being right, mag-
nificence is distinguished from liberality by greatness.

Peters, tr. of Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics.

3. A title of courtesy belonging of right to sev-

eral high officers of ancient Rome, and also to

the rector (rector magnificus), prorector, and
chancellor of a German university, and to some
other German officials: corresponding to lord-

ship, highness, or eminence (with his or your pre-

fixed). =Syn. 1. Pomp, e'clat. See grand.
!- magnificencyt (mag-nif'i-sen-si), .; pi.

(j. nificencies (-siz). 1. Magnificence; grand

great ^see wat/i", wuyiiuuuv), T^ ^/wt/c/c, uu. *

fact.] Making great or illustrious
; glorifying

(mag'ne-to-in'strij- or glorious; splendid; magnificent. [Rare.] magnificent (mag-mf i-gram.
magneto-instrument
ment), n. Same as magneto:
magnetology (mag-ne-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. jiay-

VTK (/tayvTjT-), a magnet, + -/loy/a, < Myeiv, speak:
see -ology."] A treatise on the magnet and mag-
netism

;
the science of magnetism.

magneto-machine (mag
' ne - to -ma - shen^), n.

Same as magneto. Eissler, Mod. Sigh Explo-
sives, p. 177. ,_

magnetometer (mag-ne-tom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. magnifical (mag-nif'i-kal), a. [< magnific
fOytOK (fM^virr-), a magnet, + /terpov, a measure.] _fl(

n Ljko a magnifico :" same as magnific.An
instrument

used to measure magnetic forces

or the strength of a magnetic field, especially .

one used to measure the intensity of the earth s
magniflcally (mag-nif 'i-kal-i), adv

magnetic force at any place. Magnetometers are ar- ,,;?", nT,;, Pv . with nomn or snl
ranged to measure the horizontal and vertical components

mncal manner with om or sl
of this force, from which its total intensity and direction

are calculated. Blfllar magnetometer. See bifilar.

O parent ! these are thy magnific deeds.

Milton, P. L., x. 364.

This King [Henry VIII.] at Boloigne was victorious;
In peace and warre, Magnifigue, Glorious;
In his rage bounty he did oft expresse
His Liberality to bee excesse.

John Taylor, Memoriall of Monarchs.

Then too the pillar'd dome magnific heav'd
Its ample root Thomson, Autumn, 1. 136.

His port & state Is in maner as magnifical as the other

id ambassadors. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 294.

In a mag-
nificat manner; with pomp or splendor. Jer.

Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 9.

. Magnificat (mag-nif'i-kat), M. [< L. magnificat

niagnetometric (mag*ne-to-met'rik), a. [\ (3d pers. sing. pres. ind. act. of magnificare,

magnetometr(y) + -ic.] Pertaining to or em- magnify: see magnify), as used in the Vulgate,

ployed in the measurement of magnetic forces ; Luke i. 46 : "Magnificat anima mea Dominum."]
obtained by means of a magnetometer: as, mag- l. The song or hymn of the Virgin Mary in

netometric observations. T ..i^^i AR **** Tnnt*ir,r\i-ntr *'A^Trcmii /ir^t.Vi TY*Q(yni_

magnetometry (mag-ne-tom'e-tri), n. [< Gr.

ItayviK, a magnet, + -fterpia, < /ilrpov, a mea-

sure.] The measurement of the strength of a

magnet, or, more strictly, of a magnetic field
; about A D 600_ Jn the Greek clmrch ,t ,8 tne nlnth aae

especially, the measurement of the earth s mag- (canticle) at Orthros (Lauds), and is called the Ode of the

_ j ?
a. [( L. as if

magnificen(t-)s (occurring in the compar. and

superl. of magnificus, and its deriv. magnificen tin :

see magnific and magnificence), equiv. to mag-

nificus, great in deeds or sentiment, noble,

splendid, etc., < magnus, great, + -ficen(t-)s, an

accom.form of -ficien( t-)s, the reg.form in comp.
offacien(t-)s, ppr.of/acerc,do: seefact,facient.]

If. Great in deeds 'or action; especially, very
liberal; munificent; generous; open-handed.

Know, you court-leeches,
A prince is never so magnificent
As when he's sparing to enrich a few
With the injuries of many.

Masiinger, Emperor of the East, ii. 1.

That Clttie In reward of vertue was ever magnificent.
Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

2. Making a great show; possessing or pre-

tending to greatness ; stately; ostentatious.

A letter from the magnificent Armado.
Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 193.

netic force ; the use of a magnetometer.
magnetomotive (mag'ne-to-mo'tiv), a. Pro-

ducing active magnetic effects Magnetomo-
tive force, the magnetizing force or influence to which
a magnetic substance is subjected in a magnetic field;
the quantity which divided by the magnetic resistance

gives the intensity of magnetization. Analogous to elec-

tromotive force.

Luke i. 46- 55, beginning
'

fy the Lord." It is very similar to the song of Hannah
(1 Sam. ii. 1-10), which has accordingly been called the

Old Testament Magnificat. The Magnificat was in use in

the hours or daily service of the Christian church as early as

about A. D. 500. In the Greek Church it is the ninth ode

Theotocos. It was at first omitted from the American

Prayer-book, but was restored in 1886.

2. A musical setting of this hymn Magnificat
at matlnst, something out of place (in allusion to the

proper place of this canticle in toe even-song).

The note is here all out of place, . . . and so their note
comes in like Magnificat at mattins.

in appearance or character ;
exhibit-

ing greatness ; splendid ;
brilliant ;

of extraor-

dinary excellence: as, a magnificent building or

view; a magnificent victory or poem; magnifi-
cent conceptions.
This was thought and called a magnificent answer.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 31, note.

4. Exhibiting greatness of size or extent : as,

the preparations were upon a magnificent scale ;

a city of magnificent distances.
Far distant he descries,

Ascending by degrees magnificent
UD to the wall of heaven, a structure high.

Milton, P. L., iii. 502.

=Syn. Superb, Splendid, etc. (see grand); imposing, au-Andrewes, Sermons, v. 49. (Davies.)

magneto-optic (mag'ne-to-op'tik), o. Pertain- magniflcatet (mag-nif'i-kat), v.t. [< L. magiii- gust, gorgeous,

ing to magneto-optics. //,/*, pp. of magnificare, magnify : see mag- magnificently (mag-nif. i-sent-li), adv. In a

magneto-optics (mag"ne-to-op'tiks), . That
j^.] To magnify or extol, magnificent manner; with magnificence; splen-

That with oath

Magnificates his merit.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

[=OF.

branch of physics which considers the modify-
ing action of a magnet upon light. Its most im-

portant effect is the rotation of the plane of polarization

'. "nv magnification (mag"ni-fi-ka'shon), n.

ployed in these experiments, this subject is mainly in-

cluded under the more general head of electro-optics.

magnetophone (mag-net'o-fon), n. [< Gr. ji&y-

vr/f (/iayvr/T-), a magnet, -4- Quvij, sound, voice.]
An apparatus devised by H. S. Carhart, con-

sisting essentially of a horseshoe magnet, in

front of which is a disk of sheet-iron pierced
with a number of holes, and on the other side a
small induction-coil in circuit with a telephone.
Upon rotating the disk, a clear musical note is heard in

the telephone, the pitch rising as the rapidity of rotation

is increased. This is explained by the intermittent action
of the magnet upon the core of the coil, caused by the

presence of the rotating perforated disk.

magneto-pointer (mag^ne-to-poin'ter), n. The
index of a magneto-electric dial-telegraph.

magneto-printer (mag
//

ne-t6-prin'ter), n. A
printing telegraph in which a magneto-electric
machine is the working-power. More fully
called magneto-printing telegraph. T. D. Loci--

wood, Elect., Mag., and Teleg., p^

didly; brilliantly; gorgeously.
Maghificet (mag-nif'i-set), n. [< L. magnificet,
3d pers. sing. pres. subj. of magnificare, magni-
fy: see magnify.] A name of Mid-Lent Thurs-

day, taken from the first word of the collect.
magmfication,<UL.magnifica1io(n-),<lj.magm-
ficare, magnify: see magnify.'] 1. The act of Bampson, Medii JEvi Kalendarium, II. 254.

magnifying, or the state of being magnified or magnifico (mag-nif'i-ko), n. [It,, < L. magnifi-

enlarged, as by a lens.

Psychological magnification is not more absurd than

physical, although the processes in the two cases must be

materially different ; but of course in no case is magnifi-
cation possible without limit.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX. 48.

2. In micros., specifically, increase of visual

power in respect of penetration as well as su-

perficial enlargement, thus contrasting with

amplification.

magnetpscope (mag-net'o-skop), n.

a magnet, +

from the
not an equivalent revelation of hidden details. Itisin this

revealing quality, which I shall call magnification, that our
recent lenses so brilliantly excel.

DSUinger, 1884. (Nature, XXX. 62.)

3. The act of magnifying or extolling. Jer.

Taylor.

cus, noble, great: see magnific.'} 1. A title of

courtesy formerly given to Venetian noblemen ;

hence, a grandee ;
a man of high rank or pre-

tensions; a great man.
The duke himself, and the magnificoes
Of greatest port, have all persuaded with him.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 282.

2. A by-name for the rector of a German uni-

versity, who is entitled to be addressed as your

Magnificence. See magnificence, 3.

1 . One who or thatLittle is gained by expanding the image of an object magnifier (mag'ni-fi-er), n.
i ten-thousandth of an inch to an inch, if there be which magnifies or enlarges.

[< Gr. magnificence (mag-nif 'i-sens), n. [<ME.mjf-

Mens hilaris, requies, moderata dieta is a great magni-
fier of honest mirth. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 298.

2. Specifically, an optical instrument that mag-
nifies; a convex lens, a concave mirror, or a
combination of lenses or mirrors, which in-

creases the apparent magnitude of bodies.
i -, , j view.] nificence, < OF. and F. magnificence = Sp. Pg. magnifiquet, An obsolete form of magnific.
1. A person supposed to see, or a thing sup- magnificencia = It. magnificenza, < L. magnifi- magnify (mag'ni-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. magni-
posed to aid in seeing, by means of magnetism ;

a clairvoyant, or a clairvoyant's device. 2. In

physics, a contrivance for indicating the pres-
ence of magnetic force, but without measuring
its intensity.

magneto-telegraph (rnag"ne-t6-tel'e-graf), n.

Same as magneto-electric telegraph (which see,
under magneto-electric).

i7 V f V 7
- ---,---,/-

centia, greatness in action or sentiment, noble-

ness, splendor, < *magnificen(t-)s, magnificim,
magnificent: see magnificent.] 1. The state
or condition of being magnificent; grandeur,
as of appearance or of character; splendor;
brilliancy: as, the magnificence of a palace or
of a procession; the magnificence of Shak-

spere's genius.

,
. . . .

fied, ppr. magnifying. [< ME. magnifien, < OF.
(also F.) ni'ignifier = Sp. Pg. magnificar = It.

mugnificare, < L. magiiificitre, make much of,
esteem highly, praise highly, extol, magnify, <

iiKiiiniis, great, + fuccre, make. Cf. magnified]
1 . To make greater ;

increase the size, amount,
or extent of

; enlarge ; augment. [Rare in this

literal sense.]



magnify
The least error in a small quantity, as In a small circle,

will, in a gn-ut mir, ;i.s in the circles of the heavenly orbs,
In: proiMjrtionally wayidjitd.

N. Grru', ( 'oHmulogia Sacra, ii. 5.

Speak, e'er my Fancy maynifie my Fears.

Coiujreve, To Cynthia.

2. To cause to appear greater ;
increase the ap-

parent dimensions of; enlarge or augment to
the eye: as, a convex lens magnifies the bulk of
a body to the eye.
Since the shorter the focus of the lens the more closely

may the object be approximated tu the eye, the retinal pic-
tore is enlarged, causing the object to appear magnified in
the same proportion. Encyc. Brit., XIV. -2.VJ.

3. To exalt the power, glory, or greatness of;
sound the praises of; extol; glorify.

O, iini
:
iiiifii the Lord with mo, and let us exalt his name

together. Pa. xxxlv. 3.

Those highly magnify him whose judicious inquiry into
his acts, and deliberate research into his creatures, return
the duty of a devout and learned admiration.

Sir T. Browne, Kellgio Medici, L 13.

4. To represent as greater than the reality; ex-

aggerate: as, to magnify a person's deeds; to
HI ni/H ifn the evils of one's lot.

My wife . . . used every art to magnify the merit of her
daughter. Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi.

Magnifying power of a microscope, the ratio of the
length upon the retina of any part of the image of the
object looked at with the microscope to the length of
the retinal image of the same object looked at without
the microscope at a standard distance of 10 inches. In
regard to the magnifying power of eye-glasses compli-
cated considerations have to be introduced. Magnify-
ing power Of a telescope, the ratio in which the angle
subtended by any linear dimensions of the object looked
at is increased by the telescope. It is always equal to the
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piece. For a distant object the focal length of the object-
glass is that for parallel rays that is, Its principal focal

length ;
for nearer objects the focal length is greater, and

the magnifying power Is correspondingly increased.

magnifying-glass (mag'ni-fi-iug-glas), n, In
optics, a convex lens: so called because objects
seen through it have their apparent dimensions
increased.

magnifying-lens (mag'ni-fi-ing-lenz), n. See
ll MX.

magniloquence (mag-nil'o-kwens), n. [< L.

magniloquentia, a lofty style of strain of lan-

guage, \*magniloquett(t-)s, magniloquus, speak-
ing in a lofty style: see magniloquent.] The
quality of being magniloquent ; a lofty manner
of speaking or writing ; exaggerated eloquence ;

grandiloquence; bombast.
All the sects ridiculed this magniloquence of Epicurus,

as Inconsistent with his whole system.
Bentley, Remarks, ( 44.

There was something surprising and impressive in my
friend's gushing maynilomtence.

H. Jama, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 107.

magniloquent (mag-nil 'o-kwent), a. [< L.

*magniloquen(t-)s, equiv. to magniloquus, speak-
ing in a lofty style, < magnus, great, lofty, +
loquen(t-)s, ppr. of loqui, speak: see locution.]
Speaking or writing in a lofty style ; grandilo-
quent : bombastic.

magnilqquently(mag-niro-kwent-li), adv. In
a magniloquent manner; with loftiness or pom-
posity of language.
magniloquousr (mag-nil 'o-kwus), a. [< L.
mat/iiilm/iiHK, speaking in a lofty style, < mag-
nus, great, lofty, + loqui, speak: see locution.]
Magniloquent.
magniloquy (mag-iiil'd-lcwi), n. [< LL. mag-
niloquium, loftiness of speech, < L. mtujnilo-
quus, speaking in a lofty style : see magnilo-
quous.] Magniloquence; high-sounding pedan-
try. [Rare.]
Of many anatomical terms the chief characteristics are

antiquity, inagniloqut/, and mi intelligibility.
Buck's Uandbooic nf Med. Sciences, VIII. 620.

magnisonant (mag-nis'o-nant), a. [< L. mag-
HHH, great, + sonan(t-)s, ppr. of smiare, sound.]
High-sounding; bombastic. Southey, The Doc-
tor. [Kare.]
magnitude (mag'm-tud), . [= F. magnitude= Bp. magiiititd = Pg. magnitude = It. magni-
tntlinc, < L. magnitude, greatness, bulk, size,

rank, dignity, < magnus, great, large, grand,
noble, important, etc.'; compar. major (see ma-
jor), superl. )jvix(see maximum)} with for-
mative -M, < *mag, akin to Gr. /rfjaf (ueyoA-),
great, large, = AS. mieel, great, much, Skt.

ViM, orij;. "inagli, bo great: see mickle, nntrli.

Ct.main'*.] 1. Greatness; vastness, whether in
a physical or a moral sense

; grandeur.
With plain heroick magnitude of mind.

Mill, .it, S. A., 1. 1279.

We commonly find in the ambitious man a superiority
of

parts,
In some measure proportioned to the magnitude

of his designs. BmAey, Works, I. if.

2. Largeness of relation or significance ;
im-

portance ; consequence: as, in affairs of iiuiij-

iiitude disdain not to take counsel. 3. Sixc. 'li-

the property of having size ; the extended quan-
tity of a line, surface, or solid

; length, area, or
volume.

And fast by, hanging In a golden chain,
This pendent world. In bigness as a star
Of smallest magnitude. Milton, P. L., II. 1053.

One may learn how the feeling of mayititude varies with
changes in the absolute magnitude of the object, and so
reach a more precise and scientific statement of this par-
ticular aspect of the coexistence between body and miml.

.'. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 44.

4. Any kind of continuous quantity which is

comparable with extended quantity. In this sense
we speak of the magnitude of a velocity, force, accelera-

tion, or other vector quantity ; but we do not properly
speak of a magnitude of heat, energy, temperature, sound,
etc. The tiso of the word as a synonym of quantity, as In the
following passage, Is to be deprecated.

By Intensive magnitude Is meant the strength of a sen-
sation ; by extensive nutymftufe, its volume, which roughly
speaking corresponds to the area of the sentient surface
and the number of nervous elements acted upon.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 44.

5. In agtron., the brightness of a star expressed
according to the numerical system used by as-
tronomers for that purpose. In this sensemagnitude
translates Greek u*V ( ,< , used in the same sense in the Alma-
gest, the expression being due to the fact that bright stars,

by an effect of irradiation, look larger than faint ones. The
brightest stars are said to be of the first magnitude, while
those of the sixth magnitude are hardly tint iced by casual
observers In ordinary states of the sky. Since the bright-
ness of stars has been measured photometrically, the in-
terval between successive magnitudes has been defined by
a constant ratio of brightness, which In the so-called ab-

solute scale, now generally usedj
Is flOO, or 2.61.

6. In anc. pros., the length of a syllable, foot,
colon, or meter, expressed in terms of the metri-
cal unit (primary time, semeion, or mora) : as,
a foot of trisemic magnitude; a colon of icosa-
semic magnitude Absolute magnitude. See ofcpo-

lute. Angular magnitude, the quantity of an angle.

Apparent magnitude of an object, that magnitude
which is measured by the optic or visual angle intercept-
ed between lines drawn from the extreme points of the
object to the center of the pupil of the eye. This angle
may be considered to be inversely as the distance of the
object. [This phrase is used chiefly with reference to the
heavenly bodies, but is employed also In many branches of

Magosphaera
green in the south. It Is variously named matt or laurrl
maijmilia, tweet-bay or white-bay, u-kite laurel or ncamp-
laurel; alto beater-tree and ncamp taxnajra*. The genus
appears very early and very abundantly in the fossil state,
over 50 species having been described. They range from
the Middle CYetaceous to the Pliocene, being more numer-
ous in the Cretaceous than in the Tertiary In both Europe
and America, and also occurring in Greenland, In Austra-
lia, In Japan, and In Java.

2. [I. r.J A plant of this genus.
Magnoliaceae (mag-no-li-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1818), < Magnolia + -ace<e.]A natural order of dicotyledonous polypotalous
trees or shrubs, belonging to the cohort Ranales,
based on the genus Magnolia. It Is characterized
by having the sepals and petals In from two to an Inden-
nlte number of rows or series, petals and stamens usually
very numerous, the receptacle bearing extrone carpels,
ana the seeds with a minute embryo and no albumen.
The order embraces 4 tribes, 13 genera, and about 85 spe-
cies, growing In tropical Asia and North America (a few
in tropical and South America), In Australia, and in New
Zealand.

magnoliaceous (mag-no-li-a'shius), a. [< mag-
nolia + -aceous.] Of or pertaining to plants of
the natural order Magnoliacea!; resemtiling the
magnolia.
Magnolieae (mag-no-li'e-e), n. jil. [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1824), < Magnolia + -ece.] A tribe
of trees and shrubs of the natural order Mag-
noliacea!, characterized by perfect flowers, im-
bricate carpels growing in heads or spikes and
arranged in an indefinite number of series, and
stipules which are folded about the leaves in
vernation.

magnoperatet (mag-nop'e-rat), v. t. [< L. mag-
nopere, magno opere, greatly: magno, abl. of

magnus, great; opere, abl. of opus, work, labor:
see opus, operate.] To cause or effect a great
increase of.

Which will not a little magnaperate the splendour ofyour
well knowne honour to these succeeding times.

Ilopton, Bacnlum Geodatticum (1614). (Halliwell.)

magnosellarian (mag'no-se-la'ri-an), a. [As
Magiu)sellar(ida:) + -ian.] Having large sad-

dles, as a goniatite ;
of or pertaining to the Mag-

nosellarida1
. Hyatt.

Magnosellaridae(mag'no-se-lar'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < L. magnus, great, + sella, a seat, saddle

See size.

magnoferrite (mag-no-fer'it), n. See magnesio-
ferrite.

Magnolia (mag-no'li-a), n. [NL. (Plumier,
1703), named after Pierre Magnol, a French bot-
anist (1638-1715).] 1. A genus of plants, type
of the natural order Magnoliacea; and the tribe

Magnoliete, characterized by a sessile cone-
shaped cluster of

pistils,
and two-ovuled per-

sistent carpels which open down the back at

maturity. They are trees or shrubs with entire alternate
leaves, often evergreen, condnplicate in the bud, and then
protected by membranous stipules, and large showy flowers
which aresolitary and terminal. Thecalyxconsistsof three
deciduous sepals, and the corolla of six to twelve petals,
usually white or purplish ; and the stamens and pistils are
numerous. The flowers are generally fragrant, and the fruit
is a spike.consistingof a number of follicles, from the open-
ings of which the scarlet or brown seeds are suspended at

maturity by long and Blender threads. There are about 15

Flowering Branch of Magnolia frandijtirra.
a, one of the stamens ; *. vertical section through one of the pistils,

showing two ovules ; c, cone of ripe fruits.

species, indigenous to subtropical Asia and the eastern
part of North America. They are almost all very orna-
mental, and are frequently cultivated. If. cmuvKua is
the yulaii. M. yrandiflr/ra is the big laurel or bull-bay
of the southern United states, a fine forest-tree, 60 or
80 feet high, evergreen, with fragrant flowers. II. macro-
pht/lla is the great-leafed cucumber, a less common trt-c

of the same region. M. I'mbreUa is the umbrella-tree.
M. acumitMta, the cucumber-tree or mountain-magnolia,
extends north to Xew York and Ohio. Another cucninlKr-
tree is If. cordata, growing in the Southern States. .If. glau-
ea, a moderate-sized tree, or northward a shrub, grows in

swamps from Massachusetts to Florida and Texas. It has
globular fragrant flowers, 2 inches long, the leaves ever-

tures with undivided ventral lobes, and a very
large pair of entire lateral saddles, whence the
name. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1883,
p. 318. Preferably called Magnisellidce.
magnum (mag'num), n. [< L. magnum, neut.
of'magnus, great: see magnitude.] 1. A large
wine-bottle, usually twice the size of the ordi-

nary bottle used for the same kind of wine.
2. The quantity of wine contained in such a
bottle : as, a magnum of port.
The approbation of much more rational persons than the

B. club could have mustered even before the discussion of
the first magnum. Scott, Waverley, x.

3. PI. magna (-nil). In anat., the largest bone
of the human carpus, in the distal row, between
the trapezoid and the uncifonn, in special rela-
tion with the head of the middle metacarpal
bone : more fully called os magnum, it Is the third
earpale of a typical carpus, and is also known as cajiitatum ,

or os capitatum, from its shape in man.

magnum-bonum (mag'num-bo'num), n. [L.,
a great good: magnum, neut. of magnus, great;
6oM, a good thing, neut. of bonus, good: see
bonus.] A kind of large-sized barrel-pen: a
trade-name.

magnust (mag'nus), n. [A corruption
of man-

ganese.] Manganese as used in the decoration
of enameled pottery. Solon, The Old English
Potter. [Local Enp.]
Magnus hitch. See Mtch.

Magnus's law. In thermo-electricity, the law
that in circuits of the same metal throughout
no electromotive
force is produced
by variation in

temperature or of
section of the
conductor at dif-

ferent parts ofthe
circuit. In order
that this law should
hold, it is necessary
that the conductor
should be of uniform
quality, hardness.
etc., at all points of
its length.

Magosphaera
(ma-go-sfe'ra),n.
[NL.,'< Gr./iayof,

magical,+ aijaipa,
Knll T A ! thread-like process. Each cell ""^Trfa ball.] A genUS both a nucleus and a contractile vesicle.

The Norwegian Flimmer-bal) (.

sfihara flan la} in section. The pear-
shaped cells are seen hound together in

the center of the gelatinous sphere by
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of protozoans of Haeckel's group CataUarta,
characterised by a ciliate globular body consist-

ing of a single layer of simple pyriform nucleat-

ed cells bound together by gelatinous processes

converging to a common center, the animal hav-

ing the form-value of a vesicular morula or pla-
nula . M. jilanula is the Norwegian dimmer-ball.

magotH, A Middle English form of maggot.

magot2 (mag'ot or ma-go' ), . [< F. magot, the

Barbary ape.] 1 . The Barbary ape, Inuus ecatt-

ilntiis, which has a small tubercle in place of a

tail. It is natural-
ized on the rock of

Gibraltar, and is re-

markable for docil-

ity and attachment
to its young. See
cut under ape.

2. A small gro-

tesque figure ;

especially, one
of the crouching
or cross-legged
figures common
in Chinese or
other Oriental
art as knobs on
the covers of large vases, and in similar uses.

magot-piet, maggot-piet (mag'ot-pi), n. [Also
maggoty-pie, maygaty-pie, magaty-pie, magot-a-
pie, magot o' pie, etc.; < "magot, *taggot, < F.

margot, a magpie, a dim. of Marguerite, Mar-

garet, a common fern, name (< L. margarita,
< Gr. papyapirTif, a pearl : see margarite), + pie

2
.

Cf. equiv. mag1
, madge1

, magpie.] A magpie.
Augurs and understood relations have,
By magot-pies, and choughs, and rooks, brought forth

The secret'st man of blood. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 125.

He calls her magot o' pie.

Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women.

magpie (mag'pi), n. [< mag1 + pie'
2

,
or abbr.

of magot-pie. Cf. mag1
, madge1

, etc.] 1. A
well-known bird of Europe, Asia, and Amer-
ica, of the genus Pica and family Corvidce; the
Pica pica. P. rustica, P. caudata,OT P. hudsonica.
This pie is lustrous-black, with green, purple, violet, and
golden iridescence ; the under parts from breast to cris-

sum, the scapulars, and a great part of the inner webs
of the primaries are white ; the bill and feet are black.
The bird is from 15 to 20 inches long, according to the de-

velopment of the tail, which is 12 inches or less in length,
extremely graduated ; the stretch of wings is about 2 feet.

Magpies are omnivorous, like most corvine and garrulinc
birds, and noted for their craftiness, kleptomania, and
mimicry. They nest in trees and shrubs, building a very

Magpie (Pica caitciata'l.

bulky structure, and lay from 6 to 9 pale-drab eggs, dotted,
dashed, and blotched with brown. As a book-name, mag-
pie is extended to all the species of Pica and some few
related pies or jays with long tails. The yellow-billed
magpie of California is P. nuttalli. Blue magpies are cer-
tain long-tailed jays of the genus Cyanopoliwi, as C. cyanus
of eastern Asia and Japan, or C. cooH of Spain ; also of the
genus Urocissa, as U. erythrorhyncha, the red-billed blue
magpie of the Orient. The bird called French, magpie is
the red-backed shrike, Lanius edlv.no. The name mag-
pie, or magpie-pigeon, is given to a strain of domestic
pigeons bred to colors resembling those of the magpie.
Magpie is often used adjectively with reference to some
characteristic of the bird.

2. The magpie-shrike.
Below us in the Valley a mob of Jackasses were shout-

ing and laughing uproariously, and a magpie was chanting
his noble vesper hymn from a lofty tree.

II, Kinffsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, p. 167.

3. A halfpenny. [Slang, Eiig.]
I'm at low-water-mark myself only one bob and a

mai/pie; but as far as it goes I'll fork out and stump.
Dickens, Oliver Twist, viii.
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4. A bishop: so called from the black and
white of his robes. [Old slang. Eng.]

Let not those silk-worms and magpie* have dominion
over us. Tom Brown, Works, 1. 107. (Dames.)

5. Among British marksmen, a shot striking
that division of the target which is next to the

outermost when the target is divided into four

sections: so called because the markers indi-

cate this hit by means of a black and white disk.

magpie-diver (mag'pi-di
y
ver), . The smew

or white nun, Mergellus albellus. [Prov. Eng.
and Irish.]

magpie-finch (mag'pi-finch), n . Any one of the

smaller spotted or otherwise varied birds of the

genus Spermestes.
magpie-maki (mag'pi-ma''ki), . The ruffed

lemur, Lemur macaco, having black and white

spots.
magpie-moth (mag'pl-m6th), . Amoth of the

genus Abraxas, A. grossulariata. Its color is white
with black and orange spots, and the same colors appear
on it in its larval and pupal states. The larva feeds on
currant- and gooseberry-leaves,and where abundant is very
destructive. See Abraxas, 3. Also called gooseberry-moth.

magpie-robin (mag'pi-rob"in), . Adayal; any
bird of the genus Copsichus, as C. saularis of

India. See cut under Copsichus.

magpie-shrike (mag'pi-shrik), n. 1. A South
American tanagrine bird, Laniiis picatus of La-

tham, now known as Cissopis leverianus, about
10 inches long, glossy black and white in color,
with a long graduated tail, thus resembling a

magpie. It inhabits Guiana, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecua-

dor, Peru, and Bolivia, and in some parts of Brazil is re-

placed by an allied larger species or variety, C. major, Hi
inches long.

2. The pied piping-shrike of Australia, some-
what resembling the English magpie, having a

rich bell-like warble. This bird is apparently
Orececa cristata. Commonly called magpie by
the English residents.

magret, magreet, prep. Middle English forms
of maugre.
magsman (magz'man), n.; pi. magsmen (-men).
[< mag5

(as if poss. mag's) + man.] A street

swindler who preys on countrymen and simple
persons. [Slang, Eng.]
maguari (ma-gwa'ri), n. [S. Amer.] A South
American stork, Euxenura maguari. it resembles
the European stork in size and plumage, but has a black
bill and a peculiar formation of the tail, which is forked
and black, with long white under-coverts. It is found on

plains as well as in swamps, feeds on small mammals,
reptiles, insects, and birds' eggs, and is sometimes tamed.

maguey (ma-gwa'), n. [Mex. maguei.] The
American aloe, Agave americana. Gum maguey.
See gmnZ.

MagUS (ma'gus), .; pi. Magi (ma'ji). [L., <

Gr. Mdyoj: see mage.'] 1. One of the members
of the learned and priestly caste in ancient

Persia, who had official charge of the sacred

rites, practised interpretation of dreams, pro-
fessed supernatural arts, and were distin-

guished by peculiarities of dress and insignia.
Their origin may be traced to the Accadians, a Turanian
race, the earliest settlers of the lower Euphrates valley.
The first historical reference to the Magi occurs in Jer.

xxxix. 3, 13, where a Babylonian rab-mag, or chief of the

Magi, is mentioned in connection with the siege, capture,
and rule of Jerusalem.

2. In Christian history, one of the "wise men "

who, according to the Gospel of Matthew (ii.

1, 2), came from the East to Jerusalem to do
homage to the new-born King of the Jews. A
tradition as old as the second century (resting on Ps. Ixxii.

10; Isa. xlix. 7) makes them kings, and at a later period
the names Melchior, Kaspar, and Balthasar become at-

tached to them. As the first of the pagans to whom the
birth of the Messiah was announced, they are honored at
the feastof Epiphany; in the calendar, however, the three
days immediately following the first of the new year are
called after them. In works of art the youngest of them
is represented as a Moor.

Magyar (ma-jar'), n. [Hung., > Turk. majai:~\
1. A member of a race, of the Finno-Ugrian
stock, which invaded Hungary about the end
of the ninth century, and, settled there, where
it still forms the predominant element of the

population. 2. The native tongue of Hun-
gary. It belongs to the TJgrian branch of the
Ural-Altaic or Scythian tongues.
magydaret (maj'i-dar), . [< L. magydttrix.
miii/iiiliirix, magitderis, < Gr. /layvdap/c, the seed
or stalk of the laserpitium, also another plant.]
Laserwort, a plant of the genus Laserpitium.
Mahabharata (ma-ha-bha'ra-ta), n. [Skt., <

mahd-, great, T Bharata, a descendant of a

king or a tribe named Eharata, < / lhar = Gr.

(j>speiv = E. bear1 .} The name of one of the two
great epic poems of ancient India, the other

being the Ramayana. It contains a history of the
contest for supremacy between the two great regal fami-
lies of northern India, the Pandavas and the Kurus or

mahlstick

Kauravas, ending in the victory of the former and the

establishment of their rule. In reality, this narrative oc-

ciljiies but a fourth of the poem, the other three fourths

being episodical and added at various times. The Maha-
liharata thus became a sort of encyclopedia, embracing

everything that it concerned a cultivated Hindu to

know.
Mahadeva (ma-ha-da'va), n. [Skt. miiliddeva,

< iiiahd-, great,"+ dcra, god: see deity.'] A name
of Siva, the third deity of the great Hindu triad.

mahalath (ma'ha-lath), n. A Hebrew word
of disputed meaning, occurring in the titles of

Psalms liii. and Ixxxviii. (in the last of which
the qualification leaiinoth is added) : accord-

ing to Gesenius, a lyre or cithara; according
to others, autiphonal singing or a direction to

sing in an antiphonal inanner.

mahaleb (mii'ha-leb), n. [Ar. malileb.] A spe-
cies of cherry (Prunits Mahaleb) whose fruit af-

fords a violet dye and a fermented liquor re-

sembling kirschwasser. It is found in the middle
and south of Europe. Its flowers and leaves are used by
perfumers, and its wood by cabinet-makers. Tubes for

tobacco-pipes, called cherry-sticks or -items, are made of

its young stems, sometimes several feet long and perfect-

ly straight. See cherryl, 1.

mahaly, [Amer. Ind.] A female salmon.

[California.]

Maharaja, Maharajah (ma-ha-ra'ja), n. [Skt.

maharaja, < mahd-, great, + raja, a prince or

king: see rajah.'] The title borne by some
Indian princes whose sovereignty is extensive.

Mahdi (ma'de), . [Also sometimes Mehdee (<

Turk, mehdi); < Ar. mahdi, a guide, leader,

esp. a spiritual director, lit.
' the guided or di-

rected one,' < ma-, a formative prefix, + ehdi,

guide (> hedi, a guide in religion, spiritual di-

rector, hidaya, guidance).] According to Mo-
hammedan belief, a spiritual and temporal
ruler destined to appear on earth during the

last days. Some sects hold that the Mahdi has ap-

peared, and in concealment awaits the time of his mani-
festation. There have been a number of pretended Mah-

dis, of whom the latest of importance was the chief whose
armed followers resisted the advance of the British troops
into the Sudan in 1884-85, and overthrew the Egyptian
power in that region, which they continued to hold. The
belief apparently grew out of the Jewish belief in the

coming of the Messiah.

It is from the descendants of 'Alee that the more de-

vout Moslems expect the Mehdee, who is to reappear on
earth in company with the Prophet Ellas, on the second

coming of Christ. J. P. Brmni, The Dervishes, p. 74.

Mahdi, or 'the well-guided,' is the name given by the
Shfites to that member of the family of 'All who, accord-

ing to their belief, is one day to gain possession of the
whole world, and set up the reign of righteousness in it.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 570.

Mahdian (ma'di-an), n. [< Mahdi + -an.] One
who holds that tne Mahdi whose coming was
foretold by Mohammed has already appeared ;

specifically, one who holds that the Mahdi has

already appeared in the person of Mohammed
Abu el-Qasim, the twelfth Imam, who is sup-
posed to be concealed in some secret place
awaiting the hour of his manifestation. The
Shiahs in general hold this view. Also Mahdist.

Mahdiism (ma'di-izm), 11. [< Mahdi + -ixm.]
The doctrine of, or belief in, the coming of the

Mahdi.
I pass on to consider the influence which an intensely

bigoted religious enthusiasm has exercised and still exer-

cises over the Soudan negro. The strength of Mahdiism
lies in this feeling. Fortnightly Ken. XLIII. 701.

Mahdism (ma'dizm), 11. [< Mahdi + -ixm.]
Same as Mahdiism.
In '83, when his book begins, Mahdism had become a

fact. The Academy, Oct. 20, 1888, p. 249.

Mahdist (ma'dist), . [< Mahdi + -ist.~] 1.

Same as Mahdian. 2. A follower of the pre-
tended Mahdi of the Sudan in Africa. See
Mahd!.
Another body of Mahdists coming round on our right re-

inforced them. Daily Telegraph (London), March 21, 1885.

Mahernia (ma-her'ni-a) n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1767), an anagram of Hcni/finiii//, a closely al-

lied genus.] A genus of dicotyledonous poly-

petalous plants of the natural order Sterciilincni'

and the tribe Htrnmntiieie, characterized by the
indefinite number of ovules and the reniform
seeds with a curved embryo, and differing from
Hermannia in having the filaments dilated at

the middle. It includes 33 species of undershrubs or

perennial herbs of southern Africa, many of which are
cultivated in conservatories.

maheymt, . An obsolete form of mayhem.
Chaucer.

mahlstick (mal'stik), n. [Also maulstick, ma/-

stick; < G. maMstock, nialstwk, < malen, paint, +
stock, stick, staff.] A staff, from three to four
feet long, iised by painters as a rest for the right

hand, and held in the left. It tapers toward the up-
per end, which is surmounted by a onll of cotton-wool
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covered with soft leather, to protect the picture from in-

jury ill case of contact.

mahmoodis, mahmoudis, mahmudia (ma-m6'-
dis), n. />/.

S;utio ;is iiiflnillHHlix.

mahoe (tnri'lio), . [Also mnlmiit; a native

inline.] 1. A nmlvaceoiis tree or shrub, Hibiscus

( I'n ri tin in) liliiii-fiiK, common on tropical coasts.

Tlie inner burk lias been much used for cord-

age. 2. Nlirriilia Cui-ilxi'ii, a tall West Indian
tree. 3. Mclicytus raiitijttn-u.*, a small New Zea-
liind tree of the violet family, with small flowers
in bundles on the branches. Blue, gray, ormoun-
taln mahoe, llibigcu* (Paritinm) elatux, a est I nilian

tree yielding the Cuba boat. Congo mahoe, Hibiscus

cli/fii-ittnx. -Seaside mahoe, Tln^tcitia papulnea, also one
of the Miilvacea; whose bant has been used In British Gui-
ana for making coffee-sacks.

mahoganize (nia-hog'a-uiz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

iitiiltoi/iiitizetl. pfg. iiiii/i<Hfiiiii:i>ig. [< mahogn-
"(.'/) + -i:c.\ To cause to resemble mahog-
any, as by staining.
mahogany (ma-hog'a-ni), n. [= F. mahayoni,
iiiahiM/<m = Pg. mogoiiii, ntvijiiii, niagno = U. mo-

gano = D. nuthonie = G. inahagoni = Sw. ma-
II/IIIOHI/, iHiilini/Hi/, mahogni = Dan. mahogni =
Turk, maghun (NL. unilini/oiii), < W. Ind. or
8. Amer. mahogoiii. Cf. <vyVi.] 1. A tree,

Mahoitre.

1 I...VVIIIK; Branch of \l..li-.^-niy (Swttttnia Mahegant).
a, the flower; *, the fruit.

Sicicteiiia Mahogani, of the natural order Melia-

cece. It is native in the West Indies, Central America,
Mexico, ami the Florida keys. Its importance lies in its

timber.

2. The wood of the above tree. It combines a
rich reddish-brown color, beauty of grain, and suscepti-
bility of polish with unusual soundness, uniformity, free-

dom from warping, durability, ami largeness of dimen-
sions. On account of Its costliness, its use Is restricted

mainly to furniture-making, cabinet-work, etc., often in

the form of a veneer. The quality of the timber varies
with the conditions of its growth, exposed situations and
solid ground yielding the finest. Mahogany with figured
grain is especially prized, and is obtained largely, but not

exclusively, from the Han Domingo and Cuba wood, called

Spanish mahogany. The Honduras mahogany, or bay-
wood, shipped from the Bay of Oampeachy, is more open-
grained and plain, and of larger dimensions, yielding logs
sometimes 4o feet in length. The Mexican mahogany has
the largest growth of all, is similar to the last-named, and
supplements its diminishing supply.
Hence 3. A table, especially a dinner-table.

1 had hoped to have seen you three gentlemen with your
legs under the mahtyanyin my humble parlor in the Marks.

Didcem, Master Humphrey's Clock.

4f. A kind of drink. Sec the quotation.
Mr. Eliot mentioned a curious liquor peculiar to his

country, which tlic Cornish llshcrmrn drink. They call it

mahogany; and it is made of two parts gin and one part
treacle, well beaten together.

Bagwell, Johnson (ed. 18S6\ VTII. 63.

African mahogany, same as Senegal mahogany. Aus-
tralian mahogany, Kiicaliiptus marginata (see jarrah);
also, other eucalypts (as below) and species of the related

genus A mniphnra. -Bastard mahogany, in Jamaica,
Matniilia (liittoitin) apftrfla; in Australia, Eufali/pttts mar-
ffinata, the jarruh. and K. Ixitriitriile*. Ceylon mahoga-
ny. Same as jack-wood. Forest-mahogany, in New
South Wales ;md Queensland, Encalitptw resinifera.
Horse-flesh mahogany. Same as solicit. Indian or
East Indian mahogany. Cedrela Toona, the toon-tree ;

also, si!i/n'>!,< f,''in7n;m, the Indian redwood, and Chick-
mx*m in'iulnrix, tin- chittagong-wood both formerly
classed under MI i'<7<-/im. Kentucky mahogany, a rare
name of the Kentucky coffee-tree. See O'lnuwciadus.
Madeira mahogany, same as cniKir.v-ifW. Moun-
tain mahogany, a tree of the genus Cercocarpus, especial-
ly C. li'<lii< ii'n.< and C. parvifotius ; sometimes also same as
Mwi/MK/fl/t/-fri';v/i. -Red mahogany. Same as foretct-tna-

honanii. Senegal mahogany, see Khaya. Swamp-
mahogany, in New SiintTi \\ales, Hwaliiptus botryoides
and E. robtmta. Whit6 mahogany, in Jamaica, Antir-
rha'a bifitrcnlti ; in Australia, Eucalyptus pilularis, var.

acinenuritien, and /-.'. rnl<utit.

mahogany-birch (ma-hog'a-ni-bereh), . The
cherry-birch, Jii tiiln It ntit. See birch.

mahogany-brown (nia-hog'a-ui-broun), n. A
reddish brown, the color of mahogany.
mahogany-color (niu-ho^'u-ni-kul or), A
reddish-brown color resembling that of ma-

hogany.

mahogany-gum (ma-hog'a-ni-gum), n. Same
U tafTCMt

mahogany-tree (nui-!iog'a-iii-tre), . 1. Same
UflMMpMy, I. Hence 2. The dinner-table.

Little we fear
Weathor without,
Sheltered about
Tlie mahogany tree,

Thackeray, The Mahogany Tree.

mahoitre (ma-hoi'tr), . [OF. mahnitrr, IIIH-

lioititn. ninliriisti-i, iiniliriilri-, malieurtre, etc.]
A wadded and upraised
shoulder (of a garment) in

fashion during the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries.

Mahomedan (ma - horn
'
ed-

an), n. and . See Moham-
iiinliin.

Mahomedanism, . See Mi>-

liininiii illinium.

Mahomedanize, . See Mo-
hiini iiit'ilinti.i'.

Mahometan (ma-hom'et-
an), a. and n. fFormerly
also Mahumetan; < F. Mnli<>-

wdtan = Sp. Pg. Maliometa-
no = It. Maomettaiio, < ML.
"MahomrtdiiHK, of Mahom-
et, < Mahomet, in older E.

Miiliniiii, Mnlinuiiil, etc. (see
Mahoiin), now bet I er Miiliitni-

med, in nearer agreement
with the Ar. Mulniiiiniiiil, the
Arabian prophet.] See Mvhammedun (the form
of the adjective now preferred).
Mahometanism, . See Mohammedanism.
Mahometanize, " See Molmmmedanize.
Mahometicalt, . [Formerly also Mahumetical;
as Mahomet + -ic-al."] Mohammedan.

In one part of this Mosquita was a Librarie of fortie flue

Mahumeticatl books. Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 270.

Mahometism (ma-hom'et-izm), n. [Formerly
also Mahumctitm"; < F. Maliometismc =Sp. Pg.
Jklakometismo It. Maometttemo; as Mahomet +
-WIM.] Mohammedanism. [Rare.]
Such as haue reuolted from the Faith to MahumitimM.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 204.

Mahometist (ma-hom'et-ist), n. [Formerly
also Mahumetist; = 8p. Mahometista ; as Ma-
hoiuet + -int.'] A follower of Mahomet or Mo-
haramed. [Rare.]
This present Emperour his sonnc . . . hath had great

good suucesse In his warres, lx>th against the Christians
and also the Mahmiietutt. Haltiuyfi I'mjages, I. 324.

Mahometry (ma-hom'et-ri), . [< Mahomet
(see Mahometan) + -ry. Cf. mnmmttry, mau-

iiictry.'] Mohammedanism.
The sacrifices which God gave Adam's sons were no

dumb popetry or superstitious mahometry, but signs of
the testament of God.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850X p. 27.

mahone (ma-hon'), . [< F. mahonne = Sp.
mahona = It. maoiiti. < Turk, maghuna, a barge,
lighter.] A large Turkish galley, barge, or

transport of burden.
Mahonia (ma-ho'ni-B), H. [NL. (Nuttall, 1818),
named after Bernard M'Mahon, a patron of
botanical science.] A subgenus of the genus
Herberts (which see).

mahonnett, . [Dim. of mahone.'] Same as
mrtlio/ir.

The nunilKT of the ships were these : 30 galliasses, lu.t

gallies, as well bastards as subtill mahonnets, 15 taffours,
20 fusts, 64 great ships, sixe or seuen gallions, and 'M gal-
leres. llakluyt's Voyayet, II. 78.

Mahoun, Mahound (ma-houn' or nuVhoun,
ma-hound' or ma'hound), . [Sometimes also

.\fiichouHd; < ME. Mahoun, Mawhown, Mahun,
Miiliound, (. OF. Malion, Mahnms, JUahum, also
Mnli itmet, Mahomet, now usually called Mohavi-
ini'd, < Ar. Muhammad: see Mohammedan. Cf.

Miifini, another form of the same word ; cf. also

mamiiiet, niaumet, etc.] If. Mahomet or Moham-
med : an old form of the name of the Arabian

prophet.
The presence seems, with things so richly odd,
The mosque of Mahound, or some queer pagod.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 239.

2. [?. c.] A monster; a terrifying creature.

A machuuHd. a bngbeare, a raw-head and bloudie bone.
Florio.

There met hyni this Maichmcn, that was o mysshap,
Buyn fonie in his face, as he fie wold.

Dettruction of Troy (E. C. T. S.), 1. 7758.

3. The devil; an evil spirit: go called as con-
fused or identified, in the medieval mind, which

regarded all heretics and false prophets as in-

stitfiited by the devil, with Mahomet or Moham-
med, the False Prophet. Compare niauinet.

maian
'I he dell cam' llilllinu' through the town.
An' danced awa wi' the exciseman,

And ilka wife cries - "AuM M'il,:,mi,
I wish you luck o' the prize, man !

"

m. The Kxciseman.

4f. [/<.] An idol or pagan deity. See muimtit.

mahout 1 (ma-houf), . [< Hind, mahaut, the

form, in the eastern provinces, of ninlminit, mn-

liiii-nt, an elephant-driver.] In the Kast Imli'-s,

the keeper and driver of au elephant.
Our curiosity was aroused by the eccentric movements

of our elephant and the sudden excitement of his mahout.
J. W. Palmer, I'p and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 88.

mahout-,". [Origin not ascertained.] A coarse
woolen cloth formerly manufactured in Eng-
land and in the south of France, exclusively for

export to the seaports of the Mediterranean.
and particularly to Egypt.
mahovo(ma-h6'vd),. [Etym. not ascertained.]
A name given by Von Schubersky to his appli-
cation of the fly-wheel to the locomotive. The
fly-wheel In this Invention is ponderous, and in running
down grades it stores up surplus mechanical power gen-
erated by the descent of the locomotive and train, to be In

turn Imparted to the driving-wheels in ascending a grade,
thus aiding the engine in making its ascent. The Inven-
tion has not met with success.

Mahratta (ma-rat'ii), . One of a race of Hin-
dus inhabiting western and central India, who
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

conquered and ruled many states, of which

they formed a confederation, but which are
now largely under British rule. They are Brah-
mans in religion, but differ physically from other Hindus,
and have a distinct Hindu dialect, the Mahrattl (Marathl).

mahsir, mahsur (ma'ser), . [E. Ind.] A
cyprinoid fish, Barlms tor, occurring generally
in the fresh waters of India, but of the largest
size and most abundant in mountain and rocky
streams. It resembles the European barbel In generic
characters, but has much larger scales (25 to 27 along the
lateral line), thick lips, often enlarged about the middle,
and the maxillary barbels longer than the rostral and ex-

tending to below the last third of the eye. It is the great
fresh-water game-fish of India, and reaches a large size,

occasionally weighing 100 to 150 pounds. Also called ""'

I'll.-" >, and by other forms of the word.

Mahu (ma'hs), H. [Perhaps a made name, like

many other appellations of devils ;
but cf. ,!/-

Ilium, 3.] All appellation in Shakspere of the
devil as the instigator of theft.

Five fiends have been in poor Tom at once ; . . . Hobbi-

didance, prince of dumbness ; Mahu, of stealing.
Shak., Lear, iv. 1. 63.

Mahumetant, etc. See Mahometan, etc.

mahute (ma-noV), n. [OF. mahute, upper arm.]
An arm

; specifically, in falconry, that part of

the wing in birds of prey which lies close to the

body.
mahwa-butter (ma'wa-but'er), w. A concrete
oil obtained in India from the seeds of the
mahwa-tree. It has about the industrial value of co-

coanut-oil, and Is useful for making soap ; in India it Is

used for cooking and burning, and to adulterate ghee or
clarified butter.

mahwa-oil (ma'wii-oil), . Same as mahwa-
butter.

mahwa-tree, mohwa-tree (ma'wa-tre, mo'wa-

tre), . [< E. Ind. mahwa or mohica + E. tree.']

The tree Bagsia latifolia.

Maia (ma'yft), H. [NL., < Gr. paia, a large kind
of crab, a particular use of /xiia, old woman,
nurse, mother.] The typical genus of Maiid(e,
founded by Lamarck in 1801. M. tquinado is known
as the sea-ipider or tpider-crab. The carapace IB oval, with

Spinous Spider-crab (Ma

many projecting points on the sides and In front, and the

long slim legs are beset with cirri. These crab* are ob-
served crawling sluggishly in the mud.
Malacca (ina-ya'se-aj,

n. pi. [XL., < Maia +
-area.] A group of spider-crabs. See Maioidea.

maiacean (mS-ya'se-an), a. and . Smne as
iiiiiiniili'ini.

maian (ma'yau), it. and . [< Main + -tin.]

Same MS Mittioitl.



Maianthemum

Maianthemum (ma-yan'the-mum), n. [NL.
(Wiggers, 1780), < Gr. fiala, mother, + avOtfiov,

a flower.] A genus of liliaceous plants of the

tribe Polygonateie, characterized by having the

flowers in a termi-
nal raceme, 2-merous,
and without a peri-

anth-tube, the seg-
ments spreading. They
are low herbs, with slen-

der creeping rootstocks,
two (rarely three) heart-

shaped leaves, and small
white flowers. There is

but a single species, M.
Canadense, one of the

plants known && false Solo-

mon's-seal, found in moist
woods throughout the

temperate regions of the
northern hemisphere.
maid (mad), n. [<ME.
maide, mayde, meide,

partly a shortened
form of maiden (see
maiden), partly from
earlier ME. magth, <

AS. mcegeth, maigth (=Od ,,,/,,//, /Y/7//77i Flowering Plant of MalaHthtmumUb. magam, magaan, Cana >ut. , flower .

, fniits.

magad = OFries. me-

flith, megeth, maged = D. meid, maagd = MLG.
maget, LG. magd = OHG. magad, macad, MHG.
maget, meit, G. magd, maid = Goth, magaths),
a maid, virgin, a fern, form with formative -th,

equiv. to mceg, maige, E. may3
, maid, fern, cor-

responding to magu, a son, mceg, a kinsman, E.

may"2 : see may2
, may3

.] 1. A young unmar-
ried woman ; a girl ; specifically, a girl of mar-

riageable age, but applied, usually with little or
some other qualifying term, to a female child of

any age above infancy: as, a maid, or a little

maid, of ten summers.
And bytwyne Citie and the seyd Chirche ys the flod flo-

ridus, where the fayer mayd shuld a ben brent.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 47.

But communed only with the lUtte maid,
Who pleased her with a babbling heedlessness
Which often lured her from herself.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. A woman, especially a young woman, who
has preserved her virginity; a virgin.

Would you not swear,
All you that see her, that she were a maid,
By these exterior shows? But she is none.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 40.

3f. A man who has always remained continent.

I wot wel the Apostel was a mayde.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 79.

He was clene mayde imartred with the same maydenes.
Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, v. 69.

4. A female servant or attendant charged with
domestic duties : usually with a specific desig-

nation, as a housemaid, chambermaid, nurse-

maid, a maid of all work, etc. See the com-

pounds, and phrases below.

And when she saw the ark among the flags, she sent her
maid to fetch it. Ex. ii. 5.

She's called upon her maids by seven.
To mak his bed baith sait and even.

Bothwett (Child's Ballads, I. 159).

She had no maids to stand
Gold-clothed on either hand.

A. C. Swinburne, Madonna Mia.

6. One of various fishes.
eral species of skate.

When fishy Stalls with double Store are laid :

The golden belly'd Carp, the broad-flnn'd Maid.

Gay, Trivia, Ii. 414.

(6) The thornback ray. Also called maiden and maiden-
skate, (c) The twait-shad. Cuckoo's maid, (a) The
red-backed shrike, Lanim cotturio. (b) The wryneck,
lynx torqwtta. Lady's maid, a female servant em-
ployed to attend to the personal wants of a woman.
Maid of all work, a female servant who does work of

every kind; a domestic who performs general house-
work. Maid of honor, (a) A woman of good birth

having membership in a royal household as an atten-

dant on a princess or the queen. While technically in
the latter's service, actual attendance is either divided as
to period among the several maids of honor, or is limited
to appearance at state occasions and court ceremonies.
In England eight maids of honor are now regularly chosen,
but more are often nominated. They are usually if not
always daughters or granddaughters of peers, and when
possessing no other title are styled honorable, (b) A sort
of cheesecake. [Said to be made according to a recipe
originally given by a maid of honor of Queen Elizabeth.)

He [the baker] has brought down a girl from London,
who can make short bread and maids of honor.

R. D. Blackmore, Kit and Kitty, vii.

Old maid, (a) A woman who remains unmarried beyond
the usual or average age for marriage. [Colloq.] (6) A
game of cards played by any number of persons with a
pack of fifty-one cards, one of the queens being thrown
out ; all cards that match are discarded, and that player in
whose hand the odd queen is finally left is said to be caught,

(a) The female of sev-
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and doomed to be an old maid (or bachelor), (c) The

lapwing : from the fancy that old maids are changed into

these uneasy birds after death. [Local, Eng.] (d) The
common clam, Mya arenaria. [South of England.] The
Heliconian maids. See Heliconian.

maidan (mi'dan), . [Pers.] In Persia and

India, a level open green or esplanade in or

adjoining a town, serving for a parade-ground
or for amusements of all sorts, but especially
for military exercises, horsemanship, and horse-

races. Sometimes spelled meidan.

maid-Child (mad'child), n. A female child; a

girl. [Rare.]
A maid-child call'd Marina. Shak., Pericles, v. 8. 6.

maiden (ma'dn), n. and a. [< ME. maiden,

mayden, meiden, madden, < AS. maigden, mceden

(= OHG. magatin, mageti, MHG. magetin, ma-

gedin, megetin, megedin, meitin), a maiden, with

fern, formative -en (see -e 4
), < mwgetli, a maid :

see maid."} I. n. 1. Amaid, in any sense of that

word. See maid.

Of bodi was he mayden clene. Havelok, L 990.

This synne Cometh ofte to hem that been maydenei, and
eek to hem that been corrupt. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

O 111 go tak the bride's maidens,
And well go tak a dance.

Fair Janet (Child's Ballads, II. 91).

2. An animal or a thing that is young, new,
inexperienced, untried, or untaken. Specifically

(a) In racing, a horse that has never won a race or a

stake. (6) A fortress that has never been taken, (c) In

cricket, an over in which no
runs are made. See over.

3. The last handful of

corn cut down by the

reapers on a farm. It

is dressed up with rib-

bons. [Scotch.] 4. A
wisp of straw put into
a hoop of iron, used by
a blacksmith in water-

ing his fire. Jamieson,

[Scotch.] 5. An in-

strumentofcapital pun-
ishment formerly used.
It consisted of a loaded blade

Maiden, Museum of the Society
or ax whichmoved ingrooves

of Antiquaries, Edinburgh. in a frame about ten feet

high, '['fir ax was raised
to the top of the frame and then let fall, severing the
victim's head from his body.
6. A mallet for beating linen, used in washing.

II. a. 1. Being a maid; belonging to the
class of maids or virgins.
His maiden sister and his orphan niece, whom he ...

used to boast of as the only women he had ever seen who
were well broken in and bitted to obedience.

Scott, Antiquary, Ii.

Nor was there one of all the nymphs that roved
O'er Msenalus, amid the maiden throng
More favour'd once.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii. 513.

2. Of or pertaining to a maid or to maids : as,
maiden charms.

Now, by my maiden honour, yet as pure
As the unsullied lily, I protest.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 351.

3. Like a maid in any respect; virginal; chaste.

Indeed I knew
Of no more subtle master under heaven
Than is the maiden passion for a maid,
Not only to keep down the base in man,
But teach high thought Tennyson, Guinevere.

4. Young; fresh; new; hitherto untried or

unused; unsullied; unstained.

Full bravely hast thou flesh'd

Thy maiden sword.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 133.

A due proportion of maiden i. e. pure chlorine, and
' '

spent
"
gas gas mixed with steam should be used.

Spans' Eneyc. Manuf., I. 460.

Maiden assize, an assize of a court for the trial of crim-
inals in Great Britain at which there are no criminal
cases to be tried. In the eighteenth century and previ-
ously the name was given to any assize at which no person
was condemned to die. It is usual at such assizes to pre-
sent the judge with a pair of white gloves. Maiden hat-
tie, a first contest

A maiden battle, then? Shak., T. and C., iv. 5. 87.

Maiden duck. See ducW. Maiden fortress, a fortress
that has never been captured. Maiden hand*, a hand
as yet unstained with blood.

This hand of mine
Is yet a maiden and an innocent hand,
Not painted with the crimson spots of blood.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 252.

Maiden name, the family name of a married woman be-
fore her marriage; the surname of a maiden. Maiden
over, in cricket, an over in which no runs are made. See
over. Maiden speech, one's first speech; especially,
the first speech of a new member in a public body, as the
House of Commons. Maiden Stakes, in horse-racing,
the money contended for in a race between young horses
that have never run before. Maiden strewmentst,
flowers and evergreens strewed in the path of a young
couple on their way to church to be married, or on the

The

Leaf of Maidenhair-tree
(Gingko biloba).

maiden-meek

way by which the corpse of an unmarried person of

either sex was carried to the grave.

Yet here she is allow'd her virgin crants,
Her maiden stretements, and the bringing home
Of bell and burial. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 26.

maident (ma'dn), v. i. [< maiden, .] To act or

speak in a maidenly manner; behave modestly
or demurely. [Bare.]

Forbad I mayden'd it, as many use,
Loath for to grant, but leather to refuse.

Bp. Hall, Satires, III. iii. 5.

maidenhair (ma'dn-har), n. 1. A fern of the

genus Adiantum, particularly A. Capillus -Vene-

ris, a native of North and South America,
Europe, Asia, Africa, China, and Japan, and
A. pedatum, a native of North America from
Canada southward, Hindustan, Japan, and
Manchuria. They grow in moist rocky places, and
are so called from the fine, hair-like stalks, or from the
fine black tibrous roots. Asplenium Trichomanes is the
black or English maidenhair.

2. A stuff in use for garments in the fourteenth

century. Fairholt Golden maidenhair, a moss,
Polytrichum commune, sometimes made into brushes and
mats.

maidenhair-grass, n. See Briza.

maidenhair-tree (ma'dn-har-tre), n.

gingko (which see),
so called from the
resemblance of its

leaves to the pin-
nules of the maiden-
hair fern. Although
but one species, Gingko
biloba, now exists, It was
once a very abundant
form, and is traceable to
the Jurassic and even
further back, a large
number of fossil species
being known, usually
with the leaves much
more lobed than in the

living species, becom-
ing digitate and passing
insensibly into still more
archaic types, Baiera,
Jeanpaulia, Trichopitys,
etc.

maidenhead (ma'dn-hed), n. [<ME. mayden-
hede, meidenlied, var. of maidenhood.] 1. Vir-

ginity; maidenhood.
By my troth and maidenhead,
I would not be a queen.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 3. 23.

2f. Newness; freshness; incipiency; also, the

first of a thing.
The maidenhead of our affairs.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 59.

Then came home to my fire the maidenhead of second
half bushel [of coals]. Swift.

3. The hymen or vaginal membrane, regarded
as the physical proof of virginity. 4f. The first

using of anything.
A chaine of golde that cost him Ivij pound and odde

money, wherof because he would have the maydenhead
or first wearing himselfe, he presently put it on in the
Goldsmith's shop. Greene, Conny Catching, 3d Part (1592).

Maidenhead spoon, a spoon having a small figure of the

Virgin forming the end or "head" of the handle. S. K.
Handbook College and Corporation Plate, p. 69.

maidenhood (ma'dn-hud), n. [< ME. mayden-
hodc; <maiden + -hood.] 1. The stateof being
a maid or maiden

;
the state of an unmarried

female; virginity.
And, for the modest love of maidenhood
Bids me not sojourn with these armed men,
Oh, whither shall I fly? Fairfax, tr. of Tasso.

To her, perpetual maidenhood,
And unto me no second friend.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, vi.

2. Freshness
;
newness. [Rare.]

The Ireful bastard Orleans that drew blood
From thee, my boy, and had the maidenhood
Of thy first fight I soon encountered.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 6. 17.

maiden-like (ma'dn-lik), . Like a maid
;
mod-

est.

maidenliness (ma'dn-li-nes), . The quality
of being maidenly ;

behavior that becomes a

maid; modesty; gentleness,
maidenly (ma'dn-li), a. [< maiden + -ly

1
.']

Like a maid; gentle; modest; reserved.

Lyke to Aryna, maydenly of porte.
Skelton, Garland of Laurel, 1. 866.

What a maidenly man-at-arms are you become !

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 82.

maidenly (ma'dn-li), adv. [< maiden + -fy
2
.]

In a maiden-like manner; modestly; gently.

[Rare.]
maiden-meek (m&'dn-mek), . Meek as be-

comes or is natural to a maiden.
I was courteous, every phrase well oil'd

As man's could be
; yet, maiden-meek, I pray'il

Concealment. Tennyson, Princess, iii.



maiden-nut

maiden-nut (ma'dn-nut), . In mrrlt., the in-

ner of two nuts on the same screw. The outer
nut is called the Jmii-iiiil. K. II, h'nii/hl.

maiden-pink(imVdn-pingk), . Akimlof ]>ink,
nianllmn 1/1 llniilen. Sometimes called meatlotr-

//..
maiden-plum (ma'dn-plum), n. A West In-
tliiin plant, ('niniii'/inliii iii/ri/rifoliii or I'. </<-

tata, of the natural order Anacardiaceee. It

yields u viscid juice, which on exposure to air
becomes an indelible black dye.
maiden's-blush (ma'dnz-blush), n. 1. A deli-

cate pink variety of rose.

Maydeia-blwth commixt with jessimine.
Uerrick, The Invitation.

2. A small goometrid moth, Ejihyra punetaria.
maidenshipt (ma'dn-ship), . [< maiden +
-.-/I//;.] Maidenhood. Fuller.

maiden's-honesty (ma'dnz-on'es-ti), n. The
virgin's-bower, Clematis Vitaltm. Britten and
Holland, Eng. Plant Names. [Some have sup-
posed the plant honesty to be meant. See hon-

i-Khj, 5.]

About Michaelmass all the hedge* about Thlckwood (in
the parfBh Colerne) are (as it were) hung with mayden's
huiwxt,y which lookes very ftno.

Aubrey's Wilts, MS. Royal Sac., p. 120. (aalKmll.)

maiden-skate (ina'du-skat), n. Same as maid,
5(6).
maiden-tongued (ma'dn-tungd), a. Sweet-
voiced and gentle in speech as a girl.

His qualities were beauteous as his form,
For maiden-tonijued he was.

Shale., Lover's Complaint, 1. 100.

maiden-widowed (ma'dn-wid'od), . Widow-
ed while still a virgin. [Rare.]

But I, a maid, die maiden-undoieed.
Shot., R. and J., 111. 2. 136.

maidhood (mad'hud), . [< maid + -hood.]
Maidenhood

; virginity.

Cesario, by the roses of the spring,
By maidhood, honour, truth, and everything,
Ilovethee. Shot., T. N., ill. 1. 182.

maidkint, . A little maid. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

maidlyt,". [<aW + -/yi.] Liksa maidorgirl.
O cowards all, and maydly men,
Of courage faynt and weake.

Gooye, Epitaphe on M. Shelley. (Domes.)

Maid Mariant, Maid-mariant (mad-mar'i-an),
. 1. Originally, the queen of the May, one of

the characters in the old morris-dance, often a
man in woman's clothes.

In the English Morris she Is called simply The Lady, or
more frequently Maid Marian, a name which, to our ap-
prehension, means Lady of the May, and nothing more.

Child's Ballads, Int., p. \\viii.

2. A kind of dance; a morris-dance or Moor-
ish dance.
A set of tnorrice-dancers danced a maid-marian with a

tabor and pipe. Sir W. Temj&e.

maid-of-the-meadow (mad'ov-the-med'6), .

A plant, Hpira.ii Ulmaria, of the natural order
Koxacete.

maid-pale (mad'pal), a. Having the delicate
white complexion of a maid or girl. [Bare.]
Change the complexion of her [England's] maid-pale peace
To scarlet indignation. Shale., Rich. II., ill. 8. 98.

maid-servant (mad'ser'vant), n. A female ser-

vant.
But the seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord thy God :

in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, . . . nor thy maid-
tenant. Ex. ex. 10.

maieutic (ma-ii'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. fuuev-

riKof, of or for midwifery (fern, fuuevriio/, so.

T^X\>TI. the art of midwifery), (. patei'eaOat, act as
a midwife, < //a/a, an old woman, a nurse, mid-

wife.] I. o. Serving to assist or facilitate

childbirth; hence, in the Socratic method (see
II.), aiding in bringing forth, in a metaphori-
cal sense; serving to educe or elicit. [Rare.]

II. H. The art of midwifery: applied by Socra-
tes to the method he pursued in investigating
and imparting truth; intellectual midwifery.
It consisted In eliciting from a person interrogated such
answers as lead by successive stages io the conclusion de-
sirnl by the interrogator.

This positive side of the Socratic method is the maieutic

(that is, nmuMitir or obstetric art). Socrates likened him-
self, namely, to his mother I'luenurete, who was a mid-
wife, because, if no longer able to bear thoughts himself,
he was still quite able to help others to bear them, as well
as to distinguish those that were sound from those that
were unsound. J. U. Stirling.

maicutical (raa-u'ti-kal), a. [< maieutic + -al.]
S:ime as iiiaiciitii:

maigniet, Same as ( -iiiy.

maigre (raa'ger), . and H. [< P. maitjre, lean.

spare, meager; as a noun, lean meat, food other
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than meat (fain- umit/rr, abstain from meat):
see meager, the E. form of the word.] I. a. 1.

Made neither of flesh-meat nor with the gravy
of flesh-moat: applied to the dishes used by
Roman Catholics during Lent and on the days
on which abstinence from flesh-meat is enjoin-
ed. 2. Of or pertaining to a fast or fast-day.
Maigre day, in the AV/m. Cath. Ch. t one of the days on

whlchthe use of llesh-nicat, or of food prepared with the
juirr of flesh-meat, is disallowed.

It happened to be a maiyre-day.
Walpole, To Mann, July 31, 1743.

II. n. An acanthopterygian fish of the genus
NciVi'wa, specifically S. aquila, a large and very
powerful fish common in the Mediterranean
and occasionally taken on the British coasts.
It is remarkable for making a whirring noise u It moves
through the water. The name is sometimes extended to
the Scioenidte. Also meager, xhade-Jieh, bar, and ItttftMrr.

inaihemt, See mayhem.
Maiidae (raa'yi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Main + -id<e.]
A family or short-tailed, stalk-eyed, decapod
crustaceans, typified by the genus Main, and cor-

responding more or less exactly to Milne-Ed-
wards's tribe Maiens of his family Oxyrhyncho;
the spider-crabs. These maiolda have long legs the

spiny carapace nearly always longer than broad, and the
rostrum usually two-horned. The common sea-spider,
Maia gquinado, is a characteristic example. The genera
are numerous, and the limits of the family vary with dif-

ferent writers. See cut at Maia. Also Maidte, Maiadae.

maik1
,
n. A Scotch spelling of make*.

maik'-', make (mak), n. [Cf. mag3.] A half-

penny. [Scotch and Eng. slang.]
mail1

(mal), n. [< ME. maile, male, maille,

maylle, < OF. maile, maille, a link of mail, a
mesh of a net, 'P. maille, link of mail, a mesh,
stitch, = Pr. malha = Sp. malla = Pg. malha
= It. maglia, link of mail, mail, stitch, < L.

macula, a spot, speck, hole, mesh of a net:
see macle, mackle, macula. In def. 1, the orig.

sense, the E. word may possibly be in part due
to AS. mal, mail, a spot : see mote1

.] If. A spot;
especially, a spot or speck on a bird's feather ;

hence, a spotted or speckled feather.

The moorish-fly : made with the body of duskish wool ;

and the wings made of the blackish mail of the drake.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 101.

~t. In armor, a ring, link, or scale on a coat of
mail. See def. 3.

Of his auantaile wyth that stroke carf wel many a maylle.
Sir Ferumbras, 1. 624.

Squama [I,.], tnayles or lytle plates in an habcrieon or
coate of fense. Cooper, 1584.

3. A fabric of meshes, especially and almost

exclusively of metal, used as a defense against
weapons; a kind of armor, specifically called

chain-mail, composed of rings of metal, inter-
linked as in a chain, but extended in width as
well as in length. Chain-mall seems to have been In-

troduced into the Roman
army in imitation of the

Gauls, and was much
worn wider the later em-
pire. It was the favor-
ite armor in Europe dur-

ing the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, but was
slow of fabrication and
expensive. Itwasofthree
kfnds : (1) that in which
the rings kept their shape
by their stiffness alone,
and which was therefore

very heavy, (2) that in
which the links were riv-

eted and forged ; (3) that in which each link was braced
across by a small bar a rare form. See hauberk, chaustett,
banded mail (under banded?), gusset, and camail.

He put a silk cote on his backe,
And mail of manye a fold.

Old Robin of Portingale (Child's Ballads, m. 88).

Some wore coat armour, imitating scale :

And next their skins were stubborn shirts of nmil.

TJryden, Pal and Arc., IU. 27.

4. By extension, armor of any sort.

To teach that right is more than might, and justice more
than mail ! Whittier, Brown of Osaawatomle.

Hence 6. Any defensive covering, as the
shell of a lobster or a tortoise.

His clouded Mail the Tortoise shall resign,
And round the Rivet pearly Circles shine.

Gay, The Fan, lit 157.

6. Naut., a square utensil composed of rings
interwoven like network, formerly used for

nibbing off the loose hemp on lines and white

cordage. 7. In wearing, a small metal eye or

guide-ring in a heddle, through which the warp
is threaded.
The essential features of the heddle are the eyes, loops,

or iniiilg through which the warp is threaded.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 464.

8. That part of a clasp which receives the

spring. Hallivell.-Banded mft'1 See banded?.-

Coat of Chain-mail (Hauberk), and
detail of same.

mailable

Cap Of mall. Same as coif of mail. Coat of mall.
See coat?. Coif of malL See coif. Edgewise mall.
Same as edge-mail. Glove Of mall. Same ugai
1. Hose of mail. SamcacAaue,. House of mall.
See AouxS. Interlinked m.H Same as chain-mail.
See def. 8.

mail 1
(mal), r. t. [< maiH, n.] 1. To spot or

stain. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]
Mailed wi' the bluld of a hit skirling wean that was hurt

some gate. Scott, Ueart of Mid Lothian, xvil.

2. To put mail upon; dress in mail; by ex-

tension, to protect with armor of any kind (sec
mail1

, n., 4): hardly used except in the past par-
ticiple. See mailed.

The mailed Mars shall on his altar sit,

Up to the ears in blood.

Shot., 1 Hen. IV., IT. 1. 116.

Methinks I should not thus he led along,
Mail'd up in shame, with papers on my back.

Shot., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 31.

Whereas those warlike lords

Lay mail'd In armour, girt with ireful swords.

Draytun, Barons' Wan, it 4.

Hence 3. To pinion or fasten down, as the

wings of a hawk.
Prince, by your leave, 111 have a clrcingle.
And mail you, like a hawk.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v.

mail2 (mal), n. [< ME. male = MD. maele, D.
maal = G. maile, < OP. male, maile, a bag, wal-

let, portmanteau, P. matte, a peddler's basket, a

trunk, mail (post), mail-coach, = Sp. Pg. mala,
a bag, trunk, < ML. mala, a bag; prob. of Cel-
tic origin, < Ir. and Gael, mala = Bret, mal, a

bag, sack; but the Rom. and Celtic forms may
be from the Teut.; cf. OHG. malaha, malha,
MHG. malhe, a saddle-bag, a wallet

;
Icel. malr,

a knapsack. The ult. origin is undetermined.]
It. A bag, sack, or other receptacle for the con-

veyance or keeping of small articles of personal

property or merchandise, especially the cloth-

ing or other baggage of a traveler, the equip-
ments of a soldier, etc.

A male tweyfold on his croper lay ;

It semede that he cariede lyt array ;

Al light for somer rood this worthy man.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 13.

See that my mail*, with my vestments, be sent to the

monastery of Saint Mary's. Scott, Monastery, xxil.

Specifically 2. A bag for the conveyance of

letters, papers, etc., particularly letters for-

warded from one post-office to another under
governmental authority and care

;
a mail-bag.

3. A mass or assemblage of mail-matter;

collectively, the letters, papers, etc., conveyed
by post ;

the matter sent in any way through
the post-office. 4. The person bywhom or the

conveyance bywhich the mail is carried; hence,
the system of transmission by public post; pos-
tal conveyance : as, to send a package by mini;
news received through the mail.

In thewest of England particularly, the mat? [coach] acts
as a regulator. Just as the sun on the hills acts as a ther-
mometer. Quoted in Firgt Year of a Silken Reign, p. 124.

Mall axle. Seeozfe.

mail2 (mal), v. t. [< mip, n.] To put in the

mail; send by mail; put into the post-office for
transmission by mail ; post : as, to mail a letter.

mai!3t (mal), n. [< ME. maile, maille, < OP.
maille, maaille, meaille (P. maille), t., mail, m.,
a coin, a halfpenny (see def.), medaille, a coin

(medal): see medal. In def. 2 a particular use,
like penny in a similar sense, for 'money paid,'
'

tax,' hence
'

rent.'] 1. A small coin of billon
or silver current in France from the thirteenth
to the fifteenth century. It had half the value
of the denier. Sometimes called obole. 2.

Rent; hence, payment at a fixed rate, as the
rent or annual payment formerly extorted by
the border robbers. Compare blackmail. [Old
Scotch.]

I'll pay yon for my lodging maill,
When first we meet on the Border side.

Kimiumt WiUie (Child's Ballads, VI. 66),

Hall noble, an English gold coin of the reign of Ed-
ward III., current for 3. 4d. Also called half-noble.
Malls and duties, the rents of real estate due from the
tenant to the lord, whether in money or grain.
mail4 (mal), . [< OF. mail, maill, mal, maul,
P. mail, < L. malleus, a mall, mallet : see mall 1

.']

1. A mall or mallet.

After the flax has been bruised by the mail, and crushed
by the braque, it is ready for the scutching process.

Un, Wet., U. 415.

2. A French game similar to chicane.
mail5 (mal), . A weight equal to about 105

pounds avoirdupois. [OrkneyJ
mailable (nia'la-bl), . [< ma'itf + -able.] Ca-

pable of being mailed; such that it can be sent

by mail in accordance with the regulations gov-
erning the post-office.



mailaid

mailaidt, [< Gael. milci<l, a bag, < mala, a

bag: see win!*.] A hunting-hag. [Scotch.]

mail-bag (mal'bag), n. A bag in which the

public mail is carried. In the United States postal
service the canv:is buys used for papers and parcels are
called mail-sack^, the locked leather bags mail-pouches.

Mall-bag receiver and discharger. See mail-catcher.

mail-box (mal'boks), n. A box placed in some
public place, as at a street corner, for the de-

posit of letters to be gathered by the postman.
mail-car (mal'lciir), . A railroad-car for car-

rying the mails. When fitted up with post-office fa-

cilities for distributing and stamping letters, etc.
,
on the

journey, such a car is called a postal car, poet-office car, or
railroad post-office.

mail-carrier (markar"i-er), . A person em-
ployed in carrying the mail between post-of-
fices, or over a specified mail-route.

mail-cart (mal'kart), n. A cart in which the

public mail is carried.

In another minute matt-carte are seen rushing along
from the Post Office and sidling up to the different mails
with their reeking horses.

Quoted in first Year of a Silken Reign, p. 135.

mail-catcher (inarkach"er), n. A device at-

tached to a mail-car, designed to catch up mail-

bags while the train is in motion. It consists of
a hinged iron bar fixed at the door of the car, in such a

way as to catch the bag, which is suspended by hooks or

light strings from a gallows-frame beside the track. The
catcher engages the middle of the bag, just where it is tied
into the smallest possible compass, and holds it securely
until it is drawn in at the door.

mail-Cheeked (mal'chekt), a. Having the
cheeks mailed, as a fish, by the extension of
certain suborbital bones, especially the third

suborbital, to articulate with the preopercle;
sclerogenous : specifically said of the cottoids.

mail-clad (mal'klad), a. 1. Clad with a coat
of mail.
The peer of our day ... is in less danger going about

weaponless than was the mail-clad knight with lance and
sword. II. Spettcer, Study of Sociol., p. 257.

2. By extension, in modern usage, defensively
armed

;
clad in armor.

mail-coach (mal'koch), . A coach that con-

veys the public mails.

Mail-coaches, which come to others, come not to me.
Hannah More, To H. Walpole, 1788.

mail-coif (mal'koif), . Same as coif, 3 (a).
mailed (maid), a. [< main + -R] If. Spot-
ted; speckled.
As for these our Hawkes, they bee not white, but white

and mayled. Hakluyt's Voyagex, I. 303.

2. In zool., loricate; lepidote; cataphracted;
provided with scales, plates, shields, bucklers,
or the like, which serve for defensive armor like
a coat of mail. See lorica, loricate, Loricata.
Mailed bullheads, the fishes of the family Agonidce.

mailed-cheeks (mald'cheks), n.pl. In ichth.,
the gurnards or cottoids: a term translating
Sclerogenidai anAjoues cuirassees.

mailer (ma'ler), H. Same as addressing-machine.
mail-guard (mal'gard), n. An officer having
charge of mail under conveyance.
mail-hood (mal'hud), . In armor, a hood like
the camail, attached to the hauberk and drawn
at pleasure over the head and steel cap, worn
by the Persians during the third and fourth cen-
turies after Christ. A similar hood was worn
by the Circassians up to the time of their sub-

jugation by the Russians.
mail-hose (mal'hoz), n. pi, Chausses of mail.

mailing 1
(ma'ling), n. [< mail1 + -0i.] 1.

Linked mail in general. 2. The conventional
device adopted, as in early monuments of art,
to give the idea of a garment of mail.

mailing'
2
(ma'ling), n. [< mail3

, 2, + -inr/.'] A
piece of land for which rent or feu-duty is paid;
a farm. [Scotch.]
mailing-machine (ma'ling-ma-shen"), . Same
as addressing-machine.
mailing-table (ma'ling-ta'bl), n. A table used
in a post-office in sorting or distributing let-

ters for various routes or stations, it is fitted
with tiers of boxes, each box being provided with facilities
for attaching a mail-bag to the rear so that letters will
fall from the box into the bag.

maillt, maillet, . See maifi.

Mailly (ma'lye), . [F.] A still wine made
from a very black grape, of the quality of the
so-called gray wine of Champagne, resembling
the still Sillery.
mail-master (mal'mas'ter), n. An officer who
has charge of the mail.

mail-matter (mfil'mat'er), . Matter, as let-

ters and packages of various kinds, carried in
the mail

;
such material as may be transmitted

through the post-office.
mail-net (mal'net), n, A form of loom-made
net. It is a combination in the same fabric of common
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gauze and whip-net, and presents the appearance of a con-

tinuous succession of right-angled triangles. E. H. Knight.

mail-pilliont (mal'pil'yon), n. A stuffed lea-

thern cushion behind a servant who attended
his master in a journey, to carry luggage upon ;

also, a mail-saddle, or saddle for carrying lug-

gage upon. Halliwell.

mail-pouch (mal'pouch), n. See mail-bay.

mail-quilt (mal'kwilt), n. A garment of fence
made of textile material, stuffed and quilted.

Compare gambeson and coat-of-fence,
Here clasping greaves, and plated mail-quilt* strong,
The long-bows here, and rattling quivers hung.

ttickle, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, i.

mail-route (mal'rot), n. A route over which
mails are regularly conveyed.
mail-sack (mal'sak), n. See miiil-bag.
mail-shell (mal'shel), n. A kind of mollusk:
same as chiton, 2 (6).

mail-stage (mal'staj), . A mail-coach. [U.S.]
mail-train (mal'tran), w. A railroad-train by
which mails are carried.

maim (mam), v. t. [Also, obs. or dial., main; <

ME. mnimeit, maijmen, mayhcmen, mainen, may-
ncn,<. OF. mehaigner, mahaigner= Pr. maganhar
= It. mayagnarc (ML. mahemiare, mahaiiare, ma-
lieniiai'e, iehaig>tarc),m&im', cf. Bret. nmcAaffff,

mutilate, machan, mutilation, prob. from the
OF. ; ulterior origin uncertain.] To disable by
wounding or mutilation

; deprive of, or of the
nse of, a necessary constituent part, as of the

body, or, figuratively, of anything; in old laic,

to deprive of the use of a limb, so as to render a

person less able to defend himself in fighting, or
to annoy his adversary; mutilate. See mayhem.

The pore and the maymot for to clothe and fede.
Chnn. VUodun, p. 31. (HattiweU.)

You maim'd the jurisdiction of all bishops.
Shak., Hen. VIII., Hi. 2. 312.

By the ancient law of England, he that maimed any
man, whereby he lost any part of his body, was sentenced
to lose the like part. Blackstone, Com., IV. xv.

= 8yn. Mangle, etc. See mutilate.

maim (mam), H. [Also mayhem (as technically
used in law), formerly mahim; < ME. maim,
maym,maihem, mayhem, < OF. mehaing, mehain,
mahain (ML. mahamiiim, mahaiguium, mahai-
niinn), a maim, bodily defect through injury,= It. magagna, a defect, blemish : see maim, .]

1. A disabling wound or mutilation; the de-

privation of a necessary part, or of the use of it,

as a limb
; a crippling, or that which cripples ;

in old law, deprivation by injury or removal of
the use of some member serviceable in fight or
for self-protection.

Your father's sickness is a maim to us
A perilous gash, a very limb lopp'd off.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 42.

The law of England, and all laws, hold these degrees of

injury to the person, slander, battery, maim, and death.

Bacon, Charge concerning Duels, 1613, Works, XI. 406.

2. See the quotation, and mayhem.
The word maim is not, according to the better use, a

synonym for mayhem, which is a particular sort of aggra-
vated maim. But, like mayhem, it implies a permanent
injury or crippling, certainly when employed with refer-
ence to cattle. And such appears to be its general legal
meaning. Bishop.

Hence 3. A hurt or wound in general; an
injury. [Now rare.]
Now God vs deflende fro deth this day and fro mayme,

ffor now I se well that we be alle in pereile of deth, for I
se yonder comynge the baner of the man that moat is

dredde of his enmyes thourgh the worlde.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 161.

Shrewd maims! your clothes are wounded desperately !

B. Jomon, Magnetick Lady, ill. 3.

4f. A defect or blemish.
A noble author esteems it to be a maim in history that

the acts of parliament should not be recited.
Sir J. Hayward.

In a minister, ignorance and disability to teach is a
maim; nor is it held a thing allowable to ordain such.

Booker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

maimedly (ma'med-li), adv. In a maimed or
defective manner.

I rather leaue it out altogether then presume to doe it

maymedly. Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 614.

maimedness (ma'med-nes), n. The condition
of being maimed.
Maimonidean (mi-mon-i-de'an), a. [< Maimo-
nides (see def.) + -ax.] Relating to Maimoni-
des (1135-1204), a Spanish-Hebrew theologian
and philosopher, noted as a reformer of Jewish
traditions, or to his opinions.
The Maimonidean controversy. Encyc. Brit., XX. 283.

Maimonist (ml'mon-ist), n. [< Maimon(ides)
(see Maimonidean) + -ist.~\ An adherent of
Maimonides.
main1 (man), n. [Early mod. E. also maine,
maync; < ME. main, maytt, < AS. mirgai, power,

main

strength (= OS. meyin = OHG. iiicf/in = Icel.

megiii, magn, power, might, the main part of a

thing),<m'g, pret.pres. of "intigtin, have power:
see muyl. Cf. might 1

,
from the same source. Cf.

also main2
, to which some of the uses commonly

referred to main! (defs. 2, 3, etc.) are in part
due.] 1. Strength; force; violent effort : now
used chiefly in the phrase with might and main.

God schulde be worschipide ouer al thing ;

do rijjtwijsnes with merci with al thi maj/n.
Ill/mm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S ), p. 37.

But th* Adamantine shield which he did beare
So well was tempred, that for ail his maine
It would no passage yeeld unto his purpose vaine.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 10.

2. That which is chief or principal ;
the chief

or main portion; the gross; the bulk; the

greater part. [Obsolete or archaic.]
He himself with the main of his Army was entered far

into the Country. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

Main of my studies. Bp. Parker, Flatonick Philos., p. 2.

The main of them may be reduced to language, and an
improvement in wisdom. Locke.

Hence 3f. The principal point ;
that which is

of most importance ;
the chief or principal ob-

ject, aim, or effort.

Let's make haste away, and look unto the main.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., L 1. 208.

Let it therefore be the maine of our assembly to survay
our old lawes, and punish their transgressions.

Marston, The Fawne, v.

4. A broad expanse, as of space or light; un-
broken extent

;
full sweep or stretch. [Rare in

this general sense.]

Nativity, once in the main of light,
Crawls to maturity. Shak., Sonnets, Ix.

To found a path
Over this main from hell to that new world.

Milton, P. L., x. 258.

Now, specifically (a) The expanse of ocean; the open
ocean

;
the high sea.

I cannot, 'twixt the heaven and the main,
Descry a sail. Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 3.

(6) A continental stretch of land ; a continent ; the main-
land, as distinguished from islands.

Travelling the maine of poore Slavonia, ... he came
to Orates in Steria. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 7.

Almost fourteen months before Columbus in his third

voyage came in sight of the main, ... he [John Cabot]
discovered the western continent.

Bancroft, Hist U. S., I. 9.

5. A principal duct, channel, pipe, or electri-

cal conductor, as a water- or gas-pipe running
along a street in a town, or the largest con-
ductor in a system of electric lights.
The fillet should be at least 2 inches wide in the case of

the mains. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), II. 2.

6. The thick part of meat. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng. ] For the main, in the main-for the most part ;

in the greatest part; on the whole. Hydraulic main.
See hydraulic. With might and main See mightl.
main'2 (man), a. [< ME. "main, mayn, (a) partly
< Icel. meginn, megn, main, strong, mighty (=
Dan. megen, much), associated with the noun
megin, might, main, = AS. maegen = E. main1

(there is no like adj. in AS.) (see main 1
) ; (6)

partly < OF. maine, maigne, magne, chief, great,
= Sp. magno = Pg. magno, manho = It. magno,
great, < L. magnus, great, akin to Gr. ntyat; (p.e-

ya/U), great, AS. micel, great, E. micMe, much:
see mickle, much. From L. magnus are also E.

magnum, magnify, magnitude, etc.] If. Great
in size or degree ;

vast
; hence, strong; power-

ful; important.
Tin * Meesangers met with a mayn knight,
A derf mon to dem, & Delon his nome.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7833.

I may seem
At first to make a main offence in manners.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

How dare you, sirrah, 'gainst so main a person,
A man of so much noble note and honour.
Put up this base complaint ?

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

Lastly, the use of all unlawful arts is maine abuse.
Lord Brooke, Human Learning.

Themselves invaded next, and on then- heads
Main promontories flung. Milton, P. L., vi. 664.

2. Principal; prime; chief; leading; of chief
or principal importance: as, his main effort

was to please.
To maintaine the maine chance, they use the benefits of

then* wives or friends. Greene, Conny Catching (1591).

Count Olivares is the main Man who sways all.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 11.

Men who set their Minds on tnain Matters, and suffi-

ciently urge them, in these most dittk-ult times, I find not

many. Milton, Free Commonwealth.
The extinction of his [the king's] influence in Parliament

was the 'ittain end to be attained.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent,, xv.



main

3. I'riin-ipul or duct' in si/.e or extent; largest ;

cuiudstiiiK of tin- largest part; most important
li\ reason of si/.e or strength : as, the inn hi tim-

h'ers of a building; the miiin branch of a river;
the niniii body of an army.
This as a niniii lilmv to I'rince Lewis, and the last of

his Hattela in England. Raker, Chronicles, p. 78.

The wain liattel was leil by the King himself.

Itnkrr. Chronicles, p. 170.

To glean the broken ears lifter the man
That the main harvest reaps.

Shak., An you Like it, Hi. 5. 103.

4. Full; undivided; sheer: now used chiefly in

the phrases nmin xtrcni/tli, uii it force.
Hut I hope with ray hond * my hard strokes,

Thnrgh might of cure mykell goddes, & of mayn strenght,

Thy hotly to brittun vnto bale dethe.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. .), 1. 79f>.

A man of my lord cardinal's, by commission and main
power, took 'em from me. Shak., Hen. VIII., 11. 2. 7.

By the main assent
Uf all these learned men she was divorced.

Shot., Hen. VIII., tv. 1. 81.

They did put the wars likewise upon mom force and
valour. Bacon, Vicissitude of Things (od. 1887).

5. Ifaut., belonging to or connected with the

principal mast in a vessel. 6. "Big"; angry.
[Prov. Eng.]
Observing Dick look'd ma<n and blue.

CMim'i iliaxUanitt (1702), p. 13. (HnUiuxU.)

Main Chance. See chance. Main course. Seeomrw',
18. Main deck. See deck, 2. Main guard, a body of

soldiers told off for the guard-mounting of the day or night,
fri'in which sentinels and pickets are taken. Main sea.
Bee sea.

main- (man), adv. [< main2
,
a. Cf. mif/liti/,poic-

i-rl'iil, similarly used.] Mightily; exceedingly;
extremely. [Prov. Eng.]
Why, it's tnain jolly, to be sure.

Sheridan (I), The Camp, i. 2.

A draught of ale, friend ; for I'm main dry. f'oote.

main3 (man), . [< ME. mayne, < OF. main, the

hand, F. main, the hand, a hand at cards, the
lead at cards, also hand (lit. and iu various de-

rived senses), = Pr. man = Sp. ntano = Pg. ;#

= It. wao= Ir. man, mana,<. L. matins, the hand,
also a stake at dice (and iu many other derived

senses) : prob. < / ma, measure. The deriva-

tives of L. maims are very many: manacle,
manage, manage, manifest, maniple, manipulate,
manner, manual, manufacture, manumit, manu-
script, etc., manure, manteuver, mainor, aman-
uensis, etc., mainprise, mainpernor, tnaintain,

etc.] If. A hand.

Saynt I'.lyn hit made with noble mayne.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 130.

2f. A hand at dice
;
a throw of the dice at haz-

ard.
Were it good

To set the exact wealth of all our states

All at one cast? to set so rich a tnatn
On the nice hazard of one doubtful hour?

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1. 47.

First a maine at dice, and then weele eate.

Maretan, What you Will, iv. 1.

3. A match at cock-fighting.
The Welch main, which was the most sanguinary form

of the amusement, appears to have been exclusively Eng-
lish, and of modern origin. In this game as many as six-

teen cocks were sometimes matched against each other at
each side, and they fought till all on one side were killed.

The victors were then divided and fought, and the process
was repeated till but a single cock remained.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, IT. 600.

4. A banker's shovel for coin.

main4
! (man), r. t. [By apheresis for amain2.]

To furl : said of sails.

Thanne he made vs to mayne, that ys to sey stryk Downe
ower sayles. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 59.

When it is a tempest almost intolerable for other ships,
and maketh them main all their sails, these [carackes] hoist

up theirs, and sail excellently well.
T. Stevens (Arber's Eng. Oarncr, I. 132).

main~'t, ' t. An obsolete variant of maim.
niaina (ma'na), . K Hind, maina, a starling.]
1. A kind of bird. See minn- and Kuliilien. 2.

[ca/>.] A genus of birds : same as Eulahcs. B.R.

Hodgson, 1836. Also Mainatim (li. P. ISXHHII,

1831).
main-beam (mau'bem), . \ant., the deck-
beam under the forward side of the main-hatch,
on which the official tonnage and number of
the vessel are by the United States statute re-

quired to be marked. On river-steamers it is

considered to be the beam under the after side
of the starboard forward hatch.

main-boom (man'bom), . The spar which ex-
tends the foot of a t'ore-and-at't mainsail.

main-brace (man'bvas), . .\'<n</., the brace
attached to the main-yard. See /ira<v', !). To
splice the main-brace, in mint, slang, to serve out an
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alli>iv:uiceof spirit* to a chip's company; indulge in drink-

ing spirits.

main-chocks (mSn'ohoto), ". /)/. The first set

of choeks or strips of wood at the head of a

whale-boat, nailed to the upper strake, form-

ing the groove through which the line passes.

main-couple t muu'kup'l), n. In arch., the priu-

eipal truss iu a roof.

main-deck (man'dek), . In merchant ships,
that part of the upper deck which lies between
the forecastle and the poop ; in men-of-war, the

deck next below the spar-deck; the gun-deck.
See di (/,-, -2.

main-de-fer (maii-dt-fcr'), n. [F.: main, hand ;

de, of; fer, iron.] A defensive appliance for

the baud and arm used in the tournaments
and tilting-matches of the sixteenth century.
Especially (a) A solid piece of iron extending from the

elbow-Joint to the tips of the lingers of the left arm,

like a shield, to protect that part of the arm which was
not covered by the tilting-shield. The hand behind it

was free to hold the reins, being clothed in a simple glove
of leather or similar material. (6) A gauntlet for the right
hand, fastening with hook and staple or the like, so that
the hand could not be opened, nor the weapon grasped in

It be dislodged.

Maine law. See law1
.

maine-portt (man'port), . In old Eng. law, a
small duty or tribute, commonly of loaves of

bread, which in some places the parishioners
brought to the rector in lieu of small tithes,

mainfult (man'ful), a. [< ME. maynful, mein-

ful; < main 1 + -ful.'] Powerful,
main-hatch (man'hach), n. Naut., a hatch just
forward of the mainmast,
main-hold (man'hold), n. Xaut., that part of
a ship's hold which lies near the main-hatch,

mainland (man'land), . The continent; the

principal land, as distinguished from islands.

It Is In Grece, and theTnrkes inayne lande lyeth within

.ij. or .Uj. myle of theym.
Sir J{. Ovylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

They landed on the mainland north of the haven.
E. A.. Freeman, Venice, p. 124.

mainlander (man'lan-der), . One who dwells
on the mainland. [Rare.]
The mainlanders and the islanders could not take the

preliminary step of agreeing upon a place where they
should meet. Palfrey, Hist. New Eng., II. 359.

main-link (man'lingk), . In maeh., in the
usual parallel motion, the link that connects
the end of the beam of a steam-engine to the

piston-rod.
mainly (mau'li),o't>. [< na 2

, a., + -fy
2
.] If.

By main strength ; strongly ; forcibly ; firmly.
Such breadth of shoulders as might mainly bear
Old Atlas' burthen. Marlowe, Tamburlalne, I., ii. 1.

2f. Greatly ;
to a great degree ; mightily.

When a suspect doth catch once, it burns mainly.
Middleton, The Witch, iv. 2.

Still she eyes him mainly. Fletcher, Mad Lover, Hi. 4.

3. Chiefly; principally: as, he is mainly occu-

pied with domestic concerns.

Moos'lims of Arabian origin have, for many centuries,
mainly composed the population of Egypt

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians. I. 29.

They are Spaniards mainly In their love of revolt.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 181.

mainmast (man'mast or -mast), w. yaut., the

principal mast in a ship or other vessel, in
three-masted vessels It is the middle mast; in a vessel

carrying two masts it is the one toward the stern, except
in the yawl, galiot, and ketch, where it is the mast toward
the prow ; in four-masted ships it is the second mast from
the oow. Malnmastman, a seaman stationed to attend
to and keep in order the ropes about the mainmast.

mainort, mainourt (ma'nor). H. [Also manour,
mil ii IK r. mi/in r: < ME. m<i nitiri'. miiy-
niin, < AF. mainonre, meiiioure, OF. main'

maiioeiirre, nianom; work of the hand : see ma-
imwvr. /HfiMHir, wiwiiiicr3.] 1. Act or fact : used
of the commission of theft. 2. That which is

st oleii
; evidence of guilt found on an offender,

as stolen goods. To be taken in the mainor, to
be taken or caught in the act, as of theft.

main-sheet

How like :i uliei'i'-biting i"fin-, '"* i" the manner,
And ready for the halter, ilimt tlinu look now !

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. i.

To be taken with the mainor, to he taken or caught
with the stolen property in hand.

The manner of It Is, I was taken iri/A the manner.
Shak.,L.L.L.,\.l. 204.

Even as a theife that Is taken with the manner that he
st calnli. Latimer, Sermons, p. 1la (Karen.)

A thief taken with the mainour, that Is with the thinit

stolen upon him in rnanu, might, when so detected Ha-

KI ante dellcto, be brought Into court, arraigned, and tried

without indictment. Wacltstone, Com., IV. xxiii.

main-pendant (man'pen'daut), n. Naut., a

piece of stout rope fixed to the top of the main-
mast under the shrouds on each side, and having
an iron thimble spliced into an eye at the lower
end to receive the hooks of the pendant-tackle.
mainpernablet (man'per-na-bl), a. [< OF.
(AF.) mainpreiiable, < mainprendre, take sure-

ty: see niiiin/irine, mainpernor.^ In laic, capable
of being admitted to give surety by mainper-
nors; proper to be mamprised; bailable.

mainpernort, mainpernourt (man'per-nor), .

[Early mod. E. also mayntperncr ; \ ME. main-

pernour, meinpernotir, maynpurnour, < OF. (AF. )

mainpernour, mainparnour, mainprenor, maiii-

preneur, < mainprendre, take surety: see main-

prise.'] In law, a surety for a prisoner's ap-

pearance in court at a future day; one who
gives mainprise for another: diflering from bail

in that the mainpernor could not imprison or

surrender the prisoner before the day appoint-
ed. See mainprise.

Whan Cryste schall schewe his woundys wete,
Than Marye be oure maynvurnoure .'

MS. Cantab, rf. II. 38, f. 5. (Halliwell.)

To compel them to find surety of their good bearing, by
sufficient mainpemtrrit, of such as be distrainable, if any
default be found In such Feitors and Vagabonds,
Laiet nf Riehard It., quoted In Eibton-Turner's Vagrants

[and Vagrancy, p. 59.

Thou knowest well ynough that I am thy pledge, borowe,
and tnayneperner.

Hall't Union, 1648, Hen. IV., foL 12. (Sara.)

main-pin (man'pin), . A pin upon which the
fore axle of a wagon turns in locking. [Prov.
Eng.]
main-post (man'post), n. The stern-post of a

ship.

mainpriset, mainprizet (man'pnz), n. [< ME.
mainprise, meynprixe, < OF. (AF.) mainprise,

meinprise, surety, bail,< mainprendre, take sure-

ty, < main, hand, + prendre, take : see prize
1

.']

In law : (a) Surety; bail.

He shall, for his offence, pay the sum of two shillings, or
else be utterly excluded for ever, without bail or mainjtriie.

Enytith Gildt (E. E. T. 8-X p. 291.

They are not bailable,

They stand committed without bail or mainprise.
B. Joruon, Staple of News, T. 2.

(6) Deliverance of a prisoner on security for

his appearance at a future day.
"fiod wot,' qnath Wisdam,

" that weore not the beste;
And he amendes make let inrynprine him haue ;

And beo borw of bis bale and buggen him bote."
Piert Plowman (A), iy. 75.

(c) A writ formerly directed to the sheriff, com-
manding him to take sureties (called mainper-
nors) for a prisoner's appearance, and to let

him go at large. This writ is now generally
superseded by bail and habeas corpus.
mainpriset, mainprizet (man'pnz), v. t. [<

mainprise, n.] To suffer to go at large, as a

prisoner, on his finding sureties or mainper-
nors for his appearance at a future day.
mainprisert, mainprizert (man'pri-zfcr), . A
surety; a mainpernor.
There was the Earlc of lister enlarged, who tooke his

oath, and found mainpruer* or sureties to answer the
writ* of law and to pursue the Kings enemies.

Holland, tr. of Camden, ii. 17& (Danei.)

main-rigging (man'rig'ing), n. .Vw,.. the rig-

ging of the mainmast.

mainroyal (man'roi'al), n. ffaut., the upper-
most sail ordinarily carried on the mainmast,
next above the topgallantsail, and used only
in a light breeze. Mainroyalmast, the upper part
of the maintopgallantmast, sometimes fitted separately.

mains (manz), n. [A dial. var. of ia;ie2 .] The
farm or fields attached to a mansion-house;
the home farm. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
mainsail (man'sal or -si), n. In a square-rigged
vessel, the sail bent to the main-yard ; the main
course; in a fore-and-aft rigged vessel, the large
sail set on the after part of the mainmast.
main-sheet (man'shet), . The sheet or rope
used for securing the mainsail when set. See
sheet. With a square mainsail it holds in place the lee

clue of the sail, and with a fore-and-aft mainsail it is a

tackle on the main-boom.



mainspring

mainspring (man'spring), n. 1. The principal

spring of any piece of mechanism, as, in a

gun-lock, the spring which operates the ham-

mer; specifically, the coiled spring of a watch
or other timepiece.

God 's the mainspring, that maketh every way
All the small wheels of this great Engine play.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

Hence 2. The impelling cause of any action;
the inciting motive.

It was no longer the savage love of plunder or the ne-

cessities of providing subsistence, the mainspring of the
barbarian's inroads, that excited men to war-like enter-

prise. Brougham.

mainstay (man'sta), . 1. The rope which
secures the head of the mainmast of a vessel

forward. Hence 2. Chief support ;
main de-

pendence : as, their mainstay is fishing.

The cocoanut, bread-fruit, taro, and banana form the

mainstay and daily food of the people.
The Centum, XXXVIII. 16.

mainstaysail (man'sta-sal or -si), n, A storm-
sail set sometimes on the mainstay.
mainswear, v. i. See manswear.
main-tack (man'tak), n. The weather-clue of

a square mainsail.

maintain (man-tan'), v. [< ME. mainteinen,

maintenen, < OF. maintenir, F. maintenir = Pr.

mantener = Sp. mantener = Pg. manter = It.

mantenere, keep, maintain, < L. manu tenere,
hold in the hand: manu, abl. of manus, hand;
tenere, hold: see main& and tenant. Cf. attain,

contain, detain, etc.] I. trans. 1. To hold in an

existing state or condition
; keep in existence or

continuance
; preserve from lapse, decline, fail-

ure, or cessation; keep up: as, to maintain an

upright attitude
;
to maintain a conversation.

Your richesses ne sufflcen not werres to mainteine.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

Go you, and maintain talk with the duke, that my char-

ity be not of him perceived. Shak., Lear, iii. 3. 16.

The kings had no easy part to play, to avoid quarreling
with the clergy and yet to maintain a hold upon them.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 886.

2. To furnish means for the subsistence or ex-

istence of
;
sustain or assist with the means of

livelihood
; provide for

; support : as, to main-
tain a family or an army ;

to maintain a costly

equipage.
Among all honest Christian people,
Whoe'er breaks limbs maintains the cripple.

Prior, To F. Shepherd.
A time there was, ere England's griefs began,
When every rood of ground maintain'd its man.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 58.

It is a mistake to suppose that the rich man maintains
his servants, tradesmen, tenants, and labourers : the truth

is, they maintain him. Paley, Moral Philos., III. ii. 2.

3. To hold fast; keep in possession ; preserve
from capture or loss: as, to maintain one's

ground in battle or in argument; to maintain
an advantage.
Thei meyntenen hem self right vygouresly.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 155.

I stand upon the ground of mine own honour,
And will maintain it. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 5.

To maintain the frontiers of the Rhine and the Danube
was, from the first century to the fifth, the great object
of Rome's European policy and warfare.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects.,p. 107.

4. To give support or encouragement to
; up-

hold
;
countenance ; vindicate, as by defense or

adjudication.
We will put cure bodyes in auenture of deth for to en-

crece holy chirche and the cristin feith to mayntene.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 580.

For thou hast maintained my right and my cause ; thou
satest in the throne judging right. Ps. ix. 4.

5. To uphold by argument or assertion
;
hold

to : as, to maintain the doctrine of the Trinity.
We maintain that in Scripture we are taught all things

necessary unto salvation. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

The Lutheran churches maintain consubstantiation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), II. 299.

This glittering, fanciful system of fencing which he
kept upon all subjects, maintaining with equal brilliancy
and ingenuity this to-day and that to-morrow.

H. B. Stow, Oldtown, p. 360.

6f. To represent ;
denote.

This side is Hiems, Winter, this Ver, the Spring ; the
one maintained by the owl, the other by the cuckoo.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 902.

=Syn. 4 and 5. Defend, Vindicate, etc. See assert.

II. intrans. 1. To behave; conduct one's
self. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To hold as true

; hold.
maintainable (man-ta'na-bl), . [< maintain
+ -able. ] Capable of being maintained, kept up,
supported, or upheld ; sustainable; defensible.

They perhaps, if they were urged, could say little else
than that without such a second voyage their opinion were
not maintainable. Raleigh, Hist. World, II. i. 3.
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maintainer (man-ta'ner), n. One who main-

tains, supports, sustains, or upholds. In legal

use, maintainor (which see).

O ye traitours and maintainers of madnesse,
Unto your folly I ascribe all my paine.

Lamentation of Mary Magdalen, 1. 253.

maintaining-wheel (man-ta'ning-hwel), n. In

a watch, a wheel impelled by a spring, which

prevents a watch from stopping while being
wound : a going-wheel.
maintainor (man-ta'nor), n. [< F. mainteneur,
< maintenir, maintain: see maintain.] In law,
one guilty of maintenance (see maintenance,

4) ;
one who maintains a cause depending be-

tween others in which he has no interest.

maintenance (man'te-nans), n. [< ME. main-

tenance, maynetenaunce," meyntenaunce, < OF.

(and F.) maintenance (= Pr. mantenensa = Sp.
mantenencia = Pg. mantenga = It. mantenenza),
maintenance, < maintenir, maintain : see main-

tain.'] 1. The act of maintaining, keeping up,

supporting, or upholding; preservation; sus-

tentation; vindication: as, the maintenance of

a family ;
the maintenance of right.

He, on the other hand, granting to them a bond of nun*n-

tenance, or protection, by which he bound himself, in usual

form, to maintain their quarrel against all mortals, saving
his loyalty. Quoted in Child's Ballads, VI. 163.

All Christian soveranty is by law, and to no other end
but to the maintenance of the common good.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Ability to feel depends on the maintenance of a certain

temperature. U. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 42.

2. That which maintains or supports; means
of livelihood.

After such an age no minister was permitted to preach,
but had his maintenance continu'd during life.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 19, 1641.

3f. Bearing; behavior.
She had so stedfaste countenaunce,
So noble porte and 'meyntenaunce.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 834.

For all their craft is in their countenaunce,
They bene so grave and full of inayntenaunce.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

4. In law : (a) An officious intermeddling in a

suit in which the meddler has no interest, by
assisting either party with means to prosecute
or defend it. This is a punishable offense at

common law. (&) Formerly, a like intermed-

dling with the controversy of others, as to land,

by wrongfully taking or holding possession in

aid of one party, (c) In a more general sense,
an interfering with the due course of justice.
J. F. Stephen Cap of maintenance, a cap of dig-

nity carried before the sover-

eigns of England at their coro-
nation ; a kind of abacot or by-
cocket. The term is also applied
to an ornament borne before the

mayors of certain cities on state

occasions. In heraldry it is in
use as a symbol of dignity, and is occasionally shown be-

neath the crest in place of the customary wreath. The
cap ofmaintenance (or estate)originally belonged to nobles

exclusively, but is now granted to gentlemen, and is borne
irrespective of rank.

In the later end of thys yere came the thyrde cappe of
mayntenaunce from the pope.

Fabyan, Chron., I., an. 1506.

=Syn. 1. Justification, preservation. 2. Subsistence, Live-

lihood, etc. See living.

maintenantlyt (man'te-nant-li), adv. [< *main-

tenant, < F. maintenant, now, at the present
moment, ppr. of maintenir, keep, maintain : see

maintain.] Incontinently ; straightway.
The Scottes, encouraged a fresh, assayled theyr enimies

with more egre mimics than they had done at the firste,
so that mayntenantly both the winges of the Brytishe ar-

mie were utterly discomfited, flolinshed (1577). (Nares.)

Maintenon cross (man-te-n6n' kros). A cross
marked by four diamonds forming its extremi-

ties, a personal ornament for women: named
from Madame de Maintenon, wife of Louis XIV.
maintop (man'top), n. Naut., a platform just
below the head of the mainmast, resting on the
trestletrees. See top.

maintopmast(man'top-mastor-mast),n. Naut.,
the mast next above the lower mainmast.

maintopsail (man'top-sal or -si), n. In square-
rigged vessels, the sail above the mainsail.
Maintopsail-yard, the yard on which the maintopsail is

set.

main-wales (man'walz), n. pi. Naut., the
strakes worked from the lower port-sill of the

gun-deck to the bottom plank.
main-yard (man'yiird), n. Naut., the lower

yard on the mainmast.
Their topmasts and their mainyards
Were cover'd o'er wi' gold.

James Herries (Child's Ballads, I. 206).

maioid (ma'yoid), a. and n. [< Maia + -aid.] I.

o. Same as maioidean.

Cap of Maintenance.

maize-bird

II. n. A crab of the group Maioidea; a spider-
crab.
Also maian.

Maioidea (ma-yoi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Maia +
-oidea.] A superfamily of brachyurous decapod
crustaceans, also called Oxyrhyncha; the spi-
der-crabs. There are several families and more
than 100 genera.
maioideau (ma-yoi'de-an). a. Resembling a
maioid

; having the characters of the Maioidea.
mair 1 (mar), a. and . A Scotch form of more1

.

mair2
t, mairet, n. Earlier forms of mayor.

maiset, . An obsolete form of mease2 .

maisondewet, n. See measondue.

maist, a., n., and adv. A Scotch form of most.

maistert, maistresset, etc. Obsolete forms of

master, mistress, etc.

maistOWt. A Middle English contraction of

mayeat thou.

This maistow understonde and sen at eye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2168.

maistri, maistree(mas'tri),. [E.Ind.] In the

East Indies, a native foreman or master work-
man: said of masons, carpenters, cooks, etc.

Labour, 4 annas a day, exclusive of maistries' wages.
Spans' Encyc. Harm/., I. 714.

maistringt, a. A Middle English form of mas-

tering.

maistriset, [ME., < OF. maistrise, mastery,
< maistre, master: see mastery. 1 Same as mas-

tery.
And eke amidde this purprise
Was maad a tour of gret maistrise.

Rom. of the Rose, 1.4172.

Maitland cord. See coral.

maitre (ma'tr), . [F. : see master^.] A mas-
ter. A la maitre d'h&tel, in cookery, a phrase signifying
that a dish is served with a sauce made of butter melted
with a little lemon-juice, vinegar, and chopped parsley.
Maitre de chapelle, a choir-master. See maitrise.

Maitre d'hotel, the master or superintendent of the table
in a mansion ; a butler.

maitrise (ma-treV), n. [F. : see maistrise.] 1.

In France, a school formerly attached to a ca-

thedral or collegiate church, for the education
of singers. The pupils were supported at the expense
of the church, and educated in other branches as well as
music. Most French musicians were educated in these
schools before the Revolution, when they were suppressed.
Some were afterward reestablished, and a few still exist.

The master of such a school is called the maitre de cha-

pelle.

2. Formerly, in France, a corporation of mas-
ters in a trade

;
a trade-gild.

The Parisian couturieres, prior to the Revolution, were

continually persecuted by the mattrise or corporation of

women's tailors. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 288.

maize (maz), .. [Formerly also maiz, mais, mayz,
mays; = F. mats, formerly maiz, < Sp. maiz (NL.
mays), < "W. Ind. (Haytian) mahiz, mahis, the na-
tive name of the plant. It was also formerly
called Turkey corn or Turkey wheat, after F. Vie

de Turquie, its origin, like that of the Turkey
cock or turkey, being at one time erroneously
ascribed vaguely to "

Turkey
" or the East.] 1.

A cereal plant, Zea Mays, of the grass family ;

the Indian corn. In America commonly called simply
corn; in Europe formerly Turkey corn or Turkey wheat.
For description, see Zea,.

2. The grain produced by the maize
;
Indian

corn. It appears in market either in the ear(i. e., on
the cob) or shelled (i. e., removed from the cob). It is a

highly nutritious food, starchy matter predominating in
it. As human food it is used in various forms. (See corn-

bread, hasty-pudding, Indian meal, hominy, corn-starch,

samp.) The immature kernels (green corn), boiled, form
an excellent vegetable, and in this state maize is largely
preserved by canning. Of late years Indian corn has been
extensively manufactured into glucose. Maize is said to

furnish food to a larger part of the human race than any
other grain except rice. It is also much used for fatten-

ing cattle and swine, as well as for horses. An enormous
amount is consumed in the manufacture of spirits ; it is

the principal grain distilled in the United States. Maize
was found in cultivation over a great part of America on its

discovery, and was rapidly diffused throughout the world
wherever the climate was suitable to it.

Heer, of one grain of Maiz, a Reed doth spring
That thrice a year flue hundred grains doth bring.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

3. A coal-tar color, the sodium salt of the di-

sulphonic acid of azoxy-stilbene. It dyes silk

and wool reddish-yellow in an acid bath. Also
called sun-yellow Japan maize, a variety with or-

namental variegated leaves. Mountain maize, plants
of the genus Ombrophytum, said to be eaten like mush-
rooms. Water maize, the royal water-lily Victoria re-

ffia: so called on account of its farinaceous seeds.

maize-bird (maz'berd), n. An American
blackbird of the family Icteridte and subfam-

ily Ageltxinw; one of the troopials or ma.rsh-
blackbirds: so called from its fondness for
Indian corn.



maize-eater

maize-eater (maz'e'ter), n. A South American
maize-bird, r.ti-mlnli-i.iti-.i I-//TMV x. /'. /,. Printer.

maize-oil (im./.'ml), . An oil prepared from
the seed of Indian corn. It is a limpid yellow oil,

said to be a Rood lubricant, hut it has not yet been pro-
iluc-rd elirnply and in considerable quantity.

maize-smut (maz'smut), , A destructive fun-

gus, I'.-iii/iii/n Miii/ilis, attacking the ovary as
well as various other parts of the living plant
of Indian corn.

maize-thief (maz'thef), n. A maize-bird; es-

pecially, the common marsh-blackbird, Agelceun
itliii'iiirrux. A, ll'iliton.

Maj. An abbreviation of Major before a name.
Majaqueus (ma-jii'kwe-us), n. [NL.] A genus
of very large sooty shearwaters, of the family
l*rofcllarii(liv. The' bill and feet are robust, the nasal
tubes long, and the wings and tail very short ; the plumage
is fuliginous, with white markings on the head. Two *p>'-

cles, M. (equinftctialis and M. conspicillatus, inhabit south-
ern seas. Jleichenbach, 18.V).

majestatict (maj-es-tat'ik), a. [= Pg. mages-
tatico, majegtatico (of. G. majestcitisch = Dan.
majesttrtisk = Sw. majestatisk), < ML. *mnji---<t<i

ticus, < L. maje,ifa(t-)s, majesty: see majesty.']
Of majestic appearance ; majestic.
majestaticalt (maj-es-tat'i-kal), a. [< majes-
tatic + -al.] (Same as majestatic.

majestic (ma-jes'tik), a. [< majesty + -ic. Cf.

majextatie.'] 1. Possessing majesty; having dig-

nity of nature or appearance; of stately char-

acter; august.
Here his first lays majestic Denham sung.

Pope, Windsor Forest, L 271.

2. Characteristic of or manifesting majesty;
lofty; grand; sublime: as, a majestic mien.
Get the start of the majestic world.

Shalt., J. C., i. 2. ISO.

Look how she walks along yon shady space ;

Not Juno moves with more majestic grace.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc., i. 260.

= Syn. Majestic, August, Stately; magnificent, imperial,
regal, royal, noble. Stately is generally applied to the

merely external, and sometimes to the wholly artificial :

as, a stately etiquette. The majestic and august are nat-

ural, majestic applying to the appearance, august to the
character, while stately often applies to motion: as, a
stately walk. August, as applied to persons, implies re-

spect combined with awe on the part of the beholder : as,

Oeorge Washington is the most august personage in Amer-
ican history. See grand.

majestical (ma-jes'ti-kal), a. [< majestic + -al.~]

Majestic. [Rare.]
If I were ever to fall in love again ... it would be, I

think, with prettiness, rather than with majestical beauty.
i '<:'!'

>i, Greatness.

majestically (ma-jes'ti-kal-i), adv. In a ma-
jestic manner; with majesty; with a lofty air

or appearance.
majesticalness (ma-jes'ti-kal- nes), n. The
character of being majestic. [Rare.]
majesticness (ma-jes'tik-nes), . The quality
of being majestic. Cartwright, To the Countess
of Carlisle. [Rare.]
majesty (maj'es-ti), n.

; pi. majesties (-tiz). [<
ME. magestee, < OP. majestet, F. majeste" = Sp.
majeatail = Pg. magestade, majestade = It. ma-
f/est<l, maestA = D. mnjesteit = G. Sw. majestat
= Dan. majestat, < L. majesta(t-)s, greatness,
grandeur, dignity, majesty, < mains (major-,
orig. "majos-; cf. hoiwstus, honest, < honor, honos,

honor), compar. (cf. magis, compar. adv.) of

magnus, or rather of the rare positive majus,
great: see magnitude, wain2

, major, etc.] 1.

The greatness or grandeur of exalted rank or

character, or of manner; imposing loftiness;
stateliness; in general, the character of inspir-
ing awe or reverence.

And aftir that, zit scholde he putten hem In a fayrere
Paradys, where that the! schold see God of Nature visibly,
in his Magestee and in his hlisse.

MandevOle, Travels, p. 279.

The Lord reigneth, he Is clothed with majesty.
Ps. xcill. I.
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Before she arriued at London, Captalne Smith, to deserne

her former couretesies. made her qualities knowne t" the

(jueenes most excellent Maitxtic and her Court.

Quoted In Cajit. John Smith's Works, II. 29.

Most royal majesty,
I crave no more than hath your highness otfcr'd.

fihalc., Lear, L 1. 196.

4. [ca/>.] In medieval art, etc., a symbolic repre-
sentation of the first person of the Trinity, seat-

ed on a throne. IntheartoftheWesternChurchthis
figure is usually robed in a cope and other vestments,
wearing, as emblematic of sovereignty over the whole
universe, a triple (sometimes a quadruple) crown similar
to the papal tiara, and holding the mound or globe of

kingly authority.

The dome [of St. Sophia at Constantinople] was covered
with mosaic of glass : the summit, as usual, representing
a Majesty. Neale, Eastern Church, I. 288.

5. In medieval English usage, the canopy of a
hearse : so called because generally adorned
with the symbolic figure of God the Father,
called the Majesty. See hearse.

This tester-like covering was known as the majesty.
Rode, Church of our Father*, If. 497.

6. In her., a representation of an eagle as
crowned with a regal crown and holding a scep-
ter Apostolic Maj esty. See apostolic king, under apos-
tolic.

majestyship (maj'es-ti-ship), n. [< majesty +
-ship.'] Majesty. [Rare.]
And please your majestiship.

Qreene, Looking-glass for London and England.

Maj.-Oen. An abbreviation of Major-General,
used before a name.
majoe-bitter (ma'jo-bit'er), . A bitter shrub
of the West Indies, Picramnia Antidesma, used

medicinally.
majolica (ma-jol'i-kS; It. pron. ma-yo'li-ka), n.

(X Me in/in i. for Majorca (Sp. Mallorca), whence
the first specimens came.] 1. Decorative
enameled pot-
tery, especial-
ly that of Italy
from the fif-

teenth to the
seventeenth
century. The
name is applied
particularly to
the more richly
adorned pieces,
the colors of
which have re-

markable Inten-

sity. (See mean-
majolica). Mod-
ern writers on ce-

ramics have at-

tempted to limit
it to lustered pot-

tery, especially

Majolica Pesaro Ware of about A. D. 1510.

that of the middle ages and the sixteenth century, made
In Majorca or In Spain, or more especially in Italy, In sup*
posed Imitation of ware from the two former countries.

2. As applied to modern pottery, a kind of

Awi
ferei

wed by the majesty of Antiquity, turn not with indif-

ince from the future. Sumner, Orations, 1. 196.

(Jirlish lightness passed away
Into a sweet grave majesty,
That scarce elsewhere the world might see.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 67.

2. Royal state
; royalty.

Wipe off the dust that hides our sceptre's gilt,
And make high majesty look like itself.

SAo*.,Rich. II., ii. 1.295.

3. A title of address or dignity (commonly
written with a capital) used in speaking to or
of a ruling sovereign or his (or more rarely her)
wedded consort : as, your Majesty or Mnjestii-x :

their niHJrxtic.t tlie king and queen. By papal grant,
the sovereigns of Spain lu-ar the title of Cntlmlir .(/// ;

those of Portugal, of 31ml Faithful Ma/rxtn; and (he former
kings of France had that of Most Christian Majesty.

,

ware which in effects of color partly imitates
the pottery above defined, especially in large
pieces used for architectural decoration, gar-
den-seats, vases, etc. This ware is usually much
harder and more perfectly manufactured than the ancient,
but is inferior in decorative effect, being cast in molds and
having a mechanical look. Fontana majolica, a variety
of the majolica of t'rbino, the name Fnntana having been
adopted by certain of the leading decorators of that school.
The painter known as Orazio Fontana is the most celebrat-
ed of these; his work takes rank among the finest produc-
tions of the sixteenth century.

major (ma'jor), a. and n. [I. a. = OP. maior,
major, majour, majeur, P. majeur = Sp. mayor= Pg. maior, mayor, major = It. maggiore, <

L. major, greater, compar. of magnus, great:
see magnitude and majesti/. II. n. = D. G. Dan.
Sw. major, < F. major = Sp. mayor = Pg. major
= It. maggiore, < L. major, an elder, adult (usu-
ally in pi.), ML. also chief officer, chief, mayor
(cf. mayor, from the same source); from the

adj.] I. a. 1. Greater; more important or ef-

fective; first in force or consideration; lead-

ing ; principal : as, the major premise or term
of a syllogism.

My major vow lies here ; this 111 obey.
Shot., T. and C., v. 1. 49.

2. Greater in quantity, number, or extent: as,
the major part of the revenue, of an assembly,
or of a territory.
In any rank or profession whatever, the more general or

major part of opinion goes with the face.

B. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, II. 1 .

The first eight lines of this Italian sonnet are often called
the major portion. Lanier, Science of Eng. Verse, p. 241.

3f. Of age; having attained to majority. God-
iriii. 4. In music: (a) Of intervals, standard
or normal; literally "greater," as compared
with minor intervals. The term is more often ap-
plied to seconds, thirds, sixths, sevenths, and ninths, des-

majoration

Ignatlng an Interval equivalent to the Intervals between
the key-note of a standard or normal scale and Its second,
third, sixth, seventh, and ninth tone respectively. Thus,
a majitr second Is two semitone* IUM;:, a imijnr ifiiril four

semitones, a major sixth nine semitones, and a major
secenth eleven semitones. Major has also been nppli.il
of late to fourths, fifths, and octaves, and is then equiva-
lent to the older term perfect. Finally, it Is used to

distinguish the larger of two intervals that differ by a
minute quantity : as, a major step or tone (I), which Is a
comma greater than a minor tone. Opposed to minor, and
also often to diminished and augmented. See interval, 5.

(Ii) Of tones, distant by a major interval from a

given tone: as, A is the major third of F, etc.

(c) Of tonalities and scales, standard or nor-
mal : characterized by a major third and also by
a major sixth and seventh : opposed to minor.
The major tonality or scale Is the recognized standard of
reference for all the modern musical systems. See key,

tonality, upscale, (d) Of triads and chords, char-
acterized by a major third between the root and
the tone next above, and a perfect fifth be-
tween the root and the second tone above : op-
posed to minor, diminished, and augmented. The
major triad Is the usual standard of reference in classify*

ing the chords of modern music. See triad and chord,

(e) Of cadences, ending in a major triad, (f)
Of modes in the modern sense, and thus of com-
position in general, characterized by the use
of a major tonality and of major cadences: as,
a piece is written throughout in the major mode.
From an acoustical point of view, major intervals, chords,
and scales are simpler and stronger in themselves and
admitof better harmonic extension and combination than
minor. The educated taste of modern times has tended
to exalt the major over the minor, making the former the
standard and normal of which the latter Is the variation :

while the medieval systems, being based upon a different

conception of music at various points, tended the other
way. The esthetic effect of the major in contrast with
the minor is brighter, stronger, and more complete. It has
recently been maintained that major and minor phenom-
ena, in all their phases, are mutually reciprocal, the ma-
jor triad, scale, etc., being measured upward in a certain

way from a given tone, and the minor triad, scale, etc.,

being measured downward in the same way from the same
tone. According to this view, the major triad of C is

called the ooer-chard of C, and the minor triad of F Is called
the under-chord of C, etc.

5. In logic, wider; broader; more extensive; a

predicate to more subjects. The major extreme or

major term of a syllogism is that term which enters Into
the predicate of the conclusion

; the major premise Is that

premise which contains the major term. These have al-

ways been the usual definitions, but they have been sub-

ject to much dispute, owing to the fact that all real distinc-
tion between major and minor vanishes in certain cases.

Bob major. See 6o6i, 7. Major axis. Sameastnmn-
verse axis (which see, under <ixw>). Major function.
See Junction.

II. n. 1. Mili I., an officer next in rank above
a captain and below a lieutenant-colonel; the
lowest field-officer. His chief duties consist in super-
intending the exercises of his regiment or battalion, and
in putting In execution the commands of his superior
officer. His ordinary position in the line is behind the
left wing. Abbreviated Maj.
2. In law, a person who is old enough to man-
age his own concerns. See age, n., 3. 3. In mu-
sic, the major mode, or a major tonality or major
chord, taken absolutely. 4. In logic: (a) The
major premise of a syllogism, which in direct

syllogisms states the rule from which the con-
clusion is drawn. (6) The major extreme of a

syllogism. Bf. Same as mayor. Bacon, Hist.
Hen. VII., p. 7.

major (ma'jor). t>. i. [< major, ., 1.] To act
the major ; look and talk big, orwith a military
air. [Rare.]
Can It be for the pulr body M'Dnrk's health to major

about in the tartans like a tobacconist's sign in a frosty
morning, wi' Ills poor wlzzened houghs as blue as a bla-
wort? Scott, St. Bonan's Well, xx

majoraltyt (ma'jor-al-ti), n. [See mayoralty.]
Same as mayoralty.
The majoralty of Sir John Dethlck, Knight.

Maxon (1659), quoted In Encyc. Brit, IX 486.

majorat(ma-zho-ra'),n. [F.: see majorate^."\ 1.
The right of succession to property according
to age ; primogeniture : so called in some of the
countries of Europe. 2. In Prance, property,
landed or funded, which "might be reserved by
persons holding hereditary titles, and attached
to the title so as to descend with it inalienably.
This

principle
was abolished in the first revolution, re-

stored by Napoleon I., restricted under Louis Philippe,
and finally abolished in 1849.

majorateH (ma'jor-at), v. t. [< ML. majorare,
make greater, increase, < L. major, greater: see

major, a., and -<jte2.] To increase. Soicell,

Parly of Beasts.

majorate2
(ina'jor-at), w. [= P. majorat, < ML.

majoratus, < L. major, greater, elder: see major,
n., and -ate->.] The office or rank of major;
majority; majorship. [Rare.]
majorationt (ma-jo-ra'shon), n. [< ML. majo-
ratio(n-), < nmjorarc, make greater: see ma-
jorate.'] Increase

; enlargement.



majoration
But majoration, which is also the work of refraction, ap-

peareth plainly in sounds. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 254.

Majorcan (ma-jor'kan), . and H. [< Majorca

(see def.) (Sp. Mallorca) + -an.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Majorca, the largest of the Bale-

aric Islands, in the Mediterranean, belonging
to Spain.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of the island

of M'ajorca. Also Mallorcan.

majordomo (ma-jor-do'mo), n. [= F. major-
dome = It. maggibrdomo, < Sp. mayordomo =
Pg. mordomo, maiordomo, < ML. major domus, a

house-steward: L. major, elder, ML. chief (see

mayor); domus, gen. of domus, a house: see

dniiie1 .] A man employed to superintend the

management of a household, especially that of

a sovereign or other dignitary keeping a great

establishment; a house-steward. In former times

the majordomo of a roval household was commonly an

officer of high rank and influence, often charged with im-

portant ministerial duties in affairs of government. See

mayor of the palace, under mayor.

He took the ceremony which he found ready in the cus

torn of the Jews, where the major-dmna, after the paschal
supper, gave bread and wine to every person of his family.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 110.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, II. 441.

major-general (ma'jor-jen'e-ral), >i. A military
officer next in rank below a lieutenant-general.
In the United States army the grade of major-general has

hitherto been the highest permanent one (see general and

lieutenant-general), and in active service a major-general

may be assigned to the command of a division, a corps, or

an entire army. In the British and German armies major-
generals are the lowest permanent general officers (brig-

adiers in the former being temporarily appointed), and in

action usually command brigades. AbbreviatedMaj. -Gen.

major-generalship (ma'jor-jen'e-ral-ship), 11.

[< major-general + -ship.] The office of a major-
general.

Majorist (ma'jor-ist), n. [< Major (see def.) +
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it are ganja (or hemp) leaves, milk. i;hce, poppy-seeds,
flowers of the thorn-apple (Datura), the powder of Nux
vomica, and sugar. Qanoon-e-Islam, Glos. Ixxxin. (xule
and Burnell.) See bhang.

majuscula(ma-jus'ku-la), w.;pl. majuscula;(-le).

[L. (ML.), sc. Utter'a, "letter : see majuscule.]
Same as majuscule.

majuscule (ma-jus'kul), n. [= F. majuscule =
Sp. mayusculd = Pg. maiusculo = It. majusculo,

a., < L. (ML.) majuscula, sc. littera, a somewhat

larger letter (sc. than the minuscule), fern, of

majusculus, somewhat larger, dim. of major
(neut. majus), larger, greater: see major.] In

paleography, a capital or uncial letter : opposed
to minuscule Majuscule writing, writing composed
of capital or uncial letters, as in the oldest surviving Greek

manuscripts, and in the majority of Latin manuscripts
down to the ninth century. In Greek paleography ma-

juscule writing is not clearly distinguished into capital

and uncial writing, as in Latin (true capitals being con-

fined to superscriptions, in imitation of the lapidary style),

and all three adjectives are often alike applied to it See

capital, cursive, minuscule, uncial.

In Latin majuscule writing there exist both capitals and

uncials, each class distinct. In Greek MSS. pure capital-

letter writing was never employed (except occasionally for

ornamental titles at a late time). Encyc. Brit. ,
XVIII. 146.

makable (ma'ka-bl), a. [< make^ + -able.]

Capable of being made ;
effeetible ;

feasible.

Makassar oil. See Macassar oil, under oil.

make1 (mak), r.; pret. and pp. made, ppr. mak-

ing. [< ME. maken, makien(pret. makede, makcd,

pp.maked, maad,mad, imaked, imad, imade,etc. ),

< AS. macian (pret. macode, pp. macod) = OS.
macon =OFries.H/h'o, mekia,&\somatia,maitia,
mritia = MD. maken, maecken, D. maken = MLG.
LG. maken = OHG. machiiu, malthoii, MHG. G.

macnen, make, in OHG. also fit or fasten to-

gether (not found in Icel. or Goth.
;
cf . Sw.

maka, move, = Dan. wage, manage, < LG. or

G.); cf. AS. genuec,ftt, suitable, = OHG. gimali,
MHG. G. gemach, fit, suited, corresponding, =

-i'c.J Of or pertaining to the Majorists or to

their doctrines. Majoristlc controversy, a contro-

versy which began in 1551-2 between Georg Major and Nik
olaus von Amsdorf, in regard to the doctrine of justifica-
tion by faith. Major maintained that good works are es-

sential to salvation, and Amsdorf was accused of believing
that they are ahindrance to salvation. The controversy con-
tinued till the adoption of the Formula of Concord in 1577.

majority (ma-jor'i-ti), n.
; pi. majorities (-tiz).

[= F. majority = Sp. mayoridad = Pg. maiori-

dade = It. maggioritA, < ML. majorit(t(t-)s, < L.

major, greater: see major and -ity.] If. The
state of being major or greater; superiority;

preponderance.
Douglas, whose high deeds,

Whose hot incursions, and great name in arms,
Holds from all soldiers chief majority.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 109.

2. The greater number; more than half the

whole number: as, a majority of mankind; a

majority of votes. See plurality.
After all, it is my principle that the will of the majority

should prevail. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 276.

3. The excess of one of two groups of things
which have been enumerated over the other:

as, the measure was carried by a majority of

twenty votes; his majority was two to one.

4. Full age; the age at which the laws of a

country permit a young person to manage his

own affairs and to exercise the rights of citizen-

ship in most countries twenty-one years. The
majority of a reigning prince usually occurs much earlier ;

in France it used to be at fourteen years. See age, n., 3.

This prince [Henry III.] was no sooner come to his ma-
jority but the baron raised a cruel war against him.

Sir J. Dames, State of Ireland.

5. The office, rank, or commission of a major.
Soon after his marriage Thompson became acquainted

with Governor Wentworth of New Hampshire, who, struck

by his appearance and bearing, conferred on him the ma-
jority of a local regiment of militia.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 309.

6f. [L. majores.] Ancestors
; ancestry.

A posterity not unlike their majority.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

The majority, the great majority, the dead. To go
over to or to Join the majority, to join the dead or de-

parted ; die.

majorship (ma'jor-ship), n. [< major + -ship.]
The office or rank of major ; majority.

majoun, madjoun, if. See majun.
majun (ma-jon'), . [Also majoon, mnjonn,
madjoun, majum; Turk, ma'jim, paste, putty,
cement, electuary, a kind of taffy or prepara-
tion of sugar with spices.] A green-colored
intoxicating confection, commonly sold in the
bazaars of India. The chief ingredients used in making

being to;

existence; cause to^xist as a dis-

tinctTthing or entity; create, in either a primary
or a secondary sense

;
be the author of

; pro-
duce: as, God made man in his own image; to

make a book, or a will ; to make laws or regula-
tions ; to make an estimate, a calculation, or a

plan.
The boke maad of Kycharde Hampole heremyte to an

ankeresse.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. xi.

Towardes the west, aboute a good bow shote, is Ager
Damascenus, in the whiche place Adam was mode.

Sir R. (fnylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 54.

And God mode two great lights; . . . he mode the stars

also. Gen. i. 16.

What nature makes in any mood
To me is warranted for good.

Lowell, The Nomades.

2. To give form or character to
;
fashion

;
fab-

ricate, construct, form, or compose. Make is used
with of, out of, orfrom before the material used, with before
the means used, by before the operative agency or method,
and for or an infinitive before the purpose or destination.

And there the Jewes scorned him, and maden him a
Crowne of the Braunches of Albespyne, that is White
Thorn, that grew in that same Gardyn.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 13.

Thou shall not make unto thee any graven image.
Ex. xx. 4.

If my breast had not been made of faith and my heart

of steel. Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 160.

Fairy tales are made out of the dreams of the poor.
Lmtxll, Democracy.

3. To fashion suitably; adapt in formation or

constitution; design or intend in making: gen-
erally in the passive, followed by for or an in-

finitive with to.

The sabbath was made for man. Mark ii. 27.

Meat was made for mouths. Shak., Cor., i. 1. 211.

This hand was made to handle nought but gold.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1. 7.

Man was made to mourn. Burns, Title of Poem.

4. To convert or transform, as into something
different

;
cause to receive a new form or con-

dition : with into expressed or understood.
He . . . fashioned it with a graving tool, after he had

made it a molten calf. Ex. xxxii. 4.

Sometimes it [the peacock] was made into a pie, at one
end of which the head appeared above the crust in all its

plumage, with the beak richly gilt.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 277, note.

5. To fashion by action or preparation; bring
into condition or order; fit for use or service;

arrange; prepare: as, to make hay or a crop;
to make a garden ;

to make a feast.

Make me savoury meat, such as I love. Gen. xxvii. 4.

make
Wait upon me to Church, and then run Home a

the Bed, and put every Thing in its Place.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 68.

The evening of the day you helped me to make hay in

the orchard meadows, ... as I was tired with raking

swaths, I sat down to rest me on a stile.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

6. To form, constitute, or compose; be the ba-

sis, groundwork, material, or constituent parts
of : as, milk makes both butter and cheese ;

rye flour makes dark-colored bread
;
he will

make a good lawyer; two and two make four;
citizens make the state.

Thou would'st make a good fool. Shak.
, Lear, i. 5. 41.

Those continued instances of time which flow into a

thousand years make not to him one moment.
Sir T. Brmme. Eeligio Medici, i. 11.

Stone walls do not a prison matte,
Nor iron bars a cage.

Lovelace, To Althea from Prison.

7. To form, produce, or constitute by causa-

tion or influence; be the cause or occasion of;

give rise to
;
raise up : used in both a physical

and a moral sense : as, a wet season makes bad
harvests

;
to make an excavation or a vacuum ;

to make a rent in a garment; to make a good
impression; to make trouble; to make friends

or enemies; to makes, mountain out of a mole-

hill; to make merchandise of one's principles.
Thanne Lecchoure seyde "alias !" and on owre lady he

cryed,
To make mercy for his mis-dcdes bitwene God and his

soule. Piers Plowman (B), v. 73.

The mind is its own place, and in itself

Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.

Milton, P. L., i. 255.

You may easily imagine to yourself what appearance I

made, who am pretty tall, ride well, and was very well

dressed, at the head of a whole county.
Steele, Spectator, No. 113.

8. To cause, induce, constrain, or compel: fol-

lowed by an infinitive, usually without the sign
to : as, to make a horse go ;

to make a person
forget his misfortunes ;

to make anything seem
better or worse than it is.

Kynge Arthur made hem alle to sitte down by hym as

he that was the curteisest man of the worlde.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 682.

The Lord make his face shine upon thee. Num. vi. 25.

A Stumble makes one take firmer Footing.
Bowell, Letters, ii. 3.

All the Paintings and Prints made of late years of the

King make him look very old ; which in my mind is not
BO. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 220.

9. To cause to be, become, or appear; put into

the state or condition of being; afford occa-

sion, opportunity, or means of being or seem-

ing : as, to make one's wants known
;
to make

a person glad or sorry ; oppression made them
rebels

;
to make a law of no effect.

Tyl Pacience haue preued the and parflte the maked.
Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 212.

Hope deferred niakrth the heart sick. Prov. xiii. 12.

We stone thee . . . because that thou, being a man,
malrest thyself God. John x. 33.

And you have been a man long known to me, though I

had never so good means, as desire, to make myself ac-

quainted with you. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 189.

You, and twenty thousand merks,
Will make me a man complete, lady.

Rob Roy (Child's Ballads, VI. 260).

She sought to make me traitor to myself.
Milton, S. A., 1. 401.

Mr. Dangle, here are two very civil gentlemen trying to

make themselves understood, and I don't know which is

the interpreter. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 2.

10. To cause to be in the condition of; con-
stitute or appoint ; invest with the rank, pow-
er, or attributes of.

Who made thee a prince and a judge over us ? Ex. ii. 14.

Pardon me, sir, the boldness is mine own,
That, being a stranger in this city here,
Do make myself a suitor to your daughter,
Unto Bianca, fair and virtuous.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 91.

For the more Solemnity of his Coronation, he then made
nine Knights, and created four Earls.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 136.

11. To cause to be perceived; bring into view
or apprehension; manifest by demonstration
or representation : as, to make a show of devo-
tion

;
to make a feint of attacking.

Lord cardinal, if thou think'st on heaven's bliss,
Hold up thy hand, make signal of thy hope.

Shak., alien. VI., iii. 3. 28.

We generally make love in a style and with sentiments
very unfit for ordinary life : they are half theatrical, half
romantic. Steele, Spectator, No. 479.

Thus, aiming to be fine, they make a show,
As tawdry squires in country churches do.

Dryden, Wild Gallant, Epil. (1667), 1. 38.

12. Used absolutely, to bring into the desired

condition; render independent; set up; estab-



make
lish the fortune, independence, fame, or stand-

ing of.

There's enough [money] to make us all.

Khuk., I Hen. IV., II. 2. 60.

If I can get her, I am made for ever.

l-'Mclier. Hnle a Wife, I. 6.

In these moments ... he must make or mar himself
for life. Triillope, Castle Richmond, xxx.

13. To bring about or to pass; be the agent
in cloint,'. |irrloniiin<,'. or effecting; accomplish,

iMimiiiiitr, or achieve by effort or agency;
effect: as, tomato peace; the waves made havoc
on the coast; he made the distance in one hour;
the earth makes yearly revolutions round the
sun

;
the ship made ten knots an hour

;
to makt

a hearty meal
;
to make a landing, a survey, or

a visit. Make is used periphrastlcally, with an object
(with or without a possessive or an adjective preceding or a

prepositional adjunct following), in a great variety of anal-

ogous applications, where the action may be expressed by
a verb corresponding to the object: as, to make haste,
choice, complaint, provision, delivery, mention, etc.; to
make an appearance, one's escape, a halt, a pretense, etc. ;

equivalent to hasten, choose, complain, provide, deliver,
mention, appear, escape, halt, pretend, etc.

And also in the Contrees where I have ben, ben manye
dyversitees of manye wondirfnlle thtnges, mo thanne I

make inencloun of. MandenUe, Travels, p. 314.

Orete mervelle hadde Pendragon that Merlin com not
as he hadde made promyse, till that merlin drow hym
a syde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 47.

Desyre him cum and make me aide.

Sang of the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 80).

Make ye marriages with us. (ien. xxxiv. 9.

There is a brief, how many sports are ripe ;

Make choice of which your highness will see first.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 43.

I am making a slow recovery ; hardly yet able to walk
across the room. Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Meynell.
A gnat's wings make ten or fifteen thousand strokes per

second. //. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., 91.

14. To bring or draw in or into possession;
acquire or attain; gain, get, or obtain: as, to
iimkf money or profit ;

to make so many points
in a game ;

to make a fortune or a reputation ;

in a negative sense, to make a loss.

Of mine owne Countrey I haue not made so great experi-
ence. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 258.

Captain Swan . . . thought It convenient to make what
Interest he could with the Sultan.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 354.

15. To determine or conclude to be; hold or
reckon, after computation, trial, or considera-
tion: as, I make the sum larger than you do;
he made the weight 17 pounds ; what do you
miikr her f I make her (or make her out) a full-

rigged ship ;
to make much, little, or great a8-

count of anything.
' The Pilots about noone made themselues Southwards
of the lies twelne leagues.

Quoted in Capt. John Smiths Works, II. 118.

i Mir School-men and other Divines make nine kinds of
bad Spirits. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 119.

Was this becoming such a Saint as they would make
him, to adulterat those Sacred words from the grace of
God to the acts of his own grace ? Milton, Eikonoklastes, v.

16. To bring within reach or view; come in

sight of
; reach or attain to

;
fetch up or arrive

at, as a point in space : as, to make a port or
harbor.
On fryday the 11. of May we made land, it was somewhat

low, where appeared certaine hummocks or hills in it.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 105.

They that sail in the middle can make no land of either
side. sir T. Broirne, Vulg. Err.

We could only make Bethany before the night came.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 40.

17. To bring into force or operation ; cause to
be effective or available.
Powhatan and all the power he could make would after

come kill vs all. if they that brought it could not kill vs
with onr owne weapons.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 212.

Kor those kings which have sold the blood of others at
a low rate have but made the market for their own ene-
mies, to buy of theirs at the same price.

Raleigh, Hfst. World, Pref., p. 18.

18. To bring to completion; complete; fill the
complement or tale of: as, another will ikr
ten; this makr* out the whole order.

This bottle make* an angel. Shak.
,
1 Hen. IV., IT. 2. 6.

19f. To contribute.

Memory . . . maketh most to a sound judgement and
perfect worldly wisdomv.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 31.

20. To put forth ; give out; deliver: as, tomato
a speech.
She stood to her defence and made shot for shot

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 6.

21. To do; be about; be occupied or busied
with: with i/'litit. [Archaic.]
Whence art thon, and what doost thou here now make?

Spenser, F. Q.. VII. vi. 25.

3587
She was In his company at Page's house, and what they

made there I know not Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 244.

-Night's bird, quoth he, what inak'st thou In this place,
To view my wretched miserable case?

Drayton, The Owl.

(iive mee leave to inquire of your Majesty what you
makr in fields of blood, when you should be amidst your
Parliament of peace. X. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 58.

22. To inform
; apprise ; prepare by previous

instruction; forewarn; "coach"; train.

Come, let's before, and make the justice captain.
B. Jonson, Every Man In his Humour, iv. 9.

23. To think
; judge : with of.

I was only wondering what our people would make of
her; they have never seen a white servant In their lives.

Harper's Mag., LXXV1I1. 242.

To make a back, a bed, a board, abode, a cast, a
circuit, see the nouns. To make account*, to make
account of. See account. To make a clean breast of.
See breast. To make a clean sweep, see nceep. To
make a current or circuit, in elect., to complete the
electric circuit, and so allow the current to now. To
make a difference, a dividend, a double, a face. See
the nouns To make a figure, to be conspicuous; cut a
figure. See cut.

They make a figure In dress and equipage.
Sieift, Gulliver s Travels, ii. 3.

To make a flash, a fool of. a hand*, a hare of, a
hash of, a leg, a lip. See the nouns. To make all
split*, to behave violently or rantingly. [Slang. )

I could play Ercles rarely, or a part to tear a cat in, to make
all split. Shak., M. M. D., I. 2. 82.

Two roaring boys of Borne, that made all split.
Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, ii. 3.

To make a long arm, to stretch out the arm in reach-
ing for anything, as at table. [Colloq.] To make a
magnet. Same as to make the magnet. To make a
march, a meal, a mock of. see the nouns. To make
a matter of conscience. See conscience. To make
amends, to render compensation or satisfaction. To
make a mouth. See mouth. To make an end. See
end. To make an honest woman of. see honest.
To make a passage, a point of, a run, a scene, a
show, a stand. See the nouns. To make avauntt.
See acaunf-<. To make a Virginia fence, to walk like
a drunken man ; stagger in a zigzag course. Lowell, Big-
low Papers, 2d ser., Int. [U. S.; rare.] To make avl-
zandum. See arizatidum. To make away* to put
out of the way ; kill ; destroy.

Pray Ood he be not made away.
B. Jonton, Alchemist, v. 1.

TO make away with, to squander ; dissipate recklessly
destroy. To make believe, to pretend; act as if : as, he
was only making believe.

Sometimes the Queen would make, believe
To heed him nought

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 112.

To make boot of, capital of, cheer*, choice of. See
the nouns. To make both ends meet. See end. To
make common cause with. See cause. To make
connections. See connection. To make conscience.
See conscience. To make danger*, to attempt or try ;

make experiment [A Latintsm.)

If there be e'er a private corner as you go, sir,
A foolish lobby out o' the way, make danger;
Try what they are, try.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, Hi. 4.

To make danger of*. See danger. TO make dates
See datei. To make dole (or dool)t, to mourn. To
make ducks and drakes. See due*1

-'. To make earth,
in teleg., to put the line In contact with the earth. When
there is a leakage of current from the line to earth it Is said
to make earth. To make even. See even*. To make
fast. See fasti. To make feast*. Seefeast. Tomake
flsh, to cure or dry fish. [Cant ] To make foul water
See /oJi. To make free with. See free. To make
from*, to take from ; alienate.

Make from olde reliques reverence ;

From publlque shews magnificence.
Puttenham, Partheniades, xiil.

To make fun of, to ridicule TO make game of. See
game*. To make good. See good. To make good
cheer*, to make good play, to make haste, to make
hay, to make head against. Sec the nouns. To make
good or bad weather (noirf.), to behave (well or 111) in a
gale: said of a ship. Tomake bail weather Ii to roll or Melt
violently.

I found, for one thing, that whalers always made better
weather than merchantmen, when they were in company.

Science, VII. 167.

To make head against, to oppose successfully. To
make headway, to move forward; forge ahead- gain
progress. To make hence*, to cause to depart; expel
or send away.

It is as dangerous to make them hetit.,
If nothing but their birth be their offence.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, U. 2.

To make interest. See interest. To make it one's
business. Seefriurinfux. To make known. Seetnomi.
To make light of. See lights. To make little of.

(o) To consider as of little or no value; treat as insignifi-
cant. (6) To fail to understand fully. See t make nothing
of. To make love to. See im-ei.To make margin
Sec margin. To make matter*, to matter ; import.
What makes matter, say they, if a bird sing nuke or crow

cross? H,,lni,'l, tr. ..f Livy, p. 247.

To make means*. See mean*. To make mock at. See
nun*!. To make money, see money. To make much
(more, a great deal, and the like) of. () To consider
as of great value, or as giving great pleasure ; treat with
special favor, (b) See to make nothina of. To make no
bones. See bonei. To make no doubt, to have no

make
doubt ; be confident. To make no force*. See/orcei.
To make no matter, to have no weight or jmpoi i

make no difference : said of tilings. To make nothing
for, t'> have 11" etteet ill a-i-Miui:. -N|I]II tint;, i>r eonHrtn-
ing: as, mer- r,,r an argument.
TO make nothing lor little) Of. (a) To regard or think
of as nothing (or little) : as, she make* nothing nf walking
ten miles. (0) To be unable to understand

; obtain no tat

iifactory result from : as, I can make nothing of him. (e)
To treat as of no (or little) value.

I am astonished that those who have appeared against
this paper have made to very little o/ it. Addi*it.

To make oath, to swear (to a statement) in a form and
manner prescribed by law. To make Off*, get rid of;

dispose of.

He could not subsist here, and thereupon made of his
estate, and with his family, and 100U in his purse, he re
turned for England. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 15.

Tomakeoneajape*. Seejape. Tomake one's beard*.
See urarti. - To make one's honors. See honor. To
make one's lucky. See lucky. To make one's man-
ners. See wanner. To make one's mark. Seemarti.
To make one's market, (a) To make sale of one's

cargo or stock In trade, (fc) To dispose of one's eelf in

marriage ; make a marriage or an engagement to marry.
To make one's self at home, sec hmne. TO make

one's self scarce. See scarce. To make one's way.
(a) To

proceed
: as, to make one's icay homeward. (b) To

succeed ; be successful : as, to makt one's way In the world.
To make out. (a) To learn by lalwr or effort

; discover ;

obtain a clear understanding of; discern; decipher: as, I
cannot make out the meaning of this passage ; I tried in
vain to make the girl out. (b) To effect hardly or with
difficulty; barely succeed in: with an Infinitive clause for

object : as. I just made out to reach the place In time, (c) To
prove ; evince ; cause to appear or be esteemed

; establish
by evidence or argument : as, to make out one's case : you
would make him out to be a fool, (d) To find or supply to
the full : as, he was not able to make out the money, or the
whole sum. (e) To draw up; prepare: as, to make out a
bill ; to make out an application. TO make over. () To
remake ; reconstruct, either in the same or in a different
form : as, to make over an old gown, (b) To transfer the
title of; convey; alienate : as, he made oner his estate in
trust or in fee. To make place, remembrance, rev-
erence*. See the nouns To make ready. See ready.
To make sail, shift, etc. See the nouns. To make

the best of. See best. To make the doors*, to make
fast or bar the doors : close the entrance.

Make the doors upon a woman's wit, and it will out at the
casement Shak., As you Like It, iv. 1. 162.

To make the feathers orfurfly. see fly!. To make
the land. Sec land). To make the magnet, in elec-

tromagnetism, to close the electric circuit which includes
the magnetizing coil of the magnet, or otherwise to send
current through that circuit. To unmake the magnet is

to open the circuit or stop the current. To make the
most Of, to use to the best advantage ; use to the utter-
most.

If this be treason, make the mnst of it.

Patrick Henry, Speech (1766).

To make things hum. see Auii. To make un-
ready*. See unready.-To make up. (a) To collect
into one ; form by bringing together the constituent parts
of : as, to make up a bundle. (6) To form or fashion by
fitting and uniting the several parts of : as, to make up
n garment, (e) To compose from elements or ingredients ;

form ; prepare : as, all bodies are made up of atoms ; to
make up a prescription, (d) To fabricate artfully; com-
pose fictitiously; produce from imagination: as. he makes
ft up as he goes along ; to make up a story out of the whole
cloth (that is, without any foundation), (e) To complete :

as. to make up a given sum. (f) To supplement ; supply
what is wanting to.

My dwarf shall dance,
My eunuch sing, my fool make up the antic.

B. Jonion, Volpone, ill. 6.

<:/> To assume a particular form of features : as, to male
up a face. Hence, to make up a lip is to pout. (A) To com-
pensate : make good : as, to make up a loss, (i) To set-
tle: adjust or arrange for settlement: an, to make tip
account*, (j) To determine; bring to a definite conclu-
sion : as, to make up one's mind, (t) To reckon.

And they shall be mine, salth the Lord of hosts, in that
day when I makr up my jewels. Mai. 111. 17.

(1) To make good : as, to make up a loss or deficiency, (m)
"o compose ; harmonize ; adjust : as, to make up a differ-$
ence or a quarrel, (n) To repair : as,' to make up a hedge
Eiek. iiii. 5. (o*) To prepare ; fortify ; close.

We must make up onr ears 'gainst these assaults
Of charming tongues. B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 2.

To make up leeway. See leeway. To make up one's
mind, to decide ; come to a decision.

The engineers made up their minds that we were in the
trade winds again, . . . and that we should not want the
engines for some days.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xTiil.

With a cheerful smile, as one whose mind
Is all made up. Tennyson, Queen Mary, iv. :i.

To make up one's mouth for, to expect with desire :

have an appetite for : as. his mnufA was made up for a
chicken salad.

[Colloq. 1 To make war, to bring about
an armed contest ; initiate or levy war ; make an attack
in force : as, to make tear upon or against a neighboring
country.

If It [a city] . . . will make war against thee, then thon
shalt besiege it Dent. xx. !_'.

To make water, (a) A'aut.
,
to leak ; take in water by a

leak. (6) To urinate. To make way. (o) To make pro-
gress; advance. (6) To open a passage; clear the way.
To make words, to multiply words ; engage in wordy
discussion or dispute.

II. iiitrnn.1. 1. To do; act; be active: take
;\ I'ourse or line of action: now only in phrases



make
formed with particles, and in the archaic phrase
to meddle or make.

His fearfull Rider makes
Like som vnskilfull Lad that ynder-takes
To holde som ships helm, while the head-long Tyde
Carries away that Vessel! and her Guide.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

2. To cause one's self to be or appear; mani-
fest the state or condition of being; act in a
certain manner, as indicated by a succeeding
adjective: as, he made bold to ask a favor; to

make merry over another's mishap. 3. To have
effect; contribute; tend; be of advantage: fol-

lowed by for, formerly sometimes by to.

Let us therefore follow after the things which makefrjr
peace. Rom. xiv. 19.

A thing may make to ray present purpose. Boyle.

4. To make way; proceed: move; direct one's
course: with various words expressing direc-
tion : as, he made toward home

;
he made after

the boy as fast as he could.

I would have you make hither with an appetite.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

Is 't not possible
To make in to the land? 'tis here before us.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, i. 1.

Thou wishest I should make to Shoar;
Yet stm put'st in thy thwarting Oar.

5. To move upward or inward; flow up or to-

ward the land; rise: said of the tide and of
water in a ship, etc. : as, the tide makes fast;
water was making in the hold- 6f. To com-
pose ; especially, to compose poetry. Compare
maker, 2.

Ye lovers, that kan make of sentement,
In this case oghte ye be diligent
To forthren me somewhat in my labour.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 69.

The God of shepheards, Tityrus, is dead,
Who taught me homely, as I can, to make.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

To make after, to follow ; pursue; endeavor to overtake
or catch. To make against, to oppose ; be adverse to:

as, this argument makes against his cause.

Considerations infinite
Do make against it.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 103.

Time and temporising, which, whilst his practices were
covert, made for him [Perkin Warbeck], did now, when
they were discovered, rather make against him.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Though they ever speak on his side, yet their words still

make against him. Bacon, Ess. of a King, p. 210.

To make and break, in elect., to close and open a cir-

cuit ; set up and stop a current To make aa If or
though, to act as if ; appear ; make believe ; feign that.

Joshua and all Israel made as if they were beaten before
them, and fled. Josh. viii. 16.

And they drew nigh unto the village whither they went;
and He made as though he would have gone further.

Luke xxiv. 28.

To make at, to approach as if to attack ; make a hostile
movement against.

Then did Christian draw, for he saw that it was time to
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a reconciliation ; settle differences ; become friends again :

as, kiss and make up.
To any overtures of reconciliation he [Bowles] made

prompt and winning response. "The pleasantest man to
make up with that 1 ever knew," said a life-long acquaint-
ance. G. S. Sferriam, S. Bowles, I. 215.

(6) To dress, eto., as an actor, for a particular part ; partic-

ularly, to paint and disguise the face ; give a different ap-
pearance to one's self for any purpose or occasion. To
make up for, to compensate; replace; supply by an

equivalent.
Have you got a supply of friends to make up for those

who are gone? Swift, To Pope.
To make up to. (a) To approach ; draw near to ; ap-
proach and join ; come into company with.

He espied two men come tumbling over the wall, on the
left hand of the narrow way ; and they made up apace to

him. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 111.

Make up to Clifton ; 111 to Sir Nicholas Gawsey.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 68.

(i>) To endeavor to be on friendly or affectionate terms
with

; especially, to court [Colloq.]

Young Bullock, . . . who had been making up to Miss
Maria the last two seasons. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xii.

To make witht, to act or cooperate with ; concur or

agree with.

Antiquity, custom, and consent, in the church of God,
making with that which law doth establish, are themselves
most sufficient reasons to uphold the same.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

_
To meddle or make. See meddle.

Prior, Alma, iii. make1 (mak), n. [< ME. make; < make1
, v.'] 1.

Form; shape; constitution and arrangement
of parts ;

structure
; style of making or make-

up: as, a man of slender make; the make of a
coat.

Anone he lette two cofres make,
Of one semblance, of one make.

Gamer, Conf. Aniant., v.

The Italians . . . mask some characters, and endeavour
to preserve the peculiar humour by the make of the mask.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

Each one sat ...
Oft In mid-banquet measuring with his eyes
His neighbour's make and might

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. Mental constitution or character; intellec-
tual make-up ;

individual nature or quality.
Jack, therefore, being of a plodding make, shall be a

citizen. Steele, Tatler, No. 30.

It were obvious and unmixed deviltry simply to con-
demn this natural make of mine, or turn it over to ruth-
less punishment H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 19.

3. That which is made ; manufacture; produc-
tion : as, garments of domestic make.

It is ... the product of several large manufacturing
establishments, who usually claim to have some peculiar-
ity of process or composition in their particular makes.

Buck's Handbook of ifed. Science!, IV. 638.

4. Quantity made ; yield.
These stoves have been extensively adopted, and in

every case greatly increase the make from a furnace.

Ure, Diet, IV. 463.

5. The act of making or gaining ;
search or ef-

fort for profit or advantage : in the slang phrase
on the make.Q. In elect., close of the electric

circuit, orpassage of the electric currentthrough
the circuit.

bestir him ; and Apollyon as fast made at him, throwing make2
t (mak), n.

They may not by their Law drinke Wine
; theycompound

a drinke of dry raisous steeped in water and other mix-
tures ; yea, and secretly will make bolde urith the former.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 688.

To make dainty*. See dainty. To make for. (a) To
be for the advantage of ; favor, or operate in favor of.

Not that I neglect those things that make for the dig-
nity of the commonwealth. B. Jonson, Epicrene, v. 1.

The not ourselves which is in us and all around us be-
came to them adorable eminently and altogether as apower
which makes for righteousness.

ill. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

(b) To direct one's steps or course to
; proceed toward, (c)

To approach hostilely; make at. [Colloq.] To make
merry. See merry. To make nice oft, to be scrupu-
lous about ; be particular in regard to ; be fastidious or
finical as to.

And he that stands upon a slippery place
Makes nice of no vile hold to stay him up.

Shak.,K. John, iii. 4. 138.

To make Off, to depart suddenly ; run away ; bolt.

My sister took this occasion to make off.

mage, a companion, fellow, mate; also, in a
variant form, E. mate, < ME. mate, prob. not a
native E. change of the orig. make, but due to
MD. maet, D. moat, prob. < OFries. "mate; of.
the verb mafia for makia, make

;
cf . also AS.

gcmascca (not "mascca), a companion, E. match1
;

with orig. collective prefix ge-, < macian, make,
orig. 'fit together' (cf. gadling1

, a companion,
of similar literal sense): seemafce1,^.] A com-
panion; a mate; a consort; a match.

Ne noon so grey a goos gooth in the lake,
As, seistow, wol been withoute make.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 270.

How long
Hath the poor turtle gone to school, weenest thou,
To learn to mourn her lost make?

L. Bryskett (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 274).
This bright virgin, and her happy make.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.
make3 (mak), M. [Origin not clear.] An instru-
ment of husbandry, formed with a crooked piece.

Steele, Tatler, No. 85. of iron and a long handle, used for rooting up
To make off with, to run away with; carry off. To Peas. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]make out. (a) To get along ; come out ; succeed : as, make4

, n. See mailfi^ *" to ""* "^ <*>' makebate (rnak'bat), n. [< make1
, r., + obj.

bate*.} 1. One who excites contentions and
quarrels.

I never was a make-bate, or a knave.
Heyiuood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

Love in her passions, like a right make-bate, whispered
to both sides arguments of quarrels.

(c) To stretch or extend.

From the north end ... [of old Cairo] the foot of the
hill makes met to the river.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 25.

To make sure, to consider as certain
; feel confident : as,

I made mre that he would do so, but am disappointed.
To make sure of, to secure full knowledge or possession
of ; obtain with certainty or absolutely : as, to make mre
of the facts, or of the game. To make up. (a) To effect

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

2. A plant, Jasminum fruticans.

makeshift

make-believe (mak'be-lev"), n. and f(. [< make1
,

v., + inf. believe.'] I. '. Pretense; sham; false
or fanciful representation.

Make-believes
For Edith and himself.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

II. a. Unreal; sham; pretended.
They can live other lives than their real ones, make-be-

lieve lives, while yet they remain conscious all the while
that they are making believe.

Ruskin, Lectures on Art (1872), p. 166.

raakedt. An obsolete past participle of make1
.

Chaucer.

makegame (mak'gam), n. [< make1
, v., + obj.

game1
.} A laughing-stock; a butt for jest and

sport. [Rare.]
I was treated as ... a flouting-stock and a make-game.

Godwin, Mandeville, I. 263. (Dames.)

make-hawk (mak'hak), n. I'D. falconry. See
hawk1

. Mncyc. Brit.

make-kingt (mak'king), n. [< make1
,
v. t., +

king1.} A king-maker. Putter, Worthies, Ox-
ford.

makelesst (mak'les), a. [< ME. makeles (= Sw.
makalds = Dan. magelos); < make% + -less.

Cf. matchless.} 1. Matchless; peerless; un-

equaled.
In beautie first so stood she makeles,
Her goodly looking gladed all the prees.

Chaucer, Troilus, i.

2. Without a mate
;
widowed.

The world will wail thee, like a makelese wife.

Shak., Sonnets, ix.

makepeace (mak'pes), . [< make1
, v., + obj.

peace.} A peacemaker; one who reconciles

persons at variance
; a composer of strife; an

adjuster of differences. [Rare.]
To be a make-peace shall become my age.

Shak., Rich. II., i. L 160.

maker (ma'ker), . [< ME. maker, makyere, <
AS. *macere (= D. MLG. maker = OHG. ma-
cliare, MHG. maclier, G. macher, mcicher = Sw.
makare = Dan. mager in comp.), < maciait,
make : see make1

. } 1 . One who makes, creates,
shapes, forms, or molds; specifically (with a

capital letter), the Creator.

I am gracyus and grete, God withoutyn begynnyng,
I am maker vnmade, all mighte es in me.

York Plays, p. 1.

Laws for the Church are not made as they should be,
unless the makers follow such direction as they ought to
be guided by. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 9.

- Woe unto him that striveth with binMaker. Isa.xlv.il.

2. One who composes verses; a poet. [Obso-
lete or archaic.]
The Greekes called him a Poet> which name hath, as the

most excellent, gone through other languages. It com-
meth of this word Poiein, which is, to make : wherein I
know not, whether by lucke or wise-dome, wee Englishmen
haue mette with the Greekes, in calling him a maker.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Caedmon has not been left without followers, like the
older and later makers whose names we know not.

Freeman, Norman Conquest, v. 396.

3. The person who makes the promise in
a promissory note by affixing his signature
thereto.

make-ready (ra&k'reA"i), n. In printing, the
foundation-sheet on which are fixed the over-

lays requisite for the proper printing of a par-
ticular form of type.

It is a safe rule to keep the make-ready of every type job
until the Job has been distributed.

Set. Amer., N. S., LVI. 405.

makerellt, n. A Middle English form of mack-
erel1 .

maker-up (ma'ker -up'), n. In printing, the
workman who arranges composed types in

pages or columns of proper size.

makeshift (mak'shift), n. and a. [< make1
, v.,+ obj. shift.} I. . If. A shifty person ; one

given to shifts or expedients; a mischievous
fellow.

And not longe after came thither a make shifte, with
two men wayghting on hym, as very rakehelles as him
selfe, bragging that he was a profound phisicien.

J. Halle, An Historian Expostulation (ed. 1844), p. 19.

2. That with which one makes shift; an expe-
dient adopted to serve a present need or turn

;

a temporary substitute.
"
Now, friend," said Hawk-eye, addressing David. "...

you are but little accustomed to the uiakexhift*i<f the wil-
derness." J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxvi.

II. . Of the nature of a temporary expedi-
ent.

With the girls so troublesome, and Jocosa so dreadfully
wooden and ugly, and everything make-shift about us, . . .

what was the use of my being anything ?

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, iii



make-sport

make-sportt (mak'sport), . [< make 1
, v., +

ohj. mmrt.] A laughing-stock.
My patience

(Because I bear, anil bear, and carry all,

And, as they gay, HIII willing to grouu under),
Must be your Hulke-sport nmv.

Fletcher, The Chances, 111. 1.

make-Strifet (mak'strif ), . [< make1
, i'.,

+ obj.

strij'i'.] Sanm as make-bate. Minsheu.

make-up (mak'up). n. [< make up, verbal phr.
under mtiki' 1

, c.] 1. The manner in which any-
thing is made up, composed, or combined

;
com-

position of parts ; arrangement of details.

(They) Indicate, by something in the pattern or make-

up of their clothes, that they pay small regard to what
their tailors tell them about the prevailing taste.

//. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 62.

2. In printing, the disposition or arrangement
of types into pages or columns, preparatory to

imposition or to locking up. 3. The prepara-
tion of an actor for impersonating the charac-
ter assigned to him, including dress, painting
and altering the appearance of the face, etc.;

hence, any characteristic appearance regarded
as analogous to an actor's make-up.
The sort of professional make-up which penetrates skin,

tones, and gestures, and defies all drapery.
Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, iii.

Mr. Somerset, who makes up badly for the part of the
father unless It is, as it may be, very clever to suggest,

by make-up, a character wholly artificial has the great
and rare merit of playing with distinction, of playing with

style. The Academy, July 6, 1889, p. 14.

Make-up box, a box containing implements and mate-
rials for making up the face to represent a part in a play,

makeweight (mak'wat), . [< make1
, v., + obj.

teeii/ht.] 1. Something put in a scale to in-

crease a weight already in it; hence, that
which adds weight to something not sufficiently

heavy ;
a thing or person of little account made

use of merely to make weight or to fill a gap.
His fear of England makes him value us as a make-

weight. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 89.

England, claiming to be an arbitrator, is really a make-

weight. Stubbi, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 243.

2. An adulterant, such as sand in sugar, used
to increase the weight of a commodity,
maki (mak'i), n. [Malagasy.] A true lemur or

macaco, such as the ring-tailed lemur, Lemur
catta. Dwarf makis are species of the genus
Chirogaleus. See cut under Chirogaleus.
makimono (mak-i-mo'no), n. [Jap., < maki,
stem of maku, wind, roll up, + mono, thing.] A
roll, as of silk

; specifically, a Japanese picture
or writing, generally of considerable length,
that is kept rolled up, and not suspended as a
kakemono.
makinboy (mak'in-boi), n. [Corruption of Ir.

makkinbioee, yellow parsnip.] The Irish spurge,
Euphorbia Hiberna.

making (ma'king), n. [< ME. makynge, < AS.

macung, verbal n. of macian, make: see makel,
.] 1. The act of forming, causing, or consti-

tuting; workmanship; construction.

Therefore I sey weplnge, ne makynge of sorowe, ne may
vs not :i vnilr ; but wemen ahull wepe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), II. 174.

The Laws of the Church are most Favourable to the

Church, because they were the Churches own making.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 35.

Opinion in good men Is but knowledge in the making.
Milton, Areopagitlca, p. 46.

2. What has been made, especially at one time :

as, a making of bread. 3f. Composition; struc-

ture; make.
And he also was of the fiercest makynye that eny man

myght be as of his stature. Merlin (E. E. T. 3.), il. 181.

4. Material from which anything maybe made ;

anything capable of being developed into some-

thing more advanced.
This Bavarian king was the making of a fine man when

he was young. The American, XII. 134.

5f. Poetical composition ; poetry.
The man hath served you of his konnynge,
And forthred wel your law in his makiinge.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 413.

Poesy is his skill <>r craft of making; the very fiction it-

self, the reason or form of the work.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

6. Fortune; means or cause of success.

A new author whose work has attracted notice that of

Mr. Gladstone especially, which is said to be the making
of a writer now-a-days. The American, XVII. 286.

7. pi. In coal-mining, the slack and dirt made
in holing, kirving, or undercutting the coal.

making-felt (ma'king-felt), . In a cylinder

paper-machine, the felt on which the web of

pulp is taken from the making-cylinder at the

point where this cylinder is borne upon by the

couching-cyliuder.
226
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making-iron (ma'king-i'ern), . A tool, some-
what resembling a chisel with a groove in it,

used by calkers of ships to finish the seams af-

ter the oakum has been driven in.

making-off (ma'king-6f), n. Seethe quotation.

hiring and barreling blubber, termed making-off, was,
and is now, conducted by the Dutch, English, and .Scotch

whalemen. Fitheriei nj V. S., V. 11. 286.

makwa (inak'wS), . [Chinese
;
< ma, horse,

+ A-KVJ, jacket.] A short outer jacket worn in

China, chiefly in the northern provinces and
territories. The makwa, like the "pigtail" or queue,
was introduced by the Manchu Tatars shortly after they
conquered China In 1643.

malt (mal), . [F., < L. malum, evil, disease,
neut. of malus, evil, bad : see wote3.] Evil

;
dis-

ease.

Among the English it [a disorder in which blotches break
out on the body) goes by the name of the Mal of Aleppo.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i.
' :.i

Grand mal, epilepsy with severe convulsions, as distin-

guished from petit mal.

mal- (inal). [Formerly also male- (one syllable,

distinguished from male-, in two syllables, in

words of Latin form); < F. mal- = Sp. Pg. It.

mal-, < L. male-, < male, adv., badly, < mains,
bad : see male3

, malice, etc. Cf . male-.'] A pre-
fix of Latin origin, through French (equivalent
to dys- or coco- of Greek origin), meaning

'

bad,'
and implying usually imperfectionor deficiency,
and often simply a negative, as in malodor, a bad
odor, malfeasance, bad- or wrong-doing, malfor-
mation, imperfect shape, maladroit, not adroit,

malcontent, not content, etc. The prefix in this

form occurs only in words taken from the

French, or formed upon the analogies of such.

mala. . Plural of malum.
Malabar nut. See Justicia.

Malabar catmint, nightshade, plum, rose,
etc. See catmint, etc.

malacatunet, n. Same as melocoton.

Malacca bean, cane, etc. See bean, etc.

malachite (mal'a-kit), n. [= F. malachite
=

Sp. malaquita: so called as resembling in color

the petal of a mallow (cf . mauve, mallow-color) ;

< L. malache (also moloche), < Gr. /iaMxn, a
mallow: see mallow and -t'te2 .] A basic car-

bonate of copper having a beautiful green color,
hence commonly called the green carbonate of
copper. It occurs rarely in tufts of slender monocllnic

crystals, more frequently massive with mammillary, sta-

lactitic, or granular structure, often fibrous and radiated.
The finest specimens come from the Siberian mines. It
is also common in Cornwall and in South Australia, Ari-

zona, etc. It takes a good polish, and is manufactured into
ornamental articles. It is often called green malachite, in

distinction from blue malachite, or azurite, which is a re-

lated carbonate of copper containing less water, and which
often passes by alteration Into the green carbonate. See
azurite. Emerald malachite. Same as dioptase.

malachite-green (mal'a-kit-gren), . i. The
natural hydrated bicarbonate of copper. Also
called mountain-green. 2. A fine green color,
like that of handsome specimens of malachite.
Malachra (ma-lak'ra), . [NL. (Linnceus,
1789), erroneously for *Malacha.<. L. malache,
mallow: see malachite, mallow.} A genus of

plants belonging to the natural order Malvacea-,
the mallow family, and the tribe Vreneai, it is

characterized by the dense, involucrate heads of flowers,
with small bracts irregularly scattered through the cluster

(these bracts are, however, sometimes wanting). Five or
six species are known, natives of the warmer parts of Asia,
Africa, and America. They are hairy herbs with lobed or

angled leaves, and yellow or white flowers in dense axillary
or terminal heads, surrounded by an involucre of leafy
bracts. West Indian species have been called wild okra.

malacia (ma-la'si-R), n. [< Gr. /uoXoitrff, soft.]
Morbid softness of any tissue : usually in com-
position : as, myomalacia, osteomalacia.

malacic (ma-las'ik), a. [< malacia + -ic.~} Per-

taining to malacia, especially to osteomalacia.

malacissantt (mal-a-sis'ant), a. [< L. mala-

cissan(t-)s, ppr. of malactssare, < Gr. [tafami&iv,
make soft, < /ua/l<ucof, soft.] Making soft or

tender; relaxing.
malacissationt (mal'a-si-sa'shon), n. [< L.

malacissare, make soft.: see malacissant."} The
act or process of making soft or supple.

Let this bath, together with the emplastering and vnc-
tlon (as before), be renewed every fifth day : this malacis

so/von, or suppling of the body, to be continued for one
whole month. Bacon, Hist. Life and Death.

Malaclemmyidae (mal'a-kle-mi'i-de), . i>l.

[NL., < Malacoclemmys + -4d(e.~\ A family of

tortoises, typified by the genus Malaclemmys.
It includes such species as the familiar diamond-backed
terrapin of the United States, and several related forms
from the Old World have been placed in it. Also Mala-
Cficlniniiitiiiir.

Malaclemmys (mal-a-klem'is), n. [NL., short
for Malacwlenunyn.]' The typical genus of

Malaconotinse

Mulnclemmyida?, including the diamond-backed

terrapin of the United States, M. palustrit.
Also Mn/iK-oi'li ntmtfx.

Malacobdella (mal'a-kob-del'a), n. [NL., <

Gr. fia'/.aKof, soft, + fidt'fj.a, a leech : see Bdella.]
A genus of worms, formerly supposed to be
leeches, now considered to be parasitic nemer-

teans, type of a family Malacobdellidce. M.
grossa is a parasite found in the gills of various
mollusks.
Malacobdellidae (mal'a-kob-deri-dS), n. pi.

[NL. ,
< Malacobdella + -te.] A family of para-

sitic nemcrtean worms, typified by the genus
Malacobdella. They have an external circular and an in-

ternal longitudinal dermomuscular layer, nerve-trunks
free from the muscular system and united together by an
anal commissure, a simple intestine of several coils, a pos-
terior sucker, no cephalic grooves, no spines on the, pro-
boscis, and the sexes distinct.

Malacoclemmys (mal'a-ko-klem'is), . [NL.,
< Gr. //aAa/ibf , soft, + iifaii/ivs, a tortoise : see
<'ii in in

i/.--. \
Same as Malaclemmys.

malacoderm (mara-k6-drm), n. One of the
Malacodermata or of the Malacodermi.
Malacodermata (mal*a-ko-d6r'ma-tft), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of malacodermatus : seemalaco-

dermatous.'] 1. The sea-anemones as an order
of zoantharian Actinozoa. They are so called from
their softness, corallum being absent or represented only
by a few splcules which do not form a hard crust. These

polyps are usually of large size, and Individual, rarely be-

ing aggregated into a polypidom. The tentacles are nu-

merous, simple, not pinnately fringed, not in groups of

eight, and often in several series ; they sometimes num-
ber about 600, developed in multiples of six. Some of

these animals, as Ilyanthidce, are free-swimming, but most
of them are sessile, adherent to rocks, etc., by a fleshy

base, but able to creep about to some extent. The Zoan-
thidce are aggregated by acommon creeping-stem or stolon.

2. In entom., a division of serricorn pentam-
erous Coleoptera, corresponding to Latreille's

Malacodermi. 3. In herpet., the naked rep-
tiles, or amphibians : distinguished from Sclero-

dermata. Also Malacoderma.
malacodermatous (mal'a-ko-dfer'ma-tus), a*
K NL. malacodermatus, < Gr. /m^nxof, soft, +
Mpua(d(puaT-),skin: seederwia.] Soft-skinned;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Malacoder-
mata.
Malacodermi (mal'a-ko-der'mi), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. /ia/MKoc, soft, -r- fepfia, skin: see derma."}
In Latreille's classification, the second section
of serricorn pentamerous Coleoptera. it is com-

posed of beetles having, for the most part, soft flexible

bodies, like the glow-worm, the head received into the
thorax or at least covered by it at the base, and the proster-
tmni not produced in front and usually not pointed be-
hind. The malacoderms were divided by Latrellle into
five tribes, Cebrionitet, Lampyrides, Melyridea, Clerii, and
Ptinidet. Although the term is literally inapplicable to
a large number of the beetles so called, it is retained as
one division of Serricornia, the other being SUrnoxi.

Malacodennidae (mal"a-ko-der'mi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Malacodermi + -ida:.] A family of Mal-

acodermi, containing beetles which are really
soft-bodied, as the glow-worms. Also called

iMmpyridce and Telephorida;. It corresponds
to Latreille's second tribe, Lampyrides.
malacoid (mal'a-koid), a. [< Gr. //a/l/coe)^c, of
a soft nature, ? /Mt).an6f, soft, + clAof, form.]
Soft in texture; soft-bodied; having a muci-

laginous texture: applied to parts of plants,
particularly the hyphie of certain fungi.
malacolite (mal'a-ko-lit), n. [Prop, "malacho-

lite, so called from its color (ef. malachite), <

Gr. paMixt), a mallow,' + 2Mof, stone.] Diop-
side; a lime-magnesia variety of pyroxene, of
a pale greenish-white color.

malacological (mal'a-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< mala-

colog-y + -teal."] Of or pertaining to malacol-

ogy; conchological.
malacologist (mal-a-koTo-jist), . [< malaeol-

og-y + -is<.] One who is versed in malacology ;

a student of mollusks.

malacology (mal-a-kol'o-ii), n. [= F. malocolo-

gie; < Gr.
jOa/Uncof',' soft'(> fiaZdiua, soft-bodied

animals without external shells or articulated
bones: cf. mollusk), + -).oyia, < teyeiv, apeak:
see -otow.] The science of the molluscous or
soft-bodied animals; the knowledge of shell-

fish. It is synonymous with conchology, but Implies that
attention is paid to the soft parts, or anatomical structure
of the animals, rather than to their shells.

malacon (mal'a-kon), . [NL., < Gr. fia^.anif,

soft.] In mineral., an altered and somewhat
hydrated zircon, having a hardness inferior to

that of the original mineral.

Malaconotinae(mal''a-k6-no-ti'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Muluconotus + -inir.] A subfamily of Old
World and chiefly African shrikes, of the family
Laniida, named from the genus Malaconotvs.
J. Cabanis, 1850. Also Malaconoti.



malaconotine

malaconotine (mal"a-ko-no'tin), a. Of or per-

taining to the Malaconotiiw.

Malaconotus (mal"a-ko-ii6'tus), H. [NL., < Gr.

//a/ta/<if, soft, + i<<jrof, back.] A genus of Af-

rican shrikes, giving name to the subfamily
Malaconotina: so named from the soft plumage
of the back. W. Swainson, 1827.

Malacopoda (mal-a -kop'o-dii), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of malacopiis: see malacopodous.] A
name given by E. B. Lankester to a grade of

fhiathopoda (or Arthropoda) containing only
the class Peripatidea, which itself consists of

the single genus Peripatus, thus contrasted

with a grade or series Condylopoda, including
all other crustaceans, insects, etc.

malacopodous (mal-a-kop'o-dus), a. [< NL.

malacopus (-pod-), < Gr. //a/ta/cof, soft, + woiif

(TOd-) = E./oot] Having soft feet; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the Malacopoda.
Malacopteri (mal-a-kop'te-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of malacopterus, soft-finne5 : see malacopterous.]
In Johannes Miiller's classification of fishes, an
order of teleost fishes characterized by fin-rays
that are soft, jointed, and generally branched,
by abdominal ventral fins, and by the persistent
communicationbetweenthe air-bladder and the
intestine. It corresponds nearly to the Cuyier-
ian Malacopterygii, but is less comprehensive.
malacopterous (mal-a-kop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
malacopterus, < Gr. /IO/MK.OI;, soft, + jrrep6v, wing
(fin).] Having soft fins.

malacopterygian(mal-a-kop-te-rij'i-an), a. and
. I. a. Soft-finned

; pertaining to the Mala-

copterygii, or having their characters. Also

malacopterygious.
II. n. A fish of the order Malacopterygii.

Malacopterygii (mal-a-kop-te-rij'i-I), n. pi.

[NL._ < Gr. fiaAandt;, soft, + irrepvi- (nrepvy-), TTTC-

pvyiav, a wing, fin, < Krepov, a wing.] A group
of teleost fishes, variously limited; the soft-

finned or jointed-fin fishes, (a) In Cuvier's system
of classification, the second division of bony fishes, having
soft fin-rays : divided into AbdominaZes, Subbrachiati, and
Apodes. (b) In Miiller's system, a group of pharyngogna-
thous fishes, haying soft fins, and represented by the fam-
ily Scomberemcidtx. (c) In Gill's system, an order of tele-

ost fishes with cranial bones of the teleocephalous type,
with the anterior vertebra
not specially differentiated
from the rest and not coa-

lesced, no Weberian ossi-

cles, the shoulder-girdle
connected with the crani-

um, a mesocoracoid as well
as a hypocoracoid and hy-
percoracoid bones devel-

oped, the air-bladder con-
nected with the intestinal canal by a pneumatic duct, the
ventral fins abdominal, and the dorsal, anal, and ventral
fins spineless. The order includes the clupeids, salmonids,
and related fishes, (d) In the earliest systems, as Artedi's,
some acanthopterygian fisheswith slenderer flexible spines
were loosely included, as stromateids, the wolf-fishes, the

lophobranchiates, etc. Malacopterygii abdominales,
abdominal soft-finned fishes, Cuvier's second order of

fishes, having the ventral fins abdominal in position, be-
hind the pectorals and unattached to the shoulder-girdle.
Also called Gasteropterygii. Malacopterygii apodes,
apodal sofMinned fishes, Cuvier's fourth order of fishes,

having no ventrals. Malacopterygii subbrachiati,
Cuvier's third order of fishes, having the ventrals under
the pectorals, and the pelvic arch suspended to the shoul-

der-girdle.

malacopterygious (mal-a-kop-te-rij 'i-us), a.

Same as malacopterygian.
"

Malacoscolices (mal
//

a-ko-skol'i-sez), n. pi.
[NL., for "malacoscoleces, < Gr. //a/la/toc, soft

(with ref. to mollusks), + an&hriZ, a worm.] A
superordinal division proposed by Huxley in
1877 to be established for the reception of the
Polyzoa and Brachiopoda together, in order to
indicate the relations of the group so consti-
tuted with the worms on the one side and with
the mollusks on the other.

malacoscolicine (mal"a-ko-skori-sin), a. Per-
taining to the Malacoscolices, or having their
characters.

malacosis (mal-a-ko'sis), n. [NL. ,
< Gr. /M^an6f,

soft, + -osis.] In pathol., the morbid softening
of tissues.

Malacosteidae (maFa-kos-te'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Malacosteus + -idw.] A family of teleost

fishes, typified by the genus Malacosteus.
malacosteoid (mal-a-kos'te-oid), a. [< Mala-
costeus + -aid.] Resembling the genus Mala-
costeus; of or pertaining to the Malacosteidat.
malacosteon (mal-a-kos'te-on), n. [NL., < Gr.
jUaAa/ciif , soft, + bcreav, bone.] In pathol., osteo-
malacia.

Malacosteus (mal-a-kos'te-us), n. [NL., < Gr.
/ui'AaKoc,, soft, + bariov, bone.] A genus of fishes
of peculiar aspect, distinguished, among other
characters, by the slight calcification of the

Fin of Malacopterygian.
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skeleton, typical of the Malacosteidw. There are

several species, all deep-sea fishes, of which M. niger is the

best-known.

malacostomous (mal-a-kos'to-mus), . [< Gr.

fiaMKOf, soft, + GTo/na, mouth.] Leather-mouth-

ed; having a soft mouth that is, toothless

jaws : said of fishes.

Malacostraca (mal-a-kos'tra-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. [uiJiaKdaTpaKOf, soft-shelled (neut. pi. jiaka-

K6urpa.ua, Aristotle's name for Crustacea such as

crabs, lobsters, etc.), < //a/l<ZKOf, soft, + oorpaKov,
a shell : see Ostracea, ostracize, etc.] One of

two main divisions of the Crustacea proper; the
division which is contrastedwith Entomostraca.
By Latreille the group was divided into five orders, Deca-

poda, Stomapoda, L&modipoda, Amphipoda, and Jsopoda.
Zoologically speaking, its limits have fluctuated so far arid

so often with different writers that no comprehensive yet
exclusive definition is practicable, and the general ten-

dency is now to ignore the term, along with Entomostraca.

Huxley, however, retains both.

malacostracan (mal-a-kos'tra-kan), a. and .

[< Malacostraca + -an.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Malacostraca. Also malacostracous.

II. n. A malacostracous crustacean.

malacostracological (mal-a-kos"tra-ko-loj'i-
kal), a. [< malacostracolog-y + -ic-al.] Of or

pertaining to malacostracology.
malacostracologist (mal-a-kos-tra-kol'o-jist),
n. [< malacostracolog-y + -ist.] A carcinolo-

gist or crustaceologist.
malacostracology (mal-a-kos-tra-kol'o-ji), n.

[< NL. Malacostraca, q. vi, + Or. -/loyz,'< Mytiv,

speak: see -ology.] The science of crusta-
ceans

; crustaceology ; carcinology.
malacostracous (mal-a-kos'tra-kus), a. [< Gr.

/iaWooTyNZKof, soft-shelled: see Malacostraca.]
Same as malacostracan: as, "a malacostracous

crustacean," Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 323.

malacotomic (mal"a-ko-tom'ik), a. [< mala-

cotom-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to malacot-

omy.
malacotomy (mal-a-kot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. /za/la-

K<if, soft, + -rofi'ia, (. ripveiv, raueiv, cut.] The
anatomy of Mollusca.

Malacozoa (mal'a-ko-zo'a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

/iaAatc6f, soft, 4- Cyov,'an animal.] Soft-bodied

animals; the Mollusca in abroad sense,including
mollusks proper, brachiopods, and polyzoans.
malacozoic (maFa-ko-zo'ik), a. [< Malacozoa
+ -ic.] Possessing 'the common features of

molluscan life Malacozoic series, a phrase pro-
posed by Huxley in 1877 to include a gradation or series
of forms represented by the Malacoscolices of the same
author and the Mollusca; it includes animals graded from
the lowest Polyzoa to the highest mollusks.

maladaptation (mal"ad-ap-ta'shon), n. [<
mal- + adaptation.'] Faulty adaptation; lack
of adaptation. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 273.

maladdress (mal-a-dres'), n. [< mal- + ad-

dress.'] Lack of address; want of tact; awk-
wardness; rudeness.

It took all the mal-address of which travellers are mas-
ters to secure admittance.

HoweUt, Their Wedding Journey, p. 241.

maladjustment (mal-a-just'ment), n. [< mal-
+ adjustment.] A faulty adjustment; lack of

adjustment.
maladministration (mal-ad-min-is-tra'shon),

. [< F. maladministration; as mal- + admin-
istration.'] Faulty management of affairs

;
vi-

cious or defective conduct in the performance
of official duties, particularly of executive and
ministerial duties prescribed by law. Formerly
maladministration.
The violence of revolutions is generally proportioned

to the degree of the maladministration which has pro-
duced them. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xlii.

maladroit (mal-a-droif), a. [< F. maladroit; as
mal- + adroit.] "Not adroit or dexterous

;
inex-

pert; clumsy; awkward; unhandy; bungling.
maladroitly (mal-a-droit'li), adv. In a mal-
adroit manner; clumsily; awkwardly.
maladroitness (mal-a-droit'nes), n. The char-
acter of being maladroit; clumsiness; awkward-
ness; want of skill or tact.

malady (mal'a-di), n.', pi. maladies (-diz). [<
ME. maladye, ( OF. (and F.) maladie, sickness,
illness, disease, < malade, malabde, F. malade
= Pr.

malapte,^ malaude, sick, < LL. *male habi-

tus, sick, lit. 'ill conditioned' (cf. LL. male ha-

bens, sick, L. male se habere, be sick or indis-

posed, be in ill condition): L. male, badly (<

mains, bad: see mal-, male3); habitus, pp. of

habere, have, hold : see habit."] 1. A physical
disorder or disease; sickness or distemper of

any kind
; especially, a chronic, deep-seated, or

dangerous disease.

Merlin seide "He shall not dye on this maladye."
Merlin (E. E. I, S.), i. 51.

malappropriate

Why was it that, in that epidemic malady of constitu-

tions, ours escaped the destroying influence?

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The Comanches think a malady is caused by the blast-

ing breath of a foe. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 125.

2. Hence, moral or mental disorder
; any dis-

ordered state or condition : as, social maladies.
= Syn. 1. Infirmity, Distemper, etc. (see disease); com-

plaint, ailment.

mala fide (ma'la fi'de). [L., abl. of mala fides,

bad faith: see mala fides.] With bad faith; de-

ceitfully ; treacherously : opposed to bona fide.
In Scots law, a malafide possessor is a person who possesses
a subject not his own upon a title which he knows to be

bad, or which he has reasonable ground for believing to

be so.

mala fides (ma'la fi'dez). [L. : mala, fern, of

malus, bad; fides",) ult. E. faith; cf. bona fides.]
Bad faith.

malafiges, . A sailors' name for a small sea-

bird supposed to appear before a storm: ap-

parently, the stormy petrel or Mother Carey's
chicken.

Malaga (mal'a-ga), . [Seedef.] A wine pro-
duced at Malaga in Spain. The wines specifically
so named are made from the last vintage, which occurs
in October and November. There are several varieties.

Thudicum and Dupre. Malaga grape, any of the grapes
grown near Malaga, especially those exported thence.
The muscadel is a leading variety. In America the name
Malaya is given to any variety of large oval white grape.

Malagash(mal-a-gash'), n. Same as Malagasy.
Malagasy (mal-a-gas'i), a. and n. [Formerly
Madegassy,Madecassee; = F.Malgache; an adj.
formed from the native name of Madagascar.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Madagascar or its in-

habitants.

It was not until the publication of the official chart by
D'Apres de Mannevillette, from actual hydrographic sur-

vey, in 1776, that any notable progress was effected in the
delineation of the Malagasy seaboard.

Athenaeum, No. 3071, p. 332.

II. n. A native of Madagascar ;
a member of

any of the races or tribes inhabiting that island,

malagmat (ma-lag'ma), n. [= F. It. malagma,
< L. malagma, < Gr. fi6.Aayjj.a, a plaster, a poul-
tice, < iiaMnaecv, soften: see malax.] In therap.,
an external localmedicament designed to soften
the part to which it is applied; an emollient

cataplasm ;
a poultice.

malaguetta pepper. Same as grains ofpara-
dise (which see, under grain^).
malahack (mal-a-hak'), v. t. [Origin obscure.]
See the quotation.
Malahack: to cut up hastily or awkwardly.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

Malaic (ma-la'ik), a. [< Malay + -ic.] Same
as Malay.
malaise (ma-laz'), . [< F. malaise, uneasiness,
discomfort: see malease.] Uneasiness; discom-

fort; specifically, an indefinite feeling of un-

easiness, often a preliminary symptom of a se-

rious malady.
Malaisian, a. See Malaysian.
Malambo bark. See bark?.

malanders, mallanders (mal'an-derz), n. pi.

[Also mallenders, mallinders; < F. malandre =
It. malandra, malanders, also a dead rotten

knot, < L. malandria (neut. pi., LL. also fern,

sing.), blisters or pustules on the neck, esp. of

horses.] Infarriery, a dry scab or scurfy erup-
tion on the hock of a horse or at the bend of the

knee; "sore places on the inside of theforelegs
of a horse "

(Halliwell).
She has the maUanders, the scratches, the crown scab,

and the quitter bone in the t'other leg.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

malapert (mal'a-pert), a. and n. [< ME. mala-

pert, < OF. malapert, over-ready, impudent, <

mal, badly, 4- apert, open, ready: see apert, and
cf. pert.] I. a. Characterized by pertness or

impudence; saucy; impudent; bold; forward.

She was wis and loved hym nevere the lasse,
Al nere he malapert. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 87.

Untutor'd lad, thou art too malapert.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 5. 32.

He IB bitterly censured by Marinus Marcennus, a mala-
pert friar. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 454.

II. . A pert, saucy person.
malapertly (mal'a-pert-li), adv. In a malapert
manner; saucily; with impudence.
malapertness (mal'a-pert-nes), n. The char-
acter of being malapert; sauciness; impudent
pertness or forwardness.

malappropriate (mal-a-pro'pri-at), v. t. ; pret.
and pp. malappropriaied, ppr. malappropriat-
ing. [< mal- + appropriate.] To misappro-
priate ; apply to a wrong use; misuse.
She thrust the hearth-brush into the grates in mistake

for the poker, and malapprojmated several other articles
of her craft. E. Bronte, Wuthering Heights, xxxii.



malaprop

malaprOp(inar!t.-prop), <i. |ln (illusion to Mrs.

Mii/ii/nn/i, ii chariieler in Sheridan's play of
" The Kivals," noted for her blunders in the use

of words (< malapropos, q. v.).] Malapropos.
[Rare.]
Hut observe . . . the total absence of all inalaprop pio

turesiiucness. "'' ijiiiiii-i'ii. Style, j.

malapropism (mal'a-prop-izm), n, [< imilii-

l> i-ti)>
+ -/.vwi.] 1. The act or habit of misap-

plying words through mi ambition to use fine

language. 2. A word so misapplied.
The Kieldhead estate and the De Walclen estate were de-

lightfully contusions a malapropiztn which rumour had
not failed to repeat to Shirley.

Charlotte Jlronte, Shirley, xvii.

malapropos (mal-ap-ro-po'), a. and adv. [<
iiHil- + apropos: see, apropos,] I. a. Inappro-
priate; out of place; inapt; unseasonable: as,
;i ni(ili>ropon remark.

II. <t<lc. Unsuitably; unseasonably.

Malapteruridae (nia-lap-te-rd'ri-de), n. pL
[NL., < Miiliiiitcrnnis + -idw.] A family of ne-

matognathous fishes. They are electric flshes in which
"the electric organ extends over the whole body, but is

thickest on the abdomen. It lies between two
aponeurotic

i Membranes below the skill, and consistsof rhomboidal cells

which contain a rather MINI gelatinous substance. The
electric nerve takes its origin from the spinal cord." The
shock given ia great for the size of the flan. Three species
arc known, the most familiar of which is Malapterurus elec-

tricus of the Nile, which sometimes attains a length of

four feet.

Malapterurina (mu-lap'te-r^-ri'na), n. pi.

[NL., < Malapterurus + -ina^.] In Gimther's

classification, a group of Siluridai stenobranchia:

with no rayed dorsal fin : same as the family
Malap teruridai.

malaptemrine (ma-lap-te-ro'rin), a. Of or

pertaining to the Malapterurina; malapteru-
roid.

malapteruroid (ma-lap-te-ro'roid), a. and n.

[< Malapterurus + -oid.]" I. a. Pertaining to

the Malapterurida", or having their characters.

II. n. A fish of the family Malapteruridae.
Malapterurus (ma-lap-te-rO'rus), n. [NL. (La-
c6pede, 1803), short for *Malacopterurus, < Or.

/ta\aic6c,sott,T impAv, wing (fin), + oiyx^tail.] A
genus of nematognathous catfishes, represent-

Electric Catfish (Malapterurus ettctrtfui).

ing the family Malapterurida;, with an adipose
fin over the caudal region and no true dorsal fin

;

the electric fishes. M. electricus inhabits the

Nile and other African rivers.

malar (ma'liir), a. and n. [< NL. mttlaris, < L.

mala, the upper jaw, the cheek-bone, the cheek,
< mandere, cnew: see mandible."] I. a. 1. Of or

pertaining to the cheek or cheek-bone. 2. Of
or pertaining to the zygoma ; zygomatic; jugal:

as, the malar arch Malar bone, see II. Malar
foramina. See foramen Malar point. See craniom-

etry.

II. n. A membrane bone or splint-bone of the
side of the head of higher vertebrates, entering
into the composition of the zygoma or zygo-
matic arch, which connects the upper jaw or

other part of the face with the squamosal or
other parts about the ear; the jugal or jugal
bone. In most animals it is a long and slender horizontal

bone, in man a short and stout quadrangular bone, the

cheek-bone, forming the prominence of the cheek, entering
into the composition of the orbit of the eye, and articulat-

ing not only with the temporal and superior maxillary,
but also with the frontal and sphenoid.

malardet, An obsolete form of mallard.

malaria (ina-la'ri-ii), n. [= F. malaria, < It.

mat' aria, bad air: mala, fern, pf malo, < L. mn-

IHH, bad (see mal-, Mb'); aria, < L. aer, air: see

air1 .] 1. Air contaminated with some patho-

genic substance from the soil; specifically,
air impregnated with the poison producing in-

termittent and remittent fever. 2. The dis-

ease produced by the air thus poisoned. In a
strict sense the word is a generic term designating inter-

mittent and remittent fever and other affections, such as

malarial neuralgia, due to the same cause. Malarial dis-

eases in this sense prevail in all quarters of the globe ex-

cept the coldest, and the infection of soil and air occurs
in both uninhabited and populous regions. The disease is

contracted by presence in the locality, and not from the

sick, nor do the latter seem to transplant the infection to

new places to which they may go. The disease may ap-
parently be introduced into the body through water that
is drunk as well as through the air. The development of
the poison is favored by heat and moisture. Malarial dis-

eases are apt to increase after the turning up of virgin
soil. The poison seems to lie low in the atmosphere, but
may be blown to adjacent heights. Besidesthc well-marked
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fevers, the malarial poison produces various and often Ill-

marked perversions of the general health, such as neural-

gia, neuritis, anemia, digestive disturbances, and alhumi-
nurla. The anatomical effects of the malarial poison are

enlargement of the spleen, sometimes excessive, darkening
of the skin, and the presence ufa dark pigment in the bloiKl,

in amorphous masses. There is found,moreover,in malari-

al Moon a variety of peculiar living bodies which are sup-

posed to be the various stages in the life-history of a sin-

gle organism. This haa been called the I'lasmtidium ma-
lance. All these forms of malaria are, as a rule, affected

favorably by quinine, and to a leas degree by certain other

drugs, notably arsenic.

malarial (ma-la'ri-al), a. [< malaria + -<il.~\

Relating or pertaining to malaria; conin-et.il

with or arising from malaria : as, malarial ca-

chexia, disease, or fever; the malarial poison.
Neuralgic affections . . . are common sequels of mala-

rial poisoning. (fiidiii, Med. Diet., p. 916.

Malarial fever. 8ee/*wri.
malarialist (ma-la'ri-al-ist), n. [< malarial +
-ist.] A student of malaria; one who studies

the treatment of malarial disease.

According as one is a sanitarian, a chemist, or a mala-
rialist. Harper's Mag., LXIX. 441.

malarian (ma-la'ri-an), a. [< malaria + an.']

Malarial
;
malarious. [Rare.]

A flat in nln fin, i world of reed and ruah !

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, Iv.

malarimaxillary (ma'lar-i-mak'si-la-ri), a. [<
NL. malaris, malar,+ maxillarts, maxillary.] Of
or pertaining to the malar and the supramaxil-
larybone: as, the malarimaxillary suture. Also

Hialnmaxillary.
malarious (ma-la'ri-us), a. [< malaria + -ous.]
Characterized by or abounding with malaria;

producing or communicating malarial disease:

as, a malarious region or climate ; a malarious
state of the atmosphere.
A fever alley or a malarimu ditch.

C. Kingslcy, Life (1878), II. 870.

Attempts have been made, without success, to separate
malarious poison from the gases generated by swamps, or
from the air of malarious localities. Eneyc. Brit., XV. 820.

malassimilation (mal-a-sim-i-la'shon), n. [<
mal- + assimilation.] fiipathol., imperfect as-

similation or nutrition; faulty digestion and
appropriation of nutriment.

malate (ma'lat), n. [< mal(ic) + -ate 1
.'] In

fhem., any salt of malic acid.

malaxt (ma'laks), v. t. [= F. malaxer = Pg.
malaxar, < L. malaxare, < Gr. ftaMooeiv, soften,
< /jAa/cdf, soft.] Same as malaxate.

I directed one of my servants to apply an emplast. dla-

chyl. cum gummi, malaxed with unguent dialtlueie.

Wiseman, Surgery, 1. 9.

malaxage (mal'ak-saj), n. [< malax + -age.]
The operation of kneading and working the un-
baked clay of which pottery is to be made.
malaxate (mal'ak-sat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. mal-

axated, ppr. malaxating. [< L. malaxatus, pp.
of malaxare, soften: see malax.] To soften;
knead to softness.

malaxation (mal-ak-sa'shon), n. [= F. malax-

ation, < LL. malaxatio(n-), 'a softening, < L. ma-

laxare, soften : see malax, malaxate.] The act
of malaxating or moistening and softening;
the act of forming ingredients into a mass for

pills or plasters. [Rare.]
malaxator (mal'ak-sa-tor), n. [< NL.malaxator,
<.ii. malaxare, soften: see malax, malaxate.] A
name ofmany machines used for mixing various
materials. Most of these machines for example, mills

for grinding and tempering clay In brick-making, for mix-

ing mortar, etc. have a rotating vertical shaft with ra-

dial blade-like arms working in a cylindrical Inclosnre.

They are often moved by horses, mules, or oxen attached
to the end of a lever projecting horizontally from the up-
per part of the shaft In many cases, however, other power
is used.

Malaxeae (ma-lak'se-e), . pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1845), < Malaxis 4- -em.] A subtribe of plants
of the natural order Orchidea;, the orchid fami-

ly, belonging to the tribe Epidendrea>, and char-

acterized by a terminal inflorescence and an-

thers which are usually persistent, and either

erect or bent forward. It embraces 2 genera,
Malaxis and Microstylis, and about 46 species.
Malaxis (ma-lak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ta/.ai-it,

a softening, < /taldaoetv, soften : see malax.] A
genus of orchidaceous plants of the tribe Kpi-
dendrea', type of the subtribe Malaiea;. Itischar-
acterized by a stem bearing one or two leaves, by the new
plants arising from the apex of the old bulb, and by flow-

ers with small, rather broad petals. There is but a single

species, the bog-orchis, M. paludosa, which is found grow-
ing in spongy bogs in northern Europe. It is a delicate

plant, only 3 or 4 inches high, bearing very small greenish-
yellow flowers in a loose, slender raceme.

Malay (mii-la'), n. and a. [= F. Mnlni, Malais
= Sp. Pg. J/nferi/0(cf.D. Maleiscli); < Malay .)/<(-

lai/u, Malay (Orang Malayu, Malay men; Tilnah

liulayu, Malay land),] J. n. 1. A native of Ma-

malconformation

lacca or of the Malay peninsula, or of the ad-

jacent islands.

The Miiln.ui the name is said to mean the same thing
as that of the 1'arthians, viz. . . . emigrants.

J. Hadlty, Essays (187UX P- 29-

2. The language of the Malaya. It is a dialect

belonging to the Malayan branch of the Malay-
Polynesian family. 3. A variety of the domes-
tic hen, having a tall and slender shape like

that of the exhibition game, but larger, and long
legs and neck and a close, low tail. The shanks
are yellow ; the comb Is flat or strawberry-shaped. In
coloration the hen is chocolate- or cinnamon.brown, with

green-black lacing, while the cock resembles a dull-colored

Mack- breasted red game-cock. The eggs are large and
brown.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Malays or to

their country. Also Malaic Malay apple, a iniall

tree, Etujenia Malaccenriit, or its fruit. This tree is found
wild In the Malayan. Polynesian, and Sandwich Islands,

and widely cultivated, In many varieties. The fruit U of

good size, with the form of a quince, juicy, delicate-fla-

vored, and of an apple-like scent. Malay porcupine,
a brush-tailed porcupine, Allieritm /aideulata. Malay
race, one of the five principal divisions of mankind ac-

cording to Blumenbach. In this division the summit of

the head is slightly narrowed ; the forehead a little pro-

jecting ; the nose thick, wide, and flattened ; the mouth
large; the upper jaw projecting; the hair black, soft,

thick, and curled. Malay tapir, the Indian or Asiatic

tapir, Tamrus indicus or malayanwi. See tapir.

Malayalam (mal-a-ya'lam), n. [Malayalam
Malaydlam.] The language of Malabar, in

southwestern India : it is a Dravidian dialect.

Malayan (ma-la'an), a. and n. [< Malay +
-an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Malacca or

the Malay peninsula or the people inhabiting
that region; Malay Malayan bear. See tears, i.

Malayan camphor. Same as Borneo camphor (which
nee, under camphor). Malayan porcupine, Malayan
tapir. Same as Malay porcupine, Malay tapir.

II. >i. Same as Malay.
Malayopolynesian (ma-la'6-pol-i-ne'gian), a.

Same as Malay-Polynesian.
Malay-Polynesian (ma-la'pol-i-ne'sian), a.

Including the Malay and Polynesian :" applied
to a family of languages occupying most of the
islands of the Pacific, from Madagascar to East-
er Island (not, however, Australia and Tasma-
nia, nor the central parts of Borneo and New
Guinea and of some other of the large islands),

together with the Malayan peninsula. Its prin-

cipal branches are the Malayan, of the peninsula and the
islands nearest it, and the Polynesian, of the great mass
of scattered Islands (including Madagascar and New Zea-

land) ; to these is added by many the Melanesian, of the

Fiji archipelago and its vicinity, which others regard as a

separate family. The languages are of extreme simplicity,
in regard both to phonetic and to grammatical structure.

Malaysian (ma -la 'si -an), a. [< Malay (F.

Malais) + -4an.] Relating to the Malay pen-
insula or archipelago, or to the Malays. Also

spelled Malaisian. Encyc. Brit., XV. 324.

malbouchet, [ME., < OF. maleboucJie, evil-

speaking, < mal, evil, + bouche, mouth: see

bouche.] Evil speaking ; scandalmongering.
Malbouche in court e hath grete comaundement ;

lithe man studieth to sey the worst e he may.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furaivall), p. 77.

And to conferme his accione,
Hee hath withholde malebauche.

Oower. (llalliwell.)

malbrouk (mal-bruk' ), n. [= F. malbrotik, mal-
brouch (Button), a kind of monkey.] A monkey
of the genus Ccrcocebits ; especially, C. cynosu-
rus, the dog-tailed baboon.
malchust (mal'kus), n. [= F. malchus, < Mat-
ch us, Gr. MdA^of, whose ear was cut off by Peter
(John xviii. 10).] A short cutting-sword. See

braqucmart.
Malcoha, n. Same as Phamicoj>haus.
Malcolmia (mal-kol'mi-a), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1812), named after William Malcolm, a nursery-
man and cultivator.] A genus of plants be-

longing to the natural order Cruciferie, the
mustard family, and the tribe Sisymbryea, char-

acterized by long erect sepals, and a stigma
with two lobes which either converge or unite
to form a cone. They are branching herbs with alter-

nate entire or pinnatifld leaves, and loose bractless ra-

cemes of white or purple flowers. About 26 species are

known, natives of Europe, northern Africa, and central and
western Asia ; a few are sometimes cultivated for orna-
ment. The best-known of these is M. marititna, the Mahon
stock, called more often Virginia (sometimes riiyin) slack,
an annual with red or white flowers, from the shores of the
Mediterranean.

malconceivedt (mal-kon-sevd'), a. HI con-
ceived or planned.
Sum new devised interlude or sum malconceitxd come-

dies. O. Uarvey, To Spenser, 167S.

malconforrnation (mal'kon-f^r-ma'shon), n.

[< mal- + conformatiim.] Imperfect or irregu-
lar conformation; disproportion of parts; mal-
formation.



malconstruction

malconstruction (mal-kou-struk'shon), n. [<

mal- + construction.] Faulty construction.

The boiler was torn into fragments. The cause of the

explosion is given as malconstruction.
The Engineer, LXVII. 156.

malcontent (mal'kou-tent), a. and . [For-

merly also malecontent; < F. malcontent (= Sp.

malcontento), dissatisfied; as mal- + content^.]
I. a. Dissatisfied; discontented; especially, dis-

satisfied or discontented with the existing order

of things, as with the constitution of society, or

the administration of government.
I speak not much : yet in my little Talk
Much vanity and many Lies do walk ;

I wish too-earnest, and too-oft (in fine)

For others Fortunes, male-content with mine.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, li., The Lawe.

Nicholas Durantius, a Knight of Malta, sirnamed Villa-

gagnon, in the yeere 1555 (malecontent with his estate at

home) sayled into Francia Antarctica.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 837.

II. . A discontented person ; specifically, a

discontented subject of government; one who
murmurs at the laws and administration, or

who manifests his dissatisfaction by overt acts,

as in sedition or insurrection.

He that wrote the Satyr of Piers Ploughman seemed to

haue bene a malcontent of that time, and therefore bent

himself e wholy to taxe the disorders of that age.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 50.

In Connecticut and New Hampshire the body of the

people rose in support of government, and obliged the

malcontents to go to their homes.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 70.

malcontented (mal-kon-ten'ted), a. [Fonner-

galso
malecontented; as malcontent + -ed2 .]

iscontented; dissatisfied: as, "the malecon-

tented multitude," Sp. Hall.

malcontentedly (mal-kon-ten'ted-li), adv. In
a malcontented manner; with discontent.

malcontentedness (mal-kon-ten'ted-nes), n.

The state or character of being malcontented.

malcontently (mal-kon-tent'li), adv. As a
malcontent

; discontentedly.
malcontentment(mal-kon-tent'ment), n. [For-

merly also malecontentment; < malcontent +
-ment.] Discontent.

They had long agone by vniuersall male-contentment of

the people . . . procured a great distraction of the king's

leeges heartes. HoKnshed, Hist. Scotland, an. 1585.

Maldanidae (mal-dan'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mal-
dane + -idte.'] A family of polychsetous anne-

lids, containing marine worms in which the ap-

pendages are all much reduced: named from
the genus Maldane. Also Maldania;. Savigny,
1817.

Maldivian (mal-div'i-an), a. and . [< Mal-
dive (see def.) + -ian.] I. a. Of or belonging
to the Maldives or Maldive Islands, a chain of

coral islands in the Indian ocean: as, Mal-
divian customs.

II. n. A member of the race inhabiting the

Maldive Islands.

maldonite (mal'don-it), n. [< Maldon in Vic-

toria, where it is found, 4- -zte2.] In mineral.,
a variety of native gold, supposed to contain a
considerable amount of bismuth.

male1
(mal), a. and n. [< ME. male, < OF. male,

masle, F. mdle = Pr. mascle = Sp. Pg. macho=
It. maschio, < L. masculus, male, dim. (in form),
< mas (mar-), a man, a male (human being or

animal). Hence also (from L. mas) E. mascu-

line, marital, marry1
, etc.] I. a. 1. Pertaining

to the sex of human kind, and by extension to

that of animals in general, that begets young,
as distinguished from the female, which con-
ceives and gives birth: as, a male child; a male

beast, fish, or fowl.

These were the male children of Manasseh, the son of

Joseph. Josh. xvii. 2.

2. In bot., staminate: said of organs or flow-

ers. In old usage plants were called male or female for
fanciful reasons (for example, see male-fern).
3. Pertaining to or characteristic of males of
the human kind, or men as opposed to women ;

appropriate to men
;
masculine : as, male attire

;

a mate voice. 4. Composed of males ; made up
of men and boys : as, a mate choir. 5. Possess-

ing some quality or attribute considered as
characteristic of males. [Rare.] 6. Genera-
tive; fruitful, as an idea. In this sense, Ba-
con entitles one of his treatises the "Male
Birth of Time."- Estate tall male. See estate.-
Male coffee-berry. Seeco/ee, ]. Male conceptacle,
in bot., in lower cryptogams, a conceptacle producing only
male organs. See conceptacle, 2. Male die, the upper
one of a pair of dies. Male flower, gage, knot-grass.
See the nouns. Male Incense, frankincense or olibanum
in the form of tears or globular drops, regarded as the
best kind.
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May virgins, when they come to mourn,
Male incense burn.

Herrick, Dirge of Jephthah's Daughter.

Male order, in arch., the Doric order : so styled because,

according to the fancy of Vitruvius, its sturdy proportions
were modeled after those of the male human form, the

proportions of the more slender and rounded Ionic order

after those of the female form. Male rimes, rimes in

which only the final syllables correspond, as disdain and

complain. Male screw, a screw of which the threads,

carried about the exterior surface of a cylinder, correspond
to and enter spiral grooves formed in the surface of a cylin

malefic

maledict (mal-e-dikf), a. [ME. maledight (q.

v.), < OF. maledict, also maldit, maitdit, F. mau-
dit = Sp. Pg. maldito = It. maledetto; < L.

maledictus, pp. of maledicere: see maledict, v.]

Execrated
;
accursed ;

damned. [Bare.]

As the wings of starlings bear them on
In the cold season in large band and full,

So doth that blast the spirits maledict.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, v. 42.

malediction (mal-e-dik'shon), n. [< ME. male-
to illKl eilicr spiral grooves it >j i j nu 111 uic .im i.u .; u* * VJUM- ******w**w ^^ r. / r i_

t

drical hole and constituting a female screw. Male sys- dicrion, < OF. malediction, also (maletfon, malets-

getsyoung: opposed tofemale. In zoology the sign <MWO.J *-vu speaKing ;
a cursing ;

the utter

universally used tor a male toV (Mars), the sign s (Venus) ance of a curse or execration
; also, a curse,

signifying female.

Your lamb shall be without blemish, a male of the first

year. Ex. xii. 5.

Bring forth men-children only !

For thy undaunted mettle should compose
Nothing but males. Shale., Macbeth, i. 7. 73.

2. In plants characterized by sexual differ-

ences and reproduced by sexual generation,
that individual of which the special function is

to form the substance essential to the fertility

of the germ developed by the female Comple-
mental or supplemental male, in zool. See comple-

mental, 2, and quotation under Scalpellum. Dwarf
male. See dwarf.

male2
t,

An obsolete form of mail2 .

male3
t, a. [< OF. mal, fern, male, F. mal, fern.

male = Pr. mal, mau == Sp. mal, malo = Pg. maledictory (mal-e-dik'to-ri), a. Pertaini

moo, mau, ma = It. malo, < L. malus, bad, evil to, containing, or consisting in malediction or

Now ye shall [haue] malediccimi.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 5636.

My name perhaps among the circumcised . . .

With malediction mention'd. JMUton, S. A., 1. 978.

= Syn. Malediction, Curse, Imprecation, Execration, Anath-
ema. All these are strong words ; they are all presumably
of the nature of prayers, malediction having the least of

this meaning. Malediction in its derivation contains the

idea that is common to them all/that of expressing a de-

sire for evil upon another. Curse, imprecation, and exe-

cration are often used of the wanton calling down of evil

upon those with whom one is angry, but all five may indi-

cate a formal or official act. Execration expresses most
of personal hatred ; indeed, the word is sometimes used

simply to express an intense and outspoken hatred : as,

he was held in execration. Anathema has kept within its

original limits, as expressing a curse pronounced formally

by ecclesiastical authority.

Pertaining

(neut. malum, > It. male = Sp. Pg. mat= F. mal, cursing ; imprecatory
an evil). Hence, from L. malus, E. malice, mal- ghe poured out ... a flood of maledictory prophecy

ady,mal-, etc.] Bad; evil; wicked. Examplesof against the doers of the deed; . . . she cursed with out-

this word in English are rare, it being almost always com- stretched arms.

pounded with the following noun. (See mal-.) 6eo. MacDonald, What s Mine a Mine, p. 318.

The Lord Cromwell wold have excused hymself of all the maledightt, O- [ME., < OF. maledit, maledict, <

steryng of moevyng of the male journey of Seynt Albones. L ma lea jc tiis, pp. : see maledict.] Cursed.
I aston Letters, I. 345.

male4!, [ME., also mete; < L. malum = Or.

[if/tov, an apple.] An apple.
Nowe peres and meles over thicke ar tome
Away the vicious, lest juce ylorne
On hem sholde be that gentil frnyt myght spende.

Palladius, Husbondrie (K E. T. S.), p. 161.

male5 (mal) n. [Origin obscure.] The knot,
1
V

. rr. - fl n . rT-1 'IIUIIKU14U /It .' *' *Vf *V, At. *sl\*v., Aw UU*. A*1*ut/l

a sandpiper, Trmga canutus. C.Swainson. [Es- , - A . , i
- < i / v, \ IVTT

sex Ens 1 malefaction (mal-e-fak'shon), n. [< LL.
,

'
,* ," ,, ,-,-. . . i -i rm_ J ft<ntititm-\ \-r\\vtw frtooA nYllvlTl ^A1*ivfiH *>1

male6 (mal), n. [Origin obscure.] The dan-

Cometh a childe maledict,
Axeyn Jhesu to rise he tijt.

Cursor Mundi. (.Halliwell.)

maledisantt, n. [Also maldizant; < OF. male-

disant, F. maldisant, evil-speaking: see male-

dicent.'] One who speaks evil. Minsheu.

How then will scoffing readers scape this mark of a
maledizant ? Florio, It. Diet., To the Header, p. [9).

delion. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
male-. See maL.

maladministration!) See maladministra-
tion.

maleaset (mal-ez'), n. [< ME. maleise, malese,

maleese, male-eese, < OF. malaise (F. malaise, > E.

malaise, q. v.), sickness, < mal, bad, + aise,ease :

see earn. Cf. disease.] Sickness; malaise.

Alle manere men that thow myght aspye
In meschief other in mal-ese and thow mowe hem helpe,
Loke by thy lyf let hem nouht for-fare.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 28a

Thel broughten to him alle that weren of male-eese.

WycHf, Mark t 32.

nialebouchet, n. See maVtouche.

malecolyei, n. Same as melancholy.
maleconformationt, See malconformation.
malecontentt, and n. See malcontent.

malecotoont, n. See melocoton.

maledicency (mal-e-di'sen-si), n. [= OF. maldi-
cence = Sp. Pg. mdkdice'ncia = It. maledicenza,

factio(n-), injury (used only in derived sense of

fainting, syncope), < malefacere, do evil, harm,
< male, evil, + facere, do : see fact. Cf. benefac-

tion.] Heinous wrong-doing; a criminal deed;
a crime ; a wrong ;

a bane or curse.

They have proclaim'd their malefactions.
Shale., Hamlet, ii. 2. 621.

Such disregard of self as brings on suffering ... is a

malefaction to others. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 72.

malefactor (mal'e-fak-tqr), n. [Formerly also

mulefactour ; = Sp.
malhechor= Pg. malfeitor

= It. malfattore, t L. malefactor, an evil-doer,
< malefacere, do evil: see malefaction. Cf. bene-

factor.] If. One who does evil or injury to

another: opposed to benefactor.

Some benefactors in repute are malefactors in effect.

Fuller, Hist. Cambridge, viii. 28.

Goodman Warmhouse was mounted on a round, ambling
nag, and rode much at his ease by the chariot of his male-

factor. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 312.

2. A heinous evil-doer ;
a law-breaker; a crim-

inal or felon.
< L. maledicenUa, an evil speaking, < mate-

dicen(t-)s, speaking evil of: see maledicent.]
The practice of evil speaking; reproachful lan-

guage ; also, proneness to reproach. [Rare.]
=Syn. 2. Evil-doer, culprit, felon, convict

We are now to have a taste of the maledtcency of Lu- mo iVp,, .!.., /m.i/23.Vj-,iI'\ , r
ther's spirit from his book against Henry the Eighth.

They came out against him as a Malefactor, with swords
and staves, and having seized his Person, being betray'd
into their hands by one of his Disciples, they carry him to

the High Priests house. Stillinyjleet, Sermons, I. vi.

malefactress (mal'e~-fak-tres), n. [As malefac-

BprASerbury, Character of Luther, tor + -ess.] A female malefactor; a woman

5-di'sent), a. [= F. maldisant guilty of crime.

-Kr> maldiciente = Pe mal malefeasancet, n. See malfeasance,

tieente maledicente < I/mate male-fern (mal'fern), n. An elegant fern,

:-)s, ppr. of maledicere, speak evil of : see 4^"'m Filix^ias_(NepJ>rodium Fittx-mas of
" "

slander-

Possessed with so furious, so maledicent, and so sloven-

ly spirits. Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.

maledict (mal-e-dikf), v. t. [< L. maledictus,

pp. of maledicere (> It. maldicere, maledire =
Pg. maldizcr = Sp. maldecir), speak evil of, <

mate, adv., evil (< malus, evil: see mate3 ), +
dicere, speak: see diction.] To address with
maledictions ; curse. [Obsolete or archaic.]
She was reproached and maledicted by her father, on

her return,although he knew not where she had been.
S. Judd, Margaret, 1. 12.

and South America, Europe, Asia, and Africa.

See cut under fern Male-fern oil, ananthelmin-
tic oil obtained from the rhizomesof Asm'dium FHix-man.

malefic (ma-lef'ik), a. and n. [= F. malefqiic
= Sp. malefi'-o = Pg. malefico = It. malefico,
< L. maleficun (also malifictis), evil-doing, hurt-

ful, mischievous, < malefacere, do evil : see male-

faction.] I. a. Doing mischief ; producing dis-

aster or evil ; inauspicious. [Chiefly technical.]

The Malefic Aspects are the semi quartile, or semi-square,
the square, the sesquiqtuulrate, and the opposition.

Zadtiel, Gram, of Astrol., p. 370.



malefic

II. n. Ill astrol., an inauspicious star or

planet.
If the Moon be afflicted by the Sun, the native Is liable

to Injuries In the eyes, especially if at the same time she
beaflllcted by 7/Mjk/iataml near nebulous stars, such as the

1'1,-iuiles. Zadkiel, Oram. of Astrol., p. 393.

malefically (ma-lef'i-kal-i), adv. In a malefic

manner; with evil effects. B. A. Proctor, Ec-

leetic. Mag., XXXV. 188.

maleficate (ma-lef 'i-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp.

ntiil<'ticate<l,ypr.maleficating. [(malefic + -ate*.]

To bewitch
;
maleficiate. [Rare.]

What will not a man do when once he is maleficated!
Sir II. Taylor, Isaac Comnenus, il. 4.

maleficet (mal'e-fis), . [= F. maUfice = Sp.

(obs.) Pg. malc'ficio = It. maleficio, malefizio, <

L. maleficium, an evil deed, mischief, enchant-

doing; especially, witchcraft.

Slcknesse, or malefice of sorcerie, or colde drinkes.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

He crammed with crumbs of Benefices,
Aud flld their mouthes with meeds of malejiccs.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1164.

maleficence (mii-lef'i-sens), i. [Formerly also

maleficience; = F.m(/aisance(>E. malfeasance)
= Sp. maleficencia, < L. maleficentia, an evil-do-

ing, < *maleficen(t-)s, maleficus, evil-doing: see

maleficent.] The character of being maleficent ;

the doing or producing of evil.

Even what on Its nearer face seems beneficence only,

shows, on Its remoter face, not a little maleficence kind-

ness at the cost of cruelty.
U. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 72.

maleficent (ma-lef'i-sent), a. [Formerly also

malefieient; =F. malfdaant, < 1i."maleficen(t-)s,

equiv. to maleficus, evil-doing, < male, evil, +
facien(t-)s, in comp. -ficien(t-)s, doing, ppr. of

facere, do: see malefic.] Doing or producing
harm ; acting with evil intent or effect ;

harm-

ful; mischievous: as, a maleficent enemy or
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malopracticet, . An obsolete spelling of mal-

jirrn'ti'
'

.

maleset, See malease.

Malesherbia (mal-e-sher'bi-ft), n. [NL. (Ruiz
and Pavon, 1794), named after Lamoignon de

Malesherbes, a French patriot and agricultur-

ist.] A genus of dicotyledonous polypeta-
lous plants, belonging to the natural order

Passiflorea; the passion-flower family, typo of

the tribe Maksherbiea;, characterized by having
a tubular calyx, petals shorter than the calyx-
lobes, and flowers in a bracted raceme. They
are erect woolly undershrnbs, with narrow leaves and
rather large yellow flowers, arranged in a long leafy ra-

ceme or thyrse. There are 2 or S species, natives of Peru,
sometimes cultivated for ornament. These and the spe-

cies of the allied genus Gymnopieura are sometimes called

crownwort*.

synonym of Malesnerbiece, treated by the

authors as an independent order.

Malesherbieae (mal'e-sher-bi'e-e), n. pi. u

(A. P. de Candolle, 1828), < Malesherbia + -ea;.]

A tribe of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,

belonging to the natural order Passiflorete, the

passion-flower family. They are characterized by
having hermaphrodite flowers; an elongated calyx-tube,
with triangular awl-shaped lobes,and membranaceous pet-
als and crown ; five stamens, adherent to t lie stalked ovary :

and three styles, which are distinct at the base. The tribe

embraces 2 genera, Malesherbia (the type) and Gymno
pleura, and about 8 or 10 species, natives of Peru and Chili.

malesont, A Middle English form of malison.

male-spirited (marspir'i-ted), a. Having the

spirit of a man ; masculine. [Rare.]
That male-spirited dame,

Their mother, slacks no means to put them on.

B. Jonton, Sejanus, & 2.

malestrandt, An obsolete variant of mael-
strom.

malett (mal'et), n. [< F. mallette, dim. of malic,
a sack : see maift.] A little bag or budget ;

a

portmanteau.

Burke, Policy of the Allies, App.

maleficialt, a. [< L. maleficus, evil-doing (see

malefic), + -ial.] Malefic or maleficent. Fuller.

maleficiatet (mal-e-fish'i-at), v. t. [< ML.
maleficiatus, pp. ofmalefieiare (>Pg. maleficiar),
bewitch (f), < L. maleficium, an evil deed, mis-

chief, enchantment: see malefice.] To do evil

to; especially, to bewitch; affect with enchant-

ments.

Every person that comes near him is malefidated; every
creature, all intend to hurt him, to seek his ruin !

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 181.

maleficiationt (mal-e-fish-i-a'shon), . [< ML.
as if *maleficiatio(n-)',<maleficiare, bewitch : see

maleficiate.] A bewitching.
Irremediable Impotency, . . . whether by way of per-

petual inalejiciation or casualty.
Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iv. 19.

maleficiencet (mal-e-fish'ens), . An obsolete
form of maleficence.
maleficientt (mal-e-fish'ent), a. An obsolete
form of maleficent.

maleformationt, See malformation.
maleic (ma'le-ik), a. [< mal(tc) + -e-ic.] De-
rived from malic acid. Maleic acid, a volatile crys-
talline acid (C2Ha(C02H)o) produced by distilling malic

old.

malella (ma-lel'ii), n.
; pi. malella; (-e). [NL.

(Packard, 1883), dim. of L. mala, jaw: see max-

illa.] One of two (inner and outer) movable
toothed appendages of the free fore edge of the

outer stipes of the deutomala of a myriapod.
A. 8. Packard, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., June,
1883, p. 200.

malencolikt, malencolyt. Obsolete forms of

mchDu'hol'u', tneldiicliolif.

malenginet (ma-len'jin), n. . [Also malengin;
< ME. malenijiiir. mitlniiiyn, < OF. malengin, evil

contrivance, fraud, guile, < L. mains, evil, +
ingeniwn, contrivance: see mal- and engine.]

Guile; deceit; fraud.

The! seiden thii sholde it feithfully holde with-outen
fraude or mal enyyn. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 75.

When the Protectors Brother, Lord Sudley, the Admi-
rail, through private malice and mal-engine was to lose his

life, no man could bee found fitter than Bishop Latimer

(like another Doctor Shaw) to divulge in his Sermon the

forged Accusations laid to his charge.
Milton. Reformation in Kng., i.

maleo (mal'e-6), n. [Cf . malice-bird,which is a re-

lated bird.] A kind of brush-turkey or mound-
bird, Alcflaccplutlon mitleo, a native of Olebes.
of a glossy-black and rosy-white color, with a

bare neck'and head. See MegacephaloH.
malepositiont, See i

maletolte, maletoulte. maletoste, F. maltote, <

ML. mala tolta or tolta mala, an extraordinary
or illegal exaction or levy : mala, fern, of L. ma-

te, bad, evil; tolta (tor*tollita; cf. equiv. tolle-

tum) (> OF. tolle, toulte), an exaction, levy, tax,

also a writ transferring a cause from one court

to another (see tolt), prop. fem. of "toUitus, pp.

(for L. sublatus) of L. tollere, raise, ML. also

levy: see tolerate.] Formerly, in France and

England, an extraordinary or illegal exaction,
toll, or imposition.
Hence several remonstrances from the commons under

Edward III. against the maletoltt or unjust exactions upon
wool. ilallam.

This exaction, although Imposed under the shadow of

parliamentary authority, had distinctly the character of a

maletoU. Stubbf, Const. Hist, 1 277.

maletreatt, maletreatmentt. Obsolete forms
of maltreat, maltreatment.

malevolence (mSrlev'o-lens), n. [= Sp. Pg.
matevolencia = It. malavoglienza, malevoglienza,
< L. malerolentia, ill-will, < malevolen(t-)s, wish-

ing ill: see malevolent.] 1. The character of

being malevolent or ill-disposed ;
ill-will ; per-

sonal hatred ; enmity of heart; inclination to

injure others.

Frederic's wit enabled him often to show his malevolence

In ways more decent than those to which his father re-

sorted. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

2. That which is done from ill-will
;
an act of

ill-will. [Rare.]
The king, willing to shew that this their lihcrallity was

very acceptable to him, he called this graunt of money a

beneuolence, notwithstanding that many grudged thereat
and called it a maleuolence. Stow, Edw. IV., an. 1473.

= 8yn. 1. lU-u-ill, Enmity, etc. See animotity.

malevolent (ma-lev'o-lent), a. and n. [= It.

malfvoglientCj
< L. m'alevolen(t-)s, wishing ill,

spiteful, envious, < mate, ill, + volen(t-)s, ppr.
of relle, will: seeict'W1 .] I. a. 1. Having an evil

disposition
toward another or others; wishing

evil to others; rejoicing in another's misfor-

tune; malicious; hostile.

The only kind of motive which we commonly judge to

be Intrinsically bad, apart from the circumstances under
which It operates, is malevolent affection : that is, the de-

sire, however aroused, to inflict pain on some other sen-

tient being. U. Sidymck, Methods of Ethics, p. 342.

2. In axtrol., tending to exert an evil influence:

thus, Saturn is said to be a malevolent planet.
This man 's malevolent in my aspect.

Beau, and Fl. (i\ Faithful Friends, 111. >.

Our malevolent stars have struggled hard.
And lii M us long asunder. Dryden, King Arthur.

= 8yn. 1. Evil minded, ill-disposed, spiteful, resentful.

bitter, rancorous, malignant. See animutity.

malice

Il.t . A malevolent person or agency.
He was incens'd by some malevolent.

Daniel, Civil Wan, IT.

malevolently (ma-lev'o-lent-li), adp. In a ma-
levolent manner; with ill'-will or enmity ;

with
the wish or design to injure another or others.

malevolous (ma-lev'o-lus), a. [= F. malevole

= Sp. malerolo = Pg. It. malevolo, < L. male-

volus, wishing ill, < male, ill, + velle (ind. rolo),

will: see wilO-.] Malevolent. [Rare.]
Hitherto we see these malevoloui critics keep their

ground. Warburton, Prodigies, p. 109.

malexecution (mal'ek-se-ku'shon), n. [< mal-

+ execution.] Faulty or'wrong execution; bad
administration. D. Webster.

malfeasance (mal-fe'zans), n. [Formerly also

malefeanance ; < F. malfaisance, evil-doing,

wrong-doing, < malfaisant, doing evil, wishing
evil, < mal, evil, + faisant, ppr. otfaire, < L./a-
cere, do. Cf. maleficence.] Evil-doing; the do-

ing of that which ought not to be done ; wrong-
fulconduct, especially official misconduct ;

vio-

lation of a public trust or obligation; specifi-

cally, the doing of an act which is positively
unlawful or wrongful, in contradistinction to

misfeasance, or the doing of a lawful act in a

wrongful manner. The term is often inappro-

priately used instead of misfeasance.

An account of his malfeasance in office reached England.
Bancroft, Hist U. 8,7l- 116.

malformation (mal-fQr-ma'shon), n. [< mal-

+ formation.] Faulty formation ; irregular or

anomalous formation or structure, especially
in a living body ;

a deviation from the normal
form or structure either in the whole or in part
of an organ. Also, until recently, maleforma-
tion.

malformed (mal-f6rmd'), a. [< mal- + form-
ed.] Ill-formed; marked by malformation.

One peculiarity is that the malformed fry have a ten-

dency toward a superabundance of heads rather than
tails. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 180.

malgracioust (mal-gra'shus), a. [< F. malgra-
cieux = It. malgrazioso; as mal- + gracious.]

Ungracious; ungraceful; disagreeable.
His figure.

Both of visage and of stature,
Is lothly and malgracioui. dower.

malgradot (mal-gra'do), adv. or prep. [It., =
OF. malgre: see maugre.'] In despite (of); not-

withstanding; maugre.
Breathing in hope, malgrado all your beards
That must rebel thus against your king,
To see his royal sovereign once again.

Marlmoe, Edward II.

What I have said, 111 pawn my sword
To seal It on the shield of him that dares,

Malyrado of his honour, combat me.
Greene, Orlando Furloso.

malgre t, n. See maugre.
malic(ma'lik),a. [<L.wiai
'lav, an apple (in a wide sense, including quinces,

pears, pomegranates, peaches, oranges, lemons,
etc.): see male*.] Pertaining to apples; ob-

tained from the juice of apples. Malic add,
C4HflO|i, a bibasic acid found in combination in many
sour friiits, such as the barberry, gooseberry, and particu-

larly the apple, whence the name. It is most easily ob-

tained from the fruit of Pyru>aucuparia(monnMn-li or

rowan-tree), Immediately after it has turned red, but while
still unripe. It is crystalline, deliquescent, very soluble

in water, and has a pleasant ai id taste.

malice (mal'is), n. [< ME. malice, < OF. malice,

F. malice = Sp. Pg. malicia = It. malizia, < L.

malitia, badness, bad quality, ill-will, spite,
< malus, bad: see HHI/I*.] It. Badness; bad
quality.

Yf the need
In landes salt that treen or greynes growe,
Thou mast anoon on hervest plante or sede
The malice of that lande and cause of drede
That wynter with his shoures may of dryre.

PaUadiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

It hath been ever on all sides contest that the malice

of man's own heart doth harden him and nothing else.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

2t. Evil
; harm ;

a malicious act ; also, evil in-

fluence.

This noble wyf sat by hir beddes syde
Dlsshevelyd, for no malice she ne thoghte.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 1720.

The! ben fulle of alle Vertue, and the! eschewen alle

Vices and alle Malices and alle Synnes.
Mandccillc, Travels, p. 292.

It is some malice
Hath laid this poison on her.

Shirley, Love Tricks, ii. 2.

3. A propensity to inflict injury or suffering,
or to take pleasure in the misfortunes of an-

other or others; active ill-will, whether from
natural disposition or special impulse ; enmity;



malice

hatred : sometimes used in a lighter sense.

See malicious, 1.

Thy father hates my friends and family,
And thou hast been the heir of all his malice.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, ii. 2.

4. In laic, a design or intention of doing mis-

chief to another
;
the evil intention (either ac-

tual or implied) with which one deliberately,
and without justification or excuse, does a

wrongful act which is injurious to others.

Actual malice, express malice, malice In fact, malice
in which the intention includes a contemplation of some

injury to he done. Constructive malice, implied
malice, imputed malice, malice in law, that which,

irrespective of actual intent to injure, is attributed by
the law to an injurious act intentionally done, without

proper motive, as distinguished from actual malice, either

proved or presumed. Malice aforethought, or malice
prepense, actual malice, particularly in case of homicide.
= Syn, 3. Ill-will, Enmity, etc. (see animosity) ; malicious-

ness, venom, spitefulness, depravity,

malicet (mal'is), v. t. [< malice, n.] To regard
with malice ; bear extreme ill-will to

; also, to

envy and hate.

Love and live with your fellowes honestly, quiettlye,

curteouslye, that noe man have cause either to hate yow
for your stubborne frowardness, or to malice yow for your
proud ungentlenes. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 860.

I flnde mans frailtie to be naturally such . . . that . . .

he will seeke reuenge against them that malice him, or

practise his harmes.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 46.

1 am so far from malicinff their states,
That I begin to pity them.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 7.

malicedt (mal'ist),j). a. Kegarded with malice;
envied and hated.

Thus every day they seem'd to prate
At malic'd Grissel's good estate.

Patient Grissel (Child's Ballads, IV. 210).

Your forced stings
Would hide themselves within his maliced sides.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

maliceless (mal'is-les), a. [< malice + -less.]

Free from ill-will,hatred, or disposition to harm.

Abp. Leighton, On Peter, i. 22.

malichot, n. See mallcclto.

malicious (ma-lish'us), a. [< ME. malicious, <

OF. malicios, F. malicieux = Sp. Pg. malicioso

= It. malizioso, < L. malitiosits, full of malice,

wicked, malicious, < malitia, badness, malice:
see malice.'] 1 . Indulging in or feeling malice ;

harboring ill-will, enmity, or hostility; actively
malevolent; malignant in heart : often used in

a lighter sense, implying mischievousness with
some ill-will.

But the Saisnes that were maliciouse hadde sette espies
on euery side of the town, and so was the Quene taken and
the stiward slain. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 686.

I grant him bloody,
Luxurious, avaricious, false, deceitful,

Sudden, malicious, smacking of every sin

That has a name. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 59.

2. Proceeding from extreme hatred or ill-will
;

dictated by malice : as, a malicious report.
He will directly to the lords, I fear,
And with malwious counsel stir them up
Some way or other yet further to afflict thee.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1251.

Malicious abandonment, in law, the desertion of a

spouse without just cause. Malicious mischief, in

law: (a) The committing of physical injury to personal
property of another ; injury to property, from wantonness
or malice, as distinguished from theft, (6) Any malicious
or mischievous physical injury to the rights of another,
or of the public in general. F. A. Wharton. Malicious
prosecution, (a) A prosecution set on foot or carried on
maliciously, without reasonable cause. From wantof prob-
able cause malice may be inferred. The term is commonly
applied to criminal prosecutions, but is also applicable to
a civil prosecution. (6) An action brought by the sufferer
to recover damages from the person who set on foot such
a prosecution. = Syn. Evil-minded, ill-disposed, spiteful, re-
sentful. See animosity.

maliciously (ma-lish'us-li), adv. In amalicious
or spiteful manner j

with malice, enmity, or ill-

will; wantonly; with wilful disregard of duty.
maliciousness (ma-lish'us-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being malicious; extreme enmity or dis-

position to injure ; malignity.
malicorium (mal-i-ko'ri-um), w. [L., < malum,
an apple, + corium, skin, hide.] The thick and
tough rind of the pomegranate-fruit. It has
been used as an astringent in medicine, and for

tanning.
malidentiflcation (mal-i-den"ti-fi-ka'shon), n.

[< mal-+ identification.'] A false identification.

Mr. A. Smith Woodward, after an examination of the
type of Bucklandium diluvii, "determined that it is truly
the imperfect head and pectoral arch of a Siluroid." In-
credible as such a malidentifaation on the part of Pictet
must appear, I presume the determination of Mr. Wood-
ward must be accepted. Amer. Nat., XXII. 926.

maliferous (ma-lif'e-rus), a, [< L. malum, an
evil, + ferre = E. iear1

.] Bringing evil
;
un-

wholesome
; pestilential. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]
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I had really forgotten to mention that gallant, fine-heart-

ed soldier who . . . fell a victim to the maliferous climate

of China ! W. H. ItusseU, Diary in India, I. 72.

malign (ma-lin'), a. [< OF. moling, F. malm,
fern, maligne = Pr. maligne = Sp. Pg. It.

maligno, < L. malignus, of an evil nature, orig.

*maligcnus, < mains, bad, evil, + -genus, -born:

see-genous. Cf. benign.] 1 . Having a very evil

disposition toward others; harboring violent

hatred or enmity ; malicious.

Witchcraft may be by operation of malign spirits.
Bacon.

2. Unpropitious ; pernicious; tending to in-

jure; likely to do or cause great harm: as, the

malign influence of a designing knave. 3. In

astral., having an evil influence.

Two planets, rushing from aspect malign
Of fiercest opposition. Milton, P. L., vi. 313.

4. Malignant.
He that turneth the humours back, and maketh the

wound bleed inwards,endangereth malign ulcers, and per-
nicious imposthumations.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed. 1887).

=Syn. 1 and 2. See list under malignant.

malign (ma-lin'), v. [< OF. malignier, maliner,

pervert, deceive, F. dial, maligner, malign, <

moling, F. malm, malign: see malign, a.] I.

trans. If. To treat with extreme enmity ; injure

maliciously.
Though wayward fortune did malign my state,

My derivation was from ancestors
Who stood equivalent with mighty kings.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1. 90.

The scarcitie of wood and water, with the barrennesse
of the soile in other places, shew how it is maligned of the
Elements. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 228.

2. To speak evil of
;
traduce

;
defame

; vilify.

Be not light of credens to new raysed tales, nor crymes,
nor suspicious to maligne no man.

Babees Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

Our Puritan ancestors have been misrepresented and

maligned by persons without imagination enough to make
themselves contemporary with, and therefore able to un-

derstand, the men whose memories they strive to blacken.

Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

=Syn. 2. Defame, Calumniate, etc. See asperse.

II.t intrant. To entertain malice.

This odious fool . . . maligning that anything should
be spoke or understood above his own genuine baseness.

Milton, Colasterion.

malignance (ma-lig'nans), n. [< malignan(t)
+ -ce.~] Same as malignancy.
The minister, as being much neerer both in eye and duty

then the magistrate, speeds him betimes to overtake that
diff us'd malignance with some gentle potion of admonish-
ment. MUton, Church-Government, ii. S.

malignancy (ma-lig'nan-si), n. [< malignan(t)
4- -cy.] 1. Tlie state of being malignant in

feeling or purpose ;
extreme malevolence; bit-

ter enmity ;
malice: as, malignancy of heart.

In some connexions, malignity seems rather more perti-

nently applied to a radical depravity of nature, and malig-
nancy to indications of this depravity in temper and con-
duct in particular instances.

T. Cogan, On the Passions, ii. 3.

2. In Eng. hist.
,
the state of being a malignant ;

adherence to the royal party in the time of
Cromwell and the civil war. See malignant,
n., 2. 3. The property of expressing malice
or evil intent; malignant or threatening na-
ture or character; unpropitiousness. Specifically

(a) In astral., tendency to irremediable harm or mis-
chief: as, the malignancy of aspect of the planets.

The malignancy of my fate might perhaps distemper
yours. Shale., T. N., ii. 1. 4.

(6) In pathol., virulence ; tendency to a worse condition :

as, the malignancy of a tumor.

malignant (ma-lig'nant), a. andm. [= OF. ma-

lignan t, < L. mdlignan( t-)s, ppr. of malignare, also

deponent, malignari, do or make maliciously, <

malignus, malign: see malign.'] I. a. 1. Dis-

posed to inflict suffering or cause distress ; hav-

ing extreme malevolence or enmity; virulently
hostile; malicious: as, a malignant heart.

There was a bitter and malignant party grown up now
to such a boldness as to give out insolent and threatning
speeches against the Parlament it selfe.

Eikonoklastes, iv.

malingerer

(&) In pathol., virulent ; tending to produce death ; threat-

ening a fatal issue : as, a malignant ulcer ; a malignant
fever ; malignant pustule or scarlet fever.

3. Extremely heinous : as, the malignant nature

of sin. Malignant anthrax, fever, pustule, etc.

See the nouns. = Syn. 1. Malevolent, bitter, rancorous,

spiteful, malign. See animosity'.

II. n. 1. A person of extreme enmity or evil

intentions; an ill-affected person.
Occasion was taken by certain malignants secretly to

undermine his |St. Paul's] great authority in the Church
of Christ. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

2. Specifically, in Eng. hist., one of the ad-

herents of Charles I. and his son Charles II. dur-

ing the civil war; a Royalist; a Cavalier: so

called by the Roundheads, the opposite party.
How will dissenting brethren relish it?

What will malignants say ?

S. Butter, Hudibras, I. ii. 630.

One may, indeed, sometimes discover among the malig-
nants of the sex a face that seems to have been naturally

designed for a Whig lady.
Addison, The Ladies' Association.

malignantly (ma-lig'nant-li), adv. In a malig-
nant manner; maliciously; with extreme ma-
levolence ;

with pernicious influence
; also,viru-

lently.

maligner (ma-li'ner), n. One who maligns or

speaks malignantly of another; a traducer; a

defamer.
I come a spie? no, Roderigo, no;
A hater of thy person, a maligner?
So far from that, I brought no malice with me.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, 11. 2.

malignity (ma-lig'ni-fl), v. t.; pret. and pp.

malignified, ppr. malignifying. [< L. malignus,

He speaks harshly and insidiously of many of his con-

temporaries ; and towards Cervantes . . . he is absolutely
malignant. Ticknor, Span. Lit., III. 91.

2. Virulently harmful or mischievous
;
threat-

ening great danger ; pernicious in influence or
effect.

Noxious and malignant plants do many of them discover

something in their nature by the sad and melancholick
visage of their leaves, flowers, and fruit.

Kay, Works of Creation, i.

Specifically (a) In atrtrol., threatening to fortune or life ;

fateful : as, the malignant aspect of the stars.

O malignant and ill-boding stars !

Shak., I Hen. VI., iv. 5. 6.

Sp. malignidad = Pg. malignidade = It. malig-

nita, < L. malignita(t-)s, ill-will, spite, malice,
< malignus, malign: see malign.] 1. The char-

acter or state of being malign ;
extreme enmity

or evil disposition toward another, proceeding
from baseness of heart; malice or malevolence;
deep-roofed spite.
Then cometh malignitee, thurgh which a man annoieth

his neighbour. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Thouhast . . . an unrelenting purpose a steady long-
breathed malignity, that surpasses mine.

Scott, Kenilworth, iv.

2. The quality of being malign or malignant;
extreme evilness; heinousness; specifically, in

pathol., virulence; malignancy.
This shows the high malignity of fraud. South.

Some diseases . . . have in a manner worn out their

malignity, so as to be no longer mortal.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, Pref.

=Syn. 1. ItttnU, Enmity (see animosity), maliciousness.

2. Destructiveness, deadlines^,

malignly (ma-lin'li), adv. In a malign manner;
with extreme ill-will; unpropitiously; perni-

ciously.

malignment (ma-lin'ment), n. [< malign +
-ment.] The act of maligning. [Rare.]
That recrimination and malignment of motive.

The Century, XXX. 675.

Malikite (mal'ik-it), n. [< Ar. Malik (see def.)
+ -ite2 .] A follower of Malik, the Imam, the
founder of one of the four great sects of Sunni
Moslems.
Malines lace. [< F. Malines, Mechlin lace.]
Same as Mechlin lace (which see, under lace).

malinfluence (mal-in'flo-ens), n. [< mal- +
influence.'} Evil influence.

Doubting whether opium had any connection with the
latter stage of my bodily wretchedness (except, indeed,
... as having left the body weaker . . . and thus predis-

posed to any mal-injluence whatever).
De Quineey, Confessions, App., p. 139.

malinger (ma-ling'gfer), v. i. [< F. malingrer,
a slang word meaning

'

suffer,' but prob. also at

one time '

pretend to be ill,' cf . malingretix.weak,

sickly, formerly applied to beggars who feigned
to be sick or injured in order to excite com-

passion, < malingre, "sore, scabby, ugly, loath-

some" (Cotgrave), now ailing, poor, weakly,
< mal-, badly, + (prob.) OF. haingre, heingre,

thin, emaciated, F. dial. Jiaitigre, ailing, poorly,

prob. < L. a?ger (<xgr-), sick, ill. The sense is

perhaps affected by association with F. muliii,

evil, malign, and gre, inclination (cf. nwlgrr,

maugre).'] To feign illness ; sham sickness in

order to avoid duty; counterfeit disease.

Hemeralopia has been observed to break out epidemi-
cally in gaols, camps, etc. I need hardly point out that

in such cases a careful examination should always be in-

stituted to guard against malingering.
J. S. Wells, Dis. of Eye, p. 418.

malingerer (ma-linrj'ger-6r),. One who shams
illness, especially for the purpose of shirking
work or avoiding duty.



malingerer
Doubtless his church will lie no hospital, . . .

Nor hi* n-li^'iim hut :tn umbulance
To fetch life's wounded and malinoertn in.

Liiinll. The Cathedral.

The c \pericneed senses of the surgeon quickly detected

sorlousnes* of others who use more comely and costly cu-

riosities. Jer. Taylor ('.'),
Artif. Handsomeness, p. 87.

mall 1 (mal), n. [Also maul (the verb
bciuj;

spelled inn nl); < ME. ntalle, < OF.foinmouly
mill, ininil, mail, '. iniiil = Pr. iniilli. in, nil. n, nl =

malleifer

breast purplish <-hmtnut .
the luwer buck, rump, anil tall-

coverts glossy-black ; th tail-feather* mosUi vhlttib.wttli

a curly tuft: the wing-speculum Iridescent, bocdr*d with

blackand white ; the bill grecnUh.yellow; the feet orange-

red and the iris brown. The female has the wings and

feet as In the male, the bill greenish -black blotched with

nranue. and the body-colors variegated in fine pattern

malingery (nm-ling'ger-i), n. [< malinger +
-V ;t

. J A feigning of illness, especially by a sol-

dier or sailor, in order to shirk work or duty.
liilli,!,,,. Mil. Diet.

malinowskite (mul-i-nov'skit), n. [Named af-

ter E. Malinoirski, a civil engineer.] In min-

eral., a massive variety of tetrahedrite from

Peru, containing 13 per cent, of lead.

malipedal (mal'i-ped-al), a. [< maHpd(f) +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the malipedes of a

chilopodous myriapod.
The dorsal plate, or what may be termed the second

malipedal terglte. Packard.

malipedes (uia-lip'e-dez), n. pi. [NL. (Pack-

ard, 1883), < L'. mala, jaw, + pes (ped-) = E.

foot.] The fourth and fifth pairs of cephalic

appendages (modified feet) of chilopodous my-
riapods, regarded as analogous to the maxil-

lipeds of crustaceans.

mails (inii'lis), n. [NL., < Or. /i/Uc, liuouj*t(,

/la'/Ja, uafar/, /ia)uaau6f, LL. malleus, a disease

among beasts of burden; origin uncertain.] A
cutaneous disease produced by parasitic worms
or vermin : formerly called dodders.

malison (nial'i-zon), n. [Formerly also Hinlli-

aon; < ME. malisoun, malisun, malison, < OF.

malison, mnli-int, ii/it/eicon, maleiceon, maldeceon,

maldisson, < L. maledictio(n-), an evil speaking,

reviling, cursing: see malediction. Cf. oenisow.]

A formal malediction ; a special curse invoked
or denounced; a form of words expressing a

curse
;
a curse.

And who that wille not so, gaf hem ther maluoun.
Jtob. of Bnume, p. 162.

My curse and mallison she's got,
For to pursue her still.

Margaret of Craiffnargat (Child's Ballads, VIII. 252).

A malison light on the tongue
Sic tidings tells to me !

Lady Mainry (Child's Ballads, II. 82).

malkin, mawkin (mal'-, ma'kin), n. and a.

[Also maulkin, maukin; < ME. malkyn, malkyne,
< Mul (E. Moll*), a reduced form of Mary, and
also of Matilda- (formerly Molt, Matcde, now
Maud), + dim. -kin.] I. . 1. A kitchen ser-

vant, or any common woman
;
a slattern.

Malkyn with a dlstaf in hire hond.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 564.

The kitchen malkin pins
Her richest lockram 'bout her reechy neck.

5Aa*.,Cor., U. 1.224.

Now monstrous in hoops, now trapish, and walking
With your petticoats clung to your heels like a maullrin.

Quoted in Fairholt's Costume (ed. Dillon), 1. 394.

A draggled mawkin, thou,
That tends her bristled gruuters in the sludge.

Tennyton, Princess.

Ie7ts, a hammer, mall, mallet. Cf. the var. me'/:'.

iiniil-1 (< F.), and dim. mullet.] 1. A heavy hum-

mer or club of any sort
; especially, a heavy

found In nearly all part* of the world. It nests on th.

ground, laying usually from 8 to 10 yellowish-drab egg*
measuring about 2} by II. inches.

wooden hammer used by carpenters. Compare mallardlte (mal'ar-dit), . [Named after t

mallet and beetle^, 1. [In this sense now com- Mallard, a French mineralogiMt.] A hydrous

mouly maw/ ] sulphate of manganese oc-cumng in fibrous

Whan Arthur aaugh the Oeaunte llfte yp hi* matte he crystalline masses
:_

found in Utah,

douted the stroke. Merlin (E. K T. S.), U. 839. malleability (mal' e-a-bll'i-tl), . [= P. tnallt -

Efteoones one of those villeins him did rap

Upon his hesdpeece with his yron mofl,

That he wassoone awaked therewithal!.

, K. Q., IV. V.

abilite = Sp.maleaMidatl"= Pg. malleabilidade

= It. malltabilita; as malleable +
-ify.]

The

property of being malleable; capability of be-

ing shaped or permanently extended by pres-

sure, as byhammering or rolling, without losing
coherence or continuity ;

the property of being

susceptible of extension by beating or rolling.

2. (a) A war-hammer or martel-de-fer.

A man that beareth false witness against his neighbour
is a maul, and a sword, and a sharp arrow. Prov. xxv. 18.

(6) The head or striking part of a war-ham-
mer or martel-de-fer. (c) The blunt or square .

projection of such a hammer, as distinguished malleable (mal'e-a-bl). a.
from the beak on the opposite side of the nan- i^^le < p matteab'le Sp.
die: this blunt end was often divided into four,

six, or more blunt points or protuberances.
3. An old game played with a wooden ball in

a kind of smooth alley boarded in at each side,

in which the ball was struck with a mallet in

order to send it through an iron arch called the

pass, placed at the end of the alley. Strutt.

4t. The mallet with which this game was

played ; also, the alley in which it was played.

5f. [< rnaKi, r.] A blow.

And give that reverend head a mall,
Or two, or three, against a wall.

S. Butler, Hudlbras.

TOP-mall, a heavy iron hammer used on board ship.

mall1
! (mal), v. t. [Also and more commonly

maul; < ME. mallen, < OF. mailler = Pg. malhar

= It. magliare, < ML. malleare, beat with a mall,

< malleus, a mall, hammer: see main, n.] To

boat, especially with a mall or mallet; bruise.

I salle evene ami

The malleability of brass varies with its composition
and with It* temperature. Span* Encyc. Manuf., I. S21.

[Early mod. E. malr

......... v *. . ...,,.,,..,. _ ^r . malcable = Pg. mal-

leavel = It. malleabile, < ML. malleare, beat

with a hammer: see matteate.] Capable of be-

ing shaped or extended by beating or rolling;

capable of extension by hammering; reduci-

ble to a laminated form by beating, as gold,
which may be beaten into leaves (gold-foil)
of extreme thinness; hence, capable of being
shaped by outside influence

; yielding. See

This Blow at Sea was so much greater than that at Land

that, where that made him only doubt, this made him de-

spair, at least made him malleable, and flt to be wrought
upon by Composition. Baker, Chronicle*, p. 78.

Mark the effect produced on our councils by continued

Insolence and Inveterate hostility : we grow more malleable

under their blows. Burke, A Regicide Peace, ill.

Malleable bronze. See bronze. Malleable iron cast-
see iron.

Lyt Would not my ghost start up, and fly upon thee?

Cy. No, I'd mall it down again with this.

[She snatches up the crow.]
Chapman, Widow's Tears, v. 4.

(L. in derivatives)

malli, r.] To hammer; form into a plate or

leaf by beating.

mall, the game so called, and a place, Pall-

Mall, where it was played : see pall-mall.~\ A
public walk ;

a level shaded walk.

The mall without comparison is the noblest in Europe
for length and shade, having 7 rowes of the tallest and

goodliest elms I had ever beheld.

Evelyn, Diary, May 2, 1644.

This the beau-moude shall from the Mall survey.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 133.

nail3 (mal), n. [< ML. mallum, mallus, a court :

see mallum, mallus.] A court: same as malltim,

2f. Maid Marian, the lady of the morris-dance. Councils, which had been as frequent as diets o:

ceased.

.., . ,-..,. mallanders, n. pi. Seemalanderg
Fletcher, Mons. Thomas, U. 2. mallard (mal'ard), n. [< ME. malarde, maulartl,

3. A stuffed figure; a caricature of a woman in

dress and general appearance; a scarecrow.

Thou pitiful Flatterer of thy Master's Imperfections ;

thou Maukin made up of the Shreds and Pairings of his

superfluous Fopperies. Congretx, Old Batchelor, iii. U.

4. A cat. Compare grimalkin. The word is used

in the following passage as the name of a familiar spirit

in the shape of a cat :

Malkin, my sweet spirit, and I.

Middleton, The Witch, iii. 2.

6. A hare. [Scotch.]

"you must not
show herself I would let thee . . . battle after her, for she

could only cock her fitd at ... thy yelping."
J. Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 181.

6. A mop ; especially, a mop used to clean a

baker's oven.
See here a maukin, there a sheet
As spotlesse pure as it is sweet.

Ilerrick, Hesperides, p. 106.

7. In gun., a jointed staff with a sponge at

one end, used for cleaning out cannon Mother
Of the mawklns. (at) A witch, hag, or uncanny old

woman. (6) The little grebe or dabchick. J. A. Harrif-

Brown.

H.t " Of or pertaining to a malkin or

kitchen-wench.
Her matttin knuckles were never shapen to that royall

buskin. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

malkinlyt, mawkinlyt, . [< ma/kin,
+ -/V 1 .! Like a malkin ; slatternly.

mawlerd, also irreg. mawdelare, mawarde, < OF.

malard, malart, a wild duck, prob., with suffix

-ard, < male, male : see male*. The F. dial, form
maillard appar. simulates F. maille, a spot : see

mail1
.] 1. The wild drake; the male of the

common wild duck.

And with a bolt afterward.
Anon he hltt a maulard.
Arthour and Merlin, p. 154. (HaUiwett.)

Hence 2. The common wild duck,Anas boscas,

the feral stock whence the domestic duck in all

its varieties has descended, and the typical rep-
resentative of the familyAnatidce and subfamily
Anatina:. See duck2 . The mallard Is from 22 to 24

inches long,by32 to 86 in extent of wings. The male has the

head and neck glossy-green, succeeded by a white ring ; the

Some silly souls are prone to place much pii

mawkingltl [read >nuiclsinly\ plainness, and ia
liety in their

their cen-

2 (mel or mal), n. [< watt1
, n., through yxi//- malleation (mal-e-a'shon), n. [<ialleate +

-ion.] 1. The act of beating into a plate or

leaf, as a metal; extension by beating.

His squire, by often malleationt, hammerings, pound-
Ings, and threshings, might in good time be beaten out

Into the form of a gentleman.
Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote (1654), p. 67. (Latham.)

2f. Malleability ; capability of being shaped by
hammering.

Sub. What's the proper passion of metals?
Face. Malleation. B. Jonton, Alchemist, 1L 1.

3. In pathol., a convulsive action of one or both

hands, which strike the thigh like a hammer.

MML mallechot(mal'e-cho),n. KSp. malhfcho=OV.

malfait, < ML. "malefaetum, malcfacta, an evil

deed, < male, evil, + foetus, done, factum (> Sp.
liifliii = F. fait), deed, act : see mal- and fact,

feat. Ct. malefaction, etc."] Evil-doings; wick-

edness; villainy. [Rare; found only in the

following passage.]

Oph. What means this, my lord?
Ham. Many, thi* is miching mallecho (var. malicho,

mallico]; It means mischief. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 149.

malledius (ma-le'di-us), n.; pi. malledii
(-!)_.

[NL., < L. malleus, a hammer, + NL. (stap)edi-

us.] A muscle of the tympanum attached to the

malleus ; the tensor tympani : correlated with

stapedius and incudius. Coues and Shute, 1887.

mallee (mal'e), . [Australian.] Two dwarf

species of Eucalyptus, E. dumosa and E. oleosa,

growing in Australia. Theysometimes form im-
mense tracts of brushwood, called mallee-scrub.

If you will get any bushman to tell yon that land cov-

ered with Eucalyptus dumosus, vulgarly called Mallee,

and exceedingly stunted specimens of that, wttl grow any-

thing, I will tell him he knows nothing.
a. KingOey, Hillyars and Burton*, liv.

mallee-bird (mal'e-berd), n. The Leipoa ocel-

luttt, a bird of the family Megapodida; (see

Leipoa). Also called native pheasant by the

English in Australia. A. Nevton.

mallei, . Plural of malleus.

Malleida (ma-le'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mallei*
+ -id<t:] A family of bivalves, typified by the

genus Malleus; the hammer-oysters: same as

Ai-ii'uliilif or Pteritdce.

malleifer (ma-le'i-fer), w. [< NL. maUetfar:
set- Hiiillrifcraus.] A vertebrate of the super-
class MalU-ifera.



Malleifera

Malleifera (mal-e-if'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of malleifer: see "malleiferous.] A super-
class of craniate Vertebrata, or skulled verte-

brates, distinguished by the development of

the malleus as a bone of the ear, and by the di-

rect articulation of the lower jaw to the skull.

It corresponds to the class Mammalia, and con-

trasts with Quadratifera and Lyrifera.
malleiferous (mal-e-if'e-rus), a. [< NL. mal-

leifer, < L. malleus, a hammer, a mall, + ferrc,
= E. bear1

.'] Having a distinct malleus; of or

pertaining to the Malleifera; mammalian.
malleiform (mal'l-i-form), a. [< L. malleus,
a hammer, a mall, + forma, form.] In zool.,

hammer-shaped.
In some species of Polynoe the parappdia give rise, at

corresponding points, to large, richly ciliated, malleiform
tubercles. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 210.

mallemaroking (mare-ma-r6''king), . [Ver-
bal n. of *mallemaroke, an unrecorded verb,

perhaps equiv. to 'mallemoke, lit. act like the
mallemoke or mallemuck, < mallemoke, malle-

muck, the fulmar petrel : see mallemuck. Cf.

D. mallemolen, carousal.] Naut., the visiting
and carousing of seamen in the Greenland

ships. Sailor's Word-took.
mallemuck (mal'e-muk), n. [Also mallemock,

mallemoke, mollym'ock,mollymawk, malmock, mal-

duck, malmarsh, etc.; < G. mallemucke = D. mal-

lemugge, a mallemuck, explained, from the D.,
as 'foolish fly' or 'fool flier,' as if < D. mallen,

fool, dally, + mug, MD. mugge, a 'fly,' in allu-

sion to its heedless habits
;
but the D. word is

not open to this explanation. D. mug means
rather ' a gnat

'

(= E. midge), and cannot refer

to the 'flying' of a bird. The name is prob. of

northern origin.] The fulmar petrel, Fulmarus

glacialis : also extended to some related birds,
as albatrosses. See cut under fulmar2 . Also
called malmarsh.
mallenders (mal'en-derz), n.pl. Same as mal-
anders.

malleolar (mal'e-6-lar), a. [< malleolus + -ara.]
1. Having the character of a malleolus: as, the
malleolar process of the tibia. 2. Of or per-
taining to either malleolus: as, a malleolar ar-

tery.

malleolus (ma-le'o-lus), n.; pi. malleoli (-11).

[NL., < L. malleolus, a small hammer, dim. of

malleus, a hammer: see malleus."] 1. In anat.,
a bony protuberance on either side of the
ankle. The two together contribute to the stability of
the ankle-joint, by locking the astragalus so as to prevent
lateral and rotatory movements. In man the outer malle-
olus is formed by the fibula, the inner by the tibia ; and each
forms a sort of pulley or trochlea around which wind the
tendons of important extensor muscles of the foot. The
malleoli are little distinguished in most animals, owing to
the different set of the foot upon the leg, or the different

configuration of the parts. When, as often occurs, the
fibula does not reach the ankle, the outer malleolus is

wanting unless formed by the tibia. In birds the condyles
of the tibia, constituted by ankylosis of proximal tarsal

bones, take the name and place of malleoli.

2. In hot., a layer ;
a shoot bent into the ground

and half divided at the bend, whence it emits
roots. Lindley. 3. [cop.] In conch., a genus of
bivalve shells. J. E. Gray, 1847 Inner malleo-
lus, the malleolar process of the tibia, articulating with the
inner side of the astragalus, having behind it the tendons
of the tibialis posticus and flexor longus digitorum. Out-
er malleolus, the enlarged lower end of the fibula, ar-

ticulating with the outer side of the astragalus, having
behind it the tendons of the peroneus longus and pero-
neus brevis.

malleoramate (mal"e-o-ra'mat), a. [< L. mal-
leus, a hammer, + famus, a branch: see ra-

mate.~\ In rotifers, having mallei fastened by
unci to rami, as in the Melicertidce, Triarthridce,
Pterodinidce, and Pedalionidw.
mallet (mal'et), n. [< OF. mallet, maillet, F.
maillet (= Pr. malhet = It. maglietto), a wooden
hammer, mallet, dim. of mal, mail, a hammer :

see mall1 .] 1. A small beetle or wooden ham-
mer used by carpenters, stonecutters, printers,
etc., chiefly for driving another tool, as a chisel,
or the like. It is wielded with one hand, while
the heavier mall requires the use of both hands.

2. The wooden hammer used to strike the
balls in the game of croquet-Automatic mallet.
Same as dental hammer (which see, under hammer*).
Dental mallet, (a.) A light hammer of wood or metal
used by dentists for striking the plugger in the operation
of filling teeth. It is now superseded in great part by
various mechanical contrivances, such as the dental ham-
mer or plugger and the electric plugger. (6) A dental
hammer or plugger. See hammerl.

mallet-flower (mal'et-flou"er), n. Any plant of
the genus Tupistra.
malleus (mal'e-us), n.; pi. mallei (-i). [NL., <
L. malleus, a hammer, a mall: see mall 1

.] 1.
In anat., the proximal element of Meckel's car-
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tilage, in any way distinguished from the rest

of the mandibular arch. In man and other mam-
mals the malleus is separately ossified, and is the outer
one of the three bonelets or ossicles of the ear lodged in

the cavity of the tympanum, connected with the ear-drum
or tympanic membrane, and movably articulated with the

incus. It is named from its hammer-like shape in man,
having a head, neck, and handle or short process, together
with a processus gracilis, which lies in the Glaserian fis-

sure. As one of the ossicula auditus, the malleus subserves
the function of hearing in mammals. In birds, and many
other vertebrates below mammals, the malleus has a very
different office, that of forming part of the suspensorium
of the lower jaw, which is its true morphological char-

acter. Its specialization in Mammalia is peculiar to that
class. See Malleifera, and cuts under hyoid, ear, and tym-
panic.

2. In ickth., one of the Weberian ossicles which
form a chain between the air-bladder and the

auditory apparatus in the skull of plectospondy-
lous and nematognathous fishes. It is homolo-

gous with the hemapophysis of the third one of

the coalesced anterior vertebrae. 3. In roti-

fers, one of the paired calcareous structures
within the pharynx. In the typical forms it is a ham-
mer-like body, consisting of an upper part or head, called

the incus, and a lower part or handle, named the manu-
liriiuii, but in other forms the distinction disappears.

4. leap.] In conch., a genus of pearl-oysters of

the family Aviculidte, founded by Lamarck in

1799
;
the hammer-shells. They have a long-winged

hinge at right angles with the length of the valve, giving
a hammer-like shape, whence the name. Young shells

are like those of Avicula or wing-shells, and have a byssal
notch; the hammer shape is gradually acquired with age.
M. mdgaris, the hammer-oyster, inhabits Eastern seas.

See cut under hammer-shell.

5. Same as war-hammer.
mallinders (mal'in-derz), n. pi. Same as mal-
anders.

Mallophaga (ma-lof'a-gS), n. pi. [NL., neut.

p\.ofiallophagus: see mallophagous.] A group
of ametabolous apterous parasitic insects with
mandibulate mouth-parts and coalesced meso-

metathprax, jointed antennae and palpi, supe-
rior spiracles, and short stout legs ending in

hooked claws. They are known as bird-lice, and are

very numerous and diversiform. By some they are re-

garded as llemiptera degraded and distorted by parasit-
ism, and placed with the true lice in a group Parasita or

Anoplura; by others they are held to constitute a super-
family or suborder of Pseudoneuropttra, and by others

again a suborder of Corrodentia. See lousei.

mallophagan (ma-lof'a-gan), a. andn. [< NL.
Mallopliaya + -an.] I. a. Same as mallophagous.

II. v. A louse of the group Mallophaga.
Mallophagidae (mal-o-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Mallophaga + -idas.] The mallophagous in-

sects regarded as a family of Pseudoneuroptera,
and corresponding to the suborder Mallophaga.
They differ from true lice in having mandibulate instead
of suctorial mouth-parts, and in other respects. Most of
them live on the plumage of birds, whence the name bird-
lice for the whole of them; but some also infest the pel-
age of mammals. Some are great pests of the poultry-
yard and aviary. The genera are numerous, including
Nirmus, Trichodectes, and Goniod&t.

mallophagous (ma-lof'a-gus), a. [< NL. mal-

lophagus, < Gr. /wr/l/tcif, a lock of wool, + fayelv,

eat.] In entom. : (a) Devouring feathers or hairs
and dried skins, as many coleopterous larvee.

(6) Pertaining to the Mallophaga. Also mallo-

phagan.
Mallorquin (ma-16r'kin), n. [< Sp. Mallorquin,
< Mallorca, Majorca: see Majorean."] Same as

Majorcan.
Mallotus (ma-16'tus), n. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790),
< Gr. fiaAAur6f, furnished with wool, fleecy, <

(LGr.)/ia/U0w, clothe with wool, < fuiAUc,, wool.]
1. A genus of plants of the natural order EH-
phorbiacece, tribe Crotonea?, and subtribe Acaly-
phece, characterized by the oblong parallel an-
ther-cells and the numerous (rarely less than
fifteen) stamens. The flowers are apetalous, either
dioecious or monoecious. The plants are trees or shrubs
with generally alternate leaves. The male flowers are
generally small, on short pedicels in heads along a rachis;
the pistillate ones fewer, on long or short pedicels. There
are about 70 species, numerous in eastern India, the Malay
archipelago, and Australia, with a few in Africa. One
species, M. Philippinensis, yields the dyestuff known as
kamita,

2. In ichth. (Cuvier, 1829), a genus of fishes
of the family Argentinian, formerly placed in

Salmonidee, of which the male has a broad lon-

gitudinal villous or fleecy band of scales dif-

ferentiated from the rest; the caplins. The
type is Mallotus villosus, the caplin. See cut
under eaplin

2
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mallow (mal'6), n. [< ME. malowe, malue, < AS.
malice, mealwe = D. maluwe = G. malve = OF.
malve, F. mauve = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. malva, < L.

malva, prob., with some alteration (of. L. ma-
lope, mentioned by Pliny as one Gr. form) of the
form later used as Gr., malache (also moloche),
< Gr. /udaxv, also [toAoxr/ (later ^dAj3a, /i<iA/3af,

malm
after L.), mallow, appar. so called from its

emollient properties, or perhaps from its soft,

downy leaves, < paUaoeiv, soften, < ,ua/laK<5f,

Branch of Mallow (Malva rotundifolia], with flowers and fruits.

a, a flower ; A, the fruit ; c, one of the carpels.

soft.] Any plant of the genus Malva, or of the
order Malvacew, the mallow family.
Take malues with alle the rotes, and sethe thame in wa-

ter, and wasche thi hevede therwith.
MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 282. (Halliwell.)

Nowe malowe is sowe, and myntes plannte or roote.

Falladiia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Common mallow, in England, Malva sylvestris; in Amer-
ica, sometimes, M. rotundifolia. Country mallow, the
common mallow. Curled mallow, M. cnspa, in allusion
to the leaves. Dwarf mallow, M. rotundifolia, low as

compared with M. syloestris. False mallow, a plant of
the genus Malvastrum. Glade-mallow, a plant of the

genus Napcea. Globe mallow, a plant of the genus
Sphceralcea. Indian mallow, (a) In America, Abutilon

Avicennce, introduced from India. Also called velvelleaf.
See American jute, under jute, (b) In England, a plant
of either of the genera Sida and Urena. Jews' mal-
low. See Jeu'ff-mattmv. Marsh mallow. See marsh-
mallow. Musk-mallow, Malva moschata, so named
from the scent of its foliage. Rose-mallow, the genus
Hibiscus, especially //. Moscheutos, the swamp rose-mal-
low. Tree mallow, Lavatera arborea. Venice mal-
lOW, Hibiscus Trionum, the bladder-ketmia. See cheese-

cake, S, docW, 2.

mallow-rose (mal'6-roz), n. Same as rose-

mallow (which see, under mallow).
mallowwort (mal'o-wert), n. Any plant of the
mallow family, Malvaceee.

malls (malz), . pi. [A contr. of measles (for-

meT\y masels, etc.).] The measles. [Prov. Eng.]
mallum, mallus (mal'iim, -us), n. [ML., of
OTeut. origin ;

cf . Goth, mil, time, point, mark,
writing, =AS. mail, time, mark, etc. : see meal'*.]

Among the ancient Franks, a court correspond-
ing to the hundred court among the Anglo-
Saxons.
The ordinary court of justice is the mallus or court of

the hundred. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 25.

malm, maum (mam, mam), n. and a. [Also
maulm, mawm; < ME. malm, < AS. niealm, sand,
= OS. melm, dust, = OHG. MHG. melm, dust, G.

(dial.) malm, something ground, also in tech-
nical use, = Icel. mdlmr, sand (in local names),
usually ore, metal, = Norw. malm, sand, ore,= Sw. malm, sand (in local names), = Dan.
malm, ore,= Goth, malma, sand

;
with formative

-m, from the verb represented by OHG. malan
= Icel. mala = Goth, malan, grind: see meal1

,

from the same verb. Hence maum, mawm,
i>.] I. n. 1. Earth containing a considerable

quantity of chalk in fine particles; a calca-
reous loam, constituting in the southeastern
counties of England a soil especially suited
for the growth of hops ;

a kind of earth suit-

able for making the best quality of brick with-
out any addition. The brickmakers in the vicinity
of London divide the brick-earth of that region into

strong clay, mild clay (or loam), and malm. Artificial
malm is a mixture imitating the natural earth. See malm
brick, below.

To the north-west, north, and east of the village [of Sel-

borne] is a range of fair enclosures, consisting of what is

called a white malm, a sort of rotten or rubble stone,
which, when turned up to the frost and rain, moulders to

pieces, and becomes manure to itself.

Gilbert White, Nat. Ilist. Selborne (ed. BohnX p. IB.

2. [<;>.] The name used in Germany, and
frequently by geologists writing in English on
the geology of that country, for the uppermost
of the three divisions of the Jurassic series, all

of which at an early day received English pro-
vincial names, namely Lias, Dogger, and Malm.



malm
The Malm of the Oerman geologlsts(whlch Is not the equiv-
alent of the English malm rock) corresponds paleontologt-
cally with tho Middle and Upper Oolite of England. The
rock consists mostly of white limestone, with dolomitic
and marly strata, and is in some places over 1.000 feet

thick.

3. pi. Bricks made of malm earth, or of the
artificial malm prepared by mixing clay with
chalk.

For making the best quality of bricks, which are called

>/utinix, an artificial substitute is obtained.
C. T. Davit, Bricks and Tiles, p. 66.

II. a. 1. Composed of malm or calcare-
ous loam: as, malm lands. Gilbert While. 2f.

Soft; mellow. Halliwell. 3. Peaceable
; quiet.

[Prov. Eng.] [In the last two senses spelled
maum."] Malm brick, a brick made of true or of arti-

ficial malm, the latter of which consists of comminuted
chalk and clay mixed with a little sand and with breeze,
the last being composed of cinders, ashes, and fine coal.
These bricks burn to a pale-brown color more or less in-

clined to yellow. They are made in the neighborhood of

London, and are also called malms. See malm. Malm
rock, the local name of parts of the Upper Greensand,
aa developed from Westerham west through Surrey, Hants,
and Sussex. Also called malmstone.

Near Westerham we find harder beds below, which rap-
Idly acquire importance farther west, and become there
the chief part of the formation [the Upper Greensaud].
These beds are known as nrestone and malm, rock, and
there also occur smaller quantities of blue rag and chert.
The firestone is a light-coloured calcareous sandstone
much used for building. The malm rock much resembles
it, but is slightly more chalky-looking.

Topley, Geol. of the Weald, p. 153.

malmt, maumt (mam, mam), v. t. [In the quot.
spelled maum; < mtilm, maum, o. ; of. malmy, 2.]
To handle with sticky hands ;

"
paw." [Low.]

Don't be mourning and gauming a body so ! can't you
keep your filthy hands to yourself?

Swift, Polite Conversation, 11. (Dories.)

malmag (mal'mag), n. [A native name (T).]
The specter, Tarsius spectrum, a small lemuroid

quadruped. See Tarsius.

malmarsh (mal'marsh), n. Same as mallemuck.
Moiitni/ii.

malmignatte (mal-mi-nyat'), n. [Also malmi-

gniatte.] A.spider,TheridionoTLatrodectusmal-

mignattus, a small black species spotted with
red. It Is one of a genus of spiders widely distributed in

Europe, Africa, Asia, New Zealand, and the United States.
Its venom is much more poisonous than that of any other
animal, considering the diminutive size of the spider and
the extremely minute quantity that will sometimes prove
fatal. See katipo.

maiming (mii'ming), n. [< malm + -ing.'] The
preparation of artificial malm by mixing chalk
and clay reduced to pulp, and allowing the mix-
ture to consolidate by evaporation.
malmockt (mal'mok), n. A variant of malle-
IH itctc.

malmsey (mam'zi, formerly malm'si), n. [For-
merly malmsie, malmesie, malmasye; < ME. mal-

vesie, malweysy = MD. malvaseye, D. malveey,
malvazy, malvazier = G. Dan. malvasier = Sw.

malnasir, < P. malvesie, malvoisie= Sp. malvasia,
n/anasia = Pg. malvasia (ML. malvaticum), < It.

uittlmxiti, a wine so called from Malrasia or Na-
poli di Mtilvusia,< NGr. Movcufiaaia, a seaport on
the southeastern coast ofLaconia,Greece,contr.
of povij i/iffaoia,

'

single entrance
'

: Gr. uuvri, fern,

of pivot, single (see monad) ; eupaola, entrance,
< eufiaivetv, enter, go in, < ev, in, + fiaiveiv, go.]
If. A kind of grape.
Upon that hyll is a cite called Malvasia, where first grew

Malmaitye, and yet doth ; howbeit it groweth now [1506]
more plenteously in Camdia and Mouena, and no where
ellys. Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 12.

Ther groweth the Voyne that ys callyd Maliffeysy and
muskedell. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 20.

2. A wine, usually sweet, strong, and of high
flavor, originally and still made in Greece, but
now especially in the Canary and Madeira
islands, and also in tho Azores and in Spain.
The name is given somewhat loosely to such wines, and is

used in combination, as Malmsey-Madeira. Compare mal-
vasia.

A Cask, through want of vse grow'n fusty.
Makes with his stink the best Oreeke Malmsey musty.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

By this hand,
I love thee next to malmsey in a morning,
Of all things transitory.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, Iv. 2.

malmstone (miim'ston), n. Same as malm
rock (which see, under malm).
Some varieties of the malmxtonrs which form part of

the so-called Upper Greensand of Surrey, Hampshire,
and Berkshire. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soc., XLV. 400.

malmy (ma'mi), a. [< malm + -v1 .] 1. Con-

sisting of, containing, or resembling malm: as,
a malmy soil.

The eastern portion forming the Vale of Petersfleld. and
comprising only about 50,000 acres, rests on the Wealden

3597

formation, and Is a grey sandy loam provlnclally called

malmy land, lying on a soft sand rock.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 430.

2. Clammy; sticky. [Prov. Eug.]
malnutrition (mal-nu-trish'on), n. [< mat- +
nutrition.] Imperfect nutrition

;
defect of sus-

tenance from imperfect assimilation of food.

Conical cornea is more often met with among persons
who have had diseases of malnutrition.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVIII. 510.

Malnutrition of muscles Is a factor which ought not to
be forgotten. SW. Amer., N. 8., LXI. 100.

malodor, malodour (mal-6'dor), n. [Formerly
also maleodor; < mal- + odor.] An offensive

odor; a stench.

Her breath, heavy with the malodor of nicotine, almost

strangled him. The Century, XXIX. 881.

malodorous (mal-6'dor-us), a. [< malodor +
-ous.] Having a bad "or offensive odor, either

literally or figuratively: as, a malodorous repu-
tation.
A pestilent maloiliirinu home of dirt and disease.

The Century, XXVII. 326.

malodorousness (mal-6'dor-us-nes), n. The
quality or state of being malodorous, or offen-

sive to smell.

malomaxillary (ma-16-mak'si-la-ri), o. Same
as malarimajcillary. H. Gray.
malont. Contracted from me alone. Chaucer.

Maloo climber. See Bauhinia.

Malope (mal'6-pe), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737), <

L. malope, mallow.] 1. A genus of plants be-

longing to the tribe Malveas, the mallow family,

type of the subtribe Malopem, characterized

by a style which is longitudinally stigmatose,
and by having three distinct bracelets. They are
annual herbs, with entire or three-parted leaves and pe-
dunculate, usually showy, violet or rose-colored flowers.
There are 3 species, which are confined to the Mediter-
ranean region, and are often cultivated for the beauty of
the large flowers. M. trifida. with flowers of rose-color or

white, is sometimes called three-lotted malope. The other

species are M. malacoides, mallow-like malope, and M.
multiflora.

2. II. c.] A plant of this genus.
Malopeae (ma-16'pe-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Malope + -ete.~\ A subtribe of malva-
ceous plants belonging to the tribe Malvea?,
and characterized by an indefinite number of

carpels, irregularly grouped in a head, with soli-

tary ascending ovules. It embraces 3 genera,
of which Malope is the type, and 7 species.
Malo-Bussian (ma-l6-rush'an), . [< Buss.

Malorossiya, Little Russia (Malorossiiskii, Lit-

tle-Russian), < malisii, in comp. malo-, adv.

malo, little, + Rossiya, Russia: see Russian.]
Little-Russian (which see, under Russian).

malt

nlferotis tubules, occur In the cortical substance of the

kidney, and are about jL of an inch in diameter. They
are formed of the expanded end of the tube Invaginated
by the bunch of blood-vessels constituting the K'omerulus
which thus are embraced In a double epithelial sac, ana
the blood is separated from the lumen of the tubule by
the vascular wall and the epi-
thelium of the Inner layer of

the capsule. There is reason to

think that these bodies do most
of the secretion of the water
and less Important salts of the

urine, the remainder of the
work of secreting the urine be-

ing done by the epithelial cells

of the urinlferous tubules.

Malpighian caeca or fila-

ments. Same as Malpiyhian.
tube*. Malplgnlan capsule.
See Malpighian body. Mal-
plghian corpuscle, (a) A Mul-

pighhin body of the kidney. (6)

A lymphola corpuscle of the
capsule, a, with

its contained glomerulus, fi,

and the beginning; of the tu-

bule, b, into which it open
f, (t, epithelium in place ; f,

epithelium of the tubule de-
tached ; /, termination of re-

nal artery ; f. beginning of
renal vein ; h, theglomeniujs.
(Magnified about 300 diame-
ters.)

sple'en." See corpuscle. Mal-
plgnlan layer,

the rcte mu-
cosum ; the lowermost layer of
the epidermis ; the stratum spi-
uoBum. Also called rete Malpi-
ghii. See skin. Malpighian
pyramids, in anot., the pale-
reddish conical masses forming
the medullary part of the kidney, whose apices project into

the calyces of the pelvis of the kidney, and are called pa-
villa!. Malplgnlan tubes or vessels, certain appen-
dages of the alimentary canal of Insects. They are caacal

convoluted tubes, immediately behind the posterior aper-
ture of the stomach, and are generally regarded as repre-

senting the liver. See cut under Blattidtr. Malplgnlan
tuft, the glomerulus, or vascular network or plexus, in a

Malpighian body.

Malpighieae (mal-pi-gi'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1824), < Malpignia + -ece.] A
tribe of plants belonging to the natural order

Malpighiacete, of which MalpigJiia is the type.
It is characterized by having ten stamens, usually all per-

fect, and often with appendaged anthers; by three styles,
which are almost always distinct ; and by having carpels
inserted on the flat receptacle, distinct or united in the

fruit, and form ing fleshy or woody drupes with from one to
three cells.

malposition (mal-po-zish'on), n. [< mal- + po-
sition.] A wrong position; a misplacement,
as of a part of the body or of a fetus.

Malpositions of the eye, such as squinting, are the result
of too great contraction of one of the rectl muscles, usu-

ally the internal. Le ConU, Sight, p. 20.

malpractice (mal-prak'tis), n. [< mal- + prac-
tice.] 1. Misbehavior; evil practice; practice
contrary to established rules.

Fanny was almost ready to tell flbs to screen her bro-
ther's malpractices from her mamma.

Thackeray, The Kickleburys on the Rhine.

In Malo-Ru&rian, g is pronounced h, as aharod, a gar-
den. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 149.

Malpighia (mal-pig'i-a), n. [NL. (Plumier,
1703), named after Marcello Malpighi.] A

2. Specifically, bad professional treatment of

disease, pregnancy, or bodily injury, from rep-
rehensible ignorance or carelessness, or with
criminal intent.

malpractitioner (mal-prak-tish'on-er), n. [<
mal- + practitioner, after malpractice.] A phy-
sician who is guilty of malpractice.

genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, malpresentation (mal-pre-zen-ta'shon), n. [<
type of the natural order Malpighiaceo! and the F. mal- + presentation.] In o6tef.,"abnormal
tribe Malpighiea;, characterized by having an presentation in childbirth, as of a shoulder.
entire 2- or 3-celled ovary, terminal free styles
with obtuse stigmas, a calyx with from 6 to 10

glands, and a drupaceous fruit with 3 crested
seeds. They are trees or shrubs with opposite leaves,
sometimes covered with stinging hairs, and red. white,
or rose-colored flowers in axillary or terminal clusters.
There are about 20 species, all natives of tropical Amer-
ica. M. glabra is the Barbados cherry. M. urens is the cow-
hage-cherry.

Malpighiaceae (mal-pig-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. L. de Jussieu, 1789), < Malpighia + -acea;.]
A natural order of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants belonging to the cohort Geraniales, typi-
fied by the genus Malpiqhia. It is characterized.

by a 5-parted calyx, some or all of the sepals usually with
two glands, by having three carpels, which are either
united or distinct, and by solitary ovules without albumen.
The order embraces 52 genera and about 600 species, most
numerous in the tropics. They are herbs or shrubs, often

climbing, with leaves usually opposite and entire, and
glandular on the stalk or under side, and yellow or red

(rarely white or blue) flowers, commonly growing in termi-
nal clusters.

malpighiaceous (mal-pig-i-a'shius), a. [< Mal-

otgktt + -aceous.] In bot., pertaining to or
characteristic of plants of the order Alalpighia-
ceai: specifically applied to hairs formed as in

the genus Malpighia, which are attached by the

middle, and lie parallel to the surface on which
they grow.
Malpighian (mal-pig'i-au), a. [< Malpialii (see
def.) + -an.] Of or pertaining to Marcello

Malpighi (1628-94), an Italian anatomist and
physiologist: applied in anatomy to several
structures discovered or particularly investi-

gated by him, as follows__Malplgnlan body, one
of the glo'menili of the kidney surrounded by its capsule.
These form the terminations of the branches of the uri-

malpropriety (mal-pro-pri'e-ti), w. [= F. mal-

proprete; as </(- and propriety.]
Want of prop-

er condition; slovenliness; dirtiness. [Rare.]
The whole Interior had a harmonious ah* of sloth, stupid-

ity, and malpropriety. E. Eggletton, The Graysons, xvii.

malskert, r. i. [ME. malskren, malscren, mas-

ken; < AS. "maUcran, in verbal n. malscrung
(= OHG. mascrunc), fascination

;
cf. OS. malsk,

proud, = Goth, "malsks, foolish.] To wander.
The ledez of that lyttel toon wern lopen out for drede,
In-to that malicrande mere, marred bylyue.

Alliterative Poems, (ed. Morris), li 991.

He hade missed is mayne & malskrid a-houte.
& how the werwolf wan him bl with a wilde hert.

William qf Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 416.

raalstick (mal'stik), n. See maMstick.

malstrom, n. See maelstrom.
malt 1

(malt), n. and a. [Formerly also mault,
So. maut; < ME. malt, < AS. mealt(= OS. malt
= D. mout = MLG. molt, malt = OHG. MHG.
G. jfcr= Icel. Dan. Sw. malt; cf. F. malt= 8p.
Pg. It. malto, < Teut.), < meltan (pret. mealt),

melt, dissolve: see melt.] I. n. 1. Grain in

which, by partial germination, arrested at the

proper stage by heat, the starch is converted
into saccharine matter (grape-sugar), the un-
fermented solution of the latter being the sweet-
wort of the brewer. By the addition of hops, and the

subsequent processes of cooling, fermentation, and clari-

fication, the wort Is converted into porter, ale, or beer.

The alcoholic fermentation of the wort without the ad-
dition of hops, and distillation, yield crude whisky. Bar-

ley is the grain most used for malting in the manufac-
ture of beer ; but wheat, rye, and other grains are largely
malted for whisky. Hurley yields about 92 per cent, of
its weight of dried mult.
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Some make the Egyptians first inuenters of Wine . . .

and of Beere, to which end they first made Muu/t of Bar-

ley for such places as wanted Grapes.
Pwrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 582.

The ale shall ne'er be brewin o' malt.

The Enchanted King (Child's Ballads, III. 53).

2. Liquor produced from malt, as ale, porter,
or beer.

Scho suld haif found me meil and malt.

Johnie Armstrang (Child's Ballads, VI. 48).

Blown malt malt dried in a kiln in which the heat is

raised quickly to 100 F., and then lowered. It is so call-

ed from its distended appearance. Encyc. Brit. Malt-

cleaning machine, in a brewery, a form of grain-cleaner
for freeing barley, previous to malting, from all extraneous

substances, such as other grain, seeds of grass and weeds,

dust, and foul matters; a cleaning and sorting machine.

II. a. Pertaining to, containing, or made with
malt Halt liquor, a general term for an alcoholic

beverage produced merely by the fermentation of malt,

as opposed to those obtained by the distillation of malt

or mash.

malt1
(malt), v. [< malft, .] I. trans. To con-

vert (grain) into malt. The steps in the process of

malting are four: First, steeping in water from twenty-
four to forty hours, by which the grain takes up from 10

to 30 per cent, of water, swells, and begins to germinate.

Second, couching, in which the steeped grain is piled in

heaps on a floor, usually made of flagstones, and wherein
the growth of the rootlets is aided by heat generated in the

mass. Third, flooring, in which the germinating grain is

spread upon a floor in charges called fetors, and stirred to

expose it to air, and in which the growth of the rootlets

is checked and the germination of the acrospires is car-

ried to the desired limit. Fourth, drying, in which the

germination is completely arrested by heat in a malt-kiln.

The maltster decides, from the length and appearance of

the acrospires as to when the conversion of the starch has

been carried to the right limit The dried acrospires and
the rootlets are broken oft by handling in the kiln, and
are removed by sifting. The chemical changes eifected

by the partial germination and subsequent treatment of

the grain are chiefly the conversion of the azotized sub-

stances into diastase, the conversion of the starch into

grape-sugar by the action of the diastase, and the impart-

ing of color and flavor to the malt in the kiln. The malt
is either pale or dark in color, according to the degree of

heat and the length of time it is exposed to heat in the

kiln; and a peculiar flavor is derived from empyreumatic
oil generated in the husk.

II. intrans. 1. To become malt ;
be converted

into malt.

To house it green . . . will make it malt worse.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

2. To drink malt liquor. [Humorous or low.]

She drank nothing lower than Curacoa,
Maraschino, or pink Noyau,
And on principle never malted.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg, Her Birth.

Well, for my part, I malts. Marryat, Jacob Faithful.

malt2
t. An obsolete preterit of melt1

. Chaucer.

maltalentt (mal'ta-lent), n. [Also maletalent;
< ME. maletalent, < OF. maltalent, ill-humor,

anger; as mal- + talent.] Evil disposition or

inclination; ill-will; resentment; displeasure;
spleen.
Wax he rody for shame, and loked on hym with mal-

talent, and yef thei hadde be a-lone he wolde with hyra
haue foughlen. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 586.

As she that hadde it al to-rent,
For angre and for maltalent.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 330.

So forth he went
With heavy look and lumpish pace, that plaine
In him bewraid great grudge and maltalent.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 61.

That is the lot of them that the Black Douglas bears
maltalent against. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xii.

maltalentivet, [ME. maletalentif, < OF. mal-

talentif, < maltalent, ill humor, anger : see mal-

talent.'} Angry; resentful.

And [they! ronne to-geder wroth and maletalentif that
oon a-gein that other, and that oon desiraunt of pris and
honour, and that other covetouse to a-venge hys shame
and his harme. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 3S8.

malt-barn (malt'barn), . Same as malt-house.

malt-drier (malt'drl"er), n. An apparatus for

artificially drying malt in order to arrest the

process of germination and the chemical change
in the constituents of the grain. E. H. Knight.
malt-dust (malt 'dust), . The refuse of malt
after brewing ; spent malt.

Malt-diist is an active manure frequently used as a top-
dressing, especially for fruit trees in pots.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 233.

malter (mal'ter), n. Same as maltster. [Rare.]
Maltese (mal-tes' or -teV ), a. and n. [< Malta (<
L. Helita, Melite, Gr. Mt/U'n?) (see def.) + -ese."]

I. ti. Pertaining to Malta, an island in the Med-
iterranean, formerly belonging to the Knights
Hospitalers or Knights of Malta (1530-1798),
afterward to France, and since 1800 to Great
Britain, or to the group of islands of which
it is the chief.-Maltese cat, dog, stone, etc. See
the nouns. Maltese cross. See cross of Malta, under
cross*.
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II n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of the II. n. A follower of Malthus; a believer in

island of Malta. 2. The language spoken by Malthusianism.

the natives of Malta. Its chief element is a Malthusianism(mal-thu'si-an-izm),. [< Mal-

corrupt form of Arabic mixed with Italian. thmian + -ism.] The theory of the relation of

malt-extract (malt'eks'trakt), n. A concen- population to means of subsistence taught by
trated unfermented infusion of malt. It is used Malthus. See Malthusian, a.

in medicine in cases where it is desirable to maltine (mal'tin), n. [<malfl + -me*.] Ame-
further the nutrition. dicinal preparation made by digesting sprout-

malt-floor(malt'n6r),w. 1. A perforated iron or ing malt in water, expressing the solution,

tile floor in the chamber of a malt-kiln, through precipitating with alcohol, and drying the

which the heat ascends from the furnace below, precipitate, which is impure diastase,

and dries the grain laid upon it. 2. A floor malting (mal'ting), n. [Verbal n. ot malt*, v.J

on which grain is spread to undergo partial 1. The artificial production of germination in

germination in the process of malting. 3. A grain for the purpose of converting its starch

charge of grain spread on a floor of a malt-house into the greatest possible amount of sugar, as a

to undergo partial germination. See malt and preparation for brewing, or the conversion by
fermentation of this sugar into alcohol.

Malting consists of four processes, steeping, couching,

flooring, and kiln-drying. Encyc. Brit., IV. 267.

2. A place where malting is carried on. [Rare
and inaccurate.]
The town also possesses brass foundries, maUinffs, lime-

kilns, and brickyards. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 506.

malting.
maltha (mal'tha), . [< L. maltha (see def.),

< Gr. /id'/uSa, [ia)$i/, a mixture of wax and pitch
used for calking ships.] A bituminous sub-

stance midway in consistency between asphal-
tum and petroleum. From its tarry appearance, it

is sometimes called mineral tar; it is the brea of the Mex-
ican Spanish. BytheRomans the word WMttAa was used ,..,,... 1 nhamhar in
as the name of various cements, stuccos, and other prepa- malt-Kiln (malt kil), n. A 1

rations of a similar kind employed for repairing cisterns, which malt is dried to check germination. Some
roofs, etc., and of some of these what is now known as kilns are fitted with machinery for stirring the malt on the

maltha, or some other form of bitumen, in all probability floor of the kiln, this mechanism being called amalt-turn-

constituted a part. Asphaltum and maltha were also used er. A smaller apparatus with mechanical devices for stir-

from the earliest times (as stated in Genesis with regard nng the malt is commonly known as a malt-drier.

to the building of the Tower of Babel) for the same pur- malt-mad (malt
'
mad), a. Maddened with

pose for which our common mortar is employed, namely , . ,
.

*tjAtpj to drink
to bind together stones and bricks.

maltheH, [ML., < L. maltha : see maltha.]

Mortar; cement.
Convenient it is to knowe, of bathes

. . . what mallhes hoote and colde

Are able, ther as chynyng clifte or scathe is

To make it hoole.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

Malthe2 (mal'the), n. [NL., < Gr. /i6Mv or uak-

6a, a fish so named, supposed by some to have . ... ,. , ...

been the angler, Lophi.] A genus of pedicu- ""g^"
111 (malt mU) >

TO

late fishes, typical of the family Maltheida;; the

bat-fishes. If. respertiUo inhabits tropical seas.
iorms nam

See cuts under bat-fish. _
crystals, is direcfly fermented by yeast, and is

closely like dextrose in its properties. It is pro-
duced {rom starch paste by the action of malt

ATI implement for

These English are so maltsmad, there's no meddling
with 'em. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 7.

maltman (malt'man), n.
; pi. mailmen (-men).

A maltster. Gascoigne, Steele Glas, 79.

malt-master (malt'mas
//

ter), n. A master malt-

ster.

If the poor cannot reach the price, the maltmaster will.

Re. T. Adams, Works, II. 246. (Doxies.)

A mill for grinding

Si . n. A fish of the family Maltheiaa.

chialapUuresi^hLuperioraxillaofthepe,-toral nns, the anterior dorsal ray in a cavity through fingers set above and behind the hoe..

overhung by the anterior margin of the fore- maltreat (mal-tret'),t>. 1. [<mal-+ treat.] To
head, the mouth subterminal or inferior, and
the lower jaw generally received within the up-
per ;

the bat-fishes. It includes marine fishes

of remarkable aspect, representing two sub-

families, MaltheitKE and Halieutaiince.

maltheiform (mal'the-i-f6rm), a. Resembling
in form a fish of the genus Malthe.

Maltheinae (mal-the-i'ne), . pi. [NL., < Mal-
+ -hue.] A subfamily of Maltheidw, having

treat ill
;
abuse

;
treat roughly, rudely, or with

unkindness.
Yorick indeed was never better served in his life ; but

it was a little hard la maltreat him after, and plunder him
after he was laid in his grave.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

maltreatment (mal-tret'ment), . [< maltreat-

+ -ment.] The act of maltreating, or the con-

(.e- T -<;. j A BUUIH.UIIIV ui JUUIUKHMC. unviug dition of being maltreated; ill treatment; ill

the body divided into a cordiform disk and a usage ;
abuse,

stout caudal portion, the frontal region ele- malt-screen (malt'skren), . A machine for

vated, and the snout more or less attenuated, freeing malt or barley from foreign matters.

It includes a few American marine forms in- maltster (malt'ster),)i. ^TATZ. maltster; <malft

habiting shallow water. 4- -ster.] A maker of or dealer in malt. Rarely
maltheine (mal'the-in), a. and n. [< Malthe'2 also malter.
+ -iwe1 .] I. a. Pertaining to the Maltheince, malt-surrogate (malt'sur'o-gat), n. Anysub-
or having their characters. stitute, as corn, potatoes, rice, or potato-starch,
H. . A bat-fish of the subfamily Maltheinre. used in the manufacture of beer in place of a

maltheoid (mal'the-oid), a. and n. I. a. Hav- part of the malt required for the normal mann-

ing the form or characters of the Maltheida;. facture.

II. n. A fish of the family Maltheidce; a mal- malt-tea (malt'te), n. The liquid infusion

theid. of the mash in brewing; water impregnated
malt-horse (malt'hdrs), n. A horse employed
in grinding malt by working a treadmill or

winch; hence, a slow, heavy horse.

Mome, malt-horse, capon, coxcomb, idiot, patch !

Shah., C. of E., iii. 1. 82.

He ! why, he has no more judgment than a malt-horse.

with the valuable part of the malt, leaving
behind the husks or grains. See grainl, 6, and
wort2 .

malt-turner (malt'ter'ner), n. A mechanical
device for turning malt as it is heated in the
kiln. See malt-kiln, and compare malt-rake.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4. maltwormt (malt'werm), n. A person addicted
malt-house (malt'hous), n. [< ME. malthotis, < to the use of malt liquor.
AS. mealthiis, < mealt, malt, + hits, house.]
house in which malt is made.

Then doth she trowle to me the bowle,
E'en as a mault-worme sholde.

Malthusian (mal-thu'si-an), a. and n. [< Mal- BP-^ Gammer Gurton's Needle, ii. (song).

thus (see def.) + -jaw.] 1. a. Of or pertaining I am joined with . . . none of these mad, mustachio,

to the Rev. T. R. Malthus (1766-1834), an Eng- Purple-hued malt-worms. Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 83.

lish economist, or to the doctrines set forth in malty (mal'ti), . [< rnaltl + -y
l
.~\ Pertain-

his "Essay on the Principle of Population." ing to, composed of, or produced from malt.
In this work he first made prominent the fact that popu- Backward and forward rush mysterious men with no
lation unless hindered by positive checks, as wars, fam- name8^

wno fly about all those particular parts of the
ines, etc., or by preventive checks, as social customs that COUntry on which Doodle is ... throwing himself in an
prevent early marriage, tends to increase at a higher auriferous and Malty shower. Dickens, Bleak House, xl.
rate than the means of subsistence can, under the most
favorable circumstances, be made to increase. Asarem- malulella (mal-u-lel'a), .

; pi. maliildla; (-e).

edy he advocated the principle that society should aim [NL. (Packard, 1883), double dim. of L.

^S^^^W^SSS^^ and
improvident marriages, and by the practice of moral self-

restraint.

An appendix of the front edge
t tne inner stipes ot the deutomala of a myna-

pod. See deutomala.



malulella

Differentiated from the front edge of the inner stipes
(of tin- <lrii!..m:il:i of :t iiiyi i:i|nj(l) is a piece usually sepa-
rated by suture, which, as we iindiTstand it, is thr stilus

lingiialis of Mcinert; it is our nutlulella.
A. ,S'. Packard, 1'roc. Amer. I'hilos. Soc., June, 1883, p. 200.

malum (ma'lum), n.; pi. nuiln
(-Iji). [L., an

evil, neut. of mains, evil, bad : see mal, males
,

malice, etc.] In lair, an evil Malum In se, a
thing unlawful because an evil in itself. Malum pro-
hlbltum, a prohibited wrong ; an act wrong because for-
bidden by law.

inaluret, . [ME., < OF. malciir, malcure, ma-
liin-, F. iiiiillifMr, misfortune, < mat (< L. malux),
bad, -r- hear, < L. uugurium, luck: see auaury.]
Misfortune.

I woful wight ful of malure.
The Jsle of Ladies, 1. 60L

maluredt, . [Karly mod. E. nialcuryd; < ma-
lure + -/a

.] Ill-fortuned.

Male vryd was your fals entent
For to offend your presydent.
Your souerayne lord most rcuercnt,
Your lord, your brother, and your Kegent.

SkeltoH, Lament againste the Scottes, L iii.

Malurinae (mal-u-ri'ne). M. pi. [NL., < Malu-
rutt + -ina: ] A group of oscine passerine birds,

commonly referred to the family Sylviiila; or

Lusciniidai, typified by the genus Malurus; the
soft-tailed warblers. They are characteristic of the
Australian region, and include some of the most beautiful
of warblers. Those of the remarkable genus Stipiturus are
known as emu-wrens. (See cut under Stipituw.) The lim-
its of the group are not well denned, and the term is used
with varying latitude by ditferent writers.

malurine (mal'u-rin), a. Belonging to or hav-
ing the characters of the Malurlna;.

Perhaps the most curious example of the malurine birds
is the beautiful little Emeu wren.

J. U. Wood, Illus. Nat Hist., II. 274.

maluroust, a. [ME. 'maliirous, malerous, < OF.
malettroH, maleurous, maleureus, etc., F. malheu-
reux, unfortunate, unhappy, wretched, < maleur,
misfortune: see mature.] Wretched; wicked.

Iff I i ii.i mi for-gatte I were maUrom.
Rom. of Partettay (E. E. T. S.\ L 6473.

MalUTUS (ma-lu'rus), . [NL., for "Malacurus
< Gr. //aAa/cof, soft, + ovpa, tail.] The typical
genus of Maliirina;, founded by Vieillot in 1816.
The type-species is M. cyaneus of Australia, a
very beautiful little bird known as the superb
warbler or blue wren.
Malva (mal'vji), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675), < L.

malva, mallow : see mallow.] A genus of di-

cotyledonous polypetalous plants belonging to
the natural order Malvacece, the mallow family,
the tribe Malvea; and the subtribe Eumalveat.
It Is characterized by having the styles stigmatous along
the inner sides, by three distinct bractlets growing be-
neath the calyx, and by carpels which are naked within
and have no beaks. About 16 species are known, natives
of the temperate regions of the Old World and of North
America. They are herbs with leaves which are usually
angularly lobed or dissected, and purple, rose-colored, or
white flowers with emarginate petals, growing In the axils,
either solitary or in clusters. The name mallow belongs
peculiarly, though not exclusively, to this genus. See
mallow and cheese-cake, 3.

Malvaceae (mal-va'se-e), . pi. [NL. (A. L. de
Jussieu, 1789), fern. pi. of L. maluaceus, inal-
vaceous: see malvaceous and -acea!.] A large
order of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants
belonging to the cohort Malvales, typified by
the genus Malva, and characterized by mona-
delpnous stamens with one-celled anthers.
They are herbs, shrubs, or trees with alternate leaves,
which are entire, much divided, or palmately lobed, and
regular five-parted flowers, almost always showy, and
usually purple, rose colored, or yellow. The uniform
character of the order is to abound in mucilage and to be
totally destitute of all unwholesome qualities ; many are
cultivated for ornament, and many others are used medi-
cinally. The cotton-plant, Qossypium, belongs to this
order, us ilo also the hollyhock, the hibiscus, the abutilon,
and nearly all the plants called mallows. The order em
braces 64 genera and more than 800 species, found every-
where throughout the world, except in the arctic regions.
malvaceous (mal-va'shius), a. [< L. mtilni-

<
-i-iitt, of mallows, < malm, mallow: see maUow.]
Pertaining or belonging to the order Malvaceae,
or mallow family.
Malvales (mal-va'les), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1833), < L. malva, mallow: see Malra.] A co-
hort (alliance of Lindley) of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants belonging to the first series,

Tltalamiflorte. It is characterized by the valvate calyx-
lobes or sepals, which are five in number, rarely fewer ;

by having the petals as many as the sepals or sometimes
wanting : by sUtmens which are indefinite in number or
monadelphous ; and by an ovary with from three to an
indefinite number of cells, rarely fewer. The cohort em-
braces 3 orders. Malracfa, Strrcilliaceit, and Tiliacrtc.

malvasia (uial-va-se'a), H. [It.: see nitilm.ii ;/.]

Originally, a wine of Napoli di Malvasia in the
Morea, Greece : now, a name given also to some
other wines, especially to certain Italian and
Sicilian wines, as to a brand of Marsala, of
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similar quality, sweet and somewhat heady, barber's basin in "Don Quixote." Arclxeol.
See miilnixi-i/. Inst. Jour., VIII. 319.

Malvastrum (mal-vas'trum), n. [NL. (Asa mamelt, c. i. A variant of mamblc.
Gray, 1848), < Mulm + Gr.darpor, star (alluding mamelon (inain'e-lou), . [< F. mamclon, nip-
to the star-like arrangement of the bracts).] pie, teat, pap, a"small conical hill, < mamelle,A large genus of plants of the order Malva- the breast, < L. mamma, the breast: see mam-
ceas, tribe Mah-ea;, and subtribe Kumulvete; the ma2

.] A small hill or mound with a round
false mallows. It Is characterized by styles which are top ;

a hemispherical elevation : no called from
branched at the apex and have terminal capitate stigmas, its resemblance to a woman's breast,
and by from one to three distinct bractlets under the

calyx, or the latter sometimes wanting. They are tall or Our tc"ts were pitched on another mamelon, some dis-

low herbs, with leaves which are divided, or entire and t*nce 'rom tne castle,

cordate, and scarlet, orange, or yellow flowers, which are H. H. ItwaeU, Diary In India, II. 201.
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jj^ a mameluke: see mameluke* In Brazil,

Malveae (mal've-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
tne offspring of a white and a negro, or a white

1836), < Malva -( -ece.] A tribe of plants of the and a Brazilian Indian.

order Malvaeeee, characterized by the columns I have seen the white merchant, the negro husband-

of stamens being anther-bearing at the apex, !'!
an

-
l^e mam

f
tuco- tne mul tto

. and the Indian all sit-

the styles having as many branches as there are
Ung 8ide by 8ide' Ba"*- BrazU- p' a '

carpels, and the cotyledons foliaceous and va- mameluke (mam e-luk), n. [Formerly also

riously folded. The tribe, of which Malm is the type, >("><aluke, mameluck, mamlouk, mamlock, mamo-
emhraces 24 genera and about 400 species. To It belong lake, mamelak, mamelek, memlook, etc. ; < F.
many of the important plant s of the order. mantaluc, now mameluk = Sp. Pg. mameluco =
malversation (mal-ver-sa'shon), . [< F. mal- It. mammaluco = Turk, mamelek, < Ar. mamluk,
versation = Sp. malversacion = Pg. malcersacOo, a purchased slave, a mameluke, < malaka, pos-
evil conduct, < L. male, badly, + versatio(n-), sess.] 1. Any male servant or slave, usually a
a turning, < versari, turn about, occupy one- Circassian, belonging to the household or the
self : see converse, conversation.] Evil con- retinue of a bey.
duct

; fraudulent or tricky dealing ; especially, In fnAey, it was the custom in the houses of the great
misbehavior in an omce or employment, as by to have a number of young men, who in Egypt were called

fraud, breach of trust, extortion, etc. Mamelukes, after thatgallant corps had been destroyed.

A man turned out of his employment ... for malnr-
A Cvnm> Monaat- ta the Levant

' * M'

notion in office. burke, On Fox's East India Bill. 2. [.cap.] A member of a corps of cavalry for-

malvesiet, malvesyet, malvyseyt, . Middle merly existing in Egypt, whose chiefs were

English forms of malmsey. long the sovereign rulers of the country. They
malvniaie i TF * 'mnlmaf-ul s-um- i originated with a body of Mlngrelians, Turks, and other

m/T
' L ***** *

slavea, who were sold by Jenghiz Khan to the Egyptian
imxey. sultan in the thirteenth century. About 1261 they estab-mam 1 (mam), w. A colloquial or vulgar ab- llshed their government in Egypt by making one of their

breviation of mama. own number sultan. Their government was overthrown

It began to speake and call him dad and her mam. ^ *K
\\

m ' of Turk
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Greene. Dorastu. and 1'awnia (1588> S^SS^t^SS^^* ** *****

mam'-!, . Same as ma'am, contraction of madani. Ano we come out of the^ we were ^
mama, mamma 1 (ma-ma or ma ma), . [Prop. Mamoluket and Sarrasyns, and put into an olde caue, by
mama, but more commonly mamma, in Simula- name and tale, there scryuan euer wrytyng our names

: Sp. mama = It. mamma = (with
a nasal vowel) F. maman = Pg. mamSe, mother,

The servile rulers known as mameluke beys, and to the

mama
;
= Bulg. Pol. Russ. mama, mother, = g

j^-. Burto,, Arabian Nights, v. 12, note.
Albanian mome, mother, mamic, nurse, = L. _ rM1? /rvr< ,.

mamma, mother, grandmother, nurse, = Gr. mamerit,". [ME.,<OF.mahomerittmahommene,

fid^a, nawr,, later also ^a^aia, mother grand-
ma* nene

,
er te etc. a Mohammedan or

mother, nurse, ua^ia, mother = Pers mama, J^er
temple, a pagantemple,Mahometry, < Ma-

mother; cf. Marathi mama, a maid-servant
llmnet

< * Mahomet.Mohammed: see mammet,

prop, a child's term for 'mother,' being the *] A pagan temple,

meauiugless infantile articulation ma ma adopt-
ed (out of many similar infantile articulations) ""ils ZZvMk&ma,
by mothers, nurses, etc., as if the infant's name That hadde anoured here Mahoun.
for its mother or nurse, and so later used by the * f Hamtoun, p. 54. (HalKtceU.)

child. The simple syllable ma is also used (see mamilla, mamillary, etc. See mammilla, etc.

j3); even a Gr. fid appears for pari/fi, faj-nip. Mamillaria(mam-i-la'ri-a),H. [NL. (Haworth,
Cf. papa, dad* (dadda), similarly developed: cf. 1812), so called in allusion to the protuber-
Hind. mama, maternal uncle; western Aus- ances on the stem; < L. mamilla, breast, nip-
tralian mamman, father. A similar word is pie: see mammilla.] A genus of Cactaeetr, the
used to mean 'breast': see mamma2

.] Mother: cactus family, and of the tribe Echinoeactea:. it
a word used chiefly in address and familiar in- is characterized by a short stem, with the flowers In the

tercourse, especially bv and with infants, chil- alil8 ' the 'ubord"1
. which are mammiform, elongated

Hrpn nn.1 vnnt,., rwll or angular rarely uniting to form a fleshy ridge, and have
a cushion-like apex, bearing a tuft of radiating spines ;

the flowers are usually arranged in a transverse zone, and
have an immersed smooth ovary. About 360 species are
known, natives of Mexico, though some are found in the
southern part of the United States, Brazil, Bolivia, and the
West Indies. The plants rarely exceed 6 or 8 inches in

height. The stems are simple, tufted, globose, or cylin-
drical, and covered with tubercles, from the axils of which
arise a zone of white, yellow, red, or rose-colored flowers,
which remain open during the day only, and are frequent-
ly large and showy. See nipple-cactus.C. Smart tr. of Ptedru. (1765X p. 115. mamisht . [Origin obscure.] Foolish; effemi-

mamaluke (mam a-luk), n. See mameluke. i,ate Varies
mamblet, >'. i. [< ME..mamelen var. momelen, But why urge i this? None but some mamM monstersmumble: see mumble.] To talk indistinctly; can question it. Bp Hall Works, v 464

mammal, . See mama.
Adam, while he spak noujt, had paradys at wille; mamma?Vmam'SI n fT.. mnmmii O Tt miimmn
Ac whan he mameled aboute mete, and entermeted to

mamma (m< m a;, n. ^L,. m, tei> IT. mamma
knowe = p. Pg. wi<i(,_L. dim. mamilla, > F. mamelle=

The wisdom and the witte of God, he was put fram blisse.

Pirn Plowman (B), xi. 408.

,

dren, and young people.
When the babe shall . . . begin to tattle and call hir

Mamma. Lyly, Euphues (ed. Arber), p. 129.

Pleas'd Cupid beard, and check'd his Mother's Pride:
And who's blind now, Mamma, the Urchin cry'd.

Prior, Venus Mistaken.
A dog bespoke a sucking Lamb
That us'd a she-goat as her dam.
" You little fool, why, how you baa.
This goat is not your own mamma."

AS. mamme) = Gr. fja/iiai, the breast, pap. See
mama.] 1. PI. mamma' (-e). The mammary

The Almighty . . . could rather be content the angell of gland and associated structures; the charac-. . .

the church of Laodicea
should be quite cold,
than in such a mamblinif
of profession.
Bp. Hall, Christian Mode-

[rattou, il. 2.

mambrino (mam-
bre'no), w. A name
given to the iron
hat (chapel-de-fer),
derived from its re-

semblance to the Ma,i,l,riTK>. I3th century.

teristic organ of the class Mammalia, which
in the female secretes milk for the nourish-
ment of the young; a breast or udder. The
mamma is essentially a conglomerate gland, consisting
of lobes and lobules, secreting milk, which is conveyed
from the ultimate ramifications of the organ by a sys-
H'ln of converging lactiferous or galactonborons ducts,
to be discharged through one or several main orifices
at the summit of the gland, where is the nipple or mam-
milla. The mamma is subcutaneous, and may be re-

garded as a highly developed and specialized sebaceous
follicle. Mamma? var)' much in number and position:
they may he 2, 4, 6, 8, to 12 or more, usually an even



mamma
number, being paired, and may be pectoral, axillary, ven-

tral or abdominal, or inguinal. They are sometimes quite

high on the sides of the animal, but are never dorsal.

An apparently single and median mamma, as the udder
of the cow, results from the coalescence of as many mam-
m as there are teats. In marsupials they are contained
in the pouch, and may be circularly or irregularly dis-

posed, or of odd number. In monotremes they are de-

void of a nipple, whence the name Amasta for these ani-

mals. The mamma develops at puberty, and comes into

functional activity during gestation. The structure is

common to both sexes, but as a rule remains rudimentary
and functionless in the male.

2. [cop.] A genus of sea-snails of the family
Naticiila. Klein, 1753.

mammal (mam'al), a. and . \
= OF. mam-

mal = Sp. mamdl = Pg. mamal, mammal = It.

mammals, n.; < NL. mammale, a mammal, neut.

of LL. mammalis, of the breast, < L. mamma,
the breast: see mamma2

.] I. a. Having breasts
or teats

;
mammiferous.

II. . An animal of the class Mammalia.
Aerial mammals, the bats. Age of mammals, the

Tertiary period in geology.

Mammalia (ma-ma'lia), n. pi. [NL. (sc. ani-

malia), neut. pi. of LLl'mammalis (neut. sing, as

a noun, mammale), of the breast: see mammal.]
In zool., the highest class of Vertebrata, con-

taining all those animals which suckle their

young, and no others ;
mammiferous animals

;

the mammals. With the exception of the lowest sub-

class, the monotremes or Ornithodelphia, which lay eggs
like birds, Mammalia are viviparous, bringing forth their

young alive ; and, with the same exception, the mammary
gland is provided with a nipple for the young to suck.

They have no gills, but breathe air by means of lungs,
which are primitively, an offset of the alimentary canal.

The blood iswarm; the heart is completely four-chambered
or quadrilocular, with two auricles and two ventricles

;

and its right and left sides are entirely separate after birth,
when the arterial and venous circulation and the pulmo-
nary and systemic vessels become differentiated. The
heart and lungs are situated in the thoracic cavity, which
is completely shut off from the abdomen by a muscular
diaphragm. The aorta is single and sinistral, curving
over the left bronchus. The blood contains red circular
non-nucleated blood-disks and white blood-corpuscles.
The brain has large cerebral hemispheres, which are more
or less extensively united by commissures, especially by a

corpus callosum, which when well developed roofs over
more or less of the lateral ventricles. The skull has two
occipital condyles and an ossified basioccipital. The lower
jaw, composed of a pair of simple mandibular rami, is di-

rectly articulated by a convex condyle with the glenoid
fossa of the squamosal. The malleus and incus become
specialized auditory ossicles, lodged like the stapes in the

cavity of the tympanum. (See MaUeifera.) Limbs are al-

ways present. There are ordinarily two pairs, anterior and
posterior, or pectoral and pelvic, but the latter are some-
times aborted, as in cetaceans and sirenians. The ankle-

joint, if there is one, is always formed between crural and
tarsal bones, and is never mediotarsal. The body is usu-

ally more or less hairy, sometimes naked, rarely scaly or
with a bony exoskeleton. The classMammalia is definitely
circumscribed, no transitional forms being known. It has
been subdivided in various ways. Linneens had 7 orders,
Primates, Bruta, Fern, GKres, Pecora, Bettuce, and Cete,
with 40 genera in all. Cuvier made the 9 orders Bimana,
Quadrumana, Carnaria, Marsupiata, Rodentia, Edentata,
Pachydermata, Ruminantia, and Cetacea. Owen divided
Mammalia primarily into 4 subclasses, according to the
character of the brain, and 14 orders, as follows: Archen-
cephala Bimana; Gyrencephala Quadrumana, Garni-

vora, Arlwdactyla, Perissodactyla, Probogcidia, Sirenia, Ce-

tacea; Litsencephala Bruta, Chiroptera, Insectivora, Ro-
dentia; Lyencephala Marsupialia,Monotremata. Dana's
prime divisions correspond to Owen's by other names,
Archontia, Meffasthena, Microsthena, and OSticoidea. In
1872 Gill arranged mammals in 3 subclasses and 14 orders,
as follows : subclass Monodelphia, containing all placental
mammals, orders Primates, Ferae, Unyulata, Toxodontia
(fossil), Hyracmdea, Proboscidea, Sirenia, Cete, in one se-
ries EduaMUa, and Chiroptera, Insectivora, Olires, Bruta,
in a second series Ineducabiiia ; subclass Didelphia, the
implacental mammals, order Marsupialia alone ; subclass
Ornithodelphia, the oviparous mammals, order Monotre-
inata alone. This is substantially the classification now
almost universally current, but it is exclusive of certain
fossil groups which require ordinal rank. The families of
mammals now recognized are about 150 in number, the
genera nearly 1,000 ; the living species are about 8,250.
Remains of mammals abound in all Tertiary deposits, and
a few forms have been found in Mesozoic beds. Also
called Mammifera and Malleifera.

mammalian (ma-ma'lian), a. and n. [< mam-
mal + -jaw.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Mammalia or mammals.

II. n. An animal of the class Mammalia;
a mammal.
mammaliferous (mam-a-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
mammale, a mammal, -f-' L. ferre = E. ieorl.]
In geol., bearing mammals; containing mam-
malian fossils, or the remains of Mammalia:
as, mammaliferous strata.

mammalogical (mam-a-loj'i-kal), a. [< mam-
malog-y + -ic-al."] Of or pertaining to mam-
malogy. Owen, Class. Mammalia, p. 34.

mammalogist (ma-mal'o-jist), n. [< mam-
malog-y + -ist.~\ A student of the Mammalia;
one who is versed in the science of mammal-
ogy ;

a therologist. Also mastologist.

mammalogy (ma-mal'o-ji), n. [= Sp. mama-
logia, < NL. mammale, a mammal, + (Jr. -^oyia,
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<teyeiv, speak: see-ology.J The scientific know-

ledge of mammals; the science of the Mamma-
lia; therology.
mammary (mam'a-ri), a. [= F. mammaire =
Sp. Pg. mammalia, < NL. mammarius, < L.

mamma, the breast: see mamma2
.] Of or

pertaining to a mamma or breast : as, a mam-

mary artery,vein, nerve, duct, etc.; a mammary
structure Mammary fetus, gestation, gland. See

the nouns.

inanimate (mam'at),a. [< L. mammatas, having
breasts, < mamma, breast : see mamma2

.] Hav-

ing mammEe or breasts.

inanimate-cumulus (ma-ma/to-ku'mu-lus), n.

A name given by Ley to a cumulus cloud when
it has a festooned appearance : calledpocky cloud
in Orkney, where it is usually followed by wind.

Marnmea (ma-me'a), n. [NL. (Linnasus, 1737),
< Haytian mamey (!> Sp. mamey).~\ A genus of di-

cotyledonous polypetalous trees of the natural
order Guttifer<e and tribe Calophylleos, character-
izedbya calyx which is closed before the flower

expands, and then becomes valvately 2-parted,
and by a 2- to 4-celled ovary containing four

ovules, usually with a peltate stigma. They are
trees with rigid coriaceous leaves, often covered with pel-
lucid dots ; axillary flowers, either solitary or in clusters ;

and fruits which are indehiscent drupes with from one to
four large seeds. There are 5 species, natives of America
and tropical Asia and Africa. M. Americana is a tall

tree with a thick spreading head, somewhat resembling
Magnolia orandiflora, and showy white sweet-scented
flowers. The fruit, known as the mammee-apple or South
American apricot, is much esteemed in tropical countries,
and is eaten alone, or cut in slices with wine or sugar,
or preserved in various ways. It is yellow, and as

large as a cocoanut or small melon ; the rind and the

pulp about the seeds are very bitter, but the intermedi-
ate portion is sweet and aromatic. From the flowers a

spirituous liquor is distilled. (See can Creole, under<. i

The seeds, which are large, are used as anthelmintics, and
a gum distilled from the bark is used to destroy chigoes.
The tree is a native of the West Indies and tropical Amer-
ica, but is often cultivated in the tropics of the Old World.

mammeated (mam'e-a-ted), a. [< L. mamme-
atus (Plautus), an erroneous form for mamma-
tus, having breasts: see mammafe.] Having
mammffl or breasts. [Rare.]
mammee (ma-me'), n. The Mammea Ameri-

cana, or its fruit African mammee, another tree or

fruit, probably of the genus Gareinia.

mammee-apple (ma-me'ap*'l), n. The tropical
tree Mammea Americana, or its fruit.

mammee-sapota (ma-me'sa-p6'
i

't&), . Same
as marmalade-tree.
marnir.elliere (mam-e-lyar'), . [F., < mamelle,
the breast: see mamma2

.] 1. A piece of ar-

mor, usually a circular or nearly circular plate,
attached to the hauberk or broigne, or worn
outside the surcoat, one covering each breast,
and serving especially for the attachment of
the end of the chain which was secured to the

sword-hilt, mace, war-hammer, etc. 2. The
pectoral, especially when serving to retain the
ends of the chains securing the sword-hilt, dag-
ger-hilt, or the like, and differing from the piece
of armor above denned in being one plate only
instead of one of two side by side.

mammert (mam'er), v. i. [< ME. mamelen,
momelcn, < AS. mamorian, mamrian, be in deep
thought, < mamor, deep sleep, unconsciousness;
connections unknown.] To hesitate; stammer
from doubt or hesitation.

I wonder in my soul
What you would ask me that I should deny,
Or stand so mammering on. Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 70.

He forsook God, gave ear to the serpent's counsel, be-

gan to mammer of the truth, and to frame himself out-

wardly to do that which his conscience reproved inwardly.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 108.

mammeringt (mam'er-ing), n. [Formerly also

mammoring; verbal n. of mammer, fl.] A state
of hesitation or doubt; quandary; perplexity.
There were only v. C. horsemen which assembled them-

selves together, and stood in a mammoring whether it

were better to resist or to fire.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, v.

But is not this Thais which I see? It's even she. 1 am
in a mammering : ah, what should I do !

Terence in English (1614). (Wares.)

mammeryt, . [In the passage cited spelled
irreg. mamorie; a var. of mammering, as if <

mammer + -y.~\ Same as mammering.
My quill remained (asmen say) in a mamorie, quivering

in my quaking fingers, before I durst presume to pub-
lishe these my fantasies.
Sir H. Wottan, Cupid's Cautels, etc. (1578), To the Reader.

mammett, mammetroust.ete. See man-met, etc.

mammichug, n. Same as mummychog.
inammie (mam'i), n. See mammy.
mammifer (mam'i-fer), n. [< NL. mammifer,
< L. mamma, breast, + ferre = E. Sear1

.] An

mammilloid

animal having mammse ;
a member of the Mam-

inifi-ra; a mammal.
Mammifera (ma-mif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of mammifer: see mammiferous.] Mammif-
erous animals as a class : same as Mammalia.
De Blaiiwille.

mammiferous (ma-mif'e-rus), a. [< NL. mam-
mifer^ L. mamma, brea'st, + ferre = E. iear1 .]

Having mammas ; being a mammifer ;
of or per-

taining to the Mammifera; mammalian.
mammiform (mam'i-form), a. [< L. mamma,
breast, + forma, shape.] Like a breast or teat

;

mastoid; mammillary.
mammiformed (mam'i-formd), a. Same as

mammiform. E. Roberts, in Jour. Brit. Archseol.

Ass., XXX. 91.

mammilla (ma-mil'a), n. ; pi. mammilla' (-e).

[L. mantilla, less prop, mammilla, breast, nip-

ple, dim. of mamma, breast: see momma2
.] 1.

The nipple of the mammary gland. Hence
2. Some nipple-like or mammillary structure.

The crystals of others [stones] assume a mammillated
form, the mamillfe being covered with minute crystals.

Geol. Jour., XLV. 822.

3. In entom., a small conical process or appen-
dage on a surface ; a mammula. 4. [cop.] In

conch., a genus of gastropods. Schumacher,
1817. 5. In bot., applied specifically (a) to tu-

bercles on a plant-surface, as in Mamillaria;
(b) to the apex of the nucleus of an ovule

; (c)
to granular prominences on some pollen-grains.
mammillar (mam'i-lar), a. Same as mammil-

lary.

mammillary (mam'i-la-ri), a. [= F. mamillaire,
< LL. "mamillaris (in neut. mamillare, a breast-

cloth), < L. mamilla, mammilla, breast, nip-

ple: see mammil-
la.'] 1. Pertain-

ing to a mam-
ma, pap, dug,
or teat. 2. Ee-

sembling a nip-
ple. 3. Stud-
ded with mam-
miform protu-
berances

;
hav-

ing rounded pro- Mammillary Structure. Malachite.

jections, as a
mineral composed of convex concretions in

form somewhat resembling breasts.

West of this place, in Milam and Williamson counties,
the nearly level prairies are mammillary, with slight ele-

vations eight or ten feet apart, presenting the appearance
of old tobacco or potato hills on a gigantic scale.

Science, III. 404.

Mammillary bodies, the corpora albicantia of the brain.

See corpus. Mammillary brooch, a kind of brooch
found among Celtic remains. It consists of two saucer-

shaped or cup-shaped pieces connected by a third piece
or handle. Mammillary process, the mastoid process
of the temporal bone. Mammillary tubercle, the rudi-

mentary metapophysis of a lumbar vertebra in man.

mammillate (mam'i-lat), a. [< NL. mammilla-

tits, < L. mamilla, mammilla, breast, nipple : see

mammilla,."] 1. In anat. and zool. : (a) Hav-
ing a mammilla or mammillae; provided with

mammillary processes : specifically applied, (1)
in entom., to the palp of an insect the last

joint of which is smaller than the preceding
and retracted within it

; (2) in conch., to a shell

whose apex is teat-like. (6) Mammillary in

form; shaped like a nipple. 2. In bot., bear-

ing little nipple-shaped prominences on the
surface.

mammillated (mam'i-la-ted), a. 1. Having
nipple-like processes or protuberances; fur-

nished with anything resembling a nipple or

nipples: as, a mammillated mineral (as flint

containing chalcedony); a mammillated shell

(one whose apex is rounded like a teat). 2.

Nipple-shaped ; formed like a teat.

Both the mound and mammillated projections stand
about three feet higher than any other part of the reef.

Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 14.

mammillation (mam-i-la'shon), n. [< XL.
mai>niltati<>(n-), <L. mamilla, mammilla, a nip-
ple.] 1. The state of being mammillated, in

any sense. 2. In bot., the state or condition
of being covered with mammillary protuber-
ances. 3. In patliol., a mammilliform protu-
berance.
mammilliform (ma-miri-form), a. [< L. ma-
mina, mammilla, nipple,

+ forma, form.] Mam-
millary in form

; nipple-like ;
mammilloid

; pa-
pilliform.
The teeth upon the surface are quite mammilliform.

Geol. Jour., XLIV. 147.

mammilloid (mam'i-loid), o. [< L. mamilla.

mammilla, nipple, + Gr. eMof, form.] Shaped
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like a nipple ; mammillary in form; resembling mammose (mam'os), o. [< L. mammosus, full-

:i mammilla, Oiri-ii. breasted, < mamma, breast: see mamma2
.]

mammitis (ina-mi'tis), n. [< L. mamma, the Same as mammiform. [Karc.]
In-cast, + -ills.] Inflammation of a mamma, mammoth (mam'oth), . and a. [= F. mnm-
Also called ninstiti,-;. iimntli = Sp. niamut, nuimmath = G. mamuuilli,

mammock (mam'ok), . [Origin obscure; the < Kuss. mninitiitu, a mammoth, so called by a

term, -tick is dim.) as in hillock, Intmmock.] A. Russian named Ludloff in 169C, said to be <

shapeless piece ;
a chunk; afragment. [Obso- Tatar mamma, the earth, "because, the remains

lote or prov. Eng.] of these animals being found embedded in the

But while Protestants, to avoid the due labor of under- earth, the natives [Yakuts and Tungusians] be-

indlng their own Religion, are content to lodg It in the Heved that they burrowed like moles" (Imp.
east or rather in the Books of a Clergyman, and to take Djct ) ] j n. An extinct species of elephant,
thence by scraps and 0UMMM00O, as lie dispenses it in , / J

his Sundays Dole"they will alwavs be learning and never
* '"'"" '"-<>." < -'- ~'-^ <- '- .

knowing. Milton, Touching Hirelings,

mammock (mam'ok), r. t. [Also mammock,
miimmick; < mammock, n.] To tear in pieces;
maul; mangle; mumble.
He did so set his teeth nd tear It

; 0, I warrant, how
he mammocked it ! Shalt., COT., L 8. 71.

The obscene and surfeted Priest scruples not to pan
and mammock the sacramentall bread as familiarly as his

Tavern Bisket Milton, Reformation In Eng., i.

mammodis (mam'o-dis), n. pi. [< Hind. maA-
m udi, a kind of fine muslin. ] Cotton cloths from
India: usually applied to the plain ones only.
Also mahmoodis, mahmoudis, mahmudis.
Mammon (mam'on), n. [In ME. Mammona :

= F. Mammon = G. Mammon = Goth. Mammo-
na = Kuss. Mamona, < LL. Mammon, Mammu-
nas, Mammona, Mamona, < Gr. Ma/i/iuvaf, usual-

ly Mafiuvdc, < Syr. (Chaldee) mdmond, riches.

Cf. Heb. matmon, a hidden treasure, < tdmaii,

hide.] 1. A Syriac word used once in the
New Testament as a personification of riches

and worldliness, or the god of this world
; hence,

the spirit or deity of avarice ; cupidity person-
ified. [A proper name in this sense, although
printed without a capital in the English Bible

(see second quotation).]
And of Mammonaei moneye mad hym meny frendes.

Fieri Plowman (C), xi. 87.

No man can serve two masters. . . . Ye cannot serve

God and mammon. Mat. vi. 24.

Mammon, the least erected spirit that fell

From heaven ; for ev'n in heaven his looks and thoughts
Were always downward bent

; admiring more
The riches of heaven's pavement, trodden gold,
Than aught divine or holy. Hilton, P. L., i. 670.

2. \_l.c.] Material wealth; worldly possessions.
M'liniiiiiii is riches or aboundance of goods.

Tyndale, Works, p. 233.

If therefore ye have not been faithful in the unrighteous
mammon, who will commit to your trust the true riches 1

Luke xvl. 11.

mammonish (mam'on-ish), a. [< Mammon +
-is/i 1 .] Devoted to the service of Mammon or
the pursuit of riches ; actuated by a spirit of

mammonism or of money-getting.
A great, black, devouring world, not Christian, but Mam-

menish. Devilish. Carlyle.

mammonism (mam'on-izm), n. [< Mammon
+ -i.ym.] Devotion to the pursuit of material

wealth; the spirit of worldliness; the service

of Mammon.
Alas ! if Hero-worship become Dilettantism, and all ex-

destruction! Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 16. (Dalies.)

mammonist (mam'qn-ist), n. [< Mammon +
-ist.] One who is devoted to the acquisition
of material wealth ;

one whose heart is set on
riches above all else ; a worldling.
The great mammonist would say, he is rich that can

maintain an army. Up. Hall, The Righteous Mammon.

mammpnistic (mam-o-nis'tik), a. [< Mammon-
ist + -i'c. ] Of or pertaining to mammonism.
The common mammimistic feeling of the enormous Im-

portance of money.

I nrimigenius. It Is nearly related to the ex-

isting Indian elephant, having teeth of similar pattern,
and is believed to have been the ancestor of this species ;

but it was thickly covered with a shaggy coat of three

kinds, long stiff bristles and long flexible hairs being
mixed with a kind of wool. This warm covering enabled
it to endure the rigor of winter in its native regions. The
tusks were of great size and much curved. An entire mam-
moth was discovered in 1799 by a Tungusian fisherman
named Schumacher! , embedded In the ice on the banks of

the river Lena in Siberia, in such complete preservation
that its flesh was eaten by dogs, wolves, and bears. It

was about 9 feet high and 16 feet long, with tusks 9 feet

long measured along the curve. In later years the bones
and tusks of the mammoth have been found abundantly
in Siberia, and the fossil Ivory has been of great commer-
cial value. This article had been known for many centu-
ries before the dlscorery of the animal itself, and the mam-
moth is now supposed to have ranged, before, during, and
after the glacial epoch, over the greater part of the north-

ern hemisphere. That It was contemporary with pre-
historic man is shown by the discovery of a drawing of the
animal scratched on a piece of its own ivory found in a

cave In France. This species is more expressly known as

the hairy mammoth. The name mammoth Is extended to

other fossil elephants of the same genus or of the sub-

family Elephantine*, but is not applicable to the masto-

dons, of the subfamily Mattodontince.

II. a. Of great comparative size, like a mam-
moth; gigantic; colossal; immense: as, & mam-
moth ox

;
the mammoth tree of California (Se-

quoia gigantea).
A am in nini Ii race, invincible In might,
Rapine and massacre their grim delight*
Peril their element.

Montgomery, Poems (ed. 1810), p. 46.

Mammoth tree, Sequoia gigantea, of California, the lar-

gest of coniferous trees. See big tree, under big.

mammothreptt (mam'o-thrept), n. [< LL. mom-
mothreptus,

'
Gr. /ja/t/i66peirTO(, brought up by

one's grandmother, < itafifia, a grandmother (see

mama), + BpeirTof, verbal adj. of Tptyctv, nour-

ish, bring up.] A child brought up by its grand-
mother ;nence, a spoiled child

;
a delicate nurs-

ling. [Rare.]
And for we are the Mammothrepts of Sinne,
Crosse vs with Christ to weane our joys therein.

Daviet, Holy Boode, p. IS. (Dames.)

O, you are a mere maimnuthrept in judgment.
B. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

mammilla (mam'u-la), n. ; pi. mammilla; (-le).

[NL., < L. mammilla, dim. of mamma, the

breast: see mamma.] In zool., a small conical

or cylindrical process; specifically, one of the

processes or appendages forming the spinneret
of a spider. Each of these Is pierced with a great num-
ber of minute orifices, from which the viscid fluid forming
the silk is emitted.

mammy (mam'i), n.; pi. mammies (-iz). [Also
ma HI m H-; a childish dim. of mama.] 1 . Mother ;

mama : a childish word.

An* aye she wrought her mammie'9 wark.
An' aye she sang sae merrilie.

Burnt, There was a Lass.

Hence 2. In the southern United States, es-

pecially during the existence of slavery, a col-

ored female nurse
;
a colored woman having the

care of white children, who often continue to

call her mammy after they are grown up.
mammychug, . See mummychog.

Geo. MacDonald, Warlock o' Olenwarlock, Ix. mamoodl (ma-mo'de), n. [< Ar. mahmfuli, <

mammonite (mam 'cm-it), n. [< Mammon + mahmud, praised: see Mohammedan.'] A silver

-iti'-.] [cup. or I.e.] A devotee of Mammon; coin weighing 36 grains, formerly current in

a mammonist .
Persia ; also, a Persian money of account.

When a Mammonite mother kills her babe for a burial fee, mamoul (ma-mOl'), n._ [Ar. Hind, ma'mul, prac-
And Tumour-Mammon grins on a pile of children's bones,
Is it peace or war? better war ! Tennyson, Maud, i. 12.

If he will desert his own class, if he will try to become
a sham gentleman, a parasite, and, if he can, a Mammon-
ite, the world will compliment him on his noble desire to

tised, established.] Custom; precedent; estab-

lished usage ; the common law most respected
by all Orientals.

To him [a Hindu] all this outer}' is but mamoul usage,
custom and inittnoiil is to him as air.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 284.
"rise In life." Kingsley, Alton Locke, v.

mammonization (mam'on-i-za'shon), n. [<
m,mwi> + -utiin,.] The act or process of mampalon (mam'pa-lon), n. [Native name (T).]

rendering mammonish or devoted to the pur-
An aquatic otter-like vivemne tmAnptA Cy-

suit of material wealth ; the state of being un- nogalebenneth of Borneo, with webbed planti-

der the influence or actuated by the spirit of grade feet, short stout cylmdnc tail, and broad

mammonism tumid muzzle with long stiff whiskers. The ani-

/ ;, /. ,_.j mal is about 18 inches long, and represents in the familymammonize (mam on-iz), V. t., pret. ana pp. F<wrrja<B the san)e modification in adaptation to aquatic
mammonized, ppr. niaiiimiiiiiziiti/. [< Miiiiimon ]jft> thnt the otter shows in the family Mtisttlida. Also
-t- -ize.] To render mammonish or devoted to written mamptlon.
the pursuit of material wealth; actuate by a mamuquet, n. [< OF. mammtique (Cotgrave);

spirit of mammonism. prob. for "manvque = It. manuche (Florio); of

man
E. Ind. origin, and prob. connected with manu-

codiata, bird of Paradise: seemtiniii-niliii/a.] A
fabulous Eastern bird, supposed to be an exag-

geration of the bird of Paradise.

Mammw/iie [.], a wingless bird, of an unknown begin-

ning, and aftcT il>-:itli n<>i corrupting; she hath feet a hand
long, and so light a body, so long feathers, that she Is con*

tinually carried in the air, whereon ftlic feeds ; some call

her the bird of i'aradice, but erroneously ; for that hath

wings, and differs in other parts from this. Cotyraae.

But note we now, towards the rich Moluques,
Those passing strange and wondrous (birds) Mamuquet.
None knowes their nest, none knowes the dam that breeds

them. Sylveiter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 6.

man (man), n.; pi. men (men). [Also dial, mon;
< ME. man, man, pi. men, < AS. maw, mnti, mann,
monn (pi. men, metm), also rarely manna, mon-
na (pi. mannan, motman) = OS. man = OFries.

man, mon = D. man = MLG. man, LG. mann =
OHG. MHG. man, G. mann= Icel. madhr, also

rarely nan(in comp. mann-: nom.orig.*mar)
= Sw. man = Dan. mand = Goth, manna (man-
nan-, mann-, man-), a man (L. vir), a human
being, a person (L. homo), in the latter use be-

coming in AS. man, mon, ME. man, men, me = D.

men = OHG. MHG. G. man = 8w. Dan. man =
Goth, manna, merely pronominal, 'one' (cf. F.

on,'one,'< L.rtomo.aman), esp. with a negative
(Goth. < manna =G.niemand, no one; Q.jemand,
any one); Teut. stem in three forms, mann-,
mannan-, and man-, as shown in Goth, and Icel.

(the third form man- existing in Goth. gen.

sing, and nom. and ace. pi. mans, and prob.
also in Icel. man, neut., a bondman, bond-

woman, girl); the earlier mann- being for

*manw-,*manu- (cf. chin, < AS. ctn,*cinn= Goth.
WMK=Gr. ytwt; win2 , ult. < *mnw-=Gr.^.vt'c)
= Skt. miiini, man (Manu, the mythical father

of the human race (cf . OTeut. in L. form Jfan-

nus, mentioned by Tacitus as a deity of the

ancient Germans)), with deriv. mdnuslta, man.
Cf. OBulg. ma*zhl (orig. "monzhi) = Bulg. muzh
= Sloven, mozh = Serv. Bohem. muzh = Pol.

mazh = Little Kuss. muzh = Kuss. muzhu, a man,
husband (> Kuss. muzhikti, a peasant). Not
found in Gr., nor in L., unless it be = L. mas
(mar-), a male (if that stands for orig. *man),
>ult. E. male1

, masculine, marital, marry1
,
etc.:

see these words. The ult. origin of the Teut.
and Skt. word is unknown. It is usually ex-

plained as lit. 'the thinker,' < -/man, think (>
ult. E. mind1

,
mean1

,
L. men(t-)s, mind, > E. men-

tal, etc.); but that primitive men should think
of themselves as ' thinkers '

is quite incredible :

that is a comparatively modern conception.
Another derivation, referring to L. manere, re-

main, dwell, is also improbable. It is not likely
that any orig. significant term old enough to

have become a general designation for 'man ' be-

fore the Aryan dispersion would have retained

its orig. significance. The E. man retains the

senses of L. vir and homo; in D. G. Dan. the word

cognate with E. man means rir, while a deriva-

tive,D.G.menc, Dan. menneske, etc.,means ho-

mo: see mensk, mannish. The irreg. pi. of man is

due to original - umlaut, the AS. pf. men, menn,
being orig. *iann.,changed to "menni byumlaut,
and then abbr. to menn, men by loss of the fi-

nal vowel, the radical vowel, thus accidentally
changed in the plural, coming to be significant
of number. A similar change appears in feet,

geese, mice, etc., pi. of foot, goose, mouse, etc.] 1.

In zool., a featherless plantigrade biped mam-
mal of the genus^fomo (which see); H. sapiens, a

species of the family Hominida; or Anthropida',
order Primates, class Mammalia, of which there
are several geographical races or varieties.
Blumenbach divided mankind into five varieties : (1) Cau-

canan, having a white skin; (2) Mongolian, having an
olive skin; (3) Ethiopian, having a black skin and black

eyes; (4) American, having a dark skin more or less of a

red tint ; (5) Malay, having a brown or tawny skin. Pro-

fessor Huxley has divided man Into five groups Auitra-

lioid, Negroid, Mongoloid, Xanthochroie, and Melanochroic ;

and there are many other divisions, on linguistic or physi-
cal grounds, or both, but none that has now general or wide

acceptance.

2f. A being, whether super- or infra-natural;
a person.

For God is holde a ryghtwys man.
Liiteli Gette of Jtotn/n Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 86).

Well said, i' faith, neighbour Verges : well, God's a good
nun. Shot., Much Ado, iii. 5. 40.

Exp. But was the devil a proper man, gossip?
Mirth. As fine a gentleman of his inches as ever I saw

trusted to the stage, or anywhere else.

B. Jonton, Staple of News, I. i

Do all we can,
Death is a man

That never spareth none.

yuoted in Memoirt o/ P. P.



man
3. An individual of the human race

;
a human

being ;
a person : as, all men are mortal.

For he is such a son of Belial, that a man cannot speak
to him. 1 Sam. xxv. 17.

If any man have ears to hear, let him hear. Mark iv. 23.

O jest unseen, inscrutable, invisible,
As a nose on a man's face.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 1. 142.

A man would expect to find sonic antiquities.

Addison, Kemarks on Italy.

4. Generically, the human race; mankind; hu-

man beings collectively: used without article

or plural : as, man is born to trouble
;
the rights

of man.
But he deyde with-ynne v yere after he was wedded, and

lefte a sone, the feirest creature of man that was formed.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it 186.

Man being not only the noblest creature in the world,
but even a very world in himself.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 9.

All these his wondrous works, but chiefly man,
His chief delight and favour. Milton, f. L., iii. 663.

Specifically 5. A male adult of the human
race, as distinguished from a woman or a boy;
one who has attained manhood, or who is re-

garded as of manly estate.

Ther-with departed the kynge Ventres and his company,
that was a moche man of body, and a gode knyght and
youge, of prime barbe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 117.

Neither was the man created for the woman; but the
woman for the man. 1 Cor. xi. 9.

All the men present signed a paper, desiring that a pic-
ture should be painted and a print taken from it of her

Royal Highness. Gremlle, Memoirs, Sept. 3, 1818.

At Cambridge and eke at Oxford, every stripling is ac-

counted a Man from the moment of his putting on the

gown and cap.
Gradus ad Cantab., p. 75, quoted in College Words.

6. Ill an emphatic sense, an adult male pos-
sessing manly qualities in an eminent degree ;

one who has the gifts or virtues of true man-
hood.
Grace & good maners makythe a man.

Boolce of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.X i. 70.

I dare do all that may become a man;
Who dares do more is none.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 46.

A combination and a form, indeed,
Where every god did seem to set his seal,
To give the world assurance of a man.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 62.

Worth makes the man, and want of it the fellow !

The rest is all but leather or prunella.
Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 203.

7. The qualities which characterize true man-
hood; manliness.

Methoughthe bare himself in such a fashion,
So full of man, and sweetness in his carriage.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, it 1.

8. An adult male considered as in some sense

appertaining to or under the control of another

person; a vassal, follower, servant, attendant,
or employee ;

one immediately subject to the
will of another: as, the officers and men of an
army; a gentleman's man (a valet or body-ser-
vant) ;

I am no man's man.
Like master, like man. Old proverb.

Ill come and call you home to dinner, and my man shall
attend you. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 264.

Yet any one who talks to German officers on the subject
of their men learns from them that they do not by any
means consider the average German as the best material
of which to make a soldier.

Fortnightly Ret., N. S., XLIII. 23.

9. A husband : as, my man is not at home (said
by a wife). [Now only provincial or vulgar,
except in the phrase man and wife."]

Forasmuch as M. and N. have consented together in

holy wedlock, ... I pronounce that they are Man and
Wife.

Book of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.
In the next place, every wife ought to answer for her

man. Addison, The Ladies' Association.

10. One subject to a mistress ; a lover or suitor.

[Now vulgar.]
I wol nat ben untrewe for no wight,
But as hire man I wol ay lyve and sterve,
And nevere noon other creature serve.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 447.

11. A word of familiar address, often implying
some degree of disparagement or impatience.
We speak no treason, man. Shak., Rich. III., i. 1. 90.
" You will think me I don't know what you will think

me ."
" Get it out, man. I can't tell till I know."

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xlv.

12. A piece with which a game, as chess or
checkers, is played. 13. JVa*.,in compounds,
a ship or other vessel: as, wo-of-war; mer-
chantmon, India/, etc.-Aman of death*. See
death. Banbury mant, a Puritan ; a sour or severe man.
Banbury was at one time a center of Puritanism. [ Eng. ]
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Best man, a friend who acts as a ceremonial attendant to

a bridegroom at a wedding ; a groomsman : formerly ap-

plied also to one who served a bride in that capacity.

The swans they bound the bride's best man,
Below a green aik tree.

The Earl of Mar's Daughter (Child's Ballads, I. 177).

Bible man. See Lollard^, 2. Dead man. (a) A super-

numerary.

At the Dog Tavern, Captain Philip Holland, with whom
I advised how to make some advantage of my Lord's going
to sea, told me to have five or six servants entered on
board as dead men, and I to give them what wages I

pleased, and so their pay to be mine. Pepys, Diary, I. 34.

(b) pi. See dead. Dead man's part. Same as dead's-

port. Happy man be his dolet. See dofei. Iron
man. (a) In glass-making, an apparatus sometimes used
to facilitate the blowing of large cylinders for sheet-glass.
It consists of a rail projecting from the front of the blow-

ing-furnace and carrying a pair of wheels upon which the

cylinder and the blowing-iron or blowpipe of the operator
are supported during the process of blowing. By means
of the wheels, the cylinder can easily be moved away from
or toward the furnace. (b) In some parts of England, a

coal-cutting machine. Man about town, a man of the
leisure clase who frequent clubs, theaters, hotels, and oth-

er places of public or social resort ;
a fashionable idler.

The fame of his fashion as a man about town was estab-

lished throughout the county. Thackeray, Pendennis, ii.

I had known him as an idler and a man about town, but
he was now transformed into an energetic and capable
member of the government. The Century, XXXVII. 212.

Man alive ! a familiar ejaculation expressive of
surprise

or remonstrance. Man Friday, a servile or devoted fol-

lower ; a factotum : from the man found by Robinson
Crusoe on his deserted island, whom he always calls "my
man Friday." Man in the iron mask. See most".
Man in the moon, a fancied semblance of a man walk-

ing with a dog, and with a bush near him (also, some-

times, of a human face), seeu in the disk of the full moon.

The lanthorn is the moon; I, the man in the moon;
this thorn-bush, my thorn-bush ; and this dog, my dog.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 262.

Man In the oak, a sprite or goblin.

The man in the oke, the hell-waine, the fler-drake, the

puckle, Tom Thombe, hobgoblins, Tom Tumbler, bone-

less, and such other bugs, that we were afraid of our own
shadowes. Jt. Scot, Discoverie of Witchcraft. (Davies.)

The haunt of ... witches [and] the man in the oak.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 5.

Man Of armst. (a) A soldier, (b) A man-at-arms.

In the ninth Year of K. Richard's Reign, the French
King sent the Admiral of France into Scotland, with a
thousand Men of Arms, besides Cross-bows and others, to

aid the Scots against the English.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 141.

Man of blood. See blood. Man of business, a business

manager ; au agent ; an attorney.

Ill employ my ain man of business, Nlchil Novlt, . . .

to agent Erne's plea. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xiii.

Man Of nls hands. See of his hands, under hand.
Man of letters, a literary man ; one devoted to litera-

ture; a scholar and writer. Man of motley. See mot-

ley. Man of sin. (a) A very wicked man ; a reprobate.
(b) Antichrist. Man of Straw, (a) An easily refuted

imaginary interlocutor or opponent in an argument ; a
simulated character weakly representing the adverse side
in a discussion. (&) An imaginary or an irresponsible per-
son put forward as substitute or surety for another, or for

any fraudulent purpose. Man Of the world, a man in-

structed and experienced in the ways of the world in re-

spect of character, manners, dealings, deportment, dress,
etc., and trained to take all these things as he finds them
without prejudice or surprise.

Men who proudly looked up to him [Burr] as more than
their political chief as the preeminent gentleman, and
model man of the world, of that age.

Parian, Life of Aaron Burr, I. 340.

Man of war. (a) A warrior ;
a soldier.

And Herod with his men of war set him at nought, and
mocked him. Luke xxiii. 11.

Doth the man of war [Falstaff] stay all night, sir?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 81.

(b) See man-of-war. Marrying man. See marrying.
Medicineman. See medicineman. Natural man. (a)
Man in a state of nature, mentally and spiritually ; man
acting or thinking according to the light of unsophisti-
cated nature.

Hence arises a contrast between the inner self, which
the natural man locates in his breast or <f>pir, the chief
seat of these emotional disturbances, and the whole visi-

ble and tangible body besides,
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX. 84.

(b) In Scrip., man unregenerate or unrenewed; the old
man (see below). New man, in Scrip,, the regenerate
nature obtained through union with Christ : opposed to
-''/ man.

And that ye put on the neiv man, which after God is

created in righteousness and true holiness. Eph. iv. 24.

Nine men's morris. See morris. Ninth part ofaman.
See ninth. Odd man, a man-servant who is occasionally
employed, or who does odd jobs, in domestic or business
establishments in England.

If a driver be ill, ... the odd man is called upon to do
the work.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, III. 346.

Old man (usually with the definite article), (a) In Scrip.,
unregenerate humanity ; also, the fallen human nature
inherited from Adam and operative in the regenerate,
though not in the same manner or degree as in the un-
regenerate.

Lie not one to another, seeing that ye have put off the
old man with his deeds. Col. iii. 9.

manacle

(6) The father of a family; the "governor." [Slang or

vulgar.] (c) The captain or commanding officer, as of

troups, a vessel, etc. ; the proprietor or employer : so called

by his men. [Colloq.] (<J) Theat., an actor who is usu-

ally cast for the parts of old men. (e) In certain out-

door games, the leader ; "it." (U. s.] Old man of the
mountain. See assassin, l. Old man of the sea, the
old man wholeaped on the back of Sindbad the sailor, cling-

ing to him and refusing to dismount
; hence, figuratively,

any intolerable burden or bore which one cannot get rid of.

But no one can rid himself of the preaching clergyman.
He is the bore of the age, the old man of the sea whom we
Sinbads cannot shake off. Trollope.

Paul's mant. See the quotation.

A Paul's man, i. e. a frequenter of the middle aisle of

St. Paul's cathedral, the common resort of cast captains,

sharpers, gulls, and gossipers of every description.

Sifford, .Note to B. Jonson's Every Man in his Humour,
[Prol.

Physical-force men. See Chartist. Reading man, one
devoted to books ; especially, a student in college who ap-

?lies

himself to close study. Red man. Same as red
ndian (which see, under Indian). Second man. the
mate of a fishing-vessel, corresponding to first mate in

the merchant service. [New Eng.] The fall of man.
3ee/ai. The sick man, Turkey; the Ottoman Empire :

so called in allusion to its chronic state of trouble and de-

cline. The expression was first used in 1853 by the Emperor
Nicholas of Russia in a conversation with Sir Hamilton
Seymour, British ambassador. To a man, all together ;

every one ; unanimously.
I shall now mention a particular wherein your whole

body will be certainly against me, and the laity, almost to

a man, on my side. Surffl, Letter to Young Clergyman.

To be one's own man, to be master of one's own time
and actions.

You are at liberty ;
be your own man again.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 2.

To line men. See line's. [Man is used in a few com-

pounds merely to denote the sex, as in man-child, man-
servant. It is also used in many compounds in the gen-
eral sense : as, man-eater, man-hater, etc.]

man (man), v. t. ; pret. and pp. manned, ppr.

manning. [< ME. mannen, < AS. mannian, ge-
mannian = D. MLG. G. mannen = Icel. manna
= Sw. manna = Dan. mande, supply with men ;

from the noun.] 1. To supply with men
;
fur-

nish with a sufficient force or complement of

men, as for service, defense, or the like.

But she has builded a bonnie ship,
Weel mann'd wi' seamen o' hie degree.

Lord Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 267).

The gates [of St. John's College] were shut, and partly
man-ned, partly boy-ed, against him [Dr. Whitaker].

Fuller, Hist. Camb. Univ., vi. 16.

See how the surly Warwick mans the wall !

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1. 17.

Since the termination of the American war, there had
been nothing to call for any unusual energy in manning
the navy. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, i.

2. To brace up in a manful way; make manly
or courageous : used reflexively.

Good your grace,

Retire, and man yourself; let us alone ;

We are no children this way.
Fletcher, Valentinian, ii. 4.

He manned himself with dauntless air.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 10.

So he manned himself, and spoke quietly and firmly.
J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 286.

3t. To wait on
;
attend

;
escort.

Will you not manne vs, Fidus, beeing so proper a man?
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 291.

Such manning them [the ladies] home when the sports
are ended.

Gossan, quoted in Doran's Annals of the Stage, I. 21.

By your leave, bright stars, this gentleman and I are
come to man you to court. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

4f. To accustom to the presence or company of
man

; tame, as a hawk or other bird.

Those silver doves
That wanton Venus mann'th upon her fist.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

Another way I have to man my haggard,
To make her come and know her keeper's call.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 196.

To man it out, to brave it out ; play a manly part ; bear
one's self stoutly and boldly.

Well, I must man it out; what would the Queen?
Dryden, All for Love, ii.

To man the capstan. See capstan. Toman the yards.
See yard.

manablet (man'a-bl), a. [< man + -able.'} Of
proper age to have a husband

; marriageable.
[Rare.]
That's woman's ripe age ; as full as thou art at one and

twenty ; she's manable, is she not?
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ii. 1.

manacet, . and i>. An obsolete form of menace.
manacle (man'a-kl), n, [Early mod. E. mnn-
icle (the orig. correct form), < ME. manakyll,
manaale, ntnnnkdlt', nniiii/cle, < OP. manicle, F.

M/HiWe(=Sp. matiija), <ML. manicula, a hand-
cuff (cf. L. manicula, the handle of a plow), dim.
of L. maiiinc, pi., a handcuff, also the long
sleeve of a tunic (> F. manique, hand-leather):



manacle

BCP ninnrli",
}

Aii iiistriiinont of iron for fetter-

ing the hiinil; a handcuff or shaoklo: gent-rally
used in tlio plural.
Knock off his manatlrt; bring your prisoner to the king.

Shall., ('} mlii-Miie, v. 4. 199.

= Syn. U<im. h'rtirr, i-tc. See shackle.

manacle (iiiun'a-kl), r. t.
; pret. and pp. IH-

acli'il, ]>pr. manacling. [< ME. maniirii H. /</-

</<; < manacle, H.] Toconfine the hands of with

handcuffs; shaokle; hence, to restrain or fetter
the will or action of; impose constraint upon.
Bothe with yrn ant with stel manlcted were ys honde.
Execution itf Sir Simon Prater (Child's Ballads, VI. 279).

Freer than air, yet manacled with rhyme.
W. llarte, Vision of Death, Int., 1. 8.

The Bailey-slaves that sweep the streets of Rome, where
you may chance to see the nobleman and the peasant
manacled together. Longfellow, Hyperion, 1. 6.

Manacus(man'a-kus),ii. [NL., <D.(MD.)m<m-
ncken (given by lirisson as manaken), applied to
this bird: see manikin.] 1. A genus of South
Aniericaii birds of the family Pipridte and sub-

family Piprinas, established by Brisson in 1760

upon the black-capped manikin of Edwards,
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5. Bearing; behavior.

managerial

manageable (man 'aj- a- bl), a. [< manage +
His talkc was sweet, his order fine, and his whole men- -able.} Capable of being managed, (a) Capable

Common Manikin (Manaciis manacus).
a, under side of part of left wing, showing emargination of primaries.

called Pipra manacm by Linnreus in 1766; the
manikins proper. The genus has been used with great
latitude, but Isnow restricted to species like the one named,
which have feathers of the throat long and fully puffed
out like a heard, and some of the primaries attenuated and
falcate. There are several such. See manikin.
2. [/. c.] In ornith., a bird of the genus Mana-
ma in a broad sense : originally applied to Fipra
manaens, called the bearded manikin from the
beard-like tuft of feathers on the chin, and hence
extended to birds of the subfamily Piprina-, or
even of the whole family Pipridtf. They are me-
somyodian passerine birds, generally of middle size and
brilliant coloration, confined to the wooded parts of tropi-
i-il America. The species are numerous, and belong to
many different modern genera. See Pipridce.

managet (man'aj), . [Early mod. E. also men-
</< : < OF. manege, F. manegt; the handling or

training of a horse, horsemanship, riding, ma-
noeuvers, proceedings (ML. managium), = Sp.
Pg. manejo, handling, management, < It. maneg-
gio, the handling or training of a horse, < maiieg-
giare (= F. manier), handle, touch, treat, man-
age, < mono, < L. manux, the hand: see main3

,

manual. The word has been partly confused,
through the obs. var. menage?, with menage1

,

household, household management: see men-
fljK'

1
.] 1. The handling, control, or training

of a horse; manege.
He sits me fast, however I do stir,

And now hath made me to his hand so right
That in the menage myself takes delight.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 527).

His horses are bred better ; for besides that they are fair
with their feeding, they are taught their manage, and to
that end riders dearly hired.

Shot., As you Like it, 1. 1. 13.

2. A ring for the training of horses and the prac-
tice of horsemanship ; a riding-school.

I went with Lord Cornwallis to see the young gallants
do their exercise, Mr. Fanbert having newly rail'd in a
manage, and fitted it for the academy.

Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 18, 1684.

3. In general, training; discipline; treatment.
There Is one sort of manage for the great,
Another for inferior.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, Iv. 1.

Quicksilver will not endure the manage of the flre.

Bacon.
4. Management.
Young men, in the conduct and manage of actions, em-

brace more than they can hold.

Bacon, Youth and Age (ed. 1887).

Lorenzo, T eominit into your hands
The husbandry and manage of my house.

Slink., M. of V.. ill. 4. 25.

For want of a careful manage and discipline to set us
right at first. Sir K. L'Eitrange.

age brave. Q. Harvey, New Letter,

manage (man'aj), .; pret. and pp. managed,
ppr. miiHiii/ini/. \{ manage, n.] I. trans. 1.
1 o wield by hand ; guide or direct by use of the

hands; hence, to control or regulate by any
physical exertion.

I do but keep the peace : put up thy sword,
Or manage it to part these men with me.

Shot., R. and J., L 1. 75.

Their women very skilfull and actiue in shooting and
managing any sort of weapon, like the auncient Amazons.

Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 840.

His [Schomberg'sl dragoons had still to learn how to

manage their horses. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiv.

of being wielded, handled, or manipulated; that permits
handling : as, a package of manageable size. (6) Capable
of being governed, controlled, or guided ; hence, tracta-

ble; docile: as, t manageable horse; an/mnageaulf child

The first constitution and older of things is not In reason
and nature manageable by such a law, which is most ex-

cellently adequated and proportioned to things fully set-
tled. Sir JT Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 848.

If you find their reason manageable, you attack It with
your philosophy. GMtnnith, She Stoops to Conquer, II.

The king . . . thought that a new Parliament might
possibly be more manageable, and could not possibly be
more refractory, than that which they now had.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

If a seal, after being speared, can not be managed with manageablcness (man 'aj-a-bl-nes), n. The
the line in hand, a buoy Is "bent on, "and the animal IB quality of being manageable; tractableuess;
allowed to take its course for a time. docility.

O T * K T ^r" "' M lne
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2. To tram by handling or manipulation ; drill exactness or manageablenemot the instruments employed.
to certain styles and habits of action

;
teach by /.'"'

exercise or training, as in the manege.
'

manageably (man'aj-a-bli), adv. Inamanage-
They vault from hunters to the managed steed. Young, able manner.
Mr. Evans . . . Vaulting on the Manag'd Horse, being management (man'aj-ment), n..

the greatest Master of that Kind in the World.
Quoted in AMoit'i Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[H. 3.

3. To control or directby administrative ability;
regulate or administer; have the guidance or
direction of: as, to manage a theater.

If I manage my business well,
I'm sure to get my fee.

The Uireman Chid (Child's Ballads, VIII. 236).
Wlio then thy master say ? and whose the land
So dregs'd and manag'd by thy skillful hand?

Pope, Odyssey, xxiv. 808.

The Commons proceeded to elect a committee for man-
aging the Impeachment. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

4. To control, restrain, or lead by keeping in
a desired state or condition; direct by influ-

ence or persuasion: as, to manage an angry or
an insane person.
Antony managed him to his own views. Middleton.

\\ luit probability was there that a mere drudge would
be able to manage a large and stormy assembly ?

Macavlay, William Pitt.

Mothers, wives, and maids,
These be the tools wherewith priests manage men.

Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 166.

5. To arrange, fashion, contrive, effect, or car-

ry out by skill or art; carry on or along; bring
about : as, to manage the characters of a play,
or the plot of a novel; to manage a delicate or

perplexing piece of business.
I have a lest to execute, that I cannot manage alone.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., t 2. 181.

She expected to coax me at once: shell not manage
that in one effort. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxlv.

6. To succeed in contriving; effect by effort,
or by action of any kind (in the latter case of-

ten ironical) : with an infinitive for object: as,
to manage to hold one's own

;
in his eagerness

he managed to lose everything.
The boy was nearly washed overboard, but he manayeil

to catch hold of the rail, and . . . stuck his knees into
the bulwarks. Lady Brawn, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. L
= Syn. 3. Manage, Conduct, Direct, handle, superintend,

[< manage +
-went.] 1. The act of managing physically:
handling ; manipulation ; physical or manual
control or guidance : as, the management of a
horse in riding; the management of a gun.
Theword["fenclng")ls . . . understood to allude espe-

cially to the management of the small sword or rapier.
Amer. Cyc., VII. 120.

2. The act of managing by direction or regu-
lation; intellectual control; conduct; admin-
istration : as, the management of a family, or of
a theater; a board of management.

Unanimous they all commit the care
And nmtffimmt of this great enterprise
To him. MUton, P. R., 1. 112.

Our deliverers . . . were statesmen accustomed to the
management of great affairs. Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

Management of the household, management of flocks, of
servants, of land, and of property In general.

D. 0. Mitchell, Wet Days, p. 16.

3. Manner of managing; use of artifice, con-
trivance, skill, or prudence in doing anything.

Mark with what management their tribes divide.

Dryden.
In the management of the heroic couplet Dryden has

never been equalled. Macaulay, Dryden.
Soon after dinner Caroline coaxed her governess-cousin

up-stairs to dress : this manoeuvre required management.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vt

4f. Negotiation; transaction; dealing.
To Council, where Sir Cha. Wheeler, late Gov of the

Leeward Islands, having ben complain'd of for many in

discreete management*. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 14, 1671.

They say, too, that he (the Duke of Savoy] had great man-
agemenbt with several ecclesiastics before he turned her-

mit, and that he did it in the view of being advanced to
the pontificate.

Additon, Remarks on Italy (ed. BohnX I. 511.

5. Collectively, the body of directors or man-
agers of any undertaking, concern, or interest;
a board of directors or managers. =8yn. 1 and a
Government, direction, guidance, disposal, care, clutrgej
control, superintendence.

supervise, order, transact. Manage literally implies ban- manager (man'aj-er), n. 1. One who manages,
dlfng, and hence primarily belongs to smaller concerns, on
which one may at all times keep bis hand : as, to manage
a house ; to manage a theater. Its essential idea is that
of constant attention to details : as, only a combination of
great abilities with a genius for industry can manage the
affairs of an empire. To conduct Is to lead along, hence
to attend with personal supervision ; It implies the deter-
mination of the main features of administration and the
securing of thoroughness in those who carry out the com-
mands

;
it is used of both large things and small, but gen-

erally refers to a definite task, coming to an end or Issue :

as, to conduct a religious service, a funeral, a campaign.
Direct allows the person directing to be at a distance or
near ; the word suggests more authority than manage or
conduct. See govern and rruide, . (.

The common remark that public business is worse man-
aged than all other business is not altogether unfounded.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 317.

When a general undertakes to conduct a campaign, he
will intrust the management of minor concerns to persons
on whom he can rely ; but he will direct In person what-
ever is likely to have any serious influence on his success.

Crabb, Synonymes, p. 241.

Lord marshal, command our officers at arms,
Be ready to direct these home-alarms.

SAo*.,Rlch.II.,i 1. 206.

II. iii trans. To direct or conduct affairs
; reg-

ulate or carry on any business.
Leave them to manage for thee. and to grant
What their unerring wisdom sees thee want.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 536.
" Mamma managed badly

" was her way of summing up
what she had seen of her mother's experience (in matri-
mony}: she herself would manage quite differently.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxvl.

manageability (man*aj-a-biri-ti), . [< man-
iiai-tihlc + -iti/.} The quality of being manage-
able; manageableness.

directs, or controls: as. a good manager of

horses, or of business. 2. One charged with
the management, direction, or control of an
affair, undertaking, or business; a director or
conductor : as, the manager of a theater or of an
enterprise; a railroad manager. 3. An adept
in the art of managing, directing, or control-

ling; one expert in contriving or planning.
An artful manager, that crept between
His friend and shame.

Pope, EpH. to Satires, I. 21.

A man of business In good company, who gives an ac-
count of his abilities and despatches, Is hardly more In-

supportable than her they call a notable woman, and a
manager. Steele, Tatler, No. 248.

4. In chancery practice, a receiver authorized
not merely to collect and apply assets, but also
to carry on or superintend a trade or business :

often called receirerand manager. =^yu. 1 and 2.

Superintendent, overseer, supervisor,

manageress (man'aj-er-es), . [< manager +
-ess.] A female manager. [Rare.]
She is housekeeper, pantry-maid, and cook, . . . servant

and managereainone. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 714.

managerial (man-a-je'ri-al), a. [Irreg. < man-
ager + -in/, after the appar. analogy of minis-

terial, etc.] Of or pertaining to a manager
or managers, or to management; characteris-
tic of a manager: used chiefly of theatrical

managers.
At that period of the day. in warm weather, she [Mrs.

Sparsit] usually embellished with her genteel presence a
managerial board-room over the public office.

Dtdrent, Hard Times, IL 1.



managerial

Stanley . . . had looked forward, he said, not only to the

renewal of managerial responsibility and importance, but
to donning again the sock and buskin.

J. Je/erson, The Century, XXXIX. 187.

managership (man'aj-er-ship), . [< manager
+ -ship."} The office of manager; management.
manageryt (man'aj-ri), . [< manage + -ry.~\

Management; the act of managing, in any
sense.
Show thy art in honesty, and lose not thy virtue by the

bad managery of it. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 4.

[An] expert general will . . . teach them the ready man-

ager*/ of their weapons. Decay of Christ. Piety.

managing1 (man'aj-ing), n. [Verbal n. of man-

age, v.] Management; control; direction.

Whose state so many had the managing
That they lost France, and made his England bleed.

Shale., Sea. V., T. 2,Epil.

managing2 (man'aj-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of manage,
i'.] 1. Haying or responsible for the manage-
ment or direction of some work; having ex-

ecutive control or authority: as, a managing
clerk

;
a managing editor.

The general conditions were, two hundred pounds a year
to each managing actor, and a clear benefit.

Infe of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 30.

2. Characterized by careful or judicious man-
agement; hence, frugal ; economical; artful in

contrivance; scheming: as, she is a managing
woman

;
a managing mama.

Vir Frugi signified atone and the same time a sober and
managing man, an honest man, and a man of substance.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 6.

manakin, n. and a. See manikin.

man-ape (man'ap), n. 1. An anthropoid ape ;

a simian, such as the chimpanzee, gorilla,

orang-utan, and gibbon. 2. A supposed an-
cestor of the human race, advanced a step in

intelligence beyond the ape ;
an ape-man. See

Alalus.
To these species [found in the Tertiary], the ancestral

forms o( historic man, M. de Mortillet would give the
name of anthropopithecus, or man-ape.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 672.

manatt, " [< F. manat: see manatee.] Same
as manatee.
man-at-arms (man'at-armz), n. A soldier,

especially in the middle ages, fully armed and

equipped ;
a heavy-armed soldier.

A gallant man-at-arms is here, a doctor
In feats of chivalry, blunt and rough-spoken.

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

manatee (man-a-te'), n. [Also maniti, manitin

(and lamantin); = F. manate, manat (Cotgrave)
(and lamantin), NL. manatus; < Sp. manati, of

Haytian (W. Ind.) manati, said to mean 'big
beaver.'] A sea-cow; a gregarious herbivorous

aquatic sirenian mammal, of the genusManatus,
family Manatidie, and order Sirenia. The Ameri-
can manatee, to which the name was originally given, and
to which it specially pertains, is Manatus americanus,
australis, or latirostris, whether of one or two species.
The manatee inhabits the shallow waters of rivers and
estuaries on the eastern coast of tropical and subtrop-
ical America, from Florida and some of the West India
islands to about lat. 20 S. It is a sluggish, timid, and in-

offensive animal, found in small herds, feeding on aquatic
vegetation, and attaining sometimes a length of 8 or 10
feet. In general aspect the manatee resembles a small
whale or other cetacean, but it belongs to a different order,
though it was formerly considered a herbivorous ceta-
cean. The body is naked and stout, shaped like that of a
fish, without trace of hind limbs, ending in an expansive
shovel- or spoon-shaped tail ; the fore limbs are nippers or

paddles without outward distinction of digits, but with
flattened nails ; theeyes and ears are small; and the whole
physiognomy is peculiar, owing to the tumidity and great
mobility of the muzzle. There is an entirely distinct spe-
cies, Manatus senegaleneis, found on the eastern coast of

Africa, to which the name extends.

Manatidae (ma-nat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ma-
natus + -idee.] A family of sirenians, typified
by the genus Manatus. Formerly coextensive with
the order Sirenia, it is now restricted, by the exclusion
of Halicore, Rhytina, Halitherium, and other genera, to
forms having the tail entire and rounded, the last five or
more vertebrae cylindrical and devoid of transverse pro-
cesses, and the premaxillary bones short and straight ; the
sea-cows. Sometimes called Trichechidos, a name more
frequently applied to walruses. See manatee, Manatus,
and Sirenia. Also Manatida, Manatina.
manatin (man'a-tin), . Same as manatee.
manatine (man'a-tin), a. [< Manatus + -twe1 .]

Resembling or related to a manatee; of or

pertaining to the Manatida; manatoid.
manationt (ma-na'shon), n. [= Pg. manafSo,
< L. manatio(n-), < manare, flow, run, trickle.
Hence ult. emanate.] The act of issuing or
flowing out

;
flux

;
flow. [Bare.]

manatoid (man'a-toid), a, and . [< Manatw
+ -aid.] I, a. Resembling the manatee; of
or pertaining to the Manatoidea.

II. n. One of the Manatoidea.
Manatoidea (man-a-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Manatus + -oidea.] The Manatidce as a super-
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family of Sirenia. Also called Trichfchoidea.

Gill.

Manatus (man'a-tus), n. [NL. (Rondani, 1554) :

see manatee.] The typical genus of Manatidw,
now containing only the manatees. The genus
contains two intertropical fluviatile species, the American
M. awtralii and the African 31. senegalensis ; from the

former the Floridian manatee is sometimes distinguished
as a third, M. americanus.

manavel (ma-nav'el), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

muiMvehd or manavelled, ppr. manaveling or

nuinuvelling. [Also manarrel; origin obscure.

Cf. manavelins.] Naut., to pilfer, as small
stores or eatables. Admiral Smyth. [Slang.]
manavelins (ma-nav'e-linz), n. pi. [Also ma-

narvelins; for manave'tings, pi. of verbal n. of

manavel.] Naut., extra supplies or perquisites;

also, odds and ends of food; scraps.
To the above-mentioned fare should be added, when

they can be had, the manavolins of the whalemen that

is, fresh meat, vegetables, milk, butter, eggs, and fruits,

which may be obtained when the vessel touches upon a

foreign shore. Fisheries of U. S., V. 11 228.

manbotet (man'bot), n. [< man + bote1 .] In
old law, a compensation or recompense, made
in money, for the killing of a man : usually due
to the lord of the slain person.
man-bound (man'bound), a. Naut., detained
in port for want of men, or a proper comple-
ment of hands, as a ship.
mancando (man-kan'do). [It., ppr. of mancare,
want, decrease.] In music, nearly the same as

calando.

man-car (man'kar), n. A kind of car used for

transporting miners up and down the steeply
inclined shafts of some mines on Lake Supe-
rior. Compare man-engine.
man-caset (man'kas), n. Body; outer man;
physique. [Rare.]
He [Edward II.] had a handsome more-cose.

Flitter, Ch. Hist., III. vii. 13.

Mance's method. See method.

manche1
t, manch 1

t,
v. t. Variants of maunch1

,

for munch.

manche'-', manch- (manch), n. [Also maunch; <

ME. manche (?), maunche (?), < OF. manche, F.

manche, a sleeve.also a handle, haft, neck (of
a violin, etc.), =Pr. mangua, mancha = Sp. Pg.
manga = It. manica, a sleeve, = Ir. manic =W.
maneg, a glove, < L. manicte, a handcuff, also
a sleeve, < manus, hand: see main3

, manacle.]
If. A sleeve: used at different periods for
sleeves of peculiar fashion.

Tunics richly
adorned, made to
fit closely about the

figure,but withlong
and loosely flow-

ing skirts, and hav-

ing the "maunche"
sleeves.

Encyc. Brit., VI.

[465.

2. In her., the

representation
of a sleeve used
as a bearing.
The sleeve so represented is generally the fourteenth cen-

tury sleeve with a long hanging end. Also emanche, man-
cheron.

A rowle of parchment Clunn about him beares,
Charged with the armes of all his ancestors ; . . .

This manch, that moone, this martlet, and that mound.
Herriek, Upon Clunn.

3. The neck of a violin, guitar, or similar in-
strument.
Manchester brown. See brown.
manchet (man'chet), n. and a. [Also mainchet;
origin obscure. Cf. cheat-bread.] I. . 1. A
small loaf or roll of the finest white bread;
bread made from the finest and whitestwheaten
flour. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Little pretty thin manchete that shine through, and seem
more like to be made of paper, or fine parchment, than of
wheat flour.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850X p. 179.

Of bread made of wheat we have sundrie sorts dallie

brought to the table, whereof the first and most excellent
is the mainchet, which we commonlie call white bread.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 8.

Take cleere water for strong wine, browne breade for
fine manchet. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 118.

2. In her., the representation of a round cake,
as of bread, resembling a muffin.

II. a. Used in making manchetg (said of

flour); also, made of the finest flour. [Obso-
lete or archaic.]
And Salamons fode was in one day thyrtie quarters of

manchet floure, and thre score quarters of mele.
Bible of 1551, 3 Ki. [1 Ki.] iv. 22.

Died them red wine and manchet cake,
And all for the Gipsy laddie 0.

Johnnie Faa (Child's Ballads, IV. 284).

Manchineel (HipfiomataMa
cintlla).

Fig. I

Fig. i. Manche as a heraldic bearing.
Fig. a. Sleeve ofthe time of Henry HI..from
which the heraldic manche is copied.

mancipation
And Enid brought sweet cakes to make them cheer,

And, in her veil enfolded, manchet bread.

Tennyson, Geraint.

manchette (F. pron. mon-shet'), M. [F. : dim.
of manche, sleeve : see manche^.] A word used
in English at different periods for various orna-
mental styles of cuff.

man-child (man'ehlld), . ; pi. men-children

(men'chil"dren). A male child.

Bring forth men-children only,
For thy undaunted mettle should compose
Nothing but males. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 72.

manchineel (man-chi-nel'), n. [< F. mancenille,
mamanille = It. mancinello (NL. mancinella), <

Sp. manzanillo, manchi-
neel (cf. mamanilla,
camomile), < manzana,
an apple, prob. < L. Ma-
tiana, so. mala, a kind
of apples, neut. pi. of

Matianus, pertaining to

a Matius, < Matins, the
name of a Roman gens.]
A tree, Hippomane Man-
cinella, of moderate size,
found in the West In-

dies, Central America,
and Florida. It abounds
in a white, milky, very caus-

tic, poisonous sap, the viru-

lence of which has been ex-

aggerated. It appears to be
especially deleterious to the

eyes. Bastard manchi-
neel, a West Indian apocyna-
ceous tree, Cameraria latifolia, somewhat resembling the
manchineel. Mountain manchlueel. Same as bum-
wood. See Rhus, sttmac, and hog-plum.

manch-presentt, n. See maunch-present.
Manchu 1

, Manchoo (man-cho' ), n. and a. [Also
Manchow, Mantchoo (Chin. Manchu), < Manchu
Manchu, lit. 'pure,' applied by the founder of
the Manchu dynasty to his family or the people
over whom he ruled.] I. n. 1. One of a race,
belonging to the Tungusic branch of the Ural-
Altaic family, from which Manchuria takes its

name, and which conquered China in the seven-
teenth century. 2. The native language of
Manchuria.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Manchus, their

country (Manchuria), or their language.
manchu'-' (man-ch6'), n. [Also manchua, < Pg.
manchua; < Malayalam manchu.] An East In-
dian cargo-boat, ordinarily with a single mast
and a square sail, much used on the Malabar
coast.

Manchurian, Manchoorian (man-cho'ri-an),
a. [< Manchuria (see def.) + -an.] Of or per-
taining to Manchuria, a large territory forming
part of the Chinese empire, and the original
home of the Tatar dynasty now ruling in China.
It lies east of Mongolia, and north of Corea.
Manchurian deer. See deer.

mancipable (man'si-pa-bl), a. [< mancip(ate)+ -able.] Capable of being alienated by for-
mal sale and transfer. [Rare.]
The origin of the distinction between mancipable and

non-mancipable things, and of the formal conveyance by
mancipation applicable to the first, has been explained in
connection with the reforms of Servius Tullius.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 689.

mancipatet (man'si-pat), r. t. [< L. mancipa-
tus, pp. of mancipare, mancupare (> It. manci-

pare, manceppare = Sp. mancipar), deliver up,
as property, by means of the formal act of pur-
chase (mancipium), transfer, alienate, < man-
ceps (mancip-), a purchaser, < manus, hand, +
capere, take: see captive. Cf. emancipate.] 1.
To sell and make over to another. 2. To en-

slave; bind; restrict.

Only man was made capable of a spiritual sovereignty,
and only man hath enthralled and mancipated himself
to a spiritual slavery. Donne, Sermons, six.

3. To emancipate.
Such a dispensation [the Jewish] is a pupillage, and a

slavery, which he [man] earnestly must desire to be re-
deemed and mancipated from. Harrow, Works, II. xv.

mancipatet (man'si-pat), a. [< L. mancipatiis :

see mancipate, v.] Enslaved.

Though they were partly free, yet in some poynt re-

mayned styll as thrall and mancipate to the subjection of
the English men. Holinshed, vol. i., m8, col. 1. (Hares.)

mancipation (man-si-pa'shon), n. [= F. man-
cipation, < L. mancipatio(n-). a delivery, trans-
fer of a thing to a person as property, < man-
cipare, deliver: see mancipate. Cf. emancipa-
tion.] 1. In Bom. antiq., a legal formality
for acquiring title to property, whether by ac-
tual or by simulated purchase. This formality
was employed not only in the case of property which
could change hands by actual transfer, but also with re-



mancipation
rights and p
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lation to Immati
fives arising fmm
paternal authority, i-t.-. riir innnaliiy consisted in a de-
claration of purchase before five witnesses, followed by
the weighing out, by an officer with brazen scales, of the
real or figurative purchase-money. This form of sale was
abolished by Justinian.

2t. The act of mancipation or enslaving; sla- mandant (raan'dant),. [< L. mandan(t-)s, ppr.
* in trench hut., one of the circulating notes

very; involuntary servitude. ' mandare, command: see mand2
, mandate.] 3

1
.?*

1
we,

1
"6 issued by_the government about

They who fall away after they were once enlightened
A man 'llltor - Iml>- Viet.

mandamus.
Her officers .

do their duty.

t. [<f
to; serve with

were mandamtued to compel them to
X. A. Ken., CXXX1X. 135.

In Fri-Mi-li law, a grant of power or authority;
a power of attorney.
Mandatt or grants In expectancy.

llallmn, Middle Ages, II. 242.

nce engene
in baptism, ... if it he Into a contradictory state of sin mandarin (man-da-ren or man da-rin), . and

mp.
-da

,

ami niaiiri/xttion, . . . then " there remains nothing but a
fearful execution of judgment."

, .

it. [Formerly also (as a noun) mandarine; = F.

mandarin, a mandarin (mandarine, a manda-

1796 on the security of the national domains,
called mandata territorial/*, to take the place
of the abrogated assignats, and which soon be-
came as worthless as the latter.

mancipatory(iiiaii'8i-pa-to-ri),a. [Emancipate+ -ory,] In limn, niitiq., pertaining to or con-
of mancipation or ceremonial ~'~

, ,
- -------- ....... -----.....

rin orangei a tangerine), = It. mandarino = Sp mandatary (mau'da-ta-ri), M. ; pi. mandataries

mandarin, < Pg. mandarin (with final -m for (-nz). [= F. mandatdire = Sp. Pg. It. manda-
' " * ,..--.

It was this practice of every day life In private
actions that Servius adopted as the basi

' '

hrry conveyance.
i , / i\ rsir-r\ J *"**J vinu^O^J vjuiV3ia.i. <j-l v II v*.

manciple (man si-pi), n. [< ME. manciple, maun- military, who wears a button. (See button, 3.)
ctple, < Or- . mannpe, a steward, purveyor, < L. The Chinese equivalent is kwan, which means
mumriiH (iiianrip-), a purchaser, renter, farmer, simply

'

public servant."
contractor, factor, etc.: see maneipate.
I is unoriginal, as in principle, participle.']
steward

; a caterer or purveyor,*particulariy of
an English college or inn of court.

A gentll tnauiiciplt was ther of a temple,
Of which achatours mighten take exemple,
For to be wyse in bying of vitaille.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 667.

There are without the city[Peqnin] . .

thousand sepulchers of mandarines (Justices of Peace)
twenty-four

attorney. Specifically (a) A person to whom the Pope
has by his prerogative given a mandate or order for his
benefice. (6) In law, one who is authorized and under-
takes, without a recompense, to do some act for another
In respect to the thing bailed to him. See mandate, 4.

Also mandatory.
mandate (man 'dat), n. [=F. mandat = Rp. Pg.
It. mandato, < L. mandatum, a charge, order,
command, commission, injunction, neut. of

mandatus, pp. of mandare, commit to one's

it b their little gilded chappels.
S. Clarke, Oeograph. Descrip. (1071X p. 39.

2. [cop.] The fora of Chinese spoken (with
slight variations) in the northern, central, and
western provinces of China, as well as Man- charge, order, command, commission, lit. put

,
..

'

:
,

f
8

,
churia, and by officials and educated persons all into one's hands, < manus, hand, + dare, put :

lowed%XjSfig5lSSS&3?l, o2* 77 the e P're -

"^distinguished
from the local see ctofci Cf. command, commend, demand, re-

forth a Manciple. Lamb, Oxford In Vacation, dialects spoken chiefly in the southern pro- mand. See maundy, an older form of man-
vinces, and from the book-language, which ap- date.] 1. A command; an order, precept, or
peals only to the eye. 3. Inomith., the man- :

mancona bark (man-ko'nft bark). See bark*.
mancus (mang'kus), n. [A'S. mancus, also man-
ecu, iiidiiaeiiH (= OLG. mancus = OHG. man-
cusa, manchusa); of doubtful origin.] An An-
glo-Saxon money of account employed in Eng-
land from the ninth century onward. It was
equivalent to 30 pence, or one eighth of the
pound.
Queen >Elfgyfer, A. B. 1012, bequeathed two hundred

mancusset of gold to a minster for the shrine there.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. I. 358, note.

mand't, . See maundi.
mand'-'t, r. t. [Early mod. E. also maund; < ME.
m K n den, < OF. mander, < L. mandare, command.
Cf. mandate, etc., command, commend, etc.] To
command.

The king maunded him her strayght to marry,
And for killyng her brother he must dye.
Id Part of Frames and Caxnndra, Iv. 2. (HaUimll.)

mand3
t, . [By apheresis from demand.] A de-

mand.
The emperour, with wordes myld,
Askyd a mand of the chyld.

MS. Ashmole 61, f. 87. (HalKiaeU.)

mand4 (mand), . [< Hind, mandod, mandud,
manrrd.] A species of grass. See JEleusine.

Mandaean (man-de'an), . and a. [< NL. Man-
dteus, < Mandiean filandd, knowledge, gnosis.]
I. n. 1. One of a very ancient religious body,
still found, though its members are few, in the
southern part of Babylonia. The religion of the
Mandrcans is a kind of Gnosticism, retaining many Jewish
and Parsee elements. They worship as divine beings a
number of personifications, especially of the attributes or

Mandarin Duck (Aix ealtricitlata}.

darin duck (which see, under duck?). 4. A
piece of mandarin porcelain. 5. A coal-tar
color used in dyeing, produced from beta-naph-
thol. It dyes a bright reddish-orange shade.
Also called tropccolin and orange A'o. 2.

n. a. Pertaining or suitable to a mandarin
or to mandarins

; nence, of exalted character
or quality; superior; noble; fine. Mandarin
dialect, language. Seel., 2. Mandarin orange See
orange. Mandarin porcelain, decorative porcelain
thought to be of Japanese origin, but sometimes appa-
rently of Chinese make and painting, having as a part of
its decoration figures of Chinese officials In their cere-
monial dress. Vases of this character are decorated In
brilliant colors. Mandarin sleeve, a loose and wide
sleeve, supposed to be copied from the sleeves of the silk
gowns of Chinese gentlemen. Mandarin vases.

injunction; a commission.
I am commanded home. Get you away ;

I'll send for you anon. Sir, I obey the mandate,
And will return to Venice. Shale., Othello, iv. 1. 270.

This dream all-powerful Juno sends
; I bear

Her mighty mandate!, and her words you hear.

Dryden, Xneld, vll. 583.

Mandates for deposing sovereigns were sealed with the
signet of "the fisherman." Burke, Rev. in France.
This flower border encloses an autograph latin mandate

written and signed "propria manu" by "J. Hereforden"
himself; which mandate testifies that the volume of the
book is prepared nnd written by his "dllectus famulus"
Swithun Butterfleld, and directs that 8. B. shall have the
custody of It during his natural life.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VHI. 2.

Hence 2. An official command addressed by
a superior to an inferior, to control his conduct
in a specific manner. Specifically -(a) In Rom. law,
an order or decree directed by the emperor to governors of
provinces. (6) In canon late, a papal rescript commanding
a bishop or other ecclesiastical patron to put the person
therein named in possession of the first vacant benefice
under his patronage, (c) In early Eny. law, a royal com-
mand addressed to a Judge or court to control the disposi-
tion of a suit, (d) In mad. law procedure, a Judicial com-
mand, order, precept, or writ ; more specifically, the docu-
ment promulgated upon the decision of an appeal or writ
of error, as by the Supreme Court of the I'nited States, di-

recting what shall be done In the court below
; also, in some

of the States, the writ elsewhere known, as at common law,
by the name of mandamus (which see). In this sense man-
date usually, but not always necessarily, implies that the
direction is given In writing.
3. In early Bom. laic (before the doctrines of

agency were developed), a trust or commission
by which one person, called the mandator, re-

quested another, the matidatarins, to act in his
own name and as if for himself in a particular

See
mandarin porcelain.

M^hr^nToT'^Jo^. mandarin (man-da-ren' or man'da-rin), v. t.

2. The dialect of Aramaic 'in which the four t<
w"""''"-

in,j.(withref. to mandarin orange).]
sacred books of the Mandajans are written.

In dyeing, to give an orange-color to, as silk of the former (general mandate). Themandatarius
II. n. Pertaining to the Mandajans or to Man- or other stuffs made of animal fiber, not by was the only one recognized as having legal rights and re-

draism means of a solution of coloring matter, but by ponsibilities as toward third persons in the transactions

the action of dilute nitric acid. The orange- !|!

VO
i

lved As between h ''" and the mandator, however,

color is produced by a partial decomposition nify aWmsn'os^s''^^^^^^^
of the surface of the fiber by the acid. 4. In civil law (a) A contract of bailment in
mandarmate (man-da-re nat or man'da-rin- which a thing is transferred by the mandator to

Also Mi'lliliniil.

Mandaeism (man-de'izm), . [< Mad(e(an) +
-inm.] The religious system of the Mandteans.
x\.lNO iut Hf(f( /*> tit, .,

m\_ 'jjjf

~~ -- . .....p, ,. < i K n.-j v i * i 1 1 tjj 1111 i mi 1 11 fi i < 'i LV
mandamus (man-da'mus), n. [<L. mandamus, '.'." .y

"'"' + -ate>-\ 1. 1 he office or the possession of the mandatary, upon an under-
we command (the first word in the writ in the autaonty of a mandarin. 2. The whole body taking of the latter to perform gratuitously some
orig.L. form), 1st pers.pl. ind.pres. of mundare, ffSSiTi*' "?.

andarms
,
collectively. 3. The service in reference to it : distinguished from a

.....,. i. I.,. -i T_ i ti- _. risdiction or district of n inaminriTi mere deposit for safe keeping. (6) A contract
of agency by which the mandator confides a
matter of business, or his business generally,
to an agent called the mandatary, if the author-
ity or appointment be In writing, the mandate is also called
procuration. Mandatary qualification exists where a per-
son induces another to repose credit in a third person ;

It answers somewhat to our modern letter of credit.

. .
, . . . . ,

command: see mandate.] In law, a writ issuing
jurisdiction or district of a mandarin.

from a superior court, directed to an inferior
court, an officer, a corporation, or other body,
requiring the person or persons addressed to
do some act therein specified, as being within
their office and duty, as to admit or restore a
person to an office or franchise, or to deliver
papers, affix a seal to a paper, < tc.

The Emperor and the great tribunals . . . would call
them to account for not having sooner been aware of
what was passing in their Mandarinata.
Hue, Journey through the Chinese Empire (trans.), I. 68.

The idea of organizing a sort of intellectual mandarin-
ate In France was first conceived by Colbert.

Harper-t Mag., LXXVI 1 1. 501.

Its use is mandariness (man-da-ren'es or man'da-rin- mandate-bread (man 'daf-bred), M. The bread

inving an Interest in h'r
1>e

i

ra

j

m ps ). " [( mandarin -f- -ess.] A female man- distributed to the poor on Maundy Thursday,
when effectual relief against its n'eglcct'camfo't' b^had ft

<lari"- Lamb. Also called mwn(ty-tom,-
the course of an ordinary action. mandarinic (man-da-rm'ik), a. [< mandarin Mandate Thursday (man dat therz da). Same

During the short restoration of Henry VI. in 1470, .
+ -""] Of. pertaining to, or befitting a man- AsMaitiidyThurxday (which see.undermfli/ixfy).

a lord mayor was appointed by royal mandamw. darin. mandator (man-da tor), . [< L. mandator, one
Stubbi, Const. Hist., 488. mandarinism (man-da-ren'izm or man'da-rin- wno gives a charge"or command, < mandare,

Alternative mandamus, a mandamus in which the izm), w. [< mandarin + -ism.] The character Charge, command : see maud"-, mandate.]Cotnnlrllltl tl) ll(l th> uttlil'iHiill not la ..m>nl<ul wttli n.. A1_ -
., - . 1: .

or customs of mandarins
; government by man-

darins.

director.
1. A

iniinded show eause to the court why not. Peremptory
mandamus, a mandamus in wbid'i the i-mnmand is ab-
solute. It usually follows an alternative writ if adequate
cruise lie not shown.

22T

The whole Chinese code, under a systematic mandarin-
inn, is pervaded even by the principle of self-aeeusation
for all. Lieber.

A person is said to be a client to his advocate, but a
master and mandator to his proctor. Ayli/e, Farergon.

2. In laic: (a) A bailor of goods, (b) The per-
son who delegates another to perform a man-



mandrake
He salle have maundement to morne or myddaye be roun-

gene,

mandator 3606

In ciril law, the person who employs *he mandibles. Some anatomists suppose that it forms

ialled a mandatarius or mandatary) e(j|e
*e

j

ffi

th
>

e under mandible of a bird. To what marche thay salle merke, with mangere to len-

to convey goods gratuitously, or in a gratuitous mandibulary (man-dib'u-la-ri), a. [< mandi- gene. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1587.

agency. ,., T T Me* (NL. mandibula) +'-ary] Same as man- mandola, mandora (man-do'lji, -ra), n. [It.:

dibular. see mandolin.] An older and larger variety of

The mandibulary symphysis is not by suture, but by an the mandolin. Compare pandura. Also man-
elastic band. Encyc. Brit,, XXII. 189. dore.

Mandibulata (man-dib-u-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., mandolin, mandoline
(man'doj-lin)

neut. pi. of mandibulatus: see mandibulate.]
In entom. : (a) In some systems, a primary

mandatory (man'da-to-ri), a. and n. [< LL.

mandatorius, of or belonging to a mandator, <

mandator, one who commands : see mandZ, man-

date.'] I. a. Of the nature of a mandate
;
con-

taining a command or mandate ; directory.
[<

A superiority of power mandatory, judicial, and coercive

over other ministers. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 3.

mandoline, < It. mandolino, dim. of mandola,
mandora, var. forms of pandora, a kind of lute :

A musical in-

tary nomination of the bishop to be consecrated.

Abp. Ussher, Ordination, p. 221.

Mandatory Injunction. See injunction. Mandatory
Statute, a statute the effect of which is thati if its provi-
sions are not complied with according to their terms, the

thing done is, as to it, void (Bishop): contradistinguished
from directory statute.

II. .
; pi. mandatories (-riz). Same as man-

datary.
Acting as the mouthpiece, more than the mandatory, of

Europe. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 92.

mandatum (man-da'tum), n. [ML. : see man-

date, maundy.] Same as maundy.
mandell (man'del), n. Same as mandil2 .

mandelstone (man'del-ston), n. [Accom. of G.

mandelstein (= D. mandelsteen = Dan. Sw. man-

delsten), almond-stone, < mandel, = E. almond, +
stein = E. stone.] Same as amygdaloid.
mandementt (man'de-ment), n. [ME., = F.

group or division of Insecta, containing those see mandore, bandore*, pandore.]
-i 1 ii- -J - n^iv,,,intn ,* strument of the lute class, havin u

six single or double metallic strings, which are
It doth not appear that he usurped more than a manda-

f ^ hoge mouth-parts are mandibulate or strument of the lute class, having from four to
ry nomination of the bishop to be consecrated. "ST.. 5_ii__r.v.j * *!,, v,ji, Oi-r ^ino-ln nr AnnHa metallic strine-s. which are

masticatory, as distinguished from those which
have the same parts haustellate or suctorial,
the former being fitted for biting, the latter

for sucking: opposed to Saustellata. West-
wood called the same division Dacnostomata.

(6) A division of Anoplura, including mandibu-
late lice, as the bird-lice or Mallophaga. [The
term was first used in the former sense by Clairville

(1798), who divided each of his main groups of Insectes

(Pterophora and Aptera) into Mandibulata and ffaustel-

lata. In Macleay's celebrated system it was the name of

one of the five groups of his Anmdosa.]

mandibulate (man-dib'u-lat), a. and n. [< NL.

mandibulatus, < mandibtila, mandible : see man-
dible1 .] I. a. 1. Inentotn.: (a) Having mandi-

bles, and thus able to bite, as an insect; of or

stretched over an almond-shaped body, and a

neck with numerous frets. It is played with a plec-
trum of tortoise-shell held in the right hand. The tuning
of the strings varies somewhat, but the compass is usually
about three octaves upward from the G next below middle
C. The tone is tinkling, but penetrating and agreeable.pertaining to the Mandibulata : distinguished ^ ^_____________=j __ r_______

from haustellate or suctorial. (6) Masticatory, mandolinist" (man''d6Tin-ist),"w." [< mandolin

^nfcmt~=PT.mandamen'=Sp.mandamiento
as the jaws of an insect.- 2. Having a lower + _istj One who performs on a mandolin.

= Pg It mandamento, < ML. mandamentum, a jaw as nearly all vertebrates : opposed to eman- mandom (man'dum), n. [< man + -dom.] Hu-

command,<mn^, command: see mandate.] ^^Mandibuiatemou^
Same as masticatory n.anity in general; men collectively consd-

A mandate or commandment.
re mn iult inect as a beetle. Nay vitimut thls law

of mandom, ye would perish beast by beast

Devouring. Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

v'smandement. mandibuliform (man-dib'fl-li-f6rm) a, [< mandora, , See mandola.
.. o/Brunne, p. 307. NL. mandibula, mandible, + L. forma, form.] mandore (man-dor'), n. [< P. mandore, < It.

Having the form of a mandible in general: manaora: see mandola..] Same as mandola.
specifically applied to the under jaws or max- mandorla (man-d6r'la), n. [It.] 1. In deeo-
illse of an insect when they are hard, horny, and rative art, a space,
mandibulate or fitted for biting, like the man-

opening, panel, or
dibles proper.

II. n. A mandibulate insect, as a beetle.
Ye haue herde the maundement that the Romayns haue mandlbulatcd (man-dib'u-la-ted), a. [< man-

sent that I-nough haue
vscontraried.^ ^ ^ o N m ^ dibulate + -ed^.] Same as mandibulate.

Merlin (

He schewed the erle Rogere the j

E T S ) iii 641 '

mander, v. i. See maunder.

manderilt (man'der-il), n. An obsolete variant

of mandrel.

Mandevilla (rnan-de-vil'a), . [NL. (Lindley,

1840), named after 'A.S.Xfandeville, British min-
A genus of American mandibulohyoid (man-dib"u-16-hi'oid), a. [<

he tribe Echitidece and NL. mandibula, mandible, + hyoid.] Pertain-
ister at Buenos Ayres.]
apocynaceous plants of the tribe _
the subtribe Euecliitidece. The flowers grow in sim- ing to the lower jaw and the hyoid bone : as,

pie racemes, and have a
funnel-shaped^corolla,

a calyx with the mandibulohyoid ligament of a shark.

mandibulomaxiUary (man-diVu-16-mak'si-la-
ri), a. [< NL. mandibula, mandible, + maxilla,

maxilla.] In Crustacea, of or pertaining to the

mandibles and to the maxillee; situated be-

tween these parts: as, a mandibulomaxiUary

which is five-parted or has five scales. They are tall climb-

ing shrubs, with opposite feather-veined leaves, and sim-

ple racemes of yellow, white, or rarely violet flowers, which
are usually large and showy. About 30 species have been
described, from Mexico, the West Indies, and tropical
America. M. suaveolenft, known as the ChUi jasmine, is

remarkable for its very fragrant snowy-white flowers, and
is common in cultivation.

the like, of an
oval shape; also,
a work of art fill-

ing such a space,
as a bas-relief, or
the like. 2. Ec-

the vesiea

apodeme.
mandiet, n.

.,

piscis.
In a fourth relief

upon the high altar,
rfirist seated within
a mandorla blesses
with his right hand.

C. C. Perkins, Ital-

ian Sculpture,
[Int., p. xx.

See maundy.
mandevillet, . [Appar. an erroneous form of mandil1

} (man'dil). n. [< OF. mandil, man-

mandill, conformed to the surname Handeville.] dille (?), F. manditle (> Sp. Pg. mandil), < L.

Same as mandilion. mantile, also mantele, mantelium, a towel, nap-
mandible1 (man'di-bl), n. [= F. mandibule = kin, table-cloth, mantelum, mantelium, a man- mandragt, man-
Sp. mandfbula = It. mandibula, mandibola, < tie: see mantle, mantel.] Same as mandilion. draget, n. Obso-
NL. mandibula, mandible, < LL. mandibula, f., mandil2 (man'dil), n. [Also mundil; < Ar. ]ete forms of man-
also mandibulum, n., a jaw, < L. mandere, chew, Turk, mendil, a kerchief; perhaps ult. < L.: dralce.

see mandil^-.] Among Moslems, a kind of ker- mandragont, *

chief, especially one oblong in shape, the short An obsolete vari-
sides worked with gold or colored silk, the rest

plain. R. F. Burton, tr. of Arabian Nights, II.

301, note.

masticate.] In zool. and anat., a jaw-bone; a

jaw, or the jaw-bone and associate parts ; espe-
cially, the under jaw. (a) In man and other mam-
mals, the under jaw, or inferior maxillary, as distinguished
from the upper jaw, maxilla, or superior maxillary. (&)

of either jaw which is covereVwith^iorny^ntegument^the mandiliont (man-dil'ypn), n. [Also maiidillion,

mandilian; < OF. mandilion, < mandil, a mantle:
see mandil1.] A garment first used in France in

the sixteenth century, and worn originally by
men-servants, soldiers, and others as a sort of

overcoat. Its earliest form appears to have been that
of a dalmatic with sleeves not closed and covering the
back of the arm only. In the seventeenth century it was
an outer garment capable of being buttoned up or left

open, described in 1660 as like a jump, generally without
sleeves.

About him a mandilion, that did with buttons meet,
Of purple, large, and full of folds, curled with a warmful

nap,
A garment that 'gainst cold in night did soldiers use to

wrap. Chapman, Iliad, x. 134.

A Spaniard, having a Moore slave, let him goe a long time
in a poore ragged mandilian without sleeves ; one asking

two being distinguished as upper and lower. When the
term mandible is applied to the lower only, the upper is

called maxilla. See cut under bill, (c) In the arthro-

pods, especially insects, either half, right or left, of the

first, upper, or outer pair of jaws, considered by some to

correspond to the lower jaw of vertebrates ; morphologi-
cally, one of the first pair of gnathites, always devoid of
a palp : opposed to maxilla, which is either half of the
second pair of jaws. See cut under mouth-part, (d) In

cephalopods, the horny beak or rostrum. See mandibu-
lar. Dentate mandible. See dentate.- Multidentate
mandible, in entom., a mandible having many teeth or

processes on the inner side.

mandible'-'t (man'di-bl), a. [Prop, mandable; <

mands + -able.] Demandable.
Thus we rambled up and down the Country ; and where

the people demean'd themselves not civil to us by volun-

tary contributions, their Geese, Hens, Pigs, or any such
mandible thing we met with, made us satisfaction for
their hidebound injuries.

Richard Bead, English Rogue (1665).

ant of mandrake.

Cotgrave.

mandragora
(man-drag'o-ra),

Mandorla. From Assumption of the

Madonna, by Orcaffna ; Church of Or San

him why he dealt so sleevelessly with the poore wretch,
he answered : I crop his wings, for feare he flie away.

Copley, Wits, Fits, and Fancies (1614). (Xares.)

But in time of war they wear crimson mandHions, be-
hind and before so crossed, over their armour.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 179.

[< Braz. mandioca.]

Same as manioc.

mandibular (man-dib'u-lar), a. [= F. man-
dibulaire = Sp. mandibular; as mandible* (NL.
mandibula) + -ar3 .] Of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of a mandible Mandibular arch, in mandioc (man'di-ok), n.

embryol., of vertebrates, the first postoral visceral arch Same as manioc.
of the embryo; that arch in which Meckel's cartilage is mandlOCa (man-di-6'ka), n.
developed.- Mandibular ramus. (a) In ornith.

,
either ~T~

J,
i"?^ . a*",

fork of the under mandible. (6) In mammal,, the more mandlestone, n. Bee mom
or less upright proximal part of either half of the man- mandmentt, n. [Early mod. E. mandement, <

dible, as distinguished from the body or horizontal part ME. maundement, < OF. mandement, command, mandrake (man'drak), ;i. [< ME. mandrake,
of the same bone.- Mandibular scrobea, in entom < ML mandamentmn, command, < mandare, mandrake, mandrake; an alteration, appar
grooves on the outer sides of the mandibles, found in most ,o' j t i A ___1 ..

CaraWdffi.-Mandlbularsegmentorrtng,ii,entoi.,the
command: see mantf, mandate.] A command-

first primary segment behind the mouth-cavity, bearing ment.

,

[= F. mandragore = Sp. mandragora = Pg.
mandragora = It. mandragora, mandragola, < L.

mandragoras (NL. mandragora), < Gr.uavfpa-
yopof, the mandrake: see mandrake.] If. The
mandrake.

Not poppy, nor mandragora,
Nor all the drowsy syrups of the world,
Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep
Which thou owedst yesterday.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 330.

Come, violent death,
Serve for mandragora, to make me sleep.

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, iv. 2.

2. [cap.] A genus of plants of the natural order

Solanacece, the nightshade family, and tribe At-

ropece. The corolla is induplicate in the bud, the calyx is

foftaceous and five-parted, and the pedicels are partially
clustered among the radical leaves. They are herbs,
nearly stemless, rising from a thick, fleshy, often forked

root, and bear tufts of large, ovate, lance-shaped leaves,
and quite large pale bluish-violet, white, or purple flowers,
which are reticulately veined. Five species have been de-

scribed (but these may be reducible to one), found through-
out the Mediterranean region. The ordinary plant has
been commonly known asM. offimialis. but this includes a

spring and a fJl kind sometimes separated as species, J/.

vernalis and M. autumnalis. The mandragora or man-
drake has long been known in medicine, and has been the

subject of much superstition. See mandrake.

simulating ilrakt-2
,
of earlier ME. mandrag,

nniii/lrage, short for mandragora, q. v. To the



mandrake

peculiar form of the root, and the suggestive
form of tin name iiiniiilriikc, appar. a compound
of HIIIII + ilrnki'". with little mean ing attached to

the supposed isecond

element, are due in

large part
the su-

perstitions associat-

ed with the plant.]
1. A plant of the

genus Miniilriii/iirii.
Th'- i!i:ni<lr iikr has poi-
sonous properties, and
acts OB n emetic, pur-
gative, and narcotic. It
wan in use in ancient
times especially for its

narcotic effects, and is

aid to have been em

F
loved as an anesthetic.
t has been regarded as

an aphrodisiac, and used in amorous incantations, as a
love-amulet, etc. According to an old fancy the mandrake
shrieks when pulled from the ground. The resemblance
of Its commonly forked root to the human body is proba-
bly the ground of this superstition, as well as of the repute
of the plant as an aphrodisiac.

And Reuben went in the days of wheat harvest, and
found mandrakes In the field, and brought them unto hl>
mother Leah. Gen. xxx. 14.

And shrieks, like mandrakes torn out of the earth,
That living mortals, hearing them, run mad.

Shot., R. and J., Iv. 8. 47.

The mandrake, a plant with broad leaves and bright yel-
low flowers and with a root which grew in a semi-human
form, was found beneath the public gallows and was
dragged from the ground and carried home with many ex-

traordinary ceremonies. When secured, it became a famil-
iar spirit speaking in oracles if properly consulted, and
bringing good luck to the household in which it was en-
shrined. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 220.

The best digest of the various speculations as to the
mandrake and its properties will be found in Dr. Harris's
"
Dictionary of the Natural History of the Bible."

If. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 220.

2. TheMay-apple,/Wo/>7(i/7/My>e?ta<ro. [U.S.]
The blushing peach and glossy plum there lies,
And with the mandrake tempt your hands and eyes.
Jane Turrell, quoted in Tuckerman's America and her

[Commentators, p. 33.

3. In her., a figure resembling a root with two
long and pointed bifurcations usually twisted

together, and the whole crowned with leaves
and berries.

mandrel, mandril (man'drel, -dril), n. [An
alteration of "mandrin, < P. mandrin, a man-
drel, former, strike, perhaps < L. mandra, a

stall, < Or. navffM, a stall, the bed in which the
stone of a ring is set: see madrigal.] 1. In

turrit., a cylindrical bar or. spindle, either of
uniform diameter, of different diameters, or

tapered, used for a variety of purposes, but
chiefly for the support of objects formed with
holes, into which the mandrel is forcibly driven
in order to hold them firmly while turning in a

lathe, or in an analogous machine, or in oper-
ating upon them with a file.

Specifically (o) An
axis attached to the head-stock of a lathe, to support, dur-
ing the process of turning, any material which is bored or
pierced with a central hole. It has often some adjustable
device for securing it to the material, and i- then known
as an adjustable manslrel. (i>) Any arbor or axis to support
a tool, as a mandrel for a circular saw or circular cutter,

(c) A rod or former for shaping forglngs, or a plug-core
for metal or glass castings.

2. A miners'
pick. [Eng.] 3. In metal-work-

ing by the spinning process, the form, usually
of wood, upon which the thin plate of metal or
blank is pressed in order that the revolutionmay
give it the form of the mandrel Adjustable man-
drel. See def. 1 (o). Expanding mandrel, :i mandrel
constructed to engage and firmly hold apiece of material on
the inside of a hole of uniform diameter, for turning, etc.
Such mandrels are of various construction. A common form
Is a central arbor having grooves with inclined-plane bot-
toms in which move simultaneously and equally tapered
key-slides, the outer sides of which are always parallel
with each other and with the axis of the arbor. When
moved longitudinally, these slides expand against the In-
side of the hole with force, holding the piece by jamming
friction. Flexible mandrel, a spiral spring placed In a
metal tube to prevent it from flattening or collapsing
when bent. Hlcks'B mandrel, an expanding mandrel for
turning rings, named from its inventor. It is an arbor
with a cone In the middle, in the periphery of which, at
equal distances from each other, are formed longitudinal
dovetailed grooves currying wedge-shaped slides actuated
simultaneously and equally by a nut on the end of the
cone, and thus expanded to tit the bore of the ring to be
turned. Traversing mandrel, (a) A mandrel which
moves longitudinally. (6) A mandrel titled to a bearing
or bearings of a support which may be set in the tool-

post of the slide-rest of a lathe, or in some other travers-
ing device. Such mandrels are used for expanding ream-
ers and analogous tools, and they are usually driven by a
pulley and-lielt mechanism.

mandrel (man'drel), c. /. [< mandrel, .] To
operate upon with mandrels, as a bronze gun.
This is done by driving steel mandrels of gradually in-

creasing size through the bore, whereby the strength of
the gun is greatly increased, the limit of elasticity being
in some cases nearly or quite doubled.
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mandrel-collar (man
'
drel - kol '

Sr), . A col-

lar formed on the mandrel of a lathe, against
which the chucks, i'aco-plates, etc., abut square-
ly when screwed upon the mandrel-nose.
mandrel-frame (man'drel-fram), . A frame
or head-stock secured by bolts to the end of a
lathe-bed to support the mandrel.
mandrel-lathe (man' drel -laTH), n. A lathe

adapted for turning long work and hollow work.
It Is so designed that the material for hollow work can
be clasped by a chuck on the end of the mandrel In the
hcad-stock. Long work is supported in the lathe by the
head and tall centers. E. H. Kniijht.

mandrel-nose (man' drel- noz), n. The inner
end of a lathe-mandrel, upon which a screw-
thread is formed for receiving and holding face-

plates, chucks, etc.

mandrel-screw (man'drel-skrS), n. The screw
on the mandrel-nose to which chucks, face-

plates, etc., are fitted, and by which they are
attached to the mandrel.
mandril, n. See mandrel.
mandrill (man'dril), n. [= P. mandrill = Sp.
mandril = It. mandrillo, a mandrill; said to be
from a native W. African name. If this form is

original, the form drill in same sense is due to a
false division of the word, as if < E. man + drill:

see drill*. If drill is original, the form mandrill
is an E. compound, and the P. Sp. It. forms are
from E.] A kind of baboon: the great blue-
faced or rib-nosed baboon

;
the hog-ape, Cyno-

cephalus nurimon or mormon, the largest and
most formidable, ferocious, and hideous of ba-
boons. The canine teeth are of enormous size, causing
a protuberance of the cheeks, which are naked and fan-

tastically striped with brilliant colors. The ischial cal-
losities are of great size and bright-red color. The animal
is often seen In captivity. The mandrills are natives of
the western coast of Africa, where they associate In large
troops, which are the terror of the negroes. They often
plunder villages and cultivated fields with impunity. See
cut under baboon.

manducable (man'du-ka-bl), a. [= F. Sp. man-
ducable, < L. as if "manducabilis, < manducare,
chew: see manducate."] Capable of being man-
ducated or chewed; fit to be eaten.

If tangible by his fingers, why not by his teeth that Is,
manducable f Coleridge.

manducate (man'du-kat), f . t.
; pret. and pp.

manducated, ppr. manducating. [< L. mandu-
catus, pp. of manducare (> It. manducare = Sp.
Pg. manducar, chew, = F. manger. > E. mange,
eat), chew, masticate, eat by chewing, a length-
ened form of mandere, chew: see mandible,
mange, etc.] To masticate

;
chew.

It is gravel in the teeth, and a man must drink the blood
of his own gums when he manducates anch unwholesome,
such unpleasant fruit.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 719.

manducation (man-du-ka'shon), n. [= F. man-
ducation = Sp. mandueaciori, < LL. manduca-
tio(n-), a chewing, < L. manducare, chew: see

manducate.'] The act or process of biting or

chewing; mastication.

After the mandueation of the paschal lamb, It was the
custom of the nation to sit down to a second supper.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 290.

The sum, then, of Archbishop Cranmer's doctrine on
this head is : 1. That John vl. is not to be interpreted of
oral manducation in the sacrament.

Waterland, Works, VII. 141.

manducatory (man'du-ka-to-ri), a. [< mandu-
cate + -ory.} Pertaining to or employed in

chewing; in entom., specifically, having a man-
dibulate form for eating.
manducus (man-du'kus), n. [L., a glutton, a

chewer, esp. as in def., < mandere, chew: see

manducate^] In Horn, antiq., a comic character
of Italic origin, wearing a mask with gaping
jaws set with great teeth, which were made to
clash against each other. This personage figured
in various public processions as well as In comedies on the
stage, and served Roman mothers as a bugbear In restraint
of childish misconduct.

mandyas (man'di-as), w. [< Gr. /javiiaf, fiav-

6i-a, a woolen cloak, LGr. as in def.
;
said to be

of Pers. origin.] In the Gr. Ch., a kind of large
and loose mantle, resembling a cope, fastened
nt the throat and sometimes at the lower cor-
ners also, and reaching almost to the feet.
It Is worn by monks and nuns, by archimandrites, and
at times by bishops who were regularly appointed from
the monastic orders. The mandyas of a prelate has wary
stripes upon it, while that of an archimandrite is plain.

Mandy Thursday!. Same as Maundy Thursday
(which see, under maundy).
mane (man), n. [< ME.' mane, mayne, < AS.
"maun (not recorded, but indicated by the

cognate forms, and by the derivs. "gemane,ge-
nioiic. maned. and MOM = OS. meiii = OHO.
menni = Icel. men, a necklace) = OFries. mono

man-engine
= MD. mane, T>. nifian, minien = OHO. mann,
MHG. mm", limn, (',. Hiiiiit; now commonlymahne = Icel. md = fiw. Dan. mini, mane (cf.
deriv. Icel. makki = Sw. Dan. manl;c, the up-
per part of a horse's neck); orig. prob. simply
neck'; = W. TOirw, neck (> mi/nr/ni, inane).
= Ir. main, neck (> muince, collar), = Skt.

manya, the nape of the neck, = Gr. dial, fidwof,
/'dvof. /i6wof. a necklace, fiawamov, ftaviaiaK, a
necklace; cf. "L.monile, a necklace.] The long
hair growing on the neck and neighboring parts
of some animals, as the horse, lion, etc., as dis-

tinguished from the shorter hair elsewhere.
When, as In the horse, It grows on the middle line of the
back of the neck, the mane commonly falls on one side,
but It may be stiff and erect. In the lion the long and
shaggy mane coven the whole neck and part of the fore

quarters.

Thin mane, thick tall, broad buttock, tender hide ;

Look, what a horse should have he did not lack.

Shot., Venus and Adonis, 1. 298.

Each ware was crested with tawny foam,
Like the mane of a chestnut steed.

Scott, L.of L.M.,1. 28.

Maggie . . . looked over the book, eagerly seizing one
corner and tossing back her mane.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, L 3.

man-eater (man'e'ter), n. 1. A cannibal.
2. In India, a tiger that has acquired a taste
for human flesh

;
a tiger supposed or known to

have a special propensity for killing and eating
human beings. The name is sometimes ex-
tended to the lion and the hyena, on the same
supposition.
The regular man-eater is generally an old tiger whose

vigour is passed, and whose teeth are worn and defective
It takes up ita abode in the neighbourhood of a village the
population of which It finds an easier prey than the larger
or wilder animals. W. U. Flower, Encyc. Brit, XXIII. 886.

3. One of several kinds of large sharks sup-
posed to be specially formidable to man ; spe-
cifically, Carcharodon rondeleti, a very large
shark of the family Lamnida;. This shark has
straight narrow triangular teeth, very slightly serrated or
crenulated, in both jaws. The body is stout and fusiform,
with a pointed snout ; there are two dorsal fins, one large,
between the pectorals and the veutrals, the other small and
posterior ; the anal tin Is like the second dorsal ; the caudal
tin is crescentiform ; and there are five branchial apertures,
all in front of the pectorals. It has been found 40 feet

long, though it averages so much less that IS feet is a
good size. It is a shark of the high seas, found in nearly
all tropical waters, frequently passing a considerable dis-
tance both northward and southward. Teeth much like
those of the living species have been found in the Pliocene
and Miocene deposits, as well as In the ooze of the Pacific

ocean, indicating individuals that must have been about 80
feet long.

4. Thedobsonorhellgrammite. [Local, U. S.]
mane-comb (man'kom), n. A comb for comb-
ing a horse's mane and tail.

A third class of the street-sellers of tools are the vendors
of curry-comlw and brushes, mane-cmnbi, scrapers, and
clipping instruments.

Mayhew, London Lalmur and London Poor, I. 400.

maned (mand), (i. [< mane + -<f2.] i Having
a mane, as a horse or lion; jubate.

He said, and to his chariot joined his steeds

Swift, brazen-hoofed, and maned with wavy gold.

Camper, Iliad, Till. 49.

2. In her., same as crincd Maned ant-eater
Myrmtcophaga jubata. Maned fruit-bat, Pteroput ju-
batus, a native of the Philippine Islands.

manege(ma-nazh'),.andn. [<P. mangc=Sp.
Pg. manejo, < It. maneggin, the handling or train-

ing of a horse, riding, a riding-school : see man-
age, n.] I. n. 1. The art of breaking, training,
and riding horses ; the art of horsemanship. 2.
A school for training horses and teaching horse-

manship.
II. t a. Managed : said of a horse.
I sent my black manr;ir horse and furniture with a

friend to his Ma1 '' then at Oxford.

Evelyn, Diary, July 12, 1643.

maneh (man'e), n. [Heb.] A Babylonian and
Hebrew weight. See mina*.

ruaneless (man'les), a. [< matte + -less."] Hav-
ing no mane: as, the maneless lion of Guzerat,
a recognized variety of f'elis leo.

man-engine (man'en'jin), . A form of ele-

vator or power-ladder used in some deep mines
for raising and lowering men. in its usual form it

is essentially a vertical rod extending from the surface to
the bottom of the mine, and reciprocated upward and
downward, like a pump-rod, by means of a steam-engine
or awater-wheeL The length of stroke commonly adopt-
ed is 12 feet, and at intervals equal to the stroke plat-
forms arc fastened to the rod,with corresponding platforms
In the shaft, on either side of the rod, at points corre-

sponding to the limits of the stroke, both np and down. A
man in descending steps on a platform on the rod just as
the down stroke begins, and steps off on the platform In
the shaft which he reaches at the end of the stroke, repeat-
ing the operation until lie attains his destination. A man
in ii*cending steps on a platform on the rod as the upward
stroke begins, and leaves it at the end of the stroke.
Ascent and descent may proceed simultaneously without
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interruption, the fixed platforms on one side of the shaft

being reserved for men ascending, and those on the other

side for men descending, each man stepping on his proper

platform on the reciprocating rod as it is vacated, at the

moment of rest between the strokes, by the man who is

traveling in the opposite direction. This is the form of

man-engine used in Cornwall. That employed in the

Harz mines (where the method originated) is the "dou-
ble-rod engine," with two rods moving up and down alter-

nately in opposite directions. This contrivance corre-

sponds to a ladder with movable steps, the miner having
nothing to do but to move slightly sidewise in order to

place himself on the step which is about to go up or down,
according as he wishes to ascend or descend. In the

United States cages, and in some mines man-cars, are used

instead of man-engines. See man-car.

manent (ma'nent). [L., 3d pers. pi. pres. ind.

of manere, remain: see remain.'} They remain

(on the stage) : a stage direction. Compare ma-
net.

manequin (man'e-kin), . Same as manikin, 4.

manerH, An obsolete form of manner1
.

maner2
t,

n. Same as mainor.

maneria (ma-ne'ri-a), n. [ML.: see manner1
.}

In Gregorian music, a mixed mode that is, one
that includes the compass both of an authentic

and of its plagal mode. Polyphonic music for

unequal voices is necessarily thus written. See
mode1

, 7.

manerialt (ma-ne'ri-al), a. An obsolete variant
of manorial.

manerlyt, adv. An obsolete form of mannerly.
manes (ma'nez), n. pi. [L., prob. < OL. manis,

matius, good.] 1. In Rom. antiq., the spirits of

the dead considered as tutelary divinities of

their families
;
the deified shades of the dead,

according to the belief that the soul continued
to exist and to have relations with earth after

the bodyhad perished . Three times a year a pit called

the mundus was officially opened in the comitium of the
Roman Korum, to permit the manes to come forth. The
manes were also honored at certain festivals, as the Paren-
talia and Feralia; oblations were made to them, and the
flame maintained on the altar of the household was a hom-
age to them. [In this sense often written with a capital.]

The most special representatives of ancestor-worship in

Europe were perhaps the ancient Romans, whose word
manes has become the recognized name for ancestral dei-

ties in modern civilized language ; they embodied them
as images, set them up as household patrons, gratified
them with offerings and solemn homage, and, counting
them as or among the infernal gods, inscribed on tombs
D. M.,

"
Diis Manibus."

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 109.

Hence 2. The spirit of a deceased person, or
the shades of the dead, whether considered as
the object of a cult or not.

Some sages have thought it pious to preserve a certain
reverence for the manes of their deceased friends.

Steele, Tatler, No. 181.

3. By metonymy (a) The lower world or in-

fernal regions, as the abode of the manes. (6)
The punishments imposed in the lower world.

All have their manes, and those manes bear.

Dryden, Mneid, vi. 743.

mane-sheet (man'shet), . A covering for the
neck and the top of the head of a horse.

manet (ma'net). [L., 3d pers. sing. pres. ind.

of manere, remain: see remain.} He (or she)
remains (on the stage): a stage direction. Com-
pare exit.

Exeunt Philip, Pole, Paget, etc. Manet Mary.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 2.

manetti (ma-net'i), n. In hort., a variety of

rose much used as a dwarf stock in budding.
maneuver, maneuvre, . and v. See maneu-
ver.

manful (man'ful), a. [< ME. manful; < man +
-ful. ] Having or expressing the spirit of a man ;

manifesting the higher qualities of manhood
;

courageous; noble; high-minded.
Ne grete emprises for to take on honde,
Shedyng of blode, ne manful hardinesse.

Lydgate, Complaint of the Black Knight.

Nor know I whether I be very base
Or very manful, whether very wise
Or very foolish. Tennyson, Geraint.

= Syn. Manly, etc. (see masculine); stout, strong, vigor-
ous, undaunted, intrepid.

manfully (man'ful-i), adv. In a manful man-
ner; boldly; courageously.
manfulness (man'ful-nes), n. The quality of

being manful
;
boldness ; nobleness.

man-fungUS (man'fung"gus), n. A plant of the

genus Gfaster.
mang 1 (mang), n. A dialectal variant of mong1

.

mang- (mang), prep. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of mong3 , among.

Syne bad' him slip frae 'mang the folk,
Some time when nae ane see'd him,

And try 't that night. Burns, Halloween.

manga (mang'ga), . [ML.] Eccles., a case or

cover
; especially, the case for a processional or
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other cross when not in use, often of rich stuff

or embroidered.

mangabey (mang'ga-ba), n. [A geographical
name in Madagascar, by Buffon applied erro-

neously to a kind of monkey not found there.]

A monkey of the genus Cercocebus, of which
there are several species, inhabiting Africa.

They are of moderate size and slender form, have long
limbs and tail, and are extremely agile. The face is more

produced than in the species of Cercopithecus (from which
Cercocebus is detached), the eyebrows are prominent, and
the eyelids are white. The general color is dark or black-

ish. The sooty mangabey is C. fuliginoms; the white-eyed

mangabey is C. cethiops, in which the crown is also white.

C. collans has a white collar. In C. albigena the crown is

crested. Also written mangaby.

mangal, mankal (mang'gal, -kal), . [Turk.
nuinKdl, mannhal.} A brazier for a charcoal fire

used in Turkey and throughout the Levant,
usually of sheet-copper or sheet-brass worked
into shape by the hammer, and frequently or-

namented with designs in repouss6 work.

manganapatite (mang-ga-nap'a-tit), n. [<man-
gan(cse) + apatite.} A variety of apatite, un-
usual in containing manganese. A dark bluish-

green kind from Branchville in Connecticut af-

forded 10J per cent, of manganese protoxid.

manganate (mang'ga-nat), H. [< mangan(ic) +
-ate"] A compound of manganic acid with a
base. Also manganesate.
mangancolumbite (mang'gan-ko-lum'bit), n.

[< mangan(ese) + colunibite.} A variety of co-

lumbite in which the iron is largely replaced
by manganese.
manganeisen (mang'gan-I-zn), n. [Irreg. <

mangan(ese) + G. eisen = E. iron.} Ferroman-

ganese; a combination of the metals iron and

manganese containing a largepercentage (from
50 to 85 per cent. ) of the latter. It is manufactured
for use in the Bessemer process, and is an important ad-

junct to that operation. The object of the addition of the

manganese at the termination of the " blow "
is the re-

moval of the oxygen in the iron, without at the same time

adding carbon and silicon. This vitally important im-

provement of the Bessemer process is due to the Scotch

metallurgist R. F. Mushet. See steel and Spiegel.

manganesate (mang-ga-ne'sat), . [< manga-
nese + -ate1 .} Same as manganate.
manganese (mang-ga-nes' or -nez'), n. [= F.

manganese (> Sp. Pg. manganesa = It. manga-
nese), (. NL. manganesium, an arbitrarily altered

form of magnesium, aname first givento this met-

al, but now used for a different metal : see mag-
nesium."} Chemical symbol, Mn ;

atomic weight,
55. A metal having a remarkable affinity for,
and in some respects a close resemblance to,

iron, of which it is an extremely frequent asso-
ciate. It differs from iron, however, in that it is not
used at all by itself in the arts, although of great interest

and importance as connected with the manufacture of

iron, and as modifying by its presence in small quantity
the character of the product obtained. The use of the black
oxid of manganese for removing the coloring matters from
glass was known to theancients, and ismentionedby Pliny,
but the natureof the material thus used was not understood
until quite modern times. This ignorance was shown in

the confusion of the oxid of manganese with the magnetic
oxid of iron, the lodestone (Latin magnes and magnesius
lapis), and the former was called magnesia by chemists
in the middle ages, apparently in conformity with Pliny's
idea of a dual (masculine and feminine) nature in some
metals, manganese not having the attractive power of the

magnet, and being on that account considered feminine.
Other variants (in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries)
of the name of the ore used by glass-makers were magne-
sia, manffadesum, and manganensis. After what we now
call magnesia had received the name of magnesia alba, ap-
parently from the idea that this substance was in some
way related to the oxid of manganese, the latter began to be
called magnesia nigra. From the middle of the eighteenth
century the combinations of manganese were studied by
various chemists, and finally, in 1774, the metal manga-
nese was isolated by Gahn, but for years there was much
confusion in regard to its specific name, and it was not
until after the beginning of the present century that the
name manganese (manyan in German) began to be gen-
erally adopted. The Latin termination in -urn (manga-
nesium) is rarely used in modern technical works. This
metal has never been found native. As eliminated from
its ores by chemical processes, it is grayish-white in color,
resembling cast-iron, but varying considerably in hardness
and luster according to the nature of the methods by
which it was obtained. It is very hard and brittle, and
has a specific gravity of about 8. It oxidizes rapidly on
exposure to the air. Manganese resembles iron in that its

ores are widely diffused, and differs from that metal re-

markably in the fact that, on the whole, its ores are only
rarely found in considerable quantity in any one locality,
while those of iron exist in abundance in many regions. The
important ores of manganese are all oxids, and of these the
peroxid (pyrolusite), called in commerce the black oxid of
manganese, or simply manganese, is the most valuable
and important. Other manganiferous minerals (all ox-

ids) are uraunite, hausmannite, psilomelane, and various

earthy mixtures called bog-manganese, wad, cupreous man-
ganese, etc. Practically, the ore called manganese in com-
merce is a mixture of various oxids, different samples dif-

fering greatly in value, which value has to be determined
by chemical analysis. The ores and salts of manganese
are of very considerable importance in chemical manufac-
tures, both as bleaching and oxidizing reagents. The na-

manganous
tare and importance of this metal in the manufacture of

iron and steel will be found indicated under steel and

spiegel. Earthy manganese. See wad. Gray man-
ganese ore. Same asmangamte. Manganese bronze,
an alloy said to be composed of ordinary bronze with the
addition of manganese. It has the color of gun-metal, and
its fracture resembles that of fine-grained steel. It is said

to equal or excel in tenacity bar-iron of medium quality.
It has been manufactured in England, but has not come
into general use. Manganese brown, green, violet,
etc. See brown, etc. Manganese copper. Same as

manganese bronze. Manganese epidote, piedmontite.
.See epidote and piedmontite. Manganese garnet, spes-
sartite. See ganuti. Manganese spar, rhodonite.

Red manganese, a mineral usually of a rose-red color ;

rhodochrosite. Red oxid of manganese, Mn3O4 ,
a

compound of manganese and oxygen which may be
formed by exposing the peroxid or sesquioxid to a white
heat. It occurs native as hausmannite. White man-
ganese, an ore of manganese ; manganese carbonate.

manganese-glaze (mang-ga-nes 'glaz), n. A
dark-gray or jet-black glaze, the color of which
is given by manganese.
manganesian (mang-ga-ne'si-an), a. [< man-

ganese + -ian.} Pertaining to manganese ;
con-

sisting of manganese; containing manganese,
or characterized by its presence.

manganesic (mang-ga-ne'sik), a. [< manganese
+ -ie.} Same as manganic.
manganesium (mang-ga-ne'si-um), it. [NL. :

see manganese.} Same as manganese. [Rare.]
manganetic (mang-ga-net'ik), a. [< manga-
n(ese) + -etic, as in magnetic.} Same as manga-
niferous.

manganhedenbergite (mang-gan-hed'en-ber-
git), n. [< mangan(ese) + liedenbergite.} A va-

riety of hedenbergite containing a relatively

large amount of manganese, found in Sweden.

manganic (mang-gan'ik), a. [< mangan(ese) +
-ic.} Containing manganese : in chemistry, spe-

cifically applied to compounds in which each

manganese atom is regarded as quadrivalent.
Also manganesic Manganic acid, HoMn04 , an acid
which is not known in the free state. Manganates of the
alkalis are formed when manganese dioxid is heated with
an alkali carbonate or nitrate. They have a green color,
and readily decompose, forming permanganate and man-
ganese dioxid. The crude alkali manganate was formerly
called chameleon mineral, from the property which its so-

lution has of passing rapidly through several shades of col-

or, occasioned by changes in its state of oxidation. Man-
ganic oxid, Mn2O ;i ,

or manganese sesquioxid, is the min-
eral braunite.

manganiferous (mang-ga-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
manganium + L./erre= E. bear1.} Containing
or carrying manganese: as, a manganiferous
garnet. Also manganetic.
These higher mangantferovs irons show little or no mag-

netic action. C. B. Alder Wright, Encyc. Brit., XIII. 860.

manganite (mang'ga-nit), n. [< mangan(cse) +
-ite2 .] A hydrated oxid of manganese occur-

ring in orthorhombic crystals of a steel-gray or
iron-black color and brilliant luster, also in

masseshavingacolumnarstructure. It is often
,

altered, by loss of water, to pyrolusite. Also
called gray manganese ore.

manganium (mang-ga'ni-um), . [NL., short
for manganesium.} Same as manganese.
manganocalcite (mang'

/

ga-no-ka'l'8it), n. [<

mangan(ese) + caleite.} A variety of calcite

containing manganese carbonate.

manganomagnetite (mang"ga-no-mag'ne-tit),
n. [< mangan(ese} + magnetite.} A variety
of magnetite containing considerable manga-
nese.

manganophyllite (mang"ga-no-fil'lt), n. [<

mangan(ese) + Gr. <j>iAMv, leaf, + -ite%.} A
manganiferous mica occurring in thin reddish
scales at several localities in Sweden.

manganosiderite (mang"ga-no-sid'e-rit), .

[< mangan(ese) + siderite."] A carbonate of

manganese and iron, intermediate between
rhodochrosite and siderite.

manganosite (mang -ga- no 'sit), . [< man-
gan(ese) + -ose (?) + -ite%.} Manganese pro-
toxid, a mineral occurring in regular octahe-
drons of an emerald-green color, found at sev-
eral localities in Sweden.

manganostibiite(rnang"ga-no-stib'i-it), n. [<

mangan(ese) + stibi(um) -it'e2.} An antimo-
niate of manganese, occurring in black embed-
ded grains at Nordmark in Sweden.

manganotantalite (mang"ga-no-tan'ta-lit), n.

[< mangan(e$e) + tantaUtc.} A variety of tan-
talite in which the iron is largely replaced by
manganese. The manganotantalite first known wns
from the Ural, and had the crystalline form of ordinary
columbite. A massive manganesian tantalite from Sweden
is distinguished as mangantanlalite.

manganous (mang'ga-nus), a. [< mangan(cse)
+ -aits,} Containing manganese: in chemis-

try, specifically applied to compounds in which
each mangane'se atom is regarded as having a



manganous
maximum qu:inliv:ili'iHT nl' two. Compare

By exposing the HHlnyanaUH uxidu to :i strung current
if air, it takt'H up UMuttlLT iituin uf IX>KI-M.

Science, XIII. 2B1.
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entire, coriaoeoui leaves, and pulygamodkeclons flowrrs,
which are small, plnklxh or yellowish, and grow In much-
branched paniclea. The fruit is a fleshy drupe, Hbrous

within, and usually with more or less of a turpentine fla-

vor. There are almt SO species, natives of tropical Asia.

mangcorn (nian^'korn), n. [Also mong-rorn,
niiing-i'orii, iiiiiiii-nrii, < MK. "maiiiirurn, mong-

A mixture of wheat and rye anil other species
of grain; a crop of several species of grain
grown together. [Kng.]
mange't, c. I. [< ME. maiu/cn, maungeu, < OF.
mangier, F. mangrr = Sp. Pg. manjar= It. ;-
iji/irc, eat, < L. minnliii'iire, chew, LL. eat, de-
vour: see manducate. Cf. wwnc/i1

,
mauni'li*.

motincli, munch, other forms of the same word.]
To eat.

30 haue inanyed [var. mauityedl oucre muche, that maketh
gow be syke. / Y< /v Plowman (C), i \. 272.

mange- (uiiiuj), n. [Early mod. E. mangy re-

duced to mange (whence the adj. mangy, <

mange% + -y
1
), < OF. mttngeue, mangue, manjue,

menjue, itch, also eating, voracity, also what is

eaten, food eaten (= Pg. manjua, food), < ML.
imiiiiliifiiiii. {., maiiducatus, in., what is eaten

(cf. OF. MMMKMt] miingenon, Suisodemangeison,
F. demangeaison, itch), < L. manducare, chew,
LL. eat, devour (> OF. manger, e&t): see mangel.
Cf. mangy, .] A skin-disease or cutaneous
affection ofbrutes, as the dog, horse, cattle, etc.,

resembling the itch, and caused by the presence
in the skin of various acarines, especially the

mange-mite. The term is loosely extended to

some similar affections, whether or not of para-
sitic origin.

mange-insect (manj'in"ekt), n. Same as

mange-mite.
Mangelia (man-je'li-S), n. See Mangilia.
mangel-wurzel (mang,'gl-wer*zl), . [< G.

iiKingelwiirzel, prop. maiigoldwurzel, 'beet-root,'
< mangold, MHG. mangolt, beet (origin uncer-
tain ; > It. iiMiiigoldo = Slav, malgot), + wurzel,
MHG. wurzel, OHG. wurzala (= D. wortel, root),
< tears, a plant, MHG. also root, = E. wort: see
wort1.] A variety of beet, Beta vulgaris maero-
rhisa, producing a larger and coarser root than
the garden-beet, which is extensively culti-

vated as food for cattle.

mange-mite (mauj'mit), n. A mite whose pres-
ence causes the mango, as Demodex follicuto-
rum ; any one of the Deinodicidat.

manger (man'jer), . [< ME. "mangeoure, man-
joicre, muiijure, manjore, < OF. mangeoire, man-
genre, manjure, maingeure, F. mangeoire (= Pg.
manjadoira), < ML. "manducatoria (cf. equiv.
manducarium, a bag for oats, a horse's nose-

bag), a manger, lit. an eating-place, < L. mandu-
care, chew, eat, > OF. mangier, F. manger, eat :

see mange1
.'] 1. A trough or box in which is

laid for horses or cattle such food as oats, bran,
roots, or the like (hay being generally placed in
a rack above the manger); the receptacle from
which horses or cattle eat in a stable or cow-
house.

And she . . . laid him in a manger, because there was
no room for them in the inn. Luke ii. 7.

A churlish cur got into a manger, and there lay growling
to keep the horses from their provender.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Naut., a small space at the forward end of
the deck, divided off by a combing (called the

manger-board), just back of the hawse-holes, to

prevent the entrance of water through the lat-

ter when the after part of the deck is flooded.

Doginthemanger. See dog. Living at heck and
manger. See hecki.

manger-board (man'jer-bord), n. A board or
bulkhead on a ship's deck that separates the

manger from the after part of the deck.

mangeringt, . [<'f. n#i.] Uncertainty;
perplexity.
The simple people might be brought in a mangerint/ of

their faith, and stand in doubt whom they inight'bclir\ ,

rhilpot. Works, p. 315. (HaUiwell. )

mangeryt, . \ME., also mangcrie, maungerie,
< OF. mangcrie, eating, feasting, < manger, eat :

see mange'. "\
The act of eating; a feast; food.

Al the whil thatGainelyn heeld his manaerye.
TaUofQamelyn,\.315.

Mangifera (man-jif'e-ra), n. [NL. (Linnseus),
< niniif/ii + L. ferre = E. Sear1 .] A genus of

dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the natu-
ral order Aiuicardiacva; the cashew family, and
type of the tribe ^fangifere<e, having the'ovule

ascending above the base of the cell, and the

sepals and petals not increasing after the flower
has expanded. They arc tropical trees with simple,

Flowering Branch of Mango-tree (Afanft/era InJica).

a, a flower i b, part of the inflorescence ; t, the pistil ; J, the fruit ; e,

the seed.

The mango, M. Indica, grows abundantly in India, and is

cultivated in many other tropical countries for its edible

units, which are very highly esteemed. There are agreat
many varieties, differing in the flavor, size, and shape of
the fruit. The unripe fruits are much used in India in

conserves and pickles, in which latter state they are fre-

quently exported ; the ripe fruits, also, are much eaten.
Various parts of the tree are used in medicine.

Mangifereae (tnan-ji-fe're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Eng-
ler,1883), < Mangifera + -e<e.] A tribe of plants
of the natural order Anacardiacete, the cashew
family, embracing 7 genera, of which Mangi-
fera is the type, and about 160 species, all na-
tives of the tropics. . The tribe Is characterized by
simple leaves, and oy the ovule being suspended from a
funiculus that rises from the base of the cell.

Mangilia (mau-jil'i-a), w. [NL. (Loven, 1846),

orig. Mangelia (Risso, 1826); also Man-
zelia (Audouin, 1827); from the name
of Mangili, an Italian naturalist.]
The typical genus of Mangiliinte.

Manglllina (man-jil-i-i'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Mangilia + -ia:.~] A subfam-

ilyof pleurotomoid gastropods,typified
by the genus Mangilia, and character-
ized by absence of an operculum.
mangilyt (man'ji-li), adv. In a mangy or foul

manner; meanly. [Rare.]
Oh, this sounds mangily,

Poorly, and scurvily, in a soldier's mouth.
Fletcher (and another), False One, it 3.

manginess (man'ji-nes), n. The condition of

being mangy; scabbiness; infection with the

mange.
mangle1 (mang'gl), v. t.

; pret. and pp. mangled,
ppr. mangling. [Early mod. E. also mangil;
< ME. mangelen, as if for 'mankelen, freq. of
ni n n l:i n, mutilate; mixed with ML. mangulare
for "manculare, mangle; cf. D. OF. mangonner,
mangle. Cf. mangelen, OHG. mangolon, manko-
U'm, MHG. mangelen, G. mangeln, Dan. mangle,
be wanting, lack, freq. of OHG. mangon, men-
(jen, be wanting, lack: see monk*. The relations
of these forms are somewhat uncertain.] 1.
To cut and slash or tear at random ; wound jag-
gedly or by numerous cuts; hack; lacerate;
disfigure by cutting, hacking, tearing, or crush-

ing: applied chiefly to the cutting of flesh.

The cristin neuer ceased to kille and to sle, and man-
yeltd alle that thei myght take.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 445.

I mangle a thing, I disfygure it with cuttyng of it in

peces or without order. Jemangonne. . . and je ntutillv.

You have manm/lled this meate horrybly, it is nat to sette
afore no honest men (nul homme de bien) nowe.

Paltgnm, quoted In Babees Book (E. E. T. S.\ 11. 99.

Unless tbou give me crowns, brave crowns ;

Or mangled shalt thou be by this my sword.

Shalt., Hen. V., iv. 4. 41.

2. Figuratively, to destroy the symmetry or

completeness of; mutilate; mar through igno-
rance, bungling, or malice.

Your dishonour
Manyles true judgement, and bereaves the state
Of that integrity which should become 'L

Shalt., ("or., iii. 1. 15a
The pagans paint him and mangle him after a thousand

fashions. Bvrton, Anat. of Mel., p. SOI.

The organ-part was thoroughly mangled.
The Athenaum, Feb. 25, 1882.

= Syn. Maim, etc. See mutilate.

mangle2
(mang'gl), . [< D. mangel = MLG.

mangel- (in comp.) = G. nwngel, mandel = Sw.

mangona

mangel = Dan. mangle- (in comp./ (cf. Pol. ma-

giel= Bohem. magi = Little Russ. mahel = Lith.

ni/iiigalix = Hung, mangurlo, < G.), a mangle,
dim. (due perhaps in part to the OF. miiiii/nni'l, >

E. mangonel) of a form represented by G. mange,
amangle, MHG. mange, a machine for smoothing
linen, a war-engine, = Icel. mangi, a mangonel,
= It. mangano, a machine for smoothinglinen,
a war-engine, '. Ml., mangonum, mangona, man-

go(n-), a war-engine for throwing stones, etc., <

Gr. ftdyfavov, a war-engine for throwing stones,

the axis of a pulley, a oolt, a hunting-net, etc.,

also a means of charming or bewitching (a

philter, drug, etc.). Cf. mangonel, mangonige.)
A machine for smoothing fabrics or house-
hold articles of linen or cotton, as sheets, table-

cloths, napkins, and towels. Ai formerly made, It

consisted of an oblong rectangular wooden chest which
rested upon two cylinders. The cheat was loaded with
stones to make it press with sufficient force upon the cyl-
inders, and was moved backward and forward by means
of a wheel and pinion, the rollers being thus made to pan
over and thoroughly press the articles spread on a polished
table underneath. Mangles of this construction have,

however, been generally superseded by mangles which
act in the manner of a calender or a clothes-wringer, the
cloth to be smoothed being passed between one or more
pairs of rollers.

mangle- (mang'gl), v. t.; pret. and pp. man-
gled, ppr. mangling. [= D. MLG. mangelen =
G. mangeln = Sw. mangla = Dan. mangle, man-
gle; from the noun.] To smooth with a man-
gle; calender.

mangle-bark (mang'gl-bark), n. [< NL. man-
gle (see mangrove) + bark%.] Same as i-
grove-bark.

Mangle bark is principally used in tanning leather.

IT. S. COM. Rep., No. Iii. (1885X p. 268.

mangier 1 (mang'gler), w. [(manglel +-er 1
.] 1.

One who mangles or tears in cutting; one who
mars, mutilates, or disfigures.

Coarse manglers of the human face divine,
Paint on. Tickell, To Sir Godfrey Knellcr.

2. A machine for chopping meat for cooking;
a meat-chopper or -masticator.

mangier2 (mang'gler), n. [= D. mangelaar
= Sw. manglare; as mangle? + -rl.] One
who uses a mangle.
mangle-rack (mang'gl-rak), n. A rack hav-

ing teeth on opposite sides, engaged by a pin-
ion which meshes with the opposite sides al-

ternately. The continuous rotatory motion of the pin-
ion is by this device converted into a reciprocating mo-
tion, as in some forms of clothes-mangle. /-'. //. Knight.

mangle-wheel (mang'gl-hwel), n. A wheel so

constructed that a reciprocating rotatory mo-
tion is communicated to it by a pinion which
rotates continuously.
mango (mang'go), n.; pi. mangos or mangoes.
[=F. mangue= Sp. mango = Pg. manga, mango
(manguier, the tree), < Malay mafigga, the man-
go (fruit).] 1. The luscious, slightly acid fruit

of the mango-tree, in shape and appearance
somewhat resembling the plantain. See Man-
gifera.
The mango is certainly the king of fruit. Its flavour

is a combination of apricot and pineapple.
Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiv.

2. The tree that produces mangos.
Sheltered by a drooping mango, whose rich clusters of

purple and orange fruit hung in tempting proximity to lips
and hands. Lady Brauey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiv.

3. A small green melon pickled in imitation of

pickled mangos. 4. A certain humming-bird,
Lampomis mango Mango-ginger. See Curcuma,
2, and ginger*. Mountain mango, Cliuia jlava at Ja-

maica.

mango-bird (mang'go-berd), w. A kind of In-

dian oriole, Oriolus kvndoo (Sykes), of a yel-
low color, closely related to the common onole
of Europe.
The mango-bird glances through the groves, and in the

early morning announces his beautiful but unwelcome
presence with bis merle-melody.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 56.

mango-fish (mang' go-fish), n. A fish, Polynemun
paradoxus, of a golden color, with free pectoral
rays, of which the upper three are about twice as

long as the entire fish ; the tnpsee. it has no air-

bladder, rarely exceeds 9 inches in length, and inhabit!

the Bay of Bengal to the Malay archipelago, entering riv-

ers in April and May to spawn. Its flesh is highly en-

teemed. See cut under Polynemut.

mango-hummer (mang'go-hum'er), . Same
as mango, 4.

mangold, mangold-wnrzel (mang'gold, -wer'-

zl). n. Same as mangel-wurzel.
mangonat (mang'go-na), n. [ML., also man-
gana, manganum : see mangonel, mangle*.] A
military engine for throwing stones, darts, etc.

See mangonel.



mangonel

mangonelt (mang'go-nel), n. [Also manyane/.;
< ME. mangonel, mangonel, mangunel, magnel,

magnal, < OF. mangonel, mangoneal, P. mangon-
neau = Pr. manganel=It. manganella, < MJL.man-

gonellus, a mangonel, dim. of mangonum, man-

MangoneL (From Viollet-le-Duc's
"
Diet, dc 1'Architecture.")

gona, an engine for throwing stones : see man-
gle

2
.] A military engine formerly used for

throwing stones, etc.

Sette Mahon at the mangonel and mulle-stones throweth,
With crokes and with kalketrappes a-cloye we hem

echone ! Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 295.

Mid mangonels & ginnes hor either to other caste.

Sob. of Gloucester, p. 666.

Withoute stroke, it mot be take,
Of trepeget or mangonel.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 6279.

The lazy engines of outlandish birth,
Couched like a king each on its bank of earth

Arbalist, mangonel, and catapult. Browning, Sordello.

mangonismt (mang'go-nizm), n. [< mangon(ize)
+ -ism.'] The art of mangonizing, or of setting
off worthless or poor things to advantage.
Let gentlemen and ladies who are curious trust little

by mangonisme, insuccations, or medicine, to alter the

species, or indeed the forms and shapes of flowers con-

siderably. Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, March.

mangonistt (mang'go-nist), n. [< mangon(ize)
+ -ist.~] 1. One who mangouizes, or furbishes

up worthless articles for sale.

The mangonist doth feed and graith his horse.

Money Wasters all Things (1698), p. 77. (Encyc. Diet.)

2. A strumpet.
One who sels humane flesh a mangonist !

Marston, Dutch Courtezan, i. 1.

mangonizet (mang
'

go -niz), v. t. [< L. mango-
nizare, furbish up for sale, < mango(n~), a dealer
in slaves or wares who furbishes them up for

sale, a furbisher, polisher, < Gr. pAyyavov, a
means of charming or bewitching (or deceiv-

ing): see mangle'*.'] 1. To polish or furbish up
in order to set off to advantage.
Hist. What will you ask for them a week, captain ?

Tuc. No, you mangoniztng slave, I will not part from them.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

2. To fatten, as slaves, for sale.

mangOOSe, . See mongoos.
mangostan (mang'go-stan), n. See mangosteen.
mangosteen (mang'go-sten), n. [Also mango-
Stan; = F. mangoustan (the tree), mangouste (the
fruit), < Malay mangusta, mangis.] The impor-
tant tropical fruit-tree Garoinia Mangostana;
also, its product. Occasionally written mcmgo-
stine Wild mangosteen, Diospyros Embryopteris, a
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dense tree with astringent fruit, common iii the East

Indies.

mango-tree (mang'go-tre), 11, Mangifera Indi-

ca. See Mangifera and mango.
mangrove (mang'grov), n. [Formerly also

mangrowe (1670) ; appar. an altered form, sim-

ulating E. grove, of *mango, or some similar

form (cf. F. manglier, Sp. mangle, NL. mangle,

mangrove ) of Malay manggi-manggi, mangrove .]

1. A tree of the genus BMeopnora, chiefly
B. mucronata (B. Mangle), the common man-

grove, abounding on tropical shores in both

hemispheres. It is a low tree of most singular habit,
remarkable for a copious development of adventitious

roots, which arch out from the lower part of the trunk,
and at length descend from the branches ;

it is peculiar
also in that its seed germinates in the fruit, sending down
its radicle into the mud, sometimes a distance of sev-

eral feet, before detachment from the parent. By these
means the mangrove spreads thickly over the tidal mud,
forming impenetrable and highly malarial bogs, hun-
dreds of miles in length. The wood is valuable for fuel,
for piles, etc., and is susceptible of a beautiful polish.
The astringent bark is useful in medicine and for tanning.
The fruit is of a dry and coriaceous texture. See cut in

preceding column.
2. Another plant of similar habit, especially
a plant of the genus Amcennia. They are lit-

toral trees, widely diffused in the tropics, throwing out a

tangled mass of arching roots above ground, and sending
up abundant asparagus-like shoots from the underground
roots. The seed also germinates as it ripens. A. ojfici-

nalis (including A. tomentosa), called white mangrove, ex-

tends to Australia and New Zealand, the manawa of the

Maoris, mistakenly reported to yield an aromatic gum.
A. nttida of tropical America and Africa is the black or

olive mangrove. See blackwood, 3.

3. In zool., the mango-fish. Red mangrove, a
Guiana form or name of the common mangrove. White
mangrove. See def. 2; also, the white buttonwood
(which see). Zaragoza mangrove, Conocarpus erecta.

See buttonwood, 1.

mangrove-bark (mang'gr6v-bark),i. The bark
of the common mangrove, of Amcennia ojfici-

nalis, and of several similar East Indian trees,
valuable for tanning. Also mangle-baric.

mangrove-CUCkoo (mang'gr6v-kuk"o), n. An
American tree-cuckoo, Coccyzus seniculus or C.

minor, found in Florida and some of the West
Indian islands : so called from frequenting man-
groves. It resembles the common C. americanus, and is

of about the same size, but the under parts are pale orange-
brown instead of white, and the auriculars are dusky. See

Coccyzince.

mangrove-hen (mang'grov-hen), it. The com-
mon salt-water marsh-hen or clapper-rail, Bal-
lus longirostris or B. crepitans. [West Indies.]

mangrove-snapper (mang 'grov- snap "er), n.

The bastard snapper, Lutjanus (Ehomboplites)
auroriibens, a sparoid fish of the West Indies
and northward to South Carolina. It is about a
foot long, and of a vermilion or rosyhue in different parts,
with irregular yellow spots on the sides. This fish tech-

nically differs from other snappers of the same genus in

having a diamond-shaped patch of vomerine teeth and
feeble canines. See snapper.

mangue (mangg), ?!. [African (?).] Aviverrine

quadrupedofAfrica,

Branch of Mangrove {Rhisophora Mangle), with leaves and fruit.

a, flowers ; *, a flower laid open, the pistil removed ; c, the pistil ; d, a
trichoblast in the bark, highly magnified.

Mangue (Crossarchus obscurus).

19 inches long, of a nearly uniform dark-brown
color, paler on the head, the feet blackish, and
the snout long and slender.

MangUSta(mang-gus'ta),. [NL.(Cuyier), after

F.mangouste: see mongoose,"] A generic name of
ichneumons or mongooses : same as Herpestes.
mangyt (man'ji), n. See mange^, n.

The dog whose mangy eats away his haire.

Stapytton, Juvenal, vlii. 42. (Encyc. Diet.)

mangy (man'ji), a. [< mange2 , n., + -y^.~] In-

fected with the mange; scabby; hence, unti-

dily rough or shaggy, as if from mange.
Away, thou issue of a mangy dog !

Shalt., T. of A., iv. 3. 371.

I remember her a mangy little urchin picking weeds in
the garden. Thackeray.

manhaden, . See menhaden.
manhandle (man'han"dl), v. t.; pret. and pp.
manhandled, ppr. manhandling. Naut., to move
by force of men, without levers or tackles;
hence, to handle roughly; pull and push about,
as a person, in anger or in sport.
In two minutes [they] were so mauled and manhandled

that it was reported aft. The Century, XXXI. 905.

mania

man-hater (man'ha"ter), . 1. One who hates
mankind ; a misanthrope.
What will they do then, in the name of God and Saints,

what will these man-haters yet with more despight and
mischief do ? Hilton, Church-Government, ii., Con.

2. One who hates the male sex.

Rousseau, of Geneva, a professed man-hater, or, more
properly speaking, a philosopher enraged with more than
half of mankind. Goldsmith, Polite Learning, viii.

manheadt (man'hed), n, [Early mod. E. man-
lied; < ME. manhede = MLG. manheit = OHG.
manaheit, MHG. manheit, G-. mannheit; < man
+ -head,] 1. The state of being human; hu-
man nature ; humanity.
The high Physicion, our Blessed Sauiour Christ, whose

holy Manhed God ordeined for our necessitie.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation.

2. Manhood; virility.

Thou mayst, syn thou hast wysdom and manhede,
Assemblen al the folk of cure kynrede.

Chaiuxr, Knight's Tale, 1. 427.

Sone, y schal thee schewe now take hede
And of suche maners thee declare
Bi whiche thou schalt come to manhede,
To wordli worschip, and to weelfare.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

manheim (man'hlm ), n. A brass alloy resem-

bling gold. See Mannheim gold, under gold.
manhole (man'hol), n. 1. A hole through
which a man may enter a sewer, drain, cess-

pool, or the like, for cleaning or repairing ;
in

steam-boilers, hot-water tanks, keirs, etc., a
hole formed in the shell, through which a man
may enter to the interior for cleaning, inspec-
tion, or repairs. In the latter cases the hole is pro-
vided with a cover by which it may be stopped steam-

tight or water-tight, the cover being usually fitted to the

inside, and the hole made elliptical so that the cover can
be easily inserted ; the pressure of the steam or water as-

sists in holding the cover to its seat.

2. In coal-mining: (a) An excavation or ref-

uge-hole made in the side of an underground
engine-plane or horse-road. [Eng.] (6) A
small and generally short passage used for the

ingress and egress of the miners. [Pennsylva-
nia anthracite region.] (c) A niche cut in the
side of a railroad-tunnel as a refuge-hole.
manhood (mau'hud), n. [< ME. manhode (also
manhede: see manhead^-) ;

< man + -hood.] 1.

The state of being man, or of belonging to the
human race, as distinguished from higher or

lower orders of existence.

Equal to the Father as touching his godhead, and infe-

rior to the Father as touching his manhood.
Athanasian Creed, [English] Book of Common Prayer.

Therefore thy humiliation shall exalt
With thee thy manhood also to this throne.

Milton, P. L., iii. 314.

2. The state of being a man, as distinguished
from a woman or a boy ; virility.

To some shade,
And fit you to your manhood.

Shale., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 195.

His starry helm unbuckled show'd him prime
In manhood where youth ended.

Miltm, P. L., xi. 246.

3. The quality of being a man or manly; man-
liness

; possession of masculine qualities, as

courage, fortitude, resolution, honor, etc.

I am ashamed
That thou hast power to shake my manhood thus.

Shale., Lear, i. 4. 319.

Peace hath higher test of manhood
Than battle ever knew.

Whittier, The Hero.

Manhood suffrage. See su/raye. = Syn. 3. Bravery, firm-

ness, stanchness.

mania (ma'ni-a), -. [Early mod. E. manie (see
manie), < ME. "manie, < OF. manie, F. manie =
Sp. mania. = Pg. It. mania; < L. mania, madness
(a disease of cattle), ML. NL. insanity, < Gr.

pavia, madness, frenzy, < [utiveadat, rage, bemad ;

akin to [ifaof,-naind., pijvie,wrath, etc.: see mintfi.~\
1. Any form or phase of insanity with exalta-
tion of spirits and rapidity of mental action :

specifically, a psychoneurosis with these as the
fundamental features. In a mania in this strict sense
there may be delusions, but they fail of the systematized
character of those of parancea. Delusions and hallucina-
tions may also be present. The attack may last for days, or

months, or years. The prognosis is not very unfavorable.
The cases issue in recovery, in death by exhaustion and In-

tercurrent disease, and a considerable proportion in per-
manent imbecility.
2. An eager, uncontrolled, or uncontrollable
desire : as, a mania for drink ; in colloquial use,
a "rage" or craze for something: as, a mania
for first editions.

In the end of the 12th or beginning of the 13th century,
the mania, for painted glass had seized on the French ar-

chitects, and all architectural propriety was sacrificed to
this mode of decoration. J, Fenjuaon, Hist. Arch., 1. 520.



mania
Mania a potu, inadnuss from drinking: delirium tremens.
Mania gravis. Same as lirll's dtoow(whleh see, under

disease). Mania transitorla, insanity coming on sud-

denly in individuals previously sane, and not the delirium
of an epili -pile attack, which It resembles. =Syn. 1. In
Hanitu, Lunacy, etc. See itufttnit't.

maniablet (mau'i-a-bl), . [< P. maniable, <

iiMnier, handle, manage, < main, < L. manus,
the hand: see main3

, manage.] Manageable;
tractable; docile.

Learning doth make the minds of men gentle, generous,
maniable, and pliant to government.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 23.

maniac (mii'ni-ak), a. and . [= P. maniaque= Sp. maniaco = Pg. It. maniaco, < NL. mani-
<*, < L. mania, < Gr. ftavia, madness: see

mania.'} I. a. Raving with madness; mad or

crazy; insane.

II. . One who raves with madness
;
a mad-

man.
All their symptoms agree with those of epileptics and

maniacs, who fancied they had evil spirits within them.
Farmer, Demoniacs of the New Testament, L 8.

maniacal (ma-m'a-kal), o. [< maniac + -al.]

Pertaining to madness ; marked by or manifest-
ing mania

; insane
; mad : as, a maniacal ten-

dency; maniacal ravings.
Epilensis and maniacal lunacies usually conform to the

age of the moon. N. Grew, Cosmologla Sacra.

manicate (mau'i-kat), a. [< L. manicatus,
sleeved: see mandfi.] In hot., covered with
hairs or pubescence so dense and interwoven
into a mass that they form a tissue which can
be easily stripped off.

Manichaeism, n. See Manicheism.

Manichean, Manichaean (man-i-ke'an), a. and
. [= F. Manicheen; as Manichee -an.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Manicheans.
As dreadful as the Manichean god,
Adored through fear, strong only to destroy.

Cowper, Task, v. 444.

II. . One of a religious body, adherents of
Mani. Manes, or Manicheeus, a native of Persia
or some neighboring country, in the third cen-

tury. Its doctrines and features were derived from Gnos-
tic, Buddhistic, Zoroastrian, and various other sources.
These It attempted to combine with Christianity, and It is

generally
classed among Gnostic sects. Its theology was

ualistic, representing the conflict between light and dark-
ness, and Including belief in the Inherent evil of matter.
Its morality was professedly ascetic, but profligacy of life

and cruel or immoral ceremonial were generally attributed
to it in both its earlier and its later forms. It had an organ-
ized priesthood, and recognized a distinction between its

esoteric class (the "elect" or "perfect") and the "hear-
ers." It originated in Persia, but soon extended into the
Roman empire, and existed as late as the seventh century.
The Paullclans, Albigenses, Catharists, etc., developed it

into new forms, retaining many of its features, and hence
were styled "New Manicheans." The title Manichean, or
New Manichean, was an epithet used opprobriously in the
controversies of the middle ages.

Manicheanism, Manichsanism (man-i-ke'an-
izm), n. [< Manichean + -ism.'] Same as Mani-
cheism.

Manichee (man'i-ke), n. [= Sp. Maniqueo =
Pg. Manicheo, < LL. Manicharus, < LGr. M<n><-

;fa<of, usually in pi. Mai>i^ao(, L. Manichafi, one
of the sect so called, adj. Mai>^aoV, < Gr. Maw-
^aiof, LL. llanichteus, otherwise called M.&VIK,
LL. Manes, < Pers. Mani, the founder.] Same
as Manichean.

If I trip him just a-dying,
Sure of heaven as sure can be.

Spin him round and send him flying
Oil to hell a Manichee f

Browning, Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister.

Manicheism, Manichaeism (man'i-ke-izm), .

f= P. Manichfitme = Sp. Maniqueismo = Pg.
.Vaniehfixnio; us Mitnicliff + -ism.] The reli-

gious system taught by or derived from the
teachings of Manichteus; Manichean doctrine.
Manicheist (man'i-ke-ist), n. [< Manichee +
-ist.] Same as Manichean.
manichord (man'i-kord), n. [< P. manichordi-
(in. <>F. niiinifordnn = It. monocordo, an instru-
ment so named, orig. with one string, < Gr. uov6-

XopSoc,, with one string: see monochord, of which
manichord is thus ult. an erroneous form.] A
clarichord. Also called dumb spinet.

maniclet, ". An obsolete but historically more
correct form of manacle.
manicont (man'i-kon), n. [NL., < L. manicon,
a plant the juice of which was supposed to pro-
duce madness, < Gr. uavut&v, neut. of fiavmof,
belonging to madness, mad, < uavia, madness :

see mania.] A kind of nightshade, probably
Atropa Belladonna.

Bewitch hermetic men to ran
Stark staring mad with manicon.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. I. 321.

manicure (man'i-kur), . [< L. manus, hand,
+ euro, care.] 1. The surgical care of the
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hands and nails. 2. One who makes a business
of trimming and polishing the nails, removing
blemishes from the hands, etc.

manicure (man'i-kur), .; pret. and pp. mani-
cured, ppr. maninirimj. [< manicure, n.] I.
trans. To care for (the hands and nails). [Re-
cent.]
The daughter's (hands] shall trifle with books and mu-

sic, shall be soft and manicured and daintily gloved.
The Century, XXXVIII. 873.

II. in trans. To perform the work of a mani-
cure. [Recent.]
Manidae (raan'i-de). M. i>l. [NL., < Manis +
-ida;.] A family of squamate edentates, the
sole representative of the suborder Squamata
of the order Bruta, peculiar to tropical Asia
and Africa; the pangolins or scaly ant-eaters.
The form U elongate, without apparent distinction of
neck and tail. The whole aspect resembles that of a liz-

ard, an appearance heightened by the remarkable large,
flat, horny, overlapping scales which cover the upper parta
in continuous series. The under parts are hairy; teeth
are wanting ; the hind feet are plantigrade and five-toed,
and the fore feet are also pentadactyl, but the digits are
so shaped that the animal walks on its knuckles. The
placentatfon is diffuse and non-deciduate. The family in-
cludes 6 or 8 species, referable to S genera, Manis, Pho-
lidotus, and Smutsia. See cut under pangolin. Also Ma-
iiimi, and wrongly Manidida.

maniet, [Early mod. E., < ME. manie, manye,
< OF. manie, < L. mania, madness: seeiuania, the

present form of the word.] Madness; mania.

Manye
Engendred of humour malencolyk.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. :.!<;.

So this fell Fury, for fore-runners, sends
Manie and Phrenzie to snborne her trends.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1L, The Furies.

manifest (man'i-fest), a. and n. [= F. mani-
feste = Sp. manifesto = Pg. It. manifesto, < L.
manifestos, evident, clear, plain, palpable; prob.
orig. 'struck by the hand' (hence 'at hand,'
'palpable'), < mantis, the hand, + 'festus, for
"fedtus, 'fendtus, pp. of "fendere, strike: see
fend*, defend, offend.] I. a. That may be read-

ily perceived by the eye or the understanding;
open to view or to comprehension; plain; ob-
vious; apparent.

Pericles, whose wordes are manifest* and playne,
From sweryng admonisheth thee to obstafne

llabees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 860.

God was manifest In the flesh. 1 Tim. 111. 16.

Ay, and make 't manifest where she has lived.

SAa*.,W.T.,T. 3.114.

Calisto there stood manifest of shame.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 11. 623.

Manifest destiny. See destiny. Manifest hyperme-
tropla. Seehypermetropia. Manifest polysyUoglsm,
a series of syllogisms each set forth in full. Manifest
quality, in philos., a quality Intelligible in Its own nature
or as it exists in the thing itself. = Syn, Clear, Plain, En-
dent, Manifest, Obvious, patent, palpable, unmistakable,
conspicuous. The first flvewords agree in representing the
object as though viewed with the eye. What Is clear can
be seen without dimness ; what is plain can be seen by
any one at the first glance, without search or study. En-
dent suggests something more of a mental process but no
difllculty in seeing that the thing is true. Manifest Is a
degree stronger than evident, the mind getting the truth
as by an Intuition. Obvious by derivation applies to that
which lies so directly In our way that we cannot help
coming upon it and seeing it ; that which is obvious needs
no pointing out or

explaining. We speak of a dear case
of self-deception; a duty that Is plain; an evident mis-
take ; a manifest misunderstanding ; an obvious inference,
not needing to be actually put into words.

H. . IK A public declaration; an open state-
ment

;
a manifesto.

Bnt you authentic witnesses I bring.
Before the gods and your ungrateful king,
Of this my m,i,iif,-si. Dryden, iflad, L 478.

2. A document, signed by the master of a ves-
sel, containing a list of all the packages or sepa-
rate items of freight on board, with their distin-

guishing marks, numbers, descriptions, destina-

tion, etc.
,
for the information and use of the cus-

tom-house officers. By the United States Revised Stat-
utes, 2807. it is required to contain also a designation of the
ports of tailing and of destination, a description of the ves-
sel, and the designation of Its port, its owners and master,
the names of consignees, of passengers, with a list of their
baggage, and an account of the sea-stores remaining,
manifest (man'i-fest), r. t. [< P. manifester =
Sp. Pg. manifestar = It. manifestare, < L. ninni-

festare, make plain, < manifestus, evident, plain :

see manifest, a.] To disclose to the eye or to
the understanding ; show plainly; put beyond
doubt or question ; display; exhibit.

There is nothing hid which shall not be manifested.
Hark Iv. 22.

Therefore, for Corlolanns neither to care whether they
love or hate him manifests the true knowledge he has in
their disposition. Shak., COT., II. 2. 14.

They sente a booke of exceptions against his accounts,
In such things as they could manifest.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 304.

manifold
= 8yn. To make known, prove, reveal, evidence, declare,
evince. See comparison under manifest, a.

manifestable (man'i-fes-ta-bl), a. [< manifest,
v., + -able.] Capable of being manifested or
shown. Also, less properly, manifestible.
There Is no other way then this that I* maniJtttibU either

by Scripture, reason, or experience.
Dr. H. More, Def. of Moral Cabbala, UL

manifestant (man-i-fes'tant), a. [< L. mani-
fentan(t-)s, ppr. of manifestare, manifest: see

manifest, f.J One who makes a manifestation
or demonstration. [Rare.]
The manifestantt paraded put the dock*.

Harper's Mag., LIIV1 407.

manifestation (man'i-fes-ta'shon), n.
[
= OF.

P. Pr. manifestation = Sp. manifestacion = Pg.
manifestacSo = It. manifcstaziont, < L. manifes-
latin(n-), < manifestare, make plain: see mani-

fest.} 1. The act of manifesting or disclosing
what is secret,unseen, or obscure; amakingevi-
1 1 1 1 1 1 to the eye or to the understanding ; the ex-
hibition of something by clear evidence ; dis-

play; revelation: as, the manifestation of God's

power in creation.
The manifestation of his personal valour.

Raleigh, HUt World, IV. Tit Z.

2. That in or by which something is manifested
or made apparent or known.
Mind and matter are manifestations of the same power,

the distinction being that In the one the real and in the
other the ideal preponderatea.

J. Walton, Schelling's Transcendental Idealism, p. 21.1.

manifestative (man-i-fes'ta-tiv^ a. [< mani-

fest+ -attee.J Manifested
;
consist ing in mani-

festation. [Rare.]
His essential glory could suffer no detriment, II is mani-

festative did. Charnock, Work*, IV. 5.

manifestedness (man'i-fes-ted-nes), n. The
state of having been manifested, shown, or
made clear. [Rare.]
manifester (man'i-fes-ter), n. One who mani-
fests. [Rare.]
We find him [

Osiris
| called the "Manifester of good,"

"foil of goodness and truth." Amer. Antiquarian, IX. 858.

manifestible (man'i-fes-ti-bl), a. [< manifest,
v., + -ible.'} See manifestable.
manifestly (man'i-fest-li), adv. In a manifest

manner; clearly; evidently; plainly.
Give me your hand ; you are welcome to your country.
Now I remember plainly, manifestly,
As freshly as if yesterday I had seen him.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, U. 1.

manifestness (man'i-fest-nes), n. The state or

quality of being manifest; obviousness; plain-
ness; clearness.

manifesto (man-i-fes'to), n. [< It. manifesto =
E. manifest.'] A public declaration, as of a sov-

ereign or government, or of any person or body
of persons, making known certain intentions,
or proclaiming certain opinions and motives in
reference to some act or course of conduct done
or contemplated ; in general, a proclamation.
The Commissioners have made their dying speech In

the shape & form of a manifesto & Proclamation.
George Washington, To Col. Mam'l Washington (N. A. Rev.,

[CXLI1I. 482).

He nut forth a manifesto, telling the people that It had
been his constant care to govern them with justice and
moderation. Macaulay, Hist. F.ng., x.

Ottend Manifesto, In r. 5. hist., a despatch drawn up
in 1854 by three diplomatic representatives of the United
States after a conference at Ostend In Belgium, urging
that the United States should acquire Cuba,

manifesto (man-i-fes'to), v. t. or . [< manifesto,
n. ] To affect by a manifesto

;
issue manifestos

or declarations. Davies. [Rare.]
I am to be manifestned against, though no prince ; for

Jllss Howe threatens to have the case published to the
whole world. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VIIL 261.

Serene Highnesses who sit there protocolling and inoni-

festoing and consoling mankind.
Carlyle, French Rev., IL yt 3.

manifold (man'i-fold), a. and n. [Also manyfold
in lit. use; < ME. manifold, manyfoM, manifold,
monifald, etc., < AS. manigfeald, mtznigfeald,
monigfeald (= OS. managfald= OFries. manich-

fald=OHG. managfalt, manacfalt, MHG. mancc-
I'ult = Icel. margfaldr= Goth, managfalths; cf.,
with additional adj. suffix, D. menigvoudig, me-
nigvuldig = MLG. mannichroldich = Sw. mang-
faldig = Dan. manofoldig; also AS. manigfeaid-
lic=

lcel.margfaldligr),<maniq,iusaiy,
+ -feald,

E. -fold.'] I. a. 1. Of many kinds; numerous
in kind or variety; varied; diverse.
O Lord, how manifold are thy work) ! Pa. civ. -24.

The Calamities and Confusions which the late Wars did
bring upon us were many and manifold.

Uovxll, Letters, Iv. 47.

For him it bore
Attractions manifM and this he chose.

Wordsvorth, Excursion, t



manifold

2. Exhibiting or embracing many points, fea-

tures, or characteristics
; complicated in char-

acter; having many parts or relations: used

with nouns in the singular number: as, the

manifold wisdom or the manifold grace of God
(Eph.iii. 10; 1 Pet.iv. 10); "the manifold we of

friendship," Bacon.
With how manifold and strong a bond

The child was bound to the father.

Shak., Lear, H. 1. 49.

Manifold fugue, a fugue with more than one subject.

II. H. 1. A complicated object or subject;
that which consists of many and various parts ;

specifically, an aggregate of particulars orunits ;

especially, in math., a multitude of objects con-

nected by a system of relations; an ensemble.

2. In Kant's theory of knowledge, the total of

the particulars furnished by sense before they
are connected by the synthesis of the under-

standing; that which is in the sense and has
not yet been in thought.

Then, and then only, do we say that we know an object,
if we have produced synthetical unity in the manifold of

intuition.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Miiller.

He [Kant] . . . tells us in the Analytic that sense only
presents to us a mere manifold, which requires to be
bound together in the unity of a conception ere it can be

apprehended as an object.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 228.

3. A copy or facsimile made bymeans of a mani-

fold-writer, or by the use of carbon-paper in a

type-writer, etc. 4. Atube,usuallyof cast met-

al, with one or more flanged or screw-threaded
inlets and two or more flanged or screw-thread-
ed outlets for pipe-connections, much used in

pipe-fitting for steam-heating coils, or for cool-

ing-coils in breweries, and in other cases where
it is useful to convey steam, water, or air from
a large pipe into several smaller ones. Also
called T-branch and header Class of a manifold,
in math., the multitude of an infinite manifold. A dis-

cretely infinite manifold is said to belong to the/rrf class,
and a continuously infinite manifold to the second class.

Condensed manifold. See condensed. Derivative Of
a manifold of points. See derivative.

manifold (man'i-fold), adv. [= OHG. manag-
falto (cf . D. menigvuldig) ;

from the adj.] Many
times ; in multiplied number or quantity.
There is no man who hath left house, or parents, . . .

who shall not receive manifold more. Luke xviii. 30.

manifold (mau'i-fold), v. t. [< ME. manifolden,
< AS. gemtenigfalden, gemonigfealdian (= OHG.
managfalton, manacfaldan, MHG. manecvalten
= leel.margfalda = Sw. nt&ngfaldiga; cf. MLG.
mannichuoldigen); from the adj.] To make mani-
fold; multiply; specifically, to multiply impres-
sions of by a single operation, as a letter by
means of a manifold-writer, or by the use of

carbon-paper in a type-writer.

manifoldly (man'i-fold-li), adv. [< ME. *mani-

foldly, < AS. manigfealdlice (= Icel. margfaldli-

ga),<.manigfeald,-ma.nifold: see manifold.'] In
a manifold manner

;
in many ways.

manifoldness (man'i-fold-nes), n. [< ME.
"manifoldnes,(. AS. manigfealdness,<.manigfeald,
manifold: see manifold.] 1. The state of being
manifold; variety; multiplicity. 2. Inmath.:

(a) A manifold or ensemble ; especially, a con-
tinuous quantity of any number of dimensions.

This wider conception of which space and time are par-
ticular varieties it has been proposed to denote by the term
manifoldness. Whenever a general notion is susceptible
of a variety of specializations, the aggregate of such spe-
cializations is called a manifoldness. Thus space is the

aggregate of all points, and each point is a specialization
of the general notion of position. F. W. Frankland.

(I) The number of different prime factors of a
number.
The total number of distinct primes which divide a given

number I call its manifoldness or multiplicity.
J. J. Sylvester, Nature, XXXVII. 152.

manifold-paper (man'i-f61d-pa"per), . Car-
bonized paper used for duplicating a writing,
or in a typewriting-machine.
manifold-writer (man't-fold-ri'ter), n. A prep-
aration of oiled paper interleaved with carbo-
nized paper, which, when written on with a
hard point, transfers the impressed carbon in
the form of writing to two or more sheets.
maniform (man'i-form), a. [< L. manus, the

hand, + forma, form.] 1. Having the form of
a hand; hand-shaped. 2. Having the two ter-
minal joints opposed to each other, as the pedi-
palp of a scorpion ; chelate. Kirby.
maniglion (ma-nil'yon), n. [< It. maniglione, a
handle of a cannon, < maniglio, a bracelet : see

manilio.] A handle of an early type of cannon,
usually one of two handles cast with the gun.
Compare dolphin, 5.
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manihoct (man'i-hok), n. Same as manioc.

Manihot (man'i-hot),K. [NL. (Adanson, 1763).]

1 . Agenus of euphorbiaceous plants of the tribe

Crotoneie and the subtribe Adrianece. The calyx of

the staminate flowers has imbricated lobes and is often col-

ored, the stamens are 10 in number and have anthers at-

tached at the back, and the styles are spreading. They are

tall herbs or shrubs, with alternate leaves which are undi-

vided or often palmately 3- to 7-lobed or -parted, and monoe-
cious apetalous flowers, which are quite large and grow In

terminal or axillary racemes. There are about 80 species,

all natives of tropical and subtropical America ; several

of them, however, are largely cultivated elsewhere. The
genus is of great importance for the food-products de-

rived from the roots of several species, especially M. uti-

lissima, the bitter cassava, and M. Aipi, the sweet cassava,
which by some are regarded as varieties of one species.
M. Qlaziavii furnishes Brazilian or Ceara india-rubber.

See Brazilian arrowroot (under arrowroot), cassava, manioc,
and tapioca.

2. n. c.] Same as manioc.

manikia, n. Plural of manikion.

manikin, manakin (man'i-kin, man'a-kin), n.

and a. [Also mannikin, in def. 3 sometimes

manequin; < OF. manequin, F. mannequin = Sp.

maniqui, a puppet, manikin; < MD. manneken

(= G. mannchen), a little man, < man, = E. man,
+ dim. -ken, E. -kin. Cf. mankind. The bird Pi-

pra manacus was called manikin (G. bart^mann-

chen) in allusion to the beard-like featherson the

chin.] I. . 1. Alittleman; adwarf; apygmy.
Fab. This is a dear maruMn to you, Sir Toby.
Sir To. I have been dear to him, lad, some two thousand

strong, or so. Shale., T. N., lii. 2. 57.

Forth rush'd the madding mannitcin to arms.

Beattie, Battles of the Pigmies and Cranes.

2. A model of the human body, used for show-

ing the structure, form, and position of the va-
rious organs, limbs, muscles, etc., or adapted
and used for practising bandaging or for per-
forming certain obstetrical operations, as de-

livery with the forceps. 3. An artists' model
of the human figure. See lay-figure and mane-

quin. 4. A non-oscine passerine bird of the

subfamily Piprin&. Manikins are generally small,
thick-set, and of brilliant plumage; with few exceptions,
they are natives of the hottest parts of America. They
feed on vegetable and animal substances, and are lively
and active in their movements. The bearded manikin,
Manacus manacus, is black, with the breast, neck, and tuft

of feathers on the chin white. The species are numerous,
and the sexes are diverse in color and often in form, the
males of many having curiously shaped wings or tail. The
name sometimes extends to all the Pipridcs, and to some
members of the related family Cotinffidce. See cut under
Manacus. [In this sense usually manakin, conformably
with the New Latin Manacus.}

II. a. Like a manikin
;

artificial. [Rare.]
Boors, indeed ; but they are live boors, and not manikin

shepherds. D. 0. Mitchell, Wet Days (Theocritus).

manikion (ma-nik'i-on), n.
; pi. manikia (-a).

[MQr. fiaviKtov, a sleeve: see epimanikion.'} Same
as epimanikion.
manil (ma-nil'), n. Same as manille^.

manila, manilla3 (ma-nil'a), n. [< Manila (see

def.).] 1. [cap.] A kind'of cheroot manufac-
tured in Manila, the capital of the Philippine
Islands. 2. A fibrous material obtained from
the leaves of Musa textilis, the abaca or abaka,
a plant that grows in the Philippine Islands.
Excellent ropes and cables are made from it (its most com-
mon use); and its fluer qualities are woven into fabrics
suitable for wearing-apparel, sometimes of great beauty
and cost. Also called Manila hemp. See Musa.

Manila copal, elemi, rope, etc. See copal, etc.

manilio (ma-nil'io), n. [< It. maniglio, mani-

glia, a bracelet, a handle: see manille1 , mani-

glion.'] A bracelet or arm-ring, especially one
of a kind worn by savages, as in Africa. Copper
manilios formed a common article of barter during the

early intercourse between Europeans and African tribes.
See ring-morey. Also manil, manille.

Their arms and legs chained with manilios or voluntary
bracelets. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 204.

manilla1
(ma-nil'a), n. [< Sp. manilla Pg.

manilha = It. maniglia, a bracelet, ring-money,
< ML. manilia, a bracelet, < L. manus, hand:
see main3 . Cf. manille^, manilio.'] A piece
of ring-money such as was until recent times
used for barter on the Guinea coast of Africa.
These pieces are of copper or iron, of fixed weight, and
in the present century have been manufactured in England
for exportation to Africa. See manilio.

manilla'2 (ma-nil'a), n. [See manille^.] In the

game of solo, the seven of trumps, the highest
card but one.

manilla3
,
n. See manila.

manille1
(ma-nil'), n. [Also manil; < OF. ma-

nille, a bracelet, a handle, < It. maniglia = Sp.
Sp. manilla, a bracelet: see manilla1 .] Same
as manilio. Ash.
manille2

(ma-nel'), n. [< F. manille, < Sp. ma-
lilla, for "manilla = Pg. manilha, a game of

cards, manille (as defined); appar. < mano,
hand : cf . manilla1 .] The highest card but one

manipulate

in the games of omber and quadrille. It is the

two of clubs or spades, or the seven of diamonds or hearts,

according as one or other of these suits is trumps, the ma-
nille always being a trump. The card, in the form Manil-

Ho, is personified in the following lines :

Spadillio first, unconquerable lord !

Led oif two captive trumps, and swept the board.

As many more Manillio forced to yield,
And march'd a victor from the verdant field.

Pope, E. of the L., iii. 51.

Manina (ma-m'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Manis +
-ina 1

.] Same as Man idai.

maninose (man'i-noz), . [Also manninosc,

mannynose, manynose, nannynose, etc.; < Amer.
Ind. mananosay.] The soft clam, Mya arenaria.

[Maryland and Virginia.]
manioc (man 'i -ok), . [Also manihoc, mani-

hot, maniocca; = Sp. Pg. mandioca; of Braz.

origin.] The cassava-plant or its product. The
manioc or cassava is a very important food-staple in trop-
ical America. The tubers of Manihot utilissima, sometimes

weighing forty pounds, must be grated to a pulp and sub-

mitted to pressure in order to remove a deleterious juice.
Those of M. Aipi may be used as an esculent vegetable
like potatoes. The South American natives also prepare
from manioc an intoxicating drink called piwarrie. Also

mandioc, mandioca.

maniocca (man-i-ok'S), n. See manioc.

maniple (man'i-pl), . [< OF. maniple, F. ma-

nipule = Sp. manipulo = Pg. manipulo = It. ma-

nipulo, manipolo, < L. manipulus, a handful, a
bundle

;
also (because, it is said, a bundle 6f

hay was tied to the military standards), a num-
ber of soldiers belonging to the same standard,
a company, < manus, the hand, + -pulus, akin to

E.fulli: see full
1
.] 1. A handful. [Rare.]

I have seen him wait at court there with his maniples
Of papers and petitions.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

Do thou pluck a maniple that is, an handful of the

plant called Maidenhair, and make a syrup therewith as I

have shewed thee. 0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 282.

2. In Bom. antiq., a military company consist-

ing normally of 120 men in three out of the four
classes of infantry (velites, hastati, and princi-

pes), and of 60 men in the fourth (triarii), with
two (first and second) centurions and a stan-

dard-bearer. Three maniples constituted a co-

hort.

The enemy were actually inside before the few maniples
who were left there were able to collect and resist them.

Froude, Caesar, p. 317.

Hence 3f. A company or any small body of

soldiers.

The Rereward was led by Sir Thomas Brackenbury, con-

sisting of two thousand mingled Weapons, with two Wings
of Horse-men, containing fifteen hundred, all of them cast
into square Maniples. Baker, Chronicles, p. 232.

Fool ! he sees not the firm root out of which we all

grow though into branches ; nor will beware until hee see
our small divided maniples cutting through at every angle
of his ill united and unwieldy brigade.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 48.

4. In the Western Church, one of the eucharis-
tic vestments, consisting of a short, narrow

strip, similar in material, width, and color to

the stole. It is marked with a cross and generally em-
broidered and fringed. The maniple is worn by prelates,

priests, deacons, and snbdeacons, hanging from the left

sleeve of the alb, fastened near the wrist, or attached by
strings, pins, or a button. It is assumed by the celebrant
after the alb and girdle, and before the stole. A bishop
assumes it at the Indulgentiam. In Anglican churches

maniples are worn, as in themedieval church, three or four
feet in length ; in the Roman Catholic Church they are now
much shorter. The maniple seems to have first come into

use in the eighth century, and was originally a piece of
white linen used as a handkerchief. Till the twelfth cen-

tury and later it continued to be held in the hand. There
is no corresponding vestment in the Eastern Church,
though some writers have confounded the epimanikion
with it. Other names formerly given to the maniple were
fanon or phanon, mantile, manuteryiwn, mappula or map-
pa, and sudarium.

maniplies, . sing, and pi. See manyplies.

manipular (ma-nip'u-lar), a. [= F. manipu-
laire = It. (obs.) manipulare, manipolare, < L.

maniptdaris. of or belonging to a maniple or

company, \ manipulus, a handful, a military
company: see maniple.] 1. Of or pertaining
to handling or manipulation, either literally or

figuratively.
Mr. Squills . . . beganmendingit[thepenlfuriously

that is, cutting it into slivers thereby denoting symbol-
ically how he would like to do with Uncle Jack, could he
once get him safe and snug under his manipular opera-
tions. Balteer, Caxtons, xi. 7.

What the former age has epitomized into a formula or
rule for manipular convenience, it [the mind] will lose all

the good of verifying for itself. Emerson, History.

2. Of or pertaining to a maniple or company
of soldiers : as, the manipular system of Roman
tactics.

manipulate (ma-nip'u-lat), r.; pret. and pp.
manipulated, ppr. manipulating. [< ML. mani-

pulatus, pp. of manipulare (> It. manipolare =



manipulate

Sp. Pg. maniimlar= F. nutnipuler), take or lead

by tho liiinil, < munipuliiK, a handful : sen miin-

il>le.\ I. tram. 1. To handle, or act on with
the bauds, as in artistic or mechanical opera-
tions; hence, in general, to subject to certain
mechanical operations or to some method of

handling, arranging, combining, etc.: as, the
chemist exercises great care in manijiulntinu
his materials and apparatus. 2. Figuratively,
to operate upon by contrivance or influence ;

affect in a particular way by a definite course
of treatment ; manage ; specifically, to manage
insidiously ; adapt or apply to one's own pur-
pose or advantage ; treat or use falsely or de-

ceptively: as, to manipulate accounts or the
facts of history (with the purpose of falsifying
them).
Tho king undertook that the powers of parliament

should not be again delegated to a committee such as
Kichard had manipulated so cleverly.

Stubla, Const. Hist., $ 303.

He found It necessary to manipulate his parliamentary
foes with the prospect of his resignation.

Lowe, Bismarck, II. 486.

II. intrans. To use the hands, as in mechan-
ical or artistic operations, scientific experi-
ments, mesmerism, etc. : as, to manipulate neat-

ly or successfully.
manipulation (ma-nip-ij-la'shgn), n. [= F.

manipulation = Sp. manipulation = Pg. ninni-

if_&> = It. manipolazione, < ML. as it "mani-

pulaiio(n-), < manijiulare, lead by the hand : see

manipulate.'] 1. The act or art of manipulat-
ing; manual management; manual and me-
chanical operation of any kind in science or
art

, specifically, in phar,, the preparation of

drugs; in chem., the preparation and employ-
ment of utensils, apparatus, and reagents in
chemical work. 2. Figuratively, the act of

operating upon anything by contrivance or in-

fluence; management; specifically, insidious

management; adjustment or accommodation to
one's own purpose or advantage: as, manipula-
tion of voters, figures, or facts.

Given an average defect of nature among the units of a

society, and no skillful manipulation of them will prevent
that defect from producing its equivalents of bad result s.

//. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 22.

There was then, as always, a form of statecraft which
meant manipulation, which never presides at the forma-
lion of parties based on principle ; which is, in fact, too
busy In "handling" to do much with heading parties.

The Century, XXXVL 953.

manipulative (ma-nip'u-la-tiv), a. [< manip-
ulate + -ive.] Of or pertaining to manipula-
tion: as, manipulative power or skill.

Indeed, It may be questioned whether, in the absence
of that exercise of manipitlative faculty which the making
of weapons originally gave, there would ever have been
produced the tools required for developed industry.

11. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 194.

manipulator (ma-nip'u-la-tor), n. [= F. ma-
nil>ii/lci<r = Sp. Pg. manipulador = It. manipo-
latore ; as manipulate + -or.] 1. One who ma-
nipulates, in any sense of that word.

Lowell, who had helped in his way In founding . . .

the new Republican party, could never look into the face
of a manipulator without a laugh ; and the more he looked
the more ne laughed. The Century, XXXVI. 963.

2. An exercising-machine, or a device for rub-

bing the body. 3. In photog., a tool for hold-

ing a glass plate during preparation or devel-

opment. 4. In teleg., the transmitter of a dial-

telegraph. 5. A machine for handling hot
blooms and billets in iron- and steel-manufac-

turing. A series of
parallel rollers of equal diameter,

all geared together and turning one way, carry the blooms
in billets along in the desired direction, while a series of
crescent-shaped arms working between the rollers turn
over the blooms or billets as required, without interfering
with their transmission. Sci. Amer., JJ. S., LIX. 166.

manipulatory (nia-nip'u-la-to-ri), a. [< ma-
ni/iidtiU' + -in';/.] Of or pertaining to manipu-
lation; suitable for use in manipulations.
That legs are to a considerable degree capable of per-

forming the duties of arms is proved by the great amount
of manipulatory skill reached by them when the arms are
absent. //. Spencer, Prin. of BloL, 60.

Manis una'nis), ti. [NL. (Linnieus, 1758), so
called in ref. to their nocturnal habits, < L.
*manis, assumed sing, of manes, ghosts: see
nut urn.] 1. The typical genus of Manida;, for-

merly including all the pangolins, now usually
restricted to those in which the tail is very long
and tapering, the scales are narrow, and the
feet hairy. Such are the long-tailed pangolin, M. longi-
cauda, and the phatagin, M. iriciwjits, both of which are
African. The genera Phulittotttn and Smutsia have been
detached from Manis. See Manidoe and pangolin.
2. [/. c.] A member of this genus, or any pan-
golin. [With a rare plural, manises. Owen.]
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Maniskt, . and . See Manx.
manito, manitou (man'i-to, -t8), n. [Algon-
kin.] Among certain of the American Indians,
a spirit or other object of religious awe or rev-

erence, whether a good or evil spirit or a fetish.
Two manltos or spirits are spoken of by preeminence,
the one the spirit of good, the other the spirit of evil. See
the quotation.

Oltche Manito the mighty,
He, the Master of Life, was painted
As an egg, with points projecting
To the four winds of the heavens.

Everywhere is the Ureat Spirit,
Was the meaning of the symbol.

Mitch.' Manila the mighty,
He, the dreadful Spirit of Evil,
As a serpent was depicted.
As Kenabeek, the great serpent.
Very crafty, very cunning,
Is the creeping Spirit of Evil,
Was the meaning of this symbol.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xlv.

manitrunk (man'i-trungk), n. [< L. mo,tug,
hand, + truncus, trunk.] In entom., the pro-
thorax, bearing the fore leg or manus

;
the ante-

rior segment of the thorax or trunk, with which
the head articulates. Compare alitrunk, and
see manus.

manjack (man'jak), n. A large West Indian

tree, of the species Cordia elliptica or C. macro-

phylla.
manjar-blancot, n. [Sp., < manjar, eating, food,
+ bianco, white: see blanc-mange.] Same as

blanc-mange. Minsheu.

manjoret, manjuret, . Middle English forms
of manger.
mank1

! (mangk), . t. [ME. manken, < AS.
'nut IK-III a. in comp. be-mancian, mutilate, <

"mane = D. MLG. manic, lame, defective
;
cf.

MHG. mane, lack, defect; prob. < L. mancus,
maimed, infirm, defective, imperfect. Cf. man-
gle

1
.] To mutilate.
The rycht arme from the schuldlr al to rent
Apoun [upon] the manlcit seunouns hinges by.
As Impotent. florin Douglas, tr. of VlrgU, x. 47.

mank"t, [< ML. mancus (AS. mancus), a coin
so called.] Same as mancus.

mankal, n. See mangal.
mankin't, n. [ME., also manken, monkin, mon-
kun, monkunne, < AS. mancyn, moneyn (= OS.
mancunni = OHG. mancunni, manchunni, MHG.
mankiinne = Icel. mannkyn, mannkind = Sw.
mankon = Dan. mandkjon), the race of man,
mankind, < man, mann, man, + cyn, cynn, race,
kin: see man and kin1

. Cf. mankind.] The race
of man

; mankind.
mankin'-' (man'kin), n. [< man + -kin.] A lit-

tle man
;
a manikin. [Bare.]

The Mankin feels that he is a born Man, that his voca-
tion Is to work. Carlyle, Sartor Beaartus, p. 63.

mankind (man-kind', formerly also man'kind),
n. and a. [< ME. mankinde, mankende, man-
kuinde; < man + kind1 . This word has taken
the place of the older mankin1

.'] I. n. 1. The
human race

;
men collectively.

Which. byrthe was done In ytselfe moste holy place, to
the gretest joye and gladnesseyt euer come to manJcynde.

Sir B.. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 87.

The proper study of mankind Is man.
Pope, Essay on Man, li. 2.

2. The masculine division of humanity; men,
as distinguished from women.

Because thon art a woman, and disclaim'st

Flinty mankind. , Shot., T. of A., iv. S. 491.

Of all mankind Lord Trinket Is my aversion.

Caiman, Jealous Wife, ii.

3f. Human kindness; humanity.
O you, whose minds are good,

And have not forced all mankind from your breasts.
B. Jonton, Sejanus, v. 10.

II. t a. 1. Resembling man, not woman,
in form or nature ; unwomanly ; masculine

;

coarse; bold.
A mankind witch ! Hence with her, out o' door.

Shak., W. T., a 3. 67.

O manlnnd generation ! B. Jonton, Epiccene, v. 1.

So, so, 'tis as 't should be, are women grown so man-
kind! Must they be wooing?

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, UL 2.

2. Of virile power; strong; ferocious; furious.

Terrible lions, many a mankind bear. Chapman.
Manks (mangks), a. and n. See Manx.
manless (man'les), a. [< ME. 'monies, < AS.
niaiileas, without men, uninhabited (= MLG.
maiilot, without men, = MHG. manias, unman-
ly, cowardly, = Icel. mannlauss), < mann, man,+ -least's, -less : see man and -less.] 1. Without
men or people; uninhabited.

It was no more but a strategem of fire-boats, manlea,
and sent upon them by the favour of the wind in the
night-time. Bacon, War with Spain.

man-mercer
The world wu Told, . . .

Seasonles*, herbless, treeleu, manlett. llfeleM.

llyron, Darkness.

2f. Unmanly; base; cowardly; dastardly; un-

becoming a man.
Stuffed with manless cruelty. Chapman.
That pusillanimity and manlea subjugation.

Waterhouse, Apology for Learning, p. 82.

manlesslyt (man'les-li), adv. In a mauless or

unmanly manner; inhumanly.
She saw her Hector slaine, and bound
T' Achilles' chariot ; manlealy drag'd to the Grecian fleet.

Chapman, Iliad, nil.

manliheadt, . [ME. manlihead; < manly +
lirnd.] Manliness; vigor; courage.

With hys swerd so gripte of line manly-hede.
Rom. o/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.X L 6876.

manlike (man'lik), a. [< man + like*. Cf.

manly.] 1 . Resembling man in form or nature.

Under his forming hands a creature grew,
.V<m Mr, but different sex. Milton, . L., viii. 471.

Man-like is it to fall into sin,

Fiend-like la It to dwell therein.

Longfellow, Poetic Aphorisms, tr. from Fliedrlch von
[Logau.

2. Having the qualities proper or becoming to
a man, as distinguished from a woman

;
mascu-

line; manly.

They spede at the spurre, wlth-owttyne speche more.
To the Marche of .M eyes, thels manliche knyghtet.

Marie Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 2418.

Elizabeth, the next, this falling sceptre bent ;

Digressing from her sex, with manlike government,
This island kept In awe. Drayton, 1'olyolblon, xvil.

Venerable too Is the rugged face ; ... for it is the face
of a man living manlike. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 167.

manlily (man'li-li), atlv. In a manly or coura-

geous manner. Sharon Turner. [Rare.]
manliness (man'li-nes), n. The quality of be-

ing manly, or of possessing the distinctive at-

tributes of a man
; character or conduct wor-

thy of a man
;
manhood.

Manliness and manfulness are synonymous, but they em-
brace more than we

ordinarily mean by the word courage ;

for instance, tenderness and thoughtfulness for others.

They Include that courage which Ties at the root of all

manliness, but is, In fact, only Its lowest or rudest form.
T. Hughes, Manliness of Christ, ii.

manling (man'ling), . [< maw + -ling
1
.']

A
little man. [Rare.]
Augustus often called him his witty manliny, for the

littleness of his stature. B. Jonton, Discoveries.

manly (man'H), a. [< ME. manly, manliche, <

AS. *manlic (in adv. manlice) (= MLG. manlik
= OHG. manlih = Icel. mannligr = 8w. manlig =
Dan. mandlig), manly, masculine, < mann, man:
see man and -ly

1
.] If. Humane; charitable;

hospitable.
Artow manlychc amonge thl neijhores of thl mete and

drynke Piers Plowman (BX v. 260.

2. Possessing the proper characteristics of a
man

; independent in spirit or bearing ; strong,
brave, large-minded, etc.

The like manly womanhood (if a Christian might com*
mend that which none but a Christian can discommend).

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 322.

Now clear the ring, for, hand to hand,
The manly wrestlers take their stand.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 23.

3. Pertaining to or becoming a man
;
not boy-

ish or womanish ; marked by or manifesting the

quality of manhood; suitable for a man.
This prince was hold full manly of his hande.

Qenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1932.

His big manlii voice.

Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
And whistles in his sound.

Shale., As you Like It, ii. 7. in.
Therefore with manlier objects we must try
His constancy ; with such as have more show
Of worth, of honour, glory, and popular praise.

Milton, P. E,. ii. 22S.

= 8yn. 2. Manful, etc. (see matculine); honorable, high-
minded.

manly (man'H), adv. [< ME. manly, < AS. man-
lice, manfully (= D. tnn/i/A-= Icel. mannliga=
G. mi i >i n licit, manfully), < 'manlic, manly f see

manly, a.] In the manner of a man; manfully.
Many mi^ti man manlichr medled that time.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. .\ L 2326.

This tune goes manly. Shale., Macbeth, Iv. S. 236.

man-made (man'mad), a. Made or contrived

byman ; of human as distinguished from divine

origin ; hence, as applied to spiritual subjects,
artificial, simulated, or spurious.

Every man-made god . . .

Had lied.

R. Buchanan, in N. A. Rev., CXL. 447.

man-mercert (man'mer'ser), n. One who deals
in goods for men's wear. Also called man-
huckster.



man-midwife

man-midwife (man'mid"wif), n. A man who
practises obstetrics

;
an accoucheur.

man-milliner (man'mil"i-ner), n. A milliner

of the male sex; especially, one who under-
takes the manufacture of women's bonnets,
etc., employing others to do the work.

An empty-pated fellow, and as conceited as a man-mil-
liner. T. Hook, All in the Wrong, ii.

manna (man'a), . [< ME. manna, manne,<. AS.

manna, monna = D. G. Dan. Sw. Goth, manna
= P. maune = Sp. mand = Pg. mand, manna
= It. manna, < L. manna, f. (Pliny), LL. (Vul-

fate)
manna, and man, neut. or indeclinable,

Gr. fiavva, a concrete vegetable exudation, a

grain, in the Old Testament manna, < Heb.
man (= Ar. mann), manna, described, as found

by the Israelites, as "a small round thing, as

small as the hoar frost on the ground. And
when the children of Israel saw it, they said
one to another, It is manna [in the Vulgate :

"Manhuf quod significat: Quid est hoc?"]:
for they wist not what it was" (Ex. xvi. 14,

15), implying that the name thus arose from
the question, Heb. man hu, 'what is this?'; but
this is doubtless a popular etymology. The
name is otherwise referred to Heb. man, a

gift," Ar. mann, favor.] 1. The food by which
the children of Israel were sustained in the
wilderness (Ex. xvi. 14-36; Num. xi. 6, 7).
The circumstances attending the gift of manna show that
it was believed to be miraculous. Modern commentators
differ in opinion as to its probable nature : by some it is

identified with an exudation of the tamarisk-tree, and by
others with a lichen which, torn from its home and car-

ried vast distances by the wind, still falls and is gathered
for food in the Sinaitic peninsula (see manna-lichen) ; and
by others it is regarded as a special and miraculous crea-
tion.

And the house of Israel called the name thereof Manna:
and it was like coriander seed, white ; and the taste of it

was like wafers made with honey. Ex. xvi. 31.

Each morning, on the ground
Not common deaw, but Manna, did abound.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

Hence 2. Delicious food for either the body
or the mind; delectable material for nourish-
ment or entertainment.

His tongue
Dropp'd manna, and could make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and dash
Maturest counsels. Milton, P. L., ii. 113.

Mine was an angel's portion then,
And, while I fed with eager haste,
The crust was manna to my taste.

J. Montgomery, A Poor Wayfaring Man of Qrief.

3. Divine or spiritual food.

Thou Manna, which from Heav'n we eat,
To every Taste a several Meat !

Cowley, The Mistress, For Hope.

4. In phar., a sweet concrete juice obtained by
incisions made in the stem of fYaxinus Ornus, a
native of Sicily, Calabria, and other parts of the
south of Europe, and from other species of ash.
It is either naturally concreted or exsiccated and puri-
fied by art. At the present day the manna of commerce
is collected exclusively in Sicily, where the manna-ash is

cultivated for the purpose in regular plantations. The
best manna is in oblong pieces or flakes of a whitish or
pale-yellow color, light, friable, and somewhat trans-

parent. It has a slight peculiar odor, and a sweetish
taste mixed with a slight degree of bitterness, and is em-
ployed as a gentle laxative for children or persons of weak
habit. It is, however, generally used as an adjunct to
other more active medicines. It consists principally of a
crystallizable sweet substance named mannite, and certain
other substances in smaller quantity. Sweetish secretions
exuded by some other plants growing in warm and dry
climates, as the Eucalyptus viminalis, the manna-gumtree
of Australia, and the Tamarix Gallica, var. mannifera, of
Arabia and

Syria,
are also considered to be kinds of manna.

Small quantities of manna, known as Briacon manna, are
obtained from the common larch, Larix Europeea. Jews'
or Hebrew manna, manna of Sinai, (a) An exudation
from the leguminous bush called camels-thorn, Alhagi
cainelorum (including A. Maurorum). See Alhagi and
camel's-thorn. (i>) The secretion of the tamarisk, Tamarix
Oallica, var. mannifera,. It is a honey-like liquid which
exudes from punctures made by an insect, hardens on the
stems, and drops to the ground. It is collected by the
Arabs as a delicacy. Madagascar manna. Same as
dulcitol. Persian manna. Same as Jews' manna (a).
Poland or Polish manna. Same as manna-seeds.

manna-ash (man'a-ash), n. A tree, Fraxinus
Ormts. See ash1 and manna, 4.

manna-croup (man'a-krop), n. See semolina.
mannaedt (man'ad), a. [< manna + -ed?.]
Honeyed. Richardson.

And each, for some base interest of his own
With Flattery's manna'd lips assail the throne.

Mickle, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, ix.

manna-grass (man'a-gras), . The sweet-
seeded grass Glyceri'a fluitans. The name is
sometimes extended to the genus. See Glyce-
rla.

manna-gumtree (man'a-gum
//

tre), n. An Aus-
tralian tree, Eucalyptus viminalis, which yields
a crumb-like melitose manna.
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manna-lichen (man'a-ll"ken;, n. One of sev-

eral species of lichens, particularly Lecanora
esculenta and L. affinis. See Lecanora.

manna-seeds (man'a-sedz), n. pi. The seeds

of the manna-grass. See Glyceria.
manner1 (man'er), n. [Early mod. E. maner; <

ME. maner, manere= OFriea. maniere, manere=
MD. maniere, D. maiiier = MHG. maniere, G. ma-
nier = Sw. man6r= Dan. maneer, < OF. manere,

maniere, meniere, F. maniere = Pr. maneira =
Sp. manera = Pg. maneira = It. maniera (ML.
reflex maneria, manneria, maneries), manner,
habit; prop. fern, of the adj., OF. manier = Pr.

manier = Sp. manero, < ML. "manarius for ma-

nuarius, of or belonging to the hand (as a noun,
manuarius, a manual laborer) (hence with ref.

to the way of handling or doing a thing), < L.

manus (manu-), hand : see main?. Cf. manual.]
1. The way in which an action is performed;
method of doing anything ;

mode of proceeding
in any case or situation; mode

; way; method.

Thus Haukyn the actyf man hadde ysoiled his cote,
Til Conscience acouped hym there-of in a curteise manere.

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 459.

Vse it in maner as I seide afore.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 16.

For the husbanding of these Mountains, their manner
was to gather up the Stones, and place them in several

lines along the sides of the Hills, in form of a Wall
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 85.

After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which
art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Mat. VL 9.

I do not much dislike the matter, but
The manner of his speech.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 2. 114.

2. Habitual practice; customary mode of act-

ing or proceeding with respect to anything;
characteristic way or style, as in art or lit-

erature
;
distinctive method ;

habit ; style : as,
one's manner of life

;
the manner of Titian, or

of Dickens.
In Cipre is the manere of Lordis and alle othere Men,

alle to eten on the Erthe. Mandeville, Travels, p. 29.

A good maner than had Robyn,
In londe where that he were,
Every daye or he woulde dyne
Thre messes wolde he here.

Lytett Geste of Rokyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 46).

Paul, as his manner was, went in unto them.
Acts xvii. 2.

He who can vary his manner to suit the variation is the

great dramatist; but he who excels in one manner only
will, when that manner happens to be appropriate, appear
to be a great dramatist. Macaiilay, Dryden.

The manner of the painters of the fifteenth century was
often shackled and cramped by difficulties which have
long since been broken away, and by ignorance which has
long since yielded to knowledge.

C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 66.

3. Personal bearing or behavior; customary
conduct

;
characteristic way of acting ;

wonted
deportment or demeanor: most commonly in
the plural : as, his manner was abrupt ; good or
bad manners ; reformation of manners in a com-
munity.

All his maners so wele it did hyr piece,
That she constreyned was in certeynte
To loue hym best, it wold non other be.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 689.

Of corrupted maners spryng peruerted iudgementes.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 79.

Evil communications corrupt good manners.
1 Cor. xv. 33.

Air and manner are more expressive than words.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

Specifically 4. pi. Good behavior; polite de-

portment; habitual practice of civility; com-
mendable habits of conduct: as, have you no
manners f

Fit for the mountains, and barbarous caves,
Where manners ne'er were preach'd.

Shak., T. N., iv. 1. 53.

Good manners is the art of making those people easy
with whom we converse. Swift.

By manners I do not mean morals, but behaviour and
good breeding, as they shew themselves in the town and
in the country. Addison, Country Manners.

5. The way in which anything is made or con-
stituted

; mode of being or formation ; fashion ;

character; sort; kind: often used with all in a
plural sense, equivalent to sorts or kinds : as, all

manner of baked meats. [Obsolete or archaic.]
There duellen Sarazines, and another maner of folk, that

men clcpen Cordynes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 259.

Alle maner of men, the mene and the riche,
Worchyng and wandryng as the worlde asketh.

Piers Plowman (B), Pro!., 1. 19.

Then Samuel told the people the manner of the kingdom,
and wrote it in a book. 1 Sam. x. 25.

What manner of man are you?
Shale., Hen. VIII., v. 1. 117.

[The word in this sense is frequently used in old English
without of following, in a quasi-adjective use, like hind of In

mannerism
modern English : as, manner folk, kind of people ; manner

crime, kind of crime, etc.

Zif ony Man do thereinne ony maner Metalle, it turnethe

anon to Glasse. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 32.

Ther was to her no maner lettre sent

That touched love, from eny maner wyght,
That she ne shewed hit him er hit was brent.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, L 113.

Wherbye the kinges peas may in eny maner wise be

broken or hurt. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 427.

Right hard it was for wight which did it heare
To read what manner musicke that mote bee.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 70.]

By no manner of means. See BUM^S. Dotted man-
ner. See dotl. In a manner, in a certain degree, mea-

sure, or sense ; to a certain extent.

The bread is in a manner common. 1 Sam. xxi. 5.

'Tis not a time to pity passionate griefs,
When a whole kingdom in a manner lies

Upon its death-bed bleeding.
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, i. 1.

Shark's manners, greediness ; rapacity ;
extreme sel-

fishness. [Naut. slang.] To make one's manners, to

salute a person on meeting, usually by a bow or courtesy :

said of children. [Prov. Eng., and formerly New Eng.]

I humbly make my manners, missus.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

To the manner born, accustomed to some practice or

mode from birth; having lifelong familiarity with the

thing mentioned.

But to my mind though I am native here.
And to the manner born it is a custom
More honour'd in the breach than the observance.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 16.

[Manner here is sometimes understood as manor (which
was formerly also spelled manner), and is often changed to

manor in the quotation to make the phrase applicable to

locality. ]
= Syn. 1. Manner, Mode, Method, Way. Manner is

the least precise of these words, standing for sort or kind,

custom, mode, method, or the like. Mode may mean a

fashion, or a form or sort, as a mode of existence, or a

single act or an established way, as a mode of disposing
of refuse. Method implies a succession of acts tending
to an end, as a method of slaughtering an ox or of solving a

problem. Way is a very general word, in large popular
use for each of the others, as a man's way of building
a dam (method), of holding a pen (mode), of staring at

strangers (manner). 2. Habit, Usage, etc. See custom,

3. Manners, Morals, etc. See morality.

manner2
t, An obsolete form of manor.

manner3
t (man'er), n. Another form ofmainor.

mannerablet (man'er-a-bl), a. [< ME. numer-

able; < manner'1- + -able."] Well-trained
;
versed

in good manners.
In a manerable mershalle the connynge is moost com-

mendable
To haue a fore sight to straungers, to sett them at the

table. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 191.

mannerchor (men'er-kor), n. [G., < manner,
pi. of mann, man, + chor, chorus: see man and
chorus.] A German singing-society or chorus

composed exclusively of men.
mannered (man'erd), . [< ME. manered; <

manner1 + -ed2.] 1. Having or possessed of

manners, carriage, or demeanor ; in compounds,
having manners of a certain kind, as in ill-man-

nered, well-mannered.

And Mede ys manered after hym.
Piers Plowman (C\ iii. 27.

Beseeching you
To give her princely training, that she may be
Manner'd as she is born. Shak., Pericles, iii. 3. 17.

2. Marked by a constantly repeated manner
or method, especially in art or literature

;
char-

acterized by mannerism; artificial; unnatural;
affected.

A peculiar reaction from the mannered style of the mas-
ters of the preceding century manifested itself in Holland.

Amer. Cyc., XII. 800.

A mannered piece, showing silvery evening twilight on
a pool and . . . nymphs dancing in the shadow.

Athenaeum, April 1, 1882.

The defective proportions of the forms, and the man-
nered attitude of the principal figure.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 2a

mannerism (man'er-izm), . [< manner* +
-ism."\ 1. Monotonous, formal, or pedantic
adherence to the same manner ; uniformity of

manner, especially a tasteless uniformity, with-
out freedom or variety ;

excessive adherence to
a characteristic mode or manner of action or
treatment.

Mannerism is pardonable, and is sometimes even agree-
able, when the manner, though vicious, is natural.

Macavlay, Boswell's Johnson.

The secondary intellect . . . seeks for excitement in ex-

pression, and stimulates itself into mannerism, which is

the wilful obtrusion of self, as style is its unconscious ab-

negation. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 181.

2. A peculiarity of manner in deportment,
speech, or execution ; an exceptionally charac-
teristic mode or method

;
an idiosyncrasy.

The seated passengers . . . remained in happy igno-
rance that their mannerisms and facial peculiarities were
sharply defined to the public eye.

T. Hardy, The Woodlanders, i.



mannerist

mannerist (man'er-ist), . [< a/ri + -int.]

One who is addicted to niaunerism.

He I Hayman I
sometimes succeeded well, though a strong

nuMWffw anil rii^ily ilistiiiKiii*hable by the large noses
and BlmaiblniK IIKS of his figures.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, IV. lit

The school which Pope founded had degenerated Into a

mob of iiiuniu'rintH who wrote with ease.

LoaeU, Study Windows, p. 407.

mannerless (mau'er-les), a. [Early mod. E.

miinerli* ; < manner! + -less.'] Deficient in man-
ners; ill-behaved.

Vour modeling mastres In maiieries.

SMlun, 1'liilip Sparow.

mannerliness (man'er-li-nes), . The quality
of being mannerly, or civil and respectful in

behavior; civility; complaisance. Sir M. Hale,

Orig. of Mankind, p. 34.

mannerly (mau'er-li), . [< ME. manerly (in

adv.) (= D. manierlijk = Q. manierlich = Sw.

maneriig = Dan. maneerlig); < manner*- + -It/
1

."]

Showing good manners; well-behaved; civil;

respectful; complaisant; not rude or vulgar.
What thou thlnkest meet and is most mannerly.

Shak., T. G. of V., it 7. 68.

Within four days I am gone, so he commands me,
And 'tis not mannerly for me to argue it.

Fletcher, Kule a Wife, iv. 3.

= Syn. Courteous, polite, gentlemanly,

mannerly (mau'er-li), adv. [< ME. manerly;
< manner1 + -'.V

2
-] With good manners or ci-

vility; respectfully; without rudeness.

Thanne sernyd he the queue att euery mele,
Bothe att hir mete and soper decently,
The which.- he dede full wele and manerly.

Qenertjdes (V.. E. T. S.), 1. MS.

We'll mannerly demand thee of thy story.

Skat., Cymbeline, ili. 6. 92.

manners-bit (man'erz-bit), n. A small part of

the contents of a dish which well-mannered

guests leave, in order that the host or hostess

may not feel suspected of having made inade-

quate provision. [Local.]

manneryt, . See manory.
mannett, . [< man + dim. -et.'] A little man;
a manikin.

Jer. What is her squire
'

Bar. A toy, that she allows eightpence a day,
A slight niiiiiiii-t. to port her up and down.

B. Jonton, New Inn, iv. 1.

Mannheim gold. See gold.
Manuian (man'i-an), o. and n. (X Man (see def.,

and etym. of Manx) + -ia.] I. a. Pertaining
to the Isle of Man, an island belonging to the
British empire, lying between England and Ire-

land; Manx.
II. n. An inhabitant of the Isle of Man; a

Manx man or woman.
The Sunne was no sooner rp but the Mannians arranged

theraselues, and witli great furie set vpon Godred.
lln'iiiifii.: Voyages, p. 10.

[Rare or obsolete in both uses.]
Manniferae (ma-nif'e-re), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.
of mannifcr: see manniferous.] A Linnean

group of hemipterous insects, corresponding to

the modern family Cicadidas.

manniferous (ma-nif 'e-rus), n. [< NL. man-

nifcr, < L. (LL.) manna, manna, + ferre = E.

Scar1.] 1. Bearing or producing manna, as a

tree. 2. Causing the production of manna, as
an insect; of or pertaining to the Manniferce.
mannikin, . See manikin.

manningt (man'ing), n. [< man + -4nai.~] 1. A
man's work for a day. 2. The operation of

training animals or birds by accustoming them
to strangers.

Ilawkes that waie haggard by manniiu/ are to be cast

off. l.filii, Euphues and his England, p. 372.

manninose, See maninoxe.

mannish (man'ish), a. [< ME. mannisshe, mtui-

ii ynli, for earlier "mcnnish, < AS. mennisc,ot man,
human (as a noun, ME. mannish, mennisch =
G. meuscli, etc., man); with reg. mutation of

the vowel a, < maim, man, + -isc, E. -ish 1
. Cf.

mensk, mense.] If. Of the human species; of

the nature of man
;
human in kind.

But yet It was a figure
Most liche to mannisshe creature.

Qower, Conf. Amant., vi.

2f. Characteristic of man; natural to the hu-
man species ;

human in quality.
To do synne is mannysh- Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

3. Characteristic of or resembling the males
of the human kind; hence, as applied to a wo-
man, masculine ; unwomanly.

Alle her lyines so wel answerynge
Weren to womanhode, that creature
Nas never lesse mannyfih in semynpe.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 2S4.
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A woman Impudent and inannixh grown
Is not more loathed than un effeminate man.

Shale., T. and ('., iii. 8. 217.

4. Simulating manhood ; having the air or ap-

pearance of manliness; characteristic of the

mature ago of manhood.
Well have a swashing and a martial outside.
As many other mannish cowards have.

Shot., As yon Like it, L 8. 123.

And let us. Polydore, though now our voices
Have got the mannish crack, sing him to the ground.

Shale., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 286.

Boys, thinking it mannish, sometimes use oaths to show
off their smartness. Ouic, Primer of Politeness, p. 57.

6f. Fond of men; addicted to the society of

men.
A ehidestere or waatour of thy good.
Or riche or poore, or elles mannmh wood.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 292.

= 8yn. Male, Manly, etc. Hee masculine.

mannishly (man'ish-li), adv. In a mannish
manner; Doldly.
mannishness (man'ish-nes), n. The state or

quality of being mannish, (o) Manhood
; manli-

ness. (6) Masculiueness; boldness.

The painted faces and mannishness and monstrous dis-

gulsedness of one sex. lip. Hall, Impress of God.

mannite (man 'it), " [<nna + -i'te2.] A neu-
tral substance (C^HjiOg) found in a number
of plants, chiefly in the larch and manna-ash
(Fraxinus Ornus), and also formed by the mu-
cous fermentation of sugars, it is a white, odorless,
crystalline substance, having a sweet taste, readily solu-
ble In water, and

optically
inactive. Also called mannitol

and mannitose, and regarded as a hexatomic alcohol.

mannitic (ma-nit 'ik), a. [< mannite + -ic.]

Containing or related to mannite Mannitic
fermentation, a fermentation bywhich glucose or altered

cane-sugar is resolved into gum, mannite, and carbonic
acid. It is not uncommon in certain saccharine liquids,
and in wines produces the defect called ropiness. hncyc.
Brit., IK. 96.

mannitol (man'i-tol), n. [< mannite + (alcoh)ol.~\

Same as mannite.

mannitose (man'i-tos), n. Same as mannite.

mannynose, n. See maninose.

manoeuver, manoeuvre (ma-nft'ver or ma-nu'-

ver), . [Also maneuver, maneuvre; < F. ma-

noeuvre, OF. manouvre,manovre= Sp.maniobra=
Pg manobra=\\,.manovra,<.tS.'L.manuopera,ma-
nopera, aworking with the hand, < L. matts(abl.
manu), the hand, + opera, work: see main3 anil

opera, and ure, and cf. manure and mainor, of

the same ult. origin.] 1. A planned and regu-
lated movement, particularly of troops or war-
vessels

; any strategic evolution, movement, or

change of position among companies, battal-

ions, regiments, or of a ship or ships, etc.

2. Management with address or artful design ;

an adroit move or procedure ; intrigue ;
strata-

gem.
To make them the principal, not the secondary theatre

of their manoeuvres for securing a determined majority in

Parliament. Burke, Duration of Parliament.

3. An affected trick of manner to attract notice :

as, he is full of maneuvers Hanoeuver line. See
lines of operation, under line?. Mechanical manceu-
vers. See mechanical. = &yn. Trick, Stratagem, etc. See

artifice.

manoeuver, manoeuvre (ma-no'ver or ma-nu'-

ver), t>.
; pret. and pp. maneuvered, maturuvred,

ppr. mana-tircrliii/, manatuvring. fAlso maneu-

ver, maneuvre; < F. manceuvrer, OF. manouvrer,
manovrer = Sp. maniobrar = Pg. manobrar= It.

manovrare, manoauver; from the noun.] I. tn-

tni us. 1. To perform maneuvers; move or

change positions among troops or ships for the

Surpose
of advantageous attack or defense, or

i military exercise for the purpose of disci-

pline. 2. To manage with address or art ; em-
ploy intrigue or stratagem to effect a purpose.

I never, by any manoeuvring, could get him to take the

spiritual view of things. Thoreau, Walden, p. 162.

II. trnns. 1. To change the position of, as

troops or ships ; cause to perform strategic evo-
lutions.

Sir Geo. Rodney . . . now manoeuvred the fleet with
such skill as to gain the windward of the enemy during
the night, and antirely to preclude their retreat.

Hi InIm HI. Hist. Great Britain, April S, 1782.

2. To affect in some specified way by a ma-
neuver or by manoeuvers.
Instead of seizing his opportunity to win a great battle

or to capture an army by siege, he had simply manoeuvred
the enemy out of position. The Century, XXXVI. 673.

3. To manipulate. [Bare.]
The usual trick consisted in the power to see a great

deal through a very small opening in the skilfully ma-
noeuvred bandage. Harper's Mag., I.XXIX. 79.

manoeuverer, mameuvrer (ma-n8'ver-er or

ma-nu'ver-er), n. 1. One who maneuvers;

manometric

one who engages in or relies upon strategic

management or intrigue.
This charming widow Beaumont Is a manaeuvrer.

Miss Bdgeuxirth, Manoeuvring, I.

2. A form of rudder. See the quotation.
Different forms of simple, balanced, and divided rud

ders were then described, including Thorneycroft's dou-
ble rudders, Thomson's stern-way manoeueerrr, White's
turnabout system. The Engineer, I.X VII. 214.

Also maneuverer, maneuvrer.

man-of-the-earth (man'ov-the-erth'), n. The
wild potato-vine, Ipanuea pandurata, so called

from the great size sometimes attained by the
root.

man-of-war (man'ov-war'), [< ME. man of
vcrre: see under man.n. Cf. war-man.] 1. An
armed ship ;

a publicly recognized vessel fitted

for engaging in battle ; a ship of war.
And leave you not a man-of-war nnsearch'd :

This wicked emperor may have shlpp'd her hence.

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 8. 22.

2. In coal-mining, one of the small pillars left to

support the roof of thechambers (or sides ofwork,
as tlbey are called locally) in working the " ten-

yard coal" in Staffordshire, England Man-
of-war bird, (a) The frigate-bird or frigate-pelican,
Tachypetfs aqutfa or Fregata aquila : so called from its

formidable swoop and grasp of its prey. See cut under

frigate-bird, (b) One of the jagers or skuas : a wrong use.

Man-of-war fashion, a neat, orderly, and seaman-
like manner, indicative o? good discipline. Portuguese
man-of-war, a popular name of an oceanic siphonopho-
rous hydrozoaii of the genus PhytaKa.
man-of-war's-man (man'ov-warz'-man), w. An
enlisted man belonging to a man-of-war,
manometer (ma-nom'e-ter), n. [= F. mono-
metre = Sp. manometro, < Qr. pavos, rare, not

dense, thin, loose, slack, few, scanty, + utrptiv,

a measure.] An instrument for determining
and indicating the elastic pressure of gases or

vapors. It measures the weight of a column of liquid
or the tension of a spring that exactly balances the elastic

pressure of the gas on a unit of area ; and, since the rela-

tive density of a gas is proportional to its elastic pressure,
the measurement of the latter determines also the former.
Manometers which measure elastic gaseou s pressure by the
tension of a spring are used for

steam-gages. In some forms
the pressure of the gas is on a

piston or diaphragm connect-
ed with a counterbalancing
spring. In others the initial

pressure Is received on a small

primary piston, or diaphragm,
and transmitted by a fluid

mass acting upon a secondary
and much larger piston or dia-

phragm upon which the pres-
sure per unit of area la reduced

inversely as the area of the
smaller piston is to that of
the larger. Of this kind is

Shaw's gage for measuring
very high pressures. In the
Bourdon steam-gage a curved
tubular spring la used, having
its interior connected by a
tube with the Interior of the

tank, boiler, cylinder, or gas-
holder containing the vapor
or gas to be tested. In all of

these forms the parts moved
under varying pressure are
connected with an indicator,
and the pressure is read on a

graduated dial-plate. In the

open-air manometer the elas-

tic pressure of a gas is indi-

cated by the height of a col-

umn of liquid, usually mercury or water, which it will

support I n Its simplest form an S-shaped glass tube, open
at the upper end, is employed, as shown in the cut. In the

compressed-air manometer the tube containing the liquid
is closed at the top, and hence the varying elastic pressure
of the confined air is added to the weight of the liquid
column in balancing the gaseous pressure to be measured.
Thestatical manometer of Boyle has a thin glass bulb coun-

terpoised on a pair of delicate scales, the specific gravity
of the bulb and its confined air varying with both pressure
and temperature of the surrounding air. The manometer
of Ramsden is essentially a compressed-air manometer
combined with a scale which indicates temperatures while

determining atmospheric density. The ordinary gas-gage
is a simple open-air manometer.

manometric (man-o-met'rik), a. [= F. mann-

mi'trlque; as manometer + -ic.~] Pertaining to

the manometer; made with the manometer: as,
i/iiinometric observations. Manometric capsule.
See manometric flames. Manometric flames of Kb-

nlg (see flgnres\
an appearance
produced by the
reflection in a ro-

tating mirror of a

gas-flame which is

made to pulsate by
the action of so-

norous waves. The
sound is conduct-
ed by a tube to one
side of a small
metal capsule

(manometric capmde\ and causes the vibration of a divid-

ing membrane the other side of which is connected with

Open-air Manometer.

a, brass coupling-tube ; *',

glass tube of which part b' is

graduated ; c c'
, liquid column.

Pressure transmitted through a
depresses thr part f ofthe liquid
column and raises the part c'.

Manometric Flames.
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the gas-jet. Of the figures here given, the first is that

caused by a single note, and the second corresponds to the

simultaneous production of a note and its octave.

manonietrical (nian-o-met'ri-kal), a. [< mano-
mcti-ic + -al.] Same as manometric.

ma non troppo. See ma3
.

manor (man'or), n. [Early mod. E. also man-

nere, remain, dwell, = Gr. pevuv, stay, remain:
see remain, remnant, etc., and cf. manse2 and

mansion, from the same source as manor.] If.

A dwelling; habitation.

Trouthe hymself, over al and al,

Had chose his maner principal
In hir ;

that was his restyng place.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1004.

2. In England, generally, a landed estate, es-

pecially one the tenure of which vests the pro-

prietor with some particular rights of lordship ;

specifically, in old law, a lordship or barony
held by a lord and subject to the jurisdiction
of a court-baron held by him ;

in more ancient

usage, an estate of a lord or thane with a village

community, generally in serfdom, upon it. See

villeinage and yard-land.
In the iii. yer of his reign in Septembre was bore to the

kyng a soiie cleped Richard, att Oxenford in his manaire,
wher is now the white freres.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 484, note.

These manors [those with which England was covered
about the time of the Domesday Survey] were in fact in

their simplest form estates of manorial lords, each with its

village community in villenage upon it. The land of the

lord's demesne the home farm belonging to the manor-
housewas cultivated chiefly by the services of the villata,

i. e. of the village community or tenants in villenage. The
land of this village community, i. e. the land in villenage,

lay round the village in open fields. In the villages were
the messuages, or homesteads of the tenants in villenage,
and their holdings were composed of bundles of scattered

strips in the open fields, with rights of pasture over the
latter for their cattle after the crops were gathered, as

well as on the green commons of the manor or township.
Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 76.

On close inspection, all feudal society is seen to be a re-

production of a single typical form. This unit consists of

a group of men settled on a definite space of land, and
forming what we Englishmen call a Manor, and what in

France was called a Fief.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 302.

The name manor is of Norman origin, but the estate to

which it was given existed, in its essential character,
long before the Conquest ; it received a new name as the
shire also did, but neither the one nor the other was cre-

ated by this change. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 98.

3f. The jurisdiction of a court-baron or court
of the lord of a manor. 4. In some of the
United States formed by English colonies, a
tract of land occupied or once occupied by ten-

ants paying a fee-farm rent to the proprietor,
sometimes in kind, and sometimes in stipulated
services. Burrill. In colonial times these resembled
the old English manors, their possession being in most
cases accompanied by jurisdiction.

man-orchis (man'dr'kis), n. [So called from
a fancied resemblance between its lip and the

body of a man hanging by the head.] A green-
ish-flowered orchid,^ceras anthropophora, natu-
ral order Orcliideai, which grows in meadows
and pastures in the eastern part of England.
The genus is distinguished from Orchis by the absence of
a spur, but contains no species of importance. Also called

greenman and greenman orchis.

manor-house (man'or-hous), . The house or
mansion belonging to a manor.
manorial (ma-no'ri-al), a. [< manor + -ial.]
Of or pertaining to a manor or to manors

;
con-

stituting a manor : as, manorial law; & manorial
estate.

This tenure [the right of common] is also usually em-
barrassed by the interference of manorial claims.

Paley, Moral Philos., vi. 11.

In the garden by the turrets
Of the old manorial hall.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvi.

The colony of Maryland was settled and established on
the manorial principle. The Dial, IV., No. 48.

Manorial court. Same as court-baron.

manor-seat (man'or-set), n. Same as manor-
house.

manoryt (man'or-i), n. [Also mannery; an ex-
tension of manor."] Same as manor.

manoscope (man'o-skop), . [< Gr. [iav6f, rare,
not dense, + mtoTrelv, view.] A manometer.
[Rare.]
manoscopy (ma-nos'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. /iav6f , rare,
+ oKOTrelv, view. ] That branch of physics which
concerns itself with the determination of the

density of vapors and gases.
Manouria, Manouriana. See Manuria, Ma-
nuriana.

manovery (ma-no 'ver-i), n.
; pi. manoveries

(-iz). [A var. of manoeuver (ME. mainovre) :
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see manoeuver.'] In Eng. law, a device or a ma-

neuvering to catch game illegally.

man-pleaser (man'ple
//

zer), n. One who pleases

men, or who strives to gain their favor.

Servants, obey in all things your masters according to

the flesh; not with eye-service, as men-pleasers; but in sin-

gleness of heart, fearing God. CoL iii. 22.

man-power (man'pou"er), . 1. The work that

can be done by one man in a day. 2. A motor

utilizing the force of a man in driving ma-

chinery.
manciuellert (man'kweFer), n. [< ME. man-

quellerc, monquellere, < AS. mancwellere, a homi-

cide, < maun, man,+ cwellere, killer : see queller.~]

Amankiller; amanslayer; an executioner.

But sente a manqueller and commaundide that Jones
[John Baptist's] heed were brought in a disch.

Wyclif, Mark vi. 27.

Wilt thou kill God's officers and the king's ? Ah, thou

honey-seed [homicide] rogue ! thou art a honey-seed, a

man queller, and a woman-queller.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., li. 1. 68.

manredt (man'red), n. [< ME. manrede, < AS.

manraidcn, mannrceden, homage; < maim, vassal,

man, man,+ rceden, condition : seeman and -red.

Cf. homage, < L. homo, man. Hence, by corrup-
tion, manrent."] Personal service or attendance ;

homage. It was the token of a species of bondage
whereby free persons became bondmen or followers of

those who weie their patrons or defenders.

Misdco no messengere for menske of thi selvyne,
Sen we are in thy manrede, and mercy the besekes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 127.

manrentt (man'rent), n. [A corruption of man-

red, simulating rent2 ."] Same as manred.
He had bound them [the border chiefs] to his interests

by those feudal covenants named "bands of manrent,"
. . . compelling the parties to defend each other against
the effects of their mutual transgressions.

F. Tytler, Hist, Scotland (ed. 1846), IV. 206.

manroot (man'rot), . A morning-glory, Ipo-
maia leptophylla, found on the dry plains of

Colorado and in adjacent regions. It is a plant
2 or 3 feet high, with an immense root having some re-

semblance in shape and size to a man.

man-rope (man'rop), n. Naut., one of the two
ropes suspended from stanchions one on each
side of a gangway
or ladder, used in

ascending and de-

scending a ship's

side, hatchways, etc.

Man-rope knot. See
knotl.

Mansard roof. See
roof.
manse1

t, * [ME.
niansien, by aphere-
sis from amansien, amonsien, < AS. dmdnsumian
(contr. pp. dmdnsod), excommunicate, < a-, out,
+ "mdnsum, familiar, intimate, appar. < "man,
in gemarne, common, + -sum: see mean 2 and
-some."} To excommunicate

;
curse.

"By Marie," quod a mamed preste of the marche of Yr-

londe,
"I counte namore Conscience bi so I cacche syluer,
Than I do to drynke a draujte of good ale !

"

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 220.

manse2 (mans), n. [< ME. "manse, < OF. manse,
< ML. mansa, mansum, a dwelling, < L. ma-
nere, pp. mansus, remain, dwell: see remain,
and cf. mansion,] Originally, the dwelling of
a landholder with the land attached; after-

ward, especially, any ecclesiastical residence,
whether parochial or collegiate ; now, specifi-

cally, the dwelling-house of a minister of the
Established Church of Scotland, and hence
sometime? the parsonage of any church of the

Presbyterian or Congregational order.

To grip for the lucre of foul earthly preferment, sic as

gear and manse, money and victual.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xliii.

Across the meadows, by the gray old manse,
The historic river flowed. Longfellow, Hawthorne.

Capital manset, a principal residence ; a manor-house
or lord's court.

This lady died at her capital manse at Fencot near Bi-
cester in 1111. T. Warton, Hist. Kiddington, p. 30.

man-servant (man'ser"vant), n. A man who
is a servant.

manshipt (man'ship), n. [ME. manship, man-
chip, < AS. manscipe, humanity, < mann, man,+ -scipe, E. -ship.] Manhood; courage.

I beseche & preie,
Fo[r] loue that ge owe to the lord that let sou be fourmed,
Meyntenes git goure inanchip manli a while.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2676.

manshiplyt, adv. [NiE.manschipeliche; < man-
ship + -fy2.] Manfully.

His lord he served treweliche,
In al thing manschipeliche.

Guy of Warwick, p, 1. (BaUiwell.)

Man-rope Knot.

manslaughter

mansion (man'shon), . [< ME. mansion (in

astrology)i < OF.' mansion = Sp. mansion =
Pg. mansao = It. mansione, < L. mansio(n-), a

staying, remaining, abiding, also an abode,

dwelling, < matters, pp. mansus, stay, remain,
dwell: see remain. Cf. manor, manse2 ,

mease1
,

measondue."] If. A tarrying-place ;
a station.

2. A dwelling; any place of fixed residence

or repose. [Archaic or poetical.]
In my Father's house are many mansions. John xiv. 2.

To unfold
What worlds or what vast regions hold
The immortal mind, that hath forsook
Her mansion in this fleshly nook.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 92.

3. A dwelling-house of the better class
;
a large

or stately residence; especially, the house of

the lord of a manor; a manor-house.
Here the Warrior dwelt ;

And, in that mansion, children of his own,
Or kindred, gathered round him.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vii.

4. In Oriental and medieval astronomy, one of

twenty-eight parts into which the zodiac is

divided; a lunar mansion (which see, under

lunar).
Which book spak muchel of the operacipuns
Touchynge the eighte and twenty marwouns
That longen to the nioone.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 402.

5. In astral., the sign in which the sun or any
planet has its special residence; a house.

Phehus the sonne ful joly was and cleer ;

For he was neigh his exaltacion
In Martes face, and in his mansion
ID Aries, the colerik hole signe.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 42.

mansiont (man'shon), v. i. [< mansion, n."] To
tarry; dwell; reside. [Rare.]

Visible as the clouds of heaven, and other meteors ; as

also the rest of the creatures mansioning therein.

J. Kede, Paraphrase of St. Peter (1642X p. 16.

mansionary (man'shon-a-ri), a. [= F. mansion-
naire = Sp. It. mansiondrio, < LL. mansionari-

us, of orbelonging to a dwelling, < L. mansio(n-),
a dwelling: see munition.'] Resident; residen-

tiary : as, mansionary canons. Wright.
mansion-house (man'shon-hous), n. The house
in which one resides

;
an inhabited house, espe-

cially one of considerable importance or gran-
deur

;
a manor-house.

This party purposing in this place to make a dwelling,
or, as the old word is, his mansion-house, or his manor-
house, did devUe how he might make his land a complete
habitation to supply him with all maner of necessaries.

Bacon, Use of the Law.

[A burglary] must be, according to Sir Edward Coke's

definition, in a mansion-house, and therefore, to account
for the reason why breaking open a church is burglary, he
quaintly observes that it is domus mansionalis Dei.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xvi.

The Mansion-house, the official residence of the Lord
Mayor of London.

mansionry (man'shqn-ri), n. ; pi. mansionrtes

(-riz). [< mansion -i- -ry.] Abode in a place;
residence. [Rare.]

The temple-haunting martlet does approve,
By his lov'd mansionry, that the heaven's breath
Smells wooingly here. Shale., Macbeth, i. 6. 5.

manslaughtt, . [ME. manslagt, manslagt, mon-

slagt, < AS. mansliht, mansleht, manslceht, man-

slyht, monsliht, etc. (= OS. manslahta = OFries.

manslachta, monslachta = MLG. manslacht =
OHG-. manslahta, manslalit, HHGr. manslaht =
Dan. mandsl&t : cf . also AS. manslege = T>. man-
slag), the slaying of a man,< maun, man,+ sliht,

slealit, slaying: see slaught.] Manslaughter.
The syn of sodomi to heven
Hit crysen on God Almygt ;

And monslajt with a rewful steven
Hit askys vengans day and nyjt.

Audelay, Poems, p. 2. (Hattiicell.)

manslaughter (man'sla/ter), n. [< ME. man-
slagter, manslauter; <a + slaughter. Cf.man-
slaught."] 1. The killing of a human being by
a human being, or of men by men ;

homicide
;

human slaughter.
To overcome in battle, and subdue
Nations, and bring home spoils with infinite

Man-daughter, shall be held the highest pitch
Of human glory. Milton, P. L., xi. 693.

Specifically 2. In law, the unlawful killing of
another without malice either express or im-

plied, which may be either voluntarily, upon
a sudden heat, or involuntarily, but in the com-
mission of some unlawful act. Blackstone. Man-
slaughterdiffersfrommurderinnotproceedingfrom malice

prepense or deliberate, which is essential to constitute mur-
der. It differs from excusable homicide, being done in

consequence of some unlawful act, whereas excusable
homicide happens in consequence of misadventure. Man-
slaughter has been distinguished as voluntary, where the
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killing was Intentional In :i sudden boat or passion without

previous malice ; ami iiimhnitni^i \\liririt \vuRnotinten-
tinnal. bill tin 1

HlayiT wasai the tin.r I'ngaxud in iin unlaw-
ful act Irss (ban a frlony. <>r doing A lawful act in an un-

lawful manmT. This iliKtinrtiuri uf uanir is no longer used
in prcio'chiiv. i-\i'i-pt in those jurisdictions wbere it maybe
rfiji.ini .I by statute.

manslayer (man'sla'cr), . [< ME. manxlm-i-;

< man + xliiyer.] A slayer of a man or of ini-n :

one who kills a human being.
There shall be six cities of refuge ... for the man

xla il:' r. Num. XXXV. 6.

manstealer (man'ste'ler), n. One who steals

human beings, generally for the purpose of sell-

ing them as slaves; a kidnapper.
The law Is . . . for manslayers, . . . for menttealen, for

liars. 1 Tim. I. 9, 10.

manstealing (man 'ste* ling). . The act of

stealing human beings to sell them into slavery.

man-Sty (man'sti), n. A sty or dwelling unfit

for human habitation; a filthy dwelling-place.
[Bare. ]

Tho landlord who, as too many do, neglects his cottages
till they become man-itifs, to breed pauperism and dis-

ease. Kingsley.

mansuete (man'swet), a. [< ME. mansuete, <

OP. ntanxuet, mansuete, F. mansuet = Pr. man-
suet = 8p. Pg. It. mansueto, < L. mansuetus,
tamed, tame, mild, soft, pp. of niniixiifxcrn;

tame, become tame, lit. accustom to the hand,
< iiuinus, the hand, + suescere, become accus-
tomed : see custom.'] Tame; gentle; habitual-

ly mild or forbearing; not wild or ferocious.

[Rare.]
She seyde ek, she was fayn with hyra to mete,
And stood forth muwet, mylde, and manmete.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 194.

Our hard-headed, Imrd-httting, clever, and notover-man-
tuete friend. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 209.

mansuetude (man'swe-tud), n. [< ME. mansue-
ttide = OF. mansuctume, F. mansuetude = It.

mattsuetudine, < L. mansuetudo, tameness, mild-

ness, < man#uetus, tame, mild: see mansuete.
Cf. coiinni'tiiili; desuetude.] Tameness; habitual
mildness or gentleness. [Archaic.]
The remedie agayns ire is a vertu that men clepen man-

suetude. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Our Lord Himself, made up of mansuetude,
Sealing the sum of sufferance up, received

Opprobrium, contumely, and buffeting
Without complaint.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 84.

manswear, mainswear (man'-, man'swar),. .;

pret. manstcore, mainswore, pp. manstcorn, main-
sioorn ; ppr. manswearing, mainsicearing. [< ME.
mansieercn (in pp. mansworn, manswore), < AS.
mdttswerian (pret. mdnsicor, pp. mansicoren),
swear falsely, < man (= OS. men= OHG. MHG.
mein), falseness, evil, wickedness (= Icel. mein
= Sw. Dan. men, harm, misfortune), < man (=
OFries. men = MLG. men, mein = OHG. MHG.
twin), false, deceitful (= Icel. meinn, harmful),
in mdnath (= OS. meneth = D. meineed= OHG.
mcincid, MHG. meineit, G. meineid = Icel. mei-
iii itl/ir = Sw. Dan. mened), orig. man dtli, a false

oath, perjury; perhaps akin to OBulg. mean, ex-

change, change, = Lith. mamas, exchange, and

through thisjiotion of 'exchange' connected
with AS. gemcene, E. mean, common: see menu2 .]

To swear falsely; perjure one's self. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

If I chance to stay at hame,
My love will ca' me manmmrn.
The Broamfield Uitt (Child's Ballads, I. 132).

manta (inan'tji), u. [Sp. (and Pg.), a blanket :

see mantle.] 1. A coarse unbleached cotton

fabric which forms the staple clothing of the

common people of Mexico. 2. In mining, a

blanket or sack of ore
;
a placer in situ. [West-

ern U. S.] 3. The Spanish-American name
of an enormous devil-fish or sea-devil, an eagle-

ray of the family Ceratopteridte. Hence 4.

[cop.] [NL.] A genus of such rays. Mtnila lii-

nuril is a species of the warmer American wa-
ters. It is a synonym of Ceratoptera.

Mantchoo, . and <i. A spelling of Manelni^.

manteau (inan'to), . [Formerly also mtnilii.

mtintiif (iilso by corruption ntantua, q. v.) ; < F.

man lean, a cloak: see mantle, the older form
of the same word. The form manto, iimiitnt;

is simply a more phonetic spelling of the F.

(like rut'tit. fiittm . for contrail), and not from the

Sp. or It. maiito.i 1. A cloak or mantle.

He presents him with a white horse, a nrnnto. or blacke
coole [cowl], a pastoral staff.

It'/i-iitit. slat.! of the Greek Church, p. 96.

Specifically 2. A woman's cloak or outer gar-
ment: especially, :i mantle open in front Mini

displaying the skirt or petticoat.
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Haat tin MI any inantnr* for ladles made after thine own
fashion, u iiii-ij '.hull cover all their naked shoulders, and
breasts, and necks, and adorn them all <>M >

Kii'ilmtil'* rn% (1083), p. 80. (Hares.)

I met ln-r Ibis Morning, In a new Manteau and i'ettl-

coat, not a bit the worse for her Lady's wearing.
Steele, Conscious Loven, L 1.

But since in braided gold her foot is bound.
And a long trailing inantfau sweeps the ground,
Her shoe disdains the street. Gay, Trivia, I. 110.

mantel (man'tl), . [< ME. mantel, < OF. HIIIH-

tfl, a cloak, a shelf over a fireplace: see mini-

tie, of which mantel is but an older spelling, re-

tained only in the architectural sense, without

particular reason.] If. A cloak. See mantle

(the present spelling in this sense). 2. In

i., all the work or facing around a fireplace,

Mantel.

Cloister of St. Elne. near Perpignan, France ; I3th century.

resting against the chimney, and usually pro-

jecting and more or less ornamental, it Includes
the mantelpiece or chimneypiece, with the mantel-shelf,
when this is present, and the hood of fireplaces having
this feature.

3. In a restricted sense, a mantel-shelf.

mantelboard (man'tl-bord), n. The shelf of
a mantelpiece, especially when movable and

forming rather a part of the over-mantel than
of the chimneypiece proper.
mantel-Clock (man'tl -kick), n. A clock or

timepiece intended to stand on a mantel-shelf.

The mantte-clnctc strikes six sharp insisting blows as

she exclaims. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 25.

mantelet, mantlet (man'tel-et, mant'let), .

[Formerly also mantellet ; < ME. mantelet, < OF.
mantelet, F. mantelet (= Sp. Pg. mantelete = It.

mantelletto, mantelktta), dim. of mantel, a cloak :

see mantel, mantle."] 1. A short cloak or mantle,
(a) A short cloak worn In the fourteenth and flfteenth cen-

turies by knights.

A mantelet upon his shuldre banginge,
I'.n-t fnl of rubies reede, as fyr sparkllnge.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1306.

(6) A woman's garment, narrower than the mantle, and
approaching the form of a tippet or broad scarf, worn over
the shoulders.

2. Same as i-oin/oixr. See also lambrequin, 1 (a).

3. In gun., a shield to protect men serv-

ing guns in embrasures, casemates, or port-
holes from the bullets of sharpshooters. 4.

A movable roof or screen used in sieges, etc.,
to protect the besiegers in their attacks. See

cut-castle, rinea, soifl, B.

From these mautellete they shot great pieces, as Culuer-

ings, double gunnes, and great bombards.
UaHuyCt Voyage*, II. 79.

They bring forward mantelet* and pavisses, and the arch-

ers muster on the skirts of the wood.
Scott, Ivanhoe, xxvli.

5. A movable shelter used in a hunting-field.

The mysteries of battues, shooting grouse from mant-

lets, every department, in short, of modern sport with the

gun. The Academy, Feb. 4, 188*. p. 77.

6. A flexible covering, usually of rope, drawn
close round a gun when it is discharged. Kni-i/r.

Itrit.. IX. 453.

manteletta (man-te-let'S), n. [It.: see ninii-

telet.] In the Bom. Cut/i. ('It., a sleeveless vest-

manticore

ment of silk or woolen stuff, which reaches to

the knees and is fasli-ncd in front, worn by
cardinals, bishops, abbots, and the prelates of

the Kntimn court.

mantelinet (man'tel-in), n. [< OF. and F. ninii-

telinv (Sp. mantellina), a short cloak, a riding-

hood, < mantel, a cloak: we iiinuli/. niiinlli.}

Same as manti-li-l, 1.

mante!16 (man-te-la'), a. [OF., < manti-l, man-
tle : see mantle."] In her., marked by two tri-

angles occupying the dexter and sinister sides

of the chief, as if a mantle had been thrown
over it from behind : said of an escutcheon.
Mantellia (man-tel'i-a), n. [NL., named after

G. A.Mantell (1790-1852), an English geologist .
]

A generic name given by Brongniart to a tree

parts of the trunk ofwhich are found in the Port-
land dirt-bed (inthe Purbeck group),and consid-

ered to belong to the cycads. It had been previously
described by Bnckland under the family name of Cyca-
deoidea (1828), and later (1835) received from him the ge-
neric name Cycadites. It has also been described under
the generic names of Zamitet and Stmbilite*. Schlmper
adopts lluckland's name as that of a genus, changing it to

Cycadoidea. Zlgno prefers the generic name MatiifUia.

mantelpiece (man'tl-pes), n. [Also mantle-

piece; ? mantel, 2, + piece.] The fitting or dec-
oration of a mantel that is, the horizontal

hood, cornice, or shelf carried above a fire-

place; hence, by extension, all the marble-

work, metal-work, or wainscoting around a fire-

place, or masking the breast of a chimney, in-

cluding usually one shelf or more.
A set of Grecian-looking vases on the mantle-piece.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, HI.

mantel-set (man'tl-set), . A set of two, three,
or more decorative objects intended for a man-
tel-shelf.

mantel-shelf (man'tl-shelf), . 1. That part
of a mantelpiece which constitutes a shelf.

2. A mantelpiece.
manteltree (man'tl-tre), H. [Also mantletree,

formerly mantell-tree ; < mantel, mantle, + tree.]
In arch., a beam behind the mantelpiece serv-

ing as the lintel to a fireplace, sometimes re-

placed by a brick arch, to which the name is

also given.
The first entrance large, and like the mantletree of a

chimney. Sandys, Travalles, p. 136.

Here also, as a sort of infintl.'-fi-i''' ornament, sits the
marble kitten that Rufus made. & Judd, Margaret, I. 17.

mantes, . Plural of mantis, 2.

mantian (man'ti-an), a. [< Gr. /lavreia, divina-

tion, < [tavTcveoBat, practise divination,
a diviner: see Mantis."] Same as mantic.

mantle (man'tik), . [< Gr. ftavruujf, of a di-

viner or prophet, prophetic, < fiavrif,
a diviner,

seer, prophet : see Mantis.'} Relating or per-

taining to prophecy or divination, or to one sup-
posed to be inspired; prophetic: as, man tic fury.
Trench. [Rare.]
mantichor, . See mantieore.

mantichora (man-ti-ko'rii), n. [NL.: see man-

ticore.] 1. Same as manticore. 2. [can.'] A
genus of tiger-beetles of the family Cieinaelida',
rounded by Fabricius in 1781,typical of the Man-
ticliorinte. All are African; 31. tuberculata is

an example.
Mantichoridae (man-ti-kor'i-de), M. pi. [NL.,
< Mantichora + -id<r.~\ The MantichoriiKg re-

garded as a family.
Mantichorinae (man'ti-ko-ri'ne), ti.pl. [NL.,<
Mantichora + -itue."] A subfamily of Cicindeli-

dee, typified by the genus Mantichora. with no
wings, small eyes, and separate posterior coxae.
The species are large and black or yellow. Four genera
are known, of which (tutu* and Amblychtla are found in

the United States, and the rest Inhabit Africa.

manticora (man-ti-ko'ra), w. [L.: see manti-

core.'] 1. Same as roantuwe. 2. [cap.] [NL.]
Same as Mantichora, 2.

manticore (man'ti-kor), . [Also mantieor,

manticora, mantichor, and corruptly mantiger;
< F. manticore, < L. mantichora, < Gr. fiavrt^paf,

/iavrix6pac, corrupt forms of fiaprix^pof, ftapri-

%6pac, a fabulous animal mentioned by Ctesias,
with a human head, a lion's body, a porcupine's
quills, and a scorpion's tail, < Pers. mardthora,
'

inan-eater,' < mard, man, + -khora, Ichaur. eat-

er.] 1 . A fabulous monster having the body of
a beast of prey, with a human head. In heraldry It

is represented with the head of an old man, usually af-

fronte. It usually has horns like those of an ox, or long and

spiral, and some writers say that the tail and feet should
be those of a dragon.

Near these was placed . . . the black prince of Mono-
raotapas : by whose side were seen the glaring cat a-moun-
tain and the man-mimicking inantifrer. . . . That word,
replied Martin, is a corruption of the mantichora of the

ancients, the most noxious animal that ever infented the
earth. IHartimu ScrMmu.



manticore

2. An unidentified and perhaps imaginary kind

of monkey.
Mantidae (man'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mantix +
-i(Jo?.] A family of carnivorous raptorial or-

thopterous insects, typified by the genus Mantis,
with immenselylong prothorax, and the fore legs

peculiarly modified as grasping-organs for rap-
torial purposes. They are known as rearhorses, race-

horses, camel-insects, praying-insects, soothsayers, etc., from
their peculiar shapes and postures, and are noted for their

ferocity, pugnacity, and tenacity of life. The praying atti-

tude, in which the fore legs are held peculiarly doubled up,
is assumed for defense and aggression. The genera and

species are numerous. Among the gressorial or ambula-
torial orthopters the family contrasts with
Also Mantida, Mantides.

mantiger (man'ti-jer), n. See manticore.

mantile, . Same as maniple.4:.
mantilla (man-til'a), n. [= F. mantille, < Sp.
mantilla = Pg. mantilha = It. mantiglia, mantle,
mantilla: see mantle."] 1. A short mantle.

Sir Francis Vere, conspicuous in the throng in his red
mantilla. Motley, United Netherlands, II. 263.

2. A light cloak or covering thrown over the

dress of a lady.
A Dona Inez with a black mantilla,
Followed at twilight by an unknown lover.

Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 1.

3. A womau's head-covering, often of lace,
which falls down upon the shoulders and may
be used as a veil, worn in Spain and the Span-
ish colonies, in Genoa, and elsewhere.

Her hair was partly covered by a lace mantilla, through
which her arms, bare to the shoulder, gleamed white.

B. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 219.

Mantis (man'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. /j.dvri(, a di-

viner, seer, prophet, foreboder; also a locust or

grasshopper described as having long thin fore

legs, kept constantly in motion, perhaps Man tis

religiosa, so called from the peculiar position of

the fore legs, which
resembles that of a

person's hands at

prayer ; orig. one
who utters oracles
while in a state of

divine frenzy, < fiai-

i>7ftu,rage,be mad,
> [tavia, frenzy : see

mania.'] 1. The typ-
ical genus of Man-
tida?, formerly the
same as the family,
now much restrict-

ed. They are na-
tives chieflyof trop-
ical regions, but
some species are
common in tem-

perate latitudes.

2. II. c.; pi. mantes

(-tez).] Any spe-
cies Of the family Praying-mantis (Mantis rtltfiosal,

Mantid; a rear- adult male, reduced one fourth.

horse. The common rearhorse or praying-mantis of
the United States is Phasmamantis Carolina.

mantis-crab (man'tis-krab), n. Same as man-
tis-shrimp, 1.

Mantisia (man-tis'i-a), . [NL. (Sims, 1810),
< mantis, the insect, which the flowers are

thought to resemble.] A genus of monocotyle-
donous plants of the natural order Zingiberacea;,
the ginger family, and the tribe Zingiberea;.
It is characterized by a one-celled ovary, with three

parietal placentas, and by having lateral opposite thread-

shaped staminodia extending from the middle of the fila-

ment. They are herbs, with narrow leaves having a long
twisted apex, and curious purple and yellow flowers grow-
ing in loose clusters. There are two species, indigenous to
the East Indies ; one of these, M. saltatoria, is often culti-

vated for the singularity and beauty of its flowers, which
bear some resemblance to a ballet-dancer ; hence the popu-
lar name dancing-girls or opera-girls. See dancing-girt, 2.

Mantispa (man-tis'pii), . [NL. (Illiger, 1798),

irreg. or erroneously for "Mantiopa, < Gr. /i&vrif,
an insect, NL. Mantis, + liiji (UTT-), face.] The
typical genus of Mantispida;, so called from the
likeness to a mantis, the prothorax being long
and slender, and the fore legs enlarged and bent
for grasping. The larva is hypermetamorphic, and has

Mantis-shrimp (Squilla
empusa).

.
,

a double molt. The larvse live in the egg-bags of spiders.
M. pagana is European ; others are found in all the warmer
parts of the world.

Mantispidae (man-tis'pi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Mantispa + -idai.'] A family of planipennine
neuropterous insects, tvpified by the genus
Mantispa. J. 0. Westwood, 1840.

Mantispinse (mau-tis-pi'ne), . j>?. [NL.,< Man-
tispa + -MKB.J The Mantisiridw considered as a

subfamily of the neuropterous family ffemero-
bitdce.
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mantissa (man-tis'ii), w. [< L. mantissa, man-

tisa, an addition, a makeweight; of Etruscan

origin.] 1. A supplementary treatise
;
a les-

ser work following one on the same sub-

ject. 2. The decimal

part of a logarithm: so
called as being additional
to the characteristic or in-

tegral part. Thus, in the

logarithm of 900 = 2.9S424 the
characteristic is 2, and the man-
tissa is .95424. This use of the
word was introduced by Henry
Briggs, and is applied chiefly
to Briggsian logarithms. See

logarithm.
3. [cop.] In zool., a ge-
nus of mollusks.

mantis-shrimp (man'tis-

shrimp), w. 1. A stoma-

topodous crustacean of

the family Squillidce, as

Squilla mantis or S. em-

pusa : so called from the
resemblance to the insect

called mantis. See Gono-

dactylns, Squilla. Also
called man tis-crdb and

locust-shrimp. 2. A Ise-

modipodous crustacean of the family Caprel-

lidce, as CapreJla linearis; a specter-shrimp: so

called for the same reason as above.

mantistic (man-tis'tik). a. [Irreg. < Gr. fiavrtc, a

diviner, seer, prophet,+ -istic.] Same as manlic.

An idea of spiritual or mantistic qualities supposed to

be peculiar to the female sex.

A. Wilder, Knight's Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. 144.

mantle (man'tl), n. [Formerly also mantel

(still retained in the architectural sense), man-

tell; < ME. mantel, mantylle, partly (a) < AS.

mantel, mentel = OFries. D. MLG. mantel =
OHG. mantal, mandal, MHG. mantel, mandel,
G. mantel = Icel. mottull = Sw. Dan. mantel, a

cloak; partly (6) < OF. mantel, F. manteau (>
E. manteau, manto1

,
also mantua, q. v.), a cloak,

a mantel (in arch.), = Pr. mantel, a cloak, =
Sp. mantel, a table-cloth, = It. mantello, a

cloak
;

all < L. mantellum, mantelum, a cloak,
mantle, also mantele, mantelitim, mantile, man-
tilium, a towel, napkin, table-cloth, whence also

It. mantile, mantle, = Pg. mantilha = Sp. man-
tilla = It. dim. mantiglia, mantilla (>F. G. man-
tille = E. mantilla, q. v.), a mantle

;
also (< L.

mantellum, regarded as dim.) ML. mantiim, >

It. manto, ammanto = Sp. Pg. manto, m., also

Sp. Pg. manta = F. mante, f., a cloak; per-
haps orig. a 'hand-cloth,' < maims, the hand,
+ tela, a web, texture : .^^
see toit2 . A similar re-

duction of maniis to
man- occurs in man-
snete, mancipate, etc.]
1. A loose sleeveless

garment worn as an
outer covering, falling
in straight lines from
the shoulders

;
a simple

kind of cloak. Mantles
were originally mere pieces
of cloth of suitable size and
shape, the upper corners of
which were brought together
and fastened at the neck or
over one shoulder, with the
loose edges lapping in front
or at one side. Those worn
during the middle ages and
later were large and loose,
capable of being drawn across
the breast, but usually open
in front and secured across
the breast by a lace or chain.

Long flowing mantles form a

part of the distinguishing
costume or insignia of British and other nobles and
knights, and are represented more or less conventionally
behind the escutcheon in coats of arms.

The damsell was in her smok. with a mantitt a-bouten
hir. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ i. 17.

And Elijah took his mantle, and wrapped it together,
and smote the waters, and they were divided hither and
thither, so that they two went over on dry ground.

2 Kt U. 8.

2. Figuratively, a cover or covering; some-

thing that conceals.

Well covered with the night's black mantle.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 22.

Before the heavens thou wert, and, at the voice
Of God, as with a mantle didst invest
The rising world. Milton, P. L., iii. 10.

A hot-water filter ... in which the mantel of water be-
tween the glass funnel and the outer copper wall is kept
warm by a flame which is placed under the tube.

Hilppe, Bacteriological Investigations (trans.), p. 133.

Mantle of Man-at-arms,
15th century.

mantle-cell

Specifically () An outer covering of a wall, differing in

material from the inner part. (6) Infounding, a covering
of porous clay laid over a pattern in wax. When heat is

applied the wax melts and runs out, leaving the clay man-
tle in condition to serve as a mold, (c) The outer envelop-

ing masonry of a blast-furnace, (d) In zoiil. and anat.,
some part or organ which covers, conceals, or mantles :

.

(1) In Mollusea, the pallium. (2) In Cirripedia, the sac,

formed by the dorsal part of the integument, which in-

closes the body. (3) In ornith., the pallium or stragulum.
See stragtdum. (4) The tunic of an ascidian.

3. In her., same e mantling, 3. 4. An inclosed

chute which leads water from a fore-bay to a
water-wheel. E. H. Knight. 5. In the incan-
descent gas-light

of Dr. Auer von Weisbach, a
tube variously composed of one or more of the

oxids of zirconium, lanthanum, thorium, and
cerium, and prepared by dipping a tube of cot-

ton netting (made by a knitting-machine) into

a solution, or mixed solutions, of the oxid or

oxids, thus coating the filaments, which after

coating are burned out, leaving a consolidated
tube. Heated from the interior by the flame of Bunsen
burners to the temperature of incandescence, these mau-
tlesbecome strongly luminous, andare said to last from 1,000
to 2,000 hours of constant use. Duchesse mantle, a large
easy silk cloak for women, worn about 1870. Electoral
mantle. See electoral. Empress mantle, a kind of bur-
noose worn by women about I860. Josephine mantle,
an outer garment for women, with-a cape, worn about 1850.

Lady's mantle. See lady's-manOe.To take the
mantle or mantle and ring, to vow perpetual widow-
hood. During the fifteenth century and later, it was cus-

tomary for widows to take such pledges, sometimes in the

presence of a clergyman or other witnesses. See widow's

mantle, below. Watteau mantle, a woman's mantle or
cloak worn about 1866, distinguished by a Watteau back and
other resemblances to garments represented in the pictures
of Watteau. Widow's mantle, a mantle assumed, usu-

ally with a ring, as evidence of a vow of perpetual widow-
hood. It appears to have been a russet cloak.

mantle (man'tl), v .
; pret. and pp. mantled, ppr.

mantling. [< ME. mantlen; < mantle, .] I.

trans. 1. To cover with or as if with a mantle ;

disguise ;
obscure or protect by covering up.

So their rising senses

Begin to chase the ignorant fumes that mantle
Their clearer reason. Shale., Tempest, v. 1. 67.

Mar. Come I too late ?

Com. Ay, if you come not in the blood of others,
But mantled in your own. Shak., Cor., i. 6. 2fl.

Darkness the Bkies had mantled o'er

In aid of her design.
Cmcper, Queen's Visit to London.

Specifically 2. In the manufacture of alum
from aluminous shales or alum ores, to cover

(a partly or completely calcined heap of the

ore) with a layer of previously calcined ore.
Volatilization and loss of sulphur from excessive heat and
the injurious action of wind and rain are thus avoided

during the progress of the operation and while the heap is

cooling.

Calcination is then effected by means of a smothered fire.

... To this end, the mass is after a time covered with a

coating of calcined ore, or mantled, as it is termed, in or-

der to shelter the burning heap from wind and rain, and
to moderate the heat. Sports' Encyc. Manuf., I. 327.

II. intrans. 1 . To expand and spread ;
serve

as a mantle or covering.
The pair [of wings] that clad

Each shoulder broad came mantling o'er his breast
With regal ornament. Milton, P. L., v. 279.

2. To become covered with a coating, as a

barmy liquid; send up froth or scum; cream,
or cream over

;
foam.

The cup of Joy
Unmingled mantles to the goblet's brim.

Shelley, Queen Mab, viii.

3. To be or become overspread or suffused, as
with blushes or color

; hence, to display a super-
ficial change of hue or of expression.

At the distant hint of dark surmise,
The blood into the mantling cheek would rise.

Crabbe, Works, V. 120.

The rosy blush of morn began to mantle in the east.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 109.

You could see an unusual, because a lively, spark dan-

cing in his eyes, and a new-found vivacity mantling on his
dark physiognomy. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iii.

4. In falcom-y, to stretch out one wing after
the leg, as a hawk, by way of relief; spread
out the wings for ease : sometimes used figura-

tively.
There my fraile fancy, fed with full delight,
Doth bath in blisse, and mantleth most at ease.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixxii.

Or tend his spar-hawke mantling in her mewe.
Bp. HaU, Satires, iv. 4.

mantle-animal (man'tl-an"i-mal), n. A sea-

squirt; one of the ascidians or tunicaries : trans-

lating the technical name Tiinicata. Haeckel.

mantle-breathing (man'tl-bre'THing), a. Ee-
spiring by means of the mantle or pallium ;

palliobranchiate, as a brachiopod : as, the

ininitlc-lireathiiiff mollusks.
mantle-Cell (man'tl-sel), . In fri//>t<ii/nmi/,

same as tapetal cell.



mantled

mantled (man'tld), />. n. (X MK. mantled; <

niiinllt + -r-'.] Provided witli ;i mantle or a
mantelet

; protorlrd.

They haue a Fort very well palllsadoed and mantelled
with barkus of trees. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 120.

Thuy liullt two houses for them he daily expected from
Midland, a fjiiru Wi-11 of fresh water mantled with hricke.

c.irnii .,: in Capt. John Smith't Works, II. 84.

mantlepiece, n. Boo numUlpleee,
mantler (mant'ler), n. One who wears or is

dressed in a mantle
;
one whose only clothing

is a mantle.

In Antwerp they pictured the Queen of Bohemia like a
poor Irish mantler, with her hair hanging about her ears
and her child at her back.

A. Wilson, Hist. Great Britain (1656).

mantlet, . See mantelet.

mantletree, See manteltree.

mantling (mant'ling), n. [Verbal n. of man-
III; r.] 1. A kind of cloth suitable for making
mantles or the like. 2. In the manufacture of
alum from aluminous shales or alum ores, a

layer of calcined shale spread over a partly
or completely calcined heap of the same ma-
terial, to moderate the heat, prevent loss of

sulphur, and protect the mass from the detri-

mental effects of wind and rain during the cal-

cination and cooling. 3. In her. : (a) The dra-

pery which is often used as a background to a
shield, crest, etc., originally perhaps the man-
telet of the helmet or

cpintoise. (6) A mantelet,
lambrequin, or cointoise. Also mantle.

mantoH, . An obsolete spelling of manteau.
manto- (man'to), n. [8p., a mantle or cover-

ing: gee mantle.'] In mining, a stratum or bed,
especially one which covers some valuable ore,
or has some peculiarity of importance from a
mining point of view. It is usually qualified by some
other word, as manto de ossa (the bone-layer), a stratum of
cavernous limestone in the minim; region of Chafiarcillo
in Chill. The use of the word is limited to South America,
and especially Chili. In the gold placer-mines of that
country the manto is the "pay-streak" of gravel, or that

part of the gravel which contains the gold in paying quan-
tity. The barren gravels are called manturroneg. The word
manto is occasionally used by those writing on the mines
of South America in languages other than Spanish.

manto-gownt (man'to-goun), n. Same as man-
teau or mantua-gown.

mantologistOuan-tol'o-jist), n. [< mantolog-y
+ -ts<.] One skilled 'in mantology or divina-

tion; a diviner; a prophet. [Kare.]
mantology (man-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /Mvrtt, a
diviner (/lavreia, divination), + -Aoyta, < Myetv,

speak: see -ology.] The act or art of divina-
tion or prophesying. [Kare.]
mantont, mantoont, n. [< Sp. manton, a shawl,
< mantti, a cloak : see mantle.] A shawl or wrap.

I do hear there are bawds abroad,
That bring cut- works, and mantooni, and convey letters
To such young gentlewomen.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, i. 2.

mantra (man'tni), . [Skt., thought, a hymn
or text of the Vedas, a spell, a charm, < / man,
think: see mind 1

.'] 1. A Vedic hymn of praise
and prayer; collectively, the matter of the San-
hita or first division of the Veda, as distin-

guished from the liturgical matter, called the
brahmana. 2. A sacred text used as a charm
or incantation by Brahmans and Yogis.
He (the Brahman ) may play the mountebank or the con-

jurer, and with a stock of mantra* and charms proceed to
the curing of murrain in cattle, pip in chickens, and short-
windedness in old women.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 375.

man-trap (man 'trap), n. 1. A spring-trap
or other engine for catching trespassers and
marauders. Its use has been made unlawful in Great
Britain except when set in a dwelling-house between sun-
set and sunrise.

2. Anything, such as an open hatchway on
shipboard, or an insecure building, ladder, etc.,

likely to become the cause of injury or death
to the unwary. [Colloq.]
mantua (man'tu-S), n. [A corruption of man-
teau, formerly also manto, niantoe, and in the
17th century also prob. (as the Sc. form
manty indicates) ]>ron. "mantiie (man'tu) (cf.

beauty, pron.bu'ti), whence, appar. by associa-
tion with Mantua, a town in Italy, the form
mantua. There was no actual connection with
Mantua; and the supposed analogy of milliiirr,

ult. < Milan, is fallacious.] If. A manteau;
specifically, a woman's gown, especially one
open in front, showing the petticoat and the

lining of the mantua itself.

i 'ondescendlng (tho' she is of n great House in France)
to make Mantua'n for the Improvement of the English.

Steeie, Grief A-la-Mode, lii. 1.

A new uiniitiia of genuine French silk. Scott.
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Ribbons, manliau, clocked stockings, and high-heeled
shoe*. Tliaclceran, Virginians, xxxll.

2. A loose cloak worn by women about 1850.

mantua-gownt (nmn'tu-a-goun), n. A loose
outer garment worn by women. E. Phillips.
mantua-maker (man'tu-ft-ma'ker), n. One
who makes women's gowns; a dressmaker.

By profession a mantua-matcr ; I am employed by the
most fashionable ladies. Addiion, Guardian, No. 118.

manucaptor
See keyl, 4 (6), and kri/b<ir<l. (It) In organ*, a

keyboard for the hands: opposed to /</.// M,
an organ with two manuals. Abbreviated M.

4. A fire-engine worked by hand, as distin-

guished from the more modern steam fire-en-

gine. See fire-Kii//mi .

manualist (man'u-al-ist), n. [< manual + -int."]

An artificer; a workman, ifinsheu. [Rare.]
manualiter (man-u-al'i-ter), adr. [NL., < L.

iiiannali.i, manual: seemanuat.] Withthemanu-
als, and without the pedals: a direction in or-

gan-playing.

Mantua-maker's hem, a manner of uniting two pieces
of material expeditiously, used by dressmakers, etc. The
ri<lk

re of the seam is left standing, not sewed down flat to
the stuff. -

Mantuan (man'tu-an), a. and n. [< L. Man- manual-key (man u-al-ke), . In an organ.
lna nits, of Mantua, '< Mantua (see def.).]" I. a. .

ne of the
"5
ey8 m a

. manual, in eqntradigtmc-

Belonging or pertaining to the town of Mantua,
or to the province or former duchy of Mantua,
in northern Italy : frequently with reference to

Virgil (born near Mantua) or his works.
And let your comment be the Mantuan Muse.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. i-_".i.

Ages elaps'd ere Homer's lamp appear'd.
And ages ere the Mantuan swan was heard.

Cmrper, Table-Talk, L 56".

II. a. A native or an inhabitant of Mantua,
manty (man'ti), n. ; pi. manties (-tiz). A Scotch
form of I/KI n 'mi or manteau.

My cousin's silk manty, and her gowd watch.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian.

Manu (man '8), n. [Skt., man, the supposed
father of mankind: see man, .] In Hindu
myth. : (a) A legendary being, son of Vivasvant
(the sun), and progenitor of the human race,
to whom is later ascribed the noted legal text-
book called the Laws of Manu, or the Manava-
dharma-qastra. (b) Later, also, one of a series
of fourteen patriarchs or progenitors, presiding
over successive periods or divisions of time,
called manvantaras, each of 308,448,000 years.
manual (man'u-al), a. and n. [Formerly also

manuel; ME. manuel (n. ),< OF. manuel, F. manti-
el = Sp. Pg. manual = It. manuale; < L. manua-
lis, of or belonging to the hand; neut. manuale,
the case or covering of a book, ML. a hand-
book, service-book, etc., < mamis, the hand: see
main*.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the hand;
performed, made, or used by the hand; employ-
ing the hands : as, manual dexterity or skifl ;

manual labor; a manual operation; the manual
arts.

I find some collections made of agriculture, and like-
wise of manual arts.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, li. 128.

Train'd to the manual flght, and bruiseful toil.

P. Whitehead, The Gymnasiad, i.

2. Having hands. [Rare.]
Persons deprived of hands beget manual issues.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vll. 2.

3. In zool., of or pertaining to the manus or
hand: distinguished from pedal: as, manual
muscles, those which lie wholly in the hand.
Manual acts (eccles.), the acts performed by the priest
In consecrating the eucharist, such as the fraction or break-
ing of the bread, making the sign of the cross, laying his
hand on the paten, etc. Manual alphabet, the letters
made with the Bngers and hand, used by the deaf and dumb
in conversation. !&ee deaf-mute. Manual benefice. See
benefice, 2. Manual coverts. See cnrert, & Manual
exercise, In the military art, the exercise of handling the
rifle and other arms with precision according to prescribed
method : as, the sergeant drilled his squad In manual exer-
cite. Manual keyboard. See II., 3 (6). Manual seal,
a signet used for impressing a seal by hand.

There is my gage, that manual seal of death,
That marks thee out for hell.

Shalt., Rich. II., iv. 1. 26.

Sign manual [< OF. wing manuel], an autograph signa-
ture; especially, a signature to an official document exe-
cuted by the hand of a sovereign or magistrate.

The treasurer obliged himself to procure some decla-
ration under his majesty's sign manual.

Clarendon, Civil Wars.

H. n. I. A small book, such as may be car-
ried in the hand or conveniently handled ; espe-
cially, a book of convenient size containing the
elements of a science, a collection of rules, or the
like, designed for use as a text-book or as a
reference-book: as, a manual of laws. 2. Spe-
cifically, an office-book of the medieval Catho-
lic Church in England, containing the form to be
observed by priests in the administration of the
sacraments of communion (out of mass), bap-
tism, penance, marriage, and extreme unction,
and in churchings, burials, etc. It corresponds to
the Roman Catholic office-book called the ritual. The name
manual ( ML. mantialr) was sometimes used in France also.

The Manual had in it all the services that a parish priest
has to perform, with the musical notation where needed,
and the full rubrics for the administration of the Sacra-
ments. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 213.

3. In music: (n) In a musical instrument, a

key or lever for the hands or fingers ; a digital.

tion to a pedal-key,which is operated by the foot,

manually (man'u-al-i),a<fr. By hand; bymeang
of the hands,

manuaryt (man'u-a-ri), a. and n. [< L. manu-
ariua, of the hand (as a noun, a manual laborer),
< tiitniiix. the hand: see manual, main3 . Cf . man-
ner'1

.'] I. a. Done or carried on by the hand ;

manual.
In manuary craftes, though they be all good, yet that Is

accompted most noble that Is most necessary.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 168.

II. . 1. One who labors with his hands; a
handicraftsman; an artificer; an artisan.

There are some special gifts of the Spirit, which we call

charismata, which do no more argue a right to the sonship
of God than the manuary' infused skill of iiczaleel and
Aholiab could prove them saints.

Ill'- Hall, Sermon on Rom. viii. 14.

2. A consecrated glove.
Some manuariei for handlers of relics.

Latimer, Works, I. 49. (flat**)

manubialt (ma-nu'bi-al), a. [< L. manubialis,
of or belonging to booty, < manubiee, money ob-
tained from the sale of booty, also booty, spoils,
< manus, the hand : see>no;ia/.] Belonging to

spoils ;
taken in war Manublal column. See col-

umn.
manubria. . Plural of manubrium.
manubrial (ma-nu'bri-al), a. [< manubrium +
-/.] In a /HI t., of or pertaining to a manubrium;
having the character of a manubrium

;
resem-

bling a handle: as, the manubrial part of the
sternum.
manubriated (ma-nu'bri-a-ted), a. [< manu-
brium + -ate1 + -ed2.] Having a manubrium, as
a sternum : used chiefly in ornithology.
manubrium (ma-nu'bri-um), .; pi. manubria
(-a). [= Sp. Pg. manubrio, < L. manubrium, a

handle, haft, hilt, < manus, the hand: see man-
ual.~\ 1. In some technical uses, a handle or
haft. Specifically 2. In anat. and zool.: (a)
The presternum, or first piece of the sternum,
of most mammals; the anterior, or in man the

upper, segment of the sternum, corresponding
to the first pair of ribs, and succeeded by a piece
or pieces collectively called the gladiolus or
mesosternum. See cut under sternum, (b) In

birds, a small process, often forked, of the fore
border of the sternum, in the middle line, at the
root of the keel. See cut under epipleura. (e)
The handle of the malleus

; the process of the
outer ear-bone, connected with the inner sur-
face of the tympanic membrane. See cut under
ossiculum. (d) In hydrozoans, the sac or polyp-
ite which projects from the center of the con-

cavity of trie nectocalyx of a medusa or the gono-
calyx of a medusiform gonophore. See mcdu-
soid. 3. In bot., a cylindrical cell which arises
from the center of the inner face of each of the

eight shields that compose the wall of the an-
theridium in the Characor. Also called handle.

Compare head, 6 (c ), and head-cell.

From the center of the Inner face of each shield a cylin-
drical cell, termed a handle or mantifrritim, projects in-

wards nearly to the center of the globe.
Bennett and Murray, Cryptogamic Bot., p. 177.

4. In organ-building, a stop-knob or handle,

manucaption (man-u-kap'shon), n. [< ML.
nianufajitio(n-), < L. manus, hand, + caption-),
taking: see caption.'] In old late, a writ for
the appearance or bringing in of a person who
could not be admitted to bail by the sheriff or
an inferior magistrate.
This manucaption was intended to secure the atten-

dance of the members. Stitbbt, Const. Hist., 424.

manucaptor (man-u-kap'tor), w. [< ML. ma-
nucaptor, < L. manus, hand, + captor, a taker

(hunter): see captor.'] In old law, one who
stands bail for the appearance of another; a

surety.
For each of them [newly chosen representatives] manu-

caittort or bailsmen were provided, who were bound for
their obedience to the writ, and the names of the manu-
captart were entered in the return.

Stubbt, Const. Hist, I 424.



manucode

manucode (man'u-kod), w. [< Manucodia.] A
bird of Paradise of the genus Manucodia of

Boddaert; a chalybean. The term has also been used
for some of the true birds of Paradise of the genus Para-
disea of Linnaeus or Manucodiata of Brisson.

Manucodia (man-u-ko'di-a), n. [NL. (Bod-
daert, 1783), a misprint for Manucodiata, q.y.]A genus of sturnoid passerine birds, either in-

cluded in the family Paradiseidie or placed in

Sturnidie, and typical of a subfamily Manuco-
diince (also called Phonygama by Lesson in

1828, and Chalylxeus by Cuvier in 1829); the
manucodes or chalybeans. There are several spe-
cies of these beautiful birds, with glossy blue-black plu-

mage, inhabiting the Papuan region, or New Guinea and
the islands zoologically related thereto. The longest- and
best-known of these is M. viridis, called M. chalyb<mts by
Boddaert, and Chalyb&wparadiseus by Cuvier. M. kerau-
dreni (Lesson), M. gmldi (Gray), il. atra (Lesson), M. pyr-
rhoptera (Temminck), M. morotenste (Schlegel), and M.
obiensis (Bernstein) are others ; the last three form a sepa-
rate subgenus called Lycocorax by Bonaparte in 1853.

manucodiata (man-u-ko-di-a'ta), n. [NL.,
from a Malay name manuk-dewata, a bird of

Paradise, lit.
' bird of the gods.' Cf . mamuque.]

1 . An old and disused name for a bird of Para-
dise.

The male and female Manucordiata [read manucodiatal],
the male having a hollow in the back, in which it is re-

ported the female both lays and hatches her eggs.
Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 4, 1646.

2. [cap.] A genus of Paradise birds established

by Brisson in 1760, equivalent to the Linnean
genus Paradisea. Two species were included by Bris-
son under this generic name, Manucodiata major and M.
minor, corresponding respectively to the Paradisea apoda
and P. regia of Linnseus, neither of which pertains to the
later genus Manucodia. [Not in use. )

Manucodiinae (man-u-ko-di-i'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Manucodia + -incE.~\ A subfamily of birds
named by Cabanis in 1847 from the genus Ma-
nucodia. The term is little used ; but by G. K. Gray
(1870) it is employed for a subfamily of Sturnidte com-
posed of the two genera Astrapia and Manucodia.

manuducentt (man-u-du'sent), n. [< ML. ma-
nuducen(t-)s, ppr. of manudiicere, lead by the

hand, < L. manus, the hand, + ducere, lead: see

duct.] One who leads by the hand
;
a manuduc-

tor. [Bare.]
manuduction (man-u-duk'shon), . [= Sp.
mamidiiccion, < ML. manuductio(n-), < manudu-
cere, lead by the hand: see manudu-cent.] A
leading by the hand

;
the act of guiding ;

care-
ful guidance. [Archaic.]
The only door to enter into the kingdom of God was

water, by the manuduction of the Spirit
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 151.

It is amusing to see the imperial air with which he
enounces his behests to applicants for his manuductwn.

F. Hall, Recent English, p. 112.

manuductor (man-u-duk'tor), n. [= F. manu-
dticteitr = Sp. manuductor, < ML. manuductor, <

manuducere, lead by the hand: see manuducent,]
One who leads by the hand; a leader; a guide;
specifically, in medieval music, one who indi-
cated the rhythm to a choir by beating time
with his hand or by striking pieces of wood or
shell together ;

a conductor. [Archaic.]
Love be your manuductor; may the tears
Of penitence free you from (all) future fears.

Jordan, Poems.

manuductory (man-u-duk'to-ri), a. [< manu-
ductor: see-ory.] Leading by or asby the hand;
serving as a guide, or for guidance. Sp. Words-
worth, Church Hist., I. 229.

manufactt (man-u-fakf), n. [< L. manufactus,
made by hand: see manufacture.'] Manufac-
ture.

A great part of the linen manufact is done by women
and children. Maydman, Naval Speculations, p. 312.

T' encourage woolen manufact.
LfVrfey, Collin's Walk, Hi.

manufactory (man-u-fak'to-ri), a. and n. [<
L. manus, the hand, + 'fdctorius, adj., neut.
LL. factorium, an oil-press, later a factory: see
factory. Cf. manufacture.] I.+ a. Of or per-
taining to manufacturing ; employed in manu-
facturing: as, a manufactory operation. Swift.

Servile and manufactory men, that should serve the uses
of the world in handicrafts.

Lord, Hist. Banians (1630), p. 70. (Latham.)

II. n.; pi. manufactories (-riz). If. The act
of manufacturing ; manufacture.
To give ease and encouragementto manufactory at home.

Bolingbroke, Spirit of Patriotism, p. 190. (Latham.)

2. A building in which goods are manufac-
tured; more generally, any place where ar-
ticles for use or consumption are regularly
made : more comprehensive in scope than fac-
tory. See factory, 4.
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manufactural (man-u-fak'tu-ral), a. [<. manu-

facture + -a/.] Pertaining~6r relating to manu-
factures: as, manufactural demand. W.Taylor.
manufacture (man-u-fak'tur), . [Formerly
also manifacture; = F. manufacture = Sp. Pg.
manufactura, < ML. manufactura, a making by
hand, < L. manufactus, prop, as two words, manu

factus, made by hand: manu, abl. of manus,
hand

; factiis, pp. of facere, make : see main3
,

manual, and/octore.] 1. The operation of mak-
ing goods or wares of any kind; the production
of articles for use from raw or prepared mate-
rials by giving to these materials new forms,
qualities, properties, or combinations, whether

by hand-labor or by machinery: used more espe-
cially of production in a large wayby machinery
or by many hands working cooperatively.

They have here [at Antab] a considerable manufacture
of coarse stamped callicoes.

Pococke, Description of the East> II. L 155.

By means of trade and manufactures a greater quantity
of subsistence can be annually imported into a particular
country than what its own lands, in the actual state of

their cultivation, could afford.

Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 9.

2. Anything made for use from raw or prepared
materials

; collectively, manufactured articles
;

figuratively, anything formed or produced; a

contrivance.
The peasants are clothed in a coarse kind of canvas, the

manufacture of the country. Addison.

The tendency for a long time appears to have been to

discourage domestic linguistic manufactures, and promote
the importation of foreign wares.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xii.

3f. A place orbuilding in which manufacturing
operations are carried on

;
a factory. E. Phil-

lips, 1706.

manufacture (man-u-fak'tur), .; pret. and
pp. manufactured, ppr. manufacturing. [= F.

manufacturer = Sp. Pg. manufacturar; from
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To make or fabricate,
as anything for use, especially in considerable

quantities or numbers, or by the aid of many
hands or of machinery; work materials into
the form of : as, to manufacture cloth, pottery,
or hardware; to manufacture clothing, boots
and shoes, or cigars.

Manufactured articles were hardly to be found.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

2. Figuratively, to produce artificially ; elabo-
rate or get up by contrivance or special effort;
hence, to make a show of; simulate: as, to

manufacture words or phrases ;
a manufactured

public opinion; manufactured grief or emotion.

Sunday journals will presently begin to pour out . . .

gloomy crop news manufactured for the benefit of specu-
lators. New York Tribune, Jan. 18, 1885.

3. To use as material for manufacture
;
work

up into form for use; make something from:
as, to manufacture wool into cloth.

II. intrans. To be occupied in manufac-
tures; fabricate or elaborate something.

Plants are essentially characterized by their manufac-
turing capacity by their power of working up mere
mineral matters into complex organic compounds.

Huxley, Anim. and Veg. Kingdoms.

manufacturer (man-u-fak'tur-er), .. One who
manufactures

;
one who is engaged in the busi-

ness of manufacturing.
manufacturing1

(man-u-fak'tur-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of manufacture, i>.] The act or process
of making articles for use

;
the system of in-

dustry which produces manufactured articles.

manufacturing2 (man-u-fak'tur-ing), p. a.

[Ppr. of manufacture, .] Pertaining to or con-
cerned in manufacture; industrial: as, & manu-
facturing community.
manul, n. [Native name.] A wild cat of Ta-
tary and Siberia, Felts manul, of about the
same size as the common European wildcat,
F. catus,lmi with longer legs. It is of a yellowish
color with whitish variegations, the tail ringed
and the head striped with black.
Manulea (ma-nu'le-a), . [NL. (Linnreus,
1767), so called in allusion to the five lobes of
the corolla; < L. manus, hand.] A genus of

plants of the natural order Scrophitlarinete, type
of the tribe Manulea;, distinguished by the
five-parted or -cleft calyx, the slender suberect
corolla, the lobes of which are often notched,
and the entire style. There are about 25 species,
which are herbs, rarely shrubs, and all natives of southern
Africa. The flowers are small, generally orange-colored,
disposed in simple or compound racemes. The fruit is
a capsule with the valves two-cleft at the apex.

Manulese (ma-nu'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), for Manuleedi, < Manulea + -e<E.~] A tribe
of plants of the natural order Scrophularinete,

manure

distinguished by having the lower leaves almost

always opposite, the fifth stamen much reduced
or rarely perfect, the anthers one-celled, the

capsule dehiscent into valves, and the inflores-

cence centripetal. The tribe includes 8 genera and
about 100 species, which are mostly herbs, the majority
being natives of southern Africa. Written Manuleiete by
Bentham (1846).

manumiset, manumisst (man-u-miz', -mis'),
v. t. [Also mamtmize; < L. manumissus, pp. of

manumittere, manumit: see manumit.'} Same
as manumit.

Whether, then, being my manumteed slave,
He owed not himself to me?

Masxinger, Maid of Honour, v. 2.

The episcopal reformation has manumized kings from
the usurpation of Rome.

Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

manumission (man-u-mish'on), n. [< F. ma-
numission = Sp. manumision"= Pg. manvmissao
= It. manumissione, < L. manumissio(n-), the

freeing of a slave, < manumittere, pp. manumis-
sus, free, manumit : see manumit.'] Liberation
from slavery, bondage, or restraint

;
a setting

free ; emancipation. [To complete the usual legal
ceremony of manumission in ancient Rome, the master
turned the slave around and released him from his hand
before a magistrate.]

Then whereto serves it to have been enlarg'd
With this free manumission of the mind?

Daniel, Musophilus.

Languages, by a regardless Adoption of some new Words,
and Manumission of old, do often vary, yet the whole Bulk
of the Speech keeps intire. Howett, Letters, iv. 19.

Villeins might be enfranchised by manumission, which
is either express or implied: express, as where a man
granted to the villein a deed of manumission.

Blaclfstone, Com., IL vi.

manumit (man-u-mif), v. t.
; pret. and pp. man-

umitted, ppr. manumitting. [= OF. manumetre,
manumettre, manumiter = Sp. mamimitir = It.

manomettere, manimettere, < L. manumittere, re-
lease from one's power, set at liberty, free, en-

franchise, < manus, hand, power, + mittere,
send: see mission.'] To release from slavery;
liberate from personal bondage or servitude;
set free, as a slave

; emancipate.
The Christian masters were not bound to manumit their

slaves, and yet were commended if they did so.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 202.

That Poem which you pleased to approve of so highly in

Manuscript is now manumitted, and made free Denizen of
the World. Bovell, Letters, ii. 78.

=Syn. Enfranchise, Liberate, etc. See emancipate.

manumizef, v. t. See manumise.
manumotive (man-u-mo'tiv), a. [< L. manus,
hand, + NL. motivus, moving: see motive.]
Movable or moved by hand. [Rare.]
Since the development of the lighter machines of the

present day, the idea of a manumotwe carriage, so familiar
to our forefathers, has been frequently mooted.

Bury and Hittier, Cycling, p. 425.

manumotor (man-u-mo'tor), . [< L. manus,
hand, + motor, a mover: see motor.'] A small

wheel-carriage so constructed that a person
sitting in it may move it in any direction by
hand-power.
manurable(ma-nur'a-bl),. [<manure + -able.]
It. That may be cultivated ; cultivable.

This book [Doomsday] in effect gives an account not
only of the manurable lands in every manor, town, or vil,
but also of the number and natures of their several in-
habitants. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 235.

2. That may be manured, or enriched by ma-
nure ; capable of fertilization,

manuraget (ma-nur'aj), n. [< manure + -age.]
Cultivation.

Now of the Conquerour this Isle hath "Brutaine" unto
name,

And with his Troians Brute began mamirage of the same.
Warner, Albion's England, iii. 14.

manurance (ma-nur'ans), . [< manure +
-ance.~] 1. Cultivation. [Archaic.]
The culture and manurance of minds in youth hath . . .

a forcible, though unseen, operation.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 258.

The tenant is entitled to that species of product ouly
which grows by the industry and manurance of man, and
to one crop only of that product.

L. A. Goodeve, Modern Law of Real Property, p. 11.

2, Application of manure; manuring. [Rare.]
I will see ... if they will not grow in this soil, even

with less toil and manurance. Thoreau, Walden, p. 177.

manure (ma-nur'), v. t.; pret. and pp. manured,
ppr. maniiniiif. [< ME. menuren, maynoyren, <
OF. manocvrer, manovrcr, manage, handle, lit.

work by hand: see manceurer and mainor.] If.
To manage; regulate by care or attention.

2f. To cultivate by manual labor; till; develop
by culture.



manure
Heaven and earth never at'reed better to frame a

place
for ii.in- liahititlion. were it fill!} innnrt*il and inhabited

by industrious people. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 114.

3. To iipl'ly manure to; treat with a fertilizer

or fertilizing materials or elements: as, to ma-
un rr :t lii'M or a crop.
Mawent d nii-madr, niai/nm/mle bott lyttylle,
In tuvatlies sweppene <townc fnllc of swete noures.

Thaiv nniindilles Ilieis imlde. nnd baytes tlu-iru hones.
Morte Arthure (H. K. T. S.), 1. 2607.

Witli liranehett overgrown.
That mock our scant manuriiuj, and rt<i|iiin>

More hands than ours to lop tfieir wanton growth.
Milton I'. I... iv. i;is.

The soil will indue time be iiumurerfby the overflowing
of that river [the Nile], though they neither see nor know
the true cause of it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xv.

4. To servo as manure for.

The corps of half her senate

Manure the Holds of Thessaly. Addison, Cato, 11. 1.

manure (ma-nur'), . [(manure, v.] Any sub-
stance added to the soil with the view of render-

ing it more fertile ; specifically, and as used in

leases and other contracts relating to real prop-
erty, the excreraentitious product of live stock,
with refuse litter, accumulated, and used for

enriching the land. Animal substances employed aa

manures comprehend the putrefying carcasses of animals,

ground hours, blood, the excrements of animals, as the

dung of horses, cattle, sheep, poultry, etc., urine, guano
(the decomposed excrement of aquatic birds, also of bats),
the scrapings of leather and horn, the refuse of the sham-
bles, the hair or wool of animals, etc. Liquid manure, con-

sisting of town sewage, the draining* of dung-heaps, sta-

bles, and cow-houses, etc., is largely employed in many
places. Almost every kind of vegetable substance, In one
state or another, is used as manure. The principal

min-
eral matters employed as manures are lime and other
alkaline substances, chalk, sand, clay, marl, various sul-

phates, phosphates, nitrates, etc.

manure-distributer (ma-nur'dis-trib'u-ter), .

An agricultural machine for spreading a layer
of manure evenly over the ground.
manure-drag (ma-nur 'drag), n. In agri., a

horse-fork with curved tines projecting down-

ward, used for hauling manure from a wagon in

unloading, for dragging it to a place convenient
for piling

or loading, or for distributing over a

field and harrowing in manure that has been

dumped in heaps. Also called manure-hook.

manure-drill (ma-nur'dril), n. In agri.: (a)
An attachment to a grain-drill which deposits

powdered manure either in the seed-row or

broadcast, as may be desired. (6) A form of

watering-cart for distributing in streams over
the surface of a field liquid manure carried in

the box of the vehicle. E. H. Knight.
manure-fork (raa-nur'fork), n. A fork, usual-

ly with four flat prongs, used for lifting and
distributing manure.
manure-hook (ma-nur'huk), n. In agri.: (a)
Same as manure-drag, (b) A hand-implement
used for the same purposes as the manure-drag.
manure-loader (ma-nur 'Ip'der),

w. A form
of horse-fork for loading into a wagon large
bunches of stable-manure. E. H. Knight.
manurementt (ma-nur'ment), . [< manure +
-ment.'] The art or process of manuring or

cultivating; cultivation. Sir H. Wotton, Re-

liquiae, p. 76.

manurer (ma-nur'er), n. One who manures
lands.

manure-spreader (ma-nur'spred'er), . Same
as mainti'i'-tlixtributer.

Manuria (ma-nu'ri-a), n. [NL., from an E.

Ind. name.] 1. A genus of turtles, typical of

the subfamily Mnnurtana. Also Muniniria.

2. [/. c.] A land-tortoise of this genus, Manu-
ria fused; inhabiting parts of the hill-country
of India. In some respects it resembles a fresh-water
turtle of the family Clcmmyidtz. The plastron has ten

plates, disposed in five pairs ; the two pectoral shields are

small, angular, and removed toward the sides at the hinder

edge of the axilla;.

manurial (ma-mVri-al), a. [< manure + -ial.~\

Of or pertaining to manure; serving for ma-
nure; fertilizing: as, the manurial value of

phosphates.
To maintain its good tilth by the inaintrial products

which it is now enpable of supplying.
J. R. yichol*, Fireside Science, p. 104.

manurially (ma-mVri-al-i), adv. As regards
manure or its production.
Manuriana (ma-uu-ri-an'a). . /</. [NL., <

Maiiuria + -Una.] In Gray's system of classi-

fication, a subfamily of Tcx'tmliiiitlir. typified by
the genus Mininrin, including two Indian spe-
cies of separate genera, more like the fresh-

water tortoises than the other Textitdinirtie.

Also MaiininiiiiHi.

manus(ma'inis). n.: pi. maniif. [L., the hand,
hence power: see main'-*, mini mil, etc.] 1.

The hand. Technically, in zool. and anal. : (a) The dis-
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tnl segment of the fore limb of a vertebrated animal, in-

eluding all beyond the forearm or fore leg(antebmchlumX
It is divided into three segments, the carpus, the meta-

carpus, and the phalanges. Sci'/m/ii/. [The word is used
to avoid the Imp] icatlon of any diHerence between

" hand "

as of a man and " fore foot
"
as of a quadruped : it is chiefly

a morphological term, opiiosed to peg, which la the corre-

sponding segment of the hind limb. Sometimes called pel
iiiitiriix.l (b) The prehensile organ of a crustacean; the

chela or great chelate claw,M of a lobster, (e) In rntom.,
the tarsus of the anterior leg. Kirby. (d) In ichth., the

pectoral tin.

2. In KOHI. law: (a) Same as iomtHtum, but

more commonly used of power over persons.
Old blind Appius Claudius, or old Cato the Censor, was

not stronger than the young men who were in his manus;
and yet both of them ruled their respective households
with absolute sway. W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 28.

(6) More specifically, the power of a Roman hus-

band over his wife: as, in manu (of a woman),
under the marital authority,

manuscript (inan'u-skript), a. and n. [= F.

maniiserit= Sp. MMMMTHf = Pg. manuseript<>=
It. nmiinxcritto, maauseritto, a. and n., < ML.
manuscriptus, a., L. prop, as two words, manu

scriptus, written by hand, ML. (neut.) manu-

ncriptttm, n., a book or paper written by hand;
< manu, abl. of manus, hand, + scriptus, pp. of

scribere, write: see script. Cf. chirograph, at like

meaning.] I. a. 1. Written with the hand; in

handwriting (not printed).
In a manuscript account of the building of the palace, it

is mentioned that at the entrance were two columns.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 250.

2. Consisting of writings or written books.

He expended upwards of 300 In arranging and Improv-
ing the manuscript library at Lambeth.

Bp. Porteui, Abp. Seeker, p. 55.

II. . 1. A book, paper, or instrument writ-

ten by hand with ink or other pigment, or with
a pencil or the like

;
a writing of any kind, as

distinguished from anything that is printed.

Especially 2. Such a book, paper, or instru-

ment so written before the introduction andgen-
eral adoption of printing in the fifteenth cen-

tury, or in a style in vogue before the invention
of printing. The oldest surviving manuscripts are

Egyptian, of which some are at least 3,600 years old.

Ancient manuscripts are written on papyrus, parchment,
or vellum, and are usually in the form of a long band
which was rolled for convenience about a rod. Greek
manuscripts are in uncial, cursive, or minuscule charac-

ters. The uncials are the oldest form, and resemble mod-
ern capitals. The cursive characters are derived from the

uncials, though they came to differ much from these in

shape, and are used in manuscripts from the second cen-

tury before Christ. The minuscule writing is that practised
with few or no exceptions since the ninth century ; the
forms of the earliest printed Greek closely resemble It.

Latin manuscripts are in capital, uncial, cursive, or minus-
cule characters. The capitals are the earliest form, but
their use was not entirely discontinued until the Carolin-

glan epoch. The uncials, of which the letters are charac-
terized by their rounded shape, were developed very early,
attained their highest perfection in the fourth century,
and continued In use until the ninth century. The cursive

writing was developed from the uncial ; it appears In the

gramti found scratched on the walls of Pompeii, Rome,
etc., and is the parent of many old systems of writing, as
the Lombard and Merovingian. The minuscule style was
developed in the eighth century, in the monastery of St.

Martin at Tours, and reached its perfection In the twelfth

century. In this style are written the splendid manu-
scripts of the middle ages, produced for the most part
in monasteries, and enriched with superbly illuminated
initial letters and elaborately painted miniatures. Upon
the introduction of printing, the minuscule writing sup-
plied models to the earliest type-makers. Palimpxext
manuscript* are manuscripts written in antiquity or in the

early middle ages upon papyrus or vellum from which
earlier writing had been erased. Modern science has been
successful in deciphering the Imperfectly effaced charac-
ters of many such manuscripts, and has recovered In this

way some of our most valuable remnants of classic litera-

ture. The three most Important Biblical manuscripts ex-

tant are the Alexandrian Codex, the Vatican Codex, and
the Sinaitic Coder. (See codex.) These are of course all

uncials. See capital^, cursive, majuscule, minuscule, uncial.
often abbreviated MS., plural *SS.

manuscript (man'u-skript), c. t. [< manuscript,
.] To write by Hand. [Rare.]

manuscriptal (man'u-skrip-tal), a. [< maini-

srript + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

manuscript; found or occurring in manuscript
or manuscripts. [Rare.]
The more absurd the manutcriptal letter,

They paint, from thence, some fancy'd beauty better.

Byron, Epistle to a Friend.

A iiiiniiifffliitiil painting of the 9th century In the Cotton

Library. Encye. Brit., XII. ,TO4.

manustupration (man'u-stu-pra'shon), w.

Masturbation.

manutenencyt, manutenancyt (man-u-t en 'en-

si, -an-si), n. [< OF. nniiniti n< i"-< . ML. HIHIIH-

ti'iientia, < ni<inutfiirn(t-) s. ppr. of minimi >un ,

hold in hand, maintain: see maintain. Cf. innin-

ti-iiance.'] 1. Maintenance. Abp. Sancroft. Ser-

mons, p. 83. 2. A writ used in cases of main-
tenance.

many
manutergium (inan-u-tiVji-um), .; pi. numu-

t' mill (-ill. Silllle iiS l/lt/lll/ili . \.

manway ' man'wa), . 1. A manhole. [Eng.]
2. In <-"iil-iitining: (a) A small passageway

used by the miners, but not for transportation
of the coal, (b) The passage used as an airway
or chute.

man-worship (man'wer'ship), w. The worship
of man; undue reverence or extreme adulation

paid to a man.
manwortht, " The price of a man's life or

head, which was paid to the lord for the killing

of his villein. Bailey, 1731.

manworthy (man'wer'THi), a. Worthy of a

man; becoming a man. [Rare.]
Where Is It in advance to a better and more mantcnrth/t

order of things 1 Coleridge.

Manx, Manks (mangks), a. and n. [A contr. of

earlier Maniak, < Man, the Isle of Man (W. Ma-
naic, L. Mono (Csesar, Pliny), Monapia (Pliny),
Gr. Mavdotia (Ptolemy), cf. W. Uoit, L. Mmm.
Anglesey), + -ink, mod. E. -i*l. Cf. Welih,

Scotch, Erse, similarly contracted. Cf. Man-
niVin.] I. a. Of or belonging to the Isle of Man,
situated in the Irish Sea, between England and
Ireland, or to its language.
Yf any suche MaiiMr or Iryshe Roge Vacabounde or

Beggar Den alredy or shall at any tyme hereafter be set

on Land in any parte of England or of Wales, the same
shalbe conveyghed to the next port in or neer whlche they
were landed, and from thence oe transported.

Laws of Eliz. (1572), quoted in Rlbton-Tnrner's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 109.

Manx cat. See call. MartT puffin, the shearwater,

I'uffinm anglorum.
II. w. 1. The native language of the inhabi-

tants of the Isle of Man, wnich belongs to the

Gadhelic branch of the Celtic tongues, and is

thus closely allied to the Irish and the Gaelic.

2. pi. Natives or inhabitants of the Isle of

Man; Manxmen. 3. [/. c.] The shearwater,

I'uffinus anglorum.
Manxman (mangks 'man), n. ; pi. Manxmen
(-men). A man of the Isle of Man. See Manx,
n., 2.

Manxwoman (mangks'wum'an), n.: pi. Manjr-
women (-wim"en). A woman of the Isle of Man.
See Manx, n., 2.

many1 (men'i), a.; compar. more, superl. most

(formerly regularly maie.it). [< ME. many,
mony, muni, moni, mani, etc.

,
< AS. manig, motiiq,

mtrnig = OS. manag, maneg = OFries. monicn,
manich, monech, manch = MD. meneg, D. mcnig
= MLG. niaimich, mennich = OHG. manaij,
manac, MHG. mantc, G. mannig (in comp. ),

usually contr. manch = Icel. margr (for *mangr)
= Sw. mAnija = Dan. mange = Goth, manags,
many. Root unknown ; according to one view,
lit. as if "maniiy, i. e. 'containing men' (involv-

ing the notion of a crowd of persons). < AS. man,
etc., man, + -it/, an adj. suffix, E. -jl. But this

ignores the similar and prob. cognate forms Ir.

ininir = Gael, minig = W. mi/nych, frequent, and
OBulg. iiiiiiiiiijii. rniiogu = Sloven, mnoy = Sen1

.

WHor//iH = Bohem.!io/iy,etc., = Russ. mnngic,

pi., many; and there is no instance in which an
AS. or Goth. adj. formed from a noun by adding
the suffix -it/ or -at/n has developed anothernoun
by the formative orig. contained in the noun
many (AS. menigu): see many1

, n. Whatever
the root, it is clear that the word has no con-
nection with L. magnvs, great: see main^.] 1.

Being or consisting of a large number of units
or individuals; numerous: often used alone,
the noun being understood. See manyl, n.

To Wlnchestre and to Wych ich wente to the felre.

With mony raaner marchaundfse as my mayster hOite.

Fieri Plowman (A), v. 120.

Many are the afflictions of the righteous. Ps. xxxlv. 19.

For many shall come in my name, . . . and shall de-

ceive many. Mat. xxlv. 5.

He is not the best Wright that hewes ttiemanieit speals.

Hay, Proverbs (2d ed., 1678), p. 369.

Evadne. Is there none else here?
MeUmtuu. Xone but a fearful conscience ; that's too manu.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, IT. 1.

2. Being one of a large number; belonging to

an aggregate or category, considered singly as
one of a kind : followed by a, an, or another,
used distributively. The phrase many a one,
so used, was formerly many one without the
article.

I've met wi' mony a gentle knicht,
That gae me sic a nil.

King Henry (Child's Ballads, I. 151).

Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark nnfathomed cares of ocean bear.

Gray, Elegy.

.So she, like many another babbler, hurt
Whom she would soothe. Tennyson, Ouinevere,



many
3. Being of a certain number, large or small

;

plural (especially in the phrase the many as

opposed to the one): after a term of qualifica-
tion (as, so, too, and especially how in interro-

gations) : often with the qualified noun omitted :

as, how many people were there? how many will

go ? as many as the room will hold
;
not so many

as before
;

too many men are dishonest.

Behold how many things they witness against thee.
Mark XT. 4.

Dost thou conjure for wenches, that them call 'st for such
store,

When one is one too many? Shale., C. of E., ill. 1. 35.

The Greek will drink as many Glasses as there be Letters
in his Mistress's name. Howell, Letters, ii. 64.

4. Much. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] Manyonet
See def. 2.

Anthony, the full noble souerayn,
Off paynyms hath ryght manyon slain.

Rom. qfPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2275.

Not many, not much. [Slang.] So many, (a) Such a
number or an equal number of : as, packed together like
DO many herrings.

All so many as his menne mighten areche.
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 441.

The women of the place had fled, like so many frighted
deer, to one of the principal churches.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 11.

(6) Such a number indefinitely or distributively : as, he
took so many of these, and so many of those, and so many
of the others. Too many, too strong; too powerful; too
able : as, they are too many for us ; he is too many, or one
too many, for us. [Colloq.] [Many is prefixed to a great
numberof participial adjectives, forming compoundswhich
explain themselves : as, numy-armed, wwmy-colored, many-
cornered, many-eyed. ]=Syn.l. Manifold, multiplied, vari-

ous, divers, sundry, frequent.

many 1
(men'i), n. [< ME. manye, *menyc, < AS.

menigu, mainigeo, manigu (= OS. menigi = MLG.
menige, menie, menje = OHG. managi, manaM,
menigi, meniki, MHG. menege, G. menge = Icel.

mengi = Sw. mangd = Dan. mcengde = Goth.
managei), a crowd,many persons, < ttiamjr,many:
see many1

,
a. Many, n., is thus not merely the

adj. used as a noun, but was formed from the
adj. in early times, with a suffix now lost. Many 1

in the sense of 'crowd' became confused with
many2

, menye, meiny, a retinue of servants : see

meiny. In the collective use the noun manyl,
with the def. art., is not easily distinguished
from the adj. many1 used in the plural as a
noun.] 1. A multitude; a great aggregate;
specifically, the mass of people; the general-
ity; the common herd.

O thou fond many, with what loud applause
Did'st thou beat heaven with blessing Bolingbroke !

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3. 91.

The will of the many, and their interest, must very often
differ. Burke, Rev. in France.

2. A considerable number: with the indefinite

article, and followed by of expressed or under-
stood.

A many of us were called together before him, to say our
minds in certain matters.

Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Like a many of these lisping hawthorn buds.
Shalt., M. W. of W., iU. 3. 77.

They have not shed a many tears,
Dear eyes, since ttrst I knew them well.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
[The phrase a many (as well as a pretty many) is now rare
or colloquial ; yet a good many and a great many are still
in common use.]

many2
t (meu'i), . See meiny.

manyberry (men'i-ber"i), . Same as hack-
berry.

many-folded (men'i-f61"ded), a. Having many
folds, doublings, or complications.

His puissant armes about his noble brest,
And many-folded shield he bound about his wrest.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 1.

many-headed (men'i-hed''ed), a. Having many
heads. Applied to mythological beingsfabled to have a
number of heads on a single body, and in literature refer-
ring especially to the Lerneean hydra, called the many-
headed monster: a phrase hence sometimes used of an ex-
cited mob or the mass of the common people, considered
as one body moved by many furious or Irrational impulses.

So. with this bold opposer rushes on
This many-headed monster, multitude

Daniel, Civil Wars, ii.

manyness (men'i-nes), n. The state or quality
of being many in number; numerousness ; mul-
tiplicity. Mind, XLI. 60. [Bare.]
manyplies (men'i-pliz), n. sing, and pi. [Also
maniplies and (Sc.) monipties; < manyl + ply,
.] The third stomach of a ruminant, techni-

cally named the omasum or psalterium : so called
from the many parallel folds or layers like the
leaves of a book.

manyroot (men'i-rbt), n. A plant, Ruellia tu-

torwo, found in Texas, Mexico, California, the
West Indies, and elsewhere. Its flowers are
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large and blue, and its tuberous roots have
emetic properties.
many-sided (men'i-si"ded), o. Having many
sides

; hence, figuratively, havingmany aspects,
qualities, or capabilities ;

of diversified range
or scope ;

not narrowly limited.

The Bishop of Cyrene . . . was one of those many-
sided, volatile, restless men who taste joy and sorrow . . .

abundantly and passionately. Kingdey, Hypatia, xxi.

many-sidedness (meu'i-sided-nes), n. The
condition of having many sides ; hence, figura-
tively, the quality of being many-sided; di-

versity of character or capability; widenessof
range or view.

manywise, manyways (men'i-wlz, -waz), adv.
In many different ways ; multifariously ;

vari-

ously.
Manzanilla (man-za-nil'a), n. [Sp., perhaps
so called from a town near' Seville.] Sherry of

unusually dry and light character; specifically,
a sherry produced in the district of San Lucar
de Barrameda in Spain.
manzanita (man-za-ne'ta), n. [Sp., dim. of

manzana, apple.]
"
One of several shrubs or

small trees of the genus Arctostaphylos, found
in the western United States. These are, especial-
ly, A. tomentosa, a shrub from 2 to 6 feet high; A. pun-
gens, the most common manzanita, abounding everywhere
on dry ridges, whether on the coast or at great elevations ;

and A. glauca, the great-berried manzanita, distinguished
by its larger solid fruit, with a large five-celled stone,

maor (mar), n. [Gael, maor, maer, a steward,
perhaps < ML.

major, a steward, etc. : see ma-
jor, mayor.'] Anciently, in Scotland, a steward
of crown or fiscal lands, whose rank afterward
became that of a thane. See maormor.
Maori (ma'o-ri or mou'ri), n. and a. [< Maori,
lit. 'native," indigenous.'] I. n. 1. One of the
primitive inhabitants of New Zealand, a Poly-
nesian race of the Malay family, distinguished
for their natural capacity and vigor. Most of
them now profess Christianity, but they have
vigorously though unsuccessfully resisted Eng-
lish dominion. 2. The language of the Maoris.

II. a. Of or belonging to the primitive in-
habitants of New Zealand, or to their language.
Maori rat. See rat.

maormor (mar'mor), n. [Gael., < maor, maer,
a steward, + mor, great.] Anciently, in Scot-
land, a royal steward of high dignity and power,
placed over a province instead of a thanage.
After the introduction of feudalism the maor-
mors became earls. Also written mormaer.
As to the office of Mormaer, there seems little doubt that,

like the Maor, he was a royal official resembling the
"Graphic" amongst the early Franks, and the Scandina-
vian "Jarl," acting as a royal deputy, and retaining in
early times the third part of the royal revenue and prerog-
atives. Book of Deer.

Maoutia (ma-o'ti-a), n. [NL. (Weddell, 1854),
named after E. IJemaout, a French botanist.]A genus of urticaceous plants, belonging to the
tribe Urticea; and the subtribe Ecehmeriece. it is
characterized by the minuteness or absence of the perianth
in the female flowers, by flowers borne in small panicled
heads, and by tufted or plumose stigmas. There are 8 spe-
cies, natives of eastern India, the Malay archipelago, and
the South Pacific islands. They are shrubs with alternate
petioled leaves that are sometimes three-nerved and cre-
nate ; the flowers are small, disposed in little heads, gen-
erally in the axils of the leaves, sometimes terminal. See
ijraa-doth and ramie.

map 1
(map), n. [Early mod. E. mappe, < OF.

(also F.) mappe= Sp. mapa = Pg. mappa, mapa,
a map, = It. mappa, a map, prop., as in OF. F.
It., a napkin, = I), map, mappe, map, portfolio,= G. Dan. mappe, portfolio ;

< L. mappa, a nap-
kin, table-cloth, a cloth or handkerchief to
give the signal in racing ;

said to be of Punic
origin. Hence ML. mappa mundi ( > OF. mappe-
monde, > ME. mappemounde, q. v.), a map of the
world, a map being compared, with regard to
its folding or to its being spread out on a table,
to a napkin or table-cloth. The L. mappa be-
came corrupted in ML. to napa, > ult. E. tiapery,
napkin, and napron, apron, q. v.] 1. A draw-
ing upon a plane surface representing a part
or the whole of the earth's surface or of the
heavens, every point of the drawing corre-

sponding to some geographical or celestial po-
sition, according to some law, of perspective,
etc., which is called the projection, or, better, the
map-projection. See projection. Amapoftheearth
or of a part of the earth, frequently exhibits merely the po-
sitions of countries, mountains, rivers, lakes, cities, etc
relatively to one another, and, by means of lines of lati-
tude and longitude, relatively to every other point on the
earth s surface. Maps may be so colored or shaded as to
give a variety of information : for example, to indicate the
geological structure, the amount of rainfall, the principal
productions, or the language* spoken. There are thus geo-
logical, meteorological, linguistic, fauna], and other kinds
of maps. In maps on a large scale, or those which are the

maple
result of careful topographical surveys, the relief of the
surface is generally indicated with more or less accuracy.
This is done either by contour-lines or hachures, or by
simple shading. By the latter method, us ordinarily prac-
tised, the indications of the relief of the surface are but
rough in character. With sufficiently accurate data and
a careful and artistic treatment, a close approach may,
however, in this way be made to the effect obtained by
photographing a model of the surface in question in an
oblique light. From such a photograph the eye gets at
once a very clear idea of the character of the surface.

Peering in maps for ports and piers and roads.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 19.

2. Figuratively, a distinct and precise repre-
sentation of anything.
A liuely mappe of the deadly and damnable state of

sinne and sinners (without Christ).

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 34.

Catchment-basin map. See catchment. Conform
map-projection, conical map-projection. See pro-
jection Contour-line map. See contwr-line. Dis-
sected map. See dissect. Erratic map. See erratic.
= Syn. 1. SeecAart.

map 1 (map), v. t.
; pret. and pp. mapped, ppr.

mapping. [<MOpf,ft.] 1 . To draw or deline-
ate in a chart or map, as the configuration and
position of any portion of land. Hence 2.

Figuratively, to lay down as in a map ; sketch,
delineate, or describe minutely and accurately:
often with out: as, to map out a course of study
or reading.

I am near to the place where they should meet, if Pisa-
nio have mapped it truly. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 1. 2.

We map the starry sky. M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

map2 (map), n. A dialectal form of

Not such maps as you wash houses with, but maps of
countries. Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 2.

maple1
(ma'pl), n. and a. [< ME. mapel, ma-

pylle, mapul, < AS. *mapol, *mapul, "meepel (=
Icel. mopurr), in comp. mapol-trcow, mapul-
tre6w, maple-tree, m&pelhyrst, maple-grove, and
in deriv. mapolder, mapulder, mamildur, inabul-

dor, a maple-tree (a form extant in some place-
names, as Mapplederham, Mappledurwett) (the p
in these forms haying appar. suffered an irreg.
change from an orig. t), = MLG. masselter (-bom)= OHG. mazzaltra, mazzoltra, mazaltra, MHG.
mazalter, mazolter, masholter, G. massholder,
also masseller (the syllable -der, OHG. -tra, be-

ing a formative, and not, as usually asserted, a
corruption of AS. tre6w, E. tree) ;

ult. origin un-
known.] I. n. 1. A tree of the genus Jeer, na-
tural order Sapindacea:, peculiar to the northern
temperate parts of the globe. The maples are often

highly valuable, sometimes for their wood, in one or two
cases for a sugar-product, and often as shade and orna-
mental trees. See Acer.

2. The wood of this tree Ash-leafed maple. See
ffegnndo. Bird's-eye maple, the wood of the sugar-ma-
ple when full of little knotty spots somewhat resembling
birds' eyes, much used in cabinet-work. Black sugar-
maple, the var. nigrum of Acer saccharin-urn, growing in
lowerground. Broad-leafed maple, a fine species,^lccr
macrophyllwm, of California and Oregon, the wood of
which is largely used locally for furniture, etc. Common
maple of England. Acer campestrc. Curled maple, a
wood with undulating or contorted grain, obtained from
the red maple, the sugar-maple, and the broad-leafed ma-
ple. It is used for gun-stocks, cabinet-work, etc. Dwarf
maple, Acer Glabrum, a small tree or shrub of the western
United States. Goose-foot maple. Sameassinpednwi-
ple. Hard maple. Same as sugar-maple. Italian ma-
ple, Acer opulifolium. Japanese maple, certain shrub-
by species, as Acer Japonicum, A. pulymorphum, from
Japan, some with palmately lobed red leaves. Moun-
tain-maple, Acer spicat-um, a Email tree or shrub in North
America from the St. Lawrence and Lake region southward.
Norway maple, Acer platanoides, a large tree of Nor-

way and central Europe, often planted. Red or scarlet
maple, Acer rubrum, a large tree of the eastern half of the
United States, Canada, etc. Its wood is brown, tinged
with red, and is much used for cabinet-work, wooden-
ware, etc. Its foliage is brilliant in autumn. Also called
swamp-maple, water-maple. Kock-maple. Same as su-

ffar-maple. Silver or white manle, Acer dasycarpum, &
graceful fast-growing tree of good size, with sharply cut
leaves, silvery beneath. It grows wild in eastern North
America, and is also much cultivated for shade and orna-
ment. Soft maple, either the red or the silver maple.
Striped maple, Acer Pennsyltaninim, a small slender
tree, the bark light green striped with brown or black, and
sometimes also with white : its range is about that of the
mountain-maple. Also called goose-foot maple,nioosewood.
Sugar-maple, Acer saccharinum, a tree of great eco-

nomical worth and noble appearance, ranging from south-
ern Newfoundland through the eastern half of the United
States. Its heavy, hard, and tough wood is employed for
furniture, shoe-lasts, inside finish, flooring, certain parts
of ship-building, cabinet-work (especially in its curled and
bird's-eye varieties), and numerous similar purposes. The
aap of the living tree is drawn in eaily spring by tapping
for the manufacture of a finely flavored sugar and syrup.
Also called rock-maple, sugar tree. Swamp-maple.
Same as red mavle. Sycamore maple, or simply syca-
more, a name in England of Acer Pseudo plalatms, a hand-
some tree of the mountains of central Europe and west-
ern Asia, frequently planted. Its wood is valued for fuel
domestic utensils, etc. Vine-maple, Acer circinatum, a
small tree found from Oregon to British Columbia, the
stems often prostrate and forming dense thickets.

II. a. Consisting or made of, or derived from,
maple or the maple-tree.



maple
For who would rob hermit of his weeds,
HiM few hooks, or his beads, or maplf dish,
Or do his gray hairs any violi-nre ;

Milton, Collins, 1. 391.

Haple honey, a thick, uuerystallued residuum obtained
from the1

sap of the sugar-maple after evaporation and crys-
tallization. Maple molasses. Same as maple syrup.

}(J.

S.
I Maple sugar, siiKar obtained by evaporation

rom the sun of the maple. See sw/ar-niaple. MftPld
syrup, a delicate and finely flavored syrup obtained by
evaporating maple sapor dissolving maple sugar. [U. 8.]

maple'-t, Sec mn/i/i/i'.

maple-borer (ma'pl-bor'er), M. One of the dif-
ferent insects which bore the wood of maples.

Marathi

shrub, Ari.it'itiliti Mm/iii. of the natural order maranade (mar'a-nad), r. t. An erroneous
TUiaeM, Its wood is used by the natives to make mu- spelling of marinate.
sical Instruments, the tough bark serving for strings, maranatha(mar-a-nath'a), w. (Sec ////</. I

I rom its acid berries a wine is made whieh In used in ma- t (Jrpci/crl fnrrri' of mi Aramaic AimrAn.
llgiiant fevers. It is sometimes cultivated for ornament,
mar (mar), r. t.; pret. and pp. marred, ppr.

meaning 'the Lord coineth '

(or according to

marring. [< ME. man; . mcrren. < AS. "merran,
S e '""> Lo

,

r
.

d h
f
th come'), found in 1 Cor.

Hii/n-ai,, nun;,,,, in comp. d-merra,,, d-myrran jvi.
22 immediately after the word anatl,, >,

( > ME. amerren, amarran), liinder, waste, spoil,
but hav"'g n<> grammatical connection with it.

= OS. merrian = OFries. meria = MD. nu-rren,
marano (mk-ra no), n. [br>.] Formerly, in

/- rm, marrn, D. matron = MLG. marrtn, mer- 8Pwn >
OI

?
e of th?8? ?

ew8
J
Moo

,

r8 who> to
.

avold

ren, hinder, retard, bind, tie, = OHQ. marrian, persecution, pubhcly professed conversion to

marnn, mm;,,, MHO. merren, hinder, retard Christianity, while
privately continuing m. the

G. dial, merren, entangle, = Icel. meria, bruise, practices and beliefs of their own religion.

crush. = Uoth.wia^a,causet08tumble;hence
marant (mar ant ,

n. [< Maranta .] In Lmd-

fromTeut., ML. marrire, hinder, annoy, injure ?* system, a plant of his order Marantacca:

> Sp. marrar = Pr. marrir = OF. marrir, marir,
Maranta (ma-ran' ttt), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),

hinder (intr. lose one's way, stray), annoy, in- named after B\. Maranta, a Venetian physician

jure. Cf. moor? which is from the D. word cog-
and botanist of the 16th century. ] 1 . A genus of

nate with E. mar, and maraud, which is perhaps monocotyledonous plants of the natural order

from the OF. form of the verb.] 1. To deface or 222?S!,i52S f
n
h
^
tnbe

I^Efi"". " '"v
1

";- - tinguished by the one-celled ovary, the slender-branched

inflorescence, and the narrow involute bracts, closely
surrounding the branches. They are herbaceous plants
with fleshy tubers, sheathing leaves, and a few-flowered

inflorescence, the flowers having a cylindrical corolla-

tube, and a petalold filament bearing a one-celled anther.
There are about 15 species, indigenous to tropical Amer-
ica, but several species are widely cultivated for their

fleshy tubers. The pure kind of starch known as arrow-
root is obtained from the tubers of M. arundinacea and
of several other species, by maceration, washing, and dry-
ing. (See arrowroot.) Several species have highly orna-
mental foliage, as M. (Calathea) zebrina, the zebra-plant,
whose leaves are 2 feet long and 6 inches wide, of a deep
rich green, purple-shaded, and with a velvety appearance.

disfigure ;
injure by cutting, breakin g, abrading,

crushing, etc. ; impair in form or substance.
His visage was so marred more than any man, and his

form more than the sons of men. Isa. 111. 14.

I pray you, mar no more trees with cutting love-songs in
their barks. Shak.

,
As you Like it, ill. 2. 270.

Should he mistake his tools as they do theirs, he would
marre all the work he took in hand.

, Stilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
2. To impair in quality or attributes; affect

injuriously; damage the character, value, or

appearance of
; harm.

I pray you, mirr no nine of my verses with reading them
ill-favouredly. Shak.,

'

How will it mar his mirth, abate his feast I

Sixteen-leggcd Maple-borer (*Cfcria acfrrti .

a, a, larva, dorsal and lateral views ; A, A, A, cocoons exposed by
detachment of bark ; c. moth ; ct, skin of chrysalis as it is often leu
remaining in the hole of exit. (All natural sue.)

Such are dSgeria (or Sesia) acerni in its larval

state, Tremex columba, and Plagionotusspeciosus.
maple-cup (mii'pl-kup), n. Same as mazer.

The Mayor of Oxford also (claims to be] butler and to
receive three maple-cups.

List of Claim* to Service at Coronation of George IV.

maple-disease (ma'pl-di-zez
v
), n. A disease

of the white or silver maple, the red maple, and
the striped maple, caused by a fungus, Phyllo-
sticta acericola, which attacks their leaves. See
Phyllosticta.

maple-tree (ma'pl-tre), . [< ME. "mapel-tre,
< AS. mapoltreow, mapultredw, maple-tree, <

"mapol, maple, -I- trcdw, tree.] Same as ma-
ple1 ,

1.

map-lichen (map'li'ken), n. Lecidea geographi-
ea : so called from its figured thallus.

map-measurer (map'mezhur-er), n. An in-
strument for measuring distances on a man.
It consists of a small graduated wheel fitted to a handle,
which is rolled over the surface of the map, each revolu-
tion of the wheel Indicating a known distance.

map-mounter (map'moun'ter), n. A workman
who backs maps with canvas, varnishes them,
and fixes them on rollers, etc. Simmonds.

mappemoundet, n. [ME., < OF. and F. mtippr-
mondc = Sp. mapamundi, < ML. maji/Ki miiiuli,
a map of the world: see map 1

, .] A map of
the world.

mappery (map'e-ri), n. [< map1 + -cry.] The
art of planning and designing maps ;

in the quo-
tation, the study of maps; planning witli 'tin-

aid of maps.
They call this bed-work, mapprry, closet-war.

Shut., T. and C., I. 3. 206.

mappist (map'int), ii. [< io/il -t- -is<.] A draw-
er or maker of maps ; a map-maker. [Rare.]

Learned Mappist* on a Paper small
Draw (in Abridgement) the Whole Type of All.

Siilvetter, Little Bartas, 1. 311.

The mapptet Collins calls the river between Oxford and
Wullingford the Isis. The Academy, Jan. 28, 1888, p. 6S.

niapple (map'l), M. [Formerly also maple; <

ME. mni>j>el, dim. of map2 , q. v.] A small mop
or broom of birch twigs, used by scullery-maids
in scrubbing out pots, pans, etc.

As hroade as scullers majtlts that they make clcane their
hoatcs with. Xashe, Lenten .Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 144).

niapstick, . Si-i- w/>w/<7,-.

map-turtle (map'ter'tl), n. A common pond-
turtle of the United States, Mulacli HIIIUJX i//<>-

<irnpliirnn: so called from the markings of the
shell.

maquerellet, . Smnc a* <</< ri'I-.

maqui(ma'ke). n. [< Sp. nun/Hi; ;i native luinir

in Chili.] A Chilian evergreen orsulx-verfjivi -n

,
L i

You may both make the law, and mar it presently.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, ii. 4.

mar (miir), it. [< mar, r.] A blot; a blemish;
an injury.

I trust my will to write shall match the mam I make
in it. Atcham, To Edward Haven, May, 1551.

See also itttrite-Jiber.

2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus.
Marantaceae (mar-an-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1833), < Maranta 4- -acea:.] An old
order of plants, typified by the genus Maranta,
now included in the natural order Zingiberacea,
and nearly equivalent to the two tribes Maran-
tece and Cannete.

marantaceous (mar-an-ta'shius), a. Of, per-
taining to, or resembling plants of the Maran-
tacea; (Marantea).

marabou 1 (mar'a-bo), n. [Also marabout, mar-
bou; < F. marabout = Sp. marabu: said to be of
West African origin.] 1 . A kind of stork, more

der Zingiberaceee, the ginger family. The cells of
the ovary have but one ovule, and the embryo is much
curved. The tribe embraces 12 genera, of which llaranta
is the type, and about 150 species, all natives of the tropics.

commonly called marabou-stork. 2. A kind of marast, " An obsolete form of marish.
raw silk which is peculiarly white and can be marasca (ma-ras'kft), n. [< It. marasca, amaras-
dyed without being freed from its natural gum : ca, a black, hard, sour cherry, egriot (marasco,
so called from the resemblance of its debcate amaraxco, the tree), marasca, amarasca, cherry-
fibers to marabou-feathers. wine,<amaro, bitter, sour, < L. amarus, bitter.]
marabou2 (inar'a-b8), n. [Louisiana F.] The A small black wild cherry, a variety of 1'runus

variety of negro which springs from a mulatto aviuni, from which maraschino is distilled,

andagriffe: so called by the French of Louisi- maraschino (mar-as-ke'no), n. [Also maras-
ana. Bartlett, Americanisms, p. 383. <?wiBo(<Sp.Pg. marasijmno)a,ndmaraitquin(<.F.
marabou-feathers (mar'a-bo-feTH'erz), . pi. marasquin); < It. maraschino, < marasca, a kind
Soft and downy feathers found under the wings
and tail of the marabou-stork. They are much
used for trimming women's gowns.
marabou-Stork (mar'a-bo-stdrk), n. A stork
of the genus Leptoptiliis, which furnishes the
marabou-feathers of commerce. There are two
ipecles : the bird originally so named, L. marabou, a na-

pf cherry : see marasca."] A cordial originating
in Dalmatia, where it is distilled from or fla-

vored with the marasca cherry, peculiar to that

region; hence, a similar cordial produced in
other regions from other kinds of cherry. The
finest bears the name of marnvhino q/Zara, in which town
it Is reputed to be manufactured.HTVWVBl V11U U11U I-'I I^IIIIUIJ ou liaillCU, JW. Illtl UlUini, it 1111* , . .

1 V rf
live of western Africa, and another, L. argata, common marasmiC (ma-raz mik), a. [< marasm(us) +
in India, where It Is generally called the adjutant-bird. -ic."\ Pertaining or relating to marasmus;
See cut under adjutant-bird affected with marasmus: as, a marasmic ten-
Marabouti (mar a-bot), n. [Also Maraboot^ <

dency
. a maramic patient.

[NL. (Fries,

wasting, withering,
-

,
1 1 .-in in-- tll .

i i inn in.- species are not putres-
station a religious house.or hospice. Cf. ma-

cent, but dry or wither up with drought.] A
raiMdf, from the same ult. source.] A mem-

large genus of agaricinous fungi, havin| a toughber of a Moorish priestly order or race of north-
leathery pileus; which dries up with droughtern Africa, successors of the Morabits or Al- and isrevived again on the application of water,

moravules, a Mohammedan sect or tnbe who The spores are white, and snbelliptical in shape. About
ruled Morocco and part of Spain in the eleventh soo species are known, of which number many are edible,

and twelfth centuries. The Marabouts are reputed
M- "ada ie tne English champignon or fairy-ring mush-

as saints, prophets, and sorcerers, and exercise great in-
room- See champignon.

fluence over the Berbers and Moslem negroes. (Often marasmoid (ma-raz moid), a. [< marasm(us) +
written without a capital.] -id.] Resembling or affected with marasmus.

In the oases of the Sahara are chapels built over the marasmus (ma-raz'mus), n. [= F. marasme
remains of maraboutt, or Mahometan saints. = Sp. Pg. It, marasmo, < NL. marasmus, < Gr. //a-

:iol., 188. paa^ & wasting, withering, decay, < fiapaiveiv,

put out, quench, weaken, cause to pine or waste
away.] In pathol., a wasting of the flesh. The
term is usually restricted to cases in which the cause of
the wasting is obscure.

Pining atrophy,
Maratmtu, and wide wasting pestilence.

Milton, P. L., it 487.

Marasmus senilis, progressive atrophy of the aged.

Another form ofmarabout2
(mar'a-bo), .

wmrrtAoif'.

Maracaibq bark. See bar!:?.

marah (ma'rii), . [Heb. Marah, bitterness,
a name given to a place on the east of the
Red Sea, from the bitterness of its waters (Ex.
xv. 23); also written Mara (Ruth i. 20).] Bit-
ter water; bitterness.

All their lives long, with the unleavened bread
And bitter herbs of exile and its fears
The wasting famine of the heart they fed.
And slaked its thirst with marah of their tears.

Longfellmr, Jewish Cemetery at Newport.

marasquino, M. See maraschino.

marasset, w. An obsolete form of marixli.

Marathi (ma-ra'thi), n. [Marathi 3farathi.]
The language of the Mahrattas. Also written
lliiliratti. See Mahratta.



Marathonian

Marathonian (mar-a-tho'ni-an), a. and n. [< L.

Marathon, < Gr. Mnpaftix, Marathon (see def.)

(prob. so called from being overgrown with fen-

nel, (.fidpaOov, /tdpaSof , /idpa6pov, > L. marathrum,
fennel), + -ian.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Mara-
thon in Attica, the site of the famous battle in

which the Athenians and Platoans overthrew
the Persians in 490 B. c. : as, the Marathonian
bull overcome by Theseus; the Marathonian
mound or tumulus (the burial-place of the

Greeks killed in the battle, still existing).

II. n. Same as Macedonian, 2.

Marattia (ma-rat'i-ii), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1806),
named after J. F. Maratti of Vallombrosa in

Tuscany, a writer on ferns.] A genus of ferns,

typical of the order Marattiacew. They are coarse-

habited plants,havinglarge scalyrhizomesandample twice-
or thrice-pinnate fronds, with oblong pinnules, bearing the

sori in lines near the margin. Many fossil ferns showing
both fronds and fructification closely resembling those of

this genus occur, chiefly in Triassic (Rhetic) strata, and
were called Marattiopsis by Schimper, who united with
that genus all the forms which had been called Angiopteri-
iliiiM, since found very abundant in the Mesozoic beds
of India, and quite recently in the Potomac formation of

Virginia.

Marattiaceae (ma-rat-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kaulfuss, 1824), < Marattia + -acece.'] An
order of eusporangiate ferns, typified by the

genus Marattia. They are found in South America,
the eastern Pacific islands, South Africa, and southern
Asia. They differ from the true ferns on the one hand
by the absence of the jointed ring of the spore-case, and
from the Ophioglossaceae on the other by the circinate ver-

nation. By some authors they are regarded as a distinct

class, of equal rank with the true Filices and OphiogloKia-
ceae. Called Daiueaceae by Agardh.
maraud (ma-rad'), v. i. [< F. marauder, play
the rogue, go about begging or pilfering, <

maraud, a rogue, knave, scoundrel
; origin un-

certain; perhaps, with suffix -aud, -old, < OF.

marir, marrir, lose one's way, stray, etc., tr.

hinder, annoy: see marl, .] To rove in quest
of plunder; make an excursion for booty; go
about for robbery: used especially of the de-

spoiling action of soldiers in time of war, or of

organized bands of robbers or pirates.
But war 's the Borderers' game.

Their gain, their glory, their delight,
To sleep the day, maraud the night.

Scott, Marmion, v. 4.

maraud (ma-rad'), n. [< maraud, .] Spolia-
tion by marauders. [Rare.]
While it would expose the whole extent of the surround-

ing country to maraud and ravage. Irving.

marauder (ma-ra'der), n. One who marauds;
a rover in quest of booty or plunder; a plun-
derer; especially, one of a number of soldiers
or of an organized band engaged in spoliation.

Joining a corsair's crew,
O'er the dark sea I flew
With the marauders.

Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor, vi.

= Syn. Freebooter, etc. See robber.

maravedi (mar-a-va'di), n. [= F. maraoedi,
maramedi (Cotgr'ave), < Sp. maravedi (=Pg. ma?
ravedim), also morabitino (= Pg. marabitino), a
coin so called, < AT. Murabitin, the name of a

Moorish dynasty (Sp., with the Ar. art., Almora-

vides) which reigned in Spain at the close of the
llth and in the first half of the 1 2th century, dur-

ing which time the coin was first struck at Cor-

dova; pi. of morabit, a hermit, marabout: see

Marabout^.'] 1 . A gold coin struck in Spain by

the Moorish dynasty of Almoravides in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries. It weighed
about 60 grains. 2. In later times, the small-
est denomination of Spanish money, varying in
value from a little less to a little more than half
an English farthing or quarter of a United State s

cent. Asa copper coin the maravedi circulated till the end
of the eighteenth century ; as a money of account it was
abolished in 1848. Not worth a maravedi, worthless.

maray, . Same as moray.
marble (mar'bl), n. and a. [< ME. marble, mar-
T)il, marbelk, marbulle, merbijl, also marbre, < OF.
marble, marbre, F. marbre = Pr. marme, marbre
= Sp. marnidl = Pg. marmorr = It. marmo =
AS.marmar(-stdit),

'

3624

marmel OHG. marmid, MHG. inarm ft, mermel,
Or. marmel, also marmel, murmel, marmor = Icel.

mannari= Sw. Dan. marmor = OBulg. mramorA
= Bulg. Serv. mramor (also mermer, < Turk.) =
Bohem. mramor = Pol. marmitr = lings, mra-
moru = White Russ. marmur = Lith. marmorax
= Hung, mareany = Turk, mermer, <, L. marmor,
rarely marmur, marble, < Gr. n&pfiapoi;, a stone

or rock of a white or bright appearance, later

esp. (sc. /<0of) marble, < /uipiiaipeiv, sparkle; cf.

fialpa, the dog-star, lit. 'sparkler.' Hence ult.

marver, marmoset.] I. n. 1. Limestone in a

more or less crystalline or crystalline-granular
condition. Any limestone, however, even if very com-

pact or showing only traces of a crystalline structure, may
l>e called marble if it is capable of taking a polish, or if it

is suitable or desirable for ornamental and decorative pur-

poses. The presence of magnesium carbonate associated

with the calcium carbonate, forming dolomitic limestone
or even pure dolomite, does not in any way influence the
nomenclature of the rock ; indeed, such presence cannot

usually be known except from chemical analysis. Marble
is a material of great importance in architecture, not only
for exterior use, but for interior decoration in large, costly
monumental structures. Thirty-three varietiesofornamen-
tal stone are used in the interior of the Grand Opera House
in Paris, and a large proportion of these may be classed as

marbles. The value and beauty of marble depend largely
on its coloration. Perfectly pure carbonate of lime, dolo-

mitic limestone, and dolomite are all colorless, and white
marbles or at least such as are only slightly tinged with
color are very abundant. White marble such as is used
for statuary (for which purpose it must be obtained in large
Mocks free from flaws or defects of any kind, and perfectly
uniform in tint) is extremely rare. Among the finest stat-

uary-marbles are those used in the masterpieces of Greek
sculpture, of which that from the island of Paros is gen-
erally admitted to surpass all others, especially in the

possession of a certain amount of translucence by which
the artistic effect of the work is heightened. The Parian

8uarries
seem, however, to have been practically ex-

austed. The Pentelican marble, obtained from quarries
near Athens, stood next to the Parian in ancient times,
and its quarries are still apparently inexhaustible. At
the present time the artistic world is supplied with stat-

uary-marble from quarries in the Apennine mountains
overlooking the Bay of Spezia, and in the vicinity of Car-

rara, Massa, and Serravezza. From this marble were
carved the finest works of Michelangelo. These quarries,
which have been extensively worked for 2,000 years, fur-

nish, in addition to the white, a large amount of varie-

gated marble, especially of the variety known as bar-

diglio. The number and variety of colored and variegated
marbles used for various artistic and architectural pur-
poses is very great. Entirely black marble capable of tak-

ing a fine polish is rare
;
much more common are varieties

irregularly shaded with gray, bluish-gray, or dove-colored
tints. Bright colors red, yellow, green, and blue are
much rarer than the less brilliant shades, but they are seen
in some marbles, and are occasionally so blended and in*

terbanded as to produce extremely beautiful effects. These
brilliant colorations are chiefly due to the presence of iron
in various combinations ; dark and grayish shades are gen-
erally caused by the presence of a greater or less amount
of organic matter. In many varieties of marble the pres-
ence of organic remains embedded in the rock adds greatly
to its attractiveness. Joints and stems of encrinites, as
well as many other kinds of fossils, occur in this way, and
by contrast of their color with that of the material in which
they are inclosed, as well as by the gracefulness of their

forms, produce a very fine

effect. Fragments of shells
embedded in calcareous
rocks sometimes exhibit a
brilliant display of irides-

cent coloration : such mar-
Ides are known as luina-

thelles, or, sometimes, fire-
marbles. A beautiful effect
is occasionally produced as
the result of deposition of
the calcareous material in

stalagmitic form, so that
when cut and polished the
marble exhibits concentric
zones of various tints ; va-

rietieshaving this structure
are frequently called onyx marble. The vicinity of the
Mediterranean is the classic region of marbles. Italy,
France, and Spain are rich in beautiful varieties, and these
are seen in the greatest number and to the best advantage
in the architectural works of ancient and modern Rome.
For this reason many of the rarest and most attractive mar-
bles are best known by Italian names, and these names are

frequently applied to varieties occurring far away from the
Mediterranean, from either real or fancied similarity to the
Italian marbles. Some of the best-known and most highly
prized classic variegated marbles are the following. Afri
cana, from the island of Chios, is a lumachelle, or shell-

marble, exhibiting a great variety and brilliancy of colora-

tion, reddish and purplish tints predominating. Bardiglio
is common in the Apennine quarries, of a grayish- or
bluish-white color, traversed by darker veins of the same.
Brftcatel and brocatellone are extremely variegated mar-
bles, with numerous interlacing veins of yellow, violet,
and crimson tints, on a yellowish ground ; marble bear-

ing these designations has been and still is quarried in
various places, and especially near Tortosa in Spain. CT-

pollino is a marble with more or less of a concretionary
structure, of many tints and much variety in their arrange-
ment, with corresponding names, such as cipollino verde.
7wT.ndor?ato (having almond-shaped patches of color), rosso,
etc. -anneexampleofthismarblemaybe seen inthecolumns
of the Braccio Nuovo of the Vatican. Fior di peritico is an

exquisitely beautiful marble, with a reddish and crimson
shading on a white base : called by the ancients marmor
Moloiidum, because coming from the region inhabited by
the Molossi, in what is now Albania, on the eastern coast
of the Adriatic. Giallo antico or Xumidian marble is an

Shell-marble.

marble

extremely beautiful marble quart led in northern Africa;
it was highly esteemed and extensively used by the Ro-
mans. The tints are variable, red and yellow predominat-
ing; the different varieties were designated by names in-

dicating the prevailing tints. Giallo di Siena is a beauti-

ful yellow marble of various depths of color, with darker

veins, in which violet hues predominate : when these
veins are very numerous the marble becomes a brocatel.

Pavonazzo and pavonazetto are various red and purplish
marbles and breccias, some of the latter being also true

marbles, but having a more or less brecciated character.

The most beautiful pavonazetto is that called by the Ko-
mans marmvr Synadicum or Phrygian marble, from the

locality where it was obtained
; it is characterized by a very

irregular venation of dark-red with bluish and yellowish
tints, ramifying through a translucent alabaster-like base,
which is sometimes almost opaline in its play of colors.

Rosso antico is a marble of very deep red color, sometimes
of various shades, occasionally streaked or clouded with

dark-purple or whitish tints. The original locality of the

classic rosso antico has not been discovered, but some mod-
ern red marbles closely resemble this variety. Some of the
most highly prized French colored marbles bear names
peculiar to France. (See griotte, portor, sarrancolin.)
The Devonian and Carboniferous of England and Ireland

furnish a considerable number of ornamental marbles.
Devonshire and Derbyshire are the counties in which the

best-known English varieties are obtained. The finest Irish

variegated marbles are quarried near Armagh, and at vari-

ous localities in county Cork, also at Killarney. and on the

islands of the Kenmare river; and marble called Siena is

obtained from several places in King's county and near
Shannon Harbor in Galway. The most important quar-
ries of white and grayish marble in the United States are
those in the Lower Silurian of Vermont and western Mas-
sachusetts. There are very extensive marble-works at Rut-
land in Vermont, at Lee in Massachusetts, and at many
other points in the same geological formation. Some of

the variegated marbles found on the islands and near the
shores of Lake Champlain are very handsome, but they are

not extensively worked. The most popular colored marble
in the United States at the present time is the Tennessee, a

light-grayish stone beautifully mottled with shades of pink-
ish red. This marble has been extensively employed in the

capitols at Washington and Albany.
There is a Vessel of Marbre, undre the Table, to res-

seyve the Oyle. Mandeville, Travels, p. 124.

2. A piece of sculptured or inscribed marble, es-

pecially if having some interest as an object of

study or curiosity, and more particularly if an-

cient; any work of art in marble: as, the Elgin
marbles. 3. A little ball of marble or other

stone, or of baked clay, porcelain, or glass,
used by children in play; an alley. 4. In glass-

blowing, a block or thick piece of wood in which
are formed hemispherical concavities, used in

the manufacture of flasks, etc.,to shape thefused

glass gathered upon the end of the glass-blow-
er's pipe into an approximately spherical form

by pressing and turning it over in the concavi-
ties preparatory to the blowing. See maner.
[In this sense improperly spelled marbel.] 5f.

Marble-silk.
Then cam the lord tresorer with a C. gret horsse and

ther cotes of marbuU.
H. Machyn, Diary, quoted in Rock's S. K. Textiles, p. 77.

6f. pt. A venereal disease, probably bubo. K.
Green jEglna marbles, or .Iginetan marbles. See

jfiffinetan. Artificial marble, a composition of alum,
gypsum, isinglass, and coloring materials worked into
a paste, molded into form, and allowed to harden. Arun-
del marbles, or Arundelian marbles, also known as the

Oxford marbles, a collection of ancient sculptures, inscrip-
tions, and other antiquities, purchased by SirWilliam Petty
at Smyrna in 1624 for the Earl of Arundel, whose grandson,
at the instance of Evelyn, presented a portion of it to the

University of Oxford. The most valuable object in this col-

lection is the inscribed slab called the Parian Chronicle,
from having been kept in the island of Paros. In its perfect
state, the inscription contained a chronicle of the principal
events in Grecian history from the time of the mythical Ce-

crops to the archonship of Diognetus(264 B. c.) ;
but the part

of itcovering the last ninety years is now lost, and much of
what remains is corroded and defaced. Elgin marbles,
a collection of ancient sculptures, for the most part of the
school of Phidias and from the Parthenon at Athens, taken
to England during the first years of the nineteenth century
by the Earl of Elgin, and now preserved in the British Mu-

Specimen Slab of the Elgin Marbles. A central piece of the Par-
thenon frieze, with figures of Athena and Hephjestus.

seum. These sculptures are the finest surviving work of
ancient artists, and comprise the greatest part now in ex-

istence of thv sculptured decoration of the Parthenon, in-

cluding the splendid fragments of the pediment statues,
a great number of metopes, and an extended series of the
blocks carved in low relief of the cella frieze. The re-

moval of the marbles, many of which were torn violent-

ly from their original positions upon the Parthenon, to
the further damage of that monument, was in itself an
act of vandal ism; tint their transportation to England at a
time when Greece was accessible with difficulty opened the
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eyes of the world to the preeminence of Greek work. It

was "in- uf tin tirst st.-| ( > tmvai'l MTiuing an accurate
kiiMttlr.lni "t H.-ll. :ii. hlivils, ami has thus Intluenci-il .n

temponm > i\ iii/;iiimi. Entrocflal marble. -sec <''/"-

I'lui. Hymeitian marble, si . iiinnriiiun. Kilkenny
marble, ii variety of tine Mack marble containing shells,
much used f"i maoMpleoe*, Ligneous marble. See

lii/itemi*. Madrepore marble. See madrepore. Ma-
rezzo marble, sin iniitatiun uf marble ami other tine- vein-

ed stoneH in solid slalis, the base of which is cernenl

Pergamene marbles, <>r Pergamum marbles, two se-

ries of sculptures in high relief and of an original type
of (ireek art, forming part of the decoration of the (treat

altar of /ens and Athena, erected at Pergamum by King
Kiiineiies II. d:i,- ifi'in.0.) in cominemuratiun of splendid
victories over the invading Gauls. Abundant remains of

these sculptures have been unearthed since 1875 by Karl

Humiinn, mid are now in the Berlin Museum. See /''./"
meiu art, under Pergamene. Petworth marble, also

called Sttsxex marble (holh names arising from its being
worked at Petworth in Sussex), a variously colored lime-
stone occurring in the Weald clay, containing the re-

mains of fresh-water shells.

II. n. 1. Consisting of marble: as, a marble

pillar. 2. Veined or stained like marble; va-

riegated in color; marbled.
The appendix shall be printed by itself, stitched, and

with a tnarMe cover. Xii-ii't.

3. Resembling or comparable to marble in

some particular; hard and cold, crystalline,

frigid, insensible, etc.

Nor hath the scalding noon-day sun the Ppw'r
To melt that marble Ice. Came, The Spring.

Winds with ease

Through the pure marble air his oblique way
Amongst innumerable stars. MiUan, P. I.., iii. 564.

marble (mar'bl), v. t.; pret. and pp. marblnl,

ppr. marbliiiii. [< marble, n.~\ To give an ap-

pearance of marble to
;
stain or vein like varie-

gated marble: as, to marble paper; a book with
marbled edges. See marbling, 3. Specifically, In

b'litklnixtiiKi, to marble is to apply to paper or book-edges
variegated colors in imitation of colored marble, or in any
other irregular form.

Those fine covers of books that, for their resemblance
to speckled marble, are wont to be called marbled.

Boyle, Works, III. 448.

marble-breasted (mar'bl-bres*ted), a. Insensi-

ble; hard-hearted. [Poetical.]
Uve you the marble-breasted tyrant still.

5Ao*., T. N., v. 1. 127.

marble-constant (mar'bl-kon'stant), a. Im-
movable as marble; firm; constant. [Poetical.]

Now from head to foot
I am marble-constant.

Shale., A. and C., T. 2. 240.

marble-cutter (mar'bl-kut'er), . One who
hews marble ; a worker in marble

; also, an in-

strument or a machine for cutting marble.
marbled (mar'bld), a. [< marble + -ed2.] 1.

Having veins and cloudings like variegated
marbles.
A fine marbled stone, white, blue, and ruddy.

/.'. F. Burton, To the Oold Coast for Oold, ill.

2. In zoiil., variegated with different colors,
like marble; dappled; clouded Marbled beau-
ty, a small whitish moth, Bryophila perla, dappled with
bluish gray. -Marbled glaze. See ylaze. Marbled
guillemot, a murrelet, Brachyrkainphw! marmoratug. in-

habiting the North Pacific ocean, in summer of a blackish
color variegated with tawny and chestnut-brown. Mar-
bled lizard, the marblet. Marbled tiger-cat, a large
wild cat of Asia, Felix inarmorata, about two feet long, and
of variegated coloration.

marble-edged (mar'bl-ejd), a. Having edges,
as a book, stained with variegated colors in

imitation of marbled paper.
marble-handsaw (mar 'bl -hand 'sA), n. A
toothless blade fitted at the back with a block-

hamtle, used with sand for cutting slabs of

marble into pieces. E. H. Knight.
marblehead (mar' bl-hed), n. The fulmar
petrel, l'iilmurn.i i/lncialix. See cut under ful-
mar'-.

marbleheader (miir'bl-hed'er), n. Same as
tintt'lilt'lii'<t<l.

marble-hearted (miir'bl-har'ted), a. Having
a heart like marble ; hard-hearted; cruel; in-

sensible; incapable of being moved by pity,
love, or sympathy.

Ingratitude ! thou marble-hearted timd.

Shot.. Lea, i. 4. 281.

marbleize (mih-'bl-Iz), r.f.; pret. and pp. marblc-
/:< il. \i]>r.mnrli/i-i:ini/. [< mill-Mr + -i~c.] To give
the a

1 1]
'a I'M nee of marble, or a marbled appear-

ance, in.

The marbleiieit iron shelf above the stove-pipe hole sup-
ported two glass vases. llomtti, Annie Kilbnrn, si.

Marbleized glass, set- .<//<.

marble-paste (miir'hi-pasO. n. Awhiteporcel-
ianenus paste used for figures, busts, ami the
like, especially at the factory of LuneVille in

the eighteenth century.
marble-polisher (niar'bi-poi'isli-er). . 1. ()
A block of sandstone used to rnb a marble slab
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in tlie preliminary operation of polishing;
it linen cushion with which the polishing is

carried to completion by the agency of emery-
dust or powder of calcined tin. (6) A marble-
rubber. 2. A machine for polishing marble.
Its chief element is a grinding-cyllnder composed of sev-

eral collars upon a mandrel. The slab of marble Is placed
on a table, and tin- cylinder, which is fed with the polish-

ing-powder, rotates above It, with a longitudinally reclp-
i neat ing motion as well as one of simple revolution. For
columns u large lathe is used, the stoneshaftbelngrevolved
in i'. intact with rubbers held in the tool-rent, .see marble-

rubber.

marbler (mar'bler), n. 1. One who works in

marble; a quarrier or a cutter of marble.
The charter . . . bean the date of l.v.i, though the

marolert [of Purbeck in England! always persist that they
possess an earlier one. Harper

1
! Hag., LXX. 244.

2. One who stains or otherwise marks in imi-

tation of marble ; especially, one who marbles

paper.
marble-rubber (mar'bl-rub'er), . A rubber
for "surfacing," smoothing, and polishing flat

marble slabs. It consists of a flat sole with a super-

imposed tray having holei through which water and sand
are supplied to the sole aa needed. It is used with a com-
bined reciprocating and rotary motion.

marble-saw (mar'bl-sa), n. A machine for

cutting marble . It consists of a single thin Iron blade,
or of several blades arranged in a gang, set in a frame,
and reciprocated by pitmans and eccentrics. The blades
are constantly fed with sand and water. Such machines
will cut a block of marble into several slabs simultane-

ously, or can be arranged to cut out pyramidal blocks, or
to shape a cylinder or a frustum of a cone.

marble-scourer (mar'bl-skour'er), n. An im-

plement for scouring marble floors, constructed
and acting on the same principle as the marble-

rubber, but having a handle by which the work-

man, in a standing position, can conveniently
operate it.

marble-silk (miir'bl-silk), . A silk having a
weft of several colors, so woven that the whole
web looks like marble, stained or veined irreg-
ularlv. D. Sock, S. K. Textiles.

marblet (mar'blet), . K marble + -et.~\ An
iguanian lizard of South America, Polychnut
marmoratus.
marble-thrush (mar'bl-thrush), M. The mis-
tle-thrush: so called from its marbled breast.
('. Swainson. [North Hants, Eng.]
marblewood (mar'bl-wud), . A large tree

of the ebony family, Dioxpyros Kurzii, native
in British Burma and the Andaman Islands.

Its wood is grayish, interlaid with black, and
is used for cabinet-work.

marble-worker (mar'bl-wer'kdr), M. One who
works in marble

;
a workman who cuts, hews,

or polishes marble; a marbler. Marble-work-
ers' Me. See/fei.

marbling (mar'bling), . [Verbal n. of mar-

ble, r.] 1. The art or process of variegating
in color, in imitation of marble, or with veins
and cloudings of any sort. 2. Any marking
resembling that of veined or variegated mar-

ble; hence, any mottling, veining, or clouding
of a surface: as, the marbling of flesh-meat
caused by alternations of fat and lean. 3.

The art or practice of staining paper or the cut

edges of a book with variegated colors, usually
in some conventional imitation of marble, it is

done in a trough of water covered by a layer of gum traga-
canth mixed with a little ox-gall. The fluid colors are

sprinkled or spattered over this layer with a brush, either

in the arrangement intended for use or in a manner which
will admit of producing the desired figuration by drawing
a brass comb over the surface. The dampened paper, held

by the ends, is lightly passed in a curve over this surface,

taking up the colors, and finished by sizing and burnish-

ing or calendering.

marbly (mar'bli)
?

a. [< marble + -y
1
.] Re-

sembling marble in structure or appearance.
Great smooth marbly limbs.

Browning, The Bishop Orders his Tomb.

marbret, A Middle English form of marble.

Marbury's case. See case*.

marc 1
,

. See marlft.

marc2 (mark), n. [< F. mare, residuum, dregs,
grounds, mash, etc., perhaps < L. emarciiit (or
its Celtic original), a kind of wine of middling
quality.] The refuse matter which remains
after the pressing of fruit, as grapes or olives:

as applied to apples, pomace.
To make this liquor [ciderkin]. the marc is put into a

large vat, with a proper quantity of boiled water which
has just become cold ; the whole Is left to infuse for forty-

eight hours, and then pressed.
Spmu' Encyc. Manuf., I. 417.

marcando ^niir-kan'do), a. [It., ppr. of mar-
eni-f. mark: see mart1, r.) In iimxic, distinct

and decisive: applied to silicic notes and pas-

sages, aiid sometimes to a whole movement, to

be so rendered. Also marruln.

Marcgravia

marcantantt, . Sec mi

marcasite (mUr'ka-sit), . [Formerly also ;-

fiixxiti-, Hiiiri'liii.iiii; niiii'rlii-.iiii ; < F. marcagsite

= 8p. mm I/IK f-ila = It. Hiiin-ii^iin, iiinfi-l"

with term, -itr'*; said to be of Ar. origin (f).]

1. As used by the early mineralogists, the crys-
tallized forms of iron pyrites, including more

particularly the isometric species now called

/n/rili . This mineral was frequently used for personal
decoration In the eighteenth century. It takes a good pol-

ish, and Is cut in facets like roae diamonds It was made
Into plus, watch cases, shoe- and knee-buckles, and other
ornaments.

Also great pieces of chrystal, amethysts, gold In y mine,
and other mettals and nuimuitei.

Evelyn, Diary, June 21, 1650.

Half the ladles of our acquaintance . . . carry their

Jewels to town, and bring nothing but paste and inarm
ata back. Qoldimith, She Stoopi to Conquer, III.

2. In recent use, the orthorhombic iron pyrites,
or iron disulphid, FeSo. It has a lower specific

gravity than ordinary pyrite, and on an untarnished sur-

face a somewhat paler color, in consequence of which it

Is often called u-liite iron pyrita. The crystallized varie-

ties take various imitative forms called coclctcumb pttritr*.

gpear pyritef, etc. ; the massive kinds are often radiated,

concretionary, etc. Marcasite is much more liable to alter-

ation than ordinary pyrite, passing by oxidation Into Iron

sulphate or copperas. The two kinds of iron pyrites often

occur together, and the greater the proportion of marcasite
the more the liability to alteration; this has been shown
(Julien) to be an Important element in the durability of

building-stones containing pyrites.

marcasitic (mar-ka-sit'ik), a. [< marcaaite +
-io.] Pertaining to marcasite ; of the nature of

marcasite.
marcasitical (mar-ka-sit'i-kal), a. [Formerly
also marchajfitical; <"marcasitic + -al.] Same
as marcasitic.

The place that abounds with these marchaxitical min-
erals. /'"//', Works, III. 333.

marcassin (mar'ka-sin), n. [< F. marcassin, a

young wild boar, a grise.] In her., the young
wild boar, used as a bearing. This bearing is dis-

tinguished from the boar by having the tail hanging down
and not curled round in a ring.

marcato (mar-ka'to), a. [It., pp. of marcare,
mark: see marcando.] Same as marcando.
marceline 1 (mar'se-lin), n. [< F. marceline;
so called from St. Marcel in Piedmont, where
the original specimen was found.] In mineral.,
an altered form of rhodonite, or silicate of man-
ganese, in which the manganese protoxid has
been converted into sesquioxid.
marceline2

(mar'se-lin), H. [Also niarcflline;

< F. marceline (a trade-name f).] A thin silk

fabric used for linings, etc., in women's cos-

tume.
Marcellian (mar-sel'i-an), a. and w. [< Mar-
cellun (see def. ) + -i'ai.] I. a. Pertaining to

Marcellus of Ancyra in Asia Minor, or to his

doctrines.

II. . One of the professed followers of Mar-
cellus, Bishop of Ancyra in the fourth century.
The Marcellians held the doctrine, nearly agreeing with
that of the Sabellians. that the Holy Spirit and the Word.
or Logos, are merely mipersonal agencies and qualities of

Ood, and that the Incarnation of the Logos is temporary
only. It has been doubted by some whether Marcellus
held the views ascribed to him.

marcelline, . See mareefae*.
Marcellinist (mar-se-lin'ist), H. [< Marcellina

(see def.) + -<.] An adherent of Marcellina,
a female Gnostic of the second century, and a
teacher of Gnosticism in Kome. Also Marccl-
linian.

Marcellus group. [Named from the town of

Marcellus, in New York.] The lowest division

of the Upper Devonian, according to the clas-

sification of the New York Geological Survey.
It is a thin shaly rock, often containing car-

bonaceous matter.
marcescent (inar-ses'ent), a. [= F. iiiarcrxrt-H t,

< L. marcescen(t-)s, p'pr. of mareescere, wither,

pine, fade, decay, inceptive of marcrrr, wither.

droop, shrivel, 'be feeble or languid, faint.]

Withering; fading; decaying. Specifically (a)
In hot., withering, but not falling off till the part bearing
it is perfected : as, a marcettctnt perianth, (o) In rntmn.,

appearing shriveled or withered, as the (pines on certain

tlemiptera.

marcescible (mar-ses'i-bl), a. [= F. niarcts-

cible = Pg. marccscirel = It. uiarceiicibile, < L.
as if "marcescibilis, < marceseerc, wither, fade:

see marccscent.] That may wither; liable to

decay; ephemeral; transient.

Marcgravia (miirk-^ra'vi-a). M. [NL. (Plurni-

er, 1(03), named after Ge'brg Jtarcgraf (17th

century), who traveled in South America and
wrote, with W. Pison, a work on the natural

history of Brazil.] A genus of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants of the natural order Tern-

xtrii iiiiai'nr. type of the tribe Jfarcantrinr. it is

peculiar in having the petals stuck together In a hood-like
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mass, numerous stamens, and sac-shaped bracts at the

apex of the usually umbelliform spikes.
3. To move in military order, as a body of

apex ot the usually umbemtorn,_spikes t advance in a soldierly manner: as,
Marcgraviaceae (mark-gra-vi-a'se-e), n.pl. in thV morning the regiment marched; they
[NL. (Jussieu, 1809), <

'

Maregrama + -acece.} marnhf!d twentv miles.A tormer order of plants, now made a tribe ot

the Ternstrcemiacece under the name Marcgra-
viece.

Marcgraviese (mark-gra-vi'e-e), TO. pi. [NL.
(Choisy, 1824), < Marcgraria + -ecc.~\ Original-
ly, a suborder of plants of the Marcgraviacece ;

now, a tribe of the Ternstrcemiacece, typified by
the genus Marcgravia. It embraces 5 genera of trop-
ical American plants with imbricate or coherent hood-
shaped petals, anthers fixed by the base, and numerous
stamens. They are climbing or epiphytic woody plants,
with flowers in terminal racemes, frequently intermixed
with peculiar-shaped bracts.

march1
(march), n. [< ME. marche, partly

(a) < AS. mearc (gen. dat. mearce), border,

bound, mark; partly (b) < OF. marche, F.
marche (= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. marca, ML. marca),
border, bound, frontier, the Rom. forms being
from the OHG. cognate with AS. mearc: see

marched twenty miles.
This worthy chevalrie
All merchand to the field.

Battle of Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 224).

Heavy marching order, light marching order. See

mnyl, lights. Marching orders, orders to march.

The Duke 's in Belgium already, and we expect marching
orders every day. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xx.

Marching regiment, in Great Britain, an infantry regi- mi"r/>iiaTit*""*
ment of the line: generally used in a disparaging sense. i X, i-'

marchet
the ancient Roman year till the adoption of the Julian cal-

endar, which was followed by the Gregorian ; previous to
the latter it was reckoned the first month in many Eu-
ropean countries, and so continued in England till 1752,
the legal year there before that date beginning on the 25th
of M arch. Mad as a March hare. See harei . March
ale, ale brewed in March. March Deer, beer brewed in
the month of March. Spring and autumn were considered
the best seasons for brewing ; hence, beer for keeping was
brewed when possible either in March or in October.
March meeting. See meeting.

Obsolete forms of

To march to the length oft. See length.

II. trans. 1. To cause to move in military
order, or in a body or regular procession : as,
to march an army to the battle-field.

On the marriage-bed
Of smiling peace to march a bloody host.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 246.

2. To cause to go anywhere at one's command
and under one's guidance: as, the policeman
marched his prisoner to the lockup.

An obsolete form of merchant.
Marchantia (mar-kan'ti-a), n. [NL., named
after Nicolas Marchant, a French botanist (died
1678).] 1. A genus of plants of the class Be-
paticce, and type of the order Marehantiaeece.

further
under^arf'

1
, n.]

^
A frontier

or^boun- march2
(march), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. marsch,

< F. marche = Sp. Pg. marcha = It. tnareia, walk,
gait, march; from the verb.] 1. A measured
and uniform walk or concerted and orderly
movement of a body of men, as soldiers; a

regular advance of a body of men, in which
they keep time with each other and sometimes
withmusic; stately and deliberate walk; steady

dary of a territory; a border; hence, a border-
land

;
a district or political division of a coun-

try conterminous with the boundary-line of
another country. In Scotland the term is commonly
applied to the boundaries, or the marks which determine
the boundaries, of conterminous estates or lands, whether
large or small. The word is most familial- historically
with reference to the boundaries between England and
Wales and between England and Scotland. The latter Or labored progression : used figuratively in re-
were divided into two parts, the western and the middle , ._n t_iJL _ ^were divided into two parts, the western and the middle
marches, each of which had courts peculiar to itself, and
a kind of president or governor, who was called warden of
the marches. Seemarti.lS.
Also fro the dede See, to gon Estward out of the Marches

of the Holy Lond, ... is a strong Castelle and a fair.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 104.

For in the marches here we heard you were,
Making another head to fight again.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 140.

These low and barren tracts were the outlying marche*
of the empire. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 18.

Riding the marches, a ceremony in which the magis-
trates and chief men of a municipality ride on horseback
in procession along the boundaries of the property of the
corporation: a practice still observed occasionallyin some
of the burghs of Scotland, the original object of which was
to preserve in the memory of the inhabitants the limits of
their property.
march1 (march), v. i. _

marken, merken, < AS. mearcian, fix the bounds
or limits of a place, < mearc, border, bound,
mark: see swarf1 , v., and cf. march 1

, .] 1. To
constitute a march or border; be bordering;
lie continuously parallel and contiguous ;

abut.
He may, zif that he wole, go thorghe Almayne, and

gard to poetry, from its rhythm resembling the
measured harmonious stepping of soldiery.

Waller was smooth, but Dryden taught to join
The varying verse, the full resounding line,
The long majestic march and energy divine.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. !

2. An advance from one halting-place to an-

other, as of a body of soldiers or travelers
;
the

distance passed over in a single course of

marching; a military journey of a body of

troops: as, a march of twenty miles.
I have trod full many a march, sir,
And some hurts have to shew, before me too, sir.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, ii. -2.

Such stiff-neck'd abjects as with wear}- marches
Have travell'd from their homes, their wives, and chil-

dren. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iii. 1.

[< ME. marchen, also 3. Progressive advancement; progress; regu-,., , u_j-
lar oourge>
There methinks would be enjoyment more than in the

march of mind. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

4. A military signal to move, consisting of a
particular drum-beat or bugle-call.

If drummes once sound a lustie martch indeede,

Common Liverwort {Marchantiti folymorpha).
i, the female plant ; 2, the male plant ; a, a cnpule with the gem-

mae ; 6, one of the gemma; ; c, the antheridium, opened ; rf, part of
sporangium with the elaters, carrying the spores; et elater with spores.

M. polymorpha, the common liverwort, is the
most widely diffused species. See liverwort.
2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus.thorghe the Kyngdom of Hungarye, that marchethe to the Then farewell bookes, for he will trudge with speede. TWar/.l,3TitioSo i^s,. 1 + - / - -\ iLond of Polayne. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 6. Gascoigne, Fruits of War.
Klarchantiacese (mar-kan-tl-a'se-e), n. pi.

Of al the Inhabitants of this Isle, the Kentish men are 5. In music, a strongly rhythmical composition LNlj ., < Afarakarcfe'o + -acece.'] Cryptogamic
most ciuilest. the which cnllntrv njfi.ri.hpth alrno-pt.hpr vrum .a--; JA.. _-_ v. , . Plants, torminff an Order of trip Hp.nnt.if.ff> Tn*Qmost ciuilest, the which country marcheth altogether vpon
the sea. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 247.

You must not quarrel with the man whose estates march
with your own. Mrs. Oliphant, The Ladies Lindores, p. 40.

2. To dwell adjacent ; neighbor.
She displayed so much kindness to Jeanie Deans (be-

cause she herself, being a Merse woman, marched with
Mid-Lothian, in which Jeanie was born).

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxviii.

march'2 (march), . [< ME. marchen = D. mar-
cheren = G. marschiren = Sw. marschera = Dan.

itrongly rhythmical composit:
designed to accompany marching or to imitate
a march-movement. The rhythm is usually duple,
but it may be triply compound. Marches generally consist
of two contrasted sections, the second of which (commonly
called the trio) is softer and more flowing than the first,
and is followed by a repetition of the first. Rapid marches
are often called quicksteps or military marches. Slow , -
marches are also called processional marches, and are marcnasitet, n. See marcasite.
further distinguished as funeral (or dead-), nuptial, tri- marchasiticalt, a. See marcasitical.

plants, forming an order of the ffepaticce. The
frond is never leafy, and is frequently forked

; the male
organs are immersed in sessile or stalked discoid or peltate
receptacles, and the capsules are disposed symmetrically
on the under side of stalked wheel-shaped receptacles.
Harchantieae (miir-kau-ti'e-e), n.pl. [NL., <
Marchantia + -ece.'] Same 'as Marehantiaeece.

umphal, etc.

6. In weaving, one of the short laths placed
across the treadles beneath the shafts of a loom.

marschere, < OF. marcher, F. marcher (= Sp. E. H. Knight. 7. In the game of euchre atak-
Pg. marchar = It. marciare), walk, march, ing of all five tricks by one side Flank march,

proceed, move on; perhaps < OF. marche, bor- See flankL- Forced march, a march vigo^y^-TssTd
der, frontier (see march^, n.); according to an- in certain emergencies in time of war, as to effect a rapid
other view < ML "marcare hammpr VIPT,,><, ?oncentration of troops or a strategical combination. It

beat the ground wikTheTe^tmrmarcT< ^SStig^^^^^SSSSKmarcus, a hammer) ;
cf. tramp, jog, pace one's be taken to avoid such exhaustion just before going into

beat, and similar expressions Neither view action - The troops are relieved by changing the gaits, marcher 1
! (miir'cher),

j. j , -i _ *. *"*!"! **" JUMmaflnir *Vio HnnKlo wi+li *-K f.,,i,,\, *;..... _^ i_ M.* A i'\: T J - { _ _ _i .

bs lete forms

obsolete variant of

. An obsolete form of merchant.
.-ditch (march'dich), n. A ditch or trench

a landmark; a boundary.

is satisfactory.] I. intrans. 1. To walk with
measured steps, or with a steady regular tread

;move in a deliberate, stately manner ; step with

alternating the double with the quick time, and in the
cavalry the horses are relieved for fifteen minutes everyhour by the dismounting and marching of the men. Any
distance over twenty miles a day is reckoned a forced

regularity, earnestness, or gravity: often used
tr

J
A- March past, the march of a body of soldiers in

trivially, as in the expression, he marched oS
fr "

t

" g ""^ r S me "igh dignital7 -

angrily.
Between 2,000 and 3,000 troops mustered on the ground,

o' Glenwarlock.

[< march 1 + -cr1.]An officer who defended the marches or borders
of a territory.
We deny not that there were Lordships Marchers, nor

that some statutes are restrained to them.
Bacon, Works, X. 374.

angrily
When thou didst march through the wilderness

the earth shook. ps. ixvjj|'. 7j

'

g.

So wrought this nimble Artist, and admir'd
Herself to see the Work march on so fast.

Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 63.

Lords marchers of England, the noblemen who lived
on the marches of Wales and Scotland, and had theirlaws
and regal power, until their office was abolished by 27
Henry VIII.

2. Specifically, to walk with concerted steps in March3
(march), n. [< ME. March, Marche,

regular or measured time, as a body or a mem- Mershe, Man, < OF. march, mars, F. wans = Pr.

and their march past was an event of the highest political
significance. Marvin, Gates of Herat, iii.

Rogue's march, music played in derision to accompany -,

the expulsion from a regiment of asoldierwhoisdrummed marcher^ (marcher), n. [< march 2 + -e
out, or of any obnoxious person ignominiously expelled One who marches.
fi-om a community. To steal a march. See steal A path

Inviting you, distinct with footprints yet
^ ^ iuv(lu _ -, - -

^ many a mighty marcher gone that way.
ber of a body of soldiers or a procession;; move mars>

m<*rtz= Sp. marzo= Pg. rnargo= It. nidrzo Browning, Paracelsus.

= D. Maart= MLG. Mertze, Merce, Merse, Mart- marchet (mar'chet), n. [Also merchet; < ML.
ee, LG. Merte = OHG. Merzo, Marceo, MHG. irc]ieta,marchetvm, mercheta, merchrtum, etc.,
Merze, G. Mars Sw. Mars = Dan. Marts = ^ ME - "W*rt merket (= OHG. mercat, etc.),
OBulg. mariitu, Bulg. mart = Serv. marach, trade, market : see market.'] A pecuniary fine
mrach = Pol. marzec = Little Buss./ree = Gr. anciently paid by a tenant, serf, or bondsman to

MapTios, < L. Martins, sc. mensis, March, lit. the his lord for the liberty of disposingof a daughter
month of Mars, < Mars (Mart-), Mars : see Mars, in marriage. This payment, called in law Latin mar-
martial, etc.] The third month of our year con-

cheta
,

or
.
mfrchcta mulimim (the mark-fee of women), was

sisting of thirty-one days. It was the first month of Spe. '"sfe"fh "quotaUon''
d "^ ther C U"trie8 '

f
- "

-j
-u-. LAW.I. tj vji e*

^Ji. woocmjll . lllUVt)
in uniform order and time; step together in
ranks.

Let our trains
March by us, that we may peruse the men
We should have coped withal.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 93.

The great Achilles march'd not to the field
Till Vulean that impenetrable shield
And arms had wrought.

Waller, Instructions to a Painter.



marchet

He \[:il.-,,im III. nl Scotland] alinviiird that wicked
!;iu, cstuMisliuil by Kiiik' Kwin the third, appointing halfu
u inurke of miner to he p:til to tin 1 lonlt- of the sollu, In

ivdi'jiiptioii of the woniiin'.s chu.stitie, which iti vsed to he
paieit yet vnto this day, mid 18 called the marchett of

woman. Iliilinthed, Hist. Scotland, an. lost).

marchioness (miir'shon-es), M. [Formerly also

marrliioniiixt'; < Ml*, miirfiiiiiisita, fern, of mar-
i'liin(n-), a prefect of the marches, < marclia,
murca, a boundary, march: see march*. Cl,

marquis.] 1. The wife or widow of a marquis.
2. A size of slate measuring L"2 iuches by 11.

marchisatet, . An obsolete form of man/iti.i-
III!'.

marchland (march
'

land), n. [< march 1 +
laint*.] A border-land

; territory lying on the
marches or borders of adjoining countries.

Our special hearth and cradle Is doubtless to be found
in the immediate marchland of Germany and Denmark.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. .10.

march-line (march 'lin), . [< march 1 + line?.]
A boundary-line between adjacent countries.

If he did not everywhere know where the march-line

fell, at least he knew perfectly where It ought to fall.

Georye MacDonaid, What's Mine's Mine, p. 323.

March-mad (march'mad), a. Extremely ex-
cited or excitable, like a March hare (see hare1

) ;

rash; foolhardy.

Keep him dark,
He will run March-mad else ; the fumes of battles
Ascend Into his brains. Fletcher, Mad Lover, i 1.

marchman (miirch
'

man), .
; pi. marchmen

(-men). A man who lives on the marches or
border-land of two countries

;
a borderer.

Now Bowden Moor the march-man won,
And sternly shook his plumed head,
As glanced his eye o'er Halidon.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 30.

The great Anglican kingdom of the Mercians that Is,

the Marchmen, the people on the march or frontier seems
to have been the youngest of all.

E. A. Freeman, Old Bug. History, p. 39.

niarch-movemenit (march'mov'ment), n. In

music, the characteristic rhythm of a march,
namely duple or quadruple,
marchpanet (miirch'pan), n. [Early mod. E.
also marehpain, marchepane (= D. marcipein,
iiinrsipein = G. marcipan, marzipan = Dan. Sw.
marsipan), < OF. marcepaiii, F. massepain = Sp.
masapau = Pg. magapSo = It. marzapane; ac-

cording to Minsheu, <! L. 'Martius panis, bread
of Mars. "

having towers, castles, and such like

on them," < Martius, of Mars (see martial), +
IHtnin, bread. Some see in the first element
a corrupt form of Gr. /ja(a, a barley-cake.] 1.
A confection made of pounded pistachio-nuts
or almonds, with sugar, white of egg, etc. It

was made into various ornamental devices.

And whanne Dyner was Don, the Duke sent to the Pil-

gryms gret basons full of Marchfpanye.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 13.

Kpigrammes that were sent vsnally for new yeares glftes
or to be Printed or put vpon their banketting dishes of

suger plate, or of >n<tr<-lt paitte*.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 47.

Good thou, save me a piece of marchpane.
Shot., K. and J., 1. 5. 9.

Hence 2. Something very fine or dainty.
Phi. The very march pane of the court, I warrant you.
I'll" And all the gallants came about you like flies, did

they not? B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

march-time (march'tlm), . Same as mareli-
movement.
march-treason (miirch 'tre'zn), n. Treason
against a march; betrayal to an enemy of a
march or border, or of any peculiar interest of
a bordering territory.
Not a thane within reach but he knew his family and

connections, and how many of his ancestors had fallen . . .

by the hand of the executioner for march-treason.

Scott, Monastery, Int

march-ward (march'ward), n. A warden of
the marches

;
a marcher.

Marciant, a. An obsolete spelling of Martian.
marcidt (miir'sid), a. [= OF. marcide = Pg. It.

murcido, < L. marcidus, withered, shrunken, <

marcere, wither: see marcescent.] 1. Wither-
ed ; shrunken

;
wasted away.

He on his own flsh pours the noblest oil ; ...
That, to your marcid dying herbs assigned.
By the rank smell and taste betrays its kind.

W. Botries, in Dryden's tr. of Juvenal's Satires, v. 123.

2. Causing or accompanied by wasting and
feebleness.
A burning colliquative fever, the softer parts being melt-

ed away, the heat continuing its adustion upon the drier
and fleshy parts, changes into a marcid fever.

Harvey. (Latham.)

marcidity (miir-sid'i-ti), w. [< mareiil + -ity.]A wasted or withered condition; leanness;
meagerness. I'crry.

3627

Marcionist (mar'shon-ist), n. [< Gr. Mapmu-
''"""'/?, < MB/JK/'UV, Marcion: see Marcionite and
-int.] Same as Marcinnii'-.

Marcionite (miir'slion-it), n. and o. [< LL.
Miin-iiniilii, < Or. Mu/iKuwin/f, < Mapxiuv, L. Mar-
cion, (. Mrf/Mcof, L. Marcus, a personal name.] I.

n. A follower of Marcion of Sinope, a Gnostic

religious teacher of the second century, and the
founder at Rome of the Marcionite sect, which
lasted until the seventh century or later. Mar-
cion taught that there were three primal forces : the good
God, first revealed by Jesus Christ ; the evil matter, ruled

by the devil ; and the Demiurge, the finite and imperfect
Cod of the Jews. He rejected the Old Testament, denied
the Incarnation and resurrection, and admitted only a gos-
pel akin to or altered from that of si. Luke and ten of St.

Paul's epistles as Inspired and authoritative ; he repeated
baptism thrice, excluded wine from the eucharist, Incul-

cated an extreme asceticism, and allowed women to min-
ister. See Cerdonian.

U. a. Pertaining to or characterized by
the principles of Marcion: as, the Marcio-Mte
Church.
Marcionitic (mar-sho-nit'ik), a. [< Marcionite
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Marcionites or
their doctrines.

Marcionitism (miir'shon-it-izm), n. [< Mar-
cionite + -ism.] The doctrines of the Marcion-
ites. Kncyc. Brit., XV. 485.

Marcobrunner (mar'ko-brun-r), w. [G.] A
wine produced in a vineyard in the commune
of Erbach, nearWiesbaden, and taking its name
from a neighboring fountain called the Mark-
brunneu. It ranks among the best of German
wines.
Marcomannic (mar-ko-man'ik), a. [< Marco-
nn i n ni + -ic.] Relating to the Marcomanni,
an ancient German tribe which harassed the
Roman empire at intervals from the time of
Cffisar to the fourth century.
marcor, marcour (miir'kor), n. [< L. marcor,
decay, faintness, languor, < marcere, wither,
decay, fade, faint : see marcescent.] The state
of withering or wasting ; leanness ;

loss of flesh.

Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]
Marcosian (mar-ko'si-an), n. [Appar. irreg. <

Gr. Map/cof, L. Marcus, the name of the founder.]
A follower of Marcus, perhaps of Ephesus, a
heresiarch of the second century. The leading
features of his system were a ritual imitating the Christian
eucharist (at which he apparently caused a miraculous
change in the color and quantity of the wlneX ministration
and prophecy of women, a cabalistic use of numbers and
letters, antinomlan licentiousness, and a Gnostic system
of eons. He is known chiefly from the writings of Irenaeus.
and his followers were not numerous.

marcour, n. See marcor.

mardt (mard), n. Same as merd.

mardert, mardernt, n. Same as marten*.
Mardi gras (mar'de gra). [F., lit. 'fat Tues-

day': so called from the French practice of

parading a fat ox (iKeuf gras) during the cele-

bration of the day: mardi (< L. Mortis difs,

day of Mars), Tuesday; gras, fat: see grease.]
Shrove Tuesday ;

the last day of carnival
;
the

day before Ash Wednesday (the first day of

Lent), which in some places, as in New Or-

leans, fc celebrated with revelry and elaborate

display.
mare 1

(mar), w. [< ME. mare, mere, meere, mure.
< AS. mere, myre = OFries. merie = D. merrie
= MLG. LG. merie = OHG. mcriha, merha,
MHG. mericlie, merhe, G. mahre = Icel. merr =
Sw. marr = Dan. mier, a mare; fern, to AS.
mi-ar, mearh = OHG. marah, march, marc,
MHG. march, marc = Icel. marr (Goth, not re-

corded), a horse, steed, = Ir. Gael, mare = W.
march = Corn, march (Old Celtic /lapnac, in

Pausanias), a horse, stallion. The Teut. forms
may, however, be derived from the Celtic. The
masc. form has disappeared from E. and G., ex-

cept as found in the disguised compound mar-

shal.] 1. The female of the horse, or of other

species of the genus Equus,
With him ther was a Plowman was his brother, . . .

In a tabard he rood upon a mere.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 541.

2. A few ears of grain left standing and tied

together, at which the harvesters throw their
sickles till the knot is out. Halliicell. [Here-
fordshire, Eng.]- Crying the mare, an old harvest

sport in Herefordshire. Btount. See aef. 2. Mare's
nest, an absurd or ridiculous imagined discover}-; some-
thing of apparent importance which a person fancies he
has discovered, but which turns out to be a delusion or a
hoax. Formerly also hane-nett.

Why dost thou laugh?
What mare'i not hast thon found ?

Fletcher, Bonduca, v. 2.

maresse

stared Into by the Herman Uelehrter through his >i>ecta-
cle* pint calculation.

/,<, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 292.

Honey makes the mare go, the outlay of money keep*
thing* going: money will succeed where everythflig else
falls. (Slang.)

I'm making the mare go here in Whitford, without the
money too sometimes. King&ey, Two Years Ago, Int.

Shanks' mare, one's own legs, as a means of conveyance.
islaiiv. | The gray mare IB the better horse, the wife
rules the husband, {.slung. | Timber mare. Hame u,.

mare'^t (mar), . K ME. mare, if "re, < AS. mara,
an incubus, = MLG. mare, mar, LG. mare, mar,
mor = OHG. maro, mar, MHG. mar, G. dial.

mahr, mar= Icel. mara = Sw. mara= Dan. mare,

nightmare; cf. OF. mare, an incubus, also in

comp. cauehemare, cochcmare, cauquemare, F.

caucliemar, nightmare, < OF. cauclier, < L. cal-

care, tread upon, + mare, incubus ; cf. Pol.

mara, a vision, dream, nightmare; Bohem.
mura, incubus; prob. lit. 'crusher,' from the
root of AS. mirran, myrran, hinder, mar, orig.
'crush': see mar1

.] Oppressed sleep ; incubus,
formerly regarded as an evil spirit of the night
that oppresses persons during sleep : now used

only in the compound nightmare.
Mushrooms cause the Incubus, or the mare In the

stomach. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

mares
t, a. and adv. An obsolete form of more*.

Mareca (ma-re'kft), n. [NL., < Braz. mareca
(Marcgrave), native name of a teal.] A genus
of ducks of the family Anatidte and subfamily
.iiin/iiiii : the widgeons. The common widgeon
of Europe is M. penelope; that of America is

M. americana. Bee widgeon. Also written
Marica.
marechalt (mar'e-shal), n. [F. martchal, mar-
shal : see marshal.] A kind of powder used for
the hair in the eighteenth century.
His hair powdered with marechal, a cambric shirt, etc.

Smollett, Koderick Kandom.

mare clausum.! HLi'rr IJ.V'SIUM i. [L.: mare.sea;
flu H.-II HI, neut. of clausus, closed: see mere*
and close?, a.] A closed sea; a sea closed to

navigation; a sea or a part of the high seas
within the jurisdiction of a particular nation,
as distinguished from the open sea, where all

nations have equal right. The phrase Is not a geo-
graphical one, but a technical legal terra, the subject of
which has always been In controversy In international
law ; and Its meaning therefore varies in extent according
as it is used by those who claim or who resist an extension
of territorial Jurisdiction over otherwise open seas.

marelst, w. A Middle English form of marish.
marekanite (mar'e-kan-H), n. [< Marekanka
(seedef.) +-i< 2

.]

'

A variety of
^obsidian, found

in small spherules in the vicinity of the Mare-
kanka, near Okhotsk in Siberia. It is a form
of pearlstone.
Maremmese (mar-e-meV or -mez'), a. [< It.

Maremme + -ese.] Of or pertaining to the Ma-
remme, certain marshy tracts extending along
the coast of Tuscany in Italy, reaching back
from six to eighteen miles from the sea. The
soil is of wonderful fertility, but the atmosphere is so pesti-
lential as to render these districts uninhabitable in the
warm season.

marena (ma-re'nS), n. [NL., < G. marane, mo-

rane, said to be so called from Lake Morin, in

Brandenburg, Prussia.] A coregonine flsh,

C'oregonus marania, better known as C. latare-
ttts: "ny as lavaret.

marennin (ma-ren'in), M. See the quotation.
Naviciila ostrearla contains a light-blue pigment, which

It Is proposed to call marennin,which is diffused throughout
the protoplasm. Jour, qf Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. 1. 53.

Mareotic (mar-e-ot'ik), . [< L. Mareoticvs, <

Gr. MapeuT(i)f,< Mapeortf (sc. Mfivti), also lAapeia,
>'i ).l/in/ f/ Map/a, Lake Mareotis, < TAapfia, Maph/,
< Egypt. Mer or Mir, a city in Egypt, or the
lake Mareotis (seedef.) + -ic.] Of or pertain-
ing to Lake Mareotis in Lower Egypt, or the

region in which it is situated: as, J/areoHcwine.

mares, w. Plural of m3.
mareschal (mar'e-shal), n. An obsolete form
of marshal: used archaically, especially with
reference to a marshal of France.

William, may thy arms advance,
That he may lose Ditiant next year,
And so be maretchal [In ed. 1 766,

" constable
"

] of France.

Prior, Taking of Samur in 1895.

mare's-nest (marz'nest), c. i. [< mare's nest (see
under iare*).] To discover mare's nests; make
absurd discoveries ; imagine that one has made
an important discovery which is really no dis-

covery at all, or is a hoax.

It [the average German mind] finds its keenest pleasure
in divining a profound significance iu the most trifling

things, and the number of mare'i-nenU that have been maresset, >i. A Middle English form of marish.

He's always mare'f-negting.
Lever, Davenport Dunn, I. 306. (Hoppe.)



I. I. II. 1. ()
most properly

mare's-tail

mare's-tail (marz'tal), . and
A plant of the genus Hij>j>nrix
H. Vltlgaris. [In old herbals this

was female horsetail, in contrast
with Equisetum fiuviattte, a stronger
plant, called male horsetail. But la-

ter writers say mare's-tail, as if the

meaning had been .female-horse tail.]

(l>) The horsetail, Equisetum.
See bottle-brush, 2.

The pretty marestail forest, fairy

pines. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. pi. Long straight fibers of

gray cirrus cloud, an indica-
tion of the approach of stormy
weather.

A light blue sky and a crescent of
mare's-tails over the mastheads.
W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xxii.

3. In anat., the cauda equina
(which see, under caiula).

II. a. Like a mare's tail;
of the kind called mare's-
tails : said of clouds.

Streaks of marestail clouds in the

sky. Huxley, Nineteenth Century,
[XIX. 202.

marewet, An obsolete form
of marrow1

.

Marezzo marble. See mar-
ble.

margarate ( mar'ga-rat ), .

[< margar(ic) + -ate1 .] In diem., a salt of mar-

garic acid.

margaret (mar'ga-ret), n. [< Margaret, a fern.

name, = F. Marguerite = Sp. Pg. Margarita =
It. Margarita, Margherita, < L. margarita, < Gr.

fiapyapiTtK, a pearl: see margarite. The name
Margaret, reduced to Mag, Madge, dim. Maggie,
etc., is familiarly applied to several birds, etc. :

see madgei, magf, magpie, etc.] Same as

madge^.
margaret-grunt (mar'ga-ret-grunt), 11. Same
as margate-fish.

margaric (mar-gar'ik), a. [<.margar(ite) + -ic.~]

Pertaining to or resembling pearl. Margaric
, an acid formerly erroneously supposed

Flowering Branch of
Mare's-tail (Hippuris
I'ulgaris}. a, a flower
before anthesis ; *, a
flower after anthesis ;

c, the fruit.

,

to be present in certain fats. It has a fatty aspect, and is

insoluble in water, but readily soluble in hot alcohol ; the

latter, as it cools, deposits the acid in pearly scales, whence
its name. It probably does not occur in nature.

margarin, margarine (mar'ga-rin), . [< mar-

(jar(ic) + -in 2
,
-i'ne2 .] A peculiar pearl-like sub-

stance extracted from hogs' lard; the solid

fatty matter of certain vegetable oils. The
purest margarin is obtained from the concrete

part of olive-oil. It is a mixture of stearin and
palmatin.
margarita (mar-ga-ri'tii), . [NL. (in def. 1 <

LGr. /japyapiTT/s, a crumb of the sacramental
bread, lit. a pearl), < Gr. tiapyapirris, a pearl: see

margarite.} 1. In the Gr. Ch.: (a) The ves-
sel in which the consecrated oblate is kept. (6)A portion of the oblate which is placed in the

cup as a symbol of the union of the body and
blood of Christ. See commixture. 2. [cap.'] A
genus of top-shells of the family Trochidai. It is

represented by a number of species in the colder
seas.

Margaritacea (mar"ga-ri-ta'se-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of margaritaeeus, pearly: see marga-
ritaceous.'] In old systems, a family ofjrivalves
whose shells are pearly or nacreous inside

;
the

pearl-oysters: same as Amvulidvs or Pteriiace.
In De Blainville's classification (1825), this family con-
sisted of the genera Vulsetta, Malleus, Perna, Crenattda,
Inoceramus, Catilhts, Pulvinites, Gervttlia, and Avicula,
thus corresponding somewhat to the Malleaceaot Lamarck.
Also Margaritacece.

margaritacean (mar"ga-ri-ta'se-an), a. and n.

[As margaritacemis + ^an.~\ I', "n. Margarita-
ceous

; margaritiferous ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Margaritacea.

II. n. A member of the Margaritacea.
margaritaceous (mar"ga-ri-ta'shius), a. [<
NL. margaritacetis, pearly, < L. margarita, a

pearl: see margarite.'] Resembling mother-of-

pearl; pearly; glossy-white with purple, green.
and blue reflections.

Margaritana (mar"ga-ri-ta'na), n. [NL., < L.

margarita, a pearl: see margarite.'] A genus of
river-mussels of the family Unionida. It is close-

ly related to Unio, chiefly differing in some details of the
hinge-teeth, and a species, M. margaritifera, is notable
as a pearl-oyster, producing pearls of commercial value.
Also called Ala&modon.

margarite (mar'ga-rit), n. [< ME. margarite,
margrite (also margery, q. v.) (of. AS. meregrot,
meregreota = OS. merigriota = OHG. marigrioz,
a pearl, forms simulating AS. mere, etc., sea, +
great, etc., sand, gravel, grit), < OF. marguerite,
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c, F. margarite, marguerite = Sp. Pg.

margarita = It. margarita, margherita, a pearl,
< L. margarita, rarely margaritum, = Bulg. mar-

t/aril = Russ. margarita, <
Gi.yapyapiTt/s,

a pearl,
also fidpyapov, a pearl, < /j.dpya/jof, the pearl-

oyster; cf. Pers. murwari (> Turk. mervarid).&

pearl.] 1. A pearl. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Rich orient pearl,
More bright of hue than were the margarites
That Ciesar found in wealthy Albion.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

2. A mineral of micaceous structure, separa-
ble into thin laminae which are rather brittle.

It has a grayish or reddish color and a pearly luster on
the cleavage-surface (hence called pearl-mica). In com-

position it is a silicate of aluminium and calcium. It is

a common associate of corundum. It is one of the so-

called brittle micas.

3. In lithol., an arrangement of the devitrifica-

tion products (globulites) of a glassy material
into forms resembling strings of beads : a term
introduced by Vogelsang. 4. Same as niar-

garita, 1.

margaritic (mar-ga-rit'ik), a. [< margarite +
-ic.J Pertaining to or resembling pearl or

margarite ; margaric Margaritic acid, one of the

fatty acids which result from the saponiflcation of castor-

oil.

margaritiferOUS (mar"ga-ri-tif'e-rus), a. [< L.

margaritifer, pearl-bearing, < margarita, a pearl
(see margarite), + ferre = E. bear1.] Pearl-

bearing ; producing pearls ; margaritaceous.
margaritite (inar'ga-ri-tit), n. [< NL. Margari-
tites, a generic name of such shells, (.ii. marga-
rita, a pearl: see margarite.} A fossil pearl-

oyster or some similar margaritiferous shell.

Margarodes (mar-ga-ro'dez), n. [NL., < Gr.

fiapyapuSr/f, pearl-like, < udpyapov, a pearl (see

margarite), + edlof, form.] 1. A genus of scale-

insects of the family Coccidai. M. formicarum, so

named from its pearly appearance and from its living
with ants, is known in the Bahamas as the ground-pearl.
Its scaly covering has caused it to be mistaken for a mol-
lusk. These insects are sometimes strung like beads in
necklaces. The genus is probably the same as Porphy-
rophora of Brandt (1833); it was named the same year by
(iuilding.

2. A genus of pyralid moths, typical of the fam-

ily Margarodido', erected by Guen<je in 1854,

having the wings immaculate, neither fasciate
nor marginate, and the body stout. They occur
in most parts of the world, more abundantly in tropical
countries. M. quadristigmalis of the United States feeds
in the larval state on the privet.

Margarodidae (mar-ga-rod'i-de), n.pl. [NL..
< Margarodes + -idee.] A family of pyralid
moths named from the genus Margarodes, hav-

ing ample, entire, silky, semi-hyaline, irides-

cent or pearly wings, often bordered and sel-

dom marked. The abdomen of the male has an apical
tuft which is often bifid. It is a large wide-spread family
of some 20 genera, as Phacellura, which contains the moths
whose larvse are known in the United States as melon-
caterpillars and pickle-worms.

margarodite (mar'ga-ro-dit), n. [< Gr. fiapyapa-
6>K, pearl-like (see Margarodes), + -ite2.] Ava-
riety of muscovite, or common potash-mica,
affording, upon ignition, a small perci^itage of
water.

margaron, margarone (mar'ga-ron, -ron), n.

[= F. margarone ; as margar(ic) + -on, -one.~]
A solid white fatty matter which crystallizes
in pearly scales, and is obtained by distilling
margaric acid with excess of lime.

margaryize (mar'gar-i-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
margari/ised, ppr. margaryining. [< Margari/
(see def.) + -/.re.] In the antiseptic treatment
of timber, to impregnate (the wood) with a so-
lution of sulphate of copper. The word is de-
rived from the name of the inventor of the pro-
cess, J. J. Lloyd Margary.
margate-fish (mar'gat-fish), . A fish, Hamiu-
lon gibbosum or album, inhabiting the Caribbean
Sea and Florida Keys. Its color is pearly-white,
somewhat olivaceous above, with obsolete spots on some
of the scales ; the mouth is orange within, and the lips
and a faint blotch on each side of the snout are light-yel-
low. It reaches a length of 2 feet or more, and is one of
the most important food-fishes of Havana and Key West,
Also called market-fish, maggot-fish, margaret-grunt.

Margaux (mar-go'), n. [F. : see def.] Claret

produced in the commune of Margaux, in the

department of the Gironde in France. Its bet-
ter grades closely resemble the Chateau Mar-
gaux. See chateau.

margay (mar'ga), . [= F. margay; < Braz.

margay.'] A South American tiger-cat, Felis

tigrina, or F. margay ; also, some related spe-
cies. They are small spotted and striped cats resem-
bling the ocelot, ranging from Mexico to Paraguay. The
margay is about 2 feet long, the tail from 12 to 18 inches ;

it has been domesticated and made useful in destroying
rats, like the common house-cat. Also marjay.

margin

marge (miirj), n. [< F. marge = Pr. marge =
D. marge, < L. margo (margin-), border, margin :

see margin.'] Same as margin. [Poetical.]

By this the Muse arrives
At Elie's isled marge.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxii. 1632.

The drum, suspended by its tattered marge,
Once rolled and rattled to the Hessian's charge.

0. W. Holmes, Metrical Essay.

marged (miirjd), .. [< marge + -ed2.] Bor-
dered

; having a margin.
From that gold-sanded, ftower-marffed shore.

The Week, VI. 186.

margent (mar'jent), . and a. [Avar, of mar-

</in, with unorig. -t as in parchment, tyrant, etc.]

1. n. 1. A margin. [Obsolete or archaic.]

The beached mari/ent of the sea.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 86.

Be not deceav'd, Readers, by men that would overawe
your eares with big names and huge Tomes that contra-
dict and repeal one another, because they can cramme a

margent with citations. Milton, Apology forSmectymnuus.

By the margent of the sea
I would build myself a home.
Ji. H. Stoddard, By the Margent of the Sea.

2. Gloss
; marginal comment.

See at the bar the booby Bettesworth, . . .

Who knows of law nor text nor margent. SwtfL

II. a. Marginal.
Margent notes upon a French text.

Jl. Saltonstall, To Winthrop(l43).

Here, peradventure, my witless youth may be taxed with
a margent note of presumption, for offering to put up any
motion of applause in the behalf of so excellent a poet.

Naih (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 498).

margentt (mar'jent), v. t. [< margent, n.] To
note or enter on' the margin; margin.

I present it [England's Eliza] in one whole entire hymne,
distinguishing itonly by succession of yeares, which I have
margented through the whole story.

Mir. for Mags. , p. 775, Pref.

margeryt, [< ME. margery, margerye, < OF.
inargerie, margverie, vernacular form of mar-

guerite, var. of margarite, a pearl.] A pearl,

margery-pearlt, . [ME. margery perl.'] Same
as margery. Prompt. Pan., p. 214.

And seyde,
"
noli mittere man margerye-perlis

Amanges hogges, that han hawes at wille."
Piers Plowman (B), x. 9.

margin (miir'jin), n. [Also marge (< F.), for-

merly also margine (and margent, q. v.) ;
< ME.

margin, margyne, < OF. margine (usually marge,
F. marge) = Sp. margen = Pg. margem = It.

margine, a border, margin, = Serv. marginj, a
hill (as a boundary, an ant-hill, mole-hill), <

L. margo (margin-), edge, brink, border, mar-
gin: see mark1

."] 1. A bordering or bounding
space ;

a border
;
a space between one edge or

line and another, as that along a river between
the edge of the water or of its bed and a real or

imaginary outer line, or the like, or thatbetween
the edges of a leaf or sheet of paper and those
of the printing or writing on it. In some plants
the leaf (then called marginate) has a distinct margin or
border of different formation or coloration from the main
body. In the case of a book, margin alone usually means
the clear space between the print and the outer edge of the
leaf, called distinctively the front margin; the head or top
margin is at the top of the page, the tail or bottom margin
at the foot, and the back margin on the inner side against the
back. Parts of these margins, especially at the sides, may
be occupied by marginal notes, remarks, or the like. An
opened margin is one where the leaves have been opened
or separated, as with a folder, but not trimmed ;

an micut
margin has not been cut anywhere ; a rough-cut margin
has only the more protruding ragged edges cut off with
scissors ; in a cropped margin too much paper has been cut
away ; in a bled margin part of the print has been cut away.
We came into the road, where I saw an antient way

about eighteen feet broad, paved with large round stones,
having a margin on each side, partly of hewn stone.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 80.

Thus on Meeander's flowery margin lies
The dying swan. Pope, R. of the L., v. 66.

With plates of brass the corslet cover'd o'er

(The same renown'd Asteropeeus wore),
Whose glitt'ring margins raised with silver shine
(No vulgar gift), Enmelus ! shall be thine.

Pope, Iliad, xxiii. 641.

Starts, when he sees the hazels cjuiver
Along the margin of the river.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, ii.

Specifically (a) In an engraving, the paper left blank out-
side the plate-mark. (6)IncntoH,, properly, the outer part
of a surface or distinct portion of the integument, as dis-

tinguished from the central part or disk. In this sense

margin is not to he confounded with edge, which is used to
denote the extreme boundary of a part : but where distinc-
tion is unnecessary, the two terms are often used synony-
mously, (c) In conch., the edge or entire outline of a bi-
valve shell. (d)lnbot.: (1) The edge. (2) A distinct border,
different from the body of the organ, as the membranous
expansion surrounding some seeds or seed-vessels ; a nar-
row wing.
2. In joinery, the flat part of the stiles and rails
of framed work. Doors which are made in two widths



margin
or leaves arc called <l<:iihlt'-/,Hirni/i-'il t

in roiisri|iu^i<'<,- of tin-

stili-H IH-MIL: n|,r:itri| in the ci'iitri
; uiul BO are also those

doors which are made to imitate two-leafed doors.

3. Latitude, scope, or range: freedom from
narrow restriction or limitation; room or pro-
vision for enlarged or extended action.

Their i/m/v/'/i of cnVi-thr oprrafion in htriclly limited;
still, such u uMririn exists, and they Itrades-uniniisj have
turned it to account. Rae, Contemporary Socialism, viii.

4. Allowance
atTordod for

trade, error

stances, diversity of judgment or opinion, et.
Thern Is always margin enough in the statute for a lib-

eral judge to read one way and a servile judge another.

Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

6. In speculative dealings on the exchanges :

(a) The sum in money, or represented by secu-
rities, deposited by a speculator or trader with

HC.L'il Marian
toward the apical manrln. It my arise from the ptero-
stlKiua and form a curved line, as in some IJymeiujptrra (in
hirh caw it Is also called the radial win), or it may be

atod about the basal margin of the bills of birds.

[Scarcely in IIM .
|

r fork of the costal vein, as ini certain IMptera. margin-line (mar'jin-lin), ;/. \niit., a line or
Marginal vesicles. See maryinal bodiet. edge parallel to the upper side of the wing-

transom in a -hi|i and jn-t below it, where the
butts of the after bottom-planks terminate.

marginalia (miir-ji-na'li-a), . pi. [NL., neut.

]il. of iiiin-i/iiiiilix, marginal: see marginal.] 1.

Marginal notes. 2. In sponges, spicules form- margin-tailed (miir'jin-tald), a. Having the

ing a_
collar round the osculum. /. E. Schulze. tail margined: sj>eeilieully applied to a South

American otter, I'teronnrn namlh/iclii, in which
tin i:iil is alate.

margosa (mar-go'sft), n. [E. Iml.
)
An East

notes. [Rare.] Indian tree, Azadiraehta Indica (Mrlia Azadi-

Augustine's Confessions, In the same library, he (Arch- raehta). Its fruit yields a concrete fixed oil.

bishop Leightonl similarly maryinalized. Also called Him or nrem Margosa bark. Bee
F. Java, Literary Life, p. 104. barW.

II. intrant. To make marginal notes. [Rare.] margravate, margraviate (miir'gra-vat, mar-

Byron could magnate, with simitar fertility and fa-
<" vi-at), . [< margrare + -ate*.] The ter-

cillty. /'. Jaeox, Literary Life, p. 112.
ntory of a margrave

The banks refused to loan upon any except first-class marginate (mar'ji-nat), <(. [< L. marginal!!*,
collateral, and commission-houses regarded the market __
in a somewhat dangerous condition for speculators on mar-
ffin- Appleton's Amu Cyc., 1SS6, p. 342.

(6) A deposit made by each of two brokers,
parties to a contract, when one is "called up"
(as it is termed) by the other. This mutual deposit

made in some bank or trust com-
remains subject only to a joint

(usually of 5percent.)is
pany agreed upon, and

pp.: seethe verb.] Having a margin.' specifi-
cally, in entom.: (a) Having the margin of a distinct
color : as, manjinate with purple. <6) Having a distinct
margin or edge, as the pronotum of many beetles. Mar-
ginate abdomen, In entom., an abdomen that Is com-
pressed and has the sides of the dorsal segments elevated,
as In many Staphylinidce ; or projecting beyond the wing-
covers in a sharp ridge, as in many Hemiptera and OrtJtop-
tera, and a few Coleoptera.

marginated (mar'ji-na-ted), a. Same as mar-

governors or guardians by appointment (first In the time
of Charles the Great), but their office soon became heredi-
tary. From the twelfth centuryonward the margraves were
princes of the empire, and some of them became electors.
The title ceased to he used In Its territorial sense in 1808,
when there were nine margravatcs, but was retained for
some time as a title of courtesy for younger sons.

The chief and head of them [commissioners] was the
3tari/rave (as they call him) of Bruges.

Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson (1551), Prol.

The marirrave, who was the high executive olllcer of the
little commonwealth, marched down to the cathedral.

dilated"margin; s7c"th"e *$3SZF. m7lo7atea"ma ."""< *** Dutch Republic '
L m -

gin. see dixhent?.- Double margin, a margin in which margin-draft (mar jin-draft), n. In masonry, margraviate, . nee margrarate.
there is a tine groove along the outer side, the margin iKjing a plane chiseled surface adjoining the edge or margravine (mar'gra-ven), n. [< F. margra-

gn"Ve'Tie\
H

vveen' them" ''^"'"d' A^ 'iri ^"'^
wlth

,

th
f edges of a hewn block, as that about the joints

'' (= D. markgrarin = MLG. markgrerinne =
Fllate, mcrassate,' 'inferior, mnerTete^ margux See ?

a usual variety of ashler, in which the mar- MHG. marfgrdvin, ntarcgrdvinne, G. markgrajin
the adjectives. Margin draft. s"ec ii\ar<jin-ara.n. gin-draft incloses the middle part of the face,

= Sw. markgrefrinna = Dan. markgretinde),
Margin of a course, in arch., that part of the upper side which may either be dressed or left rough. tern, of margrare, margrave: see margrare.]

SU^M^nSaMni.^C
fa?^"toM margined (mar'jind), a. [< margin + -e<P.]

The wife of a margrave.
mine the proper amount of margmto be given to printed Marginate; specifically, in hot., having a dis- marguerite (mar'ge-ret), n. [< F. marguerite,
pagesbytho selection of blanks or of low furniture of suit- tinct and projecting edge or wing, as the bor- a daisy, a pearl, <L. margarita, < Gr. napyapirrK,

ders of many flat seeds Margined fruit-bat, Cy-
a Pea" : see margaret, margarite.] 1. The com-

napteru* marginalia, a small East Indian species, about 4
"" P--~ -- >-- D.H.- n . _

Inches long, whose ears are marginate or edged with white.

able sizes. = Syn. 1. Confine, limit, skirt. See rim.

margin (miir'jin), v. t. [< F. marginer= Sp. Pg.
marginar = It. margin-are, < L. marginarc, fur-
nish with a border,< margo (margin-), a border: Marginella (mar-ji-nel'S), n. [NL., dim. of L.
see margin, .] 1 . To furnish with a margin ;

margo (margin-), edge,"border: see margin.]
form or constitute a margin to

; border.

mon European daisy, Eellis perennis. 2. A spe-
cies from Teneriffe", Chrysanthemum frutescens.

The ice-born rivers . . . were margined occasionally
with spires of discolored ice.

Katie, Sex Grinnell Exp., II. 160.

2. To enter in the margin, as a note in a book.
To margin up, to put up margins, as a provision against

loss by a broker who has purchased and holds stocks, etc.,
on behalf of a customer ; cover loss on account of depre-
ciation of prices.

The concern then had $42,500,000 locked up on the Bourse,
having trebled its liabilities in the vain attempt to margin
up after a fall begun in September, 1881.

Atner. Economist, III. 170.

marginal (miir'ji-nal), a. [= F. marginal =
p. IV. marginal = It. tnarginale, < NL. margi-
i/ia, < ]j. iiiargii (margin-), margin: see man/in.]

Pertaining to a margin ; situated on or near the

margin ; specifically, written or printed in the

margin of a page: as, a marginal note or gloss.
To come into the dim reflexion of hollow antiquities sold _ n1UV.-, i ' *A

by the seeming bulk, and there be fain to club quotations margmellliorm (mar-Jl-nel l-form^O.
with .Men whose learning and belief lies in tnariruit stuff-

ings. Milton, Church-Government, II., Fret
The passage Itself is set down in the marginal notes.

Pope, Temple of Fame, Adv't.

The typical genus of the family
Marginellida. There are some 200
species, found In all warm seas, of small
size, with smooth oval shells having a
small respiratory notch. The best

repre-
sentatives of the genus have an evident
spire, as M. nubeculata; some others, with
sunken spire, as M. lineata, form a sub-

genus Pergiada.

Marginellacea (marji-ne-la'se-
H), n. pi. [NL., < Marginella 4-

-timt.] Same as Marginellida:
Marginellidae (mar-ji-nel'i-de),
n. pf. [NL., < Marginella + -idm.]
A family of gastropods, typified
by the genus Marginella. The animal has only ra-
chidian teeth, tentacles approximate at base, eyes above
their base, and a large foot. The shell is Involute or
obovate, with a short or sunken spire, polished porcella-
neous surface, and has several distinct plaits on the colu-
mellar lip.

. . ,, [<NL.
Morginella + L. forma, form.] Having the
character of a Marginella or related inollusks.

marginelloid (mar-ji-nel'oid), a.

also called Paris daisy, closely resembling the
common oxeye daisy, but with leaves more dis-
sected. It is successful as a winter bloomer, while the
latter is not. There is a popular yellow variety, golden
marguerite. See cut under Chrysanthemum. Blue'mar-
guerite, Debris (Agathcea) calestis.

marguett6 (mar-ge-ta'), a. In her., same as
decked, 3.

Margyricarpus (mar'ji-ri-kar'pus), n. [NL.
(Ruiz and Payon, 1794), < Gr. pap-japiTtK, a pearl,+ napirof, fruit, erroneously for "Margaroitocar-
;>.?.] A genus of rosaceous shrubs belonging
to the tribe Poteriea1

, characterized by her-

maphrodite flowers which are axillary and soli-

tary and have a calyx without bracts, no petals,
two stamens, and one carpel. They are branching,
rigid, leafy shrubs, with pinnate leaves, and small, incon-

spicuous flowers sessile in the axils. There are 4 spe-
cies, natives of South America. M. tetona is sometimes
cultivated under the name of pearl-berry or peart-fruit.

mariaget, . An obsolete form of marriage.
marialite (mar'i-al-it), n. [Formation not
known.] A kind of scapolite found near Na-
ples. It is essentially a silicate of aluminium
and sodium with some sodium chlorid. See
teapottoi.[< NL. J/c-

ginrlla + -t>itl.] Of or pertaining to the Mar- Marian 1 (ma'ri-an), a. [<L. Marianus,< Mari-
Inuer marginal cell. See

tyatr. Marginal bodies, fftaefflfte, or to the group which that family us (see def.), the name of a Roman gens.] Of
marginal vesicles, in hydroid polyps, diiremitiated sen- represents or nprtftin m<r rn foiiia Xf ,-;,,* 1 pi
sory organs attacheif to the edge of the umbrella. Those

'

llj'i/ / -,..,> r , r ^CaiUS MarillS, a noted Roman
which are plgmunted arc supposed ti> have a visual func- marginiCldal (mar Jl-ni-si'dal), rt. [< L. mar- <"~' '<1'<"1 a ^ - 1-- '-"

lion, tiio^r vsinrii iiiiw inni ,:on,T./tions to be auditory. !/<> (margin-), border, + c<edere, cut, + -al.] In
uth,,c

:isi.) i)iif,-reut kinds f marginal bodies bot., a term descriptive of that mode of delii--
have special names. Marginal bones or ossicles, super- ,,.,,,.,, j,i whir>h tlio cnrnpla eanurata .i!,,,,ir i !,<>; . obey, although he lost by Hi

numerary digit:,! plKdangeslyim? along the innerortV out-
' S 8<>Parate a'Ong their

prjegtnood ,,, hig fortlfnc .

er border, .f th>- ilippei ,>f an iehthyosanr. (Seocutunder external line of junction, not, however, split- M.-^.-O
'

-, .

Ichthyosauri^.) The marginal bones furnish a remark- ting the septa or partitions, as in septicidal de- ,5
n "an ^i "

able instance of more than the normal five digits of verte- hiscence, but breaking away from them,
nrates. Marginal cell, in entmn,, a cell or spaoe of the .no -,.{.,<A..., c,K^'4i ,?; ?,-,, \ r/ T
wing anterior to the mwgi.ua vein and attaining the apical marginiform (mar ji-ni-f6rm), a. [< L. margo
margin. Marginal finger*, the index^tiuger. (manjin-), edge, border, + forma, form.] Like

general (died 86 B. c.), or his followers.
When ordered by Sulla to put away his wife, who was

connected with the Marian party, he |C>sar| refused to
obey, although he lost by the refusal his wife's dower, his

Kncyc. Brit,, IV. 6S4.

[<ML.J/ariant/,<LL.
'/'///((.Mary: see maryV, marry?.] 1. Oforper-
taining to the Virgin Mary : as. the Marian doc-
trine of the Roman Catholic Church. 2. Of or

of something: as, the marginiform ears of some
spermophiles. r/>.

\\ nuhl I had seen thee graved with thy great sire,
Ere lived to have men's marginal fingers point
At Charalois, as a lamented story !

inger and Field, Fatal Dowry, iii. 1.

margining (mar'ji-ning), H. [Verbaln. of mar-
toal

i/in, r.] Margins collectively; also, the form or
7nir. Marginal line, in mfo^TTartooiTyVarod or ;'liaraoter

of a margin ; mark's or colors border-
angulated line running across tin- anterior wiiig near the ing a surface: as, a black mari/iliilii/.
apicil iiKiiKi", dWJnguished in many mot hs. Marginal marginirostral (mar'ji-ui-ros'tral), a. [< L.

/w, , ;../-.<.- Marginal vein or
L

nervure^'in ./..,!,". lAvhi beak: see nmtnil.] Bordering or fringint; tin-

of an insect's wing, extending more or less longitudinally bill: applied by Maegillivray to feathers situ-

\ mt 1 1 /! it- f) ovtf^c
1

, w* vci , i / ift inn ) L\JL 111. j iJiivt^ _* *r ~r*

a border, edge, or margin ; forming a mere rim Pertaining to Queen Mary of England, daughter
of Henry VIH.
Of all the Marian martyrf, Mr. Phllpot was the best-born

gentleman. Fuller.

The fate of the English Protestants, exiles under the Ma-
rian administration, was, as the day arrived, to be the lot
of the English Papists under the government of Elizabeth.

/. D'ltraeti, Amen, of Lit., II. <K.

Marian3* (mar'i-an), n. [Also Mai-inn : < OF.
Mnrin. dim. of .JW/r, Mary: see marry?. Cf.

marirt, marionette.] 1. See Maid Marian. 2.
Same as mariet. Cotgrare.



Marianism

Marianism (ma'ri-an-izm), n. [< Marian? +
-iswt.] The adoration of the Virgin.

mariche, . [E. Ind.] An imp or demon.
In these parts are huge woods, harbours of Lions, Tigers,

Ownces, and Mariches, which haue Maidens faces and

Scorpions tailes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 459.

maricolous(ma-rik'o-lus),a. [<L. ware, the sea,

+ colcre, dwell.] Inhabiting the sea; oceanic

or pelagic in habitat, as an animal or a plant.

marid (mar'id), . [Ar. maritl, rebellious, reb-

el.] In Mohammedan myth,, an evil jinnee or

genie or demon of the most powerful class.

It is only when he cannot bring his lovers together, or

having done so cannot find enough tires of trouble to test

their constancy, that the Arab "raconteur" introduces his

genie, "afrit," or "marid," or changes his hero into an

ape. Edinburgh Rev., CLX.IV. 195.

marie '

t, . A Middle English form of marry1
.

marie2t, interj. A Middle English form ofmarry2 .

marie3t, [Var. of marrow2
;
in this form,

in the second quot., confused with Mary, a
woman's name.] A companion; mate; atten-

dant.
What 's become o' your maries, Maisry?
Willie and Lady Maixry (Child's Ballads, II. 59).

Yestreen the Queen had four Maries,
The night she'll hae but three

;

There was Marie seat, and Marie Beaton,
And Marie Carmicbael, and me.

The Queen's Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 118).

mariet (mar'i-et), n. [< OF. mariette, in pi.
"
Marieis, f

., mariets.marians, violets, Coventry
bells" (Cotgrave), also a kind of Campanula, F.

mariette, dim. of Marie, Mary: see marry'*."} An
old name for the canterbury-bell, Campanula
Medium: also called Marian's violet, translating
the old Latin name Viola Mariana.

marigenous (ma-rij'e-nus), a. [< L. mare, the

sea, + -genus, produced: see -genous.] Pro-
duced in or by the sea. [Rare.]
marigold (mar'i-gold), n. [< Mary, i. e. the

Virgin Mary, + gold. Cf. D. goudbloem = G.

goldblume, marigold, lit. 'gold-flower'; Gael, lus

Mairi, marigold, lit.
'

Mary's plant.'] 1. Prop-
erly, a composite plant of either of the genera
Calendula and Tagetes. C. offlcinalis is the common
garden- or pot-marigold, of some use in dyeing and medi-
cine. (See cut under bract.) The species of Tagetes bear
the name of African, or French marigold, though their

origin is in South America and Mexico. T. erecta, the

specific African marigold, is stout and erect, with club-

shaped peduncles and orange- or lemon-colored heads.
T. patula, the specific French marigold, has cylindrical
peduncles and narrower heads, the rays orange or with
darker stripes. The Cape marigolds, from South Africa,
are species of Dimorphotheca, formerly classed under Ca-
lendula. D. plumalis, with white rays, closes in dark
weather. The name is also applied to various other

chiefly golden-flowered plants, commonly with an adjec-
tive or in composition.

A Garland braided with the Flowery foulds
Of yellow Citrons, Turn-Sols, Xary-goulds.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

The marigold, that goes to bed wi' the sun.

Shale., Vf. T., iv. 4. 105.

Fair is the marigold, for pottage meet.
Gay, Shepherd's Week, i. 45.

2f. A piece of gold money : so called from its

color.

Ill write it, an' you will, in short-hand, to despatch im-

mediately, and presently go put five hundred mari-golds in
a purse for you. Comey, Cutter of Coleman Street.

Corn-marigold, in Great Britain, Chrysanthemum sege-
tum, growing among crops. Also called field-marigold,
wild marigold. Fetid marigold, an ill-smelling Ameri-
can weed, Dysodia chrysanthemoides. Fig-marigold, a

plant of the genus Mesembryanthemum.
marigold-finch (mar'i-gold-finch), n. The gold-
en-crested wren, Regulws cristatus.

marigold-window (mar'i-gold-win"d6), n. In

arch., same as rose-window. [Rare or obsolete.]
marigraph (mar'i-graf), n. [< F. marigraphe,
< L. mare, the sea, + Gr. ypaijieiv, write.] A
self-registering instrument for making a con-
tinuous record of the height of the tides

;
a tide-

marigraphlc (mar-i-graf'ik), a. [< marigraph+ -ic.] Pertaining to or obtained by means of
a marigraph.
marikin (mar'i-kin), n. Same as marikina.
marikina (mar-i-ke'na), ,. [NL., from a
native name.] A sort of squirrel-monkey, the
silky marmoset or tamarin, Midas or Jacclius
rosalia. It is of a bright-yellowish color with long hair
about the head, making a kind of mane. It inhabits the
region of the upper Amazon, and was formerly in much re-

quest as a pet. Also called silky monkey and Han-monkey.
marinade 1

(mar-i-nad'), . [< F. marinade,
pickle, < marin, of the sea: see marine and
-ade1

.] 1. A compound liquor, generally of
wine and vinegar, with herbs and spices, in
which fish or meats are steeped before cook-
ing to improve their flavor. 2f. Pickled meat,
either flesh or fish. E. Phillips, 1706.
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marinade 1
(niar'i-nad),!). t.

; pret. andpp.mar/-
naded, ppr. marinading. [< marinade, n.] Same
as marinate.

marinade2
(mar-i-nad'), . [Cf. marinade

1
.'}

In

the West Indies, a little cake made of the edible

core of the cabbage-palm.
Those delicious little cakes called marinades, which

you hear the colored peddlers calling out for sale.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 327.

Marinae (ma-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham and

Hooker, 1883), fem. pi. of L. marinus, marine.]
A series of monocotyledonous marine plants
of the natural order Hydrocharidea;, character-
ized by having the cotyledon project beyond
the thick radicle. It embraces the genera EH-

halus, Thalassia, and Halophila, natives of the
Indian and South Pacific oceans. Also called

Thalassiece.

marinaget,. [<OF.wano<;e(=Sp. marinaje);
< marin, marine, + -age.] Seamanship.
And with helpe of our ores within the horde, and by

other crafte of marynage, with grete dyffyculte and fere

they kepte the Galye frome the shore.
Sir R. Guytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 68.

marinal (ma-re'nal), a. [< marine + -al.] Of
the sea; saline; bitter. [Rare.]
These here are festival, not marinal waters.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 168.

marinate (mar'i-nat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. mari-

nated, pp. marinating. [Var. of marinade1
, v.,

as if < marine + -afe2.] To salt or pickle, as

fish, and then preserve in oil or vinegar.

Why am I styled a cook, if I'm so loath
To marinate my fish, or season broth ?

W. King, Art of Cookery.

They set before us ... a Marinated ragout flavoured
with cumin-seed.

R. F. Burton, tr. of Arabian Nights, I. 278.

marine (ina-ren'), a. and . [In present pron.
after mod. F., but found in ME., marine, maryne,
< OF. and F. marin = Sp. Pg. It. marino, of the

sea; fem. as a noun, F. marine = Sp. Pg. It.

marina, the sea-shore, sea, shipping interests,
etc.

;
< L. marinus, of or belonging to the sea, <

mare, the sea, = AS. mere, a lake, = E. mere:
see mere1

.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the

sea; characteristic of the sea; existing in or
formed by the sea : as, a marine picture or view ;

the marine fauna and flora
;
marine deposits left

by ancient seas; marine tides. 2. Relating to

or connected with the sea
;
used or adapted for

use at sea
; acting or operating at sea : as, a ma-

rine chart
;
a marine league ;

a marine engine ;

marine forces. 3|. Relating to navigation or

shipping ;
maritime ; nautical

;
naval.

The code of maritime laws, which are called the laws
of Oleron, and are received by all nations in Europe as
the ground and substruction of all their marine constitu-

tions, was confessedly compiled by our King Richard the
First. Blackstone, Com., I. xiii.

4. In zool., technically, inhabiting the high
seas; oceanic; pelagic: distinguished from
maritime or littoral Fleet marine officer. See

fleets. Marine acid, hydrochloric acid. Marine ba-
rometer. See barometer. Marine belt. Same as
three-mile limit (which see, under mile). Marine boiler,
a boiler specially adapted to use in steamboats and steam-

ships. Maximum heating-surface with a minimum of cubic

space occupied by the entire boiler and furnace is a dis-

tinctive feature of marine boilers, in which also the best

proportion of grate to heating-surface, arrangement of

parts to secure active water-circulation, strength, dura-

bility, and convenience in firing are points to which the
greatest attention is paid. Corrugated plates fordirect fire-

surface and forced-draft are prominent characteristics of
modern marine boilers of the best types. Marine corps.
See corps'^. Marine cotton. Same as adenos. Marine
ducks, the sea-ducks; the subfamily FuliyvliivK. Ma-
rine engine, any steam-engine adapted for use in sea-

going steamers. Marine engineering. See naval en-

gineering, under engineering. Marine glue, governor,
guard, hospital. See the nouns. Marine insurance.
See insurance, 1. Marine league. See league?. Ma-
rine Officer, an officer of the marine corps. Marine
railway, a railway, extending from the shore into the

sea, on which vessels are hauled up to be repaired or are

transported from one body of water to another. Marine
sauce, Porphyra vttlgaris, a common seaweed. Marine
soap, a kind of soap well adapted for washing with
sea-water, made chiefly of cocoanut-oil. Marine store,
a place where old ships' materials, as canvas, junk, iron,
etc., are bought and sold: applied also to shops where

distinctly, in letters not less than six inches long, over the
door. He must register his purchases, not buy from a per-
son apparently under sixteen, and not cut up any cable or
article exceeding five fathoms in length without an order
from a justice of the peace. Marine surveyor, a civil

officer who surveys ships for insurance, repairs, etc,

Marine wolf, in her., a bearing resembling a sort of

seal, the head of which is made ferocious with projecting
tusks, etc. = Syn, Naval, Nautical, etc. See maritime.

II. n. If. The sea-shore.

I do yow to wite that thei haue had stronge bataile
be-fore logres in the playn a-gein the Saisnes, that all the

Mariolater

contrey hadde robbed, and all the maryne and the portes
toward Dover. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 230.

Every evening they solace themselves along the Marine,
the men on horse-back, and the women in large Caresses.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 192.

2. Shipping in general; the maritime interest

as represented by ships ; sea-going vessels con-
sidered collectively, either in the aggregate or
as regards nationality or class: as, the mer-
cantile marine of a country; the naval marine.

Holland is rapidly increasing her steam marine.
D. A. Wells, Our Merchant Marine, p. 31.

3. In France, specifically, the naval establish-

ment
;
the national navy and its adjuncts : as,

the minister of marine, or of the marine.

The first [factions] wished France ... to attend solely
to her marine, ... and thereby to overpower England on
her own element. Burke, A Regicide Peace, ii.

4. A soldier who serves on board of a man-of-
war

;
one of a body of troops enlisted to do mili-

tary service on board of ships or at dockyards.
In the United States and British services, they are clothed
and armed similarly to infantry of the line.

5. An empty bottle. See the quotation.
I have always heard that empty bottles were, especially

among army men, called marines. I remember that some
sixty years ago a good story used to be told, I think, of the
Duke of York, His Royal Highness, at some military con-
vivial meeting, little thinking of giving offence to the sus-

ceptibilities of any man present, ordered a servant to

"take away those marines." N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 38.

6. In painting, a sea-piece ;
a marine view.

On the right hand of one of the marines of Salvator, in

the Pitti Palace, there is a passage of sea reflecting the
sunrise. RusHn.

Royal marines, troops who serve on British ships of

war. Tell that to the marines, that will do for the
marines, expressions signifying disbelief in some state-

ment made or story told. They originated in the fact that,

owing to their ignorance of seamanship, the marines were
formerly made butts of by the sailors.

marine (mar-i-na'), a. [F., < marine, the sea:

see marine.'] In her., having the lower part of

the body like the tail of a fish : said of any beast.

Compare sea-lion.

marined (ma-rend'), a. Same as marine.

marineer, . An obsolete or archaic form of

mariner. Chaucer; Coleridge.
mariner (mar'i-ner), n. [Early mod. E. also

inarriner ; < ME. mariner, maryner, maroner, <

OF. (F. and Pr.) marinier (= Sp. marinero =
Pg. marinheiro = It. mariniere, mariniero), a sea-

man, < marin, of the sea : see marine.] A sea-

man or sailor; one who directs or assists in the

navigation of a ship. In law the term also in-

cludes a servant on a ship.
And [they] hadde goode wynde and softe, and gopde

maronershem for to gide, till thei come to the Rochell with-
oute eny trouble or annoye. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 379.

Thanne the Marrt/ners song the letany.
Turkington, Diane of Eng. Travell, p. 22.

Meantime his busy mariners he hastes
His shatter'd sails with rigging to restore.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 65.

It is an ancient mariner,
And he stoppeth one of three.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

Fly of the mariners' compasst, the compass-card.
Mariners' compass. See compass, 7. Master mari-
ner, the captain of a merchant vessel or fishing-vessel.
=
Syjn. Seaman, etc. See sailor.

marinershipt (mar'i-ner-ship), n. [< mariner +
-ship.] Seamanship.
Having none experience in the feate of mariiiershippe.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 6.

The Phoenicians, famous for Marchandise and Marri-

nership, sailed from the Red Sea round about Afrike.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 90.

Marinism (ma-re 'nizm), n. [< Marini (see

def.) + -ism.] Extreme mannerism in litera-

ture, like that of the school of Italian poets of

the seventeenth century founded by G. B. Mari-
ni (1569-1625), which was characterized by ex-

travagance in the use of metaphor, antitheses.
and forced conceits.

Achillini of Bologna followed in Marini's steps. ... In
general, we may say that all the poets of the 17th century
were more or less infected with Alarinism.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 511.

Marinist (ma-re'nist), n. [< It. Marinista ; as
Marini (see Marinism).] A poet of the school
of Marini.
There was for a time a large class of imitators of his

[Marini's] style, called Marinizts. Amer. Cyc., XI. 167.

marinorama (ma-re-no-ra'ma), M. [Irreg. < L.

marinus, of the sea. -I- Gr. upa/ia, a view, < opav,

see.] A representation of sea-views
;
an exhi-

bition of scenes at sea in the manner of a pan-
orama. [Rare.]
Mariolater (ma-ri-ol'a-ter). n. [< Gr. TAapia,

Mary, + /orpw, worshiper: see idolater.] One
who worships or pays religious devotion to the

Virgin Mary; one who practises Mariolatry.
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Mariolatry (mil-ri-ol'a-tri), . [< Or. Mapia,
Msiry, + '/aT/iflii, worship. Cf. idolatry.] The
worship or religious vonoration of the Virgin
Mary : used with I In- intention of implying that
it is equivalent to or trenches upon the worship
due to God only (latria). The members of the Roman
Catholic anil Greek churches distinguish between the wor-

ship paid i.i i ;..'! (liiti-la) :.n.l that paid to the Virgin Mary
(li\ pri iinl i:i i See dulia, latria, hyperdulia. Also spelled
Maryitlatry.

marionette (niar'i-o-nef), . [< F. mariiim tt< ,

puppet, also formerly 'little Marion,' dim. of

Marion, Marion, dim. of Marie, Mary, for Mari-
olette, a dim. of Mariole, the name formerly
given to little figures of the Virgin Mary: see

marry2.] 1. A puppet moved by strings; one
of a set of such puppets used to represent char-
acters on a mimic stage. 2. The Duffle or buf-
tte-headed duck. Audubnn. [Louisiana.] 3.
A small complicated arrangement at the end
of the batten in a ribbon-loom, for actuating
the racks of the shuttles. It is curiously life-

like in its motions, whence the name.
Marietta's law. See /</'.

maripOsa-lily(mar-i-po'sii-lH
ll

i),n. [<Sp.m<m-
/iosa, a butterfly, + E. lify.~\ A plant of the ge-
nus Catochortus. Also called butterfly-tulip.

mariput (mar'i-put), u. [Also inarpiit; a native

name.] The African zoril or zorille, Zorilla

mi/,',ixi.i or xtriatii, :i smiill iiniiiiul striped witli

black and white, belonging to the family Mus-
Miilie and subfamily Zorillimf, and resembling a
skunk in color and odor. Having been described
as Viverra zorilla, it has been regarded errone-

ously as a kind of civet.

marischal (mar'i-shal), . [An obs. or 8c. form
of Marshal.] Same as marshal. The dignity of
marischal (afterward earl marischal) of Scotland was he-

reditary In the family of Keith for several centuries, till

the attainder of Its last incumbent In 1716.

inarish (mar'ish), . and a. [Early mod. E.

marenh, marine, marice,marrice,marrcsse;<M.E.
mareis, nuireys, maraii, maresse-inarrasse, < OF.
mareis, marois, F. niarais = Pr. mares = It.

marese, < ML. "marensis, a marsh, < L. mare,
a sea (lake), + term. -en#is, E. -ese (see mere1 '

and -cue) ; these forms being mixed with OF.
maresqs = Pr. marci (for "marsc), < ML. maris-

ctts, a marsh, appar. based on L. mare, sea (lake),
as if < L. mare, sea, + term, -isrus, E. -wA1

,
but

prop. < MLG. mersch, marsch, match, LG. marsch
= G. marsch = Dan. marsk, a marsh, = AS.
mersc, wet ground, of the same ult. formation:
see marsh. Cf. morass.] I. n. A marsh. [Now
only poetical.]

Doun to a marcys faste by she ran.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 114.

The mosse and the inarrtuse, the mounttez so hye.
Marie Artaun (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2014.

The ftrste nyght that thel departed from Cameloth that
the! come to a Castell that stode in a marene, so wele and
so feire slttlnge, an so cloos that It douted noon assaute.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), 111. 604.

It was built of a Marish, because of Earthquakes.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 380.

Flanked with a ditch, and forced out of a marish.
B. Jonson, Underwoods, Ixil.

And far through the mariih green and still

The tangled water-courses slept.

Tennyson, Dying Swan.

U. a. Marshy. [Now only poetical.]
This Countrey of Moscoule hath also very many and

great rluers in it, and is marish ground in many places.
Hakluyt's Voyage*, I. 247.

The frank sun of natures clear and rare
Breeds poisonous fogs In low and marish minds.

Luatil, Dara.

marish-beetle (mar'ish -be' tl), n. Same as
ntarnh-hi'1'tle.

Marist (ma'rist), n. and a. [NL. Marista. < LL.
Maria, Mary (see def.): see marry'*.] I. . A
member of a Roman Catholic congregation de-
voted to the management of schools, instruc-
tion in industry and agriculture, etc. it was
founded at Bordeaux in 1818, and has many establishments
in France and other countries. Unlike the Brethren of the
Christian Schools, the Marlsts receive pay from their pupils.

EL. a. Pertaining or relating to the virgin
Mary; devoted to the service of the Virgin: as,
.Murigt monks.

maribagium (mar-i-taj'i-um), M. [ML.: see

marriage.] Infcmlnl liixt., the right of the king,
upon the death of a tenant in capite, to dis-

pose of the heiress (and, by a later extension
of the right, of the heir, if male) in marriage.
This right, which originated In the interest of the feudal

superior to secure a flt tenant, grew to be a pecuniary re-

source, and was enforced by imposing on heirs and heir-
esses refusing to be thus disposed of, or marrying without
royal consent, a forfeiture of double the value of the right
of disposal thus denied.

marital (mar'i-tnl), a. [= F. marital = Sp.
Pg. marital = It. marilale, < L. maritalis, of or
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belonging to married people, < maritus, of or

belonging to marriage, as a noun, maritus. in.,

a husband, nun-Hit, (., a wife: sec ;////'.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a husband, or to marriage as
it concerns the husband : as, marital rights or

authority ;
marital devotion.

A husband may exercise his marital authority no far as
U> give his wife moderate correction.

Art it/ Tormcntini/. (Itichardton. )

Hence 2. Pertaining to or of the nature of

marriage; matrimonial; connubial.

It Is said that marital alliance between these races Is

unnatural. A'. A. Ret., CXLII. 43U.

Marital affection (a/ectio maritali*), In Rom. law, the
circumstance which distinguished marriage from concu-

binage, namely the Intention to found a legal family, so that
the children born of the connection should legally have a
father ; this Is expressed by liberoruin quercndfrnttn eaiaa.
Puehta. =Bvn. A uptial. Connubial, etc, (See matrimonial.)

maritateut (mar'i-ta-ted), a. [< L. maritatus,

pp. of /war/fare (> It. maritare), marry: see

marry!.] Having a husband. Bailey, 1727.

maritimt, . See maritime.

maritimalt (ma-rit'i-mal), a. [< maritime +
-ni.\ Same as maritime.

skill of warlike seruice, and experience in maritiinal
causes. Uolimhed, Descrip. of Ireland, Ep. I MI

maritimatet (ma-rit'i-mat), a. [< maritime +
-<iti' 1

.] Adjoining the sea; maritime.

Leaving his own name to some inaritimatr province on
that side. Raleigh, Hist. World, 1.

-

maritime (mar'i-tim or -titn), a. [Formerly also

maritiiu; < F. maritime = Sp. maritimo = Pg. It.

maritime, < L. maritimus, also maritumus, of or

belonging to the sea, < mare, the sea: see ma-
rine.'] 1. Of, pertaining to, or connected with
the sea or its uses

; having physical relation to

the sea: as, maritime dangers or pursuits; a
maritinte town or power.

The borders maritime
Lack blood to think on 't.

Shot., A. and C., 1. 4. 61.

But the Mahometans made the midst of the land the
seat of their Empire, both the better to keep the whole in

subjection, and for fear of the Christians Invading the
' maritim places. Sandys, Travalles (1652), p. 86.

2. Relating to or concerned with marine navi-

gation, employment, or interests: as, maritime
law ; a maritime project.
His youth and want of experience In maritime service.

Sir II. Wotton, Duke of Buckingham. (Latham.)

Even In the maritimt reign of Queen Elizabeth, Sir Ed-
ward Coke thinks it matter of boast that the

royal navy
of England then consisted of three-and-thlrty ships.

Blaclatnnt, Com., I. xlll.

3. In zool.,technically, inhabiting the sea-shore;
living coastwise; littoral: distinguished from
marine,

Undralned and marshy land is, however, best suited to
this bird [the pewit or lapwing], whose habits are partly
maritime. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 625.

Maritime Assizes of Jerusalem. See assize. Mari-
time contract, a contract that relates to navigation or
commerce by water, as one for hiring seamen, a charter-

party, a marine-Insurance policy, or the like, as distin-

guished from those made and to be performed on land,
even although having relation to shipping, as a contract to

build a ship, which is not maritime. The importance of the
distinction lies in the fact that c&urts of admiralty have
jurisdiction of causes arising under maritime contract*.

Maritime courts. See court. Maritime fruit-bat,
Cynonycteris ampttxicaitdatn, found along coasts from the
Persian gulf to the Philippines. Maritime Interest, a

premium or rate of interest allowed on a bottomry bond,
and not limited by the usury laws. Maritime law, the

system of principles and rules which regulate property,
business, and conduct in matters of navigation and of com-
merce by water. Maritime liens. See lien'*, 1 (6).

Maritime state, an expression sometimes used to desig-
nate the body which consists of the officers and mariners
of the British navy, who are governed by express and per-
manent laws, or the articles of the navy, established by act
of Parliament Imp. Diet. Maritime tort, a wrong the
commission of which occurs on the high seas, so that ft is

within the jurisdiction of a court of admiralty. = Syn.
Marine, Maritime, Naval, Jfautical. Marine refers to the
sea in Its merely physical aspects : as, a marine product ;

marine fauna ; marine deposits. Maritime refers to the
sea more especially as a Held for human action, or as con-
nected with human interests, and to position on or near
the sea: as, Great Britain is a maritime nation, and a great
itni-til power ; we speak of maritime laws. Interests, perils,
life. By derivation naval refers to ships, and itanti&jl to

sailors. A'awU is applicable more especially to what per-
tains to a ship of war or a navy, its crew, equipments, tac-

tics, etc., but in some uses to shipping in general: naiiti-

rnl to what pertains to the science or art of navigation :

as, naval officers, heroes, battles, administration ; the naral

profession ; naral stores; nautical calculations made at the
Ifaval Observatory; a nautical almanac; navtieal Instru-

ments. A nautical mile is viewed as a mile to be sailed.

maritonuclear (mar'i-to-nu'kle-ar),rt. [< mari-
toiiiiclenn + -rt-3.] Pertaining to a maritonu-
clens.

maritonucleus(mar*i-to-nu'kle-us),ii.; pl.nrnr-

itoiiuclei(-i), [NL.,< \j.nuiritns, married, + H-
, nucleus.] In embryol, a "married" bi-

mark
sexed or duplex nucleus; the renovated nucleus
of an ovum after its union with the male pro-
nucleus or spermonucleus. See l'i ii/inniun-li us.

Ili/nlt, I'roc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1H84, p. 54.

mariturientt (mur-i-tu'ri-eiit), a. [< L. nturi-

tux, a husband (maritare, marry), + -urient, a
desiderative suffix, as in esurient, etc.] Wish-

ing to become a husband. Southey, The Doctor,
cxxvi. (Uavies.)

marjay (mar'ja). . Same as min-ytiy.

marieromt) See marjoram.
marjoram (mar 'jo -ram), n, [Early mod. E.

also marjerotne, margerim, margerome, mirjervm,
marjorait, maji-roui, majurinu, miijurtin, < MK.
"marjiiriin, marjunni, innjoran, < OF. "marjo-
raine, marjolaiiie, margelyne, V. marjolaine =
Sp. inayorana = Pg. maioraiia, mangeroaa = It.

majorana, mayyioranu = I), maioleync, marioli in

= MHG. iHeii/raiiimc, also im-ionm, mviron, U.

inajoran, dial, maigram, meiran, < ML. majora-
ca, a corrupt form due to Horn, influence, simu-

lating L. major, greater (the Teut. forms suf-

fering further perversion), < L. amaracux, uma-
i-iirniii. < Gr. auapaKof, a/iapaiun>, marjoram (the
Greek plant so named being appar. bulbous,
the Persian or Egyptian species prob. marjo-
ram).] A plant of tne genus Origanum, of sev-

eral speeies, belonging to the natural order /.

liiattf, or mint tribe. The sweet marjoram, O. Ma
jorana, is peculiarly aromatic and fragrant, and much
used in cookery. The common or wild marjoram, O. ml.
gare, is a native of Europe, and is a perennial plant with

opposite leaves and small pink flowers, growing in calcare-

ous soils. It Is gently tonic and stimulant.

Here's flowers for you ;

Hot lavender, mints, savory, Marjoram.
Slink., W. T., Iv. 4. 104.

mark1 (mark), H. [(} < ME. mark, merl; merke, <

AS. mearc, nen t. ,
= D. merk, mark ==OHG. "man-,

MHG. mare, neut., G. marke, t., = Icel. mark,
neiit . . = Sw. 111 ti !-/.< = Dan. nuerke, a mark, sign ;

hence (< Teut. ) F. marque (which in some senses
is merged in E. mark*) = Sp. Pg. It. marco, a

mark, sign; these forms being prob. connected
with (6) march 1

,
ME. mart-he, marke, < AS. mearc,

f., boundary, = OS. marca = OFries. merke,
merike, merik = D. marke = MLG. marke, merke,
a district, = OHG. marca, marcha, MHG. marke,
G. mark, t., a boundary, district, = Icel. merki,

m., a boundary, miirk, a border district, = Sw.
Dan. mark, a field, = Goth, marka, t., a boun-

dary, confine, coast; hence (< Teut.) F. marche
= Sp. Pg. It. ML. marca, border, march (see
march 1

); = L. margo, edge, marge, margin ( > E.

margin, marge), = Zend mere:u, boundary. The
sense 'boundary' is older as recorded, though
the sense 'sign' seems logically precedent. The
two groups may indeed be from entirely differ-

ent roots.] 1. A visible impression made by
some material object upon another; a line, dot,

<ient, cut, stamp, bruise, scar, spot, stain, etc.,

consisting either of the visible effect produced
by the impressing object or the transfer of a

part of its substance. A mark in this general sense
Is understood to be an incidental or a casual effect, with-
out significance except with reference to means or results.

Ye shall not make any cuttings In your flesh for the

dead, nor print any marln upon you. Lev. xlx. 28.

I have some marltt of yours upon my pate.
Shale., C. of E., 1. 2. 82.

Specifically 2. An impressed or attached

sign, stamp, label, or ticket ; a significant or

distinguishing symbol or device ;
that which is

impressed or stamped upon or fixed to some-
thing for information, identification, or verifi-

cation : as, a manufacturer's marks on his wares
(see trade-mark); the mark made by an illiter-

ate person opposite or between the ports of his

name when written by another on his behalf;
a merchant's private marks on his goods, to in-

dicate their price or other particulars to his as-

sistants ;
a mark branded on an animal by its

owner; to give a student so many marks for

proficiency.
See hall-mark. In ceramics the mark

is a cipher, word, or other device put upon a piece of

ware, usually on the bottom or the under side, as an Indi-

cation of the pottery from which it comes, a signature of

the painter who decorated it, or the like. Such marks
are often impressed in the clay before the glaze is ap-

plied, and often painted under the glaze, or otherwise

permanently affixed. Very rarely they form a part of the

decoration, as the Chinese characters painted In gold or
in red on the Japanese ware known as Kaga or Kiitani.

On a nautical lead-line a mark is one of the measured in-

dications of depth, consisting of a white, blue, or red rag,
a bit of leather, or a knot of small line.

The Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him
should kill him. Gen. iv. ir..

Dost thou use to write thy name? or hast thou a mart
to thyself? Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 110.

The method of the Saxons was ... to affix [to their

names] the sign of the cross ; which custom our illiterate



mark
vulgar do to this day keep up, by signing a cross for their

mark when unable to write their names.
Blackstone, Com., II. xx.

She had grown up with a twin brother, studying from
the same books and in the same classes, and getting the

same marks, or higher ones.
Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 918.

3. A distinguishing physical peculiarity; a

spot, mote, nvus, special formation, or other

singularity; a natural sign: as, a birth-morfc;
the marks on sea-shells or wild animals. In far-

riery the mark is a deep median depression on the cut-

ting surface of the incisor tooth of a horse, due to the in-

flection of a vertical fold of the tooth. It is seen of differ-

ent characters according to the wear of the tooth, being
thus to some extent an index of a horse's age. It disap-

pears after the tooth is worn down beyond the extent of

the fold. The dark color is due simply to the accumulation
in the fold of food or dirt. See the quotation under mark-
tooth.

He that by good use and experience hath in his eye the

right tnark and very true lustre of the diamond rejecteth
and will not look upon the counterfeit, be it ever so well

handled, ever so craftily polished !

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Eobinson), Int., p. xc.

For marks descried in men's nativity
Are nature's faults, not their own infamy.

Shak., Lucrece, L 538.

4. A significant note, character, sign, token, or

indication; a determinative attestation. Inlogic,
to say that a thing has a certain mark is to say that some-

thing in particular is true of it. Thus, according to a cer-

tain school of metaphysicians,
"
incognizability is a mark

of the Infinite."

I do spy some marks of love in her.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 254.

Pride and covetousnesse are the sure market of those
false Prophets which are to come.

Milton, Apology for Smectymiiuus.

I saw his Ma'tie (com'ing from his Northern Expedi-
tion) ride in pomp, and a kind of ovation, with all the
markes of an happy peace. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 30, 1640.

A mark is that in a thing which constitutes a part of the

cognition of it ; or, what cornea to the same thing, a par-
tial representation, so far as it is considered as a ground
of cognition of the whole representation. All our con-

cepts are therefore marks, and all thinking is nothing but

representing by marks. Kant, Logic (trans.), Int., viii.

5. A guiding or indicative sign or token, (a)
That which serves as an indication of place or direction ;

an object that marks or points out: as, a book-mar*;
boundary-marts; to guide a vessel by land-marts on the
shore.

The steamer swung into her (to me) utterly invisible

marks. S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 97.

(6) A badge, banner, or other distinguishing device.

The banners (or marks) of the ancient Danes were in

times of peace light-colored, but in war times of a blood

color, with a black raven on a red ground.
Preble, Hist, of the Flag, p. 23.

6. An object aimed at
;
a point of assault or at-

tack
; especially, something set up or marked

out to be shot at : often used figuratively : as,
to hit or miss the mark; a mark for detraction.

By fifty pase, our kynge sayd,
The merkts were to longe.

liytell Qeste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 113).

I will shoot three arrows at the side thereof, as though
I shot at a mark. 1 Sam. xx. 20.

For slander's mark was ever yet the fair.

Shak., Sonnets, Ixx.

Death loves a shining mark, a signal blow.

Young, Night Thoughts, v. 1011.

7. An object of endeavor; a point or purpose
striven for

;
that which one aims to reach or

attain.

I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling
of God in Christ Jesus. Phil. Hi. 14.

Make therefore to yourself some mark, and go towards
it allegrement. Donne, Letters, xx.

Define it well;
For fear divine Philosophy
Should push beyond her mark,

Tennyson, In Memoriam, liii.

8. An attainable point or limit
; capacity for

reaching; reach; range. [Rare.]
You are abused

Beyond the mark of thought.
Shak., A. and C., iii. 6. 87.

9. An object of note or observation
; hence, a

pattern or example. [Rare.]
He was the mark and glass, copy and book,
That fashion'd others. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 31.

10. Eight to notice or observation
;
claim or

title to distinction
; importance ;

eminence : as,
a man of mark.

And left me in reputeless banishment,
A fellow of no mark nor likelihood.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 45.

Soldiers of royal mart scorn such base purchase.
Fletcher (and another), False One, Iv. 2.

For performance of great mark it needs extraordinary
health. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

11. A marking or noting; note; attention:
observance. [Rare.]

3632

Bot first, of shippe-craft can I right noght,
Of ther makyng haue I no merke. York Plays, p. 42.

He hath devoted . . . himself to the contemplation,
mark, and denotement of her parts and graces.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 322.

12. A license of reprisals. See marque. 13.

A boundary ;
a bound or limit noted or estab-

lished; hence, a set standard, or a limit to be
reached: as, to speak within the mark; to be up
to the mark.
In that Contree of Libye is the See more highe than the

Lond ; and it semethe that it wolde covere the Erthe, and
natheles zit it passethe not his Markes.

Mandevitte, Travels, p. 144.

Choose discreetly,
And Virtue guide you ! There all the world, in one man,
Stands at the mark. Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

It's only a question between the larger sum and the

smaller. I shall be within the mark any way.
Dickens, Bleak House, xxxvii.

The ancient capital of Burgundy is wanting in charac-

ter
;

it is not up to the mark.
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 253.

14. In the middle ages, in England and Ger-

many, a tract of laud belonging in common to a

community of freemen, who divided the culti-

vated portion or arable mark among their indi-

vidual members, used the common or ordinary
mark together for pasturage or other general
purposes, and dwelt in the village mark or cen-
tral portion, or apart on their holdings. It was
a customary tenure, like that of the existing
Russian mir, and was similarly managed and
governed.
The Mark System, as it was called, according to which

the body of kindred freemen, scattered over a considerable
area and cultivating their lands in common, use a domestic
constitution based entirely or primarily on the community
of tenure and cultivation. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 19.

15f. Image; likeness.

Which mankynde is so fair part of thy werk
That thou it madest lyk to thyn owene merk.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 152.

Hence 1 6f. The mass of beings having a com-
mon likeness; posterity.

If wommen hadde writen stories,
As clerkes han withinne hire oratories,

They wolde han writen of men moore wikkednesse
Than al the mark of Adam may redresse.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 696.

Accidental synthetical mark, a mark not predicated of

the subject in the definition of it. Adequate mark.
Same as adequate definition (which see, under definition).

Analytical mark. Same as essential mart. Arable
mark. See def. 14. Beside the mark. See betide.

Bird mark, a well-known mark of certain pieces of pot-
tery, indicating Liverpool wares, and supposed to be the
crest belonging to the arms of the city of Liverpool. Ca-
dence-mark, in music, a vertical stroke in a text arranged
for chanting, to indicate how the words are to be fitted to

the measures of the cadences. Common mark. See
def. 14. Constitutive mark, in logic. See constitutive.

Coordinate marks, in logic, independent predicates
of the same subject. Demerit mark. See demerit?.

Diacritical mark. See diacritical. Essential mark,
in logic, one of the characters predicated in the definition

of anything. Also called analytical mart. Fruitful
mark, in logic. See fruitful. Qo& bless or God save
the mark ! Save the mark ! etc., ejaculatory or paren-
thetical phrases expressive of irony, scorn, deprecation,
surprise, or a humorous sense of the extraordinary. "In
archery, when an archer shot well it was customary to cry
out ' God save the mark .'

'

that is, prevent any one coming
after to hit the same mark and displace my arrow. Ironi-

cally it is said to a novice whose arrow is nowhere."
Brewer, Diet. Phrase and Fable, p. 790.

For he made me mad
To see him shine BO brisk and smell so sweet,
And talk so like a waiting-gentlewoman
Of guns and drums and wounds Ood save the mark !

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 56.

To be ruled by my conscience, I should stay with the
Jew my master, who, God bless the mark, is a kind of devil.

SAat., M. of V.,ii. 2. 25.

My father had no more nose, my dear, saving the mark I

than there is upon the back of my hand. Sterne.
"
Deny myself

" meant simply pleasure you.
The sacred and superior, save the mark .'

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 278.

God's markt. See Godl. Hall mark. See hall-mark.

Harmonic mark. See harmonic. High-water mark.
See wafer. Leading marks. See leadinyi. Lenticu-
lar mark. Seelenticular. Low-water mark. See wa-
ter. Mark moot, formerly, in England, a village assem-

bly which had such direction of the affairs of the mark or

village community as devolved in later times on the mano-
rial court and the vestry. See def. 14. Mark of expres-
sion. Same as expression-mark. Mark Of mouth, in

farriery. See def. 3. Mark Of Venus, in palmistry, the
thoral line of the hand. Marks of cadency, in her. See
cadency. Mark system. See def. 14. Merchant's
mark. See merchant. Metronomic mark, a mark at

the beginning of a piece of music, like "M. M. J = 120,"
M. M. meaning Maelzel's Metronome, and J = 120 mean-
ing that the sliding weight is to be set at 120, and that
then the time of a single oscillation is that intended for
each J of the piece, or, in other words, that each J is to

occupy yin of a minute. Any note may be chosen as the
unit of reference. Necessary mark, a mark which not

only happens to be a mark of the subject, but would be so
in every possible state of things. Ordinary mark. See
def. 14. PlimsolTs mark, a mark required by statute

mark
to be placed on the outside of the hull of a British vessel,

showing the depth to which the vessel may be loaded : so

called from Samuel Plimsoll, a member of Parliament, at

whose instance the law was made. Also called load-line.

Remote mediate mark, in logic, a mark of a mark
;

a predicate of a predicate. Repeat-mark. See repeat.

Staccato mark. See staccato. Synthetical mark.
Same as accidental mark. To come up to the mark.
See come. To cut the mark. See cut. To keep one's

mark, in falconry, to wait, as a hawk, at the place where
it lays game, until it is retrieved. Halliwell.lo make
one's mark, (a) To affix a cross (either Latin or St. An-

drew's), in place of signing one's name : done by illiterate

persons, (o) To make one's influence felt ; gain a position
of influence and distinction. To toe the mark, to stand

with the toes touching a line drawn or indicated for some

purpose, as a person about to make a jump, or a child or

a row of children in school ; hence, colloquially, to stand

up to one's obligation or duty; face the consequences of

one's action or situation ; take a bold stand.

He had too much respect for his wife's judgment and
discretion to refuse to toe the mark, even when it was an

imaginary one. The Century, XXXVIII. 79.

Trademark. See trade-mart. =Syn. 1. Impress, impres-
sion (on wax, etc.), print (of the hand, etc.), trace, track, in-

dication, symptom. 2. Badge. 4. Characteristic, proof.

mark1 (mark), v. [< ME. marken, merken, <

AS. mearcian = OS. markon = OFries. merkia
= I), merken = MLG. merken, marken, LG.
marken = OHG. marchon, merchan, merkan,
MHO. G. merken = Icel. marka = Sw. marka =
Dan. m<erke (cf. P. marquer, OF. merker, mer-
cneer = Pr. Sp. Pg. marcar = It. marcare, mar-

chiare, < ML. marcare), mark; from the noun.
Cf. remark, demarcation.'] I. trans. 1. Tomake
a mark or marks on; apply or attach a mark
to; affect with a mark or marks by drawing,
impressing, stamping, cutting, imposing, or the

like.

My body 's mark'd
With Roman swords. SAat., Cymbeline, iii. 3. 56.

2. To apply or fix by drawing, impressing,
stamping, or the like

;
form by making a mark

or marks: as, to mark a line or square on a

board; to mark a name or direction on a pack-
age.
The line of demarcation between good and bad men is

so faintly marked as often to elude the most careful in-

vestigation. Macaulay, Mitford's Hist, of Greece.

3. To serve as a mark or characteristic of
;

distinguish or point out, literally or figurative-

ly; stamp or characterize.

For leagues no other tree did mark
The level waste, the rounding gray.

Tennyson, Mariana.

An advance in metallurgy was marked by the use of a
silver coinage. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 305.

4. To notice; observe particularly; take note

of; regard; heed.
And marke what shall be read to thee,
Or given thee to learne.

Babees BookfE. E. T. S.), p. 291.

Let them cast back their eyes unto former generations
of men, and mark what was done in the prime of the world.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 4.

Mark them which cause divisions and offences.
Eom. xvi. 17.

Mark, madam, we live amongst riddles and mysteries.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 17.

5. To single out; designate; point out.

At the knight Carion cast he that one,
As he mellit with his maistur, merkit hym euyn,
Hit hym so hitturly with a hard dynt>
That he gird to the ground, <fc the gost yalde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6497.

If we are inark'd to die, we are enow
To do our country loss. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3. 20.

I am inark'd for slaughter,
And know the telling of this truth has made me
A man clean lost to this world.

Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 3.

6f. To wound; strike.

He merkit hym in mydward the mydell in two,
That he felle to the flat erthe, flote he no lengur.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7325.

To mark down, (a) To set down in writing or by marks;
make a note or memorandum of : as, to mark down a sale
on credit ; to mark down the number of yards. {&) To
mark at a lower rate ; reduce the price-marks on : as, to
mark down prices ; to mark down a line or stock of goods.
To mark out. (a) To lay out or plan by marking ;

mark the figure or fix the outlines of: as, to mart out a

building or a plot of land ; to mark out a campaign. (6)
To notify, as by a mark

; point out ; designate : as, the

ringleaders were marked out for punishment.
I wonder he should mart me out so !

B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 2.

To mark time, (a) MW,, to move the feet alternately
in the same manner, and at the same rate, as in march-
ing, but without changing ground. (&) To indicate the

rhythm for music ; beat time. To mark up, the oppo-
site of to mark dmrn (b). =Syn. 1. To brand. 3. To show,
evince, indicate, betoken, denote. 4. To note, remark.

II. hi trait*. 1. To act as marker or score-

keeper; keep a score; set down or record re-

sults at successive stages.
You marking, as well as T, we may put both our marks

together, when they are gone, and confer of them.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.



mark
2. To note; take notice.

O im i it-lit judge ! Mark, .lew : () learned judge '.

Shalt., M. of V., iv. 1. 313.

mark- (miirk), . [Also mare; < ME. nnirl;,

Hiiirr, < AS. iniin-, weight (of silver or gold).
= OFries. merk = 1). murk = OLA*, mark, im rk

= OIK!, "iiiarka (> ML. marca, It. marca, OF.
uiiirr, etc.)

(
MHO. mark, markc, G. mark, I., a

weight of silver or gold, ti coin, = Icel. miirk. H

weight ( i Ib. ) of silver or gold, = Sw. Dan. mark ;

usually identified, in the orig. supposed sense a

'stamped coin,' with mark 1
,
u sign, stain]); but

the sense of 'a particular weight' seems to be

older.] 1. A unit of weight used in England
before the Conquest, and in nearly all the Coun-
tries of Europe down to the introduction of (lie

metric system, especially for gold and silver.
It was generally equal to ti ounces. In 1524 the Cologne
mark was made the standard for gold and silver through-
out the (ierman-Koman empire, anil copies were distrib-

uted to all the principal cities. But, owing to the care-
lessness with which these were made, preserved, and
copied, the Cologne mark came to have different val-

ues in different places. The following table shows the
values of some of the principal marks in English troy
grains, either directly as given, or reduced from French
grains, doll, or milligrams. The larger discrepancies are
in most cases due to known changes of standards.

Place.



market-bell

market-bell (miir'ket-bel), n. A bell giving
notice that trade may begin or must cease in

a market.

Enter, go in
;
the market-belt is rang.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ill. 2. 16.

In England,

Market-cross, Royat (Puy-de-
Dome), France; igth century.
(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Dict.de
1'Architecture." )

market-court (mar'ket-kort), re.

a court held by jus-
tices or by the clerk
of a market, for the

punishment of frauds
and other offenses
committed in the mar-
ket.

market-cross (mar'-
ket-kros), re. A cross

set up where a market
is held. In medieval times
most market-towns in Eng-
land and Scotland, and in

many parts of the continent,
had a market-cross, some-
times forming a monument
of considerable size and elab-

orate architecture. Many
such crosses survive. See

crossl, 2.

These things indeed you
have articulate,

Proclaim'd at market-cross-

es, read in churches.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 73.

market-dashert
(mar'ket-dash"er), n.

[< ME. market-dasch-

ere; < market+ dasher.'] Same as market-beater.

Prompt. Pan., p. 326.

market-day (mar'ket-da), n. The day on which
people go to market

; specifically, the fixed day
on which a market is held in a town under a
chartered privilege,
marketer (mar'ket-er), re. 1. One who attends
a market

;
one who exposes anything for sale

in a market.
I sat down with a hundred hungry marketers, fat, brown,

greasy men, with a good deal of the rich soil of Langnedoc
adhering to their hands and boots.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 157.

2. One who goes to market; a purchaser of

supplies ;
a purveyor.

In a butcher's shop there is a superficial sameness in

the appearance of meat which it is the business of a good
marketer to see through. Pop. Sci. Ho., XIII. 430.

market-fish1
(mar'ket-fish), n. A marketable

fish; specifically, a codfish weighing from six

to twelve pounds, suitable, in a fresh state, for

ordinary markets. [Provincetown, Mass.]
market-fish2 (mar'ket-fish), n. A corruption
of marr/ate-fish.

market-garden (mar'ket-gar"dn), n. A garden
in which vegetables and fruits are raised for
the market.

market-gardener (mar'ket-gard"ner), re. One
who raises vegetables and fruits for sale.

The mob of fishermen and market-gardeners ... at

Naples yelled and threw up their caps in honour of Ma-
saniello. Quoted in Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

market-geldt (mar'ket-geld), re. The toll of a
market.
market-house (mar'ket-hous), re. A building
in which a market is held.

Many an English market-town has an open market-house
with arches, with a room above for the administration of

justice or any other public purpose.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 32.

marketing (mar'ket-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

market, V.] 1. The act of going to or transact-

ing business in a market. 2. That which is

bought or sold
;
a supply of commodities from

a market.
market-Jew (mar'ket-jo), n. The chough,
Pyrrkocorax graculus. Also called market-Jew
crow and Jew-crow.
market-lead (mar'ket-led), re. See market-pot.
market-maid (mar'ket-mad), re. A maid-ser-
vant awaiting hire in the market.

You come not
Like Caesar's sister, . . . but you are come
A market-maid to Home. Shak., A. andC.,iii. 6. 51.

marketman (mar'ket-man), n.; pi. marketmen
(-men). 1. One who exposes provisions, etc.,
for sale in a market.

Talk like the vulgar sort of market-men,
That come to gather money for their corn.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iii. 2. 4.

2. One who buys in a market ; one who does

marketing; one who makes purchases of sup-
plies in a market.

So worthless peasants bargain for their wives,
As market-men for oxen, sheep, or horse.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 5. 54.
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market-master (mar'ket-mas"ter), re. An offi-

cer having supervision of markets and the ad-

ministration of laws respecting them. [Penn-
sylvania.]
market-pennyt (mar'ket-pen"i), n. Money for

liquor on the market-day. Nares.

market-place (mar'ket-plas), n. The place in

which a market is held, usually an open space
in a town set apart for the holding of markets.

Beware of the scribes, which love . . . salutations in

the market-places. Mark xii. 38.

The market-place is very spacious and faire, being so

large, both for bredth and length, that I never saw the like

in all England. Coryat, Crudities, I. 6.

market-pot (mar'ket-pot), re. In silver-refining,
the pot at the end of the series of pots used in

the Pattinson process, in the direction in which
the amount of silver left in the lead is dimin-
ished. It contains the "market-lead," or that part of the
metal which is sufficiently desilverized to be sold as lead

;

this is not expected to contain more than 10 pennyweights
of silver to the ton.

market-steadt (mar'ket-sted), re. A market-

place.
Their best archers plac'd

The market-sUd about.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxii.

market-town (mar'ket-toun), n. A town in

which markets are held, by privilege, at stated
times.

Come, march to wakes and fairs and market-towns.

Shak., Lear, iii. 6. 78.

markgravet, An obsolete variant of mar-

grave.

markhor, markhoor (mar'kor, -kor), n. [Also
markhore, markhur; an E. Ind. name.] An Asi-
atic variety of wild goat, closely related to the
common domestic goat, but having long, mas-
sive, spirally twisted horns; Capra falconeri,
also called C. megaceros and C. jerdoni.

marking (miir'kiug), n. and a. [< ME. marking,
< AS. mearcung, mercung, mwrctmg, a marking,
description, verbal n. of mearcian, mark: see
mark1

, v.~\ I. re. 1. The act of impressing a

mark upon something. 2. In coinage, the pro-
cess of edge-rolling, or swaging the edge of the
blank to prepare it for milling. 3. A mark or
series of marks upon something ;

characteris-
tic arrangement of marks, as lines or dots, or
of natural coloring: as, the markings on a bird's

eggs, or of the petals of a flower
; the natural

markings of a gem or of ornamental wood.
There is ... no record of a tertiary marking on a dia-

tom having been observed before.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Sac., 2d ser., VI. ii. 321.

Annular markings. See annular duct, under annular.
Marking of goods, in Scots law, one of those forms of
constructive delivery by which an attempt is made to
transfer the property of a thing sold while the seller re-

tains possession. Thus, the property of cattle sold while
grazing is transferred by their being marked for the buyer,
if in the herds or field of a third person.

II. a. 1 . Making a mark
; hence, distinguish-

ing; significant; striking.
The most marking incidents in Scottish

history Flodden, Darien, or the Forty-
five were still either failures or defeats.
R. L. Stevenson, The Foreigner at Home.

2. Taking note; discerning; ob-
servant.

He [Mr. James Quin] had many requi-
sites to form a good actor : an expressive
countenance ; a 'marking eye ;

a clear
voice. Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 9.

marking-gage (mar'king-gaj), n.

A carpenters' tool for drawing
lines parallel to an edge. It con-
sists of a stem through one end of which
a marking-point is driven perpendicular-
ly, and upon which is a sliding block hav-
ing its face toward the perpendicular
point, and held at the desired distance by
a set-screw. In use, the tracing-point is

held in contact with the material to be
marked, while the adjustable block is

passed along its edge.

marking-ink (mar'king-ingk), n.

marking-iron (mar'king-Fern), re. A branding-
iron.

markingly (mar'king-li), adv. In an attentive

manner; observantly; needfully.

Pyrocles markingly hearkened to all that Dametas said.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

marking-machine (mar'king-ma-shen"), re. In

coining, a machine used in the mint to swage
the edges of coin-blanks, which it raises or
throws up all around, preparatory to milling.
marking-nut (mar'king-nut), re. The fruit of an
East Indian tree, Semecarptts Anacardium : so
called because it contains a juice used in mark-
ing cloths. Also called Malacca bean, marsh-nut, and

Marking-gage.

See ink1 .

marl
Oriental cashew-nut. See cashew-nut and beani. Mark-
ing-nut oil, a painters' oil obtained from the kernels of

marking-nuts.

marking-plow (mar'king-plou), n. In agri., a

plow used for making small furrows to serve
as guides in various operations, as in plowed
land for planting corn, or in a field to be marked
out for planting an orchard.

markist, markisest, Middle English spell-

ings of marquis and marquisess. Chaucer.

marklett (mark'let), re. [< mark1 + -let.'] A
mark

;
a badge.

I am sure men use not to weare such manes; I am also

sure Souldiers use to weare other marklets or notadoes in

time of battell. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 32.

markman (mark'man), re.; pi. markmeit (-men).
If. Same as marksman.
Sen. I aim'd so near, when I supposed you loved.
Rom. A right good mark-man ! And she's fair I love.

Shak., K.. and J., i. 1. 212.

2. A member of a community owning a mark
or joint estate in land. See mark1

, n., 14.

In the centre of the clearing the primitive village is

placed ; each of the mark-men has there his homestead,
his house, court-yard, and farm-buildings.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 24.

markmote (mark'mot), re. [< mark + mote1
.']

A council or deliberate assembly of markmen.
The village assembly, or markmote, would seem to have

resembled the town-meetings of New England.
J. Finite, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 41.

marksman (marks 'man), n.
; pi. marksmen

(-men). [= Sw. marksman = Dan. mcerkeds-

mand, standard-bearer; as mark's, poss. of
mark1

,
+ man.] 1. One who is skilful in shoot-

ing with a gun or a bow
;
one who readily hits

the mark; a good shooter.

But on an arm of oak, that stood betwixt
The marks-man and the mark, his lance he fixt.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

He was a fencer; he was & marksman; and, before he
had ever stood in the ranks, he was already more than half
a soldier. Macaulay, Hist. Eng. ,

xiii.

2. One who, not being able to write, makes his

mark instead of signing his name. [Rare.]
If you can avoid it, do not have marksmen for witnesses.

St. Leonards, Property Law, p. 170. (Encyc. Diet.)

marksmanship (marks'man-ship), n. [< marks-
man + -ship.] The character or skill of a

marksman; dexterity in shooting at a mark.
niarkswoman (marks'wum"an), n.

; pi. marks-
women (-wim"en). A woman who is skilful in

shooting at a mark, as with the bow.

Less exalted but perhaps not less skilful markiwomen.
Scott, St. Kenan's Well, xviii.

mark-tooth (mark'toth), re. A horse's tooth so
marked as to indicate to some extent his age.
See mark1

, n., 3.

At four years old there cometh the mark-tooth [in horses],
which hath a hole as big as you may lay a pea within it ;

and that weareth shorter and shorter every year, tfll that
at eight years old the tooth is smooth.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 754.

mark-whitet (mark'hwit), re. The center of a

target.
With daily shew of courteous kind behaviour,
Even at the marke-white of his hart she roved.

Spenser, F. Q., V. v. 35.

markworthy (mark'wer"THi), a. [< mark1 +
worthy."] Worthy of mark or observation

;
de-

serving of notice
; noteworthy.

No spectacle is more markworthy than that which our
common law courts continually offer.

Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 225.

marl1 (marl), n. [< ME. marl, marie, merle, <
OF. marie, merle, F. marne D. MLG. mergel=
OHG. mergil, MHG. Or. mergel = Sw. Dan. mer-
gel, < ML. margila, marl, dim. of L. marga (> It.

Sp. Pg. marga), marl. Perhaps a Celtic word:
cf. Bret, marg, marl; but the W. marl, Ir. Gael.

marla, marl, must be of E. origin.] A mixture
of clay with carbonate of lime, the latter be-
ing present in considerable quantity, forming
a mass which is not consolidated, but falls to

pieces readily on exposure to the air. The word
marl, however, is used so vaguely as to be often ambigu-
ous ; and in England some substances are thus designated
in which there is no lime. Marl is a valuable fertilizing
material for different kinds of soil, according to its com-
position. In New Jersey the mixtures of greensand with
clay much used as fertilizers arc commonly called marls.
or greensand-marls, and many varieties thus designated
contain no more than one or two per cent, of carbonate
of lime. Marls and marly soils are especially well devel-
oped in the Permian and Trlassic of England and on the
continent. The upper division of the Keuper in England
is known as the "Red Marl Series," and In places reaches a
thickness of 3,000 feet. These marls are largely quarried
at various points for making bricks. See shell-marl.

For lacke of dounge in sondy lande be spronge
Goode marl, and it wol make it nmltiplie.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 180.



marl
His spear . . .

lie witlk'tl with to Mipport uneasy Hteps
Over Hi.- bnriiing marie. Milt'in, \'. I., i. -".Hi.

1
, .] To overspreadmarl' (iniirl), i\ /. [< //

or manure with marl.

N ever yet was the mail known that herewith marled the
Kiiine ground twic.e in his lil.-tiinr

UoUnntl, tr. nt I'llny, xvll 8.

\\ hu would hold any land,
To have the trouble to marl It?

D. Joiuon, staple o( News, II. 1.

marl- (marl), r. I. [Also marline; < ME. marlritu;

< 1). mnrlen (= LG. marlen. > G. marlcn), fasten
with marliue ; appar. irreg. developed from mar -

/{;', marline: sec nuiiiini; H. andt.'.] 1. yaiil.,

to wind, as a rope, with marline, spun-yarn,
twine, or other small stuff, every turn being
secured by a sort of hitch : a common method
of fastening strips of canvas called inim-liiii/,

to prevent chafing.

I purchased here |St. John's, Newfoundland] n stock
of fresh beef, which, after removing the bones and ten-

dons. we compressed into rolls by wrapping it closely
with twine, according to the nautical process of marliny,
and hung it up in the rigging.

Kane, Sec. Grinnell Exp., I. 20.

2. To ravel, as silk. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
marl'- (marl), n. [< marP, v.] The fiber of

those peacock-feathers which have the webs
long and decomposed, so that the barbs stand

apart, as if raveled : used for making artificial

flies.

If there are any fibres of the hackle or wing standing in

the wrong direction, clip them with scissors, and the fly

is completed. Floss silk or peacock's marl may be used
instead of mohair. Tribune Boole of Sports, p. 146.

marls
t,

'' ' [A contr. form of marvel.'] To won-
der; marvel. [Old or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

1 marU whether it be a Toledo or no.

B. Joitmn, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 1.

marl4 (marl), u. [A contr. form of marble.]
17 Marble. 2. A marble (plaything). [Prov.
Eng.]
How stodgy they [a boy's pockets] look, Tom ! Is it marix

or cobnuts? George Eliot, Mill ou the Klose.

marl5 (marl), v. t. [Origin obscure.] See the

quotation.
Accarpionare [It. 1, to dresse any maner of fish with vine-

ger to be eaten colde, which at Southampton they call

marling of fish. Florio.

marlaceous (mar-la 'shius), a. [< marl1 +
-aceous.] Of the nature of or resembling marl ;

having the properties of marl.

marlberry (marl'ber'i), .; pi. marlbcrrics (-iz).

A small tree, Ardisia I'iekeriiiffia, of the Myrsi-

nacete, growing in Florida, the West Indies,
and southern Mexico. The wood is rich brown
marked with darker rays, and is susceptible of

a beautiful polish. Also called cherry.

marlborougn-wheel (marl'bur-6-hwel), n. A
thick idle-wheel used to connect two wheels
whose shafts lie too near together for the wheels
to be brought into the same plane.
marl-brick (miirl'brik), n. A superior kind of

brick used for fronts of buildings and for gaged
arches; a cutter. Also called marl-stock.

marlet (marl), . An obsolete form of marl1
.

marled ( marld), a. [< marl* + -erf2.] Marbled;
mottled; checkered.

The marled plaid ye kindly spare,

By me should gratefully be ware.

Burns, To the Ouidwl/e of Wauchope House.

marl-grass (marl'gras), . The zigzag clover.

TrifoTiiim nirtlium; also, the red clover, T. jtrn-
ti'ii.te. [Eng.]

marli (mtir'li), . [< F. marli; origin unknown.]
1. Quiutiu; specifically, embroidered quintin.

2. See mill-Ill-.

Marlieria (miir-li-e'ri-a), . [NL. (Cambes-
sedes, 1829), named after G. T. mOfHirt, who in-

troduced the culture of corn, rice, and coffee in

certain parts of Brazil.] A genus of dicotyle-
donous polypetalous plants of the natural order

Mi/i-tin-iii' and the tribe Mgrtriv. They are char-
acterized by having the stamens inflexed or involute in

the bud, the calyx-limb closed until torn open by the ex-

pansion of the HUB-IT, when it is crowned by five folia-

ceous lobes, and a 2-celled or rarely 3-celled ovary with two
ovules in each cell. They are shrubs or trees with oppo-
site. piimately veined leaves, and small 4- or 6-parted
liowers. More than f0 species have been described, but
the number may be mnrli redneed: they are natives of

tropical Arnt'iir:i. .V. (Huhm-hia) 'rloinerata of subtrop-
ical Brazil, there eidleil canibiica, yields a fruit much used
for food. M. tomentosa, of extratropical Brazil, the guapa-
r:um:i. is a tall shrub which produces sweet K
marlin (miir'lin). n. [A var. of martini/ 1

. mir-

lin.~\ A godwit or a curlew, (nl The great marbled
ii<l\vit. l.tn> - i-"/.v/*wf more fully i-:illed hontfoot, eonUM ".

lirirn, and jr>l iitnrlin. Scr nil Vmfatffodwit. (M Tlif Hud-
sonian godwit, Linn>xa hieinaxtiru, dbtinKUislu'd in some
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locallties as the riny-taOed, a-hilf-taOed, or JUd marUx.
(c) The lludsonlan curlew, Xumrniui hudtonina: more ful-

ly called crmted-biUed, hook-biUed, and hantfoot martin
I
New Jersey.]

marline (miir'lin), n. [Also marlin, inarliiiy; =
!'. S|>. merlin = Pg. mirlim, < 1). marlijn, also

irreg. martin;/, n ///</(= Fries. r/i/tte= MLG.
n>: i-link, iimrtiiil:, l.(i. nxirlink = Sw. Dan. mer-

lin;/, nii-rit'). a marline, < marrrn, bind, tie (= E.

mar1
),
+ lijn, a line (= E. line").] Xiiut., small

cord used as seizing-stuff, consisting of two
strands, loosely twisted.

Some the galled ropes with dauby marline [marling in

Globe edition] bind, thryden, Annus Mirabills, st. 148.

marline (miir'liu), v. t.; pret. and pp. marlim-il,

ppr. marlininij. [(.marline, .] 8ameasmnr/2.
marline-holet (mitr'lin-hol), n. Ifaut., one of

the holes formerly made for marling the foot-

rope and clues in courses and topsails.

marlinespike (mar'lin-spik), n. 1. Xaat., a

pointed iron implement used to separate the

strands of rope in splicing, and as a lever in

putting on seizings, etc. Also written marlin-

gpike and marlingspike. 2. A jilger, a species
of Stercorarius: so called (by sailors) from the

long pointed middle tail-feathers.

marling 1

1, n. An obsolete form of merlin.

marling'-'t, n. An obsolete form of marline.

marling-hitch (mar'ling-hich), n. Naut., a
kind of hitch used by sailors in winding or

twisting spun-yarn. Simmonds.
marlite (mar'lit), n. |X marl1 + -fc2.] A va-

riety of marl which resists the action of the air.

marlitic (mar-lit 'ik), a. [< martite + -ic.]

Having the qualities of marlite.

marlock (mar'lok), v. i. [Origin obscure.] To
frolic ; gambol. [Prov. Eng.]
Dost ta mean to say as my silvie went and demeaned

hersel' to dance and marlnck wf a' th' fair-folk at th' Ad-
miral's Head? Mn. Gatkell, Sylvia's Lovers, xi.

marlotte (mar'lot), n. [= F. marlottc = 8p.

Pg. marlota, a kind of Moorish gown.] A loose

gown or wrapper worn by women in the six-

teenth century. It was used especially as an
outer garment over the robe.

Marlowismt (mar'lo-izm), n. The style of the
Elizabethan dramatist Christopher Marlowe
(1564-93).
No religion but precise Mariowisme.

Q. Honey, Pierce's Supererogation.

marl-pit (marl'pit), n. [< ME. marlepit, marl-

pytte, merlejiitt; < marl1 + pit
1
.] A pit where

marl is dug.
He was in a marlepit yfalle.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 274.

marl-slate (marl'slat), n. Calcareous shale; a

variety of marl splitting into thin plates. The
marl-slate proper is a member of the magnesian limestone

group of the Permian as developed in England, and is

nearly the equivalent of the kup/eraehiefer of the Ger-
mans.

marl-stock (marl'stok), . Same as marl-brick.

marlstone (marl'ston), . In rjeol., argillaceous
and more or less ferruginous limestone. The
middle of the three principal divisions of the Lias in

England is called the Marlxtone, a name first used by W.
Smith. This is economically a highly important rock,

since it contains the celebrated deposits of iron ore called
the rii-i-./iiini. from the Cleveland hills, in which It oc-

curs. The Middle Lias or Marlstone consists generally of

two members, the upper one being the Marlstone proper,
and the lower a series of sands, marls, and clays. The
maximum thickness of the whole series is about 300 feet.

marly1
(mar'li), a. [< ME. marly; <marl 1 +

-y
1
.] Resembling marl or partaking of its char-

acter; abounding with marl.
Lande is best for whete

If it be inmifi, tliicke, and sumdele wete.

Pattadiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 10.

Marly Clay, a variety of clay used in making pale bricks
and as a manure.

marly2 (miir'li), . The rim of a dish, as distin-

guished from its cavetto. Also spelled marli.

marlyont, An obsolete form of merlin.

marm, . A vulgar mode of writing ma'am for
inailiim.

marmalade (mar'ma-lad), n. [Formerly also

iiiiii'iin Imli , iniinni'/iiii, marmeitt; = D. G. Dan.
iiiiinin luile = Sw. marmelad, < OF. marmel>nli-.

F. mannelatle = It. marmellata = Sp. mar-

nulinla, < Pg. mitrmcliida, marmalade, orig. a

confection of quinces, < marmelo (= Sp. meni-

In-il/n), a quince, < L. mrlinn-liim, a quince, <

lr. iit'/iiiififv, a sweet apple, an apple grafted
on a quince: see inilimili'.'] A preserve or con-

fection of pulpy consistence made from vari-

ous fruits, especially bitter and acid fruits.

such as the orange, lemon, and barberry, and
the berries of the mountain-ash, and some-
times also the larger fruits, like the apple,

pear, plum, pineapple, quince, etc.

marmortinto

All maner of fruits and confeccions, marmelati, Bticcad,
- _>:./ '-i,

. iiiiitu n. .. Tyndale, Works, p. 228.

Every period In her style carrieth mannalad and tucket
In the mouth. G. Harvey, New Letter.

After a good dinner, left Mn. Hunt and my wife making
a marmalftt of quinces. I'epyn, Diary, Nov. 2, max.

Marmalade-box. Same u genipap. Natural mar-
malade, the fruit of the marmalade-tree.

marmalade-plum (mar'ma-lad-plum), n. The
marmalade-tree, or its fruit.

marmalade-tree (mar'ma-lad-tre), n. A tree,
l.m'tima mam-
(oa,that yielils
a fruit the juice
of which resem-
bles marmalade.
Alsocalledwuw-
mee-sa)>i>ta.

marmalady
(raar'ma-la-di),
a. [< "marma-
lade + -yi.]
Like marma-
lade. [Rare.]
The Frenchman,

you see, has a soft

marmilady heart.

Middletm, Blurt,
[Master-Consta-

I ble, iii. 1.

marmala-water
(mar'ma-la-wa*-

Mannaladc-tree (I.Mfti

ter), n. ft Pg. marmelo, quince (see marma-
lade), + E. water.] A fragrant liquid distilled

in Ceylon from the flowers of the Bengal
quince, Mijle Marmelos, much used by the na-
tives as a perfume for sprinkling. Simmonds.
marmalett (miir'ma'let), . An obsolete form
of marmalade.
marmarosis (mar-ma-ro'sis), n. [< Or.

/lapjia-

imf, marble (see marble), + -ois.] Conversion
of limestone into marble by metamorphic agen-
cies.

One of the most remarkable examples of marmarotir Is

the alteration of the (Triassic) limestone of Carrara Into
the well-known statuary marble.

A. Qeikie, Text Book of Oeol. (2d cd.X p. 561.

marmatite (mar'ma-tit), n. [= F. marmatite;
as Marmato (see def.) 4- -t'te*.] A variety of

sphalerite or zinc sulphid, containing consider-
able iron, and hence of a black color. The origi-

nal, found at Marmato, near Popayan, in Co-

lombia, contained 23 per cent, of sulphate of

iron.

marmolite (mar'mo-lit), H. [Irreg. < Gr. fiaft-

uapof (L. marmor), marble, + ?./0of, stone.] A
mineral of a pearly luster, a greenish color, and
a laminated structure. It is a variety of ser-

pentine.
marmoraceons (mar-mo-ra' shius), a. [< L.

marmor, marble, + -oceans.] Pertaining to or

like marble. Maunder.
marmorate (mar'mo-rat), a. [< L. marmora-
tus, pp. of marmorare, overlay with marble, <

marmor, marble: see marble.] If. Made like

marble, or invested with marble as a covering.

Compare marbled, marblfize.

Vnder this ston closyde and marmorate
Lyeth John Kltte, Londoner uatylf.

Wood, Athene Oxon., I.

2. In hot., traversed with veins as in some
kinds of marble.
marmoratedt (mar'mo-ra-ted), a. Same as

marmorate, 1.

marmoration (mar-mo-ra'shon), n. [= 8p.
marmoracion, < LL. marmoratio(n-), < L. mar-

morare, overlay with marble: see marmorate.']
1. Acovering'or incrusting with marble. 2.

The act of variegating so as to give the appear-
ance of marble ; marbleizing. Blount. [Rare.]
marmoratum (miir-mp-ra'tum), n. [L., neut.

of marmoratiix, overlaid with marble: see mar-

morate.] In arch., a cement formed of pounded
marble and lime mortar well beaten together.
It was used by the ancient Romans in building
terrace-walls, etc.

marmoreal (mar-mo're-al), a. [< L. miirmo-

rntx, of marble (< marmor, marble: see mar-

Me), + -al.~\ Of, pertaining to, or resembling
marble

; having the properties of marble
;
mar-

ble-like.

The thronging constellations rush in crowds.
Paving with Ore the sky and the marmoreal floods.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, L 49.

marmoreal! (mSr-mo're-an), a. [As marmoreal
+ -an.] Same as niiinnnrml.

marmortinto (mar-mAr-tin'to). n. [< It. mar-
nuirr, marble, -I- tinto, tint: see marble and
tint.] A process employed in the eighteenth



marmortinto

century in decorating walls, ceilings, etc., in

imitation of marble. It consisted in depositing on a

ground of an adhesive nature marble-dust or -powder, ar-

ranged in the form of the veins of marble, or sometimes
in ornamental patterns.

marmose (mar'mos), n. [< F. marmose (Buf-

fon); origin not ascertained; no appar. con-

nection with marmoset.'] One of several small

Marmose (Didilphys darsiffera).

South American opossums which have the

pouch rudimentary and carry the young on
the back. Such are Didelphys dorsigera of Surinam, of
the size of a rat, the still smaller D. murina, and other

species.

marmoset (mar'mo-zet), n. [Formerly also

marmoset; < ME. marmeset, "beeste, zinzipha-
lus, cenozephalus [cynocephalus] , mammonetus,
marmonetiis" (Prompt. Parv., p. 327), marmo-
sette, a kind of ape (mentioned by Mandeville),
also mermoyse (Caxton) ;

< OF. marmoset, mar-

motiset, F. marmouset, the cock of a cistern or

fountain, an antic figure, a puppet, orig. a mar-
ble figure as an ornament to a fountain, irreg.
with change of orig. r to s, as in chaire ( > chaise :

see chair, chaise), < ML. marmoretmn, a marble

figure, < L. marmor, marble : see marble. The
application of marmoset, 'an antic figure,' to

an ape was prob. assisted by association with
F. marmot, = It. marmotta, a marmoset, a mon-
key.] If. A little ape or monkey.

[I will] instruct thee how
To snare the nimble marmoset.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 174.

2. Now, specifically, a small squirrel-like South
American monkey of the family HapaUAce, or
Mididce (which see for technical characters).
There are numerous species, referred to two leading
genera, Hapale and Midas, and known by many names,
as squirrel-monkeys, oustitis, tamarins, etc. They are the
smallest of the monkey tribe, ranging from a few inches
to a foot in length, with a long, bushy, non-prehensile tail,

and thick, soft, silky or woolly fur, in some species length-
ened into conspicuous ear-tufts or a kind of mane. The
coloration is extremely variable. The thumb of the hand
is not opposable, but the inner toe of the hind foot serves
as a thumb, and has a flat nail, all the other digits of both
extremities being armed with sharp claws of great service
in climbing. Marmosets are confined to tropical America,
having their center of abundance in northern South Amer-
ica; they live in the woods, and feed chiefly upon insects.

They are extremely sensitive to cold, but with proper care

may be kept in confinement, and make amusing pets,
though their intelligence is low. Characteristic examples
are the common black-eared marmoset, Hapale jacchws,
and the marakina or tamarin, Midas rosalia. See cut
under Hapale.

3f. An ugly little fellow; a conceited

py-"
Some mincing marmoset,

Made all of clothes and face.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

marmot (mar 'mot), n. [Formerly marmotto
(< It. ) ;

= D. marmot{-dier), < F. marmotte= Sp.
Pg. marmota, < It. marmotto, marmotta, mar-
montana, < Romausch murmont= Sw. dial, mur-
met, < OHG. murmunto, muremunto, murmunti,
murmenti, MHG. murmendin, Gr. murmel(-tliier)= Dan. mnrmel(-dyr) = Sw. murmel(-djur) ;

variously altered from ML. mus montanus, a
marmot, lit.

' mountain mouse '
: see mouse and

mountain."] 1. A rodent quadruped of the ge-
nus Arctomys; a bear-mouse, ground-hog, or
woodchuck. There are several species, of Europe, Asia,
and North America

; they are the largest living represen-
tatives of the Sciuridce, or squirrel family, of stout thick-
set form, with short bushy tail. They are terrestrial and
fossorial, living in underground burrows, generally in open
ground and often in communities, and hibernate in winter.
The species to which the name was originally given is Arc-
tomys marmotta or. A. alpinus. inhabiting the Alps and Pyre-
nees. A. bobac is the Asiatic marmot, occurring also in
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parts of Europe, especially in Russia. North America
has at least three species: the common woodchuck or

ground-hog, A. monax, found abundantly in many part* of

the United States and Canada; the yellow-bellied marmot
of the Rocky Mountains, A. Jlaviveittris ; and the large

hoary marmot orwhistler of northwestern America, A. pru-
inosus. Besides the foregoing, some of the larger species
of the related genera Cynomys and SpernwphUus, which
include the prairie-dogs and marmot-squirrels, are some-

times called marmots. See cut under Arctomys.

2. The Cape cony,Hyrax capensis : a misnomer.

Kolbe,Vosmaer,B'uffon,&to Earless marmot, the

suslik, SpermophUus citUlus.

Marmota (mar'mo-ta), . [NL., < marmot.]
Same as Arctomys.' Slumcubach.

marmot-squirrel (mar'mot-skwur"el), . Any
animal of the genus Spermophilus ; some kind
of suslik. The species are numerous, especially in North
America ; and, as is implied in the name, they are interme-

diate in all respects between the arboreal squirrels on the

one hand and the strictly terrestrial marmots on the other.

marmozett, n. An obsolete form of marmoset.

maronet (ma-ron'), n. An obsolete spelling of

maroon^-.

Maronist (mar'o-nist), n. [< L. Maro(n-), the

family name of Virgil, + -ist.] A disciple of

Virgil (PubliusVergilius Maro); aVirgilian stu-

dent or scholar.

Like some imperious Maronist.

Bp. Hall, Satires, I. vi. 7. (Davies.)

Maronite (mar'o-nit), n. [=F. Maronite; as

Maron (see def.) + -ife2.] One of a body of

Syriac Christians dwelling chiefly in the moun-
tains of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon. They are

named from St. Maron, a Syrian monk (about A. D. 400), or

less probably from John Maron, patriarch of the sect in the
seventh century. The Maronites were originally Monothe-

lites, but they entered into a partial union with the Ro-
man Catholic Church in 1182, which after an interruption
was made closer in 1445 and again in 1596. They still re-

tain their own patriarchate of Antioch (now seated atKa-

nobin), their Syriac liturgy (although Arabic is now then1

vernacular tongue), the marriage of priests, their tradition-

al fast-days, and the use of both elements in lay commu-
nion. The Maronites as a tribe were formerly under the
same local government as the Druses, with whom they have
had some bloody conflicts. In 1861, after a severe out-

break, they were put under a separate governor.

maroon1 (ma-ron'), a. and n. [Formerly ma-

rone; also, as F.
,
marron ; < F. marron, & chest-

nut, chestnut-color, also a fire-cracker, maroon
(II., 4), < It. marrone, formerly marone, a chest-

nut; origin unknown. Cf . MGr. uapaov or jiapanr,
the fruit of the cornel-tree.] I. a. Very dark
crimson or red. See II., 2. Maroon oxli Same
as purple brown (which see, under brown).

II. n. 1. A kind of sweet chestnut produced
in southern Europe, and known elsewhere as
the French or Italian chestnut, having a single
kernel and attaining a large size from the fact
that the other two seeds of the involucre or bur
are abortive. It is largely used for food by the

poor in the countries where it is produced.
A. I will eate three or foure chestnuts ; whatwillyoudo?
P. They like me so, so ... if they be marones or great

chestnuts, they would be the better.

Benvenuto, Passenger's Dialogues (1612). (Nares.)

2. A generic name for any pure or crimson red
of very low luminosity. The color of a chest-
nut is yellower. 3. In dyeing, a coal-tar color-

ing matter obtained by purifying the resinous
matters formed in the manufacture of magen-
ta. 4. In pyrotechnics, a small cubical box of

pasteboard filled with gunpowder and wrapped
round with two or three layers of strong twine,
used to imitate the report of a cannon. Maroons
are primed with a short piece of quick-match, inserted in
a hole punctured in one of the corners, and are usually ex-

ploded in batteries to produce the effect of cannonading,
as in combinations of fireworks. Also marron.

pup- Some ol these sounds were produced by rockets, some
by a 24-pound howitzer, and some by an 8-inch maroon.

John Tyndall, in Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1878, p. 282.

Purple maroon, a very dark magenta or crimson color.
A color-disk composed of 90 parts of velvet-black, 5 of pure
red, and 5 of artificial ultramarine gives a purple maroon.

maroon2
(ma-ron'), n. and a. [Also rarely

marroon; < F. marron, abbr. by apheresis (the
syllable si- being perhaps mistaken for a F.

word) < simarron (> obs. E. symaron) for *
ci-

marron, < Sp. cimarron (= Pg. cimarr&o), wild,
unruly, fugitive (Cuban negro cimarron, or sim-

ply cimarron, a fugitive negro), appar. orig.

'living on the mountain-tops,' < cima (= Pg. It.

cima = F. cime), a mountain-top, orig. a sprout,
twig, < L. cyma, a sprout, < Gr. in>/ia, a sprout:
see cyma, cyme."] I. . 1. One of a class of

negroes, originally fugitive slaves, living in

the wilder parts of Jamaica and Dutch Guiana.
In both of these localities they were often at war with the

whites, but were never fully subdued ; and in the latter

country, where they are called bush-negroes, they still

form a large independent community professing a mon-
grel species of paganism. Maroons are found also in some
of the other West Indian islands.

marquee

2. One who is left on a desolate island as a pun-
ishment.
"I'm Ben Gunn, I am," replied the maroon, wriggling

like an eel in his embarrassment.
M. L. Stevenson, Treasure Island, xxxiii.

3. [< maroon 2
, v.~\ A hunting- or fishing-trip or

-excursion. [Southern U. S.]

II. a. Same as feral
1

,
2.

maroon2 (ma-ron'), t>. [<maroon2
, n.] I. trans.

To put ashore and leave on a desolate island

byway of punishment, as was done by the buc-

aneers, etc.

It was between ten a Clock and one when I began to

find that I was (as we call it, I suppose from the Spaniards)
Marooned, or Lost, and quite out of the Hearing of my
Comrades Guns. Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 84.

II. intrans. In the southern United States,
to camp out after the manner of the West
Indian maroons; make a pleasure-excursion
of some duration, with provision for living in

camp.
"Really, this is a fine country," said Robert, referring

.... to the abundant marooning dinner.

Goulding, Young Maroon ers, p. 105.

A marooning party ... is a party made up to pass sev-

eral days on the shore or in the country.
Bartlett, Americanisms, p. 384.

marooner (ma-ro'ner), . 1. A runaway slave;
a maroon.
On the south shore dwelt a marooner, that modestly

called himself a hermit. Byrd, Westover Papers, p. 13.

2. One who goes marooning ;
a member of a

marooning party. See maroon?, v. i. [South-
ern U. S.]

maroquint (mar-o-ken'), n. [F.: see moroccu.]
Morocco ; goat's leather.

At the end of it [the gallery] is the Duke of Orlean's

library, well furnished w"> excellent bookes, all bound in

maroquin and gilded. Evelyn, Diary, April 1, 1644.

A large sofa covered with black maroquin.
Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, x. 7.

marotte (ma-rot'), . [F.] A fool's bauble.

marplot (mar'plot), . [< marl, Vi> + <yhj.

plot%.] One who by officious interference
mars or defeats a design or plot; one who
blunderingly hinders the success of any un-

dertaking or project.
If we will not be mar-plots with our miserable interfer-

ences, the work, the society, letters, arts, science, religion
of men would go on far better than now.

Emerson, Spiritual Laws, Essays, 1st ser., p. 125.

Marprelate controversy. [The name Mar-
prelate was assumed as indicating the animus
of the writers ; < mar\v., + obj. prelate."} Adis-
cussion carried on in a series of pamphlets at-

tacking prelacy, issued in England by the Pu-
ritans "in 1588-9, at the cost and charge" of

one bearing the pseudonym of "Martin Mar-
prelate, gent." These pamphlets were printed secretly,
the press used for the purpose being carried about from
place to place to escape seizure. John Penry, Udall,
and others are supposed to have been the writers of the
tracts.

marque (mark), n. [< OF. marque, merque, F.

marque (ML. marca, marcha), seizure or arrest

by warrant (lettre de marque, a warrant of seiz-

ure), a particular use of marque, a mark, stamp,
official stamp: see marl-1 .'] Seizure Letter of
marque, usually in the plural, letters of marque (formerly
also letters of mark or mart, also scripts of mart), or letters

of marque and reprisal, (a) Originally, a commission
grantedby the supreme authority of a state to a subject,
empowering him to enter an enemy's territory and capture
the goods or persons of the enemy in return for goods or

persons taken by him. (6) In present usage, a license or

extraordinary commission granted by a sovereign or the

supreme power of a state to its citizens to make reprisals
at sea on the subjects of another, under pretense of indem-
nification for injuries received that is, a license to en-

gage in privateering. Letters of marque were abolished

among European nations by the treaty of Paris of 1856.
The United States declined to accede to this agreement,
but proposed that all innocent private property at sea be
exempt from seizure by public armed vessels in time of war.

Divers Letters of Mart are granted our Merchants, and
Letters of Mart are commonly the Forerunners of a War.

Hou-ell, Letters, I. iv. 3.

All men of war, with scripts of mart that went,
And had command the coast of France to keep,

The coming of a navy to prevent.
Drayton, Battle of Agincourt. (Nares.)

Hence (c) A private vessel commissioned to attack and
capture the vessels of an enemy ; a privateer.

marquee (mar-ke'), n. [Also markee; an as-
sumed sing, from the supposed pi. *marquees,
an E. spelling of F. marquise, an awning or

canopy, as over a doorway or an entrance. <

marquise, a marchioness: see marquise.] A
tent of unusual size and elaborateness

;
an offi-

cer's field-tent
; hence, a large tent or wooden

structure erected for a temporary purpose, such
as to accommodate a dinner-party on some pub-
lic occasion.



marquee
Major Worth's iiiariru*e wan pitched on the angle of the

redoubt thrown up cliiring tin; night previous to the fa-

inoiiH battle. Jonah <jiu<-ii, Figures of tile Past, p. 90.

I remember well duritiK thy War standing by the Gen-
eral's >,ntik,'- liali the night. >. Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

marquess, . See m/v//.v.

marqueterie, . See mur'/m try.

marquetry (miir'ket-ri), n.; pi. mtirqurlrirx

(-riz). [< F. marquetorie, < miin/in t<-r, spot, in-

lay, < limn/Hi', :i mark : sec mnrlA.\ All inlay of

some tliin material in the surface of a piece of

furniture or oilier object. The most common ma-
terial Is a veneer of wood

;
such veneers are often stained

green, dark-red, and other colors. Ivory, tortoise-shell,

etc., are sometimes combined with these.

The royal apartments were richly adorned with tapes-
try and marquetry. Macaulay, Hist Eng., xx.

marquis, marquess (milr'kwis, -kwes, orig.
milr kis, -ken), 11. [Also dial, markig (the prop-
er historical form); formerly also marq IH-.W

(and, in ref. to Italian use, marchese); < ME.
nun-kin, < OF. markis, marquis, F. marquis = Pr.

iiuiriliii 'x, marquis = Sp. marijui-n = Pg. marque:
= It. marchese, < ML. marcheiutis, a prefect of

a frontier town, later as a title of nobility, <

iiiitrfhii, marca, a frontier, march: see march 1
,

murk1
.] In Groat Britain and France, and in

other countries where corresponding titles ex-

ist, a nobleman whose rank is intermediate be-
tween that of an earl or count and that of a duke.
A martinis was originally an officer charged with the gov-
ernment of a march or frontier territory; the title as an

honorary dignity was first bestowed in England in 1386.

Dukes have commonly the secondary title of marquis,
which is used as the courtesy-title of their eldest sons.

The wife of a marquis is styled marchioness. The coronet
of an English marquis consists of a richly chased circle

of gold, with four strawberry-leaves alternating with four
balls or large pearls set on short points on its edge ; the

cap is of crimson velvet, with a gold tassel on the top,
and turned up with ermine. See cut under coronets.

A marlcis whilom lord was of that londe.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 8.

And the Marchese of Mantua was w< them in the forseyd
fialye. Torkington, Diarle of Eng. Travell, p. 12.

Robert, who bears the title of Marquees in its primitive
sense, as one of the first lord marchers of the Welsh bor-
ders. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 333.

This is to be understood as the Coronet of a real Mar-
quis, whose title is "Most Noble": which I mention lest

any one should he led into a mistake by not distinguish-
ing a real Marquis, 1. c. by creation, from a nominal Mar-
quis, i. e. the eldest son of a Duke : the latter is only
styled

" Most Honourable."
1'nmy, Heraldry. (JV. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 168.)

Lady marquis*, a marchioness.

You shall have two noble partners with you; the old
Duchess of Norfolk, and Lady Marquess Dorset.

Shale., Hen. VIII., v. S. 170.

marquisal (mar'kwis-al), a. [< marquis + -al.~\

Of or pertaining to a marquis.
To see all eyes not royal, ducal, or marquesal fall before

her own. Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxxvii.

marquisate (miir'kwis-at), . [Also marques-
x/ili- ; < marquis + -ate^-.] The dignity or lord-

ship of a marquis; when used with reference
to Germany, a margravate.
Lord Malton ... is to have his own earldom erected into

a marquisate. Walpoie, Letters, II. 18.

marquisdomt (rniir'kwis-dum), n. [Formerly
also marquesdome ; < marquis + -rfom.] A mar-
quisate.
Other nobles of the marqucsdome of Saluce.

lloltnshed. Hist. Scotland, an. 1483.

marquise (miir-keV), H. [F., fern, of marquis,
marquis: see marquis.] 1. In France, the wife
of a marquis; a marchioness. 2. A small par-
asol or sunshade, usually of silk and often trim-
med with lace, in use about 1850.

marquisesst, .
I
MH. markiwssc ; < marquix +

-rx.v.J A marchioness.

marquisshipt (raar'kwis-ship), H. [Formerly
m<ti-<jitigliii>, iiKii-qiii'xhi/i ; < marquis + -ship.] A
iii;u-qiiis:ite. llnliiislnil .( 'hron., Ireland, an. 1586.

Marquoi's rulers. See ;/</-.

marram (mar'am), H. [Also mnrrcm, maram,
iiiiiri'in. nun inn : = Irrl. maralmr,toT nuirhalmr,

sea-grass, < Norw. innrhiilin (generally pro-
nounced amriiliii), fjrass-wrack. Zitstrrd muriiui,
= Dan. iniirliiihii, ninn luilm. grass-wrack, also

lyme-grass; lit. 'sea-halm,' <Ieel.iarr(= Norw.
mr= AS. uii-rr), the sea, + /w/wi'(=Norw. Dan.

linlm = AS. linil in ). straw: see mere 1 and halm.]
A common grass of northern shores, Ammophila
iiriiiiiliiini-fii. See .luimiiiihilii. Also marritm,
miirnm, mnfirrnl, mid liii/in.

marre't, i'. An obsolete form of mar 1
.

marre-, . Sume as nun-re'*.

marrer (mih-'er), H. One \vlio mars, hurts, or

impairs.
For he sayeth yt tlify may ne ye marrar* and destroyers

of the rcalme.
'

Sir T. ilre. Works, p. 295.
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marreyst, An obsolete form of

marriablet ( mar'i-a-bl), . [< M K. miu-i/aMr, <

OF. iiiiiriiilili'. < unifier, marry: see marry 1 and

-ulili'.] Marriageal)le. llnliiished, Hen. I., an.

1115.

marriage (mar'aj), n. [< ME. nutriage, < OF.

(and F.) miirinifi- = Pr. muriilnliii; niri<tl</<

Sp. MH, i,lnje= it. marituijijio,<.WL. maritatii-mii.

marriage, < mnritus, a husband, marita, a wife:

see marital, marry 1
.] 1. The legal union of a

man with awoman for life
;
the state or condition

of being married; the legal relation of spouses
to each other; wedlock. In this sense marriage is a
status or condition which, though originating In a contract,
is not capable of being terminated by the parties' rescis-

sion of the contract, because the Interests of the state and
of children require the affixing of certain permanent duties

and obligations upon the parties.

2. The formal declaration or contract by
which act a man and a woman join in wed-
lock. In this sense marriage is a civil contract, Im-

plying the free and intelligent mutual consent of com-

petent persons to take each other, as a present act, as

husband and wife; and according to the modern and most

prevalent view no formalities other than such as the law
of the jurisdiction may expressly impose arc necessary to

prevent either from subsequently repudiating the other or

denying the legitimacy of their Issue. The formalities

provided for by the law of some of the United States are

optional, being intended chiefly to enable the parties to

preserve authentic evidence of the contract When a man
and a woman live and cohabit together, and conduct
themselves as man and wife in the society and neighbor-
hood of which they are members, till the belief and repu-
tation that they are married become general, their mar-

riage is presumed, without other evidence, for purposes
of enforcing rights and liabilities of third persons.

0. Hamlet, what a falling off was there !

From me, whose love was of that dignity
That it went hand In hand even with the vow
I made to her in marriage. Shot., Hamlet, L 5. 60.

Marriage is an engagement entered into by mutual con-

sent, and has for its end the propagation of the species.

Hume, Of Polygamy and Divorces.

3. The celebration of a marriage ;
a wedding.

The kingdom of heaven is like unto a certain king,
which made a marriage for his son. Mat. xxil. 2.

About this time there was ^marriage betwixt lohn Lay-
don and Anne fiurras.

Quoted in ('"//;. John Smith's Works, I. 204.

4f. A marriage vow or contract.

That wommen kan nat kepe hir manage.
Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 710.

5. Intimate union ; a joining as if in marriage.
The figure is used in the Bible to represent the close

union of God or Christ and the chosen people or church.
See ISA. llv. 5 ; HOB. 1L 19, 20.

The marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath
made herself ready. Rev. xix. 7.

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Shak., Sonnets, cxvi.

They plant their Vines at the foote of great Trees, which
marriage proueth very fruitful!.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 342.

6. In various card-games, as bezique, the pos-
session in one hand of the king and queen.
Avail of marriage. See amM. civil marriage, a

marriage ceremony conducted by officers of the state, as

distinguished from one solemnized by a clergyman.
Clandestine marriage. See clandestine. Communal
marriage, a kind of general or multiplex state of mar-
riage, in which "every man and woman in a small com-
munity were regarded as equally married to one an-
other (H. Spencer), existing among some primitive
races, and imitated for a time, but afterward abandoned,
by the members of the Onelda Community. Consum-
mation of marriage. See consummation. Cross-
marriages. Seem>i. Danish marriage, a term used
to designate a matrimonial relation recognized by the ear-

ly Danish law, by which a concubine who had publicly
lived with a man and shared his table for three years,
or winters, was deemed a lawful wife. Diriment im-
pediments of marriage. See diriment. Dissenters'
Marriages Act. Sec dissenter. Fleet marriages. See
tin /'' -Jactitation of marriage. See jactitation.
Left-handed marriage. See morganatic. Marriage
articles, or marriage contract, an antenuptial agree-
ment ; an instrument made between the parties to a

contemplated marriage, embodying the terms agreed on
between them respecting rights of property and succes-

sion. The law, while it does not allow the parties to mod-
ify by agreement the personal rights and duties of the
married state, does allow them to modify the resulting
effects of that state on rights of property. Marriage
brokage, the service, or compensation for the service,
of negotiating a marriage contract between third persons.

Marriage contract, or contract of marriage, (a)
A pre-contract of marriage ; the preliminary or promis-
sory engagement of marriage, (b) A marriage itself, (r)

Same as marriage articles. Marriage favors, knots of

ribbons or bunches of flowers, usually white, worn at wed-

dings. Marriage license, a permit ur certificate of com-
petency required by the law of some jurisdictions to be pro-
cured from a public officer before marriage. See under ft-

cense. Marriage lines, see K/IC-', n. Marriage por-
tion. See portton. Marriage settlement, an arrange-
ment, usually made before marriage and in consideration of

it, whereby a jointure is secured t,> the wife, and it maybe
jiortions to the children, in the event of the husband's
death. -Morganatic marriage. See morganatic. Plu-
ral marriage, the marriage of a man with two or more
women ; polygamy : applied especially to the kind of po-

lygamy existing among the Mormons, without the ;i<T<>m-

marrow

panlment of the harem of Oriental countries, each wife usu-

ally living In a separate house.- Polygamous marriage.
sec ,./,,</'/;/.</ Putative marriage. See ina,n
Scotch marriage, a marriage by mutual ;IKI< incut with-
out formal wlcmtii/.atin, the parties declaring that they
presently do take each other for husband and wife : so call-

ed I

the union, or the union Itself. Wedding generally Includes
the ceremonies and festivities attending the celebration of

the union or marriaye, but not essential to It; marriages
are often made without such ceremonies. Suptial* Is more
formal than tredding: we speak of the nuptial* of t prince.
Matrimony Is the married state, or the state Into which a

couple are brought by marriage. Wedlock Is the vernacular

KiiKlifh word for matrimony, not differing from it in mean-
ing, but being the ordinary term In law : as, born in wed-
lock.

marriageable (mar'aj-a-bl), a. [< marriage +
-able.] Capable of marrying; fit or competent
to marry ; of an age suitable for marriage : as,
a marriageable man or woman

;
a person of mar-

riageable age or condition.

They led the Tine
To wed her elm ; she, spoused, about him twines
Her marriageable arms, and with her brings
Her dower. Milton, f. L., v. 217.

I am the father of a young heiress, whom I begin to

look upon as marriageable. Spectator.

marriageableness (mar'aj-a-bl-nes), n. The
state of being marriageable.
married (mar'id), p. a. 1. United in wedlock ;

having a husband or a wife: applied to per-
sons: as, a married woman.
The married offender Incurs a crime little short of per-

jury, l-'ii'ii. Moral Pbllos., 1(1. 4.

2. Constituted by marriage ;
of or pertaining

to those who have been united in wedlock;
conjugal; connubial.
Thus have you shnnn'd the married stale.

Dryden. (Latham.)

3. Figuratively, intimately and inseparably
joined or united; united as by the bonds of

matrimony.
Lap me in soft Lydlan airs,

Married to immortal verse.

Milton, L'Allegro, L 1S7.

marrier (mar'i-er), n. One who marries.

I am the marrier and the man do you know me ?

Miridleton, Game at Chess, v. 2.

marron't, a. and . An obsolete form of nia-

rooiii.

marron'-', [F.] See maroon^.
marrot (mar'pt), n. [Also morrot; cf. marre2

,

murre.] One of several different sea-birds of

the auk family, Alcida: (a) The razor-billed auk.

(6) The murre or foolish guillemot, (c) The puffin or sea-

parrot.

marrow 1 (mar'6), . [Also dial, marry, mary;
< ME. marow, merow, mary, margh, merg, < AH.
mearg, mearh = OS. marg = OFries. merch,
meri] = D. marg, mery = MLG. merch, LG. march,
merch = OHG. marag, marg, MHG. ware, G.
mark = Icel. mergr = Sw. mi'irg, merg = Dan.
man = W. mer = Corn, maru = OBulg. Kuss.

mo:iju = Zend ma:ga = Skt. majjan, marrow;
perhaps < Skt. ^ majj = L. mergere, dip : see

merge.] 1. A soft tissue found in the interior

of bones, both in the cylindrical hollow of the

long bones and in the hollows of cancellated

bony structures
;
the medulla or medullary

matter of bone. It varies greatly In different situa-

tions. Ordinary marrow of the shafts of adult hones, as
the humenis and femur, is a soft yellow solid, consisting
of about 95 per cent, of fat. The red marrow of various

bones, vertebral, cranial, sternal, and costal, is softer, and
contains very few fat-cells, but numerotu marrow-cells
and cells resembling the nucleated red corpuscles of the

embryo. The so-called spinal marrow, or medulla spi-
nalis, Is the spinal cord, the central axis of the nervous
system, a tissue of an entirely different character, not
found In the hollow of a bone, but In the cavity running
through the chain of vertebra.

Out of the harde bones knokke they
The mary, for they caste nought awey.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, I. 80.

Herr Forstrom prepared us for the Journey by a good
breakfast of reindeer s morrow, a justly celebrated Lap-
land delicacy. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 111.

2t. The pith of plants.

Ryhte soft as the marye is that is alwey hldd In the feete
al withinne, and that is defendid fro withowte by the slide-

fastnesse of wode. Chaucer, Boethius, ill. prose 11.

St. The pulp of fruits.

Thaire [oranges'] bitter margh wol channge sweete
Her seede in meth III dales yf me steep,
Other in ewes mylk as longe hem wete.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X P- 121.

4. Figuratively, the inner substance ; the es-

M'ticp; the essential strength; the inner mean-

ing, purpose, etc.; the pith.
He never leaveth searching till he come at the bottom,

the pith, the quick, the life, the spirit, the marrou-, and
very cause why.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., I860), p. 6.



marrow
It takes

From our achievements, though perform'd at height.

The pith and tnarrmc of our attribute.

Sha/r., Hamlet, 1. 4. 22.

He never pierces the marrow of your habits.

Lamb, My Relations.

For this, thou slialt from all things suck
Marruic of mirth and laughter.

3638

marrowy (mar'o-i;, a. [<wnwl +-//
1
.] Full

of marrow; strong; energetic; hence, in dis-

course or writing, pithy, forcible, effective, etc.

A rich marrowy vein of internal sentiment. Uazlitt.

Marrowy and vigorous manhood. 0. W. Holmes.

Marrubieae (mar-6-bi'e-e), n. pi [NL. (Ben-
mirth and laughter. tham, 1848), < Marrubiiim + -ete.] A subtribe of

Tennyson, w 01 Waterproor ^ ^ ineluded in the tribe Machydea:
::,<?> jiSftJtffS*!

"e
'L' It is characterized by a tubular or bell-shaped calyx, withVegetable marrow. ^~,

Cucurbita Pepu, the oblong fruit of which is used as a vege-
table in England. (V) The alligator-pear. See avocado.

marrow 1 (mar'6), )'. t. [< marrow*-, .] To fill

with marrow or with fat. [Rare.]

They can . . . devour and gormandize beyond excess,

and wipe the guilt from off their marroived mouths.

Quarles, Judgement and Mercy, The Drunkard. (Latham.)

He was fresh-sinewed every joint,
Each bone wrf-marrowed as whom gods anoint

Though mortal to their rescue. Browning, Sordello.

marrow2 (mar'6), . [< ME. marowc, marwe;
origin obscure. Cf. moral2

,
which is perhaps a

corruption of marrow. ] A companion or mate
;

an associate; an intimate friend; a fellow;

hence, one of a pair of either persons or things ;

a match : as, your knife 's the very marrow o'

mine. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Birds of a fethere best fly together,

Then like partners about your market goe ;

Marrowes adew ; Gcd send you fayre wether.
Promos and Cassandra, I. ii. 4. (Nares.)

If I see all, ye're nine to ane ;

An that's an unequal marrow.

rather prominent ribs and a corolla-tube which is included

or slightly exserted. It embraces 4 genera, of which Mar-

rubium is the type, and about 80 species.

Marrubium (ma-ro'bi-um), n, [NL., < L. )-

riMnm, hoarhound.] A genus of plants belong-

ing to the natural order LaMaUe, and the tribe

8tachydea>, type of the snbtribe Marrubiew. It is

characterized fiy an included corolla-tube, with the lower

lip nearly flat or concave, and by having the nutlets

rounded at the apex and the anther-cells nt length con-

fluent. They are perennial herbs, often tomentose or

woolly, with wrinkled leaves, and small usually white or

purple flowers in dense axillary clusters. About 33 spe-

cies have been described, from Europe. North Africa, and

extratropk'al Asia. One species, M. milgare, the common
or white hoarhound, is very widely distributed (perhaps

indigenous to America), and is sometimes used medici-

nally. See hoarhound.

marram (mar'um), n. Same as marram.

marry 1
(mar'i), v.

; pret. and pp. married, ppr.

tnarrying. [< ME. maryen, marien, < OF. (and
F.) marier = Pr. Sp. inaridar = It. maritare, <

L. maritare, wed, marry, < maritus, a husband,
marita, a wife, as an adj., mart tux, pertaining

The Dowy Dens of Yarrow (Child's Ballads, III. 67). to marriage, conjugal; orig. appar. only as fern.

Busk ye, busk ye, my bonnie, bonnie bride! adj. marita, provided with a husband (cf. vidii-

Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow! tls deprived of one's wife, ndua, deprived of
W. Hamilton, Braes of Yarrow.

one>g hugban(li orig . on]v f^., a wi<jovv: see

marrow2 (mar'6), c. t. [< marrow"*, <.] To as-

sociate with ; hence, to match ;
fit. [Prov. Eng.

and Scotch.]
marrow3

t, [< ME. "marowe, merowe, < AS.
meant (mearw-, merw-, nuerw-, myrw-) = OHG.

widow), as if fern. pp. of a verb 'marirc, pro-
vide with a husband, < mas (mar-), a man, hus-

band: see masculine, male1
.] I. trans. 1. To

unite in wedlock or matrimony ; join for life,

, , , as a man and a woman, or a man or woman to

marawi, maro, MHG. mar (marw-) (also, with one of the opposite sex; constitute man and

variation, MD. murwe, morwe, T>. murw = OHG.
wife, or a husband or wife, according to the

laws or customs of a nation.

When I said I would die a bachelor. I did not think I

should live till I were married.
Shalt., Much Ado, ii. 8. 25S.

Tell him that he shall marry the couple himself.

day, The What d'ye Call it.

muntici, miinci, MHG. miirwe, mm; G. miirbe),

soft. Cf. mellow.] Soft; tender.

marrow-bone (mar'6-bon), n. [Formerly also

and still dial, wary-bone; < ME. *marwe-bon,
marie bone; < marrow^ + bonel. The conjec-
ture that marrow-bones, in the second sense, is

a "corruption of Mary-bones, in allusion to the 2. To give in marriage ;
cause to be married,

reverence paid to the Virgin Mary by kneeling," He wolde have maryed me fulle highely, to a gret Princes

is absurd. The use is doubtless a mere whim- Daughtre. zif I wolde han forsaken my Lawe and my Be-

sical application of the word.] 1. A bone con-

taining fat or edible marrow. See marrow^, 1.

A cook thei hadde with hem for the nones,
To boylle chyknes with the mary bones,
And pondre-marchant tart, and galyngale.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 380.

2. pi. The bones of the knees; the knees.

[Humorous.]
Down he fel vpon his maribones, & pitteously prayd me

to forgeue him ye one lye. Sir T. More, Works, p. 727.

Down quickly
On your marrow-bones, and thank this lady t

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 8.

3. A large bone used to make a rhythmical
noise by striking against something.
Even the middle class were glad to get rid of the noise

of drums, etc. (which still survives in the marrow bones

and cleavers the rough music of a lower-class wedding).
J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 35.

To ride In the marrow-bone coach, to go on foot. 5.

[Slang.]

marrow-cells (mar'6-selz), n. pi. Cells resem-

bling white blood-corpuscles, but larger, with
clearer protoplasm and relatively larger nu-
cleus.

marrowfat (mar'o-fat), . A kind of tall-

growing, wrinkled pea.
marrowish (mar'o-ish), a. [< marrow1 + -isli 1 .]

Of the nature of or resembling marrow.
In the upper region serving the animall faculties, the

chiefe organ is the braine, which is a soft, marrmmsh, and
white substance. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 19.

marrowless 1 (mar'o-les), a. [< marrow1 +
-less.] Without marrow; not medullary.

Thy bones are inarrowless, thy blood is cold.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 94.

marrowless2 (mar'o-les), . [< marrow? +
-less.'] 1. Without a match; unequaled. 2.

Not matching, as two things of the same kind,
but not the same color, fit, etc. [Scotch.]

marrow-pudding (mar'6-pud'ing), n. A pud-
ding prepared from or with beef-marrow or the

variety of gourd known in England as vegetable
marrow. l w'" "lfl 'Ti/ one day.

leve. Mandevttle, Travels, p. 36.

Ych wol the marie wel with the thridde part of mylonde
To the noblest bachelor that thyn herte wol to stonde.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 30.

An Example of one of the Kings of France, who would
not marry his Son without the Advice of his Parliament.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 8.

3. To take for husband or wife: as, a man
marries a woman, or a woman marries a man.

Friar. You come hither, my lord, to marry this lady?
Claudia. No.
Leonato. To be married to her : friar, you come to marry

her. Shak., Much Ado, IT. 1. 4.

4. Figuratively, to unite intimately or by some
close bond of connection.

Turn, O backsliding children, saith the Lord ; for I am
married unto you. Jer. iii. 14.

Marrying his sweet noates with their silver sound.
W. Bromie. Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

, to fasten together, as two ropes, end

Ropes joined by marrying.

to end, in such a way that in unreeving one
from a block the other is drawn in.

To marry is to join ropes together for the purpose of

reeving, by placing their ends together and connecting
them by a worming. Totten, Naval Diet.

=Syn. 3. To wed, espouse.

fi. in trans. To enter into the conjugal state ;

take a husband or a wife.
I will therefore that the younger women marry.

1 Tim. v. 14.

Shak.,V.ol E.,ii. 1. 42.

marrow-spoon (mar'6-spon), . A long nar- marry2
(mav'i), interj. [< ME. Mary, Marie, the

row spoon for scooping out marrow from bones, name of the Virgin Mary, invoked in oaths.]

marrow-Squash (mar'6-skwosh), . Vegetable Indeed! forsooth! a term of asseveration, or

marrow. Sec squash. [U. S.] used to express surprise or other feeling.

Marsdenia

Ye, sir, and wol ye so ?

Marie ! therof I pray yow hertely.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 51.

Col. Wilt thou be pleased to hearken once again to the

suit I made to thee?
Ste. Marry, will I ; kneel and repeat it

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 4.

(The word was formerly much used, with various additions,

to express surprise, contempt, or satirical encouragement,
as in the phrases following.] Marry come up! some-

times many come out ! indeed !

Give my son time, Mr. Jolly '.' marry come up.

Cou'ley, Cutter of Coleman Street (16B3). (Sam.)

Marry gept (also gap, glp), for marry goupt(theorigi-
nal form not found). Same ns many come up. The form

marry yip may be due in part to the oath Dy Mary Gipsy,
or 'by St. Mary of Egypt,' found in Skelton.

Harry yip, goody She-justice, mistress French hood.
B. Jontton, Bartholomew Fair, i.

" I thought th' had'st scorn'd to budge a step
For fear." Quoth Echo, Marry guep.

Butter, Hudibras, I. iii. 202.

Fair and softly, son ; at her
; marry yap, pray keep your

distance, and make a fine leg every time you speak to her ;

be sure you behave yourself handsomly.
Unnatural Mother (1G98). (Nares.)

Marry trapt. A doubtful phrase, apparently an error (for

marry gap'!) in the following passage :

Be avised, sir, and pass good humours : I will say marry
trap with you, if you run the nuthook's humour on me.

Shah., M. W. of W., i. 1. 170.

marrying (mar'i-ing), p. a. Disposed to marry ;

in a condition to marry. Marrying man, a man
likely or disposed to marry.

I don't think he's a marrying man.
Trollope, Dr. Thorne, vi.

I think Miss Anville the loveliest of her sex ; and, were I

a marrying man. her, of all the women I have seen, I would
fix upon for a wife. Mine. D'Arblay, Evelina, letter Ixxvi.

marrymuffet(mar'i-muf),. 1. Agannentmen-
tioned in 1640. 2. A material, apparently an

inexpensive and rough stuff, for men's wear.

Mars (marz), . [L. Mars (Mart-), OL. MIII-OI-K

(Mavort-) ; also Mannar, Oscan Mamers (Ma-
mert-), Mars.] 1. A Latin deity, identified at

an early period by the Romans with the Greek

Ares, with whom he had originally no connec-
tion. He was principally worshiped as the god of war,
and as such bore the epithet Gradivus; but he was earlier

regarded as a patron of agriculture, which procured him
the title of Silvanus, and as the protector of the Roman
state, in virtue of which he was called Quirinus. In works
of art Mars is generally represented as of a youthful but

powerful figure, armed with the helmet, shield, and spear ;

in other examples he is bearded and heavily armed. See

cut under Ares.

The mailed Mars shall on his alter sit

Up to the ears in blood.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 117.

2. The planet next outside the earth in the
solar system. Its diameter (about 4,200 miles) Is only
0.53 that of the earth, its superficies 0.28, and its vol-

ume 0.147. Its mean density is 0.71 that of the earth,
so that the density of its crust may very likely be about
the same as the earth's ; but the weight of a given mass
at the surface of Mars is only three eighths of the weight
of the same mass on the earth. The strength of materials
is therefore relatively much greater there, and mountains,
animals, and buildings would naturally be much larger.
The mean distance from the sun is 141,500,000 miles. The
eccentricity of its orbit is very much greater than that of

the earth, being 0.093 in place of 0.017 ; the inclination of

its equator to its orbit is about the same. Its day is half

an hour longer than ours. Its year is 087 of our days. The
surface of Mars has been carefully mapped, and is charac-
terized by the predominance of land and the great num-
ber of canals or straits. Its color is strikingly red. Its

climate is, perhaps, not very different from that of the
earth. It has two moons, discovered by Professor Asaph
Hall in Washington in 1877. conformably to the prediction
of Kepler, and realizing the fancies of Swift and of Voltaire.
The inner of these, Phobos, revolves in less than 8 hours,
so that to an observer on the planet It rises in the west and
sets in the east

;
the outer, Deimos, revolves in 30 hours, so

that it appears nearly stationary for a long time. The sym-
bol of Mars is

,
which seems to show the shield and spear

of the god.

They have discovered two lesser stars, or satelliU-s,

which revolve about Mars, whereof the innermost . . .

revolves in the space of ten hours, and the outermost in

twenty-one and a half. Su-ift, Gulliver's Travels, III. iii.

3f. In old o7iew., iron. 4. In Tier., the tincture

red, when blazoning is done by the planets : see

blazon Mars brown, yellow, etc. See the nouns.

Marsala (mar-sa'la), . [See def.] A class of

white wines produced in Sicily, especially in

the region about Marsala on the western coast.

There are many brands, of which the best possess a very
delicate flavor and have a general resemblance to Madeira,

but are usually lighter.

marsbankert, marsbunkert, n. Obsoleteforms
of mimslinnl'fi'.

Marsdenia (mars-de'ni-a), . [NL. (R. Brown.

1811), named after William Ifafgaen (1/54-

1836), a British orientalist.] A genus of plants
of the natural order Axvliyiailea; the milkweed

family, type of the tribe A/iirxilcnii-a: It is char-

acterized liy having the crown adnatr to the stamen-tube,
and composed of five flat scales which are free at the apex.



Marsdenia
and by 11 mihrotatc, campanula!,-, or mi shaped corolla,
with tile lobes convolute, to the rJKht, "i i ,u. l\ Mib\ ah ;

They are twining shrubs, rarch ^um-i.rt, \\nli oppo-ite
iMr?Mt tiMl natlfor nMdtain --i/ed porpUra-gnM or whit-
ish (lowers, growing ill terminal nr a.xillary nnihrelht

shapeil e\ III-'-. Tllep BTO ftbOal .pecies, naljvesof tile

wanner regions of tin- globe. M. tenafisttinm of India
yields the valuable jetee-tlher. (S. -e j. >*<-. } M.t"
also K:i-t Indian, product-* :i him- dye, whonco it Is called

tndiffo-ptani. Tht: milky juice of M. crecta, of south.

Knrope, raises blisters on the skin, and taken Internally
la a violent poison. M. suaneolens of Australia is nain. -d

frwjfanl l,:r<'i--it<iitt. and M. ririttijlnra IB the native po-
tato of New South Wales. See cutuluranyo.

Marsdenieae (miirs-de-ni'e-e), . />l. [NL. (Ben-
thnm and Hooker, 18*6), < Mm-xtlriiiit + -ere.] A
tribe of plants of t In? natural ordrr .l.-li'/>i<i<l,

n .

Tin anthers are usually terminated by a hyaline or rarely
opaque ineiii'irane. which is indexed over the disk of the
stigma or is suburuct ; the polllnla are erect anil solitary
in the cells, ami an: parallel with the margin of the stigma.
The trihe emlira.v - ':' geaiera and over 300 species, found
throughout the worl.l.

Marseillais, Marseillaise (miir-se-lya', mar-

se-lya// or ma'r-se-laz'), n. and . [F., masc.
ami fom. (< L. Afa/milieiMis), < Marseille (> E.

Mtirxrillrx), < L. Miutxilia, < Gr. yiaaaa.Ua, a town
in Grallia Narbonensis settled by a Greek colony
from Phociea, now Marseilles. Cf. Afassilitiii.]

I. a. Belonging or pertaining to Marseilles, one
of the chief seaports of France, situated on the
Mediterranean. -Marseillaise Hymn, or The Mar-
seillaise, the national song of the French republic, writ-
ten in April, 1782, by Rotiget do Usle, an officer of engi-
neers at Strasburg, and called by him War-Sony of the

Artnjf of the Rhine.. The Parisians first heard it sung by
a band of patriots from Marseilles, anil gave It the name
by which it has since been known. Kotiget tie Lisle him-
self asserted that he wrote both the words and the mu-
sic In one night. His authorship of the former has never
been disputed ; that of the latter has frequently been, but
apparently on quite insufficient grounds.

II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of the

city of Marseilles. 2. The Marseillaise Hymn.
Seel.
marseilles (mar-salz'), . [So called from Mar-
seilles in France.] A cotton fabric similar to

pique, stiff, and used for men's waistcoats and
summer garments Marseilles quilt Seecounfer-
panti.
marsella (mar-sel'ii), . [Cf. marseilles (1).] A
kind of twilled linen. E. H. Knight.
Marsenia(mar-se'ni-a),M. [NL.(Leach, 1820).]
A genus of gastropods, typical of the family
Mitrseiiiitla:

Marseniidae (mar-se-ui'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Murxeiiiii + -irfos.] A family of twnioglossate
pectinibranchiate gastropods, typified by the

genus Marsfnia. They possess a characteristic protru-
slble rostrum. They have a large thick mantle, a depressed
truncate head with tentacles rising from its angles, eyes
sessile at the outer base of the tentacles, and the teeth of
the radtila In three or seven rows. The rachidian tooth
has a recurved unicuspid or denticulate apex. The shell is

small and mostly entirely Internal. The species Inhabit
all seas, and nearly 40 of them are known. Most If not
all lion- boles in asclilians and sponges to deposit their
ova, and then cover the holes with special lids. Nearly
all are direclous, but a few are tnon.ecions or hermaphro-
dite. Als.> called Muntfiiiadte, Lamellariidas.

marsenioid (miir-so'ni-oid), a. and . [< Mar-
.iniin + -:>i<L] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Marseniidtv.

II. H. A member of the Murxcuiiilu:

marsh (marsh), . [Also dial, mash; < ME.
mcrxli, nu'Wli, < AS. mersi; nurrxt; inerisc (==
MD. mcrnche, maersche = MLG. mcrsch, marseh,
miini-h, LG. marseh, >G. iiuirsrii = Dan. nuirsk),
a marsh, wet ground, prob. orig. 'a place full

of pools,' < mere, a lake, pool, 4- -i*r, E. -ixli l
:

see mere 1 antl -ink*. (Cf. men*/,-, in which the
same suffix appears as a noun-formative.) See
marixli, ;ui t-iiuiv. word of different history.] A
tract of water-soaked or partially overflowed
land; wet, miry, or swampy ground; a piece of
low ground usually more or less wet by reason
of overflow, or scattered pools, but often near-

ly or wholly dry in certain seasons: a swamp;
a fen. Low land subject to overflow by ilit'

tidt>s is called suit-marsh or tide-marsh.

And on the hyest of these hylles, and on the playn of
these valeys, there were incmaylousc great tuarxhes and
danngerous passages.

. tr. of Froissart's t'hron., I. xvfii.

A marsh here is what would in England be called a
meadow, with this dilFemict-, that in our marshes, until

partially drained, a growth of tea-trees (Leptospennuin)
and rushes usually encumbers them. . . . Such is our
marsh a tin" meadow nf ISO or 200 acres, and green in the
driest season.

Mrs. Cfutrl:'* Mfivlitli. My Home In Tasmania, p. 119.

Marsh bent, sec fo-iif-'. =Byn. />'"". ijmi'iinire, Sloufih,
'/', Mufjth. .l/"i-.r.,'.-, l-'fi,. \l:,:r. i:\ceptini "I....I-. Ilir-..-

wortU agree in denoting wet ground. A h-i is character-
ized by vegetation, decayed and decaying, and a treacher-
ous softness. \ 'iici'ninr-' MI' -jifi'i i^ I he u DI -t kind nf bug
or slnngh; it lias depths nf mud, and perhaps a shaking
surfai- \ >'.,../, i a plaee ,if dee]! mild, and perhaps
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water, but generally no vegetation. .S7<m.'/A, >/nayinirtt

and /< ive of sinking in the mire.

.Vilm/< i- ratlu'i Inn, el in ineaiiiii'-'; t : i kinds

grow lii ,11-rntii*, but there is t< much water to allow of

agiienltnie.il paMlui.igc. In the I nited States, howi-vei,

swamp is often used in the restiictetl sense of 'fresh-water
marsh.' A iitarth Is frequently or periodically very wet,
as the salt-uiajvAf-* that are soaked by high tides; It may
or may not be able to produce marM-grass or small
A moron U the worst kind of marsh, large anil too wet for
valuable productiveness. A fen la a marsh abounding in

coarse vegetation; a moor may or may not be wet, its dis-

tinguishing mark being the absence of forests. Fen and
moor are little used in the I nited States.

marshal 1

(mur'sliiil), /. [Formt-rly also niiir-

shall, mareschal, etc.
; < ME. nun-dial, i/mmchal,

marsehalli; mareschalle, < OF. miirwliiil, nini-:-

scal, F. nuirechal = Pr. manegcal = Sp. Pg.
'

nuiriscai= it. tMfitoauo, tMHUealeo, HUUUoauo,
a marshal, a farrier, < ML. maresraleug, mar-
sehalciis, iiiaris<'ii/ux, niarxcalux, < OHG. tuarah-

scalh, MHG. marsehalc, a groom, a master of
the horse, a marshal (also MHG. ntar.tcluil, G.
marschull (after F. ), a marshal) (= MLG. mnr-

schalk, a farrier, blacksmith, marshal, = MD.
maerschalk, a farrier, a marshal, D. maarschtilk,
a marshal; cf. Sw. marskalk = Dan. marskal,
a marshal, < LG. or G.), lit. 'horse-servant,' <

mil ruli (= AS. mrarh), a horse, + gralh (= Goth.

skulks), a servant : see mare* and skulk.] 1. An
officer chargetl with the duty of regulating pro-
cessions and ceremonies, deciding on points of

precedence, and maintaining order: applied
generally to such officers throughout the middle

ages and in more recent times, usually with
some explanatory term : as, marshal of the pal-
ace; marshal of the lists. The functions of the king's
groom or farrier in various European countries were ex-

tended till the royal marshal became one of the highest
military antl civil officers; and the title of marshal was
applied, with qualifications, to a large number of officers

having similar duties. In England the king's marshal
(along with the royal constable till the time of Henry
VIII., and afterward alone) had charge <-( the ordeiiug
of arms, and of all matters of chivalry and knighthood,
etc. ; and he is still represented by the hereditary earl
marshal (which see, under earl)

A semely man oure hostc was withalle,
For to han been a marshal in an halle.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T.( 1. 752.

The office of a connynge vsehere or marshalle with-owt
fable

Must know all.- estates of the church goodly A greable,
And the excellent estates of a kynge with his blode hon-

orable. Dabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

Reason becomes the marshal to my will.

Shak., M. N. D., II. 2. 120.

I nask'd the royal grant ; no marshal by,
As knightly rites require ; nor judge to try ?

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., it 259.

2. A military officer of high rank, usually the

highest under the chief of the state or the min-
ister of war. In many countries the title is commonly
modified by some other term: thus, in England, it has the
form field-marshal; in Germany, feldmarschall ; in France,
marfchal de France.

3. In the United States, a civil officer appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, in each judicial district,
as the executive or administrative officer (cor-

responding to the sheriff of a county) for the
United States Supreme Court, ami for the circuit

and district courts within his district. There are
also marshals for the consular courts In < hina. Japan,
siam. and Turkey. I nited States marshals were formerly
charged with the duty of taking the national census in
their districts ; the officers who take the State census in
certain States are called marshals or census marshals.

4. An officer of any private society appointed
to regulate its ceremonies and execute its or-

ders. 5. In some universities, as in Cam-
bridge, England, an officer attendant upon the
chancellor or his deputy. Karl marshal. Seecnrf.
-Marshal Of France (mfrttW de France), the highest
French military dignitary, the rank being confei red In rec-

ognition of services of special brilliancy in the field, as the
winning of a pitched battle, or the taking of two fortified

places. As the law has stood since 1339, the nuniberof hold-
ers of the marshalship must not be raised beyond six in time
of peace, but may be increased to twelve in time of war. The
office has existed since the early middle ages. Originally
subordinate to the constables of France, since the reign
of Francis I. the title of marxhal of Fraiif? has bad the

importance which it still retains. Marshal Ofthe field*,
one who presided over any outdoor game. llfillitceU.

Marshal ofthe hallt, the person who, at public festivals,

placed ttnrpmit according to his rank. It was his duty
also to preserve peace and order. Ifalliit'i'll. Marshal Of
the King's (or Queen's} Bench, formerly, an officer who
had tile custody of the prison called the King's! or t^ueen's)
Bench.inSonthwark. The act fiando Viet. ,c. xxil..aholMicd
this office, and substituted an officer who is called keeper
ofthei,' Marshal ofthe ldng'B(or queen's)
household, same as kniijM marshal (which see, under
latiiihn. Marshal's Staff, u baton, variously propor-
tioned, forming the lia-lge of otliceof a marshal ; especially,
the long baton of the earl marshal of Kngland. Two of
them a iij tea r in the arms of the I inkc .>[' Norfolk, u ho holds
th office of carl marshal a- a hereditary right. They are
.Tossed in saltier belli nil the shield, tile i-n.lsiinly showing,
and me i epn -enletl as plain round staves, or'eappcd at

marshalship
each end by heads of slightly conical form, sable. Pro-
vost marshal. See pntrogt.

marshal' tinar'shni), c. I.; pn-t. and pp. niiir-

xhali-il nr niiii-sliiilldl, \>\>\\ iiiiii'*liiiliini nr iinir-

xlnilliiiii. (< Hitirxliiin, n.
]

1 . To dispose or set
in order; arrange methodically; array.

Nay, I know yon can better marthal these attain than I

can. //. Junton, Cynthia's KereU, L 1.

Then tnarthaU'd feast
Served up In hall with sewers and seneschals.

Mill:,!,. V. L, IX.87.

Specifically (a) To draw up In battle array; review, u

False wizard, avaunt ! I have marshall'd my elan ;

Their swords are a thousand, their bosoms are one!
Campbell, Ixichiel's Warning.

There was no want of old soldiers who were quite capa-
ble of taanhaUiiuj the recruits.

Lecky, Bug. In 18th Century, xvli.

(6) To order, as a procession.
2. To lead in a desired course; train; disci-

pline.
With feeble steps from marshalling his vines

Returning sad. Fenton. In I'ope's Odyssey.

3. To act as a marshal to; lead as harbinger
or guide ;

usher.

Thou marshall'st me the way that I was going.
Shak., Macbeth, 11. 1. 42.

Our conquering swords shall marshal us the way.
Marloire, Tamburlalne, I., ill. 8.

They marshalled him to the castle-hall.
Where the guests stood all aside.

Scutt, Marmion, L IS.

4. In her. , to dispose (as more than one distinct
coat of arms upon a shield) so as to form a sin-

gle composition ; group, as two or more distinct

shields, so as to form a single composition ; also,

Marshaling. Escutcheon of Elizabeth, Queen of Henry VII.

to associate (such accessories as the helm, man-
tling, crest, etc., and knightly and other insig-
nia) with a shield of arms, thus again forming
a single heraldic composition. 5. To arrange
(the cars of a freight-train) in proper station
order. Car-Builders Diet. [Eng.]_To marshal
assets or securities, to arrange the order of liability of
or charge upon several parcels of property or several funds
to which a claimant has a right to resort for payment of
his demand. For example : A and I) have a claim upon
two funds, c has a claim upon one of them only. A and B
can be compelled to satisfy themselves out of the fund to
which C has not access, before resorting to the other, which
constitutes the only source of payment for him.

marshal'-'t, a. A common old spelling of mar-
tial as confused with marshal*-.

marshalcy (mar'shal-si), n. [Formerly also

marshalcie, marshnlsie, < ME. marshalcie, < OF.
maresehalcie. marshalship,< mareschal, marshal :

see marshal* antl -cy.~\ The office, rank, or posi-
tion of a marshal.
Thin office forego of the martchaleie.

Rob. of Hrunne, p. 292.

marshaler, marshaller (mar'shal-er), n. One
who marshals or disposes in due order.

Dryden was the great refiner of English poetry, and the
best marshatter of words.

Trapp, Pref. to Trans, of .Kneid. (Latham.)

niarshalman (miir'shal-man), H.; pi. mamhal-
men (-men). A marshal.

"

[Rare.]
Xarshalman. .Stand back, keep a clear laiie.

Tennytvn, Queen Mary, I. 1.

marshalsea (miir'shal-se), n. [< marshal +
11 r, {ormerly sea : see see3.) In England (a)
The seat or court of the marshal of the royal
household, (ft) [f^).] A prison in Southwnrk.
London, under the jurisdiction of the marshal
of the royal household. It was abolished in 1842, and
the prisoners, together with those from the Heel prison,
were placed in the Queen's ISench prison (known as the
t^neen's prison until its discontinuance j ;l is<ji. Court
of Marshalsea, a court formerly held before the steward
and marshal of the royal household of England, to admin-
ister justice between the domestic servants of the king or

queen. In the Marshalsea there were two courts of record

(O the'original court of the Marshalsea, which held plea of
all 1 1 espasses c. .mm Itted within the verge that is. ithin
a circle of 12 miles round the soyereign's residence: and (~2)

the palace-court, created by Charles I., and abolished in
1849.

marshalship (miir'shal-ship), . [< marshal +
-x/i//i.] The otlii-e or dignity of a marshal; the



marshalship

state of being a marshal; also, the term of
office of a marshal.

The Duke of Norfolk, with the rod of marshalship, a
coronet on his head.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1, Order of Coronation, 7.

marshbankert (marsh'bang"ker), . An ob-
solete form of mossbunker.

marsh-beetle (marsh
' be "

tl), . [< marsh +
beetle*.] The cattail or reedmace, Typha Ititi-

fnlia. Also marish-beetle, marsh-pestle.
marsh-bellflower (marsh'bel"flou-r), n. A
plant, Campanula aparinoides, growing in bogs
and wet meadows of North America.
marsh:blackbird (marsh'blak'bferd), n. An
American blackbird of the subfamily Agelceince,
and especially of the genus Agelaius, of which
there are several species, chiefly inhabiting
marshes. See cut under Agelceinie.
marshbunker (marsh'bung'

/
ker), n. Same as

mossbunker.

marsh-buttercup (marsh'but"6r-kup), . A
plant of the genus Vittarsia of the gentian fam-
ily. [Australia.]

marsh-cinquefoil (marsh'singk"foil), n. Same
as marsh-fivefinger.
marsh-cress (mSwh'kres), n. A plant, Nastur-
tium palustre. Also called marsh-watercress.
marsh-diver (marsh'dl"ver), n. Some marsh-
bird, perhaps the bittern.

Marsh-divers, rather, maid,
Shall croak thee sister. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

marsh-elder (marsh'ei'der), n. 1. Seeeldert.
2. The wild guelder-rose, Viburnum Opu-

lus.

marsh-fern (marsh'fern), i. One of the shield-

ferns, Aspidium Thelypteris.
marsh-fever (marsh'fe"ver), n. Same as inter-

mittent fever (which see, under fever1 ).

marsh-fish (marsh'fish), . The mudfish, Amia
calra.

marsh-fivefinger (marsh'fiv"fing-g6r), . See
five-finger, 1, and Potentilla.

marsh-flower (marsh'flou"er), n. See Limnan-
themum.

marsh-gas (marsh'gas), . Light carbureted
hydrogen. See fire-damp.
marsh-goose (m'arsh'gos), n. 1. The graylag.

2. Hutchins's goose, Sernicla hutchin.fi.

[North Carolina.]
marsh-grass (marsh'gras), n. 1. Any grass
that grows in marshes. 2. Specifically, any
grass of the genus Spartina, or cord-grass'; also',
Distichlis maritima. [U. S.]
marsh-harrier (marsh'har"i-er), n. A harrier
of the genus Circus, especially C. arruginosus :

so called from their fondness for hunting for

frogs in marshy places. See harrier2
,
2.

marsh-hawk (marsh 'hak), n. The common
American marsh-harrier, Circus hudsonius, the

only member of the Circinee found in North
America : so called from frequenting marshes
and wet meadows in search of its prey, which
consists chiefly of frogs and other reptiles.
The adult male is mostly bluish above and white below

;

the female and the young of both sexes are dark-brown
above, with conspicuous white upper tail-coverts, and be-
low of a light-reddish brown with darker markings. See
cut under CircinCR.

marsh-hen (marsh 'hen), ti. One of several
different birds of the family Ballidce. (a) The
king-rail, Rallus elegans: more fully called fresh-water
marsh-hen, (b) The clapper-rail, Rallus erepitans or lonyi-
rostris: more fully called salt watcrmarsh-henor salt-marsh
hen. Also meadow-hen mud-hen, sedye-hen. (c) The com-
mon American gallinule, Oattinula galeata. See cut un-
der GaUintde. [Local, U.S.] (d) The American coot, Fnlica
americana. [New Eng.] (e) The European gallinule, Gal-
linula chloropits.
Also moat-hen.

marshiness
(mar'shi-nes),
n. The state of

being marshy,
marshland
(marsh

'

land),

"mershland,
AS. merscland,
<mersc, marsh,
+ land, land.]
A marshy dis-

trict; marsh.

Edinburgh .

Rev., CLXVI.
]

301.

marshlyt
(marsh'li), a.

[<ME. merssch-

/!/; < marsh + "^^
->yl.] Marshy. "^Tu'c'ra^^.^Te'Sit

'
"""
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A mersschly lond called Holdernesse.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 2. (Harl. MS.)

marsh-mallow (marsh'mal"6), . [< ME.
*
mershmalwe, < AS. merscmealwe (-mealewe,

-mealuwe), < mersc, marsh, + mealwe, mallow.]
1 . A shrubby herb, Althwa officinalis, growing in

marshy places, especially maritime, in the tem-

perate regions of the Old World, and on the
coast of New England and New York. The flow-

ering stalks are two or three feet high, the leaves broadly
ovate, the moderate-sized flowers pale rose-color, chiefly
in a terminal spike, but some peduncled in the upper axils.

The mucilaginous root is used as a demulcent; it also
forms the basis of well known confections. The name has
been locally applied to other plants, as Malm sylvestris.
See Althaea and althein, and cut in preceding column.
2. A paste or confection made from the root of

this plant. [In this sense usually written

marshmallow."]
marsh-marigold (marsh

' mar *i- gold), n. A
golden-flowered plant, Caltha palustris : in the
United States also called cowslip. See Cciltha

and gowan.
The wild marsh-marigold shines like fire in swamps and

hollows gray. Tennyson, May Queen.

marsh-miasma (marsh'mi-az
//

ma), . Miasma
from marshes or boggy spots ;

the infectious

vapors which arise from certain marshes and
marshy soils, and produce intermittent and re-

mittent fevers.

marsh-nut (marsh'nut), . Same as marking-
nut.

marsh-parsley (marsh'pars"li), n. 1. A plant,
Apium graveolens, varieties of which form the
cultivated celery. 2. A European umbellifer-
ous plant, Peucedanum (Selinum) palustre. Its

root has been used as an antispasmodie.
marsh-peep (marsh'pep), n. The least stint or
Wilson's sandpiper, Tringa (Aetodromas) minu-
tilla, the smallest and one of the most abun-
dant of its tribe in North America.

marsh-pennywort (marsh'pen"i-wert), n. A
creeping umbelliferous plant of Europe, Hy-
drocotyle rulgaris. It is also called white-rot.

See flukewort, and cut under Hydrocotyle.
marsh-pestle (marsh'pes"!), n. Same as marsh-
beetle.

marsh-plover (marsh'_pluv'
/

er), n. The pecto-
ral sandpiper, Aetodromas maculata : a gunners'
misnomer. [Plymouth Bay, Massachusetts.]
marsh-pullet (marsh'puFet), n. The common
American gallinule, Gal/inula galeata. See cut
under gallinule. [Washington, D. C.]
marsh-quail (miirsh'kwal), n. The meadow-
lark, UtitrneUa mngna. [Local, New Eng.]
marsh-ringlet (niarsh'ring'let), n. A kind of

butterfly, Ccenoni/mpha darns.

marsh-robin (marsh'rob"in), .. The chewink
or towhee-bunting. Pipilo cri/throphthalmus: so
called from its hatints, and the reddish color on
the sides of the breast. [Local, U. 8.]
marsh-rosemary (miirsh'r6z"ma-ri), n. 1. A
plant, Stutice Limonium, the root of which is a

strong astringent, and is sometimes used in
medicine. [U. S.] 2. An occasional name of
the wild rosemary. See Ledum.
marsh-samphire (marsh 'sam'fir), n. A leaf-

less, much-branched, jointed, succulent plant,
Salicornia herbacea, found on muddy or moist
sandy shores in both hemispheres. It is eaten
by cattle, and makes a good pickle. See glass-
u-ort and Kalicornia.

marsh-shrew (marsh
'

shro), n. An aquatic
shrew of North America, Neosorexpalustris, and
other species of the same genus. The technical
characters are similar to those of the water-shrew of Eu-
rope, Crossopusfodiens. They inhabit the northern United
States and British America, ranging further south in alpine
regions. See Neosorex.

marsh-snipe (marsh
'

snip), n. The common
American snipe; the meadow-snipe. [Mary-
land, U. S.]

marsh-tackey (m&nh'tak'i), n. A small horse

peculiar to the coast-line of the southern United
States; a swamp-pony. Sportsman's Gazetteer.

marsh-tea (marsh'te), n. See Ledum.
marsh-tern (marsh'tern), n. The gull-billed
tern or sea-swallow, Gelochelidon tMotica or ati-

glica, of Europe, Asia, and America. See cut
under Gelochelidon.

marsh-tit (marsh'tit), n. A European titmouse,
Parvapahlftris. closely resembing the coal-tit.

marsh-trefoil (marsh
'
tre "

foil), n. See bog-
bean and Meni/anthes.
marsh-watercress (marsh' wa'ter-kres), n.
Same as marsh-cress.

marshwort(marsh'wert),n. 1. The cranberry,
Vaccinimn Oxycoccus. 2. The umbelliferous
plant Helosciadium (Siuni) nodifloriim. [Eng.]

Marsilea

marsh-wren (marsh'ren), n. One of several
different wrens which breed exclusively in

marshes. Two are common in the United States, of
which the best-known is the long billed marsh-wren, Cis-

tuthnrus palustris, found in suitable localities throughout
most of North America. It is scarcely 5 inches long,
above brown with a dorsal patch of black streaked with
white, below white shpded on the sides, flanks, and cris-

sum, the tail with fine blackish bars on a brown ground.
This little bird is noted for its great globular nests with a
hole in the side, affixed to the reeds and other rank herb-

Long-billed Marsh-wren (.Cistothorus pal*

age of the marshes it colonizes. It lays from 6 to 10 eggs
of chocolate-brown color, but many of the nests never
have eggs in them, being apparently built and used by the
males alone. A variety of this species found in California
is known as the tide wren. The short-billed marsh-wren,
C. ttellaris, isquitedifferent, being almost entirely streaked
above with black and white, besides the distinction im-

plied in the name. It nests differently, lays white eggs, is

less abundant* and is chiefly observed in the United States
east of the Mississippi. Other kinds of marsh-wrens,
mostly like the short-billed, inhabit Mexico, Central and
South America, and the West Indies, but none of this ge-
nus are found in the Old World.

marshy (mar'shi), a. [< ME. mershy, merschy;
< marsh + -y

1
."] 1. Partaking of the nature of a

marsh; swampy; fenny.
No natural cause she found, from brooks or bogs
Or marshy lowlands, to produce the fogs.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i.

2. Produced in or peculiar to marshes.
Feed

With delicates of leaves and marshy weed.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 277. (Latham.)

In snipes the colours are modified so as to be equally in

harmony with the prevalent forms and colours of marshy
vegetation. A. S. Wallace, Nat. Select, p. 53.

Marsian (mar'si-au), a. [< Marsi (see Mamie)
+ -an.'] Same as Marsic.

The ruins of the old Marsian city of Alba.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 21.

Marsic (miir'sik), a. [< L. Marsicus, < Marsi (see
def. ).] Of or pertaining to the Marsi, a Sabine
people of ancient Italy, living in the Apennines
around Lake Fucinus : as, the Marsic or Social
War (a contest against Kome, 90-88 B. c., of
confederated tribes under the lead of the Marsi).
Marsilea(mar-sirf-a),. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1767),
named after Aloysius Marnili, an early Italian

naturalist.] A genus of aquatic or subaquatic

Marsilea guadrifolia.
a, the sporocarp or conceptacle ; b, a sporocarp with valves opencil

and emitting the mucilaginous cord, which Itears the sori.

cryptogamous plants, typical of the order Mar-
xilfiH'rw. Tht-y have wide-creeping rootstocks, and leaves

produced singly or in tufts from nodes of the rootstock,
each consisting of a petiole and four sessile, equally spread-
ing, deltoid-cuiieate or oblanceolate leaflets with flabellate

anastomosing veins. The conceptacles or sporocarps are
ovoid or beaiushaped and two-valved, and emit a mucila-

ginous cord upon which are borne numerous oblong-cylin-
drical sori, each sorus containing numerous microsporangia
and few macrosporangia. The genus is widely distributed,
and embraces 40 species, of which 4 are North American.
M. Dnimmfmdii is the Australian nardoo. Sometimes writ-
ten Marsttia,



[NL.
.

)

Marsileacese

Marsileacese (miir-sii . a'-e-e), . j>l.

(A. I

J
. ill' CandiiUc. 1890), < MartUta 4-

An order of leptosporangiate heterosporous
fom-like plants, in which Hie fructification

consists of spoi'ocai'pK either borne mi peduii-
I'li'S which rise from tin' mot:- lock ne:ir the leaf-

stiilk or consolidated with it, and contains both
macrosporoH and microspores.

Marsilieae (nmr-si-li'c-c), ./>/. CNL - (Baker,
INK"), < Min-fiili-a + -iete.] With some systema-
tic! s, a suborder of plants of the order Jtln -

carpr(e,orheterospoT(tusFilicinea; virtually the
same as the order .M/n-xili near.

Marsilly carriage. A naval gun-carriage, in
use with smooth-bore guns, having no front

trucks, the front transom resting directly on
the deck of the ship.
marsipobranch (mar'si-po-brangk), a. and .

[See Marxipolii-HiirliH.] 1. <i. Having pursed
gills; pertaining to the Marsipobranchii, or

having their characters.

II. . A vertebrate of the class Marsipo-
branchii; a myzont or myxine fish.

Marsipobranchiata (miir'si-po-brang-ki-a'tft),
a.

/it. [NL.] Same as Marsipobranchii.
marsipobranchiate (mar"si-po-braug'ki-at), a.

and a. [As VantfObron^m + -ate 1
.'] Same

as uiarxiiMibraHcli.

Marsipobranchii (miir'si-po-brang'ki-i), . ///.

[NL., < Gr. ftapamof or/Mpavjrof, a pouch, bag (see
marxupiiiHi), + fl/iayx1", gills-] A group of ver-

tebrates, vari-

ously denomi-
nated by natu-
ralists. In all

systems of classifi-

cation it consists
of those Vertebra-
fa which have the
skull imperfectly
developed, the no-
tochord not con-
tinued beyond the

pituitary body, the
brain distinctly

Skeleton of Head and }'ouch-like c.ilk of
Lamprey (Petromyxo*), a marsipobranch.
an, auditory capsule ; t>, cartilaginous

branchial "
basket, depending from verte-

bral column, with seven complete descend-
ing branchial arches united by transverse
bands between which are the

gill-openings,and covering the heart at the pitrt where the
letter A is placed ; t, ethmovomerine carti-

lage; A, rudiment of nvoid ; ft, neural arches differentiated, the
ol vertebra:; / /, palatoquadrate (or ptery- I,....,.* WPn ,lnvf>l
gopalatme) afcli. the hinder pier of which

"

represents a suspensorium, though there is no
lower jaw.

oped, with an auri-

cle and a ventricle,
the gills forai ing

fixed sacs within branchial apertures on each side, six or
more in number, the lower jaw defective, and the mouth
round like a sucker, whence the alternative name Cyclo-
stomi. In the earlier systems the Marsipobrattchii were
regarded as an order or a subclass of fishes ; they are now
designated as a class of Vertebrate, and divided into two
primary groups, llypernartia, and Ilyperotrcta, the former
comprising the lampreys, the latter the hags. Both are
known as ini/zonts. Marsipobranchii is a synonym of Cy-
ctostomi and Cyclogtmnata, 2. See cut under lamprey.

marsoon (milr-son'), n. [Corruption of F. mar-
souin, OF. marsouin, < OHG. merixwin, MHG.
merswiii, Q. mcerschwein = MLGr. mcrsirn= Sw.
Dan. marsvin, lit. 'sea-hog': see mereswine.]
The white whale, Delphiitapterus or Beluga leii-

cas. See cut under Delphlnap-
terus. [Local, Canada.]
marsupia, . Plural of mar-
XII

/I
ill III.

marsupial (mar-su'pi-al), a.

and . [< NL. marsupialis, <

L. iiiiirxii/iiiini. a pouch: see

marmipium.] I. a. 1. Having
the character of a bag, pouch,
or marsupium; marsupiate.
2. Of or pertaining to a mar-

supium: as, marsupial bones.
3. Provided witti a marsu-

pium; specifically, pertaining
to the .}fnrxii/iiali<i, or havinj; their characters.
Marsupial bones, epipubic bones, scleroskeletal os-

sitleiitions develojtt'd in the tendon
of the external oblique muscle of the
abdomen of Implacental mammals,
and articulated with the pubic bones :

supposed by some to be related to the

support of the pouch, and known to
have an office in relation to the mus-
cle which acts upon the mammary
glands. Marsupial capsule. See
capnde. Marsupial frog. See
Aw*.

II. n. A member of the order

Marsiipialiii ; any implacen-
tal didelphinn mammal. Also
called iiHirxii/iinti'.

- Herbivo-
rous marsupials. See herbinirau. sh

Marsupialia
__

(mar-su-pi-a'-

Pelvis of Echidna,
front view, showing
m, marsupial bones ;

it, ilium; /, pnbis;
s, sacrum.

lVUi.Mlf.1 __
injf Af, in.ir-t:pi,ii

It,
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the young; the marsupials or pouched animals.
There being no developed placenta, thr period of gesta-
tion is very brief, anil the young are born extremely small,
imperfect, and i|Uite helpless. In this state they are im-
IIH iliiitely transferred to the ixmch un the belly of the

mother, where are the teats, to which the little creatures
ailliere thinly for a while, completing their development
)>y MII kinx milk. As they grow larger and stronger, they
are able to let go and take hold of the teat again; and even
after leaving the pouch they may for a while retreat to It,

or be carried about elsewhere on the mother's body. (See
cut under mannasr.) The uterus is double, and the va-

gina also is more or less completely divided Into two
separate passages (whence the name Didelphia)', the scro-

tum of the male la abdominal in position, and pendu-
lous, In front of the penis. The corpus callosum is ru-

dimentary, but the cerebral hemispheres are connected
by a well-developed anterior commissure. The angle
of the mandible is normally Inflected, There is a wide
range of adaptive modification In the structural details
of the marsupials, the order In itself including represen-
tatives or analogues of nearly all the other orders of mam-
mals, as the carnivorous, the insectivorous, the herbivo-

rous, etc. At the present time the marsupials are emi-

nently characteristic of the Australian region, only the

Didelphyuke or opossums being found in America; but
In former epochs the distribution of the marsupials was
general, and some of the oldest known mammalian fossils

of Mesozoic age are supposed to belong to this order. It
has been variously subdivided. Owen In 1839 divided it

into five tribes, Sarniphaga, Entftmophaga, Carpophaga,
Poephaya, and nhizpha<ia. A main division, based on the

dentition, is into Diprotodontia and Pulyprtttodontia. In
1872 Gill made the four suborders Khizophaga, Syndactifli,

Dagyurumorpha, and Didelptiimnrpha, with nine families,
Phatcolomyidtr, Stacropoduta', Tarriptdidfe, Phalangixti-
d<K, PhtwcolarcHtloK, Peramelida>, Da*ifurid<et Mynnecobi-
idte, and Diflelphffidai, for the living forms, and four fossil

families, DipratndmMda, Thylacoleiintidae, Playiaulaculir,
and Dromatheriidee. Also called Margupiata.

marsupialian (mar-su-pi-a'li-an), a. and n. [<

marsupial -I- -tan.] Same as nmrsiqilal.
marsupian (mar-su'pi-an), a. and . Same as

marnupial.
Marsupiata (mar-su-pi-a'til), n. pi. [NL., neat,

pi. of martmpiatiis, pouched: see marsupiate.~]
Same as Marsupialia.
marsupiate (miir-su'pi-at), a. and n. [< NL.
marsupiatus, pouched, < L. marsupium, a pouch :

see marnupium.~\ Same as marsupial.
marsupiated (mar-su'pi-a-ted), o. [< marsu-

piate + -erf2.] Same as marsupial.

marsupium (miir-su'pi-um), .
; pi. marsupia

(-a). [L., also marsuppiiim, < Gr. /lapaimov. also
written /iapairr-iov, /lapavTTtov, fiapainretav, dim. of

fiapat-of, ftapaiiriros, /uipaiirof, a pouch, bag.] 1 .

In Bom. antiq., a purse of the kind usually borne
in the hand of Mercury, and indicating his char-
acter as god of gain. 2. In me<t., a sack or

bag in which any part of the body is fomented.
3. In joo/., a purse- or pouch-like receptacle

for the eggs or young, more external than any
of the proper organs of gestation ;

a brood-

pouch of any kind, (a) In mammal., the duplica
tion of the skin of the abdomen of Marsujiialia, forming a

pouch in which the mammary glandsopen, and into which
the Imperfectly developed young are transferred at birth,
to be nourished until they are able to move about, (ft)

In oniith. : (1) A temporary fold of the skin of the belly of
a penguin, in which the egg may be contained for a time.

(2) The pecten or bourse, a vascular erectile organ In the

eye of a bird, formed of pectinated folds of the choroid
coat lying in the vitreous humor, and extending a variable
distance toward or to the crystalline lens: supposed by
some to effect or assist in the accommodation of the eye.
(<> In ii'litli. : (1) A receptacle in which the pipe-fishes and
sea-horses carry their young : it is developed in the male.
(2) The pouch-like arrangement of the gills of a marsipo-
branchiate fish, as a hag or lamprey, (d) In Crustacea, a
receptacle for the eggs, formed by the bases of some of
the legs of certain crustaceans, as the opossum-shrimps
or Mysidce.

4. In mint., the alar ligaments (which see,
under alar).
mart1

(mart), n. [Contr. of market, prob. due
to the D. form markt : see market.] 1. A place
of sale or traffic

;
seat of trade ; market.

If any born at Ephesus be seen
At any Syracusian marts and fairs,/
... he dies. SAa*., C. of E., I. 1. 18.

Certalne it Is, Rome thereby becomes a rich Mart, where
the marchants of the Earth resort from all places of the
Earth to buy beauen. Pvrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 127.

2f. Trade; traffic; purchase and sale; market.

Christ could not suffer that the temple should serve for
a place of mart Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 12.

It standeth vpon a mighty rlner, and is a kinde of porte
towne, hauing a great marte exercised therein.

Halcluyt'g Voyaget, I. 61.

Xow I
play a merchant's part.

And venture madly on a desperate mart.

SAo*.,T. of theS., li. 1.329.

li-ii), ii.
i>l. [NL., neut. pi. of i- hium; 'o, obnnnv mart 1

(mart), r. [< mart 1
, ., or contr. of

iiiiirxnpiiilix: see murxiipidl.] tE!?V mummt^. mnrkrt, r.] I. iiitrann. To traffic ; deal.
An order of the class Mam-

\

iumtar vertel
If he shall think It fit

iiniliii, coextensive with the A saucy stranger in his court to mart,
subclass IHiMpliiii. tontainin-: implacental

As in a Romish stew. SAa*., Cymbellue, I. 6. 151.

mammals usually provided with a marsupium II. trans. To make market for; trade in;
or pouch for the reception and nourishment of buy and sell; deal in or with.

marten
Yon y JHI. i If

Are much condemned to have an itching palm ;

To sell and marl your nftlcei for u"<l'l

To undeservers. Shak., J. ('., Iv. s. 11.

Never was man so palpably abused :

My ton so basely marled, and myself
Am made the subject of your mirth and scorn.

JJ. Jonton, Case is Altered, iv. f..

Mart*, (mart), H. [ME. Mart, < OF. Mart, < L.
Marx (Mnrt-), Mars: see Mar.'} 1. Same a

Mars,l. (.'Imiirrr; N/ienner. Hence 2. ['.(.]

War; warfare; battle; contest. [Rare.]
My father (on whose face he durst not look
In equal marl), by his fraud circumvented,
Became his captive.

Hamnger, Bashful Lover, it, 7. (Latham. )

mart3 (mart), n. [Abbr. of Martinmas.] 1.

['"/>.] Martinmas.
And their workes, let him reade Ilnxdorslus and his

Rlbliotheca Rabblnlca, printed this last Mart.
Pvrchat, Pilgrimage, p. 177.

2. A cow or ox fattened to be killed (usually
about Martinmas) and salted or smoked for
winter provision. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]
Each family killed a tiuirt, or fat bullock, in November,

which was salted up for winter use. Scott, Monastery, i.

mart4
t (mart), H. [A corrupt form of marque,

mart:*: see marque.] Same as marque. tet-
ters Of mart, scripts Of mart. See letter o/maryttr,
under marque.

martagon (mar'ta-gon), n. [< F. Sp. marta-
qon = It. martagone (NL. Martagon).] The
Turk's-cap lily, Lilium Martauon. The bulbs
are said to be eaten by the Cossacks.
martel (mar'tel), *. [OF. and F. martel = Sp.
martillo = Pg. It. martello, a hammer, < L. mar-
tuhis, marcvlus, dim. of marcux, a hammer.] A
hammer as a weapon for striking; a war-ham-
mer.

Formidable martflt were In vogue during the bronze
period. Jour, of the Archceol. At'e.

martelt (mar'tel), r. t. or i. [< F. marteler (=
Pr. martellar = Sp. martillar = Pg. martellar =
It. martellare), < martel, a hammer: see martel,
n.] To hammer; strike.

Her dreadfnll weapon she to him addrest,
Which on his helmet martellcd so hard,
That made him low incline his lofty crest.

Speruer, F. Q., III. vii. 42.

martel-de-fer (mar'tel-de-fer), n. A weapon
used in Europe during the middle ages, espe-
cially during the fif-

teenth century, (a)
A long-handled weapon
used by foot-soldiers,

especially In the defense
of fortified walls and in
action against mount-
ed men-at-arms. The
plomme' was a common
form of it. (6) A short-
handled weapon, used
with only one hand by
mounted men. It was
common to furnish it

with one blunt or den-
tated face and with a

sharp point or beak on
the opposite side of the
handle, but in some cases
both sides were pointed.
The short-handled ham-
mers were frequently
made Of metal through-
mi* Alart ,.oll,..l hn*v*out. Also called hone-
man I hammer.

marteline (miir'te- iae
lin), . [F., dim. of
martel: see martel, .] A small hammer or
mallet used by sculptors and marble-workers.
It is pointed at one end and square or diamond-
shaped at the other. E. ff. Knight.
marteline-chisel (mar'te-lin-chiz'el), n. A
form of sculptors' chisel with a serrated edge.
martellato (mar-tel-la'to). [It., pp. of martel-

/are,strike: see martel,v.] In music, struck with
a sudden, emphatic blow : used of the tones of
a melody or of successive chords that are in-
tended to be markedly distinct and more or less

staccato, especially in violin- and pianoforte-

playing.
martellement (F. pron. mar-tel'mon), nrfr. [F.,
< It. martellumente, < martellare, strike, hammer:
see martel, r.] In music for the harp, with an
acciaccatura or with a redoubled stroke.

martello tower. See toirer.

marten1
(raiir'ten), n. [Formerly also martin;

early mod. E. martern, martrone (prop, the fur
of the marten, orig. adj.: see marterin). for
earlier marter, martre, < F. martre, marte = Pr.
mart = Sp. Pg. marta = It. martora, < ML. mor-
IHX. Hiiirtiiri.*, Hiiirilariis. manliiliiK, m/inlaritis,
L. martex (found but once, in a doubtful read-

Marteis-de-fer.

.'
Horsernaa's hammer ofabout the

time of Edward I\ . a. Martel-cte-
fer ,lm<. of H VIII M artei-

de-fer, time of Edward VI. tManel-
Ume



marten

ing), of Teut. origin: OHG. niunlti; MHG. mar-

der, mailer, G. murder = D. inurter (with forma-
tive -r), = OHG. mart = AS. mearth = Icel.

tnordlir = Sw. m&rd = Dan. maar, a marten;
no Goth, form recorded.] 1. A digitigrade car-

nivorous quadruped of the family Mustelidte,

subfamily Mustelines, and genus Mustcla or Mar-
tes, of which there are several species, all in-

habiting the northern hemisphere. The name
was originally given to the common pine-marten, Mnstela
martes or Maries abietuin., of the northerly parts of Europe.
This animal is about 18 inches long, with a full bushy tail

12 inches long, and thus rather larger than a house-cat,
but standing much lower, on account of the shortness of
the legs. The fur, consisting of three kinds of hairs, is

full and soft, and of an extremely variable shade of brown,
usually paler on the head and under parts. A closely re-

lated species is the stone- or beech-marten, Mustelafoina,
of Great Britain and many other parts of Europe ;

it is, on
the average, smaller in size, with a whitish throat and infe-
rior pelage. The American pine-marten, M. americana,
is similar, but specifically distinct; it inhabits the north

American Sable or Pine-marten (.Miistela americana).

erly United States and the whole of British America, and
is commonly called the American sable. The Siberian or
true sable is M. zibellina, of blackish color and with an ex-

tremely rich and valuable fur. The pekan, fisher, or Pen-
nant's marten, Mustela pennanti, much larger than any of
the foregoing and of a blackish color, is a very distinct

species peculiar to northerly North America. See sable,
and cut under fisher, 2.

Those that, in Norway and in Finland, chase
The soft-skind Martens, for their precious cace.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

2. A carnivorous marsupial of the genus Phas-
cogale, as the spotted marten of Australia.

[Australia.]
marten2

!,
An obsolete spelling of martin2 .

martert, n. An obsolete form of marten1
.

martern!, martrin!, n. [Early mod. E. also

martron; < ME. marlrin, also marterou, mnrtern,
martron, < OF. marferine, mnrtrine, the fur of the

marten, fern, of marterin, martrin, of the mar-
ten, < martre, the marten: see marten 1

.] 1.

The fur of the marten.
Ne martryn, ne sabil, y trowe, in god fay,
Was none founden in hire garnement.

Lydaate. (Halliwell. under martern.)
2. A marten.
The Lyserne, the Beauer, the Sable, the Martron, the

black and dunne fox. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 479.

Martes (mar'tez), n. [NL., < L. martes, a mar-
ten: see marten*.'] The specific name of the
common pine-marten, used as a generic desig-
nation of the martens : same as Mustela. Cu-
vier, 1797.

martext (mar'tekst), 11. [< mar*, v., + obj.
text.] A perverter of texts; a blundering or

ignorant preacher : used as a proper name by
Shakspere.

I have been with Sir Oliver Martext, the vicar of the
next village. Shak., As you Like it, ill. 3. 43.

marthy (mar'thi), n. The burbot. [Hudson's
Bay.]
martial (mar'shal), a. and n. [= F. martial =
Sp. Pg. marcial "= It. marziale, < L. martialix,
of or pertaining to Mars, or war, < Mars, the god
of war: see Mars.] I. a. I. [cop.] Pertaining
to or characteristic of the god Mars.

This is his hand
;

His foot Mercurial, his Martial thigh.
Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 310.

2. Of or pertaining to war ; of warlike charac-
ter; military; warlike; soldierly: as, a martial

equipage or appearance; martial music
;
& mar-

tial nation.
And shew'd to them such martiale sport
With his long bow and arrow,
That they of him did give report.
True Tale of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 360).

How farest thou, mirror of all martial men?
Slmk., 1 Hen. VI., i. 4. 74.

With glittering firelocks on the village green
In proud array a martial band is seen.

0. W. Holmes, A Family Record.

3. Having reference to a state of war, or to a
military organization; connected with the army
and navy: opposed to aril : as. martial law; a
court martial.
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They proceeded in a kind of martial justice.

Bacnii, Holy War.

The Laws themselves, civil as well as martial, were pub-
lished and executed in Latin. Ilowell, Letters, ii. 68.

Now martial law commands us to forbear.

Pope, Iliad, vii. 35i.

4. [cap.] Pertainingto orresemblingtheplanet
Mars.

The natures of the fixed stars are . . . esteemed martial
or jovial according to the colors whereby they answer
these planets. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 14.

We can actually see his [Mars'sJ polar snows accumulate
during the Martial winter and melt away at the approach
of the Martial summer. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 382.

5f. In old ctem,, having the properties of iron.

Why should the Chalybes or Bilboa boast*
Their harden'd iron, when our mines produce
As perfect martial ore? J. Philips, Cider, 1.

^thiops martial*. See rethiops. Martial law, law

imposed by the military power ; that military rule or au-

thority which exists in time of war, and is conferred by the
laws of war, in relation to persons and things under and
within the scope of active military operations, and which ex-

tinguishes or suspends, for the time being, civil rights and
the remedies founded upon them, so far as this may he
necessary in order to the full accomplishment of the pur-
pose of the war. The person who exercises martial law is,

however, liable in an action for any abuse of the authority
thus conferred. It is the application of military govern-
ment thegovernment of force to persons and property
within its scope, according to the laws and usages of war,
to the exclusion of municipal government in all respects
where the latterwould impair the efficiency of military law
ormilitaryaction. Benet. See military law, nnAermilitary.

Martial music, music for military purposes, or of a
similar kind ; music characterized by spirit, impetuosity,
heavy duple rhythm, sonority, and brilliance. Martial
salts*, an old name of salts of iron. =Syn. 2 and 3. Mar-
tial, Warlike, Military. The opposite of martial is civil, of
icarlike is peaceful, of military is civil or natxtl. Warlike
applies most to the spirit or ingrained habits, as the war-
like tribes of the north, but it also applies to that which is

like war or naturally goes with war : as, warlike prepara-
tions; warlike rumors. Martial applies to that which is

connected with war in a general way, or with war as active,
and especially as appealing to the eye or the ear : as, mar-
tial music, din, pomp, appearance, array. Military applies
more closely to things connected with the actual putting
of soldiers into service : thus, a court martial is composed
of military officers, and may therefore be called a military
court ; it applies martial law ; its members appear in full

'military dress.

Il.t H. A soldier, or military man.
The Queen of martial*

And Mars himself conducted them.
Chapman, Iliad, xviii. 469.

Others strive
Like sturdy Martials far away to drive
The drowsy Droanes that harbour in the hive.

Fuller, David's Sinne, st. 36. (Dairies.)

martialism (miir'shal-izm), n. [< martial +
-ism.] The character of being martial; war-
like spirit or propensity; military character.

Such a young Alexander for affecting martialism and
chivalrie ; such a young Josiah for religion and piety.

Creation of the Prince of Wales, D. 2, 1610. (Latham.)
He [Skobeleff ]

had got about him a rugged, motley crowd
of stanch fighting men, of whose marttalism he had had
experience in his Asiatic warfare.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 29.

niartialist (mar'shal-ist), n. [= It. martialista

(Florio) ;
as martial + -ist.] A warrior or sol-

dier; a military man.
The exquisite portraiture of a perfect martialist, con-

sisting in three principall pointes : wisedome to governe,
fortitude to perfourme, liberalitie to incourage.

Greene, Euphues to Philantus (1587).

One Cosroes, of the enemies' part, held up his finger
to me, which is as much with us martialists as "I will

fight with you." Beau, and Ft., King arid Xo King, ii. 1.

martialize (mar'shal-Iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

martialieed, ppr. martial/zing. [< martial +
-ize.] To render martial or warlike. Imp.
Diet.

martially (mar'shal-i), adv. In a martial man-
ner.

martial-mant, . A martialist
;
a soldier.

Martial-men were never more plentiful than in this

King's (Edward III.'sJ Reign. Baker, Chronicles, p. 133.

martialness (mar'shal-nes), n. The quality of

being martial or warlike.
Martian (mar'shan), a. [< ME. Martian, < L.
Murtiaiiiis (as a personal name), < Martius, of

Mars, < Mars (Mart-) ,
Mars : see Mars. ] 1 . Of or

pertaining to the god Mars or to war; warlike.

The judges, which thereto selected were.
Into the Martian field adowne descended
To deeme this doutfull case, for which they all contended.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 6.

2. Of or pertaining to the planet Mars ; Mar-
tial.

The rate of retardation of the Martian rotation by solar
tidal friction. Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 203.

Perhaps even indications derived as to the nature of the
mysterious Martian canals. Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 26.

martin 1
!, An obsolete spelling of mat-ten*.

martinetism

martin- (mar'tin), . [< Martin, < F. Martin,
a man's name (chiefly with ref. to St. Martin),
used in various applications, esp., in F., in sev-
eral names of birds, as martin-pe'ehevr (= Sp.
martin pesc.ad.nr}, a kingfisher, oiseau Ac St. Mar-
tin, the ringtail ;

< ML. Martinus, a man's name,
< L. Mars (Mart-), Mars: see -Mar*.] 1. Any
swallow of the family Hirundinidw ; a marti-
net

;
a martlet. The name has no specific meaning, and

is commonly used with a qualifying term. The house-
martin (or house-swallow), llirundo or Chelidan urbica of

Europe, is one of the best-known, so named because it

nests under the eaves of houses. (See Chelidon.) The
sand-martin, Cotile or Climcola riparia, common to Europe,

House-martin (Chelidon urbica}.

Asia, and America, is oftener known as the bank-swallow.

(See Cotile, and cut under bank-wallow.) Purple martins
are the several American species of the genus Progne
one of which, P. subis or purpurea. is an abundant and
familiar bird of the United States ; it is one of the largest
of the swallow family, and the adult male is entirely of a

glossy blue-black color. (See cut under Progne.) A few
birds not of this family are sometimes called martins, as
the king-bird or tyrant flycatcher of Xorth America, Ty-
rannus carolinengte, popularly known as the bee-martin.

(See cut under kino-bird.) Kingfishers are sometimes
called by their French name, martin-pi'cheur. Also called

martinet.

2f. An ape. Encyc. Diet.
Who knoweth not that apes men martini call ?

A Whip for an Ape, or Martin Displaced (1589).

3. See the quotation. [Slang.]
And in this practice [disguising themselves] all their

villany consists : for I have heard and partly know a high-
way lawyer rob a man in the morning, and hath dined with
the martin or honest man so robbed the same day at an
Inne being not descried, nor yet once mistrusted or sus-

pected for the robbery. Rowlands, Hist. Rogues.

4. A tool for grinding or polishing stone, it con-
sists of a brass plate faced with a flat stone. An opening
is pierced through the plate and stone to permit sand to

pass through and come between the martin and the stone
which is beingground. Black martin, Cypselusapus, the
common black swift of Europe. See cut under swift.

martinet1
(mar'ti-net), n. [< F. martinet (=

Sp. Pg. martinete; ML. martineta), a martin,
swift, dim. of martin, used in names of birds:
seemartin 2

. Hence martlet1
.] Inonu'M.,same

as martin2
,
1.

Those birds which have but short feet, as the swift and
martinet. Ray, Works of Creation, i.

martinet2! (mar'ti-net), n. [< F. martinet, a
eat-o'-nine-tails, tilt-hammer, etc.

, variously ap-
plied, but not found as in def .

; perhaps a par-
ticular use of the personal name Martinet (cf.
martinet1 ), but cf. OF. martelet, dim. of martel.
a hammer: see martel.] _Vot, the name for-

merly given to a small line fastened to the leech
of a sail to bring it close to the yard when the
sail is furled. Also martnet.

martinet3! (mar'ti-net), n. [< ME. martinett, <

OF. martinet (ML. tnartinetus),
" a water-mill

for an iron forge" (Cotgrave), or a forge-ham-
mer driven by water-power ; cf. martinet1

,
mar-

<jei2,etc.] 1. Some kind of water-mill. Catii.

Anglwum, p. 229. 2. A military engine of the
middle ages.

Him passing on,
From some huge martinet, a ponderous stone
Crushed. Southey, Joan of Arc, viii. (Davies.)

martinet4 (mar-ti-nef), n. [Said to be so call-

ed from General Martinet, who regulated the
French infantry in the reign of Louis XIV. No
F. use of the word in the sense of a disciplina-
rian appears.] Arigid disciplinarian, especially
in the army or navy ;

a stickler for routine or

regularity in small details.

He is shown to us pedantic and something of a martinet
in church discipline and ceremony.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 143.

martinetism (mar-ti-net'izm). ii. [(.martinet*
+ -ism.] The methods of a martinet; a rigid
enforcement of discipline; strict mechanical
routine.
These young men have not been trained in the martinet-

ism of the Military and Naval academies.
The American, XI. 36.



martingale

martingale, martingal (niiir'tiiig-giii, -gal), .

[< F. mtii'tiiti/iilr, a martingale (dc'f. 1 ), a particu-
lar IISC I if Hill I'll Ill/Ill' (('/111 llwxi'llll Illlll lilll/ll /')(=
Sp. It. mia'tini/ala), a kind of breeches (cf. OF.
niiii'ti'iiijiilli",

a kind of dance common in Prov-

ence), < .Martiijul, an inhabitant of Miirtigues, <

Miirtii/Hi'x, a place in Provence.] 1. In a horse's
harness, a strap passing between the fore legs,
fastened

1

at one end to tne girth under the belly,
and at the other to the bit or the musrol, or
forked and ending in two rings through which
the reins arc passed, intended to hold down I lie

head of the horse. See cut under harness
1

*.

What a hunting head she carries ! sure she has been rid-

den with a inartinyale. Beau, ami /'.'., Scornful Lady, 11. 1.

2. yant., a short perpendicular spar under the

bowsprit-end, used for guying down the head-
stays. Also called dwphin-xlriki-r. See cut
under dolpltin-xtriki'i: 3. A mode of play in
such games as rouge et noir which consists in

staking double the amount of money lost. The
American Hoyle.
You have not played

us yet? Do not do so; above all,

avoid a inartinyiile if you do. Flay ought not to be an af-

fair of calculation, but of inspiration.
Thackeray, \ewcoines, xxvllt.

The fallacy of those who devise sure methods of defeat-

ing the bank (martini/ales, as they are termed) lies in the
fact that they neglect to consider that the fortune of any
one gambler, compared to that of the bank, is small.

Science, X. 44.

Martingale backropes, small chains or ropes extending
from the lower end >f the martingale to the ship's bows on
either Bide: same as yob-lineg. Martingale Stays or

guys, small chains or wire ropes extending from the outer
ends of the jib boom and Hying jib boom to the lower end
of the martingale.

Martini-Henry rifle. See rifle.

Martinisht (mar'tin-ish), a. [< Martin (see
Martiuixt, 1) + -ish 1

."]
Of or pertaining to the

Martiuists. See Martinist, 1.

This Minting/, and Counter-martlnlsh age.
G. Harvey, Four Letters.

Martinist (mar'tin-ist), H. [Also Martenist;
< Martin (see def.) + -i'st.] 1. One of those
who wrote the tracts or pamphlets attacking
prelacy (1588-9) which gave rise to the Mar-
prelate controversy, or a defender or supporter
of them. See Marprelate controversy.
Biting petitions and Satyrick i'asquils (worthy of such

Bp. Oaiiden, Tears of the Church, p. 81. (Daeirs.)

This pure Martinist, if he were not worse. Greene.

Pap Hutchet talketh of publishing a hundred mery tales
of certalne poore Marlinists.

O. Harvey, Pierce's Supererogation.

2. A member of a school of religionists formed
originally by the Chevalier St. Martin (1743-
1803), a few years before the French Revolution
broke out: a kind of pietistic imitation of free-

masonry. The Martinists were transplanted to

Kussia during the reign of Catherine II. Rliiut,

Diet, of Sects.

martinite (miir'tin-it), . A hydrous calcium

phosphate occurring as a pseudomorph after

gypsum in the island of Curacao, West Indies.

Martinmas (miir'tin-mas), H. [Formerly also
Martiuiax, .Martli'iiitix: <. Martin (see def.) +
maxgl. Hence, by abbr., mart3.] A church
festival formerly kept on November llth, in

honor of St. Martin, tne patron saint of France.
He was bishop of Tours during the latter part of the fourth
century, and destroyed in large measure the heathen al-

tars remaining in his day. In Scotland this day is a half-

yearly term-day on which rents are paid, servants enter on
their engagements, etc. Martinmas beef, beef galled or
smoked at Martinmas for whiter use. Cf. mart\ -2.

I'nder Charles the Second It was not till the beginning
of November that families laid In their stock of salt provi-
sion, then called Mnrtinina* beef.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ill.

Martin process. See process.

martin-snipe ( miir'tin-snip), . The green sand-
piper. Totaiinx ochropus: so called from some
fancied resemblance to the house-martin. >'/<-

n-iixoii, Birds of Norfolk. [Norfolk, Eng.]
martin-swallow (mar' tin-swol'6), M. The
European house-martin, Chi-lidim nrbica.

martiret. An obsolete form of martyr and niiir-

martite (imir'tit), ii.
[Prpb. < L. Mars (Mart-),

Mars tin Ml,, applied to iron), + -itf'*.~\ Iron

sesquioxid in isometric crystals, probably pseu-
domorph after magnetite. It occurs occasional-

ly on a large scale, as in the Lake Superior iron

region and the Cerro de Mercado in Mexico.
Martlemas (miir'tl-mas), . A corruption of

8Mfl

But, like the martlet,
Builds in tin- weather >n the mitward wait.

Shak., M. ..[ \
, il. 9. it-.

martlet- i miirt 'let), n. [Appar. for marlet, <

OF. niri'liiti , also Hii-rlottr, ii martlet, in heral-

dry. Cf. mcrlcttr.'] In her., a bird represented
with the wings closed and without feet, but often

retaining the tufts of feathers
which cover the thighs, it is a

very common bearing In English her-

aldry, and is used In differencing to
indicate the escutcheon of the fourth
son. Bee marts of cadency (under ra-

deiu-n), and compare catinet.

Martling-men (mart
'

ling-
meii), n. pi. [So called from
their habit of assembling in

"Martling's Long Boom" in Martlet.

New York city.] In U. S. hist.,

a coalition of two factions of the Democratic-

Republican party in the State of New York, the

Burrites and Lewisites, formed about 1807.

The members afterward became known as

martyre
Dolnitiaii, anil released unscathed, were always re

ifiu.li .1 us martyrs. |

2. One wlio willingly MI tier-, death rntlier than
surrender lii> religious faith; one who bears
witness to the sincerity of his faith by submit-

ting to death in asserting it; specifically, one
i >f those Christian-- \\lni in former times were

put to death because they would nut rcnnun.-c

their religious belief: as, Stephen was the first

martyr (called the prutniiniiti/i'); the blood of
the martyrx is the seed of the church.

I'ndre that Chirche, at 30 Degrees of Depnewe, weren
entered 12000 Martin*, In the tyme of Kyng Coolroe, that

theLyoun metU.> with alle in a nyghte, be the wllleof God.
Mamlerille, Travels, p. 94.

The noble army of Martyr* praise Thee.
BiKik ofCnmnu.

martnett, . [Cf. martinet^.] Same as mar-

martret, An obsolete form of marten 1
.

martrint, See martcrin.

mart-townt (mart'toun), . Same as market-
tuirii.

In the time of the Saxons, the said cltie of London was
... a Mart-totrne for many nations.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, To the Reader.

Martynia (mar-tin 'i-a), H. [NL. (Linnteus.

1737), named after John Martyn, professor of

botany at Cambridge, who died in 1768.] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of

the natural order Pedalinete and the tribe Marty-
n n iv. it is characterized by a partially bell-shaped blad-
der-like calyx, which Is unemially .'.-toothed or 5-partd,
and by a corolla-tube spreading above. The fruit is a

woody wrinkled capsule terminating in two long curved
hooks or beaks. '1 here are about 10 species, indigenous to

martlet 1 (miirt'let). H. [A corruption of marti-

net, a martin, martlet: see martini/^.} The
martin, a bird.

Flowering Plant of Martynia probostidta tunicorn-plant'.

a. the fruit.

South America and the warmer parts of North America.

They are prostrate or suberect branching herbs, covered
with clammy hairs, and bearing roundish long petiolate
leaves and large rose-purple or pale-yellow flowers, which
grow in short terminal racemes. From the form of the

pod, Mdi-t/t, tin has been designated unicorn plant, es-

pecially M. proboscidea, which is also called elephant's-
fruuJr. This coarse, heavy scented species Is wild in the

Mississippi region as far north as Illinois, and is sometimes
grown in gardens for the sake of its pods, which serve as
a pickle. M. fragrans, from Mexico, is less stout and clam-

my, and is sometimes cultivated for Its showy flowers,
which are reddish or violet-purple, streaked with yellow,
and exhale a fragrance like that of vanilla.

Martynieae (mar-ti-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
t lia m and Hooker, 1876), < Martynia + -e<e.] A
tribe of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of

the natural order Pcdalinete. It embraces 8 genera,
of which Martynia Is the type, and about 13 species, found
In South America and the wanner purl s of North America.

martyr (mar'ter), H. [< ME. martyr, mttrtir.

wiirti-r, < AS. martyr = OS. OFries. martir =
OHG. martyr= Sw. Dan. martyr = Goth, martyr
(also with added suffix, D. martelaar = ML(i.
martetere = OHG. martirari, MHG. marterer,
mri'tci'i-r. nmrtili r. nn rii'br, marteratre, G. ma'f-

tyrer) = OF. martir, F. martyr = Pr. martyr =
Sp. martir = Pg. martyr = It. martirr, < LL.
martyr, < Gr. /laprvp, /j&prvf, a witness, LGr.
one who by his death bore witness to the Chris-
tian faith; lit. 'one who remembers' (cf. i>tp-

/tfpoc, anxious. L. memt: remembering), < [tap
= Skt. v/ finar, remember: see memory.] 1.

Originally, a witness: one who bears testimony
to his faith. (Thus the grandsons of Judas, accused

mm frugal', Te Deuru.

3. One who suffers death or grievous loss in

defense or on behalf of any belief or cause, or
in consequence of supporting it : as, he died a

martyr to his political principles or to his devo-
tion to science.

Who would die a Martyr to SI-MS,- in a Country where
the Religion is Folly ? Conyrece, Love for Love, L 2.

For these humble martyr* of passive obedience and he-

reditary rights nobody has a word to say.
Mncaulnii. Hist. Eng., si.

Hence 4. One who suffers greatly from any
cause

;
one who is afflicted

;
a victim of misfor-

tune, calamity, or disease : as, a martyr to gout,
or to tight lacing. 6. [< martyr, .] An old

instrument of torture in which the victim was
subjected to agonizing pressure. Hence 6.

In wine-makiny, a wooden box used for pressing
grapes.
The use of a martyr for the purpose {pressing] is, per-

haps, most general ; this is a wooden box, having a bot-

tom formed of laths so closely set that the grapes cannot

pass between them. Spins? Encyc. MantiJ., I. 435.

Acts of the Martyrs, seearfa. Era of Martyrs, see
era. The Order of the Martyrs. See Order ofSU Cos-
mo and Dainian, under order.

martyr (mar'ter), v. t. [< ME. martyrrn. mar-

tircn, < OF. martirer, make a martyr of, < mar-

tir, martyr: see martyr, .] 1. To put to death
as a punishment for adherence to some reli-

gious belief, especially for adherence to Chris-

tianity; hence, to put to death for the main-

taining of any obnoxious belief or cause.

The primitive Christians . . . before the face of their

enemies would acknowledge no other title but that, though
hated, reviled, tormented, martyred tor it.

Up. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, 11. (Latham. )

2f. To put to death for any cause; destroy, as
in revenge or retaliation ;

torture.

To mete hym in the mountes, and wartyre hys knyghtes,
Stryke theme doune in stratesand struye theme fore evere.

Morte ArOam (E. E. T. S.X L S0.

Hark, wretches ! bow I mean to martyr you :

This one hand yet is left to cut your throats.

Shalt., Tit. And., v. 2. 181.

3. To persecute as a martyr; afflict; despoil;
torment.

Me and wrecched Palamoun
That Theseus wartyreth In pHsoun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 704.

The lovely Amoret, whose gentle hart
Thou martyrrst with sorow and with smart.

Sixnser, f. Q., IV. vll. 2.

martyrdom (mar'ter-dum), M. [< ME. marlyr-
dinne, martirdom, marterdom ; < AS. martyrdom
(= G. martyrrrthum = Sw. Dan. martyrdom), <

martyr, martyr, + tlom, condition: see martyr
and -riom.] 1. The state of being a martyr; the
death or sufferings of a martyr;

the suffering
of death or persecution for the sake of one's
faith or belief.

Aboute .1]. myle from Rama is the towne of Lydya, where
seynt George sitlfred marterdome and was hedyd.

Str R. Gn{forde, Pylgrymage, p. 17.

So saints, by supernatural power set free,
Are left at last in martyrdom to die. Dryden.

A man does not come the length of the spirit of mar-
tyrdom without some active purpose, some equal motive,
some flaming love. Emerson, War.

2. A state of suffering for any cause; persecu-
tion; affliction ; torment: as, tight lacing is a

fashionable martyrdom.
Who couthe ryme in English proprely
His niartirdi'tii f for sothe it am nat I.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 602.

3t. Destruction; slaughter; havoc.

As soone as the kynge Ban come In to the medlee he
be-gan to do so grete martirdom of peple. and so grete
Decision, that on alle partyesthei nedde from hlsswerde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 163.

martyret, "- [ME. martire, < OF. martyre, mar-
Hi''. F. martyre = Sp. martyrio = Pg. martyrin
= It. martirin, < LL. miirtyrium, a testimony,
martyrdom, a martyr's grave, a church dedi-
cated tn a martyr. < Gr. iiapriptm; testimony,



martyre

proof, etc., < ftapTvp, a witness: see martyr, n.

Cf. martyr]/-] Martyrdom; torment.

Thanne thou shalt brenne in grct martin.
Horn, of the Hose, \. 2547.

2. Slaughter; havoc.

A-bove alle othir, it was merveile to se the martire that

Gawein made, for a-gein his strokys no myght not endure
Iren ne style. Merlin (E. K T. S.), ii. 193.

martyress (mar'ter-es), n. [< martyr + -ess.]

A female martyr. [Bare.]
Pictures of sainted martyrs and martyretses.

New Princeton Ken., I. 108.

martyrization (mar"ter-i-za'shpn), . [< mar-

tyrize + -ation.] The act of inflicting martyr-

dom, or the state of being martyred.
Name the vexations, and the martyrizatioja
Of metals in the work. B. Jonton, Alchemist, ii. 1.

martyrize (miir'ter-Iz), .
; pret. and pp. mar-

tyrized, ppr. martyrizing. [< F. martyriser =
Sp. martirizar = Pg. martyrisar = It. martiriz-

zare, < ML. martyrizare, make a martyr of, <

martyr, a martyr: see martyr, n.] I. trans. To
cause to suffer martyrdom; hence, to inflict

suffering or death upon; torture.

To her my thoughts I daily dedicate,
To her my heart I nightly martyrize.

Speiuer, Colin Clout, 1. 473.

We feel little remorse in martyrizing animals of low

degree. Pop. Set. Mo., XXV. 765.

II.t intrans. To suffer martyrdom.
Witness hereof is Arilde that blessed Virgin,
Which martyrized at Kinton.

Rob. of Gloucester, App., p. 582.

martyrlyt (mar'ter-li), a. [< martyr + -fy
1
.]

Martyr-like ; becoming a martyr.

Piety, sanctity, and martyrly constancy.
Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 15. (Dairies.)

martyrologet (mar'ter-o-16j), . [< F. martyro-

loge, < ML. martyrologium, a catalogue of mar-

tyrs: see martyrology.'] A roll or register of

martyrs : same as martyrology, 2.

Add that old record from an ancient martyrologe of the

church of Canterbury.
Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 385.

martyrological (mar"ter-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< mur-

tyrolog-y + -ic-al.~\ Pertaining to martyrology ;

relating to martyrs or martyrdom, or to a book
of martyrs. Osborne, Advice to a Son (1658),

p. 70. (Latham.)
martyrologist (mar-te-rol'o-jist), n. [< mar-

tyrolog-y + -ist.] A writer of martyrology; one
versed in the history of the martyrs.
martyrology (mar-te-rol'o-ji), . [= F. mar-

tyrologe = Sp. martirologio = Pg. martyrologio
= It. martirologio, < ML. martyrologium, < MGr.
papTvpoAoyiov, a catalogue of martyrs, < Gr. fiap-

rvp, martyr, + Wyoc, an account, < teyetv, speak :

see Logos, -ologij.] 1. The history of the lives.

sufferings, and death of Christian martyrs.
The martyrology which waa embroidered on the cope of

the ecclesiastic, or which inlayed the binding of his mis-
sal. C. T. Newtan, Art and Archteol., p. 24.

2. PI. martyrologies (-jiz). A book containing
such history; specifically, in the Bom. Catli.

Ch., a list or calendar of martyrs, arranged ac-

cordingto the succession of their anniversaries,
and including brief accounts of their lives and
sufferings.

It is Saint Thomas, represented, as in the martyrologies,
with the instrument of his death.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. iii.

martyrship (mar'ter-ship), M. [< martyr +
-ship.] The state, honor, or claim of being a

martyr.
These . . . now will willingly allow martyrship to those

from whom they wholly withheld, or grudgingly gave it

before. Fuller, General Worthies, iii.

martyry (miir'ter-i), n. [< LL. martyrium, < Gr.

ftapri'piov, testimony, proof, LGr. confession,
also a martyr's shrine : see martyre.] The spot
where a martyr suffered, or a chapel raised on
that spot in his honor.
The oratory or altar erected over the tomb of a martyr

was anciently denominated either a martyry, from the
Greek fxapTvpioy, 'confession,'. . . or memorial, because
built to do honour to his memory. Rode, Hierurgia, p. 279.

marum (ina'rum), n. A variant of man-am.
marvailt, etc. See marcel, etc.

marvediet, . Same as marauedi.
marvel (mar'vel), n. [Early mod. E. also mar-
vail; < ME. marveyle, mervaile, mervaylle, mer-
veile, merveile, etc., < OF. meneille, F. merveitte
= Pr. meravelha, meravilla = Sp. maranilla =
Pg. maravilha = It. marariglia, merarii/lia, for-

merly mirabiglia, a wonder, < L. mirabi'liti, won-
derful things, neut. pi. of mirabilis, woTiderful,
< mirari, wonder at, admire: see mirable, ad-

3644

mire.'] 1. That which causes wonder; an as-

tonishing thing; a wonder; a prodigy.
The most meruelle that Thomas thoghte, . . .

flor feftty hertes in were broghte.
Tltomat of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 100).

Before all thy people I will do marvels, such as have

not been done in all the earth. Ex. xxxiv. 10.

No marvels hath my tale to tell,

But deals with such things as men know too well.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 244.

2. Admiration; astonishment; wonder.

What manail that the Normans got the Victory?
Baker, Chronicles, p. 23.

The vast acquirements of the new governor were the

theme of marvel among the simple burghers of New Am-
sterdam. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 211.

marvel (mar'vel), v.; pret. and pp. marveled or

marvelled, ppr. marveling or marvelling. [Early
mod.E.alsomri;a(?,andcontr.Mm7(see(ri

2
;;

< ME. merveillen, merveilen, mervaylen, etc., <

OF. met'veiller (= Sp. maravillar = Pg. maravi-

Ihar = It. maravigliare, meravigliare), wonder;
from the noun.] I. trans. To wonder at; be
struck with surprise at

;
be perplexed with cu-

riosity about : with a clause for object.

And set me merueilled more how many other briddes
Hudden and hileden her egges ful derne.

Fieri Plowman (B), xi. 342.

I marcel where Troilus is. Shak., 1. and C., i. 2. 238.

II. intrans. 1. To be filled with admiration,
astonishment, or amazement ;

wonder.
I cannot a little marvel at the philosopher Aristotle.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 157.

Marvels are not marvellous to them, for ignorance does
not marvel. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 309.

2. To appear wonderful
;
seem or be a wonder.

So that it to me nothynge meruayleth,
My Bonne, of loue that the ayleth.

Gower, Coat. Amant., vi.

marvelt, [ME. mervayl, < OF. merreil, < L.

mirabilis, wonderful: "see mirable, and cf. mar-

vel, n., and marvelous.'} Wonderful; marvel-
ous.

This is a meruayl message a man for to preche,
Amonge enmyes so mony & mansed fendes.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 81.

marvel-monger (mar'vel-mung'ger), n. One
who deals in marvels

;
one who relates or writes

marvelous stories.

The marvel-manffers grant that He
Was moulded up but of a mortal metal.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xviii. 92. (Davits.)

marvel-of-Peru (mar'vel-ov-pe-ro'), 11. A plant
of the genus Mirabilis, M. Jalapa, native in

tropical America, and common in flower-gar-

dens; the four-o'clock. Its red, white, yellow, or va-

riegated funnel-shaped flowers open, except in cloudy
weather, only toward night; hence the names four-o'clock
and afternoon-ladies.

marvelous, marvellous (mar've-lus), . [<
ME. mervailous, merreillous, merveylous, < OF.
meneillos, F. merveilleux (= Sp. maravilloso =
Pg. maravillioso = It. maraviglioso), wonder-
ful, < memeille, a wonder: see marvel, n.] Of
wonderful appearance, character, or quality;

surpassing experience or conception ; exciting
astonishment or incredulity.
He herde hym preised and contended of marveilouse

bewte and valour. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 577.

This is the Lord's doing ;
it is marvellous in our eyes.

Ps. cxviii. 23.

And the people of the village
Listened to him as he told them
Of his marvellous adventures.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xxi.

The marvelous, that which exceeds credibility or prob-
ability : sometimes used as a euphemism for extravagant
or boastful lying : as, he is apt to deal in the marvelous.

=Syn. Surprising, extraordinary, stupendous, prodigious.
See comparison under wonderful.

marvelous, marvellous (mar've-lus), a*'. [<
ME. mervailous, etc. ; < marvelous, a.] Won-
derfully; surprisingly. [Archaic.]
Thei ben made of Ston, fullewel made of Masonnes craft:

of the whiche two ben merveylouse grete and hye ; and the
tothere ne ben not so grete. ilandeville, Travels, p. 52.

Here's my great uncle, Sir Richard Raveline, a marvel-
lous good general in his day, I assure you.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

marvelously, marvellously (mar've-lus-li),
adv. [< ME. marvailously, etc.

;
< marvelous +

-ly
2
.] In a marvelous manner

; wonderfully.
marvelousness, marvellonsness (mar've-lus-
nes), n. The condition or quality of being mar-
velous or wonderful.
marver (mar'vcr), . [< F. marbre, marble:
see marble.'] In glass-mamif., a slab or tablet,

originally of marble, but now generally of pol-
ished cast-iron, placed on a suitable support
or stand, and used by the glass-blower to im-

part, by rolling and pressing, a cylindrical
form to the fused glass gathered upon the end

mascaro

of the blowpipe. It sometimes has concavities form-

ed in it, liy which a spheroidal shape may be given to the

fused mass when desired. Also maver.

Let us watch another workman who is rolling on a mar-
ver his freshly gathered lump of soft glass.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 260.

marver (mar'ver), v. t. [< marver, n.] Inglass-
manuf., to shape by means of a marver. Also
maver.

A mass of glass is then gathered, marvered, slightly ex-

panded, and thrust into the opening of the mould.
Glass-making, p. 60.

ma:taryH, .

'W/'l.

A Middle English form of mar-

mary2
t, interj. See marry12

.

mary-bonet, An obsolete variant of marroic-
bone.

mary-budt (ma'ri-bud), n. The marigold.
And winking Mary-buds begin
To ope their golden eyes.

Shalt., Cymbeline, ii. 3. 25.

marygoldt (ma'ri-gold), n. An obsolete spell-

ing of marigold.

Marylander (mer'i-lan-der), M. A native or

an inhabitant of Maryland, one of the United
States, lying south of Pennsylvania and north
of Virginia. .

Maryland pinkroot, worm-grass. See Spige-
lia.

Maryland yellowthroat. See yellowthroat,
and cut under GeotJilyjiis.

Marymas (ma'ri-mas), 11. [< Mary (see def.) +
mass1

.] A festival in honor of the Virgin
Mary ; especially, the Annunciation.

Marymas day. Same as Marymas.
Maryolatryt, . See Mariolatry.

mary-SOle (ma'ri-sol), n. The smear-dab.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
marziale (mar-tsi-a'le), a. [It. : see martial.']
In music, martial; warlike.

mas1
!, . A Middle English form of mace1

.

mas2
t (mas), n. [An abbr. of master1 . Cf. massa,

often abbr. to mass'.] Master.

Tip. What Burst?
Pierce. Mas Bartolomew Burst>

One that hath been a citizen, since a courtier,
And now a gamester. B. Jonion, New Inn, iii. 1.

mas3 (mas), n.
; pi. mares (ma'rez). [L., a male :

see male^, masculine.] In zodl. and bot., a male ;

one of the male sex: commonly denoted by the

sign $ .

Masaridse (ma-sar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., also

Massarida; ; < Masaris + -itltr.] The Masarinai
rated as a family. Also Masarides and Masa-
rites.

Masarinae (mas-a-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., also

Massarinai; < Masaris + -ince.\ A subfamily
of the hymenopterous family Vespidae, founded

by Leach in 1817 on the genus Masaris. These

wasps have slight folding of the wings, slight notching of

the eyes, and the fore wings with three submarginal cells,

two of which are closed. They are mostly tropical, only
4 or 5 species being known in southern Europe. In Amer-
ica they are represented by the genus Masaris, all the

species of which are western.

Masaris (mas'a-ris), M. [NL.(Fabricius, 1793).]
The typical genus of Masaridw. It contains large
handsome wasps with two complete submarginal cells of

the fore wings (the second submarginal receiving both
recurrent nervures), the antennae of the male long and
knobbed at the tip, those of the female short and clavate.

The species are all from western North America and north-

ern Africa. Also Stasmris.

masc. An abbreviation of masculine.

mascagnin, mascagnine (mas-kan'yin), .

[< Mascagni (see def. ) + -i 2
, -ine'*.] A native

sulphate of ammonium, found by Mascagni
near the warm spring of Sasso in Tuscany.
mascally (mas'kal-i), a. In Jier., same as mas-

culy.

mascalonge, n. See maskalonge.
MascalongUS (mas-ka-long'gus), ?i. [NL. (Jor-

dan, 1878), < masfalinige, maskalonge : see HHIX-

Jcalonge.] A subgenus of JEsot or pikes, con-

taining the maskalonge, E. or M. nobilim:

mascaradet, An old spelling of masquerade.
Mascarene (mas-ka-ren'), a. and . [The MHX-
carene Isles were sdcalled fromtheirdiscovci-cr.

Mascarenhas, a Portuguese.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to the Mascarene Isles, a group in the

Indian ocean consisting of the islands of Mau-
ritius, Reunion (Bourbon), and Rodriguez.
The Mascarene continent, -including Madagascar,

stretched north and south. Winchell, World-Life, p. 352.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the ilns-

carene Isles.

mascaro (mas'ka-ro), 11. [< Sp. mascara =Pg.
maxcara, a mask: see mask3

, n.] A kind of

paint used for the eyebrows and eyelashes by
actors.



mascaron

/'.

a
[F., = Sji.

large musk:

Mascaron, handle of vase, l
;rench

design of epoch of Louis XIV.

> E. male), < L.
Same as

(mas'ka-ron),
i'/ir<iii, < It. maxciit nun;

tllfil:'-l, II. \ III llt'l'll-

futiri' art. a human
face more or less

grotesque, as of a

satyr or faun, most

commonly in re-

lief, much in use

among the Ro-
mans and in the re-

vived classic styles
of the sixteenth

century and later.

maschet, . and v.

A Middle English
form of mash 1

.

inascherone (mas-
ke-ro'ne), . [It.:
see mascaron.'] A
human or semi-
human mask, gen-
erally grotesque in

character.

mascle't, a. and w.

[ME., < OF. mascle

(usually contr. masle, male,

masculus, male : see male1
.}

Natheles comuneliche hure nioste love Is the monethe
of Janver, and yn that monethe thei renne fastest of eny
tyme of the seer bothe mascle and femel.

MS. Bodl., 540. (Ilalliwett.)

mascle'2 (mas'kl), w. [Also maskle; < ME. mas-

cle, maskel, < OF. mascle, an erroneous form of

made, F. made, < L. macula, a spot : see macula,

macule, made, mackle.] If. Same as mackle.

With-outen mote other mascle of sulpande synne.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), t 725.

2. A plate of steel more or less lozenge-shaped,
used in making scale-armor
and similar garments of fence.

3. In her., a bearing in the
form of a lozenge perforated , iff. )*

or voided so that the field ap-

pears through the opening.
This bearing is never charged
with any other. Also made.
mascled (mas'kld), a. [< mas-
de? + -ed%.] Exhibiting or formed of mas-
cles, or lozenge-shaped plates. Also maclcc.

MfLSCled armor, armor showing, in the contemporary
representations, lozenge-shaped divisions, and plates ap-

parently not overlapping.

masclelesst, a. [ME.
mascelles, maskelles; <

mascle^
+ -few.] Spot-

less
;
immaculate.

lllcl soldi' alle his gond
bothe wolen and lynne,

To bye hym a perle [that]
watz mascellez.
Alliterative Poems (ed.

1 Morris), i. 781.

"Matkelles," quoth that

myry quene,
"
Vnblemyst I

-.

Mascled Ammr, nth century.

am wyth-
outen blot."
Alliterative Poems (ed.

[Morris), L 780.

mascot (mas'kot), .

[Also mascotte;'< F. mascotte, in gamblers' slang
a luck-piece, fetish, talisman.] A thing sup-

posed to bring good luck to its possessor; a

person whose presence is supposed to be a

cause of good fortune. [Recent.]
It is even fashionable to talk about mascots * maxcnt

being an object, animate or inanimate, that contributes

to the good fortune of its possessor.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX 121.

mascular (mas'ku-lar), a. In hot., relating to

stamens: same as male and Hiaxculiiie.

masculatet (mas'ku-lat), r. (. [< LL. maxrii-

latux, male, < L. iiiiini'iilnx, masculine, male: see

male'1 .] To make manly or strong. Bailey.

mascule (mas-ku-la'), a. [Heraldic F.: see

iiiiiti'Hlii.] Same as ninxi-nlii Cross mascule, a

cross composed nf mascles reaching the edge of the es-

cutcheon, (Uttering from a crews of mascles, which does not

extend to the edge.

masculiflorous (mas'ku-li-flo'rus), a. [< L.

iiHixriiliix. male, + flos (flor-), flower.] Having
male flowers.

masculine (mas'ku-lin), a. and . [< ME. uui-'-

culi/n = F. MMDMH = Sp. Pg. It. masculine,
< L. (."(//' M,X, male, masculine, in gram, of

the masculine gender, < /.;</('*. male: see

maxi-li -l, )(^(-l.] I. '(. It. Male: opposed to

ft-male.

Tht mascidttn children : thnt is to si-yn. thi sones.

Chaucer, Boothius, ii. prose 3.
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2. Having tlie distinguishing characteriMi.-s

'<( the male sex among human beings, phvM
cal or mental; pertaining to a man or to men;
of manlike quality: opposed to feminine: as,

the Hiiisi-iilnii element of society; uium-iilim-

spirit or courage.
Seditious tumults and seditious fames differ no more

but as brother and sister, masculine and feminine.

Bacon, Seditious and Trouble) (ed. 1887).

(live her a spirit masculine and noble,
Fit for yourselves to ask and me to otter.

Beau, and PL, Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 1.

Queen Anne, your mother, a lady of a great and mascu-
line mind. Sir U. Wotton, Panegyric oil King Charles 1.,

[Kenialiis, p. 144. (Latham.)

Adam's Speech abounds with Thoughts which are

equally moving, but of a more Masculine and elevated

Turn. Addison, Spectator, }'o. 888.

I half suspect that her womanly strength was veined
with one masculine weakness, the solemn conviction that

any slight ailment was the onset of deadly disease.

N. A. Set., CXLIII. 331).

3. As applied derogatively to women, unwo-

manly; bold; forward: as, her manners are
coarse and masculine; she has a masculine air or
stride. 4. Suitable for the male sex; adapted
to or intended lor the use of males : as, mascu-
line garments.

Bat this my masculine usurp'd attire.

Shalt., T. Ji.,v. 1. 257.

A masculine church (women being interdicted the en-

trance thereof) to the memory of St Augustine. Fuller.

5. In gram., belonging to or having the char-

acteristics of that one of the so-called genders
into which the nouns, etc., of some languages
are divided which includes as its prominent
part the names of male beings ; having inflec-

tions or forms belonging to such words: as,

a masculine noun; a masculine termination.
See gentler. By statute in England and many of the

Tutted States, words of the masculine gender used in the

general statutes include females unless the contrary in-

tent appear. Abbreviated m. and masc.

6. In hot., relating to stamens : same as male1
,
2.

Masculine cesura. See cesura. Masculine num-
bers, odd numbers. Masculine rlmeB. Same aa male
rimes (which see, under mofei, a.). Masculine signs, in

astrol., the first, third, tilth, etc.
, signs of the zodiac. = Syn.

Male, Masculine, Mannish, Manly, Manful, Virile, Gentle-

manly. (See comparison underfeminine.) Male, matching
j< iii'i'lr, applies to the whole sex among human beings and

gender among animals, to the apparel of that sex, and,

by figure, to certain things, as plants, rimes, cesuras,

screws, joints. Masculine, matching feminine, applies to

men and their attributes and to the first grammatical
gender : a woman may wear male apparel and have a
mascidine walk, voice, manner, temperament. Mannish,
not closely matching womanish, applies to that which
is somewhat like man, as when a boy gets a mannish

voice, and to that in woman which is too much like man
to be womanly. (See quotations under mannish.) Manli/,

matching womanly, is the word into which have been

gathered the highest conceptions of what is noble in man
or worthy of his manhood, especially as opposed to that

which is fawning or underhand. Manful expresses the

stanchness, fearlessness, and energy of a man, as opposed
to that which is weak, cowardly, or supine. Virile has
lost much of its suggestion of the qualities of a man ;

ft

is generally used in expression of the notion of energy or

strength. Gentlemanly has a cheaper sense, expressing
the practice of the merely external courtesies, but it Is also

a high word for the possession of a manly refinement
both of nature and of manners.

II. . (a) In gram., the Masculine gender;
(fc) a word of this gender,
masculinely (mas'Ku-lin-li), adv. In the mas-
culine manner; like a man. [Rare.]

Aurelia
Tells me you've done most masctdinely within,
And played the orator. B. Jonson, Catiline, lit a

masculineness (mas'kn-lin-nes), n. The qual-

ity or state of being masculine : manlikeness in

qualities or character.

masculinity (mas-ku-lin'i-ti), w. [= Sp. mas-

fiilinidad; as masculine + -ity.~] The quality of

being masculine; masculine character or traits.

masculonuclear (mas
' ku - 16 - nu '

kle -
Br), a.

[< masciiloiiucle(us) + -r3.] Of or pertaining
to a masoulonucleus.
masculonucleus (mas'ku-16-nu'kle-us), .; pi.
masculoHiidei (-i). [NL.,< L. masculus, male, +
nucleus, nucleus.] In embryol., the male nu-

cleus; the masculine as distinguished from the

feminine'productof an original undifferentiated

generative nucleus, when it has become bisex-

ual : opposed to.feminonudeits. A. Hyatt.

masculy (mas'kfi-li). a. [Heraldic F. masculr

(< 'mascule for mascle), ult. < L. maculatus, spot-
ted: see ;.<('/>'-. iiiiiculate.'] In her.: (a) Cov-
ered with niasdes: having the whole space
c upied with mascles. A field masculy is usually
of two colors only, the alternate mascles being, for In-

stance, argent on a field gules, and gules on a neld argent.

(6) Opened with a l"/eiii;e-shaped or diagonally
square opening, as a cross or other ordinary.
Alsci niiisi'iili',

mash

Masdevallia (mas-de-vari-tt), w. [ML. (Kui/.
and Pavon, I7!I4), named after J. Mamleral, a

Spanish botanist.] A genus of orchids of the

tribe J'^iiilendrea- and the subtribe Pleurothal-
/' " . It has two pollen-masses ; the sepals spread at the

base, or approach each other to form a tube, being pro-
duced at the apex Into long narrow tips or tails. The

ure small epiphytes, with creeping rootstocks, and
stems bearing one coriaceous leaf, which tapers Into a long
prtiolf. Tile peduncle rises from the membranous sheath
which surrounds the petiole, and bean one or many
lo.i-.i-ly clustered flowers, which are of medium size, have
very small petals, and are beautifully marked and col-

ored. There are more than 125 species, growing in tropical
America a* far as Peru and Mexico ; many are cultivated
for the singularity and beauty of their flowers. M.
Chimccra has been called the gpectral-Jtvwered orchid.

maset, f and w. An obsolete spelling of maze1
.

masednesst, . A variant of mazcdness. Chau-
cer.

maselint, See maslin'i.

masert, " An obsolete form of mazer.

maser-tree, See mazer-tree.

mash1 (mash), . [Formerly also mesa, whence
by corruption mess (see mess1

); < ME. ntasche,

ma,ike, < AS. *<, transposed "max (in comp.
indxwyrt, mash-wort) = North Fries, mask,
grains, mash, = MHG. mcixch, mash, also mead,
u. meueli, meische, maisch, mash (of malt), =
Sw. mask, dial, mast = Dan. maxk, grains,
mash. The noun appears to be older than the

verb, and to be connected witli mix, AS. mis-

dan (see mix) ;
but some confusion with other

words seems to have taken place. Cf. mash*,
v. Hence wish-mash.] 1. A mixture or mass
of ingredients beaten or stirred together in a

promiscuous manner; especially, a mess of

bran and grain, or of meal, stirred with boiling

water, or a mixture of boiled turnips and bran,

etc., for feeding farm stock.

Ill give him a mash presently shall take away this diz-

ziness. B. Jongon, Bartholomew Fair, iv. X
"I do wonder if Peter will give Kosy her warm mash

to-night ?
"
she thought, uneasily.

Harper's May., LXXVIII. 748.

2. Softness produced by beating or bruising;
a pulpy state or condition: in the phrase all to

mnuli, or all to a maali.

Hold thy hand, hold thy hand, said Robin Hood,
And let our quarrel fall ;

For here we may thrash our bones all to mash,
And get no coin at all.

Ballad of liobin Hood and the Tanner. (Sares.)

3. In brewimj and distilling, a mixture of ground
grain, malted or otherwise prepared, and water.
The mixture of the quantity of malt required for one

grist Is the mash. Thausing, Beer (trans.X p. 412.

4t. A mess, mixture, or jumble; confusion;
disorder; trouble.

I have made a fair mash on 't.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. t>.

I doubt mainly I shall be 1* th' mash too.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iii. 3.

5. [< mashl, t: t., 2.] A double-headed hammer
for breaking coals. Scotch Miuiny Terms, in

N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 264. 6. [< mash*, v. t.,

3.] One who gains the affection or sentimen-
tal admiration of another: as, he is evidently
her mttxli. [Recent slang. ]

mash 1 (mash), v. [Formerly also mesh, meash ;

Sc. alsownsfc; < ME. mashen, maschcn, meschen,

mash, = Q. meischen, mash, stir, mix. = Sw.
ntfiske, mix, = Dan. ma'xke, mash, fatten pigs
with grains; appar. from the noun. Cf. Gael,
and Ir. masg, mix, infuse, steep. The word

may have been partly confused with OF.
mascher, F. mdcher, chew: see masticate. Smash
is a diff. word.] I. tninx. 1. To make a mash
of by infusing or steeping in water, as malt in

brewing.
Their common drinke Is Mead, the poorer sort vse water,

and a third drinke called (Jualfe, which Is nothing else (as
we say) bat water turned out of his wits, with a little

branne mrathed with it UaUuyt's Voyages, L 496.

2. To press or beat into a confused mass ; crush

by beating or pressure : as, to mash apples in a
mill.

(Let] there be yokes of fresh and new-laid eggs, bofl'd

moderately hard, to be mlngl'd and mash'd with the mus-
tard, oyl and vinegar. Knelyn, Acetaria.

Master Peter mashed the potatoes with incredible vig-
our. DicJtens, Christmas Carol, 111.

3. To gain the affection or sentimental admi-
ration of (one of the opposite sex). See masher,
3. [Recent slang.]_To be mashed on, to chertah
an affection or sentimental regard for. [Recent slang.]

He mu mashed on fair Finette,
From the moment he first met her.

Philadelphia Times, Feb. 19, 1888.

= Svn. a. Crush, etc. See doth.

II. i ntrun.--. To act furiously ;
be violent : as,

to go mashiny around.



mash

mash'-'t, n. An obsolete form of mi-slti.

mash 11

,
n. A dialectal form of marsh. [U. S.]

mash4 (mash), . [Hind, mash, < Skt. mdslia,
a bean, pulse.] In India, a kind of bean, Plia-

m-olitx ratliiiliix.

The principal crop of this country [Assam] consists of

rice and mash. Encyc. Brit., II. 719.

masha (mash'a), . [Hind. masltd, < Skt. mdslia,
a bean: MemoM*.] An Indian unit of weight
for gold, the weight of the bean of Pnaseolus

vulgaris, equal to 8f grains troy, or 5 vatis.

mashallah (mash-al'a), interj. [Ar. md-shd 'lldli,

< slid, will (masMa, a thing willed), + Allah.

God: see Allah.'] As God wills: an exclama-
tion used by Persians, Turks, and Arabs to ex-

press wonder or admiration.
mash-COOler (mash'kS'ler), . A trough in

which mash or wort is stirred to hasten the

cooling.
masher (mash'er), . 1. An apparatus for pre-

paring the mash for the distillation of potato
spirits. Ure, Diet. 2. One who or that which
mashes or crushes

;
a crusher. 3. One whose

dress or manners are such as to impress strong-
ly the fancy or elicit the admiration of suscep-
tible young women; a fop; a "dude"; a "lady-
killer." [Recent slang.]
Of late years Mr. Du Maurier has perhaps been a little

too docile to the muse of elegance ; the idiosyncrasies of

the masher and the high girl with elbows have beguiled
him into occasional inattention to the doings of the short
and shabby. U. James, Jr., in Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 63.

mash-fat (mash'fat), n. [< ME. maskefatte,
masfat; < mash1 + fat'*, vat.] A mash-vat or
mash-tub.

mashing (mash'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mash1
, .]

1. A beating or pounding into a mass
;
a crush-

ing. 2. In brewing, the process of infusing the
crushed malt in warm water, to extract the sac-

charine matter from it and convert the starch
into dextrine and sugar. 3. The quantity of

malt and warm water so mixed.

mashing-fatt, Same as mash-tub.

He maye happe, ere aught long, to fall into the meshing-
fettt. Sir T. Hare, Works, p. 679.

mashing-tub (mash'ing-tub), n. Same as mash-
tub.

mashipt, n. An obsolete contracted form of

mastership.
I may personally perfourme your request, and bestowe

the sweetest farewell on your sweet-mouthed maship.
G. Harvey, to Ed. Spenser, Oct. 28, 1579.

mashlin, mashlim, mashlum (mash'lin, -lim,

-lum), H. and a. Dialectal (Scotch) forms of

maslin2 .

I'll be his debt twa mashlum bannocks,
And drink his health in auld Nanse Tinnock's

Nine times a-week.

Burns, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

mash-machine (mash'ma-shen"), . In brew-

ing, a machine for pulping mash before dis-

charging it into the mash-tub to be steeped.
E. H. Knight.
mash-pulper (mash

'

pul
"
per), n. Same as

matHi*maoktne.

mash-tub (mash 'tub), H. In brewing, a vat for

steeping the ground malt to make wort. Such
tubs or vats are often of great size, and are provided with

stirring-machinery for keeping the mash in motion during
the process. Also called mashing-tub, mash-tun, mash-
oat.

mash-vat (mash'vat), n. Same as mask-fat.
mash-wort (mash'wert), n. In brewing, wort
that is not separated from the grains.
mashy (mash'i), . [< mash1 + -y

1
.] Produced

by crushing or bruising; of the nature of a
mash: as, the mashy juice of apples or grapes.
[Rare.]

Then comes the crushing swain ; the country floats,
And foams unbounded with the mashy flood.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 699.

masjid (inas'jid), n. [Alsomci!Jid,iu8Jid; <Ar.
masjid, masjad, mesjad, a place of worship, a

mosque: see mosque.] A Mohammedan place
of worship ; a mosque.
The mosque of Kubafrom that day took a fresh title

Masjid el Takwa, or the "
Mosque of Piety."

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 253.

mask1
(mask), v. [A dial, and more orig.

form of mash1
, v."] I. trans. To steep; infuse.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]
I hope your honours will tak tea before ye gang to the

palace, and I maun gang and mask it for you.
Scott, Waverley, xlii.

II. intrans. To be infused; yield to the pro-
cess of infusion: as, the tea is masking.
[Scotch.]

t!
. and r. An obsolete form of mesh 1

.

^

Mask.
From cast of statue of Thalia

in the Vatican Museum.
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mask :1

(mask), it. [Formerly also Hiasqiir (which
is still used archaically in senses 2 and 3),maske;
= D. G. Dan. maske = Sw. mask, < F. masque,
a mask, vizor, masker, entertainment, etc., <

Sp. mascara = Pg. mascara = It. masehcra, a

masker, masquerader, a mask, < Ar. maskharat,
a jester, buffoon, masker, < sakhara, ridicule.]
1. A cover for the face with apertures for see-

ing and breathing; especially, such a cover,

usually of silk or velvet, as worn at masque-
rades

;
a false face ; a vizor. Ancient Greek and

Roman actors wore masks
covering the head as well as
the face, made to simulate
the characters represented,
with hair and beard when
required, and with mouth-
pieces so formed as to swell
the volume of the voice ; and
masks of various forms have
continued to be used in mum-
meries and pantomimes : for
the latter (as also at masked
balls), commonly covering
only the upper part of the
face to the tip of the nose
or the upper lip. Masks are
often used for disguise, as

during the commission of ne-

farious acts, and, under the
name of false faces, usually
grotesque or hideous, as toys
for children

;
also sometimes by women to preserve the

complexion, or as vehicles for the application of cosmet-
ics. Masks of wire, gauze, etc., are used to afford pro-
tection to the face, as from splinters, dust, or smoke in

glass-works, grinding-mills, and other factories, and also

by fencers, firemen, and base-ball catchers.

Now Love pulled off his mask and shewed his face unto
her. Sir P. Sidney.

But since she did neglect her looking-glass,
And threw her sun-expelling mask away.

Shak.,T. G. of V., iv. 4. 158.

Off with thy mask, sweet sinner of the north ; these
masks are foils to good faces, and to bad ones they are like
new satin outsides to lousy linings.

Vekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. 1.

2. A festive entertainment or performance in

which the participants are masked or wear a

disguising costume ;
a body of maskers ; a mas-

querade ; a revel.

Pan. A masque! what's that?
Scri. A mumming or a shew,

With vizards and fine clothes.
Clench. A disguise, neighbour,

Is the true word.
B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, v. 2.

This thought might lead me through the world's vain mask
Content, though blind. Milton, Sonnets, xvii.

"1'would make a very pretty dancing Suit in a Mask.

SUele, Tender Husband, iii. 1.

3. A form of histrionic spectacle, much in

vogue during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. It probably originated in the practice of in-

troducing on solemn or festive occasions men wearing
masks to represent mythical or allegorical characters.
From a mere acted pageant, it gradually developed into a

complete dramatic entertainment, in which the scenes
were accompanied and embellished by music, and, in the
hands of writers like Ben Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher,
and Milton, reached a high degree of literary excellence.

The king is gone this day for Royston, and hath left with
the queen a commandment to meditate upon a mask for

Christmas, so that they grow serious about that already.

Donne, Letters, xxxvi.

I, who till now Spectator was, must in
The glorious Masque an Actor be.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 110.

The musical dramas known under the name of masques,
which were so popular from the time of Ben Jonson to the
time of the Rebellion, kept up a general taste for the art.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

4. Anything used or practised for disguise or

concealment; anything interposed as a safe-

guard against observation, discovery, or disclo-
sure

;
a screen or disguise : a subterfuge, pre-

text, or shift : as, a mask of brush in front of a

battery; suffering under a mask of gaiety.
The Phylosophers of Greece durst not a long time ap-

peare to the worlde but vnder the masks of Poets.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Meanwhile the face
Conceals the mood lethargic with a mask
Of deep deliberation. Couyer, Task, iv. 299.

5. A person wearing a mask.
A Mask, who came behind him [Sir Roger], gave him a

gentle tap upon the shoulder, and asked him if he would
drink a bottle of mead with her.

Addison, Spectator, No. 883.

The fair sat panting at a courtier's play,
And not a mask went unimproved away.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 541.

6. In sculp.: (a) A representation in any mate-
rial, as marble,metal. terra-cotta, or wax, of the
face only of a figure, or of the face with the
front of the neck and upper part of the chest :

as, a m iixk of Jupiter; comic and tragic mask*.

maskalonge

(b) An impression or cast of the face of a per-
son, living or dead, made by covering the face
with some plastic or semi-fluid substance, as

plaster of Paris, which is removed when it has
become sufficiently set. 7. In arch., a repre-
sentation of a face, generally grotesque, em-
ployed to fill and adorn vacant places, as in

corbels, friezes, panels of doors, keys of arch-

es, etc. 8. In xuri/., a linen bandage with ap-
ertures for the eyes, nose, and mouth, applied
over the face in cases of burns, scalds, erysip-
elas, etc. 9. In zool. : (a) A formation or

coloration of the head like a mask
;
a hood or

capistrum. See masked, (b) Specifically, in

entom., the greatly enlarged labium or lower

lip of the larval and pupal dragon-fly. It is elon-

gate, spatulate, and armed at the end with two hooks
adapted for seizing prey ;

but in repose the whole organ
is folded up over the lower part of the face, concealing the

jaws and other mouth-organs beneath. Hence, though
these larvse are exceedingly voracious, they appear at first

sight quite harm-
less. Also called

forcipate lalrium.

Iron mask. See
the man in the
iron mask, below.
-Mask of steel,
a name given to an
unusual piece

'

of
armor of the thir-

teenth century,
consisting of a

shaped and pierced
plate of steel ap-
plied to the camail
or coif of mail in

such a way as to

protect the face,
which the camail
leaves exposed.
Mask-wall, in

fort., the scarp-
wall of a case-

mate. The man
In the Iron mask, a prisoner of state in Franco, masked
in a vizor of black velvet, who was confined and guarded

Mask of Steel, I3th century.

.

been a prince of the house of Bourbon.

mask3 (mask ) ,
r. [Formerly also masque, maske;

< F. masquer, mask ; from the noun.] I. trans.
1. To cover the face of, wholly or in part, for

concealment, disguise, or defense; conceal with
a mask or vizor.

They must all be mask'd and vizarded.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6. 40.

2. To cover with a disguising costume of any
kind, as in a masquerade.

They are not presented as themselves,
But masqued like others.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

3. To disguise; conceal; screen from view by
something interposed.

Masking the business from the common eye.
Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 125.

Now a poore man has not vizard enough to maske his

vices, nor ornament enough to set forth his vertues.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Poore Man.

Who [men] never shew their Passions more violently
and unreasonably than when they are mask'd under a Pre-
tence of Zeal against Heresie and Innovation.

StaiiiKjjUet, Sermons, III. iii.

On a line with the house is a garden masked from view
by a high, close board fence. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 3.

= Syn. 3. To cloak, veil, screen, shroud.

II. intrans. 1. To play a part in a masque-
rade

; go about in masquerade.
These ladies maskers toke each of them one of the

Frenchmen to daunce and to maske. Cavendish, Wolsey.

Is this a shape for reputation
And modesty to masque in 1

Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, i. 2.

2. To put on a mask
; disguise one's self in any

way.
And then we mask'd. Shak., R. and J., i. 5. 39.

maskalonge (mas'ka-lonj), . [Also written

mascaloitge, masJcalunge, muscalonge, niitska-

longe, muskalinge, moskalonge, etc., also mas-
f(uallonge, maskallonge, muskelltinge, nuinktil-

lunge, etc., the spelling masquattonge simulat-

ing F. masque allonge, defined as 'long face,'
lit.

'

lengthened mask,' or F. masque Ifinguc (nlso

given as the name of the fish), 'long face,' lit.

'long mask,' the name of the fish being also writ-

ten, to emphasize this etym., (/' allonge, HIX-

cnhmge, etc., also noscononye, etc.; but also,
and according to the Ind. origin properly, writ-

ten niaxl.'iitoiif/c (so in the laws of Canada), mus-

knnnnge, maskcnonge, < Algonkin maskinottge,
in Chippeway dial, maxkenoslia, maskinoje, lit.

'great pickerel,' < max, great, + kiiimige, ke-

nozlia, kiiiiijr. etc., a pickerel or pike, lit. 'long-



maskalonge

nose,' < 1,-iiinsr, long.] A kind of pike
1

,

mila lnii\ a lisli nl' I lie family K.ini-iilir, the largest
anil lines! of all pikes inhabiting tin- (in-.ii

hake, region of North America and the Ohio

valley. It in ilistinKuished by the scaleless checks and
lower purtH of tilt; ojierciileK and ttie durk-iirayish color
marked with sniiill round black spots. It attains a length
of from 4 to feet.

mask-ball (miak'bAl), >i. A ball at which ihc

Bursts arc masked; a masked ball.

mask-crab (mAck'knb),*, A crab of the fam-
ily ( 'in-t/.-i/iilir, as ( 'nryxliv ciinxii-i-liniiix. See cuts
tiniler I nri/.\/i(l<r ami I)/>ri/>/u .

masked (maskt), />. . 1. Having the face
coveivil with ii mask; disguised or concealed.

2t. Bewildered; amazed.
Leaving him more masked than he was before.

Fuller, Holy War, ill 12.

3. In :aiil. : (a) Larvate or larval: thus,acater-
pillar is the masked state of a butterfly. (6) In

entom., applied to pupaj which have the wings,
legs, etc., of the future imago indicated by
lines on the surface, as in Lejtidoptera, (c)
Marked on the head or face as if literally wear-

inganiask; capistrate; personate. 4. \i\l>ot.,
same as personate Masked ball, a ball at which
the participants appear in masks, which are usually laid
aside Iwfore its conclusion. - Masked battery. See bat-

tery.- Masked crab, a mask-crab. Masked diver, the
common puffin, Fratercula arctica, the bright red, blue,
and yellow horny covering of whose beak comes off period-
ically, and Is thus literally a mask which is removed.
-Masked glutton. See ylutton. Masked gull, the

Knropean brown headed gull, C/iroicocephalus riaibundus,
which in summer has the head enveloped in a dark-
brown hood. Many other gulls are similarly masked, as
all those of the genus Chroicocephalus. See cut under
ChroicocephaluK. Masked monkey, or masked sa-
gouin, Caltittirix personatus, a Brazilian species with a
black head. See cut under sayouin. Masked pig, a
kind of pig domesticated in Japan, with large pendulous
ears and heavily furrowed face, by some calico Sun plici-

ceps and regarded as a genuine species, to which the ge-
neric name Cental-torn* (as C. iiliciceps) has also been given.

maskeeg, . [< Ojibway maskeeg, a swamp.]
A bog. [Upper Great Lakes and Canada.]
maskelt (mas'kel), n. 1. An obsolete form of
wioscte2 . 2. A kind of lace made in the fif-

teenth century.
maskelynite (mas'ke-lin-it), w. [Named after
N. Story Maskelyne, formerly keeper of the

mineralogical department of the British Mu-
seum.] In mineral., an isotropic mineral
found in the Shergotty meteorite. It has the

composition of labradorite, and the suggestion
has been made that it may be a fused feldspar.
masker (mas'ker), n. [Also masquer; < 8p. mas-
rnrii, a mask: see mask&, n. In def. 2 now re-

garded as < mask3
, r., + -er 1 .] If. A mask.

Cause them to be deprehended and taken and their
maskers taken off. Sir T. More, Works, p. 768.

2. A person in masquerade; one who takes

part in an entertainment where the guests are
masked or disguised.
One time the king came sodainly thither in a maske

with a dozen masker* all in garments like sheepeheards.
Stow, Hen. VIII, an. 1516.

Lewis of France is sending over masquers,
To revel It with him and his new bride.

Shalt., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 8. 224.

maskert (mas'ker), v. t. [< masker, n.] To
mask, conceal, or disguise.
They of the bouse being sodainely taken, and their wits

mastered, had not defended the master thereof.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1606). (Sans.)

maskeryt (mas'ker-i), . [Formerly also mask-
nfiir, inii.il/in-i-ir: < F. masquerie, < masque, a
mask: see masque, .] 1. A masking or dis-

guising ; a masquerade.
Such as have most wickedly called the Mass a Maskarye,

and the priests vestments masking clothes.

Christupherson, 1604 (Maitland on Reformation, p. SOS).

((Danes.)

2. The dress or disguise of a masker. 3.
Pretense

;
the assumption of a better or nobler

character than the real one.
All these presentments

Were only maskeries, and wore false faces.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, i. 1.

War's feigned mattery.
Marston, Scourge of Villany, iii. 8.

maskette (mas-kef), H. [< maul* + -ette."\ A
mask, or representation of a face, worn as n

part of the head-dress or on the shoulders, or
even in miniature form on the lingers.

Maskette being applied to objects resembling masks, but
worn above or below the face.

A. W. BwMand, Jour. Anthrop. Inst,, XV. 603.

mask-flower (mask'flou'er), ii. [Tr. of Peruv.
I-II-IH-I>, or ricarro, name of the species Alonsoa

"vs.] A scrophulariaceous plant of the

genus AloiixiMi. A. li,ir,,ri is a dwarf bushy plant,
with obliquely wheel-shaped flowers, scarlet, with a black
pot at the base, the form suggesting the name. A. in-
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cinfitin Is liiigiT, with deeply Ux>lbl scarlet and black
(lowers. A. it''/ ' '< ".with scarlet flowers, is another
full! i There are half a dozen specie*, native
in the tropical Andes, frequently cultivated.

mask-houset (musk'lious), . A place where
masks were played ; a play-house.

If it were but some mask-house, wherein a glorious show
were to be presented. Up. Hall, Contemplations, Iv.

maskint (mas' kin), H. [Also mrskin; < mass1

+ -l;in.] The mass, orserviceof the eucharist.

By the meskin, methought they were so Indeed.

Chapman, May-Day.

masking (mas'king), . [Verbal n. of nuulfl,
c. ] The act or diversion of covering the face
with a mask, or of wearing a masquerade dress ;

masquerading.
The carnival of Venice is everywhere talked of. The

great diversion of the place at that time, as well as on all

other high occasions, is maskiny.
AdduoH, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bonn), I. 392.

masklng-piece (mas'king-pes), w. In the the-

ater, a piece of scenery used to hide a platform
or steps on the stage.

maskinonge, maskinongy (mas'ki-nonj, -nou-

ji), H. Same as mnxkalonge.
maskin'-pot (mas'kin-pot), . A pot for mask-
ing or infusing tea. Also mankin'-pat. [Scotch.]

Then up they gat the maskin'-pat,
And in the sea did jaw, man.

Burns, The American War.

masklet, . See muscle
1

*.

masklelesst, a. See mascleless.

maskoid (mas'koid), w. [< mask* + -oid.] A
solid stone or wooden carving of a face, such
as are found over the mummies or on the tombs
or temples of the ancient Mexicans and Peru-
vians. W. H. Dull.

maslin't (mas'lin), n. and a. [Also mantlin;
< ME. maslin, maslyn, maseline, mastelyn, mant-

ling, mastlyng, mestling, and in def. 2 maselin,
maselyn ; < AS. ma-stlini/, miestlinc, nucsling,
mwslen, a kind of brass or mixed metal (gloss-
ing L. its, aurichalcum, and elcctrum), a vessel
made of this metal (= D. messing = MHO.
memrinc, missinc, moschinc, G. messing = Icel.

mersing, messing = Sw. Dan. messing', a mixed
metal, brass) ;

with suffix -liny
1

(in D., etc.,

-ing3 ), < L. massa CMHG. masse, messe), a mass,
a lump: MOMMA] I. H. 1. A mixed metal ;

brass.
iiij. c. cuppys of golde fyne,
And as many of ttiaskyn [read maslyn].

MS. Cantab. VI. Ii. 38, f. 122. (llallimU.)
The wyndoweswem y-mad of iaspre <t of othre stones fyne;
Y-poudred wyth perree of polastre, the leues were mainly lu.

Sir Ferumbras, L 1327.

2. A vessel for containing food or drink, made
of the metal muslin or brass.

They fette him first the sweete wyn,
And mede eek In a matelya.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 141.

II. a. Made of masliu ; brazen.
Take a quarte of good wyne, and do it in a clean moult

lyn panne. MS. Med. Ret. XV. Cent, (llalliwell.)

In the opinion of practical men, the metal of which old
itmslin pans are made is of peculiar and superior quality,
and unlike old English brass. .V.am{Q.,6thser.,XJI.472.

maslin- (mas'lin), u. [Also mantlin, insulin;

early mod. E. masslin, masseliii, messelin, mast-

lyn, mastling, masslinij, meatling, messling,
mtissledine, etc., < ME. mastliiic, mastlyn, masl-

tyone, mesttyone, mastilgim, mijctclyn, etc., < OF.
mestcilltni, mestellon, mestelon, mcytillon, ntestiliin,

mixtilloun, etc., < ML. mijrtilio(n-) t mistilio(n-),

also, after OF., mestillio(n-), mcstilo(n-) (cf.

equiv. OF. mestcil, meteil, metail), mixed grain,
< L. mixtus, mistus, pp. of miscere, mix: see

>!. For the sequence mast-, mas-, < L. mift-,

mi*/-, cf. mastiff. For the sense, cf. moiii/-

corn.~] Mixed grain, especially a mixture of

rye and wheat. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
I say nor cow, nor wheate, nor mostly n,

For cow is sorry for her east lyn.
Men Miracles (1660), p. . (Halliti-eU.)

masnad, . Same as muxnitil.

mason (ma'sn), H. [< ME. mason, masonn, <

OF. "mason, macon, maclion, masson, F. mayon= Pi. masso, < ML. macio(n-), also machio(n-),
maclio(n-), maco(n-), mactio(n-), mattio(n-), ma-
tio(n-), a mason ; prob. of Teut. origin, < OHG.
me::o, niei:<>, MHG. ineizc, G. mete, in comp. as
steiinnete, astone-mason.andas asurname Mi ': .

prob. akin to OHG. meizan, MHG. meisen = Icel.

mi itii =Goth. maitan, hew, cut : see underoiif 1
.]

1 . A builder in stone or brick ; oiie whose occu-

pation or trade is the laying of stone or brick
in construction, with or without mortar or ce-
ment. 2. A builder in general. [Rare.]
The singing masons building roofs of gold.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 198.

masoola-boat

3. A worker in stone: a stone-cutteror-hewer.
There thai tild vp a tourc, trledly wroght,
Meruclollsh ni:ulr uitti BMMMdMTMh
With Jemtiii-K, A in\M-lls, ,v uiher i'ily stonys.

Dettmctitiii / Tmn 1 1'.. Ii. T. .X 1. 10584.

There were two hundred masons working on free stone

every day. Coryat, Crudities, I. 84.

4. A member of the fraternity of freemasons.
See frii-ma.itin. Mason's level. Same as plummet-
level. Master mason, a freemason who has reached the
third degree.

mason (ma'sn), r. t. [< mason, n.] To con-
struct of masonry; build of stone or brick;
build.

Al buyldynges are masoned and wrought of diverse
stones. Renters, tr. of Frolssart's Chron., 1. L

Mason and Dixon's line. See /< 2.

mason-bee (ma'sn-be), w. An aculeate hyme-
nopterous insect of one of the genera An-

tliophora, Oxmia, t'halicodoma, and some others,
which construct their nests with grains of sand

agglutinated together by means of a viscid

saliva, and fix them on the side of walls, etc.,
or avail themselves of some cavity for that

purpose. See cut under Antliopliora.
masondewet, . See measondue.
masoned (ma'snd), a. In lifi-., same as maqonnt.
masoner (ma'sn-er), n. A bricklayer. Halli-

ire//. [Prov. Eng.]
masonic (ma-sou ik), a. [< mason + -ic.J Of
or pertaining to the fraternity of freemasons :

as, masonic emblems Masonic lodge, a meeting-
place, and hence a society, of freemasons.

masonite (ma'sn -it), n. [Named after Owen
Afason.] In mineral., a variety of chloritoid
from Natick, Khode Island.

masonried (ma'sn-rid), a. [< masonry + -^rf2.]
Constructed of masonry ; consisting of masonry
or stonework: as,

" maxoitriwl signal stations,
Sidereal Messenger, II. 177.

masonry (ma'sn-ri), . and a. [< ME. masonry,
< F. maqonncrie, masonry, < macon, mason : see

W*OH.] I. H. 1. The art or occupation of a

mason; the art of shaping, arranging, and unit-

ing stones or bricks to form walls and other

parts of buildings; the skill of a mason. The
chief kinds of masonry employed at the present day may
be classed as rvMle-vark, courted mantmry, and ashler. Sec
these words.

Brick and stone and mortar, and all the instruments of

masonry. Hume, Human Understanding, $ 11.

2. The work produced by a mason; mason-
work; specifically, a construction of dressed
or fitted stones and mortar, as distinguished
from brickwork or brick-masonry.
Creaking my shoes on the plain masonry.

Shak.. All's Well, U. 1.31.

3. The craft or mysteries of freemasons; the

principles and practices of freemasons Greek
masonry, the masonry of ancient Greek builders, which
in the period of its most perfect development, in the fifth

century B. c., represents the highest attainment in the
arts of cutting and assembling stone.

II. a. Consisting of masonwork; formed or
built of dressed or fitted stones and mortar: as,

a masonry fort.

mason-shell (ma'sn-shel), H. A carrier-shell;
a loopiug-snail ;

a ptenoglossate gastropod of
the family Senopliorida; as Xenopliora conchyli-
ojihora: so called from its habit of carrying
about bits of shell, coral, or rock affixed to the
substance of its shell. See cut under carrier-

shell.

Mason's locomotive. See locomotive.

mason-spider (ma'sn-spi'der), n. A trap-door
spider. 1'oji.

Sci. Mp., XXXHI. 803.

mason-swallow (ma'sn-swol'o), . A swal-
low which builds a nest of mud, as the barn-
swullow or the eaves-swallow. E. EgglettUiii,
The Century, XXXV. 834.

mason-wasp (ma'sn-wosp), ii. An aculeate

hymenopterous insect of the genus Odynerus,
family Vespidw; a kind of solitary wasp: so
called from the ingenuity with wh'ich it con-
structs its habitations in the sand, in the plas-
ter of walls, etc. 0. murarius is an example.
masooka (ma-so"ka), . [Said to be a corrup-
tion of Pg. bezuga.] The spot or lafayette, a

fish, Liostomiis Knitliiirii.-.-. [Florida.]

masoola-boat, masulah-boat (ma-so'la-bof),
n. A large East Indian boat used on the Coro-
mandel coast for conveying passengers and
goods between ships and the shore, it stands

high out of the water, thus presenting a great surface to
the wind, is difficult to manage, and slow : but it is well

adapted for the purpose for which it is used, and sustains
on the bars and shores shucks that would break up any
European boat, the planks of which it is built being fas-

tened together by cocoanut fibers. It is rowed some-
times with as many as sixteen oars. As the boat ap-
proaches the shore, the boatmen watch the opportunity
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of a coming wave to drive it high on the beach, where it

is quickly run up out of the reach of the next rolling wave.
Also called chelingue. Imp. Diet.

Masora, Massorah (mas'o-rii), . [Hel>., tra-

dition.] 1. The tradition by which Jewish
scholars endeavored to fix the correct text of

the Old Testament, so as to preserve it from
all corruption. 2. After the ninth century,
the book, or the marginal notes to the Hebrew
text, in which the results of such tradition are

preserved, embodying the labor of several cen-

turies. There is a twofold Masora, a Babylonian or

Eastern, and a Palestinian or Western, the former being
the more important. The Masora not only takes account
of various readings, but also contains notes of a gram-
matical and lexicographical character, including the sys-

tem of Hebrew vowel-points first established by it. With
much that is valueless, it contains all the material from
which a critical revision of the Old Testament text can
now be derived. Also written Masorah and Massora.

A more accurate and lasting masoreth than either the

synagogue of Ezra or the Galiljean school at Tiberias hath
left us. Milton, Divorce, To the Parliament.

Masorete, . Same as Masorite.

masoretic, massoretic (mas-o-ret'ik), a. [<
Masorete + -ic.] Relating or belonging to the

Masora, or to the compilers of the Masora
; per-

taining to the method or system of the Masora :

as, masoretic points that is, the vowel-points
furnished by the Masora.
The text which the Revisers used was the so-called mas-

soretic or traditional text. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 559.

masoretical, massoretical (mas-6-ret'i-kal)'
a. [< masoretic + -al.~\ Same as masoretic.

Masorite, Massorite (mas'o-rit), . [< Masora
+ -*te2.] One who made the Jewish tradi-
tional interpretation of the Bible his special
study; specifically, one of that body of Jewish
scholars which first put the Masora into written
form. See Masora. Also Masorete, Masoret,
Massorete, Hassoret.

The Masorites extended their care to the vowels.

Mather, Vindication of the Bible, p. 257. (Latham.)

masque, . and r. See maskZ.

masquelonge, n. Same as maskalonge.
masquer, . See masker.

masquerade (mas-ke-rad'), n. [= D. G. Dan.
maskerade = Sw. maskcrad, < F. masquerade =
It. mascherata, < Sp. Pg. mascara-da, a masque-
rade, < mascara, a mask: see mask^."] 1. An
assembly of persons wearing masks and usu-

ally other disguises, or rich and fantastic dress :

usually, a dancing-party or ball. See mask-ball.

The world's masquerade ! the maskers, you, you, you.
Goldsmith, Epil. to Mrs. Lennox's Comedy, Sisters.

Warton says that certain theatrical amusements were
called masquerades very anciently in France.

Stmtt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 342.

2. Disguise effected by wearing a mask or

strange apparel; hence, concealment or appa-
rent change of identity by any means ; disguise
in general.

And, after all, what is a lie ? 'Tis but
The truth in masquerade.

Byron, Don Juan, xi. 37.

Old Adam will smile at the pains that have made
Poor winter look fine in such strange masquerade.

Wordsworth, Farmer of Tilsbury Vale.

3. The costume of a person who joins in a mas-
querade; disguising costume of any sort. 4.
A Spanish diversion on horseback'. See the

quotation.
The masquerade is an exercise they learned from the

Moors, performed by squadrons of horse, seeming to

charge each other with great fierceness, with bucklers in
their left hands and a kind of cane in their right.

Clarendon, Life, I. 223.

5. A changeable or shot silk. Fairholt.

masquerade (mas-ke-rad'), v.
; pret. and pp.

masqueraded, ppr. masquerading. [< masque-
rade,^'] I. intrans. 1. To wear a mask; take
part in a masquerade. 2. To disguise one's
self.

A freak took an ass in the head, and he goes into the
woods, masquerading up and down in a lion's skin.

Sir Jt. ^Estrange, Fables.

II. trans. To cover with a mask or disguise.
His next shift therefore is ... to masquerade vice, and

to make it wear the habit and shape of that virtue it most
resembles. Killingbeck, Sermons, p. 229. (Latham.)

masquerader (mas-ke-ra'der), n. 1. A person
dressed and disguised for a masquerade. Hence

2. A person or thing disguised in any man-
ner.

The dreadful masquerader, thus equipt,
Out sallied on adventures.

Young, Night Thoughts, v. 860.

mass1
(mas), n. [< ME. masse, messe, < AS.

Hia'fme, the mass, a church festival, =OS. misaa
= OPries. missa MD. misse, D. mis = MLG.
misse = OHG. missa, messa, MHG. messe, misse,
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G. messe = Icel. messa = Sw. messa = Dan. messe
= F. messe = Sp. misa = Pg. missa = It. messa,
the mass, < LL. missa, dismissal, esp. the dismis-

sal of a congregation, the mass, < L. mitterc,

pp. missus, send: see mission. The name missa
is usually said to be taken from the words

ite, missa est, 'go, it is the dismissal,' or 'go,
dismissed' (the word eoneio,

'

congregation,' be-

ing unnecessarily supposed to be omitted),

thought to have been used at that point of the
mass when the catechumens were dismissed,
and the communion service followed ;

but it ap-
pears to have referred orig. to the dismissal of

the congregation at the end of the mass, and to

have been applied, by an easy transfer, to the
service itself.] 1. The celebration of the
Lord's Supper or eucharist.

That Office which was called the Mass by the mediaeval
and the Latin Church, but which we now call the Lord's

Supper and the Holy Communion.
Procter, Hist. Book of Com. Prayer, p. 305.

The Supper of the Lord, and the Holy Communion, com-
monly called the Mass. Book of Common Prayer (1549).

2. The office for the celebration of the eucha-
rist ; the liturgy. The component parts of the mass
or liturgy are the ordinary of the mass (ordo miss(e) and
the canon of the mase(canon missa!), succeeded by the com-
munion (sometimes counted part of the canon) and post-
communion. Anciently and technically the part preced-
ing the offertory is the mass or liturgy of the catechumens
(missa catechumenorum), the remainder the mass or litur-

gy of the faithful (missaJldelium). In the Roman Catholic
Church different classes of masses are high mass, low mass,
private mass, votive mass, etc. See the phrases below.

It nedith not to speke of the meesse ne the seruise that
the! hadde that day, for it were but losse of tyme.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 375.

And whan our parish-wwisse was done,
Our kinge was bowne to dyne.

Sir Cauline (Child's Ballads, III. 175).

The time of the Communion shall be immediately after
that the Priest himself hath received the Sacrament, with-
out the varying of any other rite or ceremony in the Mass.

Order of the Communion (1548).

The maiden buried, not as one unknown,
Nor meanly, but with gorgeous obsequies,
And mass, and rolling music, like a queen.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. The sacrament of the eucharist or holy com-
munion. The word mass in this and the preceding senses
is popularly used of the eucharist as celebrated in the Ro-
man Catholic Church, or of the teachings of that church
with regard to the sacrament, as involving not only the
doctrines of the real presence and the eucharistic sacri-

fice, held in some other churches also, but the doctrine
of transubstantiation as denned by the Council of Trent.
The use of the word mass (missa) in the Western Church
is as old as the fourth century. The Greek Church has no
term precisely corresponding to mass, the sacrament be-

ing generally called the eucharist or holy communion, and
the office the liturgy. At-the Reformation the first Prayer-
Book (1549) of the Church of England retained the name
mass, which was omitted in the second book (1552) and fell

into disuse, being popularly regarded as involving a Ro-
man Catholic view of the sacrament. The use of the word
has, however, been revived to some extent among Angli-
cans in the present century. Swedish and Danish Protes-
tants use the corresponding word for their own commu-
nion office.

4. A musical setting of certain parts of the
Roman Catholic liturgy, also of correspond-
ing parts of the Anglican liturgy, it consists

usually of the following sections, each of which is some-
times divided into separate movements: Kyrie, Gloria (in-

cluding the Gratias agimus, Qui tollis, Quoniara, Cum
Sancto Spiritu), Credo (including the Et Incarnatus, Cru-
ciflxus, Et Resurrexit), Sanctus (including the Hosanna),
Benedictus (including a repetition of the Hosanna), and
the Agnus Dei (including the Dona nobis). To these an
Offertorium (after the Credo and before the Sanctus) is

sometimes added. The Requiem Mass differs largely
from the regular mass, and includes settings of several
of the stanzas of the hymn "Dies Iras." The artistic
form of musical masses varies widely, from unaccompa-
nied plain-song to the most elaborate polyphony with or-
chestral accompaniments. Medieval masses were named
usually from the melody which was taken as the subject
for contrapuntal treatment, as Josquin's mass "L'homme
arme "

; modern masses are named from the key of the first

movement, as Bach's "Mass in B minor."
5. A church festival or feast-day: now only
in composition : as, Candlemas, Childermas,
Christmas, Lammas, Martinmas, Marymas, Mi-
chaelmas, Boodmas (compare kermess). By the
masst, an oath formerly In common use : sometimes ab-
breviated to mass.

Mrs. Page. Trust me, he beat him most pitifully.
Mrs. Ford. Nay, by the mass, that he did not ; he beat

him most unpitifully, methought.
Shale., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 214.

'Mass, here he comes.
Middleton (and others), The Widow, iii. 3.

Capitular mass, in collegiate churches, high mass, cel-
ebrated on Sundays or festivals. Consummation of
the mass. See consummation. Conventual mass, a
solemn mass celebrated daily in cathedral and collegiate
churches, in memory of and for the benefit of their found-
ers. Dry mass, dry service, a form of service, not
properly a mass, consisting of part of the eucharistic of-
fice, but without consecration, such as the naval or naut-
ical mass, or the mass of the presanctified. The same
name was also given to an office consisting of part of the

mass

ordinary of the mass, and without either consecration, ele-

vation, or communion : said in some places in the middle
ages for strangers who came too late for the celebration.
The Typics of the Greek Church have been compared to such
an office. What is commonly known as the Ante-commu-
nion Service has sometimes been called by Anglican writers
the Dry Service (Missa sicca). High mass, a mass accom-

panied by music and incense, celebrated on Sundays, feast-

days, and other special occasions by a priest or prelate,
attended by a deacon and subdeacon. LOW mass, the

ordinary mass, said, not sung, by the priest. Mass bell.
See bett^. Mass for the dead, a mass celebrated for a

person or persons after their death ; in the Roman Catho-
lic Church, one celebrated for the purpose of hastening the
release of a soul or souls from purgatory. The color of the

vestments, etc., is black. Mass of the Holy Ghost, a sol-

emn massfor the Pope, the sovereign, or the state, and forall
in union with the church or with a religious order. It is cel-

ebrated previous to a council or to the election of a bishop
or abbot, and also at consecrations and coronations, or to
obtain from God some special light or favor. Mass of the
Presanctifled. Same as Liturffy of the Prexanctifled. See

liturgy. Ordinary Of the mass. See ordinary. Pri-
vate mass, (a) Low mass. (6) Any mass where only the

priest communicates, especially such a mass celebrated in

a private oratory. Votive mass, a mass which does not

correspond with the office of the day, but is said at the
choice of the priest.

mass1 (mas), r. i. [< mass1
, .] To celebrate

mass.
As for the rumours that have or do go abroad, either of

our relenting or massing, we trust .that they which know
God and their duty towards their brethren in Christ will

not be too light of credence.

Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 83.

Massing pliestt, a priest of the Roman Catholic Church.

Christ's doctrine is, that he is "the way
"

: but this doc-
trine maketh the massing-priegt the way.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 293.

mass2 (mas), n. [< ME. masse, < OF. masse, F.
masse = Pr. massa = Sp. mam = Pg. It. massa =
OHG. massa, MHG. G. masse = Dan. masse =
Sw. massa, < L. massa, alump, mass (as of dough,
pitch, salt, cheese, metal, stone, etc.), prob. <

Gr. ua^a, a barley cake
;

of. fiayjia, a kneaded
mass, < fiaaaeiv, knead: see macerate. Hence
ult. NM8MM1.] 1. A body of coherent matter;
a lump, particularly a large or unformed lump :

as, a mass of iron or lead
;
a mass of flesh

;
a maxx

of rock.

Right in the midst the Goddesse selfe did stand

Upon an altar of some costly masse.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 39.

One common mass composed the mould of man.
Dryden, Sig. and Guis., 1. 602.

Myro's Statues, which for Art surpass
All others, once were but a shapeless Mass.

Cougreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2. An assemblage or collection of incoherent

particles or things; an agglomeration; a con-

geries; hence, amount or number in general:
as, a mass of sand

;
a mass of foliage, of troops,

etc.

I remember a mass of things, but nothing distinctly.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 289.

In our study of anatomy there is a mass of mysterious
philosophy. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 36.

3. The bulk or greater part of anything; the
chief portion ;

the main body.
The great mass of the articles on which impost is paid

is foreign luxuries. Jefferson, Works, VIII. 68.

The great mass of human calamities, in all ages, has
been the result of bad government.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 618.

4. Bulk in general ; magnitude; massiveness.
Witness this army of such mass and charge.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 47.

5. The quantity of any portion of matter as ex-

pressed in pounds or grams, and measured on an

ordinary balance with the proper reduction for
the buoyancy of the atmosphere ; otherwise, the
relative inertia, or power in reaction, of a body.
For example, if two bodies at rest, but free to move, as a

gun suspended in vacuo and a bullet in it, are suddenly
separated by a force acting between them

,
their respective

velocities will be inversely as their masses, and this phe-
nomenon best defines mass. It is usually confounded with
weight, which is more properly the force with which a body
is accelerated in the direction in which a plummet points,
in consequence of the earth's attraction and rotation.

Thus, if a piece of lead which is found to weigh a pound at
the base of the Washington monument is transported to
the top, it will be found to weigh a pound there, for its mass
is unchanged. But if only the piece of lead and the balance
are carried to the top of the monument, while the weight
against which it has been weighed is left at the base, and
there attached to the balance at the top by means of a long
string or wire (the weight of which is to be properly al-

lowed for), the piece of lead would be found to have lost

the weight of one third of a grain, the weight thus varying
though the mass does not.

The destructive effects of a cannon-ball are due entirely
to its mass and to the relative speed with which it im-

pinges on the target, and would be exactly the same (for
the same relative speed) in regions so far from the earth
or other attracting body that the ball had practically no
weight at all. . . . When we open a large iron grate prop-
erly hinged, it is the mass with which we have to deal ;

if it were lying on the ground and we tried to lift it, we
should have to deal mainly with its weight.

Tait, Properties of Matter.



mass

6. In fntnm., the terminal joints collectively of
an antenna when 1 hey arc enlarged ami closely

appresseil I o each other, forming a < lava or club.

7. A large bunch of strung bends (12 small

hunches I'listeneil together! Blue mass. SceWiw-
Buccal mass, See immii. Center of mass.

seeiv/ifivi. Cleavage-mass, tttthatagt, Explod-
ing mass, in cephalopoda. Nee extract uiulcr xumnolo-
phiirr. Flat masses. See blanket -dc/xml. Levy In
mass, see friv/i. The masses, tin- great body of the

people, especially of the working class and the l\\rr
orders; the jiopulace.

mass- (mas), r. [< wm.s-.s-, n.] I. hvnts. 1. To
form into a mass; collect into masses; assem-
ble in one body or in close conjunction: as, to
niiixn troops at a certain place; to mass the

points of an argument.
The fragmentary produce of much toil,
In a dim heap, fact and surmise together
Confusedly manned as when acquired.

Brou'Hiny, Paracelsus.

2f. To strengthen, as a building for the purpose
of fortification.

They feared the French might, with ftllingormam'n^the
house, or else hy fortifying, make such a piece as might
annoy the haven. Uayteard.

II. iiitnnis. To collect in masses ; assemble
in groups or in force.

The rebels mowed in the north-west angle of the Mem-
phis and Charleston and the Mobile and Ohio railroads.

17. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 418.

mass3
t (mas), n. See mn 2

.

Mass constable, I have other manner of matter
To bring you aliout than tills.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, ii. 1.

massa (mas'ii), . A corruption of nuitfrl
.

[Xegro dialect, U. S.]

Massacb.usettensian(ma8-a-chS-9e-ten'si-an),
. [X NL. Mdxxdcliiisetteiisis, < Massachusetts,

a name of Amer. Ind. origin.] A native or
an inhabitant of the State of Massachusetts.

[Rare.]
In this society of MassachusettvHsiaHs, then, there is . . .

a moral and political equality of rights and duties among
all the individuals. ./. Adanu, Works, IV. 302.

massacre (mas'a-ker), n. [< F. massacre (ML.
iiia;arriitm), massacre, killing, also the head of
a stag newly killed ; appar. of Teut. origin, and
prob. < LG. matxkeH, malzgen, cut, hew, == D.
miitsen, maul, kill, = G. metzen, cut, kill, > metze.-

/ei, massacre : see maso>i.~\ 1. The indiscrimi-
nate killing of human beings ;

the unnecessary
slaughter of a number of persons, as in barba-
rous warfare or persecution, or for revenge or

plunder: as, the massacre of Glencoe: some-
times applied also to the wholesale killing of
wild animals.

Where stain'd nobility lies trodden on,
And rebels' arms triumph in massacret.

Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 14.

2. In her., a pair of antlers or attires attached
to a piece of the skull, used as a bearing Mas-
sacre ofthe Innocents. 9eeinnocent,n. =8yn. Massacre,
Butchery, Carnage. Massacre denotes the indiscriminate
and general slaughter of many ; butchery a ruthless, un-

sparing, and cruel slaughter, as though it were done at the
shambles

; carnage a great slaughter, suggesting the piled-
np dead of the battle neld. See Itilli.

massacre (mas'a-ker), r. t.; pret. and pp. massa-
cred, ppr. lua.txneriiiii. [< miixxncre, n.] To kill

with attendant circumstances of atrocity;
butcher

; slaughter : commonly used in refer-
ence to the killing of a large number of human
beings at once, who are not in a condition to
defend themselves.

The cohort was massacred by the frande of the Agrip-
pinensis. .% //. Sarile, tr. of Tacitus, p. 180.

Do the locks bristle and the eyebrows arch
For grouse or partridge massacred in March ?

Scott, The Poacher.

= Syn. Mmder, Slaughter, etc. See WKl.

massacrer (mas'a-krer), n. One who massacres.

( Rare.]
We have put wax into onr ears to shut them up against

the tender soothing strains of regicides, assassins, inassa-

rrrrtt, and septeinhrlsers. Burkf, A Regicide Peace, i,

massacroust (mas'a-krtis), a. [< massacre +
-mix.'] Cruelly murderous.

Theyr mindes benuinmcd with the massacrmut mon-
strousness of thys quick marshail-law.

Sash, Christ's Teares over Jerusalem.

massage't, " An obsolete form of message.
massage'-' (rna-sazh'), n. [< F. massage, < ains-

xi r, Or. [latmctv, knead: see maxx'2.~\ In tticru)>.,
the act or art of applying intermittent pressure
and strain to the muscles ami other accessible
tissues of the patient. The means employed are rub-
I'iiiL". kniMding. anil lijtht piMiiidiiij-, combined ordinarily
with mure or U'ss additional stimulation of the skin, as by
friction and slapping. This manipulation further* the
removal of lymph from tin- parts, which is especially
needful when the Ijmphatie How is sluggish through lack

.'{(140

of muscular exercise; it apparently quickens the blood-
i -in illation through the part, and furnishes gentle vax>-
motor exercise ; it acts possibly as a direct trophic stimu-
lus to muscular and sustentacular tissues; hy stretching
llgamentons structures It maintains or Increases supple
new.; in the abdomen It stimulates and aids peristalsis;
and as a general stimulation of sensory nerves It may af-

fect favorably the nutrition of the central nervous system.
It Is represented in the customs of many primitive peo-
I'l and in a developed form constitutes a valuable re-

source of modern scientific therapeutics.

massage- (ma-sazh'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mas-

saged, ppr. massaging. [< massage^, n.] In

iiii-il., to treat by the process culled

Although abdominal massage will effect a great deal of

good, it wilt not be productive of lasting benefit if we
omit to wastage the spine. Lancet, No. 3418, p. 4*28.

massagiert, . A Middle English form of mes-
*t infer.

massagist (ma -sa' /.hist), n. [< massage^ +
-ixt.~\ One who practises massage.
In a tibel action yesterday . . . for a slashing criticism

hy one massagist of another's book, Judge D-- charged
against the prosecution. A'eir York Tribune, May 30, 1889.

Massalia (ma-sa'li-fi), w. [NL., < Gr. Jtaaaa-
/.la = L. Massilia, Marseilles.] The twentieth
of the planetoids, discovered by De Gasparis,
at Naples, in 1852. Also Massilia.

Massalian 1 (ma-sa'li-an), . Same as Euchite.

Massalian- (ma-sa'li-an), n. Same as ffexy-
i-lldxl.

mass-area (mas'a're-ji), . See the quotation.
When a material particle moves from one point to ano-

ther, twice the area swept out by the vector of the particle
multiplied by the mass of the particle is called the mans-
ana of the displacement of the particle with respect to
the origin from which the vector is drawn.

MamceU, Matter and Motion, LXVIII.

Massaridae, Massaris, etc. See Masarida; etc.

massasauga (mas-a-sa'gii), n. [Amer. Ind.]
One of the small hut very venomous rattle-

snakes which inhabit prairies in the western
United States and Territories, such as Crotalti-

phortis tergeminus (Sistruruscatenatus). The top
of the head is covered with regular plates, as In Innocuous
serpents, not with scales as In most rattlesnakes ; the pit
between the eye and the nose is present, as in all Crttta-
liilir. These snakes are of dark blotched coloration, and
a foot or two long. They are also called suleiripert and
sideliners, from their habit of wriggling sidewise. Tile
black massasauga Is a very dark-colored species or variety,
C. kirtlandi.

mass-bell (mas'bel), w. Same as sacring bell

(which see, under bell1 ).

Then wjth holy water sprinkled
All the ship; the mass-bells tinkled.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Musician's Tale, xl.

mass-book (mas'buk), w. [< ME. messebok, <

AS. ma'sse-boc, < mcesfte, mass, + boc, book.]
The missal, or Koman Catholic service-book.

To force upon their Fellow -Subjects that which them-
selves are weary of, the Skeleton of a Masse-Booke.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., if.

mass-center (mas'sen'ter), n. That position
from which as an origin the mean value of all

the rectangular or oblique coordinates of the

particles of a body is zero. In other words, passing
any plane through this point, the sum of the masses of all

the particles on the one side of this plane each multiplied
by its distance from the plane is the same as the corre-

sponding sum for all the particles on the other side. The
mass center Is usually, but loosely, called the center of
gravity.

mass-day (mas
'

da), . [< ME. mcsse-daij,
ma'sse-da'i, < AS. mcesse-da'g, mass-day, < mavse,
mass, + dieg, day.] A day on which high mass
is celebrated.
masse 1

(ma-sa'), r. t.; pret. and pp. masseed,
ppr. ntass&ng. [< F. masxe, pp. of masser, knead :

see massage'2 ."}
To perform the operation of

massage upon ; massage.
In fnaftgrtm/ the face of a fat patient, the tissues can

only be rolled and stretched under the fingers and palm.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 600.

mass'2 (ma-sa'), n. [Cf. masse 1
.] In billiards, a

sharp stroke made with the cue nearly or quite
perpendicular, causing the cue-ball to return in

a straight line or to move in a circular direc-

tion, the direction depending mainly upon the

part of the ball to which the cue is applied.
massena (ma-se'nii), . [Named after Andr6

MIIXXI'-IIII (1758-1817), a marshal of France.]
In oniitli. : (a) A partridge, Cyrtonyx massena.
See cut under Uyrtotiyx. (b) A trogon, TrugoH
inassfiiit.

masser 1 (mas'er), H. A priest who celebrates
mass. [Rare.]
A good master and so forth ; hut no true gospel preacher.
Bale, Vet a Course at the Romynhe Foxe (1543), fol. 38.

masser- (tnas'or), . [Perhaps a dial, corrup-
tion of mercer; but cf . AS. massere (rare), a mer-
chant.] A mercer. Halliu-ell. [Prov. Eng.]

massive

mass6-shot (ma-sa'shot), . Same s

masseter (roa-se'tcr), H. [XI/.. < (ir. /tamrr>//>

(not */iaaotjTqp), a chew (,'tff itaai/ri,ii, a muscle of
the lower jaw), < fiaoaoflai, chew, prob. akin to

/jaooeii; knead: see *2.] In mint., one of
the principal muscles of mastication, the action
of which directly and forcibly closes the mouth.
In man the masseter Ii a stout thick squarish muscle
which arises from the malar Ume and adjoining parts of
the zygomatic arch, and Is Inserted Into the outer surface
of the ramus of the lower jaw-bone. See cut under mtuefr.

Internal masseter, an occasional name of the Inter-
nal pterygold muscle, or entopterygoideiu.

masseteric ( mas-e-ter'ik), . [< mnxseter + -ic.]
Of or pertaining 'to the masseter: as, a //'

ti i-i/- vessel or nerve : the iinumeteric fascia.

masseterine (ma-se'ter-in), a. [< masseter +
-iiic-.'} Same as manxcteric.

masseur (ma-ser'), . [F., < masser, knead : sen

massage^.] A man who practises massage.
masseuse (ma-sez'),H. rF.,feui.of>**fr: see

masseur.] A woman who practises massage.
mass-gospellert, " A Romanist.

Who would desire a two years' merry life for an eternal
sorrow '.' as these mass-goipeller* do, which yet are uncer-
tain of two years' life.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1858X II. 106.

mass-house (m&s'hous), n. A Roman Catholic
house of worship: an opprobrious term.

From this time [about \"m}mass-hov*e*, though without
any regular legal sanction, appear to have been freely per-
mitted, and religious worship was celebrated without fear.

Leclry, Eng. in 1Mb Cent., p. 304.

massicot (mas'i-kot), H. [Incorrectly tiiasticot :

< F. Massicot.'] Protoxid of lead, or yellow oxid
of lead, PbO. Melted lead exposed to the air be
comescovered with a yellowish-gray dusky pellicle. This
pellicle is carefully taken otf, and is oxidized by exposure
to air and a moderate heat to a greenish-gray powder. In-

clining to yellow. This oxid, separated from the grains
of lead by sifting, and exposed to a heat sufficient to make
it red-hot, but not to melt It, assumes a deep-yellow color.
In this state it is called masnciit, but does not differ chemi-
cally from litharge, though different in color and mechani-
cal condition. After melting it has a reddish tint, and is

called lit/large. Massicot, slowly heated by a moderate flre.

Is further oxidized to minium or red lead. It Is some-
times used as a pigment, and as a drier in the composition
of ointments and plasters. Also called lead oclier.

massif (ma-sef), n. [F. : see ( re.] A cen-
tral mountain-mass; the dominant part of a

range of mountains ; a part of a range which ap-
pears, from the position of the depressions by
which it is more or less isolated, to form an in-

dependent whole; also, an orographic block or
fault-block (German seholle) ;

a band or zone of
rocks raised or depressed between two largely

developed parallel faults. The French wordiMMi/
is occasionally used with these various significations in
default of any good and familiar English term, especially

by geologists writing on the Alps.

Massilia (ma-sil'i-ii), n. Same as Massalia.
Massilian (ma-siri-an), a. [< L. MassiHanuK,
< Massilia, Gr. M<unra//a, Marseilles. Cf. Mar-
xeillais."] Of or belonging to Marseilles. Ap-
plied specifically to the members of a Christian school,
most numerous at Marseilles, later and more usually
called Semi- Pelagians.

massilyt (mas'i-li), flrfr. Massively.
massiness (mas'i-nes), n. The state of being
massy ; greatness of bulk ; ponderousness from
size or density.

massing-chalice (mfts'ing-chal'is), M. A chal-
ice used in the service of the mass, as distin-

guished from any other cup.
massive (mas'iv), a. [= D. m*frf = G.Dan.
Sw. ntassiv, < F. massif, bulky, massive, < masse,
mass: see mass- and -ire.] 1. Forming or con-

sisting of a large mass; solid; having great
size and weight; heavy; weighty; ponderous:
as, a massire weapon.
The common military sword Is a heavy, massire weapon,

for close engagement. Horney, Works, I. vll.

The tallest of my folios. Opera Bonaventune, choice
and mafxipe divinity, to which its two supporters ( . . .

Bellartuine and Holy Thomas) showed but as dwarfs
itself an Ascapart. l.innli, Ella, p. 34.

2. Existing in mass or masses ; massed or ag-
gregated; not separated into parts or elements:

specifically applied in psychology to sensations
or feelings.

As this aggregate [of pleasurable recollections] grows by
accumulation, it becomes vague in proportion as it be-
comes manner. H. Spencer, Prill, of Psycho!., i 513.

The entrance Into a warm bath gives onr skin a more
nuurine feeling than the prick of a pin.

If. James, Mind, XII. 1.

The distinction In pleasures (and in pains) between the
acute and voluminous or massive (Intensity and Quantity)
Is pregnant with vital results.

.1. llain. Emotions and Will, p. 12.

3. Pertaining to the whole mass or bulk of any-
tliiiig: total, as to mass; not special, local, or

partial.



massive

Opposing massive to localised or specialised stimulation.
Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, Oct., 1886, p. 134.

4. In )fHcra/.,without crystalline form, although
perhaps crystalline in structure : as, a mineral
that occurs massire. A mineral which is both
massive and non-crystalline is said to be amor-

phous. 5. Inf/eol., homogeneous; destitute of

structural divisions, such as planes of stratifica-

tion or jointing. By some geologists the term massive
is used as synonymous with eruptive or Plutonic igneom.
but such rocks often have one or more well-marked sys-
tems of joints, and are by no means homogeneous.
6. In zool., massed: applied to the type of

structure represented by the mollusks. Von
Jiaer. [Rare.] Massive eruption, in neol., the pour-
ing forth of lava from a line or system of fissures, so that
vast areas have become covered by nearly horizontal sheets
of eruptive material. =Syn. 1. Massy, Ponderous, etc. See

bulky.

massively (mas'iv-li), adi\ In a mass
; pon-

derously.
massiveness (mas'iv-nes), >. The state or qual-
ity of being massive, in any sense ; specifically,

great weight with bulk : massiness
; ponderous-

ness.

mass-meeting (mas 'me "ting), . A public
meeting of persons in mass, or of all classes,
to consider or listen to the discussion of some
matter of common interest.

massmongert (mas'mung"ger), . One who cel-

ebrates mass; a Romanist; one who believes
in the sacrifice of the mass: an opprobrious
term.

Our Papists have another will, which the maamonffers
will more willingly follow than God's will.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 315.

massondewf, . Same as measondue.
Massonia (ma-so'ni-a), n. [NL. (Thunberg,
1781), named after F. Masson, a botanical writer
and explorer of the 18th century.] A genus of
liliaceous plants of the tribe Allieas, the onion

family, and type of the subtribe Massoniece.
They have a regular cylindrical perianth-tube, with five

equal, spreading, or reflexed lobes, and six stamens, which
are longer than the perianth, and are united by their fila-

ments into a ring at the base. They are bulbous herbs,
with two ovate radical leaves which lie flat on the ground,
and an umbel-like head of numerous usually white flow-
ers. The scape is very short, the head being almost ses-
sile between the leaves, and surrounded by a many-leafed
membranous involucre. About 20 species are known, all

from the south of Africa ; several of them are cultivated
for their singular appearance.
Massonieae (mas-o-m'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1883), < Massonia + -ece.~\ A
subtribe of liliaceous plants of the tribe Alliece.
It is characterized by a coated bulb, a very short scape,
subsessile between the leaves, and a dense umbel of flow-

ers, surrounded by an involucre of from three to an indefi-
nite number of bracts. The subtribe includes 2 genera,
Massonia, the type, and Daubenya.
Massora, Massoretic, etc. See Masora, etc.

mass-penny (mas'pen"i), n. [< ME. massepeny;
< mass1 + penny.] A fee for a mass.

Gif us ...
A Goddes halfpeny, or a masse-peny.

Chaucer, Snmmoner's Tale, 1. 41.

As soon as the Credo was done, the offering, if the day
happened to be one of those upon which it had to be given,
was made by all the people, each of whom walked up to
the foot of the altar to leave their gift, or, as it used to be
called, the mass-penny, in the basin held by a clerk, or
upon the celebrant's own hand, covered with the broad
end of his stole. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 192.

mass-priest (mas'prest), n. [< ME. masse-priest
(?), < AS. ma&aeprefat, < mcesse, mass, + preost,
priest.] Formerly, a secular priest of the Ro-
man Catholic Church, as distinguished from the
regulars; afterward, a priest retained in the
chantries, or at particular altars, to say masses
for the dead: still sometimes used derogatorily
for any Roman Catholic priest.
mass-seert (mas'ser), n. One who sees or is

present at a mass.
' 'No man can serve two masters ;

"
''he that gathereth

not with Christ," as no moss-seer unreproving it doth,
"scattereth abroad."

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 53.

massuellet, n. See masuel.
massula (mas'u-la), n.; pi. masstiUe (-le). [NL.,
< L. massula, di'mi'of massa, a lump or mass : see
mass2 .'] In lot.: (a) In the Fittciiiete, a mass of
hardened frothy mucilage inclosing a group of

microspores. (6) In phanerogams, a group of

cohering pollen-grains that have been produced
by one primary mother-cell. Goebel.
mass-Vector (mas'vek"tor), n. See the quota-
tion.

Let us define a mass-vector as the operation of carrying
a given mass from the origin to the given point. The di-
rection of the mass-vector is the same as that of the vector
of the mass, but its magnitude is the product of the mass
into the vector of the mass.

Maxicell, Matter and Motion, LIX.
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mass-velocity (mas've-los"i-ti), >i. The mass
of matter through which the disturbance to

which it belongs is propagated per unit of time

per unit of cross-section.

massy (mas'i), a. [< ME. massy; < mass2 + -#*.]
1. Compacted into or consisting of amass; pos-
sessing great mass or bulk ; massive.

He was massy & mekull, made for the nonest.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3885.

Your swords are now too massy for your strengths.
Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 67.

2. Being in mass
; consisting of masses

;
made

up of large or heavy parts.
Bound betweene two Tables of tnassie Gold.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 267.

A second multitude
With wondrous art founded the massy ore.

Milton, P. L., i. 703.

It were as false for farmers to use a wholesale and massy
expense as for states to use a minute economy.

Emerson, Farming.

=Syn. Massive, Ponderous, etc. See bulky.

mast1
(mast), tt. [< ME. mast, < AS. moist = D.

mast= MLG. LG. mast= OHG. MHG. G. mast=
Icel. mastr = Sw. Dan. mast (not recorded in

Goth.); hence OF. mast,F.mdt= Pr. mat, mast=
Pg. masto, mastro, mast ; perhaps radically con-
nected with ii. mains, a mast, pole.] 1. Apoleor
pillar of round timber, or of tubular iron or steel,
secured at the lower end to the keel of a vessel,
and rising into the air above the deck to sup-
port the yards, sails, and rigging in general.
A mast is composed either of a single piece, or of several

pieces united by iron bands. When it is of several pieces,
it is called a built mast or a made mast. In all large ves-
sels the masts are composed of several lengths, called
lower mast, topmast, and topgallantmast. The royalmast
is now made in one piece with the topgallantmast. A
mast consisting of a single length is called a pole-mast.
In a full-rigged ship with three masts, each of three pieces,
the masts are distinguished as the foremast, the main-
mast, and the mizzenmast ; and the pieces as theforemast
(proper), foretopmast, foretopgallantmast, etc. In vessels
with two masts, they are called the foremast and main-
mast; in vessels with four masts, the aftermast is called
the spanker-mast or jigger-mast.

Anone the mastyr commaundeth fast
To hys shyp-men in alle the hast,
To dresse hem sone about the mast,

Theyr takelyng to make.
Pilgrims' Sea-Voyage (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11.

The tallest pine,
Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast
Of some great ammiral. Milton, P. L., i. 293.

2. Any tall pole.
We passe by several! tall masts set up to guide travellers,

so as for many miles they stand in ken of one another
like to our beacons. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

Electric-light masts, and telegraph poles with their close
network of wires crossing and recrossing and literally
obscuring the sun. Fortnightly Rev,, N. S., XXXIX. 222.

3. The main upright member of a derrick or

crane, against which the boom abuts. Car-
Builder's Diet At the mast, on the spar-deck at the
mainmast, the official place of interview between men of
the United States navy and their officers when a request
is to be made or an offense investigated. Before or
afore the mast. See before. Captain of the mastt
See mastman. Dolphin Of the mast. See dolphin.
Hand-mast, a mast-makers' name for a round spar, at
least 24 and not exceeding 72 inches in circumference.
Such spars are measured by the hand of four inches,
there being a fixed proportion between the number of
hands in the length of the mast and that contained in the
circumference, taken at one third of the length from the
bntt-end. Laslett. [Eng.] Military mast, a mast carried
by a war-ship for fighting purposes only, and not for setting
sail. Naval ships of the most recent design are often pro-
videdwith one militarymastor more, carrying armored tops
or platforms on which are mounted machine-guns. Such
masts are also used for signaling and to provide stations
for lookouts, and, in time of action, for small-arm men.
Where more than one top is placed on a military mast, the
lower one carries the machine-guns, and the upper the
lookouts and small-
arm men. Such
masts are also fitted

with derricks for

hoisting torpedo-
boats, etc., out and
in. Sliding-gun-
ter mast, a small
mast fitted for slid-

ing upward on an-
other mast by
means of hoops or

rings. It is used
principally for

boats, but formerly
served as a skysail-
tnast rigged above
a royalmast. -

Spencer-mast, "

spar attached abaft
the foremast or
mainmast to re-

ceive the rings or
Mast with Spencer-mast attached.

hoops of a spencer. To spend or expend a mast. See
xpend. Trysail-mast, or spanker-mast, a small mast
(similar to a spencer-mast) abaft a lower mast fur carry-
ing the hoops to which a trysail or spanker is bent.

master

mast 1 (mast), c. /. [< mast1
, .] To fix a mast

or masts in
; supply with a mast or masts

;
erect

the masts of : as, to mast a ship.
mast2 (mast), n. [< ME. mast, < AS. ma>nt, food,
mast (acorns, beechnuts, etc.), = OHG. MHG.
G. mast, mast; prob. orig. *matsti-, connected
with Goth, mats = OHG. man = E. meat, etc.,
food: see meat1

.'] The fruit of the oak and
beech or other forest-trees; acorns or nuts col-

lectively, serving as food for animals.

As if God had ordained kings for no other end and pur-
pose but only to fat up men like hogs, and to see that they
have their mast. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 3.

They [acorns] only serve as mast for the hogs and other
wild creatures, . . . together with several other sorts of
mast growing upon the beech, pine, and other trees.

Beverley, Virginia, ii. 1| 14.

mast2
(mast), v. t. [< mast?, .] To feed on

mast.

Masting themselves like hogs.
Beeon, Works, II. 425. (Davies.)

Mastacembelid.se (mas"ta-sem-beri-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Mastacembelus -r- -ida>..~\ A family of

opisthomous fishes exemplified by the genus
Mastacembelus, without ventrals or prominent
anal papilla, with the body eel-like, and with
numerous free dorsal spines. The species in-

habit fresh waters of southern Asia and of Af-

rica, and are known as spiny-eels.
mastacembeloid (mas-ta-sem'be-loid), a. and n.

I. a. Of, pertaining to, or having the characters
of the Mastacembelidai.

II. n. A fish of the family Mastacembelidce.
Mastacembelus (mas-ta-sem'be-lus), . [NL.
(Gronovius), < Gr. //doraf, the mouth, + ev, in, +
j3 /(of, a dart : see belemnite.J Agenus of tropical
Asiatic fishes, type of the family Mastacembeli-

<fe, whose upper jaw ends in a pointed mov-
able appendage. M. armatus is a common
spiny-eel of India.

mastadenitis (mas-tad-e-nl'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

/uurrdf, the breast, + adrfv, a gland, + -itis.~] In

patliol., inflammation of the mammary gland;
mastitis.

mastalgia (mas-tal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /jaarAf,
the breast, + a'Ayof, pain.] Inpathol., neural-

gia of the breast; mastodynia.
niastax (mas'taks), n. [NL., < Gr. /laaraZ, the

mouth, < [laaaaSai, chew. Cf. mustache.] 1.
The muscular pharynx of the wheel-animal-
cules

;
the pharyngeal bulb of rotifers, contain-

ing the masticatory apparatus. Also called buc-
cal funnel. 2. [cap.] A genus of caraboid

beetles, confined to eastern Asia. Fischer, 1825.

3. [cap.] A genus of orthopterous insects.

Perty, 1830.

mast-bass (mast'bas), . The black-bass. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]
mast-carline, mast-carling (mast'kar'lin,
-ling), n. In a ship, a large carline placed at
the side of the masts, between the beams, to

support the partners.
mast-coat (mast'kot), . In a ship, a conical
canvas fitted over the wedges around the mast,
at the level of the deck, to prevent the oozing
of water down below.
masted (mas'ted), p. a. Furnished with a mast
or masts

; having or exhibiting masts : chiefly
used in composition : as, a three-wasted vessel.

Nowhere far distant from the masted wharf.

Dyer, Fleece, iii.

Slow enlarging on the view,
Four manned and masted barges grew.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 16.

master1 (mas'ter), n. and a. [Also wester (dial.)
and mister, the latter now differentiated in use

(see mister1
); < ME. maister, mayster, meister.

maistre, < OF. maistre, F. maitre = Pr. majstre,
maestre, mestre, mayestre = Sp. maestre, maestro,
OSp. mestro, mestre = Pg. mestre = It. maestro,
mastro = AS. nuegister, magister, mayster, mais-
ter = OS. mester = OFries. mdstere, mester = D.
mecster = MLG. mester, meister, LG. meester =
OHG. meistar, MHG. G. meister = Icel. tiifixfari

= Sw. mastare = Dan. mester, master, < L. ma-
i/ister, a chief, head, director, president, leader,

teacher, in ML. Rom. and Teut. applied to vari-
ous superior officers, in titles, etc., and hence a
conventional prefix; in OL. magcster; with for-
mative -is-ter, -es-ter (as in the opposite minix-

tcr, a servant), < miia-, in iiiaf/mm, great: see

main%, mti</niti </<. inn/or, etc.] I. . 1. A man
who has authority; a man who exercises the
chief control over something or some one; a

paramount ruler, governor, or director.

The firste lordes and matjstres that in Engelond were,
These chef townes heo lette in Engelonde rere.

Rob. of Gltmcrxter. p. '2.



master

Kileiy 111:111 i his matter th:it ilurebi-ate him. mid eliery

man diircs that kilnwi>K lilm.

lip. KH fie. MicTu oofmograpnlo, A coward.

Moult o' the people,
We do request yuur kindest ears.

Shot., Cor., II. 2. 55.

He remains master of the Held.

Bacon, Political fables, tx., Expl.

They had reason to fear that, if he prospered In England,
he would become absolute matter of Holland.

Macnulaii, Hist. Eng., ix.

Specifically
-

(a) A mule teacher or instructor In a school,
nimv especially the sole or head teacher; a schoolmaster.

There, In his noisy mansion skilled to rule,

The village mailer taught his little school.

Goldsmith, Dm. V1L, 1. 196.

(ft) The navigator of a ship. In the merchant marine the

master in the captain or commander. In men-of-war the

navigator or sailing-master formerly had the specific title

of master, and was a line-officer of the lowest rank. In

the llritish navy his titl<- is now iiarinittiiiii-lieutenant or

:,n,,ii,,ilfr. Ill the United States navy he is now
ranked as lieutenant (junior grade), between ensign and

lieutenant, ami is called the navigator.

An vnhappie Matter he is that is made cunning by
manle slilppe wrakes. Ancham, The Scholemaster, p. 01.

2. ( )ne who has another or others under his im-

mediate control ;
a lord paramount or employer

of slaves, vassals, domestic servants, workmen,
or laborers, etc-. ; in laic, specifically, one who
has in his own right and by virtue of contract

a legal personal authority over the services

of another, such other being called his ser-

vant. The important distinction between the relation

of master and servant and that of principal and agent lies

in the fact that a master is liable to third persons for the

errors of his servant to a greater degree than principals

generally are for the errors of agents or employees over

whom such authority does not exist, and In the fact that

a servant has not always the same remedy against his

master for injuries suffered In the course of employment
as one not a servant might have.

No man euer throue by suing his Lord or Maister.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 99.

It fares not by fathers aa by master* It doeth fare,

For a foolish father may get a wise sonne,
But of a foolish mauler it haps very rare

Is bread a wise seruant where euer he wonne.
PuUtnham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 208.

Our matter and mistress seeks you.
Shot., As you Like it, v. 1. 66.

3. One charged with the care, direction, over-

sight, or control of some office, business, under-

taking, or department : as, Master of the Rolls
;

a ship-, harbor-, or dock-master; master of the

revels, ceremonies, etc. 4. One who has the

power of controlling or using at pleasure ;
an

owner or proprietor; a disposer.
Nor that I am more better

Than Prospero, master of a full poor cell.

Shot., Tempest, t. 2. 20.

lie who is not master of himself and his own passions
cannot be a proper master of another.

Steele, Spectator, No. 137.

5. A chief; a principal, head, or leader.

Maiftur in rnageste, maker of AUe,
Endles and on, euer to last !

Now, god, of thi grace graunt me thi helpe.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1.

Some food we had, and some fresh water, that

A noble Neapolitan, Oonzalo,
Out of his charity (who being then appointed
Matter of this design) did give us.

ShaJc., Tempest, 1. 2. 163.

6. A man eminently or perfectly
skilled in

something, as an occupation, art, science, or

pursuit ;
one who has disposing or controlling

power of any kind by virtue of natural or ac-

quired ability; a proficient; an adept: as, a
muster of language, or of the violin; a master

in art.

Few men make themselves Masters of the things they
write or apeak. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 66.

Heard Slg' Francisco on the harpsichord, esteem'd one
cif the most excellent maMen in Europe on that instrument.

Evelyn, Diary, Deo. 2, 1674.

I listened with delight
To pastoral melody or warlike air,

Drawn from the chords of the ancient British harp
By some accomplished master.

Wordmeorth, Excursion, vli.

7. A title of address, formerly in use, corre-

sponding to magister (which see). Abbreviated
M. Matter is now changed to mister in ordinary speech,
anil used in its unchanged form only before the name of a

boy, or by a servile dependent to a superior, or sometimes

(especially in irony) by a superior to an inferior, as in the

second quotation. See mittert.

The Pharisees answered, saying, Master, we would see

a sign from thee. Mat. xll. 88.

Matter doctor, have yon brought those drugs?
Xhak.. rynibcline, I. T. 4.

In the city of Olocester HI. Bird of the chappell met
with Tarltoii, who, joyfull to resreet other, went to visit

his friends: amongst the rest, M. Bird, of the queenes
chapped, visited M. Woodcock of the colledge. . . . 80
Matter Woodcock like :i wcxxlcock bit his lip.

Tarlton, Jests (1611). (HalliuvU.)
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8. A young gentleman; a boy of the better

class.

Where there are little matters and misses in a house,

they arc Impedimenta to the diversions of the serranU.

Sutft, Directions to Servants.

9. A title of dignity or office, (o) A degree con-

ferred by colleges and universities : as, master of art*. ()
[COB. ]

In Scotland, the title of the eldest son of a viscount

or baron : as, the Halter of Lovat (heir of Ix>rd or Baron

Lovat).
Master of Kavenswood, a title which he still retained,

though forfeiture had attached to that of his father.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, II.

(c) The title of the head of some societies or corpora-
tions: as, the grand matter of the Knight* of Malta; the

master of Balllol College ; the master of a lodge of free-

masons, (d) Kccles., a title applied to certain reslden-

tlarles In a minster : as, master of the lady chapel, etc.

10f. In the game of bowls, the jack.

At bowles every one cranes to kisse the mauler.

masterhood

Master builder. CO A chief l.uiM.-t . a diireinrnf build-

ing ; an architect.

As a wise matterbuilder, I have laid the foundation.
ICor. iii. I".

(b) One who employs workmen In building. Master
Chord, in mtinr, the chord of Hi, di.mlnanl.-- Master
fugue, ill mutie, a fugue without episodes; one in which
either subject or answer is continually heard, or one In

which only the most difficult contrapuntal methods are

used. Master mariner, mason, etc. See mariner, etc.

Master mind, the chief mind; a predominant Intel

lee.t ; a master spirit. Master note. Same as Uadinu
note. See leading^. Master passion, a predominant
passion: as, ambition was his matter passiini.-- Master
spirit, a predominant mind ; a master mind.

A good book is the precious life-blood of a master- tpitrit'.

embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond
life. Milton, Areopagitlca.

Master workman, (o) A workman In charge, or one
who is master of his craft. (b) [caps.] The chief execu-

live officer of the Knights of Labor. [U. 8.)

Gotten, Schoole of Abuse, p. 60. (Davies.) master 1 (mas'ter), v. [= 1). meesteren = MLG.
11. A husband. [Low, Eng.] mexteren, meisteren = OHO. mcisteron, meistron,

"I'm a watching for my matter." "Do you mean your MHO. G. meistern = Sw.
miiftra

= Dan. me"tre,

husband?" said "
Yes, miss, niynuwfer." master; from the noun. J I. tranx. 1. lo De-

Dietttts, Bleak House, vilL Oome the master of; subject to one's will, con-

Grand master, the title of the head of military orders
trol, or authority; conquer; overpower; snb-

of knighthood, as the Hospitalers, the Templars, and the *
'

Teutonic Knights. The title is also given to the head of

the fraternity of freemasons for the time being.

Wottest thou that Lucas de Beaumanoir, the chief of

their Order, and whom they (the Templars] term Grand

Matter, is now himself at TemplestoweY
Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxv.

Great master!. Seej^reoe. Master attendant See

attendant. Master in Chancery, in England, formerly, a

judicial or quasi-judicial officer of the court of chancery.
Master In lunacy. Heelunacy. Master of Arts, an

academical degree granted by a college or other authorized

body, on the successful completion of a certain course of

study or in recognition of professional merit Commonly
abbreviated to A. M. or M. X. Master of ceremonies.
See ceremony. Master Of or In glomeryt. See glomery.
Master of song. In England. In the sixteenth century,

the title of the music-teacher to the Chapel Royal. Mas-
ter Of the church, in Eng. eccles. hist., one of the body of

learned clergy who aat as advisers of the bishops in synods.
Master of the faculties, the principal officer of the

Court of Faculties (which see, under/ociiffi/). Master of

the horse, (o) (Latin magitter rquitum, commander of the

cavalry.] In Ram. hist., an official appointed by the dic-

tator to act as his chief subordinate. He discharged the

duties of the dictator during the latter'* absence. (6) An
equerry ; specifically, the third great officer In the British

court. He has the management of all the royal stables and
bred horses, with authority over all the equerries and

pages, coachmen, footmen, grooms, etc. In state caval-

cades he rides next to the sovereign.

He Is In attendance ... on me, the noble Earl of Sus-

Every one can matter a grief but he that has It.

Shalt., Much Ado, 111. 2. 2*.

Kings nor authority can master Fate.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, v. 3.

2. To make one's self master of; overcome the

difficulties of; learn so as to be able to apply
or use : as, to master a science.

That art of plain living, which moralists in all ages have

prized so much, was mattered completely by Wordsworth.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 97.

3. To control as master or owner; possess;
have power over.

So then he hath it Igold] when he cannot use it.

And leaves it to be master'd by his young.
Shot., Lucrece, L 868.

The 1 1 n runs would follow our trail, and master our scalps
before we had got a dozen miles.

Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxv.

4f. To hold the position or relation of master
to

;
be a master to.

Rather father thee than master thee.

Shale., Cymhellne, iv. 2. 395.

5. In a technical use, to season or age.

A slight change In the quality of the sumac, something
dlffcrent In the "ageing" or mastering of the logwood, . . .

put works almost to a stand-still.
sex's master of hone. Scott, Kenilworth, xv and other causes, ... put works almost to a stand-still.

Master Of the household, an officer employed under <*, Dyeing and Calico Printing, 86.

II. iiHran.1. To be skilful; excel. [Rare.]the treasurer of the British royal household to survey ac

counts. Master of the mint. See minW.- Master of

the ordnance, a great officer who has the command of

the ordnance and artillery of Great Britain. Master of
the robes. See robe. Master of the Rolls, one of the

judges of the chancery division of the High Court of Jus-

tice in England, the keeper of the rolls of all patents and

grants that pass the grei
'

Court of Chancery. He i

Justice of the Queen's Beiicu, uuu auuvo me i <>MI ju> >

Justice of the Common Pleas.-Master of the Sen- position: as. a three-mast* <:

tences (Mao-ister Sententiarvm). a title given to the eel- master-at-aiTOS (mas ter-at-armz ), .

They talk of fencing, and the use of anus,
The art of urging and avoiding harms,
The noble science, and the mastering skill

Of making just approaches how to kill.

/;. Jinisiiii, 1'nderwoods. (Latham.)

iat seal, and of all records of the master'2 (mas'ter), H. [< mast! + -erl.~\ Aves-

eS a'nTaCe 2S ra cHlef -el * ( ******* 'b f > ^
In n

ebratcd Peter Lombard, Bishop of Paris in the twelfth cen-

tury, from his great work "Sententiarum I.ibrt tjnatuor,"
or "The Four l!ook8ofSentences"(conimonly called "The
Sentences"). Illustrative of doctrines of the churches in

sentences or passages taken from the fathers. Master of

the song*, an instructor of choristers; a choir-master.

of the crown, without episcopal induction. Master's

mate, formerly, In the I'nlted States navy, a junior offi-

cer whose duty it was to assist the master. See mtitei.

Masters Of the schools, In the University of Oxford,

England, the conductors of the first examination ("re-

sponsions") of the three that candidates for the degree of

B. A. are required to pass. Passed master, one who
has occupied the office or dignity of master, especially in

such bodies or societies as the freemasons, etc. ; hence,

figuratively, one who has ripe experience in his particular
craft or business. Often written past-matter. The little

masters, (o) Certain German engravers of the sixteenth

century, so called from the smallness of their prints. (6)

See the quotation.
In this (the hatters'] trade prevailed, early In the eigh-

teenth century, the system of carrying on industry by
means of sub-contractors (alias sweaters), who were called

Little Matters. English GtW(E. E. T. S.), Int., p. clxxvlii.

The Master, a specific designation of Christ as head of

the church and supreme guide of his followers. The old

masters, a title given collectively to the eminent painters
of the Renaissance and earlier, particularly to the Italian

painters of this period. To be meat for one's master.
See meat).

II. a. Having or exercising mastery; direct-

ing or controlling; chief; principal; leading:

man-of-war, a petty officer of the first class;

the chief police officer of the ship, whose duties

are to take charge of all prisoners, and to keep
order on the berth-deck. His assistants are

called ship's corporals.

floin (= OHG. meigtiirtuom, mei#t<traii<n, MHG.
nieifitertuom, G. meixterthum); < master1 + -<lom.]

Power of control ;
dominion ; mastery.

Give solely sovereign sway and matterdom.
.STio*-., Macbeth, i. 5.71.

masterful (raas'ter-ful), . [< ME. maxterfull,

maiKterful; < master! + -/W.J 1. Having the

character or qualities of a master; capable
of mastery ; controlling ; imperious ; domineer-

ing.
Shal noon bouselionde seyn to me " chek mat !

"

For eyther they ben fill of jalousie,
Or maysterful, or loven novelrye.

Chatieer, Troilus. ii. 756.

How maitter/ul lone Is in yonthe !

Oower, Conf. Amant.. ill.

Such parents are invaluable boons to an ambitions, en-

ergetic, and masterful child. The Centum, XXVIII. 126.

2. Expressing or indicating mastery; exhibit-

ing force or power: as, a masterful manner or

command Masterful beggar, formerly, In Scott law,
a beggar who took by force or by putting the household-
ers in fear ; a sonier..,, ...

as, a master mechanic or manner; a
jMUMr masterfully (mas'ter-ful-i). rfr. In a master-

builder or printer; a master hand in trade.
fu ] or imperious manner.

The maister temple of al the tonne. masterfulness (iiii'is'tcr-ful-nes), H. The qual-
Chaucer, Good Women, L 1016.

jty o{ boinR masterful, imperious, or domineer-
The choice and master spirits of this age.

'

masterhood fmas'ter-hud). .

Tin* later version of a must sublime tragedy ... has
"

the fire and vigor of a master hand.

ing.
uasterhood (mas'ter-hud). H. [< matter!

-/.</.]
The state of being a master: a condi-

1 II tllll*t'l 1IUKII. , ,
.

... Victorian Poets, pp. l-21-i. tion of niastury : 111:1 -4ership.



masterhood

I would . . . accommodate quietly to his masterhood,
smile undisturbed at his ineradicable ambition.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxiv.

master-joint (mas'ter-joint), n. In geol., the

most marked or best-defined system of joints or

divisional planes by which a roek is intersected

this system would be designated as a master-joint. If

there are two well-developed systems of joints and an-

other which is less so, the former would both be included

under the designation of master-joints.

master-key (mas'ter-ke), n. 1. A key which

opens (masters) many locks so differently con-

structed that the key proper to each will open
none of the others.

A very Master-Key to every Body's strong Box.

Congrevf, Way of the World, iii.

2. Figuratively, a general clue to lead put of

many difficulties; a guide to the solution of

many questions or doubts.

The discernment of characters is the master key of hu-
man policy. Goldsmith, Phanor.

masterless (mas'ter-les), a. [< ME. maisterles ;

< master^ + -less."] 1. Not having a master;
uncontrolled or unprotected by a master, in

England, in early times, a masterless man that is, one
who could not prove either that he was a freeman or that
he was under the control of a master was beyond the

pale of the law, and could legally be treated as a vaga-

bond, or consigned to a master, or even put to death.

Negroes were subject to similar conditions in the south-

ern United States during the existence of slavery.

A masterless man? . . . He had better not to speak to

me, unless he is in lore with gaol and gallows.
Kingsley, Westward Ho, vii.

In English society of a far later time we find " masterless

men "
to be a name of thieves, beggars, and peace-breakers.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. SO.

2. Free from mastery or ownership; liberated

from or not subject to a master; having unre-
strained liberty.

Ther sholde ye se stedes and horse renne maisterles, their

reynes trailynge vndir fote, wher-of the sadeles were all

blody of knyghtes that ther-ynne hadde be slayn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ ii. 211.

What mean these masterless and gory swords ?

Shak., R. and J., v. 3. 142.

3. That cannot be mastered; ungovernable;
beyond control.

Such vast heath-flres are lighted up that they often get
to a masterless head. Gilbert

masterlessness (mas'ter-les-nes), n. The state

or quality of being masterless or without a

master; unrestrainedness. Hare.
masterliness (mas'ter-li-nes), n. The condition
or quality of being masterly; masterly ability
or skill.

master-lode (mas'ter-lod), n. Same as cham-

pion lode (which see, under lode*-).

masterly (mas'ter-li), a. [= D. meestcrlijk =
MLG. mesterlik = OHG. meigtarlili, MHG. meis-

terlich, G. meisterlich = Sw. nuisterlig = Dan.

mesterlig; as manter1 + -fy/
1
.] 1. Pertaining to

or characteristic of a master; characteristic of

one who is master of his art or subject.

But when action or persons are to be described, . . . how
bold, how masterly are the strokes of Virgil !

Dryden, Account of Annus Mirabilis.

2. Acting like a master; imperious; domineer-

ing; masterful. [Rare.]
masterly (mas'ter-li), orfr. [= D. meesterlijk
= MLG. mesterlike= OHG. meistarlihho, MHG.
meisterliche, G. meisterlich; as master^ + -fy

2
.]

In a masterly manner ;
with the skill or ability

of a master.
Masterly done :

The very life seems warm upon her lip.

Shak., W. T., v. 3. 66.

masteroust, mastroust (mas'ter-us, -trus), a.

[Formerly also maistrous; < master1 + -ous.]
Characteristic of a master; masterly; skilful.

Must we learne from Canons and quaint Sermonings
interlin'd with barbarous Latin to illumin a period, to
wreath an Enthyrnema with maistrous dexterity ?

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

masterpiece (mas'ter-pes), n. 1. A work or

performance of a master; 'a piece of work of

surpassing excellence ; any performance or pro-
duction superior to others of its kind, whether
by the same person or by others.

Here we must rest ; this is our master-piece;
We cannot think to go beyond this.

B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 1.

At an earlier period they had studied the master-pieces
of ancient genius. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

2f. Chief excellence or talent.

There is uo master-piece in art like policy.
Beau, and FL, Laws of Candy, iv, 2.
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Dissimulation was his masterpiece.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

master-prizet (mas'ter-priz), . A masterly or

commanding stroke; a move, stroke, or game
worthy of a master hand or mind.

She hath play'd her master-prize, a rare one.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 4.

There is some notable masterprize of roguery
This drum strikes up for.

Middleton, Game at Chess, iii. 1.

mastership (mas'ter-ship), n. [= OFries. mas-

terskiji, mestcrskip = D. meesterschap = MLG.
mesterschop = OHG. meisterscaft, MHG. G.

meisterschaft = Sw. masterskap = Dan. mester-

skab; as master1 + -ship.'] 1. The state or office

of a master; a master's position or rank: as,

the mastership of a school, or of a vessel.

Yet these conscientious Men . . . wanted not boldness

... to seize into their hands, or not unwillingly to ac-

cept, . , . Collegiate Masterships in the Universities.

Milton, Hist. England, iii.

The .kinds of this seignoury, Seneca makes two : the

one, . . . power or command ;
the other, . . . propriety

or mastership. Raleigh, Hist. World, I. ix. 1.

2. Masterly skill or capacity ; superiority; mas-

tery.
That, when the sea was calm, all boats alike

Show'd mastership in floating. Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 7.

Where noble youths for mastership should strive.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i.

3t. A chief work; a masterpiece.
Two youths of royal blood, renown'd in tight,

The mastership of Heaven in face and mind.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., ii. 318.

4f. In address, your mastership, like your lord-

ship, etc. Sometimes contracted to maship.
How now, Signior Launce ! what news with your mas-

tership? Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 280.

Save your mastership!
Do yon know us, sir?

Fletcher (and another ?), Prophetess, iii. 1.

master-sinew (mas'ter-sin"u), n. In farriery,
the tendon of the gastrocnemius muscle, which
is inserted into the hock. It corresponds to

the tendon of Achilles in man.

mastersinger (mas'ter-sing"er), n. [Tr. of

MHG. meistersinger, G. meistersiiif/ar (G. also

meistersanger); < meister, master, + singer, sing-

er.] One of a class of German poets and musi-

cians, chiefly peasants and artisans, who began
to form gilds or societies for the cultivation of

tlieir art in the fourteenth century. Nuremberg
was their principal seat, and Hans Sachs, a shoemaker of

that place, was the most celebrated of them ; but socie-

ties were founded in all the principal cities, many of

which were maintained till the seventeenth century, while
that of Ulm continued in existence till 1839.

Through these streets so broad and stately, these obscure
and dismal lanes,

Walked of yore the Mastersingers, chanting rude poetic
strains. Longfellow, Nuremberg.

master-spring (mas'ter-spring), n. The spring
which sets in motion or regulates the whole
work or machine.
master-stroke (mas'ter-strok), n. 1. A mas-

terly achievement ;
a wonderfully clever or suc-

cessful action.

How oft, amazed and ravished, yon have seen
The conduct, prudence, and stupendous art,
And master-strokes in each mechanick part.

Sir It. Blackmore.

2. In art, an important or capital line.

Some painters will hit the chief lines and masterstrokes
of a face so truly that, through all the differences of age,
the picture shall still bear a resemblance.

Waller, Poems, ii., Pref.

Paul should himself direct me : I would trace
His master-strokes, and draw from his design.

Cmcper, Task, ii. 398.

master-touch (mas'ter-tuch), . The touch or
finish of a master.

I have here only mentioned some master-touches of this
admirable piece. Tatter, No. 156.

master-wheel (mas'ter-hwel), . The main
or chief wheel in a machine; specifically, a
wheel which acts as a driver or imparts mo-
tion to other parts, as the large cog-wheel of a

horse-power.
masterwork (mas'ter-werk), n. [= MLG. mes-
tcrwerk = G. meisterwerk = Sw. masterverk =
Dan. mesterwa!rk; as master1 + worfc.] Prin-

cipal performance ; masterpiece ;
chef-d'oeuvre.

Yet let me touch one point of this great act,
That famous siege, the master-work of all.

Daniel, Death of the Erie of Devonshire.

Here by degrees his master-work arose.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, ii. 19.

masterwort (mas'ter-wert), n. [A tr. of Im~

peratoria: sense variously explained.] A name
of several umbelliferous plants, (a) Properly,
Peucedanum(lmperatoria') Ostruthium, a native of central

mastic

Europe, formerly much cultivated as a pot-herb. Its root

is an aromatic stimulant, (b) An American plant, Hera-
cleum lanatum. Its root has stimulant and carminative

properties, (c) Archangelica atropurpurea, an infusion of

which is sometimes used in flatulent colic. Dwarf mas-
terwort, llacyuetia Epipactix. Great black master-
wort, Astrantut major. Small black masterwort, A-
trantia miiutr.VfilA or English masterwort. Same
as herb-Gerard.

mastery (mas'ter-i), n. [< ME. mastry, mais-

try, maijstrye, maistrie, meystry, < OF. maistrie

(= Sp. maestria = Pg. mestria = It. maestria),

mastery ,
< maistre, master : see master1

, .] 1.

The state of being a master; power of com-
mand or control

; rule; dominion; sway.
A monk ther was, a fair for the maistrie.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 165.

For hot, cold, moist, and dry, four champions fierce,
Strive here for mastery. Milton, P. L., ii. 899.

Their mastery of the sea gave them along every coast a
secure basis of operations.

J. R. Oreen, Conquest of England, iii.

2. Ascendancy in war or in competition ;
the

upper hand; superiority; preeminence.
It is not the voice of them that shout for mastery.

Ex. xxxii. 18.

Riding of this steed, brother Bredbeddle,
The mastery belongs to me.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 242).

3. Expert knowledge or skill; power of using
or exercising ; dexterity : as, the mastery of an
art or science.

The 16 tnedicyn ajens the feuere pestilenciale, and the
maistrif to cure it.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 23.

O, had I now your manner, maistry, might, . . .

How would I draw ! B. Jonson, Poet to the Painter.

He could attain to a mastery in all languages. Tillotson.

4. Masterly attainment; the gaining of mas-

tership.
Now I wole teche gou the maistrie of departynge of

gold fro siluir whanne thei be meyngid togidere.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall). p. 9.

A science whose mastery demands a whole life of labo-

rious diligence. Story, Misc. Writings, p. 340.

5t. A contest for superiority. Holland.

He would often times run, leap, and prove masteries
with his chiefe courtiers.

Knollts, Hist. Turks (1603). (Nares.)

The youth of the several! wards and parishes contend
in other masteries and pastimes. Evelyn, Diary, Jan., 1646.

6f. A masterly operation or act; a triumph of

skill.
Taketh good heed, ye shul wel seen at ye,
That I wol doon a maistrie er I go.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 49.

No maystry is it to get a friend, but for to keepe him
long. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

7f. The finding of the magisterium or philoso-

pher's stone ; also, the stone itself.

I am the lord of the philosopher's stone, . . .

I am the master of the mastery.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

mastful (mast'ful), o. [< mast* + -ful.}

Abounding with mast, or the fruit of the oak,

beech, and other forest-trees.

masthead (mast'hed), . 1. The top or head
of the mast of a ship or vessel

; technically, the

top or head of the lower mast, but by extension
the highest point of the mast. Thus, a sailor may
be sent to the masthead (the top of the lower mast) as a

lookout-man, or for punishment : to carry the colors at
the masthead is to carry them at the highest point of the
mast.

2. One who is stationed at the masthead: as,
the sundown masthead.
masthead (mast'hed), v. t. [< masthead, .] 1.

To raise to the masthead; place or display at

the masthead.
In a minute the flag, jack down, was mastheaded, and

fluttering its fair folds upon the breeze.
W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xlvii.

2. To punish, as a sailor, by sending to the
masthead (the top of one of the lower masts)
for a certain or an indefinite time.

The next morning I was regularly mastheaded.

Marryat, Frank Mildmay. iv. (Dames.)

mast-hoop (mast/hop), . A wooden or iron

hoop on a mast.

mast-house, masting-house (mast'-, mas'ting-
hous), w. A large roofed building in which
masts are made or prepared for use.

mastic (mas'tik), . and a. [Also mastich, for-

merly also mi, stick : < ME. nutstik = D. ma.ttik, <

F. mastic = Pr. -tintxtir, mttxtec = Sp. obs. md.xtirix

(usually iihiinrii/a, < Ar. al-mastake) = Pg. max-
~L.~i = \\.ni</t.-tice,mastico(=Qi.mastiJC,<~LL.~M.L.

iinixti.f). < L. mnntii'lic, also maxtifi; LL. iiinsti-

chum and ;n,A(j,< Gr. uanri^ri, mastic, so called

because used as in the East as chewing-gum, <



mastic

^__ v , chew: cf. /maraf, the mouth (see mas-

'ta.r, miiKlni-lic), < /uiniialkii, chew. Hence ult. mas-

iirnlr.] I. n. I. A resinous substance obtained

from the common mastic-live, 1'ixlarin Lcntis-

rn.t, u small tree about 12 feet high, native in

the countries iiround the Mediterranean. The
...mmerclal article is derived principally from the Levant,
i.iJ especially from the island of Chios. The greater part

Is obtained from artificial incisions in the bark of the tree.

It comes in yellow, brittle, transparent, rounded tears,

which soften between the teeth with bitterish taste and

aromatic smell. About 90 per cent, of mastic Is dissolved

in alcohol the residue constituting the substance mastlcin.

Its solution in turpentine constitutes a varnish much used

in painting in oil. In the East mastic is chewed by the

women.
2. A similar resin yielded by some other plant.
Algerian or Barbary mastic is afforded by Pistacia Tere-

KntAtu (P. AUantical a tree of the same region as P. Len-

tismx. lu India a mastic is obtained from P. Khinjuhf
and P. Calmlica. At the Cape of Oood Hope a shrubby

composite plant, Euryops gpeciosissimus, called resin-bush.
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food by a process analogous to chewing, as the muscular

gizzard of a bird, with its dense, tough, and sometimes

bony epithelial lining, or the highly chltlnized stomach of

a crustacean, with its elaborate set of tooth-like processes.

II. .; pi. maxlinitiirifs (-riz). Asubstance
chewed to excite the secretion of saliva.

The root |of the cocoanut-palm |
is used as a masticatory-

Beuey, Botany, p. 4S4.

mastic-cement (mas'tik-se-menf), n. Same as

ntdxtic, 5.

mastic-cloth (mas'tik-kldth), n. A kind of can-

vas made for needlework.

mastich, mastiche, See mastic.

mastic-herb (mas'tik-erb), n. A low shrubby

plant, TYi i/miis roas<c7ina,having a strong agree-
able smell, like mastic. It grows in Spain.
masticic (mas-tis'ik), a. [< mastic + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to mastic.

masticin (mas'ti-sin), n. [= F. masticine = It.

iitit.tticino ; as mastic + -t 2
.] A substance

mastodon

change, alternation: see amceba.] A remark-

able genus of flagellate infunorians, combining
the pseudopods of an ainosba with a long ter-

minal flagellum. The genus Illustrates a group of

Infusorlans which have been called RhiznflageUabt. A
species Is named M. axpena.

Mastigamoebidae (mas*ti-ga-me'bi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < MiixtitiitiiKihii + -iil<i:] A family of

rlii/.ollagellate iufusorians, typified by the ge-
nus Maxtigamceba.
mastigium (mas-tij'i-um), n.

; pi. masligia (-&).

[XL.. < Gr. udorif (naarty-), a whip.] Inentotu.,

one of the prominent organs on the posterior

extremity of a very few lepidopterous larvae,

from which threadlike processes can be thrust,

as in the European Harpyia rinula. The cater-

pillars lash their sides with these threads to re-

pel the attacks of ichneumon parasites.

Mastigophora (raas-ti-gof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL.,

gummifem, a lofty tree from all parts of which a resinous

gum exudes.

3. A mastic-tree.

A lino of sandy hills, covered with thickets of myrtle
and mastic, shut or

"

solving mastic in alcohol. It amounts to about, a
cHiojiayettata.

ch^cfer""^
nastickt, . and a. I. . An obsolete spelling ^"^If^^ora

any member

[< max-

orous, 1.. an attrib. use of mastic with

great expedition is required. Asphaltic mastic. UCM.. un- r<>:n-iminii-ML:iM-, .". ,/":""<."-," .'-".!
Asasphati, 2. Bituminous mastic. See bituminous ce- cles with smooth scales, found in the southern United or pertaining to the Mastigopoda.
ment, under bituminous. States; and others are described. JJ _ ^ member of the Mastigopoda.

II. a. Adhesive, as or with gum or mastic, masticot1
,
w. An erroneous form of massicot. Mast'jg0poda (mas-ti-gop'o-da), n. pi. [NL.

Gellia wore a velvet masticic patch. masticot2t, Mastic.

Bp. Hall, Satires, vi. 1. mastic-tree (mas'tik-tre), . [< ME. masttc-

masticable (mas'ti-ka-bl), . [< mastic(ate) + tree.-] 1. A tree which yields mastic, espe-
L - '

cially Pistacia Lentisciis. See mastic, 1 and 2.

The benes hardde of mastic tree wol serve Ysowe.

Falladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 98.

-able."] Capable of being chewed ; susceptible
of mastication.

masticate (mas'ti-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp. i-
ticatfd, ppr. masticating. [< LL. masticates, pp.
of masticare, chew (> It. mastieare = Sp. masti-

car, obs. mastigar= Pg. mastigar= OF. mascher,
F. mdcher, chew), orig. chew mastic (not from
the ancient and rare Gr. /jaartxav, gnash the

___w ^ ^ ^ _ _ *j.,

neut."pirof masligopus: see mastigopod.'] All

those Protozoa which possess cilia or flagella;
the two infusorial classes Ciliata&nd Flagella ta.

Huxley.
mastigopodous (mas-ti-gop'o-dus), a. [As
mastigopod + -outs.] Same as mastigopod.

2. A valuable tree of Florida and the West mastignre (mas'ti-gur), n. [<NL. .""

subacld flavor, eagerly eaten by animals.

See tnast-

.. . _
, ,,--. /loans (/taaTiy-), a whip, + aiipd, a tail.]

teeth, which is, however, remotely related), < masticurous (mas-ti-ku'rus), a. [Also masti- a8 I'romastix. Fleming,
mastiche, mastice, mastic: see mastic, n.] 1. couroiis, prop.'mastigurous; <Gr.^ao-nf, awhip, mastilyont, Same as masliifi.

To grind with the teeth, and prepare for swal- scourge, + ovpa, the tail.] Having a whip-like masting-house (mast'ing-hous), n.

lowing and digestion ;
chew : as, to masticate tail, as the ray. house.

mastiff (mas'tif), n. [The associated forms (in mastist, n. A Middle English form of musty*.
E. and F. ) are of 3 types : (a) mastiff, formerly mastitis (mas-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. poortc,
also mastive, < ME. mastyf, mestif, a mastiff, < the breast, + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation
OF. mestif, F. metif, of mixed breed, mongrel of the mammary gland. Also called mam-

(chien mestif, a mongrel dog), < ML. 'mixtiiits, mitis.

"mistivus, mixed; (6) early mod. E.jwasty, < ME. mastivet, '< An obsolete form of mastiff, ifin-

mastis, a mongrel, < OF. mestis, F. mitis (= Pr. s),eil .- Cotgrave.
mestis = Sp. mestizo = Pg. mestico = It. mes- mastless1 (mast

'

les), a. [< masti + -less.]

mastication (mas-ti-ka'jihon),
. [=F.mastica- tizzo), of a mixed breed, mongrel, < ML. 'mix- Having no mast: as. a mastless vessel.

itigacSo= It.mas-
ticiiis, 'misticius, mixed; (c) *mastin('mestin, > mastless- (mast 'les), a. [< masft + -less.]

masticare, $<,_ messin), < OF. mastiii, F. mdtin = Pr. mastin Bearing or producing no mast: as, a mastlexx

(cf. Sp. mastin, Pg. mastim, It. mastino, ML. mas- beech.

tinus, all appar. < OF.), a mastiff; < ML. 'mix- A crown of mastUss oak adorned her head.

tinus, 'mistinus, mixed ;
all three types (ML. Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Qeorgics, ii.

'mistivus, misticivs, 'mistinus) < L. mixttm, mis- mastlin't, . See martin*.

tu.<t, mixed, pp. of miscere, mix: see mixi. For
mastlin'-'t, w. See i

'-'-Q

food.
Now I eat my meals with pain,
Averse to masticate the grain.

Cotton, Fables, vi.

2. To prepare for use by cutting or kneading,
as with a masticator.

Mr. Hancock . . . had a cylinder made of masticated

rubber, of a convenient size. Ure, Diet., I. 693.

mastication (mas-ti-ka'shon), . [= I

tioit = Sp . masticaeion= Pg. mastigacSo
ticazione, < ML. "masticatio(n-), \ LL. i

chew : see masticate.'] 1. The act of chewing;
the process of triturating food with the teeth

;

manducation. 2. The process of tearing to

pieces or kneading, as india-rubber, by means
of the masticator Muscles of mastication, the

muscles specially concerned in the act of ''e
'"K.J|eliw the form mast-, ult. < L. mist-, cf. masttirfl, mas- mastman'(mast'man), n. ; pi. mastmen (-men),

those by whose action the lower law is moved upward and >
, , .,

8atisfac .
m* " Va nn^ ii mkst in a man-of-war

sidewise. They constitute a special group of muscles, de-

riving their Innervation from the motor filaments of the

trigeminus nerve. In man these muscles are the tempo-
rails, masscter, and external and internal pterygoid.

masticator (mas'ti-ka-tor), . [= Sp. masti-

i-ailur, a horse's bit, ="Pg. mastigador = It.

masticators, masticator, < NL. masticator, < LL.

maxticare, chew: see masticate.'] One who or

I h:it which masticates or chews. Specifically

. This etym. is the only one that satisfac- A seaman stationed at a mast in a man-of-war

torily explains the various forms involved, to keep the ropes clear and in order. In the

Skeat, following Scheler and Diez, supposes British service, formerly called captain of the

mastiff to be lit.
' a house-dog,' the ML. type maxt.

mastinus being in this view contracted (after mastoccipital (mas-tok-sip'i-tal), n. [<
-

' '
"

A machine used in purifying india-rubber or gutta-percha,

consisting of a shaft set witli strong teeth and revolving
in a case in which the material to be purified Is placed.

(c)In eatmn., sometimes used for the organs of the mouth
employed in mastication the maxillee and mandibles.

Kirby.

masticatory (mas'ti-ka-to-ri), a. and n. [= F.

iitaxticatoire = Pr. niiistittiiatnri = Sp. It. mas-

tifiitorin. < NL. *ma.i<ic<iti>riiiK, < LL. maxticiin-.

chew: see miix.'icftti: mottttator.'] I. a. Relat-

or pertaining to mastication; used in or

Rom.) from 'masnatinus, ult. 'mantnonatiinis

(se. canis), < masnata, ult. "mansionata (OF.
meisnee, maisnce, etc.), household, family (see

manyV, meiny). Minsheu (1625) similarly ex-

plains it as "q. maison tenant, i. domum tenens,

keeping the house."] A variety of dog of con-

siderable antiquity. A true-bred mastiff is of large

size, and very stoutly built. The head Is well developed
and large, the lips deep and pendulous on each side of the

mouth, and the whole aspect noble. This animal is capa-
ble of great attachment, and is valuable as a watch-dog..

In aide time was an usage to norrysshe grel mastyuys
and sare bytynge dogges in the lytell houses upon the

walls, that by them shulde be knowen the comynge of

theyrc enemyes. Caxton, Fayt of Amies, ii. 158.

As savage bull, whom the fierce mastires bait. Spenser.

effected'by chewing: as, the masticatory appa- mastiff-bat (nias'tif-bat), . A molossoid or

ratus or process. -Masticatory mouth, in n(mn,, a bulldog-bat; a member of the Molossina': so

mouth provided with well-developed mandibles and max- palled
illse, as in Coleoptcra and lli/inr>i"i>tera. Alsoc-alled man- TUT'iaticrainrvlvi
dOwlatt. mouth. Masticatory sac or stomach, a stom- "UJ"

1

ach which serves for the trituration and comminution of Gr. paari!; (fiaarty-), a whip, scourge, -r afioi,^
'
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from its physiognomy. See 3Iolossinte.

ffamfpha fmas'ti-sa-me'ba) n fNL.. <gam( V, "
Lt

"

to(id) +~ occipital.] Common"to the mastoid

and the occipital bone: as, the maftoccipital
suture. Also masto-occipital.

(mas'to-don), n. [NL., so called

jo the mammillary processes on the

molar teeth ;
< Gr. /laarAf, breast (mammilla),

+ mJoif (ooWr-) = E. tooth.] 1. An extinct

proboscidean quadruped of the family Ele/ilian-

tiilir and subfamily ifastodontina: Several (rener

and rather numerous" species have been discovered In

Tertiary deposits of most parts of the world,in some cases

associated with those of the mammoth. One of the largest

and best-known of these is the American Mastodon gigan-

tnis, which survived to late Pleistocene period. A speci-

men nearly perfect was found in Missouri in 1840 ; it is

now in the British museum, and its dimensions are ei-

treme length 20 feet 2 inches: height 9 feet 6J inches;

cranium, length 3J feet, width 2 feet 11 inches; tusks,

extreme length 7 feet 2 inches, circumference at base 27

inches. See cut on following page.

2. [cap.] The typical genus of Mastodontina>,

formerly held to include all the mastodons,



mastodon

now restricted to those of the tetralophodont
series, such as M. avernensis of Europe.
mastodont (mas'to-dont), a. and . [< mnxtn-

(lnii(t-).] I. a. Having teeth like a mastodon
;

tubercular, as a mastodon's tooth.

II. ii. A mastodon.
mastodontic (mas-to-don'tik), n. [< mattotUtnt
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to a mastodon ; resem-

bling a mastodon
;
of mammoth size : as, mas-

toilontir dimensions. Everett.

MastodontiiiEe (mas"to-don-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Mastodon (-odont-) + -inas.~\ A subfamily of

Eleplumtitlif typified by the genus Mastodon,
distinguished from Kleplintitime by the charac-
ter of the molar teeth : mastodons. The ridges
of the molars increase in number by one or more on the
successive teeth, and have more or fewer mammilliform

Mastodon {Mastodon giganttus}.
Skeleton discovered at Cohoes, New York, 1866; now in the State

Museum of Natural History. Albany.

tubercles, while the intervening valleys have little or no
cement. Three genera are now recognized, called Trilo-

phodon, Tetralophodon, and Pentalophodon by Falconer,
the second of these terms being a synonym of Mastodon
proper, and the first being the same as Tetracaulodon of

Godman.

mastodontine (mas-to-don' tin), a. Of or per-

taining to the Mastodontinie : distinguished
from elephantine in a technical sense.

mastodynia (mas-to-din'i-ft), w. [NL., _<
Gr.

/iaar6f, the breast, + biU-vr/, pain.] In pathol.,

pain in the mammary gland.
mastoid (mas'toid), a. and w. [< Gr. naaTou&ift,
like the breast, < paoT6s, the breast, + e!of,

form.] I. a. Teat-like; shaped like a nipple:
specifically applied in anatomy to a part or pro-
cess of the temporal bone, from its shape in man.
See below Mastoidartery, a small branch of the pos-
terior auricular artery ; also, a small branch of the occipi-
tal artery which enters the mastoid foramen. Mastoid
cells, a number of irregular spaces or cavities in the sub-
stance of the mastoid process of the temporal bone, com-
municating with one another and with the cavity of the

tympanum. Mastoid foramen. See foramen. Mas-
toid muscle, the sternoclidomastoideus. Mastoid pro-
cess of the temporal bone, the mastoM. See cuts 1 and 2
under */,"//.

II. . 1. The mastoid part or process of the

temporal bone : in adult man, a conical nipple-
like bony prominence below and behind the
orifice of the ear, to which the sternoclido-

mastoid, trachelomastoid, digastric, and other
muscles are attached, and which is grooved
for the passage of the occipital artery, it is not
a distinct element of the compound temporal bone, hav-

ing no independent center of ossification, but is merely an
outgrowth of the petrosal bone, forming with this the pe-
tromastoid. It is scarcely recognizable in infanta. The
interior is excavated by the numerous mastoid cells.

2. A distinct bone of the skull of some of the
lower vertebrates, regarded by Owen as homo-
logous with the mammalian mastoid.
mastoidea. ". Plural of mastoirfeitm.

mastoideal (mas-toi'df-al), a. [< mastoidem +
-al.] Same as mastotd.

mastoidean (mas-toi'de-au), a. [< mastoideus
+ -an.] Same as mastoid.

mastoidei, w. Plural of maMoideus.
mastoideum (mas-toi'de-um), .; pi. mastoidea

(-a). [NL., neut. : see mastoideus.] The mas-
toid, more fully called os mastoideum.
mastoideus (mas-toi'de-us), .; pi. mastoidei

(-1). [NL., < Gr. /iaar6(, breast, + fMof, form.]
The sternoclidomastoideus.

mastoiditis (mas-toi-dl'tis), w. [NL. ;
< mastoi-

i/i'iix + -iti.?.] In pathol., inflammation in the
mastoid.

mastoidohumeral (mas-toi-do-hu'me-ral), a.

[< mastoid + humeral.'] Connecting the mas-
toid part of the temporal bone with the hu-
merus : as, the mastoidohumeral muscle of some
animals.

mastological (mas-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< mastol-

".'/-.'/
+ -ic-al.~\ Same as ma'inmalogieal.

mastologist (mas-tol'o-jist), n. [< mantolog-y+
-int.'] Same as ma-mmalogisf.
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mastology (mas-tol'p-ji),
. [< Gr. /IWKJTOC, the

breast, + -loyia, < fe-yetv, speak: see -ology.]
Same as mammalogy.

masto-OCCipital(mas"t6-ok-sip'i-tal), a. Same
as mastoceipital.

mastoparietal (mas"td-pa-ri'e-tal), a. [< mas-

to(id) + parietal.] Common to the mastoid
and the parietal bone : as, the mastoparietal
suture.

mastopathy (mas-top'a-thi), n. [< Gr. /taaruf,

tlie breast, 4- -iradeia, (."iruffof, disease.] In pa-
thol., disease of the mammary gland.
mastotheca (mas-to-the'ka), n.; pi. mastotheca;

(-se). [NL., < Gr.'/mo-roV,"the breast, + drjKrj,

a receptacle : see tlicca.] A cutaneous pouch
or fold of the skin in which the nipples of mam-
mary glands are situated, as the marsupium or

pouch of the marsupial mammals.

mastotympanic (mas"to-tim-pan'ik), . [<

masto(id) + tympanum + -ic.] A bone of the
skull of some reptiles, which should correspond
to the opisthotic quadrate of modern nomencla-
ture. R. Owen.
Mastozoa (mas-to-zo'a), w. pi. [NL., < Gr.

ftaarof, breast, + Cvoll
i
an animal. ] Mammals

;

the class of Mammalia. De Blainrille.

mast-pocket (mast'pok"et), n. A heavy cast-

ing under a wrecking-car, supported by a der-
rick truss-rod, serving as a socket for the mast
of a derrick to hold it upright. Car-Builder's
Diet.

mastresst, " An obsolete form of -mistress.

mast-rope (mast'rop), . A rope used for send-

ing a topmast or topgallantmast up or down
mastroust, a. See masterous.
mast-tree (mast'tre), n. 1. One of the trees
which produce mast ; specifically, the cork-tree.

2. In India, a tall tree, Polyaltltia ( Guatteria)
longifo/ia, handsome and much planted along
avenues: so named doubtless from its erect

habit, its wood being useless.

masturbate (mas'ter-bat), . .
; pret. and pp.

masturbated, ppr. masturoatina. [< L. mastur-

batits, pp. of masturbari, practise mastxirbation.]
To commit self-abuse.

masturbation (mas-ter-ba'shon), n. [< F.
masturbation = Sp. masturbar.ion, < NL. mas-

turbatio(n-), < L. mastxrbari : see masturbate.]
Self-defilement: onanism.
masturbational (mas-ter-ba'shou-al), a. [<
masturbation + -al.] Pertaining to or caused

by masturbation.
masturbator (mas'ter-ba-tor), H. One who
masturbates.

masturbatory (mas'ter-ba-to-ri), a. [< mastur-
bate + -or;/.] Concerned with the practice of
masturbation.

masty1 (mas'ti), a. [< ME. musty; < mast? +
-i/l.] Full of mast, or the fruit of the oak,
beech, etc.

Ye masty swyne, ye ydel wreches.

Chaucer, House of Fame, I. 1777.

masty'2t (mas'ti), n. [< ME. mastis, a mongrel,
< OF. mestis, F. metis, mongrel: see mastiff.
The ME. form seems to have been taken as
a plural, whence the later assumed singular
masty.] Same as mastiff.

Not a masty upon the castle walls but shall bark too.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, iv. 1.

The true-bred masty shows not his teeth, nor opens.
Till he bites. The Unfortunate Usurper (1868). (Nares.)

masuelt (mas-u-el'), w. [< OF. massuelle, masu-
ele, moftiele, a mace, < masse, mace, a mace: see
mace1

.] A war-mace. Also spelled massuelle.

masulan-boat, . See masoola-boat.
mat1 (mat), n. [< ME. matte, < AS. meatta =
D. irt<= LG. matte = OHG. matta., MHG. matte,
matze, G. matte = Sw. matta = Dan. matte = W.
mat = Ir. mata = It. ma-tta (= OF., with change
of initial in to n (as also in napkin, napery, as

compared with map), nate, F. natte, > MLG.
natte = ME. natte, natt, nat), < L. matta (ML.
natta), a mat.] 1 . An article plaited or woven
of more or less coarse material, as rushes, straw,
coir, rope, twine, or thick woolen yarn, of vari-
ous sizes and shapes according to the use to
which it is to be put. Hats are especially used for
covering r protecting floors, as door-mats for wiping the
shoes upon, etc. A similar but usually lighter material
used as packing, for covering floors or passages, etc., is
called matting. The skin of an animal with thick hair or
wool is sometimes used as a mat

; and articles serving as
door-mats, and so called, are also made of india-rubber,
and even of thin upright strips of steel. Table-mats are
thin sheets or plates of straw or the like to set hot dishes
upon. In Japan very thick soft mats, consisting of a wooden
frame measuring about 6 feet by 3 feet, covered with straw
matting and backed with closely packed drawn straws, are
used for flooring, resting on posts, and on these the people

matachin

sit, eat, and sleep. In China and other Asiatic countries

portable mats of about the same size are used for beds, and
are commonly carried for that purpose in traveling.

Jievtheles ther com to vs Jacobyns and other feynyd
Cristen Peple of Sonndry Sectis, that browght to vs mattes
ffor our mony to lye upon.

Tarkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 24.

The women and children in the west of Cornwall make
mats of a small and fine kind of bents there growing, which
serve to cover floors and walls.

R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

2. A web of rope-yarn used on ships to se-

cure the standing rigging from the friction of

the yards, etc. 3f. Matting; woven rushes or

straw.
I defy thee,

Thou mock-made man of mat ! charge home, sirrah !

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 2.

4. A structure of interwoven withes, weeds,
brush, or the like, or of fascines, fastened with

ropes and wires, used as a revetment on river-

banks, etc.; a mattress. 5. A sack made of

matting, such as are used to contain coffee or
to coyer tea-chests; specifically, such a sack

containing a certain quantity of coffee.

The annual receipts of coffee landed at the warehouses
in Brooklyn amount to about 2,500,000 mats.

Evening Post, June 13, 1888.

6. Anything closely set, dense, and thick : as,

a mat of hair; a mat of weeds. 7. A piece of
thick paper, cardboard, or other material placed
for protection or ornament immediately under
the glass in a picture-frame, with enough of
the central part cut out for the proper display
of the picture (usually a drawing, engraving,
or photograph). 8. In lace-making, the solid or

closely worked surface, as distinguished from
the more open part.
mat1

(mat), v.
; pret. and pp. matted, ppr. mat-

ting. [< mat1
, n.] I. trans. 1. To cover or

overlay with mats or matting.
Keep the doors and windows of your conservatories

well matted and guarded from the piercing air.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

2. To make like a mat; cause to resemble a

mat; twist together; interweave like a mat;
entangle: as, matted hair.

The bank, with daffodillies dight.
With grass like sleave was matted.

Drayton, Quest of Cynthia.

The fibers are matted as wool is in a hat.
A". Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. 4.

His locks were tangled, and his shaggy beard
Matted with filth ; in all things else a Greek.

Addison, JSneid, iii.

II. intrans. To grow thick together ; become
interwoven like a mat.
mat2

t,
a. and r. An obsolete form of mate2 .

mat3 (mat), a. and n. [Also matt; cf. F. matte,
n.; < G. matt, dull, dim, dead (matt-gold, dead
gold, matt-blau, pale blue, matt-bunsen, a bur-

nisher, etc.), = E. mate2
, ME. mate, mat, faint,

dull, etc.: see mate2 . The word mat3 taken in
artistic use from G., seems to be confused in

part with mat1
, n., paper or cardboard with a

more or less dulled or roughened surface used
to protect or set off a picture: see mat1

, n., 7.]
I. a. Having a dull or dead surface : unpolish-
ed; lusterless: as, *a<gold; mat silver.

Most kinds of varnish that will dry "bright" under
ordinary circumstances will become matt if subjected to
a chill, or to the action of damp during the drying.

Sri. Amer., N. S., LVI. 297.

II. . 1. A dull or dead surface, without lus-

ter, produced in metals, as gold or silver, by
special tools. 2. [< mafi, v.] An implement
by which a mat surface is produced, as in gold
or silver.

A very coarse mat is used in representing velvet dra-

pery. Society of Arts Jlep., I. 323.

mat3 (mat), r. /.; pret. and pp. matted, ppr.
matting. [< mat3

, a.] To produce a rough or

unpolished surface on (metal), whether by
means of a mat or by engraving with a sharp
tool To mat in, to produce a roughened surface ground
in metal-work.

matachint,matachinet(mat-a-chen'),. [Also
mattachin ; = F. niatasshis, < Sp. mafachiii. <

Ar. motairajjihin, maskers, pi. of motawajjili,

masked, < wajli, face.] A participant in an old

comic dance performed by maskers in mock-
military guise, originally with sword and buck-

ler, and later with a wooden sword or some oth-

er sham weapon; also, the dance itself, and the
kind of mask or domino worn in it. The dance
became a mere display of tumbling or acrobatic
feats.

Lod. We have brought you a mask.
Flam. A matacliin it seems, by your drawn swords.

Webster, White Devil.



matachin
Whoever saw a matachin dance to Imitate fighting, this

wa> a Hglit that did imitate the matachin.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

It wns well known In France ami Italy by the name of
the dance of fools or imitat-hi n*, who were habited in short

jackets, with gilt paper helmets, long streamers tiril l..

their shoulders, and IH-HS to their legs. They carried In
thrir ImmU a sword and buckler, with which they made
a clashing noise, and performed various quick and spright-
ly ^volutions.

Uaact, Illus. of Shaksperc, II. 43fl. (Kara.)

To dance a matachin, to tight a duel with swords.

I'd dance a matachin with you
Should make you sweat your hest blood for 't.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, v. 1.

We may thereby perchance,
I'.ic many springs, compelled be la dance
Another Mnt<r<'hn>.

Wither, Speculum Speculatlvum (1680), p. 26.

mataco (mat'a-ko), . [S. Amer.] A small
three-banded armadillo, the apar or apara, Dn-
xypus or TolyjM-utrs trit-inctus. Also matacho,
matico. See cut under apar.
matador (mat-a-dor'}, n. [< 8p. matador (< L.

mactator), a slayer, <. matar, kill, < L. mactare,
kill, sacrifice : see mactatioit, mactator.'] 1. A
killer; specifically,

the man appointed to kill

the bull in bull-fights. He carries In his right hand
a naked sword, and In his left the muleta, a small stick
with a piece of scarlet silk attached, with which, after the
animal has been sufficiently tormented by the picadors
and handerllleros, he draws Its attention to himself, and
then kills It by plunging his sword into its neck. Also
written ntatadvrr.

In costly sheen and gaudy cloak array'd.
But all afoot, the llght-limb'd Hatadort
Stands in the centre, eager to invade
The lord of lowing herds.

Byron, Chnde Harold, L 74.

2. One of the three principal cards in the

games of omber and quadrille. These three are
the ace of clubs, the ace of spades, and the two of trumps
should clubs or spades be trumps, or the seven of trumps
should hearts or diamonds be trumps.

Now move to war her sable Matadurei
In show like leaders of the swarthy Moors.

Pope, R. of the L., 111. 47.

3. In the game of solo, the spadella, manilla,
or basta (which three are known as the higher
matadors), and, if these are all obtained by one
side, any one of all lower cards held in unin-

terrupted sequence in one hand: the latter are
known as Inirrr matadors.

mataeology, . See mateology.
matafund (mat'a-fund), . [< ML. matafniida,
appar. < Sp. matar, kill (see matador), + L.

fHilda, a sling.] Same as matafiinda.
matafunda (mat-a-fun'dft), n. [ML.: seemata-
/</.] An old military engine which threw
stones by means of a sling, drone.

That murderous sllug,
The matqfitnda, whence the ponderous stone
bled fierce. Southey, Joan of Arc, viii.

matagasset, [Also mattagexxe, mattagess;
< F. (Savoyard) matagasse. a shrike, lit. 'kill-

magpie,' < mater (= Sp. Pg. matar, < L. mactare),
kill,+ agasfti-.ai/iii'i'.x magpie.] Thegreatgray
shrike or butcher-bird of Europe, Lanius excu-
bitor.

Though the matagame bee a hawke of none account or

price, neyther with us in any use.
Bonk of Falcnnrie or Haickinge (London, 1611).

matai (mat'i). M. [Native name.] A coniferous
tree of New Zealand, Podoearpus xiticata, with
a pale or reddish soft durable wood.
matamata (mat-a-mat'a), w. [S. Amer.] 1.
A pleurodirous tortoise of the genus ('lii!i/*, ('.

timhriat/i or niiitaiinita. Its brown carapace is cover-
ed with pyramidal eminences, and Its body is curiously flm-
briated. It inhabits the fresh waters of Brazil. See cut
under Chelydida.
2. [<(;*.] [NL.] A genus of such turtles: a

synonym of Chclyx. Mrrn-ni. 18:W.

matapl (mat'a-pi). H. [S. Amer.] A pliable
basket used in South America and the West
Indies for extracting the poisonous juice from
the manioc-root. The basket Is first compressed so as
to increase Its diameter: it is then filled with the grated
manioc and hung up with a weight attached to the lower
end. As its diameter decreases under the tension the
juice Hows out through the Interstices.

mat-boat (mat'bot), H. In hijdraul. cni/iii., in.

frame of ways resting on scows, on which mat
for revetment is made, and from which it is

launched into position to prevent scour on a
rivor-bank or elsewhere. E. H. Knight. Also
called matting-boat.
mat-braid (mat'brad), n. A thick braid, solid
and closely woven, used for trimming, for the

binding of heavy garments, ami the like.

match 1

(niiii-h). H. [< MK. miili-li<, mi/flit,
minrlii'. miii-ln; Hiiri-lii; uiii-ln; < AS. iji iitircca, a

companion, a secondary form of at-mncn. a com-
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panion,whence E. rnafc,and by corruption mate:
see make'*, mafr 1

.] 1 . A companion or fellow
; a

prrson or thing considered in comparison with
another

;
one of a pair, or of a possible pair, as

a married or marriageable man or woman, a

competitor, or an agreeing or harmonizing ob-

jl'Ct.

Sowlthniarschalather[their|meteiueuskcdthay were, . . .

A M li tuon with his mach made hym at ese.

Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), H. 124.

Search out a match
Within our kingdom, where and when thou wilt,
And I will pay thy dowry.

Beau, and ft., Phllaster, v. 6.

I ihln t I refuse Sir Tivy Terrier, who every body said
would have been a better match -

Sheridan, School for Scandal, III. 1.

2. A person or thing that is equal to or on
equal terms with another in any respect ; one
fit or qualified to mate or cope with another; a

peer: as, I am no match for you in argument.
The all-seeing sun

Ne'er saw her match since first the world begun.
Shot., R. and J., L 2. 98.

Hannibal, a conqueror all his life, met with his match,
and was subdued at last. Burton, Aunt, of Mel., p. 172.

Hrydeii then betook himself to a weapon at which he was
not likely to find his match. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., viL

3. A pair; a couple; two persons, things, or
sets mated or suited to each other: as, the
horses are an exact match in height, color, or

gait. 4. A mating or pairing; a coupling; a

joining of two persons, things, or sets for any
purpose. Specifically (a) A joining in marriage; amar-
riage engagement.

I would effect
The match between Sir Thurio and my daughter.

Shot., T. O. of V., ill 2. 23.

(6) An engagement for a contest or game ; the contest or
game Itself: as, a match at billiards; a shooting winWi

.

the terms of a match.

A felle fight and a fuerse fell horn betwene,
But vnmete [unequal |

was the Macche at the mene tj me.
Datruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1324.

Ferrers his taberd with rich verry spread,
Well known in many a warlike match before.

Draytan, Barons' Wars, iL

When a match at foot-ball is made, two parties, each
containing an equal number of competitors, take the field,
and stand between two goals.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 168.

Hence 5t. An agreement or engagement in

general; a bargain.
When he first bought her [the ship!, I thlnke he had

made a saving match if he had then sunck her, and never
set her forth.

Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 308.

Queen Katherin she a match did make,
As plainly doth appear.

For three hundred tun of good red wine,
And three hundred] tun of heere.

Jiobin Hood* Chant (Child's Ballads, V. 321).

It is a match. Sir, I will not fall von, God willing, to be at
Amwell Hill to-morrow morning before sunrislng.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 56.

A set match', an intrigue or conspiracy.

Lest they should think this a tet match betwixt the
brethren. Bp. Hall, Aaron's Censer.

Consolation match. See contolation. Grinnlng-
match. See grin ' .

match1 (mach), r. [< ME. matchen, niacchen.
match: from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To mate
or couple; bring together in association or co-

operation; join in action, comparison, contest,
or competition: as, they are well matched; to
matrh coins in gaming; to match cruelty with

cunning.
Ector met hym with mayn. macchit hym so harde,
That he gird to the ground ft the gost past.

Detraction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8215.

Then (came) the reign of a queen matched with a for-

eigner, linfini. Advancement of Learning, ii. 181.

Match Raphael's grace with thy lov'd Guide's air.

Pope, Epistle to Jervas, 1. 36.

He is matched to trot, and is continually breaking into
a gallop. De Quiiicry. Rhetoric.

2. To join suitably or conformably; bring into

agreement; make harmonious or correspon-
dent: as, a pair of matched horses; tomatch the

parts of a machine.
Let poets match their subject to their strength.

Rotcommon, On Poetry.
So well was match'd the tartan screen
With heath-bell dark and brackens green.

Scott, L. of the L., ill. 81.

3. To be a match for; be able to compete with;
equal: as, no one can match him in his spe-
cialty.

No settled senses of the world can match
The pleasure of that madness.

SAa*.,W.T.,v. 8.72.

Onr waking conceptions do not match the fancies of our
'

sleeps. Sir T. Brotntf, Rellglo Medici, II. 11.

match
A king's palace In France or England would not matrh

the home of a Koscari in \ --nil '. in Ix-itutiful and luxuri-
ous appointments. D. <J. Mitchell, Bound Togeth. r ii.

4. To furnish or show a match, counterpart, or

competitor for; find or provide something to

agree or harmonize with: as, to match com-
batants for any contest; to match a jewel or a
ribbon.

At Hnhlns the Eye-maker, I saw Drawers full of all sorts
of Eyes, admirable for the contrivance, to match with great
exactness any Iris whatsoever : This being a case where
mismatching is intolerable.

Litter, Journey to Paris, p. 144.

No history or antiquity can match his policies and his
conduct. South.

To match colors. See color.

II. intranx. If. To contend.
Thus macchit those men till the merke night.

Vettruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X L 9SI9.

2. To form a union
; become joined or mated,

as in marriage.
Against her friend's minds, she matched with an ancient

man who had neither honesty nor ability, and one whom
she had no affection unto.

Winthrnp, Hist. Xew England, II. 190.

Let tigers match with hinds, and wolves with sheep.
Dryden, Spanish Friar.

3. To be of corresponding size, figure, or qual-
ity; tally; suit; harmonize; correspond: as,
these colors do not match To match, correspond-
ing, suiting, or harmonizing In style, color, or any other
respect.

The landlord ... In ... drab breeches and boots with
tops to match. Kekent, Oliver Twist, xxxiii.

match2 (mach). . [< ME. macche, < OF. mesche,
meixchc, F. merhc, the wick of a candle, a match
to fire a gun, = Pr. mecha, meca = Sp. Pg.
mecha = It. miccia, a match, < ML. mixa, "myxa,
iiii.i-iix, L. myxug, in., a wick, the part of a lamp
through which the wick protrudes, the nozle, <

Gr. /ufa. the nozle of a lamp, a nostril, mucus,
akin to L. mucus, mucus: see mucux.] If. The
wick of a lamp or candle.

Of a torche
The blase beo blowen out, gut brenneth the weke.
Wlthonten lye and lyght, llth [remalnethl fuyr in the

macche. Pirn Ploirman (C), xx. 179.

Of the grapes which this Palma Christ! or Rlclnns doth
carle, there be made excellent wicks or matches tor lamp*
and candles. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxill. 4.

2. In general, anything that takes fire readily
either from a spark or by friction, and is used
for retaining, conveying, and communicating
fire. Formerly, hemp, flax, cotton, or tow dipped In sul-

phur, coarse paper saturated with niter, a species of dry
wood called touchwood, etc., were in common use as
matches; and for military purposes a slow-burning cord
was used. (See wwfcA-rorrf, match-lack, match-tub.) Early
In the nineteenth century an improvement was introduced
In the form of a thin slip of wood tipped with sulphur or
other combustible matter, which ignited when brought
Into contact with phosphorus contained in a box or vial.
All other domestic devices of the kind, however, were su-

perseded by the friction-match, which was Introduced
about 1830. See/oco/oco, lucifer, conyreve, tetuman,/utee,
and rtxta.

Giving a trifle for oyl, about midnight we departed, hav-
ing here met with good store of company: such as were
allowed travelling with their matchet light, and prepared
to receive all onsets. Sandyi, Travailes, p. 90.

3. In a special sense, a slow-match having the
form of a line or cord of indefinite length. See
match-cord.
We took a piece of match, such as soldiers use, of the

thickness of a man's little finger, or somewhat thicker.

Boyle, Works, I. 29.

The soldiers tied their links of match about their mid-
dle. MUlan, in Grow'! Mint Antiquities, I. lea

4t. A match-lock musket.
A great many they were of goodly well proportioned fel-

lowes, as grim as Diuels; yet the very sight of cocking our
matchet, and being to let fly, a few wordes caused them to
leaue their bowes and arrowes to our guard.

Quoted in Capt. John Smilh'n Works, I. 211.

Chemical match, a sort of friction-match, first manu-
factured at Vienna, tipped with sulphur, and having the
end covered with a compound of sngar and chlorate of
potash, colored with vermilion, and made adhesive with
glue. For Ignition It was dipped Into a vial containing
sulphuric acid. Also called diptjiiint. Incendiary
match. See incendiary. Qnlck-match. a match made
with threads of cotton or with cotton wick, steeped in

gummed brandy or whisky, then soaked in a paste of
mealed powder and gummed splrits,and afterward strewed
with mealed powder. It burns at the rate of a yard in IS

seconds, and is used to prime heavy mortars, etc. gaiety-
match, a kind of match which will not Ignite by friction
unless rubbed on a specially prepared surface, as the side
of a box, containing the phosphorus or other necessary part
of the combustible composition. Slow-match, a match
made to burn very slowly, as at the rate of 4 or 5 Inches
an hour, and used for blasting purposes, artillery, etc., and
formerly for firing the matchlock. To prime a match,
to render it easily ignitible by putting on the end of it

some wet bruised powder made into a sort of paste.

match2 (mach). r. t. [< match2 , .] To purify,
as a vessel, by burning a match or matches in
it. Im/>. Diet.



matchable

matchable (maeh'a-bl), . [< match 1 + -able..']

Capable of being matched; suitable for match-

ing; corresponding in quality, character, or

appearance.
To tell my forces, matchable to none,
Were but lost labour, that few would beleeve.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 89.

The Treasury and Library of the Emperor [of ^Ethiopia],

neyther of which is thought to be matchable in the world.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 678.

Those at land that are not matchable with any upon our

shores.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

matchableness (mach'a-bl-nes), . The state

or quality of being matchable. B. Jonson.

match-board (mach'bord), n. In carp., a board

which has a tongue cut along one edge and a

groove in the opposite edge, to enter the corre-

sponding groove and receive the corresponding
tongue of the boards to be placed in contiguity
with it. Such boards are always planed smooth
on one orboth faces. Also calledmatched board.

The walls . . . consist partly of brick piers and partly
of corrugated iron lined by felt and matchboard.
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by means of a match in the form of a cord. Knujh t.
_

matchlock (mach'lok), n. A musket furnished match-wood (mach'wud), n. 1. Wood in any

with a match-lock; a gun fired by means of a form, whether in logs, scantlings, or boards,

adapted to and designed for use in the manu-
facture of matches. 2. Wood which has been

sawn, or sawn and split, to the proper size for

matches. 3. As a figure of speech,woodwhich
has been broken or splintered into very fine

pieces.
The timber framed wagons have been smashed to match-

wood. The Engineer, LXV. 278.

mate1 (mat), n. [< ME. mate (= OD. maet, D.

maat = MLG. mat, mate = G. maat = Sw. Dan.

mat), a companion, a var. (due in part, esp. in

the naut. use, to the D. form) of maJce2 : see

make2
,
and of. match1

.] 1. A familiar associate

or companion; one who is associated with

another or others in habitual intercourse or

action
;
a fellow

;
a comrade : often used as the

second element in a compound, as in playmate,

schoolmate, shipmate.

Butt and Lock of an Arab Matchlock.

lighted match. Matchlocks were used in England till

near the end of the seventeenth century, when they were

superseded by flintlocks.

Down from his cottage wall he caught
The matchlock, hotly tried

At Prestonpans and Marston-moor,
By fiery Ireton's side. Whittier, The Exiles.

A soldier with his matchlock, bow, and shield.

R. H. Stoddard, Guests of the State.

[< matchi + .^i.] Ex__ V

match-maker1 (mach'ma
//

ker), n. [< match1 ,

n., + maker.] One who plans or brings about

marriages; especially,
one who officiously or

obtrusively engages in promoting a match or

(maeh'ma"ker), n. [< match%,
One who makes matches for

Medical Newi, LII. 670.

match-boarding (mach'bor"ding), n. A wall-

lining con structed of match-boards. Also called

matched boarding. When the boards used are beaded matchlockman (mach'lok-man), .; pi. match-
on the outer face along the edge in which is the groove, lockmen (-men). A soldier armed with a match-
the lining is properly called matched and beaded boarding.

joc]j

match-box (mach'boks), n. 1. A box for hold- . ',,
/ma(>n'm a

ing matches.- 2. Milit., same as match-pipe.
m*

t , v L - "' :

match-clotht (mach
'

kldth), n. A kind of

coarse woolen cloth, probably so called as re-

sembling in texture the fur skins originally
used for match-coats.

match-coatt (mach'kot), n. A large loose coat

formerly worn by American Indians, originally
made of fur skins matched and sewed together,
and afterward of match-cloth.

burning
The proper Indian match-coat, which is made of skins, match-making (mach'ma/king), n. [< match1

,

SSbougn?K
' ' ' ' TheDUfflel<3

; + A] The act or practice of set-

Beverley, Virginia, iii. H 3. ting one's self to bring about marriages.

match-cord (mach'k6rd), n. A kind of slow- match-making (mach'ma'king), a. [<ate7 1
,

match carried by musketeers of the sixteenth ,
+ making,ppr.] Tending to make matches ;

century for firing their matchlocks, having the aotlve m Dinging about marriages,

form of a stout cord and carried loose in the Mingled with these groups were three or four match-

hand or hooked to the belt or bandoleer. It * mammas.

was lighted at one or both ends when carried match-pipe (mach'plp), n. A metal tube car-

into action. ried by soldiers armed with matchlocks, to pro-

matcher (mach'er), n. One who matches. tect the lighted match and to screen its light

matcher-head (mach'er-hed),B. In wood-work- from the enemy.
11117, the cutter-head of a planing-machine or a match-plane (mach'plan), n. Either of two

tonguing-and-grooving machine. planes used to prepare boards for being joined

by grooving and tonguing, one plane, called the

plow, being used to form the groove, and the
other to form the tongue. See match-board.

match-plate (mach 'plat), n. In founding, a

plate to the opposite sides of which are fas-

tened correspondingly the two halves of a

pattern, and which is then placed between the

two sides of a flask and rammed up from both
sides. The plate holds the pattern in position until the

matchett, matchettet, Same as machete.

match-gearing (mach'ger'ing), H. A gearing
composed of two cog-wheels of equal diameter.
E. S. Knight.
match-hook (mach'huk), n. Naut., a tackle-
hook consisting of a pair of hooks or a double
hook shutting together so that each part serves
as a mousing for the other.

matching-machine (mach'ing-ma-shen"), n.

A molding-machine for cutting the'tongues and

grooves in the edges of match-boards.

match-joint (mach'joint),

Therefore a-shoar ; Mates, let our Anchor fall.

Heer blowes no Winde ; heer are we Welcom all.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

Why, how now, friends ! what saucy mates are you
That know nor duty nor civility? Ford, "Us Pity, iii. 9.

T3re, Bill ! . . . I worn't a-speaking to you, marrn ; I

were a-speaking to my mate. Norris, Matrimony, xxxi.

2. An equal ;
a match.

Your pride is yet no mate for mine.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

3. One of a pair; one who or that which cor-

responds to or is joined with another in a pair;
one of a pair of mated persons or animals, male
and female, or of matched things ; one of two
fellows: as, a conjugal mate or partner; these

shoes are not mates.

There shall the vultures also be gathered, every one with
her mate. Isa. xxxiv. 16.

Mary took another mate,
But Dora lived unmarried till her death.

Tennyson, Dora.

4. A ship's officer whose duty it is to oversee
the execution of the orders of the master or

commander, or of his immediate superior, in a

merchant ship the mate takes command of the ship in the

absence of the captain or commanding officer. Large
ships have a first, second, third, and sometimes a fourth

mate.

The danger quite forgot wherein they were of late ;

Who half so merry now as master and his mate?
Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 426.

Now mate is blind and captain lame,
And half the crew are sick or dead.

Tennyson, The Voyage.

5. In the United States navy, an officer of the

line not in the line of promotion Boatswain's
mate. See boatm-ain. Carpenter's mate. See car-

penter. Gunner's mate. See yunner. Inkhorn
mate*. See inkhorn. Jersey mates (in humorous al-

lusion to New Jersey), a pair of horses not matched in

size or color. Also called Jersey match and Jersey team.

[U.S.] Master's mate. Seemosteri.Slues. The plate holds the pattern in position until the i>.'.o.j auow DUMHIO. ^ - -
sand is consolidated; the flask is then opened and the mate 1 (mat), V.; pret. and pp. mated, ppr. mat-

Jined by Match-joints.

and groove.

match-plate removed, when, upon closing the flask again,
. the two parts of the matrix come together.The joining ot
match-pot (mach 'VV< " A sm

.

a11 ves
.

se
!
of

incombustible material for holding friction-

matches; specifically, such a vessel attached
to a larger one, as to a lamp or vase.

Two-handled Chinese vase of rock crystal, with a match-

pot at the side. Hamilton Sale Cat., No. 600.

match-rifling (mach 'rl"fling), n. In gmi-making,
any one of various methods of rifling guns
by which they are specially adapted to long-

range shooting in shooting-matches. See rifle,

rifling, and shooting-range.
The Metford match-rifling is very expensive to produce,

and once obtained requires great care to preserve it from
rust and scratches. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 146.

See

match-Staff (mach'staf), n.

match-boards, by tongue
match-board, match-plane.
matchless (mach'les), a. [< match1 + -less.~)

1. Having no match or equal; peerless; un-
rivaled: as, matchless impudence; matchless match-safe (mach'saf), n. A vessel of incom-

charms. bustible material for holding friction-matches.

Warring in heaven against heaven's matchless King.
Milton, P. L., iv. 41.

Her look composed, and steady eye,
Bespoke a matchless constancy.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 21.

2f. Not matched; not paired; hence, unshared;
having no partner.

Als as she double spake, so heard she double,
With matchlesse eares deformed and distort.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 28.

= Syn. 1. Unparalleled, incomparable, inimitable.

in the upper end and a spike in the lower, used
on shipboard to hold a slow-match,
match-terms (mach'termz), n. pi. A corre-

sponding pair of terms of two ratios, two ante-
cedents or two consequents.
Each couple of them which so agree and match toge-

ther in like sirname or qnalitie are properly to be called
match-termes or genderlike termes ; for in such cases the

ing. [< mate1 , n. Cf. match 1
, .] I. 'trans. 1.

To join or match as a mate or as mates, as in

marriage or other union.

The hind that would be mated by the lion

Must die for love. Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 102.

Know you not what fate awaits you,'
Or to whom the future mates you ?

Bret Harte, An Arctic Vision.

Do women never think of anything but matiny people
who happen to be thrown together?

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 73.

2. To match one's self with or against ;
vie or

cope with. [Rare.]
Tall ash, and taller oak, that mates the skies.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii. 93.

II. intrans. To be joined in companionship ;

form a union
; pair : as, to mate with one's like

;

birds mate in spring.
A staff with a slot mate2

t (mat), a. [< ME. mate, maat, mat, < OF.

one couple are the antecedents and the other couple are
the consequents. T. HUls, Arithmetic (1600), viii.

matchlessly (mach'les-l'i), adv. In a match- match-tub (mach'tub), n. In old war-vessels, a
less manner; so as not to be equaled. tub having a cover perforated with holes, in

matchlessness (mach'les-nes), n. The state which were fixed lighted slow-matches ready
or quality of being matchless

; peerlessness. for use, and containing water to extinguish
match-line (mach Hn), n. Same as niatcli-cord. sparks that might fall from the matches.

mat = Pr. mat= Sp. Pg. mate, confounded, dull.

= It. matto, fond, mad, = D. mat = MLG. mat
= MHG. mat, G. matt = Sw. matt = Dan. mat,
confounded, confused, dejected, dull; < ML.
mattus, confounded, confused, dull (also check-
mated ?), < Pers. (> Turk.) mat, astonished,
confounded, amazed, receiving checkmate:
shdhmdt, checkmate, lit. the king is dead : see

checkmate. Cf. mate3 . Cf. also mat3 , < G. matt,

dull, dim.l 1. Enfeebled; fatigued; spent.
What of here hard heijing & of the hote weder,
Meliors was al mat; sche ne migt no further.

William of Falerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2441.

Now thei ben moche at the werse, for thei ben wery and
mate for trauaile. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 3%.



mate

2. Confounded; daunted; ilisrnayed; dejected;
cast down.

Him thoughtc that his herte wolde broke,
Whim tie saugh hem so pitoua and so moat
That whiluni weren of BO greet estaat.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 93.

That nyght logged Ainaunt and lib men by a laillldo Bide
in the woile, unit were full mate and pcnslf for her kyn and
frcmlcs. ilerlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 869.

3. Overthrown; fallen; slain.

O Golias, unmesurablc of lengthe,
How uiyghte David make thee BO mat!

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, I 837.

And wexeth anone BO feeble and mote.

dower, Conf. Ainant., vi.

mate2 (mat), v. [< ME. maten, < OF. mater =
Sp. Pg. matar = It. mattare = D. matten (in af-
matten) = G. matlen = Sw. matta = Dan. matte,

mate; from the adj.] I. trant. To defeat;
daunt; confound; stupefy. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]

tfyve hundrith fully of there fyne shlppes,
Consumet full cleane. clothes A other,
And mi ML) mo were there marred, A mated with flre.

Destruction uf Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 9581.

/..'<. What, are you mad, that you do reason so?
Ant. S, Not mad, but mated; how, I do not know.

Shak., C. of E.,iil. 2. 64.

l'l> >! I think she is taller than yourself.
Leoc. Why, let her!

It is not that shall mate me.
h'li'tclirr (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, lit. 2.

Twenty years of depression and continual failure mated
the spirits of the cavaliers. UaUam.

II. iiitrans. To be confounded.
mate3 (mat), . [< ME. mate, in checkmate:
see checkmate.] In chess, the state of the king
when he is in check and cannot move out of

it, the player whose king is so placed losing
the game.

At the chesse with me she gan to play. . . .

Ther-wlth Fortune seyde "chek here !"

And "Mate!" in the myd point of the chekkere.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 680.

Although I had a check.
To geue the mate is hard.

Surrey, To the Ladie that Scorned her Louer.

Like a stale at chess, where it is no mate, but yet the
game cannot stir. Bacon, Boldness.

Fool's mate, a mode of checkmate in which the tyro,

moving first, is mated by his opponent's second move.
Scholar's mate, a simple mode of checkmate, sometimes
practised on inexperienced players, in which the skilled

player's queen, supported by a bishop, mates the tyro in
four moves.

A simple trip, akin to scholar's mate at chess.
H. Kingtley.

Smothered mate, a form of mate in which the king is

so surrounded by his own men as to be unable to move,
and the mate is given by a knight.

mate3 (mat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mated, ppr. mat-

ing. [< ME. maten, < OF. and F. mater (= Pr.
matar = It. mattare), checkmate, < mat, check-
mated: see jwate2.] To checkmate.
mate4

, mate (ma'te), n. [Sp., prop, yerba de
mate: yerba, herb; de, of ; mate, a vessel, usually
a gourd or calabash, in which the leaves are in-

fused.] A species of holly, Ilex Paraguayensis ;

also, its prepared leaves, or the tea-like bever-

age made from them. The mate la a small tree, or
is reduced to a bush

l>y
the cutting of its branches for

their leaves. It is found wild on the river-banks of Para-

guay and in the neighboring mountainous districts of Bra-
zil, and is cultivated in plantations. The leaves are pre-
pared by roasting and pulverizing. Boiling water is poured
over them to form the tea, which is imbibed through a tube,
commonly without addition, sometimes with sugar or lem-
on. It is an aromatic beverage, whose general effects are
those of tea and coffee. It is considered very refreshing
in fatigue, and is consumed by miners and other heavy la-

borers. Its use, puce adopted, is very difficult to abandon.
Also called llntzil or Paraguay tea, Jesuits' tea, and yerba,

matelasse; (mat-las'a), a. and . [F., pp. of

iiiiiti-liiwi; cover with a mattress, < matclas, a
mattress: see mattrens.'] I, a. Having a raised

pattern the surface of which looks as if quilted:
siiid of fine textiles, especially silk. MatelassS
silks have usually a rich flowered pattern, and are of one
color, the pattern showing only by its slight relief and
different texture.

II. n. A kind of French dress-goods of silk
and wool. See I.

mateless (tnat'Ios), a. [< mntel + -/ess.] Hav-
ing no mate or companion.

Daughter too divine as woman to be noted,
Spouse of only death in inatelem maidenhood.

A. C. Smnburne, Athens.

matelote tmat'e-lot), . [F.. a dish of differ-
ent sorts D|

'

tisli, < matelnt, a sailor, seaman: see

matrons.] Fisli served with a sauce of wine,
onions, herbs, and other seasoning. The name
is sometimes given to a dish of meat or other
viands served with a similar sauce.
matelotte (mat'e-lot ), . [F.,< mattlot, & sailor:
see MoMote.] An old sailors' dance, in duple
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rhythm, similar to the hornpipe. The dancers
wore wooden shoes and hud their arms inter-
t wined behind their backs.

mately (miit'li), . In her., same as urdi: as,
n cross Hintfli/.

mateology (mat-e-ol'o-ji), H. [< Gr. uarato/.oyia,

vain, random talk, < uanuMyoc, talking at ran-

dom, < fidraiOf, vain, idle, foolish (> parti, folly),
+ ->oyia, < 'fjyetv, speak : see -oloay.] A vain
discourse or inquiry. Also spelled niatawtogu.

[Rare.]
The sapience of our forefathers and the defectlveness of

our dictionaries are simultaneously illustrated by the bead-
roll of imitirid'iiiii [a list of different kinds of divination]
embodied In the extract here following.

f. Uatt, Mod. Eng., p. 87.

mateotechnyt (mat'e-o-tek'ni), n. [< Gr.

/laraiof, vain, + rixvy, art.] Any unprofitable
science. [Rare.]

Such a peevish practice & unnecessarie

Touchstone of Complexions, I'ref., p. 6. (Davies.)

mater 1
!, . A Middle English form of matter.

mater2 (ma'ter), n.; pi. matres (-trez). [L.,
= Gr. uiJTtip = E. mother: see mother^.] 1.

Mother: in certain special uses. See alma
mater, and phrases below. 2. In mint., one
of two membranes or meniuges of the brain,
outer and inner, separated by the arachnoid,
and distinguished as dura mater, or dura, and
pia mater, or pia: so called from some idea
that they produce the brain __ Mater acetl, mother
of vinegar; a fungus or mold-plant which appears on the
surface of vinegar, forming there a thick leather-like coat.

It belongs to the genus Sycoderma. Hater famlliaB,
the mother of a family.

materet, A Middle English form of matter.

material (ma-te'ri-al), n. and . [= F. mate-
riel = Sp. Pg. material = It. materiale, < LL.
materialis, of or belonging to matter, < L. ma-
teria, matter: see matter.'] I. a. 1. Consisting
of matter ; of a physical nature ; not spiritual :

as, material elements; a material body.
I saw when at his word the formless mass,
This world's material mould, came to a heap.

MOton, P. L., ill. 709.

The motion of the ether communicated to material sub-
stances throws them into motion. It Is therefore Itself a
material substance. Tyndall, Light and Electricity, p. 124.

2. Relating to or connected with matter; con-
cerned with organic nature; affecting corporeal
things or interests: as, material existence or

well-being.
Even In that material civilization which utilitarianism

delights to glorify, there Is an element which the philoso-
phy of mere enjoyment cannot explain.

Lecty, Europ. Morals, I. 89.

Material circumstances will continue to rule political
agglomerations. The Nation, MM. 156.

Hence 3. Corporeal; sensuous; sensual;
gross: as, material delights.
These temptations are crasse and material, and soon dis-

cernible. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885X I. 104.

4. Pertaining to the matter or subject; of
substantial import or consequence ; essential ;

necessary; important.
That were too long their Infinite content!
Here to record, ne much materiall.

Spenter, F. Q., II. x. 74.

He [the King of Spain] had done them some material
good Offices. HotreU, Letters, I. vi. S.

How we all came to disregard BO material a point is in-

conceivable. Goldsmith, Vicar, xrl.

A circumstance may be said to be material when it hears
a visible relation in point of causality to the consequences
immaterial, when it bears no such visible relation.

Bentham. Introd. to Morals and Legislation, vi!. 23.

She repeated to my friend the singular story she had
before told him, without any material variation from the
detail she had formerly given.

Bar/tarn, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 203.

5f. Full of matter, or of solid sense and obser-
vation.

Touch. Honesty coupled to beauty is to have honey a
sauce to sugar.
Jaq. A material fool ! [Aside.]

Slink.. As you Like it, ill. S. 32.

Beware of being too material when there Is any impedi-
ment or obstruction in men's wills ; for pre-occcnpatlon
of mind ever requireth preface of speech.

Bacon, Dispatch (ed. 1887).

What thinks material Horace of his learning?
n. Jmuon, Poetaster, v. 1.

Natural and easy as well in her deportment as in her
discourse, which was always materiaU, not trifling.

Krelyn, Diary, March 10, 1085.

6. In i>liilns., consisting in or pertaining to mat-
ter in the Aristotelian sense, and not to form ;

arising from matter of positive fact, and not

fromlogical implication: referring to the object
as it exists, and not to distinctions originating
in the mind ; relating to a word as an object, and

material

lint to its iiieiinint,'. All these senses come down from
the middle ages, and in them material is opposed to for-
mal. In Cartesian and later writings, material ''It- n means
pel Illinium to the otltwitnl unrld, as opposed to spiritual.
In the Kiuitiiiii tei miholocy, ma/<nV/f in- ;m^ pn twining to
or derived from mutter in ttie Kantian sense of that tetin,

namely, that which is contributed to cognition by acnte.

Examples of the many established phrases in which this
word occurs are given below.

7. In the laic of evidence, of legal significance
in the cause; having such a relation to the

question in controversy that it may or ought
to have some influence on the determination of
the cause. See immaterial issue, under ixxue.

Material acceptation or supposition, tin- taking of a

spoken or written word aaan object of thought.- Materi-
al being. See beta;/. Material cause. See cause, l.

Material cognition. Sec cognition.
- Material conse-

quence, a conseq uence, or premise with conclusion, which
is valid that is, of which the conclusion is true whenever
the premise Is true, but which is so by virtue of a matter
of fact, and not by virtue of the logical forms of the prem-
ise and conclusion. The use of this term originated with
Scotus, who further distinguishes between a necessary
and a contingent material consequence, according as the

premise needed to be supplied to render the consequence
a logical syllogism is a necessary or a contingent propo-
sition. Material criterion of truth. See criterion.

Material descent, the passage from a genus to a species
which conies under it as a matter of fact, but not by logi-
cal necessity. Material distinction, the distinction be-
tween different individuals of the same species. This IB

an example of a use of the word material common with
Thomas Aquinas and his followers, which seems to imply
that matter Is the principle of individual Ion Material
fallacy, a fallacy In which the syllogism satisfies all the
rules of formal logic, but where the deception belongs to a
class of falaiflcations of premises. Such, for example, are
cases where "most" Is exaggerated into "all," where we
argue post hoc ergo propter hoc, etc. Material form* ,

in

metapn., a form depending upon matter, and having no in-

dependent existence, which is suppoBed to be true of every
form except the human soul. Material heresy. See
heresy, 2. Material Id ea. See idea. Material know-
ledge. S&metamatrrialcoffnit'on. Material logic. See
logic. Material matter of a proposition, the subject
and predicate : opposed to the formal matter, which is the
fact signified by the proposition. Material mode, a
mode which affects the matter of a proposition : opposed
to formal mode, which affects the form.

The material modes affect the matter of the enuncia-
tion, viz. either the subject or the predicate. For exam-
ple, in this enunciation, A good shepherd lays down his
life for his sheep, the word bonus or good is the mode of
the subject. In this, A rhetorician speaks ornately and
copiously, ornately and copiously are the modes of the

predicate. Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Material multitude t
,
the plurality of a number In which

the distinctions which may separate the objects are left

out of view. It is a Thomist expression. Material ob-
ject Of a science, the things of which that science takes

cognizance, regardless of the point of view from which It

considers them. Thus, chemistry and mechanics have the
same material object that is to say, the whole universe.

Material opposition, the opposition between terms
which are not opposed in form. Material perfection
of cognition, a perfect acquaintance with the facts, asop-
posedto a logically distinct apprehension of them. Ma-
terial principle, the Aristotelian matter. See matter.
2 (a). Material science, a science which rests ou ut-

ward observation, and not on introspection: a Cartesian
distinction. M&terial sign*, a sign which indicates its

object, and shows its real existence, but does not represent
it, or exhibit Its form : a Thomist phrase. Material sub-
Stance, matter In the

ordinary
sense. Material sup-

position. Same as material acceptation. Material
truth, the correspondence of our judgments with their

objects : opposed to formal truth, which is mere logical
consistency. Material unltyt, that which belongs to
an individual as such : a Thomist term. Material vir-
tue*, a power residing in material things. Aquinas.

II. . 1. Component or contributory matter
or substance; that of or with which any corpo-
real thing is or may be constituted, made, or
done : as, the materials of the soil or of disin-

tegrated rocks; wool is the material of cloth;

building- or writing-maferiafc; war-mnterio/.

The houses are all built, on the outside, of no better a

material than either Sun burnt Brick or Flemish Wall.

Maundrrll, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 124.

The scenery, though for ever changing, changes like
the pattern of a kaleidoscope, the same materials read-

justed In varying combinations. Frnude, Sketches, p. 64.

2. A constituent principle or element ; that
which composes or makes a part of anything :

as, the material of one's thoughts ; the materials
of a drama.
Concerning the materials of seditions.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles.

Let none fear that this age, or any coming one, will ex-

tirpate the material of poetry.
Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 121.

Raw material, unmanufactured material ; material for
fabrication in its natural state, or, with reference to some
processes of manufacture, in the partially nianufactiir.il
state to which it must be brought prior to treatment )>>

those processes. Thus, wool Is the raw material of yarn,
and yarn that of cloth : iron ore is the raw material of pig-
iron, and pig-iron that of cast-iron.

The carrier and tanner find their whole occupation in

converting raw material into what may be termed pre-
pared material. ./. & Mill.

Strength Of materials, that power by which any sub-
stance, as a rod. liar. beam, chain, or rope, resists any effort

to destroy the cohesion of its parts, whether by pulling or

stretching, crushing, or lateral or longitudinal pram



material

material* (ma-te'ri-al), r. *. [< material, M.] To
render material ;

materialize.

I believe that the whole frame of a beast doth perish, and
is left in the same state after death as before it was inateri-

aled unto life. . Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, 37.

materialisation, materialise. See materiali-

zation, materialize.

materialism (ma-te'ri-al-izm), . [First used

in E.; = P. materialisme = Sp. Pg. It. materia-

lismo; as material + -ism.'] 1. The denial of the

existence in man of an immaterial substance,
which alone is conscious, distinct and separa-
ble from the body. 2. The metaphysical doe-

trine that matter is the only substance, and that

matter and its motions constitute the universe.

See idealism, 1.

Philosophical materialism holds that matter and the

motions of matter make up the sum total of existence,
and that what we know as psychical phenomena in man
and other animals are to be interpreted in an ultimate

analysis as simply the peculiar aspect which is assumed
by certain enormously complicated motions of matter.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 277.

3. The doctrine that all phenomena are to be
accounted for by the fortuitous concourse of

atoms, in connection with certain laws or ten-

dencies toward laws, in nature ; Epicureanism.
4. Any opinion or tendency that is based

upon purely material interests
; hence, any low

view of life ; devotion to material things or in-

terests; neglect of spiritual for physical needs
and considerations.

Criticism is infested with a cant of materialism, which
assumes that manual skill and activity is the tlrst merit
of all men, and disparages such as say and do not.

Emerson, The Poet.

There is a Lower Life, of which the animating principle
is secnlarity, or in the popular sense of the word ma-
terialism. J. X. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 225.

materialist (ma-te'ri-al-ist), n. and a. [= F.

materialiste = Sp. Pg. It. materialista ; as ma-
terial + -ist.] I. . 1. One who holds or ad-

vocates any form of metaphysical materialism.

He who denies spirit in man or in the universe is a per-
fect materialist. Fleming, Vocab. of Philos.

2. One who is absorbed by material interests;
'

one who takes a low, material view of life.

Persons who worship nothing but worldly success, who
care for nothing but wealth, or fashionable display, or

personal celebrity, or sensual gratification, are thus loosely
called materialists. J. Fixke, Cosmic Philos., II. 433.

II. a. Of or pertaining to materialism; ma-
terialistic.

The materialist view is quite as imperfect as the spiritu-
alist view. O. H. Lewes, Hist. Philos., II. 753.

materialistic (ma-te"ri-a-lis'tik), a. [< mate-
rialist + -ic.] Pertaining to, of the nature of,

or characterized by materialism, in any sense
of that word.

But to me his very spiritualism seemed more material-
istic than his physics. Eiiigsley.

materialistical (ma-te"ri-a-lis'ti-kal), a. [< ma-
terialistic + -(.] Same as materialistic.

materiality (ma-te-ri-al'i-ti), n. [= F. mate-
rialite = Sp. materialidau = Pg. materialidade
= It. materialita, < NL. *materialita( t-)s, < LL.
materialis, material: see material.'] 1. The state
or condition of being material; physical con-
stitution or organization; corporeity: as, the
old belief in the materiality of heat.

Nor had compacted earth, nor rock, nor stone,
Nor gross materiality been known.

Byrom, Epistle to a Qeutleman in the Temple.
There has arisen . . . the conception of a deity who,

at first human in all things, has been gradually losing hu-
man materiality. H. Spencer, Univ. Prog., p. 70.

2. A material thing; material substance.

Sufficient is it to remember for the present that the soul
is a subtler and more refined materiaiitif, which is thus en-
dowed with more delicate and refined perceptions than
the bodily organs. W. Wallace, Epicureanism, p. 102.

3. Material character; coarseness; grossuess.
In polygamous families . . . the children cannot avoid

suffering . . . from the general debasement and materi-
ality of life. S. Buieles, Our New West, p. 248.

4. The perception of material substance by
the mind; that factor in cognition which is rec-

ognized as material.

It is of more than psychological interest to remark how
the primordial factor in matanoKty is thus due to the pro-
jection of a subjectively determined reaction to that ac-
tion of a not-self on which sense-impressions depend
an action of the not-self which, of course, is not known as
such till this projection of the subjective reaction has
taken place. J. Ward, Encye. Brit., XX. 56.

5. The quality of being material
; importance ;

essentiality : as, the materiality of testimony.
Now materiality is a relative term : applied to the con-

sequences of an act, it bore relation to pain and pleasure :
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applied to the circumstances, it bears relation to the con-

'

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, vii. 23.

materialization (ma-te"ri-al-i-za'shon), n. [<

materialize + -ation'.] The act of materializ-

ing or of investing with or assuming a material

form; change from a spiritual, ideal, or imagi-

nary state to a state of matter; specifically,

among spiritualists, the alleged assumption
by a spirit of a material or bodily form. Also

spelled materialisation.

materialize (ma-te'ri-al-Iz), v.
; pret. and pp.

materialized, ppr. materializing. [= F. materi-

iilisi'r = It. materializzare ; as material + -ize.~\

1. trans. 1. To give a material form or bodily
existence to; make physically perceptible; em-

body in any manner. See II.

By this means [letters] we materialize our ideas, and
make them as lasting as the ink and paper, their vehicles.

Guardian, No. 172.

With wonderful art and beauty [Virgil has) materialized

(if I may so call it) a scheme of abstracted notions, and
clothed the most nice, refined conceptions of philosophy
in sensible images and poetical representations.

Tatter, No. 115.

He regarded the suggestion that the letter he described
as "materialised, or reintegrated in the air" was an out-

come of any concealed apparatus as "grotesquely ab-

surd." S. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 262.

2. To give the character of metaphysical ma-
terialism to

;
render materialistic.

The materializing tendencies of the former system.
lUilman, Hist Latin Christianity, viil. 6.

3. To reduce to a material basis or standard
;

treat as pertaining only to matter; give a ma-
terial character to

;
make material, low, coarse,

sensual, etc.: as, to materialize thought, mo-
rality, or mythology ;

to materialize one's ideas
or enjoyments.

II. intrans. 1. To become material; assume
a material form; in recent spiritualistic use,
to assume, as a spirit or immaterial entity, a
form which is perceptible by the senses, or one
that is visible, tangible, and (in the case of sup-

posed spirits) capable of physical exertion.

But, setting aside all charlatanry, there is an over-

whelming amount of evidence from people who are pre-

sumably truthful to the effect that they have actually
seen persons and things materialize, as the phrase goes,
out of nothing. JT. A. Rev., CXLVI. 704.

2. To take form or shape; come into percep-
tible existence; become real: as, the project
has not yet materialized. [Colloq.]
The hail of the intruders was regarded as a challenge

by some fifteen or twenty hounds that suddenly material-

ized among the bee-hives and the althea bushes.
M. N. Murfree, Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains.

Also spelled materialise.

materially (ma-te'ri-al-i), adv. 1. With, in, by,
or with reference to matter or material things ;

from a material point of view; physically: as,
to be well provided materially ; the state of the

country materially considered. 2. As regards
matter or substance; not formally; in itself

considered.

An ill intention is certainly sufficient to spoil and cor-

rupt an act in itself materially good. South.

3. In a material manner; to an important ex-

tent or degree; essentially.
It conduced materially to the security of good order.

Hallam, Middle Ages, viii. 2.

materialness (ma-te'ri-al-nes), n. The state

or quality of being material; importance; es-

sentiality.
materia medica (ma-te'ri-a med'i-ka). [ML.
NL., medical material: materia, material, mat-

ter; medica, fern, of medicus, medical: see medic1
,

medical.'] 1. Medicinal agencies collectively ;

the various remedial substances employed in

medicine. 2. That branch of medical science
which treats of the various substances, natural
and artificial, which are employed in the prac-
tice of medicine, and embraces an explanation
of their nature and modes of action.

materiariant (ma-te-ri-a'ri-an), n. [< LL. ma-
teriarius, believing in the eternity of matter, <

L. materia, matter: see matter and -ariait.~\ A
materialist. Cudworth.
materiatet (ma-te'ri-at), a. and n. [< L. mate-

riatus, taken, not as pp. of materiare, build of

wood, but as a mere adj., made of matter, <

materia, matter: see material, matter.] I. a.

1. Consisting of matter; material.
A merely materiate being, if it live, borrows its life, as a

thing foreign to it, and separable from it.

J. Howe, Works (1848), I. 65.

Gold, . . . the most ponderous and materiate amongst
metalles. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 326.

2. In metaph., united with matter; embodied
in matter: said of an Aristotelian form.

mat-grass

II. . A material substance; a thing formed
of matter.

materiationt (ma-te-ri-a'shon), . [Cf. L. ma-

trriutio(n-), woodwork, < materiare, build of

wood, materiari, procure wood: see materiate."]
1. A selling of timber for building. Bailey,
1731. 2. In metapli., a making real by embody-
ing in matter or visible form.

Creation, that is, a production of all things out of no-

thing ;
a formation not only of matter but of form, and a

mattriation even of matter itself.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 1.

materiature (ma-te'ri-a-tur), n. [< materiate +
-are.] Materialization ;

"the production by the

soul of the matter of the body. J. H. Stirling.

materiel (ma-ta-ri-el'), n. [F. : see material,

.] The assemblage or totality of things used
or needed in carrying on any complex business
or operation, in distinction from the personnel,
or body of persons, employed in the same : ap-

plied more especially to military supplies and

equipments, as arms, ammunition, baggage,
provisions, horses, wagons, etc.

materies (ma-te'ri-ez), n. [L. : see matter.]
In some technical uses, material; a material; a

matter or substance composing or peculiar to

anything, or considered as an operative or cau-

sative agency: as, materies morbi (something
regarded as the immediate cause of disease).

materioust (ma-te'ri-us), . [< LL. materiosvs,
full of matter (woodf), < L. materia, matter,
wood: see matter.] Same as material. Milton.

maternal (ma-ter'nal), a. [= F. maternel =
Pr. Sp. Pg. maternal = lt. maternale, <L. mater-

nits, of a mother, < mater, mother: see mater2
,

mother1
.] 1. Pertaining to a mother or to

motherhood; proper to a mother; motherly:
as, maternal love or authority ;

maternal pains
or cares.

Ah, that maternal smile !

Cowper, On the Receipt of my Mother's Picture.

We smile to see our little ones at play
So grave, so thoughtful, with maternal care

Nursing the wisps of rags they call their babes.
0. W. Holmes, Idols.

2. Relating to or consisting of mothers
;
con-

cerning the state of motherhood : as, a maternal

association; a maternal hospital. 3. Coming
from or through a mother

; imparted by or con-
nected with one's mother: as, a maternal in-

heritance ;
a maternal uncle or cousin

;
mater-

nal ancestry or lineage.
That part alone of gross maternal frame
Fire shall devour. Gay, Apotheosis of Hercules.

Clive ... is driven over the downs to Brighton, to his
maternal aunt there. Thackeray, Newcomes, v.

4. Of or pertaining to the country of one's

birth
;
native

;
vernacular.

English-speaking missionaries have planted their ma-
ternal dialect at scores of important points.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., i.

= Syn. Parental, etc. See motherly.

maternality (ma-ter-nal'i-ti), n. [< matcrmil
+ -ity.] Motherhood. Bailey, 1731.

maternally (ma-ter'nal-i), adv. 1. In a mater-
nal or motherly manner. 2. Through a mother,
or on the maternal side: as, they are related

maternally.
maternity (ma-ter'ni-ti), n.; pi. maternities

(-tiz). [< F. maternite'= Sp. maternidad = Pg.
ma ternidade=It.ma tern i ta, < ML. ma ternita ( t-)s,

< L. maternus, of a mother: see maternal.] 1.

The state of being a mother ; motherhood.
Her charity was the cause of her maternity.

Partheneia Sacra (1683), p. 47.

2. A place for the care of mothers in child-

birth; a lying-in ward or hospital. [Bare.]
The hospital contains 65 beds, and has also a large ex-

tern maternity attached. Lancet, No. 3445, p. 509.

Extern maternity. See extern. Maternity hospital.
See hospital.

matesbip (mat'ship), . [< wiote1 -I- -strip.]

Fellowship; companionship. [Rare.]
I sat among them equally

In fellowship and matezhip. as a child.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii.

matfelont, . [Early mod. E. also materjilon;
< ME. iiiatfcloii. matefelon, mat/clone, mattefelon

(W. madfelen, < E.), < OF. matefelon, matefe-

lun, mateflon, knapweed.] The knapweed, Cen-

taurea nigra; also, C. scabioxu.

Tak avaunce, matftlun, yarow, and sanygill, and stamp
tham, and temper tham with stale ale, and drynk hit

morn and even. lleliquice Antiquce, i. 53.

mat-grass (mat'gras), /'. 1. Same as matweed.

2. A European grass, Xardus siricta, which

grows abundantly on moors and heaths in short

tufts. It is worthless for agricultural purposes,

except as affording a natural pasturage for

sheep. Also called nartl.



math

math (math), n. [< MK. mull, (f), < AS. math
(=()II(i. Hltill, Mllli. Will (Until-), d. Illlllltl), II

mowing, what is mowed, etc.; with formative

-tli, < iiiiiiriin, niiiw: sre ;ifl.] A mowing, or
what is gathered from mowing. [OVisuli i.,

except, in tlir compounds iiftcrniiitli and Inlti-r-

iiint/i.
\

The tint mowing thereof, fur the king's use, IB wont to
be sooner than the common math.

Bp. Hall, Hani Texts, Amo vll.

math. An abbreviation of tuathi-matiiv iiml

mallii-miilii-iil.

mathematic (math-e-raat'ik), a. and n. [I. a. =
F. UKll/iriillltii/llr Sp. iiillti lilliticil=:Pg. Illlttlii-

Hllltiro = It. matl-llllllil-il irf. I), (i. Illllllll Illlltifirll

= Dan. miitlii n/iilix/: = Sw. HnitrHinti.il,-) < L.
mathfiuaticHit, < Or. fiath/naTiKof, pertaining to

learning, disposed to learn, belonging to the
sciences, esp. to mathematics, < /jaUt//ta, a les-

son, a thing learned, learning, science, in the

pi. paSi/iiara, the sciences, esp. mathematics, <

uavSaticiv, uaBeiv, learn. II. . = F. miit/ii iinitii//ii= Sp. iiKitrmiitica = Pg. mntliematira = It. w-
tcmiitica (D. miitliriiiiitirlc = G. Dan. mathema-
tik = Sw. maternalik), < L. matheinatiea, I., < Or.

ttadr/fiaTixq (sc. Ti-,\ri/), f., also itathjuartna, neut.

pi., mathematics, in L. also astrology. See II. 1

1. a. Same as mathematical. [Rare.]
8Ir, not only a mathrmatie point, which Is the most in-

divisible and unique thing which art can present, flows
into every line which is derived from the centre, but our
soul, which is but one, hath swallowed up a negative and
feeling soul. Donnt, Letters, xxl.

Solving problems mathematic. Byron, Oranta.

II. n. Same as miitliniinlicn. [Rare.]
All pure niiiihi iiiniir is thus a science of pure intuition.

Hickok, Mental Philos., p. 125.

mathematical (math-e-mat'i-kal), a. and .

[< mathematic + -a I.] I. a. 1. "Of, pertaining
to, or relating to mathematics; having to do
with pure quantity; quantitative: as, mathe-
matical knowledge; mathematical instruments;
a mathentatical theory.
That Egyptian and Chaldean wisdom mathematical

wherewith Moses and Daniel were furnished.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 8.

The greater or less accuracy attainable In a mathematical
science is a matter of accident. Jeoont, Pol. Econ., p. 7.

The first or mathematical class of categories, the cate-

gories of quantity or quality.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 816.

2. According to the principles of mathematics ;

theoretically precise ; absolutely accurate
;

strict; rigid; demonstrable: as, mathematical

exactness; mathematical certainty.

Every single argument should be managed as a mathe-
matical demonstration.

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, J 7.

3f. Geometrical, as opposed to arithmetical and
algebraical : an incorrect use, formerly current.

Arithmetical, mathematical, algebraical, and paradoxi-
cal questions. R. Cartilr (17W), title of book.

4f. Astrological; magical.
Though I do by the authority of flod 'slaws and man'slaws

damn tills damnable art mathematical, I do not damn such
other arts and sciences as be associated and annexed with
this unlawful astrology. Bp. Hooper, Works, I. 3SO.

6. Produced by mathematics, as pure figures
and number.
A marvellous newtrallty have these things mathemati-

all, and also a strange participation between things su
crnaturall, immortal), Intellectuall. simple and indlvlsi

mil, and also a strange participation between tilings su-

pernaturall, immortal), Intellectuall. simple and Indivisi-

ble, and things naturall, mortall, sensible, compounded
and divisible. Dr. J. Dee, Preface to Euclid (1570X

Mathematical abstraction. SeeaMractiun.- Mathe-
matical body, a volume of pure space, without inertia
ami the other properties of natural bodies. See body.
Mathematical certainty or evidence, that sort of cer-

tainty which results from mathematical demonstration,
based on a diagram or the like. Mathematical chro-
nology . See MPHMityy- Mathematical conception,
a conception which is applicable immediately to space
anil time, and not to existence or causation ; a conception
that is not dynamical. Mathematical Induction. See
iiKlnrtinn. s, Mathematical Infinity, that sort of in.

tlnity which is considered in mathematics. See infinite, 1,

and infinity, 3. Mathematical Instruments, inst n>
ments for mathematical drawing and drafting, such as di-

viders, protractors, and the like. Mathematical nota-
tion. See mitatiiiH. Mathematical psychology, a
application of mathematics to psychology, like that at-

tempted by iicrhart. Mathematical quantities, quan-
tities as they are conceived by the mathematician, often

professedly fictitious, as distinguished from natural quan-
tities, which are quantities :i^ iliry rxist in the concrete.
Mathematical signs, see riyn. Mathematical unity,
the abstract number 1. -Mathematical Whole, awhole
whose parts lie outside of one another; n quantitative,
Integral, or integrate whole.

II. t n. !>! Mathemntii-s.

The arte of vulgar arithmeticke. . . Newly collected,
digested, and in some part devised, by a wel wilier to the
Mathematical*. T. Hill (1600), title of book.

Take delight likewise in the mathematical!.
Sir l\ >Vi//p<v;(Ai'bi']'- I'.nc. Harner. I. :!<isl.

MM
The stars, the planets, and signs in the nrmament Hhall

be strange gods, If we, being deceived with the matin mutt

call, shall wholly hang on them, llullinyrr. sermons, ii. i

mathematically (niath-e-mat'i-kal-i), adi-. Iii

a matliematicalmauner; according to the laws
or principles of mathematical science; with
mathematical certainty; demonstrably : as, a

proposition that is matin uiatirallij true. /Yi.s-

mathematician (tnath'e-ma-tish'an), . [=
F. miitlii'iiialicim ; as matin-malic 4- -i.] 1.

One who is versed in mathematics.
The Mathematician, taking his start from the pure per*

ceptions of space and time, goes on freely constructing tig-

ures In space without any reference to experience, and
demonstrating the properties of such figures.

E. Caird, Fhllos. of Kant, p. 242.

2t. An astrologer.
MutlirHiaticiaim. among the Romans, were for some time

specially meant of astrologers, or star-prophets.
A". Grew, Cosmologia Hacra, p. 3*27.

Combinatorial mathematician. See combinatorial.

mathematicize (math-e-mat'i-siz), r. t. [<
mathematic + -i:e.] To consider or treat in a
mathematical manner, as logic. [Kare.]
mathematicological (math -e-mat'i-ko-loj'i-
kal), a. Applying mat hemufii s or algebra to

logic. JerintK,

mathematics (math-e-mat'iks), n. [PI. of matlt-

finiitic: see -ics. Cf. mathematic, n.] Thescienee
of quantity; the study of ideal constructions

(often applicable to real problems), and the

discovery thereby of relations between the

parts of these constructions, before unknown.
The observations being upon objects of imagination mere-
ly, the discoveries of mathematics are susceptible of being
rendered quite certain. The first considerable advances
in mathematics were made by the Greeks, whose greatest
geometers, Euclid, Archimedes, and Apollonius. flourished
in or about the third century B. c. After their time not

very much progress was made until the seventeenth cen-

tury, but since then the progress of discovery has been
continuous. See absolute, algebra, arithmetic, equatioti,
function, geometry, yroup, infinite, infinitesimal, number,
l>i-tilt'lil, '/IHIiititil. >/""'''. ll"'"i-> in. I'tr"

To the pure mathematics are those sciences belonging
which handle quantity determinate.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 171.

I have mentioned mathcmatick* as a way to settle in the
mind an habit of reasoning closely and in train.

Locke, Conduct of the I'nderstandfng, $ 7.

Mathematics Is the science which draws necessary con-
clusions. B. Peirce, Linear Associative Algebra (1870), J 1.

Now this establishment of correspondence between two
aggregates and investigation of the properties that are
carried over by the correspondence may be called the cen-
tra] idea of modern mathematics.

W. K. Clifford, Philos. Pure Sciences, p. 334.

Applied mathematics, the mathematical study of a
series of problems the connection of which is objective:
opposed to jinn' mathematics, which studies systems of

relations, the connection lying In the analogy of the re-

lationship. Examples of applied mathematics are rigid
dynamics, hydrodynamics, the theory of probabilities, the
kinetical theory of gases, etc. Higher mathematics, all

the scientifically treated branches of mathematics that

is, all except practical arithmetic, elementary geometry,
trigonometry, and a part of algebra.

niathemeg (matb'e-meg), H. [Said to be Cree
Indian, meaning 'ugly.']

A fish of the Sas-
katchewan basin, believed to be the siluroid
AmiurtiK iiigricann, a kind of catfish.

mathesis (ma-the'sis). M. [1,1... learning, math-
ematics, < Gr. udfoiatc, learning, knowledge, sci-

ence, <. /lavOavrtv, fiaSflv, learn: see mathematicx.]
1. Mental discipline; learning or science in

general, especially mathematics. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
Mad Mathegis alone was iincouflned.
Too mad for mere material chains to bind,
Now to pure space lifts her ecstatic stare,

Now, running round the circle, finds It square.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 31.

2. [(/>.] In eutom., a genus of clerid beetles,
erected by Waterhouse in 1877, haying a long
antennal club and the third tarsal joint not bi-

lobed. The type Is M. gvttigera of New Zealand, resem-
bling the longicorn Zorion gvttigerum, with which it is

associated, and upon which it is probably parasitic.

mathesyt, n. [< LL. mathtxix, learning: see

MrifcMK] Mathesis; mathematics.
Anon after he set vp a great scole at Canntorbury of al

nianer of scyences, as rhetorlck. logyck, phylosophy, mo-
thety, astrologi. geometrye, arithmeticke, and musicke.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, I.

mathook 1 unat'huk), . In hi/rlranl. engiii., a

long pole with an iron hook at the end, used in

making and handling mats for jetty-work.

Lyes and libels served as spades and mathookf to work
with. Roger Sorth, Examen, p. 592.

mathook-t, . A falsified form of mattock.

Mathurin (math'u-rin), M. [So called as occu-

pying the church of St. Mntlnii-in in Paris.] A
member of the order of Trinitarians. See Trini-

tarian. '-.

mating-time

mati (inii'te), a. [Chin., < ma, horse, -t- t'i.

I'lHit.J A scilj.-!', l:'lt-tirliiin.i liihi-rtixa. growing in

China, with wholesome edible tubers.

matiaS bark. Same as mnlianlm hiu-k (whirli
M*. under hurl."}.

maticin, maticine (mat'i-sin). . [< umtimi +
-in-. -UK-.] A hitter principle obtained from
the plant matico.
matico 1 (ma-te'ko), . [Sp.J A plant, 1'iiier aii-

i/iixtifolium (Artantlir i liiniinin), natural order

I'I/H i-iii-iii-. In pern it has long enjoyed a high reputa-
tion for styptic and aphrodUlac properties. It Is an aro-

matic tonic and stimulant, and acts like cubebs on the

urinary passages. A species of Kupaturium
mm) has the same name.

matico- (nmt'i-ko), n. Same as niataco.

matie (ma'ti), //. [Origin uncertain.] A
herring in which the roe or milt is perfectly
but not largely developed. This to the itate In which
the flsh are In the beat condition for food, being most
delicious as well u most nutritive. Although they are
not so bulky In appearance as full herring, they are In re-

ality much fatter. See/t<# herrintj, under herrimj. Per-

by.
matin (mat 'in), n. and a. [< ME. matin (in p).

ii/iiti/n.i),<. OF. and F. matin (= It. iniiltinn),

morning (matin*, morning prayers), < L. nintu-

tinum, the morning, neut. of matntinim, of the

morning, < Matuta, the goddess of dawn, as if

fern, of an adj. 'matutnx, early, timely (f ), akin
to maturus, mature: see mature. Cf. mainline.]
1. n. If. Morning.

The glow-worm shows the matin to be near,
And 'gins to pale his uneffectual fire.

Shot., Hamlet, L 5. 88.

2. pi. One of the canonical hours appointed in
the early church, and still observed in the Ro-
man Catholic Church, especially in monastic
orders. It properly begins at midnight, and Is occupied
by two services, nocturns and lauds. The name is also

applied to the service Itself, which includes the Lord's

Prayer, the Angelic Salutation, the Creed, and several

psalms.

The vigils are celebrated before them, and the nocturn
and tuatiwi. for the salnU whose the relics are.

StillingJIeet.

3. Morning worship, as sung; hence, any morn-
ing song: usually in the plural.
He ne hurde masse & matynn and eueson <V eche tyde.

Kab. of Gloucester, p. 30s).

And crop-full out of doors he flings.
Ere the first cock his matin rings.

.Mitten, L'Allegro, 1. 114.

4. /)/. A musical setting of any part of the of-

fice of matins.

II. . Pertaining to the morning; used in

the morning. [Poetical.]

ip rose the victor angels, and to arms
The matin trumpet sung. Milton, P. L., vi 620.

Each morn my sleep was broken thro*

By some wild skylark's matin song.
Tennyxm, Miller's Daughter.

matinal (mat'i-nal), a. [< F. matiual, < LL.
iiiatutitialis, of the morning, < L. matutinmi, of
the morning: see matin. Cf. MteMMi.] 1.

Relating to the morning, or to matins. 2.

[cn/i.] Appellative of the second of Professor
H. D. Hogers's fifteen subdivisions of the Pa-
leozoic strata in the Appalachian chain, the
names of which suggest metaphorically the
different natural periods of the day. It represents
Noa. II. and III. of the numerical divisions of the Paleo-
zoic series according to the previous nomenclature of the

Pennsylvania Survey, viz. the Matinal limestone and the
Matinal shales and slates, the equivalent of the groups In-

cluded between the Potsdam sandstone and the Oneida
conglomerate according to the nomenclature of the New
York Surrey.
matinfe (mat-i-na'), n. [F., < matin, morning:
see matin.] 1. An entertainment (especially a
theatrical performance) or a reception held in
the daytime, usually in the afternoon. (The gen-
eral dinner-hour of early times having been at the close
of the forenoon, the French matinSe, like the English
mtirninff. is often considered as extending to the common
modern dinner-hour In the evening, especially in cities. ]

2. A woman's dress for home wear in the fore-

noon, or up to the time when she dresses as for
dinner or for going out. Its form and material

change according to fashion.

A becoming matinee Is of claret flannel. . . . Many pret-
ty mntinert are made of surah.

Philadelphia Time*, March 14, 1886.

mating (ma'ting). H. [Verbal n. of mate1
, r.]

1. The act of taking a mate, or pairing, as by
birds. 2. See the quotation.
Sometimes two or more crews belonging to different

vessels unite In the capture, and if successful an equitable
division of the oil is afterward made. This is called mat
ing- FMtrie* a/ U. S., V. It 260.

mating-time (ma'ting-tim), H. The breeding
MMOB, when any animal mates or pairs; pair-
ing-time.



matire

matiret, '< A Middle English form of matter.

matlockite (mat'lok-lt), n. [< Matlock (see

def.) + -ite'2 .] A native oxychlorid of lead, oc-

curring near Matlock in Derbyshire, England,
in tetragonal crystals of a yellowish color and
adamantine luster.

matpole (mat'pol), n. In hydraul. engln., a

pole, usually about 20 feet long and 3 inches

thick, smoothed and pointed with iron, used in

placing mats for shore-protection, etc.

matral (ma'tral), a. [< L. matralis, pertaining
to a mother, ('mater, mother: see mater2

,
mo-

ther'1
.']

In anat., pertaining to one of the mem-
branes enveloping the brain, as the dura mater
or pia mater : in composition.
Between the pia-matral and the arachnoid sheath.

H. Oray, Anat. (ed. 1S87), p. 805.

Matralia (ma-tra'li-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of

matralis, pertaining to a mother: see matral.']
In ancient Borne, an annual festival celebrated
on the eleventh of June, by the citizen matrons

only, in honor of the goddess Mater Matuta.
The festival inculcated the principle that mothers should
care not only for their own but for their sisters' children.

matrast, n. [OF.: see matrass.] A crossbow-
bolt. Compare riveton, quarrel'^, bolt1 .

matrass (mat'ras), . [< F. matras, a chemical
vessel so called from its long straight narrow

neck, < OF. matras Pr. matrat, an arrow, a

javelin, < L. matara, mataris, materis, madaris,
a Celtic javelin, a pike: a word of Celtic ori-

gin.] 1. A chemical vessel with a round or

oval body and a long neck open at the top,

serving the purposes of digestion, evaporation,
etc.; a cucurbit. Also called bolt-head. 2f. In

hort., a flask-like glass employed to shelter

plants or flowers from the weather or from ex-

tremes of cold and heat.

Protect from violent storms, and the too parching darts
of the sun, your pennached tulips and ranunculuses, cov-

ering them withmatrasses. Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

matres, . Plural of mater2 .

matresst, An obsolete form of mattress.

matriarch (ma'tri-ark), n. [< L. mater, < Gr.

UI'/TJ/P, mother, + ap^of, a leader, ruler, < apxe'v,

rule.] 1. The wife of a patriarch. [Bare.]
Dr. Southey has classed this injured Matriarch [Job's

wife] in a triad with Xantippe and Mrs. Wesley.
Southey, The Doctor, cxvii. (Dairies.)

2. A woman who holds (to some extent or in

some respect) in a family or tribe a position
analogous to that of a patriarch. See matri-

archy.
matriarchal (rna-tri-ar'kal), a. [< matriarch
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a matriarch or to

matriarchy; relating to the superior importance
of mothers (in certain respects, as the reckon-

ing of descent) in a family, clan, or tribe;
characterized by matriarchy.
The Indian tribes farther south are largely matriarchal,

reckoning descent not on the father's but the mother's
side. E. B. Tylor, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI.
Here the matriarchal system is still in existence the

eldest daughter inherits all.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 214.

matriarchalism (ma-tri-ar'kal-izm), . [< ma-
triarchal + -ism.] The character of being ma-
triarchal; matriarchal customs or practices;
matriarchy.
This immense district represents an area of lower cul-

ture, where matriarchalism has only in places yielded to
the patriarchal system.

E. B. Tylor, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 162.

matriarchate (ma-tri-ar'kat), n. [< matriarch
+ -ate3."] The position or power of a matri-
arch.
Women were at first considered like other properties,

and in the communist stage they used to belong to each
and all ; when property was divided, women were assimi-
lated to landed properties or estates, and the children
took the name of their mother, as in feudal countries they
took that of their estate. This is really the origin of the
so-called matriarchate, in which the mother had, in fact,
no power, but gave her name to her child.

Jour. Anthrop. Jnst., XVIII. 271.

matriarchy (ma'tri-ar-ki), . [< L. mater, <
Gr. ftarnp, mother, + -apx'ia, rule: see matri-

arch.'] Government by a mother or by mo-
thers

; specifically, an order of society, as in
certain primitive tribes, in which the mother
in certain important respects, especially in line
of descent and inheritance, takes precedence

. of the father; descent or inheritance in the fe-
male line.

The ancient Slavonians had no prejudice against matri-
archy. Quarterly Rev., CLX.Il. 196.

Matricaria (mat-ri-ka'ri-a), n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), so called with ref. to the sup-
posed medicinal value of some of the species,
< L. matrix (matric-), womb: see matrix.'] A

3660

genus of plants of the natural order Composite
and the tribe Anthemidea:. It is characterized by ra-

diate heads, with an involucre of rather broad bracts,

by achenia with from S
to 5 ribs on the inner
face and none on the

back, and by a receptacle
which is often conical or

oblong. They are herbs,
with alternate leaves,
which are two or three
times pinnatitld, with
linear or thread-like divi-

sions, and small or me-
dium-sized heads, which
are usually solitary at

the tips of the branches,
and have white ray-flow-
ers and yellow disk-flow-

ers. There are about 23

species, found in Europe,
North America, the
northern part of Asia,and
northern and southern
Africa, 11. ChamomUla,
called wild or German
camomile, is a common
annual of Europe, in ap-

pearance strongly resem-

bling the common may-
Flowering Plant of Matricaria

inodora.

a, ray-flower ; *. disk-flower ;

c, achenium.
weed. M. inodora, also

European, is a scentless

species, which, like the

former, is sparingly naturalized in the United States.

M. discoidea, with rayless heads, is spreading from western
America eastward, and is naturalized in northern Europe.
M. glabrata, of South Africa, affords a good substitute for

camomile,

matricet (ma'tris), n. [< F. matrice = Sp. Pg.
matriz = It. matrice, < L. matrix, the womb.
see matrix.'] Same as matrix.

matrices, n. Plural of matrix.

matrimony
To be matriculate with ladies of estate.

Skelton, Garland of Laurell.

II. . One who has been admitted to mem-
bership of a body, as a college or university, by
enrolment in its register.

Suffer me in the name of the matriculates of that famous

university to ask them some plain questions. Arbuthnot.

matriculation (ma-trik-u-la'shou), . [= Sp.

matriculation, < ML. *matriculd"tio(n-), < matri-

eulare, register: see matriculate.'] The act of

matriculating, or of admitting to membership
by enrolment; the state of being matriculated.

A scholar absent from the university for five years is

struck out of the matriculation book. Ayliffe, Parergon.

matriculator (ma-trik'u-la-tor), n. [< ML. *ma-

triculator, < matriculare, register: see matricu-

late.] One who matriculates.

At Oxford the matriculator subscribed the Thirty-nine
Articles, and also swore to observe three articles of the

38th Canon. Quarterly Rev., CXLVI. 209.

matriheritage (mat-ri-her'i-taj), n. [< L. ma ter

(matr-), mother, + E. heritage'.] Inheritance in

the female line of descent.

The two systems of malriheritage and polyandry.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 141.

matriherital (mat-ri-her'i-tal), a. [< L. mater

(matr-), mother, + herit(age) + -al.~] Of or per-

taining to matriheritage, or inheritance in the

female line.

An excellent specimen of the matriarchal or matriherital

system fully carried out under recognized and well-denned
law among a civilized people. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 141.

matrimoignet, n. A Middle English form of

matrimony. Chaucer.
matricidal (mat'ri-si-dal), a. J< matricide^ + matrimonial (mat-ri-mo'ni-al), a. [=F. matri-

monial = Sp. Pg. matrimonial = It. matrimoni-

ale, < LL. matrimonialis, pertaining to marriage,
< L. matrimonium, marriage: see matrimony.]
1 . Of or pertaining to matrimony ;

connubial ;

nuptial: as, matrimonial rights or duties.

Cherish thy hasten'd widowhood with the gold
Of matrimonial treason ! Milton, S. A., L 959.

The main article in matrimonial alliances.

Paley, Moral Philos., III. 8.

2. Derived from marriage.
If he [Henry VII.] relied upon that title, he could be but

a king at courtesy, and have rather a matrimonial than a

regal power. Bacon, Hist lien. VII.

Crown matrimonial, in Scot, hist., the right to a share

in the sovereignty conferred on the husband of a reigning
ueen. The extent of this concession appears never to

.ave been precisely defined ; but the common belief is

-al.] Of or pertaining to matricide, or a per-
son guilty of matricide.

As when one fair land

Saw, North and South, her bright-armed myriads stand,
Saw herself rent in twain by matricidal hand.

Palgrave, N. A. Rev., CXX. 440.

matricide1
(mat'ri-sid), n. [= F. matricide =

Sp. Pg. It. matricida, < L. matricida, the killer

of his mother, < mater, mother, + -cida, < ca;-

dere, kill.] One who kills his or her mother.
matricide2 (mat'ri-sid), n. [= F. matricide, <

L. matricidium, the killing of one's mother,
< mater, mother, + -cidium, < caidere, kill.] The

killing or murder of one's mother.

Thy Matricide all pardon must exceed.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 17.

matricula (ma-trik'u-la), n.
; pi. matricula; (-le).lanncuia tma-u K u-ia;, n. ; pi. m, M

i-y. that it , ,Ted a coraplete partnership in the crown, with

[= F. matncule = Sp. matncula = Pg. matncula remainder to the survivor and his or her heirs. It was
= It. matricola, < LL. matricula, dim. of matrix granted, with important reservations, on the occasion of

(matric-), a public register : see matrix.] A roll

or register. Specifically (a) The register or roll of a

university.

His name occurs not in the matricula.

Wood, Athense Oxon.

(6) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., the roll containing the names
of the clergy permanently attached to a cathedral, a col-

legiate, or a parish church.

matriculant (ma-trik'u-laut), n. [< ML. matri-

culan(t-)s, ppr. of matriculare, register: see ma-
triculate.] A candidate for matriculation; one
who applies for enrolment among the members
of a body, as a student in a college or univer-

sity; an entrant.

They are ready to favor the demand upon rnatriculants
for a preliminary qualification. The American, V. 390.

matriculate (ma-trik'u-lat), t
1

.
; pret. and pp.

matriculated, ppr. matriculating. [< ML. matri-

CHlatus, pp. of matriculare (> it. matricolare =
Sp. Pg. matricular), register, enroll, < LL. matri-

cula, a public register, roll, list, dim. of matrix,
a public register: see matricula, matrix."] I.

trans. To enter in a register; register; enroll;

the first marriage of Mary Queen of Scots, and was ex-

plicitly refused to her second husband. Matrimonial
cause, in law, a suit for the redress of injuries respecting
the rights of marriage, as an action for divorce or the like.

In England such causes were formerly a branch of the ec-

clesiastical jurisdiction. Matrimonial Causes Acts, a
series of English statutes relating to causes arising from the
matrimonial relation. (a)Astatute of 1*67 (20 and 21 Viet.,
c. 85) which established the Court for Divorce and Matri-
monial Causes, having exclusive jurisdiction over divorce
and matrimonial matters, and settled the law relating
thereto. (6) A statute of 1878 (41 and 42 Viet., c. 19) re-

lating to divorce and judicial separation, (c) A statute of

188-1 (47 and 48 Viet., c. 8)which substitutes for the resti-

tution of conjugal rights formerly enforced periodical
payments of money by the husband, authorizes the court
to order a settlement of a wife's properly for the benefit of

the husband and children, and relates to desertion and cus-

tody of children. =Syn. 1. Matrimonial, Connubial, Nup-
tial, Conjugal, Hymeneal, Marital. Matrimonial, connu-

bial, and conjugal, like matrimony, relate to the married
state. A'uptial and hymeneal are more suggestive of the
act of marriage or that which is in close connection with
it Connubial suggests the fact that marriage is the union
of persons of opposite sexes. Conjugal primarily means
belonging to a spouse, and secondarily belonging to the
state of spouses that is, matrimony: as, conjugal felicity,

responsibility, obligations, rights. Marital means, specifi-

cally, belonging to a husband, but is also used with refer-

ence to the married state in general.especially, to enter or admit to membership in _
a body or society, particularly in a college or matrimonially (mat-ri-mo'ni-al-i), adv. As re-

university, by enrolling one's name in a regis- tmrftaTnn.trimnnv: in TYifttrimnnv! ftpp.nrdiTic' to

ter.

He is so matrimonially wedded unto his church that he
cannot quit the same, Ayli/e, Parergon.

gards matrimony ;
in matrimony; according to

the manner or laws of marriage.
It was their obstinacy to incorporate their errors into

their creeds, and to matriculate their abuses among their
sacred rites.

Abp. Bramhall, Works, II. 206, quoted in Wordsworth's matrimonioust (mat-ri-mo'm-us), a. [< maln-
[Church of Ireland, II. 221. many + -ous.] Relating to matrimony ;

matri-
Frederick was, accordingly, at the proper age, matricu- monial.

lated at Oxford. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 179.
Foreseeing the miserable work that man's ignorance and

II. intrans. To become a member of any body pusillanimity would make in this nMMmmfow business.

or society, especially a college or university, by
having one's name entered in a register. matrimony (mat'ri-mo-ni), . [< ME. matri-

monye, also matrimoyne, iiiiitrimoigne, < OF.
matrimnitif, matrimonie = Pr. matrimoiii = Sp.

Pg. It. matrimonio, < L. matrimonium, marriage,
wedlock, in pi. wives; < mater (matri-), mother
(see mater%, mother^). + term, -monium : see

-mo>nj.~] 1. The relation of husband and wife,
with especial reference to what concerns the

The Browns have become illustrious by the pen of

Thackeray and the pencil of Doyle, within the memory of
the young gentlemen who are now matriculating at the
universities. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, I. 1.

matriculate (ma-trik'u-lat), a. and 11. [< ML.
ttiatricnlatus, pp.: see the verb.] I. a. Matric-
ulated

;
admitted

;
enrolled.



matrimony

latter; the state of marriage or wedlock; nup-
tial union; conjugal partnership.
He thut joyneth his virgin In majrymonye dolth wel.

Wyd\jr, 1 Cor. vii. 88.

2. The act of marriage ; entrance upon the mar-
ried state by a formal ceremony or procedure :

as, the solemnization of luati-iui'oiii/ by a clergy-
man. In the Roman Catholic Cnurch matri-

mony is regarded as one of the sacraments.

Exhorting the married men to temperance, and the
bachelors to matrimony. Goldsmith, Vicar, IL

3f. Wife. [A Latinism. Compare wedlock in
the same sense.]

Restore my matrimony undefU'd,
Wrong not my niece, and, for our gold or silver
If I pursue you, hang me t

l:<-<iii. and ftn Little French Lawyer, IT. 6.

4. A game with cards. =Syn. 1 and 2. Wedlock, Wed-
ding, etc. See marriage.

matrimony-vine (mat'ri-rap-ni-vin), . A gar-
den-plant, Lycium vulgare; also, the closely al-

lied L. barbarum. The latter is said to be used
in medicine in Japan.
matrimoynet, . A Middle English form of

miilriiiioiii/.

matrix (ma'triks or mat'riks), .; pi. matrices

(mat'ri-sez, L. ma-tri'sdz). [< L. matrix (ma-
tric-), a breeding animal, the parent stem (of
plants), LL. the womb, a source, origin, cause, a
public register or roll, < mater (= Gr. ftynip),
mother: see mater%, mother1

.
"\ 1. The womb;

the uterus.

All that openeth the matrix Is mine. Ex. xxxlv. 19.

Hence 2. That which incloses anything, or

gives origin to anything, like a womb, (a) A
mold which gives form to material forced Into It in a solid

condition, or poured into it in a fluid state and allowed to
harden before removal, (ft) In coining, the intaglio formed
in steel by engraving, or by driving Into the metal a tool
called a hub, upon which the design of the coin has been
produced in relief. The steel matrix Is subsequently
hardened and tempered. From this matrix punches for

making dies are obtained by driving into it pieces of soft

steel, which, after taking form from the matrix, are In
their turn hardened and tempered. The instruments used
in coining thus alternately take the design in cameo and
intaglio, and in order as follows : (1) cameo, the hub ; (2)
intaglio, the matrix ; (3) cameo, the punch ; (4) Intaglio,
the die. Lastly the coin is struck in cameo by the die. (<)

The bottom die In any stamping- or drop-press. (<2) In type-
founding, an attachment to the mold in which the face of
a type is cast, the mold proper making the body for that
face. Every letter or character has its special matrix, but
all the matrices of the same font are fitted to one mold.
The matrix is a small flat bar of copper that has received
the deeply sunken impress of the punch, or model letter
cut on a rod of steel. As left by the punch It is known as
a driw, or strike, or unjustified matrix When finished and
Hi ii-il to the mold it is * justified matrix. Matrices are
also made by the eleetrotypinp process, (e) In stereotyp-
ing, the mold of plaster, papier mache, or other composi-
tion which is taken from types as arranged in the form,
and into which the melted alloy called stereotypers' metal
is poured in casting stereotype-plates. (/) In mineral.
and geol., the rock in which any accidental crystal, miner-
al, or fossil is embedded. (</) In ininiu'i, same as gangw,
I. (Rare and incorrect.] (A) In odontag., the formative
part of a mammalian tooth, consisting of a pulp and cap-
sule. The former Is converted into dentine, the latter
int cement. (') In anat., the intercellular substance :

as, the matrix of cartilage, containing corpuscles; the
animal matrix of bone, impregnated with mineral salts,
etc. 0') In bot. : (1) That upon which a plant is fixed or
from which It grows : as, lichens which grow upon a ma-
trix of rock. (2) Intercellular substance: as, the flla-
limits of nostoc lie in a gelatinous matrix.

3. In math., a rectangular array of quantities,
usually square : so called because considered as
a mold or set of compartments into which a
certain number of quantities can be put, the

leaving of one of the spaces unoccupied being in
effect to put zero there. The matrix Is consequently
a multiple quantity having as many dimensions as it has
spaces. The numbers in the spaces are called the constit-
uents of the matrix. The following definitions relate to
square matrices. The vertical lines of numbers are called
the i-"li/iiiu*. the horizontal ones the rotes. The diagonal
running from tho upper left hand to the lower right hand
corner is called the principal diagonal. Constituents sym-
metrically situated with reference to the principal diago-
nal are said to be conjugate. A matrix in which every
constituent is equal to its conjugate Is said to be si/mmet-
rical; if all the constituents along each diagonal band trans-
verse to the principal diagonal are equal, the matrix Is said
to be pcrs!immelrical. The addition of matrices Is so un-
derstood that the sum of two like matrices is a matrix
every constituent of which is equal to the sum of the cor-

responding constituents of the parts. The multiplication
of two like square matrices Is so understood that the pro-
duct Is a matrix whose construction is of the kind shown
in the following example :

3001

The types of two matrices are said to be complementary
when p pi = q + ji. Matrix-rolling machine, in

stereotyping by the paper process, a machine soin<
*

, _
t C, D )

-
\ cA + dC, cB + dD f

type Into the prepared paper. - Nuclear matrix. See
karyoplamn. Reciprocal matrix. See invent matrix.

matron (ma'tron or mat'ron), . [< F. matroiic
= Sp. Pg. It. matrona, < t. matrona, a married
woman, wife, matron, < matfr, mother: nee iim-

ter~, mother 1
.] 1. A married woman, especial-

ly an elderly married woman, or a woman old

enough to be the mother of a family, whether
actually so or not; a woman possessing the

gravity suitable to a mother.
Yet did that auncient matrone all she might
To cherish her with all things choice and rare.

Spenser, K. Q., VI. Jtli. 14.

For thee the soldier bleeds, the matron mourns.
Pope, Iliad, vi 412.

2. In a special sense, a head nurse in a hospital ;

the female head or superintendent of any insti-

tution Jury of matrons. Seejttry.

matronage (ma'tron-aj or
mat'ron-ap), . [<

matron + -aye.] I. The state of being a ma-
tron; matronly character or condition.

The underscoring! of young ladles' letters, a wonder
even to themselves under the colder north-light of ma-
tronayc. Lauxll, Study Windows, p. 120.

2. A body of matrons ; matrons collectively.
His exemplary queen at the head of the matnnuii/r of

this land. Burke, A Begicide Peace, i.

matronal (ma'tron-al or mat'ron-al),a. [=Sp.
Pg. matronal = It. matronale, <. IJ. matroualis,
ofor belonging to a married woman, < matrona,
a married woman: see matron.'] Of or pertain-
ing to a matron

; suitable to an elderly lady or
to a married woman; grave; motherly.
He had herd of the beautle and vertuous behaviour of

the young Queen of Naples, the wlddow of Ferdlnando
the younger, being then of matrotiall yeares of seuen and
twentle. Bacon, Hist Hen. VII., p. 218.

Only, in depleting this Roman ideal of matronal chastity,
Fletcher, with his wonted coarseness of taste, has touched
on very slippery ground. Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XL. 337.

Matronalia (mat-ro-na'li-ii), n. pi. [L., orig.
neut. pi. of matronalin, belonging to a married
woman : see matronal."] In Rom. antiq., a fes-

tival celebrated by matrons on the first of
March in honor of Mars.
matronhood (ma'tron-hud or mat'ron-hud), n.

[< matron + -hood.] The condition of being a
matron; matronage.
matronize (ma'tron-iz or mat'ron-iz), v. t.

;

pret. and pp. matronized, ppr. matronizing. [<
matron + -tee.] 1. To render matronly.
Childbed matronizes the giddiest spirits.

liichanlmn, Familiar Letters.

2. To act as a mother to; assume the manner
of a matron toward; specifically, to chaperon.
She . . . brought her to Boston to matronite her.

HovxUt, Modern Instance, xxL

Also spelled matronise.
matronlike (ma'tron -Ilk or mat'ron-Uk), a.

Matronly.
matronly (ma'trpn-li or mat'ron-li), a. [< ma-
tron + -<yi.] Like a matron ; characteristic of
or suitable to a matron

; elderly ; ripe in years.
The matronly wife plucked ont all the brown hairs, and

the younger the white. Sir R. L'Bstrange, Fables.

matronly (ma'tron-li or mat'ron-li), adv. [<

matronly, a.] In a manner becoming a ma-
tron. [Rare.]

She up arose with seemely grace,
And toward them full matronely did pace.

Spenser, T. Q., I. x. 8.

matronship (ma'trqn-ship or mat'ron-ship), n.

[< matron + -ship.]' The office of matron of a

hospital or other institution. Lancet, No. 3422,
p. til

1 of Adv'ts.

matronymic (mat-ro-nim'ik), a. and n. [= It.

matrommico, < L. mater, Gr. itfirtp* mother, +
Gr. 6wfia, dvoua, name.] I. a. Pertaining to
or being a name derived from a mother or ma-
ternal ancestor.

H. . 1. A name derived from a mother or
maternal ancestor: correlative to patronymic.

If it be a clear sign of exclusive female kinship that
children should take the mother's family name, it is. a
fortiori, a note of it that they should be called by a mat-
ronymic. J. F. M'Lennan, Studies In A nc. Hist

, p. S89.

2. A word of a form used for matrouymic
designation ;

a matronymic formation.

Inverse matrix to a given matrix, the matrix of trans- Agenitiveandnossessivecasalsumx.variantof a/.which
formation from the set of variables to which the direct " used as a matronymic.
matrix transforms to the set from which it transforms. The Academy, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 29.

Also called reciprwal matrix. Invertebrate matrix, a matrnQQfiim trr>M ti f a //>, < n
square matrix hosc principal diagonal contains MroT- maWOSS

(iiM-trps ), n. [<*. morrow. < D. ma-
Latent roots of a matrix. See intent. Matrix of '''""" = hw - Dan - matron, a sailor, irreg. < F.
the type q x p, a matrix with p columns and q rows, matfiot, a sailor, seaman, a corruption of *m-

matter

tenot, < Icel. motunautr, messmate, compan-
ion, < matr (= E. meat) + nautr = AS. <ji i,mi.

companion (see <jt unit').] Formerly, one of tin-

soldiers in a train of artillery who were next
to the gunners, and assisted them in loading,
firing, and sponging the guns. They carried

firelocks, and marched witb the store-wagons
as guards and assistants.

matsu (mats), . [Jap. matsu; pine.] The most
common tree of Japan, a pine which attains

great age and size, 1'inux Massoniana. it li a
fine tree for avenues, and its wood Is valuable for house-
carpentry and furniture.

matt, "., H.
, and v. See mat3 .

mattacbint, n. See mataehin.

mattagesst, mattagesset, n. See matagatse.
mattamore (mat'a-mor), n. [< F. iniiliimnr, .

< Ar. mvtmur, a ditch, a cavern or other sub-
terranean place in which corn is laid up.] In
the East, a subterranean repository for wheat.
matte (mat), . [F., < G. matt, dull, dim: see

unit'-':] In metal., a product of the smelting
of sulphureted ores, obtained in the process
which next follows the roasting. The object of
this process la to remove the oxld of iron present In the
roasted ore, by causing It to combine with silica, with
which It forms a fusible slag. Also called regului and
coarse metal.

In F.ngllsh copper-works the word metal Is commonly
used to denote compounds of this kind, that of regulus be-

ing applied In a speclHc sense to certain kinds of metal.
1 shall, however, adopt the word regulus as a generic appel-
lation for such products. The Germans designate regulus
by the synonymous terms Stein and Lech, and the French
by the term matte. Percys Metallurgy, I. 44.

matted (mat'ed), p. a. [< maft + -etf*.] Cov-
ered with mats or matting. [Rare.]

If the inatfi'tl things fright you on the same account
[the danger of fire), the coverings may be taken off, and
laid by In some dry place. Oray, Letters, L 888.

matter (mat'r), n. [< ME. matter, mattere,
mater, matere, < OF. mattere, matere, matire =
F. matiere = Sp. Pg. It. materia = D. G. Dan.
tnaterie = Sw. materia, matter (= vernacular

Sp. madcra = Pg. madeira, wood, > ult. E. Ma-
deira), < L. materia, also materies, stuff, matter
of which anything is composed, wood, timber,
etc., lit. 'material of which anything is formed
or made'; with formative -ter, from the root

ma, Ski. / ma, form, build, make, arrange,
same as y* ><*< measure: see mete'-. Cf. L.

mater, mother, manus, hand, usually referred to
the same root: see mother^, main^.] 1. Sen-
sible substance ; that which offers resistance
to touch or muscular effort; that which can
be moved, strained, broken, comminuted, or
otherwise modified, but which cannot be de-

stroyed or produced ; that which reacts against
forces, is permanent, and preserves its identity
under all changes. Matter has three states of

aggregation, the solid, the liquid, and the gas-
eous. See solid, liquid, gas, and ether1 .

One and the same quantity of matter remains invariable
In nature, without addition or diminution.

Bacon, Physical Fables, I., ExpL
Matter being a divisible substance, consisting always of

separable, nay of actually separate and distinct parts, 'tla

plain that, unless It were essentially conscious. In which
case every particle of matter must consist of innumerable,
separate, and distinct consciousneMei, no system of it In

any possible composition or division can be any individual
conscious being. Clarice, To ilr. l)odwell.

According to the definition I have proposed, Matter, and
the changes of Matter, mean the Felt, and the change* of
the Felt ; and all our knowledge of Matter is In Feeling,
and the changes of Feeling.

O. B. Leu-e*, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. Iv. | 88.

MI that we know about mnii.-r Is that It Is the hypothet-
ical substance of physical phenomena.

Huxley, Sensation and Senaiferons Organs.

2. Inphilos. : (a) That which is in itself no-

thing definite, but is the subject of change and
development, and by receiving a form becomes
a substance; that out of which anything is

made. See form. Matter In this sense (a translation
of Aristotle's word vAi), originally wood) It termed by the
scholastics matter ex qua (out of whlchX to distinguish It

from matter circum quam (concerning whichx or the object
of any action or power, as well as from mat'er in qua (In
which), or the subject of any attribute.

Generally matter is divided into that out of which, In

which, and about which : that out of which Is that which
is properly so called ; In which the subject ; about which
the object Buryersdieiui, tr. by a Gentleman.

Mattfr unform'd and void. MOtm, P. L., Tit 238.

(6) Extended substance. Descartes, (c) In
the Kantian terminology, that which receives
forms; especially, that element of cognition
which comes to us from without; that which dis-

tinguishes a particular cognition from others;
the purely sensuous part, independent of the

representations of space and time and of every



matter

operation of thought; the content of experi-
ence.

All the matter of perception is but our own affection.

J. Hutchinson Stirling, Mind, X. 63.

3. That of which anything is or may be com-

posed; plastic, formative, or formed material

of any kind; material: as, the prime matters

of textile fabrics (wool, cotton, silk, etc.); the

book contains much useless matter.

Perpetueel matere of the flr of helle.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The upper regions of the air receive the collection of

the matter of tempests before the air here below. Bacon.

A goodly monument, which the Great Mogor hath beene
nine yeares in building. . . . The matter is fine Marble,
the forme nine square, two English miles about, and nine

stories in height. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 478.

Fancy and judgment are a play's full matter.

Ford, Fancies, Epil.
That other mortal . . .

Whom of our matter time shall mould anew.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, iii. 30.

4. Specifically, in printing : (a) Material for

work; copy: as, to Keep the compositors sup-

plied with matter, (b) Type set up ;
material to

be printed from, or that "has been printed from
and will not again be required : in the former
case called distinctively live matter, and in the

latter dead matter. 5. In a restricted sense,
mere effete substance; that which is thrown
off by a living body, or which collects in it as

the result of disease; pus: as, fecal matter;

purulent or suppurative matter (often called

simply matter); the discharge of 'matter from
an abscess or a wound. 6. The material of

thought or expression ;
the substance of a

mental act or a course of thought; something
existing in or brought forth by the mind; a con-

ception or a production of the intellect con-
sidered as to its contents or significance, as

distinguished from its form.

I will answer also my part, . . . for I am full of matter.
Job xxxii. 17, 18.

Conceit, more rich in matter than in words,
Brags of his substance, not of ornament.

Shak., E. and J., ii. 6. 30.

Euery man's stile is for the most part according to the

matter and subiect of the writer, or so ought to be, and
conformable thereunto.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 124.

I know no man a greater master in commanding words
to serve matter.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, Pref., p. x.

Upon this theme his discourse is long, his matter little

but repetition. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xiiii

His manner in court was excelled by his matter.

Sumner, Hon. John Pickering.

7. Material or occasion for thought, feeling,
or expression; a subject or cause of mental

operation or manifestation; intellectual basis
or ground; theme; topic; source: as, matter
for reflection; a matter of joy or grief.

Thurgh vnwarnes of wit that thi wirdis cast,
Thow ges matir to men mony day after,
fforto speke of thi spede, & with spell herkyn
Of thi lure and thi losse for a high wille.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2089.

It is made but a laughing matter, but a trifle ; but it is

a sad matter, and an earnest matter.

Latimer, Sermou bef. Edw. VI., 1650.

Hail, Son of God ! Saviour of men ! Thy name
Shall be the copious matter of my song.

Milton, P. L.,iii. 413.

The wavering and cowardly policy of England furnished
matter of ridicule to all the nations of Europe.

Macaulay, Bacon.

8. A subject of or for consideration or action
;

something requiring attention or effort; ma-
terial for activity ;

affair
;
concern : as, matters

of state or of business.
Ye now wolde vs meve with other materes and tales other

weyes, and ther-fore we pray you and requyre speke no
more ther-of. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 681.

For their priuate matters they can follow, fawne, and flat-

ter noble Personages. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 83.

To your quick-conceiving discontents,
111 read you matter deep and dangerous.

Shot., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 190.

I have matter of danger and state to impart to Crosar.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

High matter thou enjoin'st me, O prime of men !

Sad task and hard. Milton, P. L., v. S63.

She knows but matters of the house.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcvii.

9. A subject of debate or controversy; a ques-
tion under discussion

;
a ground of difference

or dispute.
Every great matter they shall bring unto thee, but every

small matter they shall judge. Ex. xviii. 22.

Dare any one of you, having a matter against another,
go to law? 1 Cor. vl. 1.

[They brought] divers arguments against it, whereof
some were weighty, but not to the matter.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 164.
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Adr. Why, man, what is the matter ?

Dro. S. I do not know th e matter .-he's rested on the case.

Shale., C. of E., iv. 2. 42.

A fawn was reasoning the matter with a stag, why he

should run away from the dogs. Sir Jt. L Estramje.

The word matter has always meant, in legal proceedings,
the Question in controversy.

Davis, Law in Shakspeare, p. 134.

10. An object of thought in general ;
a thing

engaging the attention ; anything under con-

sideration indefinitely: as, that is a matter of

no moment ;
a matter of fact.

For they speak not peace : but they devise deceitful mat-

ters against them that are quiet in the land. Ps. xxxv. 20.

My heart is inditing a good matter. Ps. xlv. 1.

What impossible matter will he make easy next?

Shale., Tempest, ii. 1. 88.

Matters succeeded so well with him, that everybody was
in admiration to see how mighty rich he was grown.

Sir H. L'Ketramje.

With many thousand matters left to do.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Money matters seem likely to go on capitally. My ex-

penses, I find, will be smaller than I anticipated.
Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 331.

And the power of creation is not a matter of static abil-

ity ;
it is a matter of habits and desires.

W. E. Cliford, Mental Development, p. 104.

11. A circumstance or condition as affecting

persons or things ; a state of things ; especially,

something requiring remedy, adjustment, or ex-

planation : as, this is a serious matter; what is

the matter?
"It's a very strange matter, fair maiden," said he, . . .

"I canua' blaw my horn, but ye call on me."

Lady Isabel and the Elf-Kniyht (Child's Ballads, I. 190).

Then go with me to make the matter good.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2. 114.

I'll tell you what the matter is with you.
Milton, Ans. to Salmasius, i. 21.

So when you plague a fool, 'tis still the curse,
You only make the matter worse and worse.

Pope, Donne Versified, Sat. Iv.

What has been the matter' you were denied to me at

first ! Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 21.

12t. An inducing cause or occasion
; explana-

tory fact or circumstance
;
reason.

The matter of seditions is of two kinds : much poverty
and much discontent. Bacon, Seditions and Troubles.

And this is the matter why interpreters . . . will not

consent it to be a true story. Milton.

13. Significance; sense; meaning; import.
I was born to speak all mirth and no matter.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 344.

14. Ground of consideration; importance; con-

sequence : used especially in interrogative and

negative phrases, sometimes with an ellipsis
of the verb.
Whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter to me.

Gal. ii. 6.

Much matter was made of this, as fearing it would be
taken as an act of rebellion.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 175.

No matter who's displeased when you are gone.
Shak.,1. G. of V., ii. 7. 66.

No matter what is done, so it be done with an air.

Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

If to be perfect in a certain sphere,
What matter [is it], soon or late, or here or there?

, Pope, Essay on Man, i. 74.

Mr. Surface, what news do you hear? though indeed it

is no matter, for I think one hears nothing else but scan-
dal. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

1 5. Something indefinite as to amount or quan-
tity ; a measure, distance, time, or the like, ap-
proximately or vaguely stated.

One of his pinnaces was about forty tons, of cedar, built

at Barbathes, and brought to Virginia by Capt. Powell,
who there dying, she was sold for a small matter.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 228.

Away he goes to the market-town, a matter of seven
miles off. Sir H. L'Eetrange.

The Dutch, as 1 have before observ'd, do often buy Proe-
bottoms for a small matter of the Maylayans.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 111.

I have Thoughts to tarry a small matter in Town, to learn
somewhat of your Lingo first, before I cross the Seas.

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 16.

16. In law: (a) Statement or allegation: as,
the court may strike out scandalous matter from
a pleading. (6) A proceeding of a special na-

ture, commenced by motion on petition or or-

der to show cause, etc., as distinguished from
a formal action by one party against another,
commenced by process and seeking judgment :

as, the matter of the application of A. B. for

the appointment of a trustee. 17t. Wood:
apparently with reference to the hard stem of

the vine.
Heine hem uppe with canne and litel stakes,

And yeve hem streng yeres after three.
At yeres IIII uppe III matiers takes
On hem, alle ronk yf that the landes be.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

matterful

Abstraction from singulars but not from matter.
See abstractiun. All is a mattert, it is all one thing sub-

stantially; hence, it is wholly indifferent.

Whether we make the common readers to laugh or to

lowre, all is amatter. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 86.

A matter of course. See course^.A. matter of life

and death. See life. Close matter. See close'*!.

Coloring matter. See color. Common mattert, that
which all things have in common; being. Contingent
matter. See contitiyent. Dead matter. See def. 4 (b).

First mattert. (a) In metaph., matter unformed and
chaotic. (6) The material or substance of which anything
is composed. Also prime matter, materia prima. For
that matter, as far as that goes ; so far as that is con-

cerned.

For that Matter, Sit, be ye 'Squire, Knight, or Lord,
I'll give you whate'er a good Inn can afford.

Prior, Down-Hall, st. 21.

Intelligible matter. See intelligible. lAve matter.
See def. 4 (b). Matter of a proposition, the subject of

the proposition : also called the material matter, in contra-

distinction to theformal matter, which is the fact signified.

Matter of a syllogism, the propositions and terms of

the syllogism. The formal matter of a proposition has,
since the twelfth century, been distinguished as natural,

contingent or casual, and remote or unnatural, according
as the character signified by the predicate term must,
may or may not, or cannot, inhere in the subject. Mat-
ter of cognition. See def. 2 (e). Matter of composi-
tion, or permanent matter, that of which anything con-

sists. Matter Of fact, (a) A reality, as distinguished
from what is fanciful, hypothetical, or hyperbolical.

Lady Sneer. Strange, indeed !

Crabt. Matter offact, I assure you.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

(b) In law, that which is fact or alleged as fact : in contra-

distinction to matter of law, which consists in the resulting

relations, rights, and obligations which the law establishes

in view of given facts. Thus, the questions whether a

man executed a contract, and whether he was intoxicated
at the time, relate to matters of fact ; whether, if so, he
is bound by the contract, and what the instrument means,
are matters of law. The importance of the distinction is

that in pleading allegations of the former are essential

and of the latter unavailing, and that the former are

usually questions for the jury, the latter for the judge, (c)

A particular element or fact of experience.

Some particular existence, or, as it is usually termed,
matter-of-fact. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xvL 6.

What is the nature of that evidence which assures us of

any real existence and matter of fact, beyond the present
testimony of our senses?

Hume, Human Understanding, iv.

Matter of generation, or transient matter, that out
of which anything is made, as seed. Matter Of law.
See matter of fact (ft). Matter of record, that which
is recorded, or which may be proved by record. In law the

term imports a judicial, or at least an official, record. See
record. Second matter, in metaph., matter formed. See

first matter. Sensible matter, the matter of sensible

things. signate, designate, determinate, or indi-
vidual matter, that which is diverse, though not in any
character different, in all individuals. This distinction ori-

ginated with Thomas Aquinas. Spiritual matter, the
matter of the incorruptible body after the resurrection.

Standing matter, composed types that have not yet been

printed or molded from, or that have been so used and are

set aside for further service. To make a matter ofcon-
science. See conscience. To make mattert, to make
no matter. See makei. Upon the mattert, upon the
Whole matter, on the whole

; taking all things into view.

So that upon the matter, in a great wit, deformity is an

advantage to rising. Bacon, Deformity.

Waller, with Sir William Balfour, exceeded in horse, but

were, upon the whole matter, equal in foot. Clarendon.

What's the matter with (a thing or act) ? what is your
objection to (it)? a humorous use, at once assuming that

objection has been made, implying that there is no ground
for the objection, and recommending the thing or act

mentioned,

matter (mat'er), c. [< matter, n.~\ I. intrans.

1. To be of importance; import; signify:

chiefly used in negative and interrogative

phrases: as, it does not matter; what does it

matter f

For Sosianus and Sagitta were men vile and of no ac-

count, neither mattered it where they lined.
Sir H. Sank, tr. of Tacitus, p. 161.

To a man of virtue and honour, indeed, this mattered
little. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvii.

2f. To form pus ;
collect or be discharged, as

matter in an abscess ; also, to discharge pus.
Each slight sore mattereth. Sir P. Sidney.

Earth's milk 's a ripened core,
That drops from her disease, that matters from her sore.

Quarles. Emblems, i. 12.

II. trans. If. To regard; care for: mind.

I repulsed her once and again ; but she put by my re-

pulses, and smiled. Then I began to be angry ; but she
mattered that nothing at all.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 339.

The low Land is sometimes overflown with water in the
time of Harvest yet they matter it not, but gather the

crop and fetch it home wet in their Canoas.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 25.

I had rather receive Money than Letters. I don't mat-
ter Letters, so the Money does but come.

X. Jlailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 106.

2. To approve of. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
matterful (mat'er-ful). fl. [< matter + -fnl.]

Full of matter, substance, good sense, or the

like: pithy; pregnant.



matterful

What a sweet, unpretending, pretty-mannered, matter-

}\d creature ! Lamb, To Wordsworth (181SX p. 97.

matterless (mat'er-loH), a. [< mutter + -I<:*K.\

Void of matter, substance, or significance ; im-

material, cither literally or figuratively ;
of no

consequence or importance.
All tine noise

Of verse, meere matterletse and tinkling tolea.

B. Jonsoii, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

Like *h:iil-s . . . quite matterlegse.

Dames, Wittes Pilgrimage, p. 35. (Darter)

The sky is only the matterletw limit of vision.

Boardman, Creative Week, p. 84.

matter-of-course (mat'er-ov-kors'), a. Pro-

ceeding as a natural consequence; following
naturally as a thing to be expected or about
which there can be no question.

I won't have that sort of tnatter-of-rnurse acquiescence.
T. //:/'". Tom Brown at Oxford, xxx.

matter-of-fact (mat'er-ov-fakf), a. 1. Con-

sisting of or pertaining to facts; not fanciful,

imaginative, or ideal ; ordinary ; commonplace :

applied to things.
His passion for matter-offact narrative sometimes be-

1 1 :i V'l liiin Into a long relation of common incidents.
/-./'. To Wilson.

The common tnatter-of-fact world of sense and sight.
Caird.

The man said good morning, in a mottrr-o/-/ac way.
The Century, XXXVI. 823.

2. Adhering to facts
;
not given to wander be-

yond realities; unimaginative; prosaic: ap-
plied to persons.
One of our company, a doctor of divinity, and a plain

matter-of-fact man. Boeicell, Johnson.

mattery (raat'er-i). (i. [< mutter + -01.] 1.

Full of matter that is, of thought or facts:

significant; weighty. [Rare.]

Away with your mattery sentences, Momus ; they are
too grave and wise for this meeting.

B. JtingftH, Poetaster, iv. :t.

2. Purulent; generating pus. [Kare.]
The putrid vapours colliquate the phlegmatlck humours

of the body, which, transcending to the lungs, causes their

mattery cough. llarvey, Consumptions. (Latham.)

Matthew Walker knot. See knot 1
.

Matthieu-Plessy green. See green 1
.

Matthiola (mat-thi'o-ia), . [NL. (R. Brown,
18112), named after P. A. Mattioli, an Italian

physician of the 16th century.] A genus of

plants of the order ('rucifera; and tribe Ara-

bidcw, characterized by a long many-seeded sil-

ique, and stigmas often thickened or horned
at the back. They are hoary herbs or low branching
shrubs, with ohlong or linear leaves, which are entire or

sinuate, and with rather large flowers, usually purple or
white and growing in bractless racemes. There are about
3tt species, natives of Europe, the Mediterranean region,
and western Asia. To this genus belong the numberless
varieties of stock or stock-gillyflower of the gardens. '/

iiimnii includes the biennial sorts, the Brompton stock,

queen stock, and others. It is wild along the Mediterra-
nean coast-line, etc. (See i/ttluAoirer, 8, and Aopc.) Si.

in ruin of southern Europe, perhaps a variety of the last,

furnishes the ten-week stocks. Another variety, by some
considered a distinct species (M. Grata), is the smooth-
leafed or wallflower-leafed stock. .V. trixti*, of southern

Europe, is the dark-flowered or night-scented stock, witli

lurid flowers pleasantly fragrant in the evening.

mattie (mat'i). ;/. Same as ma tie.

matting1
(mat'ing), w. [Verbal u. of wM, r.]

1. Materials for mats; matwork. 2. A fab-
ric of some coarse material, as rushes, flags,

grass, straw, hemp, bamboo, etc., used for cov-

ering floors, as a packing for some kinds of

goods, and for various other purposes.
All around us, what powers are wrapped up under the

coarse mattings of custom, and all wonder prevented.
Emerson, New England Reformers.

3. iVt., a texture made of strands of old rope,
or of spun-yarn, beaten flat and interwoven,
used to prevent chafing. 4. The mat of a pic-
ture . Canton matting. Same as India matting. Co-
coanut matting, miming made of coir, especially that
which Is heavy and thick and rather open in texture. It

is used especially for floor-covering in places where much
wear is expected. Grass matting, malting made of veg-
etable fiber, of which many sorts are utilized in India, Chi-

na, and Japan. It is used principally for floor-cloth. In-
dia matting, see India. Indian-matting plant, a

species of Cypentx (Papyrus corym/KWtuO, native in India.
It is largely employed in the manufacture of matting.
Russia matting, a coarse woven fabric for packing, made
in Russia from strips of the bast or inner bark of the linden.

matting- (mat'ing), H. [Verbal u. of mat*, r.]

1. The act or process of producing a dull or

roughened surface on metal; specifically, the

process of covering plates with varnish in gild-

ing on water-size. !'.. II. Knight. 2. A dull,

slightly roughened surface, free from polish,
produced by the use of tin- mat.

matting-boat (mat'iug-bot). n. Same as wnt-
boat.
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matting-loom (mat 'ing -18m), ii. A loom in

which sluts arc introduced into the she<l to form
the woof. A'. //. A n iiihi.

matting-punch (mat'ing-punch), H. In mi-tiil-

working, a ]ninch with a roughened working
end, used with a light hammer or mallet for

matting the ground or the parts of the surface
leftflal l>eti en fretwork tracery, etc. For very
fine work In silver or gold such punches are sometimes
made by breaking with a sharp blow a bar of highly hard-
ened steel, and selecting pieces which have one even,

finely and regularly granulated end, and so grinding the
other as to remove the angles. The unground t-n-1 i-

thc working end of the punch, and needs no further

preparation.

matting-tool (mat'ing-tOl), . In metal-work-

ing, a kind of chasing-tool for producing even-

ly roughened surfaces. A matting-tool used for

lathe-work Is a small roughened cylinder or spheroid of

hardened steel, jourualed in the branches of a furcated
handle by which it is applied to the work, over the surface
of which It rolls as the object turns In the lathe.

mattock(mat'qk), n. [Formerly also sometimes
mathook, simulating hook ; < Mfe. mattocke, mat-

tok, mattoke, < AS. iitattuc, mattoe, mettoc, meot-

toc, mettac, < W. ma tog, a mattock, hoe, = Gael.

madaij, pickax. The resemblance of OBulg.
motiiika = Knss. motiiika = Pol. motukii = 1 .it h.

mattikan, a mattock, appears to be accidental.]
An instrument for loosening the soil in digging,

shaped like a pickax, but having its ends broad
instead of pointed.

Ther wepons were more stronger, I yow say,

lyke as vutttokez Shapyn so were they.
(Jenerudet (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2161.

And on all hills that shall be digged with the mattock
there shall not come thither the fear of briers and thorns.

Isa. Til. 25.

We took this mattock and this spade from him.

Shot., R. and J., v. S. 186.

mattress (mat'res), n. [Formerly also matresa,

niattraxs, matteress; < ME. mattress, matrys, ma-
tray = D. matron = Sw. madrons = Dan. madrax,
< OF. inatera.1, F. mate/an = It. materanso, mate-
raxsa = MHG. matra:, matera;, G. matratse, <

ML. matratum, matara1iiim,mataritinm = (w\\\\
Ar. art.) Sp. almadraque = Pg. nlmatrac, a mat-
tress,< Ar. matrah, mattress, cushion, bed, prop,
a place where anything is thrown, then some-
thing thrown down, hence a 'shake-down,' a

mattress, < taraha, throw down.] 1. A bed

consisting of a bag filled with straw, hair, moss,

sponge, husks, excelsior, or other soft and elas-

tic material, and usually quilted or tacked with
transverse cords at short intervals to prevent
the contents from slipping.

Pom. And I have heard Apollodonis carried ...
Kim. A certain queen to Caesar in a mattress.

Shalt., A. and ( '., 11. 6. 71.

2. Inliydraul. <</)'., a mat ormassofbrushwood,
willow rods, light poles, or other like material,

roughly woven or tied together and used to

form foundations for dikes and jetties, or as

aprons, fencing, curtains, orsurfacing for dikes,

dams, embankments, and similar constructions,
either for assisting to hold together loose mate-
rial or to prevent injury by the erosion of water.
French mattress, a mattress made partly of wool and

partly of hair. (Eng.l Spring-mattress, a mattress
In which spiral springs support the stuffed part, so as to
make an elastic bed. Wire mattress, a frame of wood
or Iron over which Is tightly stretched a sheet of various-

ly constructed thick wire cloth. It is used in beds as a

substitute for springs.

mattress-boat (mat'res-bot), u. In liydraul.

eiigin., a flat boat or scow on which mattresses
are constructed and transported, and from
which they can be launched into position.
mattulla (ma-tul'a), n. [NL., < L. matta, a mat,
+ -ulla, dim. term., as in medidla, pith.] In

bot., the fibrous matter covering the petioles of

palms. Also written matulla.

In palms also a similar substance, but of a fibrous tex-

ture, occurs, called reticulum or matulla.

Encyc. Brit.. IV. ID.

matty (mat'i), n. Same as matie.

maturable (ma-tur'a-bl), a. [< mature, r., +
-able.'] 1. That may be matured or perfected.
The writer gives evidence of a true poetic gift, and of

abilities, which, if immature, are yet maturaUe.
The. Nation, XLVIII. iv.

2. Capable of maturation ; that may suppurate.
Matura diamond. See diamond.
maturant (mat'u-rant), H. [< L. matHran(t-)s,

ppr. of maturare, ripen: see maturate.] In

med., a medicine or an application to an in-

flamed part to promote suppuration ;
a mat u-

rative.

maturate (mat'u-rat), v.; pret. and pp. matu-
rated, ]>pr. maturating. [< L. maturatiif, pp. of

maturare, make ripe: see mature, r.] I. trims.

1. To bring to maturity; mature. [Rare.]

mature

Bjr pouring every night warm water on the root thereof,
a tree may be maturated artificially to bud out In the
mi.l-t of winter. ///-

2. To promote perfect suppuration in.

II. iiitnnix. 1. To ripen; come to or toward

maturity. [Rare.] 2. Tosuppurate perfectly,
maturation (mat-u-ra'shon), ". [< V. matura-
tion = Pr. maturaeio = Sp. maduracion = Pg.

iiiiKlurayOo It. umturazionr, < L. iiiiitiinilii>(n-),

a hastening, < maturare, ripen : see mature, r.J

1. The process of ripening or coming to matu-

rity; a bringing to maturity; hence, a carrying
out; consummation. [Rare.]

Till further obrerntlon shall discover whether these
are diamonds not yet fully ripe, and capable of growing
harder by further matuntinn. Boyle, Works, I. 4&S.

At our entrance Into the world, when health and vigour
give us fair promises of time sufficient for the regular
maturation of our schemes. Juhnton, Rambler, No. 111.

2. In iiii-d., a ripening or maturing, as of an

abscess; formation of pus ; suppuration.
As In the body, so In the soul, diseases and tumours must

have their due 'mituratimi ere there can be a perfect cure.

Bp. Hall, Balm of OUead.

maturatiye (ma-tur'a-tiv), a. and . [< F.

maturatif; as maturate + -ire."] I. n. 1. Pro-

ducing maturity ;
conducive to ripeness.

Between the troplcks and equator their second summer
Is hotter, and more maturatice of fruits, than the former.

Sir T. Brmrne.

2. Conducing to perfect suppuration, or the
formation of pus in an abscess.

Butter i maturatiix. and is profitably mixed with ano-

dynes and suppuratlves. Witeman, Surgery.

II. . In med., anything that promotes sup-
puration; a maturant.
The same {linseed] applyed with figs Is an excellent

iniitiinttn-. . and ripenetn all impostbumes.
UMand, tr. of Pliny, xx. 22.

mature (nm-tur'), a. [< L. mutunm, ripe, ma-
ture, of full age, fit, timely, early, speedy;
perhaps orig. "maeturus, < \/ mag, in magnux,
great: see //'-'.] 1. Complete in natural

growth or development ; fully grown or ripen-
ed; ripe: as, mature grain or fruit; a person of

mature age; mature in judgment.
The youngest son of Priam, a true knight,
Not yet mature, yet matchless.

Shot., T. and C., Iv. 5. 87.

Two thousand summers have imparted to the monu-
ments of Grecian literature, as to her marbles, only a
maturer golden and autumnal tint.

THoreau, Walden, p. 112.

2. Completely elaborated or prepared; brought
to maturity ; ready for use or execution ; fully
evolved ; ample ; thorough : as, a result of ma-
ture deliberation.

How best the mighty work he might begin
of Saviour to mankind, and which way first

Publish his godlike office now mature.

Milton, P. R.,1. 188.

Indeed, upon mature thoughta, I should think we could
not have done better than to have complied with the desire

they aeemed to have of our settling here [at Mindanao].
Dampier, Voyages, I. S4

Which images, here flgur'd in this wise,
I leave unto your more mature survey.

Daniel, Phllotaa, Ded.

3. In med., in a state of perfect suppuration.
4. Inro/., become payable; having reached the

time fixed for payment; fully due Mature In-

sect, in rntiim., an Insect which has attained the but or

imago stage of ite development. Mature larva, a larva

which has attained its full growth before passing into the

pupa state. Mature pupa, a puna ready to give forth an

imago. - Syn. 1 and 2. Mature, ftipe, digested, well-con-
sidered. Mature and ripe both primarily denote the re-

sult of the process of physical growth. l\ipe emphasizes
simply the result: the fruit needs no more nourishment
from the stock, and further change will be to over-ripe-
ness and decay. Mature combines with the idea of the re-

sult the further suggestion of the process by which the
result was reached. Further, ripe always seems figurative
when applied to anything besides fruit, especially fruit

growing above ground : to speak of a ripe scholar, or a

ripened judgment, is distinctly figurative. Mature, on the
other hand, seems quite as literal now In the secondary
as in the primary sense. The same distinction exists be-

tween the verbs and between the nouns corresponding to

these adjectives.

mature (ma-tur'), r.; pret. and pp. matured.

ppr. maturing. [< F. maturer = Sp. Pg. mn-
tlurar = \t. maturare, < L. maturare, make ripe,

ripen, < iatnniK, ripe: see mature, n.] I. trans.

1. To cause to ripen ; bring to maturity: as, to

mature ale.

Prick it |an apple) with a pin full of holes, not deep.
and smear it a little with lack, to see if the virtual beat
of the wine will not mature it Bacon, Nat Hist, I SS6.

And. like the stores autumnal suns mature.

Through wintry rigours unimpaired endure.

Cmrper, Conversation. L 649.

2. To elaborate or carry to completion; make
ripe or ready for use of action: as, to matm;
one's plans.



mature
I have not the leisure to mature a discourse which should

invite the attention of the learned by the extent of its

views, or the depth of its investigations.
Story, Misc. Writings, p. 549.

3. In med., to bring to a state of perfect sup-

puration; maturate.
II. in trans. 1. To come to a state of ripe-

ness; become ripe or perfect : as, wine ma tares

by age or by agitation in a long voyage ;
the

judgment matures by age and experience. 2.

In com., to reach the time fixed for payment, or

for payment of the principal, as distinguished
from instalments of interest: as, a bill matures
on a certain date. 3. In med., to come to a
state of perfect suppuration. =Syn. 1. Mature, Ri-

pen. See comparison under mature, a.

maturely (ma-tur'li), adv. 1. In a mature

manner; with" ripeness ; completely. 2. With
ripe care; thoroughly: as, a prince entering on
war ought maturely to consider the state of his

finances. 3f. Speedily ; quickly. [A rare Lat-

inism.]
We give him thanks for contracting the days of our

trial, and receiving us more maturely into those everlast-

ing habitations above. Bentiey, Boyle Lectures.

matureness (ma-tur'nes), n. Mature state or

condition; ripeness or perfection; maturity:
as, such matureness of judgment is surprising
in one so young.
maturescent (mat-u-res'ent), a. [< L. malu-

rescen(t-)s, ppr. of maturescere, become
ripe,

ripen, < maturus, ripe: see mature.] Becoming
mature; waxing ripe. Bailey, 1731. [Bare.]

maturity (ma-tu'ri-ti), n. [= F. maturity =
Pr. maturitat = It.maturita, < L. maturita(t-)s,

ripeness, maturity, < maturus, mature : see ma-
ture.'] 1. The state of being mature ; ripeness;
completeness ; full development or elaboration :

as, maturity of age; the maturity of corn; the

maturity of a scheme.
Not sufficient to bring their fruits and grain to matu-

rity. Ray, Works of Creation, ii.

2. In com., the time fixed for payment of an
obligation; the time when a note or bill of ex-

change becomes due. 3. In med., a state of

perfect suppuration. = gyn. 1. Maturity, Ripeness.
See comparison under mature, a.

matutinal (ma-tu'ti-nal), a. [= F. matutinal
= Pr. Sp. matutinal= ft. mattutinale, < L. matu-

tinalis, of the morning, < matutinum, the morn-
ing: see matutine, matin, and matinal.] Per-

taining to the morning; coming or occurring
early in the day: as, a matutinal bath.

My salutation to your priestship ! What?
Matutinal, busy with book so soon
Of an April day? Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 309.

Matutinal cognition*. See cognition.

matutine (mat'u-tin), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
matutino = It. mattutino, < L. matutinus, of the

morning, ueut. matutinum, the morning: see

matin.] I. a. Same as matutinal. [Obsolete
or archaic.]

Among astrologers, six of the planets are said to be
matutine when they are above the horizon at sun-rising,
and vespertine when they set after the sun. The three

upper planets are counted strongest when oriental and
matulinz, as the three lower when occidental and vesper-
tine. E. Phillipi, 1708.

Their [the stars'] matutine and vespertine motions.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 227. (Latham.)

Upraise thine eyes, and find the lark,
The matutine musician

Who heavenward soars on rapture's wings.
F. Locker, Arcadia.

Il.t n. pi. Matins.

Matutines [were] at the first hour, or six of the clock.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., VI. 287. (Daviee.)

matweed (mat'wed), . 1 . A grass, A mmophila
artmdinacea (Psamma arenaria): so called from
its use in making mats. Also called sea-mat-

weed, halm, and marram. 2. Less properly
(a) Spartina stricta, seaside-grass. (6) Nardiis

Ktricta, small matweed (see mat-grass), (c) Ly-
geum Spartum, hooded matweed.
matwork (mat'werk), n. 1. Matting; any-
thing plaited or woven like a mat. 2. In arch.,
same as nattes.

maty1
,
n. See matie.

maty2
(mat'i), n.; pi. maties (-iz). [E. Ind.]

In India, a native servant, especially an under-
servant or assistant servant.
maud (mad), n. [Perhaps so called from some
one named Maud. The name Maud is ult. <

Matilda, a name of OHG. origin: see -hild.] A
gray woolen plaid worn by shepherds in Scot-
land; hence, a traveling-rug orwarmwrapmade
of similar material. Also spelled maude.

Fra' south as weel as north, my lad,
A' honest Scotsmen lo'e the maud.

Mm. Scott of Wauchope, To Burns.
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He soon recognized his worthy host, though a maud, as

it is called, or a gray shepherd's plaid, supplied his trav-

elling jockey coat. Scott, Guy Mannering.

maudlet (ma'dl), v. t. [< maudlin, formerly
sometimes maudling, taken as a ppr. form.]
To render maudlin; throw into confusion or

disorder. E. Phillips, 1706.

maudlin (mad'lin), a. [Formerly sometimes

maudling, being taken as a ppr. form
;
earlier

maudlen, mawdlen; attrib. use of Maudlin, i. e.

Magdalen, with ref. to Mary Magdalene, re-

garded as the penitent
" woman which was a

sinner," and represented by painters with eyes
swollen and red with weeping : see magdalen,
magdalene.] If. Tearful; lacrymose; weeping.

Sir Edmond-berry first, in woful wise,
Leads up the show, and milks their maudlin eyes.

Dryden, Prol. to Southerne's Loyal Brother, 1. 21.

2. Over-emotional; sickly-sentimental; fool-

ishly gushing.
How's this ! in tears ? O, Tilburina, shame !

Is this a time for maudling tenderness.
And Cupid's baby woes? Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 2.

There is in his writings an entire absence of all the cant
and maudlin affectation of mouth-worshippers of freedom.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 23.

3. Tipsy; fuddled; foolish from drink.

'Twere better, sure, to die so, than be shut
With maudlin Clarence in his Malmsey butt.

Byron, Don Juan, i. 166.

It is but yonder empty glass
That makes me maudlin-mot&\.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

maudlin (mad'lin), n. [< Maudlin, a fern, name,
< ME. Maudelein, Maudeleyne, < OF. Magde-
leine, Magdelaine, Magdalen: see magdalen . Cf.

maudlin, a.] 1. A hardy herbaceous plant,
Achillea Ageratum, a kind of milfoil, native to

southern Europe, bearing yellow flowers. Also
called sweet maudlin.

The flowers of the maudlin are digested into loose um-
bels. Miller, Gardener's Dictionary.

2t. The costmary, Tanacetum Balsamita.

maudlin-drunk (mad'lin-drungk), a. In the

sentimental and tearful stage of intoxication.

Some maudlin drunken were, and wept full sore.

Yorkshire Ale (1697), p. 8. (Halliwell.)

The fifth is mawdlen drunke ; when a fellowe will weepe
for kindnes in the midst of his ale, and kisse you, saying,

By God, captaine, I love thee.

Naihe, Pierce Penilesse (1592). (HattiweU.)

maudlin-fair (mad'lin -far), n. A great up-
roar. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
maudlinism (mad'lin-izm), n. [< maudlin +
-ism.] The state of being maudlin

;
manifes-

tation of sickly sentimentality.
At this precise period of his existence, Mr. Benjamin

Allen had perhaps a greater predisposition to maudlinism
than he had ever known before. Dickens, Pickwick.

maugret (ma'ger), n. [< ME. maugre, mawgre,
maugree, magre, <. OF. maugre, maulgre, malgre
(= Pr. malgrat = It. malgrado), ill-will, spite,
< mal (< L. mains), ill, + gre, gret, < L. gratum,
a pleasant thing, neut. of gratus, pleasant (see

I/rate
3
). Ct.bongree. Hence maugre, prep. ] Ill-

will; spite.
I thought no mawgre, I tolde it for a bourde [jest].

Barclay, Fyfte Eglog. (Nares.)

Yef it myshappe we shull haue magre, and therfore it

be-houeth vs to sle Petrius or take hym quyk and yelde
hym to kynge Arthur. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ iii. 654.

To can (con) maugret, to show ill-will.

Shulde I therfore cunne hym mawgre ?

Horn, of the Rose, 1. 4558.

maugre (ma'ger), prep. [Early mod. E. also

mauger, maulgre, magree; < ME. maugre, mau--

gre, mawgree, mawgrey, magre, < OF. maugre,
maulgree, malgre, F. malgre (= It. malgrado),
prep., in spite of; an elliptical use (cf. spite,

despite, in similar E. use) of the noun maugre,
ill-will, spite : see maugre, n.] In spite of

;
not-

withstanding.
A knist him conquerede al with clene strengthe,
.V hade him out of the ost mawgrey hem alle.

William a/Paterae (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3476.

"Then tell" (quoth Blandamour), "and feare no blame:
Tell what thou saw'st, maulgre who so it heares."

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 48.

Maugre all his impertinent griefs, he shall be glad with
me. Emerson, Misc., p. 16.

Maugre hist, against his will. Maugre one's teetht,
in spite of all that one can do.

That salle he, mawgre hi* tethe,
For alle his gret araye.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 132. (Halliwelt.)

Hard it is for him to he welcome that commeth against
his wil, that saith to God when he commeth to fetche him :

Welcome, my Maker, magree my teeth.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1673), fol. 63.

maugret (ma'ger), o. t. [< maugre, i>rej>.] To
defy.

maumetry
Deeply fixed

To maugre all gusts and impending storms.
Webster.

mauist, [ME.; < OF. muis (?).] A measure
containing in some places a little more than

forty bushels.

He ... in his berne hath, soth to sayn,
An hundred mauig [tr. OF. cent muis] of whete greyue.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 5590.

maukin (ma'kin), n. and a. See muH'in.

mauky, a. See mawky.
maul 1 (mal), n. [A different spelling of mall1

,

and now the common form in this sense.] A
heavy wooden hammer or mallet; a kind of

beetle; a mall.

maul 1
(mal), v. t. [Another spelling of main,

and now more usual: see mall1
, v.] 1. To beat

and bruise with a maul, or as if with a maul ;
dis-

figure by beating.
By this hand 111 maul you. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 2.

We are maul'd ; we are bravely beaten ;

All our young gallants lost.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 2.

I'll maid that rascal ; h'as out-brav'd me twice.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, it 2.

2. To do injury to, especially gross injury, in

any way. .[Obsolete or archaic.]
Far hence they vent their Wrath,

Mauling, in mild Lampoon, th' intriguing Bath.

Congreve, Pyrrhus, Prol.

The doctor mauls our bodies, the parson starves our

souls, but the lawyer must be the adroitest knave, for he
has to ensnare our minds.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxix.

3. To split with wedges and a maul or mallet.

I'd rather scrub floors, I'd rather maul rails, I'd rather
do anything in this world for a livin' than teach school !

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 248.

maul'2 (mal), n. [An irreg. var. of maulm,
malm.'] Clayey, sticky soil. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
maul3 (mal), M. [Appar. an irreg. var. or con-
tracted dim. of moth.] A moth. Halliwell.

[North. Eng.] i

maul4 (mal), n. [Also maule, mauls, maws: a

corruption of mallow, mallows.] The com-
mon mallow of Great Britain, Malva sylvestris.

[Prov. Eng.]
mauling (ma'ling), n. [Verbal n. of maul1

, v.]

A severe beating, as with a stick or cudgel.

[Colloq.]
maul-in-goal (mal'in-gor), . In foot-bell, a

struggle between the two sides for the posses-
sion of the ball when it has been carried across
the goal-line but has not been touched to the

ground. The maul-in-goal is still a feature of the game
as played in Great Britain, but has been abandoned in the
American game.

manikin, n. and a. See mallcin.

maulmt, . See malm.
maul-oak (mal'ok), . See live-oak.

maulstick (mal'stik), n. Same as mahlstick.

maum, n., a., and v. See malm.

maumett, mammett (ma'met, mam'et), n. [<
ME. maumet, mawmet, maument, mawment, ear-

lier mahimet, an idol, < OF. mahumet, mahomet,
mahommet, an idol, a pet; a particular use of

Mahomet, Mohammed: see Malioun, Mahometan,
Mohammedan.] 1. An idol: from the old be-

lief that Mohammedans were idolaters.

An idolastre peraventure ne hath not but o maumet or

two, and the avaricious man hath many ; for certes every
florein in his cofre is his maumet. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

When Criste in that contre come with his dame,
The false goddes in fere fell to the ground ;

Bothe Mawhownus & maumettes myrtild in peces.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4312.

And where I meet your maumet gods, I'll swing 'em
Thus o'er my head, and kick 'em into puddles.

Fletcher, Island Princess, iv. 5. (Nares.)

2. A puppet. [In this later sense usually mam-
met.]

I have seen the city of new Nineveh, and Julius Csesar

acted by mammets.
Every Woman in her Humour (1609). (Nares.)

This is no world
To play with mammets and to tilt with lips.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 95.

How the mammet twitters ! Massinger, The Picture, i. 1 .

maumetriset, M. [ME. mttwmetryse : see mtiu-

iiictry.] Same as maumetry.
In this comandement es forbodeu all mauinetryse, all

wychecrafte and charemynge.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S-X p. 9.

maumetroust, mammetroust, a. [< maumetr-y,
iiniiiiiiicti'-y, + -ous.] Idolatrous.

Their most monstrous mass or mammetrous mazan.
Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 165. (Davie*.)

maumetryt, manimetryt (ma'met-ri, mam'et-
ri), H. [< ME. maumetrie, maumetry, mtiumeii-



maumetry

trie, etc., < iiiniinifl, an idol: see ninitmrt, -ry,
and Mil/mini try.] Idolatry.

Hot thus he ordand for thalre sake
In that same place to edify
A temple for thaire mauitiftrjt.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.\ p. 00.

The synne of mawmettrie Is the ttrste thyng that Ooil
'li-ilrinlr'1 in the ten cominaun<iinent*.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Heretofore they call'd Images Mammeta, ntl the Ado-
ration of Images Mammettry: that is, Mahomet and Ma-
hometry, odious names. Sflden, Table-Talk, p. S8.

maumisht, a. [< maum, mnlin, + -t'*/ii.] Fool-
ish

; silly ;
idle

;
nauseous. Also man-mink.

It is one of the most nauseous. maumiah mortifications,
fur a man to have to do with a punctual finical fop.

Sir K. L'Estrange.

maumletdar (mam'let-dar), n. [Hind, mdm-
leMar.~\ In the East Indies, an official superin-
tendent, as of the collection of the revenue, of

police, etc.

maun (man), v. A. Scotch form of moun, must.

It may be of consequence to the state, sir, . . . and I

doubt we maun delay your journey till you have seen the
laird. Scott, Waverley, xxx.

maimch 1

1, v. An obsolete form of munch.
maunch'-', . See manthtft.

maunche, . Same
maunch-presentt, . [Also manch-present,
mounch-present ; < ME. mauHichepresande,
"manchepresent, < OF. "mancliepresent, lit. de-
vourer of gifts (dupo^ijof), < mancher, manger,
eat (see munch, mange), + present, present,
gift: see present.'] One who is greedy for gifts;
a sycophant.
A tnawnchepremttdt, slcofanta. Cath. Any., p. 232.

A mounch present is he that is a great gentleman, for

when his mayster sendeth him with a present, he will take
a tast thereof by the way. This Is a bold knaue. that some-
tyme will eate the best and leaue the worst for his mayster.
Awdeley, I'rateniitye of Vacabondes (ed. Furnivall), p. 14.

maund ' (mand), n. [Also mand; < ME. ma.un.de,

mantle, < AS. mand, inond= MD. mantle, D. mand
= MLG. mande, LG. mande, mane (> G. mand,
mande = F. mande, dial, manne), a basket.
Hence the dim. MD. mandekcn, > F. mannequin,
a small hamper.] A basket or hamper. [Ob-
solete or provincial.]

A thousand favours from a maund she drew.
Shalr., lover's Complaint, 1. 36.

We tooke a flagon of wine, <fe filled a maund with bisket,
A a platter with apples & other fruits.

Hakluyts Voyayet, 1. 101.

My mother . . . contrived to send me by the packhorses
... a maund ... of provisions, and money, and other
comforts. B. I). Blackmorr, Loma Doone, Ixviii.

The word maund . . . exists vet in the living speech of

Kent, and we are glad to find it has not as yet become a

thing of the past In Somerset. There It seems that it sig-
nifies now one kind of basket only. It is round and deep,
without cover, and with two handles.

X. and C.,7th ser., VI. IS*.

maund-'t (mand), v. t. See mand%.
maund3

! (mand), r. i. [Appar. < ME. 'niaiin-

den (f),< OF. mendier, < L. mendicare, beg: see

mendicant.] To beg.
A very canter I, sir. one that maundi

Upon the pad. B. Jonson, Staple of News, 11. 5.

Do you hear?
You must hereafter maund on your own pads, he says.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, II. 1.

maund4 (mand), . [Formerly mniine (the d be-

ing excrescent) ;< Hind, man, usually man (Peru.
man), a measure of weight. ] In the East Indies,
a unit of weight. The legal maund of India, called the
Rortlixh maund or bazaar-maund, is 100 pounds troy or 829

pounds avoirdupois. The Calcutta factory-maund is 74

pounds avoirdupois. In Madras the maund is 24 pounds
11 ounces, in Bombay 28 pounds avoirdupois. Many other
iiummls are in use.

One died in my time (saith our Author) named Raga
(iagiiiat, on whose goods the King seased, which, besides

jewels and other treasure, amounted to threescore maunfs
In gold, euery maune is Due and flflie pound weight.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 546.

maundert (man'der), H. [< maund* + -er1 .] A
beggar.

Thou art chosen, venerable Clause,
Our king and sovereign, monarch o' the maunders.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, II. 1.

The divill (like a brave maunder) was rid a begging him-
selfe, and wanted money.

Rmetfy, Search for Money (1809). (Ualliicett.)

maunder (man'der), t'. t. [Formerly also man-
iltr; < niiiiinitir, n.] If. To beg.

Beg, beg, and keep constables waking, wear out stocks
and whipcord, maunder for butter-milk.

Beau, aiul /'(., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 1.

A churlish, tnauiulrritifi rogue !

You must both beg inul rob.

Middleion, Inner-Temple Masque.

2. To speak with a beggar's whine : srmmble.
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He made me many visits, maundering M If I had done

him a discourtesy. nueman, Surgery.

3. To mutter; talk incoherently or idly ; wan-
der in talking like a drunken or foolish person ;

drivel.
Now I shall take my pleasure,

And not my nelgh>>our Justice maunder at me.
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, III. 1.

He is the same, still inquiring, mamtriny, gazing, listen-

Ing, affrighted with every small object.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 570.

maunderer (man'der-er), . If. A beggar.
I am no such nipping Christian, but * maundenr upon

the pad, I confess. Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl.

2. A grumbler; a driveler,

maundering (mau'der-ing), M. [Verbal n. of
mil miller, v7] Muttering or driveling speech;
a muttering.
The maundering* of discontent are like the voyce and

behaviour of a swine. Smith, Sermons, VII. xlv.

maundingt, n. [Verbal n. of maund3
, v.] Beg-

ging-

Being borne and bred vp In the trade of mounding, nip-
ping, and foisting for the space of tenne years.
Rowland*, History of Rogues, quoted in Ribton-Turner's

I Vagrant* and Vagrancy, p. 586.

maundril (man'dril), . [Also niaundrel. Cf.

mandrel.] In coal-mining, a pick with two
prongs.
maundy (man'di), . [Early mod. E. also muun-
dye, mawndy, mandie, < ME. maundee, maunde,
mande, monde, etc., a command, < OF. mande (F.

mandat),<. L. mandatum, a command: geemrin-

date, of which maundy is another form, derived

through the OF. Senses 2 and 3 are explained as

referring to the words of Christ in his discourse
at the last supper: Mandatum norum do volns:

ntdiligatis invicem, "a newcommandment I give
unto you, that ye love one another" (John xiii.

34), words sung as an anthem at the ceremony
of feet-washing, and also as referring to the in-

junction as to this ceremony (John xiii. 14-15),
and to the command to celebrate the sacra-

ment,
" This do."] If. A commandment. Piers

Plowman. 2t. The sacrament of the Lord's

supper.
Lord, where wolte thou kepe thi maunde f

Coventry Hysteria, p. 259. (Encyc. Diet.)

The Thorsday byfore there he made his maundee,
Sittyng atte sopere he seide thise wordes.

Fieri Plowman (B), xvi. 140.

3. The ceremony of washing the feet of poor
persons or inferiors, performed as a religious
rite on Maundy Thursday in commemoration of

Christ's washing the disciples' feet at the last

supper. It consists in the washing of the feet of a num-
ber of men, generally twelve (in the Western Church usu-

ally paupers or poor priests), by a priest, prelate, or sover-

eign. The custom, of very early origin, is obsolete in the

Anglican Church, but is still observed in the Greek Church
and in the Roman Catholic Church. See lavipedium, pe-
dilanum.

My wife had been to-day at White Hall to the Maundy.
It being Maundy Thursday ; but the King did not wash
the poor people's feet himself, but the Bishop of London
did it for him. Pepyi, Diary, III. 100.

4. [cap.] The office appointed to be read dur-

ing the ceremony of feet-Washing Maundy
dish, a dish in which the maundy money was contained
when presented to the sovereign for distribution.

Maundy money, maundy coins, money distributed by
the almoner of the English sovereign to certain poor
men and women who on Maundy Thursday attend a ser-

vice In the Chapel Royal at Whitehall. The maundy money
IB to the amount of a penny for each year of the sovereign's
age. From 1662 to the present time small silver coins of

the value of fourpence, threepence, twopence, and one
penny have been specially struck for this distribution.

They are legally (though, with the exception of the three-

penny pieces, not practically) current coins of the realm.

The numbers and weights of the fourpences, twopence*,
and pence, being Maundy coin*, are the same for each of
the yean [1S72-81J: 4518 fourpences, 4752 twopences, and
720 pence. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 482.

Maundy purset, a purse used to contain the maundy
money distributed by the king or queen. Maundy
Thursday, the Thursday of Holy Week, commemorating
Christ's last supper, and also both In the Greek and the
Western Church his washing of the disciples' feet upon that

day. (See def. 3.) It has been the custom in both the
Greek and the Western Church since the fifth or sixth cen-

tury to consecrate the chrism and holy oils on Maundy
Thursday. In England the day is observed, In addition to
its other special religious services, by a distribution from
the sovereign of clothing and money

1

among the poor. (See
maundy money.) In the Greek church Maundy Thursday
is called the Great Thursday or the^ri/and Holy Thurs-

day. Also called Mandate Thursday, Chare Thursday,
Shere Thursday, Coma Domini, and, improperly, Holy
Thurxlau. See Tenebrir.

maunna (ma'nii). [< maun + na.] Must not.

[Scotch.]
As lang as Siller 's current, Deacon, folk maunna look

ower nicely at what King's head 's on 't

Scnft, <Juy Mamifrlng, xxxii.

mausoleum

Maurandia (in-ran'di-ii). . [XL. (Ortega,
isnii), named after Dr. Mnurandf, professor of

botany at Cartagena in Spain.] A genus of

plants of the natural order Wfvpmll0fWM0 and
tribe .{iiiirrliini'iv. It Is characterized by a large corol-

la, which Is partially gihlnjus at the bate and open at the

throat, and by the cells of the anther at length becoming
confluent. The plant* are climbing herb*, supporting
themselves by their twisted petiole* and flower-iUlkn

They have hastate leave*, either angularly lobed or coarse

ly dentate, and showy violet, purple, or row-colored axil

lary flowers. There are 6 specie*, found in Mexico and
Texas, very ornamental and frequently cultivated. The spe-
cie* M. erubescent and M. scandens were formerly cla**ed
a* Lophospcrinum, while the old M. antirrhinijtora 1* now
referred to A ntirrhinum.

Mauresque (ma-resk'), n. Same as Moresque.
Mauretanian (ma-re-ta'ni-an), a. and n. See
MauritaniiiH.

Maurist (ma'rist), n. [< Mnur (see def.) +
-/-'.

|
A member of the Congregation of St.

Maur, a Benedictine order founded in France
in 1618, which was distinguished for the schol-

arship and literary labors of its members, it
had many flourishing house*, but was suppressed in the
Revolution. An attempt was made to reestablish it In

the abbey of Solesme*.

Mauritanian (ma-ri-ta'ni-au), a. and n. [Also
Mauretanian; < L. Mauritania, Mauritania, <

Gr. MavpiTavia, country of the Mauri, < Mauri,
Gr. Mavpot, Moors: see Moor*, and cf. Morion.]
I. a. Of or

pertaining to Mauritania, an ancient

kingdom of northwestern Africa, afterward a
Roman province,corresponding to parts ofmod-
ern Morocco and Algeria.

II. n. One of the race inhabiting ancient

Mauritania, called by the Romans Mauri, an-
cestors of the modern Berbers, or true Moors.
See Moor*.
Mauritia (ma-rish'ia), n. [

N L. (Karl Linueuh
the younger, 1781), named in honor of Prince
Maurice of Nassau.] A genus of South Ameri-
can palms belonging to the tribe Le]>idocaryea>
and the subtribe Mauritiea; characterized by
flowers in catkins borne on the branches of the

spikes, and by furrowless seeds. They often attain
the height of lOOor 150 feet, and bear a crown of enormous
fan-shaped leaves. There are 9 specie*, found In Irazil,

Guiana, and the West Indies. M. vinijcra, the Brazilian

wine-palm or buritl. and M. Jlcxuosa, the inorlchf or ita-

palm, are of great importance tn the natives of the regions
where they grow. See buriti and ita-palm.

Mauritie* (ma-ri-ti'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
andHooker, 1883), < Mauritia+ -e<p.] Asubtribe
of South American palms of the tribe Lepido-
caryea', distinguished by the fan-shaped leaves.
It embraces 2 genera (Mauritia, the type, and Lepidoca-
rg/um)and 14 specie*, which are confined to Brazil, Guiana,
and the West Indie*.

Mauritius-weed (ma-rish'us-wed), . A lichen,
Koccella fuciformis, which yields archil.

Maurolicidse (nia-ro-lis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Maurolicus + -ida?.] A family of iniomous
fishes, typified by the genus Maurolicus. They
have a compressed claviform body, no scales, but rows of

phosphorescent spots along the sides of the abdomen and
scattered spots on the head, a deeply cleft mouth, and the

margin of the upper jaw formed laterally by the supra-
maxillarles, which are dentlgerous. The species are in-

habitants of the high and deep sea*. By some authors

they are referred to the family Sternoptychidtg a* a sub-

family Cocciina or Cocciina.

Maurolicus (ina-rol'i-kus), n. [NLi., named
after Maurolieo, an Italian naturalist.] A ge-
nus of iniomous fishes, typical of the family
Maurolicida'. The species longest known is ii.

borealis, the argentine.
Mauser gun. See </!.
mausolet (ma'sol), n. [< L. mausoleum: see

A tomb or mausoleum.
What rarer Mausole may my bone* Include ?

Sylvester, .Sonnet* on the Miraculous Peace In France, ill.

mausolean (ma-so-le'an), a. [< mausoleum +
-an.] Of or pertaining to a mausoleum ; mon-
umental.

They shall lie honourably interred In mausnUan tombs.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 218.

That new Pile
For the departed, built with curious pain*
And mausolean pomp.

Wordsworth, Breadalbane's Ruined Mansion.

mausoleum (ma-so-le'um), n. [< L. mauso-
leum, < Gr. pavcju/fiov, the tomb of Mausolus
(see def.), hence any splendid tomb, <

'

ou)jof, Mausolus.] 1. [.cap.] In Gr. arctut'il. .:<

very large and magnificent edifice adorned
with sculpture, built by O,ueen Artemisia of
Caria as the tomb of her husband, King Man-
M'lus, at Halicarnassus, about 350 B. < ., rank-

ing as one of the seven wonders of the world.
Hence 2. Any splendid tomb; a grand or

stately sepulchral monument or edifice, now
usually designed to contain a number of tombs :

a-, the nmuxoli-um of a royal family.



mausoleum
Borne, full of years and honours, to a mausoleum sur-

passing in magnificence any that Europe could show.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xviii.

maut (rniit), . A dialectal (Scotch) form of

mall 1
.

mauther (ma'THer), n. [Also mouther, mother,

modder; perhaps a dial, use of motJter1 . Cf.

the cognate LG. medder, modder, modder, aunt,

cousin, lit. mother.] A rustic girl; a gawky
young woman; a wench. [Prov. Eng.]

Away, you talk like a foolish mauther.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4.

P. I am a mother that do want a service.

Qu. O thou'rt a Norfolk woman (cry thee mercy)
Where maids are mothers [mauthers], and mot/ten are

maids. Brome, Eng. Moor, iii. 1. (Nares.)

When once a giggling mauther you,
And I a red-fac d chubby boy.

Bloomjield, Rural Tales (1802), p. 5. (Karei.)
" Cheer up, my pretty mauther .'

"
said Mr. Peggotty.

Dickens, David Copperneld, xxxi.

mauvaise honte (mo-vaz' ont' ). [F. : mauvaise,
fern, of mauvaitt, bad (false); honte, shame.]
False modesty; baslifulness

; shyness.

Nothing but strong excitement and a great occasion
overcomes a certain reserve and mauvaise hoitte whicli I

have in public speaking ;
not a mauvaise honte which in

the least confuses me or makes me hesitate for a word,
but which keeps me from putting any fervor into my tone
or my action. Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 217.

mauvaises terres. See bad lands, under land1
.

mauvais sujet (mo-va' stt-zha'). [F.: mauvais,
bad; sujet, subject, person.] A bad fellow; a

"hard case."

mauvaniline (mov-an'i-liu), . [< mauve +
aniline.'] A coal-tar color (CigH^^^O) used
in dyeing, prepared from the resinous residue
from the arsenic-acid process of making ma-
genta. It dyes silk and wool a fast violet.

mauve (mov), . and a. [< F. mauve, mallow :

see mallow.'] I. n. A reddish-purple dye ob-

tained from aniline, the sulphate of the base

mauvein; also, the color produced by it: so

called from the resemblance of the color to the

purple markings of the petals of mallows. It

is now almost out of use. Also called Perkiu's

purple, aniline violet, and aniline purple.
II. a. Of the color of mauve: as, a mauve

dress.

In April [1787] the Queen [Marie Antoinette] bought
four yards of ruban mauce, an item worth noting, since

many persons imagine that mauve, as the name for a

colour, is as modern as magenta.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XIII. 287.

mauvein, mauveine (mo'vin), . [< maure +
-in2

,
-we2.] The base (CgyH^N^ of aniline

purple or mauve: same as indisin.

But it was not until 1856 that Perkin prepared mauveine,
the first aniline dye, on a huge scale.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 3.

maver (ma'ver), n. and v. Same as marver.
maverick (mav'er-ik), w. [So called from one
Samuel Maverick, a Texan cattle-raiser, who,
according to one account, relying upon the
natural conformation of his cattle-range to

prevent escape, neglected to brand his cattle,

which, having on one occasion stampeded and
scattered over the surrounding country, became
confused with other unbranded cattle in that

region, all such being presumed to be " Mav-
erick's

"
;
whence the term maverick for all

such unbranded animals in the cattle region.]
1. On the great cattle-ranges of the United
States, an animal found without an owner's

brand, particularly a calf away from its dam,
on which the finder puts his own or his em-
ployer's brand

;
or one of a number of such

animals gathered in a general round-up or mus-
ter of the herds of different owners feeding to-

gether, which are distributed in a manner agreed
upon.
Unbranded animals are called mavericks, and when

found on the round-up are either branded by the owner
of the range on which they are, or else are sold for the
benefit of the association.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 507.

Hence 2. Anything dishonestly obtained, as
a saddle, mine, or piece of land. [Western

maverick (mav'er-ik), c. t. [< maverick; w.]
To seize or brand (an animal) as a maverick;
hence, to take possession of without any legal
claim ; appropriate dishonestly or illegally: as,
to maverick a piece of land. [Western U. S.]
mavis (ma'vis), n. [Also formerly or dial, ma-
rixh ; < ME. mavis, mavys, marice, <, OF. mauvis,
malms, F. mauvis^lso mauviette, dial, maiiriard
= Sp. tualviz, malvis = It. nuiMecio, malri;:<>.
dial, manizzo (ML. malritiim), a mavis ; prob. of
Celtic origin : cf. Bret, milfid, mill-id, milelniHiil.
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a mavis, Corn, melltuet, melhues, a lark.] The

song-thrush or throstle, Turditx musicus, a well-

known thrush common in most parts of Europe.
It haunts gardens and woods near streams and meadows.
Its song is sweet and has considerable compass ;

it can
be made to repeat musical airs, and in some instances to

articulate words. This name, still common in Scotland, is

now rare in England. See thrush.

And bonny sang the macia
Out o' the thorny brake.

Lamkin (Child's Ballads, III. 99).

The mini* is the sweetest bird
Next to the nightingale.

Cwrtewui Knight (Child's Ballads, VIII. 274).

Big mavis, the mistle-thrush. [East Lothian, Scotland.]

mavish (ma'vish), . An obsolete or dialectal

form of mavis.
" Like two young mavithes," Mr. Peggotty said. I knew

this meant, in our local [Norfolk] dialect, like two young
thrushes. Dickens, David Copperfleld, iii.

mavis-skate (ma'vis-skat), . The largest Brit-

ish ray, Raiu oxyrliyitcha, sometimes 8 feet long
and broad.

mavortial (ma-vor'shal), a. [< L. Mavors (Ma-
i-(irt-), Mars: see Mars, martial.] Martial; war-
like.

Once I was guarded with mavortial bands.

Locrine, iv. 1. (Encyc. Diet.)

maw 1 (ma), n. [< ME. mate, maice, maghe, <

AS. maga = D. maage, maay = MLG. mage, LG.
mage, maay = OHG. mago, MHG. mage, G. ma-

gen = Icel. magi = Sw. mage = Dan. mavc (cf.

It. dial, magone, crop of birds, maguii, maw. <

OHG.), maw, stomach: the native Teut. word
for 'stomach.'] 1. The stomach: now used of

human beings only in contempt, and rarely of

animals.

Eijte as hony is yuel to defye [digest] and engleynieth
[cloyeth] the mawe. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 63.

They shall give unto the priest the shoulder, and the
two cheeks, and the maw. Deut. xviii. 3.

Help us to save free conscience from the paw
Of hireling wolves, whose gospel is their maw.

Milton, To the Lord General Cromwell.

2. The crop or craw of a fowl.

Granivorous birds have the mechanism of a mill ; their

man' is the hopper which holds and softens the grain, let-

ting it down by degrees into the stomach. Arbuthnot.

3. The sound or air-bladder of a fish.

Isinglass or fish glue, in its raw state, is the "sound,"
maw, or swimming bladder of various kinds of fish.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 3o,r>.

4f. Stomach; appetite; inclination.

Unless you had more maw to do me good. Beau, and Fl.

maw'2 (ma), jr. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

mow1
.

On the fifteenth day of May
The meadows will not maw.

Proud Lady Margaret (Child's Ballads, VIII. 86).

maw3 (ma), . A dialectal (Scotch) form of

mew1
.

maw4
t, [Origin obscure.] An old game at

cards, played with a piquet pack of thirty-six
cards by any number of persons from two to

six. Halliwell.

Methought Lucretia and I were at maw; a game, uncle,
that you can well skill of. Chapman, May-Day, v. 2.

Maw,
My lord, you were best to try a set at.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii. 2.

maw-boundt (ma
'

bound), a. Costive
;
consti-

pated.
mawk1 (mak), n. [< ME. mawk, mauk, a contr.

form of mathek, < Icel. madhkr = Dan. maddik
= Norw. makk, a maggot; a dim. of the simple
form which appears in AS. mathu = D. G. made,
etc., a maggot : see mad?, made2 . Cf. maddock.~]
A maggot. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]
mawk2 (mak), . [Short for man-kin, malkin.']
A slattern. [Prov. Eng.]
mawkin (ma'kin), . See malkin.

mawkish (ma'kish), a. [< mawk1 + -fs/t 1 .] If.

Maggoty. [Not found in this literal sense.

Compare mawky. 1.] Hence 2f. Loathsome;
apt to cause loathing or nausea

; sickening.
Like a faint traveller whose dusty mouth
Grows dry with heat, and spits a mawkish froth.

Addfeon, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

3. Insipid; sickening; sickly: as, mawkish cham-
pagne ; mawkish sentimentality.

This state of man . . .

Is not a situation of betweenity,
As some word-coiners are disposed to call 't

Meaning a mawkish as-it-were-ish state,

Containing neither love nor hate.

Wolcot, Peter Pindar, p. 2CX1.

Flow, Welsted, flow! like thine inspirer, beer;
Though stale, not ripe ; though thin, yet never clear ;

So sweetly mawkish, and so smoothly dull ;

Heady, not strong ; o'ernowing, though not full.

Pope, Punciad. iii. 171.

maxillary

mawkishly (ma'kish-li), adc. In a mawkish
way.
mawkishness (ma'kish-nes), . 1. Mawkish,
sickly, or sickening quality. 2. Sickly or

qualmish sentimentality.
The imagination of a boy is healthy, and the mature

imagination of a man is healthy ;
but there is a space of

life between, in which the soul is in a ferment, the char-

acter undecided, the way of life uncertain, the ambition

thick-sighted; thence proceeds mawkishness.

Keats, Endymion, Pref.

inawks (maks), . A dialectal variant of maickz .

mawky (ma'ki), a. [Also mauky; < mawk1 +
-y

1
. Cf. mawkish.] 1. Maggoty. [Prov. Eng.]
2. Mawkish.

Even John Dryden penned none but mawky plays, nor
did Byron succeed at all as a dramatist.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xxiii.

mawmt, An obsolete form of malm.

mawmett, See manmet.

mawmetryt, . See maumetry.
mawmisht, a. See maumish.
mawmouth (ma'mouth), n. The calico-, grass-,
or strawberry-bass, Pomoxys sparoides, a cen-
trarchoid fish. [Local, U. S.]
mawn (man), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

in aitnd1
.

mawp (map), n. [Cf. nope, alp1
.']

The bull-

finch of Europe, Pyrrhula vulgaris. See cut
under bullfinch. [Prov. Eng.]
maw-seed (rna'sed), . The seeds of the opium-
poppy, Papai'er somniferum : so called from

being used as food for cage-birds, especially
when molting.
mawskin (ma'skin), n. The stomach of a calf

prepared for making cheese; rennet. [Prov.

Eng.]
maw-worm (ma'werrn), n. An intestinal worm
which may be found in the stomach, as a pin-
worm or threadworm, such as Oxyuris vermieu-
laris.

max (maks), n. [Said to be an abbr. of 'maxime,
and orig. applied to gin of the best kind, < F.

maxime, < L. maximus, greatest: see maximum.']
A kind of gin.

Treat
Boxers to max at the One Tun in Jermyn Street.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends.

maxilla (mak-sil'S), .
; pi. maxilla! (-e). [L.,

the jaw-bone, jaw, dim. of "macsula (> mala,
jaw), < / mac in macerare, soften, macerate, =
Gr. i/ pan, fiay, in fiaaaeiv, knead, fiat^a. a kneaded
mass: see wwws2

, magma, etc.] In anat. and
zool. : (a) A jaw or jaw-bone ;

a maxillary bone ;

especially, a bone of the upper jaw, as distin-

guished from the mandible. When the term is ap-
plied to Doth law-bones, they are distinguished as maxilla

superior and maxilla inferior, the supramaxillary and in-

framaxillary bones,
(ft) Specifically, the supra-

maxillary bone proper, as distinguished from
the premaxillary or intermaxillary, which is of-

ten fused therewith in the higher vertebrates.

(c) In entom., as in insects and arachnidans, one
of the second pair of gnathites ;

either one, right
and left, of the second or lower pair of horizontal

jaws, next behind or below the mandibles. In
the maxilla?, thus forming the under jaw of insects, may be

distinguished several parts, as the basal joint or cardo, the
footstalk or stipes, the palp-bearer or palpiger, and the
blade or lacinia. See cuts under Hymenaptera, Insecta, and
Brenthwi. (d) In Crustacea, the right or left one of

either of the two pairs of gnathites which come
next after the mandibles, between these and
the maxillipeds. The maxilla? of a crustacean
thus correspond to those of an insect, but there
is an additional pair of them. Composite maxil-
lae, dentate maxlllse, etc. See the adjectives.

maxillar (mak'si-lar), a. Same as maxillary.
Maxillaria (mak-si-la'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Ruiz
and Pavon, 1794), so called in allusion to the
resemblance between the lip and column and
the jaws of an animal, < L. maxilla, the jaw.] A
genus of orchids of the tribe Vandea:, type of the
subtribe Maxillariece, characterized by an erect
concave lip with erect lateral lobes and a fleshy
column. They are epiphytes arising from psendobulbs,
with usually one or two flat leaves which are coriaceous,
thin, or slightly fleshy. The flowers are large or of medium
size, often beautiful and fragrant. There are about 120

species, natives of tropical America.

Maxillariese (mak*si-la-ri'e-e), . pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1883), < Maxillaria +
-ete.~] A subtribe of the tribe Vandea; of the
natural order Orchidea;, characterized by leaves
that are not plaited and a column (or the part
that bears the stamens and pistils) produced
into a claw-like foot. It contains 9 genera, all

American, and about 176 species.

maxillary (mak'si-lfi-ri), a. and w. [< L.

. of the jaw, < miijrillti, the jaw-bone,



maxillary

jaw: see iini.rilln.\ I. , Of m 1

pertiiining in

any way to a jaw or jaw-bone ; specifically, of

or portiiining to the maxilla alone, in any of
tin' special senses of that word: as, the maxit-
Ini-u bones of a vertebrate; the maxillary palps
of an insert. Anterior internal maxillary vein.
Same a& .facial vein (which see, under facial). Exter-
nal maxillary artery, disused name uf the third

brunch uf the external carotid, nuw culled the facial ae-

(cry (whiuh M*, imii.-r/nci/iO. Inferior maxillary di-
vision or nerve. Same as itrframaxillartt nerve (which
see, under iiiiriuiMjciUarij). - Internal maxillary ar-
tery, <HI>' f two terminal branches uf the external rarotiil

(th.- other being the temporal), coursing inward past the
nerk uf the i-iiii'lyle of the lower juw.lione, and supplying
deep parts of the face by means uf its numerous branches,
of which there are upward of twelve. Maxillary lobe,
in eiitom., a part of the maxilla attached externally tu the

stipes, and toothed or fringed internally with hair or bris-

tles, used for holding and masticating food. When long and
lilade-like, forming the apex of the organ, it is called the
tacinia. h may be divided into two parts the inner and
outer or the internal and external lubes. The outer lobe
is sometimes transformed into a two-jointed palpus, in ad-
ditiun to the true maxillary palpus. Maxillary palpi,
in enfnn., appendages, each composed of from one to six

joints, attached to the outer sides of the niailllte. See pal
ptw.- Maxillary segment, the elementary second post-
oral segment of an Insect's head, which bears the maxilla;.
It is perhaps represented by parts of the genre and the oc-

ciput. This isgenerally called the/in* maxillary, to distill-

gulsh It from tin- necmul maxillary, ot labial segment See
jxw/oraJ. Maxillary sinus, the great cavity or hollow of
the supramaxillary bone of man and some other mammals,
communicating with the middle meatus of the nose : com-
monly called the aiitrum Uiijhnu>ruumm or antrum iif

Hiijhinore. See antruin. -Maxillary teeth, teeth Im-
planted in the supramaxillary hone. In mammals they
are distinguished from the Incisors, which are implanted
In the premaxillary. Such maxillary teeth are the canines,
premolars, and molars. In the lower vertebrates, as
fishes, they are distinguished from the vomerine, palatal,
pharyngeal, etc., teeth.

Superior maxillary %V _F
nerve, the second main
division of the fifth or

trigeminal nerve, extend-

ing from the Gasserian

ganglion, and mainly dis-

tributed to the upper jaw.

II. ! pl. inaxil-

laries (-ri/,). A jaw-
bone

;
a maxillary

bone, or rauxilla. In
vertebrates at least three
maxillaries are commonly
distinguished by qualify-
ing terms. These are : (a)
the superior maxillary, or

supramaxillary ; (6) the is 'iiie'conTlyioid notch!

Rremaxillary.orintermax-lai v ; and > the inferior maxillary, or inframaxillary.
The last of these is the lower jaw-bone ; the other two
belong to the upper jaw. All these are paired ; but eacli

may fuse with its fellow, and the two inaxlllarles of each
half of the upper jaw often coalesce. When used abso-

lutely, the term means the supramaxillary.
maxilliferous (mak-si-lif'e-rus), . [< L. imu-
illn, jaw, + feire = E. bear1 .'] Provided with
m:: \ i I l:e : as, the maxilliferoua mouth of a crus-
tacean or beetle.

maxilliform (mak-siri-form), a. [< L. maxilla,
jaw, + forma, form.] Having the form or mor-
phological character of a maxilla : as, a mx.nl -

I(form limb.

maxilliped, maxillipede (mak-sil'i-ped,
-

. [< L. maxilla, jaw, + yxvi Qit'il-) = E.
In ( 'ruxtarra, a foot-jaw or gnathopodite ;

one of
the several limbs which are so modified as to

partake of the characters of both jaw and foot,

serving for the purpose of both mastication and
locomotion. They are the posterior three of the gnath-
ites or appendages of the mouth, the remainder being
two pairs of maxillrc and one pair of mandibles. See cuts
under Podophthalmia and Cryptophialus.

maxillipedary (mak-sil-i-ped'a-ri), a. [< imijr-

illijx'd + ari/.] Of or pertaining to a maxil-

liped ; having foot-jaws.
Hence results a sudden widening of the second maxil-

lary, as compared with the first maxtttipcdary somite.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 270.

maxillojugal (mak-sil-6-jo'gal), n. [< maxilla
+ jui/m +-fl?.] Common to the superior max -

iVlary and to the malar (or jugal) bone; ma-
larimaxillary.
maxillomandibular (mak - sil

' 6 -man - dib '
fi-

lar), a. [< maxilla + iiiainlihula + -r3 .] Per-

taining to both jaws that is, to the maxilla
and to the mandible.

maxillopalatine (niak-sil-6-para-tin), a. and .

[< maxiUa + palate + -me1
.'] I. n. In aat., of

or pertaining to the supramaxillary and pala-
tine bones.

II. . In omitli., a part of the superior
maxillary bone which projects inward, form-
ing a palatal process, which may or may not
meet its fellow in the midline of the bony pal-
ate. Its character and connections are various, and much
used in the classification of birds. See enta under
nnthnitf, dMNqpMtfcoM, ami

inaxillopharyngeal (mak-sil'd-fa-rin'j^-al). a.

[< maxilla + /iliaruHX(j>liarung-) 4- -c-nl.] Per-
taining to the lower jaw-bone or inframax-

illary and to the pharynx. - MaxlllopharyngeaJ
space, In miryieal ana/., a triangular area between tin-

side of the pharynx and the ramusof the lower jaw-)>une,
containing important vessels and nerves, as the Internal
carotid artery, the Internal jugular vein, and the glossu-
pharyngeal, pneumogastrlc, spinal accessory, and hypo-

B

Inferior Maxillary or Lower Jaw-
bone of Man.

A, symphysls menti ; B, angle of

jaw ; C, body or horizontal ramus ;

/>, coronoicl process ; K, ascetultn^
nimus; /. cunilyle ; the teeth in-

serted along; the alveolar bonier.
The concave line between /) and /"

maxillopremaxillary (mak-sil'6-pre-niak'si-
la-i-i), n. and n, f < iii/ijcillit + itirinnxilla + -ary.~\
1. a. Common to the maxilla and to the pre-
maxilla: as, ''the maattlopreMaxiBaty part of
the skull," Huxley.

II. N. The supramaxillary and prenm.xillary
bones taken together, when, as in many of the

higher vertebrates, they fuse into a single bone.
maxilloturbinal (mak-sil-d-ter'bi-nal), a. and
n. [< iiKuilln + turbine + -al.] I. a. Whorled
or scrolled, and articulated with the supramax-
illary bone, as is the inferior turbinated bone.

II. n. The inferior turbinated bone, in man
it Is a light spongy bone curved upon Itself, articulating
with the suprauiaxillary, palatal, lacryuial, and ethmoid
bones, and projecting into the nasal fossa;, serving to sep-
arate the middle from the lower of these foss-. The name
is correlated with tthnutturtnnal and nyheiwturtnnat. See
cuts under nasal and eranutfacial.

maxim (mak'sim), . [< F. maximf = Sp. max-
ima = Pg. maxima = It. maaxima, < ML. maxi-
ma, a maxim, abbr. of LL. maxima jtropositio,

premise, the greatest or chief premise (applied
by Boethius to the rules of the commonplaces
which are more than ordinary major premises) ;

fern, of L. maximtis, greatest, superl. of maij-
HUH, great: see RHHMMMM.] 1. A proposition
serving as a rule or guide ;

a summary state-

ment of an established or accepted principle ;

a pithy expression of a general rule of conduct
or action, whether true or false : as, the maxima
of religion or of law; the maxims of worldly
wisdom or of avarice

;
ethical maxima.

All which points were obserued by the Ureekes and
Latines, and allowed for maxbnet In versifying.

rmtrnlMM, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 101.

In human laws there be many grounds and maxim*
which are . . . positive upon authority.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 3*M.

A in".n in is the short and formal statement of an estab-
lished principle of law. More than two thousand of these
maxim* now exist, many of which are of great antiquity,
and most of which are of the highest authority and value.

AW/i'/pfn/i. Klein, of Law, 4.

2. In logic, the rule of a commonplace ;
an ul-

timate major premise. 3. An axiom. [Bare.]
Maxim*. . . . certain propositions which . . . (are| self

evident, or to be received as true.

Loclce, Human Understanding, IV. vil. 11.

4. Same as mj-//rtl.=syn. 1. Precept, Axiom, etc.

See aphorism.
maxima 1 (mak'si-ma). a. [L., fern, of maxi-

ni n.". greatest: see niaxim, maximum.] In me-
dieval musical notation, same as large, 2, when
the latter was used in its precise sense as the
next denomination above long.
maxima2

,
. Plural of maximum.

maximal (mak'si-mal), a. [< maximum + -al.]
Of the highest or maximum value, etc.; being
a maximum.
The tun r!ami and minimal values are reached with full

loaded and empty girder.
Jour. FranUin Irut., CXXVI. 240.

A maximal muscular clench was recorded on a dyna-
mometer. Amer. Jour. Ptyehol. , 1. 191.

maximally (mak'si-mal-i), adv. In the high-
est degree ;

to the utmost
; extremely.

Those portions of the brain that have just been maxi-
mally excited retain a kind of soreness which Is a condition
of our present consciousness. W. Jamet, Miud, IX. 12.

mazimed (mak'simd), a. [< maxim + -erf2.]

Reduced to a maxim; pithily formulated.

[Rare.]
There is another maxitntd truth In this connection :

'Knowledge is a two-edged sword."
./. C. Van Dyke, Books and How to Vse them, p. 19.

Maxim gun. See machinc-ijun.
Maximilian (mak-si-mil'i-an), . [So called
from MiisimiiiitH, the name of various rulers
of Bavaria.] A Bavarian gold coin worth
about 13x. 6rf. English. Himmoiidx. Maximilian
armor, an armor decorated and rendered more rigid by
(lutings, with which all the large surfaces are occupied.
This armor, introduced toward the close of the fifteenth
i entiiry, is generally thought to have originated among
the skilful armorers of Milan, and is also called Milan
armor.

Maximiliana (mak-si-mil-i-a 'nii), n. fNL.
(Martins. 1831), named after Maximilian Alex-
amler Philipp. Prince of Neuwied.] A genus
ol' palms of the tribe I'nminrie and subtribe

i; ilistinguished by the minute petals
and six slightly exserted stamens of the male

may
flowers, and the one seeded fruit. There arc 3

species, natives of Brazil, Uulana, and the Island of Trini-
dad. M. reyia is the inaja- or jagua-palm of the Amazon ;

M. Carilma Is the crown-palm of some of the West Indies ;

and M. iniiynii Is the cocorite of Brazil. 8ee crmm-palm,
coconte.

maximist (mak'si-mist), . [< maxim + -itt.]
One who has a fondness for quoting or UBing
maxims. /;;. IHt-t.

maximization (nmk'si-mi-za'aliou), H. [< mi'j-

iiin..i' -f- -atiiin.] The act or process of maxim-
izing, or raising to the highest degree. Ben-
i In i in. Also spelled maximisation.
maximize (mak'si-miz), r. t.

; pret. and pp.
maximiznl, ppr. iiitij-imi;iny. [< L. maximum.

greatest (see maximum), -f- -tee.] To make as

great as possible ;
raise or increase to the high-

est degree. Also spelled maximize.

To maximize pleasure Is the problem of Economics.
Jtcuiut, Pol. Econ,, p. 40.

maxim-monger (muk'sim-mung'ger), n. One
who deals much in maxims; a sententious per-
son. Imp. Diet.
ma.TimnTn (mak'si-mum), H. and a.

[
= F. maj--

ime = Sp. mdximo = Pg. maximo = It. massimo,
a.; < L. maximum, neut. of maximus, greatest,
superl. of maynun, great: see main'*, magnitude,
etc.] I. H.; pl. maxima (-ma). 1 . The greatest
amount, quantity, or degree ; the utmost extent
or limit : opposed to minimum, the smallest.

He could produce the maximum of result with the min-
imum outlay of means.

T. Parker, Historic Americans, Franklin.

2. In math., that value of a function at which
it ceases to increase and begins to decrease.
Absolute nmrlmiini that value which is greater than
any other. Maxima and minima, in math, and phytie*.
the values which a function has at the moment when It

ceases to Increase and begins to decrease, and vice versa.
The method of finding these greatest and least values Is

called the method of maxima and minima.

II. . Greatest: as, the maximum velocity.
Maximum thermometer, a thermometer so construct-
ed as to indicate the highest temperature during a day or
during any given space of time, or since Its last adjust-
ment. See thermometer.

Maxwell color-disks. See (//../.-.

may1 (ma), r.
; pret. might; no pp., ppr., or inf.

in use. [A defective auxiliary verb classed
with can, shall, etc., as a preterit-present, (a)
Ind. pres. 1st and 3d pers. sing, may, < ME.
may, mai, meu. mei, maig, < Ao.1

mtrg = OS.
mag = OKries. mei, mi = MD. D. MLG. LG.
mag = OHG. MHG. G. mag = Icel. md = Sw.
mil = Dan. mini = Goth, mag ; (b) ind. pres.
2d pers. sing, now mayest, mayxt, by conforma-
tion with reg. verbs in -et, -xt, but historically
might, < ME. miht, muht, migt, maht, < AS.
meaht, meht, miht = OS. maht = OHG. MHG.
maht, G. magst = Icel. matt = Goth, magt; (f)
ind. pres. 1st, 2d, and 3d pers. pl. now may (by
conformation), but historically mow, or, with
retention of the orig. pl. suffix, mown, mouti,
dial, maun, must, < ME. moir. moire, moge, motcti,

inoun, moicen, matcen, maheu, magen, muicen,
muge>i,<. AS. mdyon, maigon (or with short vowel,
as in Goth.

, magon, etc. ) = OS. mugun= OFries.
iiniguii = OHG. magum, magut, maaun, MHG.
mugen, maget, magen, G. mogen = Icel. mrgum
= Dan. maa = Sw. md = Goth. m<t<jnm ; (d) pret.
1st pers. sing, might, dial, mought, < ME. mighte,
michte, mihte, myhte, miate, migte, mught, niuliti .

moght, mought, etc., < AS. meahte, mrhte, mihti'

= OS. mahta, mohta = OFries. machte = MD.
moght, D. mogt, mocht = MLG. machte, mochtc
= OHG. mali'tii, mohta, MHG. mahte, mvhte, G.
mochte = Icel. mdtta = Sw. matti- = Dan. maatte
= Goth, mahta; pl. in similar forms; (e) inf.

"may, or rather moic, not in mod. use, < ME.
mowe, moicen, mughen, mugen, < AS. 'mugan or

"magan (neither form in use, but the second
indicated by the occasional ppr. magende, me-
geude) = OS. magan, mugan = OFries. "mega= D. iitwjtH = MLG. LG. IHIKJIII = OHG. rnagan,
mm/an, MHG. mugen, mugen, G. mogen = Icel.

mega = Sw. md = Dan. maa = Goth, magan ;

an orig. independent verb meaning.
' be strong,

have power,' hence 'be able, can,' and used
in As., etc., where now (in E. ) can would
be used (can orig. meaning 'know': see can 1

);
akin to OBulg. /</. wArt, be able, can, =
Russ. moclie, be able ; also prob. to AS. micel,
eto.. E. ninth. L. magniui, great, Gr./Jfyaf, great,
L. mactus, honored, Skt. T/ mah, be great. ] A.
As an independent verb, or as a quasi-auxiliary :

To have power: )i:ive iiliility : be able: e;m. In
the absolute original use,

'

can,' now rare (being super-
seded by con) except where a degree of contingency Is

Involved, when the use passes insensibly into the later
asm. The uses of may are much involved, the notions of

power, ability, opportunity, permission, contingency, etc.,



may
passing into each other, and may in many constructions

being purposely or inevitably used with more or less in-

deflniteness. The principal uses are as follows : (a) To in-

dicate subjective ability, or abstract possibility : rarely

used absolutely (as in the first quotation), but usually

with an infinitive (not, however, as a mere auxiliary). See

also mows.

For and thou oner me myjtist, as y ouer thee man,
Weel bittirli thou woldist me bynde.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 167.

If thou consider the number and the maner of thy blisses

and thy sorrowes, thou maiet nat forsaken [canst not

deny] that nart yet blissful. Chaucer, Boethius.

Therefore whanne it mate not be aghenseid to these

thinzis. it behoueth ghou to be ceessid, and to do nothing
folili. Wydtf, Acts xix. 36.

Thei turned a-noon to flight, who that myght sonest, so

that noon a-bode other. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 534.

Ask me not, for I may not speak of it.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(6) To indicate possibility with contingency.

What-so-eer thou be seruyd, loke thou be feyn,
For els thou may want it when thou hast nede.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 50.

For she said within herself, If I"may but touch his gar-

ment, I shall be whole. Mat ix. 21.

Things must be as they may. Shak., Hen. V., 11. 1. 23.

I am confirm 'd,

Fall what may fall.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, i. 1.

Though what he learns he speaks, and may advance
Some general maxims, or be right by chance.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 3.

Let us keep sweet,
If so we may, our hearts, even while we eat

The bitter harvest of our own device.

Whtttter, Amy Wentworth.

It might be May or April, he forgot,
The last of April or the first of May.

Tennyson, The Brook.

The young may die, but the old must !

Longfellow, Golden Legend, iv.

In this sense, when a negative clause was followed by a

contingent clause with if, may in the latter clause was

formerly used elliptically, if I may meaning
'

if I can con-

trol it
'

or '

prevent it.'

My body, at the leeste way,
Ther shal no wight defoulen, if I may.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 690.

"Sey boldely thi wille," quod he,
"I nyl be wroth, if that / may,
For nought that thou shalt to me say."

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 3099.

Sometimes may is used merely to avoid a certain bluntness
in putting a question, or to suggest doubt as to whether
the person to whom the question is addressed will be able

to answer it definitely.

How old may Phillis be, you ask,
Whose beauty thus all hearts engages?

Prior, Phillis's Age.

The preterit might is similarly used, with some slight ad-

dition of contempt.
Who might be your mother,

That yon insult, exult, and all at once.
Over the wretched 1

Shak., As you Like it, Hi. 5. 35.

(c) To indicate opportunity, moral power, or the absolute

power residing in another agent.

As I shalle devyse zou, suche as thei ben, and the names
how thei clepen hem ; to suche entent, that zee mowf
knowe the difference of hem and of othere.

JlandevUlc, Travels, p. 53.

For who that doth not whenne he may,
Whenne he wolde hit wol be nay.

Cursor Mundi. (UalliweU.)

He loved hyni entirly, and fain wolde he that he a-bood
stille yef it myght be. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lii. 681.

Easily thou mightest haue percieued my wanne cheekes
... to forshew yat then, which I confesse now.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 355.

Ill yield him thee asleep.
Where thou mayat knock a nail into his head.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 69.

(d) To indicate permission : the most common use.

Thou mayest be no longer steward. Luke xvi. 2.

An I may hide my face, let me play Thisby too.

Shak., M. N. D., L 2. 53.

I might not be admitted. Shak., T. N., 1. 1. 25.

In this sense may is scarcely used now in negative
clauses, as permission refused amounts to an absolute

prohibition, and accordingly removes all doubt or contin-

gency, (e) To indicate desire, as in prayer, aspiration,
imprecation, benediction, and the like. In this sense

might is often used for a wish contrary to what can or
must be : as, O that I might recall him from the grave !

May you live happily and long for the service of your
country. Drydeti, Ded. of ^Eneid.

Certain as this, O ! might my days endure,
From age inglorious and black death secure.

Pope, Iliad, viii. 687.

That which I have done,
May He within himself make pure !

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

(/) In law, may in a statute is usually interpreted to mean
must, when used not to confer a favor, but to impose a duty
in the exercise of which the statute shows that the public
or private persons are to be regarded as having an interest.

B. As an auxiliary: In this use notionally
identical with may in the contingent uses

above, in A (b), but serving to form the so-
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called compound tenses of the subjunctive or

potential mode, expressing contingency in con-

nection with purpose, concession, etc. May is so

used (1) In substantive clauses, or clauses that take the

place of or are in apposition with the subject or object or

predicate of a sentence : introduced by that.

It was my secret wish that he might be prevailed on to

accompany me. Byron.

They apprehended that he might have been carried off

by gipsies. Southey.

May-beetle

5. In Cambridge University, England, the East-

er-term examination.

The May is one of the features which distinguishes Cam-
bridge from Oxford; at the latter there are no public
College examinations.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 87.

Italian may, a frequently cultivated shrub, Sjriraza hy-

pvrieijolia, with small white flowers in sessile umbels.
Also called St. Peter's iweatft. Lord Of the May. See

I. May laws. Seelowi.

I heard from an old officer that when in the Westlndies may* (ma), !'. i. [< Jfa**, .] To celebrate

he was told by a lady, at whose house he was dining, that May-day ;
take part in the festmties of May-

he might not like the soup, as it was made from snakes. day : chiefly or only in the verbal noun maying
N. and d., 7th ser., II. 335. ancj yie derivative mayer: as, to go a maying.

(-2) In conditional clauses. [Rare, except in clauses where maya l (ma'ya), n. [Hind.] In Hindu myth.: (a)
permission is distinctly expressed.) Illusion or deceptive appearance. (6) \_cap.]

lands goods, horse amour,
anything

l nave Such appearance personified as a female who
86

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. l. 53. acts a part in the production of the universe,

(3) In concessive clauses. and is considered to have only an illusory ex-

Whatever the stars may have betokened, this August, istence.

1749, was a momentous month to Germany. O. H. Lewei. Maya2 (ma'ya), a. [Native name.] Of or per-
A great soul may inspire a sick body with strength ; but taining to tne Mayas, an aboriginal tribe of

if the body were well, it would obey yet more promptly Yucatan, distinguished for their civilization
and effectually. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 65. ^ ., &g^ K

M<jrg of an a]phabet and a lit-

(4) In clauses expressing a purpose. erature when America was discovered : as, the
Was it not enough for thee to bear the contradiction of \i...... B l nh Bbpt the Maua records

sinners upon Earth, but thou must still suffer so much at J7^"
^P/

13
.

"
>."??

,
*? /T,',Wpt 17711

thehandsof those whom thou diedst for, that thou might- Mayaca (ma-yak a), . .(.JMLi. (AUDlet, i< IO),

e* bring them to Heaven? StUlingfleet, Sermons, I. vi. from the native name.] The type and only ge-

Constantius had separated his forces that he might di- nils of plants of the natural order Mayacacea;.
vide the attention and resistance of the enemy. Gibbon. There are about 7 species, natives of North and South

i- America from Virginia to Brazil. They are small moss like

may2
t, [< ME. may, mat, mey, a kinsman, nS or 8emi-aquatic plants, with inconspicuous white,

person, < AS. nueg, m., a kinsman, = OS. mag pink, or violet flowers.

= OFries. mech = MLG. mach, mage = OHG. Mayacaceae (ma-ya-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
mag, MHG. mac, a kinsman, = Icel. mdgr, a (Kunth, 1843), < Mayaca + -acece.'} A natural

father-in-law,= Sw. m&g = Dan. maag, son-iu- order of monocotyledonous plants belonging
law, = Goth, megs, a son-in-law, orig. a 'kins- to the series Coronariea;, and characterized by
man'; akin to AS. mdga, a kinsman, son, man, having regular flowers, three stamens, and a

to magu, a child, young person, servant, a one-celled ovary with three parietal placenta?

man, = OS. magu, child, = Icel. mo'gr, a son, a and many orthotropous ovules. The order con-

man (> ME. mowe), = Goth, magus, a boy, ser- tains but one genus, Mayaca.
vant, to AS. rnOeg, f., a kinswoman (see way3 ), Mayaceae (ma-ya'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
and to mcegeth, nuegden, a maid, maiden (see 1847), < Mayaca + '-cw.] Same as Mayacacea'.

maid, maiden); alt. from the root of may1
, May-apple (ma'ap"l), n. 1. A plant, Podo-

have strength.] 1. A kinsman. 2. A per-
son.

may3 (ma), n. [< ME. may, mey, a maid,_< AS.

mceg, f., kinswoman, a woman, akin to mceg, m.,
a kinsman : see may%.] A maiden

;
a virgin.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]
Thow glorie of wommanhede, thow fayre may,
Thow haven of refut, bryghte sterre of day.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 753.

To hevyns blys yhit may he ryse
Thurghe helpe of Marie that mylde may.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. 128.

But I will down yon river rove, among the wood eae green,
An' a' to pu' a posie to my ain dear May.

Burns, Oh, Luve will Venture in.

May4
(ma), n. [< ME. may, mey, < OF. mai, F.

mai = Pr. mat = Sp. mayo = Pg. maio = It.

maggio = OFries. maia = D. mei, Flem. mey =
MLG. mei. meig = MHG. meie, meige, G. mai =
Sw. maj = Dan. mai = Turk, mdyis, < L. Maius,

Majlis, sc. mensis, the third month of the Roman
year, usually associated with Maia, Maja (Gr.

Maia), a goddess, the mother of Mercury, orig. a

goddess of growth or increase
;
from the root of

magiius, OL. majtts, great : see may1
.] 1. The

fifth month of the year, consisting of thirty-one
ilays, reckoned on the continent of Europe and

/ihyllum peltatum, of the natural order Berbe-

ridacea!. It is a native of North America. A peren-
nial herb, about two feet high, it has one large white
flower rising from between two leaves of the size of the

May-apple {Podephyllttnt peltatum'}.

a, the flower-bud with the bractlets ; b, a stamen ; f, the pistil ;

<i, the fruit ; i, the fruit cut longitudinally.

hand, composed of from five to seven wedge-shaped divi-

sions. The yellowish, pulpy, slightly acid fruit, somewhat
larger than a pigeon's egg, is sometimes eaten, and the

in America as the last month of spring, but in

Great Britain commonly as the first of summer.
_ f^e plant 1'. Emodi of the Himalayas; aTso,

InthemonthoflfoythecitizensofLondonof all estates, a related plant of the western United States,
generally in every parish, and in some Instances two or ^c]tlys triphylla. S. Same as honeysucMe-ap-
thrce parishes joining together, had their several mayings, , TTT a T
and did fetch their maypoles with divers warlike shows ; f\ t-

u
_";-! .., ,. , ,, ,,.

with good archers, morrice-dancers, and other devices for maybe (ma'be), adv. [Also dial, mebbe; an ellip-

pastime, all daylong; andtowardseveningtheyhad stage- sis of it may be. Cf. mayhap.] Perhaps; pos-
plays and bonfires in the streets.

Stoic, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 454.

The flowery May, who from her green lap throws
The yellow cowslip and the pale primrose..

Milton, Odes, May Morning.

2. Figuratively, the early part or springtime
of life.

His May of youth and bloom of lustihood.

aihlv nrnhnblv
n, know

His pleasure ; maybe he will relent.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 4.

Fftjth , _^y ^ that was the reason we di(j not meet.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 2.

"O binna feared, mither, I'll maybe no dee.
"

Glenlogie (Child's Ballads, IV. 82).

3. II. c.] (a) The hawthorn: so called because
it blooms in May. Also May-bush.

But when at last I dared to speak,
The lanes, you know, were white with may.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

(6) Some other plant, especially species of

Spiraea: as, Italian may. 4. The festivities or

games of May-day.

Shak., Much Ado, v. l. 70. maybe (ma'be), o. and n. [< maybe, adv.] I. a.

Possible; uncertain. [Rare.]
Tis nothing yet, yet all thou hast to give ;

Then add those may-be years thou hast to live.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 293.

II. n. Something that may be or happen ;
a

possibility or probability. [Rare.]
However real to him, it is only a may-be to me.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 218.

I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother.

Tennyson, The May-Queen.

or

other species of the same genus. See cuts un-

der dor-bug and .June-bug. [Southern U. S.]



May-bird

May-bird (ma'berd), . 1. The bobolink.

1
1, ral, I", s.

]
2. Tie wood-thrush. [Jamai-

ca.] 3. The knot or red-breatd sandpiper.
[South Carolina.] 4. The May-curlew or
wliiinlnvl.

[
Loral, Eng.]

May-blob (mii'blob), n. Tlie marsh-marigold,
I '/ill/in /nitii.ilrix. [Prov. Eng.]
May-bloom (mS'ldiim), . The hawthorn.

May-blossom (ma'blos'um), . The lily-of-

thi>-valley. [Prov. Kng.]
May-bug (nia'bug), . Same as

May-beetlCj
1.

May-bush (ma'bush),H. Tin- hawthorn or white-
thorn.

O that I were there.
To helpen the Ladyes their Maykuth bcare.

Speraer, Shop. Cal., Uay.

May-chafer (ma'cha'fer), n. Same as May-
brrtlr, 1.

May-cherry (ma'cher'i), n. The June-berry,
Amelnnrliin' < '<inndcig.

maycock (mii'kok), n. [< May* + cock1 .] The
black-bellied plover, Squatarola helvetica, O.
Trnmbull. [Massachusetts.]

maycock-fluke (ma'kok-flok), . A flounder
or plaice. [Scotch.]
May-curlew (ma'ker'lu), w. The whimbrel,

\lllllfllillK ph(tOpUS.

May-day (ma'ua), . The first day of May: a

day on which the opening of the season of flow-

ers and fruit was formerly celebrated through-
out Europe : it is still marked in some places

by various festive observances. The chief features
of the celebration In Great Britain (where, however, it has

nearly disappeared) are the gathering of hawthorn-blos-
soms and other (lowers, the crowning of the May-queen,
dancing round the May-pole, etc.

Tis as much impossible,
Unless we sweep 'em from the door with cannons,
To scatter 'era, as 'tis to make 'em sleep
On May-day morning. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 4. 15.

Against .V"/v </"//. Whitsunday, or some other time of

the year, every parish, towne, or village assemble them-

selves, both men, women, and children ; and either all

together, or dividing themselves into companies, they goe
some to the woods and groves, some to the hills and
mountaines, some to one place, some to another, where
they spend all the night in pleasant pastimes, and in the

morning; they return, bringing with them birche boughes
and branches of trees to deck their assemblies withal.

xtiihbfi, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 454.

maydet, maydent. Obsolete forms of maid,
ntlliden.

Maydeae (ma'de-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1883), ^ Mays, the specific name of In-

dian corn, -I- -ere.] A tribe of grasses belonging
to the series Panicacete, characterized by the
unisexual spikolets, of which the staminate is

terminal. The tribe contains 7 genera and about 15
spe-

cies, widely dispersed. The most important genus Is Zea,
the maize or Indian corn.

May-dew (ma'du), H. The dew of May, which
is said to have great virtue in whitening linen,
and to have also other remarkable properties.
It Is still the practice for young people in some parts of

Great Britain to go out into the nelds in the morning of

the first of May, and bathe their faces with May-dew a
survival of the impression or belief of former times that
It preserves beauty.

My wife away down with Jane and W. Hewer to Wool-
wich, In order to a little ayre and to lie there to-night,
and so to gather May-dew to-morrow morning, which Mrs.
Turner hath taught her is the only thing In the world to

wash her face with. Pepy, Diary, III. 137.

may-drink (ma'dringk), n. [Tr. Flem. mey-
ili'mil;, I). HH-iitriiiik, G. maitrank.] A bev-

erage popular in Belgium and northern Ger-

many at the season of the flowering of the

sweet woodruff, Anperula odorata. It is prepared
by putting sprigs of this plant into a Mask of light white
wine, and sweetening with sugar. Bits of pineapple or

orange, or a few fresh leaves of the black currant, are
sometimes added.

Mayduke (ma'duk), n. [A corruption of Mtdoc,
a district near Bordeaux in France, from which
those cherries were introduced.] A variety of

cherry of the sour type.
Mayencian (ma-en si-an), H. [< Mai/ence +
-tan.] The name given in France and Belgium
to a division of the Miocene Tertiary typically
developed in the Mainz (or Mayence) basin. The
formation consists of marine, brackish, and fresh-wntcr

deposits, characterized by numerous interesting fossils.

Part of the Molasse of Switzerland is considered the

equivalent of the Mayencian.

Mayer (mii'er), H. [< Kef* + -er1 .] One who
goes a mayiug, or takes part in May-day festiv-

ities.
On the Mayers deign to smile.

Mayer's Sony, Hone's Every-day Book, n. 671.

May-fish (ma'lish). n. The barred or striped
killilish, Ili/i/riii-i/i/ru mitjitlitt. [New York.]
May-flower (mfi uou'te)) . A flower that ap-
pears in May. Snwiilcally (a) In England, the haw.
thorn or may ; also the oachoo-flower (Cardamine praten-
si\ the marsh mariK"M (Caltha paliutrix), and, rarely,
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other plant*. (ft) In the United States, chiefly the trailing

arbutus, Kviytra repent. See artmlu* and Ejiiytra. (<) In
the West Indies, Daltteryia Amerimnum uml /-.Vaxr.././, ,/?-

in in Brownri Hay-flower decoration, in erram. See

Mayflower porcelain. May-flower porcelain, a name
given to a variety of porcelain which Is thickly covered
with may- or hawthorn-blossoms modeled in relief, the
flowers nearly touching one another, so that the sharp
edge* form a

bristly covering of the whole surface. These
tinwrrs are colored, and sometimes gilded. This decora-
tion is almost a specialty of Dresden ware.

Mayflower compact. *<< compact?.
May-fly (ma'fli), n. 1. A neuropteroiis insect

of the family Kphenterida' ; one of the Epheme-
rina; an epnemerid ;

a day-fly. See the tech-
nical words, and cut under day-fly. 2. In Great

Britain, a neuropterous insect of the suborder

Trichvptcra, and especially of the family I'hry-

ganeid(r, as Sialis lutaria ; the caddis-fly.
He lores the Man-fly, which is bred of the cod-worm or

caddis. /. Walton, Complete Angler.

3. An artificial fly made in imitation of the

May-fly.
He makes a May-fly to a miracle, and furnishes th*

whole country with angle-rods.
Adduon, Sir Roger and Will Wimble.

May-fowl (ma'foul), n. The whimbrel. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
May-game (ma'gam), . 1. Sport or play such
as is usual on or about the first of May ; hence,
frolic; jest.

What May-game hath misfortune made of you ?

Speruer, F. Q., V. vil. 40.

Send hither all the rural company
Which deck the May-garnet with their clownish sports !

Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple.
A goodly May-game In Fenchurch-street, with drums,

and guns, and pikes; and with the nine worthies who
rode, and each of them made his speech, there was also a
morrice dance, and an elephant and castle, and the Lord
and Lady of the May preparing to make up the show.

Strype, quoted In Strutt's Sports and 1'astimes, p. 456.

2. One who takes part in the May-games or

May-day sports ; hence, a trifler ; also, one who
is an object of May-games or jests; a make-
game.

Ill make you know me. Set your faces soberly ;

Stand this way, and look sad ; 111 be no May-game.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, til. 1.

Why should not I, a May-yame, scorn the weight
Ol my sunk fortunes? Ford, Lover's Melancholy, L 2.

I will laugh at thee, and at myself,
To have been so much a fool ; you are a fine may-game.

Shirley, Hyde Park, iii. 2.

May-garland (ma'gar'land), n. A wreath of
flowers formerly borne from house to house by
children on May-day.
Two In every group carried between them, suspended

from a stick, the May-garland, formed of two small trans-

verse willow hoops, decorated with a profusion of prim-
roses and other flowers, and fresh green foliage.

The Antiquary, May, 1880.

mayhap (ma'hap), adv. [Also mayhaps; an el-

lipsis of it may hap. So also dial, 'mat/happen,
contr. mappen. Cf. maybe.] Peradventure ; it

may happen ; perhaps.
"Mayhap there Is more meant than is aald in it," quoth

my father. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 37.

Mayhap his eye brightened as he heard
The song grow louder and the hall they neared.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, in. 100.

May-haw (ma'ha), . A small tree, Crattegus
asHvalts, of the southern United States. Its

fruit, which ripens in May, is used for preserves,
jellies, etc. Also apple-haw.
mayhem (ma'hem), n. [Formerly also maiheme;
an earlier form of maim, retained archaically
in legal use: see maim, .] At common lair, a
crime consisting in the violent doing of a bodily
hurt to another person, such as renders him less

able in fighting either to defend himself or to

annoy his adversary, as distinguished from
one which merely disfigures. See maim.

May-hill (ma'hil), . A period of difficulty or

danger; a critical juncture ; crisis: in allusion

to the opinion that May is a trying month for

invalids To climb up May-hill, to get through the
month of May safely ; hence, to pass the crisis or critical

or difficult part
Whereas in our remembrance Ale went out when Swal-

lows came in, seldom appearing after Easter, it now hopeth
(having climbed up May hill} to continue Its course all the

year. Fuller, Worthies, Derbyshire, I. 25i (Dana.)

maying (ma'ing), H. [Verbal n. of May4 , r.]

The observance of May-day, and the sports and
games indulged in on that occasion.

Now it befell In the moneth of lusty May that nueene
Gnenever called unto her the knyghtesof the round table,
and gave them warning that, early in the morning, she
should ride on maitiit't into the woods and fields beside
Westminster. fhe'Dcath <>/ Arthur, quoted In Strutt's

(Sports and Pastimes, p. 460.

Come, my Corinna, come, let's go A-Maying.
Uerrict, To Corinna.

mayoress

May-lady (ma'la'di), . The quern or ladyof
the May, in old May-gam* -.

Some light huswife, belike, tht was dressed like* Mat/-
lady, and, as most of our gentlewomen are, wm> more so-

lirltims of her head tiers than of her health.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 47:i

May-lily (ma'lil'i), . The lily-of-the-valli-y.
Conritllaria majalis.

May-lord (ma'16rd), / . A young man chosen to

preside over the festivities of May-day. [Prov.
Eng.]

The shepherd boys who with the muses dwell
Met In the plain their may-lards new to choose
(For two they yearly choose), to order well
Their rural sports the year that next ensues.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, L i,

May-morn (ma'mom), . [< ME. nuiu-morne.]
The morning of May-day; figuratively, fresh-

ness; vigor. Compare May-dew.
My thrice-puissant liege

Is In the very May-morn of his youth.
Ripe for exploits. .VAo*., Hen. V., L 2. IB).

maynt, mayne't, . Obsolete forms of maini.

mayne-t, maynyt, . Same as meiny.
mayonnaise (ma-on-az'), . [< F. mayonnaise,
a sauce (see def.) ; origin uncertain. See the

quotation.] In cookery, a sauce composed 'of

yolks of eggs and salad-oil beaten together
with vinegar or lemon-juice to the consistency
of thick cream, and seasoned with salt, pepper,
garlic, etc. It is an esteemed dressing for

salads, cold fish, and some other dishes.

I was told by a French friend at Dax. In the Lande*,
that the proper way of pronouncing the word mayonnaite
was bayonnaue, Bayonne being the birthplace of that now
world-famed salad. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 174.

mayor (ma'or or mar: see etym.), . [Early
mod. E. matr, maire, mayre, matter, the prop.
E. form in a if being still retained in the pron.
mar; the spelling mayor, changed from the oc-

casional earlier mayer, perhaps to conform the
termination to that of chancellor, purveyor, etc.,
but more prob. in imitation of the Sp., being
introduced about the middle of the 16th cen-

tury, and displacing the older (F.) spelling
without affecting the pron. until more recent

times; < ME. maire, mayre, meirr, meyre, < AF.
maire, metre, meir, meure, OF. maire (later also

maiour, mayeur, major), F. raaire= Sp. mayor =
Pg. maior, mayor, a mayor, = OHG. meior, meier,

MJlQ.meier,meiaer,G. meier(&s a surname, Mey-
er), a steward, bailiff (majordomo),< ML. major,
a mayor, prefect, chief, etc., < L. major, greater,

oompar. of magnus, great: see major, of which
mayor is a doublet.] The principal officer of a

municipality; the chief magistrate of a city or

borough. The mayor of London (that Is. of the district

known as the City, comprising only a small part of the
whole area of London : see city of London, under ritu, n. i

and those of York in England and of Dublin in Ireland
have the title of lard mayor. The title mayor Is not
used in Scotland, prooott taking Its place. Compare bur-

gomatter.

This yere [1*208] began the names of '/</</./- and aherefs

In London. Arnald't Chronicle, p. xv.

And there In the east ende of the hall, where the maire

kepeth the hustinges, the wairt and all the aldermen as-

sembled about him. Kir T. More, Works, p. 61.

The first historical appearance of the office of mayor Is

In London, where the recognition of the communa by the
national council In 111)1 is immediately followed by the
mention of Henry Fttz-Alwyn as mayiir.

Stubh, Const, Hist., J 485.

Lord Mayor's Court. See court. Mayor of the pal-
ace, In France, originally the first officer of the royal
household, then the first officer of state, under the Mero.
vingian kings. Gradually these officials aggrandized their
own influence to the detriment of that of the monarchs,
till the latter ruled only nominally, all real power being
usurped by the mayors. The most distinguished among
them were Pepin of Ht'-ristal. his son Charles Martel, and
the latter s son Pepfn "the Short.," who In 751 or 752 de-
throned the last of the Merovingians, Chllderlc III., and
founded the Carolingian dynasty. Mayor's court, a
minor judicial tribunal, held in cities by the mayor as

judge.

mayoral (ma'or-al), a. [< mayor + -/.] Of
or pertaining to a mayor or mayors, or the
office of mayor.

sir Peter Laurie, afterwards of aldennanic and even
mayoral celebrity. Carlyle, Reminiscences, I. 217.

mayoralty (ma'or-al-ti), . [Formerly some-
times majoralty : <ME. mairalte, <OF. mairaltf;
as mayoral + -ty.] The office of a mayor, or the

period of his service.

This was for matters of misgonernment In his maiitr-

alitif. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. K.

mayoress (ma'or-es), n. [< OF. mairesse, fern,

of maire, mayor: see mayor.] The wife of a

mayor.
To ride In a fine gilt coach and six.
Like Her Worship the Lady May'rett.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg, Her Education



mayorlet

mayorlet (ma'or-let), . [< mayor + -let.] A
potty mayor. "I'arlyle. [Kare.]

mayorship (ma'or-ship), w. [Formerly mair-

ship, mayreship; "< mayor + -ship.'] The office

or dignity of a mayor.
That the Mayre of London, whiles he were Mayre, haue

none other offyce to the cite belonging than the offyce of

the mayreship of the same. Arnold's Chronicle, p. 4.

May-pole (ma'pol), n. 1 . A pole around which
the people dance in May-day festivities. It was

usually cut and set up afresh on May-day morning, drawn

year, as notably the famous pole of the parish of St. An-
drew Undershaft in London, which was cut down in the

reign of Edward VI. At the restoration of Charles II. a

Hay-pole 134 feet high was set up in the Strand. A few

May-poles still remain in England, although the celebra-

tion is almost obsolete.

Their chiefest jewel they bring from thence is the Mate-

pole, which they bring home with great veneration, as

thus they have twentie or fourtie yoake of oxen, every
oxe having a sweete nosegaie of flowers tied to the tip of

his homes, and these oxen drawe home the May-poale.
Stubbei, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 455.

2. An ale-stake. Halliwett. [Prov. Eng.] 3.

A tree of Jamaica, Spathelia simplex, of the

order Simarubeai. It has a tall slender stem with a
crown of leaves at the top, like a palm. Also called

mountain-pride and mountain-green.

may-pop (ma'pop), n. The passion-flower, or

its fruit
; properly, the fruit of Passiflora in-

carnata, which is of the size of a hen's egg
and edible. [Southern U. S.]

May-queen (ma'kwen), n. A girl or young wo-
man crowned with flowers and honored as

queen at the games held on May-day.
may-skate (ma'skat), . Same as mavis-skate.

may-SUCker (ma'suk"er), n. The harelipped
sucker, Quassilabia lacera. [Local, U. 8.]

maytliorn (ma'thorn), n. [< May* + thorn.]
The hawthorn: so called to distinguish it from
the earlier flowering blackthorn. See May*, 3.

The mayUiorn and its scent. Mrs. Browning.

May-time (ma'tim), n. [< ME. may Ume; < May*
+ time1

.] May; the season of May.
Alle freliche foules that on that frith aonge,

for merthe of that may time the! made moche noyce.
William, of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 822.

They . . . (for the time
Was mat/time, and as yet no sin was dream'd)
Rode under groves that look'd a paradise.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

mayweed (ma'wed), n. [Early mod. E. mate-

weed; a var., simulating May*, of maytheweed.]
A composite plant, Anthemis Cotula, a common
weed throughout Europe and Asiatic Russia,
and, by naturalization, in America. It is a branch-

ing annual a foot or two high, the leaves finely divided,
and the flower-heads having a yellow disk and white rays.
The foliage is pungently ill-scented, and is said to blister

the hands. It has been used as an emmenagogue and anti-

spasmodic. Other names are doy's-camomiie, dog'g-fennel,

stinking camomile; also Balder-brae, buphthalmum, dill-

tveed. See particularly Anthemis and Cotula.

maywort (ma'wert), n. A kind of bedstraw,
Galium cruciatum, blooming in May. Also call-

ed erosswort.

Mazagan (maz'a-gan), n. [From Mazagan, a
town in Morocco, near which it grows wild.]
A small and early variety of bean, Vicia Faba,
known in America, in common with the larger
and later Windsor variety, as the English bean.

mazame (ma-zam'),K. [<.Ti/iex.mazame,mac.ame,

teuthlamagame (Hernandez), the pronghorn.]
1. The North American pronghorn, Antilocapra
americana. See cut under Antilocapra. 2.

The pampas-deer of South America, Cariacus

campestris.
mazapilite (maz'a-pil-it), n. [< Mazapil (see
def.) + -ite2.] An arseniate of calcium and
iron, closely related to arseniosiderite. It oc-
curs in nearly black prismatic crystals in the
district of Mazapil, Mexico.
mazard (maz'ard), n. [Also mazzard; a var.

(with accom. term, -ard) of mazer. The second
sense is figurative, the head being often humor-
ously compared to a bowl or goblet.] If. A
bowl; a mazer.

They . . . drank good ale In a brown mazard.
Aubrey, Misc., p. 213. (Dames.)

An instance of this occurs in connexion with St. Ed-
mund's Church at Salisbury,

" where they have digged up
an old bishop out of his grave, and have made a mazzard
of his scull, and his bones are in an apothecaryes shop."

Athenteum, No. 3071, p. 303.

2f. The head; the skull.

Chapless, and knocked about the mazzard with a sex-
ton's spade. Shale., Hamlet, v. 1. 97.

I had a mazzard, I remember, so well lined in the in-
side with my brain, it stood me in better stead than a
double headpiece. Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales,
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3. A wild cherry of Europe. See cherryl, n., 1,

and gean.
Red quarrenders and mazard cherries.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, i.

mazardt (maz'ard), v. t. [< mazard, n. Cf . jowl,

i-., knock, as related tojowl, n., cheek, jaw.] To
kill or stun by a blow on the skull ;

brain.

The wooden rogues let a huge trap-door fall on my head.

If I had not been a spirit, I had been mazarded.
B. Jonson, Love Restored.

mazard-bowl (maz'ard-bol), . Same as maz-

ard, 1.

A Mazard-bowl of maple-wood full of beer.

Quoted in Elton's Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 182.

mazarin't, See mazerin.

mazarin2
,
n. and . See mazarine.

mazarinade (maz-a-ri-nad'), [< P- mazari-

nade; as Mazarin (see def.) + -ade1 .] In

French hist., one of the pamphlets, satires,

songs, or lampoons directed against Cardinal

Mazarin (1602-61), prime minister of France,

during the wars of the Fronde.

Mazarin Bible. See Bible.

mazarine (maz-a-ren'), n. [Also mazarin; <F.
mazarine (?), named after Cardinal Mazarin.']
1. Same as mazarine-blue.

The sky up above was a bright mazarine,
Just as though no such thing as a tempest had been.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 295.

2f. A blue gown worn by common-councilmen.

Bring my silver'd mazarine.

Anstey, New Bath Guide, ix. (Dames.)

mazarine (maz-a-ren'), v. t.; pret. and pp. maza-

rined, ppr. mazarining. [Cf. mazarine, n.] To
decorate with lace in a special manner

; edge,
as with campane lace.

Three yards of lace to mazarin ye pinners at 25 shillings.
An Inventory (1694).

mazarine-blue (maz-a-ren'blo), n. A rich blue

color.

It is true our gowns of mazarine Mue, edged with fur,

cut a pretty figure enough.
Goldsmith, From a Common-Councilman.

Mazarin-hood, n. A hood or cap decorated

with lace and forming a fashionable head-dress
about 1720. See mazarine.

Mazdean (maz'de-an), a. [< Mazda (see quot.
under Mazdeism)' (Ahura Mazda or Ortmtzd) +
-ean.] Of or pertaining to Mazdeism.
Mazdeism (maz'de-izm),w. [Mazde(an) + -ism.]
The ancient religion of Persia

;
Zoroastrianism.

Mazdeism, as we call the Persian religion, from its su-

preme god, Ahura Mazda, was not the growth of a day,
nor the work of one man. Faiths of the World, p. 95.

maze1
(maz), i:; pret. and pp. mazed, ppr. maz-

ing. [Early mod. E. mase; < ME. masen (also in

comp. amasen, bemasen: see amaze, bemaze);
prob. < Norw. masa, pore over a thing, refl. ma-

sast, begin to dream, = Sw. dial, masa, be lazy,

lounge,bask in the sun; prob. the same (through
the senses ' be idle, talk idly ') as Norw. masa =
Icel. masa, chatter, prattle. The E. maze is not
"connected with AS. mase, a whirlpool," for

the reason, among others, that there is no such

word.] I. trans. To confuse; bewilder; amaze;
especially, to confuse by intricacy.

A little herd of England's timorous deer
Maz'd with a yelping kennel of French curs.

Shak., IHen. VI., iv. 2.47.

Why art thou mazed to see me thus revived?
B. Jimson, Volpone, iii. 6.

The fellow looks as he were mazed, methinks.
Scott, Kenilworth, xvii.

Il.t intrans. 1. To be bewildered, perplexed,
or puzzled.

"Ye maze, ye maze, goode sire," quod she,
"This thank have I for I have maad you see."

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1141.

2. To wind intricately.
Like as molten Lead, being poured forth

Vpon a leuell plot of sand or earth,
In many fashions mazeth to and fro.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

maze 1
(maz), n. [Early mod. E. mase; < ME.

maze, mase; from the verb.] 1. Confusion of

thought; perplexity; uncertainty; bewilder-
ment.

They lose themselves in the very maze of their own dis-

courses. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

2f. Anything intended to confuse or mislead;
a snare

;
a deception.

But walaway, al this nas but a maze :

Fortune his howve entended bet to glaze.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 468.

3f. A wild fancy; a confused notion
;
an error.

Men dreme al day of owles and of apes,
And eek of many a mase therwithal.

Chawer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 273.

mazerin
Let no maze intrude

Upon your spirits.
Mansion and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 5.

4. A baffling and confusing network of paths or

passages ; a labyrinth : as, the maze of Hamp-
ton Court in England; a winding and turning ;

hence, a perplexed or embarrassing state of

things; intricate disorder; entanglement: as,
he found affairs all in a maze.

The quaint mazes in the wanton green.
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 99.

To pry into the maze of his counsels is not only folly in

man, but presumption even in angels.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 13.

Others . . . reason'd high, . . .

And found no end, in wandering mazes lost.

Milton, P. L., ii. 561.

Varied tints all fused in one
Great mass of color, like a maze
Of flowers illumined by the sun.

Longfellow, Keramos.

5f. Wonder
;
matter of wonder or curiosity.

Go thou not into the toun as it were a gase
From oon hous to another for to seke the mase.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 39.

maze2
(maz), n. A variant of mease^, 1.

mazednesst (ma'zed-nes), n. [< ME. mased-

nesse, < mazed, pp., + -ness.] The condition of

being mazed ;
confusion

;
astonishment.

She ferde as she had stert out of a slepe
Til she out of hir masednesse abreyde.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1005.

mazefult (maz 'ful), a. [< mase 1
, n., + -ful.]

Causing amazement; wonderful. Spenser, Epi-
thalamion, 1. 190.

mazelint, Same as monlin*.

mazer (ma'zer), n. [Early mod. E. also maser;
< ME. maser, masere, a bowl, orig. of maple-
wood, prob. not < AS. *mceser, *maser, maple
(or other spotted or mottled wood), which is

found only in deriv. adj. *ma;seren, occurring
once erroneously written mwsen ("vi. mcesene

sceala,"
' 6maple vessels '), and perhaps in comp.

Maserfeld, a local name, but from the cognate
Icel. mosurr, a maple-tree, maple-wood (mo-
surr-bolli, a maple bowl, mosurr-slcdl, a maple
vessel : see skoal), = MLG. maser, a maple-tree,
= OHG. masar, MHG. G. maser, a knur or knob
on a tree, a knot or spot in maple and other

wood, MHG. also a bowl of spotted or mottled
wood (> OF. mazre, madre, spotted or mot-
tled wood (> OF. (and F.) madre, spotted, mot-

tled), and mazerin, a drinking-vessel : see

mazerin) ;
from the noun seen in OD. *mase,

masche, maesche = MLG. mase = OHG. masa,
MHG. mase, G. mase, a spot, whence also ult.

E. measles.] If. Hard mottled wood, under-
stood to be maple, formerly used in making
the bowls or goblets hence called mazers.

Off lanycolle thou shall prove,
That is a cuppe to my behove,
Off maser it is ful clene.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 50. (HalKwell.)

2. A bowl or large drinking-cup without a foot,
of maple or other hard wood, and often richly
decorated with carving and mounted with silver

or other metal. In later use the term was applied to

bowls entirely of metal. A number of mazers are pre-
served in England, dating from different epochs from the
thirteenth to the eighteenth century.

They toke away the sylver vessell,
And all that they myght get,

Peces, masars, and spones
Wolde they non forgete.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 75).

Then loe, Perigot, the Pledge which I plight,
A mazer ywrought of the Maple warre.

Spenser, Shep. Cal.
, August.

They powre wine into a great bowle, . . . and then dip
in that bowle or mazer a sword.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 396.

In the wardrobe above they shew'd us fine wrought plate,

porcelan, mazers of beaten and solid gold set with dia-

monds, rubies, and emeralds. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 25, 1645.

3f. The head; the skull or brain-box: same as

mazard, 2.

Are thy mad brains in thy mazer? Ford, Fancies, Iv. 1.

mazer-disht (ma'zer-dish), n. A mazer, or other
dish made of maple.
There was neither mazer-dish nor standing-cup upon

the little table, at the elbow of his [the abbot's] huge chak
of state. Scott, Monastery.

mazerint, mazerinet (maz'e-rin), n. [Also
mazarin; ME., < OF. mazerin, mazclin, madelin,
maderin (ML. scyphus mazerinus), a drinMng-
bowl of wood, < 'mazre, madre, spotted wood:
see mazer.'] A drinking-vessel ;

a porringer.
One ol Her Majesty's Knurl'd Dishes, weight 62 Ounces,

and one Silver Mazerine, Weight 20 Ounces, both engrav'd
with His late Majesty's Arms.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 183.



mazer-tree

mazer-tree nnii'/i'T-tro), . The oomxuon IM-
plcnl'l in-ill Ili-itnin. .!<< i-i-iinii><-slrr. Also/nawr-
!><<:

mazer-WOOd (mil' /!- wild), . 1. Sumc us

w/K.-ri-, 1. 2. Gutta-percha. Bee the quota-
tion.

In tin- Musi-inn Tradeacantlannm . . . the following

3671

(rf) Before the Impersonal Terns think and teem, where me
is conventionally written with the verb as one word, a* me-
think* (preterit methmioht), maermt (preterit meteemtd).

They talk'd,

Meteem'd, of what they knew not.

Tennyion, Lancelot and Elaine.

(t) In uch expressions as me rather were, me timer were,

etc. See ham and lief.

entry occurs: . . . "The plyable mazer wntid, being mO^t. [ME., an abbr. form of mini, < AS. man,
1,1,11,, or of the pi. men, < AS. men, used indefi-

nitely: << num.] One: they: used indefi-

nitely.
Thenne hadde Fortune folwynge hure two falre maldenes,

Conciipiscentia-carnls me calde the eldere mayde.
Piert Plowman (C), xli. 174.

it; and curiously enough one of the vernacular names of _, _ . -.KK.-oiriaHnn /..\ n \lftheu1iat Fnim-n-
the tree yielding gutta percha is "mazer wood tree." M. E. An abbreviation ( () of Hethodixt Lp<s

Encyc. Brit., XI. 888. pal; (b) of Mining Engineer: as, John Smith,
M. E.

; (e) of Middle Englixh : used (as ME.) in

the etymologies of this work.

meach, meaching. See miene 1
, miching.

meacockt (me'kok), n. and a. [Also

.

wanned, will work to any form." This museum became
tin- nurli-us of the Ashmoleau Museum at Oxford. 'I In-

wiinl '

inii/cr," variously spelt, often occurs In
early Eng-

lish poetry, and Is specially mentioned In old catalogues
and wills. It Is by no means impossible Unit mazer cups
may have lie made of gutta percha, as Its lightness.

strength, and non-liability U> fracture would recommend

mazily (ma'zi-li), adv. In a mazy manner; by
winding and turning; with confusion or per-

plexity.
The brooks of Eden mazily murmuring.

Ti 111111*111, Experiments In Quantity, Milton.

niaziness (ma'zi-nes), n. The state of being
mazy or mazed ; perplexity or perplexingness.
mazological (maz-o-loj'i-kal), . [< mazolog-y
+ -if-al.] Miistological; mammalogical.

"st (ma-zol'o-jist), n. [< mazology +

meadow-land

ognized formative -die. But p<sildy the root

mted-, 'mod- (the formative being -w), may be

cognate with L. metere, reap, mow, which may
contain an extended form of the root of mow:
see rooir 1

.] 1. A low, level tract of land under

grass, and generally mown annually or oftener

for hay ; also, a piece of grass-land in general,
whether used for the raising of hay or as pas-
t ure-land. Meadows are often on the banks of a river or

lake, but so far above the surface as to be dry enough t"

produce grass and heritage of a superior quality. In some

parts of the United States, as New England, land so situ-

ated Is called meadow or ineaduw-laml without reference

to its use, and In other parts, especially In the West, bot-

tom or bottom-land.

Made hem alle to assemble InthcDukeslondelnagrete
llli vpou a rlvere. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.\ I 70.

This golden meadow, lying ready still

Then to be inow'd when their occasions will.

mecocke; supposed to stand for "meekock, < meek
+ dim. -ock; but this is doubtful.] I. n. A
timorous, cowardly fellow.

A meacock Is he who dreadth to see bloud shed.
Mir. far Magi., p. 418.

n.

mazologis'. , ....
-*(.] A mastologist or mammalogist.
mazology (ma-zol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. //a{6f, breast,
4- -Aayia, < tiyttv, speak : see -ology.] Mam-
malogy; mastology; therology.
mazurka (ma-ziir'ka), . [Also as F. MMwriha;
< Pol. mazurka, a dance, < Mazur, a native of

Mazovia, Poland.] 1. A lively Polish dance,

properly for four or eight pairs of dancers,

originally performed with a singing accom- mead 1 (med), it.

pauiment. The steps and figures are various, and may
be Improvised. The more modern mazurka is a polka with

two sliding steps instead of one ; the music Is in triple time.

2. Music for such a dance or in its rhythm,
which is triple and moderately rapid, with a ca-

pricious accent on the second beat of the mea-
sure. Older mazurkas usually have a drone bass. The

prominence of the mazurka form is mainly due to the pre-
dilection shown for It In the works of Chopin.

mazy (ma'zi), a. [< maze + -1/1.] Having the

character of a maze; perplexing from turns

and windings; winding; intricate.

Then out again he files, to wing his mazy round.

Thornton, Castle of It
' '

Mazy herring. See herrimj. Mazy pack, a parish fool

UallueeU. [Prov. Eng.]

mazzard, " See mazard.

M. 0. An abbreviation of Member of Congress.
M. D. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Medici-

na; Doctor, Doctorof Medicine (see doctor, 2) ; (b)

in musical notation, of mono destra (Italian) or

iai droite (French),
'

right hand,' indicating
a passage to be performed by the right hand.

me 1 (me), pron. [Early mod. E. also mer;
< ME. me, < AS. dat. me, me = OS. mi =
OFries. mi = D. mi; = MLG. mer= OHG. MHG.
G. mir = Icel. mer = Goth. mis; AS. ace. me,

Daniel, Panegyrlck to the King's Majesty.

2. A feeding-ground of fish, as cod. Report of
U. S. Fish Commission, 1877, p. 541. 3. An ice-

field or floe on which seals herd Floating mea-
dow, Hat meadow-land adjoining a river or other source

of water-supply, by means of which it can be flooded at

pleasure. Salt meadow, low ground subject to occa-

sional overflow by extraordinary tides, and producing

I shall be compted a Mecocke, a milksop. cc^ gras tlt can be used for liay called ^ .

Lyly, Euphues, p. 109. meadow-beauty (med o-bu'ti), n. A plant of

Fools and meacockt, the genus Khexia, chiefly R. Virginica. It is

a low herb with showy purple flowers. AJso

called deer-grass.
meadow-bird (med'6-berd), . The bobolink,

Dolichonyx oryzivorus : so called from its usual

breeding-place. See cut under bobolink. [Lo-

cal, U. SJ
meadow-bright (med'6-brit), . The marsh-

. [Prov. Eng.]

To endure what you think fit to put upon 'em.

Fletcher, WUdgoose Chase, v. 2.

a. Tame; timorous; cowardly.
Tis a world to see

How tame, when men and women are alone,
A meacock wretch can make the curstest shrew.

Shale., T. of the 8., 1L L 815.

[Early mod. E. also meath ;
f t ft . _. __J__ /-VTT*

< ME. mede, methe, < AS. medu, meodu = OFries. meadow-brdwn (med
r
6-broun), n. One of va-

D. MLG. mede = C IG. me<, mi to, MHG. rious butterflies of the subfamily SatyricUe, as

Hipparchiajanira. Also called
satyr. Theeyed

meadow-brown of the eastern United States is

Satyrodcs Etirydice.

mete, met, G. meth, met = Icel. mjddhr = Sw.
Dan. mjiid= Goth. *midm (not recorded), mead,
a drink made from honey ;

a common Indo-Eur.
oulyTm,vg ^uryuKC .

word, = W. medd (> ult. E. metheghn) = IT. meadow-campion (med'6-kam'pi-on), n. See
1

meadh, mead, = OBulg. mttML honey, wine, = .,,<,
Buss, medu, honey, = Lith. midus, mead, medus. meadow-clapper (med'6-klap'er), n. The salt-

honey, = Lett, meddus, honey, = Gr. fitOv, mead water marsh-hen.
(> ult. E. amethyst), = Zend madhu (= Pers. meadow-clover (med'6-klo"ver), n. Bee clover.

mat), wine, = Skt. madhu, honey, sugar, < meadow-crake (med'6-krak), n. The corn-

madhu, adj., sweet.] 1. A strong liquor made erake or iaud.rail
(
Crex pratensis..

(

idolence. by mixing honey with water and flavoring it. meadow-cress (med'6-kres), n.

irlsh fool, yeast or some similar ferment being added, and nowel.

t Cardaminc pratenxis.

The cuckoo-

The corn-

their

the whole allowed to ferment. It was a favorite meadow-drake (med'6-drak), n.
beverage in the middle ages, and is made according to

"*"
, ,.

,.../.,.,.,, rprOv En<r I

dillcr -nt m-ipeii in .lilli-rent purNof Engtuddcmtotlu
' ''*' '

present day. When carefully made it will keep for a long meadower (med o-er), n. One who w
time, and improve with age. meadow-lands to increase or preserve
And being now in hand, to write thy glorious praise, verdure.
Fill me a bowl of meath, my working spirit to raise. meadow-fern (med'6-fern), II. See feni 1

.

brayton, Polyolbion, Iv. 112. mead w-fescue (med'6-fes'ku), n. See Feslucii.

Are got Into the yellow starch, and chimneysweepers
meadOW-fOZtail (med'6-foks'tal), ,,. See fox-

To their tobacco, and strong waters, Hum, tail.
_

Meath, and Obarni. B. Jorunn, Devil Is an Ass, 1. 1. meadow-gallmule (med'o-gal'i-nul), . Same

My friend, wandering from house to house, at last dis- as meadow-crake.
covered an old man, who brought him a bowl of mead in meadoW-gOWan (med'6-gou'an), M. See goican.

me, older (in poet, use) mcc, ONorth. men = exchange for a cigar. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 851.
meadow-grass (med'6-gras'), . A general

2. A sweet drink charged with carbonic gas, name for grasses of the genus Poa /chiefly, how-
and flavored with some syrup, as sarsapanlla.

[U. S.]

( )S. (HI, mil; = OFries. mi = D. mij =r MLG. i

= OHG. mih, MHG. G. micft = Icel. mik = Sw.
Dan. mig = Goth, -mik; = Ir. Gael, mi = W. mi ever, thelarger and more useful species. See

,~. ~.j snear-grOSS. The most Important is P. pralentit, the
= Corn, me =Bret. mc = L. gen. met. dat, mtln, mea^2 (med), n. [< ME. mde, < AS. maid, a common meadow-grass of England, the June-grass, Ken

/~i_ r. ...~r. ^^4. ..^t .,; AAA .,
tucky blue-grass, etc., of the United States. This is the

smooth-stalked meadow-grass, as contrasted with P. tri-

riali*, the rough or rough-stalked meadow-grass. The
fowl meadow-grass or fowl grass is P. teroKna; but the

name Is also applied to the similar-appearing Olyccria
nermta.'SMM or tall meadow-grass, Olyceria arun-

Lefpfowe it efte, and pfa'yne if efte dou'ne lowe. jfSSE^ii tmvA'^-hon^ t The, Ampricn
Palladia*, dusbondrie (E. E. T. 8.\ p. 18a meadow-hen (med

o-hen)^n^ ^e
An

i gathering Narcissus flowers in the meadt of
co t' TU

'

vv_i:i,
Bacon, Physical Fables, xi. meadowink (med o-wingk), n. The bobolink.

Downward sloped
Coues.

Tlie path through yellow meadt. meadow-land (med o-land), w. [< Mj!/.
*med-

Lowell, Parting of the Ways, tctland (t), < AS. mSdwcland, also meedland, <

ace. me = Gr. gen. uov, e/tov, dat. fioi, e/ioi, ace.

fit, ifii = Skt.. gen. dat. mahyam, me, ace. mam,
md, me ;

a pronominal base associated in use
with that of the pronoun /: sec /2 . Hence
mine1

. Cf. myself.] A pronoun of the first per-

son, used only in the oblique cases (accusative
and dative, classed together as objective), and

supplying these cases of the pronoun /.

"Me, me." he cry'd, "turn all your swords alone
On me! the fact contest, the fault my own."

Dnjden, jftield, Ix.

The dative occurs (o) To express the Indirect object :

as, give me a drink ; bring me that book.

What me bltide other bifalle

Ihc schal the foreward holden alle.

mead, meadow: see meadow, the more orig.

form. Mead? and meadow are related as /ease 1

and leasow, shade and shadow.} Same as mea-
dow: now chiefly used in poetry.

And If thi mede is drossy, barayne, olde,

nieader (me'dfcr), n. [< ME. (not found), <

AS. ma-there, a mower, < mirth, a mowing: see

. math.} A mower. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Kuv BomV. EJ

8.) ;p. .

meadow (med
,

6)j . t< ME . ^ me(ielce .

Pay me that thou owest. Mat xvlll. 28.
metllce> < Ag- mS$ (nom> and acc . sing;.) ; p) .

iini-ilii-ii, ma-ilii, medica (the nom. sing, mcedire,

1., and mcedica, m., being rare and uncertain;
stem m&dic- or mn'rftr-) = OFries. mede = D.

mat, a meadow, = MLG. mede, mode = OHG.

(b) To express the indirect object In mere reference or

mention that is. to bring into the predicate, as an appa-
rent indirect object, the actual subject (the ethical dative):
ii form of expression adding a certain life or vivacity to col-

loquial speech, and therefore a favorite use in Shaksperc
and other Elizabethan dramatists.

Comes mee a page of Amphialus, who with humble smil-

ing reverence delivered a letter unto him from Cllnlas.

3fr ;. BUMK \n-ailla. III.

Hi- plucked me ope his doublet and offered them his

throat to cut. Shale., J. C., I. 2. 267.

I remember me, I'm marry'd and can't be my own Man
;1.v:dn. (,//-, re, Way i>f the World. II. 8.

(c) In such expressions as iroe if me, well it me, leeze me
(lief is me).

Woe it me, that I sojourn in Mcsech ! Ps. cxx. 5.

mata ("matta), in comp. mato-screch, a grass-

hopper, MHG. mate, matte, G. matte, also matt

the formative -d (-th) from this verb is ia(/i

(AS. mieth = OHG. mad, MHG. mat, G. nuihri,

etc.), a different won!, and the AS. word in its

orig. form (stem mSdic-) can hardly be so

formed from iiii'iirnu, mow, there being no rec-

: TS

Meadow-lark (SlurtitHa maf*a .



meadow-land 3672

ma-dire, meadow, + land, land.] Land used as Gallinagotoilsoniordelicattila S.S. Barton 1799.

a meadow; also, meadows collectively. See cut under Gallinago. [Local, U. b.J

meadow-lark (med'6-lark'),n. l.Awell-known meadow-sweet (med'6-swet), . Any plant of

bird of the family Icterida;, or American star- the genus Sjiirtea, primarily 8. Vlmaria of the

lings ;
the field-lark, Stiirnella magna. The upper Old World ;

in the United States more especial-

parts are mottled gray, brown, and black, the under are ly ,S. salicifqlia.

See cut on preceding page.

Is this more pleasant to you than the whirr

Of meadow-lark and her sweet roundelay?
Longfellow, Birds of Killingworth.

2. The meadow-pipit, Anthtis pratensis. [Lo-

cal, Eng.]
meadow-mouse (med'6-mous), n. A field-

meadowy (med'o-i), a. [< meadow + -y
l
.\

Pertaining to, resembling, or consisting of

meadow.

Thy full and youthful breasts, which, in their meadowy

Are branc'h'd with rivery veines meander-like that glide.

Drayton, Polyolbion, x.

mouse or vole of North America; any member nieadwortt, n. [< ME. medwitrt; < mead1 +
of the subfamily Arvicolines. The commonest

worfl-.] A plant, probably the same as meadow-
in the United States is Anicola riparius.

See cut under Arvicola.

meadow-mussel (med'o-mus'l), n. A kind of

mussel found on tide-flats or salt meadows,
^fodir>l(^ plicatula. [New York.]

meager, meagre (me'ger), a. and n. [Early
mod. E. also nieigre; < ME. megre, < OF. megre,

meadow-ore (med'6-6r), re. In mineral., bog-
iron ore, or limonite. See limonite.

meadow-parsnip (med'6-par"snip), n. 1. A
coarse umbelliferous plant, Heracleum Splion-

dylium. [Great Britain.] 2. Any plant of

the genus Thaspium. [U. S.]

meadow-pea (med'o-pe), n. A perennial legu-
minous plant, Lathyruspratensis, of Europe and

Asia, available as a pasture-herb for sheep.

meadow-pine (med'6-pm), n. Same as slash-

pine.

meadow-pink (med'6-pingk), n.

geA-rob'm, Lychnis Flos-cueuli. -2. The maiden-

pink, Dianthus deltoides.

meadow-pipit (med'6-pip"it), n A European
pipit or titfark, Anthus p'ratensis.

maigre, magre, F. maigre (see maigre) = Pr.

magre, maigre = Sp. Pg. It. magro, < L. macer

(macr-), lean, thin, meager; cf. AS. mager =
D. MLG. mager = OHG. magar, MHG. G. ma-

ijer = Icel. magr = Sw. Dan. mager, lean, thin,

meager: the Teut. forms being prob. not de-

rived, like the Bom., from the L. macer (the

adoption into Teut., at so early a date (AS.
OHG.) of an untechnical word, esp. an adj.,

from the L., being very improbable), but cog-
nate with it, the L. macer (macr-), thin, with

the Teut., being prob. = Gr. lumpbc,, long (see

macron); cf. lajimq, length, [laKedvoe, /ir/xeSavif,
1. The rag- tall.] I. a. 1. Lean; thin; having little flesh.

Be nowe of good chore, Titus, . . . that. . . yourchekes
meiyre and leane be nat the cause of your discoueringe.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 12.

meadow-queen (med'6-kwen), n.

meadow-siceet.

meadow-rue (med'6-ro), . Any plant of the

genus Tlidlictrum, especially the Old World spe-
cies T. flavum. The latter is an annual herb 2 or 3

feet high,'with compound leaves, the petiole twice or thrice

divided, in this regard resembling the true rue.

A stranger stepped on shore, a lofty, lordly kind of man,
tall and dry, with a meatjre face, furnished with huge
moustaches. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 179.

The root

2. Without richness or fertility ; barren : said

of land. 3. Without moisture
; dry and harsh:

said of chalk, etc. 4. Without fullness,

strength, substance, or value; deficient in quan-
tity or quality ; scanty; poor; mean.

But thou, thou meagre lead, . . .

Thy paleness moves me more than eloquence.
Shot., M. of V., iii. 2. 104.

As to their Meager Diet, it is much against Nature and
the improved Diet of Mankind.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 19.

5. Lenten; adapted to a fast. See maigre.
When Lent arrives they open their magazines, and take

out of them the best meagre food in the world, for there is

no dish of fish that they reckon comparable to a ragout of

snails. Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 517.

Meager day, a fast-day. See def. 5. Also maigre-day.

When I arrived at the inn, I called for supper, and, it

being a meagre day, was fain to put up with eggs.

Smollett, tr. of Oil Bias, i. 2.

=Syn. 1. Spare, emaciated, lank, gaunt. 2 and 4. Tame,
barren, bald, jejune, dull, prosing.

II. n. If. A sickness.

tfegre, a sickenesse, [F.] maigre. Palsffraw.

2f. Same as maigre, 2. 3. A spent salmon, or

kelt. [Canada.]
meagert, meagret (me'ger), r. t. [< meager,

meagre, .] To make lean.

His ceaseless sorrow for th' unhappy maid
Meager'd his look, and on his spirits prey'd.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xi.

meagerly, meagrely (me'ger-li), adv. Poorly ;

thinly; sparely; feebly.

meagerness, meagreness (me'ger-nes), n. The
condition or quality of being meager ;

leanness ;

poorness; scantiness; barrenness._. meagrimt,. An obsolete form of'megrim.
barb. There are several American species, as the early meakt (mek), n. [Also meek: var. ot maKe*.\ A
meadow-rue, T. dioicmn ; the purplish meadow-rue, T. hook with a long handle used in agriculture for
purpuraecens ; and the tall meadow-rue, 7*. Cornuti. The rmllin" up plants
panicled flowers are without petals, but are marked in the '

males by conspicuous clusters of stamens. A meake for the pease, and to swing up the brake.

meadow-saffron (med'6-saf''ron),. Most prop-
erly, the plant Coleliicum autumnale, from its re- meaker (me'ker), n. A minnow. [Prov. Eng.]
semblance to the true saffron, Crocm satimt. meaking-iron (me'king-i"ern), n. Same as

The name is extended, however, to the whole genus, some- making-iron.
times to other closely allied plants. See Colchicum. meal1

(mel), . [< ME. mele, < AS. melu, melo,

meadow-sage (med'6-saj), n. See sage. meolo (melw-) = OS. mel = OFries. mel = D. meel

meadow-saxifrage (med'o-sak'si-fraj), . 1. =MLG. LG. mel = OHG. melo, MHG. mel, G.
An umbelliferous plant, Silaus pratensis, its mehl = Icel. mjol = Sw. mj&l = Dan. meel, flour,

leavesresemblingthoseoftheburnet-saxifrage. meal, lit. 'what is ground': from a verb not re-

Also called pepper-saxifrage. 2. Sometimes,
a plant of the genus Seseli of the same family,
meadow-snipe (med'6-snip), n. 1. The grass-
bird or pectoral sandpiper, Trinr/a(Actodromas)
maciilata. J. P. Giraud, 1844. [Lqpg Island.]

2. The common American or Wilson's snipe,

Flowering Branch of the Male Plant of the Meadow-rue
( Thalictnttn Cornuti},

. a male flower ; b, a female flower with young fn
leaf.

c, parts of the

is said to have aperient and stomachic properties, like rhu-

corded in AS. (*malan), but found in other

tongues, namely, OS. malan = D. malen= MLG.
malen = OHG. malan, malen, MHG. main, G.
mahlen = Icel. mala = Sw. mala = Dan. male
= Goth, malan, grind, = Ir. melim = OBulg.
mcljii, mh'te = Lith. main, malti = L, niolere,

meal

grind, > ult. E.HM'Wl, motor, etc.: see wiH1 . Cf.

malm, from the same verb, and melloir, from
the same ult. root.] 1. The edible part of any
kind of grain or pulse ground to a powder or

flour; flour: as, oatmeal, "hean-meal.

Meal and bran together
He throws without distinction.

Shak.,CoT., iii. 1.322.

"Jenny, what meal is in the girnel?" "Four bows o'

aitmeal, twa bows o' bear, and twa bows o' pease."
Scott, Old Mortality, xx.

Specifically (o) In the United States, ground maize : more
fully called Indian meal and corn-meal, (b) In Scotland

and Ireland, oatmeal.

Blest wi' content, and milk and meal.

Rums, The Contented Cottager.

2. Any substance resembling the meal of grain
or pulse ; especially, any coarsely ground sub-

stance.
In the Lond growen Trees, that beren Mele, whereof

men maken gode Bred and white, and of gode savour.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 189.

Auriculas enriched

With shining meal o'er all their velvet leaves.

Thomson. Spring, 1. 537.

3. A sand-heap. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

The cows, during the hot weather when they are attacked

by the fly, get over the meales, the name given to the sand-

banks. Freeman, Life of W. Kirby, p. 147. (Daviee.)

A cat In the meal. See coti. Indian meal See def.

1 (a). Round meal, meal granulated in the milling ra-

ther than powdered or pulverized.

meal1
(mel), v. [< meal1

, .] I. trans. 1. To

grind into meal or the state of meal ; pulver-
ize: as, mealed powder. 2. To sprinkle with

meal, or mix meal with. [Rare.]
II. intrans. To yield or produce meal; be

productive in meal: applied to grain: as, the

barley does not meal well this year. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]
meal'2 (mel), n. [< ME. mele, meel, mel, < (a)

AS. mail, a fixed time, season, occasion, a time

for eating, a meal, = OS. mal = OFries. mel,

mat = MD. mael, D. maal, time, a meal, =MLG.
mal = OHG. mal, MHG. mal, a time, G. -mal,

as a suffix, -times, = MHG. also mal, a time for

eating, a meal, G. mahl, a meal; = Icel. mal,

time, meal, = Sw. mal = Dan. maal, meal, =
Goth, mel, a time: the word in these_senses
being appar. identical with (6) AS. mail, mel,

a measure, also a mark, sign (Cristes mail,

'Christ's sign,' a cross, crucifix, fyr-matl, grteg-

mail, etc.); a diff. word from mal, a spot, E. mole:

see mole1
;
= QS.*mal (in comp. Mbhidmal, head

on a coin) = OHG. *mal (in comp. anamdli, a

spot), MHG. G. mal, a spot, = Icel. mal, a

measure, the markings or inlaid ornaments of

weapons, = Sw. mAl = Dan. maal, measure ;

appar. ult. < \/ wo, measure, as in metan, mete,
measure: see mete1

, measure, etc.] 1. The

supply of food taken at one time for the relief

of hunger; a provision of food (formerly of

drink also) for one or more persons or animals
for a single occasion, as at a customary time

of eating ;
the substance of a repast ;

a break-

fast, dinner, or supper: with reference to do-

mestic animals, more commonly called a, feed.

That thei lasse shulden feele,
Of wyne let fill full a meele,
And dronken till so was befall,

That thei her strengthes losen all.

Qower, Conf. Amant., vi.

Give them great meals of beef, . . . they will eat like

wolves. Sltak., Hen. V.. iii. 7. 161.

A rude and hasty meal was set before the numerous

guests. Macaulay, Hist Eng , xiii.

2. The taking or ingestion of a supply of food ;

an eating; a refection or repast.

Unquiet meals make ill digestions.

Shak., 0. of E., v. 1. 74.

Whatsoever he be that sitting in the company of any
others at meale ... he will give occasion of offence.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 10B.

3. The milk which a cow yields at one milking.
Also called meltith. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Each shepherd's daughter with her cleanly peale
Was come a field to milk the morning's meale.

Brovme, Pastorals, i. i. (Nares.)

A meal's meat i

,
meat or food for a meal.

You ne'er yet hud
A meal's meat from my table, as I remember.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii.

A meal's victuals, ameal of victuals, food enough for

a meal. IColloq.] A square meal.a full or plentiful
meal or repast. [Slang, U. S.] Meal pennant, meal
pendant, in the United States navy, a red pennant dis-

played on ships of war during the time that the crew are

at meals. To make a meal, to take a hearty or sufficient

supply of food. [Colloq.] To mend one's meaL See

wend.

meiTH (mSl), . t [<meal, .] To apportion food

to : provide with meals or food ; feed
;
fodder.



Some more cows would be brought, especially
two new meal-WOrm (ineTwerm), M.

milch which must !> i-ll nniilnl and Inilkril by the way.
''

Ap-

meal ::
(mel), .

spot: see (Wd.J
(
Prov. Kng.]

meal :i
t (mcli, >. t. . ..

word in the passage quoted is dubious.]

parently, to defile or taint.

Were he meal'd with that
Which he corrects, then were he tyrannous.

Shale., M. for M., Iv. 2. 86.

meal-ark (mel'ark), . A large chest for hold-

ing meal. [Scotch.]
There was not a bow [of meal |

left In the meal art.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, ix.

meal-beetle (mel'be'tl), n. A coleopterous in-

sect belonging
to the genus Te-

nebrio, the lar-

va of which is

the meal-worm.
The name may
be extended to

any of the Tene-
briouidte.

mealberry
(mel' ber'i), .

The bearberry,
Arctostaphylos
Uva-ursi.

meal-bread
(mel

'

bred). H.

Bread made of

meal 3673

_
The grub or larva

Jt a meal-beetle, as Ti-m linn iimHtnr, which in-
" ""' " England, L 4M. ^^ graces, corn-mills, bakehouses, etc.,

[A var. of moli;', < AS. mdl, a anj ,8 verv injurious to Hour and m al. S.-r

A speck or spot. Balliwell. meal-beetle.

mealy (me'li), a. [< mra/i + -yi.] 1. Of the

[Appar. < nicaiy, ., but the nature of meal ; resembling or having the qual-
ities of meal; pulverulent: as, a mealy pow-
der; a mi nl

ii potato; a mealy apple.

The very brightest Sunday Autumn saw,
Vi ith all its mealy clusters of ripe nut,
Could never keep those boys away from church.

Wordsworth, The Brothers.

2. Covered or overspread with meal or with

some powdery substance resembling meal.

There are two distinct species of bug (coffee-bug) found
In Ceylon, and called respectively "black," or "scaly," and

ite," or wralji. Spans' Encye. Manuf., t. MX

Meal-beetle ( Tmtbrio molt'.

larl. Adult ami larva. (About
MecoMmlstaej

,

"white," or mealy.

3. Specifically (a) In ornith., having the plu-

mage whitened as if dusted over with flour;

hoary; cauescent. (6) In entom., mealy-winged.
(c) In hot., same as farinose. 4. Pale-colored;

light or white in hue, like meal: as, a mealy

complexion.
The mealit Mountains (late rnseen)

Change their white garment* into lusty green.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, 1. 4.

His complexion, which was pale or mealy.
Didma, David Copperneld, xi.

5. Mealy-mouthed. [Slang.]

I didn't mince the matter with him. I'm never mealy
with 'em. Dickens, Hard Times.

Mealy amazon, a South American parrot. Chrysalis Sari-
nma. See Chrijmtu. Mealy bug. See /.;/-'. Mealy

good wheat, ground and not sifted. Halliwell. mealy-bird (mo'li-berd), n. The young of the

[Prov. Eng.] long-tailed duck, Harelda glacialin. Rev. C.

meal-cooler (mel'kO'ler), n. In milling, a de- Swaiiwon. See cut under Harelda. [Prov.
vice for freeing meal from the heat generated Eng. (Norfolk).]
by grinding. The meal, as it comes from the stones, mealymouth (me'li-mouth), . The willow-
is passed through a passage under the Influence of a light warbier( phMoscopuS trochilua. [Local, Eng.]

mealeriTmVier), . [< roeaJi + -ri.] A wood- mealy-mputhed (me'li-mouTHd), a Speaking

en rubber with which gunpowder is mealed. cautiously or warily; not saying plainly what

mealed (me'ler), . [< ineaft + -ri.] One is meant; using too much caution or reserve in

who takes his meals at one place and lodges at s
Vf*<

8 (rom tu ld
'|y

or hyPoc"8y
j

another. [Colloq.] soft-spoken; given to the use of soft or honeyed

One of those cheap boarding-houses . . . where hu-
wo1

inanity Is resolved into two classes only roomers and
mealers. Chrutian Union, Aug. 11, 18S7.

mealie (me'li), . [S. African.] An ear of

maize or Indian corn; specifically, in the plu-
ral, maize : as, a sack of mealies. [South Africa
and Australia.]

Among the exhibits in the Natal section, the maize (lo-

cally mealies), owing to its splendid size, is especially .

striking. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 48. mealy-tree (me'li-tre), w. The wayfaring-tree,

mealie-field (me'li-feld), H. A field of mealies Viburnum Lantana : so called on account of the

or maize; a maize-field. Also called mealie- mealy surface of the young shoots and leaves.

garden. [South Africa.] [Great Britain.]

A bivouac was made near a deserted kraal, there being mealy-winged (me'li-wingd), a. 1 Having
a mealie field hard by. ... A volley was fired from the wings covered with minute scales; lepl-

So were more meete for mealy-mouthed men.
Fmita of War.

She was a fool to be mealy-mouthed where nature speak*
so plain. Sir ft. L'Kstraiuje.

Angry men hotly in earnest are not usually mealy-
mouthed. Edinburgh Ken., CLXIII. 425.

mealy-mouthedness (me'li-mouTHd-nes), n.

The quality of being mealy-mouthed.

the adjacent mealie garden. Cape Argus, June 6, 1879.

mealiness (me' ii-ues), n. 1. The quality of

being mealy; softness or smoothness, with fri-

ableuess and dryness to the touch or taste.

2. The quality of being mealy-mouthed.
mealing-Stone (me'ling-ston), . A stone of

a hand-mill for grinding.
The grain Is roasted and ground between two stones, mean1 (men), .; pref. and pp. meant, ppr,

one lying on the ground, the other held in the hands niraniita. [X ME. menen, < AS. mcenan (also
two mealiny -stones. Amer. Anthropologist, I. 306.

mealman (mel'man), .; pi. mealmen (-men).
One who deals in meal,

mealmonger (mel'mung'ger), . One who deals
in meal.
meal-moth (mel'moth), . A pyralid moth,
.iKo/iiii J'uriiiiil/s, the larvaa of which feed upon
meal,
meal-mouthed (mel'mouTHd), a. Same as
an iilii-nniiilliiil.

That same devout meale-mmith'd precisian.
Marston, Satires, it. (Sorts.)

meal-offering (meTof'er-ing), n. See meat-

nff'crini/.

meal-pockt, meal-poket (mel'pok, -pok), . A
meal-bag; a bag carried by beggars to hold the

meal received in charity.
His meal pock hang about his neck,
Into a IfultuTM fang.

Rabin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 188).

meal-tidet (mel'tid), . [< ME. iiinlttiilr: <

wKvi/i + title.} Meal-time; the hour for a meal.

The morwen com and nyghen gan the tyrnr
Of meele-tide. Chaucer, TroUus, II. 1558.

meal-time (mel'tim), H. The usual time for

eating meal.

meal-tub (mel'tubl, //. A large tub or barrel

for holding meal or flour.

dopterous, as an insect. The mealy-winged
scale-insects are the Aleurodida;. [Rare.J

All farinaceous or mealy-iciivjed animals, aa butterflies

and moths. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., III. 15.

2. Covered with whitish powder like meal:

specifically applied to the utfuropterous insects

of the family Coniopterygirla:
pp. me
\S. ntte

gemainan), mean, intend, declare, tell, relate,

= OS. meiiian, mean, intend, make known, =
OFries. menu = D. mceiien = MLG. menen, LG.
meeneu = OHG. meinan, MHG. G. meinen,

mean, intend, signify, think, etc., = Icel.

UK inn = Sw. meiia = Dan. mene = Goth, "main-

jan (not recorded), intend, signify, mean ; cf.

OHG. meina, thought, minni, memory, Goth.

iiiiniiin, think, intend, mean, akin to OBulg.
nii-iija. menite, mean, = Bohem. inneti, think;
ult. <i/man (Skt. man, etc.), think: see mind1

,

milt*, mental^, mention, etc. Cf. mean*.'] I.

trims. 1. To have in mind, view, or contem-

plation; intend; hence, to purpose or design.

We fayne and forge and father soch thinges of Tullie, as

he neuer ment In deed. Aneham, The Scholemaster, p. 123.

No man means evil but the devil.

Shot., M. W. of W., T. 2. 15.

Alas, poor creature ! he meant no man harm,
That fam sure of. Ford, Tis Pity, UL 9.

Sir Peter, I know, means to call there about this time.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 2.

I wish I knew what my father meant us to do.

E. S. Sheppard. The Children's Cities.

2. To signify, or be intended to signify ;
indi-

catc : import ; denote.

What nieaiteth the noise of this great shout In the camp
of the Hebrews? 1 Sam. Iv. 6.

mean
If aught else great bards beside

In sage and solemn tunes have mi.g, . .

Where more Is meant than meets the ear.

Hiltim. II Penaeroao, I. 110.

When Tully owns himself ignorant whether lemu, In

the twelve tables, meaia a funeral song, or mourning nr
ment; and Aristotle doubts whether oi/pi><, in the Iliad,

signines a mule, or muleteer, I may surely, without ihanie,
leave some obscurities to happier Industry, or future In-

formation. Johnton, Wet., Pref. p. UL

3t. To mention ; tell ; express.

IThey) present bom to Priam, that was prUe lord :

There meiiyt thai thalre menace ft with mouthe told.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. a), 1. 70118.

To mean business. Sec burinea.=tyn. 2. Intend, de.

sign, contemplate (with present participle).

II. intranx. 1. To be minded or disposed;
have intentions of some kind: usually joined
with an adverb; aa, he means well.

Oodd woll . . . belpe Hys servant* that meant truly.

Pastan, Letters, IL S61.

Kvant. His meaning Is good.
Shal. Ay, I think my cousin meant well.

Shalt., M. W. of W., L 1. .

2. To have thought or ideas; have meaning.
[Bare.]

And he who, now to sense now nonsense leaning,
Meant not, but blunders round about a meaning.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 186.

3f. To speak ; talk. Halliwell.

Leve we stylle at the quene,
And of the greyhound we wylle mene

That we before of tolde.

MS. Cantab. Ft. II. 38. 1. 74. (UalliiceU.)

Than Calcas, the clerke, came fro his tent,

ffonglt hlr falre, and with fyne chere
Toke hlr into tent, talket with hlr fast,

And jiienU of hlr maters, as thai in mynd hade.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8100.

mean2 (men), a. [< ME. meene, mene, earlier

imetie, < AS. gemaine (very rarely_and prob. by
mere error without the prefix, mcene) = OS. gt-
mmi = OFries. mene = MD. gemeiie, D. gemeeit
= MLG. gemeine, qemene, gemen, LG. gemeen
= OHG. ffimeini, MHG. gemeine, G. gemein =
Sw. gemen = Dan. gemeen = Goth, gamains,
common, general ; perhaps akin to L. commu-
nis, common, general: see common. From this

word in the orig. sense 'common,' 'general*
has developed the sense ' low ' in rank or qual-

ity, hence
' base' (cf. similar senses of common);

but this development has prob. been assisted

by the confluence of the word with one orig.

distinct, namely, AS. mcene, false, wicked (maun-

dtlt, a false oath) (= OHG. MHG. mein, false,

= Icel. weinn, harmful, etc.), < man, false, also

a noun, falsehood, wickedness, evil : see man-

steear.] It. Common; general.
Ther-of merveiled the mene peplc what it myght mene.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), II. 146.

2. Of a common or low origin, grade, quality,

etc.; common; humble: as, a man of mean
pa-

rentage; mean birth or origin; a mean abode.

AUe manere of men, the mene and the ryche.
Pien Plowman (C\ I. 20.

So ... my meaner ministers
Their several kinds have done.

Shak., Tempest, ill. 3. 87.

Meaner things, whom Instinct leads.
Are rarely known to stray. Covper, Doves.

3. Characteristic of or commonly pertaining to

persons or thing* of low degree; common; in-

ferior; poor; shabby: as, a mean appearance;
mean dress.

He chanc'd to meet his deposed Brother, wandering In

iiu-itn condition. Milton, Hist. Eng., I.

I know not what entertainment they (other seamen |

had ; but mine was like to be but mean, and therefore I

presently left It. Datnpier \ oyages, II. L 55.

4. Without dignity of mind; destitute of honor
;

low-minded; spiritless; base.

The mean man's actions, be they good or evil, they reach

not far. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 18.

Till I well could weep for a time so sordid and mean.
Tennytun, Maud, T. 4.

6. Niggardly; penurious; miserly; stingy.
6. Of little value or account ;

low in worth or

estimation; worthy of little or no regard; con-

temptible; despicable.
The meter and verse of Plantus and Terence be verie

meane. Alcham, The Scholemaster, p. 144.

But Paul said, I am ... a Jew of Tarsus, a city in 'lli-

cla, a citizen of no mean city. AcUxxLSfl.

The French esteem him (the chub] so mean as to call

him In Villain. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 6.

7. Disobliging; pettily offensive or unaccom-

modating; "small." [Colloq.] To feel mean,
to feel that one has been guilty of some petty aet : feel

that one has not been generous, honorable, etc. IColloq. ]

= Svn. 2. t'ulimr, rtc. (see /min/m), humble, poor, servile.

-4. Abject, tow. etc. (see abjert\ paltry. See list under
fem-2. 8. Xiwardly, Stingy, etc. (tee penuruna); sordid,
selfish, clone.



mean

mean3 (men), a. and n. [< ME. meene, mene, <

OF. meien, moien, F. moyen = Pr. meian = Sp.

Pg. mediano = T.t. mezzano, mean, < L. medianus,
that is in the middle, middle, < niedius, middle :

see medium and mid1
. Cf . median and mizzen,

doublets of mean3
.] I. n. 1. Occupying a mid-

dle position ; midway "between two extremes
;

median: now chiefly in certain technical uses.

See phrases below.
Ther ben none other mene weyes newe.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 286.

2. Of medium size, extent, etc.
; medium, mid-

dling, or moderate.
In their eares [the women] weare eare-rings of the forme

and bignesse of a meane Candle.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 887.

These fan ties are of a meane price, For a man may buy
one of the fairest of them for so much money as counter-
vailed our English groate. Coryat, Crudities, I. 135.

The first tidings of Vicary (who was probably born be-

tween 1490 and 1500) are, that he was "a meane practiser
(had a moderate practise) at Maidstone," and was not a
trained Surgeon. Quoted in N. and Q., 7th sen, VI. 42.

3. Comingbetween two events or points of time;
intervening; intermediate: only in the phrase
in the mean time or while.

In the meene while lete vs geder ourekyn and cure frendes
and sowderes out of alle londes, and lete vs yeve hem ba-
teile as soone as we may be assembled.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 174.

In themean while his disciples prayed him, saying, Mas-
ter, eat. John iv. 31.

4. Intermediate in a number of greater and less

values, quantities, or amounts ; forming an aver-

age between two or more terms of any kind;
average; specifically, in math., having a value
which is a symmetrical function of other values
of the same sort, such that, were all those other
values to be equal, the value of the function
would be equal to them all (compare II., 4):

as, the mean breadth of a country; the mean
distance of the earth from the sun.
Those constitutions which can bear in open day the

rough dealing of the world must be of that mean and aver-

age structure such as iron and salt, atmospheric air and
water. Emerson, Society and Solitude.

Center of mean distances. See centeri. FOCUS of
mean motion. See/ocMs. Mean anomaly. See anom-
aly, 2. Mean apogee. See apogee, i. Mean clef, in
musical notation, the C clef, because once specially used for
the mean or middle voices. Mean distance, ecliptic,
effort. See the nouns. Mean error. See error, 5.

Mean line, in crystal., a bisectrix : the first mean line is

the acute, the second mean line the obtuse bisectrix.

Mean longitude of the sun, moon, or a planet, inastron.,
the celestial longitude which the body would have at any
moment if, starting from perihelion, it moved in its orbit
with a uniform angular velocity, completing its revolution
in the same time it actually employs in making the circuit.
The mean and true longitudes agree therefore at perihe-
lion and aphelion. Mean moon, an imaginary moon, sup-
posed to move with an equable motion in the ecliptic, and
in the same period as that which the real moon takes to

perform a revolution with an unequable motion. Mean
noon, the moment when the mean sun passes the meridi-
an. Mean place, in logic, a place which partly agrees
with the nature of the things to be proved, and partly dif-
fers from the same. The mean places are conjugates, cases,
and divisions. Mean position, in fencing, a position of
the wrist midway between pronation and supination, with
the thumb above the fingers. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).
Mean proportional, the second of any three quantities
in continued proportion. Mean solar day. See dayl, 3.

Mean spacet, meanwhile.

Mean space entreate our freinds not to be too bussie in

answering matters, before they know them.
Cushman, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 55.

Mean sun, in astron., an imaginary or fictitious sun, mov-
ing uniformly in the celestial equator, and having its right
ascension always equal to the sun's mean longitude. Its
hour-angle at any moment defines the mean time or clock-
time, just as the hour-angle of the actual sun defines the
apparent or sun-dial time. The use of the mean sun in tune-
reckoning is necessitated by the fact that, owing to the ec-

centricity of the earth's orbit and the inclination of the
equator to the ecliptic, the sun's real motion in right as-
cension is seriously variable, and the days, hours, etc., of
apparent solar time have, therefore, no fixed length. See
dffli/1,3. Mean term, in logic, same as middfe term (which
see, under middle). Mean time, a system of reckoning
time, such that all the days and their like subdivisions are
of equal length, its day being the mean interval between
the two successive passages of the sun over the meridian of
anyplace. The mean time at anymomentmay be defined as
the hour-angle of the mean sun at that moment. (See mean
sun.) Mean time is the time usually employed for civil
and scientific purposes, and is the time indicated by an or-

dinary clock or watch, properly regulated. Apparent time
is that indicated by a correctly adjusted sun-dial ; the dif-
ference between the mean and the apparent time at any mo-
ment is called the equation of time, and sometimes slightly
exceeds a quarter of an hour. Mean voice, in music, a
voice or voice-part intermediate between the highest and
the lowest, as a tenor or an alto. Mean wayt, mean-
time.

In the meane way they [Lerius and his fellows] passed
by the Tapemiry Paraibse, Ouetacates, all which, howso-
euer they exercise hostilities and mutual! disagreements,
yet agree in like barbarous and rightlesse Rites.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 837.

To cut a line in extreme and mean ratio. See ex-

lreme.=Syn. See II.
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II. n. 1. The middle point, place, or state be-

tween two extremes ;
a middle path or course

;

a middle or intermediate kind, quality, rate, or

degree ; hence, the avoidance of extremes ;
ab-

sence of excess; moderation.

Ocupye the meene by stydefast strengthes, lor al that

ever is undir the meene or elles al that overpassith the

meene despisith welefulnesse.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 7.

There is no mean; either we depart from God and stick

to the devil, or depart from the devil and stick to God.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 52.

"I'is a sin against
The state of princes to exceed a mean
In mourning for the dead.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

We shall hold the immutable mean that lies between

insensibility and anguish.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, vii.

The happy mean between these two extremes.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

2f. Intervening time ;
interval of time ; interim;

meantime.
Reserve her cause to her eternall doome ;

And, in the meane, vouchsafe her honorable toombe.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 58.

3. In music: (a) A middle voice or voice-part,
as the tenor or alto.

Thi orgauys so hihe begynne to syng ther mess,
With treble meene and tenor discordyng as I gesse.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 54. (Halliwell.)

Your change of notes, the flat, the mean, the sharp.
B. Jonson, Underwoods, xcviii.

(6) The second of a set of viols; an alto.

Their chiefe instruments are Rattles made of small

gourds, or Punipeons shels. Of these they haue Base,

Tenor, Countertenor, Meane. and Treble.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 136.

(c) Either the second or the third string of a

viol, the former being the small mean, and the
latter the great mean. 4. A quantity having a
value intermediate between the values of other

quantities; specifically, in math., the average,
or arithmetical mean, obtained by adding sever-
al quantities together and dividing the sum by
their number. In general a mean is a quantity which
depends upon certain other quantities according to any
law which conforms to these two conditions : first, that,
if the quantities which determine the mean should all be
equal, the mean would be equal to any one of them ; and
second, that no transposition of the values of the deter-

mining quantities among themselves can alter the value of
the mean. (See geometrical mean, below.) The ancients

recognized ten kinds of mean (^eo-dr^, medietas), distin-

guished by ordinal numbers, to which Jordanus Nemora
rius added an eleventh. Only the first four, the arithmeti-

cal, geometrical, harmonica!, and contraharmonical, are
true means.
5. In logic, the middle term in a syllogism.

-

6f. A mediator; an intermediary; an agent; a

broker; a go-between.
Thogh that our hertes stierne ben and stoute,
Thow to thy Sone canst be swich a mene
That alle our giltes he forgiveth dene.

Chaucer, Mother of God, 1. 83.

For the am I becomen
Bytwyxen game and ernest, swich a meene
As maken wommen unto men to comen.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 254.

7. A subservient agency or instrumentality;
that which confers ability or opportunity to
attain an end: now rare in the singular, the

plural form being used with both singular and
plural meanings : as, means of travel or of sub-
sistence ; by this means you will succeed.

Be that meane the cite for to Wynne.
Oenerydes(E. E. T. S.), 1. 952.

Let me have open means to come to them.
SAa*.,Rich. IIL.iv. 2. 77.

An outward and visible sign [a sacrament] of an inward
and spiritual grace given unto us ; ordained ... as a
means whereby we receive the same, and a pledge to assure
us thereof. Book of Common Prayer, Catechism.

What person trusted chiefly with your guard,
You think is aptest for me to corrupt
In making him a mean for our safe meeting.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, ii. 1.

The end must justify the means. Prior, Hans Carvel.

8. Causative agency or instrumentality ;
con-

tributory aid or assistance
; help ; support :

only in the plural form, in the phrase by means
of, or by (or through) . . . means : as, we live

by means of food
;

it came about throitf/h their
means.

That by means of death . . . they which are called
might receive the promise of eternal inheritance.

Heb. ix. 15.

Our brother is imprison'd by your means.

SAa*.,Rich. III., i. 3. 78.

Specifically 9. pi. Disposable resources; ele-
ments of ability or opportunity; especially,
pecuniary resources; possessio'ns; revenue;
income.

meander
The widow and the fatherlesse
He would send meanes unto.

True Tale of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 357).

He has never sullied his honour, which, with his title,

has outlived his means. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

Arithmetical mean. See def. 4. Arithmetleo-geo-
metrical mean. See arithmetico-i/eometrical.Zy all

means, certainly ; on every consideration ; without fail :

as, go, by all means.

Yes, yes, the epigram, by all means.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

By any means, (at) By all means.

Tell her
She must by any means address some present
To the cunning man. B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 2.

(6) In any way ; possibly ; at all.

I have always defended you, and said I didn't think you
so ugly by any means. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

By no manner of means, in no possible way ; not in the
least. By no means, not at all; certainly not; not in

any degree. Center of the harmonic mean. See har-
monic. Contraharmonical mean and proportion.
See contraharmonical. Geometrical mean, the mean
obtained by multiplying two quantities together and ex-

tracting the square root of the product. In general, the

geometrical mean of n quantities is the nth root of their

product. Golden mean, in morals, moderation ; the
avoidance of extremes in either of two contrary ways.
Harmonic mean. See harmonic. Means of grace.
See grace. Quadratic mean, the square root of the
arithmetical mean of the squares of the given quantities.
To make meanst, to take steps ;

find one's way.

We hauing made meanes for our speedie flight, as we
were issuing foorth we were bewrayed by ye barking of a

dog. Webbe, Travels, p. 28 (ed. Arber).

After she had been in prison three or four days, she
made means to the governour, and submitted herself, and
acknowledged her fault in disturbing the church.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 339.

= Syn. 1. Mean, Medium, Average, Mediocrity. Mean and
medium represent the middle point or degree. Mean
is much used in mathematics. (See arithmetical mean,
geometrical mean, etc., above.) Mean is also much used
in morals : as, in conduct we are to observe the golden
mean; Aristotle held that each virtue was a mean be-

tween vice of defect and a vice of excess. Medium has
this latter sense, but is used chiefly in matters of practi-
cal life : as, goods that are a medium between the best
and the poorest ; a color that is a medium between two
others. In this sense medium is much used as an adjec-
tive : as, a medium grade, color, price. Means is the form
of mean that corresponds to medium when it stands for

that which, by being between others, is the agency for

communication, etc. As mean and medium generally im-

ply simply two extremes, but may imply several quanti-
ties of different amounts or degrees, so average may imply
simply two extremes, but generally implies several quan-
tities of different amounts or degrees : as, the average of

3, 5, 7, and 9 is 6. The latter word has similar figurative
uses : as, the man's education was better than the average.
Mediocrity is now used only in an unfavorable sense, imply-
ing blame or contempt : as, talents not above mediocrity

that is, very moderate. 7. Instrument, method, mode,
way, expedient, resource, appliance.
mean4

t (men), v. [< ME. menen, < AS. mwnan,
lament, moan: see moan, the present E. form.
The AS. is often identified with mcenan, mean,
but the difference of meaning makes it neces-

sary to treat it as a distinct word.] I. intrans.

To moan; lament; mourn; complain.
Dem. And thus she meanes, videlicit :

This. Asleepe, my Loue? What, dead, my Doue?
O Piramus, arise ! Shot., M. N'. D., v. 1. 330 (folio 1623)

II. trans. To bemoan ; lament : used reflex -

ively.
Whanne i hade al me mened no more nold he seie

But "
serteinly, swete damisele, that me sore rewes."

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 561.

meant (men), v. t. [An aphetic form of de-

mean 1
.']

To demean; carry; conduct.
As good a gentleman born as thou art : nay, and better

meaned. Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, i. 1.

Oh, wives, hereafter, mean your hearts to them
You give your holy vows.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, v. 2.

meander (me-an'der), n. [Formerly also ma;-

ander; = F. meandre = Sp. Pg. It. meandro, (.

L. maunder, < Gr. fiaiavdpoi; ,
a winding stream

or canal, any winding pattern, so called from
the river Meander, L. Maiander, Mceandrvs,
M(eandros, < Gr. Maiavdpof, a river, now called

Mendere, which flows with many windings into
the JEgean Sea near Miletus.] 1. A winding
course

;
a winding or turning in a passage ;

a
maze

;
a labyrinth.

Here's a maze trod, indeed,
Through forth-rights and meanders!

Shalt., Tempest, iii. 3. 3.

There is another way, full of meanders and labyrinths.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 17.

In the garden . . . are many stately fountains, . . .

walks, terraces, meanders, fruit-trees, and a most goodly
prospect.

2. An ornament
composed of

lines, neither

representing
nor suggesting
any definite ob-

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1645.



meander UflTo

3t. Understanding; knowledge ;
remembrance.

"Ichhauenokyndeknowyng," quathlch, "3emotekenne
roe bettere,

By whatwey hit wexlth nd wheder out of my menyng."
Pirn Plowman (C), u. 188.

In menyng of manerez mere,
Thin burne now schal vu bryng.

Sir Uawayne and the Ortm Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 924.

= Syn. 1. Design. 2. Sense, explanation, interpretation,

purport, acceptation. See significance.

meaning (me'ning),j. a. Significant; express-

/t _ _. ing thought or purpose: as, a meaning look.

*. To wind, turn, or now round.
'

[Rare.] meaningful (me'mng-ful), a. [< Meaning, .,

A waving glow the bloomy beds di.play
+ -/'] Full of meaning ; significant.

--\lt meander d o'et.

Pope, Moral Essays, ir.

2. To form into meanders; cause to twist meaningless (me'ning-les), a.
[< meani>i</ +

-lens.'] Having no meaning; destitute of sense

or significance.

ject, forming right or oblique angles with one

another, or even curved with interfacings, etc.

The name is used especially for the fret- or key-
ornament.

In a small fragment of similar drapery a minute maean-

der pattern is painted In black on a red ground.
.1. 5. Murray, Ureek Sculpture. 1. 113.

8. A path on which the directions, distances,

and elevations are noted, as a part of a survey
of a country,
meander (me-an'der), v. JX meander, n.] I.

measles

All this performed with a careful economy that nerer

descends to meannem. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

Meannem, however, has a wider sphere than Liberality,
and refers not merely to the taking or refusing of money,
but to taking advantages generally : In this wider
the opposite virtue Is Generosity.

=8yn.

.

//. Stdfwiet, Methods of Ethics, p. I

AbJectne,lowneia,lowUneaa.icntln,.
derness. See abject.- 2 and 8. Littltnem, Meanneu. UUb
i-nilily, sordldnesa, peiiurionsneas, closeness, miserliness.

pplies to more than meannea applies to, as the

ing and the affections ; It Is the opposite of all

f nature, and especially of magnanimity. Mean-

, , closeness, mis
Littleness applies to more than meannea applies to, as the

understanding and the affections ; It Is the opposite of all

tMtt of nature, and especially of magnanimity. Mean-
Is directly selfish, but In a sordid, groveling, pinching

fashion ; It is the opposite of mMeitess and generality. Sec
.......... .. -------. . .. penurviuxneu.
With silver-quivering rills meander d o'er. The meaningful adjuncts to root-words In substan- rneanort n. fBv apheresis from demeanor.]

.85.
tire, verbal, and other terminations. Science, XII. 292.

Behavio'r; demeanor; conduct.

about. [Rare.]
Those arma of sea that thrust Into the tinny strand,

By their meand'red creeks Indenting of that land.

Drayton, I'olyolbion, 1. 168.

II. in trans. 1. To proceed by winding and

turning; make frequent changes of course;
move or flow intricately: as, a meandering river;

to meander from point to point in a walk.
Pierce my vein,

Take of the crimson stream meandering there.

And catechise it well Cowper, Task, ill. 202.

2. To make a rough survey of a country by go-

ing over it, measuring the bearings, distances,

and changes of elevation of the path pursued,

As if his meanar . . . were not a little culpable.

/(;). HaeM, Abp. Williams, 1. 108. (Dana.)

means (menz), n. pi. See mean*, ., 7. 8, 9.

mean-spirited (men'spir'i-ted), a. Having a

mean spirit; spiritless; groveling.
He [Preston] was at best a mean-ipirited coward.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvIL

He bored me with his meaningless conversation.
T. Hook, Jack Brag. (Lathnui.)

The process of loading a gun is meaningless until the

subsequent actions performed with the gun arc known.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 1 1.

Theterm "ought" . . . Is meaningless without the con- meant (ment). Preterit and past participle of

ceptlon of duty. Mimrt, Nature and Thought, p. 207. ,,!.
meaninglessly (me'ning-les-li), adv. Without meantime (men'tlm'), adv. [An ellipsis of in

meaning or significance. [Rare.] the mean time : see B*an s , a., 3.] During the

A fact inexplicable
on the theory that the tenses are interval; in the interval between one specified

used meaningtealy, by nxed habit
_ .,, , period and another.

Amtr. Jour. Philol., IX. 159.
Meantime in shades of night .Eneas lies.* "

, jaeufwiine ill OM*MJC m ii(g..v

and noting the positions of neighboring topo- meaninglessness (me'ning-les-nes), n. The
meantime (men'tim'),. The interval between

...< nl> i A.. 1 fmi t- 1 in.ia - 1 * AW nt Yinin** vnfianfnrvlficio M* unrhftllT A***'**** v****^ it
graphical features. character of being meaningless, or without

meander-line (me-an'der-lin), . A line form-
significance or import. [Rare.]

ing apart or the whole of a meander in sense 3.
meaningly. (me'nWu), a*.. In a meaning

meandrian (me-an'dri-an), a. [< meander + manner; significantly; with intention: as, to

-an ; after L. Manndrius, pertaining to the river iook at a pereon meaningly.
Matander.1 Winding; having many turns. meaningness (me'uing-nes), n. The character

This serpent, surrepent generation, with their meandri- of being meaning; significance.
on turnings and windings, their mental reservations

she ... looked so lo

meAn iag m,

anirl?nett.

an turnings and windings, their mental rcscrvauons.
she . . looked so lovely, so silly, and so full of un

Dean King, Sermon, Nov. 5, 1808, p. 27. (Latham.)

meandrically (me-an'dri-kal-i), adv. In a

meandering way; in an irregular course. Amer. meanlesst (men'les), a. [< mean3 + -less.]

Naturalist, XXI. 936. Performed without the aid of means or second
meandrine (me-an'drin), a. [< meander +
-ine1

."] 1. Meandrous; winding; characterized

by windings and turnings. 2. Gyrate, as a
brain-coral ; specifically, of or pertaining to the meanly1

(men'li), adv. [< ME. 'meneliche, <

genus Matandrina. Also spelled maiandrine. AS.gemaineticc, commonly, generally, <gema;ne-

lic, common: see meanly1
, a.] 1. In a mean,

low, or humble degree ; basely.

His daughter meanly have I match'd in marriage.
Shot., Rich. HI., iv. 3. 87.

one specified period and another: only in the

phrase in the meantime, formerly also the mean-

time: properly two words (in the mean time),

conventionally written as one, after the adverb.

In the menetyme that they entended, a-boute this mater,
come Merlyn to Blase. Merlin < E. E. T. S.\ L 28.

The mean time, lady,
111 raise the preparation of a war.

... Shalt., A. and C., lit 4. 25.

Jtichardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 841.
meanwUle (men'hwil), adv. [An ellipsis of

in the mean while : see mean*, a., 3.] Same as

meantime.
causes.

since his ascention Into heaven nuandow mbvcles are

ceued. *,/,, ch

Shew
herselfe

weitc, common, geuerui, \ f/rmurnr, vuiu.

see mean2 , a., and -fy
1
.] 1. Common; general.

2. Moderate; mild.

Lyhte and meenelyche remedle

By this serial growth the corallum becomes gyrate or

meandrine. Encyc. Brit. . VI. 878.

Meandrinidse (me-an-drin'i-de), n. pi. See
Mit'aiidrinidaf.

meandrous (me-an'drus), a. [Formerly also

mtetmdroHS ; < meander + -ous.] Winding;
flexuous; meandering.
With virtuous rectitude meandrou, falsehood Is incon- 2. With a low estimate ; disrespectfully : con

sistent. Lovcday, Letters (1802), p. 26S. (Latham.) temptuously : as, to think or speak meanly ot a

Ouse it self in this shire, more moeandrmu than Mnan- person.
der. Fuller, Worthies, Bedfordshire, meanly1

1, a. [ME. menelich, mamelich, < AS. ge-

meandryt (me-an'dri), a. [< meander + -y
1
.] iiuenelic, common, general, <gemame, common:

Same as meandrous.
The river Styx, with crooked and meandry turnings, en-

clrcleth the palace of the infernal Dls. Bacon.

meanet. An obsolete form of mean1
,
mean2

,

mean*, and mien. meanly'-t (men'li), adv. [< maw + -ly*.} In

meanert . One who means or expresses a a mean or middling manner or degree, (a) Mod-

erately.

The Husbandman was meanly well content
Triall to make of his endevourmeut

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 297.

My wife, not meanly proud of two such boys.
Made daily motions for our home return.

Shot., C. of E., L I. 50.

In the reign of Domltian, poetry was but meanly culti-

vated. Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

(t>) Indifferently; poorly.

He was a person but meanly qualified for the station he
was in. Dampier, Voyages, II. L 102.

meanness (men'nes), n. [< ME. *menenes,< AS.

tjemcennes, < gemcene, common: see mean2.] 1.

The enemy meanwhile had made his way up the pass.

Macaulay, Hist Eng., xili.

meanwhile (men'hwil), n. Same as meantime :

only in the phrase in the meanwhile: two words,
written as one.

meanyt, . See meiny.

mear't, An obsolete form of mere1 .

mear2
t, . and r. See mere2 .

mear3
. n. An obsolete ordialectal form of mare 1

.
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arrylnB * meanl!'' be'"g

mearsmant, . An obsolete form of MVMMM.
e allied to the Royal '^n, DUry. July 22. 1674. Sease-T,

'

[Also m**, mite; < ME. **.*
ith ft low estimate: disresnectfullv : con- '**. < OP. meise, maue, meze, mese, mate, t.

meaning or thought.
This room was built for honest meaneri, that deliver

themselves hastily and plainly, and are gone.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, I. 1.

meaning (me'ning),n. [<ME.menyn<7(=OFries.
nii'iiiiKji' = IX >iiccni>ifi= MLG. wcMi'j/*= OHG.
iiii'iniiiiiin. .MHO. in : in it n (jc, G. mcinung = Iccl.

Hici(;/ = Sw. Dan. meniinj, opinion); verbal n.

of mean 1
, r.] 1. That which exists in the mind,

view, or contemplation as an aim or purpose ;

that which is meant or intended to be done ;
in-

tent; purpose; aim; object.
And speres thaim sadly |ask them soberly] of the same.
So shall 30 stabely vmllrstande
Ther myiide and ther menyng. York Plays, p. 131.

I am no honest man if there be any good meaning to-

wards you. Shot., Lear, L 2. 190.

2. That which is intended to be or actually is

expressed or indicated in any way ; the sense

or purport of anything, as a word or an alle-

gory, a sign, symbol, act, event, etc. ; signi-

fication; significance; import.
What is your will ? for nothing you can ask.
So full of goodness are your words mid meanings,
Must be denied : speak Iwldly.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. S.

He that hath names without idtas wants meaning in

his words, and speaks only empty sounds.

Locke, Human I "ndentamllng. III. x. 31.

Old events have modern mianimjf. Lmrcll, Mahmood.

Will-known things did seem
But pictures now or figures in a dream,
With all thi-lr meanimi lost

William Morrii, Earthly Paradise, II. 311.

and m., also meix, mei, m., a messuage, dwell-

ing, garden, < ML. mansa, t., mansus, m., a

dwelling: see manse2, and cf. messuage.'] A
dwelling or a messuage.

And. richly clad In thy fair Golden Fleece,

Doo'st hold the First House of Heav'ns spacious Meese.

Sylaetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

mease2 (mes or mez), n. K OF. mese, mtze,

maise, mase, meisse, moise (ML. mesa, meisa), a
barrel (of herring, etc.).] 1. A tale of 500 her-

rings. Also maze. [Prov. Eng.] 2f. A mea-
sure or allowance.

I want my mease of milk when I go to my work.

Greene and Lodgr, Looking Glass for Lend, and Eng.

measle (me'zl), n. [Also meazel; the rare sin-

gular of measles, q. vj 1. A spot or an excres-

cence on a tree. See measles, 3.

A mcaull or blister growing on tree*. Florio.

2. An individual Cysticercvs cellulosa>, the larval

or scoleciform stage of the pork-tapeworm, Ta-
nia snlium, producing the disease called measles
in swine (but not human measles); hence, any

, , .. similar larva.

The state of being mean in grade or quality; measled (me'zld), a. [< ME. maselvd; < measle

Affected with measles or larval tape-

worms; measly.
Steward, you are an ass, a metaled mongrel.

Beau, and Fl, Scornful Lady, 1L 8.

Thou vermin wretched
As e'er in meailed pork was hatched.

S. Butler, lludibrms, L li 688.

want of dignity or distinction; commonness;
poorness; rudeness.

Worship, ye sages of the east,

The king of Gods in meannea drest.

Sp. Hall, Anthems, For Christmas Day.

Bough diamonds are sometimes mistaken for pebbles ;

and mmn*maybe rich in accomplishments which riches

in vain desire. Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor, I. 27.
measle8 (me'zlz ), . [Early mod. E. also mea-

Thls wonderful Almighty person .. . had not so much ^ meazles, meazels, measils, maisils, naustiles;

rarely and erroneously in sing.(in sense 1), early
mod. E. metyll, mastil, mazil; < ME. mettles, ma-

seles, meselle, mesylle, measles (glossing ML. mor-

bitlus, serpcdo, variola, OF. rugeroles), < MD.
maselen, masselen, also maseren, masseren = G.

masem, measles, lit. 'little spots '(cf. smallnor,

In the same world as where to lay his head, by reason of

the meanness of his condition. South, Sermons, IV. x.

2. Want of mental elevation or dignity; desti-

tution of spirit or honor; contemptibleness ;

baseness.
Lives there a man so dead to fame, who dares

To think such meannea, or the thought declares?

Pope, Iliad, xlv. 108.

3. Sordid illiberality; stinginess: <,v (>r-selfish

economy in small things ; niggardliness.

orig. small pocks, 'little pustules'), pi. of MD.
'ni<mtl. mti"<-hfl = MLG. masele, massele, a spot,

eruption, pustule, = OHG. masala, a bloody tu-



measles

mor, G. maser, a spot, speckle, as on wood or on
the skin

;
dim. of MD. *mase = MLG. mase =

OHG. masa, MHG. mane, Or. mase, a spot, the

mark of a wound; whence also ult. mazer, a

bowlorig.of spotted wood: see mazer. Theword
measles, ME. meseles, masales, is entirely dis-

tinct from ME. -mend, a leper, whence meselry,

leprosy, but has been more or less confused
with it, as in MD. masel-sueht, MLG. masel-,

massel-, mesel-swcht, -nuke, defined as "the mea-
sell-sieknesse" (Hexam), or measles, but prop,
the 'leper-sickness,' or leprosy. The words

mesel, meselry became nearly obsolete before

the 17th century; in ME. the words were pro-
nounced differently. Hence the equiv. mcas-

lings, q. v. The singular measle (def. 1, above)

appears to have been developed from the plural

(which is now used as singular), in the sense
'a spot like those of measles,' and not in the

orig. lit. sense (in MD., etc.), of 'a little spot.']

1. A contagious disease of man, with an incu-

bation period of about nine or ten days, and a

period of invasion of about three or four days,
in which there are pyrexia and rapid pulse, in-

flammation of the mucous membrane of the

eyes and upper air-passages, and bronchitis,
followed by an eruption of small rose-colored

papules, which arrange themselves in curvilin-

ear forms. The period of eruption usually lasts about
four days. The eruption is succeeded by a bran-like des-

quamation. The poison is conveyed directly from the

patient through the air and by fomites. It is given off in

the period of invasion as well as in later periods. Also
called rubeola and morbilli.

So shall my lungs
Coin words till their decay against those measles,
Which we disdain should tetter us, yet sought
The very way to catch them. Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 78.

Petecchie [It.], the disease we call the Meazels or Gods
marks. Florio.

From whence they start up chosen vessels,
Made by contact, as men get measles.

Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 1248.

2. An old name for several diseases of swine or

sheep, caused by the scolex or measle of a tape-
worm, and characterized by reddish watery pus-
tules on the skin, cough, feverishness, and dis-

charge at the nostrils. 3. A disease of plants;
any blight of leaves appearing in spots, whether
due to the attacks of insects or to the action of

weather. See measle, 1.

Fruit bearers are often infected with the measles, by be-

ing scorched with the sun. Mortimer, Husbandry.

4. See measle, 2 False, French, German, or hy-
brid measles, rubella.

measle-worm (me'zl-werm), . The scolex
of a tapeworm; a measle.

measlings (mez
'

lingz), . [= Sw. masling,
messling = Dan. mceslinger (pi.); as measle-s +
-ing

1
.']

The measles. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
measly (me'zli), a. [< measU-s + -J/

1
.] 1. In-

fected with measles or the measle, as an ani-
mal or its flesh, especially pork.

Last trotted forth the gentle swine,
To ease her itch against the stump,

And dismally was heard to whine,
All as she scrubb'd her meazly rump.

Swift, On Cutting down the Old Thorn at Market Hill.

If a portion of measly pork be eaten by a man, then the
scolex will develop itself into a tapeworm.

H. A. Nicholson, Zoology, p. 220.

2. Good-for-nothing; miserable; wretched; con-

temptible. [Low.]
nieasonduet, n. [Sc. also messandew, masson-
dew; < ME. mesondue, mesondieu, maisondeioe,
masondewe, etc., < OF. maisn dieu, orig. maison
de Dieu, a hospital, lit. (like mod. F. Ii6tel-dieu,
a hospital) 'house of God': maison, < L. man-
sio(n-), a dwelling, a house

; de, < L. de, of
; Dieu,

< L. Dens, God.] A monastery; a religious
house or hospital.

And saue the wynnynge,
And make meson-deux ther-with meseyse to helpe,
And wikkede wones wihtly to amende.

Piers Plowman (A), viil. 28.

Mynsteris and masmdeives malle to the erthe.
Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3038.

Measondue is an appellation of divers Hospitalls in this

kingdome, and it comes of the French (Maison de Dieu),
and is no more but Gods house in English.

Les Terms de la Ley (1841), fol. 202.

measurable (mezh'ur-a-bl), a. [<ME.eswra&fe,
mesurabel, < OF. arid F. mesurable = Pr. mezw-
rable = Sp. mensurable = Pr. mensuravel = It.

misurabile, < L. mensurabilis, that may be mea-
sured^ meitsitrare, measure: see measure, v. Cf.

mensurable.] 1. Capable of being measured
;

susceptible of mensuration or computation.
God's eternal duration is permanent and invisible, not

measurable by time and motion. Bentley, Sermons.

A measurable function. Maudttley, Mind, XII. 607.
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2. Moderate; temperate; limited; of small

quantity or extent : as, to meet with measura-

ble success.

Be nieke & mesurabul nougt of many wordes,
JJe no tellere of tails but trewe to thi lord.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 333.

0) wiste a man how many maladyes
Folwen of excesse and ol glotonyes,
He wolde been the more mesurable
Of his diete, sittinge at his table.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 53.

Measurable or mensurable music. See mensurable, 2.

measurableness (mezh'ur-a-bl-nes), n. The

property of being measurable or admitting of

mensuration.

measurably (mezh'ur-a-bli), adv. 1. In a mea-
surable manner. 2. Moderately; in a limited

She yafe answare fulle softe and demurely,
With-oute of chaungyng of coloure or corage
Noo thyng in haste, but mesurably.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 60.

Wine measurably drunk and in season bringeth gladness
of the heart. Ecclus. xxxi. 28.

measure (mezh'ur), n. [< ME. mesure, mesur,
< OF. and F. mesure = Pr. mesura, mensura =
Sp. mesura = Pg. mesura, mensura = It. misura,
< L. mensura, a measuring, measure, a thing to

measure by, < metiri, pp. mensus, measure : see

mete1.] 1. A unit or standard adopted to de-

termine the linear dimensions, volume, or other

quantity of other objects, by the comparison of

them with it
;
a standard for the determination

of a unit of reckoning. Measures of length are either

line-measures or end-measures. Line-measures are ob-

jects having lines marked upon them, between which it is

intended that the measurement shall be made ; end-mea-
sures are objects (bars) between the ends of which it is

intended that the measurement shall be made.

A perfect and just measure shalt thou have.
Deut. xxv. 15.

Who hath . . . comprehended the dust of the earth in

& measure' Isa. xL 12.

A tailor . . .

With his shears and measure in his hand.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 196.

Nothing then could serve well for a convenient measure
of time but what has divided the whole length of its du-
ration into apparently equal portions by constantly re-

peated periods. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xiv. 18.

2. Hence, any standard of comparison, estima-

tion, or judgment.
But money may maken mesur of the peyne,
(After [according to) that his power is to payen) his pen-

ance schal faile.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 571.

The natural measure whereby to judge our doings is

the sentence of Eeason. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 8.

Some, valuing those of their own side or mind,
Still make themselves the measure of mankind.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 453.

3. A system of measurement
;
a scheme of de-

nominations or units of length, surface, vol-

ume, or the like : as, weights and measures; long
measure, square measure, etc.

That he himself was skilled in weights and measures
. . . there is no reason to doubt.

Arbuthnot, Ancient Coins.

4. The dimensions or extent of a thing as de-

termined or determinable by comparison with
a unit or standard

;
size ; extent ; capacity (lit-

eral or figurative); volume; duration; quantity
in general.
Both the cherubims were of one measure and one size.

1 Ki. vi. 25.

Lord, make me to know mine end, and the measure of my
days. Ps. xxxix. 4.

If else thou seek'st

Aught, not surpassing human measure, say.

Milton, P. L., vii. 640.

The elder Mirabeau . . . clearly enounced the doctrine
that "the measure of subsistence is the measure of popu-
lation." Amer. Anthropologist, I. 1.

It is possible to determine the forms of the planetary
orbits, their positions, and their dimensions, in terms of

the earth's mean distance from the sun as the unit of mea-
sure, with great precision.

Newcomb and Holden, Astronomy, p. 214.

5. An act of measurement or comparison with
a standard of quantity, or a series of such acts :

as, to make clothes to measure.
Even now a tailor call'd me in his shop, . . .

And therewithal took measure of my body.
Shalt., C. olE., iv. 3. 9.

6. A definite quantity measured off or meted
out: as, a measure of wine or meal. In some
places, as applied to certain things, a measure is a known
quantity, the word being used specifically. Thus, in Eng-
land, a measure of corn is a Winchester bushel

;
in Con-

necticut, a measure of oysters is five quarts.

To-morrow about this time shall a measure of fine flour
be sold for a shekel, and two measures of barley for a
shekel. 2 Ki. vii. 1.

Be large in mirth ; anon we'll drink a measure
The table round. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 11.

measure

7. Used absolutely, a full or sufficient quan-
tity. [Rare.]

I'll never pause again, never stand still,

Till either death hath closed these eyes of mine,
Or fortune given me measure of revenge.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 3. 32.

8. Quantity, amount, extent, or any dimension,
as measured or meted out; the result of any
mensural determination or rule: as, the mea-
sure of or for the beams is 10 feet 4 inches;
full or short measure. In many technical uses mea-
sure has specific applications, according to the particular
case involved. Thus, in printing, the measure of a line,

page, or column is its width stated in ems.

Good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and
running over, shall men give into your bosom.

Luke vi 38.

9. Moderation; just degree or proportion; rea-

sonable bounds or limits: as, beyond measure;
within measure.
We should keep a measure in all things.

Latimer, Misc. Set.

Measure is a merry mean, as this doth shew,
Not too high for the pye, nor too low for the crow.

Heywooffa Proverbs (ed. 1562). (Uadm.)
There is a measure in everything.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 74.

10. Degree; proportion; indefinite quantity.
Thou feedest them with the bread of tears

;
and givest

them tears to drink in great measure. Ps. Ixxx. 6.

If you will fish for a Carp, you must put on a very large
measure of patience. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 145.

There is a great measure of discretion to be used in the

performance of confession. Jer. Taylor.

It is not in human nature to deceive others for any long
time without in a measure deceiving ourselves also.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 125.

11. In pros.: (a) Determination of rhythm by
division into times or groups of times ; rhythm,
as so determined; meter. In ancient prosody
the unit of measure is the primary time or

mora. See moral, (b) A group of times or

syllables used to determine the length of a

colon, period, or meter. In ancient prosody the mea-
sure was sometimes a single foot (monopody), and some-
times a pair of feet (dipody). Iambic, trochaic, and ana-

pestic rhythms were as a rule measured by dipodies,
other meters by monopodies. The measure was marked
as such by beating time, the secondary ictus of a dipody
not receiving the beat. According to the number of mea-
sures contained in it, a meter was designated as manome-
ter, dimeter, trimeter, etc., and these terms are those still

in use for modern poetry, some writers, however, counting
every foot a measure.

Meeter and measure is all one, for what the Greekes
call fj-erpov, the Latines call Mensura, and is but the quan-
titie of a verse, either long or short.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 55.

(e) A rhythmical period or meter, especially
as determined by division into such groups ;

a

rhythm, line, or verse.

Long, stately, and swelling measures, whose graver
movement accords with a serious and elevated purpose.

E. C. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 93.

12. In music: (a) One of the groups of tones
or of accents included between any two pri-

mary or heavy accents or beats. A measure al-

ways'begins with such a primary accent, and includes one
or two (or even more) secondary accents, with various pos-
sible lesser accents. Most rhythms may be reduced to

measures having either one primary and one secondary
accent or one primary and two secondary accents, the for-

mer rhythm being called duple and the latter triple. Mea-
sures are indicated in printed music by bars, one of which
is placed before each primary accent. All the notes be-

tween two bars are said to belong to the same measure or
bar. The essential structure of the pleasures in a given
piece of music is indicated at the beginning by the rhyth-
mical signature. See signature, (b) Same as tempo.

[Rare.] 13. Any regulated or graceful mo-
tion; especially, motion adjusted to musical
time.
Hath not my gait in it the measure of the court?

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 757.

14. A slow, stately dance or dance-move-
ment.
Wooing, wedding, and repenting is as a Scotch jig, a

measure, and a cinque pace : the first suit is hot and hasty,
like a Scotch jig, and full as fantastical; the wedding,
mannerly-modest, as a measure, full of state and an-

cientry. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 77.

My dancing well, I know what our usher said to me
last time I was at the school. Would I might have led
Philautia in the measures!

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

He took her soft hand, ere her mother could bar
" Now tread we a measure !

"
said young Lochinvar.

Scott, Marmion, v. 12.

15. A determinate action or procedure, intend-
ed asmeans to an end; anything devised or done
with aview to the accomplishment of a purpose ;

specifically, in later use, any course of action

proposed or adopted by a government, or a bill

introduced into a legislature : as. measures (that

is, a bill or bills) for the relief of the poor; a
wise measure; rash measures.



measure

That pride which many who presume to boast of their

generuua sentiments allow i<> i
. uliir their wtaturex has

nothing nobler in view than the approbation of men.
Johnson, Uaniblcr.

Measures, not men, have always been my mark.
Uoldsmtih, Good-natured Man, 1L

I'eel's measures were finished laws before they were
brought forward. W. R. Greg, M isc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 224.

16. pi. In yeol., a set or series of beds, as in eoal-

iiu-asiirr.i, the assemblage of strata in which
the coal of any particular region occurs. 17.
In. fencing, the distance of one fencer from an-
other at which the one can just reach the other

by lunging. To come into measure is to approach an
opponent near enough to reach him with the sword ti]i l>y

thrusting and lunging. Above or beyond measure, to
an imlcnnkcly great degree or extent; exceedingly.

Martin having rejoiced above measure in the abundance
of light. '/'. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, U. 3.

Beyond measure I persecuted the church of God.
Gal. i. 13.

Absolute measure. See absolute. Angular measure,
the system of units employed for measuring angles. It
is based on the measurement of the circumference of a
circle described with the vertex of the angle as its center.
The circumference is regarded as divided into 360 equal
parts called degrees; a light angle is thus the angle sub-
tended at the center by the fourth part of the circumfer-
ence, or is 90 degrees. The table Is :

00 seconds (60") = 1 minute (!')
60 minutes - 1 degree (!')
360 degrees = 1 circle or circumference.

Apothecaries' measure, the system of units employed
by apothecaries In compounding and dispensing liquid
drugs. The table in use In the United States Is :

Gallon. Pints. Hiii.loiinces. Fluidrachms. Minims.

1 = 8 = 128 = 1024 = 61440
1 = 16 128 = 7680

1 8 = 480
1 = 60

The capacity of the gallon is 231 cubic inches. The pint
of the British Pharmacopeia (being the eighth part of the
gallon of 277. 274 cubic inches)isdlvided into 20 fluidounces,
with the fluidrachm and minim constituting the saute sub-
divisions of the fluidounce as in the above table. The
cubic capacity of the gallon can, however, be stated only
approximately. The standards are made to contain a cer-
tain weight of water at a certain temperature. See gallon.
Barren measures. See barren Binary measure.

See binari,. Cartesian measure of force. See Carte-
sian. Circular measure. Same as angular measure.

Cloth-measure, the standard system of lineal units

employed in measuring cloth. The table Is :

Yard. Quarters. Nails. Inches.

1 = 4 = 16 = 86
1 = 4=8

1 = 2J

The English ell la 5 quarters, and the Flemish ell about
3 quarters. Seertfi. Common measure. Seecommon.
Compound measure. See compound^. Cubic mea-

sure, the system of units employed for measuringvolume,
formed from long measure by taking the cubes of the lin-

eal dimensions. The table is :

Cubic yard. Cubic feet. Cubic inches.

1 = 27 = 466.16

1 = 1728

Decimal measure. See decimal. Dry measure, the
system of units ordinarily used in measuring dry comniod*
itles, such as grain, fruit, etc. The table is :

Quarter. Bushels. Pecks. Gallons. Quarts. Pints.

1 = 8 = 82 = 64 = 266 = 612
1 =4=8 = 32 =641=2= 8 = 16

1 = 4=8
1 = 2

A pottle is 2 quarts ;
a load of grain is : quarters, and a last

10 quarters. The approximate capacity of the imperial
(British legal) bushel Is 2.21!-. 1!I2 cubic inches; of the Win-
chester (United .States legal) bushel, 2,150.42 cubic inches.

(See apothecaries' measure.) The United States bushel is

thus equivalent to .96946 British bushel. Gravitation
measure of force. See gravitation. -Greatest com-
mon measure of two or more numbers or quantities, the
greatest number or quantity which divides each of them
without a remainder. Heaped measure. Wee hea/>, r. t.

Imperfect measure. See imperfect, In a measure,
to some extent Lineal or linear measure. See long
measure, below. Liquid measure, the system of units

ordinarily used In measuring liquids. The table is :

Gallon. Qu.irts. Pints. Gills.

1 = 4 = 8 = 821=2=81=4
For the capacity of the gallon, see apothecaries' measure.
Long measure, lineal or linear measure, the system of
units ordinarily used in measuring length. The table is :
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pont'iit of some given ratio being assumed as unity. See
ratio. -Measure of capacity, dry or liquid measure.
Measure of curvature, see curvature. -Measure of
solidity. .Same as cubic measure. Metric measures.
X -T nu'tric Hi/stem, under metric*. Net measure. >seu net.

Out of measure, out of proportion ; disproportion-
ately ; Immoderately ; excessively.

And his Loud durethe in very brode 4 Monethei lor-

neyes and In lengthe out of measure.

UatulenOle, Travels, p. 277.

He salth they (Brazilians! Hue 150 yeares, and that their
women are out of measure luxurious.

I'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 886.

Small measure, In some parts of the United States, a
measure containing a quarter of a peck, used especially
in in n k-'t MIL' for dry vegetables. Square measure, the

ordinary system of units for measuring and expressing
areas, including the acre and rood and the squares of the
units of the ordinary long measure. (See land measure.)
The acre Is 10 square chains, or 100,000 square links. To
take the measure of, to observe narrowly so as to form
a Judgment concerning. Winchester measure. See
bushelt, i. witnln measure, within bounds. with
measure', fully.

He cannot but with measure fit the honours
Which we devise him. Shot., Cor., IL 2. 127.

measure (mezh'ur), v.i pret. and pp. measured,

ppr. measuring. "[< ME. mesuren, < OF. (audF.)
mesurer = Pr. Sp. mesurar = Pg. mensurar,
menurar = It. minurare, < L. menmirare, mea-
sure, < mtnmtra, measure: see measure, n. Cf.

mensuration.] I, trans. 1. To ascertain the

length, extent, dimensions, quantity, or capa-
city of by comparison with a standard; ascer-
tain or determine a quantity by exact obser-
vation. To measure a length, a standard of length Is em-
ployed ; this is laid down BO that Its beginning coincides
with the beginning of the length to be measured, and its

other end is marked; It is then laid down again in the
same way, with its first end where its last end previously
came, and so on. counting the number of times it Is laid
down. Finally, If there remains a length less than that of
the standard, this is measured by subdividing the length
of the standard into a sufficient number of equal parts, and
using one of these as a secondary standard. Measurements
are also effected by reference to units of area or of capa*
city, as well as by means of weighing, etc.

In londes mesuring yit craftes are.
> Palladius, Husbondrle (E. I'.. T. s.), p. 47.

Suppose that we take two stations situated north and
south of each other, determine the latitude of each, and
measure the distance between them.

tfeuvomb and Holden, Astronomy, p. 201.

2. To serve as the measure of; be adequate to

express the size of: often used figuratively.
An ell and three quarters will not measure her from hip

to hip. Shot., C. of E., 111. 2. 118.

3. To estimate or determine the relative ex-
tent, greatness, or value of; appraise by com-
parison with something else : with by before the
standard of comparison.
In all which the klngnwuurai and valued things amlsse,

as afterwards appeared. Baenn, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 45.

Who is ther almost that measures wisdom '-// simplicity,
strength by suffering, dignity In/ lowliness?

, Church Government, ii. 1.

Mile. Feet. Inches.

320 = 1760
40 = 220
1 = 5t

1

.V.Nn - IKM >

600 = 7920

16J = 196
8 = 86
1 = 12

Other units considered as belonging to long measure are
the pace, ft feet ; the fathom, 6 feet ; the span, 9 inches

; the
hand (iisfil in Tin- tsuring the height of horses), 4 inches;
the surveyors' chain or Gunter's chain, of 100 links, (Hi feet ;

the engineers
1

i-bain. of 100 links (United States), 100 feet

(see link). See also cloth mcasur?, above. Measure Of a
number or quantity, in math ,:\ number which inexactly
contained in another two or more times. - Measure Of a
ratio, its logarithm in any system of logarithms, or the
exponent of the uower to which the ratio is equal, the ex-

Measuring merit by adventitious circumstances of great-
ness. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

4. To bring into comparison or competition ;

oppose or set against as equal or as a test of

equality: with with.

Their pleasaunt tunes they sweetly thus applyde: . . .

With that the rolling sea ... them fitly answered;
And on the rocke the waves breaking aloft
A solemn Meane [tenor] unto them measured.

Spenser, . Q., II. xii. 33.

All start at once : Oileus led the race :

The next Ulysses, measuring pace irith pace.
Pope, Iliad, xxill. 8S8.

He was compelled to measure his genius tn'M that of
the greatest captain of the age.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 14.

5. To pass over or through.
Thou hast measured much grownd,

Aud wandred, I wene. about the world round.

Spenser, Shep. Cat., September.

We must measure twenty miles to-day.
Shot., M. of V., ill. 4. 84.

6. To adjust; proportion; suit; accommodate.
To secure a contented spirit, measure

your fortunes, not your fortunes by your desire*.

Jsr. Taylor.

7t. To control
; regulate.

The philosophre . . . him betecheth
The lore, howe that he shall measure
His i ii nl ii', so that no measure
Of fleshly lust he shulde excede.

Qmoer, Conf. Amant., vii.

8. To allot or distribute by measure
; appor-

tion; mete: often with nut.'

With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you
again. Mat. vii. _.

i if 1'iL'hl L'l'rat Hours. Time mrasuns out the Sands ;

And Europe's Fate in doubtful Balance stands.

Prior. Letter to Boileau Despreaux, 1704.

measuring-faucet
What thou seest Is that portion of eternity called llrue,

measured out by the sun. Addisun, Spectator, No. 169.

To measure one's length, to fall or be thrown down at
lull h-ngth ; lie or be laid prostrate.

If you will measure yi,ur lubber's length again, tarry :

but away ! tihat., Lear, L 4. 100.

To measure strength, to ascertain by trial which of two
parties is the stronger ; specifically, to engage In a con-
testTo measure swords, u> tight with sword*.

Miss Tattle, who was by, affirmed . . . that Sir II. Ro-

quet and Tom Saunter were to measure swords on a similar

provocation. Sheridan, School for Scandal, I. 1.

II. iiitrann. 1. To take a measurement or
measurements. 2. To be of a (specified)
measure

; give a specified result on being com-
pared with a standard: as, aboard meanin*
ten feet.- Measuring cast. Seuouti.

measured (mezh'urd), p. a. 1. Definitely as-

certained or determined by measurement or

rule; set off or laid down by measurement; ad-

justed or proportioned by rule.

A positive and measured truth.

Baenn, Advancement of Learning, L

The rest, no portion left

That may disgrace Ills art, or disappoint
Large expectation, he disposes neat
At measured distances. Covper, Task, lit 24.

2. Characterized by uniformity of movement
or rhythm; rhythmical; stately; formal; delib-
erate : as, to walk with measured tread.

His voice was clear, but not agreeable ; his enunciation
measured and precise. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., IL 25.

3. Limited or restricted; within bounds; mod-
erate : as, to speak in no measured terms.
Measured music. See mensurable, i
measuredly (mezh'urd-li), adv. Deliberately.
[Bare.]
Measuredly came the words from her lips.

R. Brouyhtan, Cometh up as a Flower, xii

measureless (mezh'ur-les), . [< measure +
-tow.] Without measure; unlimited; immea-
surable.

What, sir, not yet at rest? The king 's a-bed . . . and shut
up

In measureless content. Shale., Macbeth, 11. 1. 17.

measurelessness (mezh'ur-les-nes), . The
state or quality of being unmeasured, or inca-

pable of being measured; immoderatenes*.

George Eliot.

measurelyt (mezh'ur-li), adv. [< measure +
-ty2.] Moderately."

Yet measitrel]/ feasting, with neighbours among,
Shall make thee beloved, and live the more long.

Tusser, Good Husbandly Lessons, x.

measurement (mezh'ur-ment), . [< measure
+ -mcni.] 1. The act of measuring; mensura-
tion.

The exact length of any aliquot part of it [the circle],
such as r, ... Is not beyond the limits of very exact
measttremenl. Uerschel, Outlines of Astron. (ISM), 2UU.

All must determine the distance of the moon as well as
that of the sun to be able to complete our map on a known
scale of measurement.

Heuxomb and Ilolden, Astronomy, p. 216.

2. A system of measuring or measures: as,
builders' measurement. 3. An ascertained di-

mension; the length, breadth, thickness, depth,
extent, quantity, capacity, etc., of a thing as
determined or determinable by measuring';
size, bulk, area, or contents. Builders' measure-
ment, a method of computing the tonnage of merchant
vessels in use among ship-builders. Its results are nearly
double the legal or registered tonnage. Measurement
goods, light goods which are charged for carriage by the
bulk of the packages, as distinguished from heavy goods.

_

which are charged by weight. New measurement, a
'

more accurate method than that formerly in use of arriving
at the cubical capacity of a ship available for stowi ng cat p i.

The model of the ship affects the comparison of tonniige
with the old measurement, it varying very largely. 'I he
new measurement superseded the old by act of congress
al ii MI 1 1884. See tonnage. Units of measurement. See
unit.

measure-moth (mezh'ur-m&th), n. A geometriil
or looper. See loojier,,2.

measurer (mezh'ur-er), n. One who or that
which measures.

The world's bright eye. Time's measurer, begun
Through watery Capricorn his course to run.

HomU. Poem Royal to His Majesty. Jan., 1641.

Specifically (a) One whose occupation or duty it Is to
measure land, commodities In market, etc. (b) One who
measures work on a building as a basis for contractor*'

prices, (e) Formerly, an officer In the city of London who
measured woolen cloths, coals, etc. Also called a mttrr.
See alnayer. (d) An instrument or apparatus used In

measuring, (e) In entnm., a measuring-worm.

measuring-chain (mezh'ur-ing-ohan), H. The
surveyors chain, containing 100 links of 7.92

inches each (Gunter's chain), or 100 links of 1

foot each. Sec rliain and //'<.

measuring-faucet (mezh'ur-ing-fa'set), . A
faucet, or a contrivance performing the func-
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tions of a faucet, designed to measure the

amount of a liquid passing through it. Such
faucets are used in delivering liquids in bulk, in putting
them up in cans, etc.

measuring-funnel (mezh'ur-ing-fun"el), n. A
funnel with a valve to close the nozle, fitted

with a graduated scale indicating the quantity
of liquid contained in it.

measuring-glass (mezh'ur-ing-glas), n. A grad-
uated glass vessel used by chemists, pharma-
cists, and others for measuring fluids.

measuring-line (mezh'ur-ing-Hn), n. A line

used for measuring lengths.

measuring-machine (mezh'ur-ing-ma-shen"),
n. A device for the exact determination of

length or end-measurement. Such instruments usu-

ally consist of a metallic bed-piece with a head-stock at

each end, of sliding bars which in shape are true rectan-

gular parallelepipeds, and of a combination of two or more
accurate micrometer-screws, attached to the head-stocks,
and driven by graduated wheels so as to advance or re-

tract the bars, which slide in a groove between the head-

stocks.

measuring-pump (mezh'ur-ing-pump), n. A
pump used for measuring liquids. Each stroke

delivers the same volume, and the strokes are counted, or

the pump-rod is connected with registering mechanism
adjusted to indicate the number of strokes or the total

volume discharged.

measuring-tape (mezh'ur-ing-tap), n. A tape-
measure or tape-line.

measuring-wheel (mezh'ur-ing-hwel), re. A
small wheel of known circumference, fitted by
its axis to a handle, used to measure the cir-

cumference of round bodies, as that of a car-

riage-wheel when the tire is to be fitted; a cir-

cumferentor or tire-measurer.

measuring-worm (mezh'ur-ing-werm), n. The
larva of any geometrid moth ;

a looper : so called

from its mode of progression: same as geom-
eter, 3. See cut under Cidaria.

meat1 (met), n. [< ME. mete, < AS. mete = OS.

meti, mat= OFries. mete, meit, met = MD. mete,
D. met= MLG. met, LG. met, mett= OHG. MHG.
mas, G. mass, in comp. massleid, aversion to

food, = Icel. matr, also mata = Sw. mat = Dan.
mad = Goth, mats, food; root uncertain; per-
haps orig.

' a portion dealt out,' < AS. metan

(pret. mat), etc., measure: see mete1 . Other-

wise, perhaps cognate with L. mandere, chew:
see manducate, mange1

.'] 1. Food in general;
nourishment of any kind. [Obsolete, archaic,
or local.]

The Camaylle fynt alle wey Mete in Trees and on Busshes,
that he fedethe him with. Mandeville, Travels, p. 58.

Blysful was the fyrst age of men : they heldyn hem apayed
with the metes that the trewe feeldes browhten forth.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 5.

And the same John had his raiment of camel's hair, . . .

and his meat was locusts and wild honey. Mat. iii. 4.

The ants are a people not strong, yet they prepare their

meat in the summer. Prov. xxx. 25.

2. Solid food of any kind: as, meat and drink.

With abstynence of drynk and litel mete
After this feste as fede hem daies three.

Pattadiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 153.

I have fed you with milk, and not with meat, for hitherto

ye were not able to bear it. 1 Cor. iii. 2.

Shall I not take care of all that I think,
Yea, ev'n of wretched meat and drink ?

Tennyson, Maud, xv.

3. The flesh of warm-blooded animals ordinari-

ly killed for food; butcher-meat; flesh-meat:

as, to abstain from meat but eat fish on Friday :

in a narrower sense, the flesh of mammals used
for food: as, to prefer meat to fowl or fish

;
bear-

meat; deer-meat.

I smell the smell of roasting meat,
I hear the hissing fry. 0. W. Holmes.

4. The edible part of something: as, the meat
of an egg, of a nut, or of a shell-fish: some-
times with a plural : as, the meats of nuts or of

oysters.
After I have cut the egg i' the middle, and eat up the

meat. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 174.

5. The taking of food or a meal; the act of

eating meat, in the original sense of the word :

as, grace before meat.

Till it come to the mete tyme that the kynge made the
Duke of Tintagel to be set before hym-self.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 64.

He 's within at meat, sir :

The knave is hungry.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, ii. 2.

The ingenious English tourists who visit the United States
from time to time find us silent over our meat.

Howells, Venetian Life, vi.

6f. Dinner.
After the sondry sesouns of the yeer
So chaungede he his mete and his soper.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. S48.
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The kynge Arthur hym asked whan that was don, and
he seide, "Seth yesterday after mete."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X Hi. 623.

7. An animal or animals collectively, as used

or hunted for food: as, to kill meat for an ex-

ploring party. [Local.] A meal's meat See

meaiz. Broken meat. See broken. Butchers' meat.
See butcher-meat. Dark meat, that part of the flesh of

some fowls which when cooked is not white or light,

particularly the thighs and legs of turkeys. Light meat,
the flesh of the breast and wings of various fowls which
when cooked is of a whitish color. Fowls which have

light meat are the varieties of the domestic hen, the tur-

key, various grouse, as the ruffed, many partridges, as

the bobwhite, etc. It is perhaps confined to the gallina-
ceous order of birds. Also called white meat. 'Red meat,
meat which is ordinarily served underdone, or preferred
to be eaten rare, as beef, mutton, venison, canvasback,
etc. To be meat for one's master, to be too good for

one.

Away, you mouldy rogue, away ! I am meat for your
master. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., U. 4. 135.

To hang up meat. See hang. White meat, (a) Same
as light meat, (b) Meat which must be well cooked, leav-

ing no trace of bloodiness, as veal.

meat1 (met), v. t. [Cf. Goth, matjan, eat, de-

vour; from the noun: see meat1 , .] To supply
with food

;
feed. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

Strong oxen and horses, wel shod and wel clad,
Wel mealed, and used.

Tusser, September's Husbandry.

Haste then, and meate your men, though I must still say

My command would lead them fasting forth.

Chapman, Iliad, xix. 196.

meat2
t, v. An obsolete spelling of meet*.

meatal (me-a'tal), a. [< meatus + -al.~] Of or

pertaining to a meatus
; having the character

of a meatus.
In the hare the meatal part of the tympanic is long, and

ascends obliquely backward from the frame of the drum-
membrane. Owen, Anat.

meat-chopper (met'chop^er), w. Any device
for chopping or mincing meats,

meat-earth (met'erth), . Soil. [Prov. Eng.]
The upper part of this [overburden] consists of soil, or

meat earth. Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 638.

meated (me'ted), a. Having meat or a fleshy

part (of a specified kind) : used in composition :

as, a sweet-meated nut; light-meated or dark-

meated fowls.

meat-fly (met'fli), n. A flesh-fly or blow-fly ;
a

dipterous insect which lays its eggs on meat,
on which the larva? feed: applied to various

species, especially Calliphora vomitoria and
Sarcophaga carnaria. See cut under flesh-fly.

meat-formt, [ME. mete-forme; < meat* +
form.] A form or long seat on which to sit at

table.
And whenne his swerde brokene was,
A mete-forme he gatt percas,
And there-with he ganne hym were.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 105. (Halliwell.)

meatht (meth), n. Same as mead*.
meat-hunter (met'hun"ter), . Same as pot-

hunter, 1.

The meat-hunters are still devoting their attention to

the killing of larger game ; but, as it decreases, the deer's

turn will surely come. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 878.

meatiness (me'ti-nes), . The state or quality
of being meaty, in any sense; fleshiness; pithi-
ness : as, the meatiness of an ox, or of a dis-

course.

meatless (met'les), a. [ME. nteteles, < AS. mete-

leas (= Icel. matlauss), without food, < mete,

food, H- -leas, E. -less : see meat* and -less.~] Des-
titute of meat

;
without food.

Thre dawes and thre nygt meteles hii wuste hem so,

That hii m-.ste hou on take, ne wat vor hunger do.
Rob. of Gloucester, p. 170.

Growling over his unenvied virtue as a cur growls over
a meatless bone. O. H. Lewes, Hist Philos., 1. 194.

meat-maggot (met'ma"got), . The larva of

the flesh-fly, Calliphora vomitoria, found in

meat.

meat-offering (met'of''er-ing), n. A Jewish
sacrificial offering, constituting a part of the

daily service of the altar or of special services,

consisting of fine flour either raw or baked
without leaven but with salt, or of dried or

parched and pounded corn of the first-fruits,

etc., with fine oil and frankincense. See Lev.
ii. and vi. 14-23, etc. In the revised version
rendered meal-offering.
meatometer (me-a-tom'e-ter), n. [< L. meatus

(see meatus) 4- Gr. /terpov, a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring the meatus urinarius.

meat-pie (met'pi), n. 1. A pie made of meat
or flesh. 2. A mince-pie. [Local, New Eng.]
meatrife (met'rif), a. [< meat* + rife.] Abound-
ing with food; plentifully supplied with food.

[Scotch.]

mechanic
The mill it is a meatrtf place.

Robin, Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 202).

meat-safe (met'saf), n. A cupboard or chest
in which to keep meat, made with walls of wire

gauze or perforated zinc.

meat-saw (met'sa), n. A saw used by butch-

ers, having a thin, narrow blade fastened in

an iron frame or bow, which gives it rigidity.

meat-tea (met'te), n. A tea at which flesh-meat

is furnished
;
a high tea (which see, under high).

[Vulgar.]
A good hearty meat-tea being the usual premier pas in

amatory matters. 6. A. Sala, Baddington Peerage, 1. 120.

meatus (me-a'tus), .
; pi. meatus, sometimes,

as English, meatuses. K L. meatus, a passage,
< meare, go. Cf. conge*, permeate.] In anat.,
a passage: applied to various ducts of the

body. Inferior meatus (of the nose), the passage in

the nose between the inferior turbinate bone and the

floor of the nasal cavity. Also called meatus ventral!*.

Meatus acustiCUS. See meatus auditorium. Meatus
auditorius externus, the external opening of the ear,

closed at the bottom by the membrana tympani. Also
called meatus acunticus externus. Meatus auditorius
iuternus, the passage in the petrous bone by which
the auditory and facial nerves leave the cranial cavity.
Also called meatus acusticus internus. Meatus cys-
ticus, the gall-duct. Meatus urinarius, the exter-

nal orifice of the urethra. Meatus venosus, the short

trunk formed by the union of the right and left vitelline

or omphalomesenteric veins in the fetus. Meatus ven-
tralis, the inferior nasal meatus. Middle meatus (of
the nose), the passage in the nose between the inferior tur-

binate part of the ethmoid bone and the inferior turbinate
bone. Nasal meatus (pi.), the nasal passages between
and below the turbinated parts of the ethmoid and the in-

ferior turbinate bones. Superior meatus (of the nose),
the passage in the nose between the turbinate parts (su-

perior and inferior) of the ethmoid bone.

meaty (me'ti), a. [< meat1 + -y
1
.] 1. Abound-

ing in meat; fleshy: as, meaty cattle. 2. Re-

sembling meat, or characteristic of it: as, a

meaty flavor. 3. Figuratively, pithy; full of

meaning or significance ; condensed, as a trea-

tise giving much information in small compass.
I think any discussion of it [practice and theory in es-

thetics] would be likely to be rather more meaty than the
inane speculations about the nature of the Beautiful and
Sublime which fill so many pages of text-books on aesthet-

ics. 0. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 105.

meawt. An obsolete spelling of mew1
,
mew1

*.

meazel, n. See measle.

meazlet, v. i. See mistle, mizzle*.

mebbe (meb'e), adv. A dialectal form of may-
Tie.

meblet, a. and n. See moble*.

mecate (me-ka'te), n. [Mex.] 1. A Mexican

square measure, equal to about one tenth of

an acre. 2. A rope made of hair or of the

fiber of the maguey. [Southwestern U. S.]

Mecca balsam. Same as balm of Gilead.

Meccan (mek'an), a. and n. [< Mecca (see

def.) + -an.'] 1. a. Pertaining or relating to

Mecca, a city of Arabia, the birthplace of Mo-
hammed, and the chief holy city and pilgrim
resort of the Mohammedan world.

Only about one third of the Meccan pilgrims proceed
thither [to the tomb of Mohammed at Medina].

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 93.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mecca.
mech. An abbreviation of mechanics and me-
chanical.

mechalt (me'kal), a. [Early mod. E. mechall,

michall; < L. "maichus, < Gr. /'o^of, an adul-

terer.] Wicked; adulterous.

That done, straight murder
One of thy basest Groomes, and lay you both

Grasp'd arme in arme on thy adulterate bed,
Then call in witness of that mechall sinne.

T. Heyirood, Rape of Lucrece.

mecha-meck (mech'a-mek), n. The wild po-
tato-vine. See Ipomcea.
mechanic (me-kan'ik), a. and . [< ME. ie-

chanike, mechanic art; < OF. mecanique, F. me-

canique = Pr. mechanic = Sp. mecditico = Pg.
mechanico = It. meccanico (cf. D. G. meclianisch

= Sw. Dan. mekanisk), < L. meehatiictis, of or be-

longing to machines or mechanics, inventive
;

as a noun, mechanicus, m., a mechanic, mecltani-

ca, f., mechanics; < Gr. faj^aviKo^, pertaining to

machines or contrivance, mechanic, ingenious,

inventive; as a noun, utixavutAg, an engineer,

[ir/xaviKr!,t. sing., [iqxaviKa, neut. pi., mechanics;
([aixavi] (>L. machina), a machine, contrivance :

see machine. Mechanic is thus ult. the adj. to

machine; but the words came into E. at differ-

ent times and under different circumstances.]
I. a. 1. S&me &s mechanical : now used chiefly
in the phrase the mechanic arts.

Thrust some mechanic cause into his [God's] place,
Or bind in matter, or diffuse in space.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 471.
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But he |Fope| (his musical flncsse wu BUcb,
So nice his ear, no delicate hia touch)
\!,i'l<' ]Mirtr> :i nirir imr/mm'f art.

Coicper, Tablc-Talk, 1. 654.

Must Hlrrpy bards the nattering dream prolong,
M,-i-/ntnie echoes of tho Mantuan song?

Crabbe, Works, I. 4.

2t. Belonging to or characteristic of the class

of mechanics; common; vulgar; mean.
The poor mechanic porters crowding In

Their heavy burdens at his narrow gate.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. -200.

3. Supporting the atomistic philosophy.
These mechanic philosophers being no way able to give

an account thereof [of the formation and organization of

the bodies of animals] from the necessary motion of mat-

ter, liay, Works of Creation, 1.

II. . It. Mechanic art; mechanics.
Of hem that ben artificers,

Whiclie vsen craftes and misters,
Whose arte is cleped mechanike.

Qouxr, Coat. Amant., vll.

2f. Mechanism; structure.

The fault being in the very frame and mechanic of the

part. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 194.

3. A maker of machines or machinery ; hence,

any skilled worker with tools; one who has

learned a trade
;
a workman whose occupation

consists in the systematic manipulation and
constructive shaping or application of mate-

rials; an artificer, artisan, or craftsman. TO
many persons whose business is partly mechanical the

term mechanic is inapplicable, as fanners, surgeons, and

artists. It implies special training, and is therefore in-

applicable to unskilled laborers, though they may be en-

gaged in constructive work.

An art quite lost with our mechanicks, a work not to be
made out, but like the walls of Thebes, and such an artifi-

cer as Amphion. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 18.

Some plain mechanic, who, without pretence
To birth or wit, nor gives nor takes offence.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 449,

4. One who works mechanically ;
one who fol-

lows routine or rule in an occupation requir-

ing careful thought or study : used opprobri-

ously: as, a mereliterary mechanic; the picture
shows the artist to be only a mechanic Mechan-
ics' Institute, an institution for the Instruction and recre-

ation of artisans and others of similar grade, by means of

lectures, a library, museum, courses of lessons, etc. Me-
chanic's lien. See lien%.

mechanical(me-kan'i-kal),.andH. [(mechanic
+ -/.] I. a. 1.' Pertaining to or exhibiting con-

structive power ;
of or pertaining to mechanism

or machinery; also, dependent upon the use of

mechanism; of the nature or character of a

machine or machinery: as, mechanical inven-

tions or contrivances; to do something by me-

chanical means.
Arts mechanical contract brotherhoods In commonal-

ties. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11. 116.

2. Machine-like; acting or actuated by or as

if by machinery, or by fixed routine ; lacking

spontaneity, spirit, individuality,
etc.

;
as ap-

plied to actions, automatic, instinctive, uncon-

scious, etc.: as, the mechanical action of the

heart ;
a mechanical musician.

Any man with eyes and hands may be taught to take a

likeness. The process, up to a certain point, is merely
mechanical. Macavlay, History.

I call that part of mental and bodily life mechanical
which la independent of our volition.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 261.

Human action Is either mechanical or Intelligent, either

conventional or rational.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 166.

3. Having the characteristics of that which is

produced by machinery or is artificially con-

trived; artificial; not spontaneous ;
not genu-

ine or of natural growth ; lacking life or spirit ;

humdrum .

None of these men of mechanical courage have ever

made any great figure in the profession of arms.

Steele, Spectator, No. 152.

I always thought fit to keep up some nirrhauital forms
of good breeding, without which freedom ever destroys

friendship. Goldsmith, VJcar, Iv.

It is the limitation to rigid instruments already pre-

pared, and to an external connection between them, that

gives mechanical work that uncanny appearance which
causes us to feel most repugnance to a comparison of It

with life. /."'.-. Slicrocosmus (trans.), I. 72.

He would not tolerate a mechanical lesson, and took de-

light in puzzling his pupils and breaking up all routine

business by startling and unexpected questions and asser-

tions. H. B. Stotee, Oldtown, p. 428.

4. Of or pertaining to the material forces of

nature acting on inanimate bodies or masses;

specifically, pertaining to the principles or la \v

of mechanics: as, the i<r/m in// effect sol' lYosi :

the mechiinii'iil powers.
The tumult in the parts of solid bodies when they are

compressed, which is the cause <>f all Night of bodies

through the air, and of other nurAanicn/motiona, . . . ll

not seen at all. Bacon, Nat. Hist., t 98.
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6. Effected by material force or forces; con- mechanicalness (me-kan'i-kal-nes), . The

sisting in the play of material forces : as, nn - state of being mechanical, or governed by or as

i-liiiiiii-nl pressure. if by mechanism.

I doubt, however, If a view which recognizes only a me- mechanician ( mek-a-nish an), 71. [= F. **-
1 One who ischanical course of Nature can logically do anything with

such Ideas u those of reverence, and so forth, but reckon
them among the morbid productions of imagination to

which nothing real corresponds, and of which it hat al-

ready learnt to reject so many.
Lota, Mlcrocosmus (trans.), II. 109.

6. Exalting the material forces of the universe

above the spiritual; subordinating the spirit-

ual to the material; materialistic: as, the me-
rliitnii-iil philosophy (specifically, atomism); a
iiiii-lianical view of life. 7. Belonging to or

characteristic of mechanics or artisans, or their

class ;
mechanic-like ; having the character or

status of an artisan ; hence (chiefly in old writ-

ings), mean, low, or vulgar.

Hang him, mechanical salt-butter rogue.
Shak., M, W. of W., It 2. 290.

The lower part (contalneth] the houses of artificers and
mechanical men that keepe then- shops there.

Coryat, Cruditle*, I. 217.

. mechanician (mek-a-nish'an), 71. [=
i nil-it n ; as micluniic + -iilii.] 1. On

skilled in mechanics or in machinery; one who
is versed in the principles of machines or of

mechanical construction.

Even A mechanician, if he hu never looked Into a piano,

will, if shown a damper, be unable to conceive Its function

or relative value. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 1 1.

2. A mechanic ;
an artisan.

A mechanician or mechanical! workman U he whose
ski! Is without knowledge of mathematical! demonstra-
tion. Dee, Preface to Euclid (1670).

The engraver was considered In the light of a mechani-

cian, and, except In a very few Instances, hi name was
not displayed. I're, Diet , II. ML
mechanicize (me-kan'i-siz), r. t. ; pret. and pp.

inechanicized, pp'r. mechanicians. [< mechanic

+ -tee.] To render mechanical. [Bare.]

Because no branch of the race was more mechaniciad
The American, X. 89.by Locklanlsm than the American.

8. Engaged in operating machines or maehin- mechanicochemical (me-kan'i-ko-kem'i-kal),
ery, or in superintending their operation : as, a

. < mechanic + chemical.] Pertaining to or

mechanical engineer. 9. Exhibiting or indi- dependent on both mechanics and chemistry:
eating skill in contrivance, invention, or the

applied specifically to the sciences of galvan-
use of tools and machines: as, a mechanical iBm, electricity, and magnetism, which exhibit

genius; a mechanical turn of mind. 10. Ef- phenomena that require for their explanation
fected or controlled by physical forces that are an application of the laws of mechanics and
not chemical: as, a mechanical mixture (that chemistry.
is, one in which the several ingredients still re- mechanics (me-kan'iks), . [PI. of mechanic:
tain their identity, and are held together by see -;cs.] i. 'The theory of machines. This is

no special force whether of cohesion or chem- the old meaning of the word, especially before the devel-

ical attraction) ; mechanical decomposition. opment of the modern doctrine of force.

Mechanical construction of a curve, a construction

performed by means of a mechanical contrivance. Me-
chanical curve. See curve. Mechanical drawing.
Same as yemnetrical drawing (which see, under drawing).
Mechanical engineering, finger, firing. See the

nouns. Mechanical equivalent of neat. See eguim-
fent Mechanical impermeator, Involution, leech.
See the nouns. Mechanical lamp. Same as carcel-lamp.

Mechanical line t. See JiW-'. Mechanical manceu-
vers (milit.\ the mounting, dismounting, and transpor-
tation of cannon and gun-carriages. Mechanical mix-
ture. See chemical combination, under chemical. Me-
chanical philosophy, physics considered as affording a

basis for philosophy or the explanation of the universe.

j ,|,, ,,, nere tak( . tne term Mechanickt In that stricter

an ,i more proper sense wherein it is wont to be taken

wnell it j used only to signify the doctrine about the

moving powers (a* the beam, the lever, the screws, and the

wedge), and of framing engines to multiply force ; but I

here understand the word Mechanicla In a larger sense,

for those disciplines that consUt of the applications of

the pure mathematlcks to produce or modify motion In

Inferior bodies. Boyle, Works, III. 435.

2. The mathematical doctrine of the motions
and tendencies to motion of particles and sys-
tems under the influence of forces and con-

straints; in a narrower sense, this doctrine as

applied to systems of rigid bodies. Mechanics
Is now commonly divided Into kinematic* and dynamic*.
and the latter Into statici and kinetics. Mechanics treated

by means of the Infinitesimal calculus is called analytical
mechanics. The fundamental principles of mechanics
are stated under energy and force ; but the science is char-

acterized by the great number of derived principles made
use of. See principle.

Newton denned the laws, rules, or observed order of the

phenomena of motion which come under our daily obser

vatlon with greater precision than had been before at-

tained ; and, by following out with marvellous power and

subtlety the mathematical consequences of these rules,

he almost created the modem science of pure mechanic*.

Uwdey, in Nineteenth Century, XXI. 4S9.

Mechanical pigeon. See pigeon. Mechanical pow-
ers, the simple machines. See machine, 2. Mechani-
cal solution of a problem, a solution by any art or

contrivance not strictly geometrical, as by means of the

ruler and compasses or other instruments. Mechanical
stage, in micros. See microscope. Mechanical tele-

graph, an automatic telegraph in which a message repre-
sented by a series or succession of dots on a paper ribbon
Is passed under a key or stylus, the circuit being made or

broken by the simple mechanical passing through of the

ribbon. Mechanical theory in me-d., an ancient theory
that all diseases were principally caused by lentor, or mor-
bid viscidity of the blood. Mechanical work, work con-

sisting in the moving of a body through space, generally in

opposition to gravity. Rocks of mechanical origin, in

/'/.. rocks composed of sand, pebbles, fragments, and the

like : a term used by some (not aptly) as the equivalent
of

clastic arfraiftnental. =Syn. Mechanical, Physical, Chemi- mechanism (mek'a-nizm), H. [=F. mecanixme
col. These epithets are thus distinguished: Thosechanges s .-., nixnin

'

Ptr au-clianixmo It mcc-
endured by bodies which concern their masses without SP- ""? M.

"
~t,n ,] i T

altering their constitution-*, e. losing their Identity- camsmo, < ML. mechanixmux, LL. mediant <H,I,

such as changes of place, of figure, etc., are mechanical;
those which concem the position of the molecules i. -

.

which change the molecular state of bodies, as when
iron Is melted are physical ; those which concern the

number or arrangement of atoms within the molecule
and cause a change of constitution are chemical, as when
Iron rusts t. e. oxidizes or gunpowder explodes.

Il.t . A mechanic.
A crew of patches, rude mechanical*,
That work for bread upon Athenian stalls.

Shak., M. N. D., III. U. 9.

mechanicalize (me-kan'i-kal-iz), v. t. ; pret. and

pp. mecltaniealiztd, ppr. mechanicaHzing. [For-

merly mechanicallize ; < mechanical + -fe>.J To
render mechanical; reduce to a mechanical
level or status. Cotgrave, [Bare.]

mechanically (me-kan'i-kal-i), adr. 1. In

agreement with mechanical principles ;
accord-

ing to the laws of mechanism or good workman-

ship: as, the machine is mechanically perfect.

The chick with all IU part* Is not a mechanically con-

trived engine. Boyle, Works, III. 6S.

2. By mechanical force or means ; by physical

power: as, water mechanically raised. 3. In a

manner resembling a machine; without care

or reflection ; by the mere force of habit ;
auto-

matically; not spontaneously: as, to play on
an instrument mechanically.

Guards, mechanicallH formed In ranks.

Cowper, Table-Talk, L 136.

4. Without loss of the constitution or identity

< Or. 'finxoviafia, contrivance, < *fiiixavi(etv, con-

trive, < fitixarf> contrivance: see machine, me-

chanic.] 1 . The structure of a machine, engine,
or other contrivance for controlling or utilizing
natural forces; the arrangement and relation of

parts, or the parts collectively, in any machine,

tool, or other contrivance ;
means of mechani-

cal action; machinery; hence, the structure of

anything that is conceived to resemble a ma-
chine.

The mechanism that is, the bulk and figure of the bone
and muscles, and the insertion of the muscle into the bone.

A. Qrcw, Coamologia Sacra, II. 6.

Although many authors have spoken of the wonderful
mechanism of speech, none has hitherto attended to the

far more wonderful mechanism which it puts into action

behind the scene. D. Steirart, Human Mind, II. II. 2.

It will not do therefore to say that light Is propagated
through air In one way, by one sort of mechanism, when
the air Is very rare, and by another when the air Is very
dense. Stokes, Light, p. 79.

The mind is not content to have connections of Ideas Im-

posed on It by the mechanism of perception and memory.
Lotxe, Microcosrnus (trans.), I. 232.

2. A mechanical contrivance or agency of any
kind ; in general, the apparatus, means, or mode

by which particular effects are produced or pur-

poses accomplished: as, the mechanism of a

musical instrument (the apparatus by means of

which the performer acts upon it); the mecha-

nism of a play or of a poem ; the mechanism of

of elements: inn manner involving change of government. 3f. Action according to the laws

place or figure without change of structure or of mechanics; mechanical action,

constitution
;
without the aid of chemical at-

After U)e chy]e hM pagged tnrougn the lungg> Miun
traction: as, elements mechiintcally united in continues her usual mechanism to convert It into animal

air; a body mechanically decomposed. substances. ArbvUnot, Alimenta.
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meconarceine(mek-6-nar'se-in),H. [<meco(nic) medal (med'al)

+ narc(otic) + -iw&] An alkaloid obtained

from opium: said to be a useful hypnotic.
meconate (mek'o-nat), n. [< mecon(ic) +

~

A salt of meeonic acid.
xne mecnaniM win oe airaiu 10 assert ueivrc ntviuj wu- w*w _ ,,,/ ,,,,

tradiction the possibility of tearing down bulwarks with mecOniC (me-kon'ik), a. [< dr. fii/Kuvmof, per-

tainingto a poppy,< p/wv (> L. ieco),a poppy,

poppy-seed, poppy-juice, opium, = OBulg. ma-

ku= OHG. *maltan, MHG. *mdhen, man, G. io7*,

also OHG. mayo, MHG. mofire = OSw. (val)mu-

ghi, Sw. (vall)mo = Dan. (val)mue, poppy; the

Teut. forms prob. not of native origin.] Per-

taining to or derived from the poppy Meeonic
acid, C7H407, the peculiar acid with which morphine is

combined In opium. When pure, it forms small white

mechanist

mechanist (mek'a-nist), . [< mechanic) +
-is*.] 1. A maker of machines, or one skilled

in machinery or in mechanical work ;
a mecha-

nician.

The mechanist will be afraid to assert before hardy con
jadiction the possibility of tearing down bulwarks wif
a silk-worm's thread. Johnson, Rambler, No. 11'

What titles will he keep? will he remain

Musician, gardener, builder, mechanist,
A planter, and a rearer from the seed?

Wordsworth, Excursion, vn.

2. One of a school of philosophers who refer

all the changes in the universe to the effect of

merely mechanical forces.

mechanistic (mek-a-nis'tik), a. [< mechanist

+ -*c-~ . _
'

to mechanists: as, "mechanistic combination,

Nature, XXX. 383.

. ,

Of or pertaining to mechanism or crystals. Its aqueous solution shows a deep-red color

r^t r"T, ",:., combination." with the persalts of iron, which therefore are erood testa

for it. It is a tnbasic acid, but most of its salts contain

but two equivalents of the base.

Plural of meconidium.
,

mechanize (mek'a-mz), v. t.; pret. and pp. meconidia, n.

mechanised, ppr. mechanizing. [= OF. mecha- meconidine (me-kon'i-din), n. [< mecon(ic) +
niser, mechanizer; < Gr.'/tqxavifrtv, contrive, <

_,yj_ + .,-HC2.] One of the alkaloids contained in
'

Opium
'

pi. meconi-
'<?>

a contrivance: see machine, mecnanic.~\ u ,

To' render mechanical
; bring into the form of meconidium (mek-o-nid'i-um),

mechanism ;
form mechanically ; bring into a

mechanical state or condition.

The human frame a mechanized automaton. Shelley.

mechanizer (mek'a-nl-zer), . One who mecha- conic), + dim. -tdtov.] i he fixed generative

nizes: a believer in mechanical order or system; medusoid of some calyptoblastio hydroids, asnizes
;
a believer in mechanical order or system ;

-a). [NL., < G'r. /II/KUV, part of the intes-

tines of testaceous animals, also the ink-bag
of a cuttlefish, lit. poppy, poppy-seed (see me-

eonic), + dim. -tSiov.\ The fixed generative

a utilitarian or formalist.

Our European Mechanizers are a sect of boundless diffu-

sion, activity, and cooperative spirit: has not Utilitarian-

ism flourished . . . within the last fifty years?
Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, iii. 5.

mechanograph (me-kan'o-graf), . [< Gr.

[iTjxavri, a machine, + ypafyuv, write.] A ma-
chine-made copy, as of a writing, a work of

art, etc.

mechanographic (mek'
/
a-no-graf'ik), a. [<

mechanograpli-y + -ic.~]

"
1. Treating of me-

chanics. [Bare.] 2. Pertaining to mecha-

nography.
mechanographist (mek-a-nog'ra-nst), . [< opium- it w 1UB1U10

,
auu 3a^^

mechanograph-y + -ist.] One who by mechani- meconi i,l (me-ko'ni-oid), a. [< meconium
cal means multiplies copies of any work of art, _gid

,

Resembling meconium.
writing, or the like.

of the genus Gonothyrea, in which the sexual

elements are matured and from which the em-

bryos are discharged in the form of ciliated

planulas. These generative buds or zob'ids develop upon
the gonotheca, several in succession from above downward,
retaining their direct communication with the blastostyle ;

when fully matured they are sacs hanging to the gonotheca
by a narrow stalk or peduncle, having an opening ormouth
at the far end surrounded by a circlet of tentacles, through
which mouth the ova escape ; the cavity of the hollow
meconidium communicates with that of the blastostyle,
and the medusoid, after performing its function, decays
upon its stem, never becoming detached as a free zooid.

(rnek'o-nin), n. [<_mecon(c) + -fna .]

A neutral substance (Cj

medallic

[< OF. medaille, F. medaille

an. medalje=>i'w.medalj*)=
Sp. medalla = Pg. medalha = It. medaglia, ML.
reflex medaliia, medulla, medalea, medalla, me-

dale (> OHG. medilla, medila, MHG. medele), a

medal, < LL. as if *metallea, < L. metallum, met-

al : see metal.'] A piece of metal, usually cir-

cular in form, bearing devices (types) and in-

scriptions, struck or cast to commemorate a per-

son, an institution, or an event, and distinguish-
ed from a coin by not being intended to serve as

amedium of exchange. The word is also sometimes
used to designate coins, particularly ancient coins in the

precious metals, or fine medieval or Renaissance coins,

in collections. Some of the Greek and Roman coin-types
are commemorative, and the Roman medallions were of

a quasi-medallic character. Strictly speaking, however,
the medal is a creation of modern times. The earliest,

and in point of portraiture the finest, medals were pro-
duced in Italy about the middle of the fifteenth century

by Vittore Visano of Verona. Fine medals were also exe-

cuted in Italy, Germany, and France during the sixteenth

century. English medals begin practically with the reign
of Henry VIII. The earliest specimens are cast, but in

the reign of James I. the process of striking began to be

employed. Thomas Rawlins, Thomas Simon, and Abra-
ham Simon (seventeenth century) are the principal medal-
ists who were natives of England ;

but some of the best

English medals were the productions of foreign artists, as

Trezzo (time of Philip and Mary), Simon Passe (James I.),

N. Briot (Charles I.), the Roettier family (Charles II.),

and J. Croker (Anne).
An antique medal, half consumed with rust.

Boyle, Works, V. 545.

Italian and French writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries use medaglie and mfdaittes to signify coins

which, being no longer in circulation, were preserved in

the cabinets of collectors as curiosities. Even in the last

century our own word medal was so employed. The
medals of the Roman Emperors to which Gibbon often al-

ludes in his notes to the " Decline and Fall
"
are, of course,

what are now known as coins ; and Addison's "
Dialogue

upon the Usefulness of Medals" is, for the most part, a

treatise on Roman imperial coins.

W. Wroth, in Coins and Medals (1885), p. 236.

Counterfeit Medals Act. See cotinttr/eit. Madonna
medal. See madonna.

it is white, fusibTe, and'crystalline.

existing in medal (med'al), v. t.
; pret. and pp. medaled or

mechanography (mek-a-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

firjxavt], a machine, + -ypafyia, \ ypatpeiv, write.]
The art of multiplying copies of a writing or a

work of art by the use of a machine.

mechanology (mek-a-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. foi%avri,

a machine, + -Aoy/a,"< \iyuv, speak: see -ology.}
The knowledge of, or a treatise on, mechanics
or mechanism. [Bare.]
The science of style, considered as a machine, in which

De Quincey, Style, i.

mechannrgy (mek'a-ner-ji), n. [< Gr. laixavwp-
yia, < /iqxavovpydf, an engineer, < prixavfi, a ma-
chine,+ *tpyeiv, work.] That branch of mechan-
ics which treats of moving machines. [Bare.]

meche't, mechelt. Middle English variants

of much.
meche2

t>
n. An obsolete form of match?.

Mechitarist, n. See Mekhitarist.

Mechlin (mek'lin), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining
to or produced at Mechlin or Malines in Belgi-
um. Mechlin embrolderyt, an old name for Mechlin

lace, because its peculiar manufacture gives it somewhat
the look of embroidery. Diet. Needlework. Mechlin
lace. See lace.

II. n. Same as Mechlin lace.

Mechoacan root. See root.

Mecistops (mf-sis'tops), n. [NL., < Gr. ftr/Kia-

rof, /idraffTOf, superl. of fj.aKp6f, long, + tnj>, face.]
A genus of African gavials of the family Gavia-

meconiorrhoea (me-ko"ni-o-re'a), n. [NL., <

Gr. firiKuwiov, poppy-juice, the first feces of in-

fants, + poia, a flow, < pew, flow.] A morbidly
increased discharge of meconium.

medalled, ppr. medaling or medatting. [< medal,

w.] To decorate with a medal ;
confer a medal

upon ; present with a medal as a mark of honor.

[Bare.]
Irving went home, medalled by the king, diplomatized

by the university, crowned, and honoured, and admired.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, Nil nisi Bonum.

meconium (me-ko'ni-um), n. [< L. meconium, medal-Cup (med'al-kup), n. A drinking-ves-
/ /-i__ _. '

.' , +i,n i;.,.* Vnnnc* nt ofl nf TnAt.nl iifann.llv silver, in wliip.n coins or
< Gr. firjuurviov, poppy-juice, the first feces of

infants, < /ly/cov, the poppy : see meeonic.'] If.

Poppy-juice. 2. The feces of a new-born in-

fant. 3. In entom., the feces of an adult in-

sect just transformed from the pupa.
meconology (mek-o-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ufauv,
the poppy, opium, + -Aoy/a, < Uyeiv, speak: see

-ology.] A treatise on the poppy, or on opium.
meconophagism (mek - o - nof ' a -

jizm), n. [As
meconophag-ist+ -ism.'\ 'Opium-eating; the opi-
um habit.

The death of the patient being attributed to causes
which are supposed to be disconnected from the meco-

nophagism. Alien, and Neural., VII. 4B3.

meconophagist (mek-o-nof'a-jist), n. [< Gr.

IITIKIM, the poppy, opium, + 'ijiayeiv, eat, + -is*.]

An opium-eater; one who has contracted the

opium or morphine habit.

If they happen to find solace in opium readily, they be-

come meconophagists. Alien, and Neural., VII. 471.

Meconopsis (mek-o-nop'sis), . [NL. (Vigier,

1821), fGr. piKtw, the poppy, + otjiif, appear-
ance.] A genus of plants of the natural order

Papaveracea!, the poppy family, and the tribe

Eupapaverea?, characterized by a capsule which

sel of metal, usually silver, in which coins or

medallions are in-

crusted and form
a part of the deco-
ration. Usually these
coins are so inset that
both sides can be seen,
the interior of the cup
as well as the exterior

being in this way made
ornamental. In some
cases a series of coins
of a single sovereign or
of a succession of sov-

ereigns is used.

medalet (med'al-
et), n. [< medal +
-et.~\ Any medal of

small size. When
not larger than, for

example, the English
,.Sialf crniu ^ iw Silver Medal-cup. (The medals are

LU-oruwu. 01
|, f h i)utes Of Brunswick-Wolfen-

United States half-dol- buttel.)

lar, medals are gener-
ally called by this name; but numismatists do not make
any rigid distinction between medals and medalets.

I shall beg leave to give this class the appellation of med-
alets. as the genius of our language admits of this diminu-
tive in ringlet, bracelet, and the like.

Pinkerton, Essay on Medals, I. 13.

shaped style bearing from four to six radiate-

deflexed stigma-lobes. They are herbs, having a yel-
low juice, entire or lobed leaves, and showy yellow, purple,
or blue flowers, which droop in the bud, and are borne on

long peduncles. Nine species are known, natives of west-

ern Europe, the central part of Asia, and western North

the hind feet webbed, the plates of the back and neck
connected, and the jaws slender, not enlarged at the end.
M. bennetti or cataphractus is an example.
Meckelian (me-ke'lian), a. [< Meckel (see def.)
+ -ion.] Pertaining to J. F. Meckel (1781-
1833). a German anatomist Meckelian ganglion,
rod, etc. See the nouns.

Mecoceras (me-kos'e-ras), n. [NL. (Guen6e,
1857), < /twyKOf, length',' +- Kfyxzf, horn.] A genus
of geometrid moths, typical of the subfamily
Mecocerina;, comprising a single beautiful spe- Mecoptera (me-kop'te-ra), n. pi

lido;, founded by J. E. Gray in 1862.
They have splits open for a short distance, and by a club-

medalist medallist (med'al-ist), n. [< F. me-
*K~ 1.:...! #rtn* ,i-..KI..,,l *KQ >,l.it..f nt *Ka I-..,,. I- n*.H .. .,,.!.- ahoY\ii/H o^-TrlQ r^QO1*lT^^f rfnTYl r/\IW Trt C1 V VQnTQTO- ****"""'

T ,!
" J T | . . T ^

dttiutstc = op. meaallista; as medal T -tst.] 1.

An engraver, stamper, or molder of medals.

Sculptors, painters, and medallMs exerted their utmost
skill in the work of transmitting his features to posterity.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

2. One who is skilled in medals.

Nothing could be more Civil and Franc than this Gen-

tleman, whom I believe to be the best Medalist in Europe.
Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 98.

Asa medallist, you are not to look upon a cabinet of med-
als as a treasure of money, but of knowledge.

Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

3. One who has gained a medal as a reward of

merit.
I backed my man to be notonly Senior Classic, but First

Chancellor's Medalist, and to be a Medalist at all he must
be a Senior Optime in Mathematics.

C. A. Sristed, English University, p. 215.

iif, long: see macron), + fiirpov, Meda (me'da), n. [NL. (Girard, 1856); a made medallic (me-dal'ik), n. [< medal + -ic.~] Per-

A kind of graduated compass word.] A genus of cyprinoid fishes, typical of tabling to, of the character of, or represented

cies from South America.
Mecocerinae (me-kos-e-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Mecoceras + -ina;.~] A subfamily of geometrid
moths, typified by the genus Mecoceras. Also
raised to family rank as Mecoceridce.

mecockt, . See meacock.
mecometer (me-kpm'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

length (cf . in

a measure.]

, ,

America. Af. cambrica, the Welsh poppy, a plant of rocky
and woody places in parts of western Europe, has bright-

green hairy pinnate leaves, slender stems, and large ter-

minal sulphur-yellow flowers. This and several other spe-
cies are cultivated for ornament

[NL., < Gr.

_', length, + TTrep6v, a wing, = E. feather.]
In some systems, an order of neuropterous in-

sects corresponding to the Panorpida; or scor-

pion-flies, proposed for uniformity of nomen-
clature instead of Brauer's term Panorpata:.
Also, incorrectly, Mecaptera. Packard, 1888.

med. An abbreviation of medicine, medical.

used at the Maternity Hospital in Paris for

measuring new-born infants.

the subfamily Medina;, containing such as M.
fidgida of the Gila river in Arizona.

on a medal or medals: as, the medallic art ; a

mediittic coin or portrait.



medallic

I hare lately seen, say Eugenitis, a metallic history of

the present King of Krani'c. .I././/.,.,/ \nrimi Mi-<lals, ill.

If It is possible to ronccivi- literature tlrHtruynl, ami
modern cities ami their monuments in ruin ami MOVi
medallic coins would become the most durable memorials.

Jevorut, Money and Much, of Exchange, p. 03.

medallion (ine-dal'yon), H. [< F. meiliiilliin (=
Sp. uii'iliillini), a large medal, a medallion, lock-

et, etc., < medaille, a medal: see medal.'] 1. A
medal of large size. Some Greek coins of unusually
large module are popularly, though incorrectly, so called :

as, the Syracusan medallions. The pieces called by numls-

' :

'*>

r

diverse. Reverse.

Medallion of Maximus I. (Size of the original.)

matlsts the Human medallions are generally struck In cop-

per, though sometimes In the precious metals, and bear a

general resemblance to the sestertii or large bronze coins

of the earlier Roman emperors; but they are often of finer

workmanship than the coins, and are not inscribed with
the letters S. C. (for senatiu umstilto). These medallions

(the ancient name of which is notknown)did not circulate

as money, but were given by the emperors as presents to

state officials and others. Their types are of a more or less

commemorative character.

Medallions Iwere], ... In respect of the other coins,

. . . the same as modern medals in respect of modern
money. They were exempted from all commerce, and
had no other value but what was set upon them by the

fancy of the owner. They are supposed to have neen
struck by emperors for presents to their friends, foreign

princes, or ambassadors. Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

2. Anything resemblingtheclassical medallion,
(o) A circular or oval disk decorated with figures, as a

portrait with legends, and cast In metal. Medallions of

this sort were common at the epoch of the Renaissance,
and are among the most interesting specimens of the

sculptures of that time, (b) In arch., a tablet, circular,

oval, square, or of any other form, bearing on It objects

represented in relief, as figures, heads, animals, flowers,

etc., and applied to an exterior or interior wall, a frieze,

or other architectural member; a cartouche, (c) A mem-
ber in a decorative design resembling a panel ; a space re-

served for some special work of art, as a landscape, a

portrait, etc.. or merely (tiled with ornamentation different

from the surface around it: as, a medallion in a carpet, on
a painted vase, etc.

medallion-carpet (me-dal'ymi-kar'pet), n. A
carpet woven in one piece, with a large central

figure, surrounded by a plainer surface, and

usually a border.

medallioned (me-dal'yond), a. [< medallion +
-erf2 .] Ornamented with a medallion or me-
dallions.

An elaborate medallioned title-page of birds, by Mr. J.

O. Millais. Athenaeum, No. 315C, p. 503.

medallion-pattern (me-daryon-pat'ern), n.

In decorative art, a design for the ornamenta-
tion of a surface of which a medallion or medal-
lions form an important part.

medallist, n. See medalist.

metallurgy (med'al-er-ji), M. [< medal + Gr.

Vp)f<>>, work. Cf. metallurgy."] The art of de-

signing and striking medals. [Obsolescent.]
medal-machine (med'al-ma-shen"), n. A ma-
chine for copying medals and similar works in

relief or in intaglio, on a scale larger or smaller

than the originals. It is an adaptation of the

carving-machine.
medal-tankard (med'al-tang'kard), w. Same

meddle (med'l), t1
.

; pret. and pp. meddled. p]ir.

meddling. [Early mod. E. also medic; < ME.
niedlen,

'

medfleii, < OF. medler, mcaler. assimi-

lated meiler, meller, F. meler = Pr. RMMUT = Sp.
mezrlar = Pg. tuttiwtm It. mtsrliinre, iinxcolare,

mix, < ML. as if *mi.ieiilare, < L. miscere, mix:
see mix1

. Cf. mett1
, medley, intermeddle, etc.]

I.t trans. To mix; mingle.
Wordly [worldly) selynesse,

Which clerkes callen fals felicltee,

Ymedled Is with many :> hitternesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, ill. 815.

six sexter with a pounde
Of honey meddel thai, and save it sounde.

Palladia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 118.

He cutt a lock of all their In arc.

Which medliny with their blood and earth lie tlurw
Into the grave. Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 81.

A medled estate of the orders of the Gospel and the

ceremonies of popery is

Quot.

He tok his senrd in hand, the croyce let he falli-,

And mcdelcd him in the prcs, among the barons alle.

Rob. of Bntnnc, p. 18.
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II. intrant. If. To be mixed or mingled ;
mix.

More to know
Did never meddle with my thought*.

Shall., Tempest, L 2. 28.

2f. To mingle in association or interest: con-

cern one's self; take part; deal: generally re-

quiring irilh in construction.

Whan these ill] kynges saugh that these were a-nionge
hem uunlfliit'ii; the! departed her peple In tweyne, and
lefte vlij'i fighting stllle. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), li. -Ji)7.

study to be quiet, and to meddle with your own busi-

ness. Tyndale, 1 Then. Iv. 11.

Meddle not with them that are given to change.
Prov. xxlv. 21.

The shoemaker should tnrddlr mth his yard, and the

tailor with his last. Shalt., R. and J., L 2. 40.

3. To interfere or take part inappropriately,

improperly, or impertinently ;
concern or busy

one's self with or about something without

necessity or warrant; act in a matter with
which one has no business: used absolutely,
or followed by in or with.

Why shouldest thou meddle to thy hurt! 2 K i. xlv. 10.

In those days nobody meddled icith concerns above his

comprehension. Ininy, Knickerbocker, p. IBS.

Miss Alethen was a lady of excellent sense, and did not
meddle with him any more.

J. E. Conltt, Virginia Comedians, I. xxx.

To meddle or make, to have to do ; take part ; Interfere.

[Colloo,.]

For such kind of men, the less you meddle or make with

them, why, the more Is for your honesty.
Shot., Much Ado, iii. 3. 55.

meddler (med'ler), n. One who meddles; one
who interferes or busies himself with things in

which he has no personal or proper concern ;
an

officious person ;
a busybody.

Do not drive away such as bring thee Information as med-

dlers, but accept of them In good part.
Bacon, Of Great Place.

Layer-overs for meddlers. See layer^nxr.

meddlesome (med'1-sum), a. [< meddle +
-.some.] Given to meddling; apt to interpose in

the affairs of others
;
inclined to be officiously

intrusive.

Honour, that meddlesome, officious 111,

Pursues thee e'en to death. Blair, The Grave.

meddlesomeness (med'1-sum-nes), n. Officious

interference in or with the affairs of others.

I shall propound some general rules according to which
such meddlesomeness Is commonly blameable.

Barrow, Sermons, I. xxl.

meddling1 (med'ling), . [< ME. medlyng,

meddelynge; verbal u. of meddle, .] 1. The
act or habit of interfering in matters not of

one's proper concern.

Most of the vices of Frederic's administration resolve

themselves into one vice, the spirit of meddlinj.
Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

2f. Contention in battle; fighting.
Whan Agravayn hadde the horse, he lepte vp as soone

as he myght, and than be-gan the medtlelynge ainonge hem
full crewell and fell. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 199.

meddling'-
2 (med'ling), p. a. Officious; unwar-

rantably busy or officiously interposing in other

men's affairs : as, a meddling neighbor.
A metlliny man is one that ha* nothing to do with his

buslnesse, and yet no man busier than hee, and his busi-

nesse is most in his face.

Bp. Earlc, Micro-cosmographie, A Medltng Man.

meddlingly (med'ling-li), adr. In a meddling
manner; officiously.
mode 1

!, mede2
t.

"

Middle English forms of

men, I 1 and meed.

Mede :! (med), . [=
F. Mede, < L. Medm,
pi. Medi, < Gr. M/<!or,

usually in pi. Mijfoi,

the Medes, = Heb.
Mddhai, the Medes,
Media, Mddhi, a
Mede, < OPers. and
Zend Mdda, a Mede.]
A native or an in-

habitant of Media,
an ancient kingdom
of Asia, south of the

Caspian Sea, and
later a part of the

Persian empire.
The thing is true, ac-

cording to the law of

the Mtdts and Persians,
which altered! not.

Dan. vl. 12.

medefult,"- A Mid-
dle English form of
n/i i ttt nl.

Medeola (me-de'o-

median

r T-r
'

,1
' Dr-root \.weat

lil,i. It. [-NJ-1. (Llll- flower; *, fruit

Plant oflndian Cucum-
ber-root ifffdfela yirfinifa). a.

tifT-iis, 1737), < L. Me/lin, M'lliti, < Gr.

Medea, famed as a smvi-iv^.J A genus of

liliaceous plants of the tribe Mulmli-a: it Is

characterirea by a whorl of leaves at the middle of tin-

stem, and by the flowers being In a terminal umbel, sur-

rounded by three iuvulucrate leaves. There Is but a sin

gle species, H. Virginica, the Indian cuciiinber-nHit, which
i.Tiiniiii'in In damp, rich woods In .North America. See
cucitmber-root.

Medeoleae (me-de-6'Ie-e), n. nl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 188&),< Medetila + -*.] A triln'

of plants of the natural order /.ilinrea: It Is char-
acterized by a bulbless stem (the few leaves radical, or
M boiled on the stem), terminal solitary or umbelled flow-

ers, extrorse anthers, and an Indehlscent fleshy fruit. It

contains 5 genera and about 25 species, natives of North
America and the northern and temperate parts of Europe
and Asia.

media 1
(me'di-il), n. [L., fern, of media*, mid-

dle: see IIKI/III'III.] In ana'., the middle tunic

of an artery or a lymphatic vessel. Leidy, Anat .

(1889).
media2,

n. Plural of medium.

mediacy (me'di-a-si), n. [< media(te) + -cy.] 1.

The state of being mediate ; the state or fact of

being a medium or mean cause. 2. Mediation.

Were there in these syllogisms no occult conversion of

an undeclared consequent, no mediacy from the antece-

dent, they could not In their ostensible conclusion reverse

the quantities of Breadth and Depth. Sir W. Hamilton.

mediad(me'di-ad), adv. [< medial + -rf3 .] In

anat. and zoril., to or toward the meson or mid-
dle line or plane in situation or direction

;
me-

siad.

Almost all the Lamellibrancbiata have two pairs of these

gills on either side : an Inner pair, which are placed mediail,

and an outer pair at the sides of these.

Gcycnbaur, Comp. Auat. (trans.), p. 336.

mediaeval, medievalism, etc. See medieval, etc.

medial (me'di-al), a. and n. [< LL. medialin,

of the middle, <L. medium, middle : see medium.]
1. a. 1. Pertaining to the middle; situated or

existing between two extremities or extremes ;

intermediate in situation, rank, or degree: as,

the medial letters of a word ;
a medial mark on

an insect's wing.
The Inherent use of all medial knowledges, all truths,

cognitions, books, appearings, and teachings, is that they
bring us In to know God by an Immediate knowledge.

Bushncll, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 12S.

Among the Dipnoi, Protopterus retains the medial row
of rays only, which have the form of fine rods of cartilage.

Qeyenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 477.

2. Mean; pertain ing to a mean or average. 3.

In modern spiritualism, pertaining to a medi-
um or to mediumship ;

mediumistic: as, medial

faculties; medial phenomena. 4. In coo/, and

anat., same as median^ and mesal. 5. In bot.,

same as median 1
Alligation medial. Sec alliga-

tion. Medial cadence! (a) In Gregorian music, a ca-

dence closing with the chord of the mediant of any mode.

(b) In modern music, a cadence, final or not, In which the

next to the hist chord Is Inverted ; an inverted cadence.

Medial cells, basal cells of an Insect's wing, between the

subcostal, median, and submedian veins, distinguished
in the Hymenaptrra. Also called median and brachial

cells. Medial consonances, in music, a term used by
Uelmholtz for the major third and major sixth, as dietiu

guished from the minor third and minor sixth. - Medial
eyes, eyes equally distant from the base of the head and
the apex or end of the labrum. Medial line, a line whose

length la a mean proportional between those of two other

lines. Medial moraine, stress, etc. See the nouns.

II. H. In Gr. gram., one of the mutes j), y, t,

as if intermediate in sound between the surd
mutes TT, K, T and the aspirates , x< " The term
medial (Latin media) translates the technical Greek JHCTOI-,

sc. a^ttfi-or, middle mute.

medially (me'di-al-i), adv. In or along the mid-

dle; as regards the middle; midway: as, me-

dially situated.

medialuna (me'di-a-lu'nft), M. A pimelepte-
roid fish of the Pacific coast, fYnwwoma eali-

fornica. It has an ovate form, vertical fins not falcate,

'color blackish above with bluish and lighter tints below, the

fins blackish. It is about one foot long, is common along
the coast from Point Conception In California southward,
and is an esteemed food-fish.

median1 (me'di-an ), a. [= F. median = Sp. Pg.
It. mediano, < li.'mediantts, that is in the middle.
< medius, middle: see medium. Cf. mean 9 and

mizzen, ult. doublets of median 1
.] Pertaining to

or situated in the middle; specifically, in anat.

and zoiil., intermediate as dividing the body
by a longitudinal and vertical plane: medial;
mesal : as, the linea alba is the median line of the

abdomen ; in bot., situated in oralong, or belong-
ing to, the middle of a structure having a right
side and a left. See below. Median area, In m.
tom., a large space occupying the center of the wing, from
base to end, lying between the median and submedian or

internal veins. In Orthtipiem it is often marked by a
different structure from the rest of the wing. Median
artery, a branch, usually of the anterior interosseous, ac-

companying the median nerve. It is sometimes of large
size, and may arise from the nlnar or the brachial. Me-
dian basilic vein. See basilic.- Median cells. Same



median
as medial cells. See medial. Median cephalic vein,
the vein of the arm which connects the median and the

cephalic vein. Also called medicephalic vein. It is one
of the veins commonly selected for venesection. Median
coverts, in ornith., those coverts of thesecondarieswhich
intervene between the greater and lesser coverts. See cut

under covert. Median foveola. See foveola. Median
line, a line passing or supposed to pass exactly through
the middle of something specified. Specifically (a) In
anat.

,
the periphery of the median plane ;

the dorsimeson
or ventrimeson, or both of these, dividing the surface of

the body into equal right and left halves ; also, any line

which lies in the meson or median plane. (ft) In crystal.,

same as mean line and bisectrix. See bisectrix, 1. (c) In

climatology, the average central course of a trade-wind.

The mean position of the median line lies at least six or
seven degrees north of the equator.

Croll, Climate and Time, p. 231.

Median nerve. () The principal nerve of the front of

the arm, situated between the musculocutaneous and the

ulnar, arising from the upper and lower cords of the bra-

chial plexus by two heads which embrace the axillary ar-

tery, and prolonged to the hand. (6) In bot., a nerve trav-

ersing the middle of a leaf or leaf-like expansion. Me-
dian plane, (a) In anat. and zoM., an imaginary vertical

plane supposed to divide the body longitudinally into two
equal parts, right and left; the meson. (6) In bot., of a
flower or other lateral structure of a plant, a vertical

plane which bisects the anterior and posterior sides, and
which, if prolonged, would pass through the center of the

paientaxis. Goebel. Also called anteropogterior plane.
Median shade, in entom., a more or less distinct shaded
band or mark running transversely across the middle of

the anterior wing, found in most noctuid moths. Median
stress. See stress. Median vein, (a) In anat., the
middle superficial vein of the front of the forearm, di-

viding at or near the bend of the elbow into the median
basilic and median cephalic. The former of these soon
joins one of the brachial veins which accompany the bra-

Median and other Veins of Ann.

I, tendon of biceps; 2, brachial artery; 3, bicipital fascia ; 4, inter-
nal cutaneous nerves ; 5. external cutaneous nerves ; m, median vein;
mb, median basilic ; we, median cephalic; , basilic ; c, cephalic; r,
radial; au,pn, anteriorand posterior ulnar veins. Several unnamed
veins are also shown. All tnese veins are superficial to df, df, the
general deep fascia of the parts; nth or me is usually selectee! for vene-
section.

chial artery ; the latter soon unites with the radial to form
the cephalic, which continues superficial up the arm to

join the axillary or subclavian. (6) In entom., the third
main longitudinal vein or rib of an insect's wing, count-
ing from the anterior border. Median wall, in archego-
niate plants, a wall in a plane at right angles to the basal
wall, dividing the pro-embryo into lateral halves. Goebel.
Median zone. See zone.

Median2 (me'di-an), a. and n. [< L. Media,
< Gr. yir/Sia, Media, < MijAoi, the Medes: see
Medes.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Media, an
ancient kingdom of Asia. Also Medic.

Ev'ry day did change attire,
In costly Median silk.

Queen Eleanor's Fall (Child's Ballads, VII. 297).

II. . Same as Mede3 . [Rare.]
medianimic (meMi-a-nim'ik), a. Same as me-
rlin mistic.

medianly (me'di-an-li), adv. [< median + -ly'*.]
In or along the middle.
The laryngeal sac opens medianly into the front of the

larynx. Encyc. Brit,, II. 151.

mediant (me'di-ant), n. [< It. mediante, < LL.
median ( t-)s, ppr. of mediare, divide in the middle :

see mediate.] 1. In Gregorian music, one of the
principal tones of a mode, situated as nearly
as possible midway between the dominant and
the final, and ranking next in importance to
them. It may be used as the first tone of any phrase of
a plain-song melody except the first and the lust. The
mediants of the several modes are : I., F II E III G
IV., G; V., A; VI., D ; VII., C; VIII., F; IX., C; X.',' B'
XL, D; XII., D; XIII., E; XIV., A.
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2. In modern music, the third tone of the scale.

The scale is major or minor according as the

mediant is a major or a minor third above the

key-note.
median-ventral (me"di-au-veu'tral), a. Same
as mcdioventral. Huxley and Martin.

mediastina, . Plural of mediastinum.

mediastinal (me-di-as'ti-nal), a. [< mediasti-

num + -<tl.] Of or pertaining to a mediastinum
or middle septum or partition, particularly that
of the thorax.

mediastinet (me-di-as'tin), n. [< NL. medias-

tinum, q. v.] Same as mediastinum.

mediastinitis (me-di-as-ti-m'tis), . [< medi-

astinum + -itis.] Inflammation of the proper
tissue of the mediastinum.
mediastinum (me'di-as-ti'mim), .

; pi. me-
tlinxtina (-na). [NL., neut. of L. mediastinus,
lit. being in the middle or midst (used only in

the sense of 'a helper, assistant'), < wetlins,
middle: see medium.] In anat., a median sep-
tum or partition between two parts of an or-

gan, orbetween two paired cavities of the body ;

especially, the membranous partition separat-

ing the right and left thoracic cavities, form-
ed of the two inner pleural walls. Since in man
these pleural folds do not meet, the term mediastinum is

extended to the space between them. Anterior medi-
astinum, the space between the sternum and the peri-

cardium, containing the triangularis sterni muscle, parts
of other muscles, areolar tissue, lymphatic glands, etc.

Mediastinum testis, the septum of the testicle, or corpus
Highmorianum, an incomplete vertical partition formed
by an infolding of the tunica albuginea. Middle medi-
astinum, nearly the same as the pericardiac cavity, con-

taining the heart, ascending aorta, pulmonary artery, and
superior cava, which are within the pericardium, and the

phrenic nerves, roots of the lungs, and lymphatic glands.
Posterior mediastinum, the space between the spine
and the pericardium, containing the descending aorta, azy-

gotis veins, thoracic duct> esophagus, and pneumogastric
and splanchnic nerves. Superior mediastinum, the

space corresponding to the upper part of the sternum, ex-

tending from the manubrium in front to the spine behind.
It contains the trachea, esophagus, thoracic duct, the arch
of the aorta and the origin of the large arteries, the large
veins, phrenic and pneumogastric nerves, thymus gland,
etc.

mediate (me'di-at), v. ; pret. and pp. mediated,
ppr. mediating. [< LL. mediates, pp. of medi-

are, divide in the middle (ML. also be in the

middle, be or come between, mediate), < mc-

dius, middle: see medium.'] I, intrans. 1. To
occupy an intermediate place or position ;

be

interposed ;
have the position of a mean.

By being crowded they exclude all other bodies that be-
fore mediated between the parts of their body.

Sir K. Ditjb\i.

Evernia vulpina must be admitted to mediate, as well in

general habit as in an important detail of thalline struc-

ture, between the other northern species and Usnea.
E. Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. (11).

2. To have the function of a mean or means
;

effect a connection between other things, or a
transition from one to the other.

Lotze, so to speak, turns the flank of the sceptical doc-
trine, by insisting that, after all, knowledge can be nothing
but a mediating process. Mind, X. 110.

Prof. Jebb has, it is true, not augmented the number of

previous theories as to the origin of the Iliad by any the-

ory distinctly original; yet he has opened up a mediating
view, which is of interest and may commend itself to

many. Amer. Jour. Philol, VIII. 475.

3. To intervene for the purpose of reconcilia-
tion

;
act as an intermediary for the settlement

of a disagreement or discord; intercede.

What man is able to mediate, and stand in the gap, be-
tween God and man ? Donne, Sermon's, i.

Bacon attempted to mediate between his friend and the
Queen. Maeaulay, Lord Bacon.

4f. To take an intermediate stand; act moder-
ately ;

avoid extremes.

The law doth sometimes mediate, thinks it good
Not ever to steep violent sins in blood.

Webster, White Devil, i. 1.

5. In spiritualism, specifically, to act as a me-
dium. = Syn. 1. See interposition.

II. trans. 1. To effect by intervention, in-

terposition, or any intermediary action.

Employed to mediate
A present marriage, to be had between
Him and the sister of the young French queen.

Daniel, Civil Wars, viii.

It Is singular that the last act of his political life should
have been to mediate a peace between the dominions of
two monarchs who had united to strip him of his own.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13.

2. To effect a relation between or a transition

from, as between two things, or from one thing
to another ; bring into relation by some inter-

vening means or process.
What we have is always a positive mediated by a nega-

tive ; and if we could absolutely sever either from the
other, we should come in both cases to the same result.

E. Caird, Hegel, p. 215,

mediation

3. To harmonize ;
reconcile

; settle, as a dis-

pute, by intervention.
No friends

Could mediate their discords.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 2.

4f. To further by interceding, or by acting as

a mediator. [Bare.]
Remember me by this ; and in your prayers,
When your strong heart melts, mediate my poor fortunes.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 2.

5. To divide into two equal or approximately
equal parts.
They styled a double step, the space from the elevation

of one foot to the same foot set down again, mediated by
a step of the other foot, a pace, equal to five feet. Holder.

mediate (me'di-at), . [< LL. mediatus, pp.: see
the verb. Cf. immediate, intermediate.] 1. Sit-

uated between two extremes
; lying in the mid-

dle; intermediate; intervening.
Anxious we hover in a mediate state,
Betwixt infinity and nothing.

Prior, Solomon, iii.

2. Acting as a means or medium; not direct
orimmediate in operation ;

not final or ultimate.

It is certain that the immediate cause of death is the
resolution or extinguishment of the spirits : and that the
destruction or corruption of the organs is but the mediate
cause. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 399.

3. Effected by or due to the intervention of a
mean or medium

;
derived from or dependent

upon some intervening thing or act; not pri-

mary, direct, or independent.
We may, accordingly, doubt the reality of any object of

mediate knowledge, without denying the reality of the im-
mediate knowledge on which the mediate knowledge rests.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, ix.

As a lecturer he [Christison] was . . . perfect, full of

immediate knowledge as distinguished from mediate.
Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 302.

Mediate agglutination. See agglutination. Mediate
auscultation or percussion, in pathol. See auscultation.

Mediate certainty, certainty founded on inference or

reasoning : opposed to immediate or intuitive certainty.
Mediate contraries. See contrary. Mediate evi-

dence, or mediate testimony, in law, a phrase not hav-

ing any technical meaning, but used by theoretic writers
to indicate (a) evidence or testimony which does not go
directly to demonstrate the fact sought to be proved, but to
establish some intermediate fact from which an inference
or further evidence may deduce that sought to be proved ;

and (6) secondary evidence as distinguished from primary.
Mediate good, something useful or good as aiding to

the attainment of an ultimate good. Mediate imputa-
tion. See imputation. Mediate inference, an infer-

ence from two or more premises. Mediate knowledge,
representative knowledge ;

the knowledge of something
through something else which is immediately perceived.
Mediate mode. See immediate mode, under model.
Mediate object, anything which is an object through

something else which is the immediate object.

The sensible qualities are the immediate objects of the
senses; a substance invested with those qualities the me-
diate. Buryersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Remote mediate mark. Seemarki.

mediately (me'di-at-li), adv. In a mediate man-
ner; by the intervention of a mean or medium ;

indirectly ; by mediation.
She hath a superior above her, by whom she ought to

be ruled and ordered ; for she is not immediately under
God, but mediately. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

If the king granted a manor to A., and he granted a por-
tion of the land to B., . . . B. held his lands immediately
of A., but mediately of the king. Blackstone, Com., II. v.

mediateness (me'di-at-nes), n. The state of

being mediate, in any sense of that word.
mediation (me-di-a'shon), n. [< ME. media-

don, mediacioiin, < OF. mediation, F. mediation
= Sp. mediacion = Pg. mediacao = It. media-

zioiie, < ML. "mediatio(n-), < LL. mediare, divide
in the middle, ML. also mediate: see mediate.]
1. The act of mediating; intervention; inter-

position.
But by mediacyon of the lordes it was agreed that Roh-

ert shulde haue euery yere durynge his life iii M. markes.
Jtob. of Brunne, p. 102, note.

It being the undeniable prerogative of the first cause
that whatsoever it does by the mediation of second causes
it can do immediately by itself without them.

South, Works, IV. xi.

2. Agency between parties with a view to rec-
oncile them or to effect some arrangement be-
tween them ; entreaty for another ; intercession .

And noble offices thou mayst effect
Of mediation, after I am dead,
Between his greatness and thy other brethren.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 25.

By Mediation of Cardinals sent by the Pope, a Truce for
two Years is concluded between the two Kingdoms of

England and France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 124.

It is the Christian's unspeakable privilege, and his alone,
that he has at all times free access to the throne of grace
through the mediation of his Lord and Saviour.

J. H. Neunnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 245.

3. The state of being mediate, or of serving
as a medium or means

;
intermediate relation ;

a coming between. 4f. Means; aid; help.



mediation

By mediacitm of this IIU-1 tretis I purpose to teche the
II I'rrtrill MtlllllllV of rlllH'lllMi.MS

Chaucer, I'rol. to Astrolabe.

5. In <M*/C: (n < In (Jregoriiiii music, that part
of a melody which lies between the intonation
mid the ending that is, the main part of the

melody. The various "tones" or melodies properly
have hut our m.'li ition, which usually appears nriiltT

thrrr forms, according to the nature of the text to which
the melody is sung, (fc) In an Anglican chant, the

rhythmical conclusion of the first half that

is, the two measures after the first reciting-
iinie, CMC ling frequently in a half-close; the first

cadence. = Syn. 1 and 2. Interference, Intervention, etc.
><< interposition.

mediative (mo'di-a-tiv), .

f<
mediate + -fee.]

1 1 nving a mediating function; acting as a

mean, medium, or mediator; mediatorial.

This commerce of sincerest virtue needs
Nil i,l>"liirtii-,' Mmis ul' sr[lishnr>s.

Shelley, Queen Mat, v.

mediatization (me'di-a-ti-za'shon). H. [< mt-
ilinti-i- + -atimi.} The act of mediatizing, or
the state of being mediatized. See mediatize.

mediatize (me'di-a-tiz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. me-
diatizt-d, l>pr. mt'iliiiti:iiij/. [< mediate 4- -ize.}
1 . To make mediate

;
reduce from an immedi-

ate or direct to a mediate or indirect relation

through the interposition of a secondary su-

perior or controlling agency. Applied specifically
to the process of converting one of the minor Uerman
states or princely families of the old empire from the semi-
imli pendent condition of having a direct share In the Im-

perial government, and responsibility to it, to that of sub-
ordination to an intervening power, by being annexed to
it while retaining all local possessory and governmental
rights. By this process, especially under the Westphalian
treaties of 1648, and the changes leading to the dissolution
of the old empire and the formation of the Confederation
of the Rhine In 180ft, the number of mediatized states and
princely families became very large.

The same peace [that of Luneville] declared that all

the secular princes who had lost territory by this cession
were to be indemnified by the Empire. This was done at

ilfying miRegenslmrgin 181)3. The indemnifying material was ob-
tained by mediatizing all the free cities but six, and all

the spiritual estates but two. Lowe, Bismarck, Int., p. vi.

"Your Highness," I said (it is a title appertaining to
him as sprung from a mediatized family).

Harper's May., LXXVIII. 8fi6.

2. To mediate. [Bare.]
A creed of reconciliation which attempts to mediatiu

between two opposite parties. Unitarian Rev., Aug., 1885.

mediator (me'di-a-tor), w. [= F. mediateur =
Pr. mediator = Sp. Pg. mediador = It. mediators,
< LL. mediator, < mediare, mediate: see medi-

ate.] 1. One who mediates ; one who interposes
between parties; especially, one who interposes
for the purpose of effecting reconciliation.

In this Distraction of Christendom, many Princes, the
Kings of Spain, Denmark, and Hungary, became Media-
tors for a Peace between the two Kings of England and
France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 187.

Charles came back, not as a mediator between his peo-
ple and a victorious enemy, but as a mediator between in-

ternal factions. Macaulay, Sir 1. Mackintosh.

2. A go-between ;
an agent.

By which mediataun or which messagers.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The Mediator, n title of Jesus Christ, given with refer-
ence to his agency in reconciling God and men.

For there is one Ood. and one mediator between God
and men, the man Christ Jesus. 1 Tim. II. 5.

= Syii. Intercessor, interceder, propitiator,

mediatorial (rae'di-a-to'ri-al), a. [< mediatory
+ -al.} Of or pertaining to a mediator ; having
or pertaining to the functions of a mediator.

His mediatorial character and office was meant to be
represented as a perpetual character and office.

Paley, Sermons, xxil.

mediatorially (me'di-a-to'ri-al-i), ndr. In the
manner of a mediator

; as a mediator.

mediatorship (me'di-fi-tor-ship), n. [< media-
tor + -,vAi/i.] The office, position, or function
of a mediator.

The infinitely perfect mediatorship and intercession of
Christ. South. Works, VI. i.

mediatory (me'di-a-to-ri), a. [< LL. /////<;-

/)/),<, intermediate (cf. mediator, mediator),
< mediare, mediate: see mediate.'] Pertaining
in mt'iii;ition; mediatorial.

The mediatory office which he was to he intrusted with.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

mediatress (me'di-a-tres), . [< mediator +
-... Cf. mediatrix.} Same as mediatris.

Why ilidat thoii not, O p-ntlf mother-queen '.

As judge and mediatrefut stand tu-twrrn

Lewi*, tr. of statins, vii.

mediatrix (me-di-a'triksi. . [< LL. mi-diii-

tri.r, fern, of mediator, a mediator: see mnUn-
(OT.J A female mediator.

8083
The good countess spoke somewhat of your desire of

letters ; but I am afraid: she Is not a proper mediatrix to
those persons ; but I counsel In the dark.

Donne, Letters, xxvl.

medibasilic (me'di-ba-sil'ik), a. [< iiiedi(an)
+ basilic.} Connecting the median and the
I ia>i lie vein of the arm : specifically said of the
median basilic vein. Coues, 1887.

medic1 (med'ik), a. and . [= OF. medique =
Sp. medico = Pg. It. medico, < L. medicus, of or

belonging to healing, curative, medical; as a

noun, medicus, rn., a physician, doctor, surgeon,
LL. medico, f., a female physician, midwife ;

<

mederi, heal, = Zend madh, treat medically.
Hence medical, iindii-nit, remedy.'} I. n. Same
as medical. [Bare.]

Should untun'd Nature crave the medick art,
What health can that contentious nil..- Impart?

Pom/ret, Poems.

II. . A physician or doctor; a medical stu-

dent. [Colloq.]
Medic it the legitimate paronym of medicwi, hut IB com-

monly regarded as slang.
B. a. Wilder, Jour. Nervous Diseases (1885), xli.

Medic2 (me'dik), a. [< L. Medicus, < Gr. M//<5<-

Kof, pertaining to the Medes, < Miydoi, Medes :

see Mede9.} Same as Median*.

The Medic language Is not the same as the Akkadian.
Jour. Anthrop. /n*., XIX. SI.

medic :t

,
medick2 (me'dik), i. [< ME. medike, <

OF. medique, < L. medico, < Or. /a/dud/, sc. iroa,
' Meilian grass,' a kind of clover, fern, of MqAiKof,
of the Medes or of Media : see Medic2 .} A kind
of clover, Medicayo sativa ; Burgundy clover;
lucerne. The black medic, or nonesuch. Is M hipulina.
Its pods are black when ripe. The spotted medic Is V.

maculata, whose leaflets bear a purple spot. Purple me-
dic is a name sometimes used for lucerne.

At Auerel Medike is forto sowe.

PaUadiut, Husbondrie (E. K. T. s.), p. 140.

medicable (med'i-ka-bl), a. [= OF. medicable,
medecable = Sp. meclicable = It. medicabile, < L.
niidiriiiii/ix. that can be healed, < medieari,
heal, cure: see medicate.'} Capable of medica-
tion

;
that may be cured or healed.

Pongs of victory and praise,
For them who bravely stood unhurt, or bled
With medicable wounds. Wardtimrth, Ode, 1815.

Medicago (med-i-ka'go);
. [NL. (Tournefort,

1700), C L. medico, medic, + term, -ago, as in

tussilago, etc.] A genus of plants of the natu-
ral order Leguminoste and the tribe Trifoliece;
the clovers. It is characterized by an obtuse keel
and a scythe-shaped legume which Is more or less spi-

rally curved or twisted. There are about 40 species, na-
tives of Europe, Asia, and Africa, but now naturalized
in other parts of the world. They are herbs, or rarely
shrubs, with pinnately trifoliate leaves and adnate stip-

ules, and usually small papilionaceous flowers, which
are yellow, rarely purple, and grow In axillary racemes
or heads, or sometimes almost solitary. The common
name of plants of the genus is medic, sometimes mail-clo-
ver. M. saliva, with purple flowers, is an important fodder-

plant, cultivated under the names of alfalfa and lucerne

(which see). M. lupuiina, the black medic or nonesuch,
closely resembles the hop-clovers, and also shares their
name, but is distinguished^ by its black pods. It is of some
agricultural value when growing with other herbage. M.
maculata, the spotted medic (heart-clover), has a peculiar,
spirally coiled prickly pod. These species are all natural-
ized in the I niti'd States. M. arimrea is a shrubby spe-
cies (tree-medic, moon'trefoil) of southern Europe, said
to promote the secretion of milk. M. tcuteUata of the
Mediterranean region is also a good forage plant, resist-

ing drought well. M. falcata is the yellow or sickle-

podded medic.

medical (med'i-kal), a. and . [< F. medical =
Sp. Pg. medical, OIL. medicalis, pertaining to a

physician or to medicine, < L. medicus, of neal-

ing; as a noun, a physician: see medic1.} I. a.

1. Pertaining or relating to the profession or

practice of medicine
; engaged in or connected

with the study or treatment of disease : as, the
niiilical profession; a medical man, book, or

college; medical services ;
medical science. 2.

Curative ; medicinal ; therapeutic : as, the medi-
cal properties of a plant ;

the medical effects of

bathing.
Abbreviated med.

Medical department, geography, etc. See the nouns. -
Medical director, a medk-al officer of the highest grade
in the I'nited States navy, having the relative rank of cap-
tain. - Medical flngert. |l.. ilimtnx medicus or medici-
iialt'jt. ] The third finger : so called because that finger was
supposed to have a nerre connecting It with the heart,
and therefore to be medically important
At last he, with a low courtesy, put on her medical fn-

ger a pretty handsome golden ring.

Unjuhart, tr. "f Itah.'hiis, ill. 17. (Danes.)

Medical Inspector, a medical offircr of the second grade
in the Tnited States navy, having tin- relative rank of com-
niandrr. Medical Jurisprudence, forensic medicine.
See forensic.
Medical jurinprtidencr or, as It is sometimes called,

Forensic. Legal, or State Medicine may be denned to be

Medicean
that science which teaches the applh utimi nf < vrry branch
of medical knowledge to the

purposes
of the law.

A. S. Taylor, Med. Jurinprudence, p. 1.

Medical iy a medical practitioner: a physician r

surgeon ; sometimes, in England, one who has the modi-
ml r h:ux'- "f a patient or a family, who may be a licensed

apothecary, as distinguished from a physician or doctor.

Messengers went off for her physician and medical man
They came, consulted, prescribed, vanished.

Thacteray, Vanity Fair, sir.

II. H. 1. A student or a practitioner of medi-
cine. [Colloq.]

'I In- 1 1 n ii Inn mediealt were quite as popular as the Edin-

burgh students. Lancet, No. 3487, p. 98.

2. A Kinall bottle or vial made from glass tubing.
Tile vial-maker cuts the ttiln-s into lengths suitable to
make two rials, and on each end of the piece, with the aid
of a blowpipe, forms a neck. He then heats the middle
of the tube, parts it centrally, and closes the openings at
the separated ends, shaping them properly for the bottoms.

medically (med'i-kal-i), arfc. In a medical

manner; for medical purposes ;
with reference

to medicine or medical science.

medicament (med'i-ka-meut), . f= F. //

dicaHie>it = &p. Pg. It. mi/lii-unifiito, < L. mrdirn-

mentum, a remedy, medicine, drug, < medieari,
heal: see medicate,] 1. A healing substance ;

anything used as a curative; a medicine or

remedy; now, more especially, a healing sub-
stance applied externally.
Not with any medicament of a contrary temper, as the

Ualenistes vse to cure contraria contrariju. but as the

i'aracelsians, who cure rimilia rimilibug, making one do-
lour to expell another.

PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 39.

I sent more chlrurgeons, linen, medicament!, Ac., to the
severall ports in my district. Evelyn, Diary, June 7, 1866.

The lump of sugar which pothicars put into their whole-
some but bitter medicament* to please a froward child.

Scott, Abbot, xxil.

2. Medicinal effect; curative power; the prop-
erty of healing or remedying disease or disor-
der.

The stricken soldier was gathering strength and vital-

ity by the unconscious medicament of the soft sunshine
and balmy breezes. Tourgte, A Fool's Errand, p. 98.

medicamental (med*i-ka-men'tal), a. [< med-
icament + -al.~\ Belating or' pertaining to

medicaments; having the character of a medi-
cament.

medicamentally (med^i-ka-men'tal-i), ndr. In
a medicinal way ; as a medicament.
The flsh [codling! Is not a young cod, . . . being more

wholesome medicamentally, but not so toothsome.
y. and Q., 6th ser, IX. 210.

medicamentous (med*i-ka-men'tus), a. [<
medicament + -otut.} Pertaining to or produced
by drugs. Med. Netcs. Lin. 414.

medicaster (med'i-kas-ter), w. [= It. medica*-

tro, < L. medicus, a physician, + dim. -aster.} A
pretender to medical knowledge or skill; an

ignorant doctor.

Many medicasters, pretenders to physlck, buy the degree
of doctor abroad.

Whitloclt, Manners of the English (1M), p. 107. (Latham. )

medicate (med'i-kat), r. t, ; pret. and pp. medi-

cated, ppr. medicating. [< L. medicatus, pp. of

medieari (> It. medicare= Sp. Pg. medicar= OF.
medier), heal, cure, < medicim, a physician, sur-

geon: see medic1
.] 1. To make medicinal;

tincture or imbue with a remedial substance
or principle.
To this may he ascribed the great effects of mrdicatrd

waters. Arbuthnot. Aliments.

2. To treat with medicine
; ply with or as if

with drugs.
Did ever Siren warble so dulcet a song to ears already

prepossessed and medicated with spells of circean effem-

inacy? De Qvincey, Philos. of Rom. Hist.

Medicated ale, bath, etc. See the nouns,

medication (med-i-ka'shon), n. [= F. medica-
tion = Pr. medicacio = Pg. mediea^3a = It. me-
diraziintc, < L. as if *medicatio(n-), < medieari,

heal, cure: see medicate.} 1. The act or
pro-

cess of medicating or imbuing with medicinal

substances; the infusion of medicinal virtues.

2. The use or application of medicine; spe-
cifically, the administration of a therapeutic
agent in order to produce some specific modi-
fication in the structure or function of the or-

ganism, as in producing diuresis, perspiration,
etc.

He adriseth to observe the times of notable mutations,
as the equinoxes and the solstices, and to decline mfdi-
cation ten days before and after.

Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., iv. 13.

medicative (med'i-ka-tiv), a. [< medicate
+ -ire.} Having medical properties; curing;
tending to cure.

Medicean (med-i-se'an), a. [< It. Medici (see
def . ), a surname (orig. pi. of medico, a physician :



Medicean

see medic1
), + -e-an.] Of or pertaining to the

Medici, an illustrious family of Florence, ap-

pearing first as merchants of the medieval re-

public, and at the dawn of the Renaissance, in

the fifteenth century, raised to supreme power
through their liberality and merit. From this time

on, for three centuries, amid fortunes of varying brilliancy,

this family produced popes, sovereigns, and tyrants, and it

occupies a large place in the history of Europe. In the flue

arts and literature the epithet has particular reference to

Cosiino del Medici, known as Cosimo the Elder, and to Lo-

renzo the Magnificent. The former was virtual master of

the Florentine republic from 1484 to 1464, and was a gen-
erous patron of the new art and letters founded on antique

models; the latter was chief of the state in fact, though
not in name, from 1469 to 1492, a brilliant protector of all

learning particularly of that of Greece surviving from the

wreck of Constantinople, and a powerful benefactor of the

arts. The Popes Leo X. (Lorenzo's son) and Clement VII.

(Giulio del Medici) carried on the traditions of the family
in the fields of intellectual cultivation and achievement
Medicean Library. Same as Laurentmn Library (which
see, underLawrenMmi)- Medicean stars,the namegiveu
by Galileo to the satellites of Jupiter.

medicephalic (ine"di-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik)>

[< medi(an) + cephalic.] Connecting the median
vein of the arm with the cephalic : specifically
used of the median cephalic vein. Cones, 1887.

medicerebellar (me-di-ser-f-bel'ar), a. [< me-

di(an) + cerebellar.] Situated in the middle of

the cerebellum: specifically applied to the an-

terior cerebellar artery.
medicerebral (me-di-ser'e-bral), a. and n. [<

medi(an) + cerebral.] I. a. Lying about the

middle of each cerebral hemisphere: specifi-

cally applied to the middle cerebral artery.
II. re. The medicerebral artery, a branch of

the internal carotid.

medicinable (me-dis'i-na-bl, formerly med'i-

si-na-bl), a. [< "ME. medicinable, < OF. medici-

nabl'e, medecindble; as medicine, v. t., + -able.]

Capable of medicining or curing; medicinal;
healing; wholesome. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Al maner eggis of foulis that ben holsum and medicy-
ncMe to ete for man kynde.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 12.

Some griefs are medicinable ; that is one of them,
For it doth physic love. Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 2. 33.

No man hath sought to make an imitation by art of nat-

ural baths and medicinable fountains.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 199.

The physicians make the galls and stones in the heads
of Carps to be very medicinable.

1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 145.

Medicinable ring, a ring supposed, as in the middle ages,
to prevent or remove disease. Compare cramp-ring.

medicinal (me-dis'i-nal, formerly med'i-si-nal),
a. [< OP. medicinal, medecinal, P. medicinal =
Pi. medecinal, medicinal = Sp. Pg. medicinal =
It. medicinale, < L. medicinalis, of or belonging
to medicine, medical, < medicina, medicine: see

medicine.] 1. Having the properties of a medi-
cine

; adapted to medical use or purposes; cu-

rative; remedial.

Drop tears as fast as the Arabian trees

Their medicinal gum. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 351.

To the body and mind which have been cramped by
noxious work or company, nature is -medicinal and restores
their tone. Emerson, Misc., p. 21.

2f. Pertaining to medicine
;
medical.

Learned he was in med'c'nal lore.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 223.

medicinally (me-dis'i-nal-i), adv. In a medici-
nal manner; with the effect of a medicine : for
medicinal purposes : as, some kinds of food act

medicinally ; to use a mineral medicinally.
medicine (med'i-sin, more often med'i-sn), re.

[< ME. medecine, medycyne, medcin, medcyn,
medsyn, < OF. medecine, also mecine, F. medecine
= Pr. medecina, medicina, metzina = Sp. Pg. It.

medicina = D. medicijn =G. Dan. Sw. medicin,
< L. medicina, (so. ars) the healing art, medicine,
(so. officina or taberna) a physician's shop, (sc.

res) a remedy, medicine ; fern, of medicinus, of or

belonging to physic or surgery, or to a physician
or surgeon (> OF. medecin, F. me'decin, > E. obs.
medicine (def . 4), a physician), < medicw, a phy-
sician, surgeon: see medic1 .'] 1. A substance
used as a remedy for disease

;
a substance hav-

ing or supposed to have curative properties;
hence, figuratively, anything that has a curative
or remedial effect.

Than par auenture send sail he
Sum of hia angels to that tre,
Of whi[l]k springes the oile of life,
That medcyn es to man and wife.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 65.

Thei perceyveden wel that no Syknesse was curable by
gode Medycyne to leye thereto, but zif men knewen the
nature of the Maladye. Mandecille, Travels, p. 120.

If the rascal have not given me medicines to make me
love him, I'll be hanged. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2 19.

3684
Nature too unkind,

That made no medicine for a troubled mind.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iii. 2.

The only medicine for suffering, crime, and all the other

woes of mankind is wisdom. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 39.

2. The art of preventing, curing, or alleviating

diseases and remedying as far as possible the

results of violence and accident. Practical medi-

cine is divided into medicine in a stricter sense, surgery,

and obstetrics. These rest largely on the sciences of

anatomy and physiology, normal and pathological phar-

macology, and bacteriology, which, having practical re-

lations almost exclusively with medicine, are called the

medieal sciences and form distinct parts of that art. Ab-

breviated med.

Ne hide it nought, for if thou feignest,
I can do no medicine. Gower, Conf. Amant., i.

3. Something which is supposed to possess

curative, supernatural, or mysterious power;
any object used or any ceremony performed
as a charm: an English equivalent for terms

used among American Indians and other savage
tribes.

And as an angler med'cine [i. e. bait], for surprize
Of little fish, sits pouring from the rocks

From out the crooked horn of a fold-bred ox.

Chapman, Odyssey, xii. (Hares.)

Among the North American Indians, the fetish-theory
seems involved in that remarkable and general proceed-
ing known as getting medicine.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 141.

The medicine used as bait, sometimes denominated

barkstone, is the product of a gland of the beaver.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 20.

4f. A physician. [A Gallicism.]

Meet we the medicine of the sickly weal ;

And with him pour we in our country's purge
Each drop of us. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 27.

Cephalic medicines. See cephalic. Clinical medi-
cine. See clinical. Domestic, eclectic, forensic,
Hermetic medicine. See the adjectives. Institutes
of medicine. See institute. Logical medicine. See

logical.

medicine (med'i-sin), v. t.
; pret. and pp. medi-

cined, ppr. medicining. [< medicine, n.] To treat

or affect medicinally ;
work upon or cure by or

as if by medicine. [Obsolete or poetical.]

But, being hurt, seeke to be medicynd.
Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 877.

Great griefs, I see, medicine the less.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 243.

medicine-bag (med'i-sin-bag), n. A bag or

pouch containing some article or articles sup-
posed to possess curative or magical powers
for the remedy or prevention of disease or mis-

fortune, worn on the person by American In-

dians and other uncivilized peoples ;
a portable

receptacle for remedies or magic charms.

The American sorcerer carries a medicine-bag made with
the skin of his guardian animal, which protects him in

fight. E. B. Tylor, Encyc. Brit., XV. 200.

medicine-chest (med'i-sin-chest), re. A chest
for holding medicines, together with such in-

struments and appliances as are necessary for

the purposes of surgery.
medicine-man (med'i-sin-man), re. Among
American Indians and othersavage races, a man
supposed to possess mysterious or supernatural
powers: a name used in English to translate
various native names. Among the Indlanamedicine-
men are persons prepared for their ofllce by a long and
severe course of training, of a kind supposed to endow
them with magical powers of cure and prophecy.
In fact, for a year or two he held the position doubt-

less to his own amusement of a medicine man, to whom
any mystery was easy. Nineteenth Century, XIX. 186.

medicine-pannier (med'i-sin-pan"yer), . In
the United States army, a pannier for the trans-

portation of medicines either in wagons or on

pack-animals.
mediciner (med'i-si-ner), re. [< medicine +
-er1.] A medical man; a physician.

Better fashioned medicinershave brought fewer patients
through. Scott, Abbot.

medicinerea (me"di-si-ne're-a), n. [NL., < L.

mcdius, median, + NL. cinerea, q. v.] The cine-
rea or gray matter of the lenticula and of the
claustrum of the brain, which occupies a posi-
tion intermediate between the ectocinerea and
the entocinerea.
What may, for the sake of a general term, be called me-

dicinerea. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII. 136.

medicine-seal (med'i-sin-sel), n. One of cer-
tain small greenish square stones found near
old Boman towns and stations throughout Eu-
rope, engraved with inscriptions on one or more
borders, which were used as seals by Eoman
physicians to stamp the names of their medi-
cines on wax or other plastic substance.

medicine-Stamp (med'i-sin-stamp), n. Same
as medicine-seal.

medieval

medicine-Stone (med'i-sin-ston), re. A smooth
stone found among American prehistoric re-

mains. It was probably used as a sinker or

plummet for fishing. H. W. Henshaw, Amer.
Jour. Arclweol., I. 110.

medicis (med'i-se), re. A covering or wrap for

the shoulders and breast, consisting generally
of a loosely gathered piece of tulle or blond,
worn about the close of the eighteenth century.

medickH, n. and re. See medic1 .

medick2
,

re. See medics .

medico (med'i-ko), n. [< Sp. medico = Pg. It.

medico, a physician: see medic1
.] A doctor.

[Cant.]
medicochirurgical (med"i-k6-kl-rer'ji-kal), a.

[< L. medicus, medical, + cMrurgicus, chirur-

gical : see chirurgie, chirurgical.] Pertaining or

relating to medicine and surgery; consisting
of both physicians and surgeons: as, a medico-

chirurgical journal; the Medicochirurgical So-

ciety.

medicolegal (med"i-ko-le'gal), a. [< L. medi-

eus, medical, + legalis, legal: see legal.] Per-

taining to medical jurisprudence, or to law as

affected by medical facts.

medicst (med'iks), re. [PI. of medic1 : see-ics.]
The science of medicine.

In medicki, we have some confident undertakers to res-

cue the science from all its reproaches and dishonours,

[and] to cure all diseases.

J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 402. (Latham.)

medietas linguae (me-di'e-tas ling'gwe). [L.:

medietas, middle, middle course, half (see moi-

ety); lingua;, gen. of lingua, tongue, speech.]
A jury composed half of natives and half of

foreigners (hence said to be de medietate lingua;,
of half-tongue), formerly allowed under the

English common law for the trial of an alien.

In the United States the practice is still per-
mitted by the laws of Kentucky.
mediety (me-dl'e-ti), .

; pi. medieties (-tiz).

[= F. medieie(vernacularly moitie, >E. moiety),
< L. medieta(t-)s, the middle, middle course, the

half, moiety, < medius, middle: see medium.]
The middle state or part; half; moiety.
Which [sirens] notwithstanding were of another descrip-

tion, containing no fishy composure, but made up of man
and bird

;
the human mediety variously placed not only

above but below. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 19.

The archdeacon of Richmond [in 1246] granted the me-

diety of Poulton and Biscopham to the priory of St. Mary,
Lancaster. Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 507.

There were two rectors, the living being held in medie-

ties. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 715.

medieval, mediaeval (me-di-e'val), a. and n.

[< L. medius, middle, + axum, age, period: see

medium and age.] I. a. Pertaining to or char-

acteristic of the middle ages: as, medieval art

or architecture
;
the medieval spirit ;

a medieval
habit of thought. See middle ages, under age.

The darkest portion of the medieval period was different

in different countries. ... In a general way, however, it

may be assigned to the tenth century.
Hallam, Middle Ages.

Medieval architecture, the most important branch of

medieval art, including a great number of varied styles.
This architecture embodies a union of the Greek system

Medieval Architecture of the best period. West front of Amiens
Cathedral, France ; i3th century.

of columnar construction with the Eoman vaulting and
arches, with the consequences flowing logically from the

new combination. It may be considered as originating



medieval

about A. D. 300, In the palace of the Emperor Diocletian
nt Spalato, In which arcades were Introduced nupportral
on fi re staii'linL' shafts Instead of the Koinan piers with
eunatfcil ciiluiiniM, iiml in wliich the profile of the archi-
ii.m- was continued iiroiinil the archlvolt, which had
imurped tin- architrave's function, and now sprang di-

rectly from the capital, abandoning the meaningless
Roma interposition between iin-hiK.lt and column of a
.in. ill section of a mock entablature.. Despite local differ-

ences, medieval architecture represents a continuous de-

velopment from the classical Roman to the modifications

wrought by the Renaissance. At its origin, copying Ro-
man models, it was poor and rude, owing to the lack of
skill ami of resources In Its builders. Every succeeding
generation sought to perfect the system of vaulted ceil-

ings to whieh the characteristic forms of this architecture
are due. The application of the Koman groined vault was
extended and brought into new combinations ; the point-
ed arch and vault were evolved, as possessing more sta-

bility and elasticity than the old round-arched forms; and
dually the use of ribs to strengthen and support the vault
was elaborated. By about 1226 medieval architecture
could solve with the utmost economy and artistic excel-

lence any problem that could be presented to masonry
construction. From about 1250 architects, embarrassed
no longer by inherent difficulties, began to lose the sim-

Sle
beauty of their style in unnecessary elaboration of

etalls, as in complicated window-traceries and In dis-

torted profiles of moldings; and architecture progres-
sively declined, so that the simplification of external forms
effected by the Renaissance was a gain. But the sound
and scientific medieval methods of construction remained
in great part beneath the Renaissance exterior, and In-

deed are not yet wholly abandoned, especially in France.

-Many fanciful theories have been formed as to the origin
of medieval architecture, especially that deriving its

groined vaulting from an imitation of the lines of inter-

lacing branches In an avenue of trees. It was, however,
in fact a thoroughly logical growth from classical models,
and the result of consistent efforts to adapt means to the
ends sought. Thus, the problem in a great church or hall

was to cover in securely a large space with as few in-

terruptions as possible t.i sight and sound: hence the

tendency to widen the arches and to reduce the thickness
of the pillars. The great height of such buildings was
not induced by a desire to " soar heavenward," but by the

necessity to secure light for the nave by windows pierced
above the roofs of the aisles. The typical decoration of
this architecture Is of the highest beauty and fltness, or-

namenting hut not masking the construction: and. while
based chiefly on natural forms, it always, until the decline
of the style, conventionalized these appropriately to their
architectural function. This architecture attained Its

best development in France. See Byzantine, ftoinanemue,
Pointed, etc. Medieval art, the art of the entire middle
ages in Europe, beginning in the gradual transformation
of classical forms and ideals, and extending to the Re-

naissance, or, roughly, to the year 1500, though in Italy
it actually became merged earlier in the new current of
modern art, and in the north, as in England and Germany,
it continued later. It embraces a countless number of re-

gional and local styles and schools, yet all animated by a
kindred spirit. It is second in importance in art-history
only to the art of Greece ; and, while in many ways it fell

far short of Oreek art, the course of its development from
rude beginnings was very similar, and, like the Greek,
presents a consecutive and sincere effort on the part of

succeeding craftsmen and artists constantly to do better.
Its ideal of beauty was less high than that of the Greeks ;

it was more of a didactic art, seeking, in its illuminations
and painting and sculpture, to illustrate and enforce the

teachings of the Bible and the inherent Imperfection of
man. Yet the general similarity of methods of observa-
tion and work was so close that In France especially, after
the close of the archaic period in the thirteenth century,
much figure-sculpture was produced, as that in the por-
tals of the cathedral of Rheims and on the north tran-

sept of that of Rouen, which is in spirit thoroughly Greek,
anil is equal to all but the best Greek draped work. In
decoration medieval art was preeminent. Like Greek art,
it was understood ami appreciated not by a small cultivated

class, but by the whole people. It consistently sought to

give to the commonest tools and utensils beautiful forms
and characteristic ornament; while the architectural sculp-
ture and decorative combinations of forms have never been
surpassed in their variety, in their beauty of execution,
and In their fitness to the ends which it was sought to at-

tain. To the general artistic sentiment, religious fervor,
and emulative spirit of the period most of the great cathe-

drals, embodying, like a Greek temple, the best architec-
ture ami sculpture and the best decoration of the day,
owe their origin. Medieval history, Latin, etc. See
the nouns.

II. . One belonging to the middle ages.
This view of landscape differs from that of the mediae-

ml-". Kualtiii.

medievalism, medievalism (me-di-e'val-izm),
n. [<// 'ml + -font.] 1. That which is char-
acteristic of the middle ages ; the medieval
spirit, practice, or methods in regard to any-
thing; a peculiarity or characteristic of the
middle ages.

Again, I say. it is a pity to have our language interlarded
with Orientalisms and Meduicmlwms.

Xinetetnth Century, XIX. 665.

2. Devotion to or adoption of the spirit or

practice of thi> middle ages; medieval ten-

dency in thought or action, as with respect to

religion or polities.
Even Ahbotsford. despite its cherished associations,

jarred u|m me a little, because I knew its mcdutralunn
was all carton pierre.

.Www Braildon, Hostages to Fortune, p. 12.

medievalist, medievalist (me-di-e'val-ist).
n. [< iiiri/ii ml + -int.] 1. One who is versed
in the history of the middle ages. 2. One who
sympathizes with the spirit nnd principles of

L'li'J
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the middle ages: often with the sense of one
who is antiquated or behind the times. 3. One
who lived in the middle ages.
Von have but to walk aside, however, into the I'alar-zo

I'M Milici i. to feel yourself very much like a thrifty old me-
iliamlixt. 11. Jama, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 264.

medievalize, medievalize (me-di-e'val-iz), v.

t.; pret. and pp. mediernli:<'d, nieiliirnili
'

:< *l.

ppr. IHI tin i'iili :iiii/. mi-di<rriili:i>iij. [< mrdirral
+ -i:e.] To render medieval.

M i
. Fellows, the painter, had helped with the costumes,

supplying some from his own artistic properties, and me-
iliirniliziii'i others. UauxUt, Annie Kllburn, xvl.

medievally, medievally (me-di-e'val-i), adv.

In a medieval manner; in accord with the

spirit or method of the middle ages.
medifixed (me'di-fikst), a. [< L. medius, mid-

tile, + fixus, fixed, + -erf2.] In hot., attached

by the middle, as an anther upon its filament.

Compare basijixed.

medifurca(me'-di-fer'ka), n.; pi. medifurea; (-).
[NL., < L. medius, middle, + furca, fork.] In

cntom., the middle forked or double apodema
which projects from the sternal wall into the

cavity of a thoracic somite of an insect.

medifurcal (me-di-fer'kal), a. [< medifurca +
-al.] Pertaining to the medifurca, or having
its character: as, a medifureal process.

medillt, a. and n. A Middle English form of

middle.

Medinai(me-di'ne), ii.pl. [< Meda + -/.] A
subfamily of Cyprinidtr, typified by the genus
M' <ln. It is characterized by a short posterior dorsal On
armed with two spines, the posterior of which closes Into a

groove in the other, and by the adherence of the ventral
tins to the abdomen by their inner margins. Few species
are known, all confined to streams of the southwestern

part of the I'nited States.

Medina sandstone. See sandstone.

medine (me'din), n. [Also medino; < P. medin

(Cotgrave); appar. of AT. origin.] A small
coin and money of account in Egypt, the for-

tieth part of a piaster.
47 medinet passe in value as the dnckat of gold of Ven-

ice. HaHuyt'g Voyage*, II. 271.

Medinilla (med-i-nil'S), n. [NL. (Gaudichaud,
1826), named after D'.'J. de Medinilla y Pineda,
governor of the Marianne Islands.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Melastomacet?,

type of the tribe MedinilleiF. It is characterized by
eight, ten, or twelve nearly equal stamens, the connective
of the anthers two-lobed or spurred in front and with two
lobes or one spur at the back, and a calyx-tube scarcely
longer than the ovary. About 75 species are known, na-
tives of the East Indies, the Malay archipelago, Madagas-
car, and the islands off the west coast of Africa. Theyare
erect or climbing shrubs, generally quite smooth, with

opposite or whorled entire fleshy leaves, and clusters of
white or rose-colored flowers. Several of the species are

very ornamental. The most common greenhouse spe-
cies is perhaps M. magnified,, a beautiful plant with pink
flowers.

Medinillese (med-i-nil'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1867), < Medinilla + -ete.~] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Mclasto-

mafea', typified by the genus Medinilla. it is

distinguished by a berry-like or coriaceous fruit, which
breaks open irregularly ; by having the stamens usually
equal and recurved, with a connective lobed or spurred
both at the back and in front, or only posteriorly ; and by
leaves which are not striolate between the primary nerves.
The tribe includes 12 genera and about 145 species, ail

natives of the Old World.

medinot, ". Same as medine.

mediocral (me'di-6-kral), a. [< mediocre +
-til.] It. Being of a middle quality; mediocre:
as, mediocral intellect. Addition. 2. In en-

tiuii., being of middle length Mediocral anten-
nae, in entom., those antenna' which have the same length
as tne insect's body, or which, being turned backward on
the Itody, attain the posterior extremity. Kirby.

mediocre (me'di-6-ker), a. and n. [= F. medi-
ocre = Sp. Pg. It. mediocre, < L. mediocris, in

a middle state, of middle size, middling, mod-
erate, ordinary, < medius, middle: see medium.']
I. a. Of moderate degree or quality; middling;
indifferent; ordinary.
A very mediocre poet, one Drayton, is yet taken some

notice of. Pope, To Dr. \V arbnrton, Nov. 27, 1742.

II. n. 1. One of middling quality, talents, or
merit. Southey. [Bare.] 2. A monk between
twenty-four and forty years of age, who was ex-
cused from the office of the chantry and from
reading the epistle and gospel, but performed
his duty in choir, cloister, and refectory. SJiip-

'''.'/

mediocrist (me'di-6-krist), n. [< mediocre +
-i.it.'] A person of middling abilities; a me-
diocre person. [Kare.]
He [John Hughes) is too grave a poet for me, and, I

think, among the mediocruU in prose as well as verse.

Smft, To Pope, Sept. S, 1735.

mediscalenus

mediocrity (me-di-ok'n-ti). n.; pi. nifii-

HL* i-ti/.). [= I''. nii'lini'iili = I'r. mi <li<n i-itttt =
Sp. iitiili'ii-iiilitit = Pg. mi'diorridiide = It. me-
dinerita, < L. nixlniinin\ t-)x, a middle state, <

Hn-iliiirrin, in a middle state: see mediocre.] 1.

The character or state of being mediocre; a
middle state or degree ;

a moderate degree or
rate

; specifically, a moderate degree of mental

ability.
Albeit all bountye dwelleth In mrdineritie. yet perfect

felicitye dwelleth in stipremacle.
Speiaier, .Hhep. Cal., July, Embleme.

For modem Histories . . . there are some few very
worthy, but the greater part beneath mediocrity.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, it 180.

His humanity, ingenuousness, and modesty, the medi-

ocrity of his abilities. Macaulay, Hist. Mug., I.

2f. Moderation; temperance.
Mediocrity, or the holding of a middle coarse, has been

highly extolled in morality. Bacon, Physical Fables, vl.

Body and mind must be exercised, not one, but both,
and that In a mediocrity. Bvrton, Anat. of Mel., p. 824.

3. A mediocre person ;
one of moderate capa-

city or ability; hence, a person of little note
or repute; one who is little more than a no-

body.
They proclaim, with a striking unanimity of bitterness,

that their managers are nearly all mediocrities, with no
venture to assume, without
the country they pretend to

training for the duties they venture to assume, without
influence on the destinies of the country they pretend to

govern. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 475.

= 8yn. 1. Medium, Average, etc. See mean*, n.

mediodorsal (me"di-o-<16r'sal), a. [< L. medi-

us, middle, + dornum, back: see dorsal.'] Me-
dian and dorsal; situated in the middle line of

the back ; dorsimesal. Huxley and Martin.

mediopalatine (me'di-d-pal'iv-tin), a. and n.

[< L. median, middle, + palatum, palate: gee

palate.'] I. a. Situated in the median line of

the palate, as a suture ; uniting the right and
left palate boneg.

II. n. A mediopalatine bone.

Other formations which, like the mediopalatine, serve to

bind the palate halves together.
Couei, Key to S. A. Birds, p. 178.

mediopectus (me'di-6-pek'tus), n. ; pi. medio-

pectura (-to-rii). [NL.J Same as medipectun.
mediosubmedian (me'di-6-sub-me'di-an), a. [<

me(li(an) + mtbmcdian.] In eiitoni., common to

or intervening between the median and subme-
dian nervures of an insect's wing : as, the me-
diosulimcdian interspace.
mediotarsal (me'di-o-tar'sal), a. [< L. median,
middle, + NL. larsux, tarsus : see 1orsal.~] Situ-

ated in the middle of the tarsus; especially,
formed between the proximal and distal rows of

tarsal bones : as, a mediotarsal ankle-joint. See
./Mo/rtivOT?.- Mediotarsal articulation, the kind of

ankle-joint which is characteristic if all those vertebrates
below mammals whieh have a tarsus, the joint tieing formed
between the rows, proximal and distal, of tarsjil hones, not
between the proximal row and the leg, as in mammals. It

occurs in all uirds, and in those reptiles which have tarsi.

mediotransverse (me'di-6-trans-vers'), a. [<

medi(an) + tramtrerne,~] Same as tranxmedian.

medioventral(me'di-6-ven'tral),n. [< medi(an)
+ ventral.'] In anat. and sotil., median and
ventral; situated in the middle line of the ven-
tral or under side of an animal; ventrimesal.
Also medinn-rentral.

medioxumoust (me-di-ok'su-mns), a. [< L. me-
dioximug, medioxumug, that is in the middle,
superl., < 'mediae, in medioerio, in a middle
state, < median, middle: see mediocre and me-

dium."] Middlemost; intermediary.
The whole order of the mvliaxvmmi* or Internnncial

deities. Dr. H. More, Mystery of Iniquity, I. xii. { 8.

medipectoral (me-di-pek'to-ral), a. [< medi-

pectun (-pector-) + -/.] Of or pertaining to
the medipectus. Medipectoral lees, In entom., the
intermediate or second pair of legs of a nexapod.

medipectus (me-di-pek'tus). .; pi. medipectora
(-to-rS). [NL., < L. medius, middle, + pectug,
breast.] In entom., the middle breast; the un-
der side of the mesothorax ; the central portion
of the sternum of an insect: more frequently
called mesofternum. Also mediopectus.
medipeduncle (me'di-pe-dung'ki), n. Same as

IHt'tlijH'ttlllU'lllltx.

medipeduncular (me'di-pe-dung'ku-lar), a.

Of or pertaining to a medipeduncnlus.
rnedipedunculus (me'di-pe-dung'ku-lns), n. ;

pi. meitipfdiiiifiili (-11). [< L. medius, middle. +
/H'lliinculttfi, peduncle: see jteduncle.] The mid-
dle peduncle of the cerebellum; the pontibra-
chium. B. (!. Wilder.

mediscalene (me-di-ska'len), a. (X mediscale-
ii us.

}
Of or pertaining to the medigcalenus.

mediscalenus me di-skfi-le'nus), n.; pi. mtdi-
i;ihni (-in). [NL., < L. 'medius, middle, 4- XL.



mediscalenus

sealenits, q. v.] The middle scalene muscle of

the neck; the scalenus medius. COIK-X.

medisect (me-di-sekf), r. t. [< L. medius, ifid-

die, + secure, pp. nectus, cut.] To cut through
the middle; sever into equal right and left

parts. Ii. a. Wilder.

medisection (me-di-sek'shon), n. [< medisect +
-ion, after section.] Hemisection : dissection at

the meson or median longitudinal line of the

body. B. G. Wilder.

meditabundt (med"i-ta-bund'), a. [< LL. medi-

tabwidus, < L. meditari', meditate : see meditate.']

Pensive; thoughtful. Bailey, 1731.

meditancet (med'i-tans), w. [< medit(ate) +
-once.] Meditation.

Your first thought is more
Than others's labour'd meditance; your premeditating
More than their actions.

Fletcher (attd another), Two Noble Kinsmen, L 1.

meditant (med'i-tant), a. and n. [< L. medi-

ttiu(t-)s, ppr. of meditari, meditate: see medi-

tate.'] I.t . Meditating.
A wise justice of peace meditant.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

II. n. One who meditates
;
one who gives

himself up to meditation. [Rare.]

Celestial Meditant ! whose Ardours rise

Deep from the Tombs, and kindle to the Skies.
A Physician, To James Hervey, on his Meditations among

[the Tombs (1748).

meditate (med'i-tat), v.
; pret. and pp. medi-

tated, ppr. meditating. [< L. meditatus, pp. of
meditari (> It. meditare ='Sp. Pg. meditar = F.

me'diter'), think or reflect upon, consider, design,
purpose, intend

;
in form as if freq. of mederi,

heal, cure
;
in sense (and in form, allowing for

the possible interchange of d and I) near to Gr.

us'teTav, care for. attend to, study, practise, etc.]
1. intrans. 1. To think abstractedly; engage
in mental contemplation ; revolve a subject in
the mind; cogitate; ruminate.

Isaac went out to meditate in the field at eventide.
Gen. xxiv. 63.

While I roved about the forest, long and bitterly medi-
tating. Tennyson, Boadicea.

2. To think out a plan or method
; engage in

planning or contriving ;
fix one's thoughts with

reference to a result or conclusion : followed

by on or upon.
I will meditate the while upon some horrid message for

a challenge. Shak., '. N., iii. 4. 219.

= Syn. To consider, reflect. See list under contemplate,
v. t,

II. trans. 1. To plan; design; intend.

Some affirmed that I meditated a war ; God knows, I did
not then think of war. Eikon Basililte.

Resolved to win, he meditates the way
By force to ravish, or by fraud betray.

Pope, E. of the L., ii. 31.

Here the grim tyrant meditates his wrath.

Thomson, Winter, 1. 898.

2. To think on; revolve in the mind
;
consider.

Blessed is the man that doth meditate good things.
Ecclus. xiv. 20.

Alas ! what boots it with incessant care
To tend the homely, slighted, shepherd's trade,
And strictly meditate the thankless Muse?

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 66.

3. To observe thoughtfully or intently; con-
template vigilantly; watch. [Rare.]
Crouch'd dose he [a spaniel] lies, and meditates the prey.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 102.

= Syn. 1. To devise, concoct. 2. To contemplate, rumi-
nate, revolve, study.

meditatio fugs (med-i-ta'shi-6 fii'je). [L., con-
templation of flight: see meditation and fugue.']
In Scots law, a phrase noting the position of a
debtor who meditates an escape to avoid the
payment of his debts. When a creditor can make
oath that his debtor, whether native or foreigner, is in
meditatione fugce, or when he has reasonable ground of
apprehension that the debtor has such an intention, he is
entitled to a warrant to apprehend the debtor. The war-
rant may be obtained from any judge of the Court of Ses-
sion, the sheriff, a magistrate of a burgh, or a justice 'of
the peace, and is termed a meditatio fugue warrant. Under
the Debtors (Scotland) Act, 1881, which abolishes impris-
onment for debt except in a few special cases, warrants of
this kind are practically obsolete. Imp. Diet.

meditation (med-i-ta'shon), n. [< ME. medi-
hirimin, < OF. meditation, F. meditation = Sp.
tneditacion = Pg. meditacao = It. meditazione,
< L. meditatio(n-), < meditari, meditate: see
meditate.'] 1. The act of meditating; close
or continued thought ;

the turning or revolv-
ing of a subject in the mind; sustained re-
flection.

Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my
heart be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, rny strength and
my redeemer. ps . xjx . 14
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And the imperial votaress passed on
In maiden meditation, fancy-free.

Skak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 164.

It should be no interruption to your pleasures to hear me
often say that I love you, and that you are as much my
meditations as myself. Donne, Letters, iv.

He, then, that neglects to actuate such discourses loses

the benefit of his meditation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 69.

Deep and slow, exhausting thought . . .

In meditation dwelt with learning wrought.
Byron, Childe Harold, iil. 107.

2. Religious contemplation.
He is within, with two right reverend fathers,

Divinely bent to meditation.

Shalt., Rich. III., iii. 7. 62.

Meditations in order to a good life, let them be as exalted
as the capacity of the person and subject will endure up to

the height of contemplation ; but if contemplation comes
to be a distinct thing, and something besides or beyond
a distinct degree of virtuous meditation, it is lost to all

sense, and religion, and prudence.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 73.

3. In tlieol.: (a) A private devotional act, con-

sisting in deliberate reflection upon some
spiritual truth or mystery, accompanied by
mental prayer and by acts of the affections
and of the will, especially formation of reso-
lutions as to future conduct. Meditation differs
from study in that its principal object is not to acquire
knowledge, but to advance in love of God and holiness of
life,

(l)) A public act of devotion, in which a
director leads a congregation in meditating
upon some spiritual subject. 4. A short lit-

erary composition in which the subject (usually
religious) is treated in a meditative manner:
as, a volume of hymns and meditations.

But natheles this meditacioitn
I putte it ay under correccioun
Of clerkes ; for I am not textuel.

Chaucer, Prol. to Parson's Tale, L 55.

meditationist (med-i-ta'shon-ist), n. [< medi-
ta tion + -ist. ] A writer or composer of medita-
tions. Soutliey, The Doctor, interchapter xxii.

meditatist (med'i-ta-tist), w. [< meditate +
-.s.] One given to meditation or thoughtful-
ness. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

meditative (med'i-ta-tiv), a. [= F. mMitatif= Pr. meditatiu = Sp. Pg. It. meditativo, < LL.
meditatims, < L. meditari, meditate: see medi-

tate.'] 1. Addicted to meditation.
Abeillard was pious, reserved, and meditative.

Berington, Hist. Abeillard.

2. Pertaining or inclining to or expressing
meditation: as, a meditative mood.

Inward self-disparagement affords
To meditative spleen a grateful feast.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

meditatively (med'i-ta-tiv-li), adv. In a med-
itative manner; with meditation,
zneditativeness (med'i-tft-tiy-nes), n. The
state orcharacterof beingmeditative ; thought-
fulness.

meditet (med'it), . t. [< OF. mediter, < L. me-
ditari, meditate: see meditate.'] To meditate
upon ; consider or study thoughtfully.

Mediating the sacred Temple's plot.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

mediterranet (med''i-te-ran'), . [= F. medi-
terrane = Pr. mcditerrane = Sp. Pg. It. medi-
terraneo, < L. mediterraneans, midland, inland,
remote from the sea (LL. Mediterranean mare,
the Mediterranean Sea, previously called Mare
magnum, nostrum, in ternum) ; as a" noun, the in-

terior; <meditts, middle, + terra, land. Cl.med-
ilerranean.'] Same as mediterranean.

They that haue seene the mediterran or inner parts of
the kingdome of China, do report it to be a most amiable
countrey. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. ii. 91.

And for our own ships, they went sundry voyages, as
well to your streights, which you call the Pillars of Her-
cules, as to other parts in the Atlantiqne and Mediterrane
Seas. Bacon, New Atlantis.

mediterranean (med"i-te-ra'ne-an), a. [< medi-
terrane + -an.'] If. In tne midst of an expanse
of land

; away from the sea
;
inland.

Their buildings are for the most part of tvmber, for the
mediterranean countreys have almost no stone.

The Kyngdame of Japonia.
These facts appear to be opposed to the theory that

rock-salt is due to the sinking of water charged with salt
in mediterranean spaces of the ocean.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, p. 580.

2. Nearly or quite surrounded by land; exist-

ing in the midst of inclosing land; confined or
cut off by a bordering of land : used specifically
[cap.'] as the name of the sea between Europe
and Africa, the Mediterranean Sea, or (substan-
tively) the Mediterranean, and rarely otherwise.

3. [cap.] Pertaining to, situated on or near,
or dwelling about the Mediterranean Sea: as,
the Mediterranean currents ; the M

medium
countries or races Mediterranean fan-palm, fe-
ver, etc. See the nouns. Mediterranean subregion,
in zoo(feog.,the second of four subregions into which the
I'alearctic region is divided. As bounded by Wallace, it

includes all the countries south of the Pyrenees, Alps,
Balkans, and Caucasus mountains, all the southern shores
of the Mediterranean to the Atlas range and beyond to
the extratropical part of the Sahara and the Xile valley
to the second cataract

; while eastward it includes the
northern half of Arabia, all Persia and Baluchistan, and
perhaps Afghanistan to the Indus.

mediterraneoust (med"i-te-i-a'nf-us), a. [< L.

mediterranean, midland : see mediterrane.] In-

land; remote from the ocean or sea.

It is found in mountains and inediterraneous parts.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 4.

meditulliumt (me-di-tul'i-um), . [NL., < ML.
meditullium, meditolium, etc., the middle of a

thing, a yolk, hub, etc., < L. medius, middle, +
-tullium, -folium, etc., apparently a mere ter-

mination.] In bot., same as diploe, 2. See cut
under diploe.
medium (me'di-um), n. and a. [= F. medium
= Sp. media = Pg. meio = It. media, n., a me-
dium, middle course, < L. medium, neut. of me-

dius, middle, = Gr. ^o-of, middle: see middle."]
1. n.; pi. media or mediums (-a, -umz). 1. That
which holds a middle place or position ;

that
which comes or stands between the extremes
in a series, as of things, principles, ideas, cir-

cumstances, etc.; a mean.
They love or hate, no medium amongst them.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 167.

For there is no medium between living in sin and for-

saking of it ; and nothing deserves the name of Repen-
tance that is short of that. Stillingjteet, Sermons, iii.

A gen'rous friendship no cold medium knows,
Bums with one love, with one resentment glows.

Pope, Iliad, ix. 725.

The piece, however, has no medium; all that is not ex-
cellent is intolerably bad.

Giford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xl.

Technically (a) In math., a mean. See mean^. (6) In
logic, the mean or middle term of a syllogism, (c) A
size of paper between demy and royal. American print-
ing-medium is 19 x 24 inches; American writing-medium,
18 x 23 inches ; English printing-medium, 18 x 28 inches

;

English writing-medium, 17J x 22 inches ; American dou-
ble medium, 24 x 38 inches; and American medium and
a half, 24 x 30 inches.

2. Anything which serves or acts intermediate-

ly ; something by means of which an action is

performed or an effect produced; an interven-

ing agency or instrumentality: as, the atmo-
sphere is a medium of sound.
Nothing comes to him not spoiled by the sophisticating

medium of moral uses. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

A negotiation was opened through the medium of the
ambassador. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii.

The social medium has been created for man by human-
ity. lUaudsley, Body and Will, p. 157.

Specifically (a) In painting, any liquid vehicle, as linseed-

oil, poppy-oil, varnish,or water, with which drypigments are

ground, or with which pigments are mixed by the painter
while at work, in order to give them greater fluidity. (6)
In acoustics, a ponderable elastic substance, as air or other
gas, water, etc., which transmits the energy of the sound-
ing body in waves of condensation and rarefaction to the
ear. (c) In heat and light, that which transmits the energy
of the heated or luminous body to a distance in undula-
tory waves ;

the ether, (d) In bacteriology, the nutritive

substance, either a liquid or a solid, in which or upon which
the various forms of microscopic life are grown for study.
The liquid media employed are infusions of hay, extract
of beer-yeast, and broth of various kinds of meat. The
solid media most used are eggs, slices of potatoes and
carrots, agar-agar, and especially gelatin and the gelatin-
ized serum of the blood of oxen. After being thoroughly
sterilized by heat, they are usually placed in test-tubes,
and inoculated with the form that it is desired to study ;

the cultures may then be observed through the glass.

3. A person through whom, or through whose
agency, another acts

; specifically, one who is

supposed to be controlled in speech and action

by the will of another person or a disem-
bodied being, as in animal magnetism and
spiritualism; an instrument for the manifes-
tation of another personality. Many of the so-
called spiritual mediums claim the power of acting upon
and through matter, by means of the spirits controlling
them, in a manner independent of ordinary material con-
ditions and limitations. In this sense the plural mediums
is preferred.

Although particular persons adopted the profession of
media between men and Elohim, there was no limitation
of the power, in the view of ancient Israel, to any special
class of the population.

Huxley, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 354.

4. Something of mean or medium weight, size,
etc. [Colloq.]
The present classification of the cavalry of the line is as

follows: thiiteen regiments of Mediums, comprising the
seven regiments of Dragoon Guards, numbered ] to 7 ; etc.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 111.

The 4th Dragoon Guards ure no longer "Heavies," but
Mediums. JV. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. ill.

Circulating medium, coin and bank-notes, or paper con-
vertible into money on demand: currency. Medium
cseli, in axtrol., midheaven ; the meridian of the place of



medium
observation. Medium Of cognition, n cognition pro-
ducing other cognition inferentially

<>r iiuasi-lnftTentially.

Medium of form <>r of participation, In logic, *oine-

tliin^ which partakes of the niiture of loih of two ex-

tremes. =8yn. 1. -! '>/".</', .t/<-'//r/-/r//, etc. See means.

H. Middle; middling; mean: as, a man
of medium size. = Syn. See nuans, n.

mediumistic (me di-um-ia'tik), a. Of or per-
taining t<> spiritualistic mediums: as, medium-
iniif phenomena.

I'rivnte and unpaid "mediums/' or other persons in

whotif [irfM'Mi'r ,, if'l,/<,nixtir plH-nimiena oeeur.
Ainer. Sue. Pi*ych. Itencarch, I. 26u".

mediumship (me'di-um-ship), n. [< meilium +
-.</;//<.] The state or condition of being a spir-
itualistic medium; the vocation or function of
such a medium.
Animal magnetism, clairvoyance, wediumship, or mes-

merism are antagonistic to this science.

Quoted in Contemporary /fee., LI. 803.

medium-sized (me'di-um-sizd), a. Of medium
or middle size

;
of an intermediate or of an av-

erage size.

mediuB (me'di-us), n. [ML. and NL. use of L.

median, middle: see medium.'} In music: (a)
In Gregorian music, an inflection, modulation,
or deviation from monotone, used to mark a

partial break in the text, as at the end of a
clause. It consists of a downward step of a
minor third. See accent, 8. (ftf) A tenor or alto
voice or voice-part; a mean.
The superius, median, tenor, and hassus parts of ...

Byrd's Uradualia. Athenaum, No. 3190, p. 821.

Medjidie (me-jid'i-e), n. [Turk, mejidi, < imjiii.

medjid (see def.), lit. glorious ('Abd-ul-mejitl,
lit. glorious servant of God), < Ar. mejid, glori-

ous, < mejd, glory.] 1. A Turkish order of

knighthood, instituted in 1852 by the sultan

Abdul-Medjid, and conferred on many foreign
officers who took part with Turkey in the Cri-

mean war. 2. A modern silver coin of Tur-

key, named from the sultan Abdul-Medjid, who
coined it m 1844. It is equivalent to 20 pias-
ters, and worth, approximately, 85 cents.

medjidite (me-jid'it), n. [< Medjid (see def.)
+ -7e2.] In mineral, (named after the sultan

AbAul-Medjid), a hydrous sulphate of uranium
and calcium, occurring with uraninite.

medlar (nied'lar), . [Formerly also medler; <

MM. medler, meddeler, < OF. mrdler, tnesler, mea-
lier (F. nfflier), a medlar-tree, < mesle, me/tple,
F. dial, nitfe, also (with change of orig. m to n,
as in map, nape2 , napkin, etc.) OF. "tiesple, neple,
F. nefle = Sp. ntspera = Pg. nespera = It. nes-

l>ola, f., the medlar (fruit) ; cf. Sp. nispcro = It.

nespolo, medlar-tree ; = D. MLG. mispel=OHG.
mcspila, nexpela, MHG. mettpvl, nespil, G. mispel=
Sw. Dan. mispel = Bohem. mishpulc, nyshpule
= Pol. me.tpil, mes-

, nieszpul = Hung.

Turk. mitttlimu'la (>
Serv. iiiHxItmnla), < L.

mespilus, f., a medlar,
medlar-tree, < Gr. iifn-

mtov, neut., a medlar,
medlar-tree, /nn-i'/r/,

tho medlar-tree.] 1.

A small, generally
busily tree, Mcxpiliix
aerniitiiiea. related to

the crab-apple, culti-

vated in gardens for
its fruit. It is wild in central and southern

Europe, but was introduced from western Asia.
See Mi-spiliix.

Meddellm In hoote landc gladdest be,
So it be moist ; thai come also in cold.

J'alladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8-X p. 121.

Witwoud grows by the Knight, like a Medlar grafted on
a ("rali. Contjreve, Way of the World, i. 5.

2. The fruit of tho above tree, resembling a
small brown-skinned apple, but with a broad
disk at the summit surrounded by the remains
of the calyx-lobes. When first gathered, ic is harsh and
uneatable, butin the early stages of decay Itacquires an acid
flavor much relished by some. There are several varieties.

You'll be rotten ere you he half ripe, and that's the right
virtue of the medler. Shak., As you Like It, ill. 2. 123.

The stalk
I
of the cotton-wool plant!, no bigger than that

of wheat,but rough as the Beans: the head round and beard-
ed, in size anil shape of n medlar. Sandii*, Travailes, p. 12.

Dutch medlar, the common variety of medlar. Japan-
ese medlar. Same as inquat, 2. Neapolitan or welsh
medlar. Sec a:anile.

medlar-tree (mcd'i;|r-tre), . [Cf. ME. mi-dli--

tri'i'.'] Same as mnilnr, 1.

medlar-wood (med'lar-wud), H. Some hard-
wooded species of MyrtiiK, growing in Mauritius
and adjacent islands, as M. t<xij>/ni<lis.
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medle't, ' An obsolete form of mMl< .

medle'-'t, . [ME., < <)!'. //>/<, mexple, medlar:
set 1

/iHilliir.] A medlar: perhaps only in the

compound nn-dli'-tn-e.

medleet, . and a. An obsolete form of medley.

medle-treet! " [ME.] Same as medlar-tree.

A sat and dlncde In a wede,
Under a faire medlf-tre.

Beva of Uamloun, p. r>2. (IlaUivrU.)

medley (med'li), . and . [Formerly also
mi-ill I/, iniillii' ; < ME. medlee, medle, < OF.
iiuillir, inenlee, meilee, mellee, F. <%%( >E. nttUe
and melley} = Sp. mezela = Pg. mescla, a mix-

ing, orig. fern, of medle, megle, etc., pp. of med-

ler, megfer, mix: see meddle and men'.] I. n.

1. A mixture; a mingled and confused mass
of elements, ingredients, or parts ; a jumble ;

a hodgepodge.
Love Is a medley of endearment*, jars,

Suspicions, quarrels, reconcilement*, wars ;

Then peace again. Walih.

They . . . will bear no more
Tills medley of philosophy and war.

Addiunn, Cato.

The ballet had been a favourite subject of court diversion
since Beaujoyeaulx produced in l."l Le Ballet Comique
de la Royne, a medley of dancing, choral singing, and mu-
sical dialogue. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 87.

2. A musical composition, song, or entertain-
ment consisting of incongruous or disjointed
scraps or parts selected from different sources ;

a melange or potpourri. 3. A fabric woven
from yarn spun from wool which has been dyed
of various colors.

Every Woolen Weaver shall have ... for every yard
of Medlie Id. Qs. Statute (1609), quoted in Klbton-Turner's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 444.

As Medleya are most made in other shires, as good
Whites as any are woven in this county,

Fuller, Worthies, Wilts, II. 436. (Danes.)

4f. A hand-to-hand fight ;
a melley or mel^e.

As soone as the speres were spente, thel drotigh oute
thelre swerdes, and ne-gonne the medle on foote and on
horscbak. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 4R7.

= 8yn. 1. Mixettany, Jumble, etc. See mizture.

H. a. 1. Mingled; confused.

Qualms at my heart, convulsions in my nerves,
Within my little world make medley war. Dryden.

A medley air

Of cunning and of impudence.
Wordnvortli, Peter Bell.

2. Mixed ;
of a mixed stuff or color.

He rood but hoomly in a medlee coote.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 328.

medleyt (med'li), r. /. [< medley, H.] To mix.
Bis heeir was grete and blakke, and foule medled.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 635.

A medled estate of the orders of the Gospel and the cere-

monies of popery is not the best way to banish popery.
Quoted in Hooker't Eccleg. Polity, iv. 8.

M6doc (mc-dok'), n. [From Medoc, a region
in France, in the department of Gironde.] A
class of excellent French red Bordeaux wines,
included under the English term of clarets,

comprising the finest wines of the Bordeaux
type, the Chateau Laffitte, Chateau Margaux,
and Chateau La Tour, as well as many other
brands of desirable quality and more moderate
cost. All these wines have a delicate aroma, and a pe-
culiar slightly bitterish flavor, and when pure are free
from headiness.

medrick, madrick (med'rik, mad'rik), n. [Ori-

gin obscure.] The tern or sea-swallow.

A medrick that makes you look overhead
With short, sharp screams as he sights his prey.

Lotcell, Appledore.

medrinack (med'ri-nak), M. [Also medrinaqur,
formerly in pi. mrilrinael's, niedrinackes; appar.
of native origin.] A coarse fiber from the Phil-

ippines, obtained from the sago-palm, and used

chiefly for stiffening dress-linings, etc. Aluiiii-

ilir.

medrissa (me-dris'a), n. Same as madrasah.
medulla (me-dul'S), N. [= F. medulle = Sp.
iiinliila = Pg. medulla = It. medolla, midollu, <

L. medulla, marrow, pith, kernel, < medius, mid-
dle: see medium.] 1. In anat. androo/.: (a) Mar-
row. [Little used.] (6) The so-called spinal
marrow; the spinal cord, or central axis of the
nervous system ;

the myelon : more fully called
medulla spinalis. (c) The hindmost segment
of the brain, continuous with the spinal cord

;

the afterhrain or metencephalon; the oblon-

gata: more fully called medulla oblongata. (d)
The ventral ganglionic chain of the nervous

system of some invertebrates, as Vermes, sup-
posed to be analogous to the spinal cord of verte-
brates, (f) The pith of a hair. (/) Themyelin.
or white and fatty covering of the axis-cylin-
der of a nerve. 2. In lot., the pith of plants.

Medusa
(0) In exogen. tin- ..ntii.l . -..lunin of parrachymatous tlt-

lue about which the wood Is foimed. (6) In hetenimnuas
lichens, tin- innermost stratum of colorleu tissue compos-
ing the thallus. It exhibits three well-marked forms : (1)
the vnnlly, composed of simple or branched entangled fila-

ments ; (2) the mutaceinu, which is tartareous In appear-
ance ; (a) the cellulate, which consist* of angular, round-

ed, or oblong cellule*. Columns of the medulla ob-
longata. see column. Medulla oblongata. See def.

1 (c); see also Irrain. Medulla BplnallB. See def. 1 (b).

medullar (me-dul'ar), . [= F. nifdtilhiire =
Sp. mi /hi/iir = I'n. mrdiilliir = It. midollare, <

LL. mftliillaris, situated in the marrow, < L.

nirilittla, marrow: nee wicrfM/to.] Hanie as wr/-

ullary. [Rare.]
Thene little emissaries, united together at the cortical

part of the brain, make the meitullar part, being a bundle
of very small, threadlike channels of fibres.

0. Cheyne. Philosophical Principle!.

medullary (med'u-la-ri), a. [As medullar.}
1. In mint, and zoiil., pertaining to marrow or

medulla, or resembling it in form or position ;

myelonal: as, medullary substance; & medullary
cavity; medullary cancer; a medullary foramen.

2. In but., composing or pertaining to the
medulla or pith of plants. See phrases below.
Medullary axis, in lichen*, same as medullary layer.

Medullary cancer. Same as encephalintl cancer (which
see, under encephaloid). Medullary cavity, In embryol. :

(a) The hollow of the primitively tubular spinal cord.

The primitive medullary earity, which persists as the
central canal, remains open in the lumbar swelling of
birds. Geyetibaur, I'omp. Anat., p. 512.

(6) The hollow of a bone which contains marrow. Medul-
lary foramen. *x foramen. Medullary furrow or

groove, in embn/nl., the primitive trace or furrow of a

vertebrate embryo, or a corresponding formation In an
Invertebrate: so called from being the site of a future
medulla.

As the medullary groove deepens, its edges become more
sharply defined, and its inner border comes close down to
the entoderm, thus forcing asunder the two halves of the
mesoderm. Bvck'i Handbook of Med. Science*, III. 174.

Medullary layer, in liehenol. See medulla. 2 (ft).

Medullary plate, in '/'.. one of the
lips of the med-

ullary groove. Medullary rays, the radiating vertical
hands or plates of parenenymatons tissue in the stems
of exogenous plants, popularly called the frUter-yraiti.

Medullary Rays.
I. Longitudinal radial section through the wood of a branch i.f ma-

ple one year old : /', pith ; B, Iwuk. z. Longitudinal tangential sec-

tion of the same wood, showing the ends of the medullary rays.

There are two kinds the primary, which extend from
the pith (medulla) to the cortei, and the secondary, which
are shorter than the primary. The rays ntay be >/</</'''.

consisting of a single cell or a single layer of supei im-

posed cells, as In many conifers ; or rronixmmf, consisting
of more than one layer of superimposed cells, as in most
dicotyledons. Medullary sheath, in ** , a narrow zone
made up of the Innermost layer of woody tissue immedi-
ately surrounding the pith in planta. Medullary tube,
the spinal cord In the primitive tubular stage.

medullated (med u-la-ted), a. [< L. medulla,

marrow, + -ate ' + -erf2.] Having a medulla.
The [spinal) cord will be seen to be mainly made up of

medullated nerve-flbres. Martin, Human Body, p. 177.

medullin (me-dul'iii), w. [< L. medulla, pith,
+ -in2.] A name given by Braconnot to the
cellulose obtained from the pith or medulla of

certain plants, as the sunflower and lilac.

medullispinal (me-dul-i-spi'nal), a. [< L. me-

dulla, marrow, pith, + xpina, spine: seespiwn/.]

Pertaining to the medulla spinalis, spinal mar-

row, or spinal cord.

The medullifpinal or proper veins of the spinal cord lie

within the dura mater. lloldrn, Anat (188SX P- '>>

medullitis (med-u-11'tis), M. [NL., < medulla,

marrow, + -iW.] In pathoL. same as myelitix.
medullose (med'u-los), a. [= F. m^diilleux =
Sp. meditloso = Pg. medulloso = It. midoUoso, <

L. medullofits, full of marrow, < medulla, mar-
row, pith : see medulla.] Having the texture
of pith. Maunder.
Medusa (me-du'sS), w. [L. iledumi, < Gr. Me'rfor-

aa, a fern, name, orig. fern, of fifAue, a ruler,

ppr. of utfatv, rule.] 1. In Gr. myth., one of

the three Gorgons, the only one of them who
was mortal. She was slain by Perseus, with the aid of

Athena; and her serpent-entwined head was so awful
that its sight turned all beholders to stone. It was after-

ward borne by Athena on her irgis or on her shield. The
later artists beautified the grimacing head of Medusa, re-

taining only the writhing serpents of the legend. See

(lorynn and agit.



Medusa

2. PI. mediixtF (-se). In zool. : (a) [I. c.] A
jelly-fish, sea-jelly, or sea-nettle; an acaleph,
in a strict sense; a discophoran or discophor-
ous hydrozoan ; any member of the family
Medusidai or order or subclass Discophora : a
term very loosely used, and now chiefly as an
English word. See medusoid, n. (b) [cap.]
[NL.] An old genus of jelly-fishes, used with

great and varying latitude, more or less nearly
equivalent to the order Discophora or family
Mfdnxida; now greatly restricted or entirely
discarded. In the latter ease Aurelia is used
instead. See cut under acaleph. [In this sense
there is no plural.] (c) [I. c.] Some hydrozoan
resembling or supposed to be one of the fore-

going; a medusoid: as, the naked-eyed medusa;
of Forbes, which are the reproductive zooids
or gonophores of gymnoblastic hydroids.
medusa-bell (me-du'sa-bel), . The swimming-
bell, gelatinous disk, or umbrella of a medusa.
medusa-bud (me-du'sa-bud), n. A budding
medusa; a rudimentary medusa, or one not de-
tached from its stock, forming a generative bud
or gonophore.
Medusae (me-du'se), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Medu-
sa.] Jelly-fishes, acalephs proper, or discopho-
rans, as a family or higher group of the Hydro-
zoa, equivalent to Mednsida' or Discophora, \.

medusal (me-du'sal), a. [< NL. Medusa + -al.]
Same as medusan" Nature, XXXVIII. 356.

medusan (me-du'san), a. and . [< NL. Me-
dusa + -an."] I. a. Of, pertaining to, or re-

sembling a member of the family Mednsida!.
II. n. A hydrozoan of the family Medusida;.

Medusa's-head (me-du'saz-hed), . 1. A bas-

ket-fish, basket-urchin, or sea-basket
;
a eury-

alean ophiurian or branching sandstar of the

family Astrophytida;. Also medusa-head and
medusa-headstar. See cut under basket-fish.
2. An extant crinoid of the genus J'enta'criims,
P. eaput-medusa'. 3. In hot., the plant Eu-
phorbia Capitt-Medusa: Medusa's-head orchis.
See orctiis.

medusian (me-du'si-an), a. and . [< NL. Me-
dusa + -inn.] Same as medusan.
Medusidse (me-du'si-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Medusa
+ -j'rfrt'.] The medusas, acalephs, discophorans,
or jelly-fishes, as a family of Hydrozoa, typified
by the genus Medusa proper. The hydrosome is

free and oceanic, consisting of a single nectocalyx or swim-
ming-bell, from the roof of which one or several polypites
are suspended. The nectocalyx is furnished with a sys-
tem of canals, and a number of tentacles depend from its

margin. The reproductive organs appear as processes
either of the sides of the polypite or of the nectocalycine
canals. The family as thus denned is coextensive with the
order or subclass Discophora, and equivalent to Medu&ce,
2 (6), but the term is often used in a much more restricted
sense, as synonymous with Aureliidce.

medusidan (me-du'si-dan), (i. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Medusidai.

II. n. One of the Medusidai.
medusiform (mf-du'si-form), a.

dusa + L. forma, form.] Re-
sembling a medusa in form;
medusoid; intheformofabell;
campanulate Medusiform bud,
a budding medusoid contained in the
gonophore of some hydrozoans.

medusite(me-du'sit),. [<NL.
Medusitex, < Medusa + -ites, E.
-ite2.] A fossil medusa or ac-

aleph. Notwithstanding the soft-
ness of jelly-fishes, fossil traces of some
have been found in the lithographic
slate of Solenhofen in Bavaria.

Medusites (med-u-sl'tez), .

[NL. : see medusite.~] A ge-
neric name of certain fossil

medusae.
medusoid (me-du'soid), a. and
n. [< NL. Medusa + Gr. eUoc, form.] I. .

Like a medusa
; resembling a medusa in form

or function; medusiform: as, a medusoid bud
;

the medusoid organization. Sometimes acale-

phoid Medusoid bud, the generative bud or gono-
phore of a fixed or free hydrozoan.

II. . 1. The medusiform generative bud or
receptacle of the reproductive elements of a hy-
drozoan, whether it becomes detached or not.
Such an organism constitutes the middle stage in the pro-
cess of metagenesis. The gonophore may present every
stage of development and degree of complication until it
becomes medusiform or bell-shaped, when it is called a
medusoid from its resemblance to a medusa or jeUy-flsh.
2. Loosely, any medusa, medusidan, or medu-
soid organism.
meeH, pron. An obsolete spelling of mei.
mee2 (me), n. [E. Ind.] An evergreen tree of
India. See Sasxia.

meech, meeching. See michei, miching.

Medusiform Zofiict of

Cnmpanularia.
.4, nectocalyx; A',

velum ; tr, lithocysts ;

/^.tentacles; *', ma-
nnhriura ; *", radial
canals; o, mouth.
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meed (med), . [< ME. mcede, mede, < AS. med,
in older form meord, meard, meorth = OS. meoda,
mieda, meda = OFries. mede, meide, mide = D.
miede = MLG. mede, meide, LG. mede = OHG.
mieta, miata, meta, MHG. miete, G. miete, miethe
= Goth, mizdo, meed, reward, recompense, =
OBulg. mtzda = Bulg. muzda = Bohem. Russ.
mzda (Pol. myto, < G.), reward, = Gr. juaOAf =
Zend mizdha, pay, hire, = Pers. mazd (> Turk.

muzd), pay, recompense, reward.] 1. That
which is bestowed or rendered in considera-
tion of desert, good or bad (but usually the

former); reward; recompense; award.
As muche mede for a myte that he offreth

As the riche man for al his moneye and more, as by the

godspel. Piers Plotvman(C), xiv. 97.

The Laurell, meed of mightie Conquerours.
Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 9.

Who cheers such actions with abundant meeds.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

A sordid soul,
Such as does murder for a meed.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 22.

Here comes to-day,
Pallas and Aphrodite, claiming each
This meed of fairest. Tennyson, (Enone.

2. A gift ; also, a bribe.

For certes by no force ne by no meede
Hym thoughte he was nat able for to speede.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 133.

They take meede with priuie violence,
Carpets, and things of price and pleasancc.

HakluyVs Voyages, 1. 198.

Plutus, the god of gold,
Is but his steward

; no meed but he repays
Sevenfold above itself. ShaJc., T. of A., i. 1. 288.

Gin yell gie me a worthy meid,
111 tell ye whar to find him.

Sir James the Rote (Child's Ballads, III. 75).

3t. Merit or desert.

My meed hath got me fame. Shale.
,
3 Hen. VI.

,
Iv. 8. 38.

meedt (med), v. t. [< ME. medcn= OS. medean,
miedon = MLG. meden = OHG. miaten, mietan,
MHG. G. mieten, reward; from the noun.] 1.
To reward; bribe.

& [he] meded hem so moche with alle maner thinges,A bi-het hem wel more than i jou telle kan.
William of Palerne(E. E. T. S.), 1. 4046.

2. To deserve or merit.

Yet, yet thy body meeds a better grave.
Heywood, Silver Age (ed. Collier), i.

meedfult (med'ful), a. [< ME. medeful; < meed
+ -fnl.'] Worthy of meed or reward; deserv-

ing.

meedfullyt (med'ful-i), adv. [ME. medefitlly;
< meedful + -fy

2
.] According to meed or de-

sert; suitably.
A wight, without nedeful compulsion, ought medefvtty

to be rewarded. Testament of Love, iii.

meek (mek), a. [< ME. meek, melee, meok, meoc,
< Icel. mjukr, soft, mild, meek, = Sw. injiik, soft,= Dan. myg, soft, pliant, supple, = Goth. *

mules,
in comp. mukamodei, gentleness.] 1. Gentle
or mild of temper; self-controlled and gentle ;

not easily provoked or irritated; forbearing
under injury or annoyance.

Full meke was the kynge a-gein god and the peple, and
a-gein the mynistres of holy cherche, that alle thei hadde
grete pile. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 94.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me ; for I am meek
and lowly in heart : and ye shall find rest unto your souls

Mat xi. 29.

He feels he has a fist, then folds his arms
Crosswise, and makes his mind up to be meek.

Brmming, King and Book, I. 36.

2. Pliant; yielding; submissive.
Hee had take the toune that tristy was holde,

And made all the menne meeke to his wyll.
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 953.

He humbly louted in meeke lowlinessc.

Spenser, F. Q.,I. x. 44.

With tears
Watering the ground, and with their sighs the air

Frequenting, sent from hearts contrite, in sign
Of sorrow uuleign'd, and humiliation meek.

Milton, t. L., x. 1104.

3. Humble
; unpretentious.

So we buried him quietly ... in the sloping little

church-yard of Oare, as meek a place as need be.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, v.

= Syn. 1. Mild, etc. (see gentle), humble, lowly,
meekt (mek), . [< ME. meken (= Sw. mjii-
kfi); from the adj.] I. trans. To make meek;
soften; render mild, pliant, or submissive;
humble or bring low.

For he that highith himself shal be mekid, and he that
mekith himself shall be enhaunsid. Wyclif, Mat. xxiii. 12.

II. intrans. To submit; become meek.
Ac Nede is next him, for anon he meketh,
And as low as a lombe, for lakking of that hym nedeth.

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 35.

meet

meekent (me'kn), . t. l<meek + -en^.] Same
as meek.

Then with soft steps enseal'd the mtekned valleys,
In quest of memory.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

Where meekened sense and amiable grace
And lively sweetness dwell. Thomson.

meek-eyed (mek'Id), . Having eyes that re-

veal meekness of character.

He, her fears to cease,
Sent down the meek-eyed Peace.

Milton, Nativity, L. 46.

A patient, meek-eyed wife. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 3.

meekheadt, . [< ME. mekehede; < meek +
-head.] Meekness. Halliicell.

meekly (mek'li), adr. [< meek + -ly
2
.] In a

meek manner; submissively; humbly; not

proudly or roughly ; mildly; gently.
meekness (mek'nes), n. [< ME. meekenes, meke-

nes; < meek + -ness.] The quality of being
meek; softness of temper; mildness; gentle-
ness

;
forbearance under injuries and provoca-

tions; unrepining submission. = Syn. Lowliness,
humility, self-abasement. See comparison under gentle.

meert. An obsolete form of mere^
,
were2

,
mere3 .

meerkat (mer'kat). n. 1. The African penciled
ichneumon, Cynictis penicillata. See cut un-
der Cynietw. 2. The African suricate or zen-

ick, Suricata tetradactyla.
meerschaum (mer

' sham or -shum
;
G. pron.

mar'shoum), n. [< G. meerschaum, lit.
' sea-

foam,' < mfer, the sea (= E. mere1
), + scliaum,

foam, froth, = E. scum.] 1. A hydrated sili-

cate of magnesium, occurring in fine white
clay-like masses, which when dry will float
on water; sepiolite. The name, from the German
for 'sea-foam,' alludes to the lightness and the snow-
white color. It is found in various regions, but occurs
chiefly in Asia Minor, Livadia, and the island of Eubcaa.
When first taken out it is soft, and makes lather like

soap. It is manufactured into tobacco-pipes, which, af-

ter being carved or turned, are baked to dry them, then
boiled in milk, polished, and finally boiled in oil or wax.
Artificial meerschaum is made from the chips and waste
left from meerschaum-cutting, consolidated by pressure.
Meerschaum is imitated also in plaster of Paris, treated
with paraffin and colored with gamboge and dragon's-
blood, and in other ways.
2. A pipe made from this substance. Such pipes
are valued from their taking a rich brown color from the
oil of tobacco gradually absorbed by the material.

meerswinet, n. See mereswine.

meeset, " See mease1 .

Meesia (me'si-a), n. [NL. (Hedwig, 1782),
named after David Meese, a gardener of the

University of Franeker, in the Netherlands.]
A genus of mosses typical of the tribe Meesiea>,
having long, densely cespitose stems and linear
or narrowly lanceolate leaves, with rectangu-
lar-hexagonal small areolation. The capsule is

cernuons, clavate, and thick-walled, the annulus simple
or wanting. The species are distributed throughout the
northern hemisphere, some occurring in North America.
Also spelled Meesea.

Meesiese (me-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Meesia +
-ea-.] A tribe of mosses of the order Bryacece,
taking its name from the genus Meesia. They
are generally small planes, with S- to 8-ranked lanceolate
or linear-oblong leaves, and a long-pedicelled long-necked
capsule, with a small convex or conical lid, and a double
peristome of 16 teeth. Also spelled Meeteece.

meet 1
(met), v.

; pret. and pp. met, ppr. meeting.
[< ME. meeten, meten, < AS. metan (pp. metie,
meted), gemetan (= OS. mot/an = OFries. meta
= D. moeten, nemoeten = MLG. moten, LG.
moten, moten = Icel. ma>ta = Sw. mota = Dan.
mode= Goth, namotjan), meet, encounter, < mot,
gemot, a meeting: see moot1

, n.] I. trans. 1. To
come into the same place with (another person
or thing); come into the presence of; of per-
sons, come face to face with.

Prepare to meet thy God, Israel. Amos iv. 12.

That, in the official marks invested, you
Anon do meet the senate. Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 149.

2. To come up to from a different direction;
join by going toward; come to by approach-
ing from the opposite direction, as distinguish-
ed from overtake: as, to meet a person in the
road.

And thus thei conveyed hem vn-to the town, whereas
Gonnore, thedoughterof kynge leodogan com hem for to
meten. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 448.

I would have overtaken, not have met my Game.
Congrece, Old Batchelor, iv. 5.

3. To come into physical contact with
; join by

touching or uniting with; be or become con-

tiguous to.

The broad seas swell'd to meet the keel.

Tennyson, The Voyage.

4. To come upon: encounter; attain to
; reach

the perception, possession, or experience of:



meet

as, to meet one's fate calmly: his conduct meets
the approbation of the public; you will meet

your reward.
Let no whit !h'-r dismay

The hurt! beginne that meetes tin-.- In the dore
And with sharpe II In thy tender hart oppresseth tore.

Hinuer. Y. I)., 111. III. il.

Ail Hurts of cruelties they meet like pleasures.
Fletclmr (ana aiwtlier), Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

I have a little satisfaction in seeing a letter written to

you upon my tuble, though I meet no opportunity of send-

ing It. Donne, letters, xvlt

< Iniriuts and tlaming arms, and flery steeds,
Hetlecting blaze on blaze, tirst met his view.

Milt,,.,, V. I.
, vl. 18.

6. To come into collision with
;
encounter with

force or opposition ; come or move against : as,
to meet the enemy in battle.

To meet the noise
Of his almighty engine he shall hear
Infernal thunder. Miltun, P. L., u. 64.

I have heard of your tricks.

And you that smell of amber at my charge,
And triumph in your cheat well, I may live
To meet thee.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, ill. :;.

Some new device they have afoot again,
Some trick upon my credit ; I shall ,<" , t It.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. 3.

Like Ore he meet* the foe,
And strikes him dead for thine and thee.

Tennyson, Princess, Iv. (song).

6. To come into conformity to; be or act in

agreement with: as,conduct that meet* one's ex-

pectations. 7. To discharge; satisfy: as, to
meet a note at maturity.
This day he requires a large sum to meet demands that

cannot be denied. Bulwer, Lady of Lyons, v. 2. (Hoppe.)

8. To answer; refute: as, to meet an opponent's
objections. To meet half-way, to approach from an
equal distance and meet ; figuratively, make mutual and
equal concessions to, each party renouncing some claim ;

make a compromise with. To meet the eye, to arrest
the sight; come into notice ; become visible. well met,
a salutation of compliment. Compare hail-fMinr, well

met, under hail fellow. Shakspere has also ill met in the

opposite sense.

Weel met, weft met, now, Parcy Keed.
Death of Parcy Reed (Child's Ballads, VI. 144).

= 8yn. 1. To light or happen upon. 6. To comply with,
fulfil.

II. intrang. 1. To come together ; come face to

face; join company, assemble, or congregate.
Also we inttti' with ij Gnlyes of Venys, whlche went owte

of Vcnys a moueth afor vs.

Torkinyton, Dlarie of Eng. Travel], p. 18.

And for the rest o' the fleet

Which I dispersed, they all have met again,
And are upon the Mediterranean flote.

Shall., Tempest, i. 2. 233.

So hand in hand they paas'd, the loveliest pair
That ever yet In love's embraces met.

Milton, P. L., iv. 322.

2. To come together in opposition or in con-

tention, as in fight, competition, or play.
And therefore this marcke that we must shoot at, set

vp wel in our sight, wo shal now meat for y shoot.
Sir T. Mori, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. S3.

Weapons more violent, when next we meet,
May serve to better us, and worse our foes.

.Milt,.,,. P. L, vi. 439.

3. To come into contact; form a junction;
unite; be contiguous or coalesce.

There Savoy and 1'lemont tneete.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 90.

4. To combine.
How all things meet to make me this day happy.

Beau, and VI., Thierry and Theodoret, II. 1.

Thou, the latest-left of all my knights,
In whom should meet the offices of all.

orte d' Arthur.

5. To come together exactly ; agree; square or

balance, as accounts.

The Courtly figure Allegoria, which Is when we speake
one thing and tninke another, and that our wordes and
our meanings meete not.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 164.

It is mighty pleasant at the end of the year to make all

(our accounts] meet. Lamb, Old China.

To make both ends meet See end. Tomeet up with,
to come upon, whether by encountering or by overtaking.
[Southern U. S.J- To meet with, (a) To join; unite in

company.
When Oabryell owre lady grette,
And Elyzabeth irith here mette.

Batteei Boole (E. E. T. 3.), p. 17.

Falstaff at that oak shall meet tritA us.

Stoj*.,M. W.of W.,iv. 4. 4-2.

(b) To light on ; find ; come to : often said of an unex-
pected event.

We met with many things worthy of observation. Bacon.

(c) To suffer; be exposed to; experience.

Royal Mistress.
Prepare to meet tcith more than brutal fury
From the tierce prince.

Horn, Ambitious step-Mother, ii. i
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(d) To obviate. [A Utinism. I

Before I proceed farther. It Is good to meet with an ob-

jection, which if not removed, the conclusion of experi-
ence from the time past to the present will not be sound.

Bacim.

(e) To counteract ; oppose.

We must prepare to meet tcith Caliban.

Shalt., Tempest, Iv. 1. 160.

[Meet in the intransitive sense Is sometimes conjugated
with to be as an auxiliary as well as with Aaw.] = 8yn. 1.

To collect, muster, gather.

meet 1 (met), . [< mrrti, r.] 1. A meeting
of huntsmen for fox-hunting or coursing, or
of bicyclists for a ride ; also, the company so
met.

The mantelpiece, In which Is stuck a large card with the
list of the //-' for the week of the county hounds.

T. llughet, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 4.

2. The place appointed for such a meeting;
the rendezvous.
meet2 (met), . and n. [< ME. meete, mete, < AS.

ijemet, fit, suitable (cf. mate, moderate, = Icel.

meetr, meet), < ye-, a generalizing suffix, + -

tun, measure: see mete1 .] I. a. 1. Fit; suit-

able; proper; convenient; adapted; appro-
priate.
The said Towne of Brymyncham ys a verey mete place,

and yt is verey mfte and necessarye that theare be a tfree

Schoole erect theare. Enyluh Oildi(E.. E. T. S.), p. 249.

But for Adam there was not found an help meet for him.
Gen. II. 20.

It was meet that we should make merry. Luke zv. 32.

2f. Proper; own.

Menelay the mighty, that waa his mete brother,
Come fro his kingdom with clene shlppes SixtL

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 4057.

3f. Equal.
Lord of lordea both loud and still,

And none on melde I mold) mete him untill.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 122.

4. Even. [Now only prov. Eng.]

Niece, you tax Slgnior Benedick too much ; but he'll be
meet with you. Shak., Much Ado, L 1. 47.

Ill be meet with 'em :

Seven of their young pigs I've bewitch'd already.
Jttddfeton, The Witch, L 2.

Syn. 1. Fitting, suitable, suited, congenial.

II. t a. An equal ; a companion.
meetelest, " See meMs.
meetent(me'tn),E. t. [< meefi + -en 1

.] To make
meet or fit; adapt; prepare. Ash. [Bare.]
meeter1 (me'ter), n. [< meefl + -er1 .] One
who meets or encounters; a participant in a

meeting. [Rare.]
meeter^t, . An obsolete spelling of meter2 .

meeth 1
!, [Also meith; said to be a var. of

mete1 , .] A mark; a sign; a landmark or

boundary : as, meeths and marches.

meeth'^t, . See meaeft.

meeting (me'ting), . [< ME. metinge; verbal
n. of meet 1

, .] 1. A coming together; an in-

terview: as, a happy meeting of friends. 2.
An assembly; a congregation; a collection of

people; a convention: as, a social, religious,
or political meeting; the meeting adjourned till

the next day: applied in the United States,

especially in rural districts, te any assemblage
for religious worship, and in England and Ire-

land to one of dissenters from the established

church; specifically, an assembly of Friends for

religious purposes : as, to go to meeting.

Many sober Baptists and professors . . . came In, and
abode In the meetiivj to the end.

Penn, Travels In Holland, etc.

I seem to see again
Aunt, in her hood and train,

Glide, with a sweet disdain,

liravely to Meetiny.
Locker, On an Old Muff.

Your yellow dog was always on hand with a sober face
to patter on his four solemn paws behind the farm-wagon
as it went to meeting of a Sunday morning.

II. B. Stow, Oldtown, p. 20.

3. A conflux, as of rivers; a confluence; a join-

ing, as of lines ; junction ; union.

Her face <s like the Milky Way I' the sky,
A meetina of gentle lights without a name.

Suckling, Breunowalt, iU.

4. A hostile encounter; a duel.

At the first mefynpe there waa a sore lust

Bernen, tr. of Frolssart's I'hron., I. ccxi.

Basket-meeting. See the quotation. [Western U. S.J

Banket Meeting! Jolly religious picnics, where you could
attend to your salvation and eat "roas'in' ears with old
fi-lends in the thronged recesses of the forests.

E. Eggletton, The Graysons, x.

Experience, family, Indignation, etc.. meeting. See
the qualifying words. March meeting, in New England
towns, the principal town-meeting, occurring annually in

March.

megacerou.s
1 tin' ein ready planted in March-meetin',
Warm / a lyccum audience in their greetin'.

Lmcell, Blglow Papers, 2d ser., lloncn Blglow's Speech in

[March Meeting.

meetinger (mc'ting-cr), . [Also dial, meet-

iner, meetner; < meetimj + -er 1
.] In some parts

of England, a habitual attendant of a dissent-

ing meeting or chapel.
The Meetinger keeps himself posted up with the hut

clerical escapade, and Ores It off at u> when he gets a
chance. nineteenth Century, XXII. 206.

meeting-house (me'ting-hous), n. A house of

worship: specifically employed by Friends to

designate tneir houses of worship, in England
by members of the established church to desig-
nate the houses of worship of dissenters, and
in the United States, chiefly in the country, as
a designation of any house for worship.
The meeting-home was much enlarged, and there was a

fresh enquiry among many people after the truth.

Penn, Travels In Holland, etc.

His heart misgave him that the churches were so many
meetiiuj-huutet, but I soon made him easy. Addinm.

In the old days it would have been thought unphilo-
sophic aa well as effeminate to warm the meetiiuj-houtei

artificially. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 27.

meeting-post (me 'ting-post), M. The outer
stile of a canal-lock gate, which meets, at the
middle of the gateway, the corresponding stile

of the companion gate. Also called miter-pout.

meeting-seed (me'ting-sed), n. Fennel, cara-

way, dill, or other aromatic and pungent seed,
eaten to prevent drowsiness in church. [New
Eng.]
She munched a spilg of meetin' teed.

St. Nicholat. IV. 202.

meetlyt (met'li), a. [< ME. metely; < meet* +
-ty

1
.] Meet; becoming; appropriate; propor-

tionable.
Fetys he waa and wel beseye,
With metely mouth and yen greye.

limn, of the Rote, 1. 822.

Diners other, that were more meetelie . . . for your es-

tate. State, Edw. V., an. 1482.

meetly (met'li), adv. [< ME. meetely, metely;
< meet2 + -fy

2
.] 1. In a meet or fit manner;

fitly; suitably; properly.
So that the mete & the masse watz metely delyuered.
Sir Gawayne and the Green KniahtfE. E. T. S.X L 1414.

I account the Mirrour of Magistrates meetely furnished
of beautiful parts. Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

2. Measurably; tolerably.
And It Is yet of a metely good strengthe, and It wan

called in olde tyme Effrata.

Sir R. Ouy(forde, Pylgrymage, p. 35.

meetness (met'nes), n. [< meeft + - <*.] The
state or quality of being meet; fitness; suita-

bleness; propriety.
meg-, mega-. [< Gr. ^/jof, great, large, big: see

mickle, muc/i.] \nphysics, a prefix to a unit of

measurement to denote the unit taken a million
times: as, a ie</ohm, a megavolt, etc.

megabacteria (meg'a-bak-te'ri-a), n.jil. [NL.,
< Gr. fityaf, great, large, + NL.'oacten'a, q. v.l

The largest kind of bacteria : distinguished
from mierobacteria. Ziegler, Pat hoi. Anat., i.

185.

megabasitfi (meg-a-ba'sit), . [< Gr.

great, +/)daif, base,+ -ite2.] In mineral.,
state of iron and manganese, probably a vari-

ety of wolfram.

megacephalic (meg'a-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik), a.

[< Gr. ftiyaf, great, large,+ ^o>.^, head, + -ic.]

Large-headed: specifically applied in craniom-

etry to skulls whose cranial capacity exceeds
1450 cubic centimeters.

Megacephalon (meg-a-sef'a-lon), n. [NL. (C. J.

Temminck, 1844), < Gr. pfyaf, great, large,+ t-

<t>a)^, head.] A genus of mound-birds or brush-

turkeys of Celebes, of the family Mfgapodii-
ilte and subfamily Talegallintr; the maleos: so
called from the size of the head, which results

from an expansion of the cranial walls into a
kind of helmet. M. maleo is the only species.
megacephalous (meg-a-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

"'/"'-', great, large, -f- Kcfa/!/, head.] Large-
headed ; megacephalic in general. Also ategu-
iMnfcwMA
Megaceros (me-gas'e-ros), M. [NL., < Gr. //*'-

>af, great, large, + wyxic. horn.] The genus of

large extinct ( 'enidn- of which the Irish elk is the

type, having immense palmated antlers. The
animal formerly called Cerna meyacerot or C. Mberniau
is now known as Meya&nt hibernicut. It to related to
the elk of Europe and the moose of America, but is much
larger. Its remains abound in the peat-bogs of England
and Scotland.

megacerous (me-gas'e-rus), n. [< Gr. pfyaf,

great, large. + Ktpac, horn.] Having very large
horns, as the extinct Irish elk.



Megachile

Meeachile (meg-a-ki'le), n. [NL., < Gr. pe-yaf, megaleme (meg'a-lem), w. A scansorial barbet

great, large, + jM, lip-] A genus of aculeate of the genus Megalaima, in a broad sense. Alsc

hymenopterous insects, or bees, of the family megaleeme, megalaime.

Apidai and group Dasi/gastrte ; the leaf-cutters, megalerg (meg'a-lerg), n.
..

It is a large genus, of world-wide distribution, containing great (see mega-), + E. erg.]
many species of varied habits : all furnish their cells with

-

trunksof dead trees and old rotting palings. The nest of ( < Gr. JtfyatyoUL,
11. muraria is composed of grains of sand glued together
with its viscid saliva, and is so hard as not to be easily

penetrated by a knife. About 50 European and as many
North American species are known. M. centuncularis is

one of the common species of Europe and North America.

Megachilidas (meg-a-kil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Megachile + -idee.] "The leaf-cutting bees re-

garded as a family.

Megalops
What Thurnam calls medium brains range in weight be-

tween 40 and 524 ounces for men and 35 and 47J ounces
for women. All brains in size above this are called mega-
locephalous. Set. Amer., N. S., LXI. 289.

ra megalocyte (meg'a-lo-sit), . [< Gr. uiyae f>e-
9 '

","'-), great, large, + Kvrof, a cavity: see cyte.]
A large blood-corpuscle, measuring from 12 to

15 micromillimeters in diameter, found in the
human blood in cases of anemia, especially of

[< Gr.

MaterorCybele)neut.pl.of^^^,pertain- ^33S^SingtoMegale,< Gr. Mej-a/,,
'

the^Great,^
an epi-

megalogonidium (meg''a-lo-go-nid'i-um), . ;

pi. mcgalogonidia(-&). [Nlj.^Gr./ifjaf (ueya^-),
thet of the Magna Mater, fern, of /ityaf (utya/-)

great: see>oz 2
, mickle, much.] Of or belonging

fo Cybele, the Great Mother Megalesian games,

Megachiroptera (meg"a-ki-rop'te-ra), n. pi.

NL., ueut. pi. of megachiropterus: see inega-

chiropteroKS.] Same as Macroehiroptera.
Dobson.

G.E.

celebrated at Rome in the month of April, and lasting for

six days, in honor of Cybele. The image of this goddesswas

brought to Rome from Pessinus in Galatia, about 203 B. 0.,

and the games were instituted then or shortly afterward,
in consequence of a sibylline oracle promising continual

victory to the Romans if due honors were paid to her.

great, large, + NL. gonidium.] Same as ma-

erogonidiiiiii.

megalograph (meg'a-lo-graf), . [< Gr. fieyai:

(fteya/.-), great, large, + ypafyeiv, write.] A form
of camera lucida used for microscopic drawing,
or for industrial pattern-drawing, as from de-

signs formed by the kaleidoscope. It admits of

drawing directly from the microscopic or kalei-

megachiropteran (meg"a-ki-rop'te-ran), a. and megalesthete (meg-a-les'thet), n. [<Gr. jikyas doscopic image'.
n. [< Megachiroptera + -an.] I. o. Pertaining (ueyaX-), great, large, + <zi<7%rfc, one who per- megalography (meg-a-log'ra-fi), n.

ceives: see esihete^esthetic.] A supposed tac-

tile organ of the chitons. Also written mega-
hesthete. H. N. Moseley.

[< Gr. pi-

(fieya/.-}, great, large, -f -ypaQia, < ypafytiv,

write.] A drawing of pictures to a large scale.

Bailey, 1731.

to the Megachiroptera, or having their charac-

ters ; being a fruit-bat.

II. n. A member of the Megachiroptera; a

fruit-bat. Megalichthys (meg-a-lik'this), n. [NL., < Gr. megalomania (meg'a-lo-ma*ni-a), n. [NL., <

mejjachiropteroilS (meg"a-ki-rop'te-rus),
a. [< ^-y^ (fteya'A-), great," large, + \X&t, fish.] A <}r. fteyaf (fieya).-), greatj|

4- /uivia,'madness: see

genus of large fossil ganoid fishes of Carbon- *- -i * * *; - ;]!: , i... ,,L,;.....

iferous age, established by Agassiz. Their re-

mains occur in Devonian beds of Europe. By Giinther
the genus is referred to the family Saurodipterida, sub-

order Palypteroidei ; by others to families called Saurodip-
tfrini or Saurichthyidae.

NL. megachiropterus, < Gr. //eyaf, great, large, +
X^'p, hand, + irrepAv, awing, = E. feather: see

chiropteroiis.] Same as megachiropteran.

megacocci (meg-a-kok'si), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

//fyof. great, large,+ K<SKKOC, a berry : see coccus.]
The largest kind of cocci: distinguished from
micrococci.

megacosm (meg'a-kozm), n. [< Gr. /ifyaf, great,

,
world. J Same as macrocosm.

smooth, but minutely punctured, enameled scales, some of

which have been found 5 inches in diameter, indicating
:i Ilsh of great size. The jaws were furnished with immense
laniary teeth. Several species have been described from
the Carboniferous strata of Scotland and England.

lith), . [< Gr. fj.tya(, great,

+"//ft>f, stoneT] A great stone; specifically, a

stone of great size used in constructive work or

as a monument, as in ancient Cyclopean and so-

megaderm (meg'a-derm), n. [< NL. Mcgader-
ealled Druidic or Celtic remains.

ma.] A bat of the family Megiidermatidfe.

Megaderma (meg-a-der'ma), H. [NL., < Gr.

ufyof. great, large, + tiipfia, the skin: see derma.] i-j.v r/
The typical genus of the family Megadermatida; megalithic (meg-a-lith ik) a. [< megalith +
(or subfamily Megadermatime of Xycteridw). -'] Consisting of megaliths or very large

M. gigas of Australia is the largest bat of the suborder

mania.] A form of insane delusion the subjects
of which imagine themselves to be very great,

exalted, or powerful personages ;
the delusion

of grandeur.
It was characterized by large, MegalonyX (me-gal'o-niks), n. [NL. (Thomas

"

Jefferson, 1797), so called from the great size

(utyak-), great,

I desire him togivemeleavetoset forthourmicrocosm, megalith (meg'a-lith), n.

man, in some such deformed way as he doth the mega-
~ "

cottm, or great world.

Bp. Croft, Animad. on Burnet's Theory (1685), p. 138.

[(Latham.)

Hundreds of our countrymen rush annually to the French

megaliths.
J. Fergitsson, Rude Stone Monuments, p. 181, note.

Microchiroptera, the forearm measuring 4J inches. M.

lyra is a smaller species, common in India. There are
several others.

Megadermatidae (meg*a-der-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Megaderma(t-) '-ida;.] The Megader-
matiiue rated as a family.

Megadermatinae (meg-a-der-ma-ti'iie), w. pi.

[NL., < Megad#rma(t-) + -inai.] A subfamily
of bats of the family Nycteridue, typified by the

Kenus Mcijaderma ; the megaderms.
Megaderus (me-gad'e-rus), n. [NL. (Serville,

1834), < Gr. fieyae, great, large, + Sepr/, neck,
throat. ] A genus of longieorns or cerambycids
liaving the three sternal sclerites continuoTis.

They exhale a strong, peculiar odor, though no odoriferous

glands have been discovered. They are mostly tropical
American, but M. btfasctiitw occurs in Texas.

megadont (meg'a-dont), a. [Irreg. < Gr. /ityas,

great, large, + bSoi'f (odovr-) = E. tooth.] Hav-
ing large teeth. W. H. Flower.

megadyne (meg'a-dln), n. [< Gr. /it/of, great
(see mega-), + Ei dyne, q. v.] A unit equal to

a million dynes.
megaerg (meg'a-erg), . [< Gr. nfyaf, great (see

mega-), + E. erg, q. v.] A unit equal to a mil-
lion ergs. Also megerg, megalerg.
megafarad (meg'a-far-ad), . [< Gr. i^yaf, great
(see mega-), + E. farad, q. v.] In electrometry,
a unit equal to a million farads.

Megalaema (meg-a-le'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. //eyaf

(/it-yaA-), great, large, + %<uu6f, throat (breast).]
The typical genus of Megalcemidce or scansorial
barbets. The species of Megaloema proper are Asiatic.

M. hcemacephala, the crimson-breasted barbet, is a com-
mon Indian one, known as the tambagut or coppersmith.
Also Megalai'ina, as originally by G. it. Gray in 1842.

Megalaemidse (meg-a-le'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Megaltema + -idte.] A family of chiefly Old

of its claw-bones ; < Gr.

large, + 6wf ,
a claw.] 1 . A genus of gigantic

extinct Pleistocene edentate quadrupeds re-

lated to the sloths, belonging to the family
Mi/lodontido! (sometimes, however, referred to

the Megatheriidai), having the foremost tooth in

each jaw large and separated from the others

by a wide diastema. M. cuvieri is one of the

best-known species. 2. [?. c.] An individual

or a species of this genus.
megalopa(meg-a-lo'pa), n. Same as megalops, 2.

megalophonous (meg"a-lo-f6'nus), a. [< Gr.

[iyaJ>.6<t>uvof, having a loud voice, < neycu; (jieya/.-),

great, + (jxjvij, voice.] 1. Having a loud voice
;

vociferous; clamorous. [Bare.] 2. Of grand
or imposing sound. [Bare.]

This is at once more descriptive and more megalopho-

Note on Shelley's Peter Bell the Third, Prol.

stones: as, megalitliic monuments; the mega-
lithic architecture of Egypt. The word megalithic,

however, as now almost exclusively used, has reference
to a peculiar class of monuments or remains, of which the
most essential feature is that the stones used in their con-

struction in a vast majority of cases have nearly or quite
their natural form. Hence these remains, in so far as

they consist of stone, have been designated as "rude stone __ i__v, /mn // n i f^'n-.-.^ ri*JT /
monuments." The stones used in them are frequently, MegalophonUS (meg'a-lo-fo nus), n. [NL., <

Gr. //eyo/lo^uvof , having a loud voice : see mega-
lophonous.] A genus of larks, of the family
Alaud.ida;, founded by G. E. Gray in 1841 upon
certain African species which have naked nos-

trils and are colored like quails, as M. apiatvs
(or clamosa) : so called from being megalopho-
nous. Also called Coryplia.

but not always, of very large size. The menhir and dolmen
are perhaps the most characteristic of the various forms of

megalithic construction (see these words), but circles and
avenues or ulinements of standing stones, as well as tumuli
or barrows of earth, either covering or inclosing dolmens,
and frequently surrounded by one or more rows or circles

of upright stones, are almost equally common and charac-
teristic. The region especially notable for the number
and variety of its megalithic remains extends from north- . , ,.r-
ern Africa through France and Great Britain to Scandi- megalOplC (me^-a-lop IK)
uavia. The most remarkable display of the various forms

'

is in Algiers, in Brittany, in Cornwall and various districts

in southwestern England and Wales, as well as in parts of

Ireland and Scotland; also in northern Germany, Den-
mark, and southern Scandinavia. There are also great num-

r ,

a. [< Gr.

large-eyed, < /ieya( (peyaA-), great, large, +
eye: see Ofic. Cf. Megalops.] Having large

. ane^finnllv nf rnniatnppnns liavincr tripeyes ' specifically, ol IStaceans, Having t

Character Ot a megalops.

of Khassia, where such monuments are still being erected.

To the same primitive period [the Neolithic] of rude sav-

age life must be assigned the rudiments of architectural

skill pertaining to the Megalithic Age. Everywhere we
tind traces, alike throughout the seats of oldest civilisa-

tion and in earliest written records, including the histori

bersof dolmens and tumuli in India, especially in the hills Megalopinse (meg"a-lo-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Megalops (Mcgalop-)' + -ina>.] A subfamily
of elopine fishes without pseudobranchiee, and
with large scales and a long anal fin, repre-
sented by the genus Megalops. They are known
as tarpons (or tarpmns) aodimMIm.

cal books of the Old Testament Scriptures of the erection
megalopine (meg'a-16-pin), a. and n. I. a.

of the simple monolith, or unhewn pillar of stone, as a rec- ,,,?": SrrfM trf nr having the nharaptpri nf
ord of events, a monumental memorial, or a landmark. ul

> pertaining to, or navmg tne cnaracters

Encyc. Brit., II. 338. the Megalopinai.
But it is in Egypt that iwgalithic architecture is seen in II. . A fish of the subfamily Megalopina.

its most matured stage, with all the massiveness which so megalopolist (meg-a-lop '6-lis), M. [< Gr.
aptly symbolises barbarian power. Encyc. Brit., II. 338.

ueyaUno7^, a great city, metropolis (also the
The megoKlhic structures, menhirs, cromlechs, dolmens, na

'

me ofgg^J cities), < iityaq (ueyal-), great,and the like . . . have been kept up as matters of modern
construction and recognized purpose among the ruder in-

digenous tribes of India. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, 1. 55.

megallantoid (meg-a-lan'toid), a. [< Gr. /ityaf,

great, large, + NL. allantois, q. v.] Having a

large allantois.

World non-passerine picarian birds, formerly Me
.S
alObatra

,9
h S (meg'a-lo-bat'ra-kns)

confused with the barbets proper or puff-birds
(Bucconidw) of America; scansorial barbets.
The technical characters are the homalogonatous and
antiopelmous musculation of the zygodactylous feet ; a

single carotid ; no cteca; tufted eheodochon ; acute manu-
brium sterni; bifurcate vomer; and ten rectrices. The
term is synonymous with Capitonidce. The megaletnes
are nearly related to the toucans and woodpeckers. They
are of small to moderate size, of stout form, with large

[NL. (Tschudi),< Gr. fiiyas (jieyak-), great, large,
-r- ffarpaxof, a frog: see batrachian.] An Asiatic

genus of the family Protonopsida; (or Crypto-
branchida!), having four small but well-formed

feet, and no gill-slits; the giant salamanders.
M. maximus is the largest living amphibian, attaining a

It is found in Japan and

[<Gr.

length of three feet or more,
some parts of continental Asia.

heads and heavy bills garnished with long bristles, In the megalocarpOUS (meg"a-lo-kar'pus).
latter respect resembling the barbets of the family Bucco- fisyaUmpTrof, having large fruit, < /if

-

nidae. The coloration is highly variegated and often bril- great, large,
liant. Some 80 species are described, chiefly Asiatic and fru;t;

famHy'is divided t^PoganaftynMnn, Mtgalcmfna, and megalOCephalOUS (meg"a-lo-sef'a-lus), a. Same

+ Kapjror, fruit.] Having large

Capitonina. as megacepkaUc.

large, + mi/Uc, city: see police.] A chief city;
a metropolis.
Paul and his wife are back in the precincts of megalopo-

lis. M. Collins, The Ivory Gate, II. 211. (Encyc. Diet.)

Megalops (meg'a-lops), n.

[NL., CGr. fiiya^ (ffyaA-),

great, large, + ui/i, eye:
see mcgalopic.] 1. Inichth.,
a genus of elopine fishes,

representing the subfam-

ily Megalopina> of the fam-

ily ElopidcE, founded by
Lac6pede in 1803. M.at-
luHttnus is a large species,
known as the tarpon. 2.

[I. c.] A spurious genus of

decapod crustaceans, rep-

resenting a stage in the

development of crabs in Megalops Stage of Shore-
crab (Carcirius tnafnas).



Megalops
which the eyes arc enormous. The term Is retained
as thu designation of tills condition, commonly known
its the megalopt or megaJaat ttaye. First called meualova
(W. E. Leach, 1815).

I n the higher Decapoda the zoea frequently gives rise to a
,!/.'<"'"/'*. with very largo, stalked eyes, and the complete
number of appendages, from which, by a aeries of moults,
the adult form is produced. Stand. Sal. Hint., II. 11.

3. A genus of rove-beetles or staphyUuids, con-
laiiiinga few Hiiuill species of America and Af-
rica. liij'Hit, 1833. 4. A genus of reptiles.

megalopsia (meg - a -lop' si -ji), n. [NL., < Gr.

/'* ; f ("tjaA-), great', large, + ity, eye/) A patho-
logical condition of the eyes in which objects
appear enlarged.
megalopsychy (meg*a-lop-si'ki), . [< Gr.

Heya'/.oTltvxia, greatness of soul, < ^s/o/lityvjof,
great-souled, higli-souled, < /itynf (fieyaX-), great ,

+ ^c^,soul.] Magnanimity; greatness of soul.
Coles. 1717. [Rare.]
Megaloptera (meg-a-lop'te-rS), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. /wyac (/if} QA-), great, large, + irrcp6v, wing, =
E. feat/ier.] A tribe oi' Neiiroptera, containing
the families Alyrmcleontida

1

, Hemerobiidw, anil

Mantixpid(i: Latreille, 1803.

Megalopteris (meg-a-lop'te-ris), n. [NL., <
Gr. ittyas (/ieya'A-), great, + 'irreptf, a fern.] A
genus of fossil ferns established by Dawson
(1871), which is related to Neuropteris by its

nervation, and to Alethopteris by the position
of the leaflets. The fronds are very large and simply
pinnate. This genus (according to Lesuuereux not sep-
arable from Daiuzopms except by the characters of the
venation) is found in the Devonian of New Brunswick, In
the Subcarboniferous of West Virginia, and also in the
coal measures of Illinois and Ohio.

The fragments (referred to Mrgaltipterii) pertain to a

group of ferns which, at the beginning of the Carbonifer-
ous epoch, represents this family by plants as remarkable
by their magnitude as by the elegance and beauty of their
forms. Lenquereux, Coal Flora of Pennsylvania, p. 152.
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MegalotinSB (meg'a-lo-ti'ne), it. pi. [NL., <

Mi</iilt>tis + -inn.] A subfamily of Canidtr,
represented by the genus J//"'"'". liaving
enormously large ears, three true tubercular
molars of upper jaw, and short gectorial teeth
of both jaws.
megalotine (meg-a-16'tin), a. [< Gr. jrfyaf

(geya?.-), great, large, + ov; (UT-) = E. MM*,]
Having large ears, as a fox; specifically, of or

pertaining to the

Megalornis (raog-a-ldr'nis), n. [NL.,
(/itj-aA-), great, large, + dpvif, bird.] 1. Same as

Grits, 1. G. It. Gray, 1840. 2. A genus of huge
fossil birds founded by Seeley upon a fragmen-
tary tibia from tne Eocene of Sheppey, Eng-
land. It was the same specimen that had been referred
to Litharnii by Bowerbank, the true Litharnu of Owen,
1841. being regarded as different. A species has been
called M. fmuinin, from its supposed relationship to the
emu.

megalosaur (meg'a-lo-sar), it. [< NL. Afega-
liis<it<riit!.] A dinosaur of the family Megalo-
sauridce.

megalosaurian (meg"a-lo-8a'ri-an), a. and w.

[< NL. Meijtilosaurus '4- 4Mb] I. a. Having
the characters of a megalosaur.

II. . A megalosaur.
Megalosauridae (meg'a-lo-s&'ri-de), n. pi.
[NL.,< IfegalotOMnu + -ida,:] Afamily of dino-
saurians with biconcave vertebra, pubes slen-
der and united (list ally, and tetradactyl feet,
typified by the genus Meqalosaurus.
megalosauroid (meg* a-lo-sa'roid), a. and .

[< NL. Megalosaurus -F Gr. Mot, form.] Same
as iiK/iiiltis/niiiiiii.

MegaiosaurilS (meg'a-lo-sa'rus), n. [NL., <
Gr. /f^yflc (/'e>'

a^-)
great, large, + oarpof,
a lizard.] A genus of
dinosaurian reptiles,
typical of the family
MegaJotaurida, estab-
lished by Buckland
upon remains indicat- skull of ,,<'

ing a gigantic terres-
trial reptile of carnivorous habits. The size has
been variously estimated at from SO to 40 and even 50

Megalotis (meg-a-16'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. .

(jitya/.-), great, -f- oi'f (or-) = E. carl.] J_ T nfl

typical genus of Megalotina; founded by Illiger
in 1811. M. lalantli is the large-eared fox of
Africa. The genus is also named Ai/riotlux
and Otoeyon. 2. A genus of African and In-
dian larks of the family Alimdida; named by
Swainson iu 1827. See Pyrrliulaiida.

Megamastictora (meg'a-mas-tik'to-rtt), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. piyas, great, 4- /taarinrup, a scourger,
< /WOT!CIV, whip, flog, scourge, <yudrrr<f (/IOT<}-),
a whip, scourge.] In Sollas's classification of

sponges, one of two main branches of the phy-
lum Parazoa or fipongia; characterized by the

comparatively large size of the choanocytes,
which are 0.005 to 0.009 millimeter in diameter;
the chalk-sponges : contrasted with Mieromas-
tictora.

megamastictoral (raeg'a-mas-tik'to-ral), . [<

MiijaiiKistictora + -a/.] Having large choano-
cytes, as a chalk-sponge; of or pertaining to
the Megamastictora.
Megamys (ineg'a-mis), . [NL., < Gr. /^yof,
great, large, + /wf, mouse.] A genus of fos-
sil hystricomorphic rodents from the Eocene
of South America, of the family Octodontida:.

IfOrbigny.
megapiohe (meg'a-fon), . [< Gr. piyas, great,
+ tyuvi/, sound. Cf. iiiegaltinlionoiis."] An instru-
ment devised by Edison for assisting hearing,
adapted for use by deaf persons or for the per-
ception of ordinary sounds at great distances.
It consists essentially of two large funnel-shaped receivers
for collecting the sound-waves, which are conducted to
the ear by flexible tubes.

Megaphyton (me-gaf i-ton), n. [NL. (Artis,
1825), < Gr. fiiyac, great, large, + 6vr6v, plant.]
A fossil fern-stem found in the coal-measures of

Europe and America. This fossil belongs to the trunk
of a tree-fern, and is marked by large scars, which are some-
times nearly square Inoutlineand sometimes transversely
oval, and

placed in opposite biserial rows. The internal
disks of the scars often have horseshoe-shaped vascular

impressions. This fern occasionally grew to a very con-
siderable size, having seal's three inches wide.

megapod (raeg'a-pod), a. and n. [< Gr.
jutyac,

great, large, + Jfojf (;r<x5-) = E. foot. Cf. Gr. fie-

ya/jkrovf, having large feet.] I. a. Having large
feet: specifically applied to the Megapodiida:

II. w. One of the McgapodiidtK.
megapodan (me-gap'o-dan), a. and . Same as

niffftijtotl.

megapode (meg'a-pod), . Same as megapod.
A. Xeicton.

Megapodidse (meg-a-pod'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Megapodius + -irfie.j Same as Megapodiidte.
Megapodiidae (meg'a-po-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Segapodiug + -iaiai.'] A family of peristeropo-
dous alectoromorphous birds of the order Gat-

Una, typified by the genus Mtgapodius; the

megapods or mound-birds; the jungle-fowls of
Australia. They have relatively large feet, with four
toes on a level, as in the American curassows or Craddce,
which latter the megapods represent in the Australasian

region. They are known as mound-birds from their singu-

Megarrhiza
color. The family Is divided Into MegapodHna and Tale
yailina. See the words, and ileyapodiut. IsuallyJO-
MfMMte
Megapodiinae (rneg-a-po-di-i'ne), ii.pl. rKJjt,
< Mii/ii/iiiiiinx + -war.] A subfamily of Mega-
/Ki/liida! contrasting with ToUoalUmm, MffltUB-

ing two genera, Migapwtiusand Leipmi ; IIKHI nil-

birds or megapods proper.
Megapodius (meg-a-po'di-us), n. [NL., < C!r.

/j/>af, great, large, + 7roi-f (jrorf-) = E. foot.]
The typical and principal genus of J/<o/.</i-
iilir. established by Quoy and Gaimard in 1824.
It contains all the MtgajxMi'na excepting Leipoa nerllata

in all upward of 20 species. The Australian M. tttmWtu,
figured above, Is a characteristic example.

megapolisHme-gap'o-lis), n. [<Gr.//^of,great,
+ jro/jf , city. (Jf. megalopolis.] A metropolis.
Amadavad ... is at this present the manapolu of Cam-

baya. Sir T. Herbert, Travels fn Africa, p. 4.

Megaptera (me-gap'te-rii), w. [NL., < Gr. //fjof,

great, + nrep6v, wing, = E. feather. Cf. Mc-
galoptera.] A genus of furrowed whalebone-
whales, the humpbacks, belonging to the family
liala-nopterida; and typical of the subfamily
Mcgapterino', established bv J. E. Gray in 1846.

They have a low dorsal fin, folds 0} skin on the throat, free
cervical vertebras, short broad baleen plates, and very long
narrow flippers with only four digits. Numerous tpeclei
have been described, from all seas, such as the long-tinned
whale, M. lonyimantu.

Megapterinae (me-gap-te-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Megaph-ra + -inn?.] A subfamily of liahmop-
terida; or finner-whales, typified by the genus
Megaptera; the humpbaclcs. The iow dorsal flu

forms a characteristic hump on the back ; the long mantis
has the four digits composed of numerous phalanges, and
the throat is plicated. The genera are three : Megaptera,
Pvcscopia, and Eschrichtiut.

megapterine (me-gap'te-rin), n. and . [As
Mvgaptcra + -inel.} I. a. Having long fins, as
a finner-whale ; belonging to the Mfgupterina-.

II. n. A member of the Afn/apterinte.

Megarhynchus (meg-a-ring'kus), . [NL., <

Gr. pijar, great, large, + PI'T^OC, snout, bill.]
A genus of Americnn tyrant flycatchers, of

MtgarkynchMS

i, .lfrj?atotanrHs (restored) ; a, tooth ; 3. part of jaw.

feet In length. The femur and tibia were each about :)

feet long. The remains of megalosaurs have been found
in abundance in the Oolite.

megalosplenia (meg a-lo-sple'ni-ii), ii. [XL..
< Gr. /'*';ac (,"fy<1 '1

--). great, large. T a-tijv, the
milt, spleen.] In /int/ml., enlargement of the

spleen.

Mound-uird {Mr tumulus).

lar and characteristic habit of scraping up heaps of soil anil

decaying vegetable substances, in which the eggs are buried
and left to he hati'hcd by the ht.it of the decomposing
mass. The cmrs are buried to the depth of several feet The
chicks hatch feathered anil able to fly. The birds Inhabit
brush and scrub. iiMiulU by the seaside, and go sometimes
in pairs, sometimes in large companies. They are about
the size of common fowl and are generally of somber

the family Tyrnnnida", of which M. pUnngva
of Brazil is the type, characterized by an enor-
mous bill. Jf. mrxifarua of Mexico and Central Ameri-
ca and Jf. chryioffottrr of Ecuador are other species. The
genus was named by 'Ihunberg In 1824, and is also called

Scaphorhynchut, Platyrliynchwi, and Meijattmna.

Megarian (me-ga'ri-an), a. [< L. Megara, < Gr.
Mr}apa, pi., Megara (appar. pi. of /ifyapni; hall,

chamber, in pi. palace, caves (cells or chapel)
of Demeter: see megaron), + -ran.] Of or be-

longing to Megara, a city of ancient Greece, or
to Megaris, a territory between Attica and Cor-
inth, of which it was the capital ; Megaric.
Megarian school, a school of philosophy founded at Me-
gara about 40(1 11. e. by Euclid, a native of that city, and
a disciple of Socrates. The philosophers of this school
taught that the only reality is the incorporeal essence :

that the material world has no real existence : that change
is Inconceivable; that only the actual Is possible ; that the
good is the only real ; and that virtue is the knowledge of
the good. The school made much of sophisms, and cul-
tivated a sort of logic of refutation, which gave it the
name of the rrutin or dialectical Khixi.

Megaric (me-^ar'ik),
a. and . [< L. J/<//nVi<,v.

< Gr. itrjapinof, of Megara, < Mfjopa, Megara.]
I. a. Same as JAjMrfcM.

II. . A Megarian philosopher, or a follower
of the Megarian school.

megaron (meg'a-ron). . : pi. mrgara (-rfi). [<
Gr. /ie)apav, a large room, a large building, a

palace, < pfyati gfPat. large, spacious.] In Gr.

arclutol., specifically, the great central hall of
the Homeric house or palace. In large houses of
this early time there was a megaron for the men and for

the entertainment of guests, and another, more secluded,
for the women of the household. The plan and disi>ogitfon

of such megara, with the ceremonial family hearth in the

middle, have been most clearly made out by the excava-
tions of Schliemann and Dorpfeld at Tiryns in the Pelo-

ponnesus in 1884-5.

Megarrhlza (meg-a-ri'zS), n. [NL., < (ir

"f;af, great, + pifa, root.] A former genn>
of plants now included under Erin'unrux Us. The
species so separated differ from the others in" their large
turgid seeds, 15 to 30 millimeters long, and in the enoi
mons development of their roots. See EfhimxyHii, bitter-

root. :-hHti-rnil'4f (under rliUH\ and 1



megasclere

megasclere (meg'a-skler), [< NL. meyu-
sclerus, < Gr. /7<zf, great, large,+ an/.ripo/;, hard.]
A supporting spicule of a sponge,forming a part
of the skeleton. Megascleres are generally of large

size, as indicated by the name, and usually contribute to

the formation of a more or less consistent skeleton, while

the microscleres or flesh-spicules serve only for the sup-

port of single cells : but the distinction is not possible in

all cases.

megasclerous (meg'a-skle-rus), a. [< mega-
sclere + -ous.] Of or pertaining to a mega-
sclere; having the character of a megasclere.
Megascolex (meg-a-sko'leks), n. [NL. (Tem-
pleton, 1845), < Gr. /ityaf, great, large, + antihiZ,

a worm.] A genus of oligochsetous annelids
or worms of large size. The Ceylonese M.
camdeus is a yard long, and as thick as one's

finger.

megascope (meg'a-skop), n. [< Gr. /ityaf, great,
+ onoKEiv, view.] 1. A modification of the so-

lar microscope for the examination of bodies
of considerable dimensions. 2. In photog. ,

an

enlarging camera.

megascopic (meg-a-skop'ik), a. [As megascope
+ -<c.] Perceptible through unaided vision;
visible without the use of a powerful magnify-
ing instrument, or with only the assistance of

a pocket-lens : used in contrast to microscopic,
with reference to objects or investigations in

regard to which the use of a microscope is not

required: as, the megascopic constituents of

a rock
;
the megascopic structure of the brain ;

a megascopic examination of an object. Also

macroscopic, macroscopical.

megascopical (meg-a-skop'i-kal), a. [< mega-
scopic + -ul.~] Same as megascopic.
inegascopically (meg-a-skop'i-kal-i), adv. By
the naked eye ; by superficial inspection as dis-

tinguished from minute or microscopic inspec-
tion

;
without the use of magnifiers. Also mac-

roscopically.

Megascops (meg'a-skops), n. [NL., < Gr. fd-

yaf, great, + anuif, a small kind of owl.] A
genus of horned owls of the family Strigidce, es-

tablished by J. J. Kaup in 1848. The name is

now adopted for the group of American species of which
the common red or mottled owl of Korth America, usu-

ally called Scops asia, is the type.

megaseme (tneg'a-sem), a. and n. [< Gr. [teyac,

great, large, + mj/ui, sign.] I. a. In craniom.,

having a large index; specifically, having an
orbital index over 89

;
not microseme.

If above 80, it [the orbital index] is megaseme.
Quain, Anat, I. 83.

II. n. A skull having a large index.

Megasoma (meg-a-so'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. /ufyaf,

great, large, + aa/ia, body.] 1. A genus of large
eetonian coleopters, typical of the subfamily
Megasominat, having the prosternal process
glabrous; Hercules-beetles or elephant-beetles.
M. elephas, M. typhon, M. actteon, and M. (Aerates are
American species of these huge beetles. All these are
South American except M. thersites, which is California!!.

They are the largest coleopters known. The genus was
established by Kirby in 1825.

2. A genus of lepidopterous insects. Boisdu-

val, 1836.

Megasominas (meg"a-so-mi'ne), n. pt. [NL.,
< Megasoma + -in(e.~] Swain son's name of the
Hercules-beetles as a subfamily of Cetonidte.

megasporange (meg'a-spo-rauj), . [< Gr.

peyaz, great, + mropof, a spore or seed, + dyyof,
a vessel.] Same as macrosporangium.
megaspore (meg'a-spor), H. [< Gr. fieyaf, great,

large, + crn-dpof, seed.] Same as macrospore.
Some of the best seams of coal appear to have been

chiefly formed by the accumulation of these Megaspores.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 347.

megass, megasse (me-gas' ), n. Same as bagasse.

Megasthena (me-gas'the-na), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

fieyaf, great, large,+ aBcvof, strength.] In Dana's
classification of mammals, the second order of

Mammalia. Dana divided this class into four orders :

Archnntia, man alone; Megasthena, the quadruroanpus,
carnivorous, herbivorous, and cetacean mammals ; Micro-

fithena, the chiropters, insectivores, rodents, and edentates
;

Ooticoidea. the marsupials and monotremes. The arrange-
ment is the same as Owen's Archencephala, Gyrencephala,
Liseencephala, and Lyencephala. Megasthena corresponds
to Qyrencephdla ; also to Educabilia, exclusive of man.
Also Megastheneg.

megasthene (meg'a-sthen), n. One of the

Meyastliena ; any quadrumanous, carnivorous,
herbivorous, or cetacean mammal.
There is a close parallelism with the Mutilates, the

lowest of the Meyasthenen.
Atner. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1863, p. 71.

megasthenic (meg-a-sthen'ik), a. [< mcga-
sthcne + -ic.] Having great strength of struc-
tural character; strongly organized; specifi-

cally, having the nature of or pertaining to the

Megasthena.
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megasynthetic (meg^a-sin-thefik), a.
_

jutj-of, great, + awOeriKb;, putting together: see

synthetic.] Same as polysynthetic. [Rare.]

megathere (meg'a-ther), n. [< NL. megatheri-

um.] A mammal' of the family Megatheriida;.

megatherian (meg-a-the'ri-an), a. and n. [<

NL. Megatherium +"-an.] 1. a. Of or pertain-

ing to the genus Megatherium.
II. n. A megathere.

Megatheridae (ineg-a-ther'i-de), n. pi. Same
as Mei/athcriida;.

Megatheriidae (meg
;

'a-the-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Megatherium + -id<e.]

'

A family of extinct

gigantic edentate animals of the order Bruta,
related to the sloths and ant-eaters, the re-

mains of which occur abundantly in Pleisto-

cene deposits of North and South America ;
the

".-sloths. The teeth are usually 10 in the upper

ache, and sick-headache.

A fervent myyreyn was in the rygt syde of hurr hedde.
Chron. Vilodun., p. 12. (Hattiwett.)

This is in contrast with the fact among Crustaceans, megohm (meg'om), . [< Gr. /)?, great (see
the megasthenic and microsthenic divisionslot which . . . meti.) + ohm.] A unit equal to one million
stand widely apart. J. D. Dana, On Cephahzation, p. 8.

JJjJJja!
Ltl '

megrim (me'grim), . [Early mod. E. also mea-

grim, meagrom ; < ME. migrim, miyreyme, mi-

grene, mygreyn, a corruption of migraine, my-
graine, < OF. migraine, F. migraine (> G. Dan.

migrdne = Sw. migriin) = Sp. miyratla = It. nta-

grana, emigrania, < L. hemicranium, < Gr. >i/ui-

upavia, a pain in one side of the head, < i/fii-, half,
T Kpaviov, head, cranium: see hemicrauia.] 1.

A form of headache usually confined to or be-

ginning or predominating on one side of the
head. It may be ushered in by malaise, languor, chilli-

ness, or ocular or other sensory symptoms. The ocular

symptoms are such as amblyopia, a glimmering appear-
ance before the

eyes, spectra of angular outline (fortifica-

tion spectra), or nemianopsia. The headache, often be-

coming overpowering in its character and intensity, lasts

from several hours to two or three days. At its height it

is attended often with nausea and vomiting. The attacks

return with a certain periodicity. Exhausting influences

are apt to increase their frequency. The liability to me-

grim lasts for years, and is apt to disappear in middle life

genera are Megatherium and UaUodon; many others are or later. Also.called^migraine, hemicrania, nermtu head-

sometimes referred to this family, sometimes to Mylodon-
tidce, etc.

megatherioid (meg-a-the'ri-oid), a. and n. [<

Megatherium + -oirfj I. a. Resembling or hav- 2. pi. Lowness of spirits, as from headache or

ing the characters of a megathere; belonging general physical disturbance; the "blues"; a

to the Megatheriida;. morbid or whimsical state of feeling.

II. M . A megathere or some similar mammal. These are his megrims, nrks, and melancholies. Ford.

Also megatheroid. 3. pi. Infarriery, a sudden attack of sickness in

Megatherium (meg-a-the'ri-um), n. [NL., < a horse at work, when he reels, and either stands

Gr. pi:} of, great, large, + (h/piov, a wild beast.] still for a minute dull and stupid, or falls to the

1. The typical genus of the family Megatherii- ground insensible. These attacks are often

da;, containing huge extinct sloths larger than periodical, but are most frequent in warm wea-
ther.

Meibomian (mi -bo 'mi -an), a. [< Meibomius

(see def . ) + -an.] In anat., pertaining to Meibo-
mius (Heinrich Meibom, a German physician,
1638-1700): specifically applied to the seba-

ceous follicles of the eyelids, known as Meibo-

mian glands or follicles. They secrete the unc-

tuous substance which lubricates the eye. See

gland.
meidan, n. Same as maidan.

Meidinger cell (mi'ding-er sel). A voltaic ele-

ing "surfaces continued to present a pair of transverse ment ill which the plates are zinc and copper
ridges. One of the best-known species is M. americanum, and the liquids solutions of magnesium sul-
the skeleton of which measures 18 feet in length, includ-

phate and copper sulphate. The copper plate and
ing the tail, which is 6 feet. solution of copper sulphate are contained in a small jar
2. [I. c.] An animal of this genus. which stands in the bottom of the cell ;

the supply of cop-

megatherm (meg'a -therm), . [< Gr. /ityof, per sulphate is kept up by means of a funnel or tube con-

great, + Ocptai, heat.] In bot., a term proposed Billing crystals of
.it

and extending from the top of the

by Alphonse de Candolle in 1874 to designate ^^Jr^d .Tgi?',
a plant of his first "physiological group," re-

meinie| '. See'meiny.
quiring great heat combined with much moist- K ntt

T -

Pagt participie of mingi_
ure. The plants of this group (megatherms) occur either ,{-+ fmfi'iiil n TEarlv mod E also mevnev
within the tropics or not beyond the thirtieth degree of meinyt ( 11J, . L^ariy mou. r,. ai ley,

latitude, in warm moist valleys where the mean tempera- meany, meny, meme, many, maignte, Sc. menyte,
ture does not fall below 20 C. See heltitiotherm. menzie, etc.

;
< ME. meiny, meine, meyny, mayni/,

megatype (meg'a-tip), . [< Gr. /ut>af, great, meynee,mayne,meyne,menge,meigne,ete.,yF.
large, + Ti'*irof . impression.] In pliotog., an en- niesnee, maisnee, mesiiie, maignee, maineda = Pr.

Sp. Pg. mesrada, manada = It. masnada (ML.
reflex maisnada, mainada, mesnada, masnada,
ete.),<*mansionatn, ahousehold,<L.)a?mo(H-),
a dwelling, mansion: see mansion."] 1. House-

hold; suite; attendants; retinue; train.

He wile senden after the

Frain heuene adun of his meiyne.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

He sawe the deuill syttyng and all his meyny aboute

hym. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 168.

Som man wolde out of his prisoun fayn.

a rhinoceros.
They had 10 teeth
in the upper jaw,
and 8 in the

lower, deeply im-

planted, persist-

ently growing,
prismatic, and
with such an ar-

rangement of the

vaBodeutine, den-

tine, and cement
that as they wore
away the triturat-

Skeleton of Mcgatheriun

larged positive.

megaulic (me-ga'lik), a. [< NL. megaulicus, <

Gr. //fjaf, great, + NL. aula, aula : see aula, 2.]

Having the aula large ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Megaulica.
Megaulica (me-ga'li-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of megaulicus: see megaulic.] Animals whose
aula is large and whose cerebral hemispheres
are extended horizontally or undifferentiated.
They are the Ichthyopsida exclusive of amphibians, dip-
noans, and Branchiostoina. Wilder, Amer. Nat, Oct., 1887,

p. 914.

megavolt (meg'a-volt), n. [< Gr. /ieyas, great
(see meg-), + E. volt.] A unit equal to one
million volts.

megaweber (meg'a-va-ber), n. [< Gr. />af,
great (see meg-), + E. weber."] A unit equal to

a million webers.

megazodspore (meg-a-zo'o-spor), . [< Gr.

fttyaif, great, + fjpov, animal, + cm6pos, seed.]
Same as macrozodspore.
megerg (meg'erg), . Same as megaerg.

That in his nous is of his meynee slayn.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 400.

2. Company; army.
Lest that she wolde hem with her hondes slen,
Or with her meynee putten hem to ilyghte.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 852.

But the kynge Brandon and the kynge Pyncenars dide

grete merveiles bothe with theire bodyes and theire tneyne
that were full bolde and hardy. Jfertin(E. E. T. S.). iii. 588.

They summon'd up their meiny ; straight took horse,
Commanded me to follow and attend.

Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 35.

---- (me-jil'a),w. [NL.] 1 . A gemis"of lady- meio-. For words beginning thus, see mio-.

birds, of the family Coccinellidai, founded by meipsead (mo-ip'se-ad), n. [< L. me (= E. me\
Mulsant in 1851. The larva of M. maculata, the spot- ace. of ego, I, + ipse, self, + -arfl.] An ego-

,'vi-itiiM,- r"R-iro Tted ladybird, is useful in devouring plant-lice, chinch-
bugs, and eggs of the Colorado potato-beetle ; the adult
beetle feeds upon pollen. See cut under ladybird.
2. A genus of hymenopterous insects. Fubri-
ciuK. 1804.

My letters to you are such pure meipseads.
Smthey, Letters, ill. 57.

meire, n. In her., a fur: same &s potent conn /rr-

megilp (me-gilp'), n. and r. See mai/ilp. potent.
Megistanes (mej-is-ta'nez), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. meirre', a. In /ice., divided like the fur potent
/teytaTavec, great men, grandees, < fteyiarof, su- counter-potent.
perl, of //fjnf, great, large.] A superfamily Meissner's corpuscles, plexus. See corpuscle,

group, by Newton made an order, of extant plexus.
ratite birds^containing the two families C'asn- meistersanger, meistersinger (mis'ter-seng*-

the cassowaries and er, -sing'er), n. [G., < meister, master, + utingi-rariitlu1 and l)roma:idce, or
emus. Called Cawarii by some authors. (= AS. sunyere), singer (< sang, song), or stayer



meisters&nger

= E. nini/fi:] A iiwstersintfer; specifically, n
member of out' of the societies or tfilds formed
during a period ranging from the fourteenth to

the sixteenth century in tlie principal cities of

Germany (the most celebrated at Nuremberg)
for the cultivation of poetry ami music. These
societies were composed mostly of worklngmcn, and sue*
ceeded to the fleltl occupied before their time by the Mln-
n.- mii'i, who had usually lielon|{ed tu the aristocratic
classes. They found.-.! schools in which their art, called

MwterynMtny, WOH taught according to strict rules con-

stituting a system called lalndalur. They practised
chietly lyrical poetry, generally on a biblical subject,
sung with an accompaniment of some stringed instru-

ment, as the harp, violin, etc. Before admission to the
degree o( Mnster (master) it was necessary, as a rule, to

pass through four preparatory degrees : viz., Schitter

(scholar), Schulfreuud (schoolfellow), li-l,t, , (poet), and
Sdnger (singer). The candidate for admission to the gild
had to present a poem and its musical accompaniment,
which must receive the approval of four judges, called

Jferker, who examined the diction, grammatical construc-
tion, meter, rime, and melody. The Mcistersanger
claimed to trace their origin back to the middle of the
tenth century, but their earliest school Is alleged to have
been founded at Mainz about ! !

'

by Krauenlob, one of
the last of the Minnesingers, and schools were established
afterward in all the principal cities of Germany. After
the Reformation the gilds gradually became extinct, but
the school at rim continued In existence until 1838.

meitht, w. See meethi.

meiUTUS, See miurus.
meizoseismal (rai-zo-sis'mal), a. and n.

< Or. fieifuv, irreg. comp! of ptyat;, great,
aeia/i6<;, ail earthquake : see seismic.'] I. a. Con-
nected with or relating to the greatest over-

turning power of an earthquake-snook. Mallet.
Meizoseismal curve, that curve which connects

points upon the earth's surface in which the upsetting or
overturning power of an earthquake-shock was a maxi-
mum.
Within the ineizimt'ixinal curve the shock has less over-

turning power, because then its direction is more vertical ;

without, because, though more horizontal, the power of
the shock has become weakened by distance of transmis-
sion. Mnlli-t. in Admiralty Manual of Scientific Enquiry

[(3d ed.), p. 351.

II. . In seismological nomenclature, a curve

uniting points of maximum disturbance or
"overthrow" (Mallet), or those at which the
effects of any earthquake-shock have been felt

with the greatest violence.

meizoseismic ( mi-zo-sis'mtk), a. [As mci;oscif-
m-al + -ic.~\ Same as mcizoseismal.

me judice (me jo'di-se). [L. : me, abl. of ego,
I; jtulice, abl. of jiulex, judge: see judge, .]

I being the judge; iu my opinion; according
to my judgment.
meket, and v. A Middle English form of meet.
Mekhitarist (mek'i-tar-ist), . [Named after
Mekhitar da Pietro, a native of Sebaste, Arme-
nia, who founded a religious society at Con-
stantinople : see def.] A member of an order
of Armenian monks in communion with the
Church of Borne, under a rule resembling the

Benedictine, founded by Peter Mekhitar (1676-
1749) at Constantinople in 1701, confirmed by
the Pope in 1712, and finally settled on the is-

land of San Lazzaro near Venice in 1717. This
is still their chief seat, while they have an independent
monastery at Vienna and branches in Russia, France,
Italy. Turkey, etc. The Mekhitarists are devoted to the
religious and literary interests of the Armenian race wher-
ever found, and have published many ancient Armenian
manuscripts as well as original works ; and their society
is also organized as a literary academy, which confers

honorary membership without regard to race or religion.
Also Mechitarist.

inekillt, . An old form of inickle.

melaconite(uio-lak'o-uit). . [<Qr. pttaf, black,
+ Kovtf, dust, + -itc'l.] A black or grayish-black,
impure, earthy (also crystallized) oxid of cop-
per, found in Vesuvian'lava (there called teno-

rite) and abundantly at Keweenaw Point, Lake
Superior. Lu the latter case it is the result of
the decomposition of other ores.

melada (me-la'da). . [< Sp. melada, prop. fern.

pp. of melar, candy, < miel, < L. mel, honey: see
me//2.] Crude or impure sugar as it comes from
the pans, consisting of sugar and molasses to-

gether.
Melada shall be known and defined as an article made

in the process of sugar-making, being the cane-juice boiled
down to the sugar-point and containing all the sugar and
molasses resulting from the boiling-process, and without
any pri>cesa of purging or clarification.

V. S. Statutes, XVIII. :;), quoted in Morgan's U. S. Tariff.

melaena (me-le'nii), H. [XL., < Gr. fit)^tva

(sc. x^-'t), black bile, fern, of nt/.cu;, black.] 1.
Black vomit: a term adopted by Sauvages to
denote the occurrence of dark-colored, gru-
nious, and pitchy evacuations, generally ac-

companied by vomiting of black-colored bloody
matter. The Mack vomit in yellow fever is a morbid
secretion mixed with blood from the lining membrane of
the stomach and small intestines.
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2. The discharge from the anus of dark, tarry,
and altered blood, the result of intestinal hem-
orrhage.
Melaenornis (mel-e-n6r'nis), w. [NL., < Gr. /it-

'/mva, fern, of fOat, black, + t/mif, a bird.] A
genus of African drongo-shrikes established by
G. K. Gray in 1840, containing such species as
.!/. iilolioiden. Also called Melanoma.
melah (me'ltt), n. [E. Ind.] In the East Indies,
a fair, or an assembly of pilgrims or devotees,
partly for religious and partly for commercial
purposes. Imp. Diet.

melainotype (me-la'no-tip), n. An incorrect
form for melanotii/" .

Melaleuca (mel-a-lu'ka), n. [NL. (Linnwus),
HO called iu allusion to the black trunk and white

branches; < Gr. /it/of, black, + X6f, white.]
A genus of plants of the natural order Alyrtuceai,
the tribe Leptogpermeie, and the subtribe Eulep-
tttspermea: It Is characterized by stamens nnltr.l in

bundles, and longer than the petals on which they are in-

serted (the bundles, however, not uniting to form a tube),
and by numerous linear or wedge-shaped ovules arranged
in the cells in an indefinite number of series. The plants
are shrubs or trees, usually with alternate coriaceous
leaves that are one-, three-, or several-nerved. The flow-
ers are white, red, or yellow, generally In heads or spikes.
See hillock-tree, tea-tret, and cajrput.

Melambo bark. Same as Malambo bark (which
see, under bark%).
Melameridae (mel-a-mer'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Walker, 1855), < Gi. fitfjif, black, 4- fa/p6f,

thigh, + -idee.] A family of bombycid moths,
said by its founder to have much affinity to the

/i/;/n iiii/n and also to the Pyralidte, based upon
no generic name. The wings are generally black, some-
times with a metallic hue, often adorned with bright colors,
or partly limpid. There are about 12 genera, mainly con-
fined to tropical America.

melampe (me-lamp'), . A shell of the genus
Melampux.
melampodet (me-lam'pod), n. [< Gr. //jJa/iwo-

Aiov, black hellebore : see Melampodium.'] Black
hellebore.

Here grows Melampule every where,
And Terlblnth, good for Dotes.

Spenter, Shep. Cal., July.

Melampodiese (me-lam-po-di'e-e), n. pi. [XL.
(A. P. de Caudolle, 1836), < Melampodium +
-e<K.~l A subtribe of Helta nthoideir, of the nat-
ural order Composite, characterized by the het-

erogamous flower-heads, the fertile pistillate

ray-flowers, and the chaffy receptacle. It in-
cludes 21 genera and about 100 species, of which 20 belong
to the genus Melamtxidium. The genera are widely dis-

persed over the world, and are mostly herbs.

melampodineOUS (me-lara-po-din'f-us), a. [<

Melampodium.'] Resembling or belonging to
the genus Melampodium.
Melampodium (mel-am-po'di-um), n. [NL.
(Linnaeus), < L. melampodion, < Gr. fie'/a/ix6Aiov,
black hellebore; said to have been so called
from MrXa//:roif, L. Melampus, a legendary Greek
physician, lit. black-footed: see Melamjms.'] A
genus of composite plants of the subtribe Me-
lamjMtdica: The achenia are thick ; the 4 or 5 exterior
bracts of the involucre are herbaceous, while the inner
ones surround the achenes ; the leaves are opposite and
entire, and the Mower-heads are peduncle. I. There are
about 20 species, natives of tropical and subtropical
America.

Melampus (me-lam'pus), w. [NL., < Gr. Mf-

Zd/iirovi; Melampus. < /it/of (firlav-), black, -f

irovt (;ro<5-) = E. foot.]
In conch., a genus of ba-

sommatophorous pul-
monate gastropods of
the family Aurieiilida:

They are of small size, with
an ovate shell, short spire,
and sharp outer lip. A spe-
cies is known as M. co/ea,
from its resemblance to a
grain of coffee. St. bidftita-

tiw, about half an inch long, is

very common in salt marsh-
es along the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts of the United
States.

melampyrin (mel-am -

pi'rin), w. In flu HI..

same as dulcitol. Also

meUimpyrite.
Melampyrum (mel-am-
pi'rum), H. [NL. (Tour-
nefort, 1700), < Gr. /u-

AAinrvpov, cow-wheat,
lit.

' black wheat,' < /itXof

(fiefav-), black, + jrvpof,

wheat.] A genus of

plants of the tribe Eu-
, natural order

melancholically
terized by having 4 stamens, 2 ovule* in each
cell of the ovary, and opposite leaves. There arc
9 species, erect branching annuals, natives of eztntrop-
ical Europe and Asia and of North America. Bee erne-
wheat and hanc-jlamr.
Melanactes (mel-u-nak'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
ni/iii^ (/u/av-), black, + lucric, brightness.] A
genus of click-beetles of the family Kluliriiln:
M. ptctut is a shining pitch-black species, one Inch long,
inhabiting the Atlantic water-shed of the United State*.
There are 7 species, all North American. Le ConU, 18M.
melanaemia (mel-a-no'mi-a), . [NL., < Gr.

fif'/ar (in/Mil-), black, + a'tfui, blood.] A con-
dition in which the blood contains irregular-
shaped particles of brown or black pigment,
either swimming free in the plasma, or envel-

oped in leucocytes. Melaim'mia is most fre-

quently the result of severe forms of remittent
or intermittent fever.

melanaemic (mel-a-ne'mik), . [< melancemia
+ -ic.] Pertaining to melanapmia.

melanagoguet (me-lan'-gog), n. [< Gr. fitljif

(fu'/juv-), black, + ojujuf, leading, drawing, <

ayeiv. draw.] A medicine supposed to expel
black bile or choler.

melancholia (mel-an-ko'li-a), n. [I.L.: see

melancholy.] \. In patliol., a mental condition
characterized by great depression combined
with a sluggishness and apparent painfulness
of mental action. Melancholia may or may not exhibit

paroxysms of violent behavior, and there may or may not
be delusions.

2. Same as melancholy, 2.

melancholiac (mel-an-ko'li-ak), n. [< melan-

choly, melancholia, -f -nc.] A person affected
with melancholia; a melancholy maniac.

He |
Hamlet

|
Is a reasoning melancholiac, morbidly

changed from his former state of thought, feeling, and
conduct.

/'<-. Budmitt, quoted In Farness's Hamlet, II. 210.

melancholiant (mel-an-ko'li-an), a. and .

[ME. ineltiMCoUen; as"melancholy, melancholia,
+ -an.] I. a. Melancholy.

And he whiche is inelancolien
Of pacience hath not lien.

Whereof he male his wrath restralne.

Gutter, Coal. Alnant., 111.

II. n. A melancholiac.

You may observe, in the modern stories of our religious
melancluiliaHs. that they commonly pass out of one passion
into another, without any manner of reasoning.

Dr. J. Scott, Works (171bX U- 125- (Latham.')

melancholic (mel-an-kol'ik), . and w. [For-
merly also melencholick, ntalcncolik ; = F. melan-

coliquc = Pr. melancolic, malencolic = Sp. melan-
c6lico = Pg. metancolico = It. melancolico, malin-
colico (cf. D. G. melankoliach = Sw. melankolixk
= Dan. mclankolsk), < L. melaneholicus, < Gr.

/ict.ayxohitoc,, having black bile, < pe/a-) x"'-' ,

black bile, melancholy : see melancholy.] I. .

1. Affected with melancholy; gloomy; hypo-
chondriac.

She thus inrlaiichtiicke did ride,

Chawing the cud of grlefe and inward paine.
Spenter, . tj., V. vL 19.

Oar melancholic friend, Pit>pertins,
Hath closed himself up in his Cynthia's tomb.

B. Joiunn, Poetaster, Iv. 1.

2. Produced by melancholy; expressive or sug-
gestive ofmelancholy; somber; gloomy; mourn-
ful : as, melancholic strains.

To-day you shall have her look as clear and fresh as the
in. .rning, and to-morrow as melancluilic as midnight.

/(. Janton, Cynthia's Revels, U. 1.

3. Producing melancholy ; unfortunate; caus-

ing sorrow.

The Sea roareth with a dreadfull noyse ; the Wlndes
blowe with a certalne course from thence ; the people bane
a melanchoiike season, which they passe away with play.

Purcnat, Pilgrimage, p. 485.

Disperse these melancholic humours, and become your-
self again. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 124.

[Archaic in all uses. See melancholy, a.]
II. H. 1. One who is affected with mental

gloom; a hypochondriac; iu pathol., one who
suffers from melancholia; a melancholiac.

(As to) the outward parts of their bodies, here brouches,
chains, and rings may have good nse ; with such like orna-
ment of jewel as agreeth with the ability and calling of
the melenchoticlfe. Briyht, Melancholy, p. 320.

Four normal persons and four melancholic*.
Amcr. Jour. Piychol., I. 369.

2t. A gloomy state of mind.

My condition 1s much worse than yours, . . . and will

rery well justify the melancholic that. I confess to yon,
possesses me. Clarendon, Life, U. (Latlium.)

melancholically (niel-an-kol'i-kal-i), adv. In
a melancholy way.
The red town rises out of the red sand, Its walls of

rammed clay frittering away metancJtolicatlu In the sun.

Uarper-1 Mag., LXXVIII. 767.



melancholily

melancholily (mel'an-kol-i-li), adv. [< melan-

choly + -ly
2
.] In a melancholy manner; with

melancholy. [Bare.]
On a pedestal is set the statue of this young lady, re-

pozine herself in a curious wrought osier chair, . . . tnel-

ancholily inclining her cheek to the right hand.

Keepe, Monuments of Westminster (1683), p. 6-2.

melancholiness (inel'an-kol-i-nes), n. The
state of being melanenoly; disposition to be

melancholy or gloomy.
When a

boy,
he [Hobbes] was playsome enough ; but

withal! he had then a contemplative melancholiness.

Aubrey, Anecdotes, II. 600.

melancholious (mel-an-ko'li-us), a. [< ME.
melancolioiis, malencolious ; as melancholy +
-CMS.] 1. Melancholy; gloomy.

Bom man is to curious
In studye, or melancolyious.

Chaucer, House of fame, 1. 30.

The melancholious, crazy croon
O' cankrie care.

Burns, Epistle to Major Logan.

2. Expressing melancholy or gloom.
The Hector . . . added, in a melancholious tone, . . .

"there won't be above thirty to divide."

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xi.

melancholistt (mel'an-kol-ist), . [< melan-

choly + -ist.] One who is affected with melan-
cholia; a melancholiac.
The melancholist was afraid to sit down for fear of being

broken, supposing himself of glass. Glanville, Essays, iv.

melancholizet (mel'an-kol-iz), v. [< melancholy
+ -ize.] I. intrans. To be or become melan-
choly ; indulge in gloomy musings.
A most incomparable delight it is so to melancholize,

and build castles in the air. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 154.

II. trans. To make melancholy.
That thick cloud you are now enveloped with, of mel-

ancholteed old Age, and undeserved Adversity.
Dr. H. More, Philos. Poems, Epis. Ded.

melancholy (mel'an-kol-i), . and a. [< ME.
melancolie, melincolu, malencolye, < OF. melan-

eolie, merencolie, P. melancolie = Pr. melancolia
= Sp. melancolia = Pg. melancolia = It. melanco-

lia, melanconia, malinconia = D. melankolie ==

G. melancholic = Dan. Sw. melankoli, < LL.
melancholia, < Gr. /ie),ayxo'Aia, the condition of

having black bile (L. atra nilis), jaundice, mel-

ancholy, madness, < ^tAay^o^of , with black bile,
< jie/aaf (/ie%av-), black, + x^>/t bile: see cholic1 .

In the adj. use the word is later, standing for

melancholic.'] I. n. 1. Same a,a melancholia; in
old use, insanity of any kind.

Anone into melancolie,
As though it were a fransie,
He fell. Sower, Conf. Amant., iii.

Yf he bite her in his rage,
Let labouryng his melincoly swage.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 136.

Moping melancholy,
And moon-struck madness. Milton, P. L., xi. 485.

2. A gloomy state of mind, particularly when
habitual or of considerable duration; depres-
sion of spirits arising from grief or natural dis-

position; dejection; sadness. Also, in techni-
cal use, melancholia.

Melancholy, that cold, dry, wretched saturnine humor,
creepeth in with a leane, pale, or swartysh colour, which
reigneth upon solitarye, carefull-musyng men.

BuUein, quoted in More's Utopia (tr. by Robinson),
Iii. 7, note.

Cle. What is his malady?
Cam. Nothing but sad and silent melancholy,

Laden with griefs and thoughts, no man knows why nei-
ther. Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 2.

Step, Ay, truly, sir, I am mightily given to melancholy.
Mat. Oh, it's your only fine humour, air ; your true met.

ancholy breeds your perfect fine wit, sir : I am melancholy
myself, divers tunes, sir, and then do I no more but take
pen and paper presently, and overflow you half a score or
a dozen of sonnets at a sitting.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 1.

3. Sober thoughtfulness ; pensiveness. [Rare.]
Hail, thou Goddess, sage and holy,
Hail, divinest Melancholy !

Whose saintly visage is too bright
To hit the sense of human sight,
And therefore to our weaker view
O'erlaid with black, staid Wisdom's hue.

Milton, H Penseroso, 1. 12.

4f. Bitterness of feeling ;
ill nature.

And if that she be riche and of parage,
Thanue seistow it is a tormentne
To soflren hire pride and hire malencolie.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 262.

Manly in his malycoly he metes another.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2204.

= Syn. 2. Hypochondria, gloominess, despondency.
II. a. 1. Produced by melancholia or mad-

ness of any kind.
Duke Byron

Flows with adust and melancholy choler.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, U. 1.

Luther's conference with the devil might be, for aught
I know, nothing hut a melancholy dream.

ChiUinijworth, Religion of Protestants, Pref.

3G94

2. Affected by depression of spirits ; depressed
inspirits; dejected; gloomy.
How now, sweet Frank ! why art thou melancholy?

Shak.,U. W. of W. ,11.1.156.

3. Given to contemplation; thoughtful; pen-
sive. See I., 3. [Rare.]

A certain music, never known before,
Here soothed the pensive melancholy mind.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 40.

4. Producing or fitted to produce sadness or

gloom ;
sad

;
mournful : as, a melancholy fact

;

a melancholy event.
Their Songs are very melancholy and doleful ; so is their

Musick : but whether it be natural to the Indians to be
thus melancholy, or the eifect of their Slavery, I am not
certain. Dampier, Voyages, 1. 127.

Tis past, that melancholy dream !

Nor will I quit thy shore.

Wordsworth, Poems of the Affections, ix.

5. Grave or gloomy in character; suggestive
of melancholy; somber.
The house is moderne, and seemes to be the seate of

some gentleman, being in a very pleasant though melan-
choly place. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 80, 1644.

Old ocean's gray and melanenoly waste.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

Melancholy euryomia, a beetle, Euryomia melaticho-
lica. Melancholy flycatcher, Tyrannus melancholicus.

=Syn. 2. Low-spirited, dispirited, unhappy, hypochon-
driac, disconsolate, doleful, dismal, sad, downcast.

melancholy-thistle (meran-kol-i-this*l), .

A European species of thistle, Cnicus hetero-

phyllus. once reputed to cure melancholy.
Melanchthonian(mel-angk-th6'ni-an),.and.
[< Melanchthon (see Aef.) + -fan. ToenameJfe-
lanehthoii is a translation into classical form of
the G. surname Schwarzerd, lit. 'black earth';
< Gr. ftfAaf (fieliav-), black, + x"v

i earth.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Philipp Melanchthon (1497-
1560), the German reformer.

II. . A follower of Melanchthon in his use
of the Aristotelian philosophy and in his theo-

logical views.
The fanatical intolerance of the strict Lutheran party

against the Calvinists and moderate Lutherans, called af-

ter their leader Melanchthonians or Philippists.
P. Schaff, in Amer. Cyc., XIV. 246.

Melanconieae (mel"an-ko-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Berkeley, 1860), < Melanconium + -ece.~\ One
of the principal divisions of Fungi Imperfecti, or

fungi of which the complete life-history is un-
known. Many are suspected of being asexual stages of

Ascomycetes. The spores ooze out in tendrils, or form a
dark mass. Also written Melanconiei.

Melanconium (mel-an-ko'ni-um), n. [NL.
(Link, 1809), < Gr. /^Ac (utlMv-), black, + KUTOC,
a cone.] A genus of fungi, typical of the divi-
sion Melanconiece, in which the spores are sim-

ple, globular-oblong, brownish, oozing out in a
dark mass. About 70 widely distributed spe-
cies are known.
Melandrya (me-lan'dri-a), n. [NL., so called
as found chiefly under the bark of trees; < Gr.

fitkas (fie^av-), black, + <!pif, tree, oak: see dry-
ad. ] The typical genus of Melandryida', found-
ed by Pabriems in 1801. It is represented in north-
ern Europe and North America. M. caraboides is a Brit-
ish species. M. slricta of Say is the only one known in
the United States.

Melandryidae (mel-an-dri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Melandrya, + -idee.'] A family of tracheliate
heteromerous beetles, typified by the genus
Melandrya. The anterior coxal cavities are open be-
hind ; the head is not strongly and suddenly constricted at
base; the middle coxte are not very prominent ; the an-
tennae are free ; the thorax is margined at the sides ; and
the disk has basal impressions. They inhabit temperate
regions of the northern hemisphere.

melanemia, n. See melancemia.

Melanerpes (mel-a-ner'pez), n. [NL., < Gr.

pe%a( (fie/.av-), black, + epireiv, creep: see rep-
tile.'] A genus of woodpeckers of the family

Red-headed Woodpecker (Melantrpes erythroctftialits'*

melaniine

Picidce, giving name to a subfamily Mclaner-

pince. M. erythrncephalus, a typical example, is the com-
mon red-headed woodpecker of the United States, steel-

blue-black and white with crimson head, one of the most
abundant, showy, and familiar of its tribe in most of the
States. M. fonnicivorus is a related species of the south-
western parts of the United States, noted for its habit of

storing acorns in holes which it drills in dead timber.

Many others have been referred to this genus.

Melanerpinae (mel"a-ner-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Melanerpes + -inai.'] A subfamily of Picidce, ex-

emplified by the genus Melanerpes, of uncer-
tain limits. The group includes many American wood-
peckers, generally of spotted, striped, or otherwise varie-

gated coloration, such as the species of Melanerpes and
Centurus.

Melanesian (mel-a-ne'shan), a. and . [<
Melanesia (see def.), lit. 'the islands of the

blacks,' < Gr. fie^af (fiefaiv-), black, 4- wyo-of, an
island.] I. a. Of or belonging to Melanesia or
a race inhabiting it.

II. n. A native of Melanesia, a collection of

islands in the western part of the Pacific, in-

cluding New Caledonia, the Fiji Islands, Sol-
omon Islands, New Hebrides, New Britain,
etc. (some geographers include Papua and ex-
tend the term to comprise some of the lesser
islands of the Malay archipelago) ;

a member
of one of the black or dark-brown races in-

habiting the Melanesian islands. In race and
language the Melanesians appear to have affinities with
both the Papuans and the Polynesians.

Melanetta (mel-a-net'a), H. [NL., < Gr. /tiAaf,

black, + vffrra, v^aaa, duck: see Anas.] A ge-
nus of marine ducks of the family Anatidce and

subfamily Fuligulince; the white-winged black

scoters, surf-ducks, or sea-coots. The males are
black or blackish, with a large white area on the wing
and a bright party-colored bill. Thecommon Nort h Ameri-
can species is M. velvetina or M. defflandi, very closely

re-

lated to M. fusca of Europe and Asia, if really distinct.
Also written Melanitta, and more correctly Melanonetta.

melange (ma-lonzh'), n. [F., a mixture, < me-
ler, mix: see mclft, meddle.] 1. A mixture; a

medley ; usually, an uncombined mingling or
association of elements, objects, or individuals;
in lit., a miscellany. 2. A French dress-goods
of cotton chain and woolen weft. E. H. Eniglit.
Melania (me-la'ni-a), n. [NL., < L. melania,
< Gr. /i&avia, blackness, < /ie?.af (fiefav-), black.]
1. In conch., the typical genus of fresh-water
snails of the family Melaniidce and subfamily
Melaniince,having a shell covered with thick and
usually dark or blackish epidermis. The extent of
the genus has varied much with different writers. There
are about 400 species, mostly Asiatic and Polynesian.
2. In etttom. : (a) A genus of dipterous insects.

(6) A genus of lepidopterous insects.

Melaniacea (me-la-ni-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Melania + -acea.'] Same as Melaniidte.

melaniacean (iiie-la-ni-a'se-an), a. Of or per-
taining to the Melaniacea.
melanian (me-la'ni-an), a. and n. [< Melanin
+ -OH,] I. a. Pertaining to the Melaniida', or

having their characters.

II. . A member of the family Melaniidoi.

melanic (me-lan'ik), a. [< Gr. /tehaf (ue/.av-),

black, + -'(-.] 1. Black; dark: as, a melanic
race. 2. Of or pertaining to melanosis Me-
lanic cancer, melanocarcinoma or melanosarcoma. Me-
lanic deposit, a deposit of dark pigment in the tissues.

Melanic variety or race, in zoot., a variety or race char-
acterized by a darker color or a greater extension of the
dark markings than in others of the species. Such varie-
ties have frequently been described as distinct species.

Melaniidae (mel-a-ni'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Me-
lania + -;V?<E.] A family of gastropods of the
order Prosobranchiata, typified by the genus
Mi'lania. The shell is spiral, turreted, and covered with
dark epidermis ;

the aperture is often channeled or notched
in front; the outer lip is acute; and the operculum is

horny and spiral. The very numerous species, referable
to many genera, are mostly fiuviatile and ovoviviparous.
They are found in nearly all the wanner parts of the world.
The family is divided, both on structural characters and
on geographical distribution, into two subfamilies, 3lela-
niince and Strepmnatince. Also Melaniacea, Melaniadae.,
Melanidce.

melaniiform (me-la'ni-i-form), a. [< NL. Me-
la ilia + L. forma, form.] Having the form of
the melanians; resembling a melanian.
Melaniinae (me-la-ni-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Mela-
nia + -ina!.] One of two subfamilies of Mela-
niidtc, typified by the genus Melania, contain-

ing chiefly Asiatic and Polynesian species, onlv
a few of which are found in America: dis-

tinguished from StrepomaUntB. The aperture is

usually rounded in front and not produced, though often

notched; the mantle-margin is fringed. The species are

ovoviviparous.

melaniine (me-la'ni-iu), a. and . I. a. Mela-
nian in a strict sense

;
of or pertaining to the

MelwmiintE.

II. a. A member of the Melaniinn.



melaniline

melanillue (me-lan'i-lin), . [< Gr.

(//e/m-), black, + K. aniliin-.] A basic sub-

stance (C]*H)aN() obtained from cyanogen
chloric! ami dry aniline.

melanin (mera-nin), . L< "r. ""us (i":^av-),

black, + -in-.] The black pigment of the hair,

choroid, retina, and epidermis of colored races :

also, the dark pigment seen in nielaneemia and
in melanosarcoma and melanocarcinoma. The
pigments in these cases may, however, be dif-

ferent.

We must be on our guard, however, not to confound the

ordinary black pigment found in the human lungs with
mrlii ni it. Prey, Ilisinl. and Histocbem. (trans ), p. 68.

melanioid (me-la'ni-oid), a. andw. [< Melanin
+ -oid.] Same ;is iiii'liinian.

Melanippe (mel-a-nip'e), w. [NL. (Duponchel,
1 '2<J ), < Gr. Mr/WiVjr//, f., MtMwffTor, m. ,

a myth-
ical proper name, < ///ar (ftefatv-), black, + Jmroc,

horse.] A genus of geometrid moths of the

subfamily Larentintr, of wide distribution, with
over 40 species.
melanism (mel'a-nizm), n. [<Gr.ftttac.(pelav-),

black, + -ism.] In physiol., an undue develop-
ment of coloring material in the skin and its

appendages: the opposite of albinism; specif-

ically, in zool., the abnormal development of

black or dark pigment in the pelage of a mam-
mal or the plumage of a bird. It Is not pathologi-
cal, like melanosis, interfering In no way with the health
and vigor of the animal; it is very frequent in some groups,
as squirrels and hawks, and sometimes becomes an inher-

ited specific character, aa in the case of the black rat, Mitx

rattus, believed to be a permanent melanism of the white-
bellied rat or roof-rat, M. alamndrintu or M. teetomm.

Compare allriiiunn, leucimn, erythrvtm.

melanistic (mel-a-nis'tik), a. [< Gr. /il/.af

(/tei.av-), black, + "-ist-ic.] Affected with mel-

anism; abnormally dark in color. Also mela-

notic.

The Nasua oittata was based on a tnelantetic specimen
of A . m in. collected by the traveler Schouiburgk.

J. A. Alien.

melanite (mel'a-nit), n. [< Gr. /itfaf (jte'Xav-),

black, + -<to*.J 1. A variety of gamet of a

deep-black color. It properly belongs to the lime-iron
division of the species, but some other kinds are also in-

cluded. It is often associated with volcanic rocks, as at

Vesuvius. Home varieties are remarkable as containing a
small percentage of titanium, and seem to be intermediate
between garnet and schorlomite. See yarnetl.

2. In conch., a fossil melanian.
melanitic (mel-a-nit'ik), a. [< melanite + -ic.]

Pertaining to, resembling, or containing mela-
nite.

inelanocarcinoma (mel'a-no-kftr-si-no'ma), >.
;

pi.
melanocarcinomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < <3r. //-

/<jf (/it/lav-), black, + napieivufia, cancer: see car-

cinoma.] In pathol., a pigmented carcinoma,
from gray to brown and black in color. The pig-
ment lies partly in the epithelial tracts, and partly in the
stroina. It is less frequent than melanotic sarcomata.

Melanocetinae (mel'a-no-se-tl'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Melanocetus + -iiiw.] A subfamily of Cera-

tiiilti', represented by the genus Melanocetus.

melanocetine (mel"a-no-se'tin), a. and n. I.

ii. Having the characters of or pertaining to the
Afelanocetince.

II. . A pediculate fish of the subfamily
Melaiiocetinai.

Melanocetus (inel'a-no-se'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.

pc?.a( (ji&av-), black, -t- lajrof, a whale : see Ce-

taceii.] A genus of deep-sea pediculate fishes,

30!'.-,

a variety or class of mankind according to

Huxley's classification. They are pale-<-..ni|,|,

people, with dark hair and eyes, and generally lonu but

sometimei broad skulls, as the Iberians and black < vlt,

of western Europe, and the dark-complexioned white peo-

ple of the shores of the Mediterranean, western Asia, and
I'eraia.

I am disposed to think that the Helaiiochna are not a

distinct group, but result from the mixture of Australioids

and Xantnocnrol. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 421.

Uamitic and Semitic Nelannchroi.
W. U. Flotcer, Pop. Scl. Mo., XXVIII. ::17.

melanochroic (rael'a-no-kro'ik), a. [<</<<-
<-lir<i-ouK + -if.] Dark-colored: of or pertain-

ing to the Melanochroi: as, the melanochroic
races.

The nulanochroic or dark stock of Europe.
Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 180.

melanochroite (mel'a-no-kro'it), n. [< Gr.

iii'/af (jiffjav-), black, + XP 1^< Xp6a> color, +

-ite2.] A basic chromate of lead found at Bere-

zpvsk in the Ural. Also called plicenicoehroite,
since the color is red rather than black.

melanochroous (mel-a-nok'ro-us), a. [< NL.
melaiiocli roils, < Gr. /ie^Jav6xpoof (also fitAdvjpoof ),

black-skinned, < /uf?.ac (/JC/MV-), black, + XP'A >

xp&a, skin, color.] Dark-colored; having an

unusually dark skin, as a person of white race.

Also, improperly, mclanochrou*.

There seems good ground for the belief that, . . . among
Europeans, the mdanochrma people are less obnoxious to

its [yellow fever's] ravages than the xanthochrous.

Utaleij, Critiques and Addresses, p. 157.

melanocomous (mel-a-nok'6-mus), a. [< Gr.

/"/aimiiuj/ij black-haired, tpt/.ae(/ie?av-), black,
+ ico/7, hair: see comn2.] Black-haired; hav-

[NL.
ing black hair.

Melanocorypha (mel'a-no-kor'i-fft), .

(Boie, 1828), < Gr. /*)*( '(jteiav-), black,+
head, top: see eorynhatug.] One of the leading

genera of the lark family, Alaudida; containing
such as the common M. calanilra, the calandra
lark of Europe and Africa, and M. tsibirica, the

white-winged lark.

Melanodendron (mel'a-no-den'dron), n. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, lS'36)', < Gr. //t/ac (ft*-),
black,+ AevSpov, a tree.] A genus of plants of

the natural order Composites, tribe Astcroidetf,
and subtribe Heteroehromea: They have copious
bristly pappus; numerous narrow bracts of the involucre.
which are arranged in an Indefinite number of series ; and
achenla which are 8- or 5-ribbed. and scarcely compressed.
There is but a single species, .V. iiiteyrijulium. See black

cabba<je-tree, under caboaye-tree.

melanoid (mel'a-npid), a. [< Gr.

black-looking, ( pf'/af (ftr/av-), black, +

i \ the Iwjlly .listended with another fish),

about half natural size.

typical of the subfamily Miliiiiiii-ilinn, black
in color, and with a mouth suggesting that

of a whale. M. johnxoni is the only species.
(iiiiitlii-i: 1864.

Melanochroi (mel-a-nok'ro-i), ii. pi. [NL., pi.
of ni'-ltiniH-lirniix, black-skinned: see HMMMOMro-
o*.] In anthropology, the dark-white peoples,

form.] Having a black or dark appearance.
Melanoid cancer, in pathol., melanocarcinoma.

melanoma (mel-a-no'mij), n. [NL., < Gr. \u~f.a-

vu/ta, blackness, < "fie/avovv, blacken, < \ii'/a^

(fiefav-), black.] A dark-pigtnented tumor.

melanopathia (mel-a-no-path'i-a), . [NL. :

see meMMopalhp.'] An excess of the dark pig-
ment of the skin, due to abnormal function of

the rete mucosum. See melasma.

melanopathy (mel-a-nop'a-thi). . [< Gr. /if/as

(//f/lav-f, black, + -iraBeta,' < irwof, suffering.]
Same as mclanopatnia.
Melanophila (mel-a-nof'i-la), . [NL., < Gr.

/;'/<if (/yf/av-), blackj 4- ^Sof'J loving.] A genus
of buprestid beetles founded by Eschscholtz.
About 40 species are known, and the genus Is proper
to the cold and temperate regions of both hemispheres ;

but a few have been found in Brazil and the East Indies.

Eleven occur in Xorth America, M. fvlvomtttata is a small

brassy-black species with three pairsof yellowspots. inhab-

iting pines In the northern United States.

melanophlogite (mel-a-nof'lo-jit), . [< Gr.

iii).a( (jie~f.av-), black, +"<j>?.6i; (4^0)-), a flame (see

phlox), + -'te2.] A mineral occurring in color-

less cubic crystals, which turn black when heat-

ed (hence the name). It consists of almost pure silica.

and is probably a pseudomorph. It is found associated

with the crystals of sulphur of Girgenti, Sicily.

Melanophyceae (mel'a-no-fi'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kabenhorst, 1868), < Gr. /itf.af (jittMv-), black,
+ 0i)icof, a seaweed, + -cce.] One of the five

great divisions of Alga
1

according to the clas-

si lication of Rabenhorst. It included the I'll" -

osporra' and Fucacea; and is the same, or nearly
the same, as Mclanoftpermeaf.
Melanopsidae (mel-a-nop'si-de), w. i>l. [< .!/<'-

iiiil'ttix + -iil*r.~\ An Old World family of gnstro-
pods, tvjtified by the genus Milni.ii/i.iix. related
tn and detached from Melauiiiltr. The spire is

short :uid pointed, the body-whorl lengthened, and the pil-

lar-lip thickened.

Melanopsis (mcl-a-nop'sis), n. [NL., < Mi-ln-

(iu) + Gr. oifiif, appearanee.] 1. The typical
genus of .M<l<in<>i>xi(ltr. M. costata is a Syrian
species, said to be found in the Dead Sea.

Melanotus

2. [/. c.; pl.Mtf/<jnop#iofc(-8i-dez).] A member
of this genus.
Melanorrhoaa (mel'a-no-re'ft), n. [NL. (Wal-
lich, 1830), < Gr. /il'/.af (/">-), black, + fmla,

a flowing, < frtiv, flow.] A genus of dicotyle-
donous polypetalous plants of the natural or-

der Anacanliiict-n' and tlie trilie Muni/ifcretr,
eharacterized bv simple leaves, by the petal-,

growing after the flower expands, and by the

iiiiiuerous stamens. They ire large trees, over * bun
dred feet In height, and have broad spreading heads bear-

ing large entire coriaceous leaves, and axillary panicles
of perfect flowers. The fruit Is a drupe, and Is surround-
ed by the five or six enlarged petals, which are spread out

in a star-like manner. There are 6 species, natives of east-

ern India and Borneo. M. untata Is the Important black,
Martabfin. or Burmese varnish-tree.

melanosarcoma (mel'a-no-sttr-ko'mft), .; pi.

mrliiiKiKiircniHHlH t-mgrtf). [NL., < Gr.ft&af. (fie-

fav-), black, + aapiaj'/ia,' sarcoma.] In pat/ml.,
a form of sarcoma characterized by the presence
of dark pigment. It most frequently occurs In the skin

and choroid coat of the eye, Is usually formed of iplndlc-

shaped cells, and Is very malignant.

melanoscope (mol'a-no-skop), n. [< Gr. //<><

(ju)av-) t black, + anoxeiv, view.] An instru-

ment devised by Lommel to distinguish between
the flames of substances which in the spectro-

scope exhibit red bauds. It consists of a pair of spec-
tacles madeof glass of light-violet color over dark-red glass,
a combination which admits only red rays, so that most
greens, for example, would appear black.

melanose (mel'a-nos), n. [NL., < Gr. ue'/.&vuais,

a becoming black: see mt-fanosis.] A fungous
disease of grape-vines, caused by Septoria am-

pclina. The leaves are the parts attacked, and an it
first covered with brownish spots; these soon spread over
and discolor the entire surface of the leaf, which then

drops otf. The fungus is probably a native of Europe, but
also occurs in New York, along the lakes, in Kansas, and
in Missouri. See Stptoria.

melanosiderite (mel'a-no-sid'e-rit), . [< Gr.

/ii/Mf (/ii'/av-), black, "+ aidcpin/f, of iron : see

sitleritc.] A mineral occurring in black masses
with a vitreous or resinous luster. It consists of

hydrated iron sesqnioxid with 7 per cent, of silica. It is

found at Mineral Hill, Delaware county. Pennsylvania.
melanosis (mel-a-no'sis), u. [NL., < Gr. /tt/a-

vuaif, a becoming black, < */ie)aiviv, blacken :

see mcinnoma.'] In patliol.: (a) An abnormal

deposition of pigmentary matter in various or-

gans or parts of the body, as the spleen, liver,

or bone-marrow, associated with melana?mia.
malarial poisoning, etc. (6) The condition of

the system associated with the presence of pig-
meuted tumors.

Specifically,
this Is an organic affec-

tion (due to the softening of the tissue of the part from a

pigmentary deposit, especially tubercles) in which tissue

is converted into a black, hurd, homogeneous substance,
near which ulcers or cavities may form.

melanosity (mel-a-nos'i-ti), . [< Huianovt

(-one) + -ity.] Tendency toward blackness;
darkness of color, as of the hair or eyes. Sol-

doe, Science, VII. 84.

melanosperm (mel'a-no-sperm), n. An alga

belonging to the division JUelatioxpermea'.

Melanospermese (mel'a-no-sper'me-ej, n. pi.

[NL. (Harvey, 1849), < G'r. Mat (t'e)'av-), black.
+ oirep/ia, seed, + -<?.] The olive-brown sea-

weeds, one of the three principal divisions into

which the Alffie were divided by Harvey. It

included the fucacca; Lantinariacea; etc., but
is now nearly obsolete.

melanospermous (mel'a-no-sper'mus). n. [<
Gr. fitZaf (/ir'/ar-), Mack, '+ tmlpfia, seed, +
-ous.] Characterized by dark-colored seeds or

spores; belonging to the Mclanospcrmea:
The group of melanospfrmou* or olive-green sea-weeds.

IT. II. Carpenter, Micros., I 827.

melanotekite (mel'a-no-te'kit), n. fIrreg. < Gr.

[ittaf (pel.av-), black, 4- rf/Kftv, melt,-r- -i72.] A
rare silicate of lead and iron from Langban,
Sweden . It occurs in black or blackish-gray crystalline
masses, with cleavage in two directions. It fuses easily
to a black glass, whence the name.

melanothallite (mel'a-no-tharit), n. [< Gr.

ut)af (fie/.av-), black. + &i/./of, a branch, + -i'i< 2.]
In mineral., a mineral occurring in black lamel-
la 1

, which upon exposure gradually change to a

green color, and containing copper chlorid, cop-
per pxid, and water. It was found as a subli-

mation-product at Vesuvius.
melanotic (mel-a-not'ik), . [< melanosis (-ot-)
+ -if.] 1. Properly, affected with melanosis;
melanic; melanoid. 2. In zoSI., same as mel-

miiatic. Melanotic cancer, melanocarcinom* or mel-
anoasrcoma.

Melanotus (mel-a-no'tus), . [NL., < Gr. pDaf
(pe/ar-), black. + rurnf. the back.] A genus of
dirk-beetles of the family Elatrriilir. founded

by Kscliseholtz in 1829. It is one of the largest and
most Important genera of Etaterida. and is distributed all

over the world. There are upward of 100 species, 44 of



Melanotus

which are North American. These beetles give rise to

some of the most destructive wire-worms. M. communu
is a common brown hairy species of the United States, half

an inch long.

melanotype (mel'a-no-tip), . [< Gr. [icAaf

(ju3.av-), black, + "rmof, type.] In photog., a

ferrotype. [Rave or obsolete.]

melanous (mel'a-nus), a. [< Gr. pttMc (jtefay-),

black, + -0s.] "Dark-complexioned; brunette:

the opposite of blond or xanthous. Pritchard.

The melanous, with black hair and dark brown or black-

ish skins. Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 153.

Melanoxylon (mel-a-nok' si-Ion), n. [NL.

(Schott, 1827),< Gr. fielaf(fic).av-), black,+ fuAop,

wood.] A genus of leguminous plants of the

suborder Caisalpinieat and the tribe Sclerolobiea;,

characterized by a compressed partially woody
legume with samara-like seeds, the outer integu-
ment expanding into a wing at the apex. There

is but one species, M. Brauna. See brauna.

melanterite (me-lan'te-rit), n. [< Gr. [tefavrepot,

compar. of /itXof (jietjiv-), black, + -ifc2 .] The
native hydrous sulphate of iron.

Melanthium (me-lan'thi-um), . [NL. (Lin-

3696

ral order of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants
of the cohort Myrtales. The ovules are attached to

the interior angle of the cells, or to basal placenta ;
the

anther usually opens at the top by two pores ; the connec-

tive is thickened or variously appendaged; and the leaves

have from 3 to 9 nerves. The order embraces 133 genera
and about 2.500 species, which are almost entirely confined

to the tropics, and are most abundant in South America,

i (me-las-to-ma'shius), a. Be-

relating to the natural order Me-

lastomaeeai.

(mel - a - sto
' me -

e), . pi. [NL.
1

Hooker, 1867), < Melastoma -1-

Melia

cardinal teeth; the true

pearl-oysters. The pearl-

oyster is m. inaryaritijera, a spe-
cies widely distributed in most

parts of the world, in warm seas ;

it sometimes attains a length of

10 or 12 inches.

Meleagris (mel-f-a'gris),
n. [NL., < L. meleagris, <

Gr. //e?-ea)'pi, a sort of

guinea-fowl, named after

Meleayer, < Mt^ta; pof ,
> L.

Melcager, son of CEneus,i , , _, _ ,

_eix
-\ A suborder of dicotyledonous polypeta- and the hero of the hunt of

-

meus 1753), so called in allusion to the darker given to the Orthodox as belonging to the imperial church,

color which the persistent perianth assumes the title of H^.betng .that
which was^ommonly given

after blossoming; < Gr. pOiat, black, + avdof, aaer ossomng; r. fia, , , tn(J Byzantine emperor. Although the term juacnw is

flower.] A genus of liliaceous plants of the older than the Council of Chalcedon (A. D. 451), its wider

tribe Veratreae. They have flat broadly winged seeds,

and the segments of the perianth have a distinct claw.

They are herbs having an erect leafy stem springing from

a short rootstock, and an open pyramidal panicle of po-

lygamous flowers, which are yellowish-white or greenish.
There are 3 species, all natives of North America, and
sometimes cultivated for ornament. H. Virginicum of

the United States is called bunch-flower (which see).

melanuria (mel-a-iiu'ri-a), . [NL. : see niela-

Uletiprina \Avicnla) mar-
jfnrttifera.

, byssal foramen or notch ;

, suspensors of the gills.

the Calydonian boar.] 1. laornith.: (a) [I.e.']

A name of the common guinea-fowl, to which
Linnseus gave the technical specific name
Numida meleagris. (b) An American genus of

Phasianidai or Meleagridie, of large size with

varied metallic plumage, naked tarsi spurred
in the male, bare head with erectile fleshy car-

uncles, and a tuft of hair-like feathers on the

breast; the turkeys. There are three kinds: M.

gallopavo or mexicana, the supposed original of the do-

mestic turkey, differing little from U. syleeetrii or ameri-

cana, the common wild turkey of the United States ; and

the more beautiful and very distinct ocellated turkey of

Honduras, M. ocettata. See turkey.

2. In conch., a genus of mollusks: same as Jfeie-

aqrina. Montfort, 1810.
use dates from its adoption after that council by the Mo- m|lAe (ma-la'), n. IT., < OF. meslce, medlee,
nophysites. who rejected the decrees of the council, and "

luaXiJtam fiaht >E medleu
em
P
plo
y
yed this name to represent the Orthodox as receiv- >tO., a nnx

^^.Xl^
*

conlct as a
irsons

lous plants of the order Melastomacew. The cells

have rather prominent placentae inserted in their internal

angles, and many ovules ; the embryo is very small, and

slightly rounded or subglobose. The suborder embraces

9 tribes and 128 genera, of which Melmtmna is the type.

They are trees, or rarely herbs, and are found in both the

Old and New Worlds.

Melchite (mel'kit), n. and a. [< MGr. MMjfi-

TIK, < Syriac malkaye, Ar. malekiya, milkiya,
lit. royal, < melek, king.] I. n. An orthodox

Eastern Christian as distinguished from a Mo-

nophysite or Nestorian. The name was originally

in Greek and in Oriental languages to the Roman and to

the Byzantine emperor. Although the term Melchite is

empoye
ing them merely in submission to the edict of the emperor and mellcij, q. v.] A confused conflict,

Marcian. The name Melchite is sometimes given also hand-to-hand fight among a number of per
'

especially, in modern books, a tourney in which

many combatants (not two only) take part.

to members of communities of Christians in Syria and

Egypt, formerly in communion with the Orthodox Greek

Church, who have submitted to the Roman see.

Those Syrian Christians who,thoughnot Greeks,followed
'I shall tilt to-morrow." answered Athelstane, "in the

_ v ,,. ,_
.--. TnoseSyrianCnristianswHo,tnougnnot,ureeKS)

ioiioweu - - ---
"--IT:

"
h . ," -

. ormTnvaeif'to dav
"

The presence of a dark pigment in the the doctrines of the Greek Church as declared at the Coun- U*1 " 1 not worth while for me to^da

cil of Chalcedon, were called by their opponents, by way of

reproach, Melchites, 'royalists' or 'imperialists,' because =Syn. Affray, Brawl, etc. See quarrel, n.

they submitted to the edict of Marcian in favour of the melegueta pepper. Same as grains ofparadise
decrees of the Council of Chalcedon. (which see, under orawi1 ).

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 291 - v- - "

urine.

melanuric (mel-a-nu'rik), a. [As melanurin +
-ic.~\ Pertaining to or characterized by the

presence of very dark pigment in the urine.
Melanuric fever. SeeJ'evert.

melanurin (mel-a-nu'rin), 11. [< Gr. ^t?.af (fit-

Xav-), black, + ov/mv, urine.] A dark pigment
found in the urine.

melaphyre (mel'a-fir), n. [< Gr. /u^/ac, black,
+ (Kop)ifivp(lTJif'), 'porphyry: see porphyry.'] A
fine-grained greenish- or brownish-black ag-

gregate of plagioclase, augite, olivin, magne-
tite, or titaniferous iron and some chloritic

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Melchites: as,

the uncial Melchite alphabet. Isaac Taylor.
^i^er (mel'der), n. [< Icel. meldr, flour or

corn in the mill, < mala, grind : see meal1
.} The

quantity of meal sent to a mill to be ground at

one time. [Scotch.]

That ilka melder wi' the miller

Thou sat as lang as thou had siller.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

mineral, usually delessite. The term mefapAj/re, as , H ... ,
,
j ,

tA,\ ,. Three <Gr
it has been formerly used by lithologists, includes a con- meiaometer (mei-ao .r;, w. ]irreg. \ i .

siderable variety of rocks ; but, as now generally restrict- pe/.deiv, melt, + fiitpov, measure.] An appaia-
ed, it is properly applied to such basalts as have under-

gone considerable alteration. Hence the melaphyres are,

in point of fact, mostly of Paleozoic age, although some
are Mesozoic, because the older a rock is, other things

being equal, the more likely it is to have undergone chem-
ical change.

mela-rosa, mella-rosa(mel"a-r6'za), H. [< It.
_.

mela, sm apple, + rosa, a rose.] The fruit of meie t,
"

a tree of the genus Citrus, probably a variety
me^n,;"

of the lime, cultivated in Italy.
melasma (me-las'ma), H. [NL., < Gr. fi^^aafia,
a black color, < /ic'Aaiveiv, blacken, < [i&.af, black :

seemelas.] 1. An abnormal access of color of

the

upon
tary
is called melanopathia.

process
Addison's disease is

known as suprarenal melasma. 2. [cap.~] In
melanian mollusks.

tus devised by Joly for determining the melt-

ing-points of minerals. It involves the use of a plati-

num strip heated to the required degree by the passage of

an electrical current, whose temperature is calculated by
the ordinary methods.

n. A Middle English form of mean.
A Middle English form of meatf.

[< AS. mdel( leel. mdl=Dan. matle),

speecn, talk, conversation.] Discourse; conver-

sation.
monl thou marrez a myry mele.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 23.

< AS. mcelan (= Icel.
"

talk:

talk.

And whon that Wit was i-war hou his wyf tolde,
He bi-com so confoundet he couthe not mele,
And as doumbe as a dore drouj him asyde.

Piers Plowman (A), xi. 93.

2. To chatter; twitter, as birds.

Bothe the thrusch & the thrustele bi xxxti of bothe,
Meleden ful merye in maner of here kinde.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 821.

II. trans. To call or bring together; as-

semble.

zool. : (a) A genus of

Adams, 1858. (6) A genus of tenebrionine

beetles, based on M, Uneatum of the Canaries.

Wollaston, 1864.

melasmic (me-las'mik), a. and n. [< melasma
+ -ic.~\ I. a. Pertaining to melasma : as, melas-
mic blotches.

II. n. Same as melasma, 1.

melassest, n. An obsolete form of molasses.

melassic (me-las'ik), a. [< F. melasse, molasses,
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or obtained from molas- mele4

t, [ME., origin obscure.] A cup or

ses : as, melassic acid. bowl.

Melastoma (me-las'to-ma), n. [NL. (Bur- Also they had tool to dyke and delve with, as pikforkis,

mann, 1737), so called because the fruit of some 8P du8.
,

anl1 schovelis, stakes and rakes, bokettis ./.

species, when eaten, stains the lips black ;<Gr.
alld payle8' ^<, MS. Douce 291, f. 47. (HObwO.)

pttac (netav-), black, + OT6/ia, mouth.] An Old Meleagridae, Meleagrididse (mel-e-ag ri-de,

orld genus of plants, type of the natural or- mele-ag-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Meleagris (-id-)

Meles (me'lez), n. [NL., < L. meles, also males,

melts, mailis, a badger or marten.] The typical

genus of the subfamily Melina, family Musteli-

dai. It formerly included all the Melina, but is now re-

stricted to the European badger, 11. mdgaris or M. taxus.

See Melince, and cut under badger^.

Meletian (me-le'shan), n. [< Gr. Mt-'/.rfTtavot, pi.,

< MeAyriof, LL. Meletius: see def.] 1. One of

a sect of the fourth and fifth centuries, fol-

lowers of Meletius, schismatic bishop of Ly-
copolis in Egypt. After his death they adopted
Arian views. 2. A follower of Meletius, made
bishop of Antioch about A.D. 360. He was sup-

posed to be an Arian, but proceeded immediately to pro-
fess the Nicene faith, and the Arians appointed another

bishop in his stead. Among the Orthodox some were
adherents of Meletius, and therefore known as Meletians;
others remained separate, and were known (from the last

canonlcally ordained bishop, Eustathius, then dead) as

KuKtatldum. Further difficulty was occasioned by the

two orthodox parties using the word hyponttm (which
see) in different senses. The schism between them con-

tinued till the end of the century.

mele-tidet, See meal-tide.

Melia (me'li-a), n. [NL. (Linnteus), so called

from the resemblance of the leaves to those of

the ash, < Gr. fieMa, the ash.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous polypetalous plants of the natural

order Meliacea; and the tribe Meliea>, charac-

terized by pinnate leaves, an elongated stamen-

tube, and from 10 to 12 anthers. They are trees,

with alternate pinnate or bipinnate leaves, and large axil-

Themperour with moche merthe his men than meled.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1287.

der Melastomaceai, belonging to the tribe Os-
beckiece. They have from 10 to U unequal anthers, the
connectives of the longer ones being produced anteriorly
into two tubercles or spurs. They are hairy shrubs, al-

-i(ta;.~\ A family of Galliiue or gallinaceous
birds; the turkeys. The name is sometimes
restricted to the American turkeys, and some-
times includes the African guinea-fowls.

most always erect, with coriaceous entire leaves which luroloacrriHiTiso Molpa0-riTiVmpl p asr ri dl'ne
are from 3- to 7-nerved, and showy purple or rose-colored MeleagTlttinae, jyieieagrinae(niei-e-ag lie,

flowers growing at the tips of the branches, either solitary mel"e-ag-n ne), H. pi. Turkeys as an Ameri-
or in clusters. About 44 species are known, natives of can subfamily of PhasioniatS, typified by the

- !
^al and western Asia, Oceania, and the Seychelles, genus

" "

Flowering Branch of Meiia Azedarack.

ft, part of the inflorescence ; b, a flower : c, a flower cut longitudi-
nally ; it, the fruits.

lary panicles of medium-sized flowers, which are white or

purple, and are either 5- or 6-parted. There are 12 spe-

cies, found in eastern India, Australia, and Oceania. M.

Azedarach, variously known as pride-of-India, bead-tree,

false sijcainore, etc.
,
is native in sub-Himalayan India, Per-

sia, and China, and widely cultivated for ornament in warm
countries. It is from 30 to 50 feet high, and has bipinnate_. *

-, , .
"

. : '
~ ~
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M. Malabathncum, a shrub common in India, is there
uk*\f*trTL-nn ?mel"p-ae--ri'na1 FNL <Mclea- leaves, and large clusters of fragrantlilac-colored blossoms,known as Indmn rhododendron. It is also called Malabar Meleagrma (mel e ag n na;, . U"*>\ , fc

bnnu,tinu. B cal ie,l Indian lilac. Its wood,
lamel or gooseberry.

Melastomacese(me-las-to-ma'se-e),w.jW. [NL.
(Brown, 1818), < Melastoma + -aceie."] A natu-

grin, 2, + -;na2.] A genus of asiphonate bi-

valves of the family Amculidai or I'tcriida', the

wing-shells, having the wings reduced and no

,

whence it is sometimes called Indian lilac. Its wood,
hard and finely marked, is sometimes called bastard cedar.

A decoction of its bark is cathartic and emetic, and some-

times used also as a vermifuge. (See azedarach, bead-tree,



Melia

china-trff, niul hnlij tree, nuclei Imly. ) Alan called hill-mar,

yarn. The tree limn known as .W. AwMracliln, lint now
classed as Azattimchld Imh'rn, Is tlit; inanxosa or nlm-tree,

I III HI ill lllli;i, itft en pl:lllt<'<t Ihnv iUI'l rlM'Wll.Te. (See
t/Kin/itm.) M. Azeiinrach, var. Auxtrnlaxicn. la at) elegant
livr.pt lmlia,thc \l;il;i>;in iirehipelngo.and Australia, called
In tin- bMt-named emintry trltite- cedar. M. tteinjjcrvireng,
now eonsiiliTril to he the same aa M. Awdarach, haa been
called hotrff-tree in the Weat Indies.

Meliaceae (me-li-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. L. <!

.lussii'ii, 1817), < Mefia -r -arete.] A natural or-
der of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of
the cohort (ii-riiiiinlfs. The calyx la small, the sta-

mens are almost always inonadulphmiB, and the anthers
are sessile on the tube or (usually) stalked. The order In-

cludes 37 genera and atxmt 650 species, found throughout
the warmer but rare in the temperate regions of the globe.

meliacequs (me-li-a'shius), . Belonging to or

ri'sombling the Meliac.ece. Also ecdrelaceow.
Meliad (me'li-ad), . [< Or. Mfl/UdoVr, nymphs
of fruit-trees (or of flocks), t/tyfav, an apple or

any tree-fruit (or uij'/ov, a sheep or goat).] In
Or. myth., a nymph of fruit-trees or of flocks.

And from the grove
The Meliadt, who here for lack of flocks
Must tend the fruit

R. H, Stoddard, The Search for Persephone.

Melianthaceae (mel"i-an-tha'se-e). n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1888), '< Melinnthu* +
-aefir."] A small order of dicotyledonous poly-
petalous plants of the cohort Ktipiiidalfn, char-
acterized by irregular polyganiodioecious flow-

ers, stamens which are inserted at the base of
the disk, albuminous seeds, and alternate stip-
ulate leaves. Mcliantliiis is the type genus.
Melianthus (mel-i-an'thus), n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), < Or. ptfa, honey, + avOos, a flower.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,

type of the order Mrliantlmrete, characterized

by a calyx which is very oblique at the base,
and by having from two to four ovules in each
cell. They are shrubs with alternate odd-pinnate leaves

(the leaflets one-sided and decurrent on the stalk), and
bear terminal or axillary racemes of curious irregular
flowers, the lower ones sometimes imperfect There are
5 species, natives of the Cape of Good Hope, one of which
has been introduced into the Himalayas. The common
name Is (Cape) honry-flmcer, or Itoney-plant, the blossoms
abounding in honey.

Melibean, Meliboean (mel-i-be
'

an), a. [< L.
M< libii'im, name of a shepherd in Virgil's first

eclogue (a dialogue), < Gr. Me^i/foiof, cf. fern.

MM/ioui, a personal name.] In rot.and poetry,
alternate ; alternately responsive ; alternating;
: 1 1 1 n i 1 ii : 1 1 1 .

melic (mel'ik), n. [< Gr. /ie?M6f, pertaining to

song, < /iff of, a song, strain, melody.] Pertain-

ing to song ; intended to be sung : applied espe-
cially to the more elaborate form of Greek lyric

poetry, as distinguished from iambic and ele-

giac poetry.
The exact relation of melic poetry to the cantonal dialect.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 234.

Melica (mel'i-ka), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737),
< It. melica, the gVeat millet, < L. mel, honey.]
A genus of grasses of the tribe Fcstuce<r, type of
the subtribe ifelicca: The upper glumes are empty,
and the spikelets are often quite large and erect or spread-
ing. They are erect perennial plants, often tall, with usually
slender panicles, and flat or convolute leaves. About .so

species are known, having a wide range over the globe, but
mostly natives of temperate climates. They are handsome
grasses, but of no great agricultural value, though some
serve the purpose of pasturage. Melic-ffrags is a general
name for the species.

Meliceae (mc-lis'e-e), . pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1883),' <

Mi lien + -co1

.] A
subtribe of grasses
of the tribe Fr.ttu-

<<</'. It includes 4 gen-
era, of which Melica is

the type, and about 36

species.

meliceris (mel-i-se'-

ris), n. [NL.,< L.

mrliceriit, (. Gr. fie/j-

iflpif, a tumor so
called, < in/iKti/mv, a

honeycomb,
honey, +
wax.] In piithol.,
an encysted tumor
containing matter
like honey in color
and consistence,
usually a hygroma.
melicerous' (mel-i-

se'rus), a. [< nn-li-

rrr(in) + -<>*.] Of
the nature of meli-

ceris; affected with
meliceris: as, a mel-
ii.* tumor.
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melic-grass (mel'ik-gras), n. Any grans of the
tfl'MIIS Ml'ln-il.

Melicocca (mel-i-kok'S), . [NL. (Jacquin.
17li:t), < (Jr. /ii'/i, honey', + xoVucof, a berry.] A
genus of trees of the natural order fitipin'dnreti;
t vpe of the tribe Melirorrni: They are trees of con-
siderable size, with alternate, abruptly pinnate leaves, and
elongated, many-flowered racemes or panicles of small
whitish tlowers. See hontyberry.

Melicoccese(mel-i-kok'se-e), . til. [NL. (Radl-
kofer, 1887), < M> lirorrn + -fa-.] A tribe of the
natural order .SV//>/r/mv<i',thr soiijilicrry family.
It embraces 9 genera, Melieocea being the type, and 4H spe
cies, found principally in the tropics.

melicottont, . Same as melocoton .

MelidaB(meri-de), i. pi. [NL., < Mili-x + -idtr.]
A family of arctoid carnivorous mammals, com-
posed of the badgers, ratels, and skunks, cor-

responding to the three subfamilies Mflinii',

Mi Ilirorinw, and Mrjiliitintr- of the family MUH-
telida'. See these words.

Melieae (me-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Adr. Jussieu,

1830), < IliMa '+ -en.} A tribe of dicotyledo-
nous polypetalous plants of the natural order
Miliufdf. The cella of the ovary contain two omles,
and the aeeds have a fleshy albumen and plano-convex or
foliaceoos cotyledons. Melia is the type genus.

Melierax (me-li'e-raks), . [NL., < Gr. tttfof,
a song, + ifpa, a hawk.] A genus of African
diurnal birds of prey of the family Faleonidfe,

Chanting Hawk ^ .\lelitrax tnitstciit).
~

founded by G. R. Gray in 1840; the chanting
hawks. There are several species, the best-known of
which are M. cationu, cantans, or muttctu of South Africa
and M. polyzonw.

Melifera.meliferous. See ifelIifera, nielliferoux.

Meiigethes (mel-i-je'thez), . [NL., < Gr.

"fir'/^-rftrK, Doric [t().rya&i/f, honey-sweet, < fil/i,

honey, 4- yiflelv, rejoice.] A genus of pentam-
erous beetles of the family yitiduliftte. There are
over 100 species, mostly of Europe, where they are some-
times called fflow-beeue* ; they feed on various flowers,
eating the pollen and fructifying organs. In this way M.
cenevx injures cruciferous vegetables.

melilite, mellilite
(mel'l-jit),

. [Prop, meli-
liti . < Gr. fi&.t, honey, + ?.i8of, stone.] A min-
eral of a yellow or grayish yellow, found at

Tivoli and Capo di Bove, near Rome. It occurs
In very minute tetragonal crystals in the fissures and cav-
ities of lava, also as an essential constituent of certain
kinds of basalt ; It is a silicate of aluminium, magnesium,
and calcium.

melilot (rael'i-lot), M. K OF. mflilot, mellilot,

mtrilot, F. melilnt = Sp. Pg. meliloto = It. meli-

li>to, melliloto, < L. melilotos, < Gr. fifWurov or

tiMZutroc,, a kind of clover, < /tilt, honey, + )u-

,
lotus: see lotus.] A plant of the genus

Melilotus (mel-i-16'tus), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jus-
sieu, 1789): see melilot.'] A genus of plants of
the natural order Leguminf>sa>, the pulse family,
the suborder I'apilionaeeir, and the tribe Trifo-
/,r: the clovers. It Is distinguished by a small, fleshy,
snbglobous or obovoid legume, which is indehiscent or at

length two-valved. 'ITie plants are herbs, with pinnately
trifoliate leaves having adnate stipules, and small white
or yellow flowers, growing in loose racemes. About 10 spe-
cies are known, which are found In the temperate and sub-

tropical regions of the northern hemisphere. When dried,
they have the peculiar fragrance of the Tonka bean or the
vernal grass, owing to the presence of the principle called
nnttnarin (which see). General names for the genus are
melilnt and street dover. M. abba, the white inelllot or
honey-lotus, also called Cabul clover, is an excellent bee-
|il:mt, but of little value as forage, and in some places a
troublosnnic weed. U. nJKciiinlii, the common or yellow
melilnt, is. like the last, widely spread over Europe and
Asia, and naturalized in America. It was formerly of
medicinal repute, sold )>> the herbalists as baltam-Jttnreni.
but has disappeared from scientific medicine. See*art'-
clotfr and lring*tiortr.

meliorist

Melinae (mWi'nS), ./</. [XL., < .v.v + -.
A sulifuiuily of MH.-.II liiln . ty|.ilii'il l.y thi- i;i-nns
M' li:i; the badgers. The form U stout and squat ; the
habits are terrestrial and fouorial. There are four lead-

ing forma of Melina: the European Mrlrt, the Asiatic

.tn-iHuyx and Mydatu, and the American Taxidea. Also
Mi-liiut.

meline (me'lin), a. and . [< L. niele-i, a badger
(see Melen), + -I'M*!.] I. a. Badger-like; of or

pertaining to the JUtliim:

II. M. A badger of any kind
; any member of

the Ali'liitii '.

raelingt, . [Verbal n. of mote*, r.] Talk
; con-

versation.

Will[l]ain to the window wltterll ml^t sene
3lf Mellon with hire maydenes In meting there tete.

William of Palenu (E. E. T. .), I. 790.

melinite (ma'!in-it), n. An explosive of French
invention, the composition of which is secret.
It la believed to be a mixture of fused picric acid in

granules with trl-nltro-celliilose dissolved In ether. It

has been successfully used In charging shells, and Its ex-

plosive force is variously represented as from three to
eleven times that of gunpowder, the smaller figure being
the most probable. I Recent)

melinophane (mel'i-no-fan), n. [Prop. 'IMC/I-

phaiic, < Gr. ui'f*. honey, + -favf/(, appearing,
clear,< Qaiveooai. appear.] In mineral., a silicate
of beryllium, calcium, and sodium, occurring
in honey-yellow or sulphur-yellow plates in

the zircon-syenite of Norway. The name is

changed, in Dana's system, to mrlipliunite (raeli-

phaue).
meliorate (me'lyo-rat), r.: pret. and pp. melio-

rated, ppr. meliorating. [< LL. meliortitus, pp.
of mrliorare (> It. megliorare. miyliorare = Pg.
melliorar = Sp. mejorar = OF. meliortr, meil-

lorer), make better, < melior, better (compar. of

bonux, good), = Gr. /la/.'/ov, adv., rather, com-
par. of //riPa, adv., very much.] I. trans. To
make better; improve; ameliorate.
Grace does not give us new faculties and create another

nature, but meliorate* and improves our own.
Jer. Tayltrr, Works (ed. 1835), II. 208.

Tragedy . . . was found the most pleasing vehicle of

conveying moral truths, of meliorating the heart, and ex-

tending the interests of humanity.
Ovldnmith, Origin of Poetry.

II. intranx. To grow better; be improved.
Yesterday not a bird peeped : the world was barren,

peaked and pining : to-day tis inconceivably populous ;

creation swarms and meliorate*.

Kmerton, Works and Days.

meliorater (me'lyo-ra-ter), . Same as melio-
rator.

melioration (me-lyo-ra'shon), H. [= OF. melio-

ration, < LL. melioratw(n-), bettering, < melio-

rare, make better: see meliorate.] 1. The act
or process of making or becoming better; im-

provement; amelioration.

Digging yearly about the roots of trees, which Is a great
means both to the acceleration and melioration of fruits.
Is practised In nothing but in vines.

llacim, Nat. Hist, f 483.

By an Insight into chymistry one may be enabled to
make some meliorations (I speak not of transmutations) of
mineral and metalline bodies. Doyle, Works, I. 364.

2. pi. In .Scots law, improvements made by a
tenant upon the property which he rents, and
for which he is in certain cases entitled to com-
pensation from the landlord,

meliorator (me'lyo-ra-tor), . One who or that
which meliorates or makes better.

The greatest meliorator of the world is selfish, huckster-
ing Trade. Emerton, Work* and Day*.

meliorism (me'lyo-rizm), H. [< L. melior, better

(see meliorate), '-*-' E. -ism.] 1. The improve-
ment of society by regulated practical means:

opposed to the passive principle of both pes-
simism and optimism.

Mflwriirm, instead of an ethical, Is a dynamic principle.
It Implies the improvement of the social condition through
cold calculation, through the adoption of indirect means.
It is not content merely to alleviate present suffering, It

alms to create conditions under which no suffering can
exist L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sodol., II. 468.

2. The doctrine that the world is neither the
worst nor the best possible, but that it is capa-
ble of improvement : a mean between theoreti-
cal pessimism and optimism.

It may be thought, however, that, if neither optimism
nor pessimism is the conclusion to which we are led, the
modified doctrine of what is called Meliorism may be ac-

cepted. W. R. Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 271.

The only good reason for referring to the source [of the
word meliorist is) ... that you found It useful for the
doctrine of meliorimn to cite one unfashionable confessor
of it In the face of the fashionable extremes.

Oeorye Eliot, Letter to James Sally, Jan. 19, 1877.

meliorist (me'lyo-rist), . and a. [< L. niflior,

lictt.'r, + E. -ixt. ] I. H. One who accepts the

practical or the theoretical doctrine of melio-
rism.



meliorist

I am not, however, a pessimist I am, I trust, n rational

optimist, or at least a meliorist.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 27.

In her general attitude toward life, George Eliot was
neither optimist nor pessimist. She held to the middle

term, which she invented for herself, of meliorist. She
was cheered by the hope and by the belief in gradual im-

provement of the mass.

Cross, Life of George Eliot, III. 309.

I don't know that I ever heard anybody use the word
mdiariit except myself.

Oeorge Eliot, Letter to James Sully, Jan. 17, 1877.

II. rt. Of or pertaining to meliorism or melio-

rists.

If we adopt either the optimist view or the meliorist

view if we say that life on the whole brings more plea-
sure than pain, or that it is on the way to become such
that it will yield more pleasure than pain, then these ac-

tions by which life is maintained are justified, and there

results a warrant for the freedom to perform them.
H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 9.

melioristic (me-lyo-ris'tik), a. [< meliorist +
-<).] Of or pertaining to meliorism: corre-

lated with optimistic and pessimistic.
Too scientifically meliorislic for the common herd.

The Academy, March 3, 1888, p. 148.

meliority (me-lyor'i-ti), n. [< NL. meliori-

ta(t-)s, < L. melior, better: see meliorate."] The
state of being better; betterness. [Rare.]

Aristotle ascribeth the cause of this meliority or better-

ness unto the aire. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 613.

This colour of meliority and preeminence is a signe of

enervation and weakness.

Bacon, Colours of Good and Evil.

Meliphaga (me-lif'a-ga), n. [NL., also, erro-

neously, Melliphaga; neut. pi. of "mclipJiagns :

see meliphagous.~\ The typical genus of Meli-

phagidai. The term has been used with great latitude

and little discrimination for all the family and some other

birds, but is now restricted to a single species, M. phry-
yia of Australia, known as the black-and-yettoiv honey-eater.
See hoiiey-eater.

meliphagan (me-lif'a-gan), n. A bird of the

genus Meliphaga; a 'honey-eater. Also, erro-

neously, melliphagan.
Meliphagidse (me'l-i-faj'i-de), n.pl. [NL., also

Melliphagida' ; < Meliphaga + -idce.~\ A fam-

ily of tenuirostral oscine passerine birds, typi-
fied by the genus Meliphaga, belonging to the

group Cinnyrimorplue of the order Passeres; the

honey-eaters or honey-suckers. They are closely
related to the Nectariniidce, with which they share the
character of the protractile, bind, and penciled tongue.
The bill is of variable length and degree of slenderness,
but is always curved, with a prominent culmen; the nos-
trils are basal, and situated in a large membranous nasal

fossa, never entirely covered with feathers; anil they are
linear or oval in shape, with or without an operculuru.
The first primary (except in Zosterops and Entonufhtta) is

about half as long as the second. The wings, tail, and feet

vary in character with the genera; the anterior toes and
their claws are short, the former much united at base, and
the hallux is large and strong. The plumage inclines to

green and yellow colors ;
it is never blue, and is red only

in one group, the Myzomeliiice. Parts of the head and
neck are often bare, and variously wattled or carunculate.
The family is confined to the Old World, and is specially
characteristic of the Australasian and Polynesian regions,
though the range of the Melithrcptince is much more ex-

tensive. The species number nearly 200, referable to about
25 genera. The family is now usually divided into 8 sub-
families ; Meliphayince, MyzamelimK, and Melithrcptinoz.

meliphagidan (mel-i-faj'i-dan), a. and n. I.

a. Of or pertaining to the family Meliphagido!.
II. H. A meliphagan or honey-eater.

Meliphaginae (mel"i-fa-ji'ne), n. pi. [Also
Melliphagiiue; NL., < MelipJiaga + -inai.~\ The
typical subfamily of Meliphagida?. With few
exceptions, the group is characteristic of the
Australasian and Polynesian regions.
meliphagine (mf-lif 'a-jin), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the" subfamily Meliplutgiuee ;

less strictly, same as meliphagidan.
II. n. A meliphagan or honey-eater of the

subfamily Meliphaginas.
meliphagous (me-lif'a-gus), a. [Also melUplia-
gous; < NL. 'melipJiagus, < Gr. /teAi, honey, +
<jmytiv, eat.] Feeding upon honey; mellivorous.

meliphanite (me-lifVnit), n. [< Gr. fieki, honey,+ -0aw?f, appearing, clear, + -ite2 .] See melino-

phane.
melipultt, n. [< Gr. /w'JU, honey, + L. pellere,
pp. pulstis, drive out. Cf. catapult.'] A honey-
extractor. Pliin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 48.

melisma (me-lis'ma), .. [NL. (> It.), < Gr. //e-

/U<r//a, a song, < (leMfctv. sing, warble, < /it/tof,

song.] In music: (a) A song, melody, or air,
as contrasted with a recitative or declamatory
passage, (ft) A melodic decoration, grace, fiori-

tura, or roulade, (c) A cadenza.
melismatic (mel-is-mat'ik), a. [= It. melis-

matico; as melisma(t-) + -ic.~\ In music: (a)
Melodious. (6) Ornamented; adorned Mel-
ismatic singing or playing, a style of vocal or instru-
mental performance in which a great number of orna-
ments, as trills, mordents, runs, etc., are introduced.
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Melismatic song, vocal music in which there is more
than one note to a syllable : opposed to syllabic song, In

which there is only one note to each syllable.

melismatics (mel-is-mat'iks), n. [PI. of inelis-

n/titic: see -icx.] In music, the art of florid or

decorated vocalization.

Melissa (me-lis'a), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
< Gr. fjc^irraa, Attic jickirra, a bee, < p&i (//e/Ur-),

honey: see melfi.] 1 . A genus of plants of the

natural order Labiata;, the tribe Satweinece, and
the subtribe Melissea;. It Is distinguished by a calyx
which is distinctly two-lipped, by an exserted corolla-tube,
which is recurved-ascending below the middle, and by
the divergent anther-cells. They are herbs, with dentate
leaves and loose axillary clusters of white or yellowish
flowers. Three or four species are known, from Europe
and central and western Asia. M. officinalis, from south-
ern Europe, is the common lemon-balm of the gardens.
2. In sool., same as Andrena.

melissa-oil (me-lis'a-oil), w. A volatile oil ob-

tained from balm, Melissa officinalis,which gives
to the plant its aromatic, lemon-like odor.
Indian melissa-Oil, a fragrant oil distilled in India from
a species of Andropogon. See Andropogon and lemon-

grass. Also called verbena-oil.

Melisseae (me-lis'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1846), < Melissa + -eai.] A subtribe of labiate

plants of the tribe Satureinea:. The calyx has al-

most always thirteen quite prominent nerves; the corolla

is two-lipped, with the tube usually exserted, and the sta-

mens are ascending at the base and divergent above. It

embraces 14 genera, Melissa being the type, and about 200

species. They are usually strong-scented aromatic herbs.
The genus Hedeoma, the American pennyroyal, belongs to
this subtribe.

melissyl (me-lis'il), n. [< Gr. [itTuaaa, a bee, +
iifai, matter.} A hypothetical radical (CsoHg)
which occurs in many compounds derivedfrom
wax. The more difficultly soluble part of bees-

wax consists of melissyl palmitate. Also called

myricyl.

Melisuga, Melisugae, etc. See Mellisuga, etc.

Melitaea (mel-i-te'a), . [NL., < Gr. /tftt(r-),

honey.] 1. In eniom., a genus of nymphalid
butterflies allied to Argynnis, containing about
50 species, chiefly European and North Amer-
ican, checkered with brown, yellow, and white,
and not silvered on the under side, which has
bands of white and yellow. M. phaeton is a com-
mon and characteristic species of North America ; its

larvce feed on Chelone, and hibernate gregariously in a
web. The British species, like those of Argynnis, are
known to English collectors aafritillaries.

2. A genus of alcypnarians or sea-fans of the

family Isidida;, or giving name to a family Me-
litiridce. The polypary is branched as in the gorgonians
or true sea fans, and composed of alternating hard and
soft or calcareous and coriaceous joints, the latter much
larger than the former, which form bead-like nodes along
the stem. M. ochracea is a yellowish coral from the In-

dian and Pacific oceans. Also Melitcea, Melithcea, Melithea,
Melitea.

Melitaeidse (mel-i-te'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Meli-
tcea + -idee.] A family of isidaceous alcyo-
narian corals, typified by the genus Melita-a,

having porous or corky nodes. Also Melithte-

ida'.

melitaemia (mel-i-te'mi-a), n. [NL., irreg. for

*ielitJi<emia, < Gr. ul'Ai(T-), honey, + alfia,

blood.] In pathol., the presence of an abnor-
mal quantity of sugar in the blood.

Melitophili (mel-i-tpf'i-U),
n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

/IC'AI(T-), honey, + <pi%o(, loving.] In Latreille's

system, the sixth and last section of Scara-

boeidte, composed of the old genera Trichim,
Goliathiis, and Cetonia. It corresponds more
or less exactly with the modern family Ceto-

niidce. Also, erroneously, Mellitophili.

melitophiline (mel-i-tof'i-lin), a. Pertaining to

the Melitophili, or having their characters; ce-

tonian. Also mellitophiline.
melitose (mel'i-tos), n. [< Gr. fje/.i(r-), honey,
+ -ose.] A sugar (CigH^Ou) obtained from
the manna which falls in opaque drops from
various species of Eucalyptus growing in Tas-
mania. It is a crystalline solid, dextrorotatory, and di-

rectly fermentable. It is probably a compound of rafflnose
and cucalin.

Melitta (me-lit'a), n. Same as Andrena.
Melitteae (me-lit'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Eudlicher,
1836), < Meliitis +' -e<e.~\ A subtribe of labiate

plants of the tribe Stachydea>, characterized by
a broad calyx and a much-exserted corolla-

tube, with the posterior lip broad arid some-
what concave. It embraces 5 genera, Melittvi being
the type, and 8 species, found principally in the temperate
regions of the northern hemisphere.

Melittis (me-lit'is), n. [NL. (Linnieus), < Gr.

/J(AITTU, Attic form of /-ic^taaa, a bee: see Me-
lissa."] A genus of labiate plants of the tribe

Stacliydea;, type of the subtribe Melittea;, char-
acterized by a three-lobed calyx, by having the
cells of the anther divergent, and by the flower-
cluster usually consisting of six flowers. M.

mell

mflissophyllti'm is the only species. See balm, 7,

and tioitey-balm.
melituria (mel-i-tu'ri-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. iJ.i~M(r-),

honey, + ovpov, urine.] In pathol., glucosuria.
Also, erroneously, mellittirid.

melituric (mel-i-tu'rik), a. [Also melHturic;
< melituria + -ic.] Glucosuric.

Melivora, Melivorinae, etc. Erroneous forms
of Mellirora, etc.

meliza (me-li'zii), n. [NL., prop, "melizea, <

Gr. fii'M, honey, 4- ?z, spelt (NL. zea, maize).]
Maize or Indian corn. See the quotation from
Smollett under hasty-pudding.
Melizophilus (mel-i-zof'i-lus), n. [NL., < me-
lisa + Gr. 0//.of, loving.] A genus of Old World
oscine passerine birds of the family Sylviida,
founded by W. E. Leach in 1816 upon the Dart-
ford warbler, Motacilla undata of Boddaert, now

Dartford Warbler (Mtlizophilus tindatus).

ca\\e&Melizop1iilu8undatus,provincialis,QTdart-
fordiensis.
mell 1

(mel), r. [< ME. mellen, < OF. meller,

meslcr, etc., mix: see meddle, of which mell is

a contracted form.] I. trans. To mix ; blend.

[Obsolete or provincial.]
All hor colouris to ken were of clene yalow,
Withouteu more in the niene, or mellit with other.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6462.

Th' aduerse Cloud, which first recelueth thus

Apollo's raies, the same direct repells
On the next Cloud, and with his gold it mftts
Her various colours.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 21.

Oft began . . . wintry storms to swell,
As heaven and earth they would together mell.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, L 43.

II. intrans. 1. To mix; mingle. [Obsolete
or archaic.]

With men of myght can I not mell.

York Plays, p. 187.

Alas, our society
Mells not with piety.

B. Jonson, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

2f. To meddle
;
intermeddle or interfere.

Vn-callyd go thou to no counselle ;

That longes to the, with that thow melle.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

She would it eeke, and make much worse by telling,
And take great joy to publish it to many,
That every matter worse was for her milling.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xii. 35.

3f. To busy one's self : used reflexively.
Sche metted hire Meliors ferst to grelthe.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1719.

4. To contend in fight. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng.]

Mony fallyn were fey of the fell Grekes,
Bnt mo of the meny, that mellit horn with.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 5243.

5f. To copulate.
Like certeyn birdes called vultures,
Withouten mellyng conceyven by nature.

Lydgate. (Battiwett.)

meH2
t (mel), ti. [= F. miel = Pr. mel = Sp.

miel = Pg. mel = It. melc, miele, < L. mel (mell-)
= Gr. /t?.t (fte/j.r-) = Goth, militli, honey; not
found elsewhere in Teut., except as in mildew,

q. v. There is an accidentally similar Ha-
waiian meli, honey.] Honey.
That mouth of hirs, which seemde to flow with mell.

Gascoigne, Dan Bartholomew of Bath.

mell3 (mel), a. [A var. of mall 1
.']

A mallet;
hence, derisively, the head. [Scotch.]

Her teeth was a' like teather stakes,
Her nose like club or mell.

King Henri/ (Child's Ballads, 1. 148).

There stood a fause lord him behin',
Who thrust him thro' body and mell, 0.

The Braes o' Yarrow (Child's Ballads, III. 70).



me 11

mell3
(mel), r. I. [Avar, of ///!, ,-.

J

or bruise with or ax with ami
maul. [Scotch.]
mell' (mel), H. An obsolete or dialectal vari-
ant of mill 1

. Cliinicer.

mell5
(mel), H. [A viir. of ini'/iP, mo/el.] A

Main in linen. lliilliinll. [North. Eng.]
mell" (m^O. n. [Origin obscure.] Awarming-
|i:m. Ilii/lnri II. [Prov. Eng.]

inellan (mel'an), n. Iii iKamonil-iitiiiiinj, same

3090 mellow
in"// 1

, i'.] To pound Flowing or dropping like honey; hence, nweet-
'II or mallet; crush; ly or smoothly flowing, especially in Round.

melllte. It h;t a vmr, Mttcr taste, in very soluble In water
iintl nlKu in ulctiluil, mid ciyntallizes In colorless needle*.

Mellitophili, mellitophiline. ",- M> /
i<-pkili,

mi liln/iliilnii .

'Uiilan, f. I.., r. 429. mellitous (rae-li'tun),. [< L. mellitua, honeyed:
The marvellous teaching* of Socrates, as they come 8ee mcllitcl.] Mixed with honey.

mellituria, mellituric. Erroneous forms of
mi /i/iii'iW. ii" hliirii:

Krom off the lioughs each mom
We brush meUifluota dews.

mended by the mellifluous words of Plato.

Summer, Orations, I. 143.

luous manner; with sweetly flowing sound.
When amatory poets sing their loves
In liquid lines mettijluotaly bland. Byron.

mellifyt (mel'i-fi), r. i. [ME. mellifien, < OF.
inillilwr = Sp. meUficar = Pg. meUificar, < L.

millijicart, make honey, < mel (mell-), honey,+ faccrc, make.] To make honey.
Place apte Is there swet herbes mnltlplle,
And bees the welles haunte and water cleche :

Ctilltee Is ther U> mellific.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 145.

nielligo (me-li'go), n. [L., a honey-like juice,
< mel (mell-), honey.] Honeydew.

mellilite, n. See melilite.

melleoust (mel'e-us), . [= F. mielloa, < L. melUlOQUent (me-lil'o-kwent) a. [< L. mel

mellem, of or belonging to honey, < mel (mell-), ttM'V^ouey^loqutnlt-fowT.othqut^veak.]
honey: see e//2.] 1. Having the character
of honey; similar to honey.
Which of the slow ways may be best employed to free

wax from the yellow melfeoun parts. Boyle, Works, V. 712.

2. In bot., having the taste or smell of honey,
melley (mel'i), n. [Also melly, and archaically
mclltty; < OF. melee (F. melee), earlier mcslrr, Meilinus(me-li'uus), w. [NL. (Fabricius, 1793),
etc., a mixture, medley, ^contest: see medley, appar. < L. mel (mell-), honey: see mU2.] The

typical genus of Mellinidie.
'

and 3 North American species.

mellifluously (me-lif'lij-us-li), nrfi'. In a mcllif- Mellivora (me-liv'o-rft), H. [NL., < L. mcl

.

raella rosa, . See mclii-rosa.

mellav, . See mclley.
mell-doll (mel'dol), n. An imageof corn, dress-
ed like a doll, carried in triumph amid much
rejoicing on the last day of reaping; a kern-

baby. lii-ockett. [Prov. Eng.]
mellet, An obsolete form of merle 1

. Halli-
in It.

melledt (meld), . [<MeiP+ -Mi*.] Honeyed;
miiiglod with honey.

\\hlch sugred mel or melted sugar yield.
r, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11, The Lawe.

(mell-), honey, + vorare, devour.] 1. The typi-
cal and only genus of .Mcllirorina; founded by
Storr in 1780. There are two species, the In-
dian and the African honey-badger or rat el, J/.

inilira and M. capeiisin. 2. A genus of hyme-
nopterous insects, ffegtiroiid.

Mellivorinae (me-liv-o-ri'ne), n. ;/. [Also lit-

In-tiriiKr; NL., < Mi-Ilivmra + -/.] A subfamily
of Mii.itiliilir. having but one true molar on each
side of each jaw, and the lower molar secto-
rial ; the ratels or honey-badgers. There is but
one genus, MeUivora, of Asia and Africa. See
ratel.

mellivorous (me-liv'o-rus), . [Also, errone-

ously, melivoromi; < L. mel (mell-), honey, +
vorare, devour.] Eating honey; subsisting on
honey, as many insects, both In the perfect
state and as larvae.

An obsolete form of melon*.

uu., a nixiure, meuiey, ci

Cf. mftte, a mod. F. form.] Same as mflcc.

Qawan, that sate bl the queue,
To the l;yng he can enclyne,"
I be-seche now with sajes sene,

This inelly mot be myne.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Kniijht (E. E. T. S.), 1. 842.

Here and everywhere
He rode the meliay, lord of the ringing lists.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

mellic (mel'ik), a.

taining to honey.
melliet (mel'i), n. [< L. mcl (mell-), honey: see
we//2 . The term is appar. arbitrary, and not
conformed to Gr. ulfa, honey.] Honey.

[< melft + -ic.] Of or per-

It contains 2 European
M. arveneu, a common

digger-wasp of Europe, burrows in sand, and stores Its
tubes with tiles upon which Its larva: feed.

Melliphaga, melliphagan, etc. Erroneous
forms otjleliiihaya, etc.

mellisonantt (me-lis'o-nant), a. [< L. mel
(mell-), honey, + sondn(t-)s, ppr. of sonare,
sound: see sonant.'] Sweet-sounding. [Rare.]
Mop. Belwether of knighthood, you shall bind me to you.
lo. lie have 't no more a sheep-bell ; I am knight

Of the mellitonant tlngletangle
Randolph, Amyntas (1640). (Narei.)

Mellisuga (mel-i-su'gS), . [NL., < L. mel
(mell-), noney, + suyere, suck.] A genus ofFor from thy makings milk and inMie flows. . _ ..

Dames, Eclogue, 1. 20. (Davie*.) humming-birds of the family Trochilitla; giving
name to a subfamily Mellisuginw. it contains the
smallest of its tribe and the very least of all birds, such as
M. minima of the West Indies, which Is scarcely 2 inches
long, the upper parts showing golden-green, the wings and
tail dusky-purplish. Also, erroneously, Mcluuya.

Mellifera (me-lif'e-ra), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. mellifer, honey-bearing: see melliferous.]
In Latreille's system, the fourth family of acu-
leate Symcnoptera; the Aiitltopliila; the honey-
bees. It corresponded to the Llnnean genus Apis, and MellisUgSB (mel-i-su' je), n. Jit. [NL., pi. of

wa8dlvidedbyLatreilleinto^ii<frpiiftoand^p<ona!,equlv- Mellisuga.'] Inornitli.: (a) In Merrem's classi-
alent to the modern families Amtrenidce ami Apidce. Qcation (1813). a group of sundry tenuirostral

ducing honey, as a plant; mellilie.

And [Canaan] being mountainous, could not but abound
with metti/crmu plants of the best kind.

N. drew, Cosmo

2. Bearing or preparing liouey, as a bee; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Mellifera.

mellific (me-lirik), a. [= Sp. melijico = Pg.
'Ufteus, honey-making < mel

Mellisugina7mel'T-8a-ji'ne')7 .'/</.
mellijico, < L. melUJicus
(mell-), honey, + facere, mate.]
produciiiK honey; honey-making.
melllfication (mel'i-fi-ka'shon), H.

Making or

lification, < L. as if "utellificatio(n-), < mclliAcare,
pp. mellificatus, make honey: see mellify.j The
making or production of honey ; honey-making.

In judging of the air, many things besides the weather
ought to be observed : in some countries, the silence of

grasshoppers, and the nullification of bees. Arbuthnot.

mellifluence (rae-lif'1^-ens), n. [= OF. melliflu-
ence; as mcllifliien(t) + -ce.~] A flow of sweet-
ness; a smooth, honeyed flow.

He [Wotton] was rather struck with the pastoral met-
lijluence of its lyric measures, which he styles a certain
Doric delicacy in the songs and odes.

T. Wartm, Pref. to Milton's Smaller Poems.

mellifluent (me-lifIp-ent), a. [= OF.
tint, < L. iin!l/jliien(t-)s, flowing with
mcl (mell-), honey, + fluen(t-)s. ppr. ol

flow: MeJWMit] Flowing like honey; smooth-
ly or sweetly flowing.

Cresset's clear pipe . . . combines In one
Each former bard's mellijtnent tone.

.wee.*, containing only the genus Mellinus, hav- mellone (mel'on), w. [< L. mel (mell-), honey,
ing the abdomen petiolate, and the submar- + -one.'] A compound of carbon and n itrogen
jti i in I cell of the fore wings receiving a recurrent the exact composition of which is not certainly

known, obtained by heating certain thiocya"-
nates strongly. It is a yellow insoluble powder,
mellow (mel'6), a. [Early mod. E. melon; < ME.
melue, soft, perhaps a var. of merwe,< AS. mearu
(mearw-), soft, tender(see marroir3 ), the change
of r to I being perhaps assisted by association
with the ult. related D. molliy = Fries, miolliji,

soft, = G. dial, molliij. also moll, soft, molicli,

mellow, prob. akin to L. mollix, soft: see mo//2 .

mollify, etc.] 1. Soft, especially from ripe-
ness

; easily yielding to pressure : as, a melloir

peach.
Your chekes embolned like a mellow costard.

Ballad ascribed to Chaucer.

The full-juiced apple, waxing over-mi/tar,
Drops in a silent autumn night

Tennyson, Lotos- Eaters, Chorlc Song.

Young cattle . . . are at 18 months old already of great
size, with open horns, tnellow hide, etc. Encyc. Brit., f.390.

2. Soft and friable, as earth; loamy.
Camomile sheweth mettow grounds fit for wheat

Bacon
In the North of England, when the earth turns up

with a mellow and crumbly appearance, and smoaks, the
farmers say the earth is brimming.

A. Hunter, Georgical Essays, I. 157.

3. Soft, rich, or delicate to the touch, eye, ear,

palate, etc., as color, sound, flavor, and the like.

The mellow bulnnch answers from the grove.
Thmnton, Spring, 1. 80f>.

A mettow voice Fltr-Eustace had,
The air he chose was wild and sad.

Scott, Marmlon, 111. .

The melloicrr tints of the sinking sun.

Geikie, GeoL Sketches, II. IB.

4. Having the character or appearance of ma-
turity; showing ripeness; of ripe age or qual-
ity; perfected; matured.

Season of mists and mettov fraitfulness !

Keatt, To Autumn.
Matthew Arnold has the dignity of form of his classic

models, Longfellow the graceful facility of a mellow liter-

ary culture. Enryc. Brit., V. 439.

Quebec Is the mcllmcat nook of this raw continent
Harper'i Mag., ULXVI. 366.

5. Softened or matured by length of years:
toned down by the lapse of time ; kindly dis-

posed; good-humored; genial; jovial.
As merry and mettow an old bachelor as ever followed a

hound. Irring.

6. Rendered good-humored or genial by liquor ;

somewhat under the influence of liquor; naif-

tipsy.
"
Here, Hermes," says Jove, who with nectar was metlcnc.

Garrict, Epitaph on Goldsmith.

7. Of sounds, soft and rich; characterized by
many and well-balanced overtones. The quality
Is well illustrated by most of the tones of an orchestral

family Trochilidce, considered as a conort of

AiiinodacttjU of an order f'olueres. Also called
LonailiiiQues.S. 0n. tosmologla Sacra, Iv. 2. ^^^ (mel-i-su'jent), a. [Also meli*,,-

i/eiit; < L. mel (mell-), honey, + sugen(t-)s. ppr.
of siii/ere, suck: see sucl:] Honey-sucking:
said of various birds and insects.

[NL., <

Mcllimiya + -iiue.J A subfamily of humming-
birds named from the genus Mellisuga.

SJ!I* mellit (merit), H. [< F. mellite, an electuary
of honey, < Li. mellitw, honeyed, sweetened
with honey: see mellite 1

.'] In farriery, a dry
scab on the heel of a horse's foot, cured by a
mixture of honey and vinegar. Imp. Diet.
Mellita (me-li'ta), . [NL., < L. mellita, fern,
of mellitus, honeyed, sweetened with honey
(placenta mellita, a honey-cake) : see mellite^.']A genus of clypeastroid sea-urchins of the

family Scutelliaa: The common sand-dollar or cake-
urchin of the Atlantic coast of the I nil nl States, whose
dried test presents five slits, is M. yuinquefoTa. See cut
untlt-r cake-urchin.

mellitate (mel'i-tat), n. [< L. mel (mell-), hon-
ey, + -rttel.] A salt of mellitic acid.
mellite 1

1, a. [ME., < L. mellitus, honeyed. < mel
(null-), honey: see melP. Cf. mellit.'] Mixed
with honey; sweetened.

Wyne mellite, as salde Is. save hem shall.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 58.

mellite2 (mel'it), .

Cooper, Apo'logy of Arlstippus, Ep. :t. + -i'<c2.] A rare mineral, first observed in the

mellifluently (me-lif'l$-eut-li), ,,,li: Mrlliflu- beds of brown-coal in Thuringia. It occurs in te-

OUH 1V tragonal crystals and nodular masses of a honey-yellow
.ii:a / i-Mi- \ r r\ rnlor; It is a mcllitate of aluminium. Also called honev-

melllfluOUS (me-lif ly-us), a. [= OF. mellifleujc, #ane.
also iii'llijlii. mi ll<Jin. F. mi'llijlin = Sp. mi-Ujln.i mellitic (me-lit'ik),. [< mellite^ + -ic.] Per-
= Pg. It. HIC/////II", < LL. nifllitliiH.t. tlowiiii; with taining to or derived from mellite or honey-
honey, < L. mcl (MOit-), lionev, +.i/- ir. flow.] stone.- MeUltlc add, ('(('( >..ll ). the peculiar add of

honi when well played.

[< L^mel (mell-), honey, mellow (mel'6), r. [< mellou:, a.] I. trans. I.
To ripen ; bring to maturity ; soften by ripeness
or age ; give richness, flavor, or delicacy to.

My riper mrllmced yeeres beginne to follow on as fast
Gatcoiyne, Gloze upon a Text

The Syrian and the Slgnlan Pear.
Hettoto'd by Winter from their cruder Juice,
Light of Digestion now.

Cangme, tr. of Juvenal's Satire*, xL



mellow

2. To soften; pulverize; make friable: as,
earth is mellowed by frost.

They plough in the wheat stubble in December ; and if

the weather prove frosty to mellow it, they do not plough
it again till April. Mortimer, Husbandry.

3. To soften in character; render more perfect
or more agreeable ;

tone or smooth down
;
ma-

ture; improve.
Maturing time

But mcttmcs what we write, to the dull sweets of rhyme.
Dryden, To the Memory of Mr. Oldham.

For Time shall with his ready pencil stand,
Retouch your figures with his ripening hand,
Mellow your colours, and imbrown the teint.

Dryden, To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

II. in trans. 1. To become soft ;
be ripened,

matured, or brought to perfection.
Till us death lay

To ripe and mellow there [in the grave], we're stubborn

clay. Donne, On Himself, 1. 12.

The apple mellowed or shriveled up, and then fell off.

T. Parker, Historic Americans, Franklin.

2. To soften in character
;
become toned down .

This country, gradually softening towards the neigh-
bourhood of Mr. Bounderby's retreat, there mellowed into

a rustic landscape. Dickens, Hard limes, ii. 7.

mellowly (mel'o-li), adr. [< mellow + -ly
2
.]

In a mellow manner: softly.
mellowness (mel'o-nes), n. [< mellow + -ness.]

The state or quality of being mellow, in any
sense of that word.

mellowy (mel'o-i), . [< mellow + -y
1
.] Soft;

mellow.
Whose mellowy glebe doth bear

The yellow ripen'd sheaf. Drayton, Polyolbion, x. 97.

mell-pellt, adv. [See pell-mell, adv.] Same as

pell-mell.

mell-supper (mersnp"er), w. In some parts of

England, a supper and merrymaking on the

evening of the last day of reaping; a harvest-

home.
At the mell-supper, Ikmrne tells us, "the servant and his

master are alike, and everything is done with equal free-

dom ; they sit at the same table, converse freely together,
and spend the remaining part of the night in dancing and

singing, without any difference or distinction."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 468.

melluco(me-16'ko), .. [S. Amer.] A chenopo-
diaceous plant of the Andes, Ullucus tubero-

SHS, yielding edible tubers.

Melo (me'16), n. [NL., < LL. melo, a melon: see

melon 1
.] A genus of ra-

chiglossate gastropods
of the family Volntidce,

closely related to Cym-
bium; the melon-shells.

Melobesia (mel-o-be'si-

a),. [NL.] A small ge-
nus of coralline marine

alg, giving its name to

the former tribe Melobe-
siea?. The fronds are cal-

careous, horizontally expand-
ed, orbicular or becoming
confluent, and indefinite in

outline. They were regarded
as corals by the earlier writers.

Melobesiese (mel"o-be-
si'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Ag'ardh, 1852), < Melo-
besia + -ea!.] A former
tribe of calcareous algee,

taking its name from the genus Melobesia,
which is now placed in the suborder Corallinea;

of the order Floridex. Sometimes called Melo-
besiaceai.

Melocactus (mel-o-kak'tus), )?. [NL. (Link
and Otto, 1827), < LL. melo(n-), a melon, + cac-

tus, cactus.] A genus of plants of the natural
order Cactacew, the cactus family, and the tribe

Echinocactecs. The stem is flat at the base, and is

crowned by a narrower, cylindrical flower-bearing head,
which is covered with woolly hairs. There are about 30

species, which are found in the West Indies, Mexico,
Brazil, and Colombia. The species in general are called
melon-cactus or melon-thistle. The best-known is M. com-
munis, the turk's-cap or pope's-head. It has a height of
a foot or a foot and a half. It grows profusely over bar-
ren tracts in parts of the West Indies and South America,
and is common in cultivation.

melocoton, melocotoon (mel'o-kot-on, -ko-ton),
n. [Formerly also melocotone, meticotton, and
corruptly malakatoon, < Sp. melocoton, a peach-
tree grafted into a quince-tree, or the fruit of
the tree, = It. melocotogno, quince-tree, < ML.
melurn cotoneum, meltim Cydonium, < Gr. fiffl^n

Kviuviov, a quince, lit. apple of Cydonia: /i-ijtov,

apple ; Kvd&vtof , of Cydonia, in Crete : see quine,
quince.'] 1. The quince-tree or its fruit. 2.
A large kind of peach.
In September come . . . melocotottes, nectarines, corne-

lians. Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1887).
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A strawberry breath, cherry lips, apricot cheeks, and a

soft velvet head, like a melicotton.
B. Janson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

Deuce-ace, the wafer-woman, that prigs abroad

With musk-melons and malakatoones.

Webster, Devils Law-Case, i. 2.

meiodeon (me-16'de-qn), . [Also melodimn;
< L. melodia, <. Gr. (UMfS'ui, a singing: see mel-

ody. Cf. melotlion.] A reed-organ or harmo-
nium.
melodia (me-16'di-a), n. [NL. use of LL. melo-

dia, melody: see melody.] In organ-building,
a stop closely resembling the clarabella ;

a va-

riety of stopped diapason.
melodic (me-lod'ik), a. [= F. melodiqiie = Sp.
melodico = It. melodico, < LL. melodious, < Gr.

Mrlo diadema.

Hc/.u6iK6i;, of or for melody, melodious,

melody: see melody.] in music: (a) Melodious ;

pertaining to a pleasing succession of sounds.

(6) Pertaining to melody as distinguished from

harmony and rhythm Melodic Interval. See in

terval, 5.

melodica (me-lod'i-ka), n. [NL., fern, of LL.

melodicus, melodious:" see melodic.] A small va-

riety of pipe-organ, invented by J. A. Stein in

1770, which was intended to be set upon a harp-
sichord or similar instrument so that a melody
could be played upon it while the accompani-
ment was played upon the harpsichord, its com-

pass was about 3J octaves. The tone produced was flute-

like in quality, and crescendo and diminuendo effects were

produced by simply altering the pressure of the fingers.

melodicaily (me-lod'i-kal-i), adv. 1. Melodi-

ously. 2. In a melodic manner; in a way in-

volving a succession of tones : opposed to har-

monically and rhythmically.
melodico (me-lod'i-ko), a. [It.: see melodic.]
In music, melodious; soft: noting passages to

be so rendered.
melodicon (me-lod'i-kon), n. [NL., < Gr. ftc'^i-

fimov, neut. of /tefyrfticAs, of or for melody: see

melodic.] A variety of pianoforte, invented by
P. Riffelsen in 1803, in which the tone was pro-
duced from tuning-forks or steel bars instead of

wires.

melodies (me-lod'iks), n. [PI. of melodic : see

-ics.] That branch of musical science that is

concerned with the pitch and succession of

tones that is, with melody in the technical

sense.

melodiograpb. (me-16'di-o-graf ),
H. [< Gr. /;Efy)-

<Ua, melody, + ypafyuv, write.] Same as melo-

grapli.
melodion (me-16'di-on), n. [< LL. melodia, < Gr.

lief.u?iia, melody : see melody. Cf. meiodeon.] A
musical instrument, invented in 1806 by J. C.

Dietz, consisting of a graduated series of metal
bars which could be sounded by being pressed
against a rotating cylinder. It was played from
a keyboard.
melodious (me-16'di-us), a. [< F. melodieux =
Sp. Pg. It. melodioso, < LL. as if "melodiosus, <

melodia, melody: see melody.] 1. Containing
or characterized by melody ;

musical
; agree-

able to the ear; characterized by a pleasant
succession of sounds.

Those who, in their course,
Melodious hymns about the sovran throne
Alternate all night long. Milton, P. L., v. 656.

Tone of silver instrument
Leaves on the wind melodious trace.

Emerson, Forerunners.

2. Producing agreeable, especially musical,
sounds.
And then tempered all these knowledges and skilles with

the exercise of a delectable Musicke by melodious instru-

ments, which withall serued them to delight their hearers.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 6.

= Syn. Tuneful, sweet, dulcet. See euphony.

melodiously (me-16'di-us-li), adv. In a melo-
dious manner; sweetly; musically.
melodiousness (me-16 di-us-nes), n. The qual-
ity, in a sound or in music, of being pleasing
to the ear; the character of having a flowing
and beautiful melody.
melodise, v. See melodize. <

melodist (mel'o-dist), n. [= F. m.elodiste ; as

melody + -ist.] 1. A composer or singer of

songs and melodies: sometimes opposed to

harmonizer.
Happy melodist, unwearied,

For ever piping songs for ever new.
Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn.

Milton was a harmonist rather than a melodist.

Lmcell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 284.

2. A collection of songs, melodies, tunes, etc.

melodium (me-16'di-um), n. See meiodeon.

melodize (mel'o-diz), v.
; pret. and pp. melo-

dized, ppr. melodizing. [< melod-y + -i:e.] I.

trans. To make melodic or melodious.

melody
Whose murmurs melodise my song :

Langhorn, Ode to the Eiver Eden.

These repeated attempts of the learned English . . .

to melodize our orthoepy.
/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit, II. SO.

II. intrinift. 1. To compose or sing melodies.

2. To make melody; harmonize.

Such a strain, with all o'erpowering measure,
Might melodize with each tumultuous sound.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, Int.

Also spelled melodise.

melodram (mel'S-dram), n. [G.: see melodra-

ma.] Same as melodrama, 2.

A romantic tragedy by Friedrich Duneker, for which
Beethoven . . . composed a soldiers' chorus, ... a ro-

mance, . . . and a melodram with harmonica.

Grove, Diet. Music, II. 122.

melodrama (mel-o-dra'ma), n. [Also melo-

drame, < F. me'lodramc = Sp. Pg. melodrama =
It. melodramma = G. melodram, < NL. melodra-

ma, < Gr. iti/-of, song, + 6pa.fia, action, a play:
see drama."] 1. Properly, a dramatic compo-
sition in which music is used, or an opera in

the broad sense. 2. A drama with incidental

music, or an operetta with more or less spoken
dialogue ; a piece in which speech and song (or
instrumental music) alternate. Also melodram.

3. A form of the drama characterized by com-

positions in which the music is of but moderate

importance or value, and the plot and scenes

are of a decidedly romantic and sensational

nature.

melodramatic (mel"o-dra-mat'ik), a. [= F.

melodramatiquc = Sp. melodramatieo; as melo-

drama(t-) + -ic.] Pertaining to, suitable for,

or having the character of melodrama.

A set of highly-coloured pictures, full of contortion and
melodramatic postures, would captivate a larger multi-

tude than a series of paintings by Raphael.
Sir 6. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion, vi.

[(Latham.)

The traveller in Sicily needs no gayer melodramatic ex-

hibition than the table d'hbte of his inn will afford him in

the conversation of the joyous guests.
Emerson, Eloquence.

melodramatical (mel''6-dra-mat'i-kal), a. [<
melodramatic + -al.] Same as melodramatic.

melodramatically (meFo-dra-mafi-kal-i), adv.
In a melodramatic manner; with exaggerated
speech or action.

melodramatist (mel-o-dram'a-tist), n. [< mel-

odrama^) + -ist.] A writer of melodramas
;

a melodramatic author.

Perils greater than any which the most daring romance-
writer or melodramatist ever imagined.

W. Matthews, Getting on in the World, p. 26.

melodrame (mel'S-dram), . [< F. melodrame,
< NL. melodrama : see melodrama.] Same as

melodrama.
To perform a subordinate part in this splendid melo-

drame of the Elements.

Lady Morgan, On France, II. 345.

Melodusae (mel-o-du'se), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

/iftyfiovata, fern. pi. of fit')ut>6wi', singing, ppr. of

/itf.uieiv, sing, < /if^.^of, singing: see melody.]
In Gloger's arrangement of birds (1834), one of

two suborders of passerine birds, including the

singing Passeres, and nearly equivalent to the

Acromyodi or Oscinex.

melodusine (mel-o-du'sin), o. Having the char-
acters of or pertaining to the Melodusa1

; oscine
or oscinine ; acrpmyodian.
melody (mel'o-di), n.; pi. melodies (-diz). [<
ME. melody, mclodye (= D. melodie = G. melo-

d!e, mclodci = Dan. Sw. melodi), < OF. melodie,
F. melodie = Sp. melodia = Pg. It. melodia, <

LL. melodia, < Gr. fit'Xi^Sla, a singing, a tune to

which lyric poetry is set, \ fie^.i^^ (>LL. melo-

dus), singing, musical, < fie^of, song, strain,

melody, +
5<;, song, ode: see ode. Cf. com-

edy.] 1. In general, a succession of agreeable
musical sounds; sweet sound; song; tune;
music.
Thus endured the ioye and the melodye all the mete

while. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 454.

The birds chant melody on every bush.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3. 12.

Specifically 2. In music: (a) A succession of

tones, whether pleasing or not. In this sense mel-

ody is coordinate with harmony and rhythm ns the three

necessary constituents of all music. It depends essentially

upon tones of relative pitch, successively arranged. (6)A
series of tones so related to one another as to

produce a distinct musical phrase or idea. The
underlying relationship may be variously established: by
any particular rhythmic arrangement, as in some popular
dance-tunes; by the intervals of a single chord, as in ar-

peggio phrases ; by a diatonic order, as in scale passages :

by the harmonic connections between successive chords
of which the melody in question forms one of the voice-

parts, as in simple choral writing ;
and by innumerable



melody
modifications anil eomliiiKttions of these and similar prln-
eiples. (r) The principal voice-part in 11 liar-

inonic composition; usually, now, the soprano,
hut in oldermutetlw tenor; the cunt us Mrmus;
the air. (<l) A son"; of clear and balanced form ;

an air: a tune. A melody is authcntir when Ita com-
pass extends nbout :m ort:ivr upward from Its key-not

r m
llnal, plagalvhun its eompass extends about n half octave
iboTftindbelowth6 key-note and final. It Is diatomic when
it uses only Hi'

i
n .

>|
. tones of the scale In which It is writ-

ten, ehri'iiiiilif when It uses other tones, foreign to that
. Ir i^ ,'.,/<'. or <;,,ij<//i,-t when it proceeds by single

ilt-^rrrs, ii)>\\;inl or lUnvmvaril ;
t/wi-c- / n] >li*ji<n<-t when

It
j>i

oeeeds by steps of inure than a single degree. It is

tyllalnr. when but oin tone Is given to each syllable of the
word;? ; slurred when more than one tone is given to a

syllable. A melody may be further described as popular,
national, artistic, etc.

3. A melodious or tuneful poem ;
a poetical com-

position suitable for singing.
There are. no doubt, some exquisite melodia (like the

"Sabrina Fair") among Ills (Milton's) earlier poems, as
could hardly fall to be the case In an age which produced
or trained the authors of our best English glees.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d SIT , p. 284.

Imperfect melody, a melody which does not extend
throughout the mode in which it is written. Leading
melody. See leading!. =&yn. Harmony, Rhythm, etc.

See euphony.
MeloS (mel'o-e), n. [NL. (LinniBug, 1758) ; etym.
uncertain.]

'

The typical genus of Meloidte; the

oil-beetles, usually referred to the Cantharidte
or blister-beetles proper. It contains those apterous
species which have the body large and distended, with the

elytra short, oval, and lapping over each other at the base
of the suture. When alarmed these Insects emit from the

joints of the legs a yellowish oily liquor. In some parts
of Spain they are used Instead of cantharides, or are mixed
with them. The lame are parasitic In the nests of bees, and

Mtlol tiarbana.

a, first or triiingulin larva (line shows natural sizs); fi, claws; t'.

antenna; d, maxillary palpus ; e, labial palpus; ft. imagoof female;
i. antenna of male.

arc peculiar in undergoing two hyperroetamorphoses, thus

existing in three distinct larval forms. (See hypcrmeta-
tnorp/ionJO The larvss attach themselves to bees, whose
eggs they destroy, and live within the egg-cells, being
supported by the honey intended for the young bee : henee

they are called bee-lice. It Is a very large genus, of wide
distribution. Fourteen species Inhabit North America.

melograph (mel'o-graf), . [< Gr. /wAoj-pd^or,

writing songs, < ftt^of, song, melody, + ypafatv,

write.] An electrical apparatus for recording
the order and duration of the notes of a piece of
music played on a piano. The depression of the keys
is made to close an electric circuit* and the record is made
much in the same way that a message is recorded by a
Morse telegraph-instrument. The strip of paper is after-

wan) punctured along the marks of the record, and passed
through another machine, which, by means of the perfora-
tion, closes the circuit of a small electromotor ami works
a perforator. The perforator is then made to reproduce
a stiff paper stencil, which is an exact copy of the written
record. The stencil may then be used in the melotrope
for the reproduction of the music.

meloid (me'loid), n. and n. I. a. Pertaining to
t he Miloida; or having their characters.

II. H. Any member of the family Mcloida.
Meloidae (me-16'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Meloe +
-iilif.] A family of beetles typified by the ge-
nus Meloe, or merged in Cantharidtv. The lar-

vtn are parasitic upon other insects, especially
HjMMnopt0ni.

melologue (mel'o-log), . [< F. melolofjue (see
uuot.), < Gr. tieXof, song, + ffyuv, speak: see

-iiloiiy. Cf. monologue, etc.] A mixture of

speech and song; a recitative; a melodrama.
[Rare.]
During a stay in Italy llerlioz composed an overture to

King Lear and Le Retour a la Vie, a sort of symphony,
with intervening poetical declamation between the single
moveineins, e:ill<Mi liy the composer a meloln<in':

Kni-ite. llrit., III. .vis.

Melolontha(niel-o-lon'tlia).;/. [XL.CFalmrius,
177.~>),<<ir. tnirn'turUi,. . a kind of hectic
r cockchafer.] The typical ";enus of Milnlnn-

tlliiltl'. It is represented in tli,' old Wnrl.l exelusneli.
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with alNillt 20 species, having the thlnl antenna! Joint
longer than the fourth, the anteimal elub of the male
'i jointril, tliat of tltr female f> jointed. M. mdffaris is the
eoniinon cockchafer or dor-bug of Europe, often very de-

structive.

Melolonthidae (niei-o-ion'tlii-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< .Wiliilinithn + -iiln. } A family of lamellicorn
beetles, typified by the genus M< In/imtlin ; now
generally reduced to a subfamily of Hcai-ahin-
ilir : cockchafers. The same group of beetles, vari-

ously rated in the system, is called MeMonthada. Mth-
l:.,iih,r. Melolonthida, Mtlolonthida, MelvlimtMtti, UcMon-
thitue.

melolonthidan (mol-o-lon'thi-dan), n. A mem-
ber of the M//<ilu/il/(itl<e.

melolonthine (mel-o-lon'thin), a. [< Melolon-
tha + -inel.] Of or pertaining to the group of

beetles typified by the genus lM0IoilMa,
melomane (mel'6-man), n. [< F. melomane =
Sji. an Inniiino; <Gr.//f/tof,song.melody, + -uavr/f,
< fiaiveoBai, be mad.] Same as melomauMC.
melomania (mel-o-ma'ni-a), n. [F. melomanie
= 8p. melomania; < NL. ineloniania, < Gr. ut-

/of, song, melody, + fiavia, madness, frenzy.]
An inordinate passion for music. Compare
mngicomania.
melomaniac (mel-6-ma'ni-ak), n. [< melomania
+ -ac.] One who has an inordinate passion for

music.

melomany (mel'o-ma-ni), . [< F. me'lomanie,
< NL. melomania : see melomania.'] Same as
melomania.
melon 1

(mel'pn). n. [Formerly also mellon, mil-

Ion, million (the last still in dial, use) ;
< OF. me-

lon, mellon, millon, F. melon = Sp. melon = Pg.
melfto = It. melone, a melon/ LL. melo(n-), for L.

melopepo(n-) (>OF. melopepon), < Gr. /iri>j>ir6Truv,

a melon, so called as being apple-shaped, < Gr.

fiij'Xov (L. malum), apple (including also pears,
peaches, etc.), + xfauv, a melon: see pepo.]
1. A herbaceous succulent trailing annual

plant, Cucumis Melo, natural order CucurbiUiceir,
or its fniit. the muskmelon. The plant is not
known in a wild state, but its origin was referred by Lie

Candolle to the region of the southern Caspian. It has
been cultivated from time immemorial in the not countries
of the East, the melons of Persia being specially celebrated,
and is now planted wherever there is sufficient summer
heat to mature its fruit. The latter at its best is very rich
and highly flavored. It is an ellipsoid or globular pepo,
the edible part of which is the inner layer of the pericarp,
the stringy and watery placenta; with the seeds being re-

jected. I In melon is grown In numberless varieties, as
the cantaloup, the nutmeg, etc. In the I'nited States this

fruit, in all its forms, is known as musJrmelon melon being
applied indifferently to it and the watermelon, or even by
preference to the latter. The melon of Numbers xi. 5 li

thought by some to have been the watermelon (see def. 2).

See cantaloup and CCHIM.
Have millions at Mihelmas, parsnepg in Lent

Turner, Husbandrie, March. (A'areg.)

Some grapes and millons from my Lord at Lisbone.

I'epys, Diary, Sept. 27, 1661.

Stumbling on melons as I pass,
Insnared with flowers, I fall on grass.

M'H-ci'll. The Garden.

2. The watermelon, Citrullus vulgaris. 3. A
melon-shell. 4. A hemispherical mass of blub-
ber taken from the top of the head of the black-

fish, grampus, and related cetaceans; melon-
blubber. The melon reaches from the spout-hole to the
end of the nose, and from the top of the head down to the

upper jaw.

The head was dissected on deck ; first the melon was re-

moved, then the throat, next the under jaw, and lastly the
"head-skin," which Is the whaleman's term for the blub-
ber on top of the head. Fuheric* of L'. S., V. 11. 290

Gourd-melon, n pumpkin-like fruit, used In India for cur-
ries. Seebtnincaia. Hairy melon. Same as abdalari.
Sweet-scented melon, a variety of muskmelon some-

times regarded as a species, Cuiumfe Dudaim. Also called

apple-cucumber.
melon2 (mel'on), n. [Abbr. of pack-melon or

l>tt<l<li/-m<'lon.] Same as pademelon.
melon-blubber (mel'on-blub'er), n. The melon
of n cetacean. See 71, 4.

melon-cactus (mel'on-kak'tus), . See Melo-
M0tM.

melon-caterpillar (mel'on -kat'er-pil-ar), .

The larva of a pyralid moth, Phacellnr/i (En<li-

optis) Jiyaliiiata. It is yellowish-green. 1J inches

long, and is destructive to melons and other

pepos or cucurhitaceons fruits.

Melongenidffl (mcl-on-jen'i-de), H. pi. [NL.,
< M<-linii/i-ii!i Gr. uifMv, apple, + >evof, kind),
the typical genus, + -irfff'.] A family of probos-
eidiferousrachiglossate iMstropods. typified l>y

the genus M: lini< n,t. The animal has the head elon-

gated, narrow lateral teeth with an enlarged outer cusp,
nnil the shell more or less pyrifonu. Also Melongencc. as
a subfamily.

melon-hole (met'on-hol). M. A hole made by
the pademeloii or padmelou. very dangerous for

horsemen: often applied to other similar holes.

[Australian.]

meloplasty
The plain Is full of deep melon Met, >nd the ground I*

rotten ami innlrrniined with rain.

A. C. Grant, llush life In Queensland, I. 220.

meloniformoneron-i-!orni). n. .Mclon-Hhuped.
melon-Oil \ mol'on-oil), . The oil of the melon
of a cetacean. It is valuable for lubricating
watches and other fine machinery, and is by
MIIIIC preferred to

porpoise-oil.
melon-shaped (maI'gn-*Upt), ". Having the
form of a melon ; oval with depressed lines run-

ning from end to end, the intervals between
them being convex, so that a transverse section
in any part has a scalloped outline. This form
is found in many fruits, seeds, the eggs of in-

sects, etc.

melon-shell (meron-shel), n. The shell of a
mollusk of the genus ifelo.

melon-thick (mel'on-thik), n. A West Indian
name of the common melon-cactus, Meloeacttm
communis.
melon-thistle (md'on-this'l), n. A melon-

shaped cactus, as those of the genus Melocactut.

melon-tree (mel'on-tre), n. The papaw, Ca-
rica Papaya.
melon-worm (mel'on-werm), 11. Same as mel-

on-caterpillar.

Melopelia (mel-o-pe'li-ft), . [NL., < Gr. uftoc,,

song, + ffWfia, a dove, rock-pigeon.] A ge-
nus of the family Columbian; and subfamily
Zcnaitiina': the white-winged doves. They have
the outer primary normal : the tail rounded, shorter than
the wing, and 12- feathered ; the bill slender, black, and as

White-winged Dove (Melofflia Intfafttra '.

long as the tarsus ; a large bare clrcnmorbltal space ; the
neck with metallic luster : a blue-black auricular spot ; a

large white mark on the wings : and the sexes alike in plu-
mage. M. leucoptrra is a common dove of the southwest-
ern parts of the United States, conspicuous by reason of
the white on the wings.

Melophagus (me-lof'a-gus), n. [NL., < Gr./uy-

/ov, a sheep, + Qayflv, eat.] A genus of pu-
piparous parasitic insects of the dipterous fam-

ily Hippobosrido!, founded by Latreille in 1802.
if. omiuu, a well-known wingless species, is the common
sheep tiek. The genus is also called MelnphUa and Me-
lophaya.

melophone (mel'o-fon), n. [< Gr. /tftoc, a song,
+

<t*jvfi, voice.] A kind of concertina.

melophonic (mel-o-fon'ik), a. [< Gr. /^/of,

song, +
ijxjvi/, voice, + -ic.] Pertaining to

music or its performance.
melophonist (mel'o-fo-nist), n. [< Gr. />of,
song, + <puvq, voice, + -*<.') A singer of melo-
dies.

Here, as In the case of the Hebrew mtlnphnnutt, I would
Insinuate no wrong thought.

Thackeray, A Dinner In the City, lii.

melopiano (mel'o-pi-an'6), n. [NL., < Gr. /

song, + It. piano: see piano.] A form of piano-
forte, invented by Caldara in 1870, on which a
sustained tone, with a chance for crescendo and
diminuendo effects, is made possible through
an ingenious arrangement of little hammers
that strike rapidly upon the strings and thus

prolong and control their vibration. The qual-
ity of the tone produced is sweet and effective.

meloplast (mel'o-plast), n. [< Gr. uif.of, song,
-t- rr><i<Tr;/r. a molder, modeler, < Tr/aoortv, form:
see plastir.] A system of teaching the rudi-

ments of music, invented bv P. Galin in 1817,
bv which many of the complications of the or-

dinarv notation are avoided at first.

meloplasty (mel'o-plas-ti), . [< Gr. /^^, pL,
the cheeks (pi. of uiftov, apple), + vZaooeii',

form : see plantic.] In aura., the transplanta-
tion of tissue to supply new material for the
checks when a considerable part has been de-

stroyed by disease or injury.



melopceia

melopoeia (mfl-6-pe'ya),
. [LL.,< Gr. /ie'Ao-

TToda, a making of lyric poems, musical compo-
sition, < fjeAof, song, + iroieiv, make: see poet."]

The art or science of constructing melodies;
melodies.

Melopsittacus (mel-op-sit'a-kus), n. [NL. ,
< Gr.

fik'Kof, , song, + ifiiTTaKof, a.parrot.] An Australian

genus of small long-tailed parrots; the grass-

Zebra Grass-parrakeet (Afelofsittacus undulatus),

parrakeets. M. undulatus is one of the commonest and

prettiest parrots of the aviaries, and one of the few which
breed in confinement. The birds are amiable and sociable,
with more melodious notes than is usual in this family.

Melospiza (mel-o-spi'za), n. [NL., < Gr. [tttof,

song, + oTrt'fo, a finch.]' A genus of the finch

family, Fringillidce, founded by Baird in 1858,

containing anumber of fully spotted and streak-

ed species peculiar to North America; the

song-sparrows. The best-known is the common song-

sparrow, M, melodia, which abounds in most parts of the
United States and runs into several varieties in the West.
M. cinerea is a much larger and otherwise distinct species
found in Alaska. Two common sparrows of eastern parts
of the United States and of Canada are the swamp-spar-
row, M. palttstris, and Lincoln's flnch, M. lincolni.

Melothria (me-loth'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnus,
1767), < Gr. fiffkov, an apple (L. melo, melon), +
('i)6piov, fig-leaf, leaf.] A genus of cucurbi-
taceous plants of the series Plagiospermeai,
and the cucumber tribe Cucumerinete. The male
flowers are usually in racemes, the anthers subsessile, fre-

quently with a 2-lobed connective produced from the apex,
and the fruit usually on a long and slender peduncle. It

embraces about 58 species, inhabiting the warmer regions
of both hemispheres. They are mostly graceful vines,
either climbing or prostrate, with membranaceous pal-

mately lobed or divided leaves, simple tendrils, and small

yellow or white flowers. M. pendula, the creeping cucum-
ber(which see, under cucumber), is the best-known species.

melotrope (mel'o-trop), n. [< Gr. /ittoc, song,
+ TpoTrfj, a turn', turning, < rpexetv, turn.] A
piano fitted with a mechanical device for auto-

matically reproducing a piece ofmusic bymeans
of a melo-

graph sten-
cil.

The melotrope
is merely me-
chanical in its

operation, and
is intended, as
far as possible,
to imitate the
motion of the

fingers in play-
ing upon the

keys of the in-

strument.

Sci.Amer.,H.>l.,
[UX. 876.

mel-pellt,
adv. Same
as pell-mell.
Without any

examination
had to know
where the fault

was, [a band of

men] slew mel-

pelt both guilty
and innocent, to

the number of

7,000.

Hooker, Eccles.

[Polity, viii. 9.

Melpomene
(mel-pom'e-
ne), II. [L., statue of Melpomene, in the Louvre Museum.
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< Gr. Me/bro,uw7, one of the Muses, prop. ppr.

fern, of [i&Ttea&at, sing.] 1. In class, myth.,

originally, the Muse of song and musical har-

mony, looked upon later as the especial pa-
troness of tragedy. She is generally represented as a

young woman, bearing the tragic mask and often the club

of Hercules, and with her head wreathed with vine-leaves

in token of her relation with the dramatic deity, Bacchus.

2. A planetoid, the eighteenth in order of dis-

covery, first observed by Professor Hind at

London in 1852.

melrose (mel'roz), n. [< NL. mel rosce : L. mel,

honey; roste, gen. of rosa
;

rose.] Honey of

roses, a preparation consisting of powder of

red rose, clarified honey, and diluted alcohol.

What I used was a mixture of melrose with sixteen

drops of the muriatic acid.

Sir W. Fardyce, On Muriatic Acid, p. 8.

melt1
(melt), v.

; pret. melted, pp. melted (or

molten), ppr. melting. [< ME. tnelten (pret.

malt, pp. molten), < AS. meltan, miltan (pret.

mealt, pp. molten), melt, = Icel. melta, melt,

digest; Gr. fie'Adeiv, liquefy, melt; cf. OBulg.
mludii, soft. Akin to maZt1

, milfl.] I, intrans.

1. To become liquid through heat; be changed
from a fixed or solid to a flowing state by heat.

This Pandare that neyghe malt for wo and routhe.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 582.

These fellows commonly, which use such deceitfulness

and guiles, can speak so finely that a man would think
butter should scant melt in their mouths.

Latimer, Misc. Selec.

0, that this too too solid flesh would melt,

Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew !

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 129.

2. To suffer dissolution or extinction ;
be dis-

sipated or wasted.

All the inhabitants of Canaan shall melt away.
Ex, xv. 15.

My heart melted away in secret raptures.
Addison, Vision of Mirza.

3. To be softened to love, pity, tenderness,

sympathy, or the like
;
become tender, mild, or

gentle.
I should melt at an offender's tears.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 1. 126.

They say women have tender hearts
;
I know not ;

I am sure mine melts.

Fletcher, Hnmorous Lieutenant, v. S.

4. To be weakened or broken
;
be subdued, as

by fear.

As soon as we had heard these things, our hearts did

melt, neither did there remain any more courage in any
man. Josh. ii. 11.

5. To pass, as one thing into another, so that

the point of junction is imperceptible ; pass by
imperceptible degrees ; blend; shade.

The twilight melted into morn.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Departure.

II. trans. 1. To reduce from a solid to a fluid

state by means of heat; liquefy; fuse: as, to

melt iron, lead, wax, or tallow
;
to melt ice.

When sun doth melt their snow. Shale.
, Lucrece, 1. 1218.

Get me some drink, George ; I am almost molten with

fretting. Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 5.

Inscriptions, victories, buildings, and a thousand other

pieces of antiquity [on coins) were melted down in these
barbarous ages. Addixon, Ancient Medals, iii.

2. Loosely, to make a solution of; liquefy by
solution ;

dissolve : as, to melt sugar in water.

3. Figuratively, to soften, as by a warming and

kindly influence ;
render gentle or susceptible to

mild influences, as to love, pity, or tenderness.

For pity melts the mind to love. Dryden.

Hfir noble heart was molten in her breast.

Tennyson, Princess, vi.

= Syn. To mollify, subdue; Melt, Dissolve, Thaw, Fuse.

Two words, . . . popularly confounded, though scien-

tifically very distinct, are melt and dissolve. The former

signifies to bring a substance from a solid to a liquid con-

dition by the agency of heat alone ; the latter signifies the

bringing about of this result by distributing the particles
of the substance acted on among the particles of another
substance which is itself liquid, and this process is termed
the solution of the solid substance. Thaw differs from
melt in being applicable only to substances whose or-

dinary condition is that of a liquid, and which have be-

come solid in consequence of the abstraction of heat,
and therefore return to the liquid condition as if of them-
selves. (Chambers's Journal.) Dissolve is much used as

a synonym of either melt or thaw. Fuse is sometimes

synonymous with melt (as, iofuse a wire by electricity), but
it is more often used of melting together : as, bell-metal

is made by fusing copper and tin. See the definitions of

these words.

melt1 (melt), n. [< melfl-, v.] 1. The melting
of metal; the running down of the metal in the
act of fusion. 2. The charge of metals placed
in a cupola or pot for melting.

12,867 melts of ingots were made for coinage during the

year. Rep. of Sec. ofTreasury, 1886. p. 175.

3. Anv substance that is melted.

melvie

The melt is then allowed to cool, and is dissolved in a

large quantity of water and neutralized with hydrochloric
acid. BenedUd, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 216.

melt2 (melt), 11. Same as milft.

meltable (mel'ta-bl), a. [< melfl + -able.'} Ca-

pable of being melted
;
fusible.

Iron . . . is the most impure of all metals, hardly melta-

ble. Fuller, Worthies, Salop, II. 258. (Davies.)

meltada (mel-ta'da), n. [E. Ind.] A murine
rodent found in Madras, Golunda meltada. J.

E. Gray.
melter1

(mel'ter), n. 1. One who melts; spe-

cifically, the official in a mint who superintends
the melting of gold and silver for coining.
The melter melteth in vayne, for the euell is not taken

away from them. Bible of 1651, Jer. vi. 29.

Thou melter of strong minds.
Beau, and Fl., False One, ii. 8.

The entire melting requires about sixteen hours, and is

carefully watched by the master welter, who urges the

furnaces to their utmost intensity.
Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 250.

2. A furnace, pot, or crucible used for melting
any substance

;
a melting-pot : as, a melter for

combining the ingredients in the manufacture
of sealing-wax. Workshop Receipts.
melter2 (mel'ter), n. Same as milter.

melting (mel'ting), p. a, 1 . Disposed to melt or

soften
; feeling or showing tenderness

;
tender ;

compassionate .

To kindle cowards, and to steel with valour
The melting spirits of women.

Shak., J. C., ii. 1. 122.

One whose subdued eyes,
Albeit unused to the melting mood,
Drop tears. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 849.

2. Adapted to melt or soften; affecting; mov-

ing: as, a melting speech.
As the mind is pitched, the ear is pleased
With melting airs or martial. Cowper, Task, vi. 3.

melting-furnace (mel'ting-fer'nas), n. A glass-
makers' furnace in which the frit for the glass
is melted before it goes to the blowing-furnace.
In some manufactories the glass is worked from
the melting-furnace direct.

meltingly (mel'ting-li), adv. [< melting + -?y
2
.]

In a melting manner
;
in a manner to melt or

soften; by the process of melting. [Rare.]
Zelmane lay upon a bank, that, her tears falling into the

water, one might have thought she began meltingly to be
metamorphosed to the running river.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

meltingness (mel'ting-nes), n. [< melting +
-ness.] The quality of melting; capability of

being softened by some warming and kindly
influence. [Rare.]
Give me, O thou Father of compassion, such a tender-

ness and meltingness of heart that I may be deeply affected

with all the miseries and calamities, outward or inward,
of my brethren. Whole Duty of Man, Collect for Charity.

melting-pan (mel 'ting-pan), n. A pan, usu-

ally in the lower part of a sugar-refinery, in

which raw sugar is reduced to a syrup with
water aided by heat and mechanical stirring,
and from which the syrap is pumped to the

blow-ups in the upper part of the refinery to

be treated with lime for the precipitation of

albuminous and other organic impurities.

melting-point (mel'ting-point), n. The point
or degree of temperature at which a solid body
melts; the point of fusion or fusibility. See

fusion .

melting-pot (mel' ting-pot), i. A crucible.

meltith (mel'tith), . [Probably a form of

meal-tide.] A meal. [Scotch.]
melton (mel'ton), n. [So called after the origi-
nal manufacturer.] A stout kind of cloth for

men's wear, the surface of which is without nap,
and is neither pressed nor finished,

In the treatment of broad-cloth, doeskins, meltons, and
all nap-finished cloth, the milling is carried so far that the
fibres become densely matted. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 681.

melungeon (me-lun'jon), n. [Origin obscure;

perhaps ult. < F. melange, a mixture : see me-

lange.] One of a class of people living in

eastern Tennessee, of peculiar appearance and
uncertain origin.

They resented the appellation Melungeon, given to them
by common consent by the whites, and proudly called

themselves Portuguese. Boston Traveller, April 13, 1S89.

Melursus(me-ler'sus), n. [NL., irreg. < ii.mel,

honey, + ursus, bear.] An Indian genus of

Ursi(ia>, characterized by the shaggy hide, pro-
trusile lips, and fewer and smaller teeth than
those of Ursus ; honey-bears or sloth-bears. M.

Idliatiis is the aswail (which see). Proehihis is

a synonym.
melvie (mel'vi), r. t.

; pret. and pp. meleied, ppr.

Hifln/ing. [A dial. var. of MM0P, r., < ME. mele,



melvie

< AS. iiK'ln (mi In--), niciil: "!< inriiH.] To soil

with meal. [Sc-otrh.]
Mini need lias hu tu say a grace,
Ur melvie hi-, bra claithing.

iluriw, Holy Fair.

Melyridae (mc-lii-'i-do), . /it. [NL., < M</i/n.
+ -irte.] A family of malacodermatous beetles.

corresponding to Latreille's Melyrides, typified
by the genus Mclyi'in.

Melyrides (nic-lir'i-do/.), . /*/. [NL., pi. of

Miii/rifi. ] In Latreille's classification, the third
tribe of Miilnroili-rmi, or soft pentamerous bee-
tles. The palpi are generally filiform and short ; the
mandibles notched : the antenna; mostly serrated, in some
males pectinated; the joints of the tarsi entire; and the

ungiics uiiidcntate or furnished with a membranous ap-

pendage*. These beetles are mostly very agile, and are
found upon flowers. Halacliitu, Dasyten, Zygia, 1'eleco-

phorus, and Diylobiccrtts are named as leading genera.

Melyris (me-li'ris), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775);

origin obscure.] The typical genusof Mtluriilu:
These Insects are ordinarily found upon flowers; they are

generally
of snnill size and very gaily colored. Most of

in-ill are natives of Africa.

mem. An abbreviation of memorandum, placed
before a note of something to be remembered.
member (mem'ber), n. [< ME. membre, < OF.
(and F.) membre =. Sp. miembro = Pg. It. mem-
bro, < L. membrum, a limb, member of the body,
a part, portion, or division.] 1. An integral
part of an animal body having a distinct func-
tion ; a vital

orjjan ; particularly, in common
use, one of the limbs or extremities, as a leg,
an firm, or a wing.
Even so the tongue is a little member, and boasteth great

things. .las. ill. 5.

Where I was wont to feed you with my blood,
I'll lop a member on*, and give it you.

Shalt., I Hen. VI., v. 8. 15.

2. Specifically, the private parts.
The! gon alle naked, saf a litylle Clout, that thei coveren

with here Knees and hire Membra.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 197.

3. Figuratively, anything likened to a part of
the body.
Baptism ; wherein I was made a member of Christ.

Hook of Common Prayer, Catechism.

Know ye not that your bodies are the members of Christ?
1 Cor. vL 15.

The Body of the Law is no less encumbered with super-
fluous Members, that are like Virgil's Army, which he tells

us was so crowded many of them had not Room to use
their weapons. Addixon, Spectator, No. 21.

4. A part of any aggregate or whole
; one of a

number of associated parts or entities
; any unit

or division that can be considered separately
as part of a total.

The figures and the membra of thine Astrolable.

Chaucer, ProL to Astrolabe.

They tax our policy, and call it cowardice ;

Count wisdom as no member of the war.

Shale., T. and C., i. 8. 198.

Specifically (a) A person considered In relation to any
aggregate of individuals to which he belongs . particu-
larly, onewho has united with or has been formally chosen
as a corporate part of an association or public body of any
kind, as n church or a society: often used elliptically in

England for a member of Parliament, and In the United
States for a member of Congress.

There are not more useful meinberi in a commonwealth
than merchants. Addition, The Royal Exchange.
He [Sir John Dalrymple] was strenuously supported by

Sir James Montgomery, member for Ayrshire.
Mnnnilay. Hist. Eng., xill.

(6) A part of a discourse, or of a period or sentence ; a
clause; a part of a verse, (c) In arch., any subordinate
part of a building, order, or composition, as a friexe, cor-

nice, or molding. /) In aly., either of the two parts or
sides of an equation united by the sign of equality (= ). (c)
In zool. and wit., a component of any higher classificatory

group: thus, a species is a member of a genus; agenusisa
number of a family, etc. Borough member, in the Brit-
ish Parliament, a member of the House of Commons rep-
resenting a borough. County member, in the British

Parliament, a member of the House of Commons repre-
senting a county or a division of a county. Divisive
members. See divisive. =8yn. 1. Member, Limb. Limb
is a precise term, in the human body applying to the arms
and legs. We speak of the limb of n tree, nut rarely apply
limb to the leg of an animal. The word has little nitura'-
tlve use, except in science (see definition); such expres-
sions as "MM of the law," for a lawyer, and "limb of the
devil

"
for :i rogue. :ire Jocose, limb being used for member

or part. Member is much freer in primary and In figura-
tive uses for an integral or distinguishable part of a
whole : as, a member of a sentence, of a family, of a so-

ciety, of a state.
" The tongue is a little member "

(James
iii. f.). and so is the eye, and each of the toes, but none of
them is a limb.

membered (mem'berd), a. [< member + -erf2.]

llaviiii; members; especially, having limbs:
used chiefly in composition, as \n-i<-nibered ;

in her. (also memhrf}, used when tlip limbs are
of a different tincture from the body.
memberless (mem'ber-les), a. [< member +
-/cm.] Destitute df members: simple or undi-
vided.
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membership (niem'lier-sliip), n. [< number +
*l<ij>.] 1. The state of being a member; the
office or posit ion of a member, as of Parliament .

No advantages from external church membership or pro-
fession of the true religion can of thflBMivw K" '' a man
confidence towards tied. South, .Sermons, II. xl.

Jetfrev Is perhaps on his way to Edinburgh to-day. He
Is a candidate for the Uembcrtkiplhen. CarlyU, In rYoudc.

!2. The members of a body regarded collective-

ly: as, the whole membership of the church.

membra., ". Plural of membrum.
Membracidae (mem-bras'i-de), n. /il. [NL., <

Mimlirai (< Gr. uiuflpaf, a kind of cicada) +
-/c'.] A family of nomopterous Hemiptera with

three-jointed tarsi, typified by the genus Mrm-
bracis. It It a large group of extraordinarily diversified
and grotesque forms, the prothorax especially being the
seat of remarkable modifications. The coloration is not
less diversified. The antennae are short and setose, with
thickened base beneath the expanded edge of the clypeus,
below or a little before the eyes. The legs arc short and
stout, and the hind tibiae are furnished with a terminal
circlet of spines. The species, of which there are upward
of 800, are all jumpers, and are generally known as tree-

happen. They abound in tropical and subtropical Amer-
ica, where more than half the known species are found ;

there are many in Africa, some in Australia and the East
Indies, but scarcely any in Europe.
membracine (mem'bra-sin), a. and u, I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Membracidas.

II. . A member of the family Membracidce.
Membracis (mem'bra-sis), n. [NL. (Fabricius,
1776), < Gr. uift(}pa (p'e/ippaK-), a kind of cicada.]
A genus of tree-hoppers, typical of the family
Membracidae, having the two forward pairs of
tibi broadly flattened and fitted very closely
against the breast. It is very rich In species, among
which are some of the most gaily colored and beautifully
decorated members of the family.

membral (mem'bral), a. [< NL. "membralis, <

li. membrum, a limb, member: see member.'] In
anat. and zool., of or pertaining to the limbs ofan
animal, as distinguished from the body proper;
appendicular, as distinguished from axial (parts
of the whole body).- Membral segment, a natural
morphological division of a limb between two principal
joints : thus, the forearm, between the elbow and the wrist,
is a membral segment. See isomere.

membranaceous (mem-bra-na'shius), a. [< L.

membranaceus, of skin or membrane, < mem-
brana, skin, membrane: see membrane.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of membrane ; con-

sisting of membrane
; membranous.

Birds of Prey that live upon Animal Substances have
membranaeeout, not muscular stomachs.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, vl. 8.

membrane (mem'bran), n. [< F. membrane =
Sp. Pg. It. membrana, < L. membrana, the skin
or membrane that covers the several members
of the body, the thin skin of plants, a skin

parchment (> Gr. nefippava, parchment), cover,
surface, < membrum, member: seemember.] 1.
A thin pliable expansive structure of the body ;

an expansion of any soft tissue or part in the
form of a sheet or layer, investing or lining
some other structure or connecting two or more
structures. The term Is used in the widest sense, with
little or no reference to the kind of tissue which may be con-
cerned, the membranous quality depending upon thinness
and pliability, not upon texture or fabric. No hard parts,
as bone and cartilage, come within the definition of mem-
brane. Most membranesare fibrous that Is,consl8t wholly
or in part of some form of connective tissue, in or on which
may bo other and more special form-elements, as the lay-
ers of cells peculiar to the mucous, the serous, and other
special membranes. In some cases a sheet of nerve-tissue,
or of muscle*tissue, constitutes a membrane, with little ad-
mixture of other elements. Some membranes chiefly con-
sist of a network of blood-vessels, with little connective
tissue. .Most membranes are specified by qualifying terms.
See phrases following.
2. Iii ciitoni., specifically, the membranous ter-

minal part of a hemielytrum ;
the membrane of

the fore wing of a hemipter. See cut under ela-

rus. 3. A skin prepared for being written on.

They consist of three bundles, containing In all 549 skins
or membranes. Of these membrana, the greater part are
vellum and parchment.

English Gild(E. E. T. 8.), Int., p. xliv.

Adipose, alveolar, atrtal membrane. See the ad-

jectives. Alimentary mucous membrane. See ati-

mentary. Arachnoid membrane, araneous mem-
brane. Same us arachnoid, 2. Basal membrane of the
ligula, in certain Colenptera, a narrow membranous part
between the mentum and the ligula. When more fully

developed it is called the Airtxx/Jniww. Basement mem-
brane. See basement. Basilar membrane. Seeiwwior.
Blastodermic membrane, the blastoderm. Bran-

chiostegaL bronchial, cellular membrane. See the ad-

jectives. Choroid membrane, the choroid. Conjunc-
tival membrane, the conjunctiva. - Costocoracoid
membrane, sec mstocnracoid. Crlcotnyroid mem-
brane, the tough fibrous tissue which connects the cri-

cold and thyroid cartilages.- Deciduous membrane,
the dei-fdiin. Diphtheritic membrane, in pathnl., the
false membrane formed in diphtheria, composed of ne-
crosed epithelium, or of an exildate of pus. fibrin, and
epithelial sc:ile*, or of these with necr-ise,! epithelium.
False membrane, i" ;*>">"/., an unorganized mem-

membrane
brantfnrm layer, such as U produced in croupoiiBinrtaniniM
tlon, when It is formed of pus and fibrous and necrosed

epithelium In varying amounts. Fenestrated mem-
brane. tutfHtmtratnl Flbroserous membrane. See
/OrawMM. Germinal, Henlean, Henslovlaii, hya-
loid, hyoglossal membrane. > the adjectives. Jn-
terosseous membrane, a tough sheet of fascia connect
ing twnlKMiesin their c"iiti unit \ : especially applied to such
8 tissue between the ulna and the radius, and net ween th<-

tibia and the fibula. Investing membrane, the first

layer of cells which assumes a distinctly membranous fonn
upon the surface of the cicatricula of the ovum. It was
formerly called the teruut layer </ the germinal membrane.

Jacob's membrane, the baclllary layer, or layer of rods
and cones of the retina of the eye. .See

bacillary. KraDM'l
membrane, a membrane dividing the muscle-flber trans-

versely, supposed to be indicated t>y the Intermediate line
in the light disk of striated muscle-liber. Also called Do-
bie's line, Dubis* ttripe. Limiting membrane of the
retina, external and internal, the outer and inner boun-
daries of the fibers of Mailer, presenting the appearance of
continuous membranes, the outer lying between the outer
nuclear layer and the layer of rods and cones, and the In-

ner being next to the hyaloid membrane. Membrane
Of Brucn, a structureless or finely lihrillatcd transparent
membrane, lying between the choriocapillaris and the

pigmented layer of the retina. Membrane of Cortl.
Same as tect^rial membrane.- Membrane of Demours,
or membrane of Deacemet, a transparent, glassy lam-
ina, covering posteriorly the proper tissue of the cor-

nea, itself lined with a single layer of eplthellold cells.

Also called jxmteriur elastic lamina.- membrane Of
Henle. Same as Henlean membrane. Membrane of
Relssner, the membrane which separates the scala ves-
tibuli of tne cochlea from the cocnlear canal or scala
media. It extends obliquely from the spiral lamina to
the outer wall of the cochlea. It Is a very delicate layer
of connective tissue continuous with the periosteum of
the upper surface of the bony lamina, and lined with pave-
ment epithelium on Its lower side. Mucous membrane,
the general lining membrane of the alimentary canal ana
Its annexes, including the respiratory and urogenital pas-
sages. It is one of the most extensive and the most com-
plex of the membranes of the body, varying greatly in char-
acter in different cases, and in different parts of its own
extent, and may include various special glandular struc-

tures, as mucous crypts, follicles, etc.. as well as the ap-
propriate nerves, blood-vessels, and lymphatics. Mucous
membrane consists essentially of a basement membrane
(see basement\ which separates a free epithelial from a
flbrovascular attached layer. The epithelium is a layer of
cells of various kinds, as spheroidal, columnar, ciliated, etc. ;

the nbrovascular layer consists of connective tissue with
vessels, lymphatics, nerves, and often muscular fibers. Em-
bedded in this membrane may be also the glandular struc-
tures above mentioned: and the surface U often thrown up
Into various ridges, villl, and papilla;. The structure Is

essentially a secreting one, giving rise to mucous as well
as to various other special secretions. At the openings of
the body the mucous membrane is directly cont fnnous u ith

the skin. The conjunctiva of the eye Is also a mucous mem-
brane. Nasmyth's membrane, the entlcula dentia, or
cuticle of a tooth; the

epithelial
investment of the ena-

mel of a young tooth, which persists for a while and then
wears off. Nictitating membrane, the winking mem-
brane or winker ; the third eyelid. It is very highly devel-

oped in some animals, as birds, in which It can be swept
across the whole eye by means of appropriate muscles and
tendons (see cut at eye> \ but in many others It Is rudimen-
tary or wanting. In essential character it Is a fold of the

conjunctival mucous membrane which when little devel-

oped, or when not In action, lies at the Inner canthus of the

eye. Obturator membrane, (a) The membrane or liga-
ment nearly closing the obturator foramen, (b) The occlud-

ing membrane of the fetal brain which closes the upper part
of the fourth ventricle. Pituitary membrane, the mu-
cous membraneof the nose ; the membrane lining the nasal

passages, continuous with that of the pharynx, ear, eye, ami
various sinuses of the skull. In a part of this membrane
ramify the nerves of smell. Also called Schnruleriati
membrane. Pupillary membrane, a delicate trans-

parent vascular membrane of the fetal eye which closes
the pupil for a time, and divides the space in which
the iris is suspended Into two distinct chambers. It is

sometimes persistent, causing blindness - Schneiderl-
an membrane, the pituitary membrane: so called from
the anatomist Schneider, who first showed the nasal
mucus to be the product of this membrane, not of the
brain, as had before been supposed. Semilunar mem-
brane, in ornith. . the membrane of the syrinx or lower
larynx. It is a delicate, highly vibratile membrane, with
a free concave upper margin ascending in the trachea
from the pessulns or cross-bar of the syrinx, and consti-
tutes a part of the vocal organs, like a vocal cord of the

larynx of a mammal. Serous membrane, a thin mem-
brane of connective tissue,of mesoblastlc origin, lined wit h
a simple layer of flattened epithelial cells. These cells are

joined together along lines which are sometimes straight
but usually sinuous or jagged. Between them here and
there are openings (stomata) of lymphatic vessels. Mem-
branes of this kind line certain cavities of the body, and
are reflected over the contained viscera, forming in this

way a shut sac. moistened with lymph and communicating
with the lymphatic vessels through the stomata. The best
exam pies of serous membranes are the pleura?, the pericar-
dium, the peritoneum, and the tunica; vaginalea. 8ub-
radular membrane, a membrane situated under the
radula or lingual ribbon of the odontophore of a mollnsk.

Synovia! membrane, the membrane which lines the

joints and secretes synovia or synovia! fluid, the glairy sub-
stance which lubricates the joint and facilitates its move-
ments. The membrane passes gradually into the articu-
lar cartilage. Such membranes consist chiefly of con-
nective tissue, with vessels and nerves, covered here and
there with patches of epithelial cells. Tectorial mem-
brane, in anat.. a strong elastic membrane in the coch-
lear cniml of the ear, lying above and parallel with the
basilar membrane, extending outward from the limbus

spiralis part way toward the outer wall of the cochlea,
and covering the Cortian organ, upon the rods of which it

resta. It is thin at its origin at the limbns spiralis. then

thickens, and again tapers toward the free outer extrem-

ity. Also called membranenf Corfu - Thyrohyoid mem-



membrane
brane, the libnms membrane which connects the hyoid
bone with the thyroid cartilage. Tympanic membrane,
the membrane which occludes the external meatus of the

ear and separates it from the middle ear. Undulating
membranes, simple membranous hands, one margin at-

tached, the other free, exhibiting undulatory motion. Mi-

croyraphic Diet. Vibratile membrane. Same as semi-

lunar membrane. Vitelline membrane, the proper coat

or wall of an ovum, inclosing the vitellus or yolk : it cor-

responds to the cell-wall of any other cell. Also called

ZOIMJ pellucida, from its pellucid appearance in some cases,
as in the human ovum.

membrane-bone (mem'bran-bon), n. An ossi-

fication in membrane of any kind ; a bone which
has any other origin than in cartilage. The bones
of the skeleton of vertebrates are for the most part pre-
formed In cartilage, which is resorbed during the pro-
cess of ossification ; but some, as those of the face, of the

top and sides of the skull, those found in tendons and other
fibrous structures, as the bones of the eyeball, heart, penis,

etc., of various animals, and all dermal bones, or those of

the exoskeleton, are membrane-bones.

membraneless (mem' bran -les). . [< mem-
brane + -less."] Not provided with a membrane :

as, a membraneless cell.

membranella (mem-bra-nel'a), .; pi. membra-

nellce(-e). [NL.,dim.ofL.roej6raMa,membraue:
see membrane.'] In zoo/., same as cirrus, 2 (i).

membraneous (mem - bra 'ne- us), a. [< LL.

membraneus, of a membrane or parchment, < L.

membrana, membrane : see membrane,] Same
as membranous.
membrane-suture (mem'bran-su"tur), n. In
the hemielytrum of a heteropterous insect, the
suture between the basal harder part or corium
and the terminal part or membrane.

membrane-winged (mem'bran-wingd), a. In

entom., hymenopterous.
membraniferous (mem-bra-nif'e-rus), a. [< L.

membrana, membrane, + ferre = E. bear1
."]

Having or producing membrane.
membraniform (mem'bra-ni-form), . [< L.

membrana, membrane, +forma, form.] Having
the characteristics of a membrane; membra-
nous in form; laminar; lamellar; fascial.

membranocoriaceous (mem"bra-nd-ko-ri-a'-
shius), a. [< L. membrana, membrane,+ corium,
hide, + -aceous. Cf. coriaceous.] Of a thick,

tough, membranous texture or consistency, as
a polyzoan.
membranology (mem-bra-noro-ji), w, [< L.

membrana, membrane, H- Gr. -/.oj/a, < /.iyetv,

speak : see -ology."\ The science of membranes
;

a treatise on membranes. [Bare.]
membranosus (mem-bra-no'sus), .; pi. mem-
branosi (-si). [NL.: see membranous.] A mus-
cle of the thigh ;

the semimembranosus.
membranous (mem'bra-nus), a. [= F. mem-
braneux, < NL. membranosus, < L. membrana,
membrane: see membrane."} 1. Having a mem-
brane or membranes; membraniferous. 2.

Consisting of membrane ; having the texture or

quality of a membrane; membranaceous. 3.
Of or pertaining in any way to membrane

; re-

sembling membrane; membraniform. 4. In

bot., having the character or appearance of
membrane

; thin, rather soft and pliable, and
often more or less translucent, as sometimes
leaves, the walls of seed-vessels, the indusia in

ferns, etc. See phrases below Membranous
croup, labyrinth, etc. See the nouns. Membranous
mycelium, a mycelium in which the hyphse form a
membranous layer by interweaving. See mycelium.
Membranous ossification. See membrane-bone.

membranule (mem'bra-nul), H. [= F. membra-
nule, < L. membranula, dim. of membrana, a
membrane: see membrane.] 1. A little mem-
brane. 2. In entom., a small triangular flap
or incurved portion on the posterior part of the
base of the wings, seen in certain dragon-flies.
membr (F. pron. mon-bra'), . [F., <membre,
member: see member.'] In her., same as mem-
bercd.

membrum (mem'brum), n.; pi. membra (-bra).

[L. : see member.'] In anat., a member: tech-

nically distinguished from trillions.

Memecyleae (mem-e-sil'e-e), H. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1828), < 'Memecylon + -ece.] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Melas-

tomacea;, characterized by having a definite
number of ovules, and a fruit containing from
1 to 5 seeds, the latter with large embryos. It
embraces 3 genera, of which Memect/lon is the type, and
about 155 species, natives of the tropics.

Memecylon (me-mes'i-lon),)i. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1767), < L. ni.emecylon,< Gr. fiiftaiavAov, [te[iaii<v/.ov,

fie/uaiKv/.of, the fruit of the arbutus or straw-

berry-tree.] A genus of plants of the natural
order Melantomacea;, and type of the tribe Memc-
ci/lcte, characterized by having 8 anthers and a
1-celled ovary containing 1 seed. They are smooth
trees or shrubs with entire coriaceous leaves, and axillary
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clusters of small blue or white flowers. About 110 species
have been described, natives of Asia, Africa, tropical Aus-

tralia, and some of the islands in the Pacific.

memento (me-men'to), H. [= F. memento, a re-

minder, < L. 'memento, remember, 2d pers. sing,

impv. of meminisse, remember; a redupl. perf.,

<-V/?e, think: see mind1
. It should be noted

that memento is not connected with memory, re-

meniber
;

etc.] A hint, suggestion, notice, or

memorial to awaken memory; that which re-

minds
;
a reminder of what is past or of what

is to come; specifically, a souvenir.

He is but a man, and seasonable mementos may be useful
Bacon.

Brother of death daily haunts us with dying mementos.
Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

At length she found herself decay ;

Death sent mementos every day.
Cotton, Fables, v.

These [paralytics] speak a loud memento.
Camper, Task, i. 482.

= Syn. Souvenir, etc. (see memorial), remembrancer,

memento mori (me-men'to mo'ri). [L., re-

member to die, i. e. that thou must die
;
usual-

ly translated, 'remember death': memento, 2d

pers. sing. impv. of meminisse, remember (see

memento); mori, die (see morft, ort2).] A
decorative object, usually an ornament for the

person, containing emblems of death or of the

passing away of life : common in the sixteenth

century.
I make as good use of it as many a man doth of a

Death's-head or a memento mori.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 35.

memina (me-mi'na), n. [Singalese.] 1. The
peesoreh, a deerlet of Ceylon, Tragulns memina.
Also meminna. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of

such small deer, separated from Moschus by
J. E. Gray.
Memnonian (mem-no'ni-an), a. [< L. Memno-
nius, < Gr. Me/jv6vio<;, Mepvoveiot, of Memnon, <

Mefivuv, L. Memnon, Memnon: see def.] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling Memnon, an Ori-

ental or Ethiopian hero in the Trojan war, slain

by Achilles. He was a solar hero, son of the Dawn
(Eos), or of Day (Hemera), symbolized as a youth of mar-
velous beauty and strength. The Greeks gave his name
to one of the colossi of Amenophis III. at Thebes In Egypt,
the vocal Memnon, and called one of the temples there
the Memnonium or temple of Memnon. See Memnonium.

Xerxes, the liberty of Greece to yoke,
From Susa, his Memnonian palace high,
Came to the sea. Milton, P. L., x. 308.

Memnonium (mem-no'ni-um), n.
; pi. Memno-

nia (-a). [< Gr. Me[tv'6veiov, a temple of Mem-
non, neut. of Mt-[iv6viof, of Memnon, < Mfyjvuv,

Memnon.] 1. A temple of Memnon. The name
was given by the Greeks to an ancient temple at Susa in

Persia, and also to the temple still so called at Thebes in

Egypt, properly the Rameseum or temple of Eameses II.

See Memnonian.

And thou hast walked about (how strange a story !)

In Thebes's streets three thousand years ago.
When the Memnonium was in all its glory.

U. Smith, Address to the Mummy at Belzoni's Exhibition.

2. [1. c. or cap.] The ancient Greek name for the
settlement or suburb adjoining the cemetery of

an Egyptian city, consisting of extensive estab-
lishments for the mummification of the dead,
and of the dwellings of the numerous artisans

employed in these establishments and in the
various professions, arts, and trades connected
therewith. Also memnoneion.
Here stood, where the field of the colossi is now, the

Memnoneion.
C. 0. MiMer, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), 218.

memoir (mem'wor or me'mor), n. [< F. m(-

moire, memoir, < L. memoria, memory: see

memory."] If. A note of something to be re-

membered; a memorandum.
He desired a Memoir of me, which I gave him, of what

I would have him search for in the King's Cabinet, and
promised me all the Satisfaction he could give me in that
Affair. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 97.

There is not in any author a computation of the revenues
of the Roman empire, and hardly any memoirs from whence
it might be collected. Arbuthnot, Ancient Coins.

2. A notice or an essay relating to something
within the writer's own memory or knowledge ;

a record of facts upon a subject personally
known or investigated; a concise account of
one's knowledge or information on any topic ;

especially, a communication to a society con-

taining such information : as, the Memoirs of the

Academy of Sciences. 3. pi. A narrative of
the facts or events of some phase of history or
in the life of a person, written from personal
knowledge or observation; a history or narra-
tive dwelling chiefly upon points about which
the writer is specially informed, as an autobi-

ography or a continuous record of observations.

memorandum
Such narratives are generally limited to a special line of
facts or series of events, as Guizot's Memoirett pour servir

I'histoire de man temps,
' Memoirs to serve for the His-

tory of my Time.'

He told me he had studied the History of Books with
the utmost application 18 years, and had brought his

Memoirs into a good Method.
Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 100.

To write his own Memoirs, and leave his Heirs

High Schemes of Government, and Plans of Wars.
Prior, Carmen Seculare, St. 33.

4. Ill a restricted use, a biography; a memo-
rial volume or work containing notices of the
life and character of some one deceased, with
extracts from his (or her) correspondence, etc.
= Syn. 4. Biography, Memoir. See biography.

memoiret, " A Middle English form of memory.
memoire (ma-mwor'), n. [F.: see memoir."] In

diplomacy, same as memorandum, 4.

memoirism (mem'wor-izm), . [< memoir +
-ism.] The act or art of writing memoirs.

Reducing that same memoirixm of the eighteenth century
into history. Carlyle, Misc., II. 242. (Davies.)

memoirist (mem'wor-ist), n. [< memoir + -is*.

Cf. memorist.] A writer of memoirs
;
a biogra-

pher.
Sir William Temple, the lively, agreeable, and well-in-

formed essayist and memoirist.

Craik, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 135.

Carlo was beginning to swear "fit to raise the dead."
writes the memoirist, at the tardiness of the Norman pair.

0. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, ii.

memorabilia (mem'o-ra-bil'i-a), ti.pl. [L.,
neut. pi. of memorabllis, worthy to be remem-
bered or noted: see memorable.] 1. Things
remarkable and worthy of remembrance or

record.
All the memorabilia of the wonderful childhood.

Bushnell, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 33.

2. Things that serve to recall something to

memory ; things associated with some person,
place, or thing that is held in remembrance,

memorability (mem"o-ra-biri-ti), w. [< mem-
orable : see -bility."] Meinorableness. [Rare.]

Many events of local memorability.
Southey, The Doctor, xlvii. (Davits.)

memorable (mem'o-ra-bl), a. and H. [= F.

memorable = Sp. memorable = Pg. memnrarel =
It. memorabile, < L. memorabitis, worthy to be
remembered or noted, remarkable, < memorare,
bring to remembrance, mention: see memo-
rate.] I. a. 1. Worthy to be remembered

;
such

as to be remembered
;
not to be forgotten ;

nota-

ble; remarkable: as, the memorable names of

history; memorable deeds; a memorable disas-

ter.

I passed through part of that forrest, which is called Fon-
taine Beleau forrest, which is very great and memorable
for exceeding abundance of great massy stones.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 34 (sig. E).

Witness our too much memorable shame
When Cressy battle fatally was struck.

Shak., Hen. V., H. 4. 53.

Neither the praise of his wlsedom or his vertue hath
left him memorable to posterity.

Muton, Prelatlcal Episcopacy.

On this memorable day [that of the battle of the Boyne)
he was seen wherever the peril was greatest

Macaiday, Hist. Eng., xvi.

2f. Keeping in remembrance
;
commemorative.

I wear it [the leekj for a memorable honour ;

For I am Welsh, you know, good countryman.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7. 109.

=Syn. 1. Signal, extraordinary, famous.

H.t n. An event worthy of being kept in

memory ;
a noteworthy or remarkable thing.

He that will be throughly acquainted with theprincipall
antiquities and memorableg of this famous citie, let him
reade a Latin Tract of one Symphorianus (-'ampegius.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 74.

To record the memmrablei therein.

Fuller, Church Hist., X. vi. 24.

memorableness (mem'o-ra-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being memorable.

memorably (mem'o-ra-bli), adv. In a manner
not to be forgotten ;

so as to be worthy of re-

membrance.
memorandt, . [ME., = Sp. Pg. memoranda, <

L. memoraiidiis, to be remembered : see nii'um-

randmii.] Memorable.
Are he were dec! and shuld fro hem wende
A memarand thyng to have yn mynde.

MS. Harl. 1701, f. 84. (Halliwell.)

memorandum (mcm-o-rau'dum), .; pi. nn iii-

orauda (-da), less commonly memorandum*
(-dumz). [= F. memorandum, < L. memoran-
dum, neut. of mt'itinni nd lift, to be remembered,
gerundive of memorare, bring to remembrance:
see memoratc.] 1. Something to be remem-
bered : used, originally as mere Latin, and usu-

ally abbreviated mem., to introduce a note of

a thing to be done. Hence 2. A note to
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\Mn iv .-.till tl>'- tin. III'B white hnuichen wave,
Mi f,,,.,inl nVr his rival's grave.

Scott, L. of L. M., Iv. 84.

memorandum

help the memory ;
a word of MIMIC! liing (or fu-

ture reference or eotllideTfttion.

And over :i(t;iiri8t this memorandum (of the King's uwn
hand). "Otherwise satisfied."

Bacon, Hist Henry VII., p. 212.

stints. conscious stings, havu made my heart their Butt,

(iravinK outrageous Memorandums there

Of those snakes tongues which Aphrodislus shot

Into my heedless breast. J. Beaumont, Psyche, 11. 147.

I have never seen any work from nature of Millet's that

was not wiCTnorandum-lIke In character, Indicating by out-

line and shadow the principal contour.
The Century, XXXVIII. W.

Specifically 3. In law, a writing in which

the terms of a transaction or some part of them
are embodied. The statute of frauds requires a note

or memorandum ic writing to make a valid sale In certain

cases: and under this statute a letter may bo a sufficient

memorandum. The term Is often used In the caption

memorandum t>f agreement, with which formal contracts

are nt't^uii. //*'// mi \JL *jt. j..&c*vit * **w
4. In diplomacy, a summary of tl f a

Martyrs
> Memorial at Oxford

memory

memory; artificial m< iimry: a method of BB-

MKting the memory by certain contrivances;
mnemouicg..

2. Contained in one's memory; within the_mem- memorioUS (me-mo'ri-us), a. [= OF. memo-
rim j- = Sp. Pg. It. memont>o,<. LL. memoriotus,ory of man : opposed to immemorial. [Bare.]

The case Is with the memorial possessions of the great-

est part of mankind : a few useful things mixed with many
trifles till up their memories. Watts.

Memorial cross. See w..i, >. Memorial day a day
observed in memory of something ; specifically, In the

United States, same as Decoration day (which see, under

decoration). Memorial stone or tablet, a stone or tab-

let set up, or placed on or in a wall, to commemorate some

person or event.

II. n. 1. That which preserves thememory of

something; anything designed or adapted to

serve as a reminder of a person, an event, or a

fact or facts of any kind belonging to past time,

as a record, a monument, an inscription, a cus-

tom, a periodical observance, etc.: as. the "Jtfie-

that has a good memory, < L. memoria, mem-
ory: *i-<- tiii-iiii-i/.] If. That has a good mem-
ory. Bailey, 1131. 2. Worthy to be remem-
bered, 3. Invested with memories.

Shaggy Clntra . . . with its memurunu convent and Its

Moorish castle. R. f. Burton, Gold Coast, L 19.

memoristt (MieMi'o-rist), n. [= Pg. memorista,
mimm '1*111 : a- niniu>r-y + -int. Cf. memoirist.]

1. One who remembers or brings to memory; a

remembrancer.

Conscience, the punctual memoriit within us.

Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., L 21.

2. One who has a retentive memory.loin, a punouiual UiJri vttiiutr, CIA;. to* in* ie f wile wuu llttB a cvwuitftvi ucjuivi/.

mortal of St. Helena." a book by Las Cases; the memoriter (me-mor'i-ter), adv. [L., by mem-

question, or a justification of a decision agreed
on. Also (as French) menwire Memorandum
articles, In marine insurance, things referred to in the

memorandum clause annexed to some policies, exempt-

ing the insurers from liability for the articles therein

specified Memorandum check, a bank check with
" memorandum

"
or " mem." on the face of it. The legal

effects of such an addition to the face of a check are that

the drawer is liable upon it absolutely to the one to whom
he gives it, and will not be exonerated by delay or omis-

sion to present it at the bank ; and, on the other hand, It

is not, like an ordinary check, a representation that the

drawer has any funds in the bank. But the bank may pay
it like any other check if presented. The object of a

memorandum check is to serve as a formal due bill, usu-

ally with an understanding between the parties as to the

desired delay In presentation for the convenience of the

drawer, or that it shall never be presented at the bank,
but to the drawer at a future time. Memorandum of

association, in Eng. law, a document signed by share-

holders, stating the name, object, etc., of a joint-stock

company, upon the registration of which the company has

11. 126.

There is a memorial for the dead, as well in giving thanks

to God for them as in praying for them.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc , 1853), II. 291.

He lingered, poring on memorials
Of the world's youth. Shelley, Alastor.

Nations whose memorials go back to the highest anti-

quity. J. Milne, In Faiths of the World.

2. Intaw: (a) Ashort note orabstraet, intended

for registry, exhibiting the particulars of a deed,
etc. (o) In Scots law, a statement of facts bear-

ing upon a particular point, doubtful or dis-

puted, in order to obtain counsel's opinion upon
that point; a statement of facts or points in

alegar eiiste'nceV" ircorrisponds to the articles 'of rivoci- dispute for the use or advice of counsel; a brief.

MM in the American law of corporations. Memoran- 3. A written representation of facts made to

dum sale, the sending of goods by an intending seller to a legislative or other body as the ground of a
'
to the approval of ithe lattCT,

petjtjonj or a representation
of facts accom-

panied with a petition. 4. In diplomacy, one of

a class of informal state papers much used in

negotiations, embracing such documents as cir-

culars sent to foreign agents, answers to the

communications of ambassadors, and notes to

foreign cabinets and ambassadors. 5f. Mem-
ory; remembrance; that which is remembered

(about a person or thing).

Their memorial is perished with them. Ps. ix. .

Precious is the memorial of the just Evelyn.

ory, by heart, memor, remembering: see mem-

ory.] Prom memory; by heart: as, to recite a

poem memoriter.
Memorials are history unfinished, or the first or rough memorizable (mem'o-ri-za-bl), a. [< memorize

draughts of
history Adsncem(mt of^^ u. m + ble]

Capable"^
*eing memorized, or

committed to memory.

These stones shall be for a memorial unto the children

of Israel for ever. Josh. Iv. 7.

the title remaining in the sel

his approval or acceptance of the goods. R. Miller, Law
of Conditional Sales. = Syn. 2. Souvenir, Memento, etc.

See memorial.

memorandum-book (mem-o-ran dum-buk), n.

A book in which memoranda are written; a

note-book.

With memorandum-book for every town.

Camper, Frog, of Err., 1. 373.

niemorandumer (mem-o-ran'dum-er), n. One
who makes memoranda; one who is given to

taking notes or jotting down casual observa-

tions. [Rare.]
I feel sorry to be named or remembered by that bio-

graphical anecdotical memoraiuiummer rBoswell] till his

book of poor Dr. Johnson's life Is finished and published.
Madame D'ArMay, Diary, III. 385. (Danes.)

memoratet (mem'6-rat), v. t. [< L. memoratus,

pp. of mi-morare (>lt. memorare= Sp. Pg. memo-
rar = OF. membrer, mcnbrer, F. memorer), bring
to remembrance, mention, recount, < memor,

remembering: see memory. Of. commemorate
and remember.'] To mention for remembrance ;

commemorate.
memorative (mem'o-ra-tiv), a. [= F. mtmora-
tif = Sp. Pg. It. inemorativo; as memorate +
-/iv.] I. Of or pertaining to memory: as, the

memorative faculty or power. 2. Preserving
or recalling the memory of something; aiding
the memory. [Archaic and rare.]

And does not permit any good memorizable series.

The American, VIII. 396.

memorization (mem"o-ri-za'shon), n. [< mem-
orize + -ation.] The'act of memorizing, or of

committing to memory.
In Baden the ... memorization of Latin words is dis-

approved of. Pop. Sot Mo., XXVI. 426.

memorize (mem'o-riz), v. t.
', pret. and pp. mem-

orized, ppr. memorizing, [< mcmor-y T -ize.]

1. To cause to be remembered; make memo-
rable; perpetuate the memory of, as by writ-

ing or inscription.
In vain I thinke, right honourable Lord,

By this rude rime to memorize thy name.

Spenser, To Lord of Buckhurst, Verses prefixed to F. Q.

Except they meant to bathe in reeking wounds,
111- ,11. Ill'.r/.-l illllltlMT iH.l'.-l.tlul.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 2. 40.

2. To keep in memory; hold in lasting remem-
brance ;

have always in mind.
From her

Will fall some blessing to this hind, which shall

In it be memorized. Shak., Hen. VIII., Hi. 2. 52.

And would but memorize the shining half

Of his large nature that was turned to me.
Lou:eU, Agassiz, i. 4.

dum agree in meaning that which put* one in mind or

helps one to remember; all but memorandum are espe-

cially meansof keeping a revered or endeared person, place,

etc., in memory- A memorandum Is simply a note made
in order to prevent the forgetting of something Important,

especially something which might easily slip from the memory (mem o-n), n.
; pi. memonex

mits to memory.
The examination system of England compels men to

cram to become mere memorizers of facts.

Science, XIII. S09.

mfnd Memento and souvenir differ very slightly, souvenir

being a somewhat more elevated word : we give a book

or a lock of hair as a memento ; we prize a faded flower as

a souvenir of a visit to Mount Vernon with friends now

separated from us. Memorial and monument are some-

times the same: as, the Martyrs' Memorial at Oxford Is

essentially a monument. A monument is often a single

shaft or column, as the Washington monument; a memo-
rial may be a commemorative structure, an illuminated

window, a book. etc.

A memorial U the more affectionate ; monument, the

more laudatory.
C. J. Smith, Synonyms Discriminated, p. 066.

memorialise, ?' t. See memorialize.

The mind doth secretly frame to itselfe memoratire memorialist (me-mo'ri-al-ist), n. [= F. memo-
heads, whereby it recalls easily the same conceit

Bp. Hall, Holy Observations, No. 87.

Vernal weather to me most memorative.
Carli/le, in Froude.

memoria (me-mo'ri-a), .; pi. memorial (-e).

[ML., < L. 'memoria, memory: see memory.]

ridlistc = Sp. It. memorialifta ; as memorial +
-*<.] 1. One who writes a memorial or memo-
rials.

They would have the commemoration of their actions

be transmitted by the purest and most untainted memori-

alists. Steele, Spectator, No. 188.

1. A" shrine or reliquary containing relics of 2 One who presents a memorial to a legislative
some martyr or martyrs. In primitive times it or any other body, or to a person.
was customary to carry the memoria in reli- memorialize (me-mo'ri-al-iz), v. t. ; pret. and

i. memorie, also memoire, < OF. memorie, me-

moire, memore, F. memoire= Sp. Pg. It. memoria,
< L. memoria, the faculty of remembering, re-

membrance, memory, a historical account, <

memor, mindful, remembering; cf. Gr. utpucpoc,,

anxious, fitpifiva, care, thought, Skt. / *mar,

remember. From L. mentor are also ult. E.

memorial, memorate, commemorate, remember,

etc.] 1. The mental capacity of retaining
unconscious traces of conscious impressions or

states, and of recalling these traces to con-

sciousness with the attendant perception that

they (or their objects) have a certain relation

to the past; in a narrower sense, the power of

such retention alone, the power or act of recall-

ing being termed recollection. The application
of

the term is often extended, with more or less of figurative-

ness, to analogous physical processes.

The power to revive againjn
our minds

^those
ideas

gious processions. 2." A church or chapel
built in memory of a martyr or confessor, often

over his tomb. Cath. Diet.

memorial (me-mo'ri-al), a. and n. [< ME. me-

morial, < OF. memorial, F. memorial = Sp. Pg.
memorial = It. memoriale, < L. memorials, of or

belonging to memory or remembrance, < me-

moria, memory: see memory.] I. a. 1. Pre-

servative of memory; serving for commemo-
ration: as, a memorial tablet

;
a memorial win-

dow in a church.
Thou Polymnya,

On Parnass that with thy sustres glade. . . .

Syngest with vois memorial in the shade.

Chaucer. Anelida and Arcite, 1. 18.

Last o'er the urn the sacred earth they spread,
And raised the tomb, memorial of the dead.

Pope. Iliad, xxiv. 1008.

pp. memorialised,j>pr. me'moriali~ing. [< memo-
rial + -ize.~] 1. To present a memorial to; pe-
tition by memorial.
The Senate of Massachusetts refused to memorialize

Congress for a female suffrage amendment to the Federal

Constitution. The A mcrican, VI. 173.

2. To commemorate.
This latter work [the Annunciation! was executed for

Bernardo Cavalcanti, one of the three commissioners who

represented the Republic on the entrance of the Floren-

tine army into Pisa, which event It was intended to me-

morialize. C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 4.

Also spelled inemnrinlini:

memorial-stone (me-mo'ri-al-ston), . Same
as coriier-ntoiif, 1.

memoria technica (me-mo'ri-a tek'ni-ka). [L.:

see memory and teclii<:~\ Literally, technical

Locke, Human Understanding, n. x. 2.

In memory there is necessarily some contrast of past and

esent, in retentiveness nothing but the persistence of
present,
the old. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX 47.

Every organ indeed, every area and every element

of the nervous system has Its own memory.
S. T. tadd, PhysloL Psychology, P- 863.

2. The fact of retaining such mental impres-
sions ; remembrance ; mental hold on the past :

retrospect ;
recollection.

Hyr throte, as I have now memoyre.
Seined a round towre of yvoyre.

Chaucer, Death ol Blanche, I. 945.

Who so tmstetb to thi mercy
Is endeles in thi memorie.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. S6J.

And whan the kynge was come a-geln in to his memorie,
he aroos and wente to cherche and was shriven.

Merlin <K E. T. *.), III. 415.



memory
I'll note you in my book of memory.

Shall., I Hen. VI., ii. 4. 101.

A thousand fantasies

Begin to throng into my memory.
Miltun, Comus, 1. 206.

Writing by memory only, as I do at present, I would
gladly keep within my depth.

Swift, Improving the English Tongue.

Men once world-noised, now mere Ossian forms
OI misty memory. Lowell, Agassiz, iv. 1.

3. Length of time included in the conscious

experience or observation of an individual, a

community, or any succession of persons ;
the

period of time during which the acquisition of

knowledge is possible.
How first this world and face of things began,
And what before thy memory was done.

MUton, f. L., vii. 637.

The Gild of Stratford-upon-Avon, . . . whose begin-
ning was from time wherennto the memory of man run-
neth not. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xiiii.

4. The state of being remembered ; continued

presence in the minds or thoughts of men
; re-

tained or perpetuated knowledge; posterior
note or reputation : as, to celebrate the memory
of a great event.
The memory of the just is blessed. Prov. x. 7.

Use the memory of thy predecessor fairly and tenderly.
Bacon, Great Place.

Lest, far dispersed
In foreign lands, their memory be lost.

Milton, P. L., xii. 46.

5. That which is remembered
; anything fixed

in or recalled to the mind
;
a mental impression ;

a reminiscence : as, pleasant memories of travel.

Yet experience is no more than a masse of memories as-

sembled, that is, such trials as man hath made in time be-
fore. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. 1'oesie, p. 31.

Well, let the memory of her fleet into air.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

I find no place that does not breathe
Some gracious memory of my friend.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, c.

The Edmund Burkewe are all agreed in regarding as one
of the proudest memories of the House of Commons was
an Irishman. Contemporary Rev., L. 28.

6. That which brings to mind
; a memento or

memorial; a remembrancer.
They went and fet out the brasen serpent, which Moses

commanded to be kept in the ark for a memory, and offered
before it.

Tyiulale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 67.

my sweet master ! O you memory
Of old Sir Rowland !

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3. 3.

7. Commemoration
; perpetuation of the know-

ledge of anything; a recalling to mind: as, a
monument erected in memory of a person. 8f.
An act or ceremony of remembrance

; a service
for the dead: same as commemoration, 2 (6).

Their Diriges. their Trentals, and their shrifts,
Their memories, their singings, and their gifts.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 454.

And I am told that there are women of title who boldly
demand memories to be celebrated when there are no com-
municants: and that there are mass priests who celebrate
memories in the very time and place that the ordinary min-
isters are celebrating the Communion.
Bucer, quoted in R. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., xviii.

Legal memory, in Eng. law, the period since the begin-
ning of the reign of Richard I. Sound and disposing
mind and memory, the phrase usual in statutes pre-
scribing what persons may make wills, and generally con-
strued to imply ability to collect and hold in mind the par-
ticulars both of the estate to be disposed of and of the
persons standing in such a relation as to have just expec-
tations. To commit to memory. See commit. To
draw to memoryt, to put on record.

A noble stone,
And worthy for to drawen to memorie.

Chaucer, Prol. to Miller's Tale, 1. 4.

= 8yn. 1-4. Memory, Recollection, Remembrance. Remi-
niscence. Memory is the general word for the faculty or ca-
pacity itself; recollection and remembrance are different
kinds of exercise of the faculty; reminiscence, also, is used
for the exercise of thefaculty. but less commonly, and then
it stands for the least energetic use of it, the matter seem-
ing rather to be suggested to the mind. The correctness
of the use of memory for that which is remembered has
been disputed. The others are freely used for that which
is remembered. In either sense, recollection implies more
effort, more detail, and more union of objects in wholes,
than remembrance. Reminiscence is used chiefly of past
events, rarely of thoughts, words, or scenes, while recollec-
tion is peculiarly appropriate for the act of recalling men-
tal operations. See remember.

Memphian (mem'fi-an), a. [< Memphis + -a.]
Same as Memphite.

Busiris and his Memphian chivalry. Milton, P. L. i. 307.

Memphite (mem'tlt), n. and a. [< L. Mem-
Ifites,

< Gr. Me/if'rw, < Mifuptc, < Egypt. Menf,

3706

, .
,

emphis, an ancient capital of Egypt.] I. .A native or an inhabitant of ancient Memphis
in Egypt.

II. a. Of or pertaining to ancient Memphis
or to its inhabitants or dialect; Memphiau: as,
the Memphite kingdom.

Memphitic (mem-fit'ik), a. [< L. Mempkitictm,
of Memphis or Egypt, < Memphites, Memphite:
see Memphite.] Same as Memphite.
The Memphitic and Theban versions of the New Testa-

ment. The Academy, March 17, 1888, p. IDS.

mem-sahib (mem'sa"ib), n. [Hind., < mem, a
form of E. ma'am, madam, + sahib, master, esp.

applied to a European gentleman : see sahib.]
In India, a European lady; the mistress of a
household: so called by native servants.

A great assemblage of Sahibs and Mem sahibs had been
held at Mr. B 's in order to eat and drink wine, and
dance together. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 149.

men (men), n. 1. Plural of man. 2f. A Mid-
dle English variant of man in indefinite use.

menaccanite, menaccanitic. See menucha-

nite, menachanitie.

menace (men 'as), n. [< ME. menace, manace,
manas, < OF. menace, menache, manache, F. me-
nace= Pr. menassa, menasa = OSp. menaza (Sp.
a-menaza = Pg. a-meaga, a-meaqo) = It. minaccia,

minaccio, threat, menace, < L. minaeice, pi.,

threats, < minax, threatening, projecting, <

mince, things projecting, hence threats, men-
aces, < miiiere, put out, project, whence also ult.

E. eminent, imminent, prominent, etc., and mine'*,

mien, etc.] A threat or threatening; the dec-
laration or indication of a hostile intention, or

of a probable evil to come.
The Trojans view the dusty cloud from far,
And the dark menace of the distant war.

Dryden, JKaelA, ix. 37.

No sound could have grated more unpleasantly on the

pontifical ear than the menace of a general council.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 6.

Immensely strong, and able to draw in supplies con-

stantly from the sea. Acre was a standing menace to the
Eastern world. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 181.

= Syn. See the verb.

menace (men'as),i'.; pret. and ^.menaced, ppr.
menacing, [< ME. menacen, manacen, manasen,
< OF. menacer, F. menacer (= Sp. a-menazar =
Pg. a-meaqar = It. minacciare), threaten, < me-

nace, a threat: see menace, n.] I. trans. 1. To
threaten; hold out a threat against; express a
hostile intention toward, or indicate danger to:

followed by with before the threatened evil
when expressed: as, the storm menaced the ship
with destruction.

Whan thei wille manacen ony man, thanne thei seyn,
God knowethe wel that I schalle do the snche a thing,
and tellethe his Manace. Alandeville, Travels, p. 231.

When Vortiger harde their manasynye, he was wroth
and angry, and seide yef they spake eny more ther-of he
sholde do the same with hem. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 2(i.

Thou art menaced by a thousand spears.
Cowper, Elegies, iv. (trans.).

2. To hold out threats of
;
indicate the danger

or risk of.

He menaced
Revenge upon the cardinal.

Shak., Hen. VIII., L 2. 137.

As to the vnbeleeuers and erroneous, it menaceth truly
the greatest euill to come. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 251.

Thus the singular misunderstanding which menaced an
open rupture at one time was happily adjusted.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 19.

=Svn. Menace, Threaten. Threaten is of very general
application, in both great and little things: as, to be
threatened with a cold ; a threatening cloud ; to threaten
an attack along the whole line. Threaten is used with
infinitives, especially of action, but menace is not : as, to
threaten to come, to punish. Menace belongs to dignified
style and matters of moment.

II. intrans. To be threatening ; indicate dan-
ger or coming harm

; threaten.
He that oft manaceth, he that threteth more than lie

may perfonne ful oft time. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Who ever knew the heavens menace BO ?

Shak., J. C., t 3. 44.

menacement (men'as-ment), . [< OF. menace-
ment; as menace + '-men't.] Threat; menace.

It may be observed that wrongful menacement is in-
cluded as well in simple injurious restrainment as in sim-
ple injurious compulsion.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvt 33, note,

menacer (men'as-er), n. One who menaces or
threatens.

Hence, menacer ! nor tempt me into rage ;

This roof protects thy rashness. Philipe.

menachanite, menaccanite (me-nak'an-lt), n.

[< Menachan or Meiiaccan, in Cornwall, Eng-
land, + -i'te2.] Titanic iron ore: same as il-

menite.

menachanitie, menaccanitic (me-nak-a-nit'-
ik), a. [< menachanite, menaccanite, -f' -ic.]

Pertaining to or resembling menachanite.
menacingly (men'a-sing-li), adv. [< menacing+ -ly

2
.] In a menacing or threatening man-

ner.

menad, menadic. See matnad, mtenadic.

mend

menage 1
(rne-nazh'), n. [< F. mcnayc, OF. ntes-

nage, a household, family/ ML. mausionaticum,
a household, < L. mamio(n-), a dwelling, house :

see mansion, and cf. mciny.] 1. A household;
the company of persons living together in a
house.

Then she tried keeping house with a female friend ; then
the double intnaye began to Quarrel and get into debt.

Thackeray, Vanity Fail-, Ixiv.

2. Housekeeping; household management.
3 (me-naj'). A kind of club or friendly soci-

ety common among the poorer of the working
classes of Scotland and the north of England.

4t. A menagerie.
menage'-'t, n. and v. An obsolete variant of

manage.
menagerie (me-naj 'e-ri, me-nazh'e-ri), n.

[Formerly also menagery; = It. menageria, < F.

menagerie, a menagerie, <.menage, a household,
family: see menage1

.} 1. A yard or inclosure
in which wild animals are kept.

I can look at him [a national tiger] with an easy curios-

ity, as prisoner within bars, in the menayerie of the tower.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, i.

2. A collection of wild animals; specifically, a
collection of wild animals kept for exhibition.

menagogue (men'a-gog), n. [< Gr. /i>/v, a month
(> fir/viaia, menses), + iiyuy&f, leading, < ayeiv,
lead. Cf. emmenagogve.] A medicine that pro-
motes the menstrual flux.

menaion (me-ni'on), n.
; pi. wenaia (-a). [< LGr.

fu/vaiov, < Gr. jii]v, a month : see month.] In the
Gr, Ch., any one of the twelve volumes, each
volume answering to one month, which together
contain a methodical digest of all the offices to
be read in commemoration of the church saints.
A full set of the menaia constitutes the complete
Greek breviary.
menaltyt (men'al-ti), . [See mesnality.] The
middle class of people.
Which was called the evyll parliamente for the nobilitie,

the worse for the menaltie, but worste of all for the corn-
monaltie. Hall's Union (1548). (HaUiwell.)

mend (mend), v. [< ME. menden, by apheresis
for ameiiden, amend: see amend.] 1. trans. 1.

To repair, as something broken, defaced, de-

ranged, or worn
;
make whole or fit for use

;
re-

store to a sound or serviceable condition : as, to
mend shoes or clothes, a wall or a road.

He saw other two brethren ... in a ship with Zebedee
their father, mending their nets. Mat. iv. 21.

Mend up the fire to me, brother,
Mend up the flre to me.

Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 85).

2. To correct or reform; make or set right;
bring to a proper state or condition : as, to mend
one's ways, health, or fortune; that will not
mend the matter.

It schal neuere greue a good man though the gilti be
meendid. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

The gods preserve you, and mend you !

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 3.

To make the People fittest to chuse, and the chosen fit-

test to govern, will be to mend our corrupt and faulty
Education. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

3. To improve; make better in any way; help,
further, better, advance in value or considera-

tion, etc.

Who never mended his pace no more
Nor [than if

|
he had done no ill.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 196).

Tacitus observeth how rarely raising of the fortune
mendeth the disposition.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 291.

He [Christ] came to restore them who were delighted in
their ruins, and thought themselves too good to be mended.

Sttilingjleet, Sermons, I. vi.

My uncle, who is extremely mended by soap and the
hopes of a peerage, is come up. Walpole, Letters, II. 135.

4. To improve upon ; add to
; surpass or out-

do : as, to mend one's shot (that is, to make a
better one).

I'll mend the marriage wi' ten thousand crowns.
Lord Salton and Auchanachie (Child's Ballads, II. 169).

Over and beside
Signior Baptista's liberality,
I'll mend it with a largess.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2. 151.

To mend one's meal, to take something more. [North.
Eng. ]

= Syn. 1-3. Amend, Improee, Better, etc. See amend.
II. intrans. To grow or do better; improve;

act or behave better.

What think you of this fool, Malvolio? Doth he not
mend? Shak., T. N., L 5. 80.

I hope the Times will mend. Ilomll, Letters, ii. 48.

But fare you weel, Anld Nickie-ben;
Oh wad ye tak' a thought and men' I

Burns, Address to the De'il.

On the mending hand. See hand.
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mend(meiicl), H. [</<((. r. <'(. im mix.
I
Ainrihl-

ment: improvement; course of improvement;
way to recovery : as, to be on I lu- im-iid (said es-

peeUlhr of a person recovering from illness),

mendable(men'da-bl), a. [< mend + -able. Cf.

a /in ndiililc.
] Capable of being mended.

The foundations and frame being good or mendable by
the Arrhitectors now at worke, there Is good hope, when _-_ j:.,:* ( mpn dis'i-
lieacels settled, people shall dwell more wind-light and menttlClty (me 1

water-tight than formerly. JV. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 86. < OF. mendtctte,

Two grave and punctual authors . . . omit the history

of his [Bi'lisarlus'sl meiulication.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vli. 17.

[ME., equiv. to 'mendicaticc:

see mendicancy.] Mendicancy.
There hath ben great discord . . .

Upon the estate of meiulicience.
Horn, of the Role.

mendacious (men-da'shus), a. [= It. mendace,
< L. mciitliu- (mendaci-), lying, false, akin to

infittiri, lie, ciiiniiii'iiliim. a device, a falsehood,

I'liiHiiiiiiiari, devise, invent, design: see cotn-

iiifnt l
. <;>,,nii<iit-.] I. Given to lying; speak-

ing falsely ; falsifying.

Finally these mendacimu rogues circulated a report.

Hawthorne, lillthedale Romance, till.

2. Having the character of a lie ; false ;
untrue :

as, a mendacious report; mendacious legends.

mendaciously (men-da'shus-li), adv. [< men-

dacious + -I;/'
2
.] In a false or lying manner;

untruly; dishonestly.
mendaciousness (men-da'shus-nes), . The

quality of being mendacious ; a propensity to

lie; the practice of lying; mendacity.
mendacity (men-das'i-t1 )) : P 1 - mendacities

[<ME.
. _ _. = 8p.
= Pg. mendicidade = It. mendicita, < L. mendi-

cita( t-)s, beggary, pauperism, < mendicus, beg-

garly: see mendicate.] 1. The state or condi-

tion of a beggar; beggarliness.
For richesse and mendiciteen

Ben cleped two extremytees.
Rom. of the ROK, \. 6525.

In the case of professional authors, mendicity often trails

mendacity along with it. Whipple, EM. and Kev., I. 88.

2. The practice of begging; beggary; mendi-

cancy.

mendinantt, " [ME., < OF. mendinant, ppr. oi

mendiner, mendiener, beg, < mendien, mandien,

mendiant, mendicant, begging: see mendiant,

mendicant.] A. mendicant or begging friar.

Therfore we mcndynanU, we sely freres,

Ben wedded*to poverte and continence.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 198.

menialty

tains, Urals. Its x.in nature is doubtful; it

may be identical with columbite.

menglet, r. and n. An obsolete form of mini/h .

menhaden (men-ha'dn), w. [Also nutnhaden;
a corruption of Narragansett Indian munnaw:-

hattcaug (Koger Williams), lit. -fertilizer,' a

name applied to the menhaden, herring, and ale-

wife, all being used by the Indians for manuring
their corn-fields.] A clupeoid fish, Brevoortia

tyranntis. It has the appearance of a shad, but la still

more coroprewed. has a large head, and the scales are

closely imbricated, leaving a high narrow surface exposed,
while their posterior margins are pectinated. The Jaws and
mouth are toothless, and there is a deep median emargina-
tlon of the upper jaw. The Intestinal canal Is very long,

and the chief food Is obtained from mud taken Into the

stomach. It Is one of the most Important economic flhes

of the eastern coast of the United States; It ranges from

25' to 45 north latitude, and In the summer occurs In the

coast-waters of all the Atlantic States from Maine to Flor-

ida, but In winter only south of Cape Hatteraa. It is the

most abundant nsh on the eastern coast of the United

States. Formerly it was used almost solely for manure,
but large quantities are now converted into oil, and many
are canned in oil, tobe sold as

'

sardines," like the European
fishes so named. It attains a length of from 12 to l(i inch

es, Is bluish above with silveiy or brassy sides, the fins usu-

ally tinged yellowish or greenish, and has a dark scapu-
lar blotch, often with smaller spots behind It It varies

a good deal In details of form and color with age, and to

some extent with season and locality. This nsh has at

least SO different popular names in the United states, the

leading ones being mostbvnker, with many variants (see

mossbuiJter^pogieorpogy and its variants, alewife or old-

wife, whiting or whitefith, bony fish, bugiith (which see),

hardhead, fatbaclc, chetmj. pilchard .a misnomer), tchooly,

shiner, pauhagen (poghaden, pooltagan, etc.), yeUmrtaa,

(-tiz). [< LL. menddcita(t-)s, falsehood, < L. mending (men'ding), . [Verbal n. of mend,
mendax (mendnci-), lying, false : see menda- t.,] j, A yarn composed of cotton and wool,
</(.>..] 1. The quality of being mendacious; and prepared for darning the so-called merino
a disposition to lie or deceive ;

habitual lying, stockings made on the stocking-loom: used
. -.-,,-, .

And that we shall not deny, if we call to mind the men- chiefly in the plural. 2. Articles collectively green
tailed shad, tadinea put up in <*U*"* **!*

dacity of Greece, from whom we have received most re- that require to be mended. The name menhaden extends In literary use to all the

lations. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., I. o. mendipite (men'di-pit), n. [< Mendip (see

def.) + -ite*.] A rare oxychlorid of lead, usu-

ally occurring in fibrous or columnar radiated
*

. _ _ 1 ^i_ll* J _* _ .-.I,:*.,, A 1 A nnrl

2. A falsehood; a lie.

Now Eve. upon the question of the serpent, returned the

precept in different terms: " You shall not eat of it, neither

shall you touch it lest perhaps you dye." In which de-

livery there were no less than two mistakes, or rather ad-

ditional mendacities : for the commandment forbad not the

touch of the fruit ; and positively said, ye shall surely dye.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 1.

Mendaean, Mendaeism. Same as Mandaan,
Manda'ism.
Mendaite (rnen'da-it), w. Same as Mandcean.

mender (men'der), n. One who or that which
mends or repairs.
A trade, sir, that, I hope, I may use with a safe con-

science ; which is, Indeed, sir, a mender of bad soles.

Shalt., J. 01, 1 1. 15.

mendiantt, [< OF. mendiant, a beggar, <

L. mendican(t-)s, begging: see mendicant. Cf.

maund?.] A Middle English variant of mendi-

cant.

mendicancy (men'di-kan-si), n. [< mendi-
" + -ci/.] The condition of being a men-

masses, also crystallized, of a white color and menhir (men'hir), w

pearly luster. It is found in the Mendip hills,

Somerset, England.
mendment t (mend'ment), n. [< ME. mend-

ment; by apheresis 'from amendment.] 1.

Amendment.
Such a grace was hir lent

That she come to mendment.
MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 43. (HalliweU.)

By that mendment nothing else he meant
But to be king, to that mark he was bent

Mir. far Mag*., p. 355.

2. Fertilizing; manuring. [Prov. Eng.]
This writer's flood shall be for their mendment or fer-

tility, not for their utter vastation and ruin.

Bp. Oauden, HieraspUtes (1658), Pref. (Latham.)

mendozite (men-do'zit), n. [< Mendoza (see

def.) + -ife2.] In mineral., soda alum, occur-

ring in white fibrous masses near Mendoza,

other species of Breaoortia, of which there are several, as

B patromu of the Gulf of Mexico; and It is locally mis-

applied to the thread-herring, Opitthonema Ihriaa. See

cut under Brecoortia.

[< Corn, maenhir, < Corn.

and \V. maeti, a stone (cf. dolmen, cistvaen), +
hir, long. Cf. longstone.] In archaol., one of

a class of monumental stones of greater or less

antiquity, found in various parts of Europe,

(ring.

It was often necessary for them to spend a part of every
summer in vagrant mendicancy.

Leclty, Eng. In 18th Cent, xvl.

mendicant (men'di-kant), a. and n. [<OF.
inni<li(in1, V. mendiant ==Sp. Pg. It. mendicante,
<L. mendican(t-)s, ppr. of mendicare, mendicari

beg: see mendicate. Cf. mendiant,
I. a. 1. Begging; reduced

apheresis
remedy.

from
[Nowamends."] Amends; requita

chiefly prov. Eng.]
All wrongs have mendes, but no amendes of shame.

Spenter, F. (J., n. i. 20.

If she be fair, 'tis the better for her : an she be not, she

has the mends in her own hands.

Shak.,1. andC., L 1.
~

beggar)-. 2. Practising beggary ; living by mene2
t

'

. A'Middle English fora of meiny.
almsordoles: as, a mendicant friar. \mjnOf, mene3

(me'ne). A Chaldaic word, signifying
' numbered.'
And this is the writing that was written, MKXE, M KXK,

TEKEL, UPHARSIN. This is the interpretation of the

thing : MENE ; God hath numbered thy kingdom, and fin-

ished it Dn. v. 25, 26.

Fields of maize, . . . forming
Cloisters for mendicant crows.

Longfellow, Evangeline, 11. 4.

Mendicant orders, those religious orders which original-

ly depended for support on the alms they received. The

principal mendicant orders are the Franciscans, the Do-

inini.ans, the Carmelites, and the Augustinlans. Also Mene4 (me'ne), . [NL., < Gr. fUM, the mooi
called bejying friars. see moon.] A genus of acanthoptervgian fishes

II. n. A beggar; one who lives by asking
alms ; especially, a member of a begging order

or fraternity ;
a begging friar.

Next . . . are certaine Mendicants, which Hue of Rice
and Barley, which any man at the first asking giueth them.

Piirchat. Pilgrimage, p. 454.

And, but for that, whatever he may vaunt
\\ h" now's a monk had been a mendicant.

Bp. Hall, Satires, v. 1

She from her store of meal
Takes one unsparing handful for the scrip
Of this old Mendicant.

Wordsworth, Old Cumberland Beggar.

All the Buddhist priests are mendicants.
J. F. Clarice, Ten Great Religions, iv. 1.

mendicatet (men'di-kat), . i. [<L. mendicatxs,

pp. of mcnrticttre, mendicari ( > It. mendicare = Pr.

Sp. Pg. mendigar = F. meitdier, > E. obs. mauiuP,
q. v.), beg, (. mcndiciia, poor, needy, beggarly;
as a noun, a beggar; ulterior origin uukuowu.]
To beg or practise begging.
mendicationt (men-dT-ka'shqn), H. [< mendi- mengite (men'jit), w. [After Alemje, the dis-

cate + -ion.] The act or habitual practice of coverer.] A black mineral occurring in small

begging. crystals in granite veins in the Ilmen rnoun-

Croup of Menhirs at Camac, Brittany.

also in Africa and in regions of Asia, especially
in the Khassian hills. They are very abundant In

Brittany, France. They are usually tall and massive, either

entirely rough or partly cut, and are set upright in or on

the ground, either singly or In groups, allnements, circles,

or other combinations. See megaliihit.

All can trace back the history of the menhirs from his-

torlc Christian times to non-historic regions, when these

rude stone pillars, with or without still ruder Inscriptions,

were gradually superseding the earthen tumuli as a record

of the dead. Fergwton, Rude Stone Monument!, p. 60.

A Middle English form of
menlal (me'ni-al), a. and . [Early mod. E.

menyall, < ME." meineal, meyneal, < OF. (AF.)

mesnial, menial, meignal, pertaining to a house-

hold, < meisnee, maiynee, etc., a household: see

meiny.] 1, a. 1 . Belonging to a retinue or train

of servants; serving.

Also an Act was made. That no Lord, nor other, might
give any Liveries to any but their Household and Menial

Servants. Baiter, Chronicles, p. 164.

Lo ! the sad father, frantic with his pain,
Around him furious drives his menial train.

Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 292.

2. Pertaining to servants or domestic service;

servile.

The women attendants perform only the most menial

offices. Sw\ft, Gulliver's Travels.

Freebooters, sprang from low castes, and accustomed to

menial employments, became mighty Kajahs.
llacaulay, Warren Hastings.

TJ. n. A domestic servant; one of a body of

household servants : now used chiefly as a term

of disparagement.
That all might mark knight, menial, high, and low.

Cooper, Hope, 1. 312.

Hired servants are of three kinds: mtnialt, day-labor-

ers, and agents. A menial Is one who dwells In the house-

hold of the master, and is employed about domestic con-

cerns, under a contract, express or implied, to continue

service for a certain tune. Robinvm, Elem. of Law, 113.

menialtyt (me'ni-al-ti), . [< menial + -ty.

Cf. menalty.] Common people collectively.

The vulgar menially conclude therefore it Is like to in-

crease, because a hearnshaw (a whole afternoone together)

sate on the top of Saint Peter's church in Cornehill.

Xath, Christ's Tears over Jerusalem (1613). (Sant.)

whose species have silvery hues like moonlight,

typical of the family Menida;. Lacepede, 1803.

meneghinite (men-e-ge'nit), w. [After Prof.

Meneghini (1811-89), a mineralogist, of Pisa

University.] A sulphid of antimony and lead

having a lead-gray color and bright metallic

luster, occurring in prthorhombie crystals, also

in massive forms with fibrous structure.

menepernourt, Same as mainpernor.
menevairt, . See miniver.

men-folks (men'foks), n. pi. The men of a

household or community collectively. [Col-

loq.]
Is it because they are the burden-carriers of the com-

munity, carrying in the creels strapped on to then- backs

loads that the men-folks would scarcely lift from the

ground? Harper s Mag., LL 18i

mengt, menget, r. Obsolete forms of mingl,

mengcornt, . See mangeorn.
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Menidae (men'i-de), . pi [NL., < Menr* +
-/(/((.] A family of scombroidean acanthop-

terygian fishes, typified by the genus Mate. The

body is much compressed and the abdomen prominent and

trenchant, the mouth very protractile, the dorsal very long
and entire, the anal also very long and commencing just be-

hind the ventrals, and the ventrals elongated and complete.
Mene maculata is an inhabitant of the Indian Ocean.

menilite (men'i-lit), n. [< Me'nil(montant) (see

def.) + -ife2.] A variety or subspecies of opa-
line silica found at Me'nilmontant, a quarter in

the eastern part of Paris. It is found in kidney-

shaped masses of the size of the hand or larger, sometimes
in globules of the size of a nut. It has usually a dull

grayish or bluish color.

meningeal (me-nin'je-al), . [< meninx, pi.

meninges, + -al."] Of' or pertaining to the me-

ninges Meningeal arteries, the arteries supplying
the dura mater of the brain, the principal one being the
middle or great meningeal from the internal maxillary.

meninges, . Plural of meninx.

meningitic (meu-in-jit'ik), a. [< meningitis +
-j'c.] Relating or pertaining to meningitis; af-

fected with meningitis.
meningitis (men-in-ji'tis), . [NL., < Gr. pyvtyt

(firjviyy-), a membrane (see meninx), + -itis.}

Inflammation of the membranes of the brain

or spinal cord Epidemic ceretoosplnal menin-
gitis, an infectious disease which in ordinary cases is

characterized by an acute invasion with violent headache,
severe pains and stiffness in the neck, and great malaise,
more or less fever, sometimes a chill, and sometimes vom-

iting. The subsequent course varies greatly, but usually

presents severe headache and backache and retraction of

the head, tenderness along the spine, often vertigo, stupor,

frequently delirium, sometimes convulsions, sometimes

vomiting, with paralysis of the ocular and facial muscles
or abnormal stimulation of the same. The spinal nerves
exhibit more or less disturbance ; herpes facialis is fre-

quent, and other skin affections, such as petechise, roseola,
and urticaria. The spleen may be slightly but is not great-

ly enlarged. The disease lasts from two to four weeks in

many cases, but it may be fatal in a few days, or a severe
invasion may be followed by equally speedy recovery ; on
the other hand, it may last for eight weeks or more. It is

most frequent in children ,
but adults are not exempt. The

infection inheres in localities ; proximity to or contact with
the sick does not seem to increase exposure. Anatomically,
the disease presents a purulent leptomeningitis of the cere-

brospinal axis Also called black dsath, black fever, cere-

brospinal fever, congestive fever, malignant meningitis,
malignant purpura, malignant purpwric fever, neuropur-
puric fever, pestilential purpura, petechial fever, phrenitie

typhodes, purple fever, spotted fever, typhoid meningitis,
typhus petechialis, typhus syncopalis. Tubercular men-
ingitis. See tubercular.

meningocele (mf-ning'go-sel), n. [< Gr. piviy$

(firfviyy-), a membrane, + Kiff.ri, a tumor.] In

pathol., hernia of the meninges or cranial mem-
branes; cerebral hernia confined to the mem-
branes.

meningOCOCCUS (me-ning'go-kok-us), . [NL.,
< Gr. pf/viy!- (/ir/viyy-), a membrane, + KUKKOS, a

kernel.] A coccus supposed to be the cause
of cerebrospinal fever.

meningorachidian, meningorhachidian (me-
ning"go-ra-kid'i-an), a. [< Gr.

ftf/viy^ (fiqviyy-),
a membrane, + pdxif (pu/f"'-), the spine.] Per-

taining to the meninges or membranes of the

spinal cord and to the rachis or spine : as, the

meningorachidian veins. See spinal.

meninguria (men-ing-gu'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

utjviyt; (/a/viyy-), a membrane, + ovpov, urine.]
Urine containing membranous shreds.

meninting (me-nin'ting), n. [Javanese.] A
three-toed kingfisher, Ceyx meninting.
meninx (me'ningks), n.

; pi. meninges (rae-nin'-

jez). [NL., < Gr. /ir/viyi; dajviyy-), a membrane,
esp. of the brain.] In anat.

,
a membrane

; espe-
cially, one of the three membranes that invest
the brain and spinal cord. They are the dura mater,
the arachnoid, and the pia mater, named in order from
without inward. See these words.

meniscal (me-ms'kal), a. [< meniscus + -al."]

Pertaining to or having the form of a meniscus,
meniscate (me-nis'kat), a. [< meniscus + -atei.]

Resembling the section of a meniscus : applied
in botany to a cylindrical body bent into a
semicircle.

menlsciform (me-nis'i-form), a. [< Gr. /a/vimac,
a crescent (see meniscus), + L. forma, form.]
Of the form of a meniscus or crescent.
meniscoid (me-nis'koid), o. [< Gr. [tr/viaKOf, a

crescent, -r drfof, form.] Like a meniscus;
crescent-shaped ; concavo-convex,
meniscoidal (men-is-koi'dal), a. [< me-
niscoid + -al.] Same as meniscoid.

meniscus (me-nis'kus), n.; pi. menisci

(-1). [< Nli.'meniscus, < Gr. [iqviaKof, a

crescent, dim. of nfor/, the moon: see

moon."] 1. A crescent or crescent-

shaped body. Specifically 2. A lens,
convex on one side and concave on the

other, and thicker in the center, so that its sec-
tion presents the appearance of the moon in
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its first quarter. As the convexity exceeds the con-

cavity, a meniscus may be regarded as a convex lens (also

called a converging meniscus); the corresponding form in

which the convexity is less than the concavity is some-

times but improperly called a diverging meniscus. See cut

under lens.

3. The convex or concave surface of a liquid,

caused by capillarity: thus, the mercury in a

barometer has a convex

meniscus, but spirit or

water a concave meniscus.

4. In anat., an inter-

articular fibrocartilage,
of a rounded, oval, disk-

like, or falcate shape, sit-

uated between the ends
of bones, in the interior

of joints, attached by the

margins. Such cartilages
are found in man in the tern-

poromaxillary, the sterno-

clavicular, and sometimes the
acromioclavicular articula-

tions, and in the wrist- and
knee joints.

5. In zool., a peculiar organ, of doubtful func-

tion, found in Echinorhyncnus, a genus of acan-

thocephalous parasitic worms. Huxley.

meniset, n. [< ME. mernise, < OF. menuise, me-

niise, menuze, any small object, small fish, small

fry, < menutser, make small, minish: see min-

ish.~] 1. Small fish; small fry. 2. A minnow.
The little roach, the menise biting fast.

John Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 167).

inenisont, mensont, [< ME. menison, meni-

soun, menysoun, menesoun, < OF. meneison, me-

noison, menuison, menison, menisoun, maneson,

Forms of Meniscus, def. 3.

i, concave ; z, convex.

inenologium

shaped, and by having from twelve to an in-

definite number of stamens. They are climbing

plants, with partially peltate, palmately lobed or angled
leaves, flowers in panicles, and the fruit a compressed
drupe. There are 2 species M . Canadense, the Canadian

moonseed, native of North America, and M. Dauricum. in-

digenous to the temperate parts of eastern Asia. The
former is a desirable arbor-vine, though its flowers are in-

conspicuous. Its fruit is black with a bloom, resembling
small grapes.
2. [1. c.] The pharmacoposial name of the rhi-

zome and rootlets of Menispermum Canadensc.

It is little used in medicine, and seems inert.

Also called Texas sarsaparilla.

menivert, n. An obsolete form of miniver.

mennard(men'ard), n. [See minnow.'] A min-

now. [Prov. ng.]

mennawet, n. An obsolete form of minnow.

Mennonist (men'on-ist), n. [< Mennon-ite +
-ist."] Same as Mennonite.

Mennonite (men'qn-it), H. [< Menno (see def.)

+ -ire2 .] A member of a Christian denomination
which originated in Friesland in the early part
of the sixteenth century, and holds doctrines

of which Menno Simons (1492-1559) was the

chief exponent. The leading features of the Men-
nonite bodies have been baptism on profession of faith,

refusal of oaths, of civic offices, and of the support of

the state in war, and a tendency to asceticism. Many of

these beliefs ana practices have been modified. The sect

became divided in the seventeenth century into the Vp-
land ("Obere") Mennonites or Ammanites and the Low-

land ("Untere") Mennonites, the former being the more
conservative and rigorous. Members of the sect are found

in the Netherlands, Germany, Russia, etc., and especially
in the United States. In the last-named country they are

divided into "Untere" or OldJMennonites, "Obere"Men-
nonites or Ammanites, New Mennonites, Evangelical

Mennonites, and Reformed Mennonites (or Herrians).

dysentery, diarrhea, < LL'. manatio(n-), a flow- mennowt, n. An obsolete form of minnow.

ing: see manation."] Diarrhea; dysentery. menobranch (men'o-brangk), n. An animal of

Bothe meseles & mute, and in the menyson blody.
the genus Menobranclms.

Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 111. Menobranchldse (men-9-brang'ki-de), n. pi.

Menispermaceffl (men"i-sper-ma'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Menobranchus + -idee."] A family of

[NL. (A. P. de Candolle, 1824), < Menispermum amphibians named from the genus Henobran-

+ -acece.'] A natural order of dicotyledonous chus: same as Proteidce.

polypetalous plants, of which the genus Meni- Menobranchus (men-o-brang kus), n. [NL., <

spermum is the type, belonging to the cohort Gi./tiveiv, remain (see remain), + (Spayxia, gills.]

Banales. It is characterized by small, usually three- 1. A genus of tailed amphibians of the family

parted, dioecious flowers, with the petals shorter than the Proteidcc, characterized by the persistence of

sepals, and solitary seeds, which are attached by the ven-

tral face, and have the micropyle above. The order em-
braces about 57 genera and 350 species, the number of

which may, however, be greatly reduced ; they are found

principally within the tropics, although a few occur in

North America, western Asia, and Australia. They are

principally woody climbers, with alternate leaves and
clusters of small flowers. The plants possess active nar-

cotic and bitter properties, some being very poisonous,
while others are used as tonics. It includes I tribes, the

Tinosporece, Cocculece, Cissampelidece, and Pachygonece.

menispermaceous (men"i-sper-ma'shius), a.

Of, pertaining to, or having the characters of

the Menispermacece.
menispermal (men-i-sper'mal), a. [< Meni-

spermmn + -a/.] Relating to the Menisperma-
cece, or to the larger group to which that order

belongs.
menispermate (men-i-sper'mat), H. [< meni-

sperm-ic + -aie2.] A compound of menisper-
mic acid and a base.

menispermic (men-i-sper'mik), a. [< menisper-
mum + -ic."] Obtained from the seeds of

the menisperma-
ceous plant Ana-
mirta Cocculus :

applied to an
acid.

menispermine
(men - i - sper

'-

min), n. [<

menittpermum +
-ie2 .] An al-

kaloid extracted
from the shells of

the fruit of Ana-
mirta Cocculus.
It is tasteless
and medicinally
inert. See Coccu-
lus.

Menispermum
(men -i- sper '-

mum), . [NL.
(Tournef ort,
1705), so called
from the half-

moon shape of

Menobranchus or Nccturus macttlatus.

the gills and the possession of four limbs with
four well-developed digits. It is the American rep-
resentative of the Old World genus Proteus. M. mam-
latus inhabits the waters of the Mississippi basin and of

the Great Lakes, while M. punctatm is found in those of

the south Atlantic watershed. The genus is also called

Kecturus.

2. [I. c.] An animal of this genus.
Menocerca (men-o-ser'ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fieveiv, remain, + xtpraf, a tail.] A series of Old
World catarrhine simians, from which the tail-

less apes (Anthropoidea) and man are by some

supposed to be derived, as well as the existing
tailed monkeys and baboons. Haeckel.

rnenocercal (men-o-ser'kal), a. [< Menocerca +
-al.] Of or pertaining to' the Menocerca.

Menodontidae (men-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Menodus (-odont-) -f- -idee."] A family of fossil

perissodactyls, typified by the genus Menodus,
to which are probably also referable such forms
as Titanotherium of Leidy. Brontotherium of

Marsh, and Symborodon of Cope.
Menodus (men'o-dus), . [NL. (Pomel, 1849),

< Gr. |U#w/, a crescent, + bSoi'f (oduvr-) = E.

tooth.] A genus of fossil perissodactyls, typi-
cal of the family Me.nodontidce.

i, flowering branch of Menispermum
Canadfnse ; a, a deeply lobed leaf; a,
the male flower ; *, the female flower ;

f, the pistils and a stamen ; d, vertical sec-
^

the seeds f< Gr.
tion thr "Bh tuit-

menolipsis (men-o-lip'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. tfv,

fir/vri, the moon, + airep/ia, a seed.] A genus month (> fitfviaia, the menses), + Ari^tf,
a fail-

of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, type of ing.] In pathol., the failure or retention of the

the natural order Menispermacece, the moonseed catamenia.

family, and belonging to the tribe Cocculece, menologium (men-o-16'ji-um), n. Same as me-

characterized by having the embryo horseshoe- nology.
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menology (i>."""'''.' .i
1 ' "

I

r~' c

'- '<""'"'/''= sp.
1'^. niiiiulixiKi, < Mi,, nn-nnttif/nini, < MGr. UTfvo-

/, mi', a cjili'inliii- of months. < Gr.
fiifv,

a mouth
(nee month), + Wyof. an account, < /.tytiv, speak,
tell: MT -'il!/i/.\ 1. A register of months or

tit

1

oiTiirrences in tin- order of the months.
In n Saxon inennliKju of great antiquity, the author . . .

goes on to say, etc.

./. M. KeaMt, Saxons III England, I. 423.

2. A list or calendar of martyrs; specifically, in

the (ir. Clt., a book which contains a list of all

the festivals celebrated throughout the year,
and the lives of the church saints and martyrs.
It corresponds to the martyrology of the Roman
Catholic Church,

menopause (meu'o-paz), . [= F. menopause,
< Gr. /i>fv, month (} /a/vtata, the menses), T vav-

at(, a cessation.] The final cessation of the
menses or monthly courses of women, which
occurs normally between the ages of forty-five
and fifty; the end of menstruation.

menoplania (mon-o-pla'ui-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

iii/i', month (> urfviaia, the menses), + TT)MV>/, a

wandering, deviation.] In pathol., a discharge
of blood, at the catameuial period, from some
other part of the body than the womb

;
an aber-

ration of the menstrual flow. Thomas, Med. Diet.

Menopoma (raen-o-po'mS), n. [NL., so called
with ref . to its permanent gill-openings ;

< Gr.

pfveiv, remain, 4- Ku/ia, a lid.] A genus of large
tailed amphibians, typical of the family Meno-
/Kiniiitii' : so called from the persistence of the

gill-slits or branchial apertures. The genus Is pe-
culiar to America, where It represents the so-called "giant
salamander" of Japan (Cryptobranchtts, or Sifboldia, or
Mi

: /ttlobatrafhus maximum). There are two species of
these large, ugly, and repulsive creatures, M. alleyha-
iriensis and M. hrtrrida. They have four short but well-
formed limbs, the fore feet four-toed and the hind feet

five-toed. They attain a length of one or two feet, and
live in muddy waters of the Alleghany region and Missis-

sippi basin. They are voracious, may readily be taken with
hook and line, and are very tenacious of life. They are the

largest amphibians of America, and are wrongly reputed
to lie poisonous. They are popularly known by the names
of hellbender, mud-devil, icater-puppy, water-dog, ground
vupliy, and tweey. The genus is also called Protonopgig,
its two species being I hen known aa P.fuxa and P. horri-

da. See cut under hellbender.

Menopomatidae (men'o-po-mafi-de), n. pi.
[NL.J Same as Menopomldce. Hogg, 1838.

menopome (men'o-pom), . [< NL. Menopoma.']
An animal of the genus Menopoma.
Menopomidae (men-6-pom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Menopoma 4- -irf<c.] A family of tailed am-
phibiaus named from the genus Menopoma. it
Is composed of the two genera Menopoma (or Protanopgis)
and Meijalobatraehm (or Sieboldia or Cryptobranchui), and
is also called f'rotunupsidce and Crypbibranchidct.

menorrhagia (men-o-ra'ji-ii), . [NL., < Gr.

HI/I; month C>/aiviaia, menses), + -payia, a flow-

ing, < pifrvivtu, break. Cf. hemorrhage.] 1. In

/ilii/xiol., ordinary menstruation. 2. Inpathol.,
an immoderate menstrual discharge; menor-
rhagy.
menorrhagic (meu-o-raj'ik), a. [< mctiorrJiagy+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to menorrhagia ; also,
affected with menorrhagia.
menorrhagy (men'p-ra-ji), n. Same as menor-
rlinaia.

menorrhcea (men-o-re'ii), n. [NL., < Gr. uj/v,

month (> ut/vuila, menses), + poia, a flowing, <

i'':n; How.j 1. In physiol., the normal menstrual
flow. 2. Inpathol., prolonged menstruation.
menostasis (me-nos'ta-sis), . [NL., < Gr. ftr/v,

a month (> urjviaia, menses), + ardatf, a stand-

ing: see stasis.] 1. In pathol., the retention
of the menses and their accumulation in the

uterus; suppression or retention of the cata-
menial discharge. 2. The acute pain which
in some women precedes each appearance of
the menses: so called because it is presumed
to be occasioned by stagnancy of the blood in
the capillary vessels of the uterus.
menostation (men-os-ta'shon), n. [< Gr. ufa;
a month (> fir/mala, menses), + L. statio(n-),

standing: see station.'] Same as menostasis.

Menotyphla (men-o-tif'lS), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fitvetv, remain, + rvQUf, blind (with ref. to the

caecum).] In some systems of classification, a
division of the mammalian order Insectivora,

including those forms which possess a caecum,
as distinguished from those without a ctecum,
or Li)>otijphla.

menqtyphlic (men-o-tif'lik), a. [< Menotyphla+ -if.] Having a ctecum
; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Mi >ioli//>lil<t.

menourt, . A Middle English form of minor.

menowt, " An obsolete form of ininiioie.

mensa (inen'sa), .; pi. niensa; (-se). [L.] A
table, or something resembling a table, specif-
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Ically
-
(a) In u/uil., the flat urlinlitiK Hurface of om- of

UK- molar teeth ; the I'Minha. (h) EccU*., the top or ti|>j,i i

surface of un altar. Divorce a mensa et tnoro. s*'*
1

mensal 1
(men'sal), n. and n. [= It. mrnsale, <

L. mctisalis, of a table, < mensa, a table: see

mensa.] I. a. Belonging to the table; trans-

acted at table. [Rare.] Mensal church, in Scot-

land, before the Reformation, a church allotted by Its pa-
tron to the service of the bishop, made thenceforth jiart of
his own benefice, and so regarded as contributing to the
maintenance of his table Monsal land' ,

la ml devoted to
the supply of food for the table, as of a king or lord.

II. n. The book of accounts for articles had
for the table. Uulliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mensal2 (meii'sal), a. [= Pg. mensal, < L. men-

sis, a month: see month.] Monthly. [Rare.]
In the male as in the female, the maturation of the re-

productive elements is a continuous process, though we
may hardly say that It Is not Influenced by this menialy*.
riodlcity. J. Ifebon, Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. S90.

mense (meus), n. [A later form of mengk.] 1.

Dignity of conduct; propriety; decorum; sense
of honor; good manners. [Scotch and prov.
Eng.]

Anld Vandal, ye but show your little mense,
Just much about it wi' your scanty sense.

Burnt, Brigs of Ayr.

We hae mentc and discretion, and are moderate of our
mouths. Seutt, Rob Roy, vi.

2. Ornament; credit: as, he's a mense to his

family. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
mense (mens), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mensed, ppr.
mensing. [A later form of meusk.] To grace;
ornament; set off or be a credit to : as, the pic-
tures mense the room. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
menseful (mens'ful), a. [< mense + -ful. In
older form menskful, q. v.] Decorous ;

manner-
ly ; respectful and worthy of respect. [Scotch
and prov. Eug.]
What ! menteful Mysie of the Mill so soon at her prayers?

Now, benlson on the bonny eyes that open so early !

Scott, Monastery.

menseless (mons'les), a. [< mense + -less.]
Destitute of grace, propriety, or moderation;
uncivil; immoderate. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]

No to rin an' wear his cloots,
like ither menselets, graceless brutes.

Burnt, Death of Poor Mailie,

menses (men'sez), n. pi. [< L. menses, pi.
of

mensis, a month: see month.] Catamenial or

monthly discharges; a periodic constitutional
flow of blood or bloody fluid from the mucous
coat of the uterus of a female, as a woman,
monkey, bitch, or other mammal. The menses oc-
cur in connection with ovulation, of which they are gener-
ally a sign. They normally occur in women thirteen times
* year, or at Intervals of a lunar month, whence the name.

menskt, . and . [< ME. mensk, < AS. mennisc,
of man, human (see mannish): as a noun, men-
nisc, humanity (= Icel. menniska = Sw. men-
niska = Dan. menneske = OS. menniski =
OFries. manniska, manska, mansehe, menneska,
menska, menseha, minscha = OHG. menniski,

mennisai, mannisco, mennisko, MHG. mennische,
mensche, Gr. mensch, man), < mennixc, human,
<M>i,man: see man, mannish.] I. a. 1. Of
man or mankind; human.

More mentk it is manllche to dele
Than for to tie con wai |d 111 for ougt that mal fall,-.

William of Palerne (K. E. T. 8.), 1. 3900.

2. Honored; honorable.

A mensk lady on molde mon may hir calle, for lode.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S. ), 1. 964.

U. n. Dignity; honor; grace; favor; good
manners; decorous bearing or conduct.

At the fote ther-of ther sete a faunt,
A mayden of mentke, ful debonere.

Alliterative Poemt (ed. Morris), L 182.

My mentke and my manhede je mayntene in erthe.
Morte Arthure (E. . T. S-X L 399.

menskt, '. ' [ME. mensken, < mensk, n.] 1. To
dignify; honor; grace.

To be there with his best burnes bi a eertayne time,
To mentlc the mariage of Meliors his doujter.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X L 4816.

jit I may as I mihte menilrc the with xtftes.
And meyntene thi monhede more then tiiou knowest.

Piert Plowman (A), ill. 177.

2. To worship ; reverence.

All tho that trulye trastis In the
Schall neuere dye. this dare I saye.
Therfore ge folke in fere
Hentke hym with mayne and myght.

York Play*, p. 199.

menskfult, a. [ME., < mensk + -ful.] Honor-
able; worshipful; gracious; graceful; courtly.
Whan he koni first to this kourt bl kynde than he schewde,
His manners were so menikftd a-mende hem mist none.

WOiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 507.

mensurable

menskfullyt, atlr. [Ml-;.. < iHKnxkful + -ly*.]
With honor, grace, propriety, or civ iliiy; honor-

ably; worisliipfully.
I giffe jowc lyffe and lyme, and leve for to passe,
So je doo my message mentlrr/aUy at Rome.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2322.

menskindt, . A rare variant of mankind.
We mtiukind in our minority are like women; . . . that

they are most forbidden they will soonest attempt.
Kyd, Spanish Tragedy, 111. (Dana.)

mensklyt, adr. [ME., < mensk + -lift.] With
honor, dignity, or propriety; moderately;
worthily.

The Marques of Molosor meniHicHe bee aught
Alitaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. 8.X 1- 173.

menstraciet, menstracyet, Bee minstrelsy.
menstrua 1 (men'str^-S), n. pi. [L., < menstrvus,
monthly: see mcnstr'uous.] Catamenial dis-

charges; menses.
menstrua2

,
n. Latin plural of menstruum.

menstrual1 (men'str^-al), a. [= F. menstruel
= Pr. menstrual = Sp. Pg. menstrual = It. men-
struate, < L. menstrualis, monthly, of or hav-

ing monthly courses, < mcnstruus, monthly:
see menstruous.] 1. Recurring once a month;
monthly; gone through or completed in a month;
specifically, in astron., making a complete

cycle
of changes in a month; pertaining to

changes of position recurring monthly: as, the
menstrual equation of the sun's place. 2. Per-

taining to the menses of females: menstruous;
catamenial: as, the menstrual flux or flow. 3.
In lint., same as menstruous, 3.

menstrual- (men'strij-al), a. [< menstruum +
-al.] Pertaining to a menstruum.
Note: that the dissents of the menstrual or strong waters

may hinder the incorporation as well as the dissents of the
metals themselves. Bacon, 1'hyslologlcal Remains.

menstruant (men'str^-ant). a. [< L. menstru-

an(t-)s, ppr. of menstruare, menstruate: see

menstruate.] Subject to monthly flowiugs; in
the state of menstruation: as, a menstruant
woman.
menstruate (men'strij-at), r. i.

; pret. and pp.
menstruated, ppr. menstruating. [< L. men-

struatus, pp. of menstruare (> Sp. menstruar),
menstruate; cf. tnenatrvous.'] To discharge the
menses.
menstruatet (men'stri?-at>, a. Menstruous.
menstruation (men-sti-Q-a'shon), n. [= F.
menstruation = Sp. menstruation = Pg. ;</<-

atrua^ao = It. mcstrua:ione, menstrtia:ione, <

NL. menxtruatio(n-'), < L. menstruare, menstru-
ate: see menstruate.] 1. The act of menstruat-

ing or discharging the menses. 2. The period
of menstruating.
menstruet (men'stro), n. [Formerly also meii-

Ktrew; < OF. menstrue, F. menstrues, pi., = Pg.
menstrua = It. mestruo, menstrua, < L. menstrua,
menses: see menstrua.] The menstrual flux.

menstruous (men'strp-us), . [< L. menstruum,
of or belonging to a month, monthly, neut. pi.

menstrua, monthly courses of women, menses,
< mensis, amontb : see menses, month.] 1. Hav-
ing the monthly flow or discharge, as a female.

2. Pertaining to the monthly flow of fe-

males. 3. In lint., lasting for a month.
menstruum (raen'strij-um), *! pi- menstrua,
menstruums (-a, -nniz ). [ML., neut. of L. men-
struus, of a mouth, monthly: see menstruous.
The reason of the name in the chemical use is

not determined.] Any fluid substance which
dissolves a solid; a solvent.

Briefly. It (the material of gems] conslsteth of parts so
far from an icie dissolution that powerful ntfrufruunuare
made for its emollition. Sir T. Brmcnr, Vnlg. Err., ii. 1.

AD liquors are called menttruume which are used as dis-

solvents, or to extract the virtues of Ingredients by infu-
sion or decoction. (fuiney.

The Intellect dissolves fire, gravity, laws, method, and
the subtlest unnamed relations of nature In its resistless
metielruum. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 296.

mensnal (men'su-al), a. [= F. mensuel = Sp.
mcnsual = It. mensuale, < L. mensualis, < men-
sis, a month: see month. Cf. mensaP.] Of or

relating to a month
; occurring once a month ;

monthly.
The arrangement [of a table showing the distribution

of earthquakes) is mrntual. J. Milne, Earthquakes, p. 250.

Those series of biographies which Issue with mtntual

regularity from Paternoster Row.
If. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 522.

mensurability (men'su-ra-bil'i-ti), n. The prop-
erty of being mensurable.
The common quality which characterizes all of them Is

their menturability. Reid, On Quantity.

mensurable (men'su-ra-bl), a. [= F. mensu-
rable =: Sp. mensurable = Pg. mensurarel, < LL.



mensurable

mensitrtihilis, tliat can be measured, < mensu-

rare, measure: see nteitxnrate, measure. Cf.

measurable.'] 1. Capable of being measured;
measurable.
The solar month . . . is not easily mensurable. Holder.

2. In music, noting that style of music which
succeeded the earliest plain-song, and was dis-

tinguished from it by such a combination of

simultaneous but independent voice-parts that

a system of rhythm was necessitated to avoid

confusion. It involved both a classification of rhythms
and the invention of a notation to represent rhythmic
values. Two principal rhythms were recognized : temjmx

perfection, which was triple (called
' '

perfect
"
for fanciful

theological reasons), and tempus imperfectum, which was

duple. The system of notation included notes and rests

called large, maxima, long, breoe, semibrece, minim, semi-

minima, fusa, and iemifu.su (.fusella), of which in general
each note was equal in duration to either three or two of

the next denomination, according to the tempus used.

(See the various words.) The working out of the system
was highly complicated, but it prepared the way for the

medieval study of counterpoint and for the invention of

an adequate notation, and thus contributed directly to

the progress of musical art. Also mensural.

mensurablenass (men'su-ra-bl-nes), . The

quality of being mensurable; mensurability.

Bailey, 1727.

mensural (men'su-ral), a. [= Sp. Pg. mensural,
< LL. mensuralis, of or belonging to measur-

ing, < L. mensura, measuring: see measure, ,]

1. Pertaining to measure. 2. Same as men-

surable, 2 Mensural note, in musical notation, a note

whose form indicates its time-value relative to other notes

in the same piece, as in the ordinary modern notation.

Mensural signature. See signature and rhythmic.

mensurate (men'su-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp.

mensurated, ppr. merawratmg. [< LL. mensura-

tus, pp. of mensurare (>It. mensurare = Sp. Pg.
mensurar = F. mesurer), measure, < mensura,

measuring, measure: see measure, n. Cf. mea-

sure, v.~] To measure; ascertain the dimensions
or quantity of. [Bare.]
mensuration (men-gu-ra'shon), n. [= F. men-
suration = Pr. mensiiratio = Sp. mensuration,
< LL. mensuratio(n-), measuring, < mensurare,
measure: see mensurate, measure.] The act,

art, or process of measuring; specifically, the

act or art of determining length, area, volume,
content, etc., by measurement and computa-
tion: as, the rules of mensuration; the mensu-
ration of surfaces and solids.

The measure which he [the Christian] would have others

mete out to himself is the standard whereby he desires to

be tried in his mensurations to all other.

Bp. Hall, The Christian, ii.

mensurative (men'su-ra-tiv), a. [< mensurate +
-ioe.] Capable of measuring; adapted for mea-
surement, or for taking the measure of things.

"Yes, Friends," observes the Professor,
" not our Logi-

cal, Memurative faculty, but our Imaginative one, is King
over us." Carlyle, Sartor Resartus (ed. 1831), p. 153.

The third method spoken of may be called the mensura-
tive. Jour. Franklin 1ml., CXXII. 342.

ment 1
t. An obsolete preterit of mean1

.

ment'-H. An obsolete preterit of mingl.
ment3

t,
*'

' A variant of mint3 .

-ment. [ME. -ment = OF. and F. -ment = Sp.
-miento = Pg. It. -mento, < L. -mentum, a com-
mon suffix, forming from verbs nouns denoting
the result of an act or the act itself: as in ali-

wen>, nourishment, <fere, nourish \ frogmen-
turn, a piece broken off, < frangere (frag-), break ;

segmentum, a piece cut off, < secare, cut (LL.);
regimentum, rule, < regere, rule; monumentum,
that which keeps inmind,<zocre,keep inmind,
advise, etc.] A common suffix of Latin origin,

forming, from verbs, nouns which usually de-

note the results of an act or the act itself, as in

aliment, fragment, segment, commandment, docu-

ment, monument, government, etc. Itismuchused
as an English suffix, being attachable to almost any verb,
whether of Latin or French origin, as in movement, nourish-

ment, payment, as well as to many of purely English or
other Teutonic origin, as in astonishment, atonement, ban-

ishment, bewilderment, merriment, etc.

ment a, n. Plural of mentum.

mentagra (men-tag'ra), re. [L., < mentum, the
chin

,
+ Gr. aypa., a taking, catching (cf . chiragra,

podagra, etc.).] In pathol., an eruption about
the chin, forming a crust like that which occurs
in scald-head.

mental1 (men'tal), a. [< F. mental = Sp. Pg.
mental= It. mentale, < LL. mentalis,of the mind,
mental,<L.ie(i-)s, the mind: seeM'ne?i,.] 1.

Of or pertaining to the mind; specifically, be-

longing to or characteristic of the intellect;
intellectual : as, the mental powers or faculties

;

a mental state or condition; mental perception.
'Twixt his mental and his active parts
Kingdom'd Achilles in commotion rages.

Shak.,1. andC., ii. 3. 184.
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That modification of the sublime which arises from a

strong expression of mental energy.
D. Stewart, Philos. Essays, ii. 3.

In what manner the mental powers were first developed
in the lowest organisms is as hopeless an inquiry as how
life first originated. Darwin, Descent of Man, I. 35.

2. Done or performed by the mind; due to the

action of the mind.

By mental analysis we mean the taking apart of a com-

plex whole and attending separately to its parts.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 335.

3. Relating to the mind; concerned with the

nature, attributes, or phenomena of the human
intellect: as, mental philosophy; mental sci-

ences. Mental alienation, insanity. Mental arith-

metic, association, modification, etc. See the nouns.

mental2 (men'tal), a. [= F. mental, < L. men-

turn, the chin: "see mentum.'] In anat., of or

pertaining to the mentum or chin; genial.
Mental artery, a branch of the inferior dental branch

of the internal maxillary artery, issuing from the mental
foramen to be distributed to the chin and lower lip.

Mental foramen. Seeforamen. Mental fossa, a de-

pression on the outer surface of the lower jaw-bone for

the attachment of the muscle acting upon the chin.

Mental nerves, several terminal branches of the inferior

dental nerve, issuing from the mental foramen. Mental

point, in cranium., the foremost median point of the lower

border of the lower jaw, at the symphysis menti. Mental
prominence, the projection beyond the vertical of the

lower anterior border of the lower jaw-bone. It is highly
characteristic and almost diagnostic of the human species.

Mental spines. Same as menial tubercles. Mental
suture, in entom., the impressed line dividing the men-
tum from the gula. Mental tubercles. Same as ge-

nial tubercles (which see, under genial^).

mental3 (men'tal), . An Oriental water-tight

basket, having four ropes attached, by which
two men raise water from a stream or cistern

and discharge it into a trench for irrigation.
E. E. Knight.
mentality (men-tal'i-ti), . [< mental + -ity.~\

Mental action or power; intellectual activity;

intellectuality.
The " Catholic World

" laments the decay of mentality in

Protestant England, finding the cause of its unhappiness
in the fact that the British magazine is so poor an affair

as it is. ... This is but a dangerous criterion of mental-

ity. The Nation, Aug. 3, 1871, p. 78.

A certain amount of mentality or volition accompanied
the result. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 450.

Hudibras has the same hard mentality.
Emerson, English Traits, xiv.

mentalization(men"tal-i-za'shon), n. [<men-
talize + -ation.] Operation of the mind; men-
tal action; manner of thinking. [Rare.]

Previous to the establishment of complete delirium or
delusions there may be traced deviations from healthy
mentalization. E. C. Mann, Psychol. lied., p. 101.

mentalize (men'tal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. men-

taliped, ppr. menializing. [< mental1 + -ize.~]

To develop mentally ;
cultivate the mind or in

telleet of; excite to mental activity.
The only thing that can ever undermine our school sys-

tem in popular support is a suspicion that it doe* not mor-
alize as well as meuialize children. G. S. Hall, in N. A. Rev.

mentally (meu'tal-i), adv. [< mental'1- + -ly
2
.]

Intellectually; in the mind; in thought or med-
itation

;
in idea.

There is no assignable portion of matter so minute that

it may not, at least mentally (to borrow a school-term), be
further divided into still lesser and lesser parts.

Boyle, Works, I. 401.

mentation (men-ta'shon), M. [< L. men(t-)s,
the mind, + -ation.'] 1". The action or exercise
of the mind or of its physical organ; mental

activity; ideation;
cerebration; intel-

lection.

The most absurd
mentation and most ex-

travagant actions in in-

sane people are the sur-

vival of their fittest

states.

Pop. Sci M>.,XXV. 178.

2. The result of

mentation
;
state of

mind.

menteryt (men'te-
ri), . [< F. men-
terie, lying, false-

hood, < mentir, < L.

mentiri, lie : see

mendacious.'] Ly-
ing.
Loud mentery small con-

futation needs.
G. Harvey, Sonnets, xix.

Mentha (men'ths),
n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), < L.

Tninf. Amint, see
A genus Of

, (lower ; *, calyx.

mention

aromatic labiate plants belonging to the tribe

fiaiureinete, type of the subtribe Mentlioideee.

It is characterized by 4 stamens, which are nearly equal
and distant or diverging, with parallel anther-cells, and

by a calyx which is 10-nerved and 5-tootbed. Over 300

species have been described, but the plants vary greatly,

and the number may be reduced to i5; they are widely
distributed over the world, but are found principally in

the temperate regions. They are erect diffuse heibs with

opposite leaves, and flowers in dense whorls, arranged in

terminal or axillary heads or spikes. The common name
of the genus is mint. See mint'*?, horsemint, hillmrt, and

peppermint.
menthene (men'then), . [< L. mintlia, mint,
+ -CMC.] A liquid hydrocarbon (C10H18) ob-

tained from peppermint-oil.
Menthoideffl (meu-thoi'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bcn-

tham, 1832), < Mentha + -m'deff.] A subtribe of

labiate plants of the tribe Saturcixeni. It is char-

acterized by distant or divaricate stamens, with anthers

which are 2-celled, at least when young, and by a calyx
which is almost always from 5- to 10-nerved. It embraces
20 genera, of which tlentha is the type, and about 500 spe-

cies, although the latter number may be much reduced.

The plants are found in both hemispheres, but are almost

wholly confined to the temperate or subtropical regions.

menthol (men'thol), n. [< L. mentJia, mint,
+ -o/.] In client., a solid crystalline body
(Ci0H2oOi) which separates from oil of pep-

permint on standing. It has the odor of peppermint,
melts at 108 F. ,'and volatilizes unchanged at a higher tem-

perature. It is used in medicine as a local application in

neuralgia. Also called peppermint-camphor.

It was known that menthol . . . generated a keen feel-

ing of cold on being spread over the forehead.

Dr. Goldscheider, Nature, XXXIV. 71.

MenticirrUS (men -ti- sir 'us), . [NL., orig.
Menticirrhus (Gill, 1861 ),< L. mentum, the chin,
+ cirrus, a tuft of hair : see cirrus.'] A genus
of scisenoid fishes. There are about 11 species, all

American, as M. nebulosus, of the Atlantic coast of the

United States, where it is known as Irinyjifh, u-Mtiny, and

barb; M. alburnus, a more southern whiting of the same

coast; and M. undulatus, the bagara of the Pacific coast.

They are highly prized for the table. See cut under king-

fish.

menticultural (men-ti-kul'tur-al), a. [< L.

men(t-)s, the mind, + cu/tura, culture : see cul-

ture.'] Cultivating or improving the mind.

Imp. Diet.

mentiferOUS (men-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. men(t-)n,
the mind, + ferre = fi. bear1

.] Conveying or

transferring mind or thought; telepathic: as,

mentiferous ether. [Recent.]
mentigerous (men-tij'e-rus), a. [< L. men turn,

the chin, + gerere, bear, carry.] In entom.,

bearing the mentum: as, a mentigerous process
of the gula.
mention (men'shon), w. [< ME. mentiomi,

mention, < OF. mention, F. mention = Sp. men-
tion =Pg.menfSo=lt. memione,<.Ij. mentio(n-),
a calling to mind, a speaking, mention, akin

to men(t-)s, mind, < memiiii (y men, min), have
in mind, remember: see mind1

.] 1. State-

ment about or reference to a person or thing :

notice or remark ; especially, assertion or state-

ment without details or particulars.
He dide many grete dedes of armes, of whiche is yet

made no mention, till that my mater com ther-to.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 124.

And sleep in dull, cold marble, where no mention
Of me more must be heard of.

Shak, Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 488.

Let us ... speak of things at hand
Useful ; whence haply mention may arise

Of something not unseasonable to ask.

Hilton, P. L., viii. 200.

Now, the mention [of God's name] is vain, when it is

useless. Paley, Moral Philos., iv. 2.

2. Indication; evidence. [Rare.]

It [the earthquakel brought vp the Sea a great way vpon
the maine Land, which is carried backe with it into the

Sea, not leaning mention that there had beene Land.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 632.

3f. Note; reputation.
'Tis true, I have been a rascal, as you are,
A fellow of no mention, nor no mark.

Fletcher (and another?), Prophetess, v. 3.

4f. Report; account.

And wheresoever my fortunes shall conduct me,
So worthy mentions I shall render of you,
So vertuous and so fair.

Beau, and Ft., Custom of the Country, i. 1.

mention (men'shon), v. t. [< F. mentiontr =
Sp. Pg. mencionar"= It. menxionare, < ML. men-

tionare, mention, < L. mentio(n-), mention: see

mention, n.] To make mention of; speak of

briefly or cursorily; speak of; name; refer to.

I will mention the lovingkindnesses of the Lord.
Isa. Ixiii. 7.

I mention Egypt, where proud kings
Did our forefathers yoke. Milton, Psalm Ixxxvii.

This road was formerly called Via Antoniana ; the as-

cent to it is difficult, and a Latin inscription is cut on the



mention

Took, lll'ltl* ''n ' III- IKIIIH- 01 III.-

made I ly tin- t-inpiTor Ami-lius.

i'ifiifi;r, DttartpOon of the Kast, II. L 92.

meiltionable (men'shon-a-bl), a. [(.
menliun +

-ulilt'.] That can or may be mentioned.

mentohyoid (raeu-to-hi oid), . and . [< L.
mi-ill a in, llir chin, + NL. hijoulcs, hyoid.] I. a.

lYrtuining to the chin and to the hyoid bone.

II. a. An occasional muscle in man, passing
between the chin and the hyoid bone.
mentomeckelian (men"to-me-ke'H-an), . [<

L. meitlum, the chin, + Meckel (see def.) +
-in n.] A distal division of Meckel's cartilage
around which the lower jaw ossifies, as distin-

guished from a proximal division which is con-
verted into a part of the suspensorium of the

jaw or an ossicle of the ear.

mentonniere (mon-ton-iSr'), n. [F., < OP.
mentaiiicre, < inentou, the chin, < L. mentum,
the chin: see mentum.] 1. Same as beaver^.

2. A piece of armor, used on occasions of

special danger
as an appen-
dage to the

open helmet,
worn about
the close of

the fifteenth

and the begin-
ning of the
sixteenth cen-

:t7l 1

Kill aii'l that it was menu (rne-utt')> [F., < L. miiiutum, neut. of

uiutiix, small: see winiifr'-'.] A bill of fare.

You have read the menu, may you read it again :

Champagne, iierfgord, galantine, and champagne.
Locker, Mr. 1'lacid's Flirtation.

Mentonntfcre, close of I5th century.

tury. It was put
on outside of the

gorget, secured
to the helmet by
luniks on each
side and by a slut

or similar con-
trivance at the
umbrel. and thus

replaced thevizor
and beaver of
the armet, except
that It was not

capable of being raised, but had to be removed altogether.

3. An extra defense used during the just, pro-
tecting the throat and lower part of the face.

[Bare.]
mentor (men'tor), n. [< L. Mentor,<. Gr. Mfv-

rup, Mentor (or Athena in his guise), friend and
adviser of Odysseus (Ulysses) and of Telema-
ehus; prob. 'adviser,' akin to L. monitor, ad-
viser: see monitor.'] One who acts as a wise
and faithful guide and monitor, especially of

a younger person; an intimate friend who is

also a sage counselor, as of one who is young or

inexperienced.
mentorial (men-to'ri-al), a. [X mentor + -ial,]

Containing advice or admonition.
mentum (men'tum), n. ; pi. menta (-ta). [L.,
the chin.] 1. The chin; the anterior and
inferior part of the mandible or under jaw-
bone of a mammal, with or without associated
soft parts. It sometimes is regarded as Including the

parts in the whole interraraal space, or interval between
the horizontal rarai of the mandible.

2. In eiitom., the median or central and usually

principal part of the labium. The term has
been applied to different parts of the labium, In ditferent

Insects and also in the same Insect, whence confusion has
arisen, especially in the use of the terms iiteuttint and
tubmentum. The mentum Is properly the part of the
liiiiinin between the snbmentum and the ligula, and Is

often luss conspicuous than either of these. See labium,
and cut at mouth-parts.
3. In hot., a projection in front of the flower
in some orchids, caused by the extension of the
foot of the column Levator mentl. See Uoator.

Mentum absconditum, the retreating chin, not attain-

ing to a perpendicular let fall from the alveolar border of

the jaw; a chin with no prominence. Mentum proml-
nulutn. the protrusive chin, extending beyond a perpen-
dicular let fall from the alveolar border of the jaw. Quad-
ratus mentl, the depressor hibii infcriorls, a muscle of

the chin which draws down the lower lip. Symphysis
mentl, the midllne of union of the two halves of the lower

Jaw-bone. Tooth. Of tb.9 mentum. Same as mentum-
tooth. Trlangularls mentl, the depressor angull or is, a

muscle which draws down the corner of the mouth.

mentum-tooth (men'tum-toth), n. In entom.,
a small median process on the front margin of

the mentum, generally within an emargination.
It is found in certain Coleoptera.
Mentzelia (ment-ze'li-a), n. [NL. (Plumier,
1703), named after ('. M, nl-i->, n botanical au-
thor of Brandenburg in the 17th century.] A
genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants
of the natural order Loaneai. it is distinguished by
a one-celled ovary with an indefinite number of ovules, by
having no scales on the corolla, and by alternate leaves.
About 40

species
are known, which are found In the

wurmer and tropical regions of America, especially in

the western part. They are herbs or small shrubs, usually
with rigid tenacious t>arl>e<l hairs, leaves which are most-

ly coarsely toothed or pinnatifld, and yellow or white
flowers, which are cymose or solitary.

Menura (me-nu'rii), . [NL., so called in n -I'.

to the extraordinary form of the tail (which is

otherwise compared to a lyre), < Gr. v//v>i, the

moon, + ovpa, tail. ] The typical and only known
genus of Mi-iiitrida'. Three species are described: M
luperba, M. victoria, and M. alberli, all of Australia, and
two apparently valid. See cut under lyre-bird. Also writ-

ten, incorrectly, Mtenura, Mtenura.

menurancet, n. See mantirance.

menuret, <' ' See manure.
Menuridae (me-nu'ri-de), n.fl. [NL., < Menura
+ -iilce.] An Australian family of anomalous or

pseudoscinine passerine birds, represented by
the genus Menura ; the lyre-birds, it is one of

two families (the other being Atnchiidce) which, though
belonging to the order Patteret, deviate from the non-.ial

passerine type in the structure of the vocal organs and in

some other particulars, to such an extent that a separate
division of the order has been established for their recep-
tion. (See Menuroideae and Pieudoscines.) The remarkable
conformation of the tail of the male birds early attracted

attention, and the size and general appearance of the birds

caused them for many yean to be considered as UKirlll
or gallinaceous, they being accordingly ranked with the

mound-birds, curassows, and guans. Subsequently they
were referred by some authors to the American family of

rock-wrens (Pteroptochidce). It is only of late years that

a knowledge of the anatomical structure has enabled orni-

thologists to classify the family correctly.

menuroid (men'u-roid), a. Having the charac-

ters of the Menuroidecc; pseudoscinine.
Menuroideae (men-u-roi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Menura + -oidece.] A superfamily of pseudo-
scinine passerine birds containing the Menuri-
dte and Atnchiidce, or the Australian lyre-birds
and scrub-birds, characterized by the abnormal
structure of the acromyodian syrinx, and the

disposition of the tensor patagii brevis as in

picarian birds.

menuse 1
!, v. A Middle English form of minish.

menuse2
t, See menise.

Menyantheae (men-i-an'the-e), . pi. [NL.
(Grisebach, 1839), < Menyanihes + -ece.] A tribe

of plants of the natural order Gentianea-, the

gentian family. It is characterized by having radical

or alternate leaves, and by the lobes of the corolla being

indupllcate-valvate In the bud. It embraces 4 genera, of

which Menyantitef is the type, and about 40 species.

Menyanthes(men-i-an'thez),. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), improp. for Menianthes or Menan-
thes, < Gr. /iiyvz>c, or //^vaiof, monthly, or f-^tv,

month, + avdof , flower.] A genus of plants of

the natural order Gentianece, type of the tribe

Menyanthece. It is characterized by a capsule which
breaks open irregularly at the top Into two partial valves,
and by long petiolate radical leaves, which are trifoliate

or round, reniform, and crenate. There are two species,
or perhaps only one, M. trifoliata, the bog-bean, buck-

bean, or marsh-trefoil. They are herbaceous water-plants,
with a creeping rootstock, sheathed by the membranous
bases of the long petioles, and bear white or bluish flow-

ers, which grow In a raceme at the apex of a long leafless

scape. See bog-bean.

menyanthin (men-i-an'thin), . [< Menyaii-
thes + -in'*.] A bitter principle obtained from

Menyanthes trifoliata.

menyet, menyiet, Other farms of meiny.

menyngt, A Middle English form of meaning.
menzie (me'nyi), n. A Scotch form of meiny.

Before all the menzie, and in her moment of power, the

Queen humbled her to the dust by taxing her with her
shame. Scott, Abbot, xxxi.

Menziesia (men-zi-e'si-ft), . [NL. (J. E.

Smith, 1806), so named after Archibald 3/< : I

(died 1842), surgeon and naturalist to the expedi-
tion under Vancouver. The surname Mensies,

prop. Menyies (the e being orig. merely another

shape of y), appears to be derived from ME.
menzie, i. e. menyie, var. of meinie, etc., a house-
hold: see meiny.] A genus of plants of the
natural order Kricacece and the tribe lihodorca;.
It is distinguished by the loose coat of the seeds, the short

gamopetalous corolla, and the 4- to 5-ceiled ovary. There
are 7 species, natives of North America, Japan, and Kam-
chatka, shrubs with alternate petioled entire deciduous

leaves, and small or medium-sized flowers in terminal ra-

cemes. One species, M. globularit, Is found in the Alle-

ghanles. The Irish heath, Dabeocia puHMia, was formerly
included in this genus.

meoblet, a. and n. See moble*.

meont, . [< Gr. /Jijm>, spignel : see Meunfi,
mew"?.] Same as weic?. Minshen.

Mephistophelean (mef'is-to-fe'le-an), a.

[< Mephistophele-s + -an.] Same as Mephisto-
phelian.

Wit is apt to be cold . . . and Mephistophelean in men
who have no relish for humour.

George Eliot, Essays. German Wit,

Mephistopheles (mef-is-tof e-lezl, . [Written
in Shakspere, Fletcher, etc.,

mercable

.\lifiliiixliihiliti in Marlowe, lull now generally
Mi /iliintn/ilnli-f, u in Goethe; it inaili--u|> 11111111-,

like most of the names of the medieval devils.

Whether the orig. concocter of the name meant
to form it from Gr. u>i, not, + ^>f (?<^-)i liK1 '4

.

-I- <?i/'n; loving (a plausible etymology, though
the formation is irregular), or from some other
elements (some conjecture Gr. v/^or a cloud,
+ ^i7.of, loving), or merely concocted a Greek-

seeming name of no meaning, must be left to

conjecture.] The name of a familiar spirit men-
tioned in the old legend of Sir John Faustug,
and a principal agent in Marlowe's play of Dr.

Faustus, and in Goethe's "Faust."

Then he may pleasure the king, at a dead pinch too,
Without a Mephvitovhilut, such as thou art.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 1.

HepkMophelet ... U the Spirit of Negation, and bis

being exists through opposition to the positive Truth, and
Order, and Beauty, which proceed from the never ending
creative energy of the Deity. . . . His Irreverence and

irony are ... a part of his nature.
IS. Taylor, Faust, L, note 53.

Mephistophelian (mef*is-to-fe'lian), a. [Also

Alejihistojthelean ; < Mepliistophel-es T -ia.J Of,

pertaining to, or resembling in character the

spirit Mephistopheles; diabolical; sardonic;

jeering; irreverent.

mephitic (me-fit'ik), a. [= F. mfphitiqve =
Sp. mefitico = Pg. mephitico = It. niejilico, <

LL. mcpliiticus, pestilential, < L. mephitis, a

pestilential exhalation: see mephitis.] Per-

taining to mephitis; foul; noxious; pestilen-

tial; poisonous; stifling.

The schools kept the thinking faculty alive and active,

when the disturbed state of civil life, the mephitic atmo-

sphere engendered by the dominant ecclesiastic-ism, and
the almost total neglect of natural knowledge might well

have stilled it. Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 195.

That strange and scarcely known lily, alas 1 of almost

mephitic odor, the xerophyllum.
Harpcr't Mag., LXXVIU. 863.

Mephitic gaat, carbon dioxld.

mephitical (me-fit'i-kal), a. [< mephitic + -al.]

Same as meplittir.

mephitically (me-fit'i-kal-i), adv. [< mepjiiticat
+ -ly

2
.]

With mephitis; foully ; pestilentially.

Mephitinae (mef-i-ti'ne), . pi. fNL., < Mephi-
tis + -ina;.] A subfamily of Mustelida peculiar
to America, typified by tne genus Mephitis; the
skunks. The group is closely related to the badgers or
Meliiue and to the African Zorillbuz, the three being com-
bined by some authors. But the Hephitinoc are distin-

guished by having :' or 4 more teeth In the lower than in

the upper jaw, the back upper molar quadrate, and the

premolars 3 above and below on each side (In one genus
only 2 aboye on each side). The form is stout, with mode-
rately developed limbs, unwebbed digits, and long bushy
tail ; the coloration is black and white ; there is no sub-

caudal pouch as in badgers, but the perinea! glands are

enormously developed, secreting the fetid fluid which
forms a means of defense and offense. The habits are ter-

restrial and to some extent fossorial. There are 3 genera,

Mephitis, SpUogale, and Conepatut.

mephitis (me-fi'tis), . [< L. mephitis, & pesti-
lential exhalation ; personified, Mejiliitis,

also

Mefitis, a goddess who averts pestilential ex-

halations.] 1. A pestilential exhalation, espe-

cially from the earth ; any noxious or ill-smell-

ing emanation, as from putrid or filthy sub-

stances; a noisome or poisonous stench. 2.

[cap.] I^NL.]
A genus of skunks, typical of the

subfamily Mephitina: The teeth are 34 in number, 16

above and 18 below. The pelage Is very long, the tail long
ami very bushy, and the coloration black, striped or spotted
with white. The palate ends opposite the last molar ; the
mastold process Is flaring ; the perlotlcs are not much in-

flated ; the zygoma rises backward : and the profile of the

skull Is highest over the orbits. The nostrils ore lateral,

and the soles hairy, at least in part. There are several

species, of North and Central America, the best-known of

which Is .V. mephitica, the common skunk. M. macrura Is

the long-tailed skunk of Mexico. The little striped skunk,
M. putoriui of the United States, is referred by Coues to

the genus Spilnyale. The Souti American and African

skunks which have been referred to Mephitii belong to

other genera. See skunk.

mephitism (me-fi'tizm), n. [< mephit(is) +
-I'.SIH.] Same as mephitis, 1. Dunqlison.

Mephostophilust, Mephostophilist, n. See

Mci>histopheles.
meracioust fme-ra'shus), a. [Erroneously for

*ieracous,< L.'meractts, pure, unmixed. < /*.

pure: see mere^.] Without admixture or adul-

teration; pure; hence, strong; racy.

meracityt (me-ras'i-ti), . [< L. meracvs, pure:
see meracious'.] Clearness or pureness. Bailey,
1731.

meraline (mer'a-lin). . A woolen material for

women's dresses and cloaks, usually having a

narrow stripe.
mercablet (mer'ka-bl), a. [< L. mercabilis, that

can be bought, <"mereari, trade, buy: eee mer-

chant.] Capable of being bought or sold ;
mer-

chantable. Bailey, 1731.



mercantile

mercantile (mer'kan-til), a. [Formerly also

mercantil; < OF. mercantil, F. mercantile = Sp.

Pg. mercantil = It. mercantile, < ML. mercan-

tilis, of a merchant or of trade, < L. mercan(t-)s,

a merchant, trading : see merchant.'] 1. Of or

3712

This was formerly the Circus or Agonules, dedicated to

sports and pastimes, and is now the greatest mercat of ye

citty. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 20, 1645.

By order of court a mercate was erected at Boston, to be

kept upon Thursday, the fifth day of the week.

Wmthrop, Hist. New England, I. 148.

pertaining to merchants, or the
traffic^

carried mercatantet (mer-ka-tan'te), n. [< It. merca-

tante (cf. Sp. mercadante = OF. mercadant, <

It.) (equiv. to mereante), a merchant, < merca-

tare, trade, <mercato, trading, market: seemar-

ket, v.~\ A foreign trader.

Tra. What is he, Biondello?
Bion. Master, a mercatante, or a pedant,

I know not what ;
but formal in apparel.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2. 63.

[Spelled marcantant in the early editions, and mercatant

a tivl a K ML mercativtlSa-tiv;, a. l\ am, mertxamms,
of tradmg,<?ereais, trading: see market.] Ur

on by merchants ; having to do with trade or

commerce; trading; commercial.

Bonrepaux . . . was esteemed an adept in the mystery
of mercantile politics. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. Characteristic of the business of merchants ;

in accord with business principles.

It was found essential to establish the work [the "Edin-

burgh Review "J on a sound mercantile basis, with a paid
editor and paid writers. Sydney Smith, Wit and Wisdom.

Mercantile law, the laws applicable to commercial trans-

actions ; the law merchant. See law merchant, under lawi.

Mercantile system, in polit. econ., the belief, gen-

erally held till the end of the last century, that all wealth or belonging to trade. Coles, 1717.
consists in gold and silver, and that therefore the expor- T\/r rrto-(-rtr'a p>iar+ t^rftiprt.ioTi See the nouns
tation of gotds and importation of gold should be encour- ^fatOr

S C,rSu t f,v> [Y T mfrfntirrn
aged by the state, while the importation of goods and the mercaturet (mer Ka-jur;, n. I\LI. merca uu,

exportation of gold should be forbidden, or at least re- trade, traffic, < mercari, trade: see merchant.]
stricted as much as possible. The act orpractice of buying and selling; corn-

While there are so many things to render the assump- merce ;
traffic ;

trade.
tion which is the basis of the mercantile system plausible, mercet (mers), V. t. [By apheresis from amerce.]
there is also some small foundation in reason, though a J"^-

11- ! * ' I

veryinsuflicientone.forthedistinctionwhichthatsystem .loameice, mulct, nne.

so emphatically draws between money and every other For the kynge of Egipt put him downe at Jerusalem, and
kind of valuable possession. merced the land in an hundred talentes of sylver and a

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., Prelim. Rem. talent of golde. Bible of 1551, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3.

Thus, the Mercantile System admits every mode of ap- mercedet. n. [ME., < L. merces (merced-), pay,
plying the three factors of production, but considers them ""**' "*CT

,' .,
L

,
.'

-,

V T pwflrri!'. _

really productive only in so far as they increase the quan- reward,_ bri De, etc. . S ercy. J

tity of the precious metals possessed by the nation, either

through the agency of mining at home or by means of

foreign trade. W. Roscher, Pol. Econ. (trans.), I. 1C9.

= Syn. Mercantile, Commercial. Commercial is the broad-
er term, including the other. Mercantile applies only to

ment; bribe.

That ys no mede bote a mercede,
A maner dewe dette for the doynge ;

And bote if yt be payed prestliche the payer is to blame.
Piers Plowman (C), Iv. 306.

prises all such as are actually in the business of buying and
selling. Commercial covers the whole theory and practice
of commerce, home or foreign : as, the British are a com-
mercial people ; commercial usages, honor, law. The word
is applicable wherever the more varied activities of com-
merce are concerned.

mercantilism (mer'kan-til-izm), n. [< mercan-
' '

-di'nus), n. [L.] In the Roman calendar com-

monly ascribed to Numa Pompilius, second king
of Kome, an intercalary month inserted every
second year between the 23d and the 24th of

February, and having twenty-two or twenty-
uuxv/ivu>.x^xiu ~~- ,, - L

three days.

MeTTsm.T* iT"The"mercantiie spirit or char- mercementt (mers'ment), n. [ME., also merci-

acter; devotion to trade and commerce ;
exces- ment, mercyment; by apheresis from amerce-

ment. Cf. merciament.] A fine; a penalty satis-

fied by a money-payment ;
a mulct.

Brynge alle men to bowe with-oute byter wounde,
With-oute mercement other raanslauht amenden alle

reames. Piers Plowman (C), v. 182.

sive importance attached to traffic, or to ex-

change of values in any way.
Mercantilism is drawing into its vortex the intellectual

strength of the nation. The Century, XXXI. 311.

2. In polit. econ., the mercantile system, or the
theories embodied in it. See mercantile.

Indeed, it has been justly observed that there are in him
[Hume] several traces of a refined mercantilism, and that _.__,. ot-ioni Imar- =e> nS'vi on^
he represents a state of opinion in which the transition mercenariant (mei e-na n-an)
from the old to the new views is not yet completely effected, nary + -an.] A mercenary.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 364.

mercantilist (mer'kan-til-ist), n. [< mercantile
+ -ist.] 1. A devotee of mercantilism; a be-
liever in the supreme importance of trade and
commerce. 2. In polit. econ.. an advocate
of the mercantile system, or of some similar

theory.
The mercantilists may be best described, as Roscher has

remarked, not by any definite economic theorem which
they held in common, but by a set of theoretic tendencies,
commonly found in combination, though severally prevail-
ing in different degrees in different minds.

Rijt so is loue a ledere and the lawe shapeth.
Vpon man for his mysdedes the merciment he taxeth.

Piers Plmcman (B), L 160.

[< merce-

Odd bands
Of voluntaries and mercenariang.

Marston, In Praise of Pygmalion, L 18.

'cenarily (mer'se-na-ri-li), adv. [< merce-

nary + -ly*.] In a mercenary manner. Imp.

mercenariness (mer'se-na-ri-nes), n. [< mer-

cenary + -ness.] The character of being mer-

cenary ; venality ; regard to hire or reward
;

action or conduct uniformly prompted by the
love of gain or the acquisition of money as a
chief end.

mercantilist^ (mer"kan-ti-lis'tik), a. [< mer-
cantilist + -ic.~] Pertaining to mercantilism, or
to the mercantile system in political economy;
characteristic of mercantilists.

From the seventeenth centuiy mercantilistic views began
to exercise a more and more marked influence upon finan-
cial literature. Cyc. of Pol. Science, II. 197.

mercantility (mer-kan-til'i-ti), n. [< mercan-
tile + -ity.~] Mercantile spirit or enterprise.
[Bare.]
He was all on fire with mercantility.

C. Beade, Cloister and Hearth, Ixxvi. (Dames.)

mercaptan (mer-kap'tan), n. [So called as ab-

sorbing mercury; < L. Mer(curius), Mercury,

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 354. mercenary (mer'se-na-ri), a. and n. [< ME.
mercenarie = F. mercenaire = Sp. Pg. It. nierce-

nario, < L. mercenarius, earlier mercennariits,
hired for pay, hireling, as noun a hired laborer,
< merces (merced-), pay, wages, reward : see mer-

cy.'] I. a. 1. Working or acting for reward;
hired; serving only for gain ; selling one's ser-

vices to the highest bidder.

Mercenary men, which get their living by the trade of

rowing. Coryat, Crudities, I. 214.

Mercenary troops, . . . perfectly acquainted with every
part of then* profession, irresistible in the field, powerful
to defend or destroy, but defending without love and with-
out hatred. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

Hence 2. Venal; sordid; actuated only bya\JL UlLLti 111C.LUUJ. V * N -LJ. J3A.UI \ \jtol fWO / Ui-VAUU-LVi a a Jj_ i 1 1 11

ML., quicksilver, mercury, + captan(t-)s, tat-
h Pe of reward; ready to accept dishonorable

L-T_ -e j
'

A _i ftt-ijA. T ' ^ . frn.iTi n.s. a, mfirf.pnnru rtnTip.fi nr inrlo-fi a mf.rff.-
ing, ppr. of capture, take : see captation.'] One
of a class of compounds analogous to alcohols,
in which the group SH takes the place of hy-
droxyl. They are all liquids having an offensive garlic
odor, and form with mercuric oxid white crystalline com-
pounds, hence their name. Methyl mercaptan (CH^SH),
or methyl sulphydrate, is a highly offensive and volatile

liquid.

mercaptide (mer-kap'tid or -tid), n. [< mer-

captan + -ide1 .] A compound formed by the
union of mercaptan with a metallic base.

mercaptoic (mer-kap-to'ik), a. [< mercapt(an)
+ -o-ic.] Derived from or having the proper-
ties of mercaptans.
mercatt, mercatet, [< It. mercato, < L. mer-

catits, a market: see market.'] Same as market.

gain: as, a mercenary prince or judge; a merce-

nary disposition.
This study fits a mercenary drudge.

Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, i. 1.

You know me too proud to stoop to mercenary insin-

cerity. Goldsmith, To Edward Mills.

3. Pertaining or due to hope of gain or reward ;

done, given, etc., in return for hire; resulting
from sordid motives: as, mercenary services

;
a

mercenary act.

For many of our princes, woe the while,
Lie drown'd and soak'd in mercenary blood.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7. 79.

Thus needy wits a vile revenue made,
And verse became a mercenary trade.

Dryden and Soame, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, iv.

merchandise

One act that from a thankful heart proceeds
Excels ten thousand mercenary deeds.

Covrper, Truth, 1. 224.

= Syn. Hireling, etc. See venal.

II. n.
; pi. mercenaries (-riz). 1. A person

who works for pay ; especially, one who has no

higher motive to work than love of gain.

He was a schepherde and no mercenarie.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 514.

Stationed by, as waiting a result,
Lean silent gangs of mercenaries ceased

Working to watch the strangers.
Browning, Sordello.

2. Specifically, a soldier in foreign service;
a professional soldier. This term became common
during the long wars of the years immediately following
the middle ages, when professional soldiers who served

any one who would pay them were contrasted with those

who still followed their feudal superiors.

This is to show, both how tyranny grows to stand in

need of mercenary soldiers, and how those mercenaries

are . . . firmly assured unto the tyrant.

Raleigh, Hist. World, V. ii. 2.

Like mercenaries, hired for home defence,

They will not serve against their native Prince.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 290.

The Chief Citizens, like the noble Italians, hire Merce-

naries to carry arms in their stead. Steele, Tatler, No. 28.

mercer (mer'ser), n. [< ME. mercer, meercere,
< OF. mercier, F. mercier = Pr. mercer, mercier

= Sp. mercero = Pg. mercieiro = It. merciajo, <

ML. merciarius (also mercerms, mercerus, after

OF.), a trader, a dealer in small wares, < L.

merx (mere-), merchandise : see mercy, mer-

chant.] 1. A dealer in small wares, or in mer-
chandise of any sort.

A row of pins, arranged as neatly as in the papers sold

at the mercers'.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 539.

2. A dealer in cloths of different sorts, espe-

cially silk. [Eng.]
She feels not how the land drops away, nor the acres

melt ; nor foresees the change, when the mercer has your
woods for her velvets. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 1.

mercerization (mer"ser-i-za'shon), n. [< mer-

cerize + -ation.] A process of treating cot-

ton fiber or fabrics, invented by John Mercer,
a Lancashire calico-printer, and patented in

1851. He discovered that the steeping of cotton cloth

from ten to twenty minutes in caustic and syrupy potash
lye, and then washing out the cloth with alcohol of spe-
cific gravity 0.825, caused the texture to contract one tenth
on drying, retaining 14.72 per cent, of potash. If soda lye
of specific gravity 1.342 is substituted for the potash, the
cloth shrinks one fourth and contains 9.6S per cent, of

soda. Water abstracts all the soda, and leaves the shrunk-
en tissue, which takes more brilliant colors in dyeing than
unmercerized calico. Also spelled mercerisation.

mercerize (mer'ser-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. mer-

cerized, ppr. mercerizing. [< Mercer (see def.

of mercerization) + -ize.] To treat (cotton fiber

or fabrics) with a solution of caustic alkali ac-

cording to the method of mercerization. Also

spelled mercerise.

The microscopical examination of a mercerized cotton
fiber shows it to have lost all its original characteristics.

Sri. Amer., N. S., LVI. 241.

mercership (mer'ser-ship), n. [< mercer +
-ship.] The occupation or business of amercer.

He confesses himself to be an egregious fool to leave his

mercership, and go to be a musqueteer.
HmceU, Letters, ii. 62.

mercery (mer'ser-i), n.; pi. merceries (-iz). [<
ME. mercery, meercery, mercerie, < OF. mercerie,

mercierie, F. mercerie (> Sp. merceria = Pg. It.

merceria), < ML. merciaria (also mercaria, after

OF.), the trade of a mercer, mercers' wares, <

merciarius, amercer: see mercer.'] 1. The class

of commodities or goods in which a mercer

deals, as silks, woolen cloths, etc. [Eng.]

Clothe, furres, and other mercery.
Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccciii.

Half the shop was appropriated to grocery ;
the other

half to drapery, and a little mercery.
Mrs. GaskeU, Sylvia's Lovers, iii.

Serious-faced folk who buy their merceries economically
and seldom. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIII. 75.

2. The trade of a mercer.

The mercery is gone from out of Lombard-street and

Cheapside into Paternoster-row and Fleet-street.

Graunt, Bills of Mortality.

3. A place where mercers' wares are sold.

merchandise (mer'chan-dlz), n. [Also mer-

chandize; < ME. mercltandi/se, marchamidise,

marchaundyse, < OF. marchandise, marchaun-

dise, F. marchandise, a merchant's wares, < mar-

chand, a merchant: see merchant.] 1. In gen-
eral, any movable object of trade ortraffic ;

that

which is passed from hand to hand by purchase
and sale

; specifically, the objects of commerce ;

a commercial commodity or commercial com-



merchandise

modifies ill general; the -tapir of i

liusini'ss : romi lit ies, goods, or wares bought
and sold for gain. Real property, ships, money,
stocks, and iHiinls are not nmroOJUidbn, nor lire notes or
other mere ivpiesrntalhes or measures of actual eom-
moilities or values. [Now never used In the plural.)

Them shalt not sell her at all for money ; thou shall not
make tn<'r<ilil<-->' ol IHT. Unit. xxi. 14.

M en comen azen be Damasce, that is a fulle fayre Cytee,
and fulle noble, and fulle of alle Merchandite.

Mandevitte, Travels, p. 122.

As many alnagers to alner and measure al kinds of mar-
chandinet which they shal buy or nel by the yard.

llaicluyt'i Voyayet, I. 210.

2f. Purchase and sale
; trade; bargain; traffic;

dealing, or advantage from dealing.
I wolde make n marchaundyae

Youre myschetfe to mnrre. York Play*, p. 228.

For the merchandise of it [ wisdom ]
Is better than the

merchandise ol silver, and the gain thereof than fine gold.
Prov. I1L 14.

Were he out of Venice, I can make what merchandie
I will. Shale., M. of V., ill. 1. 184.

If he pay thee to the utmost farthing, thou hast for-

given nothing; it Is merchandise, and not forgiveness, to
restore him that does as much as you can require.

Jer. Taylor.

Goods, wares, and merchandise. See ;/...../, n. Syn.
1. Qoodi, Commodities, etc. See property.

merchandize! (mer'chan-diz), r. i. [< ME. mar-
ehaundyxen; < merchandise, .] To engage in
trade

; carry on commerce.
That none offycer nor puruyonr of y kyngls shall mar-

chauiutijse by hymself or by odur wythln the cite or with-
out of thyngis touchyng In -

olfyce.
Arnold'i Chronicle, p. 8.

They us'd to merchandize Indifferently, and were per-
mitted to sell to the friends of their enemies.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 5, 1687.

merchandized (mer'chau-di-zer), n. A dealer
in merchandise; a merchant; a trafficker; a
trader.

That which did not a little amuse the merchandiuri.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

merchandizingt (mer 'chan -di- zing), n. Mer-
cantile business.

When I went Home, my antlent Father began to press
me earnestly to enter Into some Course of Life that might
make some Addition to what I had

; and after long Con-
sultation Merchandizing was what I took to.

If. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 348.

merchandryt, n. An obsolete variant of mer-
(liniitri/.

merchant (mer'chant), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. also merchannt',' marchant, marehaunt, mar-
chand; < ME. marchant, marehaunt, marchand,
< AF. marchant, marehaunt. OF. marchant, mar-
cheant, marceant, F. marchand = Sp. merchants
= It. mercante, a trader, merchant, < L. mer-
can(t-)s, a buyer, ppr. of mercari, trade, traffic,

buy, < merx (mere-), merchandise, traffic, < me-
rere, mereri, gain, buy, purchase, also deserve,
merit: see mercy and merit. Etymologically
the adj. precedes the noun

; but the noun ap-
pears to be earlier in E.] I. M. 1. One who
is engaged in the business of buying commer-
cial commodities and selling them again for
the sake of profit; especially, one who buys and
sells in quantity or by wholesale. One who buys
without selling again, or who sells without having bought,
as where one sells products of his own labor, or who buys
and sells exclusively articles not the subject of ordinary
commerce, or who buys and sells commercial articles on
salary and not for profit, is not usually termed a merchant.
Those who buy or sell on a commission for others are
termed commixxion- merchants. In the law of bankruptcy,
which forbids a discharge to merchants and traders who
have not kept proper books of account, the term has a
more extended meaning, having been held to include a
livery-stable keeper who buys hay and grain and indi-

reetly sells It by boarding horses, but not a broker who
speculates in stocks.

Thidre eomethe Marchauntef with Marchandise be See,
from Yndee, I'ersee, Caldee, Ermonye, and of many othere
Kyngdomes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 122.

Ye merchauntes that vse the trade of merchandise.
Vse lawful! wares and reasonable prise.

Habeas Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 354.

A merchant of or In an article is one who buys and sells
it, and not the manufacturer sellin.it it. A wine grower
Is not a wine merchant ; even a wine importer is not called
a wine merchant, hut a wine Importer.

lord BrammU, Law Rep., 7 Ex. 127.

Here shall be hi* lielzruvia for his grandee* and this
his Cheapside and his Lombard Street for the merchants
and bankers. A. Trollop, South Africa, II. 69.

2f. A supercargo; the person in charge of the
business affairs of a trading expedition.

lie anchored in the road with one ship of small burden ;

and, pretending the death of his merrlm at
. lictnught the

Ptonch, being some thirty In number, thai the> miirhtbury
their merchant In hallowed ground.

Itttlfiith (Arlier's K.np:. Earner, I. Ifi).
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3f. A merchant ship or vessel; a merchant-
man.
The masters of some merchant. Shalt.

, Tempest, II. 1. 6.

Convoy ships accompany their merchants till they may
prosecute tbe rest of their voyage without danger.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

4. A shop-keeper or store-keeper. [Scotland,
and generally throughput the U. 8.] 6t. A
fellow; a chap. [Familiar.]
The crafty merchant (what-ever he be) that will set

brother against brother meaneth to destroy them both.

Latimer, Sermons, p. 115, b. (Xarct.}

I pray you, sir, what saucy merchant was this that was
so full of his ropery? Shot., K. and J., 11. 4. 168.

Custom of merchants, see autum.- Forwarding
merchant, see/onrardiny. Hong merchants, see
hanrfi. Merchant of the staplet, a merchant who
dealt in or exported staple commodities that Is, wool,
wool-fels, and leather. See utaple. Merchants' Court.
See court Merchant's mark, in the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries, a device used on a seal and in similar

wa> s by a merchant or dealer : often consisting of a cipher
of the letters of bis name, often of a selected badge, and
not often heraldic In character.

II. a. 1. Relating to trade or commerce ; com-
mercial: as, the law merchant. See /"'.
Sir Peter. Yes, madam, I would have law merchant for

them too. Sheridan, School for Scandal, U. 2.

The merchant flag Is without tbe Royal arms, and has a
narrow yellow stripe at the top and bottom of the flag
outside the two red bars. PreVu, Hist, of the Flag, p. 92.

2. Pertaining to merchants; belonging to the
mercantile class

; engaged or used in trade or
commerce.

Up amang the merchant gelr (merchandise;,
They were as busy as we were down.

Raid of the Jteidsicirc (Child's Ballads, VI. 136).

Merchant Adventurers. See adventurer. Merchant
bar, merchant iron, an iron bar which has been finished
by passing through the merchant rolls. Puddled bars (see
tntddle) are worked Into merchant iron or merchant bar
by being cut Into pieces of suitable length, which are then
piled in packets, heated to a welding-heat, and then ham-
mered and rolled, or rolled without hammering, into bars
of suitable shape to be put upon the market. The amount
of labor bestowed on tnls process depends on the quality
of the iron it la desired to produce. Puddled bars which
havebeen rolled a second time are called "No. 2," and this
is what is usually designated as merchant bar. It is the
lowest quality of iron available for the general smith's
use. If piled and rolled again, the product Is called "No.
S." Another repetition of the process furnishes an article
known as "best-best," and still another gives "treble-
best." Merchant captain or seaman, a captain or
seaman employed in the merchant service. Merchant
prince, a merchant of great wealth.

Many of tbe merchant-princes of Lombard Street and
CornhUl. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xv.

Merchant rolls, the rolls of a rolling-mill which turn
out merchant liar*. Merchant service, the mercantile
marine; the business of commerce at sea. Merchant
Ship, a ship employed in mercantile voyages; a ship
used in trading. Merchant tailor, a trading tailor; a
tailor who furnishes the materials for the clothes that he
makes.

This yere [xix. of Henry VII.) the Uylours sewyd to the
Kynge to be callyd Marchant Taylour* ; whereupon a grete
grudge rose amonge dyuers craftys In the cyte agaynst
them. Arnold'i Chronicle, p. xlll.

Merchant train. In metal-itwrlcing, a set of rolls having
a aeries of grooves, decreasing progressively, for reducing
iron puddle-bars to the sizes and shapes known as mer-
chant tor. Merchant Ventnrert. a Merchant Adven-
turer. See adventurer. Merchant vessel a merchant
ship.

Ixi, how our Marchant-nuaeli to and fro

Freely about our trade-full waters go.
SulvenUr, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, U., The Handy-Crafts.

merchant! (mer'chant). r. i. [Formerly also

merchand, marehand;<.OF. marcliaiider, F. mar-
/linnder, trade, < marchand, a trader: see mer-

chant, .] To trade ; buy or sell ; deal ; barter ;

traffic; negotiate.
His wyfe had rather marchant with you.

Bernert, tr. of Frolssart s Chron., II. cxxlx.

And [Ferdinando] marchandetl at this time with France,
for the restoring of the counties of Kussignon and Per-

pignian, oppignornted to the French.
Bacon, Hen. VII. , p. 99.

merchantable (mer'chan-ta-bl), n. [< ME.
merchandabte; < merchant, r.,"+ -flftte.] 1. Suit-
able for trade or sale ; salable.

Ther wyves hath ben merchandabttll,
And of ther ware compenabull.

The Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 21).

Verses are grown such merchantable ware
That now for sonnets sellers are the buyers.

Sir J. llaringlon, Epigrams, L 40.

2. Specifically, inferior to the best or "select-
ed "

quality, but sufficiently good for ordinary
purposes: as. uii-rt'liaiitnlile vheai or timber.
3. The highest of the three grades into which
codfish that have been salted, washed, and dried
are sorti'd. [Newfoundland.]
merchant-bar, merchant-iron. *<

Inn-, under inrrrlmiit, <i.

merciless

merchanthood;iiier'eliant-liud), . Tin-

piitinii of a merchant.

Hndlni; merchant hood In (ilajgow ruinous to weak
health. Carlyle, Reminiscences, II. 88.

merchantlyt (nnVelmnt-li), a. [< merchant +
-/t/

1
. ] In a manner befitting a merchant.

merchantman (mcr'chant-man), n.; pi. mir-
cliiiiiliiii n (-men). [< merchant + man.] If. A
merchant.
The kingdom of heaven U like unto a merchant man

seeking goodly pearls. Mat. xllL 45.

The craftsman, or merchantman, teacheth his prentice
to lie, and to utter his wares with lying and forswearing.

Latimer.

2. A ship employed in the transportation of

goods, as distinguished from a ship of war; a

trading vessel.

Likewise had he served a year
On board a merchantman, and made himself
Full sailor. Tennyton, Enoch Arden.

merchantry (mer'chant-ri), n. [Formerly also

merchandry; < merchant + -ry.] 1. The busi-
ness of a merchant.

I wish human wit. which is really very considerable In
mechanics and merchantry, could devise some method of

cultivating canes and making sugar without the manual
labour of the human species.

Walpole, Letters, iv. 482. (Daniel.)

2. The body of merchants taken collectively :

as, the merchantry of a country,
merciablet (mer'si-a-bl), a. [< ME, mrrcyablr,
< OF. merciable, merciful, < merci, mercy: see

mercy.] Merciful.

That of his mercy God so merciable
On us bis grete mercy multiplle.

Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, 1. 230.

To us alle bee merciable,
And for.vm- us alle onre mysdede.

Bymni to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 100.

merciamentt (mer'si-a-ment), n. [< ML. mer-

ciamentum, < merciare, fix a fine: see amerce,
amercement. Cf. merciment.'] Amercement.
Takynge of mcrceamentyi otherwise then the lawe them

commaundyd. Fabyan, Chron., an. 1258.

Mercian (mer'sian), a. and n. K ML. Alercia

(see def.) (< AS'.' Mirce, Merce, Mierce.Myrcc.
pi., the Mercians, Mercia) + -m.] I. n. Of
or pertaining to Mercia, un ancient kingdom
in the central part of England, extending
westward to the Welsh border. It reached HH
greatest height in the seventh and eighth cen-
turies.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of ancient
Mercia.

merciful (mer'si-ful), u. [< ME. mercuful; <

mercy + -ful.] 1. Possessing the attribute of

mercy ; exercising forbearance or pity ; not re-

vengeful or cruel; clement; compassionate;
gracious.
And the publican . . . smote upon his breast, saying,

God be merciful to me a sinner. Luke xvili. in.

I shall both find your lordship judge and juror,
You are so merciful. Shall., Hen. VIII.. v. 3. (11.

You are a merciful creditor. God send me always to deal
with such chapmen :

The Great Fro* (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 88).

2. Characterized by mercy; manifesting clem-

ency or compassion; giving relief from danger,
need, or suffering.

Virtues which are merciful, nor weave
Snares for the failing.

Byron. Childe Harold, III. 114.

= 8yn. Humane, Merciful (see >ntmant\ lenient, mild,
tender-hearted.

mercifully (mer'si-ful-i), adv. In a merciful
manner; with compassion or pity; in mercy;
tenderly; mildly: as, mercifully spared.
Good Kate, mock me mercifully.

Shot., Hen. V., v. 2. 214.

All persons vnjustly exll'd by Nero ... he mercifully
restored againe to their country and honour.

Sir U. Saale, tr. of Tacitus, p. 11.

mercifulness (mer'si-ful-nes), . The quality
of being merciful ; tenderness toward the faults
or needs of others ; readiness to forgive offense
or relieve suffering.

mercifyt, v. t. [< mercy + -fy.~\ To pity.

Many did deride.
Whitest she did weepe, of no man merciiide.

Speiuer, F. Q., VI. Til. Si

merciless (mer'si-les), a. [< merry + -/*.]
1. Destitute of mercy; unfeeling; pitiless;
hard-hearted; em el; relentless; unsparing: as,
a merciless tyrant.

The foe is mercUru. and will not pity ;

For at their hands I hare deserved no pity.

Shot., S Hen. VT , II. 8. 25.

She ws mercile** In exacting retribution.

Prenentt, Ferd. and !., II. HI



merciless

She hauled nib to the wash-stand, inflicted a merciless,

but happily brief scrub on my face and hands with soap,

water, and a coarse towel. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iv.

2. Without hope of mercy. [Rare.]
And all dismayd through mercilesse despaire.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 51.

= Syn. 1. Unmerciful, severe, inexorable, unrelenting, bar-

barous, savage.

mercilessly (mer'si-les-li), adv. In a merciless

maimer; cruelly.
mercilessness (mer'si-les-nes), n. The quality
of being merciless ; want of mercy or pity.

mercimentt (mer'si-ment), . See meree-

ineitt.

mercurammonium (mer'ku-ra-mo'ni-um), .

[NL.,< mercurius, mercury, '+ ammonium.] A
compound of mercury and ammonia : specifical-

ly applied to bases in which mercury replaces
a part or all of the hydrogen in ammonia. Ex-

amples are mercurous-ammonium chlorid, (NH3)oHg2Cl2,
and mercuric-diamnionium chlorid, (NH3)2HgCl, known
w fusible white precipitate.- Mercurammonium eWo-
rld, the hydrargyrum aniraoniatum or white precipitate
of the United States and British Pharmacopoeias.

mercurial (mer-ku'ri-al), a. and . [= F. mer-
curiel = Sp. Pg. mercurial = It. mercurials, < L.

Mercurialis, of or pertaining to the god Mercury
or to the planet Mercury, < Mercurius, Mercury :

see Mercury."] I. a. 1. [y>.] Pertaining to

the god Mercury; having the form or qualities
attributed to Mercury.

His foot Mercurial, his Martial thigh.

Skate., Cymbeline, Iv. 2. 310.

To see thee yong. yet manage so thine armes,
Have a mercuriall mince and martial! hands.

Stirling, A Pareenesis to Prince Henry.

2. Like Mercury in character
; having the moral

or mental qualities ascribed to the god Mer-

cury, or supposed by astrologists to belong to

those under his star, the planet Mercury ; light-

hearted; gay; active; sprightly; flighty; fickle;

changeable ; volatile.

He is ... of a disposition, perhaps, rather too mercu-
rial for the chamber of a nervous invalid.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 201.

Mercurial races are never sublime.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, ii.

3f. Pertaining to Mercury as god of trade;

hence, pertaining to trade or money-making:
as, mercurial pursuits.

His [Monson'sl mind being more martial than mercu-

rial, . . he applied himself to sea-service.

Wood, Athena? Oxon., I.

Properties pertaining to the practice of the law, as well

as to the mercurial profession.
P. Whitehead, Gymnasiad, L, note.

4f. Pertaining to Mercury as herald; hence,
giving intelligence ; pointing out; directing.
As the traveller is directed by a mercurial statue.

ChUlinauiorth, Religion of Protestants.

5. Pertaining or relating to mercury or quick-
silver, (a) Containingorconsistingofquicksilverormer-
cury: as. mercurial preparations or medicines. (&) Char-
acterized by the use of mercury : as, mercurial treatment.

(c) Caused by the use of mercury : as, a mercurial disease.

Hepatic mercurial ore, cinnabar. Mercurial bath,
erethism, gage. See the nouns. Mercurial gilding.
Same as wash-gilding. Mercurial horn-ore. Same
as calomel. Mercurial level, ointment, pendulum,
thermometer, etc. See the nouns.

II. n. It. A person possessing any of the at-

tributes of the god Mercury ; one of mercurial

temperament; a sprightly person; also, one

given to trickery; a cheat or thief.

Come, brave mercurials, sublim'd in cheating,
My dear companions, fellow-soldiers
I' th

1

watchful exercise of thievery.
T. Tomkis ('!), Albumazar, 1. 1.

2. A preparation of mercury used as a drug.
The question with the modern physician is not, as with

the ancient, . . . Shall mercurials be administered ?

H. Spencer, Study of Sociology, p. 21.

mercurialine (mer-ku'ri-al-in), n. [< mercurial
+ -i/ie2 .] A volatile alkaloid (CH5N) extract-
ed from the leaves and seed of Mercurialis
anntia. It is a poisonous oily liquid, isomeric
and possibly identical with methylamine.
Mercurialis (mer-ku-ri-a'lis), . [NL. (Tourue-
fort, 1700), < L. mercurialis, so. iierba, a plant,
prob. dog's-mercury : see mercurial.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Eupliorlnacece, the
tribe Crotoneee, and the subtribe Acalypl><ia>. it is

composed of G species of herbs native in Europe, the Med-
iterranean region, and eastern Asia. M. perennit, the
dog's-mercury, is a poisonous weed, with a simple erect
stem six or eight inches high, the oblong or ovate-lanceo-
late leaves crowded on its upper half; the flowers are
diijecious on slender axillary peduncles. M. tomentona of
the Mediterranean region was long supposed to have the
power of determining the sex of children according as the
mother drank the juice of the male or of the female plant.
See mercury, 8, and boy'ft, girl's, and golden mercury (un-
der mercury).
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mercurialisation, mercurialise. See mercu-

rialization, mercurialize.

mercurialism (mer-ku'ri-al-izm), . [< mercu-

rial + -ism.] The pathological condition pro-
duced by the use of mercury.
The other patient, on the contrary, showed no signs of

mercurialism whatever. Lancet, No. 3447, p. 609.

mercurialist (mer-ku'ri-al-ist), n. [< mercurial

+ -ist.] 1. One who is under the influence of

the planet Mercury, or one resembling the god
Mercury in fickleness of character.

Memmalints are solitary, much in contemplation, sub-

tile. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 190.

2. A physician much given to the use of mer-

cury in the treatment of disease. DmigUson.
3f. A scholar; a rhetorician.

He who with a deepe insight marketh the nature of our
Mercurialists shall find as fit a harbour for pride under a

schollers cap as under a souldiers helmet.

Oreene, Farewell to Follie.

mercurialization (mer-ku'ri-al-i-za'shon), n.

[< mercurialize + -ation.] The act of mercu-

rializing, or the state of being mercurialized.

Also spelled mercurialisation.

Premature delivery appeared to follow the merctiriali-

latiim of the system.
A. S. Taylor, Med. Jurisprudence, p. 448.

mercurialize (mer-ku'ri-al-iz), v.; pret. and pp.

mercurialized, ppr. mercurializing. [< mercu-
rial. + -ize.~\ I. intrans. To be capricious or

fantastic.

II. trans. 1 . To treat or impregnate with mer-

cury, as by exposure to its vapor, or immersion
in a chemical solution of it. To mercurialize a pho-
tographic negative is to subject it to the action of a solu-

tion of bichlorid of mercury in order to intensify or rein-

force the image. Plugs of mercurialized carbon are some-
times used in microphones and in the transmitter of a tele-

phonic circuit.

2. In med., to affect with mercury, as the bod-

ily system ; bring under the influence of mer-

cury.
Also spelled mercurialise.

merctirially (mer-ku'ri-al-i), adv. 1. In a mer-
curial manner. 2. By means of mercury.
Mercurian (mer-ku'ri-an), a. [< L. Mercurius.

Mercury, + -an.'] 1. Pertaining to Mercury as

god of eloquence.
The mercurian heavenly charme of hys rhetorique.

Nash, Haue with you to Saffron-Walden.

2. Pertaining to the planet Mercury.
Absorption by a Mercurian atmosphere.

A. M. Clarke, Astron. in 19th Cent.

mercuric (mer-kii'rik), a. [< mercur-y + -ic.~\

1. Belated to or containing mercury. 2. In

chem., specifically applied to compounds in

which each atom of mercury is regarded as bi-

valent: as, mercuric chlorid, HgCl2 Mercuric
chlorid, corrosive sublimate. Mercuric fulminate,
fulminating mercury; adetonatingcompound^Hgj^foOo)
which crystallizes in shining gray crystals, prepared from
a mixture of alcohol, nitric acid, and mercury nitrate. A
moderate blow or slight friction causes it to explode vio-

lently. It is used for charging percussion-caps and deto-

nating caps for firing dynamite, etc.

mercurification (mer-ku"ri-fi-ka'shon), . [<
mercurify + -ation: see -fication.~] 1. In chem.,
the process or operation of obtaining the mer-

cury from metallic minerals in its fluid form.
2. The act or art of mixing with quicksilver.

It remains that I rjerform the promise I made of adding
the ways of mercurijication. Boyle, Works, I. 643.

mercurify (mer-ku''ri-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp.

mercurijied, ppr. mercurifying. [< mercury +
-fy.~\ 1 . To obtain mercury from (metallic min-

erals), as by the application of intense heat,
which expels the mercury in fumes that are
afterward condensed. 2. To combine or min-

gle with mercury; mercurialize.

A part only of the metal is mercurijied.
Boyle, Works, I. 641.

mercuriousnesst (mer-ku'ri-us-nes), n. [< *mer-
curiovs (< L. Mercurius, Mercury) + -ness.'] The
state or quality of being mercurial, or like the

god Mercury, as (in the quotation) in his char-
acter of a swift messenger.
A chapeau with wings, to denote the mercuriousnesse of

this messenger. Fuller, Worthies, Kent.

mercurismt (mer'ku-rizm), n. [< Mercur-y +
-ism.'] A communication of news or intelli-

gence; a communication or announcement.
Sir T. Browne.
mercUTOUS (mer'ku-rus), a. [< mercur-y +
-oils."] 1. Belated to or containing mercury.
2. In diem., specifically applied to compounds
in which two atoms of mercury are regarded as

forming a bivalent radical : as, merriiroits chlo-
riil. Hg201 2 .

Mercury. Statue of Greek
workmanship, in the British

Museum, London.

Mercury

Mercury (mer'ku-ri), H.

[< ME. Mercuric, mer-

curic, < AF. Mercuric,
OF. Mercure, F. Mercure
= Sp. Pg. It. Merettrio,
< L. Mercurius, Mercury
(the deity and the

planet), so called (ap-

par. ) as the god of trade,
< mem (mere-), mer-

chandise, wares : see

mercy, merchant.] 1.

In Rom. myth., the
name of a Boman di-

vinity, who became
identified with the
Greek Hermes. He was
the son of Jupiter and Maia,
and was the herald and am-
bassador of Jupiter. As a

god of darkness, Mercury
is the tutelary deity of

thieves and tricksters ; he
became also the protector
of herdsmen, and the god
of science, commerce, and
the arts and graces of life,

and the patron of travel-

ers and athletes. It was he
who guided the shades of

the dead to their final abid-

ing-place. He is represented
in art as a young man, usually wearing a winged hat and
the talaria or winged sandals, and bearing the caduceus
or pastoral staff and often a purse.

The herald Mercury,
New-lighted on a heaven-kissing hill.

Shalt., Hamlet, iii. 4. 68.

2. \l. c. or cap.] PI. mercuries (-riz). One who
acts like the god Mercury in his capacity of a

messenger ;
a conveyor of news or information ;

an intelligencer.
Following the mirror of all Christian kings,
With winged heels, as English Mercuries.

Shak., Hen. V., ii., chorus, 7.

We give the winds wings, and the angels too, as being
the swift messengers of God, the nimble mercuries of hea-
ven. Abp. Bancroft, Sermons, p. 131.

Hence 3. [I. c. or cap.] A common name for
a newspaper or periodical publication; for-

merly, also, a newspaper-carrier or a seller of

newspapers.
Those who sell them [news-books] by wholesale from

the press are called mercuries. Cowell.

No allusion to it is to be found in the monthly Mercu-
ries. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

4f. [1. c.] Warmth or liveliness of tempera-
ment; spirit; sprightly qualities; hence, lia-

bility to change ;
fickleness.

He was so full of mercury that he could not fix long in

any friendship, or to any design. Bp. Burnet.

5. The innermost planet of the solar system.
Its mean distance from the sun is 0.387 that of the earth.

The inclination (7 degrees) and the eccentricity (0.2056) of

its orbit are exceeded only by some of the minor planets.
Its diameter is only 3,000 miles, or about i of that of the

earth; its volume is to that of the earth as 1 to 18.5. It

performs its sidereal revolution in 88 days, its synodical
In 116. Its proximity to the sun prevents its being often
Been with the naked eye. The mass of Mercury, though
as yet not very precisely determined, is less than that of

any other planet (asteroids excepted). According to Schia-

parelli it rotates on its axis in the same way as the moon
does, once in each orbital revolution.

6. [/. c.] Chemical symbol, Hg ; atomic weight,
200.1. A metal of a silver-white color and
brilliant metallic luster, unique in that it is

fluid at ordinary temperatures, it becomes solid,

or freezes, at about 40, and crystallizes in the isometric

system. Its specific gravity at is 13.6; when frozen,

according to J. W. Mallet, 14.1932. This metal occurs

native, sometimes in considerable quantity; but by far

the largest supply is obtained from the snlphid, known
as cinnabar. (See cinnabar.) Mercury is not very gener-

ally disseminated. In the United States only traces of its

ores have been found to the east of the Cordilleras. The
principal sources of supply are the mines of Almaden in

Spain, of New Almaden and others near the Bay of San

Francisco, and of Idria in Austria. Its chief use is in

the metallurgic treatment of gold and silver ores by
amalgamation. The thermometer and barometer arc

instruments in which the peculiar qualities of this metal
are well illustrated. Commercially the most important
salts of mercury are mercurous chlorid (HggClo) or calo-

mel, chiefly used in medicine, and the mercuric chlorid

(HgClo) or corrosive sublimate, a violent poison used in

medicine and extensively in surgery as an antiseptic, and
as a preservative in dressing skins, etc., being a very pow-
erful antiseptic. The sulphid (HgS\ or cinnabar, when

prepared artificially, is called nrmwkm. and is used as a

pigment. The names mercuri/ and guickxilrer are entire-

ly synonymous, but the former is rather a scientific des-

ignation, and one necessarily used in compound names
ami in the adjective form ; while the latter is a common
popular designation of this metal. See amalgam, caltmel,

quicksilver.

7. [/. c.] The column of quicksilver in a ther-

mometer or barometer, especially with refer-

ence to the temperature or state of the atmo-

sphere shown by it. [Colloq.]
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Whatever iu:i> lie the lieialit "f iln- i,"/rurj/ (ill the mercy (IIR'r'si), . ; pi. u ri'ii

hariiiiii in i.
u ..inlili n ami rapiil fall Is a sure niKii of foul

lutri'it mi rail' mi riiir nmr^i n,

,:!.,. /;. MMkM, in M<"len, IMMnbfjr, ).. M, ../; ;',.;,.,. _^ m,,w =
8. ['.''.] () A plant of the genus Mucurialiy,
ehieih I/, /ii'i'i Hiiix, the dog's-mercury, locally
called hriiiixh liiilxnin (which see, under Kent-

ish), in id M. tin n in/, the annual or French mer-

cury. See Mi-iriiritilis. (b) In older usage, the
<
'lii'iiiii>iiiliinii

ISniin.'i-lli in ifiif. See allgootl and

i/iMMl-l\ini/-lli in'if. This is the English, false, or
'irilil mi ri-nrii. 9. In lift:, the tincture purple,
when blazon ing is done by the planets. Argental
mercury, see oriental. Baron's mercury tana. orig.

'barren mercury], the male plant of Mercurialii percnni*.

Boy's mercury, Hie female plant "f Mercurialu annua '

the sexes having been mistaken). Corneous mercury, of an offender.

pi. mtrriex (-siz). [< ME.
', merci, < OF. /

= Sp. merced = Pg.
It. merce, grace, thanks, mercy, pity, pardon,
< L. merces (merced-), pay, reward, also bribe,

price, detriment, condition, income, etc., ML.
also thanks, grace, mercy, pity, pardon, < merx

(mere-), merchandise/ merere, mcreri, gain, ac-

quiru, buy, also deserve, orig. 'receive as a
share': see merit. Cf. amerce, gramercy.] 1.

Pitying forbearance or forgiveness; compas-
sionate leniency toward enemies or wrong-
doers ;

the disposition to treat offenders kindly
or tenderly; the exercise of clemency in favor

Same us calnmrl. - Extinction of mercury. See extinc-

tion. Girl's mercury, the male plant of Mercuriali*

annua. see nrnfe', 2. Golden mercury, Mercurialii pe-

rennis, var. aurea. Hydrosublimate of mercury, a

tniile-name for calomel prepared by condensing the vapor
of memiruus eWorld wltn steam In a large receiver,
whirh causes ft to deposit
in an impalpable powder
absolutely free from any
trace of corrosive subli-

mate. Mercury age Di-

eter. See ayometer.
Mercury air-pump, an

apparatus used for produ-
cing a vacuum, consisting
essentially of a reservoir
above from which mercury
flows down through a

small vertical tube, the
vessel to be exhausted

being attached at the side

(at C in the figure) at a
height something more
than 30 inches above the
lower receptacle. The de-

scending drops of mer-

cury carry with thorn por-
tions of the air or other

gas from the receiver, and
if the process is long con-

tinued, the supply vessel
at the top being kept full,

a nearly perfect vacuum
may be obtained. This
form of air-pump is often
called a Sprengtl pump.
It gives a much higher de-

gree of exhaustion than Is

possible with the ordinary
mechanical air-pnmp, and
Is much used not only in

physical experiments but
alsofor practical purposes,
for example in removing
the air from the glass bulbs
of the incandescent elec-

tric lamps. - Mount Of
Mercury, in palmistry.
Seemou nt 1

, 6.
- Native or

virgin mercury, the

pure metal found in the
form of globules In cav-

ities of the ores of this

metal. Three - seeded
mercury, a plant of the genus Acalypha, of the same

family as Mercurialii. and more or less similar in appear-
ance. The fruit splits into three two-valved one-seeded
nutlets. It is a large genus, chiefly tropical or subtropi-
cal. Jinny of the species are shrubby ; a few (mostly her-

baceous) are found in the Tnited States. Transit Of

Mercury, a passage of Mercury over the disk of the sun.

Vegetable mercury, a Brazilian plant, Franciicea

utiijlora, also called manatn. See Francitcea.

mercuryt (mer'ku-ri), v. t. [< mercury, .] To
wash with n preparation of mercury.
They are as tender as ... a lady's face new mercuried.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

mercury-cup (mer'ku-ri-kup), . 1. The cis-

tern of a mercury barometer, which is filled

with mercury and in which the lower end of the

barometer-tube is inserted. 2. A small open
cup containing mercury, used in electrical in-

struments and apparatus as a connection for

conductors. The cup may be of conducting material

and connected with one end of the wire forming the cir-

cuit, in which case the circuit will be closed by inserting
thr other eml i>f the wire in the mercury; or the cup may
he of nim-eomiuctiiiK material, in which case both ends of

tho ire must he inserted in tho mercury toclose the circuit.

mercury-furnace (mer'ku-ri-fer*nas), n, A
furnace in which cinnabar is roasted in order
to cause the pure mercury to pass off in fumes,
which are condensed in a series of vessels.

mercury-gatherer (mer'kn-ri-gaTH"er-er), .

In nit'tnl-irurkiiia, a stirring apparatus which
causes quicksilver that has become floured or

Mercury Air-pump.
Thfc letter C marks the point

where the vessel to be eihatisted is

Jtt.l 111' I.

A man witheout marti no marsi shall have
In tyme of ned when he dothe It crave.

MS. Aihmok 48. (Hattiicett.)

The Lord to longsuflering, and of great mercy, forgiving

iniquity and tranugression, and by no means clearing the

guilty. Num. xiv. 18.

A woman's mercy Is very little,

But a man's mercy Is more.
Sir Hugh, or the Jew'i Daughter(Chad's Ballads, in. 334).

The sentiment of mercy is the natural recoil which the

laws of the universe provide to protect mankind from de-

struction by savage passions. Emerson, John Brown.

2. An act or exercise of forbearance, good will,

or favor; also, a kindness undeserved or un-

expected; a fortunate or providential circum-

stance; a blessing: as, it is a mercy that they
escaped.

I am not worthy of the least of all the mtrcitt . . .

which tliuii hast shewed unto thy servant. Gen. xxiii. 10.

E'en a Judgment, making way for thee,
Seems in their eyes a mercy for thy sake.

Cowper, Task, 11. 132.

3. Pity ; compassion ;
benevolence : as, a work

of mercy.
In coueltise lyued haue y,

And neuere dide werkis of mercyes.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.X p. 99.

Which now of these three . . . was neighbour unto him
that feU among the thieves? And he said, He that shewed

mercy on him. Luke x. 3S, 37.

4. Discretionary action; unrestrained exercise

of the will and the power to punish and to

spare : as, to be at one's mercy (that is, wholly
in one's power).
At length, vpon their submission, the king tookc them

to mercie, vpon their fine, which was seized at twentle

thousand marks. Holimhed, Hen. III., an. 1265.

And the offender's life lies in the mercy
Of the duke only. SAo*., M. of V., Iv. 1. 355.

Last, 'bout thy stiff neck we this halter hang,
And leave thee to the mercy of the court.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, v. -2.

A lover is ever complaining of cruelty while anything is

denied him ; and when the lady ceases to be cruel, she Is,

from the next moment, at his mercy. Sie\fl.

Covenanted mercies. See covenant. Fathers of

Mercy, the name of a society of Roman Catholic mission-

ary priests, founded In France in 1806 and Introduced into

the United states in 1842.- For meroyl for mercy's
Bake I an exclamation, usually an appeal to pity.

Per. Myself am Naples;
Who with mine eyes, never since at ebb, beheld
The king my father wreck'd.

Mir. Alack, for mercy '.

SAo*., Tempest, I. 3. 487.

Ood-a-mercyt. See Godi. Oreat mercy*, (imitated
from yramercy, ME. grant mercy. See gramercy.] Great
favor.

Great mercy, sure, for to enlarge a thrall

Whose freedom shall thee turne to greatest scath !

Spenser, F. (}., II. v. 18.

Sisters of Mercy. See sisterhood. Spiritual and
corporal works of mercy. In the middle ages, seven

great works of mercy were enumerated called the spirit-

ual and as many called the corporal works of mercy. The
seven works of corporal mercy are to feed the hungry, give
drink to the thirsty, clothe the naked, visit prisoners, visit

the sick, harbor strangers, bury the dead ; of spiritual

mercy, to convert sinners, instruct the ignorant, counsel

the doubtful, console the afflicted, bear wrongs patiently,

forgive Injuries, pray for the living and the dead. CotA.

Diet.

In fnlflllynge of Godis commandmentls and of the seven

dedis of inrrrii bodill and gostly to a manys euen cristen.

ttolle, quoted in Hampole s Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.).

IPref., p. xi.

To cry (one) mercy, (a) See cry, r. (&) To proclaim a tax.

l'.i it Athelstan the malstrie wan and did thani mercie crie,

& alle Sorthwales he sat to treuage hie.

Jti>b. of Brunne, p. 28.

Clemency, etc. See leniency.-.., <) * ,. = DYH. A. *- ttrmrncH. civ. octj *CH*GHVH,
mixed wit h sulphur in amalgainatnig to resume m '^ ,.. ,

r < M1 .;. ,.,./,. < OF. merrier, thank.
tlm fluiil A/winiTiAvi ^nvnnfyn tlifi ofon^\- rT nii>- *"y **. ' .

*-

4-1'. mi i'i-i . u mi t'rf.~\ 1. To thank.

Mlldeliche thenne lleede merciede hem alle

Of heore grete goodnesse. Pien Plowman (AX iii. 21 .

the fluid condition, through the agency of me- -[-J^e < merci tnank . mer(,y. fine: 8ee merr,,.
clianical agitation and rubbing. /.. //. hmi/lit.

mercury-gOOSefOOt ( mer
' ku - ri - gos

'

fut), M.

Same as unri'iiry, 8 (l>).

mercury-holder (inei-'ku-ri-hol der), H. Avul- T ,

canitc cup. with a cover, used by dentists in
* 1

preparing amalgam.
Mercury*S-Violet (mer'ku-riz-vi (.-let ), H. The
common canterbury-bell, Campanula tfe&m*.

Korstora did somoun. enquered vp A donn
Whiik men of toun had taken his vonysoun.
,v \\h<i that wns Rilty thorgh the foresters sawe.

Merreitl w:is full lii. Rob. o/ Brunne, p. 112.

mere

mercy-seat (mer'si-set ). . The |.lace i,t mercN
or forgiveness; the propitiatoVy ; specifically,
the covering of the ark of the covenant aiming
the Jews. This was of gold, surmounted at each end

by a cherub with outstretched wing*. On this covvrlnii

the blood of the yearly atonement was sprinkled, and from
this place God gave hi* oraclei to Motes or to the high
priest. Hence, (o approach the mercy-teat l to draw near
to God In prayer.

mercy-stock t, >< A propitiation.
Our Saviour, our Ransom, our Spokesman, our Mercy-

ttndr. Hutchinion, Works, p. 1W2. (Damn.)

mercy-stroke (iner'si-strok), n. The death-

stroke, as putting an end to pain ;
the coup de

grace.
merdt (merd), n. [Also mard; < OF. (and F.)
merde= Pr. mert/a = Sp. micrda = Pg. It. menla,
< L. merda, dung, ordure.] Ordure; dung; ex-

crement.
U after thou of garlike stronge
The favour wilt expell,

A mard Is sure the onoly meane
To put away the smell.

Kendall i Flou-ert of Epigrammet (1677). (Xarei.)

Halre o' th' head, burnt clouts, chalk, merdt, and clay.
B. Jonion. Alchemist, 11. 1.

Merdivorse (mer-div'o-re), n.pl. [NL., fern. pi.

of merditorus : see merdivorous,'] A group of

dipterous insects which feed upon dung,
merdivorous (mer-div'o-rus), a. [< NL. mrr-

divorus, < L. merda, dung. + vorare, devour.]

Feeding upon excrement; devouring dung.
mere1 (mer), . [Formerly also meer, metre,

mear; < ME. mere, meere, < AS. mere, a lake,

pool, the sea, = OS. men, a lake, =OFries. mar,
a ditch, = MD. mare, maer, D. meer, meir=OHG.
man, mari, men, men, MHO. mer, G. meer =
Icel. marr = Goth, marei, a lake; = W. mor =
Gael. IT. muir = Lith. mares = Russ. more = L.

mare (> It. mare = Pg. Sp. Pr. mar = OF. mer.

mier, meir, F. mer), sea, ML. also mara, > OF.
and F. mare, f., a lake, pool, pond; cf. Skt.

maru, desert, < / mar, die: see morft, mortal.

Hence in comp. mermaM, merman, etc. ; and
ult . deriv. marsh, mari&h .] Apool;asmalllake
or pond. [Not used in the U. 8., except artifi-

cially in some local names, in imitation of Brit-

ish names : as, Harlem mere in Central Park in

New York.]
Then he wendez his way, wepande for care,

Towarde the mere of Mambre, wepande for sorewe.
Alliterative 1'oetnt (ed. Morris), 11. 778.

As two Fishes, cast into a Meer,
With fruitful Spawn will furnish In few yeer
A Town with victuall.

Sylvester, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, il., The Colonies.

On the edge of the mere the Prince of Orange had al-

ready ordered a cluster of forts to be erected.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 431.

mere2 (mer), n. [Formerly also meer, meere,

mear, meare; < ME. meer, mere, < A8. gemcere
= D. meer, a limit, boundary, = Icel. nurrr,

border-land.] 1. A boundary; boundary-line.
The furious Team, that on the Cambrian side

Doth Shropshire as a meare from Hereford divide.

Draytun, Polyolbion. (Xarci.)

As It were, a common mear between lands.

Abp. Uaher, Ans. to Malone, p. 309.

2. A balk or furrow serving as a boundary- or

dividing-line in a common field; also, a boun-

dary-stone ;
a merestone. [Obsolete or pro-

vincial.] 3. A private carriage-road. [North.

Eng.] 4. A measure of 29 or 31 yards in the

Peak of Derbyshire in England, it u defined by
Blountas "29 yards In the low Peak of Derbyshire and 31

in the high." Mining claims were measured by meres, the

discoverer of a lode being allowed to claim two meres.

mere2
t (mer), r. [Also meer, wear, etc.; < mere2

,

.] I. trany. To limit; bound; divide or cause
division in.

That brave honour of the Latine name.
Which mear'il her rule with Africa and Byte.

Spenser, Ruins of Rome, St. 22.

At such a point,
When half to half the world opposed, he being
The nuered question. SAo*., A. and C.. 111. IS. 10.

II. intrans. To set divisions and bounds.

For bounding and mearing. to him that will keepe It

justely, it is a bond that bridoleth power and desire.

North's PI., L 55. D. (Xaret.)

mere3 (mer), . [Earlymod. E. also meer, meere;
= OF. mer, mier = Pr. mer, mier = Sp. Pg. It.

mero,< L. merug, pure, unmixed (as wine), hence

bare, only, mere.] 1. Pure ; sheer
;
unmixed.

For neither can he fly, nor other harme,
But trust unto his strength and manhood meare.

Spenter, F. Q., II. xi. 34.

The most part of them are degenerated and growen all-

most meere Irish. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Our wine Is here mingled with water and with myrrh ;

there |in the world to come) it is mere and unmixed.
Jer. Taylor. Worthy ronimunlcant.



mere

2f. Absolute; unqualified; utter; whole; in the

fullest sense.
'

Those who, being in mere misery, continually do call

on God. Munday (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 204).

Certain tidings now arrived, importing the mere perdi-
tion of the Turkish fleet. Shak., Othello, ii. 2. a.

Signer Francisco, whose mere object now
Is woman at these years, that's the eye-saint, 1 know,
Amongst young gallants. Middletan, The Widow, v. 1.

Although there is such plenty oi nsh and fowle and wild

beasts, yet are they so lasie they will not take paines to

catch it till meere hunger constraine them.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 228.

3. Sheer; simple; nothing but (the thing men-

tioned); only: as, it is mere folly to do so;
this is the merest trash.

Tis a mere toy to you, sir; candle- rents.
B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 4.

Forc'd of meer Necessity to eat,

He conies to pawn his Dish, to buy his Meat.

Congreve, tr. of Satires of Juvenal, xi.

A mere courtier, a mere soldier, a mere scholar, a mere

anything, Is an insipid pedantic character.

Addiion, The Man of the Town.

Mere right, in law, the right of property without posses-
sion. =Syn. Mere, Bare. Mere is much oftener used than
bare. Bare is positive ; mere essentially negative. Strict-

ly, bare means only without other things, or no mare than:

as, the bare mention of a name. Mere seems to imply de-

ficiency: as, mere conjecture; mere folly. In implying
smallness of amount it is sometimes the same as bare. In

Shatepere, Hamlet, iii. 1, "a bare bodkin" might be ex-

pressed by "Amere bodkin."

mere3
t (mer), adv. [< mere3

, a.] Absolutely;
wholly.

On my faith, your highness
Is mere mistaken in me.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, iii. 4.

I know I shall produce things meere devine.

Xarston, The Fawne, ii. 1.

merest (mer), a. [ME., also meere, mare, < AS.

mare, mere = OS. mdri = OHG. mdri, MHG.
meere= Icel. mcerr= Goth, mers (in comp. waila-

mers), famous ;
akin to L. memor, mindful, re-

membering, Skt. i/smar, Zend mar, remember:
see memory.'} Famous.
mere5

!, n. A Middle English form of mare^.

meregoutte (mar'gb't), n. [F. mere-goutte, < L.

merits, pure, unmixed, + gutta (> F. goutte), a

drop: see mere3 and goufl.] The first running
of must, oil, etc., from the fruit before pressure
has been applied to it : usually limited to the

juice of the grape.
merelst, [Also merelles, merits; < ME. merels,
< OF. merelle, a game, nine men's morris, F.

merelle, marelle, hopscotch, < merel (ML. merel-

lus, merallus), a counter, token, a piece in

draughts, also a game.] A game also called

fivepenny or nine men's morris, played with
.counters or pegs. See morris^-.

Merelles, or, as it was formerly called in England, nine
men's morris, and also five-penny morris, is a game of
some antiquity. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 416.

merely (mer'li), adv. [Formerly also meerly;
< ME. merely; < mere3 + -ly

2
.] If. Absolutely;

wholly; completely; utterly.
What goodes, catalles, Jewels, plate, ornamentes, or

other stuff, do merely belong or apperteyne to all the sayd
promocions. English Ouds (E. E. T. S.), p. 1U7.

I wish you all content, and am as happy
In my friend's good as it were merely mine.

Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, v. 3.

2. Simply; solely; only.

Excusing his [Mahomet's] sensuall felicities in the life

to come, as meerly allegoricall, and necessarily fitted to
rude and vulgar capacities. Sandys, Travailes, p. 46.

The prayers are commonly performed merely as a mat-
ter of ceremony. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 212.

merenchyma (me-reng'ki-ma), . [NL., < Gr.

ftepos, a part, + (irap)h/xvua, in mod. sense 'pa-
renchyma': see parenchyma.] In bot., an imper-
fect cellular tissue composed of more or less
rounded cells and abundant in intercellular

spaces. Cooke.

merenchymatous (mer-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

merenehyma(t-) + -ous.~] Having the structure
or appearance of merenchyma.
meresaucet, >i. [< ME. meresauce; appar. < OF.
mure (ML. muria), pickle, brine, 4- sauce,
sauce. Cf. OF. saulmure, pickle.] Brine or
pickle for flesh or fish. Prompt. Parv., p. 334;
Palsgrave.
meresman (merz'man), n. [Formerly also

mearsman, meersman'- < mere's, poss. of mere2 , +
man.'] One who points out boundaries. [Ob-
solete or local.]
The use of the word " mere "

has been revived in the
meresmen of an Act of Parliament a few years since for

ascertaining the boundaries of parishes.
N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 281.

mere-stake (mer'stilk), . A pollard or tree

standing as a mark or boundary for the division
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of parts or parcels in coppices or woods. Also
called mere-tree.

merestead (mer'sted), n. [Formerly also meer-

stead, mearstead; < mere'2' + stead.] The land

within a particular mere or boundary; a farm.

The men were intent on their labours,

Busy with hewing and building, with garden plot and with

merestead.

Longfellow, Courtship of Miles Standish, viii.

merestone (mer'ston), n. [Formerly also meer-

stone
,
meerestone ; < ME. merestone, merestane;

< mere2 + stone.] 1. A stone to mark a boun-

dary.
The mislaler of a meere stone is to blame. But it is the

unjust judge that is the capitall remover of land-markes,
when he defineth amisse of lands and property.

Bacon, Judicature.

2. Figuratively, a limit.

That you contain the jurisdiction of the court within
the ancient merestones, without removing the mark.

Bacon, Speech to Button (Works, XIII. 202).

mereswinet, meerswinet, [ME. mereswyne,
etc., < OF. marsouin; < mere1 + swine.] A dol-

phin or porpoise.
Grassede as a mereswyne with corkes fulle huge.

Morte Artlmre (E. E. T. S.X L. 1091.

mere-tree (mer'tre), n. Same as mere-stake.

A meere tree, a tree which is for some bound or limit of

land. Xomenclator (1585). (N. and Q., 7th ser. , V. 191.)

meretrician (mer-e-trish'an), a. [= OF. mere-

triciien, < L. meretrix (-trie-), a prostitute,+ -ia n. ]

Of or pertaining to prostitutes ;
meretricious.

Take from human commerce Meretrician amours.
Tom Brown, Works, III. 26S. (Dames.)

meretricious (mer-f-trish'us), . [= Sp. Pg.
It. meretricio,<.'L. meretriciits, of or pertaining to

prostitutes, < meretrix, a prostitute : see mere-

trix.] 1. Of or pertaining to prostitutes; wan-
ton; libidinous.

The meretricious world claps our cheeks, and fondles us
unto failings. Feltham, Resolves, i. S6.

Her deceitful and meretricious traflick with all the na-
tions of the world. Sp. Hatt, Hard Texts, Is. xxiii. 17.

2. Alluring by false attractions; having a gaudy
but deceitful appearance; tawdry; showy: as,
meretricious dress or ornaments.
Pride and artificial gluttonies do but adulterate nature,

making our diet healthless, our appetites impatient and
unsatisflable, and the taste mixed, fantastical, and mere-
tricious. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. (i.

A tawdry carpet, all beflowered and befruited such a
meretricious blur of colors as a hotel offers for vulgar feet
to tread upon. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xzxviil.

meretriciously (mer-e-trish'us-li), adv. In a
meretricious manner; with false allurement;
tawdrily ;

with vulgar show.
meretriciousness (mer-e-trish'us-nes), n. The
quality of being meretricious; false show or
allurement

; vulgar finery.
meretrix (mer'e-triks), n. [L., a prostitute, <

merere, earn, gain, serve for pay: see merit.]
1. A prostitute; a harlot.

A beautiful piece,
Hight Aspasia, the meretrix.

B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

That she [Cynthia] was a meretrix is clear from many
indications her accomplishments, her house in the Sub-
ura. Encyc. BrU,., XIX. 813.

2. [cop.] [NL.] A genus of bivalves : same as

Cyfherea. Lamarclc, 1799.

Merganetta (mer-ga-net'a), . [NL., < Mergus
+ Gr. VJJTTO, a duck.'] A remarkable genus of

Anatidce, combining characters of mergansers
with those of ordinary ducks, and having fur-

thermore a sharp spur on the bend of the wing ;

the torrent-ducks. See torrent-duck.

Merganettinse (mer"ga-ne-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Merganetta + -itne.] A subfamily of Anati-
dce constituted by the genus Merganetta.
merganser (mer-gan'ser), n. [NL. (> Sp. mer-

gansar), < L. merguy, a diver (water-fowl), +
anser, goose : see Mergus and Aiiser.] 1 . A bird

Hooded Merganser (Lophalytts cucallatus).

of the genus Mergus or subfamily Mergince, fam-
ily Anatidce; a sawbill, garbill, or fishing-duck.

Meriania

A merganser resembles aduck. but has a cylindrical instead
of a depressed bill, with a hooked nail at the end, and a ser-

ration of very prominent buck-set teeth. Several species
are among the common water-fowls of the northern hemi-

sphere. The common merganser or goosander, Meryug mer-

ganser or Merganser castor, is about 2 feet long, and nearly
y in extent of wings. In the male the upper parts are glossy-
black varied with white on the wings, the lower part s white

tinged with salmon-color, the head and neck glossy dark-

green like a drake's, amUheliill and feet coral- or vermilion-
red. The head is slightly crested. The red-breasted mer-
ganser, M. serrator, is a similar but somewhat smallei

bird, with a reddish breast and the head more decidedly
crested. The hooded merganser, Lophodytes cucuUatus, is

still smaller, black and white, with a beautiful erect semi-
circular crest. A South American species, distinct from
any of the foregoing, is Mergus brasuiensis.

2. [cap.] A genus of Mergince : same as Mer-

gus.

merge (merj), v.
; pret. and pp. merged, ppr.

merging. [< OF. merger, mergir = It. mergere, <

L. mergere, dive, dip, immerse, sink in, = Skt.

/ majj, dip, bathe. Hence emerge, immerge, sub-

merge, immerse, etc.] I. intrans. To sink or

disappear in something else
;
be swallowed up ;

lose identity or individuality: with in.

He is to take care, undoubtedly, that the ecclesiastic

shall not merge in the farmer. Scott, Speech, April, 1802.

Fear, doubt, thought, life itself, ere long
Merged, in one feeling deep and strong.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, ii.

II. trans. To cause to be absorbed or en-

grossed ;
sink the identity or individuality of ;

make to disappear in something else : follow-
ed by in (sometimes by into) : as, all fear was
merged in curiosity.
The plaintiff became the purchaser and merged his term

in the fee. Chancellor Kent.

The names of Castilian and Aragonese were meryed in
the comprehensive one of Spaniard.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

merger1
(mer'jfer), n. [< merge + -er1.] One

who or that which merges.
merger2 (mer'jer), n. [< OF. merger, inf. as

noun, a merging: see merge.] 1. In the law of

conveyancing, the sinking or obliteration of a
lesser estate in lands, etc., resulting when it is

transferred without qualification to the owner
of a greater estate in the same property (or the

like transfer of the greater estate to the owner
of the lesser), if there be no intermediate estate.
At common law the lesser estate was not deemed to be add-
ed to the greater, but to be extinguished, so as to free the

greater estate from the qualification or impairment which
the existence of the lesser estate had constituted. Thus,
if an owner of the fee of land on which there was an out-

standing lease, owned by another person, acquired the

lease, the lease was thereby annulled, and he thereafter
held simply as owner of the fee. It resulted sometimes
that, if his title to the fee proved defective, he could not
avail himself of any claim under the lease.

Merger is the act of law, and Is the annihilation of one
estate in another. Its effect is to consolidate two estates,
and to conform them into one estate.

Mayhew, On Merger, I. i.

2. In the law of contracts, the extinguishment
of a security for a debt by the creditor's accep-
tance of a higher security, such as a bond in lieu

of a note, or a judgment in lieu of either: so
called because such acceptance, by operation
of law, and without intention of the parties,
merges the lower security.

inergh, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of mar-
rowl.

Merginae (mer-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Mergus +
-inw.] A subfamily of Anatidce, typified by the

genus Mergus ; the mergansers. See merganser.
Mergulus(mer'gu-lus), H. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),
dim. of Mergus, q. v.] A genus of small three-
toed web-footed marine birds of the auk family,
Alcidos; the dovekies. There is but one spe-
cies, M. alle. Also called Alle. See cut under
dovekie.

MergUS (mer'gus), n. [NL., < L. mergus, a
diver (water-fowl), < mergere, dive : see merge]
The typical genus of Merginve, formerly coex-
tensive with the subfamily, now restricted to

such species as the goosander, M. merganser,
and the red-breasted merganser, M. serrator.

See merganser.
meri (ma'ri), . A war-ax or war-club used by
the natives of New Zealand, it is seldom less than
a foot or more than 18 inches long, and is made of wood,
bone, basaltic stone, or green jade.

meriaeum (me-ri-e'um), .; pi. merimi (-a).

[NL.. < Gr. lajpialov, neut. of fujpiaio^, belonging
to the thigh, < /?prff, the thigh : see tncros.] In

entom., a posterior inflected part of the meta-
sternum of beetles, forming the anterior sur-

face of the socket of the hind leg. Knocli.

Meriania (mer-i-an'i-a), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1800),
named after M. S. Merian, a Dutch artist.] A
genus of plants of the natural order MeJnstoma-
ri-ir. type of the tribe Mrriaiiiefi: There are about 37



Meriania

species, natives nf tropical America anil tin- West Indies.
'1 hi') uiv rrrrt .sluUMM "r IHT* with Imiy p. tiult .1 i.lil.HiK-

lanceolate lra\ <
- .unl I u-L'r \ rllowor purple (lowers. Some

of the species arc I'ulthatril in greenhouieij under the
name of Jamaica rottes.

Merianieae (mer i

\\ ol'Q-6). ./</. [NL. (Ben-
tliiun :iii<l Hooker, is(i.i).< .l/i riimia + -co;.] A
tribe ul' jilnnis of tlu- natural order Atelaylii/ini-

<<' and the. suborder Melunhnnett. characterized

by the generally terete or slightly angular cap-
Hiilar fruit and the angulated, cuneate, or fusi-
forra seeds. It embraces 11 genera and about
107 species of tropical American shrubs and
trees.

mericarp (mer'i-kiirp), n. [= F. iMear;>e, <
Gr. //</;, a part, + Kapv6f, fruit.] One of the
two achene-like carpels which form a cremo-
carp or fruit in the Uiitbelltferce : same as In /<-

f<ii-/>.

merides, . Plural of meris.

Meridiaceae (me-rid-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ra-
benhorst, 1864), < Meridian + -accai.] A large
family of diatoms, according to the classifica-
tion of Rabenhornt, taking its name from the

genus Meridion. The frustule is cuneate, producing
fan-shaped colonies, without central nodule. They live
in both fresh and salt water. The family is the tame or

nearly the same as the Meridiece of Kuetzing.
meridialt (me-rid'i-al), a. [ME. mcrydi/all ; <

LL. nn-riditilix, of midday, < meridies, midday:
see meridian.] Of midday; meridian.

Whole men of what age or complexion so euer they be
of, Mi ii Mi- take theyr natural! rest and slepe In the nyght :

and to eschewe merydyall sleep.
Jlabee* Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 244.

meridian (mo-rid' i-an), a. and n. [< ME. mr-
riiliiin, < OF. meridien, < F. meridien = Sp. Pg. It.

meridiano, < L. meridianus, of or belonging to

midday or to the south, southern, < meridies,
midday, the south, orig. "medidics, < medius,
middle, + dies, day: see medium, mid1

, and
dial.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to midday or
noon

; noonday : as, the meridian sun
;
the sun's

meridian heat or splendor.
In what place that any nianer man ys at any tyme of the

yer whan that the sonne by moevyng of the firmament
Cometh to his verrey meridian place, than is hit vcrrey Mid-
day, that we clepen owre noon, as to thilke man ; and
therfore is it cleped the lyne of midday.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 39.

Towards heaven and the full Mazing sun,
Which now sat high in his meridian tower.

MUton, P. L., iv. 30.

The sun rode high in the heavens, and its meridian blaze
was powerfully felt. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 181.

2. Pertaining to the culmination or highest
point or degree (the sun being highest at mid-
day); culminating; highest before a decline:
as, Athens reached its meridian glory in the

age of Pericles. 3. Pertaining to or marking
a geographical north and south line; extend-

ing in the arc of a great circle passing through
the poles: as, a meridian circle on an artificial

globe. 4. Noting the eighth of Professor H.
Kogers's twelve divisions of the Paleozoic series
hi the Appalachian chain of North America, the
names of which suggest metaphorically the dif-

ferent natural periods of the day : it corresponds
with the Oriskany sandstone (which see, under
sandstone). 5f. Consummate; complete.
An effrontery out of the mouth of a meridian villain.

Roger North, Examen, p. 180. (Danes.)

Meridian altitude of a star, see attitude. Merid-
ian line on a dial, the twelve o'clock hour-line.

II. n. 1. Midday; noon. 2f. Midday re-

pose or indulgence ; nooning: used specifically
as in the quotations.
We have, . . . in the courseof this our toilsome Journey,

lost our meridian (the hour of repose at noon, which in the
middle ages was employed in slumber, and which the mo-
nastic rules of nocturnal vigils rendered necessary).

Scott, Monastery, xlx.

Plnnidamas joined the other two gentlemen in drink-
ing their meridian (a bumper-drain of brandy).

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, iv.

3. The highest point reached before a decline ;

the culmination; the point of greatest incre-
ment or development.
You seem to marvel I do not marry all this while, con-

sidering that 1 urn past tlie Meridian of my Age.
Hoteett, Letters, I. vi. 60.

In the meridian of Edward's age and vigour.
llallam. .Middle Ages, iii. 8.

4. A great circle of a sphere passing through
tho poles, or the half of such a circle included
between the poles ; in fieog., such a circle drawn
upon the earth; in astrnn., such a circle on the
celestial spin 'iv. Tin- meridian of a place on the earth's
surface lathe great t'iivK' passing tliiuUL:li it anil Hit- pulrs
or the Klvut dlvK> of till 1 rrlrstial splu-fr pa-Mil',' through
till- jK-li anil tlu- ZL-nith of tliL' phu'e. Siv l^ityitltde.
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6. Figuratively, the state or condition (in any
re>pcct) of the people of one place or region,
or of persons in one sphere or plane of exis-

tence, as compared with those of or in another:

as, the institutions > < ustomH of Asia are not
suited to tin an i iilinn of Europe.

All other knowledge merely serves the concerns of this

life, and is fitted to the meridian thereof.

air M. Hole, Orlg. of Mankind.

First or prime meridian, the meridian from which lon-

gitude is reckoned, as that of Greenwich. See longitude, '2.

Magnetic meridian of any place, a great circle the
plane of which passes through that place and the line of
direction of the horizontal magnetic needle. The angle
which the magnetic makes with the true geographical me-
ridian isdinVn m hi different places and at different times,
and is called the magnetic declination or the variation of the

compass. See declination, and agonic line (under agonic).
Meridian Of a globe, a meridian drawn upon a globe ;

especially, abraas circle concentric with the globe, and hav-

ing the axis of rotation of the globe fixed in the plane of
one of Its faces. Secondary meridian. In ycoy., a me-
ridian whose longitude from the prime meridian has been
so well determined that trustworthy longitudes may be us-

certained by measuring from it.

meridian-circle (me-rid'i-an-ser'kl), n. An
astronomical instrument consisting of a tele-

scope with cross-wires and moving in the plane
of t he meridian, and provided with a graduated
circle. The meridian-circle subserves the same pur-
poses as the transit-instrument, and also determines the
declinations of stars.

meridian-mark (me-rid'i-an-miirk), n. A mark
placed exactly north or south of a transit-instru-

ment at a considerable distance, to aid in ad-

justing the instrument in the meridian. It Is

sometimes placed near, with a lens Interposed to render
the rays from it parallel as if it were really remote.

meridies (ine-rid'i-ez), n. [L.: see meridian.]
Meridian ; mid-point. [Rare.]

About the hour that Cynthia's silver light
Had touch'd the pale meridies of the night

Cini-li/i. Essays (Agriculture).

Meridion (me-rid'i-on), n. [NL. (Agardh,
1824), < Gr. pepiitov, a small part, dim. ot/tipof,
a part.] A genus of diatoms with cuneate frus-

tule, typical of the family Meridiacete of Ra-
benhorst.
meridional (me-rid'i-o-nal), a. [< ME. meridi-

onal, meridione'l, < OF. meridional, F. meridional
= Pr. Sp. Pg. meridional = It. meridionale, <

LL. merulionalis, of midday, < L. meridies, mid-

day: see meridian.] 1. Pertaining to the me-
ridian

; having a direction like that of a terres-

trial meridian.

The meridional lines stand wider upon one side then the
other. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, iv.

Along one side of this body is a meridwnal groove, re-

sembling that of a peach. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 5 427.

2. Highest; consummate.
The meridional brightness, the glorious noon, and height,

is to be a Christian. Donne, Sermons, xvii.

3. Southern; southerly; extending or turned
toward the south.

Etliiope Is departed In 2 princypalle parties ; and that

Is, in the F.st partie and in the MerULvmeUt partie : the
whiche partie meridionelle is clept Moretane.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 156.

The which lyne ... is cleped the sowth lyne, or elles

the lyue meridional. Chaucer, Astrolabe, L 4.

4. Characteristic of southern oiimates or south-
ern peoples.
A dark meridional physiognomy.

Motley, United Netherlands, L 139.

Meridional distance. See dwtanee. Meridional parts,
the distance of any given latitude from the equator upon
Mercator's map-projection expressed in minutes of the
equator. Neglecting the compression, the meridional parts
are proportional to the integral of the secant of the lati-

tude, which is the logarithm of the tangent of half the

polar distance. Taking account of the compression, the
secant of the latitnde must be divided before integrating
by 1 + t- cos-' 4> (where <<> Is the latitude and e the ellip-
ticitv of the meridian).

meridionality (me-rid'i-o-nal'i-ti), n. [< me-
ridional + -ity.] 1. The state of being meridi-
onal or on the meridian. 2. Position in the
south ; aspect toward the south.

meridionally (me-rid'i-o-nal-i), adv. [< merid-
ional + -'i/

2
.j In the direction of the meridian;

north and south.

Who [the Jews], reverentially declining the situation of
their Temple, nor willing to lye as that stood, doe place
their beds from north to south, and delight to sleep me-

ridionally. Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

merihedric (mer-i-he'drik), a. [< Gr. fiipof, a

part, + eSpa, a seat, base.] Pertaining to some

part of the faces of a polyhedron, taken accord-

ing to some regular system.
merilst, . See imrels.

meringue (me-rangg'), . [F., said to be < Mek-
riiHim, a town in Germany.] In cookery, a
mixture of white of eggs and sugar slightly
browned, used for ornamenting and supple-

meristem

menting other confeet ions. Puddings or tart-.

etc., covered with this preparation are some
times called mi riiiiinm. Meringue glace, ice-cream
served with a casing of meringue,

merino (rae-re'np), a. and n. [= F. merinos =
Pg. merino, merino (sheep), < Sp. merino, rov-

ing from pasture to pasture (said of sheep), <

mi ruin, an inspector of sheepwalks, a shepherd
of merino sheep, also a royal judge, < ML. /"-

joriiiim (used in Spain), the head of a village, a

steward, majordomo; {. majoralis, a chief, in

Spain a head shepherd. < L. major, greater, in

ML. a head, chief, etc.: see major, mayor.] I.

n. 1. Noting a variety of sheep from Spain, or
their wool. See below. 2. Made of the wool

Head of Merino Kam. before and after bearing.

of the merino sheep : as, merino stockings or

underclothing. The articles so designated are usually
made with an admixture of cotton to prevent shrinkage.
Merino sheep, a variety of sheep originally peculiar

to Spain, but now introduced into many other countries.

They are raised chiefly for the sake of their long fine wool,
the mutton being but little esteemed. In summer the

Spanish sheep feed upon the elevated hinds of Biscay, Na-

varre, and Aragon, and toward winter are driven south-
ward to the fertile plains of New Castile, Andalusia, and
Estreniadura.

H. . 1. A merino sheep. 2. A thin woolen

cloth, twilled on both sides and used especially
for women's dresses, now to some extent super-
seded by cashmere. It was originally made of the
wool of the merino sheep. There is a variety which has
an admixture of silk.

3. A variety of tricot or knitted material for

undergarments. [U. 8.]
merion (me'ri-on), n. [= F. merione, < NL.
Meriones, <j. v.] A book-name of the deer-
mouse or jumping-mouse of North America,
Zajiux hudnonitiii, formerly placed in the genus
Meriones under the name of J/. liud-ionicun.

See cut under deer-mouse, 1.

Meriones (me-ri'6-uez), H. [NL., so called with
ref. to the development of the hind legs (cf. Gr.

tlt/ptovj/f, a man's name, companion of Idpme-
neus), < Gr. fi'ipia, thigh-bones, < /it/pof, thigh.]
A genus of saltatorial myomorphic rodents. The
name has been applied : (a)' By Illiger, 1811, to the Old
World Jerboas : a synonym of Itiput. (6) By Fred. Cuvier,
1826, to a different genus of American jumping-mice, now
called Zaput. [Disused in both senses. ]

meris (me'ris), .; pi. merides (-ri-dez). [NL.,<
F. nitride (Perrier), < Gr. /'epic (/"/>'-),

a part.]
A permanent colony of cells or plastids, which

may remain isolated or may multiply by gem-
mation to form higher aggregates called denies.

See deme and zooid. Kncyc. Brit., XVI. 842.

merismatic (mer-is-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. ftfpiopa, a

part, ftfpiau6f, a division. < uepifeiv, divide, < /ti-

pof, apart: see merit.] In biol., dividing by the
formation of internal partitions; taking place
by internal partition into cells or segments.

Merunnatic cells, remaining without fum-tion sometimes
for several years, until the sap-wood containing them In-

comes dry or heart wood, when they begin their activity.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 680.

merispore (mer'i-spor), H. [< Gr. pcpof or ffpn,
a part, division, + avopa, seed.] One of the
individual cells or secondary spores of a pluri-
cellular (septate or compound) spore.
meristem (mer'is-tem), n. [Irreg. < Gr. pepia-

rof , verbal adj. of /itpil^rtv, divide, < fttpof, a part. ]

Actively dividing cell-tissue ; the unformed and
growing cell-tissues found at the ends of young
stems, leaves, and roots. In structure the cells of
the meristem are characterized by having a delicate homo-
genous membrane, which Is only rarely thickened, and
homogenous granular protoplasm with a nucleus. It Is

di*iini:uished as primary meriiUm when it forms the first

foundation of a member, or the cells which develop into



meristem

the various tissue-elements, and which ordinarily soon

lose the power of independent growth, and namdary
meristem, in which the tissue-elements retain during their

life the properties of typical cells, consisting of a closed

cell-membrane with active protoplasm, a nucleus, and cell-

contents. They retain the power of independent growth,
and a meristem may arise from them at any time.

meristematic (mer''is-te-mat'ik), a. [< meris-

tem + -afe'c2.] Consisting of or pertaining to

the meristem,

meristematically (mer'is-te-mat'i-kal-i), adv.

After the manner of meriste'm.

meristogenetic (me-ris-to-je-net'ik), a. [< Gr.

fiepiar6f, verbal adj. of [tepi&v, divide (see meris-

tem), + yfaeaig, generation: see genetic.'] Pro-

duced by a meristem.

merit (mer'it), n. [< ME. merite, meryte, maret,
< OF. merite, P. merite = Pr. merit, merite = Sp.
merito = Pg. It. merito,<. L. meritwm, that which
one deserves, desert (good or bad); also, a

ground of desert (service, kindness, benefit,

or fault, blame, demerit), worth, value, impor-
tance; neut. of meritus, pp. of merere, mereri

(> OF. merir), deserve, be worthy of, earn, gain,

3718 merlin

For strength from truth divided and from Just,

Illaudable, naught merits but dispraise
And Ignominy. Milton, P. L., vi. 382.

Those best can bear reproof who merit praise.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 583.

2. To deserve as a reward; earn by commend-
able action or conduct.

merk3
t,

and . An obsolete form of murk1
.

merk4
t,

'' and . An obsolete form of march*.

merkett, . An obsolete form of market.

merkint (mer'kin), . [Perhaps dim. of OF.

merque, a tuft.] 1. A wig; a tuft or portion
of false hair added to the natural hair. Hence

2. A mop used in cleaning cannon.
So many most noble Favours and Respects which I shall merfcyt . An obsolete form of Mttffeyl .

daily study to improve and merit. Howell, Letters, I. v. 34.

gtj^' gee merlel

A man at best is incapable of meriting
anything^from Merl

'

angus (mer-lang'gus), n. [NL. (ML. mer-

lingus), < F. merlan, a whiting: see merling.]
A Cuvierian genus of gadoid fishes whose type
is the common European whiting, M. vulgaris,
and to whioh various limits have been assigned.

To acquire merit, benefit, or merle 1
, merl (merl), n. [Early mod. E. also

mearl; < ME. merle, < OF. merle, F. merle =

God.

3f. To reward.
The king will merit it with gifts.

Chapman, Iliad, ix. 259.

=Syn. 1 and 2. See deserts, n. f
II. intrans.

'

profit.
And yet he bode them do it, and they were bounde to

obay, and meryted and deserued by their obedience.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 496.

And if in my poor death fair France may merit,
Give me a thousand blows. Beau, and Ft.

Does Tertullian think they [the Christians] merited by
not being willing to lose their lives in the quarrels of Infi-

dels? Milton, Ans. to Salmasius.

plalld Sn
acceptive, and apt to ap-

work .

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 4.

get, acquire, buy, in military nse (sc. stipcndia) meritablet (mer'i-ta-bl), a. [< OF. meritable, <
earn pay serve for pay; lit. receive as a share, U ^ "-, u^ merft meri .

akin to Gr. /tepof, fieptg, a part, share, division, . .
'

,u<ipof, a part, lot, fate, destiny, puipa, lot, iiei-

peaBai, share, divide. Cf. mercantile, mercenary,

mercliant,mercy, etc., from the same ult. source.]
1. That which is deserved; honor or reward due; meritedly (mer'i-ted-li), adv. In accordance
recompense or consideration deserved. [Bare.] with merit; by merit; deservedly; worthily.
We beleven of the day of Doom, and that every man merithal (mer'i-thal), . [NL. merithattus, <

schalle have his Meryte, aftre he hathe disserved. Gr. fiepif (fiepi-), a part, + (fa/lof, a branch,
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 135.

twig.] In bot., same as internode.
A dearer merit, not so deep a maim, .

%
.

meriting! (mer'i-ting), p. a. Deserving.
'Twere well to torture

So meriting a traitor. B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 10.

meritmongert (mer'it-mung"ger), n. One who
advocates the doctrine of human merit as en-

titling man to divine rewards, or who depends
on merit for salvation: used in contempt.
Like as these merit-mongers doe, which esteeme them-

selves after their merits.

Latimer, Sermon, iii., On the Lord's Prayer.

meritorious (mer-i-to'ri-us), a. [In older use

meritory, q. v.
;
= OF. meritoire, F. meritoire

= Pr. meritori = Sp. Pg. It. meritorio, < L. meri-

toriiis, of or belonging to the earning of money,
that earns money, < merere, mereri, pp. meritus,
earn : see merit. In the second sense,dependent
more directlyon merit.'} If. That earns money;
hireling. B. Jonson. 2. Deserving of reward;
worthy of praise or honor; possessing merit.

And meritorvms shall that hand be call'd,
Canonized and worshipp'd as a saint.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 176.

Have I deserved at your highness' hands.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 156.

All power
I give thee

; reign forever, and assume
Thy merite. Milton, P. L.

,
iii. 319.

2. The state or fact of deserving ; desert, good
or bad; intrinsic ground of consideration or

award: most commonly in the plural: as, to

treat a person according to his merits.

Here men may seen how synne hath his merite.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 277.

Nothing [no punishment] is great enough for

Silius' merit. B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 1.

Satan exalted sat, by merit raised

To that bad eminence. Milton, P. L., ii. 6.

Praise from a friend, or censure from a foe,
Are lost on hearers that our merits know.

Pope, Iliad, x. 294.

Specifically 3. The state or fact of deserving
well; good desert; worthiness of reward or

consideration.
You fool'd the lawyer,

And thought it meritorious to abuse him.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 2.

Meritorious cognition. See cognition.

Donne, Letters, xiv. meritoriously (mer-i-t-6'ri-us-li), adv. In a

Charms strike the sight, but merit wins the soul. meritorious manner; in such a manner as to

deserve reward.
meritoriousness (mer-i-to'ri-us-nes), 'ii. The
state or quality of being meritorious, or of de-

serving reward or honor.

meritoryt (mer'i-to-ri), a. [< ME. meritory, <

L. meritorius, that earns money: see meritori-

ous.'] Deserving of reward
;
meritorious.

Pr. merle = Sp. merla = Pg. melro, merlo = It.

merlo, merla = D. meerle = MLG. merle = G.

dial, merle (MLG. also merlink, MHG. merlin),
< L. merula, f., later also merulus, m., a black-

bird.] The common European blackbird, Tur-

dus merula or Merula vulgaris. See cut under
blackbird.

To walke and take the dewe by it was day,
And heare the merle and mavise many one.

Henrysun, Complaint of Creseide, 1. 24.

Vernal Chaucer, whose fresh woods
Throb thick with merle and mavis all the year.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

merle'2t, An obsolete form of marl1 .

merligoes, mirligoes (mer'li-goz), n. ["Per-
haps q. [as if] merrily go, because objects seem
to dance before the eyes" (Jamieson).] Dizzi-

ness; vertigo. [Scotch.]
My head 's sae dizzy with the mirligoes.

Scott, Old Mortality, xxviii.

merlin (mer'lin), n. [Early mod. E. also mer-

line, marlin, merlion, marlion, marlyon; < ME.
merlone, merlion, marlyon, merlyon (also er-

roneously merlinge), < OF. esmerillon, emerillon,

F. emerillon = Pr. esmerilho = Sp. esmerejon
= Pg. esmerilJiao = It. smeriglione, a merlin;

aug. of OF. *esmerle = It. smerlo = OHG.
smirl, MHG. smirle, G. schmerl, schmirl =
Icel. smyrill (also D. smerlijn = MLG. smerle

= MHG. smirlin, smerlink, smirlinc, G. schmer-

iin), a merlin, < ML. smerillus, smei-lus, a mer-

lin; appar., with unorig. initial * (developed
in Rom.). < L. merula, a blackbird, merle:
see merle'-.'} 1. A kind of hawk; a falcon of

small size, belonging to the genus Falco, and
to that section of the genus called JEsalm or

Hypotriorchis. There are several species, the best-

known of which is the European merlin, stone-falcon, or

oft got without merit, and lost with-

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 270.
Reputation is .

out deserving.

This letter hath more merit than one of more diligence,
for I wrote it in my bed, and with much pain.

Pope, B. of the L., v. 84.

4. Good quality in general ;
excellence.

The great merit of Walter Scott's novels is their gener-
ous and pure sentiment. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 316.

5. That which deserves consideration or re-

ward; ground of desert
;
claim to notice or com-

mendation: as, to enumerate the merits of a

person, a book, or a scheme.
How meritory is thilke dede
Of charitee to clothe and fede
The poore folke. Bower, Conf. Atnant., Prol.

As to the first, it is meritory. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.
What a merit were it in death to take this poor maid

from the world ! Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 240.

It was the merit of Montaigne to rise . . . into the meritott (mer'i-tot), n. [See merry-totter.'] See
clear world of reality. Lecky, Relationism, 1. 113. |ne quotation.

Meritot, In Chaucer, a Sport used by Children, by swing-
ing themselves in Bell-ropes, or such-like, till they are

1 merke *> " and "' Obsolete forms of

6. pi. In law, the right and wrong of a case
;

the strict legal or equitable rights of the parties, .g,
as distinguished from questions of procedure
and matters resting in judicial discretion or
favor

;
essential facts and principles that lead

to an opinion clear of personal bias: as, to merk^ merke* (mark), . [Sc.: see mark*.] A
judge a case on its merits.- Figure of merit, a nu-

umt of money formerly m current use in Scot-

merical coefficient of excellence in the performance of any
instrument, as a chronometer, gun, etc. Merit Of con-
dignity, merit Of congruity . See quotation under con-

dignity, 2. Order forMerit, a Prussian order composed
of two classes, military and civil. The first classwas found-
ed by Frederick the Great in 1740. The badge is a blue en-

ameled cross adorned with the letter F., the words "
pour

le merite," and golden eagles. Since 1810 it has been given
exclusively for distinction on the field. The second class

(or second order) was founded by Frederick William IV.
in 1842 for distinction in science and art. =SyTL^orth,
etc. See deserts, n.

merit (mer'it), v. [< ME. *meiiten, < OF. meri-

ter, F. meriter = Sp. meritar = It. meritare, < L. obverse. Reverse.

ineritare, earn, gain, serve for pay, freq. of me- stiver Merit of chariesii.

rere earn, gain, merit: see merit, .] I. tram. land at)Oiished, with the rest of the Scots cur-
.. To deserve

;
earn a right or incur a liability reno^ ln 1707 _ It^ two ^^ of ,he

to; be or become deserving ot: as, to merit re- or one eighteenth of the pound sterling (13Jd. English
ward or punishment. money). See mark*, 4.

Merlin (Falco asalon or sEsalon regulits~i.

sparrow-hawk, F. regulus, F. cesalon, or F. Itthnfalco, one

of the smallest of the European birds of prey, but very

spirited. Though only 10 or 12 inches long, and thus not

much larger than a thrush, it has been used in hawking
for quails, larks, and other small game. The correspond-

ing falcon of North America is Richardson's merlin, F.

richardsoni, a near relative of the common pigeon-hawk
of the same country, F. colmnbarius.

The merlyon that paynyth
Hymself fill ofte the larke for to seeke.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 339.

The merlin is the least of all hawks, not much bigger
than a black-bird.

Holmes, Acad. of Arm., ii. 11, 57. (Nares.)

2. A hardy, active pony, somewhat larger than

the Shetla'nd, found in Wales.

The county [Montgomery! was long famous for its hardy
breed of small horses called merlins, which are still to be

met with. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 789.



merling

inerling (mer'ling), . f< MM. //////(</, mer-

IIIIHJI, vrith iicciun. term, -iiifi (as in irliituii/)

(ML. inrr/iiii/nx), < OF. niirlii a, mi I'luin-. mi r-

Inii/.-i, V.niiiliui (> S,p. inti>'lit>n.ii whiting, < I,.

nii'i'iilii, !i tisli, the sea-carp, a transferred use of
HI- r it/a, blackbird: see merlei.] A small gadoid
fiah, Mi-rliimiiifi rult/tirix, lhi> European whiting.

Merlin's-irrass(iner'liii/.-grits). . A species of

({iiillwurt, Iiiii
:tfx Itifitstri.t. growing in lake.-.

According to a local Welsh tradition, it is mar-
vclously nourishing to eattle and fishe-.

merlon (mer'lon), ii. [< F. Hirrlnii = Sp. /-

Ion = Pg. in* linn. a merlon, < It. merlo, a mer-
lon, perhaps < LL. *>it<frttli<s, dim. of moerus,
iiiiii'Hx, wall : see wre.] In fort., the plain
member of masonry or other material which
separates two crenelles or embrasures: a cop.
See battlentfiil.

The battery was soon erected, the nifjimut being framed
of logs and tilled with earth. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 17."i.

The merlin** of the Guelf battlements were square, those
of the Ohlbclllnu were "a coda dl rondine" that Is, In

shape like tilt! letter M.
C. /.'. Norton, Church-building In Middle Ages, p. 20U.

Merluciidfflfmer-lu-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <Mer-
Im-ii/x + -itln:~\ In Gill's system of classifica-

tion, a family of Gadoidea or gadoid fishes,

represented by the genus Mrrlm-his. The caudal
region is moderate and coniform behind; the caudal rays
are procurreut forward : the anus is submedian ; the sub-
orbital bones are moderate

;
the mouth is terminal ; the

ventral fins aresuhjugular : the dorsal tin is double, a short
anterior and a long posterior one ; there i- a long anal flu

corresponding to the second dorsal , the ril>s are wide, ap-
proximated and channeled below, or with inflected sides ;

and there are paired excavated frontal bones with diver-

gent crests continuous from the forked occipital crest.
The family includes the English hake and related fishes.

merluciine (mer-lu'si-in), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to the Merlttciidce, or having their char-
acters.

H. . A gadoid fish of the family Merluciida:
merlucioid (mer-lu'si-oid), a. Like a hake; of
or pertaining to the Merluciida'.

Merlucius (mer-lu'si-us), n. [NL., < F. mer-

luclie, merlus, OF. merltts, merlu: (= Sp. merlusa
= It. >nrrlit::o, the hake), dried haddock. < mcr-

lus, haddook, according to Manage, < L. mam
hieius, ocean pike : marls, gen. of mare, the sea

;

lucius, a fish, perhaps the pike: see /nee1 .] A
genus of fishes represented by the common hake
of Europe, M: smiridus or vutyaris, and type of
the family Merluciida;. Also spelled Merlucciiis.

mermaid (mer'mad), . [< ME. mermayde,
mi i-i/i/ni/ilc; (.mere1 + maid. Cf. mermaide>i.~\
A fabled marine or amphibian creature having
the form of a woman above the waist and that
of a fish below, endowed 'vith human attri-

butes, and usually working harm, with or with-
out malignant intent, to mortals with whom
she might be thrown into relation.

Chauntccleer so free

Sang merier than the mermayde in the see.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, I. 450.

And as for the meremaidef called Nereides, it is no fab-
ulous tale thatgoeth of them ; for looke, howpai liters draw
them, 90 they are indeed. Holland, tr. of Pliny, ix. 5.

Who would be
A mermaid fair,

Singing alone.
Combing her hair
Under the sea?

7Vnn;/n>, The Mermaid.

False mermaid, the Floerkea proserpiiiacoides, an incon-

spicuous annual plant of the northern United States, re-

sembling the mermaid-wee. 1. Mermaid lace, afiue Ve-
netian point-lace. -Mermaid's fish-lines, a eoaiinon

seaweed, Chorda Alum: so called from its cord-like, ap-
pearance. See Chorda, 2.

mermaiden (mer'ma'dn), n. [< ME. mernmid-
iii, Mcrniayden, IIK nmaiden ; < mere1 + maid-
in. Cf. uieruuiid.'] A mermaid ; a siren.

Goth now rather awey, ye mermai/dcneg [L. sirenes).
whiche that ben awete til it be at the last*.

Chaucer, Boethlus, I. prose 1.

Mermen ami nirrnutldeiu. The Century, XXXV. 5S7.

mermaid-fish (mer'mad-fish), H. An angel-fish,
HI/HI* ti no iiiiiiflim, unnaturally set up fora mer-
maid by a taxidermist.

mermaid's-egg imcr'madz-eg), . Same as
MttnutidPs-wtnt.

mermaid's-glove (mcr'madz-gluy), . 1. A
name given to the largest of British sponges,
Httliclioiulria ociiltita, from its tendency to
branch into a form bearing a remote resem-
blance to a glove with extended fingers. It

sometimes attains a height of 2 feet. 2. A
kind of alcyonarian polyp, .lli-i/imiiini iliijitn-

tiiiit: same as <li nil-tin ii's-tini/i

mermaid' S-hair (nuVma'd/.-hilr), . A black-

ish-green tihinientous species of seaweed.
iiuiJHscula. See

:mo
mermaid's-head (mcr'maii/.-heci). . A popu-
lar British mime of n spatan^oid sea-urchin, as
the .i/miHHi/it* or .linphitli-tn.t fin-tlatiiM. Also
called In Hi l-ini-lliil.

mermaid's-purse (m6r'madz-pers), . An e-

MenimUTs-purte. Eyx-pune of Nuree-hountl {Sijrllivrkiiiui
stellaris

, about natural size.

case or ovicapsule of a skate, ray, or shark.
Also called sea-purse and sea-barrow.

These cases are frequently found on the sea-shore, and
are called mennaul'i-punen. Yarrett, British Fishes.

mermaid-weed (mer'mad-wed), . A plant of
the genus I'rtiseriiinaca, which consists of two
marsh-herbs of North America and the West
Indies, having comb-toothed leaves and incon-

spicuous flowers.

mermaladet, . An obsolete form of marma-
lade.

merman (mer'man), . ; pi. mermen (-men).
[Early mod. E. also "nteretnan, meareman; <

ME. mereman (= D. meerman = G. meermann);
< weri'l + man. Cf. merniin and mermaid.'] 1.

A fabulous man of the sea, with the lower part
of the body that of a fish.

A thing tunnoyling in the sea we spide,
Like to a nieareiiinn.

John Taylor, Works, II. 22. (A'arei.)

2. In In i'.. same as tritoa.

mermian(mer'mi-an), ii. f<Mcrm is + -a>i.] A
land-hairworm of the family Mermiida! or Mer-
ni i tli i<lii-. In their early stages these worms are parasitic
in the visceral cavities of insects, and the young are able
to move i iv T the ground or even on trees during heavy dews
or in wet weather.

mermint, . [ME., also mermi/n, pi. mermin-

ncn, < mereminnen, < AS. meremennen, meremen-

en, meremen, t. (= MD. merminne, maerminne,
f., = MLG. merminne= QHG. meremantie, mere-

menni, merimeni, merimin, mermin, n., merimin-

ni, meriminna, f., MHG. mercminne, merminne,
t., a mermaid, = (with additional suffix) loel.

marmennill, iitarmendilt (mod. marbendtll), also

mtirtjmeUi = Norw. marmtrle, a sea-goblin); <

mere, sea, + meiinen, fern, of man, manii, man:
see mere1 and man, and of. merman.'] A mer-
maid or merman.
The oost of Rome sij I saw] inrrtnutu jn Ilknes of men and

of womraen. Trtrisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronlcon.

Ther heo funden the merminnen
That beoth deor of machele ginnen.

Llliffllitiin. L ."ifl.

Mermis (m^r'mis), ii. [NL., < Or. ftcpfuf, a cord,

string.] The typical genus of Alermithida;. JT.

a ii/i-i.teens and M. albrxn-im are examples.
Mermithidse (mAr-mith'irdfi), n.pl. [NL., <

Meriiii* ( Mi 1'niiili-) + -i(to.] A family of ueina-
toid worms, typified by the genus Mermis. be-

longing to the order Gordiacea; ; the land-hair-
worms. They are aproctous Nematoidea. with a very long
Aliform body and six oral papilla;, the male having two spic-
ules and three rows of papillie on the broadened caudal re-

gion. The worms in their larval state are parasitic, like the
true gordians, being found In the bodies of various In-

sects. When mature they live in the ground, and some-
times swarm to the surface in snch numbers as to give rise
to the vulgar belief that It has rained worms. Also Mtr-
inididce. Mermiidts.

meroblast (mer'o-blast), . [< Qr.uipof, a part
(see merit), + /J/norof, a germ.] In embryol.,
a meroblastic ovum : an egg or ovum contain-

ing food-yolk or nutritive protoplasm besides
the formative or germinal protoplasm: distin-

guished from Imliihlast.

meroblastic (mer-o-blas'tik). a. [< meroblast
+ -ic.] In rmbryol., partially germinal: applied
by Kcinak to those eggs in which there is much
1'ood-yolk \\hich does not undergo segmentation
or take part in germination: opposed to holo-
litiixtir. Birds, reptiles, most fishes, and most
invertebrates have meroblastie eggs.
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merocele (me'ro-ei i. .

\
< i ; r . .,,,.*, thigh. +

ki,'/'i, tumor.] Femoral hemia. See heriuu

merocerite (me-ros'e-rit t, . [< c.r.

thigh, + kii>af, horn. + -iVc-.] In Crustacea, one
of the joints of an antenna, borne upon the i-
chioceritc. See null nun.

meroceritic 'tne-ros-e-rit'ik), n. [</<.
+ -ic. 1 Of the nature of a merocerite.

merogastrula (mer-o-pis'tni-lai, n.; pi. oov
i/nxli'iilii- (-le). [NL., < Gr. ftfiof, a part. +
NL. gastrula, q. v.] The gsstrula, of what-
ever form, of a meroblastic egg. it Is a dluogaa-
trula U the partial segmentation Is dlscoidal. a perlgastrula
if the segmentation Is superficial as well as partial.

inerogenesis (mer-^-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Or.

ufpof, a part, -r yiveatf, generation: see genesis.']
In liiol.. segmentation ; origination of the seg-
ments of which an organized bodr may consist.

/:<//<. Brit., XXIV. 183.

merogenetic (mer 6-je-net'ik), . [< merogene-
iix. al't ei-(/< in Hi-.

\ I'ertiiining to, i-liai-:ic|i-ri/i.d

by, or exhibiting merogenesis.
merohedral (mer-o-he'dral), a. [< Gr. uipos,
a part, + ifpa, seat, base, + -/.] In crystal.,
same as liemilit-ilrttl.

merohedrism (mer-o-he'drizm), . [As mero-
lifdr-al + -<*m.] Same as hemiliedrism.

meroistic (mer-6-is'tik), a. [< Gr. pipof, a part,
+

(,>ui>, egg (ovum), -f -istie.'] Secreting not

only ova, but also vitelligenous cells: applied
to the ovaries of insects. See paiwistie.

Dr. A. Brandt has proposed the term panofstic for ova-
ries of the first mode, and meroistic for those of the second
and third modes of development.

Itn-iii >i. Anat. Invert., p. 381.

meromorph (mer'o-mdrf), a. Same as niern-

morphic.
meromorphic (mer-o-m6r'flk), a. [< Gr. utpos,

part, fraction, + popQif, form.] Similar in na-
ture to a rational fraction MeromorpMc func-
tion, In the theory of functions, a function which, so long
as the variable remains within a certain part of the plane
of imaginary quantity within which the function Is said to
lie meromorphic. varies continuously, has a derivative, and
is monotropic except in going round certain points or Iso-

lated values of the variable called pair*, at which the func-
tion becomes Infinite. The function is. therefore, of the
nature of a fraction whose numerator and denominator
may be infinite series. An older name is fractionaryfunc-
tion.

Meromyaria (mer''6-mi-a'ri-8), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ufpof, a part, + irtf. a muscle, + -aria.] One
of the three principal divisions of the jVcfina-

toidea, containing those threadworms which
have only eight longitudinal series of muscle-
cells, two between each dorsal and ventral line
and lateral area respectively. See Polymyaria,
Uohtmi/aria.

meromyarian (mer'o-mi-a'ri-an), a. [< Mero-

myaria, + -.] Of or pertaining to the Mero-

myaria.
meroparonymy (mer'o-pa-ron'i-mi), ii. [< Gr.

ptpot;, a part, + irapumfiia, paronymv: see pa-
ronymy.] Partial paronymy; adoption or nat-
uralization of a Latin or Greek word in only
one or two modern languages. Hui-k'.* Sana-
lionk of Med. Scienees, VIII. 519. [Bare.]
Meropidse (me-rop'i-de). n. pi. [NL., < Oferops
+ -i(to.] An'Old World family of tenuirostral

picarian birds, typified by the genus Merops; the
bee-eaters or apiasters. They have the feet not zygo-
dactyl, the bill long, slender, and acute, the sternum four-
notched behind, the carotid single, the elaxMiochon nude,
and a spinal apterlum. The range of the family is exten-
sive, including the Palearctic, Ethiopian, Oriental, and Au-
tralaslan regions. The family contains upward of SO spe-
c-it-.-, divided Into several genera, and by Gray Into 2 sub-
families. Xyctiornilhititf and ilerufriiur. See cut under lite-

eater.

meropidan (me-rop'i-dan), a. and M. I. </. Per-

taining to the Meropidtr, or having their char-
acters.

H. M. A bird of the family Mi ri>idtr.

Meropinse (mer-o-pi'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Merops+ -''] The leading subfamily of Meropida,
containing nearly all the species.
meropodite (mf-rop'o-dit), n. [< Gr. ^pAf,
thigh, + jrofcc (forf.) = E. foot, + -ie2.] The
fourth joint of a developed endopodite, between
the ischiopodite and the carpopodite. See cut
under endnpoditt -.

meropoditic (me-rop-o-dit'ik), . [< nifrupo-
ilite + -ic.~\ Of the nature of a meropodite: as,
the iiiiro/iiiilitii- segment of the leg.

Merops (me'rops), n. [NL., < L. merops, < Gr.

ptpcnl>, a bird, the bee-eater, appar. the same as

/w'poVs speaking, endued with speech, < pipof, a

part, fieipeaOat, divide, + 6^, voice.] The typi-
cal irenus of 3/i ni/iii/ii. Birds of this genus are of
lithe and slender form, somewhat like-that of the swallow,
which they also resemble In their mode of flight. The
bill is long and slender, the wings are long and pouted.
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the tail has the two middle feathers lengthened, and the

plumage is beautifully variegated with bright colors.

They prey on insects, especially bees, wasps, aud other hy-

menopters, which they capture on the wing. There are

several species, the best-known of which is M. apiaster,
the only one of general distribution in Europe, though a

second, Sf. cegyptius, is also found in parts of Europe. See
bee-eater. Also called Apiaster.

merorganization (me-r6r"gan-i-za'shon), n.

[< Gr. /w'pof, part, + E. organization.'} Organ-
ization in part, or partial organization. [Rare.]

meros, merus (me'ros, -rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Mptif, thigh.] 1. In soot., one of the joints of

a maxilliped. 2. In anat., the thigh, femur,
or femoral segment of the hind limb, extending
from the hip to the knee, and corresponding to

the brachium of the fore limb.

merosomal (mer'o-so-mal), . [< merosome +
-al.~\ Of the nature of a merosome.
merosome (mer'o-som), n. [< Gr. fiepof, a part,
+ aufta, body.] 'In sool.

,
one of the definite suc-

cessive parts or segments of which the body is

composed ;
a metamere

;
a somite. Thus, one

of the rays of a starfish, or one of the rings of a
worm or crustacean, is a merosome.
Merostomata (mer-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. fttpof, a part, H- oro/ia,' mouth.] A group
of articulated animals to which various values
and limits have been assigned, (a) Named by De
Blainville as an order of crustaceans, containing the horse-

shoe-crabs, together with certain heterogeneous forms.

(b) Extended to the Limulida and the Eurypterida. (c)

Extended to the Umulidce, Eurypterida, and Trilobita, as

a class of crustaceans : synonymous with Giyantostraca
and with Palceocarida. (d) Having the same limits as (cX
but associated with the Arachnida. () Restricted, as an
order of crustaceans, to the Limulidw: synonymous with

Xiphosura. (/) Restricted, as an order of Gigantostraca,
to the Eurypterida, and synonymous therewith. See Pee-

cilopoda. llc&natobranchia is a synonym.
merostomatous (mer-6-stom'a-tus), a. [< Me-
rostomata + -ows.] Pertaining to the Merosto-

mata, or having their characters.

merostome (mer'o-stom), w. One of the Mero-

stomata, as a trilobite or a horseshoe-crab.

merostomous (me-ros'to-mus), a. [< merostome
+ -OKA'.] Same as merostomatous.

-merOUS. [< Gr. -pepf/f, combining form of pepo$ ,

a part.] A suffix denoting 'parted,' 'divided
into parts

'

: often used in botany with a numer-
ical prefix, as 2-merous, 3-merous, etc., to be
read dimerous, trimerous, etc., according to the
Greek.

Merovingian (mer-o-vin'ji-an), a. and n. [= F.

Merovingien, (. ML. Merovingi, the descendants
of Merovaius, an ancestor of the founder of the

dynasty, < OHG. "Meroioig or Merwig.] I. a.

Taking name from Merowig or Merwig (L. Mero-

vasus), an alleged chief or king of a part of the
SaliauFranks and grandfather of Clovis : as, the

Merovingian race, dynasty, or period, ciovis, in-

vading the Roman part of Gaul in A. D. 486, founded the
Merovingian or first race of French kings (several often

reigning at the same time in different parts of France),
which was succeeded by the Carolingian dynasty in 751 or
752. Some suppose Meroicig or Merovceus to have been
the patronymic of the family or clan of Ciovis, derived from
a more remote ancestor. Merovingian writing, a va-

riety of cursive script full of flourishes and difficult en-
lacements and combinations of letters, peculiar to the
Merovingian period in France : used in many documents
still in existence.

The writing of the Frankish empire to which the title of

Meromtiijian has been applied had a wider range than the
other national hands. It had a long career both for diplo-
matic and literary purposes. In this writing, as it ap-
pears in documents, we see that the Roman cursive is sub-

jected to a lateral pressure, so that the letters received a
curiously cramped appearance, while the heads and tails
are exaggerated to inordinate length.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 157.

II. n. A member of the family to which the
first dynasty of French kings belonged. See I.

meroxene (me-rok'sen), n. [< Gr. [ttpof, a part,+ ftvof, strange, foreign. ] A variety of the kind
of mica called biotite, distinguished by its optical
characters. See biotite and mica2 . The name was
early given by Breithanpt to the Vesuvian biotite, but has
recently been limited by Tschermak to those kinds of bio-
tite in which the optic axial plane is parallel to the plane
of symmetry.

merpeople (mer'pe"pl), n. pi. [< mer- (in mer-
maid, merman) + people.'] Fabled inhabitants
of the sea with a human body and a fish-like
tail : a collective name for mermaids and mer-
men. GUI, Forum, III. 85.

merret, v. t. A Middle English form of marl.
merrify (mer'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. merrified,
ppr. merrifying. [< merry1 + -fy.] To cause
to be or become merry. [Bare.]

It merryfied us all.

Mme. D'ArWay, Wary, I. 324. (Davies.)

merrily (mer'i-li), adv. [< ME. mer ill/, meriely; <

merry! + 4i/2.] In a merry, cheerful, or glad
manner; with mirth and jollity.
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merrimake (mer'i-mak), n. and v. See merry-
make.
merriment (mer'i-ment), n. [< merry1 + -ment.'}

1. The state of being merry or frolicsome;
hilarious enjoyment ; jollity: as, boisterous mer-

riment.
Yet was there not with her else any one,
That to her might move cause of meriment.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 8.

His deep eye laughter-stirr'd
With merriment of kingly pride.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

2. The act of making merry; mirthful enter-

tainment
;
frolic.

A number of merriments and jests . . . wherewith they
have pleasantly moved much laughter at our manner of

serving God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 30.

We . . . therefore met your loves
In their own fashion, like a merriment.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 794.

3f. A short comedy or play.
Some menial servants of mine own are ready
For to present a merriment. Ford, Fancies, v. 3.

= Syn. See jolly.

merriness (mer'i-nes), n. [< merry1 + -ness.'}

1. The quality of being merry; mirthfulness.

[Bare.]
Be it as the style shall give us cause to climb in the mer-

riness. Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 202.

2f. Pleasure
; happiness.

Wyf and chyldren that men desyren for cause of delit

and of meryitesse. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 2.

merrow (mer'6), n. [< Ir. moruach, moruadh,
a mermaid, < muir, the sea: see mere1

.] A
mermaid.
An Irishman caught a merrow, with her . . . enchanted

cap lying beside her.

Baring-Gould, Myths of the Middle Ages, p. 505.

merry1
(mer'i), a. [Early mod. E. merrie, <

ME. merie, mine, myrie, murie, murge, < AS.
merige, mirige, myrige, myrege, also syncopated
murge, gen. myrges, etc., in pi. merge, mergan,
pleasant, delightful (said of grass, trees, land-

scape, the world, music, song, etc.; not applied
to a humorous or sportive mood, nor to speech
or conduct); appar. without Teut. cognates, and
perhaps, with AS. adj. suffix -ig, < Ir. Gael.

mear, mirthful, playful, wanton; cf. Ir. Gael.

mire, play, mirth, levity, madness, Gael, mir, v.,

play, sport, mirigeach, playful, merry. Hence
mirth.'] 1. Exciting feelings of enjoyment and
gladness; causing cheerfulness or light-hearted-
ness; pleasant; delightful; happy: as, the merry
month of May; a merry spectacle.

That hee had delyveryd hym oujt of his peynne,
And brougt hym into a mirgurre [merrier] plase.

Chron. VHodun, p. 125. (Uattiu'ell.)

The seson was myri and softe, and the contre feire and
delitable. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 384.

When the merry bells ring round.

Hilton, I/Allegro, 1. 93.

2. Playfully cheerful or gay; enlivened with

gladness or good spirits ; mirthful in speech or

action; frolicsome; hilarious; jubilant: as, a

merry company.
On that othir syde he was oon of the beste felowes and

myriest that myght be founde. Merlin(E,. E. T. S.X ii. 136.

Be merry, be merry, my wife has all ;

For women are shrews, both short and tall ;

'Tis merry in hall, when beards wag all.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 35 (song).

Be merry, sister ; I shall make you laugh anon.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

3. Sportive and mirthful in quality or charac-

ter; jocund; jovial; rollicking; funny: as, a

merry heart ; a merry song.
This riding rime serueth most aptly to wryte a merie tale,

so Rythme royall is fittest for a graue discourse.

Gascoigne, Notes on Eng. Verse (ed. Arber), 16.

There is a kind of merry war betwixt Signior Benedick
and her. Shak., Much Ado, I. 1. 62.

4. Brisk; lively; cheery.
Thus to the sea faire Maudlin is gone
With her gentle master; God send them a merry wind.

The Merchant's Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 333).

We tacked about and stood our course W. and by S., with
a merry gale in all our sails.

WinOirop, Hist. New England, I. 18.

5f. Full of gibes; sneering; sarcastic, lip.

Atterbury. As merry as a grig. See grigi. Merry
dancers. See dancer. Merry Greek. See Greek.

Merry men, followers
; retainers.

His merie men comanded he
To make him bothe game and glee.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 128.

They drave back our merry men,
Three acres bredth and mair.
Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 318).

Merry time*, merry weathert, pleasure ; joy ; delight.

Whi, doth not thi cow make myry-wedir in thy dish?
MS. Digby 41, f. 8. (Uattiwett.)

merryman
The Merry Monarch, CharlesII. of England. me more
the merrier, the larger the company the greater the en-

joyment.
But vchon enle we wolde were fyf,

The mo the myryer so god me blesse.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Moms), i. 849.

TO make merry, to be jovial ; indulge in feasting and
mirth. See merrymake. = Syn. 1-3. Mirthful, Jovial, etc.

(see jolly), gleeful

merry1
(mer'i), v. t. [< merry1

, a.] To make
merry or glad; please; gratify; delight. [Bare.]

Though pleasure merries the senses for a while, yet hor-

ror after vultures the uuconsuming heart.

Feltham, Resolves, p. 43.

merry1
(mer'i), adv. [< ME. mery, murye; < mer-

ry
1
, a.] Merrily; in a lively manner.

Daunsith he murye that is myrtheles?
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 592.

merry2 (mer'i), n. [Orig. "merise, then mer-

ries, applied as a plural to the fruit, whence
the sing, merry ; < F. merise, wild cherry; origin
uncertain. Cf. cherry1 ,

ult. < F. cerise, cherry.]
The wild cherry of England, Prunus avium.

merry-andrew (mer"i-an'dro), . [< merry1

+ Andrew, a man's name : see Andrew. The
name Andrew may refer to some buffoon of

that name, of whom nothing is now known
(cf . a similar use of some man's name in smart

Aleck, a slang term for a would-be smart fel-

low), or it may be a general appellation like

zany, a merry-andrew, ult. identical with Jolm.
There appears to be no evidence for the as-

sertion (appar. first made by Hearne) that
the name orig. referred to Andrew Boorde,
doctor of physic in the reign of Henry VIII.,
the author of the ' 'Introduction to Knowledge

"

and other works, and towhom several jest-books
were erroneously ascribed (perhaps because of

his surname, which recalls ME. boorde, horde,

bourde, a jest : see bourd1
)."] One whose busi-

ness it is to make sport for others by jokes and
ridiculous posturing ;

a buffoon; a clown.

Th' Italian Merry Andrews took their place,
And quite debauch'd the Stage with lewd grimace.

Sryden, Epil. to Univ. of Oxford (1673), 1. 11.

merryboukt, n. [Formerly also merribowke; ap-
par. < merry1 + bouk1

.] A cold posset.
A sillibub or merribowke. Cotgrave.

merry-go-down (mer'i-go-doun'), . Strong
ale, or miff-cap. [Old cant.]

I present you with meate, and you . . . can do no less

than present mee with the best morning's draught of

merry-go-downe in your quarters.
Sashe, Lenten Stuffe, Ded. (Harl. Misc., VI. 145).

merry-go-round (mer'i-go-round'), n. A re-

volving machine, consisting of a series of wood-
en horses or carriage-seats, mounted on a cir-

cular platform, on orinwhich children and some-
times grown persons ride for amusement. In
the United States also called a carrousel.

merry-maid (mer'i-mad), . A dialectal form
of mermaid. [Cornwall, Eng.]
merrymake (mer'i-mak), v. i.; pret. and pp.
merrymade, ppr. merrymaking. [Also merri-

make; < merry1 + make1
.'] To make merry;

frolic.
With thee 'twas Marian's dear delight
To moil all day, and merrimake at night.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday.

The weak and wronged shall sit with me,
And eat and drink, and merrymake and go,

Singing a holiday for every one.

Harper'Mag., LXXVIII. 180.

merrymake (mer'i-mak), n. [< merrymake, v.~\

A merrymaking ; sport; pastime. Also written
merrimake.

But when he saw her toy, and gibe, and geare,
And passe the bonds of modest merimake,
Her dalliauuce he despis'd and follies did forsake.

Spenser, F. IJ., II. vi. 21.

We'll have feasts,
And funerals also, merrymakes and wars.

Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

merrymaking1 (mer'i-ma
/

'king), n. The act of

making merry; a convivial entertainment; a

gay festival.

Is this a place for mirthful cheer?
Can merry-making enter here?

Wordsworth, Matron of Jedborough.

merrymaking2
(mer'i-ina'*kmg), a. Producing

mirth or sport.
His talents lending to exalt the freaks
Of merry-making beggars, . . . provoked
To laughter multiplied in louder peals
By his malicious wit. Wordsicorth, Excursion, vi.

merryman1 (mer'i-man), . A dialectal form
of merman. [Cornwall, Eng.]
merryman2 (mer'i-man), .; pi. merrymen
(-men). A merry-andrew ;

a buffoon; a clown:
used as an appellative or pretended surname
for a clown : as, Mr. Merryman.
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merrymeeting (mor'i-mf-'ting), n. A meeting
for mirth or sport; a merrymaking; n festival.

The studious man prefers a book before a revel, the rig-

ours of contemplation before mfrry-mtstiny* and jolly

rnnipany. South, Bermons, VIII. 408.

merry-night i mor'i-nlt), n. A rural festival

licld in the- north of England, where young
people meet in the evening for the purpose of

dancing.
Ho hears a sound, and sees the light,
And In a moment calls to mind
That 'tis the village Uerry-Sight !

Wardtworth, The Waggoner.

merrythought (mer 'i- that), n. The furcula

or wishbone of a fowl's breast: so called from
the sport of breaking it between two persons
of whom each pulls at one of the two ends, to

determine which is to be married first, or which
is to have awish gratified that has been mentally
formed for the occasion, the winner being the

one who gets the longer fragment.
I have known the shooting of a star spoil a night's rest;

and have seen a roan In love grow pale, and lose his appe-
tite, upon the plucking of a merry-thought.

Addition, Omens.

merry-tottert (mer'i-tot'er), M. [< ME. mcry-
to/i/r, mcrytoytir, mcry totyr, myry totyr ; < mer-

ry! + totter, a swing.] A swing for children.

PHUyt, 1'iirr., p. 518; Cath. Ang., pp. 235, 390.

merry-trotter (mer'i-trot'er), n. A variant of

mfrry-totter. Halliwcll. [Prov. Eng.]
merrywing (mer

'
i - wing), n. The whistle-

wing orcommon goldeneye of Europe and Amer-
ica, Clangula clangula ; also, the buffle, Buee-

phala albeolo. G. Trumbull, 1888. See cut un-
der buffle

1
. [Connecticut.]

merse (mers), v. t. [< L. mersare, dip, freq.
of mcrgere, pp. mersus, dip: see merge.] To

dip or plunge into or under a liquid.

In all cases where the simple envelopment of the object,

only, Is concerned, no word, probably, Is more unexcep-
tionable than merte. (1) This word is of common use in

cases where an object is placed in a fluid, semi-fluid, or

any easily penetrable material. (2) It depends upon no
form of act. (3) It is without limit of duration.

J. W. Dale, Classic Baptism, p. 131.

mersementt, n. See mercement. Gesta Ro-

nuinorum, p. 288. (Hallitcell.)

Mersenne's laws. See law*.

mersht, . An obsolete form of marsh.

mersion (mer 'shop), n. [= F. mersion, < L.

mcmo(n-), a dipping, < mcrgere, pp. mersus,

dip : see merse, merge. Cf . emersion, immersion,

submersion.'} The act of dipping or plunging
under a liquid; immersion.

The mersion also in water, and the emersion thence, doth

figure our death to the former, and reviving to a new life.

Barrow, Baptism.

merswinet, . See mereswine.

Mertensia (mer-ten'si-S), . [NL. (Both,

1797), named after F. C." Mertens, a German
botanist.] A genus of boraginaceous plants
of the tribe Borageie and the subtribe Litlio-

licrme<e, characterized by having bractless or

very slightly bracted flower-clusters, an almost
naked corolla of bell-funnel shape, and oblique-

ly attached nutlets. There are about 15 species, na-

tives of eastern Europe, extratropical Asia, and North
America. They are perennial herbs, with alternate entire

leaves and handsome blue or purplish flowers in corymbs
composed of loose raceme-like clusters. The plants are
called tmooth lungwort. M. Virginiea, the Virginian cow-

slip or lungwort, is a flne spring wild Mower of the eastern
rutted states, also in gardens. M. maritima. the sea-lung-

wort, with smaller flowers, Is a sea-coast plant of both

hemispheres in northern latitudes, also called tea-bttglogt,

and locally oyster-plant. See lungwort, 2.

merthet, An obsolete form of mirth.

Mem (mer'o), n. In Hind, mi/th., the central

mountain of the earth, of prodigious size and

precious material, having on its summit the

abode of the gods.
Merula (merij-ia), . [NL., < L. merula, a
blackbird : see merle1

.] A genus of thrushes, of

the family Turtliilir, giving to that family the
alternative name Mrniliilir. The genus, in the
sense in which it is at present used, was Irnsed in 1816 by
W. E. Leach upon the European blackbird, Tvrdut meru-

la, or Aferulti vultjari*. (See cut under blackbird.) It also
includes such species as the ring-ouzel, M. torquata, and
the American robin, M. mirjratnria. By many naturalists

it is used as a subgenus or mere synonym of Turdua.

Copsichus in one sense is a synonym.
Merulidae (ine-ro'li-de), n. /il. [XL., < Mi-ruin +
-trf<r.] A family of deutirostral oscine passer-
ine birds, typified by the genus ^ferula, now
usually culloil Tunliilir: the thrushes. In the
classification of Sw.iinsmi (is:i7) it was differently i-onsti-

tuted from Titr<fi<l,r proper, and divided into Brach<i/""li-

nee, Mi/nthcriiur, Merulina, Crattropodince, and OnMfcM
meruline (im-i-'o-Un), . Of or pertaining to

the genus Mi ruin, or a subfamily Merulina:

merus, . See meros.
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mcrvailest, . A Middle English variant of

mtirrrhius.

mervaillet, mervailet, etc., n. and r. Obsolete
fiirnis of iitni-fi I.

merveil-du-jour (mer-valy'dU-zhiJr'), n. [F.

iiiri-i-iilli-fli<-jtiHr. lit. 'marvel of the day': mer-

veille, man-el ;
du for de le, gen. of def . art., of

the; jour, day.] An English collectors' name
for certain noctuid moths. The common mer-

veil-du-jour is Agriopis ajtrilina; another is

Ilijilillii rii ill-inn.

merveillet, merveilet, etc., n. and v. Obsolete
forms of marvel.

merveilleuse (mer-va-lyez'), it. [F., fern,

of merveilleux, marvelous: see marvelous.] A
fashionable woman under the Directory in

France at the close of the eighteenth century,
at which time ultra-fashionable people affected

extraordinary innovations in costume, especial-

ly in a fancied revival of the feminine dress of

the ancient Greeks and Romans, and even of

their mythology. See ineroyable.

mervelet, merveilet, and v. Obsolete forms
of marvel.

merveloust, mervelyoust, a. Middle English
forms of marvelous.

merwoman (mer'wum'an), n.; pi.
merwomen

(-wim'en). [< mer-, as in mermatd, + teaman.]
A fabled sea-creature with the body of a woman
and the tail of a fish; a mermaid. T. Gill.

meryt, a. An obsolete form of merry1
.

Merychippus (mer-i-kip'us), . [NL., < Gr.

uf/pv!- (ftnavK-), a ruminating animal (applied to

a fish) (> unpviufctv, uripvua^etv, ruminate: see

merycism), + Zmrof, horse.] A genus of fossil

horses, of the family Equidir, founded by Leidv
in 1856 upon remains from the Pliocene of North
America. It is one of the more recent extinct

forms, related to Hipparion and to I'rotohiji-

pus.
merycism (mer'i-sizm), n. [< Gr. tinpvuiauAq,

chewing the cud, rumination, < ut/pvuifciv, chew
the cud, ruminate.] The abnormal habit or

act of raising the food from the stomach to the

mouth, and remasticating it
;
rumination in the

human species. It occurs in healthy persons,
but is more frequent in association with mental
defect or disease.

Merycopotamidae (mer'i-ko-po-tam'i-de), n.

pi. [NL.,< Merycopotfimm + -4a<c.] An extinct

family of omnivorous artiodactyl ungulates,

typified by the genus Merycopotamn.i. The near-

est relatives of these animals are the existing hippopota-
muses,wlthwhich they agree in the massive obese body with

phalangigrade feet of four digits each, the obtuse rounded
snout with superolateral nostrils, and the two inguinal
mammae. Theydlfferinsomedentslcharacters.as the com-
paratively small cylindroconic canines, and the inequality
of the upperand lower molars, the former of which simulate
those of ruminants in the detail of their structure.

Merycopotamoidea(mer*i-ko-pot-a-moi'd(>-a),
. pi. [NL., < Merycopottimux + -oidca.] A

superfamily founded by Gill in 1872 for the re-

ception of the family Mcrycopotamidte.
Merycopotamus (mer'i-ko-pot'a-mus), 11.

[NL., < Gr. ufipvi- (ftnpvK-), a ruminating animal

(> uripwclfctv, /aipvita^civ, ruminate), + K&ra/ios,
river. Cf. hippopotamus.] Thfe typical and only
genus of the family Merycopotamidtt, founded

by Falconer and Cantleroy upon remains from
the Sivalik hills of India.

mest, ". An obsolete form of mess 1
.

mes-t. An obsolete form of the prefix mis-2.

mesa (ma'sa), n. [Sp., < L. mensa, a table : see
mensal1

.] A table-land; a broad and flat river-

terrace
;
a level or gently sloping region. This

Spanish word Is in common use throughout the southwest-
ern part of the United States, where large areas, especial-

ly on the Colorado river and its branches, are table-lands,

deeply intersected by valleys (canons) of erosion, which are
often 1,000 or 2,000 feet deep, and occasionally much more.

mesad (me'sad), adv. [< mcs(on) + -ad3 .] To-
ward the meson

;
in a mesal direction. B. G.

Wilder.

mesail, mezail, n. [OF. T] The vizor of a hel-

met, especially of the armet, or any headpiece
having the face-opening covered by two sepa-
rate movable parts, the upper one of which
contained the reillere, or sight-opening. See
cut in next column.
mesal (mes'al), a. [< meson + -at.] Middle;
median

; relating to the meson ormiddle length-
wise vertical plane of the body between the

right side and the left. Also mesian and (He-

mesalliance (ma-zal-li-ons'), . [F.] Same as

meseise

o parts. 9pnWi. rich century.

mesamoeboid (mes-a-me'boid), n. [< Gr. /

middle, + NL. amceoa, q. v., + Gr. eMoc, form.]
One of the free amo?biform cells of the meso-
1 1< Tin or middle germ-layer of the embryo ; also,
a leucocyte or wandering cell of the adult.

mesaralc(me8-a-ra'ik), a.andn. [<Gr. *ueaa-

pa"m6f, pertaining to the mesentery, < /iraapaiov

(so. iepua), the mesentery, < /ifaof. middle (see
meson), + apaiA, the flank, belly, < a/xu6f, thin,
lean. . Cf. mesentery.] I. a. In anat., of or per-
taining to the mesentery; meseuteric: chiefly
in the compound ompluiloinesaratc.

II. n. Same as mesentery.
mesaraical (mes-a-ra'i-kal), a. [< mesaraic +
-al.] Same as riiesaraic. Also, erroneously,
mcseraical.

Vena ports is a vein coming from the concave of the

liver, and receiving those mtjieraieal veins by whom he
takes the chylus from the stomach and guts, and conveys
It to the liver. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 97.

mesally (mes'al-i ), ndr. In the meson or median
plane of the body: as, to cut mcxally : to be situ-

ated iiifsulli/. Also niesialli/.

mesarteritis (mes-ar-te-ri'tis), n. [< Gr.
,

middle, -I- aprr/pla, an artery, + -ids.] Inpathol.,
inflammation of the middle coat of an artery.

mesatlcephali (mes'a-ti-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL.:
see mexatirrphalic.] Persons whose skulls are

mesaticephalic.
mesaticephalic (mes^a-ti-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-

lik), a. [< Gr. /itoaaTot;',' Attic /ifaaTof, midmost
(poet, superl. otufaof, middle), + Kr<tm'/>/, head:
see cephalic.] Having an index of breadth
from 75 to 80 (Topinard): applied to skulls.

Skulls are classified according to their cephalic indices
into three groups dolichocephalic, tnexaticfphalic, and
brachycephallc. Katun, XXXIII. 4.

mesayenturet, mesaiinturet, " Middle Eng-
lish forms of misadventure.
mescal (mes-kal'), [< 8p. mezcal, < Mex.
meicalli.] A strong intoxicating spirit distilled

from pulque, the fermented juice of the Agare
Americana of Mexico. Also meical, mescal.

meschauncet, A Middle English form of

mischance.

meschieft, meschefet, meschevet, . and r.

Middle English forms of mischief.
meschitt, " A form of mesquit.

mesdames, . Plural of madamt.
mesdemoiselles. n. Plural of mademoiselle.

mese1
!) " [ME., also nices, mes, < AS. mete,

meose, mise, myse, a table, also what is on the

table, = OHG. mias, meat = Goth. mes. a table ;

cf. L. nit
1 H*n. a table: see mensal1

.] A dinner;
meal.

My lorde es serucde at ylk a mete,
\\'ii)i thritty knytlitlis falre and free.

Thamat of Emeldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 106).

mese'^t, '' ' [ME. mesen, moderate, subdue;
prob. of Scand. origin, orig. refl. form, corre-

sponding to melee, r.: see meek.] To moderate ;

subdue; abate ^ mollify.

Wylt thou mete thy mode (atiate thy anger] and menddyng
abyde? AUOeratirt />omu(ed. MorrUX U. 764.

Mae youre hart and mend youre mode.
TmrntUy MyHeriet, p. 175.

mese3 (mes). . A dialectal form of moss1
.

meseems(me-gemz'), r. imprrx. ; pret.meseemed.
[Orig. and prop, two words me seems (pret. me
seemed) : me, dat. of / (see me1

) ; seem, appear :

see seem 1
. Cf. methinks.] It seems to me. See

And when In Combat these fell Monsters cross,
Me teem some Tempest all the seas doth toss.

Sylmtrr. tr. of Da Bsrtas's Weeks, L 5.

Tlie knave that doth thee service as full knight
Is all as good, metetmt, as any knight.

Tennutcm,'

meseiset, .

ease.

nylon, Osreth and Lynette.

A Middle English form of mis-



mesel

meself (mez'el). n. [Early mod. E. also mesell,

messel (rare, the word being prop. ME. only); <

ME. mescl, mesell, a leper, < OF. mesel, mezel, mei-

sel, masel, musel, mesea it,
fern, tnescle, meselle, etc.,

a leper, leprous, < ML. misellus, a leper, lit. a
wretched person, a wretch, < L. misellus, a

wretch, a noun use of misfllus, wretched, unfor-

tunate, dim. of miser, wretched : see miser1
,
of

which mesel is thus ult. a dim .form , without dim .

force. The word mesel became practically obso-

lete before the middle of the 16th century, being
supplanted by leper. It has been to some ex-

tent confused by writers with measles (ME. me-

seles, maseles): see measles. There is no author-
ized form "measle or "measelry for mesel, meselry,
such spellings being recent sophistications of

the proper ME. spellings mesel, meselry, due to

the confusion mentioned.] A leper.
In that Flora Jordan, Naaman of Syrie bathed him,

that was fulle riche, but he was meselle ; and there anon
he toke his hele. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 104.

He that repreveth his neighebor, outher he repreveth
hym by som harm of peyne that he hath on his body, as

mesel, "croked harlot," or by sora synne that he dooth.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Abaffeled up and down the town for a messel and a
scoundrel. London Prodigal, ii. 4. (Nares.)

meseledt, a. [Also meseld, mealed, mesled, mes-

elled, messeled (after OF. meself, pp.) ; < mesel
+ -ed$. Prob. confused with measled.] Lep-
rous.
Meseau [F.], a mesetted, scurvie, leaprous, lazarous per-

son. Cotgraw.

meselednesst, . [Also mcscldness, mezeMness;
< meseled + -ness.] Leprosy.

Meselerie [F.I, mesledness, leaprosie, scurvinesse.

Cotgrave.

mesel-houset, . [ME., < mesel + Aowsei.] A
hospital for lepers.

And to meselle houses of that same lond,
Thre thousand marke onto thcr spense he fond.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 136.

mesellet, n. A Middle English form of measles.

Cath.Ang.,p. 236.

meselryt, . [ME. , also meselrie, mesylery, < OF.
meselerie, mezelerie, maselcrie, muselcrie (ML. re-

flex meselaria), leprosy, also a house for lepers,
< mesel, a leper : see mesel.'] Leprosy.
Payne is sent by the rightwys sonde of God, and by his

suffrance, be it meselrie. or niaheym, or maladie.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Mesembryanthemeae (me-seni''bri-an-the'me-

e), . pi. [NL. (Feuzl, 1835), < Mesembryanthe-
mum + -ea:.~] A tribe of dicotyledonous polypet-
alous plants of the natural order Ficoidece, char-
acterized by having leaves without stipules,
and the tube of the calyx adherent to the ovary.
It includes 2 genera, Mesembryanthemum, the type, and
Tetragonia, and about 320 species, which, although having
a wide range, abound principally in the southern part of
Africa. The group was originally regarded as an order.
Sometimes written Mesembryacece and Mesembryea.

Mesembryanthemum (me - sem - bri - an '
the-

mum), n. [NL. (Dillenius, 1719), prop. "Mescm-
brianthemum, < Gr. /tecj/ftfipla, midday, the south
(</ieaoq, middle,+ foepa, day),+ &v6e/iov, a flow-

er, < avSelv, bloom, < &v6of, a flower: see anther."]A large genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants of the natural order Ficoideic, the fig-

marigold family, type of the tribe Mesembryan-
theme<z. They are erect or prostrate fleshy herbs, some-
times slightly woody, with thick fleshy liaves, and showy
white, yellow, or rose-colored flowers in terminal or axil-

lary clusters. The fruit is a capsule, which is hygroscopic,
swelling out and opening in the rain, and so allowing the
seeds to escape. The genus embraces some 300 species,
reaching by far its greatest development in South Africa,
a few species, mostly littoral, being scattered in the Ca-
naries, the Mediterranean region, Australia, etc. A gen-
eral name for the species is fitj-marigold, also midday-
flower and pig's-face. M. crystallinmn is the toe-plant
(which see). M. acinaciforme and M. edule of South Africa
are called Hottentot fig. M. dolabnforme is the hatchet-
leafed fig-marigold (see cut under dolabrifarm). See day's-
chop, cat-chop, and figZ.

mesembryo (me-sem'bri-6), n. [< Or. [teem;, mid-
dle, + iiMJipvov, embryo : see embryo."] The bias-
tula stage of the ova of metazoans, parallel with
the adult colonies of such protozoans as Eudo-
rina. JSyatt,

f
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1887.

mesembryonic(me-sem-bri-on'ik),tf. [<.mesem-
bryo(n-) + -ic.~] Of orpertainingtoamesembryo.
mesencephalic (mes"en-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik),

. [< mesencephalon + -ic.~\ Situated in the
midst of the encephalon, as the midbrain; of or
pertaining to the mesencephalon : as, the men-
encephalic segment of the brain.

mesencephalon (mes-en-sef'a-lon), n.; yil.mes-
cncepliala (-la). [NL., < Or. p&MC, middle, +
tyKtyoAof, brain: see enceplialon.] The mid-
brain

;
a segment of the encephalon consisting

essentially of the corpora qua drigemina or optic
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lobes and the crura cerebri. See brain. Also

mesencephal, mesocephalon.
mesenchyma(mes-eng'ki-ma), H. [NL.] Same
as mesenchyme.
mesenchymal (mes-eng'ki-mal), a.

[<
mesen-

chyme + -al.~\ Pertaining to, consisting of, or

derived from mesenchyme ; mesenchymatous.
The ordinary mesenchymal cells.

Buck's Handbook ofMed. Sciences, III. 194.

mesenchymatous (mes-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

mesenchyma(t-) + -os.] Same as mesenchymal.
The body-cavity contains mesenchymatous elements.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Feb., 1886, p. 54.

mesenchyme (mes'eng-Mm), n. [< NL. mesen-

chyma, < Gr. /<to-of, middle, + iyxv^a, an in-

fusion.] The tissue or substance of the meso-
derm of some animals, as sponges.
mesenna. musenna (me-, mu-sen'a), w. [Afri-
can.] The bark of Aloizzw. anthelmintica. It

is used as a tseniafuge. Also called bisenna,
besenna.

mesentera, n. Plural of meseiiteron.

mesenteria, n. Plural of mesentermm.
mesenterial (mez-en-te'ri-al), a. [< mesentery
+ -a?.] Same as mesenteric.

The low development of the mesenterial filament
Micros. Science, XXVIII. 426.

mesenteric (mez-en-ter'ik), a. [< mesentery +
-jc.] Of or pertaining to a mesentery, in any
sense: as, mesenteric attachment Mesenterlc
artery, an artery which ramifies between the two layers of
a mesentery. In man there are two large arteries of this

name, superior and inferior, both branches of the abdomi-
nal aorta. Mesenteric chamber, the space between any
two mesenteries of an actinozoan. Mesenteric fever, fil-

aments, ganglia, gland. See the nouns. Mesenteric
lymphatic, a lacteal. Mesenteric septum. Same as

mesentery, 2. Mesenteric vein, a vein which corresponds
to a mesenteric artery.

mesentericat (mes-en-ter'i-ka), n. [NL., < Gr.

/leaevrtpiov, the mesentery: see mesentery."] In

hot., the mycelium of certain fungi.
mesenteriolum (mes-en-te-ri'o-lum), n. [NL.,
dim. of'mesentermm, mesentery: see mesentery."]
A duplicature of peritoneum connecting the ap-
pendix vermiformis with the mesentery.
mesenteritis (mes-en-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., < mes-

entery + -itis.~] In pntliol., inflammation of the

mesentery.
mesenterium (mes-eu-te'ri-um), n.

; pi. mesente-
ria (-a). [NL. : see mesentery.] A mesentery.
mesenteron (mes-en'te-ron), .

; pi. mesentera

(-ra). [NL., < Gr. [ifaevrepov, < fieaof, middle, +
svrepov, intestine.] In embryol., the interior of
the archenteron or primitive intestine ; the in-

testinal cavity in an early stage, bounded by
the hypoblast.

After the formation of the mesoblast and the separation
of a portion of the archenteron, the hypoblastic cavity is

known as the mesenteron. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 11.

mesenterpnic (mes-en-te-ron'ik), a. [< mesen-
teron + -ic."] Of or pertaining to the mesente-
ron.

mesentery (mez'en-ter-i), n.
; pi. mesenteries

(-iz). [< NL. mesenterium, < Gr. ^eaevrepiov, the

mesentery, lit. the middle intestine,< /neaof ,
Tmd-

<lle, + vTpw,.intestine: see enteron."] l.lnanat.,
a fold or duplicature of peritoneum investing the
intestine or other abdominal viscus wholly or
in part, and serving to retain such viscus in its

proper position in the abdominal cavity, it con-
sists of two layers of peritoneum, separated in that part
of their extent which is wrapped around the viscus, in the
rest of their extent lying closely apposed, but still having
between them the vessels, nerves, and lymphatics which
go to the viscus, together with, usually, a quantity of fat.

In man the mesentery of the intestine is connected by its

root to the spinal column for a distance of about six inches,
from the left side of the second lumbar vertebra to the
right sacro-iliac synchondrosis ; its breadth, or the dis-
tance from the vertebrae to the intestinal border, is about
four inches. The term mesentery is sometimes restricted
to the reflection of peritoneum which keeps the small in-
testine in position, in which case the similar foldings about
other viscera have special names, as mesoarium, mesocce-

cum, mesocolon, mesoduodenum, mesogastrium, mesometry,
meiorchmm, mesorecturn, mesovarium. See these words.
Also memraic.
2. In zool., some structure like a mesentery : a

perivisceral or mesenteric septum, (a) in AMno-
zoa, one of the several membranous partitions which radi-
ate from the wall of the gastric sac to that of the body ver-

tically across the somatic or perivisceral cavity, which is

thus divided into a corresponding number of mesenteric
chambers. (6) In sundry other invertebrates, as annelids,
one of the membranous or muscular septa which may sub-
divide the perivisceral cavity into several partly separate
chambers.

mesepimeral (mes-e-pim'e-ral), a. [< meni'pim-
<T(I + -a?.] Of or pertaining to the mesepim-
eron.

mesepimeron (mes-e-pim'e-ron), n. ; pi. mese-

pimera (-ra). [NL., < Gr. fitaof, middle, + NL.
epimeron, q. v.] In en torn., the epimeron of the

meshed

mesothorax : the epimeral sclerite of the meso-

pleuron.
mesepisternum (mes-ep-i-ster'num), n.; pi.

mesepisterna (-na). [NL., < Gr. /urop, middle,
+ NL. episterntim, q. v.] In en torn., one of the
mesothoracic episterna.

meseraic, meseraical. Erroneous forms of

mesaraic, mesai'aical.

mesethmoid (mes-eth'moid), . and n, [< Gr.

fitaof, middle, + E. ethmoid."] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the mesethmoid.

II. n. The middle ethmoidal bone
;
the me-

dian element of the compound ethmoid bone.
It is the part called in human anatomy the lamina per-
pendicularis, or perpendicular plate of the ethmoid, as dis-

tinguished from the lateral masses of that bone, or the eth-
moturbinals. See ethmoid.

mesethmoidal (mes-eth-moi'dal), a. [< mes-
ethmoid + -al."} Same as mesethmoid.
mesh1 (mesh), n. [Formerly also meash and
mash, and dial, mask; < ME. maske, < AS.
*masc, transposed max, also dim. nwscre (rare)
= MD. masche, maesche, D. maas= MLG. masche
= OHG. masca, MHG. G. masche = Icel. mb'skvi
= Sw. maska = Dan. maske, a mesh, net. Cf.

W. masg, a mesh, network, mesgl, a mesh
;
Lith.

mazgas, a knot, megsti, knot, weave nets.] 1.

One of the clear spaces of a net or netting ; an
opening in network of a size determined by
the distance apart of the knots by which the

crossing twines or threads are united
; also, a

clear space between the threads or wires of a

sieve.
Or spreads his subtle nets from sight,
With twinkling glasses, to betray

The larks that in the meshes light.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Epodes, ii.

2. Figuratively, network ; means of entangle-
ment

; anything that serves to entangle or con-
strain : often in the plural : as, the meshes of
the law.

A golden mesh to entrap the hearts of men
Faster than gnats in cobwebs.

Shale., M. of V.,iii. 2. 122.

Breaking the mesh of the bramble fine.

Whittier, Hogg Hegone, i.

The home ties that make a web of infinite fineness and
soft silken meshes around his heart.

D. G. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor, iv.

3. pi. In lace and similar fabrics, the whole
background, often formed of threads very irreg-
ularly spaced. 4. In mach., the engagement
of the teeth of gearing : as, the mesh of a toothed
wheel with the teeth of a rack or with the cogs of

another wheel. 5. A tool used in embroidery,
knitting, etc., for the production of stitching of

regular size, and sometimes having a groove to

guide the scissors. Diet. Xeedleicork.

mesh1 (mesh), v. [Early mod. E. also meash
(and "mash f ) ; < ME. masken, mesh

;
from the

noun: see mesnl, n. Cf. immesh."] I. trans.

1. To make in meshes; form the meshes of.

Within the loft are many tarry-flngered Penelopes mend-
ing old nets and meshing new ones.

Harper's Mag., LXV. 6.

2. To catch in a net, as fish
; hence, to entangle ;

entrap in meshes.

The goodlyhed or beaute which that kynde
In any other lady hadde yset
Kan noght the mountance of a knot unbynde
About his herte, of alle Cryseydes net

;

He was so narwe ymasked and yknet.
Chaucer, Troilus, Hi. 173H.

Meashed in the breers. that erst was onely torne.

Wyatt, The Louer that fled Loue.

This fly is caught, is meshed already ; I will suck him,
and lay him by. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

3. To engage (the teeth of wheels or the teeth
of a rack and pinion) with each other.

II. intrans. 1. To make meshes or nets.

Set-making. . . is a simpleand easily acquired ait. . . .

A little practice in meshing is sufficient to develop won-
derful dexterity of movement Encyc. Brit., XVII. 369.

2. To become engaged, as the teeth of one
wheel with those of another.

A pitman consisting of two grooved bars connected by
teeth with each other is combined with a gear wheel on a

main shaft mexhing into the teeth.

Sri. Amer., _\. 8.. LXI. 73.

mesh2
t, r. 1. An obsolete or dialectal form of

niiixl^. florio.

meshed (mesht),o. [< mcnh 1 + -?2
.] Having

meshes
; also, decorated witli a pattern of cross-

ing lines, resembling the meshes of a net : as.

meshed silk.

Small meshed net about 18 inches deep.
Mature, XL. 423.

Meshed work, embroidery on netting, the original form
of needle-point lace : common in the seventeenth cen-

tury.
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meaning-net (mesh'ing-iipt), M. A net iii the mesitite (mes'i-tit ).. [< (!r. ui^irr/r, a media-

meshes of which fish are caught by their gills; tor (lit. lieing in the middle) -< I/. -<//.!, +
n. gill-net. -ite2 .] Same as mesitiitr-xjinr.

mesh-Stick (mesh'slik), . In making nets, a mesitule (mes'i-tul), n. Same as mesityl.

flat slat with rounded ends and angles, about mesityl (mes'i-til), n. [As memt-ite + -i/l.]

which the thread or twine is netted or looped, An organic radical, C8Hi , whose oxid yields
and which gages the size of the meshes so that acetone by hydration.
they are of uniform dimensions. mesitylene(mes'i-ti-len), n. [< mttttgl + - m .}

mesh-Structure (iiiesh'stnik'tur), M. Inlithol., Trimethyl benzin, an oily, colorless
liquid,

a sort of network frequently seen in alteration C
9
H3(CH^)S , obtained from acetone distilled

products of minerals, anil especially in the with half its volume of fuming sulphuric acid.

ciiinmonly occurring change of olivin to ser- It is a constituent of coal-tar,

pentine. Also called net-atnicttire and latKce-ttrueture mesium (mes'i-um), n.
; pi. mesia (-&). [NL.,<

the latter when the linear arrangement of the products Gr. fif aiif, middle: see MMOIk] Same AS meson,
Is such as gives rise to lozenge shaped figures, as In the

j llarc'ltui
case of the alterations of hornblende. mnniirl n Same RK
meshwork(mesh'werk),. A,letwork; meshes *$& ,;

a"

collectively; a web; a plexus; cancellation.
meskim>

'

Same M magki ,,_

If this Danton were to burst your menA-iiwJr.'-Very jneskitH. . Same as mesquitl.
curious indeed to consider. mQcVif* Soo

Carlyle. French Rev., II. Till, 4 mOSjat-t,
. See MWM.

, mesl6 (me-la'), a. [OF., pp. of mesler, mix: see
meshy (mesh'i), a. [< >neshi + -i.] 11 ormed ml;M^ nie,,i^ jji her divided iuto small paHs,
hkenetwork; reticulated. 2. Resembling net-

, bendy, barruly, etc., and alternately a
work; divided into small equal parts. color and a metal.

When all the treasures of the deep meslln't, n. and a. Same as maslinl.
Into their methy cells were poured. J. BaHlie.

rrjealin" H- See m<l.v/lV-.

mesial (mes'i-al or me'zi-al), a. [<NL. mexialix mesmeree (mez-mr-e'), n. [< mesmerise) +
(formed according to medialis, medial), < Gr. -^c 1

.] The person on whom a mesmerist oper-

/ttooc, middle, mid: see meson.] Pertaining to ates; one wno is mesmerized. Imp. Diet.

the middle; being in the middle ;
in smil., per- mesmeric (mez-mer'ik), a. [< Mesnier (see

taining to or on the middle line or plane of the mestnerunn) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to mesmer-

body; median. Also UMlteN Mesial aspect,
the aspect of an organ which Is toward the mesial plane
or meson, as distinguished from its dextral or simstral

aspect. Mesial line. Same as median line (which see,

under mediant). Mesial plane, the meson or mesion.

mesially (mes'i- or me'zi-al-i), adv. Same as

mexally.
mesialward (mes'i-al-wiird), adv. [< mesial +
-ward.] Same as mesad.

mesian (mes'i-an), n. [< icsi(on) + -an.] Same
as mesal or mesial. Barclay.
mesion (mes'i-on), n. [NL. (John Barclay,

1803), < Gr. jiroos,
middle : see mesial.] The mid-

ism ; produced by mesmerism, or resembling
its effects: as, the mexmrric theory; mesmeric

sleep.
Phenomena . . . induced by metntteric or hypnotic

methods. Braid, Trance, p. 31.

Mesmeric lucidity, clairvoyance.

We are especially anxious to witness cases of what is

termed mesmeric lucidity or clairvoyance.
Proe. Soe. Piych. Research, April, 1888, p. vl.

Mesmeric promise. See the quotation,

gome of the cases adduced as of the so-called mesmeric

combination of characters. The general appearance
Is thrush-like, and there are points about the bird which

promise, or Impression made on the brain in the mesmeric-

state, which Irresistibly works iteelf out In the subsequent

die or-median longitudinal plane of.the.body ^^^^SS^S^^S^^SS^of a bilaterally symmetrical animal, dividing it
of memory

v
Pr . Soc. Psych, Raeanh, i. w.

into equal and similar right and left halves ; the mesmericai (mez-mer'i-kal), a. [< mesmerie +
meson.

-at.] Same as mesmeric.
mesistem (mes'is-tem), n. An abbreviation of

mesmerically (mez_mer'i-kal-i),arfr. Inames-
MOmnVWM. meric way; m the manner' of or according to

Mesites (me -si tez), n. [NL., < Ur. r<rw, a Mesmer or mesmerism ; by mesmeric means.

^^\^^Szg< oi rzfe
s
tfon- mesmeri8e -

etc - See'"
thejamily Mcsitida; presenting a very unusual mesmerism (mez'mer-izm), . [< F. mesmf-

rismc (Sp. Pg. It. mexmerismo); so called from
Friedricn Anton (or Franz) A/>ifr(1733-1815),
a German physician, who propounded the the-

ory in 1778, in Paris.] 1. The doctrine that

one person can exercise influence over the will

and nervous system of another, and produce
certain phenomena by virtue of a supposed em-

anation, called animal magnetism, proceeding
from him, or simply by the domination of his

will over that of the person operated on. original-

ly Mesmer professed to produce his results by the opera-
tion of actual magnets, hut all such apparatus has long
been abandoned, and those who profess belief In mag-
netism as the cause of the phenomena exhibited refer It

to the body of the mesmerist. The actual phenomena
believed to be produced by this so-called animal mag-
netism are now explained by modern hypnotism, or artifi-

cial somnambulism, which within recent years has been
the subject of extended research. It is now generally
admitted that there Is no force of any kind transmitted
from the operator to the person operated upon, and many
of the pretensions of mesmerism, such as clairvoyance, are

rejected. The term memierwm is still popularly used,
often more or less synonymously with hypnotvm, but more

frequently in Its original or an allied sense. Other terms
used more or less synonymously with either metmerim or

hypnotism are braidism (after the English surgeon Braid,
who first studied the phenomena of mesmerism scien-

tifically) and neurohypnoloffy.

By one of my usual processes for reducing the cataleptic
state of muscles during hypnotism or metinerian, I was
enabled, In a few seconds, to unlock her jaws and open her
mouth. Braid, Trance, p. 59.

2. The influence itself ; animal magnetism,
mesmerist (mez'mer-ist), n. [< Htesmer(izc) +
-it.] One who practises mesmerism.
The extravagance of the memnerift*. who have contend-

ed for the reality of clairvoyance in some of their patients.

ICVt I,/ > ..II.TCI.-. (tlnl 11 lllll.l IV llll_ U **
' V'

iiln aiid ItliiiiiM-liiiidn; but not to the mesmerization (mez'mer-i-za'shou), w. [<

I'.iil'n'iii'lii-.
Also Mfsi'tiiin; as a subfamily of nn-xmri'i.:i + -ittiott.] The act of mesmerizing,

Kupetiil/i'.
or the state of being mesmerized. Also spelled

mesitine-spar (mes'i-tin-spiir), M. [< "mexitint Hirxiiirrixatiiiii.

(< Gr. fitoiTiK, a mediator, lit. being in the mid- mesmerize (mez'mer-iz). r. t.: pret. and pp.

die, + -i/ir'-') + x/i<ir-. \
A carbonate of magnesi- W..-WTKM/. ppr. mesmeruhtg. [< IMe*fltr(ifl)

urn andiron intermediate between magnesite + -i:c.] To practise mesmerism upon; bring
and siderite, occurring in yellowish rhombo- into a mesmeric state ; hypnotize. Also spelled
liedral crystals at Traversclla in Piedmont. mi-smirixr.

Mtsilts \<aritgata.

have caused it to be classed with thrushes, pigeons, gal-

linaceous birds, rails, herons, etc. The nearest relatives

of Mtsitei are the sun-bitterns (Ettrypyya) and the kaxus
(Rhinochetus). (See cuts under JSnrypyi/a and ,l-ajr.) M.

variegata la cinnamon-brown varied with black. The ge-

nus was founded by Isidore Ceoffroy st. Hilaire in 1838.

It is also called ilesitiirnis and Mesceiiat.

2. In enlom., a genus of beetles of the family
Calandrida', of wide distribution and few spe-
cies. They abound In Madeira and the Canary Islands,

breeding in decaying and dead euphorbias and laurels.

Two species occur in the United States, M. mlicylimlriou
and M. rwn'cottw.

3. A genus of fishes : sameias (lalaxias. Jenyiix.
1842. 4. A genus of echinoderms.
Mesitidae (me-sit'i-de), . ;>'. [NL.. < .!/'-

xiti.i + -itln:] A family of grallatorial birds,

represented l>y .\/i:*it<:*. and related to the

Mesocarpacese
The rigidity nf the metmerited fingers could be tested

with, If possible, even more certainty than their Insensi-

bility, by simply telling the "subject," after a minute nf

ijsation, to close his or her fist.

Proe. Soe. Piych. Reteanh, I. tM.

mesmerizer < niez'mtr-i-zfrr), . One who mes-
merixe- : a iiM--nn'i-ist. Also spelled mesmeriser.

mesmeromania (mez'm6r-o-ma'ni-ft), . [<

mesmer(ism) + mania.] Mesmerism regarded
as a mania or delusion.

"The memnero mania." aays one doctor in the Medico
Chinirglcal Review, "has nearly dwindled In the metrop-
olis into anile fatuity.

"

Proe. Soe. Ptych. Keuearch, III. 412, note.

mesmeromaniac (mez'mt'r-o-ma'ni-ak), . (<
mexmcromania + -<ic, after maniac.] A person
affected with mesmeromania.
mesnality (me-nal'i-ti), H. Same as ntesnalty.

mesnalty (me'nal-ti), . [< mesne + -al+ -ty.

( '!'. tin siniliti/.] The manor or estate of a mesne
lord.

And the consequence of construing it otherwise would
be dangerous to create a mematty. But this menially
doth not extinct the Lord's tenure, but he may still charge
the lands for it. albeit not the person of the tenant.

Welch and Wale, S Keble, 564.

mesne (men), . [An archaic spelling of mean*

(ME. mene, < OF. mesne, etc.), retained in law

use.] In iir, middle; intervening; interme-

diate. A mesne lord was a feudal lord who held land of

a superior, but had granted a part of it to another person.
Thus, he was a triumt to the superior, but lord or superior
to the second grantee, and thus nis mesne or mediate lord.

They sank from the rank of tenants-ln-chief to the rank
of megne tenants.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 28.

Mesne conveyance. See conttyance. Mesne encum-
brances, encumbrances the right of priority of which Is

intermediate to the dates of two other encumbrances or

titles under consideration. Mesne process, any process
in a suit which Intervenes between the original process of

writ and the final execution. Mesne profits, the profits
of an estate which accrue to a tenant in possession Inter-

mediate between two dates, particularly the commence-
ment and the termination of a possession held without

right.

mesoarial (rnes-o-a'ri-al), a. [< mesoarium +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoarium. .En-

cyc. Brit., XU.OOO.
mesoarium (mes-o-a'ri-nmj, H.

; pi. mrsoaria

(-S). [NL., < Gr. fiiaoi; 4- i.'//>/r, dim. of fan;

egg. Cf. mexovarium.'] A fold of the perito-
neum forming the mesentery of the ovary or

genital gland of some animals, as fishes; a

mesovarinm.
The genital glands . . . overlie the kidneys, . . . each

being suspended by a fold of mesentery (megoarium).
Huxley and Martin. Elementary Biology, p. .'.;(.

mesoblast (mes'o-blast), . [< Gr. ptoo(, mid-

dle, + t i"/aar6f, a germ.] The middle one of

the three germinal layers of any metazoic em-

bryo, between the epiblast and the hypoblast ;

the mesoderm. It corresponds to the ratciilar layer
of an earlier nomenclature, when the other two layers
were called termu and mucoui.

lly
far the greater part of

the body of a metazoic animal is derived from the meso-
blast,

mesoblastema (mes'o-blas-te'ma), .; pi. meso-
blastemata (-ma-tfi). [NL., < Qtt.ftoot, middle,
+ jttaaniiia, a shoot, a sprout: see blastema.]
The mass or layer of cells which constitutes the

mesoblast ; the mesoderm in its early germina-
tion.

mesoblastemic(me8'o-blas-tem
/
ik),((. [< mi-si>-

hlaxtema + -if.] Of or pertaining to the meso-
blastema: as, mesoblastemie cells or tissue.

mesoblastic (mes-o-blas'tik), a. [< mesoblaxt
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to the mesoblast: as.

a mrsoblustic cell ; the mesoblastic layer.
mesobranchial (mes-o-brang'ki-al), a. [< Gr.

fifaof, middle, + Baiv^ia. gills: see branchial.]

Overlying the middle of the branchial cham-
bers: applied specifically to a median subdi-

vision of the branchial region of the carapace
of a crab, called the nifxiihraueliial lobe. See
cut under Brachyiirti.
mesocaecal (mes-o-se'kal), . [< mesoctfctim +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the mesocwcum.
mesocaecum (mes-o-se'kum), n.; pi. mesoeaca

(-ka). [NL., < Gr. pteof, middle, -f NL. c<rcum,

q. v.] The mesentery of the cttcnm and ver-

miform appendage ;
the special peritoneal fold

which sometimes holds those parts in place.

mesocarp (mes'o-karp), n. [= F. mesocarpe; <

fruit.] In oot., the middle layer of a pericarp
when it is possible to distinguish three dissimi-

lar layers: the sarcorarp. It Is the fleshy substance
or edible part of fruits which lies between the eplcarp
and the endocarp. See cuts under drupe and endocarp.

Mesocarpaceae (mes-o-kiir-pa'se-e). . /'.

[XL.. < MMOCorpM + -<<',] One of the three
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families of algse into which the group Conju-

gate is divided. The sexual reproduction is by a pro-
cess of conjugation, which may be either scalariform (that

is, between two or several cells of two different filaments)
or lateral (that is, between two adjacent cells of the same

filament). The result of this conjugation is the produc-
tion of a globular zygosperm, which differs from that pro-
duced by the Zygnemacece in that immediately after its

formation it divides into two, three, or more cells, the cen-

tral one only of which is fertile. Sometimes Mcsocarpineae.

Mesocarpus (mes-o-kar'pus), n. [NL. (Has-
sall, 1845), < Gr. /ti'aof, middle, + Kaptro;, fruit.]
A genus of fresh-water algse, typical of the fam-

ily Mesocarpacece. The copulation is scalariform, and
the spores are spherical or oval, between two cylindrical,

straight, or slightly inbent cells.

mesocephalic (mes-o-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik), a.

[< Gr. fteaof, middle, + /ce^a/li?, head,
+ -io.~] 1.

In craniom., of medium size
;
neither large nor

small ; with a capacity of from 1,350 to 1,450
cubic centimeters.

A. skull of variable form, mostly nwsocephalie.
W. H. Flower, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 317.

2. Having a skull of medium breadth or ca-

pacity.
mesocephalism (mes-o-sef'a-lizm), n. [< tneso-

cephal-ic + -ism.'] The character or state of

being mesocephalic. Also mesocephaly.

Departures from a width of eight and length of ten

(mesocephalism), measured from one auricular aperture
over the head to the other, and nose root over the head to
the nucha, determine whether the skull shall be consid-
ered long. Amer. Nat., XXII. 614.

mesoceplialon (mes-o-sef'a-lon); n.; pi.

cephala (-lit). [NL.,< Gr. /itirof, middle,+ ite

head.] Same as mesencephalon.
mesocephalous (mes-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

/isaof, middle, + Ksifta^, head, + -CMS.] Meso-

cephalic.
mesocephaly (mes-o-sef'a-li), n. Same as meso-

cephalism.
mesochil (mes'o-kil), n. [< NL. mesochilium,

q. v.] Same as mesochilium.

mesochilium (mes-o-kiri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

/ito-of, middle, + ^Xof, lip.] The intermedi-
ate part of the lip of such orchids as have this

organ separated into three distinct parts. Lind-

ley, Treasury of Botany.
mesochoros (me-sok'o-ros), n. [< Gr. /ica6xopof,

standing in mid-chorus, < /isaof, middle, + xP^,
chorus.] Same as coryphceus, 1.

mesoccele (mes'o-sel), n. Same as mesocwlia.
mesocoelia (mes'-o-se'li-a), n.

; pi. mesoccelice

(-e). [NL., < Gtr.'/tcaof, middle, + noMa, a hol-

low, ventricle : see ccelia.~] The ventricle of
the mesencephalon ;

the mesencephalic cavity
of the brain, connecting the diacoelia with the

epicoelia; the aqueduct of Sylvius. B. G.
Wilder.

mesoccelian (mes-o-se'li-au), a. [< mesoccelia
+ -an.~\ Of or pertaining to the mesocoalia of
the brain.

Mesocoele tubular
; mesocaelian roof quadrilobate.

Amer. Nat., XXI. 914.

mesocolic (mes- o -kol '

ik), a. [< mesocolon +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to the mesocolon : as,
a mesocolic peritoneal fold; mesocolic attach-
ment.
mesocolon (me-sok'o-lon), n. [NL., < Gr.

[icaoKohov, less prop, [leaoitukov, the part of the

mesentery next the colon, < psaof, middle, +
K&Xov, the colon: see co?ow2.] The mesentery
of the colon; the peritoneal fold which holds
the colon in place.

mesocpracoid (mes-o-kor'a-koid), a. and n. [<
Gr. /j.iaos, middle, +' E. cdracoid.] I. a. Situ-
ated between the hypercoracoid and the hypo-
coracoid.

II. n. An element in the shoulder-girdle of
teleost fishes, disintegrated from the coracoid
or paraglenal cartilage, and intermediate be-
tween or bridging over the hypercoracoid and
hypocoracoid. It is developed in the malacop-
terygian and plectospondylous fishes, but is
lost in the acanthopterygiaus.
mesocuneiform (mes-o-ku'ne-i-f6rm), n. and a.

[< Gr. [ttaof, middle, +' E. cuneiform.'] I. n. In
anat. and zool., the middle one of the three cu-
neiform bones of the tarsus, lying between the
ectocuneiform and the entocuneiform. It is in

special relation with the head of the second
metatarsal bone. Also called mesosphenoid.

II. a. Middle, as a cuneiform bone
; pertain-

ing to the mesocuneiform.
mesode (mes'od), n. [< Gr. [ieau<S6c, a mesode
(see (let), < /jsaof, middle, + addeiv, pdeiv, sing,
> y&ii, a song, ode: see ode.] In fine, pros., a
system of metrically different composition in-
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tervening between a strophe and its antis-

trophe. See epode.
mesoderm (mes'o-derm), n. [< Gr. fteaot;, mid-

dle, + depfia, skin.] 1. The middle germinal
layer of the three-layered embryo of any meta-
zoic animal, lying between the endoderm and
the ectoderm. The term is used synonymously with

mesoWast, the correlation being endoderm, mesoderm,
and ectoderm ; hypoblast, mesoblast, and epiblast ; or mu-
cous, vascular, and serous layers. Most of the body of

every metazoan animal is derived from the mesoderm.
When the embryo becomes four-layered, as it usually does,
this state results from the splitting of the mesoderm into

an inner visceral and an outer parietal layer, called respec-

tively splanchnopleural and somatopleural, or involuntoma-

t&ry and voluntonwtory.

2. In bot., the middle layer of tissue in the shell

of the spore-case of an urn-moss.

mesodermal (mes'o-der-mal), a. [< mesoderm
+ -al."\ Of or pertaining to the mesoderm in

plants or animals; having a middle germinal
layer.
Mesodermalia (mes"o-der-ma'li-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. ptaof, middle, 4- Kpfia, skin.] Spongio-
zoa or Porifera regarded as a prime division

of the grade Ccelentera, whose archenteron is

a branching canal-system communicating with
the outer water by a set of inhalent and exha-
lent pores ;

the sponges : opposed to Epithela-
ria, or all other coalenterates collectively. K.
von Lendenfeld.
mesodermalian (mes"o-der-ma'li-an), a. and
n. [< Mesodermalia + -an.'] I. a. Pertaining to

the Mesodermalia, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the Mesodermalia.
mesodermic (mes-o-der'mik), a. [< mesoderm
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a meso-
derm or middle germinating layer; mesoder-
mal.

And so form the foundation of the nwsodermic invest-

ment by which the body cavity of the adult is lined.

A. Sedgwidc, Micros. Science, XXVII. 499.

Mesodesma (mes-o-des'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

/zfo-of, middle, + fieafia, a
band: see desma.~\ A ge-
nus of wedge-shells of the

family Donacidai, or made
type of a family Meso-

desmida;, having a thick
solid trigonal shell with
two short stout lateral

teeth, and the cartilage
internal. Species abound

in the Australian region.
Mesodesmidse (mes-o-des'mi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Mesodesma +
-idee. ] Afamily
of bivalve mol-

lusks, named
from the genus
Mesodesma. J.

E. Gray, 1840.

mesodic (me-
sod'ik), a. [<
mesode + -ic."]

In anc. pros., constituting or pertaining to a co-

lon, line, or system of a different length or metri-
cal character interposed between two cola, two
sets of uniform lines, or two systems of iden-
tical metrical form; especially, constituting,
pertaining to, or containing a system of differ-

ent form intervening between a strophe and
its antistrophe. See epodic, palinodic, periodic,
proodic.
mesodont (mes'o-dont), a. [< Gr. fieaof, mid-
dle, + 6<5oi>f (bSovr-) = E. tooth."] 1. Inanthro-

pol., having medium-sized teeth: as, the meso-
dont races. 2. In zool., pertaining to the Meso-
donta, or having their characters.
Mesodonta (mes-o-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fitaog, middle, + bSoix; (6<Wr-) = E. tooth."] A
group of extinct mammals of North America,
resembling Insectivora, characterized by Cope
as a suborder of Bunotheria, having the incisors
not growing from persistent pulps, the molars
tubercular and never sectorial, the third tro-
chanter apparently elevated, and the astragalus
not grooved above. Ten Eocene genera are re-
ferred to this group.
mesoduodenal (mes-o-du-o-de'nal), a. [< meso-
duodenum + -al.~] Of or pertaining to the meso-
duodenum.
mesoduodemim (mes-o-dii-o-de'num),. [NL.,
< Gr. titcos, middle, + NL. duodenum, q. v.]
The fold of peritoneum which incloses and sup-
ports the duodenum; the duodenal mesen-
tery.

mesogaster (mes-o-gas'ter), H. [NL., < Gr.

middle, + facri/p, belly.] 1. An inter-

Mesodesma glabratum
right valve.

Donacilla chiltnsis, one of the Meso-
desmidte right valve.

mesolabe

mediate part of the intestine, extending from
the pylorus to the csecum, and including the
small intestine with its annexes, as the liver

and pancreas, also, in the fetus, the umbilical
vesicle. It is commonly called the mid-yut.
2. [cap."] A genus of fossil fishes. Agassiz.

mesogastral (mes-o-gas'tral), a. [^mesogaster
+ -a/.] Of or pertaining to the mesogaster.

mesogastric (mes-o-gas'trik), a. [< mesogas-
trium + -ic."\ 1. Of or pertaining to the meso-

gastrium; umbilical, as a region of the abdo-
men

;
mesenteric with reference to the stomach

or to the mesogaster. 2. In Crustacea, situ-

ated in the middle of the gastric lobe of the

carapace : specifically applied to a median sub-
division of that lobe, the mesogastric lobe. See
cut under Brachyura.
mesogastrium (mes-o-gas'tri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. juraof, middle, + yaar^p, belly.] 1. In hu-
man anat., the umbilical region of the abdomen,
between the epigastrium above and the hypo-
gastrium or epipubic region below. See cut
under abdomen. 2. In anat. and goal., the mes-
entery of the stomach

;
the fold of peritoneum

which holds the stomach in place. It is a portion
of the common intestinal mesentery, in early fetal life in-

distinguishable therefrom, but afterward variously modi-
fled.

mesogenous (me-soj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. /Arof,

middle, + --yevr/f, born, produced: see -genous.]

Increasing by growth at or from the middle, as
the spores of certain fungi. [Rare.]
mesoglcea (mes-o-gle'a), n. [NL., < Gr. /thof,

middle, + -fkola, y'Aoia, glue : see glue."] 1. The
mesodermal intercellular substance, or ground-
substance, of some animals, as sponges and
other coslenterates. B. von Lendenfeld, Proc.
Zool. Soc., London, 1886, p. 566. 2. [cap."] A
genus of gelatinous seaweeds, typical of the

Mesoglwacea!, with olive-brown branching fili-

form fronds. The unilocular sporangia are oval in

shape and borne at the base of peripheral filaments ; the
plurilocular sporangia are unknown. Agardh, 1817.

Mesoglceaceae (mes"o-gle-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kuetzing, 1843), < Mesoglcea + -acea?.] A fam-

ily of olive-green seaweeds with a gelatinous or

cartilaginous thallus of hemispherical or cylin-
drical outline, forming small gelatinous or slimy
cushions or branching tufts on other larger sea-

weeds : the same or nearly the same as the
Chordariea; or Chordariacea of Harvey. See
Chordariece.

mesogloeal (mes-o-gle'al), a. [< mesoglcea 4
-a.] Consisting of, pertaining to, or resem-

bling mesogloaa.
mesoglutseus (mes"o-glo-te'us), n.

; pi. mesoglu-
tcei (-5). [NL.,< Gr. picas, middle,-!- NL. glutcevs,

q. v.] The middle gluteal muscle ;
the gluteeus

medius.

mesogluteal (mes
l!

'o-glo-te
/

al), a. [< mesoglu-
tceus + -a.] Of or pertaining to the mesoglu-
tseus. |

mesognathic (mes-og-nath'ik), a. Same as

mesognathous.
mesognathous (me-sog'na-thus), a. [< Gr.

/icaof, middle, + yvdBo;, jaw.] 1. Having a
moderate or intermediate gnathic index of from
98 to 103, as a skull. 2. Having a skull thus

characterized, as a person.
mesognathy (me-sog'na-thi), n . [As mesognath-
ous T -y."] That character of a skull or person
in which the jaws are moderately prominent
anteriorly, indicated by a gnathic index of
from 98 to 103.

Mesohippus (mes-o-hip'us), n. [NL., < Gr.

fitaog, middle, + jirn-of, a horse.] A genus of

very small three-toed horses, of the family
Equidce, founded by Marsh in 1875 upon remains
from the early Miocene of North America. The
animal was only about as large as a sheep, with three func-
tional digits on each foot, and an additional splint-bone on
each of the fore feet.

mesolabe (mes'o-lab), n. [< L. mesolaJnum, < Gr.

"/jsao^dfliov, prop. /Ja62.a/3ov, fiea6^af)of, an in-

strument invented by Eratosthenes for finding
mean proportional lines, < peaof, middle, mean
(neut. pi. fiiaa, mean terms), + Za/i()dviv, y ?,a/3,

take. Of. astrolaoe."] A mechanical contrivance
for geometrically extracting the roots of quan-
tities. It consists of a number of equal rectangles, each

haying a diagonal marked, and all capable of sliding along
a line common to the bases of all, so that they partially

overlap one another. The marked diagonals are all par-
allel. To use the instrument, all the intersections, each
formed of the diagonal of one rectangle and the overlap-
ping edge of the next one, are brought, by the sliding
along of the rectangles, into one straight line with one ex-

tremity of the diagonal of the uppermost rectangle and a
point on the exposed edge of the lowermost whose distance
from the extremity of the diagonal on the same edge mea-
sures the quantity whose root is to be extracted. Then



mesolabe

the corresponding ilixtimrr on the uppermost rectangle is

Hi,- L...! multiplied by that of the common altitude of the
"deli hist is supposed to he known. The ex-

ernployeil. The mesolalie W;IH invented by Eratosthenes,
:iinnit -200 to '260 years before Christ,

mesole (mes'61), n. [< Gr. /rfoof, middle (!).]

mesolite (mes'o-lit),n. (X Gr. &rof,middle,+ /.<-

MI-, stone.] A zoolitic mineral resembling scole-

eiie, but containing both calcium and sodium.
mesolobar (mes'o-16-biir), a. [< mesolobe +
-r~.] Of or pertaining to the mesolobe; cal-

losal : as, mesolobar arteries. [Bare.]
mesolobe (raes'o-lob), n. [< Gr. fttaof, middle,

-I- /*.o/3of, lobe: see lobe.] The callosum or

corpus callosum of the brain; the great com-
missure of the cerebral hemispheres. [Rare
or obsolete.]

mesologarithm (mes-o-log'a-ril?Hm), n. [< Gr.

ftiaof, middle, + E. logarithm.] A logarithm
of the cosine or cotangent. Kepler.

mesological (mes-o-loj'i-kal),
a. [< mesolog-y +

-if-nl.] Of or pertaining to mesology ; relating
to the medium in which an organism exists.

Grapes contain the mineral salts in variable quantity,
the proportion depending on the variety of grape and on
menolor---'

""---

meso
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mesondeut, mesondieut, . See measondue.

o'fT
'

,
n. f, middle,

The sum
of human knowledge concerning the relations

of an organism to its environment.
mesomeristem (mes-6-mer'is-tem), n. [< Gr.^ middle, + E. miristcm.] The innermost
of the two layers into which the exomenstem is

divided. The exomeristem is the thickening-ring which
surrounds the axial strand (primary pith of Sanio) or pith-

cylinder of the nascent shoots or branches of plants. Iti

^vas^lS^^
rise to the external cortex and the dermatogen.
mesometric (mes-o-met'rik), a. [< mesometry
+ -ir.] Of or pertaining to a mesometry or

mesometrium: as, mesometric folds of perito-
neum.
mesometritis (mes'o-me-tri'tis), . [NL.,<Gr.
uiaoc. middle, + uIJTpa. the womb, + -itis.] In

pathol., inflammation of the midie or muscu-
far coat of the uterus. Compare metritti.

mesometrium (mes-o-me'tri-um), n.
; pi. meso-

mctria (-it). Same as mesometry.

mesometry (mes'6-me-tri), .
; pi. mesomelries

(-triz). \_^L. mesometrium, <QT.^aof, middle,
intermediate, + /ifrpa, the womb: see matrix.]
The mesentery of the womb or its annexes; a

peritoneal fold, holding in place the uterus or

anoviduct. The broad llgamenfof the human uterus Is

a mesometry. Corresponding duplications of peritoneum
acquire special characters in different cases.

It (the oviduct of a bird) is supported by peritoneal

The ti*<m^rfc tubules extend gradually from behind
forward! till they come in contact with the pronephroa.

Went. Sdm, XJOJL iss.

mesonephron (mes-o-nef'ron), n.: pi.
mego-

nci>lira (-rii). [NL., <; Or. /itnof, middle, + ve-

^nof kidney: see nephritis.] The Wolffian body
proper; the central or intermediate part of the

gegmental organs or primitive renal organs of

the embryo, between the pronephron and the

metanephron, whoseduct is the Wolffian duct:

distinguished from pronephron and metaneph-
ron>

mesonephros (mes-o-nefros), n.; pi. mesoneph-
roi (-roi). [NL.: see menonephron.] Same as

mesoHephron. Gray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 133.

mesonotal (mes-o-no'tal), a. [< mesonotum 4-

^_j situated on'themesonotum; of orpertain-
jng to the mesonotum.
megonotuln (mes-o-no'tum), n. [NL., < Gr.

fiioof, middle, + vurof, the back.] The middle
one of tQe three divisions of the notum of an
Jjj8ect succeeding the pronotum and preceding
themetanotum;t1,edorsaldivis ionoftheme8o-

thorax; the upper part of the middle thoracic

mesopterygium

mesoplast (n>eH'f>-]>last), n. KGr. ///onr, middle,
4- r/norof, verbal adj. otir/aaoetv, form, mold.]
Nuclear protoplasm; endoplast; a cell-nucleus.

mesoplastic (mes-o-plas'tik), a. [< mesoplagt
+ -I'e.l Of or pertaining to mesoplast.

mesoplastraKmes-o-plas'tral), a. [(mesoplM-
iniii + -fit.] Of or pertaining to the mesoplas-
tron.

In the Fleorodlra the first two families are distinguished
from one another by the presence or absence of a metoplat-
IraUmae. .\.i'.,,.-. \l. .

may or may not be distinguishable by means of sutures
between them. In llymenoptera, Lepidoptera, and Dip-

It is very large^forming
the principal part of the up-

!SS?SSrl!Sftt?5ffil 5SS? tataSSlK
\ng wing-covers the mesonotum is generally concealed iiy

them,exceptapiececalledthecuteaum,whichmaybevery
small.as in most Coleaptera, or large, as in many Hfmiplrra.

Mesonychidae (mes-o-nik'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
<^.W ^ + -i^.] A family of mammals hav-

mg as typo the genus Megoiiyx.

Mesonyx (mes'o-niks), n. [NL., < Gr. fitaof,

middle,+ owf(oTO^-), nail: see onyx.] A genus
of fossil carnivorous mammals, based by Cope
in 1873 upon remains from the Eocene beds of

Wyoming. It represents a generalized type supposed
by cope to have some relationship with existing seals. The

' had * blu
.
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mesoparapteral (mes o-pa-rap
te^-ral),

i

i< u*opara,>ter-on + -aJ.] Of or pertaining to

tne mesoparaiiteron.
mesoparapteron mes'o-pa-rap te-ron), N

; pi.

mcsoparaptcra (-ra). [Nt.,< Gr. poof, middle,
+
^
L - l>arapteron : seeparapteron.] The pa-

rapteron of the mesothoracic segment; the
third scleTite of the mesopleuron.
mesophlebltis

(rae^o-fl|-bl
tis), n. NL.,<Gr

/^""f, BSMWla, t
<ptej>

(o'-ep-), a vein, -1- -ifis.J

In pathol., inflammation of the middle coat of

a vein.

mesoplastron(mes-o-plas'tron), n.

middle, + E. plastron.] A median and ante-

rior bone or plate of the plastron developed in

certain of the plenrodirous tortoises.

mesopleural (raes-o-plo'ral), a. [< megopleuron
+ -al.] In entom.'. intermediate and lateral, as

a part of the mesothorax ;
of or pertaining to

the mesopleuron.
mesopleuron (mes-o-pl8'ron), n.; p\.megopleura
(-r&). [NL., < Gr.>fooc, middle, 4-

irteyxSv,
a

rib": see pleura.] The lateral or pleural part
of the mesothorax of an insect; a mesothoracic

pleuron, following the propleuron and preced-

ing the metapleuron. Each mesopleuron, right and

left, Is divided into three sclerltes an epistemum, an epi-

Gr.

,
+ ^, arms, + Mof (idbrr.) =

A genus of cetaceans: same as ^-
phiug.
mesoplodont (me-sop'lo-dont), a. [< Mcsoplo-
don(t-).] Armed with a tooth in the middle of

each side of the lower jaw: said specifically of

whales of the genus Mexoploaon.
mesopodia, . Plural of mesopodiuni .

me80pOdial (mes-6-po'di-al), a. and II. [< nifgo-

,/,, + ./.-] 'I. a. l" Of or pertaining to

g megopodium of a mollu,k.-fi. Of or^per-

taming to the mesopodiaha.
jj_ . Amesopodial bone; one of the meso-

podialia.

mesopodialia (mes-o-po-di-a'li-il), n.pl. [NL.
(Marsh, 1880): see 'megopodium.] The bones
of the carpus and tarsus, taken together, as
mutually corresponding, and as forming mor-

phological segments of the limbs intervening
between the epipodialia and the metapodialia.
gee

**

mesopodium (mes-o-po'di-um), .; pi.W
< Gr ; ^ mid

'

(}]
'-

The middle one of the three parts
into which the foot of some mollusks, as gistro-

podg alul pteropods, may be divided, between
the propodium and the metapodium. See pipo-

megopostscutellar (mes'o-post-sku'te-lar), a.

^ mf^noatxfiitellum + -flrS.J Of or pertaining
to jj,e mesonostscutellum

'

Mesomphalia (mes-om-fa'li-ii), n. [NL. (Hope,
1838), < Gr. fttooc, middle, + o/*paMc, the navel.]
A genus of beetles of the family Cnrysomelidce.
They are almost exclusively South American, there being
over 200 such species, as against one in North America.
X. consperm Is a South American species with peaked
elytra, of a blackish-green color punctured with velvety
black spots, and burnished with six larger golden-haired

rmps"6 mi 6'dn n / TNL <01;, n. m. L^'J
->

^
Gr. BPOOC middle + rc, muscle, ^^ song.]
A suborder or other prime division of Pasgeres,
in which the syrinx is mesomyodian ; non-melo-
/Umiani-armirloaaTviiaaorinB WrH- (lisHtiOTiishwldious or songlesspassenne birds, aistingmenea
from Aeromijotli.

mesomyodian(mes
ro-mi-0 dl-an),0. [AS Meso-

mumli + -i< n 11 Havinir the intrinsic svrineeal
tnohedto th? f,l onlrtofTl 3 "P^

Pcr
Syrinx with less than four distinct pairs of intrinsic

gan. Coiuw, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 427.

mesomyodous (mes'6-mi-o'dus), a. [As Meso-

,,,,,<li + -*.] Same as mesomyodian.
meson (mes'onV H. [< Gr. iitoov, the middle,
neut, of ,iiaof = L. medius, middle: see medium,
wirfi.] 1. The median plane which divides a
body into two equal and symmetrical parts ;

the

verticallongitiidin;il middle plane, dividing the

body into right and left halves. Every median
line lies in the meson. The dorsal bonier of the meson
is called the darsiineson ; the ventral, sentrimeum. Also
imuiuin. See mediant, a.

TIu> incmn. mesal, or median plane is an imaginary Ion-

and left srmmetrical halve*
Bwk' HaiuiiM* <>f Mnt. Sdenct*, vill. 536.

2. Soe tetracliord.

layer of bark.

mesophragm (mes'o-fram), n. [NL.: see meso-

phraama.] Same as mesophragma.
mesopbragma (mes-o-frag'ma), n.; pi. meso-

nhragmata (-ma-ta). f<
NL. mesophragma, <

Gr. /ifuof, middle, 4- QpAj/ia, partition: see dia-

phragm.] 1. In entom., a transverse internal

partition, descending from the anterior border
of the metathorax above, between the meso-
thorax and the metathorax, and serving for the

attachment of muscles. It probably corre-

sent. 2. In Crustacea, that process of an en-

dpsternite (or intersternal apoderae) which is

directed inward to unite with its fellow and
form an arch over the sternal canal. See ster-

nal canal, under sternal.

mesophragmal (mes-6-frag'mal), a. [< meso-

l>/i rcii/m + -al.] Pertaining to the mesophragm.
mesophyl, mesophyll (mes'o-fil), n. [NL., <

Gr. fttaof, middle, + di'AXov, a leaf.] The paren- mesopraescutum (mes'6-pre-sku'tum), n.; pi.

middle, + NL. postgcutetium, q. v.j The post-
scutellum of the mesonotum

;
the postscutellar

sclerite of the mesothorax.

Mesopotamia!! (mes'o-po-ta'mi-an), a. [<

Mesopotamia, < Gr. Meaoirora/iia, Mesopotamia
(see def.), lit. 'the land between the rivers,' <

filaof, middle, + irora^of, river.] Pertaining to

Mesopotamia, the region between the rivers

Tigris and Euphrates in Asia, north of Baby-
lonia. The name is sometimes extended to in-

clude Babylonia also Mesopotamlan art, a con-
venient general name including the kindred arts of ancient

Chaldea, Babylonia, and Assyria though these arts were
not definitely limited to Mesopotamia proper. They con-
stitute together one of the chief divisions of art develop-
ment, and exerted an important influence upon Greek art,

and hence upon succeeding arts for all time. See Auyri-
an, Babylonian, and Chaldean.

mesopraescutal (mes'o-pre-sku'tal), a. [<

mesoi>r<rseati<m T -al.] Of or pertaining to tne

chymatous tissue which lies between the epi-
dermal layers of a flat leaf-lamina; the soft

inner tissue of leaves.

mesophyllum (mes-p-fil
urn) n [NL., < Gr.

&"<*, middle, + fl<Mov, leaf.] Same as meso-

!>%'
,_

mesophytum (me-sof'i-tum),,.; pl.mesophyta
(-)

-,L
N
T
L-'< Gr

: ^' "i"^
16 '

+ f^\ a

plant.] In hot., the line of demarcation be-

tween the internode and the petiole. Lind-

m̂e'sODic (me-sop'ik), a. [< Gr. ufaof, middle,
+ 3 (^-\ faee-l

,
HavinK a nasomalar index

of from I0t.ii to 110, as the negroid races;

having small and moderately retreating malar
bones : as, a mesopic face.

esopraesciltum (mes'o-pre-sku'tum), n.; pi.

mesvpratscuta (-IS). [NL., < Gr. ^<rof, middle,
+ NL. fr*****, q. v.] The pnescntum of

the mesothoracie segment of an insect.

mesoprosopic (mes-o-pro-sop'ik), a. [< Gr.

/jtaof, middle, + ir/xiauvw, face.] In craniom.,
intermediate between chamieprosopic and lep-

toprosopic- that is, with a face o

^dth; ^li
a facial index of about 90.

mesopsyche (mos-op-si ke), n. [ Gr. fitaof,rma
die, + V*'/P7> spirit.] Haeckel's name for the

niidbrain or mesencephalon.
mesopterygial (mes-op-te-rij'i-al),a. [(mesop-
frr,,,,,

+ -/.] Of or pertaining to the m<*-

opteryRium.
mesopterygium (mes-op-te-nj i-nm), n.; pi.

mcsopterygia (-a). [NL., < Gr. iitaof, middle, +



mesopterygium
NL. pterygium.] The middle one of several

basal cartilages which the pterygium of a fish,

as an elasmobranch, may present, between the

propterygium and the metapterygium. See

pterygium.
mesopterygoid (mes-op-ter'i-goid), n. [NL., <

Gr. ficaog, middle, + NL. pterygoid, q. v.] That

part of the pterygoid which in birds articulates

with the palatal bone or with the basipterygoid
process of the sphenoid, or with both.

mesopycni (mes-o-pik'ni), n. pi. [ML., < Gr.

piaoc, middle, + TTVKV&V, a small interval in mu-
sic, neut. of irvKv6; t close.] In medieval music,
modes based upon a tetrachord having its half-

step in the middle.
mesorchial (rnes-or'ki-al), a. [< mesorchium +
-a/.] Of or pertaining to the mesorchium.
mesorchium (mes-6r'ki-um), n.

; pi. mesor-
chia (-a). [NL., < Gr. fieaof, middle, + opxv, a

testicle.] In anat., the fold of peritoneum sup-

porting the testis while in the abdomen, or as
it descends into the scrotal sac.

mesorectal (mes-o-rek'tal), . [< mesorectum
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the mesorectum.
mesorectum (mes-o-rek'tum), .; pi. mesorec-
to (-tg1 )- [NL., < Grr. peaof, middle, + NL. rec-

tum, q. v.] The mesentery of the rectum; the
fold of peritoneum which is reflected over part
of the rectum, holding this gut in place.
mesoretina (mes-o-ret'i-na), n. [NL., < Gr.

,fo-of, middle, + NL. retina, q. v.] The middle

stratum, or mosaic layer, of the retina, com-
posed of the rod and cone and nuclear layers.
J. Leidy, Anat., 1889.

mesortiinal (mes-o-ri'nal), . [< mesorliine
+ -al.] Internasal; internarial; situated be-
tween the nostrils : said specifically of the meso-
rhinium.
mesorhine (mes'o-rin), . [Properly mesorrhine

(cf . Gr. [u:a6ppiv, having a middling nose), < Gr.

//woe, middle, + pif (piv-), nose.] Having an in-

dex ranging from 48 to 53 : applied to the nose,
or to a person having such a nose.

Nose small, niettorhina or leptorhine. W. H. Flower.

mesorhinian (uies-o-riu'i-an), a. [< mesorliine
+ -tan.] Same as mesorhme. Nature, XXXV.
357.

mesorhinium (mes-o-riu'i-um), n. ; pi. meso-
rkinia (-a). [NL., < Gr. iieao^, middle, + pif

(piv-), the nose.] In ornith., the part of a bird's

beak which is situated between the external
nostrils

;
the basal or iuternarial part of the

culmen. In some birds it runs up on the forehead, mag-
nified or otherwise diversified, giving riae to the frontal
shield or casque. See cute at antice and shield.

mesoscapula (mes-o-skap'u-la), n.; pi. meso-

scapulie (-le). [NL.', < Gr. licaof, middle, + NL.
scapula, q. v.] The spine of the scapula, con-
sidered as a median element of that bone. W.
K. Parker. Delta mesoscapulse. See delta.

mesoscapular (mes-o-skap'u-lar), a. [< meso-

scapula + -nr3.] Of or relating to the meso-
scapula.
At the scapular extremity of the clavicle there is often

a piece of cartilage, considered to .be segmented off from
the end of the mesoscapula, and hence called meioicamdar
segment W. H. Flower.

mesoscuta, . Plural of menoscutum.
mesoscutal (mes-o-sku'tal), a. [< mesoseutum +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoscutum.
mesoscutellar (mes-o-sku'te-lar), a. Of or per-
taining to the mesoscutellum.'
mesoscutellum (mes"o-sku-terum), .; pi. mes-
oscutella (-a). [NL., <' Gi.'^ao^, middle, + NL.
scutellum, q. v.] In eh torn., the scutellum of the
mesonotum

; the scutellar sclerite of the meso-
thorax.

mesoscutum (mes-o-sku'tum), n.; pi. mesoscuta
(-tii). [NL., < Gr. |Uto-oc, middle, + NL. scutum,
q.v.] Jnentom., the scutum of the mesonotum ;

the scutal sclerite of the mesothorax.
mesoseme (mes'o-sem), a. [< Gr. jUfuof, mid-
dle, + ajj/ia, a sign, mark, token.] In cmniom.,
having an orbital index between 84 and 89.

Mesosemia (mes-o-se'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
/teo-of, middle, -t- af/pa, a sign, mark, token.] A
genus of South American butterflies of the fami-
ly Erucinidtv. It contains many brown or blue species,
striped with black, and usually having a large round black
spot in_the middle of the fore wing.
mesosiderite (mes-o-sid'e-rlt), . [< Gr. fie<roc,

middle, + aiomtnK, of iron: see siderite.] A
name given by G. Rose (1864) to one of three sub-
divisions made by him in the classification of
meteoric irons, these divisions being founded
on the comparative amount of iron and stony
matter present. As defined by Brezina, in one of the
most recent systematic classifications of the meteorites,
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te is a network of iron inclosing olivin and bronz-

ite with more or less plagioclase, these minerals having so

coarsely crystalline a texture that the characteristic struc-

ture is obscured. It forms a passage from the iron to the
chondrites. The meteorite which fell at Estherville, Iowa,
in 1879 is of this class. See meteorite.

mesosigmoid (mes-o-sig'moid), n. [< Gr. [ttaof,

middle, + E. sit/moid.] The mesentery of the

sigmoid flexure of the intestine, between the
mesocolon and the mesorectum.
mesosoma (mes-o-so'ma), n.

; pi. mesosomata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. /ilaof, middle, + aa/ia,
the body.] In lamellibranchiate mollusks, a
middle region of the body, which gives rise to

the foot and is situated Between the prosoma
and the metasoma.
mesosomatic (mes"o-so-mat'ik), a. [< meso-

soma(t-) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the meso-
soma of a mollusk.

mesosperm (mes'o-sperm), . [< Gr. ftiaof,

middle, + tmep/ui, seed.] In bot., a membrane
of a seed; the secundine, or second membrane
from the surface.

mesospore (mes'o-spor), . [NL.. < Gr. /itaof,

middle, + OTTO/JOC, seed.] The middle coat or

laj^er
of a spore when it is possible to distin-

guish three layers, as in the spores of Onoclea

Struthiopteris.

mesosporic (mes-o-spo'rik), a. [< mesospore +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to the mesospore.
mesostaphyline (mes-o-staf'i-lin), a. [< Gr.

litaof, middle, + ara^v'/.ii, the uvula.] In cra-

niom., intermediate between leptpstaphyline
and brachystaphyline that is, with a palate
of median width; having a palatal index of
from 80 to 85.

mesostate (mes'o-stat), . [< Gr. /-<rof , middle,+ E. state.] In biol., an intermediate sub-
stance or product in a series of metabolic

changes.
We are thus led to the conception that the specific ma-

terial of a secretion, such as the trypsin of pancreatic
juice, comes from the protoplasm of the cell, through a
number of intermediate substances, or mesnstates as they
are called. M. Fatter, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 19.

mesosterna, n. Plural of mesosternum.
mesosternal (mes-o-ster'nal), a. [< mesoster-
num + -al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoster-
num : as, a mesosternal sternite.

mesosterneber (mes-o-ster'ne-ber), . [<
NL. mesostcrnebra, < Gr. /icaof, middle, + NL.
xternebra, sterneber : see sterneber.] Any one of
the intermediate sternebers or pieces of the
breast-bone which intervene between the rnanu-
brium of the sternum and the xiphoid or ensi-
form appendage. There are usually several
such bones in mammals and various reptiles, as
the four composing the gladiolus in man.
mesosternebra (mes-o-ster'ne-brii), n.; pi. mes-
osternebra! (-bre). [NL.] Same as mesoster-
neber.

mesosternebral (mes-o-ster'ne-bral), a. [<
mesosterneber + -al] 'Pertaining to a meso-
sterneber.

mesosternum (mes-o-ster'num), .; pi. meso-
xterna (-na). [NL., '< Gr. fieaof, middle, + NL.
sternum, q. v.] I. In anat., the
piece or pieces of a breast-bone
which has several segments lying
between the presternum and the

xiphisteruum : said chiefly of the

segmented sternum of mammals.
In man it is the gladiolus or body of the
sternum proper, as distinguished from the
manubrium and the xiphoid cartilage.
2. In entom., the ventral or sternal
sclerite of the mesothorax

; the un-
der side of the mesothorax, opposite
the mesonotum.
mesostethium (mes-o-ste'thi-um),

. ; pi. mesostethia (-a). [NL., <

Gr. ("taof, middle, + aryOiov, dim. of

aTrfiof, the breast.] In entom., the

metasternum, or large piece be-
tween the bases of the middle and
the posterior legs. It is conspicu-
ous in beetles. Kirby.
mesostylous (mes-o-sti'lus), a. [<
Gr. fieoos, middle, +' OTV/.OC, a pillar:
see style?.] Same as mitl-sti/led. Kdage
See lieterustiilism.

Mesosuchia (mes-o-su'ki-a), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

/teaof, middle, + mvxof, a crocodile (a local
name in Egypt).] Adivision of crocodileshaving
amphicoelous vertebra; : contrasted with EHKH-
cJiia and Parasitchia.

mesosuchian (mes-o-su'ki-au), u. [<
chia + -an.] Of or pertaining to tlie

chin.

Sternum uf

PiU, showing
tt, niesoster
i unn or gladio
lus; ps, pre
sternum or in

nubrium ; j

xiphisternu

mesotympanic
Orocodilians have developed into the Mewsiichian type.

(Jiinther, Encyc. Brit., XX. 166.

mesosuchious (mes-o-su'ki-us), . [< Meanxu-
rliiii + -ous.] Same as mesosuchian.

mesotarsus (mes-o-tar'sus), .; pi. mesotarsi

(-si). [NL., < Gr./ifo-of, middle, + NL. tarsus,

q. v.] In ftitom., the whole tarsus of the second
or middle leg of a six-footed insect, coming be-

tween the metatarsus of the hind leg and the

protarsus of the fore leg.
mesothelial (mes-o-the'li-al), a. [< mesothr-
lium + -at.] Of or pertaining to mesothe-
lium.

mesothelium (mes-6-the'li-um), . [NL., < Gr.

fteaof, middle, + NL. (epi)tlieliitm, q. v.] The
epithelium lining the entire primitive coelom
or body-cavity of the embryo; the coelarinm.

Mesotheriidae (mes"o-the-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,<
Mesotlierium + -ida:] A family of extinct quad-
rupeds from the Pliocene of South America,

representing a very generalized type, allied on
the one hand to the rodents and by some made
a suborder, Hebetidentati, of Sodetttia, by oth-

ers referred to the SttbtHtguiata or polydactyl
ungulates. There are clavicles, as in no other known
ungulates, and four lower incisors, as in no known ro-

dents ; the nrandibular condyle is transverse, and the max-
illaries articulate with the nasals. There are in each up-
per half-jaw 1 incisor, no canines, 2 premolars, and a mo-
lars, and in each lower half-jaw 2 Incisors, no canines, 1

premolar, and 3 molars in all, 24 teeth,

Mesotherium (mes-o-the'ri-um), H. [NL., <

Gr. /ieo-of , middle, + dqpiov, a wild beast.] A ge-
nus of fossil rodent-like ungulate quadrupeds,
typical of the family Mesotheriida?, upon which
is based the prime division Bebetidentati. M.
cristatum is the type species. Typotheriinn is

a synonym.
mesotherm (mes'o-therm),)(. [= F.M&pfterme,
< Gr. /jeaof, middle, + feftuof, hot, 6tp/n}, heat.]
In Alphpnse de Candolle's classification of

plants with regard to their geographical distri-

bution, a plant of his third "physiological
group." The plants of this group require a moderate
degree of heat, from 15 to 20' C. They are very numerous,
including most of the plants of the warmer parts of the

temperate zones of both hemispheres exclusive of the
mountainous districts.

mesothesis (me-soth'e-sis), . [< Gr. utarx;,

middle, + Benic, a putting, proposition : see

thesis.'] Middle place ;
mean. [Bare.]

Imitation is the metathesis of likeness and difference.

Coleridgf.

mesothoracic (mes"o-th6-ras'ik), . [< mesa-
thorax (-ac-) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the
mesothorax of an insect Mesothoracic case.
Same as mesothoracotheca.

mesothoracotheca (mes-o-th6"ra-ko-the'ka).
n.

; pi. mesothoracothecce (-se). [NL., < meso-
thorax (-ac-) + Gr. 6f/Kri, a case.] In entom., the
mesothoracic case, or that part of the integu-
ment of a pupa covering the mesothorax. In the
Lepidoptera and Diptera the other thoracic cases are in-

distinguishable from this, and it is then called the thn-

racotheca.

mesothorax (mes-o-tho'raks), . [NL.,<Gr.//f-
aof, middle, + Bupat-, chest: see thorax.] In en-

torn., the second or
middle one of the
three divisions of the

thorax, situated be-
tween the prothorax
and the metathorax,
and bearing the sec-
ond pair of legs and
the first pair of wings.
When very large, as in

dipterous insects, it is

simply called the tho-

rax.

mesotrocha (me-sof-
ro-ka), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. fieaof, middle, +
Tpo^of , anything round
or circular: see tro-

chee.] Ciliated embryos of polychsetpus anne-
lids in which one or many bands of cilia encir-
cle the middle of the body. See atroclm, telr-

otrocha.

mesotrochal (me-sot'ro-kal), a. [< mesotrochti
+ -al.] Pertaining to or resembling mesotro-
cha

;
mesotrochous.

The actively locomotive embryo of Sipunculus . . . re-

sembles a Rotifer or a mesotrochal annelidan larva.

Huxley. Anat, Invert., p. 217.

mesotrochous (me-sot'ro-kus), a. [As -

sotrocna + -ous.] Same as mcsotroclial .

mesotympanic (mes"o-tim-pan'ik), a. and n.

[< Gr. picof, middle, + Ti'ii-mw, a drum (see

tympanum), + -ic.] I. n. Situated in the

Mesothorax, shaded, between
prothorax (a) and metathorax
(*) ; f, head; if, two abdominal
segments.



mesotympanic
midst of (lie bones funning tlir

tympanic pedi-
cle ot' ;i lisli : syinpli'elie: correlated in Owen's
nomenclature witli i/iint/ii/miiii; /i//yi////H/;wic.

and /< ti/n/i><inic.

II. ii. Tlic mrsnU iiipiuiie lione, now called

the Hl/lll/lli-l-tii-.
See C'llt Ulliler IMllllllll/lllllll-llti .

The pteryKoitl uhuttiux ii|>on the hypotyiuponlc, be-

tween this ainl the c|>itytnpanic are the inf*<ttifinpanic
ami the pretympanlc. Owen, Anat. Vert (1886), I. 106.

mesotype (mes'o-tip), M. [NL., < Gr. ficaof, mid-

dle, + nVoc, impression, type: see toe.] In
mini nil., a name early given to several miner-
als of the zeolite group which are now recog-
nized as distinct species. It included nutro-

lite or soda-mesotype, scolecite or lime-meso-

type,
mesolite or lime-soda mesotypc, and also

tnomsonite.
mesovarian (mes-o-va'ri-an), it. [< uii'xnrariiiiH

+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the mesovarimn.
mesovarium (mes-o-va'ri-um), n.

; pi. mesovuria

(-a). [NL., < Gr. pfaor, middle, + NL. orariiim,

ovary : see ovary. Cf.meiwarium.] The mesen-

tery of the ovary: a fold of peritoneum hold-

ing the ovary in place, and representing in the
female the mesorchium of the male.
mesoventral (mes-o-ven'tral), a. [< Gr. ftcaof,

middle, + E. rcntra/.] Median and ventral in

position ; situated on the ventrimeson.

mesoventrally (mes-o-ven'tral-i), adr. In a
mesoventral position or direction ; ventrimesad.
mesoxalate (me-sok'sa-lat), . [< mesoxal(ie)
+ -wte1 .] A combination of mesoxalic acid with
a base.
mesoxalic (mes-ok-sal'ik), a. [< Gr. firms, mid-
dle, + E. O.TO/IC.] Of, pertaining to, or derived
from oxalic acid: as, mesoxalic acid, C(OH)2
(COaH)2,a crystalline solidwhich readily breaks

up into carbonic oxid and oxalic acid.

MesOZOa (mes-o-zo'H), H. pi. [NL., pi. of meso-

zodn.j A provisional primary division of aiii-

mals, considered intermediate between the

Protozoa and the Metazoa, and based upon the

characters of the Dicyemida alone. These ani-

mals have no mesodenn, yet develop metazoic

embryos by epiboly. Huxley, Anat. Invert.,

p. 578.

Mesozoic (mes-6-zo'ik), . [< Gr. /teoos, middle,
+ s<->'), life.] in geol., lying, as a part of the

geological series so designated, between the
Paleozoic and the Tertiary rocks. It is a synonym
of Secondary as that term ia employed by geologists. The
whole series of fossillferous rocks is divided into Paleo-

zoic, Mesozoic or Secondary, and Caenozoic or Tertiary.
The principal subdivisions of the Mesozoic are the Trias
or THassic, the Jura or Jurassic, and the Cretaceous. (See
these terms.) The Mesozoic is distinguished for the great
development of the Jteptilia. and its period has hence been
called the "Age of Reptiles." In the Mesozoic occur the
flrst traces of mammals, of birds, and of fishes with bony
skeletons, as well as the first palms and angfosperms.
inesozoon (mes-o-zo'on), . [NL., < Gr. fitoof,

middle, + Cv-w, animal.] One of the Mesozoa.

Mespilus (mes'pi-lus), w. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < L. mespilus, also mespila, mespilum, <

Gr. ftiairuov, medlar-tree, a medlar, ftcairlfai,

medlar-tree : see medlar.'] A genus of rosaceous

plants of the tribe Pomeie, characterized by the

bony endocarp of the fruit and the expanded
mouth of the leafy calyx. They are shrnbsor small

trees, which are more or less thorny when wild, and have

undivided, nearly sessile leaves, and large white or pink-
ish flowers, solitary nnd sessile on short leafy branches.
The fruit is nearly globular or pear-shaped, and is crowned
by a broad, hairy disk, from which the flve bony cells

slightly protrude. The genus includes one (or perhaps
two) species, found in various parts of Europe and western
Asia. )I. Oermanica Is the common medlar, cultivated
in many varieties for its fruit. See medlar.

mespriset, . See mis/irix:

mesquitH, [Also mesijnili-. imxkil. mi-skill.

mescliit, uiexkeito: < Sp. i/n-x<iiiilii. iin'?<jttita,( AT.

Htitxjid, a mosque : see mosque and masjid."] A
mosque.
The Mesquii (for many of them are Mahumetanea) is of

liricke. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 461.

This foresayd late prim-c Ismael lieth burled In a faire

Menlril, with a sumptuous sepulchre in the same.

UMuyt's Voyage*, I. 847.

The very Mahometans . . . have their sepulchres near
the Mt*keitn ; never in it.

Bp. Hall, Works, V. 414. (Dana.)

mesquit-, mesquite- (mes'ket or mes-ket'). .

[Also iinii/iiiti-, mi.ikit, etc.: < Sp. an :</iiiti : of

Mex. (?) origin.] 1. An important leguminous
tree, or often shrub, /Yo.yo/./x juli tiara, grow-
ing from Texas to southern California, and
thence southward to Chili, it icachch :i height of
30 or 40 feet, but is often scrubby, forming dense clumps
of chaparral. T'luU-r the action of prairie tires it is re-

illlceil to a low shrill' developing tlieti an cnornion-. ni:i*>

of roots,loca]lykno\v n u '

>"/v< of Lr reat value
as fuel. Thr \\ooil i- litavv and very hard, almost imle-
strnctit'le in contact with the Krounil; it is used for tlic
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beams and underpinnings of adobe houses, for posts and
fencing, for fuel, and for furniture. It is of a brown or
red color, handsome when polished, but difficult to work.
The bean-like pods, before maturity, become pulpy and

exceedingly rich In grape-sugar. They arc eaten by the
Indians as well as by whites, and furnish a valuable f< nliler

for horses. The shrub also exudes a gum reteniMiini

gum arable, which In Texas and Mexico Is collecteil in

considerable quantities for export. Also called hnney-

mexpiit, honey-loeuit, honey-pod, and July-/tinrer. The
Spanish name Is alffamtoa.

2. Same as mesquit-grattx.- Screw-pod mesquit.
a tree, Prompu ptioeteent, similar to /'. jvlifora.

found
from New Mexico to southern California, and In M> \i

Ita pods are twisted into spiral cylinders, whence the above
name, and that of terete-bran. They are ground Into meal
and used as food by the Indiana, also serving as fodder.
The Mexican name is tornitta.

mesquit-bean (mes'ket-ben), M. The fruit of
the inesquit-tree.

mesquite 1
!, . See mesquit

1
.

mesquite2 ,
n. See mesquiP.

mesquit-grass (mes'ket-gras), n. A grass,

properly of the genus Jiouteloiia, growing on
the plains east of the Rocky Mountains, and
forming a rich wild pasturage. /;. oligoitachya Is

the most useful species. i;ii<-til' dactjftinden, Included
under the name, is sometimes distinguished as/o/M me-
qtrit. Also called buffaln-yroM and i/rama-yraa.

mesquit-gum (mes'ket-gum), n. See mesquif*.

mesquit-tree (mes'ket-tre), M. Same MS mes-
iiitifi.

Mesropian (mes-ro'pi-an), a. [< Afesrob (see
def. ) T -tan."] Of or pertaining to Mesrob or

Miesrob (fifth century A. D.), patriarch of Ar-

menia, a reputed founder of Armenian litera-

ture, who devised the Armenian alphabet of

thirty-six letters, to which after his time two
more were added, and the Georgian alphabet
of thirty-nine or forty letters, still in use.

In 406 A. D. the Jfetropian alphabet was adopted by an
edict of the Armenian king.

Itaac Taylur, The Alphabet, II. 271.

mess 1 (mes), H. [< ME. men, mess, mease, < OF.
mes(F. mete a bad spelling), a portion of food,
a dish, a course at table, = It. messo, in., also

messa, t., a course at table,< ML. 'missum (found
only as mestwm, after OF., a portion of land),

prop. neut. of L. missus, sent, pp. of mittere,
send: see mission. Cf. AS. sand, nond, early
ME. sond. a mess, dish, lit. a sending: see send.

The word mess (ME. m&) may have been partly
confused in ME. with men, mese, a dinner: see
ntese1 .] 1. A supply or provision of anything
to be eaten at one meal

;
a quantity of food suf-

ficient for one or more persons for a single oc-
casion : as, a megs of peas for dinner ; a mess of

oats for a horse.

And he took and sent mes*e unto them from before him :

but Benjamin's mew was live times so much as any of

theirs. (ieu xllli. 34.

Of herbs, and other country mMfls\
Which the neat-handed Phillis dresses.

MOton, L'Allegro. 1. 85.

TIs only a page that carols unseen,
Crumbling your hounds their memet.

Browning, Plppa Passes, it

2. In tixhinii, the amount or number of fish ta-

ken; the take or haul of fish.

I got a rare IMS* of golden and silver and bright cupre-
ous fishes. Thoreaii, Walden, p. 388.

3. A number of persons who eat together at the
same table; especially, a group of officers or
men in the army or navy who regularly take
their meals in company.
Also the meyre of London, notable of

dignyte,
And of Quenehorow tbe metre, no thynge like in degre.
At one metse they owght in no wise to sltt ne be.

Babect Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 192.

With your brode knyfe properly unclose the napkyn
that the bread Is In, and set the bread all beneath the salt

towards the seconde mesae.

Leland, Collectanea, Inthronizatlon of Abp. Neville.

That student was in luck who found himself in the same
nun with Burke. Contemporary Ken., L. 30.

4. A set of four
; any group of four persons or

things: originally as a convenient subdivision
of a numerous company at dinner, a practice
still maintained in the London inns of court.

message

an a member of a mew ; take a meal with any
other person : as, I will mess with you to-day.
Xow that we are In harbour I mm here, because Mrs

Trotter Is on board. Harryat, Peter Simple, T

I told him to bring up the dinner, and we would mat
on deck. Tlu Cv,,/n, .\ \ VI. 944.

II. IniiiH. I. To supply with a mess: as, to
/..< cattle. 2. To sort in messes for the table.

as meat.
mess- (me*), M. [A var. of mr.h-, which is a var.

of nutxh 1
,
a mixture: nee nuiw/ii. Cf. ww**1

.]

1. A disorderly mixture or jumble of things:
a state of dirt and disorder: as, the house wan
in a mi-**. [Colloq.]

They make It a rule when they receive neither beer nor

money from a house to make as great a mru as pnMlblr
the next time they come.

Mailhfir, I-ondon Labour and London Poor, II. 103.

What a mttt they made of it I I had no place for the
sole of my foot J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 01.

2. A situation of confusion, disorder, or em-
barrassment; a muddle: an, to get one's self

into a IHI-XX.

Neither battle I see, nor arraying, nor king In Israel

Only infinite jumble and mru and dislocation.

dough, Bothie of Toberna-Vuolich, Ix.

mess'2 (mes), . t. [< nteMn'2, .] 1. To make n

mess of
; disorder, soil, or dirty.

It menu one's things so to pick them to piece*.
C. Keade, Love me Little, i

2. To muddle
;
throw into confusion : as, he

messes the whole business. [Prov. Eng. and
U.S.]

mess^t, An obsolete form of "< ""'. Mess
John*, a domeatlc chaplain ; a priest or clergyman : con

temptuous or Jocular.

I should only stipulate that these new inett Johiu in

robes and coroneU should keep some sort of bounds In

the democratlck and levelling principles which are ex-

pected from their titled pulpits. Burke, Rev. In France.

An* syne Men John, beyond expression,
Fell foul o' me. Burn*, To a Tailor.

Syne for Mem Jnhn they quickly sent,
Wha tied them to their hearts' content,

And now she's Lady (jowrie.
The Lam o Gotroe (modern version).

mess-'t, interj. Mass. See by the maw, under

There lacks a fourth thing to make up the
Lattinfr, Sermons, v.

You three fools lack'd me fool to make up the men.
Shot., L. L. L., Ir. S. 207.

Lower mess, those persons who formerly sat at table be-

low the salt. See tail.

Nor should there stand any great, cumbersome, uncut

up pies at the nether end [of the table], filled with moss
and stones, partly to make a show with, and partly to

k-cp the Imrrr mat from eating.
Beau, and FI., Woman-Hater. i. S.

To lose the number of one's mess, see Intel .

meSS 1 Ones), r. [< Mic.v.vl. /,.] I. in/run*. To
slmre n mess: cat in cuiiipiiny with others or

mess*!, >i. An obsolete form of

messa dl voce (mes'sa de vo'che). [It., lit. a

setting of the voice : messa, fern, of mexso, pp. of

mettere, put. set; <N, of; race, voice.] In sinij-

inij, the production of a single tone with a grad-
ual change of force from soft to loud and then
back to soft again; a combination of a slow
crescendo with a slow diminuendo.

message (mes'aj), . [< ME. mexsaye, massage.
< F. message = Pr. metsatae = Sp. mensaje =
Pg. mensaije, mensaijem = It. metnaggio, < ML.
Hiixxntii'iiiii (also, after Rom., niixnafliiim, mes-

sagium), a message, a notice sent, < L. mittere,

pp. missus, send: see mission. Cf. misfire, of

same origin and similar meaning; and m*.v'. of

same origin. Hence messager, messenger.] I.

A communication transmitted; a notice sent;
information or opinion or advice communicated
through a messenger or other agency : as, a ver-

bal or written message ; a telegraphic message.
And after this, blforn the hye herd
He with a manly vois selth his inrgtaye.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 01.

If case ye be of mettaije sent, know you the same through-
out. /;.,'.< Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

Ehud said, I have a meaaije from God unto thee,

Judges HI. 30.

2. In U. S. politic*, an official communication of

information, opinion, or advice from a chief ex-
ecutive to a legislative body, or a formal state-

ment of matters requiring legislative considera-
tion or action, sent by tbe bands of a messenger :

as, the President's or governor's message; an
annual or a special message (that is, the mes-

sage regularly presented at the opening of n
annnal legislative session, or one relating to

some special matter subsequently arising).
The change from the address delivered In person, with

its answer, to the meaaye sent by tbe private secretary,
and no answer, was introduced by Mr. Jefferson and con*
sidered a reform. T. a. Beaton, Thirty Years, II. 82.

3t. A company of messengers ; an embassy.
That we make vs a menage of men of astute.

Duly to Delphon denoutly to wende.
Datntdion of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 42.

4t. A messenger.
Thus scute the kynge hit mttuga thourgh all the londe.

and a-noon as the! were fro hym deputed.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X lii

message* (mes'Sj), r. t. [< message, .] To de-
liver in the manner of a messenger; announce.



message
He dyd in expressed commaund to me message his erraund.

Sianihurst, jEneid, iv. 377.

messagert, n. A Middle English form of messen-

ger.

messageryt, [ME., < OF. messagerie, F.

messagerie Pr. messatgaria, messatjaria = Sp.

mensajeria = It. messageria: see message and

~ry.] The carrying of messages; the going
between two persons with a message; pro-

curing.
Fool-hardynesse, and Flaterye, and Desir,

Messagerye, and Meede, and other three.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 228.

Messalian (me-sa'li-an), n. Same as Euchite.

Also written Massallan.

messallt, An obsolete form of missal.

messan, . and a. See messin.

messandewt, See tneasondue.

messan-dog, n. See messin-dog.
mess-chest (mes'chest), n. Naut., on board a

man-of-war, one of the covered chests belong-

ing to each mess of the crew, in which small

articles of mess-gear are kept.

A mett-chett is rigged to hold the knives, forks, cans, etc.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 851.

mess-cloth (mes'kloth), n. Naut., in a man-

of-war, a tarpaulin spread on deck to serve as

a table-cloth.

mess-deck (mes'dek), n. Naut., the deck on
which the crew mess.
messe1

!,
A Middle English form of mease1

.

messe2
t, **. An obsolete form of mass1

.

messelH, messeledt. See mesel, meseled.

messel2
!,

" [< OF. mesel, < L. mensa, a table:

see mensafl-.] A table.

messelinet, See masUn*.

messelite (mes'el-it), . [< Messel (see def.)
+ -ite2.] A hydrous phosphate of calcium
and iron occurring in groups of small tabular

crystals in the brown-coal beds near Messel in

Hesse.

messenger (mes'en-jer), n. [< ME. messanger,

messyngere (with unorig. medial n as also in pas-

senger, porringer, etc.), iormessager, messagier,
< OF. messagier, F. messager (= Pr. messatgier=
OSp. messagero, Sp. mensajero = Pg. mensageiro
= It. messagiero, messaggiere), a messenger,
< message, a message: see message.'] 1. One
who bears a message or goes on an errand;
the bearer of a verbal or written communica-
tion, notice, or invitation

;
in the civil service,

one employed in conveying official despatches.
Whan men holden Sege abouten Cytee or Castelle, and

thei with innen dur not senden out Messagers with Lettres,
from Lord to lord, for to aske Sokour.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 118.

The Msy larke, messager of daye,
Salueth in hire song the morwe graye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 633.

The messagers departeden two and two togeder, and
passed thourgh many londes and centres in to a tyme that

iiij of hem sodeynly metten to-geder.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 30.

Joy touch'd the messenger of heav'n ; he stay'd
Entranced. Pope, Odyssey, v. 97.

2. One who or that which foreruns; a har-

binger ;
a precursor ;

a forerunner.

The Angel answerde and seyde that sche scholde have
no drede of him, for he was verry Messager of Jesu Crist.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 133.

Down to short repose they lay,
Till radiant rose the messenger of day.

Pope, Odyssey, xv. 534.

3. A light scudding cloud regarded as the pre-
cursor of a storm or gale of wind.

A southwest wind is blowing over the plains. It drives
the messengers over the sky, and the sails of the windmill,
and makes the dead leaves dance.

Mrs. J. H. Ewing, Jan of the Windmill.

4. Naut., an endless rope or chain turned
around the capstan, formerly used to unmoor
or heave up a ship's anchors, by transmitting
the power of the capstan to the cable. The
messenger is gripped to the cable by means of nippers,
which are shifted from the capstan to the hawse-hole as
the cable is hauled in.

5. In law, a person appointed to perform cer-
tain ministerial duties under bankrupt and in-

solvent laws, such as to take temporary charge
of the assets, and to perform some other duties
in reference to the proceedings. 6. A piece
of stiff paper, or the like, set upon the end of
a kite-string held in the hand, to be blown
up the string to the kite Corbie messenger.
See corbie. Cuckoo's messenger, the wryneck. Mes-
senger sword, a sword-like implement, constituting a
credential of the royal messengers of Ashantee. Two
of these were brought to England in 1874; they are
partly of gold and partly of iron, and are elaborately or-
namented in conventional patterns. Queen's(or king's)
messenger, an officer of the British government, em-
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ployed under the secretaries of state, appointed or held in

readiness to carry official despatches both at home and

abroad. = Syn. 1. Carrier, intelligencer, courier, herald,

emissary.

messenger-at-arms (mes'en-jer-at-armz ), n.

In Scots law, an officer appointed by and under

the control of the Lyon king-at-arms. He exe-

cutes all summonses and letters of diligence connected

with the Courts of Session and Courts of Justiciary. Exe-

cution by a messenger-at-arms. See execution,

messett, [Cf. messin.] A cur
;
a messm.

Dame Julia's messet. Hall, Poems (1646). (HaUiwett.)

mess-gear (mes'ger), n. Naut., the outfit of a

mess, such as pots, pans, cans, spoons, knives,

forks, etc.
; mess-traps.

Messiah (me-si'a). n. [= F. Messie= Sp. Mesias
= Pg. Messias == It. Messia D. G. Dan. Sw.

Messias, < L. Messias, < Gr. Heoaiaf, < Heb.

Mdskiach, anointed, < mashach, anoint.] A des-

ignation of Jesus as the Saviour of the world;
the Hebrew equivalent of Christ, the Anointed,
but used more frequently as a descriptive title

(the Messiah) than as a name : from prophetic

passages in the Hebrew Scriptures (where, ex-

cept in two instances in Daniel, it is translated

Anointed, often as a noun) interpreted by Jesus

and by Christians as referring to him and uni-

versal in scope, but regarded by the Jews as

promising a divinely sent deliverer for their

own race. This belief in a coming Messiah is still

held as a doctrine by many Jews ; and at various periods
of the Christian era impostors have assumed the name
and character, and have had many adherents. The title

is also applied figuratively to historical characters who
have been great deliverers. Sometimes written, after the

Greek of the New Testament, Messias.

We have found Meisias, which is, being interpreted,
the Christ. John i. 41.

In the High Church of Jerusalem, the Christians were
but another Sect of Jews, that did believe the Messias
was come. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 33.

At thy nativity, a glorious quire
Of angels, in the fields of Bethlehem, sung
To shepherds, watching at their folds by night,
And told them the Messiah now was born.

Milton, P. B,., i. 245.

Messiahship (me-si'a-ship), n. [< Messiah +
-ship.'] The character, state, or office of Jesus
Christ as the Saviour of the world: also used
of pretenders to a similar office or mission.

Christ . . . gave as strong a proof of his Messiahship as

infinite power, joined with equal veracity, could give.

South, Works, III. 382. (Latham.)

One of the chief candidates for the messiahship [among
the Mohammedans] has already reached Assouan.

The Century, XXIV. 788.

Messianic (mes-i-an'ik), a. [= F. Messianique
= Sp. Mesidnico; as Messiah + -an + -ic.] Re-

lating or pertaining to the Messiah, or to any
one supposed to exercise the office of a Mes-
siah: as, the Messianic prophecies or psalms;
Messianic pretensions.
Messias (me-si'as), n. Same as Messiah.

Messidor (mes-si-dor'), n. [F., one of the fan-

ciful names concocted to adorn the Revolution-

ary calendar; < L. messis, harvest, + Gr. 6<jpm>,
a gift.] The tenth month of the year in the cal-

endar of the first French republic, commencing
(in 1794) June 19th and ending July 18th.

messin (mes'in), n. and a. [Also messan. for-

merly irreg. messoun; a var. of *mestin, mastin,
< OF. mastin, F. mdtin, a mastiff: see mastiff.']

I. n. A mongrel dog; a cur. [Scotch.]
We bounds slew the hair, quoth the messoun.

May's Proverbs (1678), p. 394.

But wad hae spent an hour caressin',
E'en wi' a tinkler-gypsy's messin.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.

II. a. Mongrel; currish. [Scotch.]
messin-dog (mes'in-dog), n. [Also messan-dog;
< messin + dog.] Same as messin.

mess-kettle (mes'ket'
7
!), n. A camp-kettle

used in cooking for a mess.
The richly chased vessels of gold and silver which served

the Roman household have been displaced by the canteen
and the mess-kettle of the garrison of the Crescent.

The Century, XXXVIII. 51.

mess-kit (mes'kit), n. The cooking- and table-
utensils of a camp, with the chest in which they
are kept and transported.
mess-locker (mes'lok'

/

er), n. A small locker
on shipboard for holding mess-gear.
messmaking (mes'ma"king), n. The act of

clubbing together, or messing in company.
This friendship began by messmaking in the Temple

hall. Roger North, Lord Guilford, I. 62.

messmate (mes'mat), n.

mess, espe
ordinarily

1. An associate in a

mess, especially in a ship's mess ;
one who eats

ily at the same table with another.

Messmates, hear a brother sailor

Sing the dangers of the sea.

0. A. Stevens, The Storm.

Mesua

2. In 3067., a commensal. 3. In bot., same as

messmate-tree.

messmate-gum (mes'mat-gum), n. See gum2 ,
3.

messmate-tree (mes'mat-tre), n. One of the

stringy-barked eucalypts, Eucalyptus obliqua.
It is a large tree forming extensive forests in Australia

and Tasmania, and furnishing an abundance of cheap fissile

timber for all kinds of rough work above the ground.

mess-table (mes'ta'bl), n. The table at which
a mess eat together.
mess-traps (mes'traps), n. pi. The articles

which compose a mess-gear.

messuage (mes'waj), n. [ME. mesuage, < OF.

mesuage, maissage, mesnage (ML. reflex mes-

suaginm), < ML. mansionaticum, a dwelling-

house, manor-house: see menage, which is a
doublet of messuage,] In law: (a) A dwelling-
house.

I give unto my said son John all that messuage wherein
I now dwell. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 437.

(6) A dwelling-house with the adjacent build-

ings and curtilage, including garden and or-

chard, appropriated to the use of the household
;

a manor-house and its appendages.
There were then greater number of mesuages and man-

sions almost in euery place. .

Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., xxii.

They wedded her to sixty thousand pounds,
To lands in Kent, and messuages in York.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

messy (mes'i), a. [< mess2 + -y
1
.] In a state

of mess, confusion, or dirtiness
; making amess :

littered or littering; untidy. [Rare.]
The floor of the room[s] ... in which messy work has

to be done is of asphalt. Science, III. 351.

mestt, a. A Middle English form of most.

mestee (mes-te'), n. [Also mustee; short for

mestizo. Cf. OF. mestis,F.m4tis, mongrel.] The
offspring of a white and a quadroon. [West
Indian.]
mester1

,
n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

master1
,
mister1 .

mester2t, n. A variant of mister2.

mestfult, On [Var. of mestive, with substituted
suffix -fnl.] Sad; gloomy. [Rare.]

Emong all other birds
Most mestfvll birde am I :

Emong all fathered foules
I first complain and crie.

Kendall, Flowers of Epigrammes (1577). (Nares.)

mestift, n. An obsolete variant of mastiff.

mestivet (mes'tiv), a. [< L. maistus, mcestus, sad,
mournful(<ma?rere, mcerere, be sad, mourn),+ E.
-ive. Cf. mestful.] Sad; sorrowful; gloomy;
dismal.

The Melancholy 's mestiue, and too full

Of fearfull thoughts, and cares vnrequisit.
Davies, Microcosmos, p. 31. (Dames.)

mestizo (mes-te'zo), n. [= G. mestizo,^. Sp. mes-
tizo = OF. mestis, F. metis, mixed, mongrel : see

mastiff.'] The offspring of a person of mixed
blood; especially, a person of mixed Spanish
and American Indian parentage.
To Mexico there is such a great resort, that all the towns

thereabout which were formerly of Indians are now in-

habited by Spaniards and Mestizoes.

S. Clarke, Geographical Description, etc. (1671), p. 261.

He [Mr. Werner] also saw something of Tippoo Tip dur-

ing the expeditions between the Falls and Barttelot's camp
on the Aruwimi; but was not very favourably impressed by
that wily mestizo. The Academy, June 29, 1889, p. 441.

mestlingH, See masliri1 .

mestling2t,
See masliri*.

mestliont, mestlyont, n. See maslin?.

mestome (mes'tom), n. [NL. (Schwendener),
appar. < Gr. /icara/ia, fullness, < /axr-rcf, full.] In

bot., that part of a fibrovaseular bundle whose
function is mainly conduction.

To the elements which impart strength to a bundle
Schwendener has given the name stereome ; to the other

parts of the bundle, mestome.

Goodale, Physiological Botany, p. 191.

Mesua (rnes'u-a), n. [NL. (Linnaaus, 1737),
named after Musuah, an Arabian physician of

the 8th and 9th centuries.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous polypetalous plants of the natural

order Guttiferai and the tribe Calophyllea;, char-

acterized by an ovary which is two-celled and
contains four ovules, and by a shield-shaped
stigma. They are shrubs or trees with very narrow leaves

and large axillary solitary flowers. Eight species have
been enumerated, all from tropical Asia, but the number
is probably reducible to three. M. ferrea, one of the iron-

woods, is common in the East Indies, wild and cultivated.

It is a straight, erect tree with elegant foliage and large
four-petaled flowers, pure white and fragrant. They afford

a native dye and perfume, and are exported, mostly for

the latter purpose, under the name nagltasmr. The seeds

yield a dark thick oil (nagkassar- or nahor-oil), used in

lamps and medicinally. The hard reddish-brown wood is

suitable for machinery, railroad-ties, etc. ;
it is also used

for tool -handles and the like.



mesuage

mesuaget, . AM obsolete Im-m of mcmmage.
mesurablet, ". A Middle English fonnof mea-
Kltl'ftblt',.

mesuret, and t. A Middle English form of
iHctixuri:

mesymnion (me-sim'ni-on), n.
; pi. mexymnia

(-il). [NL., < Or. /itai'/wiov (see def.), <

middle, + i/tvof, hymn: see hymn.] In anc.

pros.,
a short colon introduced between lines

in tlic midst of a system or stanza, especially
inaliymu. tiou<'j>liyiittiiuii/, mcthymnion> proy'm-
ii in n.

met 1 (met). Preterit and past participleof mee<l.

met'-'t. An obsolete preterit of mete1
.

met3
(met), n. [See mete 1

.] A measure of any
kind; a bushel; a barrel. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]
meta (me'ta), .

; pi. mehe (-te). [L.] In Horn.

<utli(/., a conical column or post, or, usually, a
group of three such posts, at each end of the

spina of a circus, serving to mark the place of

turning; a turning-post.
On the other side of the figure of the queen-goddess is

a tall hippodrome meta, enriched with garlandsof flowers

probably having reference to the sacred contest* at the
founding uf a new city.

The Academy, June 15, 1889, p. 417.

meta- (met'S). [L., etc., jete-,< Gr.ywra-, prefix,

perd, poet, ftcrai, Doric irlia or iteda, prep., with

gen., in the midst of, among, between, along
with; with dat. (poetical), among, with, in, be-

sides; with ace., into the midst of, coming
among, after, beyond, according to, etc.; in

comp., between, after, over (denoting change,
like L. trans-); = Goth, mith = AS. mid, ME.
mid, with: see wtrf2.] A prefix in words of
Greek origin or formation, meaning 'among,
between, with, after, beyond, over,' etc., often

denoting change or transformation (like L.

trans-), in which denotation it is much used in

the formation of new terms in science. In zooJ.

It generally denotes ' after
'
or '

beyond,' in place or time ;
' hind

'

or '
hinder/ of place ;

'

later,' in time, as if imply-
ing changes or transformation which required time to

accomplish : generally correlated with pro- or proto- and
infso- 1 as, Protozoa, Memizoa, Metazoa ; pruthorax, mesotho-

rax, metathorax ; Prototheria and Metatheria ; metacarpus
and metatarsus (coming next after the carpus and tarsus),
etc. In chem. : (a) It is used to form the names of aromatic
compounds in which two radicals which replace hydrogen
in the benzene ring are conceived of as attached to alter-

nate carbon atoms: distinguished from ortho-, in which the
attachment is to adjacent carbon atoms, and from para-, in
which the attachment is to opposite carbon atoms, (b) It

indicates that an oxygen acid has been formed from the

corresponding ortho-acid by the withdrawal of one, two,
or three molecules of water, forming mono-meta- t di-

meta-, or tri-meta-acids. (c) It is somewhat loosely ap-
plied to indicate derivation or close chemical relation, as

metachlural, metacetone.

metabasis(me-tab'a-sis), . [NL., < Gr. /jera-

/3oovf, a passing over, shifting, change, < ficra-

fiaiveiv, pass over, < /tera, beyond, + paivuv, go,
pass: see basis.'] 1. In rhet., a passing from
one thing to another; transition. 2. In med.,
a change, as in treatment or remedies, or of air,
tissue. disease, etc. Also called metabola.
metabatic (met-a-bat'ik), n. [< Gr. /iera/Jarotof,
able to pass from one place to another, ex-

changing, < /ucrd/faffic, a passing over: see me-

tabasis.] Pertaining to the transfer of energy,
especially to the passage of heat from one body
to another Metabatic function, a function whose
identity for two substances expresses the equilibrium of
actual energy between them.

metabola 1
(me-tab'o-lft), n. [NL., < Gr. urra-

Ito'f-'l, change, exchange, < fierajidXAuv. throw
round, turn about, change, < pcr&, beyond, +
lii/'/etv, throw.] Same as metabasis, 2.

Metabola- (me-tab'o-lft), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.,

< Gr. fieraiUZof, changeable.] Insects which
undergo complete or entire metamorphosis or

transformation, as the Diptera, Lepidoptcra,
i
'nli'ii/iti rn. ami Iliiiiicniiptcra: in contradistinc-
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Cohn to the Infusoria. 2. In Mot., exhibiting
or affected by metabolism: as, metabolic pro-
eesHes ; mi liilm/ii- changt'H.
metabolism (me-tab'o-lizm), n. [As metabol-y
+ -item.] 1. In theol., the consensus of views
of some of the early fathers in regard to the

eucharist, favoring an objective union of the
sensible with the supersensible, or the real
with the symbolical presence. 2. In poetry,
a change from one meter into another. 3. in

in! "in., metamorphosis; transformation; me-
taboly; t ran sit ion from larva to pupa, or from
pupa to imago. 4. In Mot. : (a) The sum of
the chemical changes within the body, or within

any single cell of the body, by which the proto-
plasm is either renewed or changed to perform
special functions, or else disorganized and pre-
pared for excretion. Thus, the formation of the ool-

orless blood-corpuscles, the elaboration of the digestive
ferment*, and the breaking up of proteids Into urea and
other product* are examples of metabolism. Compare
aiuibfilufin, catabolum.

To the assemblage of chemical processes, or rather to the

assemblage of transformations which a constituent of the

organism such asa proteid undergoes in its passage through
the body, the term metabolitm has been applied.

Oamgec, Fhyslol. Chem., L 6.

(b) Especially, retrograde metamorphosis; ca-

tabolism.

metabolite (me-tab'6-lit), n. [As metabol-y +
-ite%.] A product of or substance resulting from
metabolism, especially from retrograde metab-
olism, or cat a holism.

If by disease or by artificial removal this metabolism
is prevented, the Incompletely metabolized pigments cir-

culate in the blood, and staining of skin and mucous mem-
brane, as in Addfson's disease, may take place. In the urine
of Addlson's disease such an imperfect metabolite occurs.

Dr. C. A. MIII-MII nn, Proc. Boy. Soc., XXXIX. 251.

metabolize (me-tab'o-liz), /. /.: pret. and pp.
metabolized, ppr. metabolizing. [As metabol-y
+ -ize.] In iiinl., to subject to metabolism;
transform by either assimilation or decompo-
sition.

Occasionally an omnivore can take in everything, and
digest and so metabolize it as to organise it into healthy
mental tissue. They are, however, the few.

Science, IX. 264.

tion to the Beterometabola. In some systems the
Metabola are regarded as a subclass of liuecta, correlated
with HeiniinftaMa and Ametabola. They are also called

Heteromorpha and Holometabola, The three stages of such
insects are those of the larva, pupa, and imago. The V- -

tabola are divided by some into the Mandibulata and 7/otut-

ti-llala.

Metabolia (met-a-bo'li-ji), n. pi. [NL.] Same
us Mt'titholaP.

metabolian (met-a-bo'li-an), . [< Metobola^
+ -inn.] A metabolic insect; one of the Me-
tillml,,.

metabolic (met-a-bol'ik), a. [< Gr. /iera/3o/lof,

changeable, < peroBftor, changeable, /icTaJo/j,

change : sec i/niiihu/nl.'] 1. In ~oi>L: (a) Under-
going complete metamorphosis, as an insect;
of or pertainini; to (lie Mi lulmht. Also tin Inli-

nloun. (b) Changeable in form ; assuming dif-

ferent characters; polymorphic: applied l.>y

metabolous (me-tab'o-lns), a. f< Gr.

changeable: see Meiabola2.] In entom., same
as metabolic. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 366.

metaboly (me-tab'o-li), n. [< Gr. ^ero/JoA//,
later also ptmfkMa, change, exchange: see
/in inliii/iii.] Same as metabolism.

metabrancnial (met-a-brang'ki-al), a. [< Gr.

fierd, behind, + /)payxia < gills: see branchial.]
Situated behind the gills : specifically applied
to a posterolateral subdivision of the branchial

region of the carapace of a crab, behind and to

one side of the mesobranchial division, called
the mctabranchial lobe. See cut under Brachy-
ura.

metabrushite (met-a-brush'it), n. [< Gr. pert,

along with, + E. brushite.] In mineral., a cal-

cium phosphate allied to brushite, found in

the guano of Sombrero. West Indies.

Metacanthidae (met-a-kan'thi-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Douglas and Scott," 1865), < Metacanthus +
-idie.] A family of heteropterous insects, typi-
fied by the genus Metacantnus. They have the head
long, the crown quadrangular, the sides lobe-like, the first

antennal joint clavate, the fourth fusiform, and the corinm

opaque with large transverse depressions between the

strong veins.

MetacanthuS (met^a-kan'thus), n. [NL. (Cos-
ta, 1848), < Gr. ftfra, beyond, + (caiWf, the cor-

ner of the eye : see canthus, cant1 .] The typi-
cal genus of Metacanthida', containing a few
European bugs. They are chiefly characterized

by the small triangular vertical face, globose
eyes, and large distant ocelli.

metacarpal (met-a-kar'pal), a. and n. [< meta-

carpus -f -al.] I|' a. Of or pertaining to the
met acarpus or a metacarpal Metacarpal saw, a
narrow-bladed saw for dividing the metacarpal (or meta-
tarsiil) bones.

II. n. One of the bones of the metacarpus.
They are not more than five In number, and are reckoned
as tirst, etc., from the radial or thumb side to the other.
When reduced in number they always disappear from the

sides, so that when but three are left the nret and nfth are

gone ; when there is but one it is the third or middle meta-

carpal. Two or more may fuse Into one bone, as in the

metacarpus of a cloven-footed quadruped, as the ox. In
recent birds, all of which have three ankylosed metacar-

pals, the compound bone is further complicated by fusion
with it of certain carpal bones, constituting a carpometa-
carpus, like the tarsometatarsus of the foot.

metacarpale (met'a-kar-pa'le), n.; pi. metaear-

/ni/iii (-h-ii). [NL.: see metacarpal.] A meta-

carpal bone: one of the nietacarpals.
metacarpophalangeal (met-a-kar'po-fa-lan'-
je-al), a. [< nictacarpun + iiliahingcs + -al.]

metaccelia

I'crtnining to the metacarpus and the pha-
langes.
metacarpus (met-ii-kur'pus), n.; pi. metacarpi
(-pi). [NL. (cf. Of. /uraii'iii-ii'i; the part of the
hand between the wrist aud the fingers), < Gr.
in-i'i. beyond, + xapn6f, the wrist.] In mint., the
second segment of the manus or terminal divi-

sion of the fore limb of a vertebrate, considered
with reference to its bony structure ; the seg-
ment which comes between the carpus and the

phalanges, corresponding to the metatarsus of
the foot. In man the metacarpus corresponds to the

part of the hand between the wrist and the fingers or

thumb, and ha* five metacarpal bones. In the horse It I*

the part
of the fore leg between the so-called knee and

the fetlock-joint, and has but one functional bone.

metacellulose (met-a-sera-los), n. [< Gr. /ura,

beyond, + E. cellulose.] Same &afunffus-cellu-
lose.

metacenter, metacentre (met-a-sen'ter), n.

[< F. metacentre, < Gr. turn, beyond, + Ktvrpov,

center.] The point at which an upward thrust
could lie equivalent to the pressure of water

upon a floating body which has received a

slight rotational displacement about one of the

principal axes of its section of flotation. The
equilibrium is stable or unstable according as the meta-
center is above or below the center of gravity. The term
is specifically applied to the point where the vertical line

passing through the center of buoyancy of a ship, in the

position of equilibrium, meets the vertical drawn through
the new center of buoyancy when the ship is slightly listed

to one side or the other. The term was introduced into

hydrostatics by Pierre Houguer, a French geodesist (1608 -

1768). Also called center of cavity.

metacentric (met-a-sen'trik), a. [< metacenkr
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to the metacenter.

Generally speaking, decrease in metacentric height Is

accompanied by a lengthening of the period of an oscilla-

tion. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 813.

metacetone (me-tas'e-ton ), . [< Gr. pera, along
with, + E. acetone.] A substance (CnHioO) ob-
tained by acting on acetone with sulphuric or

hydrochloric acid. It is a colorless liquid hav-

ing an odor of peppermint. Also called megityl
oxid.

metachemistry (met-a-kem'is-tri), n. [< Gr.

pera, beyond, + E. chemistry; formed after

the analogy of metaphysics.] Transcendental

chemistry; the chemistry or analysis of the
most obscure or abstruse things, physical or

spiritual.
It [the genesis of idealism) seems an affair of race, or of

metachemigtry ; the vital point being, how far the sense of

unity, or Instinct of seeking resemblances, predominated.
Emermn, Literature.

metachloral (met-a-klo'ral), .
[<

Gr. //era,

along with, -I- E. chloral.] A white tasteless

solid body, insoluble in water, formed when
chloral is kept for some time in contact with

strong sulphuric acid. It is a polymerid of

chloral. It seems to resemble chloral hydrate
in its pharmacodynamic properties.

metachoanite (met-a-ko'a-nit). a. and n. [<
NL. Aletachoanites, q. v.] I. a. Having retrorse

septa 1 funnels, as a nautiloid
; belonging to the

Metachoanites.

H. a. A cephalopod of the group Metachoa-

Metachoanites (met-a-ko-a-ni'tez), ti. pi.
[NL., < Gr. pera, behind, + jodw?, a funnel : see

choana, choanite.] A group of holochoanoid
nautiloid cephalopods whose septal funnels are
retrorse: contrasted with Prochoanites. Hyatt,
Proc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1883, p. 260.

metachronism (me-tak'ro-nizm), n. [= P.
metachronigme ; < Gr. /teraxpovos, after the time,
< perd, beyond, + ^rpoVof, time. Cf. anachro-

nism.] An error committed in chronology by
placing an event after its real date.

metachrosis (met-a-kro'sis). . [NL., < Gr.

[leTaxfxJwi-vat, change the color of a thing, <

/icrd, beyond, + ^puvvt'va/, later form of xp^>flvt

tinge, stain (> x/x-xuft & coloring, tinting), <

xpoia, xpfa, surface, skin, color.] Color-change,
as that of a chameleon.
metacinnabarite (met-a-sin'a-bar-it), n. [<
Gr. fiera (see meta-) + E. cinnakir + -ite2 .]

Native mercuric sulphid, crystallizing in tetra-

hedral crystals, resembling those of the zinc

sulphid sphalerite, also occurring massive of a
black or grayish-black color. It is found with
the red mercuric sulphid cinnabar in California.

metacism (met'a-sizm), . See mytacism.
metacoele (met'a-sel), n. Same as metaccelia.

metaccelia (met-'a-se'li-a). n.; pi. metaceelite (-e).

[NL.,< Gr. ptrd, beyond, T xoi/j'a, a hollow (ven-
tricle).] The fourth ventricle of the brain,

especially its posterior portion. Wilder and
i. ni/i. Anat. Tech., p. 4>_'.



metaccelian

metacoelian (met-a-se'li-an), a. [< metacaiiu
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the motaccelia.

meta- compounds. See meta-.

metacresol (met-a-kre'sol), n. [< Gr. uerd,

along with, + E. "cresol. ] A phenol isomeric
with cresol.

metacromial (inet-a-kro'mi-al), a. [< metacro-
mion + -al.] Of or pertaining to the metacro-
mion: as, a metacromial process of the scapula.
metacromion (met-a-kro'mi-on), n.; pi. mcta-

eromiu(-&). [NL.,<Gr. /ierd, behind,+ aKpu[iun>,
a by-form of dupufiia, the point of the shoulder-

buthril view of Left Scapula of Rabbit, showing Metacromion.
(About two thirds natural size.) it, acromion ; in, metacromion ; g,
glenoid fossa ; f, coracoid process ; 11, vertebral border ; s, spine.

blade: see acromioit.] The posterior cue of
two proaesses in which the distal end of the

spine of the scapula terminates in some mam-
mals, as the shrews and rabbits.

metacyclic (met-a-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. fterd, along
with, beyond, + /cwo>.of, circle: see cyclic.'] Re-
lating to a permutation of a number of elements
in one cycle Metacyclic group. Seegroupi.

metae, n. Plural of meta.

metsesthetic, nietsesthetism. See metesthetic,
metesthetism.

metafacial (met-a-fa'shal), a. [< Gr. fierd, be-
hind, + li. fades" the face: see facial.] Situ-
ated behind or at the back of the face or facial

region of the skull Metafacial angle of Serres.
See craniometry.

metagaster (met-a-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. /it-

rd, behind, + yaarr/p, the belly: see gaster^.]
The after-intestine

;
the secondary and in any

way differentiated alimentary canal or diges-
tive tube which is derived from an original
primary intestinal cavity, or protogaster. It is

the ordinary intestinal canal of vertebrates ex-

cept Ampkioxus.
metagastral (met-a-gas'tral), n. [< metagaster+ -al.] Pertaining to the metagaster.
metagastrula (met-a-gas'tro-la), n.; pi. meta-
gastrulce (-le). [NL.'J < Gr. //era, behind, + NL.
gastrula, q. v.] A secondary modified gastrula,
of variable form, resulting from any kenogenet-
ic mode of egg-cleavage in which a primitive or

palingenetic process is vitiated. See cuts un-
der gastrulation.

Three forms at least of metagastrula: are recognized
the amphigastrula, the discogastrula, and the perigastru-
la

; they are all collectively distinguished from the archi-
gastrula. Haeckd.

metage (me'taj), . [< metei + -age.] 1. Mea-
surement, especially of coal.

Acts have very lately passed in relation to the admea-
surement or metage of coals for the city of Westminster.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 145. (Davies.)

2. Charge for or price of measuring.
Metageitnion (met-a-git'iii-ou), . [< Gr.
MerayMrwow, the second month of the Athe-
nian year, said to be so called because it was
the moving-mouth, when people

'

changed their

neighbors,' < pcrd, over, + yeiruv, neighbor.]
The second month of the Athenian calendar,
having twenty-nine days, and corresponding to
the last part of Julyand the first part of August.
metagelatin, metagelatine (met-a-jel'a-tin),
n. [< Gr. |UTd, along with, + E. gelatin.'] In
photog., a substance which has been used as a
preservative in a certain dry collodion pro-
cess, consisting of a strong solution of gelatin
boiled and cooled several times till it ceases
to gelatinize and remains fluid.

metagenesis (met-a-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
aerd, beyond, after',' + -ycvemf, production: see
genesis.] In biol., that modification of parthe-
nogenesis or alternate generation which is ex-
hibited when an organism passes from the egg
to the imago through a series of successively
generated individuals differing from one an-
other in form: distinguished by Owen from
metamorphosis, or the transformation of any
one individual by the modification of its form
as a whole. Metagenesis of one or another kind is ex-
hibited by some insects, as iiphids, in which the process
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is commonly called parthenogenesis; by various internal

parasites, as Distftma (see cuts under cercaria) ; and strik-

ingly by various hydrozoans. In the last the cycle in-

cludes (1) the free-swimming impregnated ovum ; (2)

the fixation of this ovum to some submerged object
and its development into an organism ; (3) the formation

by such organism of various zooids, as nutritive and gen-
erative zooids, unlike each other and unlike the parent,
the whole forming a hydroid colony ; and ( 1) the formation

l)y generative zooids of ova, which on being set free com-
plete the cycle. Thus, in a sertularian polyp the ovum is

a free-swimming ciliated body, which on fixation develops
a mouth and tentacles, and by continued gemmation pro-
duces two sets of buds, of which the generative set repro-
duce the free-swimming ciliated ova. In other polyps,
as Corynidce, the set of generative buds themselves become
detached as free medusoids like jelly-fish (see cut under
medusoid), whose eggs develop not into bodies like the

parent medusoid, but into the polypide or polypidom of
the hydroid colony on which they were produced. In the
Lucernarida & similar metagenesis occurs by fission. Her-
bert Spencer adopts Owen's metagenesis as one of three
kinds of his agamogenesis, and considers it as (1) ex-

ternal, where new individuals bud from unspecialized
parts of the parent, and (2) internal, as in the case of the
transformations of Distoma. See metamorphosis.

metagenetic (met'a-jf-net'ii). a. [< meta-

genesis, after genetic.]

'

1. In zool., pertaining
ito, characterized by, or resulting from meta-

genesis. Owen. 2. In mineral., subsequent in

origin: said of certain twin crystals. See twin.

metagenetically (met"a-je-net'i-kal-i), adv.
In a metagenetic manner

; by means of meta-

genesis. Darwin, Animals and Plants, p. 363.

metagenic (met-a-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. fiera-yevi/f,

born after, < perd, after, + -yew?f, born: see

-genous. Cf. metagenetic.] Same as metagenetic.

metagnathism (me-tag'na-thizm), n. [< me-

tagnath-ous + -ism.] In ornith., the condition
of a bird's bill when the points of the mandi-
bles cross each other. See cut under crossbill.

metagnathous (me-tag'na-thus), a. [< Gr.

[terd, beyond, + yvddoe, the jaw.] In ornith.,

having the tips of the mandibles crossed: as,
the metagnathoits bill of the red crossbill, Loxia
cunirostra. See quotation under epignathom.
metagnostic (met-ag-nos'tik), . and . [See
metagnostics.] I. a. Metaphysical; in recent

use, transcending present knowledge both with-
in and beyond the sphere of sense.

II. . One who believes in the reality of an
absolute being transcending knowledge. [Re-
cent.]
The essayist would substitute the title of Metagnosticx

instead of Agnostics. J. A. SMlton, in Evolution, p. 227.

metagnosticism (met-ag-nos'ti-sizm), . [<

metagnostic + -ism.] The philosophical doc-
trine that there is a positive (not merely nega-
tive) consciousness of the Absolute: distin-

guished from agnosticism regarded as maintain-

ing the opposite ground. [Recent.]
metagnostics(inet-ag-nos'tiks),. [<Gr. /uErd,be-
yond, + jTtNTTOoi?, knowing (yvuovf, knowledge):
see gnostic and -ics.] Knowledge transcending
ordinary knowledge ; metaphysics. Krug.
metagrammatism (met-a-gram'a-tizm), n. [<
Gr. /icTaypa/i/mT/a/ioe, alteration 6'f letters, < pe-

Ta-ypa/i/uiTi&tv, alter letters, < /terd, over, +
ypafj,ixa(T-), a letter: see gram2

.] The transpo-
sition of the letters of a name so as to form a
word or words having some reference to the

person named; anagrammatism. Camden.
metagraphy (me-tag'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. /leraypd-
ijteiv, write differently, rewrite, transcribe, < fierd,

over, + ypdfyeiv, write : see graphic.] Transcrip-
tion; transliteration.

Hisbelief in the system of metayraphy as applied to non-
European alphabets. Athenaeum, No. 3151, p. 340.

metairie (me-ta're), n. [< F. metairie,< me-
tayer, one who farms on shares: see metayer.]A farm or piece of land cultivated for a share
of its produce.
metal (met'al, often met'l), n. [Formerly
metall, mettai, mettall (and mettle, now differ-

entiated in use) ; < ME. metal, < OF. metal, F.
metal = Pr. metal, metalh = Sp. Pg. metal = It.

metallo = MLG. metal, metal = Ml), metael, D.
metaal = G. metall = Sw. metall = Dan. metal
= W. mettel = Gael, meiteal, metal, < L. metal-

lum, a mine, a metal, any mineral, stuff, kind.
< Gr. ,uTa/l/loi>, a mine, a pit or cave where
minerals are sought, a quarry, later (only in
the deriv. /jeraAAuaif, metallic) a mineral, met-
al, ore ; origin uncertain

;
in one view orig.

'

ore,' as that which is combined ' with another '

substance, < //era, with, + d/Uof, another; in
another view (and according to the record)
orig. a mine or pit as 'a place explored,' < fie-

TaXkav, search after, explore, < uerd, after, + a/i-

?.0f, other. Hence medal, mettle.] 1. An ele-

mentary substance, or one which in the pres-
ent state of chemical science is undecompos-

metal

able, and which possesses opacity, luster of

a peculiar kind (commonly called metallic, be-
cause very characteristic of the metals), con-

ductivity for heat and electricity, and plas-

ticity, or capability of being drawn, squeezed,
or hammered with change of shape but no loss

of continuity. Examples of metals possessing all these

qualities, although in varying degree, are gold, silver,

copper, iron, lead, and tin, all of which have been known
from remote antiquity ;

and on the characters which they
possess the idea of a metal was, and mainly still is, found-
ed. These metals also have a high specific gravity, the

lightest of them (tin) being over seven times as dense as
water. Of the prehistorically known metals, gold, silver,
and copper occur more or less abundantly in the native
or metallic form, and must have been noticed, and in all

probability utilized, in the most remote antiquity, by va-

rious nations and over widely extended areas. Iron also
occurs native, especially in the form of meteoric iron, and
in this way may have first become known and utilized.

But iron is now, and has been from time immemorial,
smelted from its ores in countries which, from almost
every other point of view than the metallurgical, might
properly be regarded as uncivilized. The use of iron other
than meteoric was not, however, known in the New World
before the advent of Europeans. Tin and lead do not oc-

cur in the metallic form in nature, unless in very minute
quantity, hence, where used, these metals must have been
obtained by the metallurgic treatment of their ores. In
the case of tin and zinc, as well as of other metals not oc-

curring native, it was not until long after some knowledge
had been attained in regard to the practical use of their

ores, either by themselves or as ingredients in various al-

loys, that any accurate idea was obtained of the metals
themselves. Thus, brass was certainly made long before

anything definite had been learned in regard to the metal
zinc, and it is not at all unlikely that the same was the
case with bronze and one of its constituents, tin. In addi-
tion to the six metals already mentioned, quicksilver was
known to the Greeks and Komans in classical times; and
this metal also occurs not infrequently in the metallic

form, so that its early discovery is not a matter to excite

surprise. The anomalous occurrence of quicksilver as a

liquid at the ordinary temperature was the reason why
neither Pliny nor Isidore nor Geber included it among
the metals; nor was it so included by writers on chemis-
try and metallurgy until after it had been discovered that
this fluid could be frozen at a not very low temperature,
and that when frozen it was malleable. It was not until
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that antimony, bis-

muth, and zinc became known; but their ores had long
been in use, although, in the case of the two former met-
als, only to a very limited extent. The discovery of these
metals considerably enlarged the scope of the word me-
tallic, since it became necessary to admit that metals
could be brittle ; this was still further exemplified in the
case of the metal arsenic, discovered in 1694 (its oxidized
combinations had long been known and utilized), which,
although having a metallic luster, is decidedly brittle.
This brittleness of substances otherwise metallic in ap-
pearance led to their being placed in a class by themselves
as "semi-metals," the idea that malleability was a neces-

sary attribute of a metal having come down from the
Arabian chemists, and maintaining its hold for many cen-
turies. About the middle and in the latter half of the
eighteenth century the number of known metals was
greatly increased. In 1741 platina was discovered, but
the metals which are always associated with it osmium,
iridium, rhodium, ruthenium, etc. were not detected
until much later. At about the same time as platina,
nickel and cobalt were recognized as elements that is,

were first separated and distinguished from their ores,
which had been long known and (in the case of cobalt, at

least) utilized to a limited extent. Toward the end of the

eighteenth century manganese, molybdena, tellurium,
uranium, titanium, and chromium became known. About
the beginning of the nineteenth century several of the
metals of the platina family palladium, iridium, osmi-
um, rhodium were separated from the complex alloy
known as native platina. Up to this time all the known
substances to which the name metal was applied were
much heavier than water, and also decidedly heavier than
those considered as non-metallic. Hence, as the old and
long-prevailing idea that all metals were malleable had
been done away with, a high specific gravity began to be
considered as their most important characteristic. Thus
we find Cronstedt, who was one of the earliest systematic
writers on mineralogy (the first edition of his work was
published in 1758), defining metals as "those mineral
bodies which with respect to their volume are the heaviest
of all hitherto known bodies." With the discovery, by
Davy, in 1807, of the metallic nature of the bases of the
alkalis a great change took place in this respect, for these

substances, metallic from many points of view, especially
with reference to then- chemical affinities, are lighter than
water, and at first, on this account, were by some chemists
not admitted to rank as metals. The discovery of the me-
tallic bases of the alkalis was followed by that of the bases
of the earths calcium, barium, and strontium, 1807; zir-

conium, 1824; aluminium, glucinium, and yttrium. 1828.

These metals are all light as compared with the older

metals, but heavy In comparison with the metallic bases
of the alkalis, the lightest of which lithium, discovered
in 1818 has only a little more than half the specific

gravity of water. Cadmium, another heavy metal associ-

ated with zinc in its mode of occurrence, and of some im-

portance in the arts, was also separated from its oxid in

1818. Many metals have been discovered within the past
few years, all of great interest from the scientific point of

view, but no one of them of economical importance, or

occurring in sufficient quantity to be utilized to any ex-

tent even if possessing valuable properties. So doubtful
and difficult are the chemical reactions of some of these
elements that their exact number cannot be stated. Sev-
eral have been worked over by chemists for years with-
out any definite conclusion having been reached; several,
after having been accepted for a while, have been dropped
from the list. There are abeut seventy generally recog-
nized elements (see element\ although some three or four
of these may still be considered as more or less doubtful.
Of the seventy thirteen are decidedly non-metallic ; these



metal

are sulphur, phosphorus, thmr in, ehloi in, iuilin.-. bromine,
silicon, 1. 01. .n. . allion. iiitlo^eli, hydrogen oxv^'en, ami
-I I. Illlllll . .ill till- oilier I 1. III. Ills are eollsillel I'll III I.I

melal-, anil selenium uas |. .nnrr h u'enerally su consul

ered, but latterly it him been de< i.1. .|]\ in. ln.l.,1 a K
tin' non-metal^, ;I1| 'I "" name has been changed by s..ni.

to .^'It-nutn, to make it correspond with carlum, Iftinm.

anil tiliaiH, with which elcim -nts ItUto a certain extent

chemically attiliatcd. Tellurium, on the other hand, al-

though closely related chemically to sulphur HIM! Helen!-

inn, has always lieun classed HIIIDIIK the metals, chiefly
I.. . -nisi-, although in i' 1 1.

, it has a il.-, i.i.-.i metallic luster.

riir nanies of the metals, so far as is possible, all end in

urn; even platitia is frequently written platinum. Adi-
vision of the elements into metals and non-metals is recog-
iii/nl by chemists at the present time as being rather a
matter uf convenience fuun i In- popular point of view than
as one capable of exact scientific definition. The words
ittft'illic and metal, however, cannot be dispensed with in

common life and the arts, and their use can very rarely
lend to any confusion. The exceptions to this general
statement that the metals have a "metallic

"
luster, and

that the non-metals do not, are, on the whole, extremely
insignificant. Only in the case of selenium and phosphorus
In certain of their allotropiu forms could there be any ques-
tion as to whether the term metallic luster could properly
be used with reference to a non-metal.

2. In printing and ty/ie-foundinf. See '///-
metal. 3. The material of glass, pottery, etc.,
in a state of fusion.

If no tongues of flame make their appearance, the calci-

nation is complete. Tile contenU of the pot are then
shovelled out, and allowed to cool and harden into what
i technically called metal or "prussiate cake."

Spuns' Encyc. Manuf., 1. 270.

White Klas or enamel is made by adding either arsenic

or the oxide of tin to the melted metal.

Workshop Hecciptt, 1st sen, p. 64.

4. pi. The rails of a railway. [Colloq.]
He stood obstinately on the metal* until the train came

up and cut him to pieces.
C. Mi- 1 fin. dates of Herat, p. 96.

6. In Art-., one of the two tinctures or aud ar-

gent that is, gold and silver. 6. Materials
for roads ; especially, the broken stones used
s ballasting on a road-bed or railway. 7.
The aggregate number, mass, or effective pow-
er of the guns carried by a ship of war.

Oblige me by looking that British man-of-war well over.
Does she carry more metal than the President?

Joxiaii yuiucu, Figures of the Fast, p. 282.

8. That of which anything is composed; form-
ative material; hence, constitution; intrinsic

quality, as of a person.
As his minde Ix tempered and qualified, so are his

speeches and language at large, and his inward conceits
be the mettall of his minde, and his manner of \ iterance
the very warp aud woofe of Ills conceits.

Puttenham, Arte of Eug. Poesie. p. 124.

Sir, I am made
Ut the self-same inetal that my sister is.

Shak., Lear, L 1. 71.

0. Courage ; spirit ; mettle. In this sense now
always mettle.

Being glad to And their companions had so much metal,
after a long debate the major part carried it.

Clarendon, Civil War.

10f. A mine. Dariea.

It was impossible to live without our king but as slaves
live: that is, such as are visibly dead, and persons con-
demned to metals.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, Ep. I led.

Alch metal, or Alch's metal, an alloy of about two
parts of zinc with three of copper, to which about two per
ceut. of iron is added. This alloy Is very malleable at a
red heat, and can be hammered, rolled, or drawn into
tine wire. It has been used in Austria for cannon, and
is believed to have been known to the Chinese. An-
tifriction metals. Sec antifriction. Babbitt metal.
(Named from Isaac Babbitt, the Inventor (179-1S62).|
An alloy of tin with copper and antimony, used for bear-

ings, bushings, or pillow-blocks. This alloy consists of
83 per cent, of tin, the remaining 17 per cent, being made
up of the two other metals. Sometimes called babbitting-
Base metals, in metal., the metals not classed as noble,

especially lead, zinc, copper, and iron. Bath metal.
(Named from Hath, Kngland. ] A white brass consisting of
.V> parts of copper and 45 of zinc. The name is also given to
other combinations of 'he same metal*. Blue metal (n)
A well-sinkers' name for blue clay. (6) See blue. Bowl-
metal, a icinte yiv.Mi to antimony in the second stage of the
English smelting pmccssof that metal. Britannia met-
al, an alloy containing tin, antimony, and copper, to which
bismuth, nine, and lead arc occasionally added. The es-
-. ntial metal is tin, which usually constitutes nine tenths
or more of the mas*, the antimony and copper being add-
ed to give the desired hardness. This alloy isextenshc
ly used I'm talile ware, being usually, for that purpose,

.1 with a thin coating of silver, and sold as Rihcr
plate. In the best plated ware, however, the silver is

laid on a body of (iennan silver. Coarse metal, the
technical name of the iro<lnct of the second operation In
the process of smelliui: mixed cupriferous ores in Cre-at

liritain, especial ly at Su an>ra. The product of this o pet a

lion, which is peif.irmeil in a reverberator}' furnace, is a
matte or regulns containing iron and copper in combina-
tion with sulphur in about the same proportion in which
they are present in copper pyrites, together with slag.

Composition metal. See composition Dutch metal,
See Dutch. Fusible metal, a metallic alloy that fuses at
a very low temperature. Such alloys are usually composed
.-I lea.l. tin, an.l l.i-nintli Ani.'iii: ttn.se Lest known are
Newton's metal, . ontaining s pa'i ts of bismuth, .'i of lead.
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nd:<of tin, which fuxcs at 'Jo.?
; Koe'l metal, 2 parts of bis-

ninth, 1 each of tin and lead, fusing at all ; and an alloy of

:> part K of bismuth. :i of lead, and 2 of tin, fusing at l7 . The
adilit ion . if cailiiiium to alloys of bismuth, tin, and lead low-
eis their fuslng-polnt considerably. Thus, If from 8 to 10

percent, of cadmium Is added to KOSC'H metal, the melting-
point ix reduced to 167". The alloys known as Wood's and
Wood and Llpinsky's metals are such alloys of cadmium,
bismuth, tin. and lead. Oneof these, containing cadmium
4 parts, and tin, lead, and bismuth each a parU, melU at

160'. The addition of mercury to fusible alloys like New-
ton's and Rose's metals Is said also to lower their fusing-

point considerably. Gathered metal. See laded tmw,
under /rtf/d. Gedges's metal. Hame as Aich inetal.

Heavy metal. See hearul . Kler'B metal, a gun-metal
composed of 100 parts of copper, 76 of zinc, and In of iron.

Laded metal See ladet . tight metal, any metal of

which the specific gravity is leas than 5. Magnetic met-
als, iron, nickel, cobalt, chromium, and manganese.

'

metalliferous

metaleptic (tin t-n-iep'tik). </. (< <;r. /,/;/
~-ik',f. capable of partaking (<-f. par-
ticipation j, < in -u/ii--n: , partaken in: 866 eta-

/I/IM'X ami /< /////.>//.] 1. Prrtaiiiin;; to a

inctalepsis or participation ; iranslative. 2.

Transverse: as, the nietalc/iln- motion of amus-
dr. 3. In flu m.. pertaining to, resulting from,
or characterized by metalepsy, or the siibst it u

tion of one substance for another which ban

, ,
,

Muntz'smetal [Named from Mr. Muntztit Birmingham,
theinventor.) Yellow metal; an alloy of 8 parts of copper
and 2 of ilnc, differing from common brass In being mallea-
ble when hot. It is cheaper and can be more easily rolled
than copper, and has taken its place as the material used
for sheathing, formerly one of die most important uses to

which copper was put. Yellow metal is its general com-
mercial name. Also called patent metal. Newton's
metal See fusible metal, above. Noble or perfect
metals, gold, silver, and platinum : so called because when
exposed to the air they do not oxidize like other metals,
but retain their metallic luster. Organ- or pipe-met-
al, an alloy of tin and lead, with or without zinc, used for

the construction of organ-pipes. The value nf the metal

depends principally upon the proportion of tin used, less

than 50 per cent, making poor metal. A fair percentage
of tin U indicated by a spotted surface, hence good metal
is also called spotted metal. Patent metal Same as
Muntz'* metal. Pimple-metal See whitemetal. Point
of fusion of metals. See/imon. Prince's metal, an

alloy said to have been so called because first prepared by
Prince Rupert (1619- 82X nephew of Charles I. of England*,
who Invented, or at least introduced into England, the so-

called "Prince Rupert's drops." There is no certainty in re-

gard to the composition of the alloy called prince's metal.

By most writers it is said to have been a kina of brass ; oth-
ers describe It as an alloy of copper and arsenic. Rose's
metal. Sce/iwtWe metal, above. To burn metals toge-
ther. See turnl. White metal the productof the fourth
operation in the smelting of mixed cupriferonsores(accord-
ing to the English process). The object of this stage of the

process is to remove the iron, and the work is dont in a re-

verberatory furnace, the third stage having been a calcina-
tion of the coarse metal, with the object of converting
the sulphuret of iron into an oxid. The product of the
fourth operation Is variously designated as blue, white, or

pimple-metal, according to the percentage of copper con-
tained and the peculiar appearance exhibited. Portions

having a smooth lustrous fracture, and containing from 01)

to 70 per cent, of copper, are designated
as blue metal; those

of grayish white color, with granular fracture, and con-

taining from 7:. to 78 per cent, of copper, are called white
metal. Pimple-metal is that which contains more than 78

per cent, of copper, and has its surface pimpled from the

escape of sulphurous acid gas. Wood's metal See

fusible metal, above. Yellow metal Same u MunUt
metal.

metal (met'al), v. t.; pret. and pp. metaled or

metalled, ppr. metaling or metalling, f < metal,

n.] To put inetal on; cover, as roads, with
broken stones or metal.
metal. An abbreviation of metallurgy.
metal-bath (met'al-bath), w. See bathi.

metal-casting (met 'al-kas'ting), w. 1. The
act or process of producing casts in metal by
pouring it when in a state of fusion into a mold.

2. A piece of cast metal having a form that

adapts it for use in machinery, manufactures,
etc.

metaldehyde (me-tal'de-hid), . [< Gr. perd,

with, + E. aldehyde.] A substance into which

aldehyde is partially converted in contact with
acids at a low temperature. It is a white crys-
talline solid.

metaled, metalled (met'ald), a. 1. Covered
with metal, especially with road-metal or bal-

last; macadamized: as, newly metaled roads.

2f. Full of fire or ardor; mettled: dazzling;
glancing. See mettled.

I hate such measur'd, give me metall'd Ore,
That trembles in the blaze, but then mounts higher.

B. Jonton, Epigram to WUllam Earle of Newcastle
[ou Fencing.

metalepsis (inet-a-lep'sis), M. [L., < Gr. fierd-

far<l{, participation, assumption, alternation, <

ftFTafa/Trros, partaken in, < uera/Jififidvfiv, par-
take in, < /icrd, among. + to/i/)dveiv, take.] A
rhetorical figure or trope assumed by some
ancient writers, and supposed to consist in

substituting a word for a synonym or homo-
nym, which latter is at the same time under-
stood in a metaphorical or transferred sense:

as, "sable caverns "for ''black caverns,"this in

its turn meaning "dark or gloomy caverns."

The sence is much altered <t the hearers conceit strangly
entangled by the flgure Mrtalrpnt, which I call the farfet.

Puttenhaiii, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 152.

metaleptical (uiet-a-lep'ti-kal), . [<
lie + -ill.] Satiir as inrliilt

/i/ii'.

metaleptically (met-a-lep'ti-kal-i>,</c. In

a metaleptical manner; by transposition.

The name of promises may metaleptieaUy be extended
to comminutions, lip. Sanderton, Promluory Oaths, L I U.

metal-gage (iwt'al-gaj), . A gage used for de-

termining the thickness of sheet-metal. K. U.
l\ nil/lit.

metaline (met'al-in), . [< metal + -M 2
.] 1.

A kind of thread for sewing leather, made of

twisted strands of linen ana brass, copper, or
steel wire. 2. A compound for forming a

lubricating-Burface in journal-boxes. It is

made up of metallic oxids, organic materials,

wax, and fatty matters.

metaling, metalling (met'al-ing), . [Verbal
n. of metal, .] The material which forms the

road-bed of a macadamized road or of a railway,
chiefly broken stones ;

road-metal.

The air Is filled with a choking precipitate of the kun
ker, or carbonate of lime nodules, which form the metal-

ling of the road. W. U. Jtwaxll, Mary in India, I. US.

metalist, . See metallist.

metallic (me-tal'ik), a. [= F. meUillujue = Sp.
metdlieo = Pg. It. metallico (cf. D. metallieb,
metallisch = G. metallixch = Dan. Sw. metallM),
< L. mettillicus, < Gr. /jera/^/iof, of or concern-

ing mines or metal, < peraMjOv, a mine (metal) :

metalepsy (met'a-lep-si), M. [< Gr.
,

alternation : see metalepgig."] In chem., change
or variation produced by the displacement of
an element or radical in a compound by its

chemical equivalent: same as subxtitutiim'.

, j,
see metal, n.l 1. Consisting of or having the
characters of a metal

;
made up of metal or of

an alloy. This word Is used to indicate the condition
of a metal (see metal} In which it exists by itaelf, and not
mineralized or combined with those substances which
take away Its metallic character and convert It Into an ore,
in which the elementary substance exists, but often with
characters greatly differing from those which it has when
separated from Its mlneralizers, or reduced to the metal-
lic form.

She said ; and lo ! a palace towering seems,
With Parian pillars and metallic beams.

W. Kina, Kutinns, or the Favourite.

Among the most metallic of the metals is a gas.
J. K. Lodtyer, Hpect. Anal., p. 187.

2. Characteristic of a metal: as, a metallic

luster. 3. Having one or more properties re-

sembling those of metals: as, a metallic voice.

A distinct, hollow, metallic, and clangorous, yet appar
ently muffled, reverberation.

Pae, Fall of the House of Usher.

Metallic-adamantine luster, a variety of luster inter-

inediate between submetallic and adamantine, characteris-
tic of

pyrargyrlte,
some cerusite and octahedrite, etc.

Metallic ammunition, bur, currency, dust, feather.
See the nouns. Metallic beetles, a collectors' name for

coleopterous Insects of the family Bvifrentida?. See cut un-
der Bupreitit. Metallic lath. See lathing 1

. Metallic
oxld, a compound of metal and oxygen. Metallic paper,
paper the surface of which is washed over with a solution
of whiting, lime, and size. Writing done with a pewter
pencil upon such paper is almost Indelible. Metallic
salts, those salts which have a metal or metallic oxld for
their base, as lead carbonate. Metallic scales. See
metallicftaUier, underfrathrr.- Metallic standard. See
standard. Metallic tinkling, in patHU., a high pitched
tinkle heard in the lungs in pneumothorax, or in the case
of a lung cavity under certain conditions. Metallic-tis-
sue loom. See loom i

.

metallicalt (me-tari-kal), . [< metallic + -al.]

Same as metallic.

Now, bv electrical bodies, I understand not such as are

metallical, mentioned by I liny ami the Antienta.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., U. 4.

metallically (me-tal'i-kal-i), title. As a metal
;

by meansofor by the use of metal; with a metal;
as regards metallic properties.

They [two plates of different metals] are metiUieally con-
nected together. Prrfce and Sicetrright, Telegraphy, p. s.

Let us conceive a metallically pure cylinder of wrought
or cast Iron. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIV. 289.

metallicity (met-a-lis'i-ti), . [< metallic +
-if//.] The condition of being a metal; metal-
lic character or constitution.

They Ithe alchemists] held that mercury enters Into the

composition of al) metals, and is the very cause of their

inrtaUicity. Kncyc. Brit., XVI. 82.

metallifacture (met'al-i-fak'tur), n. [< L. me-

talluin, a metal, + factura, a making: see/oc-
ii/rr.] The manufacture of metals. [Rare.]

metalliferous (mct-a-life-rnsV ft. [=F. metal-
lil'' n Sp. mi I'llih i-n; < lj. mi tnllit'cr, yielding
metals. < in<tiillnm. a inetal. -t- I'rrre = E. bear1

.]



metalliferous

Producing or yielding metal : as, metalliferous

deposits or veins; a metalliferous district.

metalliform (me-tal'i-f6rni), a. [= F. metalli-

forme; < L. metallum, a metal, + forma, form.]

Having the form or properties of metal
;
like

metal.

metallify (me-tal'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. me-

tallificd, ppr. metallifying . [< metal + -i-fy.] To
convert into metal.

The Augustin processof silver extraction is only apecu-
liar mode of melalUfying and collecting the silver ui an
ore after it has been by some preliminary operation con-

verted into chloride or sulphate. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 70.

metallikon (me-tal'i-kon), . [< Gr. n^raKkinini,

neut. of fieTahMKOS, of metal, metallic : see me-

tallic.] An English architectural surface-deco-

ration, consisting of glass plates on which are

cemented ornaments of glass, terra-cotta, etc.

metalline (met'al-in), a. [= F. metallin = It.

metallino; as metal + -me1.] Of a metallic na-
ture or quality; consisting of or like metal; con-

taining metal : as, metalline water.

The quicksilver . . . [was] by this means brought to

appear a very close and lovely metalline cylinder, not in-

terrupted by interspersed bubbles as before.

Boyle, Works, I. 49.

metalling, . See metaling.

metallist, metalist (met'al-ist), n. [< metal (L.

metallum) + -ist.~\ 1. A worker in metals, or

one skilled in the knowledge of metals.

The skilful metallist, that flndeth and reflneth those

precious veines for publike use, is rewarded, is honoured.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, T. 7.

2. An advocate of the use of metal (silver or

gold) as currency. Compare bimetallist, mono-
metallist.

Perhaps for this reason he has recently reaped a golden
harvest by carrying out the principles of the silver metal-

lists. Science, VIII. 75.

metallization (mefal-i-za'shpn), n. [= F. me-
tallisation= Sf.metalizacion = Pg. metallizaqao ;

as metallize + -ation.~] The act or process of

metallizing, or forming or transforming into a
metal. Also spelled metallisation Metalliza-
tion of wood, the impregnation of wood with an inor-

ganic substance, by which the pores become so completely
filled that the wood acquires, to a certain extent, the quali-
ties of a mineral.

metallize (met'al-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. met-

allized, ppr. metallizing. [= F. metalliser = Sp.
metalizar= Pg. metallizar; as metal + -4ze.~\ To
form or transform into metal; render metallic.
Also spelled metallise Metallized glass. See glass.

metallochrome (me-tal'o-krom), n. [< Gr. /jf-

TcMwv, a metal, + A'P"/"2 ? color.] A beautiful

prismatic tintingimpartedby electrolytic action
to polished steel plates by depositing on them
a thin film of oxid of lead.

metallochromy (met'a-lo-kro'mi), n, [As me-
tallochrome + -i/

3
.] The art or process of color-

ing metals.

Metallo-chromy is used to producedecorative effects upon
objects of copper, tombac, and brass, previously treated to
a thin electro-gilding.

W. H. WaM, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 407.

metallographic (mefa-lo-graf'ik), a. [< met-

allograph-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to metal-

lography.
metallographist (met-a-log'ra-fist), n. [< met-

allography + -ist.~\ A writer on metallography.
metallography (met-a-log'ra-fi), n. [= F. me-

tallograpliie = Sp. metalografia = Pg. metallo-

graphia, < Gr. psraUov, a metal, + -ypaifiia, <

ypafyeiv, write.] 1. An account of metals, or a
treatise on metallic substances

;
the science of

metals. 2. A process of decorating metals.
It consists of a simple system of printing from wooden
blocks in acids, in such manner as to produce an imitation
of the grain of the wood.
3. A method of engraving, allied to lithography,
in which metallic plates are substituted for
stones.

metalloid (met'a-loid), a. and n. [= F. metal-

lofde; < Gr. /jera'A/lov, metal, + clSof, form.] I.
a. Relating to metalloids; like metal; having
the form or appearance of a metal.

II. n. In chem., a term which has been vari-

ously applied : as, (a) to the metallic bases of
the fixed alkalis and alkaline earths, probably
in consequence of their low specific gravity;
and (6) to all the non-metallic elementary sub-
stances. In the latter sense it is now used by chemists.
The metalloids are thirteen in number : oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen, carbon, chlorin, bromine, iodine, fiuorin, sulphur,
selenium, phosphorus, boron, and silicon. The distinction
between a metal and a metalloid is, however, purely arti-

ficial, being based on physical rather than chemical cri-
teria ; but, broadly, a metal may be said to differ from a
metalloid in being an excellent conductor of heat and
electricity, in reflecting light more or less powerfully,
and in being electropositive. Though a metalloid may
possess one or more of these characters, it will not be
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found to unite them all. Berzelius, in his classification,

restricts the term metalloid to the inflammable non-

metallic elements sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, and bo-

ron. See element, 3, and metal, 1.

metalloidal (met-a-loi'dal), a. [< metalloid +
-al.] Of or pertaining to a metalloid or met-
alloids

;
of the nature of a metalloid.

Long heat-waves in their action upon metalloidal mole-

cules only produce bands and fluted spaces.
J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 175.

metallophone (me-tal'o-fon), n. [< Gr. i^

Aov, a metal, + favf/, a sound.] 1. A piano-
forte with graduated metal bars instead of

strings. 2. An instrument like the xylophone,
but with metallic instead of wooden bars.

nietalloplastic (mefa-lo-plas'tik), a. [< Gr.

/itr<z//W, metal, + irAaaaeiv, mold, form.] Per-

taining to the arts of depositing metals or ob-

taining metal casts by either electric or chemi-
cal methods.

metalloscopic (met"a-lo-skop'ik), a. [< met-

alloscop-y + -ic.] Oil or pertaining to metal-

loscopy.
Metal[l]08copic phenomena are most analogous to those

here described. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 603.

metalloscopy (met'a-lo-sk6"pi), n. [< Gr. fit-

TahAov, metal, + atumelv, view.] The art of de-

termining by external application what metals
or metallic substances act most easily and
favorably upon a given person. BucUs Hand-
look ofMed. Sciences, IV. 749.

metallotherapeutic(met"a-lo-ther-a-pu'tik),a.
Pertaining to metallotherapy.
metallotherapy (mefa-lo-ther'a-pi), n. [< Gr.

//era/i/W, metal, + depaHeia, medical treatment.]
The treatment of disease by the external appli-
cation of metals. First formulated as a system by
Burq in 1848, and hence often called Burqism, it has
been recently revived by Charcot Simple disks of various
metals are employed in contact with the external parts of
the body, from which different therapeutic results are
claimed. Other observers assert that all the phenomena
described as following the application of metals may be

produced by disks of wood, and that whatever curative
results are attained are due to mental effects, rather than
to any special virtues emanating from the metals them-
selves.

metallurgic (met-a-ler'jik), a. [= F. metattur-

gique = Sp. metaturgico = Pg. metallurgico, <

NL. metallurgicus.<. metallurgia, metallurgy:
see metallurgy.'] Pertaining to metallurgy, or
the art of working metals Metallurgic chemis-
try, that part of chemistry which teaches the combina-
tions and analyses of metals.

metallurgical (met-a-ler'ji-kal), a. [< metal-

lurgic + -al.] Belating to or connected with

metallurgy ; belonging to the working of met-
als : as, metallurgical investigations or pursuits.

metallurgically (met-a-ler'ji-kal-i), adv. By
metallurgical methods; as regards metallurgy.
metallurgist (met'al-er-jist), n. [= F. metallur-

giste = Sp. metalurgista = Pg. metallurgista; as

metallurg-y + -ist.] One who is versed in the
science of metallurgy ;

one who scientifically
studies the operations of the smelter.

metallurgy (met'al-er-ji), . [= F. metallurgie
= Sp. metalurgia"= Pg. It. metallurgia, < NL.
metallurgia, < Gr. [icTaA'Aovpy6f, working metals,
a miner, < phaUav, a mine (metal), + Ipyw,
work.] The science of smelting. In smelting, the
metals are separated by known methods from the mineral-
izing substances with which, with few exceptions, they
naturally occur combined. Thus, the common ore of lead
is galena, a combination of sulphur with that metal. The
smelter treats this combination in the furnace, and the re-

sult is metallic lead. The treatment of some ores is simple
and easy ; that of others is difficult and complex. Smelt-

ing implies the use of fire, or separation of the metal in
the dry ivay, but processes carried on in the humid way
are notnnfrequently employed in the treatment of metal-
liferous ores. This is not ordinarily called smelting, but
metallurgical treatment. The ores of many mining re-

gions are treated at or near the place where they are mined,
but it is not at all uncommon for ores to be carried to a
great distance to be smelted. Thus, until within a few
years, a large part of the copper used in the world was
smelted at Swansea, in Wales, from ores brought from va-
rious countries, metallurgical skill and the command of

cheap fuel making it desirable to have the ore treated there
rather than at the place where it was mined. Abbreviated
metal.

metalmant (met'al-man), n. [< metal + man.']
A worker in metals

;
a coppersmith or tinman.

A smith, or a metalman, the pot 's never from his nose.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 110.

metalogic (met-a-loj'ik), n. [< Gr. pera, after,
+ E. logic."] The part of metaphysics which
concerns logic.

metalogical (met-a-loj'i-kal), a. [As metalogic
+ -al.] Beyond the province of logic; tran-

scending the sphere of logic.

metal-plane (met'al-plan), n. A form of plane
used to face soft metal plates by taking fine

shavings from them. The angle 'of the cutter

metamorphism
with the sole is adapted to the hardness of the
metal to be worked.
metal-saw (met'al-sa), . A hard steel saw with
fine teeth, stretched in a frame and used for

sawing metal.

metal-wheel (met'al-hwel), n. In grinding and

polishing, a lap.
metal-work (met'al-werk), n. Work, especially
artistic work, in metal.

metamathematics (met-a-math-e-mat'iks), n.

[< Gr. //era, after, + /^afh/fiariKd, mathematics.]
The metaphysics of mathematics

;
the philoso-

phy of non-Euclidean geometry and the like.

metamer (met'a-mer), n. [See metamere.'] A
compound which is metameric, or exhibits the

property of metamerism.
The two methyl and ethyl metamen seem distinguish-

able. PhUoe. Uag., XXV. 235.

metamera, . Plural of metameron.
metameral (met'a-me-ral), a. [< metamere +
-al.~\ 1. Pertaining to or comprising meta-

meres; having correspondence or agreement
between parts. 2. In zool., same as metameric.

metamere (met'a-mer), n. [Also metameron; <

Gr. fiera, after, 4- fiepos, a part.] In zool., one
of a longitudinal series of parts which are

serially homologous with one another. See

metameric, metamerism. The construction of bilat-

erally symmetrical bodies by metamerism is common
and usual in the animal kingdom, and is exhibited in

such diversity of details that metameres have received
several different names. The most general name is seg-

ment; but, since several morphologically distinct meta-
meres may coalesce in one segment, the stricter term for

an individual metamere, such as each morphological seg-
ment or ring of an annelid, crustacean, insect, or other
articulate animal, is somite or arthromere. A morpho-
logical metamere of a vertebrate has been called a diar-

thromere. Compare actinomere and antimere. Ambula-
cra! metameres. See ambnlacral.

metameric (met-a-mer'ik), a. [As metamere
+ -ic.] 1. In chem., pertaining to or charac-
terized by metamerism. 2. In soiil., of or per-

taining to a metamere or metamerism
; being

a metamere, or resulting from metamerism;
situated in the long axis of the body as one of

a longitudinal series of like parts ; segmental ;

somitic.

metamerically (met-a-mer'i-kal-i), adv. So as
to be metameric

;
in or by way of metamerism ;

as a metamere.
metamerism (met'a-me-rizm), n. [As meta-
mere + -ism.] 1. In chem., a form of isomer-

ism, that property of certain compound bodies

by which theyhave the same chemical elements
combined in the same proportion and with the
same molecularweight, while differingin chemi-
cal properties. Thus, aldehyde and ethylene oxid have
their elements in the same proportion, CtfltO, and the
same molecular weight, 44, but are very different in their

chemical properties. Two metameric bodies do not, how-
ever, belong to the same class or series of compounds. See

isomerism, polymerism.
2. In zool., a metameric condition; the state

of being metameric ; segmentation of the body
of an animal along the primary or longitudinal

axis, resulting in a series of more or less simi-

lar consecutive parts which are serially homol-

ogous. See metamere, antimere.

metamerization (met-a-mer-i-za'shon), n. [<
metamerize + -ation.] Civision into metameres.
A very regular internal metamerizaiian.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 828.

metamerize (met'a-me-riz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

metamerized, ppr. meiamerizing. [< metamere
+ -ize."] To make metamerous; divide into

metameres.
Although the vertebrate body is a metameric one, this

archinephric duct is not a metamerized organ.
Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 602.

metameron (me-tam'e-ron), .; pi. metamera

(-ra). [NL.: see metamere.] Same as metamere.

metamerous (met'a-mer-us), a. [As metamere
+ -ous.] Same as metameral and metameric, 2.

A.A. W.Hubrecht,mcTos. Science, XXVII. 613.

metamery (met'a-me-ri), n. [As metamere +
-y

s
.] The condition of being metameric ;

met-
amerism. A. A. W. Hubrecht, Micros. Science,
XXVH. 610.

metamorphic (met-a-mor'fik), o. [= P. meta-

morphique; as Gr. ucrd, amoug (denoting inter-

change), + i^opifi/, form, + -ic. Of. metamorpno-
sis.] 1. Producing metamorphosis; changing
the form or structure ;

transforming : as, a meta-

morphic cause or agency ; metamorphic action.

2. Exhibiting metamorphosis or metamor-

phism; changed in form or structure; meta-

morphosed. Metamorphic rocks, in geol. See meta-

morphism.

metamorphism (met-a-mor'fizm), . [As meta-

morph-ic + -ism.] The process of metamor-



metamorphism

phosing, or changiiiL: tin form or structure;

specifically, I'hemieal eiiangc and rearrange-
ment of the constituents of a rock by which

they are made to assume new forms and enter

into new combinations, the most important
result of these changes being that the rock be-
comes harder and more crystalline in structure.
Thus, the metamorphic slates are crystalline schists. The
snliinontary rocks, rspccially those made ujiof the debris
uf f<-Ms|i itlii' niim'rals, arc those moat liable to undergo
metamorphism ; hence it i.-s that the argillaceous rocks
offer the most conspicuous examples of this process, and
it is these which are most altered in external characters

by It, foliation and slaty cleavage being often highly de-

veloped in the process. Volcanic rocks also are subject
to mrtuinorphic changes, although the results are usu-

ally much less conspicuous to the eye unaided by a mi-

croscope than in the case of the sedimentary deposits.

Examples of metamorpliism are the conversion of ordi-

nary earthy limestone into crystalline marble, of argilla-
ceous shales into various kinds of schists (mica-schist,

talc-schist, etc.), and of sandstone into quartzite. Close-

ly connt'rU'il with the phenomena of metamorphism is

the development in a rock of a slaty cleavage or of a fo-

liated structure. Metamorphic agencies and the results

which they have brought about have been much studied
of late years by geologists, and the modern methods of

lithological research have been most important aids in this

direction. The most obvious and generally accepted clas-

sification of metamorphic action is into "contact" and
"regional" roetamorphism. In the case of contact meta-

morphism the changes observed are apparently due in

large part, at least to the presence of an adjacent mass
of rock, usually of an intrusive character, as when the
strata are seen to have been altered along the walls of a
dike. In the case of regional metamorphism, when large
masses of rock are found to have been affected and ren-

dered crystalline without any special cause being visible

In the form of adjacent intrusive or igneous material, the

phenomena are more difficult of explanation than in the
case of contact metamorphism. In the course of the nu-
merous discussions of this subject a great number of new
terms have been introduced, the meaning of which is,

owing to the complexity of the phenomena and the imper-
fection of the observations, often rather obscure ; some of

these terms may here be cited. As synonyms of " regional
"

metamorphism, the epithets "normal ' and "general"
have been used by some authors, while others have indi-

cated a desire to specialize in their application. Thus,
Prestwich limits

" normal inetamorphiBm
"
to the changes

due to central heat, and "
regional metamorphlsm

"
to

changes effected by the heat produced locally within the
crust of the earth by transformation Into heat of the
mechanical work of compression or of crushing of parts
of the earth. Bonney desires to reserve the phrase "re-

gional metamorphism
"
for those ancient rocks occupying

extensive areas of the earth's surface "which, whatever
be their history, are in all probability by no means in their

original condition." Dana prefers
" local

"
to "

contact,"
but does not use the two exactly as synonyms, since he
makes local " include changes due to heated emanations
and other conditions where there are no contacts" in

other words, he uses "local" rather as the opposite of

"general," ignoring the idea embodied in the term "con-

tact," namely that a visible cause of the observed meta-

niorphisni is present in the form of an adjacent mass of
intrusiveor heterogeneous rock. Kinahan proposes "met-
apepsis

"
and "

paroptesis
"
as the synonyms of regional

and contact metamorphism.
" Why we need go to the

Greek for [the] two words is not clear." (Dunn.) Many
geologists are of the opinion that the movements which
the rocks composing the earth's crust have undergone In

certain regions, which movements must necessarily have
been accompanied hy pressure, stress, shearing, or "flow,"
have been among the most important causes of metamor-
phic change. The most comprehensive term by which
metamorphism originating in conditions of this kind has
been designated is that Introduced hy Rosenbusch, "dy-
namical." Other writers on this subject have used as be-

ing nearly or quite synonymous with "dynamical" the fol-

lowing: "pressure," "compression,"
"
mechanical," "fric-

tion," "dislocation." Judd has introduced the term "stat-
ical raetamorphism

"
as indicating changes which may

have taken place in deep seated rocks quite independently
of any movement to which they have been subjected. As
designating and discriminating between various kinds of

metamorphic changes, with
special

reference to the char-
acter of the results produced, Dana has Introduced the
terms "erystalllnie," "paramorphic," and "metachemic."
The first of these implies a simple development of a crys-
talline condition in the original material, such, for in-

stance, as takes place in the conversion of limestone Into
marble ("marmarosls

"
of Oeikle) ; the second, a change

from one paramorphic state to another, as from augite to

hornblende ; the third, a change through chemical trans-

formations, as of chrysolite to serpentine.
" Metasomatic

mrtaniorphism
"
(or, in one word,

*'
metasomatosis") and

"
methylosla" are terms which have been suggested in

this connection, but which have met with little favor ; they
were apparently intended by their authors to include
i lu-mical changes similar to those which take place In the
formation of pscudomorphs, and are allied to the "met-
achemic" of Dana. "Metastasis" and "metaciusis" are
terms which have been coined, but have not become cur-
rent the one to denote changes somewhat similar to
those included by Dana under "

crystalline," the other

(as defined by that author) to "denote changes like the
conversion of a mass of mud into a mass of quartz with
mica ami other silicates."

metamorphize (met-a-mor'fiz), r. f.; pret. and
pp. nnftiiiinrpfii-rd, ppr. wU^amorpkUkg. [As
ntt titntorf)h~i<' 4- -/~r.] To change; transform;
metamorphose. Itr <)ninrri(.

metamorphology (met a-mor-foro-ji), n. [<
<ir.

fieTQft6f>o(<J<7ii i, a t nuir-t'orm;t ion (see tnrttt-

MorbftOiffel, 4- -?o}<et, < >f}f7i>, speak: see-ofc><7*/.]
In ?no/., the science of the metamorphoses or

changes which an individual undergoes from
L':;.-,
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t lie time it ceases to be an embryo to the time it

ceases to live as a bodily organism. Metamor-

phology and embryology together constitute

ontogeny.
As soon as the organism has left (the egg-coverings], It

Is no longer an emnryo. The later changes of this form
the subject of the science of metamorphoses, or metamor-

pholoyy. Uaeeket, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 400.

inetamorphopsia (met'a-mor-fop'si-S), n. [<
Gr. /ieTa(id/xp(uoti;), transformation (see metamor-

phosix), + u\l>, eye.] A pathological condition
of the eyes in which objects appear elongated,

irregular, or confused.

metamorphoscope (met-a-mAr'fo-skop), a. [<

Gr. /uTa/iua<l>(uaif ), transformation (see metamor-

/ilmnig), T oKoirtlv, view.] A toy in which pic-
t lived forms of human beings or other animals
are made to interchange heads, bodies, legs, or

wearing-apparel. The pictures are drawn or painted
on a series of bands of muslin or paper, each having iml>-

pendent motion on rollers In a box, and each of a differ-

ent length from the otheia. The bands are arranged with
their edges as near together as possible, and the figures
are painted across the entire series. The motion of the
bands Is made constantly to displace the parts of the dif-

ferent figures and reconibtne them In ludicrous fashion at

a slot in the cover of the box.

metamorphoset (met-a-mdr'fos), n. [< F. mfta-

morphose = Sp. metamorfdsis or metamorfosis
= Pg. metamorphose= \t. metamorfose,< L. meta-

morphosis, < Gr. ftcTa/io/K^uotf, a transformation :

see metamorphosis.] A transformation in shape
or character; metamorphosis.
My metamurphntie is not held unlit.

Middteton, Family of Love, IT. 2.

metamorphose (met-a-m6r'foz), t>. t.; pret. and

pp. metamorphosed, ppr. metamorphosing. [= F.

metamorphoser ; < metamorphose, n.. metamor-

phosis.] To change into a different form; alter

or modify the shape or character of ; trans-

form; transmute.
Thus men (my lord) be mitomorpAoMf,
From seemely shape, to byrds, and ougly beasts.

(jascoiyne, Complaint of Phllomene.

Thou, Julia, thou hast metatiwrvhiaed me.
SAo*., T. O. of V., 1. 1. 86.

The priest was metamarphotcd Into knight.
Knncnimj, King and Book, I. 186.

= Syn. Tranmnulf, etc. See transform.

metamorphoser (met-a-m6r'fo-zer), n. One
who or that which metamorphoses.
What shall I name this man but a beastly mttamarphotrr,

both of himself and of others?
t, Delicate Diet for Droonkardes.

metamorphosic (met'a-mdr-fo'sik), a. [< meta-

mori>hose+ -ic.] Causingmetamorphosis ;
trans-

forming; relating to or depicting metamor-

phoses.
All the mctamorphosic fables of the ancients, turning

policied and commercial people Into horrid and savage
monsters, will, like clouds before the sun, dispel and evap-
orate before the light of truth.

Pautnail, On Antiquities, p. 69. (Latham.)

metamorphosis (met-a-mor'fo-sis), n.; pi. metn-

morphosfs (-sez). [Formerly also mtlamorphoae,
q. v.

;
< L. metamorphosis, "< Gr. fitTafiop^uai^, a

transformation, < [ifTa/iopfova&ti, be transform-

ed, < fiera, over, + itopQ'i, form, shape.] 1.

Change of form or structure ;
transmutation or

transformation. Used most frequently In literature

with reference to the old or poetic conception of a mi-
raculous transmutation of a person, animal, or thing into

a different and often antagonistic or contrasting form,
either with or without a corresponding change of nature.

With Severne she along doth go,
Her Metatnvrphon* to show.

Drayton, Polyolblon, vl., Arg.

I wondered at such a Metamarphori* in so short a time :

he told me it was for the Death of his Wife that Nature
had thus antedated his Years. WoircH, Letters, I. iv. 28.

Where is the gloriously decisive change,
The immeasurable metamnrphotit
Of human clay to divine gold ?

l>rnu-nin<t. King and Book, II. 217.

2. A marked change in the form or function
of a living body; a transformation resulting
from development; specifically, in :o6L, the
course of alteration which an animal under-

goes after its exclusion from the egg, and which
modifies extensively the general form and life

of the individual ; particularly, in entom., the
transformations of a metabolous insect.

The term metamorphosis, in Its technical entomological
sense, is applied only to that succession of changes of

which ... a definite pupal condition forms the middle
term. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 361.

3. In cln m.. that chemical action by which a

given compound is caused, by the presence of
a peculiar substance, to resolve itself into two
or more compounds, as sugar, by the presence
of yeast, into alcohol and carbonic acid. 4.

In hot., the various changes that are brought

metaphery
about in plant-organs, whereby they appear
under changed or modified conditions, as when
stamens are metamorphosed into petals, or

stipules into leaves. Metamorphosis does not Im-

ply
that the petal, for example, lias erer been a stamen,

but It implies an alteration in the organizing force, which
took effect at a very early period In the life of the organ, at

or before the time when the primitive agxiegallon of cell)

became differentiated into the several parts of which It Is

normally composed. It Is due merely to the fact that the

development of the organ has pursued a different course
from what Is usual. The various kinds of metamorphoses
are described under the names of chlorotii, prtalody,

phyltady, pittillody, iepalody, Haminody, etc. (which see).

Coarctate metamorphosis. See eoorcto/*. Com-
plete metamorphosis. See MometaMit and complete.

Imperfect <>r Incomplete metamorphosis. See

hemimetaMy and imperfect. Metamorphosis of or-

gans, In bat., the progressive adaptation of one organ
to several different purposes, connected with which are

changes in size, color, and other particulars. Thus, all the

parts of a plant are reducible to the axis and Its appen-
dages, the other parts developing themselves from these.

See morphology. Progressive metamorphosis, trans

formation from a lower or more simple to a higher or more
complex substance ; anabolism. Retrogressive meta-
morphosis, transformation from a higher or more com-

plex to a lower or more simple substance; catabollsm.
ofti-ner called retroyradr metamorpharit. 8yn. 1. See

transform, v. t.

metamorphosticalt (met'a-mdr-fos'ti-kal), a.

[Irreg. < metamorphosis + -t- + -ie + -a/.]' Per-

taining to or effected by metamorphosis. Pope.
metamorphotic (met'a-mdr-fot'ik), o. [< meta-

morphosis (-ot-) + -t'e.J Pertaining to or of the

nature of metamorphosis; consisting in trans-

formation.

The epithelial cells lining the urlnlferous tubules un-

dergo metamorphotic changes. A". 1'. Mnl. Jmtr., X I .. 402.

Metamorphotic system. In eutom., a scheme of classi-

fication first proposed by Swammerdam, based on the char-

acters of the metamorphoses and the condition of the larva
and pupa, whether resembling the adult or differing from
It more or less widely. This scheme, improved by subse-

quent authors and combined with characters drawn from
the study of perfect insects, Is the basis of the best mod-
ern systems of entomological classification.

metamorphy (met'a-m&r-fi), . [< Gr. /WTO,

beyond, + pop<t>>/, form.] Same as metamorpho-
sis, 4.

lnetanauplius (met-a-na'pli-us), n. ; pi. meta-

nauplii (-1). [NL., <Gr. fieri, after, + NL. nau-

plius, q. v.] A later stage in the development
of some crustaceans, after the first nauplius
form, and before the zoea stage is reached

;
a

crustacean of this later naupliiform charac-
ter.

metanephron (met-a-nef'rou), M. ; pi. metane-

phra (-rii). [NL., < Gr.ucra, behind, + vvppAf,

kidney : see nephritis.] The most posterior and
latest-formed segment of an embryonic renal

organ, or section of the Wolfflau body from
which the permanent kidney is derived, and
whose duct becomes a ureter: distinguished
fromproiu-phron and mesonephron.
metanotal (met-a-no'tal), a. [< metanotum +
-at.] Situated on or pertaining to the metano-
tum: as, a metanotal sclerite.

metanotum (met-a-no'tum), M.; pi. metanota

(-t8). [NL., < Gr'.ftfTa, behind, + rijrov, varof,
the back.] The dorsal part of the metetho-
rax of an insect, succeeding the mesonotum
and preceding the abdomen

;
the third and last

segment of the notum. It is divided typically Into
four sclerites, called prtT*cutHin, tcutum, tcvtellum, and
}H*trcutMuin, most of which are usually distinguishable.
Lateral callosities of the metanotum. See lateral.

metaparapteral (met'a-pa-rap'te-ral), a. [<

metaparapteron + -a/.] Of or pertaining to the

metaparapteron.
metaparapteron (met'a-pa-rap'te-ron), .; pi.

mctaparaptera (-r&). [NL., < Gr. jurd, with, +
NL. parapteron.] In entom., the parapteron
of the metathoracic segment ; the third sclerite

of the metapleuron.
metapepsis (met-a-pep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

/tera, beyond, + n^V/c, a cooking (boiling), <

weirrciv, cook, boil : see peptic.'] In litliol.. a
term suggested by G. H. Kinahan, but not gen-
erally adopted, as a synonym for what is gener-
ally called regional metamorphism. See meta-

morphism.
One kind of Metamorphism is Regional, or extends orer

large areas. The rocks affected by it seem to have been
under the influence of Intensely heated water or teem,

which, as it were, stewed them, from which the action

may be called metapepti*.
G~H. Kinahan, OeoL of Ireland, p. 176.

metaph. An abbreviation of metaphysics.

metaphery (me-taf'e-ri), n. [< Gr. fjera^petv,

carry over, transfer: see metaphor. Ct. periph-

ery.] In bot., the transposition or displacement
of various floral organs, as when petals that are

normally alternate with the sepals are placed
in front of them, as rarely occurs in Fuchsia.
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metaphor (met'a-f'or), M. [= K.

metdfora = Pg. mutaphora = It. metafora, < .

metaphora < Gr. fteraqiopd, a transfer to one word
of the sense of another (L. translatio), < /tera-

ipepeiv, carry over, transfer, < fj.fr a, over, + <j>epeii>,

carry ^
= E. bear1 .] A figure of speech by

which, from some supposed resemblance or

analogy, a name, an attribute, or an action be-

longing to or characteristic of one object is

assigned to another to which it is not literally

applicable; the figurative transfer of a de-

scriptive or affirmative word or phrase from
one thing to another ; implied comparison by
transference of terms : as, the ship spread its

icings to the breeze ;

" Judah is a lion's whelp,"
Gen. xlix. 9. If Jacob had said, "is Hire or resembles

a lion's whelp," the expression would have been a simile

instead of a metaphor. A simple metaphor is contained
in a single word or phrase, like those in italics above

;
a

continued metaphor is one in which the figurative descrip-
tion or characterization is maintained throughout a va-

riety of phrases or applications. See simile and trope.

What els is your Metaphor but an inuersion of sence by
transport; your allegoric by a duplicitie of meaning or
dissimulation vnder couert and darke intendments?

Putlenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 128.

Whatever here seems beauteous, seem'd to be
But a faint Metaphor of Thee.

Coieley, The Mistress, Not Fair.

A metaphor is no argument, though it be sometimes the

gunpowder to drive one home and imbed it in the mem-
ory. Lowell, Democracy.

Mixed metaphor, a figurative expression in which two
or more metaphors are confused, as in the following quo-
tation :

Where still to use your lordship's tropes
The level of obedience slopes
Upward and downward, as the stream
Of hydra faction kicks the beam !

T. Moore, To Lord Castlereagh.

= 8301. Comparison, Allegory, etc. See simile.

metaphoric (met-a-for'ik), a. [= F. mctapho-
rique = Sp. metafSrico = Pg. metaphorico

= It.

metaforico, < LL. "metaphoricus (in adv. meta-

phorice),<Gr. /uTafaptKoe, relating to metaphor,
< /leTaQopa, metaphor: see metaphor.] Same
as metaphorical.

metaphorical (met-a-for'i-kal), a. [< meta-

phoric + -al.~\ Pertaining to or of the nature
of metaphor; consisting of or abounding in

metaphor; not literal: as, a metaphorical ex-

pression ;
a metaphorical use of words.

How dangerous it is in sensible things to use metaphor-
ical expressions unto the people, and what absurd con-
ceits they will swallow in their literals.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 10.

metaphorically (met-a-for'i-kal-i), adv. In a

metaphorical manner or sense
; by way of met-

aphor; not literally.

metaphoricalness(met-a-for'i-kal-nes), n. The
state or quality of being metaphorical.
metaphorist (met'a-for-ist), . [< metaphor +
-is/.] One who coins or uses metaphors.
Let the poet send to the metaphorist for his allegories.

MarKnus Scriblenis.

metaphosphate (met-a-fos'fat), n. [< meta-

phosph(oric) + -atefl-.J A salt formed by the
union of metaphosphoric acid with a base.

metaphpsphoric (met"a-fos-for'ik), a. [< Gr.

fiera, with, + E. phosphoric."] Pertaining to,

produced from, or resembling phosphorus or

phosphoric acid. Metaphosphoric acid, HPOn ,

an acid obtained by burning phosphorus under a bell-

glass filled with air or oxygen and absorbing the fumes
in water, or by heating orthophosphoric acid to redness.
When the water is evaporated, the acid is left as a soft,
very deliquescent mass. The glacial phosphoric acid of
commerce is metaphosphoric acid with soda as an im-
purity.

metaphragm (met'a-fram), . [< NL. ineta-

phragma, partition, < Gr. perd, over, + typayfia,

fence, screen : see diaphragm.'] In entom. , the

metapostscutellum, which is visible exteriorly
in some insects, but in others is internal, form-
ing a transverse partition at the base of the
abdomen.
metaphragma (met-a-frag'ma), n.

; pi. meta-
phragmata (-ma-ta)." [NL.]" Same as meta-
phragm.
metaphrase (met'a-fraz), n. [= P. metaphrase= Sp. mettifrasis = Pg. metaphrase, < NL. meta-
phrasis, < Gr. peTitypaaif ,

a translation or para-
phrase, < /ieTa<t>paeiv, change from one style to

another, as from poetry to prose, < /lerd, over,+ 0pdfc<i>, speak : see phrase. Cf . paraphrase,
periphrase.] 1. A translation; specifically, a
verbal translation

;
a close version or transla-

tion from one language into another: opposed
to paraphrase.
His metaphrase of the Psalmes is still in our hands.

Bp. Hall, To Mr. S. Burton.

2. A responding phrase ;
a repartee.
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I'm somewhat dull, still, in the manly art

of phrase and metaphrase.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, viii.

metaphrase (met'a-fraz), r. *.; pret. and pp.

metaphrased, ppr. metaphrasing. [< metaphrase,
n.] To translate literally; turn into exactly
corresponding words: as, to metaphrase Latin

poetry.
metaphrasis (me-taf 'ra-sis), n. [NL. : see

metaphrase.] Same as metaphrase.
Metaphrasis is to take some notable place out of a good

Poete, and turn the same sens into meter, or into other
wordes in Prose. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 93.

metaphrast (met'a-frast), n. [= F. metaphrastc
= Sp. metafrasta = Pg. metaphrastes, < Gr. ficra-

<t>pdaT>if, one who changes from one style to an-

other,^ /2CTa<fipd(civ, change from one style to an-
other: ses metaphrasis.] A person who trans-

lates literally from one language into another.

George Sandys, Esq., the famous traveller and excellent

poetical metaphrast. Wood, Fasti Oxon., p. 1285.

metaphrastic (met-a-fras'tik), a. [< metaphrast
+ -ic.] Close or literal in translation.

Maximus Planudes, who has the merit of having fa-

miliarised to his countrymen many Latin classics of the
lower empire, by metaphrastic versions.

Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 169.

metaphrastical (met-a-fras'ti-kal), a. [< meta-

phrastic + -al.] Same as metaphrastic.
metaphysic (met-a-fiz'ik), a. and n. [= F.

metaphysique = Sp. metafisico = Pg. metapht/-
sico = It. metafisico, < ML. metaphysicus, adj.,
from the earlier noun metaphysica, neut. pi.; as
a noun, formerly also metaphysique, < F. meta-

physique = Sp. metafisica = Pg. metaphysica =
It. metafisica, < LL. metaphysica, neut. pi. (later

metaphysica;, fern, pi.) as a noun, a transfer of
the Greek title TUV fiera TO <j>voiicd, A-N, 'the

(books) after the Physics, 1-50,' applied first

probably by Andronicus of Rhodes, in the 1st

century B. c., to certain books of Aristotle,
which were not intended to form one treatise,
but which all relate to what he called

0</toao0<<z, first philosophy: ftcTa, after;

physics : see physic, physics. The preposition
or prefix came to be regarded as meaning 'be-

yond,' 'above,' and the title metaphysica as the
name of a science 'that is above or transcends

physics.' Hence mod. formations like meta-

chemistry, metalogic, metamathematics, etc.] I.t
a. Same as metaphysical.

By any metaphysick book.
S. Brew, Cosmologia Sacra, iv. 8.

He knew what's what, and that's as high
As metaphysic wit can fly.

S. Butler; Hudibras, I. i. 150.

II. . Same as met

The one part, which is physic, inquireth and handleth
the material and efficient causes ; and the other, which is

metaphysic, handleth the formal and final causes.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

When I say metaphysic, you will be pleased to remember
that all general reasoning, all politics, law, morality, and
divinity, are merely metaphysic.

Home Tooke, Diversions of Purley, II. iv.

The full treatment of the whole mass of empirical detail
is impossible without a more thorough metaphysic.

Adamson, Fichte, p. 222.

metaphysict (met-a-fiz'ik), v. t. [= F. meta-

physiqucr=Pg. metaphysicar=It. metafisicare,
discourse metaphysically ;

from the noun : see

metaphysic, n.] To make metaphysical. Wai-

pole, Letters (1782), IV. 306. (Dories.)

metaphysical (met-a-fiz'i-kal), a. [< metaphys-
ic + -al.] 1. Of or pertaining to metaphysic
or metaphysics ;

in a loose sense, philosophi-
cal; hence, highly abstruse; apart from ordi-

nary or practical modes of thought.
Hobbes had, in language more precise and luminous

than has ever been employed by any other metaphysical
writer, maintained that the will of the Prince was the stan-
dard of right and wrong. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

2. Relating to real being, and not merely to

appearance; transcendental; hence, pertain-
ing to unverifiable hypotheses.
Both ideas and words may be said to be true in a meta-

physical sense of the word "truth," . . . i. e., really to
be such as they exist.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxxii 2.

3. Pertaining to abstractions, or modes thought
of as objects, and named as if they were things;
abstract.

Truth and Falsehood are odd kind'of Metaphysical things
to them, which they do not care to trouble their heads
with. Stillinffjleet, Sermons, II. i.

4f. Preternatural or supernatural.
The golden round,

Which fate and metaphysical aid doth seem
To have theo crown'd withal.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 5. 30.

metaplasm

Metaphysical abstraction. See abstraction. Meta-
physical category, a category of real being; a concept
of a form of existence. Metaphysical cognition. See

practical cognition, under cognition. Metaphysical def-

inition, a definition by genus and difference. Meta-
physical hypothesis, in older writers, a supposition that
something really exists, thus comprehending scientific hy-
potheses generally ; by positivist writers used to denote
an unverittable hypothesis, a hypothesis concerning things
in themselves as distinguished from phenomena. Meta-
physical method. See method. Metaphysical mode
of expression, the expression of a fact by means of ab-
stract nouns, instead of concrete nouns and adjectives.

Metaphysical partition, the mental separation of any-
thing into parts whose separate existence is impossible.
Metaphysical whole, (a) A species conceived as com-
pounded of its genus and specific difference. (6) A whole
of comprehension, or a logical term conceived as com-
pounded of its predicates, (c) A whole of comprehension
in a more general sense ; a natural whole ; any whole in
which the subject is viewed as the whole of which the

predicates are parts.

metaphysically (met-a-fiz'i-kal-i), adv. 1.

From a metaphysical point of view
; by meta-

Ehysical
methods; as regards metaphysics.

t. Supernaturally.
The eclipse of the sunne that darkened all the earth at

< 'hi-isles passion, happening altogether prodigiously and
metaphysically in plenilunis.

O. Hervey, Letter to Ed. Spenser (1580).

metaphysician (met"a-fi-zish'an), n. [= F.

iiti'-taphysicicn ; < metaphysic + -*.] 1. One
who is versed in the science of metaphysics.

2. One who practises the mind-cure. [Re-
cent and vulgar.]

metaphysicist (met - a - fiz
'
i -

sist), . [< meta-

physic + -ist.] Same as metaphysician.
metaphysics (met-a-fiz'iks), . [PI. of meta-

phynic: see-cs.] 1. The science of the inward
and essential nature of things, (a) As the subject
of the books of Aristotle so called, first philosophy ; ontol-

ogy ; the analysis of the nature of being in general ; the
doctrine of first principles. (6) [The prefix meta- being
understood as meaning 'beyond.'] Supernatural science ;

the doctrine of that which transcends all human experi-
ence, (c) The science of the mind treated by means of

introspection and analysis, and not by experiment and
scientific observation ; rational psychology, (d) Any doc-
trine based upon presumption and not upon inductive
reasoning and observation, (e) An abstract and abstruse
body of doctrine supposed to be virtually taken forgranted
in some science: as, "the metaphysics of geometry."
[Used frequently with the definite article, and generally
connected with unpleasant associations, as being a study
very dry and at the same time of doubtful truth.

The mathematics and the metaphysics,
Fall to them as you find your stomach serves you.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 1. 37.

"How," she cried, "yon love
The metaphysics!

"
Tennyson, Princess, Hi.]

2. Philosophy in general ; especially, the philo-
sophical\ study of mind; psychology: so used
from the time of Descartes, and especially by
the Scotch school.

Metaphysics was a word formerly appropriated to the

ontology and pneumatology of the schools, but now un-
derstood as equally applicable to all those Inquiries which
have for their object to trace the various branchesof human
knowledge to their first principles in the human mind.

D. Stewart, Dissertations, ii. 475.

3. In the Kantian terminology, the science of

God, freedom, and immortality.
Abbreviated nietaph.

metaphysiological (met-a-fiz"i-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< Gr. fierd, beyond, + fvaa&eyla, physiology, +
-ic-al.] Beyond the province of physiology.
metaphysis (me-taf'i-sis), n. [< Gr. //era, over,
+ foots, nature : see physic.] Change of nature

;

transformation ; metamorphosis.
metaplasia (met-a-pla'si-a), n. [NL.,< Gr./ird-
n/Matf, transformation: see metaplasis.] The
conversion of an adult tissue directly into an-
other form of adult tissue, as of hyaline carti-

lage into mucous tissue. This takes place prin-

cipally, if not exclusively, among the tissues of
the connective-tissue group.
metaplasis (me-tap'la-sis), . [NL., < Gr. ^f-
Ton-Aoo-(-, transformation, < //era, over, + TT^O-

aif, a molding, conformation, < ir^daaeiv, form,
mold. Cf. mctaplasmt.'] See the quotation.

This eminent author[Haeckel] regarded the'ontogenyof
an individual to be divisible into three periods: first, the

stages of Anaplasis, orthose of progressive evolution; sec-

ond, the stages of fulfilled growth and development, Me-
taplasis; third, those of decline, C'ataplasis.

Amer. Nat., XXII. 881.

metaplasm1 (met'a-plazm), n. [< L. metaplas-
mus, < Gr. //era ?.ao7/of, a transformation, the

assumption of a present or nominative for the
derived tenses of verbs or cases of nouns, < /*r-

Tairl.daaeiv, transform, change, < perd, over, +
ir)jiaaetv, form, mold.] Ingram.: (a) A change
or transmutation in a word by adding, trans-

posing, or retrenching a syllable or letter.

Intercalarius (but. it is possible that this latter is simply
a metnplaxm for intercalarls). Amer. Jour, mini., X. 89.



nietaplasm

(ft) Fnniiiit ion of un oblique case or cases from
st..mother than that of the nominative.

metaplasms (met'a-plainn), . [< (ir. pit
after, + Tt'/nniiii, something molded: seo/J/fljrtw.]
In /;/., protoplasm containing certain carbo-

hydrates whieh are cvontually separated from
it in the formation of cell-walls or as secre-
tions.

The metttflium of llanitcin, I. o. that part of the proto-
plasm whirh in> ic is the- fnniintive material, U coion-d ui-

most scarlet by Hanstein's aniline violet.

1 mlten. Hut. Micron,!, (trans.), p. 82.

metaplast (met'a-plast), H. [< Gr. fitra, over, +
irfaoT6(, verbal adj. of JrAaaaetn, form, mold. Cf.

metaplaxHi
1
.] In ynim., a word or the stem of a

word exhibiting metaplasia.
metaplastic(met-a-plas'tik),. [< metaplast +
-ic.] Pertaining to, exhibiting, or character-
ized by metaplasm.
metaplastology (met'a-plas-tol'o-ji), n. [<
Gr. fiera, over, + nfaoTk, verbal adj. of vMoouv.
form, + Or. -Aoj'm, < Myeiv, speak: see -olnyy.]
The doctrine or science of metaplasia.
Haeckel used also the term Anaplastology for the physi-

ologtcal relations of the stages of progressive growth and

the support of the carapace. In man, In whom It is nidi-

those of the senile stages and the I'aracme of gi
Ann;: Nat., X Xi I. 882.

metapleur (met'a-plo'r), n. [< Gr. fitrd, behind,
+ jr/.tipd, the side.] A posterior part or ex-
tent of the lateral

epipleura
or epipleural fold

of Ampliioxux, behind the preoral epipleura ;
the

atrial epipleura, corresponding in extent to the
atrial cavity. Kiicyc. Brit., XXIV. 184.

metapleural (met-a-plo'ral), . [< metapleura
+ -at.] 1 . In en torn., posterior and lateral, as a

portion of a metathoracic segment; of or per-
taining to the metapleuron. 2. Of or pertain-
ing to the metapleur.
metapleuron (met-a-plO'ron), N.; pi. metapleu-
ra (-rft). [NL., < Gr. firra, with, + v~/vp6v, a

rib.] In entom., the lateral or pleural division
of the motathorax ; a metathoracic pleuron of

an insect. Each metapleuron, right and left, is divided
Into three aclerites an episternum, an epimeron, and a

parapteron.

metapneustic (met-ap-nus'tik), . [< Gr. perd,
behind, + irvtveriKAt, of or for breathing, < irvetv,

breathe: see pneumatic.] In entom., having a

single pair of spiracles or breathing-orifices,
situated at the anal end of the body, as certain
larvse.

metapodia. . Plural of metapodium.
metapodial (met-a-po'di-al), a. and . [< NL.
metapodialis : see metapodialia.] I. a. I. Of
or pertaining to the metapodialia. 2. Of or

pertaining to the metapodium of a mollusk.

II. n. One of the metapodialia; a metacarpal
or metatarsal bone.

metapodialia (met-a-po-di-a'li-a), . pi. [NL.
(Marsh, 1880), neut. pi. of metapodialig, < meta-

podium, q. v.J The bones of the metacarpus
and metatarsus, taken together, and collec-

tively considered as a segment of the fore or
hind limb intervening between the mesopodia-
lia and the phalanges. See cpipodialia.

metapodium (met-a-po'di-um), n. ; pi. metapo-
ilin (-a). [NL., < Gr. fter6, behind,-!- jroi? (iroi-)
= E./oot.] The posterior one of the three sec-

tions into which the foot of some mollusks, as

gastropods
and pteropods, may be divided : cor-

related with meKi>iii>iliiiiii and jiropodium.
metapolitics (met-a-pol'i-tiks), . [< Gr. ami,

1 yond, + jro/Ur<K<5, politics: see politics.] A
purely speculative treatment of politics unre-
lated to practical questions. I'nli riiliji'.

Metapontine (met-a-pon'tin), a. and n. [< L.

M<'tii/>iinliiiiifi.<. Mctiip<iiHM,( <!r. Htraxfmev, a

city in Italy (see def.), orig. neut. of ufrair6vriof,
in the midst of the sea. < P?T&, amid, + v6vrof,

sea.] I. n. Of or pertaining to Metapontum or

Meta|ioiitiuni, an ancient city of Magna Gnecia
in Italy.

displays the owl, . . . every Met-

The Academy, Feb. 25, 1888, p. 139.

Of

cut under (utnAor.

metapore (met'a-por), n. [< NL. metaporug. <

Or. pra, behind, + wipof, passage: wo pore*.]
A -mall blind pore in the median line of the

medulla oblongata immediately behind the pons
Varolii; the so-called foramen of Magendie.
metaporus (me-tap'o-rus), .; pi. iiir>iipttn(-A).

[NL.] The metapore. II. <l. H'iliii ,:

metapostscutellar (met'a-POHt-sku'tel-lir), a.

[< t,ip,,xt><rul<-llMiH + -ar$.] Of or pertaining
to the metapostscutellum.
metapOStsCutellumOnet-a-post-sku-tel'um),

. ; pi. w -M//f>v.'/<7/r; (-'). [NL., <C Gr. /ura,

behind, -f NL. poKtri,t< ////<, q. v.J The post-
scutellum of the metanotum ; the postscutellar
sclerite of the metathorax of an insect.

metaprae8cutal(met*a-pre-8ku'tal),. [<mte-
prWMriW*+ -oi.] Of'brpertaining to themeta-

prwscutum.
metapraescutum (met/'a-pre-sku'tum), n. ; pi.
metaprawn ta (-ta). [NL., < Or. ptra. behind, +
>;]_,. pnMMltMM, q. Y.J In entom., the prwscu-
tllm of tho nietauotum; the pra>scutal sclerite

of the metathorax.

metapsyche (met-ap-si'kt'), n. [NL.,< Or. pro,
behind, + V"'*'/, soul: see Psyche.] Haeckel's
name for the hind-brain or cerebellar segment
nf thn pnoAnliBlon the n>teni>i>nlialnii' no encepnalon ,

the metenceplialon or epen-
eplialon.

metapsychosis ( me-tap-si-ko sis). .; pi. metiip-
v//-//.se (-sez). [NL., < Gr. /fera^uxuat^, a trans-
fer o* so"l from one ^^y to another, < /rd,
over, -t- ^/'^(jo-ff, a giving of life or spirit: see

psyehosts.] The supposed action of one mind
UPOU another without any known physical
means of communication, or its effect. See

1'xychosis and telepathy.
U would be . grave reta-xlation of science were it as-

unied that this strange metaptychosit was a medical curl-

08ltya|one Proc. $x. 1'sych. Research, IIH&.
.

metapterygiaUme-tap-te-rij'i-al) ^[< W
teryi/inm + -/.] Of orpertaming to the metap-
terygium: as, metapterygial basalia.

metapterygium (me-tap-te-rij'i-um), .: pi.

metapterygiit (-a). [NL. (fluxley. 1871), <Gr.
//mi, behind, + NL. ;<fe>r(/i/i,q. v.] Thehind-
most of several basal cartilages which the ptery-
gium of a fish, as an elasmobranch.may present,
BttBOferwteM.

metapteiygoid (met-ap-ter'i-goid), a. and n.

[< Gr. pera, after, + E. pterygoid .] I. a. Com-
inir after or situated behind the true ptery-

goid.
A median or pterygoquadrate portion, which grows for-

wards In front of the tnetapterygoid portion.
Mimrt, Encyc. Brit, XXH. 114.

II. M. A metapterygoid bone.

metaptosis (met-ap-to'sis), n. [NL., < Qr.fttra-
KTUOIC, a change, < ueraTriirrttv, change. < uerd,

over,+ mVri>, fall, > TTTdxr/c, a falling.] In logic,
the change of a proposition from being false to

being true, or the reverse.

metarabin (me-tar'a-bin), M. [< Gr..frd, be-

yond,+ E. arabin.] The gum of cherry-, plum-,
and almond-trees. Its chemical relations are
not yet determined.

Metarrhiptae (met-a-rip'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

ptTappix-Tetv, turn over, turn about, < fttra, over,
+ p'nrreiv, throw.] An order of acephalous or
conchiferous mollusks founded upon the fam-

ily TridatHid*. In these gigantic bivalve, the body
ta apparently turned half-way ronnd whence the namt

metagtoma

metasilicate (met-a-sil' i -kat), . [- "" '"

*''''-'' + -'"''-I A" suit nf tin- hypothetic, I

nu-tasili,!, a-i.l H,.Sio., : ,,ft,. .-alleM in miner-

"logy a bisili<-iiie : as, ral'-imn ni<-tn*ilifiiti

mineral wollaston it e. CaSK i
:

, <.r i'a' >.SiOa ).

metasilicic (inet'a-xi-liM'ik), a. [< Gr. pera,
with, + K. ttUetc.] A word used only in the

phrase mettwilii-ii- ,/,/</. See meta*ili<-nii:

metasoma (met -a-RO'mft), n.; pi. metaxomatii

(-ma-tji). [NL.: see metagomr.] Same act m<?iVi-

meta80matic(inet'a-s6-mat'ik),a. [<metasoma
(-snmat-) + -ir.] 1". Of or pertaining to the

metasome of a cephalopod. 2. Pertaining to

or resulting from metasomatism: as, metano-
matte rocks.

metasomatism (met-a-sd'ma-tizm), n. [As
metasomat(oirig) + -Him".'] Same as metasomato-

ffe,

metasomatosis (met-a-so-ma-to'sis). n. [LL.,
< (ir. pro, over, + ffij//a (ow/ior-), body.] In
litlm!.. a term used by a few writers on ehem-
ical geology with various shades of meaning,
but chiefly in propounding certain theories of

the transformation of one rock into another of
a very different kind (as of limestone into

granite), changes recognized as possible by
but few geologists. See metamorpliiimi.

Although the crystalline rocks ... have been rappowd
to be occasionally the subject of wide-spread mettuomalo-

.
w y properly restrict the title of a genenl meUo.

m^.c SSffS to that which .eeks to explain the deri-

vatlon of the principal cr>ntalline sllicaiwl rocks from
ilmeatones.

T. S. //(, Mln. Physiology and Physiography, p. 106.

metasome (met'a-som), n. [< NL. metasonia,
< dr. ptra, after, 4- aufui, body.] The posterior

part of the body of a cephalopod, which is

enveloped in the mantle and contains the vis-

Cera. The name is also given to the posterior part of

the body of bivalve ii.oll.isks behind the mesosome and

((inet-a-f tan at), M.

xtniinic + -flfrl.l A salt of metastanuic acid.
motaatnTinip rmpt a. < r,r urra

hydrate or acid produced by digesting tin in

"'tnc acid. It is isomenc with stannic acid,
but quite different in its properties.
metastasis (me-tas'tfi-sis), . [NL., < fir. /te-

Taaraaif, a. removal, change, departure, < pef)-

""ami, Pt in another place, change, remove,
< ftr^ over-

+ 'OTI""1/
. place: see stasis.] 1.

Change of substance; conversion of one sub-
stance into another.

H considers what not infrequently happens in distent-

P6 *1 bodies bv the '<"*" <'

_
2. In patliol., the production of local disease
in some part

of the body from a focus of more
or less similar disease in some other part not

immediately adjacent.-
metastatlC (met-a-stat ik), a. [< metagtasm

(-at-) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to metastasis;
characterized by or consisting in metastasis.

Those meiantatic changes which take place in the ordl-

owth of plants or the

metastatically (met-a-stat i-kal-i), adv. By
metastasis.

metasternal (met-a-ster nal), a.

"'"" + -"'] cntnm., metathoracic and f

nalorventral, as ascleriteof an insect's thorax
;

of or pertaining to the metasternum Metaster-

metarrhiptous (raet-a-rip'tus), a. Of or per-
taining to the 3tetarri>iptfe, or having their char-
ac-ters.

metascuta. n. Plural of metascutiim.

mctascutal (met-a-sku'tal), a. [< metasculum
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the metascutum.

metascutellar (met-a-sku'tel-Sr), a. [< meta-
sfiitfllHm + -ara .] Of or pertaining to the meta-

, /, + ,n Of or irtainine to a meta
P,ph y i

'

metascutellum (met'a-sku-tel'um), M.; pi.

^"S"'MI (-) [NL < G-r.^rd, beyond +
^^ s<-'"'""'"- '! v'l In entom -' the scutellum
of the mei* ium i the scutellar sclerite of the

hale a musky odor produced by scent-organs within the

body. Also called ctnt-pon.
metasternum (met-a-ster'num), .: pi. meta-
sti-rnii (-nil). [Slt.,('GT.ptTa, behind,+ artpvw,
breast, > NL. utrrnum, q. v.] 1. In anat., the
hindmost segment or last sterneber of the
breast-bone ;

the xiphisternum, in man repre-
sented by the xiphoid cartilage or cngiform ap-

/ii-iiiliii/i
1

. 2. In entom., the sternite of the met-
athorax; the median part of the postpectus.
metasthenic (met-a-sthen'ik), a. [< Gr. fttrA,

behind, + odevof, strength, might.] Strong in

the hinder parts ; having the strength or weight
of organization behind the middle of the body,

In along with, + .*tih,t,:
}
Ainiin.mv trisulphid,

occurring as an amorphous reddish coating

1- , r - of , <r- ,r,,., H v i, tl m"pw
bar region. It corresponds to tin1 inner tubercle of the

dlapophysis of thom.-U- vert, lira. It is sometimes very
highly developed, as in the armadillo, whea it assists ill

(
-f >- LM'-<Gr. f rri, beyond,+ N
q - V ' ] I" ''"'-. tl>e wutum or upper division

f the raetathorax - ' h " Principallyj.d In upon silicious sinter at the Steamboat Springs,
descriptions of Hymmoftrra. Diptera, and Xeuroptera, Washoe countv Nevada.
in which the metascutum n^'nt-rally forms an oblique or .. '/ ,' 1 f
vertical surface behind the wings and above the insertion metastoma (me-tJ i to-ma). H.. pi.

of the abdomen. (met-a-sto ma-tS). [NT>., < <ir. //e//era, behind,



metastoma

, mouth.] In Crustacea, a median de-

velopment, often bifid, of the ventral part of

a somite immediately behind the mouth. It is

the so-called labium or 'under lip, composed of small

pieces immediately below or behind the mouth. Also

called hypostoma. See the quotation, and cut under cepha-
lothorax.

On each side of, and behind, the mouth [of the crawfish]
are two little elongated oval calcified plates, between
which an oval process, setose at its extremity, proceeds
downward and forward, and lies in close apposition with

the posterior face of the mandible of its side. This is one-

half of what is termed by most authors the labium ; but,

to avoid confusion with the labium of Insecta, from which
it is wholly different, it may be called the metastoma.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 272.

metatarsal (met-a-tar'sal), a. and n. [< meta-

tarsus + -a/.] I', a. Of or pertaining to the

metatarsus, or to one of the bones that form it.

II. n. One of the bones of the metatarsus.

They are not more than five in number, reckoned as first,

etc., from the inner to the outer side of the foot. When
there are fewer than five, it is always the lateral metatar-

sals which have disappeared, so that an animal with three

metatarsals has lost the first and fifth
;
in one with a single

metatarsal the third or middle one remains. Metatarsals

may ankylose together, as two do in the metatarsus of the

ox, and three in that of any recent bird : in the latter case

the compound bone is further complicated by fusion with
it of tarsal elements, constitutinga tarsometatarsus (which
see). See cut at metatarsu*. Accessory metatarsal,
in ornith. See metatarsus, 1.

metatarsale (met"a-tar-sa'le), n.; pi. metatar-

salia (-li-a). [NL.: see metatarsal."] A bone
of the metatarsus; one of the metatarsals.

metatarsalgia (mefa-tar-sarji-a), n. [NL.,
< metatarsus + Gr. a/.yof, pain.] In pathol.,

pain in the metatarsus. Lancet, No. 3423,

p. 707.

metatarse (met'a-tars), n. [< NL. metatarsus,

q. v.] The metatarsus.

metatarsi, . Plural of metatarsus.

metatarsodigital (met-a-tar-so-dij'i-tal), a.

[< NL. metatarsus + L. digitus, finger, + -al.~\

Same as metatarsophalangeal.
metatarsophalangeal (met-a-tar"so-fa-lan'je-

al), a. [< NL. metatarsus + phalanges + -al.~\

Of or pertaining to the metatarsus and to the

phalanges: as, a metatarsophalangeal articu-

lation or ligament.
metatarsus (met-a-t&r'sus), .; pi. metatarsi

(-si). [NL., <

Gr. fiera, be-

yond, + rapaof,
in mod. sense
'tarsus': see

tarsus.] 1. The
middle seg-
ment of the
three of which
the foot, or
third division
of the hind

limb, consists,
considered
with special
reference to its

bony struc-
ture. It is the

part of the foot
between the tar-

sus and the toes,

Front of Left Tarsus (Tarsometatarsus) of

w^h
dl

th
g
e tart 5fS!

" ft~*to 'w*". --
and composed of a, articular facet for inner condyle of tibia;

five bones. (See *, articular facet for outer condyle of tibia ;

cut under foot I
c< c - tw foramina, showinc incomplete fu-

In a hnrp it in t hi-
slon of thtee metatarsals ; ^pojm of attach-

in a norse It 18 tne ment of accessory metatarsal ; 2. 3, 4. articu-

part Of the hind lar facets for second, third, and fourth toes.

leg between the
hock and the fetlock, and has but one functional bone.
In birds it is the part popularly called the shank, and in

descriptive ornithology known as the tarsus. In most
birds the metatarsus is naked and scaly, and extends from
the bases of the toes to the suffrage or first joint above.
It usually consists of a single stout bone, representing
three metatarsals fused together, and further complicated
by the fusion of distal tarsal elements with its proximal
end. In birds with four toes the metatarsus includes a
small separate bone known as the accessory metatarsal,
which is the metatarsal bone of the hallux or hind toe,
the metatarsus hallucis.

2. In en torn. : (a) The first one of the joints of
the tarsus, when it is large or otherwise dis-

tinguished from the rest, which are then called

collectively the dacti/his. Also called planta, in
which case the other joints are collectively known as the
digitus. The peculiarly expanded and bristly metatarsus
or planta of bees is known as the scapula, (ft) With
some authors, the hind foot; the entire tarsus
of each hind leg ;

each of the third pair of tarsi.
When this nomenclature is used, the tarsus of the middle
leg is called metatarsus and that of the fore leg protarsus.

(c) The sixth joint of a spider's leg, being the
first of the two which form the foot Flexor
metatarsi. Same as peroneus tertius (which see, under
perotwm).

, put
see
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metatartaric (met
* a -tar- tar Mk), a. [< Gr.

fitrd, with, + E. tartaric.~\ A word used only
in the following phrase : Metatartaric add, an

amorphous form of ordinary tartaric acid, prepared by
keeping it for some time at its melting temperature.

metatatic (met-a-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. fierd, with,
+ rdaif ("ran-), tension, intensity, force, < rarof,

verbal adj. of reivuv, stretch: see tend."] Re-

lating to a coincidence of directions of stress

and strain Metatatic isotrophy, plane, etc. See
the nouns. Orthogonal or principal metatatic axes.
See axisl.

metatatically (met-a-tat'i-kal-i), adv. In a

metatatic manner or sense.

metatela (met-a-te'la), n.
; pi. metatelce (-le).

[NL., < Gr. fiera, beh'ind, + NL. tela, q. v.]
The tela of the metencephalon ;

the inferior cho-

roid tela; in man, a very delicate tissue of the

brain, more commonly called velum medullare

posterius. See tela, velum. Wilder and Gage.
Metatheria (met-a-the'ri-&), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. fitTa, between, + fh/piov, a wild beast.] A
subclass of Mammalia including the existing

Marsupialia and their hypothetical extinct an-

cestors, as well as other mammals intermediate
between marsupials and placental mammals.
The marsupials are the only known examples, the term

being thus equivalent to Didelphia. It is correlated with
Prototheria and Eutheria.

metatherian (met-a-the'ri-an),a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the Metatheria, or having their

characters: as, a metatherian mammal; the
metatherian type.

II. n. A member of the Metatheria.

metathesis (me-tath'e-sis), n. [LL., < Gr.

feovf, transposition, metathesis, < peTariBcvai

over, transpose, < [terd, over, + nKvai, put
thesis.] 1. In gram., transposition, more es-

pecially of the letters, sounds, or syllables of a

word, as in the ease of Anglo-Saxon dcsian, ds-

cian, English ax, ask; Anglo-Saxon brid, Eng-
lish bird.

The transposition of vowels and liquids metathesis

is an ordinary and familiar phenomenon of language.
J. Hadley, Essays, p. 159.

2. In surg., a change in place of a morbid sub-
stance ;

an operation removing a morbific agent
from one part to another, as in couching for

cataract. 3. In logic, same as conversion.

metathetic (met -a- thet'ik), a. [(metathesis
(-thet-) + -ic.~] Of the nature of or containing
metathesis.
metathetical (met-a-thet'i-kal), a. [< meta-
thetic + -a?.] Same as metathetic.

metathoracic (met"a-tho-ras'ik), a. [< meta-
thorax + -jc.] Of or pertaining to the meta-
thorax of an insect Metathoracic case, the meta-
thoracotheca. Metathoracic legs, the third pair of

legs of any hexapod; the hind legs. Metathoracic
wings, the posterior or lower wings.

metathoracotheca (met-a-thd"ra-ko-the'ka),
n.; pi. metathoracotheca! (-se). [NL., < meta-
thorax + 6>/Kti, a case.]
In entom., the meta- SL .g

thoracic case, or that /Q O\
part of the integu- / \
ment of a pupa coyer- / c \
ing tha metathorax. K^ ^-

L-

It is generally indis-

tinguishable in the

Lepidoptera and Dip-
tera.

metathorax (met-a-
tho'raks), n. [NL., <

Gr. [icrd, beyond, +
Otipaj, the chest.] In

entom., the third and
last segment of the

thorax, succeeding the

mesothorax, preceding the abdomen, and bear-

ing the third pair of legs and the second pair
of wings Declivity of the metathorax. See de-

clivity.

metatome (met'a-tom), . [< Gr. perd, among,
between, + TOUJI, a cutting, < Ttfivuv, Tafielv, cut.]
In arch .

,
the space between two dentils. Gwilt.

metaxin (me-tak'sin), . [< Gr. //eraf r, between
(< uerd, between), + -in2.] A distinct proteid
substance entering into the composition of the
fibrillar structure of chloroplastids.
metaxite (me-tak'slt), . [< Gr. /terajl; be-

tween, + -jte2.] In mineral., a variety of ser-

pentine occurring in fibrous or columnar forms
with a silky luster.

metayage (me-ta'yaj; F. pron. ma-ta-yazh'), n.

[< F. metayage; as mctay(er) + -age."] The cul-

tivation of land on shares
;
the metayer system

of agriculture.
Metayage that is to say, a kind of temporary partner-

ship or joint venture, in which the proprietor supplies the

Metathorax, shaded, between
mesothorax (a) and abdomen (/) ;

c, prothorax ; d, head.

mete

land and the seed, and the peasants do all the work with
their own horses and implements.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 519.

metayer (me-ta'yer; F. pron. ma-tii-ya'), [<
V. metayer, < ML. medietarius, one who tills

land for half the produce, < L. medieta(t-)s, mid-
dle place, half: see mmety, mediety.~] A culti-

vator who tills a farm or piece of ground for

the owner, on condition of receiving a share of

the produce, generally a half, the owner gener-

ally furnishing the whole or a part of the stock,

tools, etc. This system of cultivation, called metayage
or the metayer system, prevails in the central and southern

parts of France and in most of Italy, and is practised to a

considerable extent in the southern United States.

The principle of the metayer system is that the labourer
or peasant makes his engagement directly with the land-

owner, and pays, not a fixed rent, either in money or in

kind, but a certain proportion of the produce, or rather of

what remains of the produce after deducting what is con-

sidered necessary to keep up the stock. The proportion is

usually, as the name imports, one-half ; but in several dis-

tricts in Italy it is two-thirds. Respecting the supply of

stock, the custom varies from place to place ; in some places
the landlord furnishes the whole, in others half, in others
some particular part, as for instance the cattle and seed,
the labourer providing the implements.

J. S. Mitt, Pol. Econ., II. viif. :.

The metayer has less motive to exertion than the peasant
proprietor, since only half the fruits of his industry, in-

stead of the whole, are his own.
J. S. Mm, Pol. Econ., II. viii. 2.

metaynt, A Middle English form of mitten.

Metazoa (met-a-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of meta-

zoon, q. v.] All those animals which are above
the Protozoa, and which in the course of their

development undergo certain metamorphoses,
consisting of the primary segmentation of a
true egg or ovum, and the subsequent passage
through an embryonic condition in which they
possess at least two distinct germinal layers ;

animals exhibiting cellular differentiation. The
Metazoa are distinguished from the Protozoa in that the
substance of the body is differentiated into histogenic ele-

mentsthat is to say, into cells. In all the Metazoa the
ovum has the form of a nucleated cell, the first step in

the process of development being the production of a
blastoderm by the subdivision of that cell, the cells of the
blastoderm giving rise in turn to two layers of cells, endo-
derm and ectoderm, between which, in most cases, a

mesoderm appears, to be itself split in two layers ; such a

four-layered germ developing finally all the histological
elements of the adult body. With the exception of certain

parasites, and the extremely modified males of afewspecies,
all these animals possess a permanent alimentary cavity
lined by a special layer of endodermal cells. Sexual re-

production is the rule, and very generally the male ele-

ment has the form of filiform spermatozoa. The lowest
term in the series of the Metazoa is represented by the Pori-

.fera or sponges. Those of the Metazoa which possess a

notochord, and in the adult state have the trunk divided
into segments or myotomes, constitute the subkingdom
Vertebrata; the rest are the several suhkingdomsof inver-

tebrates. Compare Protozoa. See Mesozoa, and cuts under
ifastrulation.

metazoan (met-a-zd'an), a. and n. [< Metasoa
+ -an."] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Metazoa.

The Metazoan segmentation of the ovum.
Encyc. Brit., XX. 419.

II. n. A member of the Metazoa; a meta-
zoOn.

metazoic (met-a-zo'ik), a. [< Metazoa + -/<'.]

Pertaining to the Metazoa, or having their char-

acters.

metazodn (met-a-zo'on), . [NL., < Gr. /JETO,

after, + fQov, an animal.] One of the Metazoa ;

any animal which has a gastrula stage, or which

undergoes in the course of its development
a process of delamination or of gastrulation,
whether by emboly or by epiboly.

If we employ the term gastrula in the broad sense, . . .

it may be truly said that every metazoon passes through
the gastrula stage in the course of its development.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 584.

mete 1 (met), r.
; pret. and pp. meted, ppr. meting.

[< ME. meten, < AS. metan (pret. matt, pi. nice-

ton, pp. meten), measure, = OS. metan = OFries.
meta = D. meten = MLG. LG. meten = OHG.
mezan, mezzan, MHG. mezzeti, G. mexsen, mea-
sure, = Icel. meta, value, = Sw. mala = Dan.
dial. ma:de, measure, = Goth, mitan, measure;
cf. the secondary verb, OHG. mezon, mezzoii.

regulate. = Goth, miton, consider; Teut. ^ met
= L. and Gr. -\/ med, in L. modus, measure (> E.
mode1

, moderate, modest, etc.), modius, a certain

measure, Gr. fiiitftvof, a certain measure, ueit-

aSai, consider, etc. The L. metiri (T/ met), mea-
sure (whence ult. E. measure, mensurate, etc.),
is not exactly cognate with AS. metan, but ap-

pears to be from the same ult. root, namely
I/ ma (Skt. -\/ nid), measure, whence also ult. E.

mrtei'V, meter3 , metric^, metric'*, etc.] I. tnnix.

1. To ascertain the quantity, dimensions, ex-

tent, or capacity of, by comparison with a stan-

dard; measure.



mete
First forthl shewe we hegh iiiesiire, that es t<>

any thynge that has heglit miij ! m,-l hnwe he
and this may be done In many mnnerei.

.l/.v v,,,,,,,., -i .:. (HaUiwell.)

She [the Soul] counts tliolr Stars, she mete* their distance!

Anil differing pases.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 6.

A fair dial to mete oat the day.
li. Jonton, Sad Shepherd, I. -'.

2. To distribute or apportion by measure;
measure or deal (out) ; dole.

I will divide Shechem, and mete out the valley of Sue-

coth. Ps. lx. .

For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall

be measured to you again. Luke vl. .18.

I mil. and dole

Unequal laws unto a savage race.

[< met-
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say howe metemplrical (raet-em-pir'i-kal), a.

egn it es,
^Hy,,,-,,.

+ ./.] I n metaph., beyond or

of experience; not based on experience; tran-

scendental; a priori: opposed to empirical or

IJ-/H /-a iiiinl.

The metrinpirical region Is the void where Speculation
roams unchecked, where Sense has no footing, where Ex-

iwrlment can exercise no control, and where Calculation

ends in impossible Quantities.
Q.U. Leva, Probs. of Life and Mind, L L 1 15.

metempiricism (met-em-pir'i-sizm), n. [< met-
i HI /line + -ism. I In mi'taph., a system of phi-

losophy based on a priori reasoning ;
transcen-

dentalism.

metempiricist (met-em-pir'i-sist), w. [< met-

i HI
i>i

i-ii' + -int.] Same as metempiric.
Tennyton, Ulysses, metempsychosfl (me-temp'si-koz), r. t.\ pret.

3. To be a measure of; serve for determining and pp. mttcnipxychosed, ppr. metempnyeliomnii.

or expressing the extent, quantity, or capa- [<metrmpwbosi.<t.] To transfer from one body
to another, as the soul

;
cause to undergo me-

tempsychosis.
The souls of usurers after their death I.uclan affirms to

be mrtrmptychoted, or translated Into the bodies of asses,
and there remain certain years for poor men to take their

pennyworth out of their bones. Peachnm, Blazoning.

metempsychosis (me-temp-si-ko'sis), n. [< LL.

metempsychosis (rare), < Gr. fitTe/tiJ6xuai(, the

transference of the soul from one body into

another, < fitreuilnixow, make the soul pass from
one body into another, < utrd, over, + i/u^fjoii',

put a soul into, animate, fyn/o^or, having life,

< e
i', in, + ^vx^lt soul, life : see I'gyche, and cf .

psychosis, metapsychosis.] Transmigration of

the soul ;
the passing of the soul of a person

after death into another body, either that of a
human being or that of an animal : a doctrine

held by various ancient peoples and by Py-
thagoras and his followers, and still maintain-
ed by Brahrnans and some others : also loosely
used of such a transfer of the soul of a living

person.
I cannot believe the wisdom 'of Pythagoras did ever

positively, and in a literal sense, affirm his metemptyfho-
lit, or impossible transmigration of the souls of men into

beasts. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 37.

city of.

What word metes absolute loss?
Mn. Browning, Drama of Exile.

II. t intrans. To take measure or line
;
aim.

Let the mark have a prick In 't to mete at
Shot., ],.!,.[.. Iv. 1. 134.

mete 1 (met), . [(a) < ME. mete
(mete)_(not

found
in AS., where the expected form 'mate is repre-
sented by the related meeth, f.) (= OFries. mete,
meta = "MD. maete, D. maat = MLG. mate =
OHG. maza, MHO. maze, G. maas, f., also MHG.
mite, G. mass, n.), measure; mixed in E. with

(6) the related form, now dial., met, < ME. met,

mette, < AS. gemet, measure (= OS. gimet, mea-

sure, = Icel. met, pi., weights of scales); < metan,

measure, mete: see mete1
, t'.] 1. Measure.

Gyve thow trewe weyghte, mete, & measure.
And then shall grace with the Indure.

Hi ii.ii' of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra Her.), I. 68.

A XL foote of mette

Iche elme away from oth'r must be borne.

Pattadiui, Uusbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

2t. Computation; estimate; measure.

To take thy netahebores catel [property] agayn hi! wyl,
be It by force or by slelghte, be It by mete (var. mette] or

Chaucer, Parson'! Tale.
The Mollah and the Christian dog
Change place In mad mrtemveychota.

Whiltitr, The Haschish.

by meauro.

3. Limitation; limit: in the phrase metes and
bounds (rarely in the singular mete and bound).

The aggrieved party stood on his right and demanded metempsychosize (me - temp - si - k6 '

slz), r. t. ;

that the frontier should be set out by motet and bounds. pret. and pp. metempsychosized, ppr. metempsy-
Macautay, Hist. Eng., xvill.

chosising. [< metempsychosis
+ -tee.] To cause

The Eternal order circles round,
And wave and storm mid mete and bound
In Providence. Whittier, Anniversary Poem.

mete2t, [ME. meten (pret. mette),( AS. mcetan,

drearn.] I. intrans. I. To dream: often used

impersonally: as, me mette, I dreamed.
And in a launde as Ich lay, lenede ich and slepte,
And merueylously me mette. Piert Plowman (C), 1. 9.

ThU nyght thrye
To goode mote it tome ! of yow I mette.

Chaucer, Troilus, 11. 90.

Hence 2. To lose the use of one's senses; be
out of one's mind.

I swor hlr this . . .

Never to false yow, but [unless] I mete.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1234.

II. trans. To dream.
Thanue gan I to meten a meruellouse sweuene [dream].

Piers Plowman (B), Prol., L 11.

metes
t, r. t. [ME. meten, ma-ten, < AS. metan,

paint.] To paint.
mete4

t,
' An obsolete form of meet1

.

mete^'t, An obsolete form of meeft.

metegavelt, [< ME. mete, food, + gavel, a

to pass after death into the body of some other

living thing: said of the soul.

Izaak Walton . . . metemptychmized into a frog.

Southey, Doctor, cciiL (Danei.)

metemptosis (met-emp-to'sis), n. [< Gr. /tcra,

beyond, + e/iKTuotc, a falling upon, < ifm'mTtiv,
fall upon or in, < ev, in, + frurrciv, fall.] In

ehron., the solar equation which would be ne-

cessary to prevent the calendar new moon from

happening a day too late, or the suppression of

the bissextile once in 134 years. The opposite to

this is the proemptosii, or the addition of a day every $00

years and another every 2,400 years.

metencephalic (met-en-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik),

a. [< metencephalon + -ic.] Of or pertaining
to the metencephalon, in either sense.

metencephalon (met-en-sef'a-lon), w.: pi. met-

enceiiliala (-la). [NL., < Qr. /ura, after, + *j-

/ctya/of, the brain : see eneephalon.] 1. Theaf-

terbrain; the medulla oblongata as far as the

pons Varolii : synonymous with myelencephaton
of Huxleyand others, and macromyelon of Owen.
<fnttin ; Wilder and Gage. 2. The cerebellar

segment of the brain, the chief parts of whichuwv^e"" "M L * - ' sec;meiii ui me urii

tax.] A tribute, charge, or rent paid in vie- are the cerebenum ^d pons Varolii. Buxlt-y.
tuals. See cuts under brain and enfeplnilou.
metelt,". [ME., also MMMlt; <<<, dream: metensomatosis(met-en-86-ma-t6'sis),n. [LL..
see ****.] A dream.

< LGr. fjerevau/iaruaic, a putting into another
And loseph mette metela fill raeruilous alse,
How the sonne and the mone and enleuene sterres

Falden bi-fore his feet and hcileden him alle.

Fieri Plowman (AX viii. 145.

A Middle English form of mr/it-

body, < ucrevoupaTovv, put into another body, <

Gr. uera, over, + cvauaaToiv, put into a body,
embody, < evouuaros, in the bodv, < f, in, +
oufia, body.] The transference of the elements
of one body into another body and their con-
version into its substance, as by decomposition
and assimilation.

metelesst,
iMfc

metelyt, See meetly.

metembryo (me-tem'bri-6), n. [< Gr.

after, + fujptw, embryo: see embryo.] The
gastrula stage of the metazoan embryo, paral-
lel with the adult of some sponges, as ascons.

Hyatt, Proo. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1887. See
cut under iiaatnilii.

metembryonic (ine-tem-bri-on'ik), a. [<
-

tcmbryo(n) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a me-

tembryo.
metempiric (met-em-pir'ik), n. [< Gr. ptrd, be-

yoml. + f/i-eipia, experience: see i-miiirii:] One metenteron (met-en'te-ron), .: pi. m, t-'iiti i-n

who believes in the mctemjiirical <ir transeen- (-r). [NL., < Gr. uera, after, + h-repov. intes-

dental philosophy. Also un li -inpirii -int. tine: see interim.] The enteroii, in any secnn-

Is it not Indisputable that man's body . . . Is composed
of the very same materials, the same protein, and fats, and

salines, and water, which constitute the Inorganic world
which may unquestionably have served long ago as the

dead material which was vivified and utilized in the bod-

ies of extinct creatures, and which may serve In endless
mi ii'iMtmatosu (If the word, which has the authority of

Clemens Alexandrlnns, and which is now imperiously de-

manded by the wants of science, may be pardoned on the
score of necessity) for we know not what organisms yet to

come? Farrar.

meteoric

dary, differentiated, or specialized stale occnr-

ring from modification of its primary condit inn

of archenteron.
metenteronic (met-cn-te-ron'ik), a. [<
teron + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the metente-
ron.

meteogram < mc'te-o-gram), . [Shortfor -

teorogram, < Gr. /imupav, a meteor (see meteor),
+ ypd/i/ia, a writing: see gram'*.] A diagram
composed of the tracings made by several self-

recording meteorological instruments, as the

thermograph and the barograph.
meteograpn (me'te-o-graf), n. [Short for me-

teorograph.] Same as meteorograph.
The meUograph, with the anemograph.

R. Aoercromby, Nature, XXXVI. 310.

meteor (me'te-or), n. [< OF. mcteore, F. i

ore = Sp. Pg.
'

meteoro = It. meteora, < NL. mete-

arum, < Gr. /urtupov, a meteor (def. 1), usually
in pi. uertupa, lit.

'

things in the air,' neut. of

ii'-iu/xn; lifted up, on nigh, in air, < ficrd, be-

yond, 4- aeiptiv, lift up, raise (> iupa, another
form of ai&pa, a being lifted up or suspended
on high, hovering, anything suspended).] 1.

Any atmospheric phenomenon.
Hall, an ordinary meteor; murrain of cattle an ordinary

disease yet for a plague to obdured I'haraoh miraculously

wrought, Bp. Hall, Invisible World, L I &

Except they be watered from higher regions, and fructi-

fying meteonot knowledge, these weeds must so lose their

alimental sappe, and wither of themselves.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Pref.

In starry flake, and pellicle.
All day the hoary meteor fell.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

Specifically 2. A transient fiery or luminous

body seen in or through the atmosphere, usually
in its more elevated region : a shooting-star. If

it reaches the surface of the earth, it is called

a meteorite, formerly aerolite, and also (very

rarely) uranolite.

And all their silver crescents then I saw
Like falling meteors spent, and set for ever
Under the cross of Malta.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, II. 1.

The Imperial ensign ; which, full high advanced,
Shone like a meteor, streaming to the wind.

Hilton, P. L, 1. 537.

3. A small body moving in space, and of the

same nature as those which become visible by
encountering onr atmosphere. There is reason to

suppose that such bodies are very numerous, and that a

large proportion of them are concentrated In swarms : it

is considered very probable that a comet Is only such a

meteoric swarm.

meteor. An abbreviation of meteorology, mete-

orological.
meteor-cloud (me'te-or-kloud), n. 1. A flock

of small meteoroids moving in space. Also
called meteoric sirarm. 2. A cloud-like train

left by a meteor in the upper air. [Bare.]
meteor-dust (me'te-or-dust), . Matter in in-

finitesimal particles supposed to be floating

throughout free space, and gradually settling

upon the surfaces of the heavenly bodies.

Sir W. Thomson . . . shows that mettarjutt, accumu-
lating at the rate of one foot In 4,000 years, would account
for the remainder of retardation.

Uuxley, Lay Sermons, p. 248.

meteoric (me-te-or'ik), a. [= F. mcteoriqve =
Sp. mete6rico =' Pg. It. meteorico, < NL. meteori-

fiin, pertaining to meteors, ML. in the air, on

high, < NL. meteorum, a meteor: see meteor.]

If. Of the upper air
; ethereal; empyreal.

The fiery particles ascended to the most meteoric or

highest regions. Sharon Turner. Sacred Hist, of World
[(tr. of Diod. slculus). p. 23.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of a meteor;

consisting of meteors : as. meteoric stones ;
me-

teoric showers.

Our nature is meteoric, we respect (because we partake
so) both earth and heaven. Donne, Letters, xxxvii.

3. Flashing like a meteor; transiently or irreg-

ularly brilliant.

Anthony Ashley Cooper, third earl of Shafteebury (grand-
son of the flrst earl, the famous mettaric politician of the

reign of Charles II.), was born in 1671 and died In 1713.

CraiJr, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 235.

Meteoric astronomy, that branch of science which
treats of meteors and meteoroids in their astronomical
relations. Meteoric Iron. See iron and meteorite. - Me-
teoric ring, a swarm of meteoroids more or lew thickly
scattered along the entire orbit in which the)' circulate

alwut the sun or other central body, so as to form a ring
around it. The rings of Saturn are probably thus con-

stituted. Meteoric showers, showers of meteors or

shooting-stars occurring periodically, and especially in the

months of August and November. The maximum bril-

liancy occurs every thirty-three years, and then sometimes
for four years in succession there are showers of unusual

magnitude. They are now known to be connected with
comets. -Meteoric stone*, aerolites. See meteorite.



meteoric

Meteoric swarm. Same as meteor-cloud. Meteoric
waters, waters which accrue from condensation of the

vapors suspended in the atmosphere. Thomas, Med. Diet.

meteorical (uie-te-or'i-kal), a. [< meteoric +
-aZ.] Same as meteoric. [Bare.]

I see a resemblance of that meteorical lightwhich appears
in moorish places, that seems fire, but is nothing but a

flimsy glittering exhalation. Bp. Hall, Soliloquies, xii.

Meteorinae (me"te-o-ri'ue), . pi. [NL., < Me-
teorus + -ince."] A' subfamily of Sraconida; or
adscite ichneumon-flies, typified by the genus
Meteorus, mainly parasitic on lepidopterous in-

sects, having the abdomen petiolate and the
fore wings with three submarginal cells.

meteorism (me'te-o-rizm), . [= F. meteorisme
= Sp. Pg. It. me'teorismo, < NL. meteorismus, <

Gr. fieTcupiafioi;, a being raised up, swelling, <

/tereapi(ea>, raise up, < fierkupos, raised up: see

meteor."] Iiipatltol., flatulent distention of the

abdomen; tympanitis.
meteorite (me'te-or-it), . [< meteor + -ite'2 .~\

A mineral or metallic mass of extraterrestrial

origin, or which, to use the common expression,
has "fallen from the heavens." Bodies of this kind
were formerly often called aerolites, but meteorite is now
their generally accepted name among scientific men. The
fall of meteorites upon the earth is a by no means infre-

quent occurrence, and records of such events date back to

many centuries before the present era. Traditions point
to the very early use of meteoric iron for the manufacture
of weapons ; and it is also known that meteorites were not

unfrequently the objects of worship in various parts of the
world. In spite of this, the fall of rocks or metals from
the heavens seemed to be so improbable an event that full
credence was not given by scientific men to stories of such
occurrences until about the beginning of the present cen-

tury, when, several falls having taken place (at Barbotan,
France, 1790 ; Siena, 1794 ; Wold Cottage, Yorkshire, Eng.,
1795; Sale's, France, 1798; Benares, 1798; L'Aigle, France,
1803), the details of some of which were thoroughly in-

vestigated, a further denial of their genuineness became
impossible. From the time of the fall at L'Aigle all doubt
in the matter was abandoned. There are now several col-

lections of meteorites, each of which contains specimens
of between 300 and 400 different falls, and the whole num-
ber known is not far from 400, although it is by no means
the case with all these occurrences that the specimens
were seen to fall ; many of them have been found on the
earth's surface, but have been recognized as being extra-
terrestrial by their peculiar appearance and composition.
The most important facts with regard to meteorites may
be concisely stated as follows : They have not been found
to contain any element not known to occur on the earth ;

they have furnished no evidence of the existence of life

on the body or bodies of which they originally formed a
part ; they bear no indications of having been formed in
the presence of water, or of the existence of water beyond
the earth's atmosphere in the regions from which they
came

; they do exhibit abundant evidence of having had
what geologists would call an "igneous origin"; they are
never granitic in character, but resemble very closely cer-
tain volcanic rocks of not infrequent occurrence, with this

difference, that in the case of the meteorites the iron as-
sociated with the silicated combinations exists in the me-
tallic form, while in the terrestrial volcanic rocks it is,
with rare exceptions, oxidized. Furthermore, meteorites,
almost without exception, show a certain family resem-
blance ; so that it is necessary to admit, either that they
all originally formed a part of one celestial body, or else

that, having come from various members of the solar sys-
tem, or from other systems, these have a wonderful resem-
blance to each other and to the earth itself. The most
obvious division of meteorites is into metallic and stony,
but the passage from one class to the other is by no means
an abrupt one. All metallic meteorites agree in that the
predominating metal is iron, with which nickel is almost
invariably associated

; indeed, it has not been proved that
there is any meteoric iron entirely free from that metal.
With the nickel
cobalt is almost
always found, as
is the case in ter-

restrial combina-
tions. Tin and
copper are also

frequently found
in meteorites in
small quantity.
The precious met-
als have not been
detected in them.
Meteorites com-

Meonc Iron.

posed almost entirely of metallic (nickeliferous) iron, form-
Ing a nearly homogeneous mass, have been denominated
siderolites. These, however, almost always contain irreg-
ular nodular masses of pyrrhotite, schreibersite (phos-
phuret of iron and nickel), either one or both, and occa-
sionally of graphite. In a large proportion of the meteoric
irons, etching the polished surface with an acid develops
the so-called "Widmannstattian figures." The develop-ment of these figures on the polished surface of a mass
of iron found upon the earth's surface, and in regard to
the time of whose fall nothing was known, was formerly
considered to be sufficient evidence of the celestial origin
of such a mass, especially if, in addition, the presence of
nickel could be shown by chemical analysis. While most
of the metallic masses thus referred have almost certainly
been correctly classed among the meteorites, there may be
cases in which such reference has not been justifiable,
since it is now known that all celestial irons do not give
the Widmannstattian figures, while the iron found in large
quantity and over a wide area, associated with and em-
bedded in basalt, near Ovifak in Greenland, contains nickel
and gives, when etched, figures which have generally been
considered as Widmannstattian, although others have de-
nied that they could properly be so denominated. The ter-
restrial origin of the Ovifak iron is, however, now generally

Meteoric Stone.
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admitted, although for a considerable time after its dis-

covery this was not the case. The wide extent of the area
over which this iron occurs, and its peculiarly intimate
association with the minerals of which the basalt is made
up, forbid the idea that the metal could have fallen from
above into lava in process of eruption, which was at first

the favorite theory of its origin. Next in order to the
siderolites come the pallasites, so named from the fact that
a large meteorite of this class was in 1772 discovered in

Siberia by the distinguished traveler Pallas. Under the

nsaaeotpallasite are comprehended those meteorites which
consist of a spongy or vesicular mass of iron, the cavities

of which are in most cases partly or entirely filled with

olivin, with which various other minerals are frequently
associated, enstatite and bronzite being the most com-
mon, while chromite is of not infrequent occurrence.
Both siderolites and pallasites belong to the class of
metallic meteorites. By far the larger part of the stony
meteorites are included under the designation of chon-
drites. In these the iron is distributed in fine particles
through a more or less intimate mixture of silicates, with
which chromite and magnetic pyrites are frequently as-

sociated, the silicates being chiefly olivin and bronzite.
The name chondrite has reference to the fact that In this
class of meteorites the material of which they are com-
posed occurs in the form of rounded grains (chondri). The
chondritic meteorites have, however, a quite varied struc-

ture, in some few cases passing into a breccia
; they have

been divided into numerous subgroups in accordance with
these structural variations. Most of the stony meteorites
contain iron disseminated
through their mass in grains
or nodules ; but there are
a few which are destitute
of such metallic particles.
There are also a few stony
meteorites which do not
exhibit any traces of a chon-
dritic structure : the miner-
als of which these are made
up do not, however, differ

very essentially from those

occurring in the chondrites.
There are also a few very
anomalous meteorites which contain carbonaceous mat-
ter associated with the stony chondritic material. This
carbon is not graphitic, but is combined with hydrogen
and oxygen, the product resembling to a certain extent
that resulting from the decay of organic matter, but no
traces of vegetable tissue have been discovered in these
carbonaceous meteorites, which are only five or six in
number. One or two interesting facts remain to be men-
tioned. The first is that since the phenomena of meteor-
ites began to be observed and studied there have been
extremely few falls of metallic meteorites. Of all the me-
teoric irons in the various collections, those of Hraschina
in Austria (1751), of Dickson county, Tennessee (1855), of
Braunau in Bohemia (1847), and a few others (in all prob-
ably about nine), are the only ones positively known to
have fallen ; all the others are considered meteoric on
account of their peculiar appearance and chemical com-
position. The observed falls of stony meteorites, on the
other hand, are numerous. Another remarkable fact is

that all the meteorites which are known to have fallen
are of infinitesimally small size as compared with the
earth. In the fall of L'Aigle some 2,000 to 3,000 stones
were estimated to have reached the earth, and of these
the largest weighed only seven or eight pounds. The lar-

gest meteorites of which the fall was observed are that of
Ensisheim (1492), which weighed about 280 pounds, that
of Juvinas (1821), 242 pounds, and that of Emmett county,
Iowa (1879), when a considerable number of stones fell, the
largest of them weighing 437 pounds. Some masses of iron
believed to be meteorites, the dateofwhose fall is unknown,
are much larger than this, but still utterly insignificant
in size, not only as compared with the earth or its satellite,
but even with the smallest celestial body of which any-
thing is definitely known, namely the outer satellite of

Mars, which has been estimated at from five to twenty
miles in diameter. The mass of iron on the river Ben-
dego in Brazil has been variously estimated at from seven
to ten tons in weight ; that of Tucuman (Carnpo del Cielo)
is said to weigh fifteen tons. The Santa Caterina iron ap-
pears to be still larger, having been estimated at twenty-
five tons ; but doubts have been expressed as to whether
this is really of celestial origin. Neumann's lines,
structural lines described by J. G. Neumann as occurring
in the Braunau meteorite.

meteorite

meteorite or to

meteoritic (me"te-o-rit'ik), a. [< n
+

-ic.~\ Of or pertaining to a meteori
meteorites.

The bright lines from the interspaces, now at their mini-
mum and containing vapours at a very high temperature,
. . . balance the absorption of the meteoritic nuclei

Hatvre, XXXVIII. 7.

meteorizet (me'te-o-riz), v. [< meteor + -ige.]
To take the form of a meteor ; ascend in va-

pors.
To the end the dews may meteorize and emit their finer

spirits. Evelyn, Pomona, i.

meteorograph (me'te-o-ro-graf), . [=F. me-
teorograpke = Sp. meteorografo, < Gr. pereupov,
a meteor, + ypatyeiv, write.] An instrument
that combines the registering apparatus of a
barograph, thermograph, anemograph, etc., in
such a manner as to obtain on the same sheet
a continuous record of the variations of the
several meteorological elements.

meteorqgraphic (me"te-o-ro-graf'ik), a. [=
F. meteorographiqite =

'

Sp.
'

meteorogrdfico ; as

meteorograph-y + -c.] Pertaining to meteo-
rography.
meteorography (me"te-o-rog'ra-fi), n, [= F.
meteoroijraphie = Pg. meteorographia, < Gr. fie-

Tiupov, a meteor, + -ypatyia, < ypaijietv, write.]

meteoroscope

Meteorology; specifically, the registration of

meteorological phenomena.
meteoroid (me'te-o-roid), n. [< Gr. /leriupov,
a meteor, + ddof, form.] A body traveling in

space, and of the same nature as those which
on entering the earth's atmosphere become visi-

ble as meteors.
meteoroidal (me"te-o-roi'dal), a. [< meteoroid
+ -/.] Pertaining to nieteoroids or mete-
ors.

This remarkable group of planetoidal or meteoroidal bod-
ies forms a tolerably wide zone or ring between the orbits
of Mars and Jupiter. Smithsonian lleport, 1881, p. 29.

meteorolite (rne'te-o-ro-llt), . [= P. meteoro-
lithe = Pg. meteoroliihe, < Gr. /icriupov, a meteor,+ X/flof, a stone.] Same as meteorite.

meteorologic (me'te-o-ro-loj'ik), a, [= F. me-

teorologique = Sp. meteoroldgico = Pg. It. me-

teorologico, < NL. meteorologicits, < Gr.

/-oymog, pertaining to meteorology, <

foyia, meteorology: see meteorology."] Same
as meteorological.

Every extensive region [has] its own meteorologic condi-
tions. H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 7.

meteorological (me"te-o-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< me-

teorologic -r -a/.] Of or pertaining to weather
;

atmospheric; specifically, of or pertaining to
the science of meteorology Meteorological
curve, a line or diagram which presents graphically the
successive actual or mean values of any meteorological
element. Meteorological elements, the fundamental
data of meteorological observations : namely, the tem-
perature, pressure, humidity, and electrical potential of
the air ; the rate of evaporation ; the amount and kind of

precipitation ; the direction and velocity of the wind
;
the

kind, direction of motion, and velocity of clouds
;
the du-

ration of sunshine ; and the intensity of solar and terres-
trial radiation. Meteorological table, (a) A statistical
table of meteorological data : also called meteorological re-

gister. (6) A table for correcting or reducing meteorologi-
cal observations.

meteorologically (me"te-o-ro-lpj'i-kal-i), adv.
In a meteorological aspect; with reference to

meteorological conditions; by means of mete-
orology, or according to meteorological princi-
ples or methods.

meteorologist (me'te-o-rol'o-jist), n. [= F.
meteorologiste = Sp. meteorologista ; as mete-

orolog-y + -ist."] One who is versed in mete-
orology ;

an expert in the conduct and discus-
sion of meteorological observations ; a student
of the laws of atmospheric motions and phe-
nomena.

meteorology (me'te-o-rol'o-ji), n. [= F. me-
teorologie = Sp. meteorologia = Pg. It. meteo-

rologia, < NL. meteorologia, < Gr. /j.ereapo~Aoyla,
a treatise on meteors or celestial phenomena,
< ficTeupoUyof, speaking of meteors or celestial

phenomena, < [uriwpov, a meteor (ra jitrtapa,
celestial phenomena), + Uyeiv, speak: see-olo-

gy.~\ The science which treats of the motions
and phenomena of the earth's atmosphere ; the
scientific study of weather and climate, their

causes, changes, relations, and effects. Abbre-
viated meteor.
In sundry animals we deny not a kind of natural mete-

orology, or innate presentation both of wind and weather.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 10.

Optical meteorology, the science of the luminous phe-
nomena of the atmosphere. Practical or applied me-
teorology, the study of the bearing and effect of weather
and climate on human interests. It embraces especially:
(1) weather forecasts ; (2) medical meteorology, or the re-
lation of weather and climate to health and disease

; and
(3) agricultural meteorology, or the relation of climate and
weather to vegetable growth. The new or higher me-
teorology, the explanation of the motions of the atmo-
sphere, and the origin and development of storms, by
deductive mathematical processes based on the laws of

hydrodynamics and thermodynamics. Theoretical me-
teorology, the study of the physics and mechanics of the
atmosphere, and the cosmical influences affecting terrea-
trial atmospherics.

meteoromaney (me'te-o-ro-mau"si), n. [< Gr.

l^ereupov,
a meteor, + fiavTeta, divination.] Div-

ination by meteoric phenomena.
meteorometer (me"te-o-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

fisriapov, a meteor, + fierpov, a measure.] An
apparatus for automatically transmitting from
a local station, and showing or recording at a
central station, the various weather items, such
as direction of wind, rainfall, barometric pres-
sure, temperature, etc. It is usually operated
by electricity.

meteoroscopet (me-tf-or'o-skop), n. [= F. me-
teoroscope = Sp. meieoroscopo = Pg. metewo-
scojiio = It. mcteoroscopo, < Gr. /iCTeupoandiriov, an
instrument for taking observations of the hea-

venly bodies, < peTeupooKoiroq, observing the

heavenly bodies, < [i?Ttupov, a meteor, pi. ce-

lestial phenomena, + moirtw, view.] An in-

strument formerly in use for finding the angu-
lar distances of heavenly bodies. Diderot.



meteoroscope
With astrolabe and meteoroncope
I'll Hud the cusp and alfrldarla,
And know what planet is in Caziini.

T. Tomku (?), Albumazar, 11. 5.

meteoroscopyt (mo-tf'-or'o-sko-pi),
. [= F.

HI, ii iifn^i-ii/iii: Sp. mi iinri>xvoi>to; as meteoro-

.sr/><r 4- -//*.] The uso of the meteoroscope.
meteorOUSt (me'te-or-un), a. [< Gr. pertapof,
raided, ou high, in air: see meteor.'] Having
the nature of a,meteor; meteoric.

The cherubim descended
;
on the ground

Gliding meteoroui, as evening mint
Risen from a river o'er thu mat-Mi glides.

Milton, I". L., xll. 629.

We must conclude that there are melenroiu beings,
whose eccentric orbits we know not how to describe.

/. D' Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 890.

meteor-system (ine-te-or-sis'tert), . A flock
of small bodies moving together in space and
acting upon each other by their mutual attrac-
tions and influences of various kinds.
Meteorus (tne-te-6'rus), . [NL. (Haliday,
lH;tf>), < Gr. pcrtupof, in the air, pcrtupov, a me-
teor: see meteor.] An important genus of hy-
menopterous parasites, typical of a subfamily
Meteorinai, with many European and American
species. .'/. liyphantrite is a parasite of the fall

web-worm, Hyphantria cunea, of the United
States.

metepencephalic (met-ep-en-se-fal'ik or -sef-

a-lik), . [< miir/'i'in; /ilmlim + -ic.] Of or per-
taining to tho metepencephalon.

metepencephalon(met-ep-en-8ef'a-lon), n.; pi.

iiii-li'/i/'iifi'i>li<il<i (-lit). [NL., < met(encephalon)
+ i

/ii'in
/
//littl<ni.] A segment of the encepha-

loii between the myelou and the mesencepha-
lou; the meteucephalon and epencephalon to-

gether considered as one segment. B. G. Wilder.

metepicoele (inet-ep'i-sel), n. [< met(encepha-
lun) + epicaele.] The cavity of the metepen-
cephalou ; the fourth ventricle. Also metcpicte-
lia. Wilder, N. Y. Med. Jour., March 21, 1885,

p. 327.

metepimeral (met-e-pim'e-ral), a. [< metepim-
eron -r- -al.] Of or pertaining to the metepim-
eron.

metepimeron (met-e-pim'e-ron), n.
; pi. mete-

liimcra (-ra). [NL., < Gr'.' ficrd, after, + NL.
epimeron, q. v.] In entom., the epimeron of the
metathorax

; the epimeral selerite of the met n -

pleuron.
metepisternum (met-ep-i-ster'uum), .; pi.

metepisterna (-na). [NL., < Gr. ferA, after, +
NL. episternum, q. v.J In cntom., one of the
metathoracic episterna.
meter1 (me'ter), n. [Formerly also mceter;
< ME. meter, < AS. "metere (cf. metend, a mea-
surer) (= D. meter = MLG. meter = OHG. me-

zari, mezzari, MHG. mezzer, G. messer = Sw. ma-
tare, a measurer), < metan, measure: see mete1

.

In the second sense,
' that which measures, aii

instrument for measuring,' as in gas-meter, wa-
ter-meter, etc., the word is partly confused in

composition with the L. inetrum, < Gr. fitrpov, a

measure, which is the word involved in the uni-

tary compounds gasometer, electrometer, geom-
eter, diameter, perimeter, etc. : see meter*, me-

ter&.] 1. One who measures; a measurer: as,
a coal-meter; a land-meter. [Rare.]
But the aulnager, the weigher, the meeter of grants, will

not suffer us to acquiesce in the judgment of the prince.
Burke, Letter to a Noble Lord.

2. That which measures, or is used for measur-

ing; specifically,
an instrument that wvurds

or indicates automatically the quantity, force,
or pressure of a fluid passing through it or ac-

tuating it : used in composition, as iu gas-meter,
water-meter (see these words), or aloue when
the fluid to be measured, as gas or water, is un-
derstood. 3. In fluhina, one of the two rein-

forcing ropes of a seine or gill-net, of which one
is attached to the upper edge and carries the

floats, and the other to the lower edge and bears
the weights or sinkers Dry meter, a gas-meter
employing a bellows-like apparatus and noliqnid. Elec-
tric meter, sec electric. Electromagnetic-control
meters, electrical measuring-instruments (such as am-

pere-
ur volt-meters) the indications of which are controlled

by the magnetic field produced by an electromagnet. In
current instrument* the electromagnet is usually excited

by the current to be measured. Grain-meter, any one
of a variety of automatic grain-measuring machines, by
which a stream of grain flowing from a chute or hopper ia

received, and the <(U;mtity dtoMHnd is indicated. Most
of these grain-meters are automatic wei^liin^-ina.'hines,
the standard weight of a bnshel of the Kniin being the
unit of the scale of measurement, or, if the indications are
In pounds, the latter divided by the weight of a bushel at
once gives the delivery in bushels. Magnetic-control
meters, daotromagnetic-eontrol meters with permanent
magnets substituted for electromagnets. Sprlng-COn-
trol meters, clectrieal measuring-instruments In which
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the Indications are controlled by the elastic resistance of

a spring. (See also ampcrc-mctcr, coulomb-meter, joult-
meter, volt-meter.)

meter 1
(me'ter), c. t. [< meter1

, n.] To measure

by means of a meter
;
test by the use of a meter.

It was found that the real proportlonsof air and gas were
not ilrt. i iniiiable, except by metering Itoth.

Science, III. i:7.

meter-, metre 1 (me'ter), . [Formerly also
mi i li r ; < M K. mi ii r. mi

tifi-, mi-lri; < OF. metre,
F. mi-lii- = Sp. l'(j. It. iiii-ln> = AS. imiir }). im-
ter= OHG. m, tin-, MHO. meter, G. meter = Dan.
Sw. meter, meter,< L. mi-tnim, meter (of verse)
(not iu sense of a measure of length), < Gr. //''-

-/>".'. that bywhich anything is measured, a mea-
sure or rule, also a measure of content, a space
measured or measurable, measure, proportion,
fltness, meter (of verse) ;

with formative -rpov, <

Vl" = Skt .y '". measure, seen also in L. metiri,

pp. wi -n.-; measure, modus, measure, and AS.
metan, E. mete1 : see mete 1

,
mode* , measure. The

sense of a measure of length is recent, from the

F., but in coiup. diameter, perimeter, etc., the lit.

sense ' measure '

is common : see meter3 and me-
ter1 .] 1. (a) Rhythm in language; rhythmic
language as measurable by prosodic times or
utterea syllables ; more specifically, arrange-
ment of language in a succession of rhythmic
movements, readily appreciable as such by the

ear; verse, as opposed to prose. Meter in this

sense is the subject-matter of the science of

metrics, (b) Measured verse or rhythmic lan-

guage ; rhythmic language as determined by or
divided into fixed measures, (i) A measure, foot, or

dipody. Seeineaxure. [Rare.] (2)A line, verse, or period
In ancient metrics; specifically, a monocollc verse or a dl-

colic (or tricolic) period, as opposed to a hypennetron. Me-
ters are called monometer*, dimeter*, trimeter*, etc., accord-

Ing to the number of measures In a verse, also acatalectic,

catalectic, brachycatalectic, etc., meters, according to the

completeness or incompleteness of the feet or measures.
(3) A kind of verse ; a particular variety of poetic rhythm,
as expressed by the kind of feet of which the verse con-
sists : as, Iambic, dactylic, Ionic meter; a particular form
of metrical composition : as, Alcaic meter, elegiac meter. In
ancient metrics meters were called monoid, pure, or xi'w-

/>/' meter* when they consisted of one kind of foot through-
out, compound or epwynthetie meter* when composed of

cola of different kinds of feet, mixed meter* when uniting
different kinds of feet within the same colon.

Lasciuious Meeter*, to whose venom sound
The open eare of youth doth always listen.

Shak., Rich. II. (folio 162SX II- 1. 19.

According to the number of the sillables contained in

euery verse, the same is sayd a long or short metier, and
his shortest proportion is of foure sillables, and his longest
Of twellle. I'nttrii/taiii, Arte of Eng. l'iic-ic. P. 68.

Rhime being no necessary adjunct or true ornament of

poem or good verse, In longer works especially, but the
Invention of a barbarous age, to set off wretched matter
and lame mteter. Milton, f. L.

,
fret.

Metre may be defined to be a succession of poetical feet

arranged in regular order, according to certain types rec-

ognized as standards, In verses of a determinate length.
0. P. Marsh, Lecta. on Eng. Lang., xxv.

meth

2. In iiHinii; the division of a composition
into parts of equal time-value and of similar

essential rhythmic structure. The smallest part
thus indicated* Is that between successive primary ac-

cents, and is called a meaxure ; in printed music this Is

marked by a bar before each primary accent. But meter
Includes also, in a general way, the division of a piece
Into equal and similar parts of more than one measure,
such parts being called phrases or ttrnphe*. In this

sense musical meter has obvious analogies with meter in

verse, though the analogies cannot always be pressed with

safety, especially as the nomenclature is not strictly par-
allel. (See metric*2, 2. ) Rhythmm&y be distinguished from
meter in that it deals primarily with the accents and the

typical and actual accentual patterns, which meter gathers
into groups and sections in accordance with their time-
value. This distinction, however. Is not always observed
or even acknowledged. .Sometimes the meaning of the
terra is reversed, rhythm being made a matter of time, and
meter one of accent. Sometimes, too, the two terms are
made entirely interchangeable.
3. In Emj. liymnology, a pattern of versifica-

tion, including the structure of the prosodical
feet used, the grouping of those feet into lines,
and the grouping of lines into stanzas or stro-

phes, popularly called rersrs. See foot and ter-

sitirdtion. According to the kind of feet used, meters
are usually either Iambic, trochaic, or dactylic. The prin-

cipal iambic meters are : Common Meter (C. M.), having al-

ternately eight and six syllables to the line ; Long Meter

(I- M.\ having eight syllables to the line ; and Short Meter

(S. M.), having two lines of six syllables, followed by one
of eight, and then by another of six. Each of these meters
has properly four lines to the stanza, so that their syllabic
scheme is as follows : 0. M., 8, 6, 8, t) ; L. M., 8, 8, 8, 8; S.

M., 6, 6, 8, 6. Each of them may also be doubled, so as to

make eight-lined stanzas, the meter then being ealled Com-
mon Meter Double (C. M. D.), Long Meter Double (L. M. D.),
or Short Meter Double (S. M. D.). Long metermay also have
six lines to the stanza, and is then called Long Meter, Six
Lines, or Lomj Particular Meter (I,. P.M.). with the syl-

labic scheme 8. 8, 8, 8, 8, 8. Other meters of this clan are
OH Particular Meter (<". P. M.), 8, 8, 8, 8, 8. 6 ; Sh'irt

/'articular Meter (S, p. .M.), 6, 6, 8, , , 8 ; UalMvjah Mr-

t*r (H. M.), , 0, n, 9, 8, 8 (or 0, 0, , 0, 4, 4, 4, 4); Seven* and
Six**, 7, 6, 7, 6: Tent, 10, 10, 10, 10; etc. The principal
trochaie meter* an Seven*, 7, 7, 7, 7 ; Kight* and Setrni, 8,

7,8,7; Staa, ,,, 9; Sixet and Fittt, (J5,<\5; etc. I he

principal dactylic meter* are Eleven*, 11, 11, 11, 11 ; Klec-
eniand Tens, 11, 10, 11, 10; etc. Numerous modifications
of these schemes occur, especially in recent hymns. Ac-
centual meters. se accentual. Hipponactean me-
ter, Hymenalc meter, Ionic meter. See the adjec-
tive*. In short meter, short meter, <iuickly ; In short
order. (U.S.)

This goln' ware glory waits ye haint one agreeable feetur,
An' if it worn't for wakln' snakes. I'd home again fhort

meter. /xnreU, Blglow Papen, 2d ser., U.

Laconic meter, nee laconic, a. . 8. Quantitative me-
ters. See accentual meter*, under accentual.

meter3
, metre- (me'ter), . [Also sometimes,

as mere F., metre; = Sp. Pg. It. metro (after

F.), < F. metre = D. G. Sw. Dan. meter, < L.

metrum, < Gr. /ifrpav, a measure: see meter'*.]
The fundamental unit of length of the French
metrical system. It Is the distance, at the melting-
temperature of Ice, between the ends of a certain platinum
bar preserved in Paris, and called the metre de* ArcMee*.
It was intended to be one ten- million! h part of the earth's

meridian quadrant, and to lie 448.296 lines of the tolse of

Peru, from which it really differs by a very small amount.
The meter is equal to 89.87027 Inches according to Profeaior

Rogers, and to 89.86986 Inches according to General Corn-
stock. A new meter has been established by the princi-

pal nations, which Is denned by the length at the melt

ing-pofnt of ice between two lines drawn on a bar of pla-

tlniridium, which Is to be kept at the International Bu-
reau of Weights and Measures at the paritton de Breteuil
near Sevres, France. This new meter Is to be as nearly
as possible of the same length aa the old one. Abbrevi-
ated m.

meterage (me'ter-aj), n. [< meteri + -age.]
1. The act of measuring. 2. Measurement;
the result of measuring. 3. A charge for

measuring.
meterert (me'tcr-er), H. [< meter? + -eri.]
One who writes in meter; a poet. Drayton.

meterlyt (me'ter-li), adv. [ME. melrely : < me-
ter? + -lyu.] Metrically.

Be It In balede, uers, rime, or
prose,

lie most torn and wend, metrtly to close.

.fiom. o/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6666.

mete-rodt, [Early mod. E. tiieetrodde, metnxl;
< mete1 + rod.] A measuring-rod.
The meetrodde that he hadde In his hande was syxe

cubytes louge and a spanne. Bible o/ 1551, Ezek. xl 5.

meter-prover (me'ter-pro'ver), . A register-

ing holder, or a gas-tank of known capacity,
used for testing the accuracy of gas-meters.
meter-wheel (me'ter-hwel), n. A drum or hol-

low wheel with several chambers, to which air

or other gas is admitted through a tube in the
axle. In use, the wheel is Immersed in water above Its

axis, and the gas, tilling each chamber successively, causes
the chamber tilled to rise and the wheel to revolve, when
the gas Is discharged above the level of the water by au
opening. The chambers are of known capacity, and the
revolutions of the wheel are recorded on dials. Such
wheels are used in gas-meters, in which the pressure of
the gas flowing through the meter gives the driving
power.

meteselt, . [ME., < AS. mete, meat, + gel,

time.] Dinner-time. Hnllitcell.

metesthetic (met-es-thet'ik), a. [Also m, t-

tpsthetic; < Gr. uerd, after, + aiaOr/rof, verbal

adj. of aioOavcoOai, perceive: see archesthetic.]

Pertaining to the hypothesis of metesthetism.
metesthetism (met-es'the-tizm), w. [Also met-

(vxthetixm; < metesthetic + -wm.] The monistic

hypothesis that consciousness is an attribute of

matter, and a product of the evolution of mat-
ter and force : opposed to archesthetism.

metestick (met stik), n. Xaut., a stick fixed

on a board at right angles, used to measure
the height of the hold of a ship, and to level

the ball:i-t.

metewand (met'wond), n. [Formerly also nt,t-

ii-ii,ul; < ME. metewand; < mete1 + tcand.] A
measuring-staff, yardstick, etc.

; any rod or
stick used to measure length. [Archaic.]
He reformed the olde vntrue measures, and made a mea-

sure by the length of his own arme, which was then called

vlna, an elle, and now the same Is called a yard, or a met-
tranrf. Stmc, Hen. L, an. 1102.

No fitting nwfemznd hath To-day
For measuring spirits of thy stature.

LoKrll, To Lamartine.

meteyardt (met'yard), n. [< ME. meteyarde, <
AS. mi ti/inl. mctayrd, metgeard, a measuring-
rod, < gemet, measure, + ayrd, rod : see mete1

and yard1
.] A metewand a yard in length.

Take thon the bill, give me thy mete-yard, and spare not
me. Skat., T. of the a, IT. 8. 168.

meteynt, A Middle English form of mitten.

t'liinii-cr.

meth't, H. [ME.. < AS. miftli, measure, degree,
)irn]iortion, ability, rank, due measure, right,



meth

respect; < metan, measure: see mete1
."} Mea-

sure; moderation; modesty.
And Mari ledd hir life with methe
In a toun that hiht Nazarethe.

Metrical Homilies, p. 107.

meth 1
t, a. [ME., (.meth 1

, n.] Moderate; mild;
courteous.

Alle that meyne mylde and meth
Went hem into Nazareth.

Cursor Mundi. ( Halliwell. )

meth2
t, n. An obsolete form of mead1

.

meth3
t, .[Also methe; ME., a var. of mood:

see mood1
.] Anger; wrath.

Quen the lorde of the lyfte lyked hymseluen
For to mynne on his mon his melh that abydez.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 436.

Ne tell thou neuer at borde no tale
To harme or shame thy felawe in sale ;

For if he then withholde his methe,
Eftsons he wylle forcast thi dethe.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 302.

methal (meth'al), n. [< meth(yl) + al(cohol).]
Same as methylic alcohol (which see, under al-

cohol).
methane (meth'an), n. [< meth(yl) + -one ]A hydrocarbon (CH4 ) belonging to the paraffin
series, a colorless, odorless gas which may be
reduced to a liquid by extreme pressure and
cold. It is innocuous when breathed in moderate quantity.
It burns with a slightly luminous flame, and when mixed
with seven or eight volumes of air explodes violently. It
occurs in nature in the emanations of volcanoes and petro-
leum-wells. It also occurs in large quantity in the coal-

measures, and when mixed with air constitutes the dreaded
fire-damp of the miners. Also called marsh-gag.

methanometer (meth-a-nom'e-ter), n. ^meth-
ane + Gr. /icrpof, measure.] An apparatus, de-
vised by Monnier, to determine and indicate

automatically the quantity of marsh-gas (meth-
ane) in coal-mines. It depends upon the change of
level of the mercury in a manometer-tube in which car-
bon dioxid is formed by the combination of the gas with
the oxygen of the air under the action, for example of an
electric spark.

metheH, . An obsolete form of mead1
.

methe2
t, .

S_ee meth*.

metheglin (me-theg'lin), n. [< W. meddyglyii,
< medd, mead (see mead1

), + Ili/n, liquor.]
Mead.

It is not my fault if I fill them out nectar and they run
to metheglin. B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

O'er our parch'd tongue the rich metheglin glides.

Gay, To a Lady, i.

methemoglobin (met-he-mo-glo'bin), n. [< Gr.
//era, with, + E. hemoglobin.] A modification
of hemoglobin, into which it can be recon-
verted. It differs from hemoglobin in that its combined
oxygen is not displaced by carbon monoxid nor given up
in a vacuum.

methemoglobinemia (met-he-mo-glo-bi-ne'mi-
a), n. [< methemoglobin + Gr! aifia, blood.]
In pathol., the presence of methemoglobin in
the blood. Med. News, LIII. 240.

methemoglobinuria (met-he-mo-glo-bi-nu'ri-
a), n. [< methemoglobin + Gr. ovaov, urine.] In
pathol. ,

the pres-
ence of methe-
moglobin in the
urine.

methene (meth'-
en),jj. [<meth(yl)+ -ene.] Same
as methylene.
mether (meTH'-
(r),. [Of. mHlft. ESHfcRB'./JMI * -

meath, mead1 .]
A drinking -ves-
sel formerly in

use, especially in-

tended for drink-
lng

.

ead Or Mether. from specimen in the Museum
metheglin. The ,

e R yal Ir'sh Academy, Dublin,

vessels identified as
methers are of wood, cut out of a single piece having a
capacity of from one to three pints.
The Dunvegan cup, a mether of yew covered with silver

mounts. s. K. Cat. Spec. Exhib., 1862, No. 902.

methinks (mf-thingks'), . impers.; pret. me-
thought. [< ME. me thinketh, <AS. me tlnjncth
it seems to me: see me1 and think*.] It seems
to me; it appears to me. See me1 and tliiu^
method (meth'od), n. [= OF. methode, F. me-
thode = Sp. metodo = Pg. mcthodo = It. metodo= D. G. Dan. methode= Sw. method,< LL. metho-
dus, methodos, a way of teaching or proceeding.

Gr. /ifoWof, a going after, pursuit, investi-
gation, inquiry, method, system, < /ierd, after,
*-

orSof, way.] 1. Orderly regulation of con-
duct with a view to the attainment of an end

;

systematic procedure subservient to the pnr-
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pose of any business
;
the use of a complete set

of rules for carrying out any plan or project :

as, to observe method in business or study ;
with-

out method success is improbable : in this and
the next two senses only in the singular.

Though this be madness, yet there is method in 't.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 208.

Horace still charms with graceful negligence,
And without method talks us into sense.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 654.

The particular uses of method are various : but the gen-
eral one is, to enable men to understand the things that
are the subjects of it.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 1, note.

Where the habit of Method is present and effective,
things the most remote and diverse in time, place, and
outward circumstance are brought into mental contiguity
and succession, the more striking as the less expected.

Coleridge, Method, ii. (Encyc. Diet.)

2. A system, or complete set, of rules of pro-
cedure for attaining a given end

;
a short way

to a desired result; specifically, in logic, a gen-
eral plan for setting forth any branch of know-
ledge whatever; that branch of logic which
teaches how to arrange thoughts for investi-

gation or exposition.
Method hath been placed, and that not amiss, in logic, as

a part of judgment : . . . the doctrine of method contain-
eth the rules of judgment upon that which is to be deliv-
ered. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Method is procedure according to principles.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by Meiklejohn), p. 510.

3. Any way or manner of conducting any busi-
ness.
In this method of life it was once his fate to approach a

clear fountain. Bacon, Moral Fables, iii.

4. A plan or system of conduct or action
;
the

way or mode of doing or effecting something:
as, a method of instruction; method of classifi-
cation

; the English method of pronunciation.
Therefore to know what more thou art than man, . . .

Another method I must now begin.
Milton, P. B,, iv. 540.

Let such persons ... not quarrel with the Great Phy-
sician of souls for having cured them by easy and gentle
methods. South, Sermons, IX. i.

Still less respectable appears this extreme concern for
those of our own blood which goes along with utter un-
concern for those of other blood, when we observe its
methods. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 71.

5. In music : (a) Manner of performance ; tech-

nique ; style, (b) A manner or system of teach-
ing, (c) An instruction-book, systematically
arranged Acroamatlc, analytic, antecedental
method. See the adjectives. Arbogast's method
[Named after the inventor, the Alsatian mathematician
Louis Francois Antoine Arbogast, 1759-1803, who himself
named it the calculus of derivations.] A method for the
development of the function of a function according to
the rowers of the variable of the latter function. Ba-

. method. See Baconian

methodism
of the observation are specially chosen so that one usual
source of error does not enter into the result. Method
of compensation, a method in which a source of error
of unknown amount is got rid of by a special mechanical
contrivance. Method of concomitant variations, the
method in which the known quantities on which the results
of an experiment depend are made to vary with a view
to ascertaining the values of the unknown quantities.
Method Of correction, a method of experimentation in
which a source of error is allowed for by calculation. This
differs from the method of residues only in that the nature
of the causes of the residual phenomena are known, and
only their quantities remain to be determined. Method
of difference, that method in which an experiment is
tried under conditions seeming to differ in but one
material circumstance, and the difference in the two
results is ascribed to that circumstance. Method of
dimensions, divisors, exclusions, fluxions. See di-

rion, divisor, etc. Method of exhaustion, the
,tion to the area of a curvilinear

gons. Method of increments, of indivisibles, of
infusion, of limits. See increment, indivisible, etc.

Method of least squares. See square. Method of
residues, (a) That method of experimental inquiry in
which from an observed quantity is subtracted the effects
of known causes in order that the effectsof unknown causes
may be studied by themselves, (b) A method invented by
Oauchy of treating the integral calculus. See residual.
Method Of reversal, a method in which two experi-
ments are made under different circumstances, in such a
way that their results can be combined by calculation, so
that the error shall be determined and eliminated. Nat-
ural method, a method in which the order of nature
is observed. See Jussieuan. Null-method, a method
of measurement in which the equality of two physical
quantities is indicated when, on performing a specified
operation, no effect is produced on the testing apparatus :

for example, the wheatstone bridge method of measuring
electrical resistance. Progressive method. Same as
si/nthetic method. Regressive or resolutive method.
Same as analytic method. Scientific method, a method
of investigation proceeding in a scientific manner, and
setting out from fundamental and elementary princi-
ples; especially, the method of modern science. So-
cratic method, the method of teaching by questions ad-
dressed to the understanding. Subjective method.
Same as metaphysical method. Symbolical method, (a)A method in which symbols of operations are treated as if

they were symbols of quantities, (b) A method in which,
in analytical geom., the functions which vanish on straight
lines, etc . are represented by single letters, (c) In algebra,
a method in which, by the aid of umbrae, quantics are writ-
ten as powers of polynomials. Synthetic, progressive,
or compositive method, a method in which we set out
with general principles and proceed to deduce their con-
sequences. Tabular or tabellary method, the method
of exhibiting the divisions of a subject by tables. Total
method, the method of a whole science

; partial meth-
od, the method of a particular part of a science. Uni-~*

or general method, a method applicable to all

problems.

methodic (me-thod'ik), a. [= F. methodiqve =
Sp. metddico = Pg. methodico = It. metodico
(cf. D. G. methodised = Dan. methodisk), < LL.
methodicus, following a method (medici metho-
dici, physicians known as methodists), < Gr.

ory. Centrobaric method. See centrobaric. Com-
parative method, any method of investigation which
rests upon the comparison of several groups of objects
Compositive method. Same i&syntheticmethod. Cor-
relative method. See correlative. Deductive meth-
od. See deductive. Definitive or divisive method
See divisive. Dialogic method. See dialogic. Differ-
ential method, (a) A method of estimating the value
of a physical quantity by comparing it with another of the
same kind the value of which is known and estimating the
difference. See differential, and differential galvanometer,
(b) A method, introduced byFrischen, in duplex telegraphy
for eliminating the effect of the transmitted current on
the instruments at the transmitting station while leavingthem available to record any message received at the same
time. See telegraphy. Epidermic, erotematic, Eule-
rian, exoscopic, expectant method. See the adiec
lives. Euler's method of elimination. See elimina-
tion. Genetic, graphical, historical method. See
the adjectives. Homer's method of approximation.
See approximation. latrallpticmethod t. Same zsepi-
dermic method. Inductive or experimental method
a method which depends upon making new observations
Introspective method. See introspective. Lagran-

gian, lunar, magistral method. See the adjectives.
Mance's method, a method of measuring the electrical
resistance of a circuit in which there is an electromotive
force. See resistance. Metaphysical or subjective
netnod, one which rests on the assumption that the

, physicians known as

methodists), < p.tdo6o(, a method: see method.]
Pertaining to or characterized by method ;

con-
formed or conforming to a method: as, the me-
thodic principle or sect in medicine.
The legislator whose measures produce evil instead of

good, notwithstanding the extensive and methodic inquiries
which helped him to decide, cannot be held to have com-
mitted more than error of reasoning.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 77.

Methodic doubt. SeedouMi.

methodical (me-thod'i-kal), a. [< methodic +
-al.] Characterized by or exhibiting method ;

disposed or acting in a systematic way; sys-
tematic; orderly: as, the'methodical arrange-
ment of objects or topics ; methodical accounts ;

a methodical man.
When I am old, I will be as methodical an hypocrite as

any pair of lawn sleeves in Savoy.
Shirley, Grateful Servant, ii. 1.

I have done it in a confused manner, and without the
nice divisions of art ; for grief is not methodical.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vi.

methodically (me-thod'i-kal-i), adi: In a me-
o a method

;
with

At the recent meeting of the British Association, Dr.
E. B. Tylor read an interesting paper on the laws of mar-
riage and descent, illustrative of his ingenious method of
studying ethnological phenomena. All myths and cus-
toms, on a close study, may by analysis be disintegrated,and are found to consist of certain elements. Dr Tylor
arranges these elements statistically, and, by inquiringwhich occur simultaneously among various peoples,

Science, XII. 211.

Method of agreement, that method of experimental
inquiry in which, some experiment being tried under a
great variety of circumstances and found always to yield
the same result, it is inferred that this result would be
reached under all circumstances. Method of ap-
proaches.. See approach. Method of avoidance a
method of experimentation in which the circumstances

methodics (me-thod'iks), 11. [PI. of metlwdii :

see-i'cs.] The science of method
; methodology.

methodisation, methodise, etc. See methndi-
zation, etc.

methodism (meth'od-izm), ii. [< method (see
Methodist) + -ism.] 1. The principle of acting
according to a fixed or strict method

;
the sys-

medioine, or in conduct.

This system fof medical doctrine] was known as meth-
odism, its adherents :is the methodic] or methodists.

Encyc. Brit.,S.\. 802.

Specifically 2. [cap.] The doctrines and pol-
ity of the Methodist Church. See Methmlixl
Cluiri'h. under
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Methodist (metli'gd-isn. n. and u. [< method Methodistical (raeth-o-dis'ti-kal,), a. [< mttli-
+ -int.] I. ii. 1. [<. c.] One who is eharac- mlixiic + -til.] Samc'as tftthoaitUe, '_'.

terized by strict adherence to method; one
who thinks or acts IK riling to ;i lixrd .system

The precise number of meth(*tutical marks you know
best. Up. Lann

: iti',i, i;ntlmiaiii of M> thodists and Pa-

IpUU Compared, p. xil.

versed in in. 'tliod.'
'

methodistically (meth-o-dis'ti-kal-i), inli: In

The flnest mrthndirtt, according to Aristotle's golden a wethodistic manner; specifically ['/'.], af-
ter ihr manner of the Methodists; ag regards
Methodism.

,
. [<

'fthHdi:t' + -ation.] The act or process of

or definite principles; one who is thoroughly

rule of art.llciall boutides, conderane ffeomctricu.il j

i','].tr-, in :n it liiui'ti.|ti. 01- arithmetical! preceptea in geom-

S-P, methodization (rneth'od-i-za'shon), .

The great thinkers of all times have been strict meth-
odiU. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 128.

2. One of a sect of ancient physicians who
practised by method or theory. Compare DOIJ-
IIHlllftt, '2.

As many more
As metlmlist Musus klld with hellebore
In uutumne last

Marstan, Scourge of Vlllanle, Sat. L

The methodisti agreed with the empirics in one point, in
their contempt for anatomy ; but, strictly speaking, they
were dogmatists, though with a dogma dllferent from that
of the Hippocratic school. Kncyc. Brit., XV. 802.

3. A member of the Christian denomination
founded by John Wesley (1703-91). The name
was first applied to Wesley and his companions by their
fellow-students at Oxford on account of their methodical
habits in study and in religious life.

Thus Bath yields a continued rotation of diversions, and
people of all ways of thinking, even from the libertine to
the methodigt, have it in their power to complete the day
with employment agreeable to their taste and disposition.

rint 1887),

methodizing or reducing to method; the state
of being methodized. Also spelled methodisa-
iin/i.

The conceptions, then, which we employ for the colli-

gation and methodizatiftn of facts do not develop them-
selves from within, but are impressed upon the mind
from without J. 3. HOI, Logic, IV. U. i 2.

methodize (meth'od-lz;, r.
; pret. and pp. metli-

odi:ed, ppr. methodi:iiig. [< method 4- -ire.]

I. trans. To
red_uce

to method
; dispose in due

order
; arrange in a convenient manner.

The wisdom of God hath methodized the course of things
unto the best advantage of goodness.

Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., I. SO.

Science ... is simply common sense rectified, ex-

tended, and methodized. J. Fitke, Cosmic Philos., 1. 124.

II. intmiis. To be methodical
;
use method.

The mind ... Is disposed to generalize and methodize
to excess. Coleridge, Method, i 1.

Also spelled methodise.

methodizer (meth'od-I-zer), . One who meth-
odizes. Also spelled methodiser.

He was a careful methodizer of his knowledge.
Scuddrr, Noah Webster, p. 215.

Dialectic Methodists, a name given to certain Eomin
Catholic priests of France, during the seventeenth cen-

tury, who opposed by argument the doctrines of the
Huguenots. Also called Jtomish or Popish Methodists.
Free Methodists,

'

ed States, establish.

members place especial emphasis upon the doctrines of en- methodology,
tire sanctfflcation and eternal punishment They rigidly thwe wwe f/nml compcting method, of ?eometrj

. . . geometers would inevitably be Involved at the outset
of their study in methodological discussion.

U. Sidffwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 5.

llgueiiots. Also caned Msamvtn or fuinali .wetluniiitn. .i,.,j.,i_i..-i i. uj -i / u i\ r/
ree Methodists, n Methodist denomination in the Tnit- methodological (ineth'od-o-loj i-kal). a. [<
1 States, established in 1880 at Pekin in New York. Its methoflolog-y + -tc-a/.] Of or pertaining to

'lasts upon the doctrines of en-
il punishment They rigidly

enforce the rule for simplicity of dress, and prohibit the use
of choir or musical Instrument In church service; they
have abandoned episcopacy, and have one superintendent
elected every four years.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Methodism or the methodologist (meth-o-dol'o-jist), . [< metli-

Methodists ; belonging to or agreeing with the odolog-y + -i*/.] One who is versed in or treats

general body of Methodists: &s, Methodist yrine\-
of methodology.

pies; a tfethodistchurch. The Methodist Church, methodology (meth-o-dpl'o-ji), n. [< Gr. utfto-

a Christian body existing in several distinct church organ- <5oc, method. 4- -?-O}i'a,\ ~>Myeiv, speak : see -otogy.]
1. A branch of logic whose office it is to showizations, the most important of which are that known ir

England as the Wesleuan and that known in the United
States as the Methodist Episcopal Church. These two
bodies do not differ materially in doctrine, worship, or
ecclesiastical organization. They are evangelical, and Ar-,

mlnian in theology. Their worship is generally non-litur-

gical. Each Methodist society, or local church, is organ-
ized In classes, under class-leaders

;
the different societies,,

which are sometimes grouped in circuits, are combined
in districts, each of which is, in the United States, under
the superintendence of a presiding elder. The American
churches also have bishops, who are not diocesan, but Itin-

erant, possessing concurrent jurisdiction over the whole
church. The highest ecclesiastical court is the General
Conference, which meets every fourth year. In the United
States lay delegates have been admitted to the Conference
since 1872, and In England since 1880, before which dates
the Conference was a purely clerical body. Other Meth-
odist churches are : The Welsh Calrinistic Methodiftt, Cal-
vinistic in theology, fonned from the Countess of Hun-

'

how the abstract principles of the science are
to be applied to the production of knowledge ;

the doctrine of definition and division
;
in a

broader sense, the science of method in scien-
tific procedure.
That part of logic which Is conversant with the perfec-

tion, with the well-being of thought is the doctrine of
method methodology.

Sir W. HamOton, Lectures on Logic, rxlv.

The rival originators of modem Methodotoyu, Descartes
and llacon, vie with each other in the stress that they lay
on this point : and the latter's warning against the " no-
tiones male terminate "

of ordinary thought is peculiarly
needed in ethical discussion.

B. Sidgwiclc, Methods of Ethics, p. 318.

2. A treatise on method.
tingdon's Connection, which is Congregational In polity; methomania (meth-6-ma'ni-B), n. [NL., < Gr

'KS^^s&sx^c^sss^ 'M
"i ^vr"* ?r?

k
( e me^ +^

Bible Christians; the Primitiw Metho,lists; the United madness.] In pathoL, an irresistible morbid
craving for intoxicating substances

; dipsoma-
nia.

Dipsomania is a form of physical disease, and it has
been aptly defined as an uncontrollable and Intermittent
impulse to take alcoholic stimulants, or any other agent

Methodist Free Churches, a combination of three preex-
isting Methodist organizations ; and the Weiieyan Re-
form Union. All the above are British organizations.
In the United States, the Methodist Episcopal Church
exists in two geographical divisions, the Methodist Kpiseo-
pal Church (.Vort&), and the Mcthodtet Episcopal Church
(South). There Is also an African Methodist Kpitcnpnl
Church, an A Mean Methoiiist 'Kpucopal Zimi Church, the

,

which causes Intoxication in short, a methnmanin
E. C. Mann. Psychol. Med., p. 3A4.

, ,

Colored Methoilut Kpiwopal Church in America, the l rnion methought (me-thttf). Preterit of methinkf.
American JMtodttAAmai Churchi-all composed en- methridatum, '. See mithridatum.
tirely of colored Methodists; the Evangelical Axmcia- -

Hon. popularly though inaccurately termeiOerman Metho-
dist, or Albright*. from the name of their founder; the
United Brethren in Christ, which is essentially though not
nominally a Methodist body; the Mi'thmtlut 1'rntfxlant=^a SrinX.3: .Ears
the Methodist bodies have been consolidated Into a single spirit and its derivatives. It is analogous to
organization, called the Methoitixt Church of Canada. All ethyl in its chemical relations__ Methyl alcohol
these Methodist bodies agree in having a consolidated green, mercaptan. See alcohol, etc.

,,',-,i\ , HO, >n,, I(meth ul), II. Same as methyl.
metny (meth i), n. ; pi. methieg (-iz). A name
of the burbot.

ministry for each body, each minister being subject to rnprhvlnl in th'il-n
change of parish within certain definite periods. This "5

cnylal ' "
*\><

'' L
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feature of their economy is called " the Itinerancy." Methylene dimethyl ether, CH2(OCH? )2, a h-

methodistic (n.-th-o-dis'tik). ,,. [< methodht quid product of the oxidation of methylical-
+ -<.] 1. Of or pertaining to methodisra or

coho1 -

.ltn/
a pleasant odor, and by oxidation

methodists; characterized by or exhibiting passes into formic acid.

strict adherence to method; hence, strict or methylamine (meth'il-am-inX n [< methyl +
ninine.j A colorless gas (NH2CH3 ), having a

strong ammoniacal odor, and resembling am-
monia in many of its reactions. It may be regarded
as ammonia (XH.i) In which the radical methyl (CU 3) has
I'ren substituted for a hydrogen nloin. When brought in
contact with n lighted taper it burns with a livid yellow i-h

flame. Mcthylamine may be condensed to a liquid ; it has
not been solidified. It is exceedingly soluble In water,
and forms, with acids, erystalliiable salts,

methylate (meth'i-lat). i-. t. ; pret. and pp.
;. nicl/ii/liit/il, ppr. mi thylutiuij. [< methyl + -nfel.]

exacting, as in religion or morals.

Then spare our stage, ye methoduitic men !

Bynm, Hints from Horace.

2. [<vip.] Of or pertaining to the Methodist
Chm-cli: characteristic of the Methodists or
Methodism: as. Mrtliiidixtii- principles or prac-
tices.

In connection with the Methodistic revival.
/.. Taillnr. Weslev ilnii Metlloilism, p. 1OB.

Metis

To mix or impregnate with met hylic alcohol or
met liyl. Methylated spirit, spirit of wine or alcohol
containing ten per cent, of wood-naphtha (methyllc alco-
hol). The naphtha communicates a disagreeable flavor,
which renders the spirit unfit for drinking. It Is of much
use In the art* as a solvent, for preserving specimens, In
the manufacture of varnUhe*, for burning In spirit- lamps,
.'t.-.

methyl-blue (metli'il-bl8), n. A coal-tar color

prepared by treating spirit-blue (nee Sfiirit-blue,
l!) with methyl chlorid. It is used todye light-
blue tints on silk, and possesses a purer tone
than spirit-blue.

methylconine (meth'il-ko-nin), n. [< methyl
+ I'niiine.'] One of the alkaloids found in com-
mercial ciinini'.

methylcrotonic (meth'il-kro-ton'ik), o. In

rliem., used only in the folfowing phrase:
Methylcrotonic acid. Same as ctvadie acid (which see,
under cevadic).

methylene (meth'i-len), n. (X methyl + -ene.]
A bivalent hydrocarbon radical (CHa ) which
does not exist free, but occurs in many com-
pounds, as methylene iodide, CH^ly. Also
called methene.

methylene-blue (meth'i-len-blo), n. A coal-
tar color prepared by treating dimethylaniline
successively with hydrochloric acid, sodium
nitrite, sulphureted hydrogen, common salt,
and zinc chlorid. It Is used In dyeing, and produces
fast blues on cotton, leather, and jute, but not on wool or
silk. It Is also an Important bacterioscopic reagent.

methylic (me-thil'ik), a. [< methyl + -if.]

Containing or related to the radical methyl.
Methyllc alcohol, ether, etc. See the nouns.

methyl-salicylic (meth-il-sal-i-sil'ik), a. Con-
taining methyl in combination with salicylic
acid Methyl-salicylic add. the methyl etr of sali-

cylic acid, and the i-hief Ingredient of wlntergreen-oll,
from Gauttheria procumbens, a colorless, agreeably smell-
ing oil which forms salts that are easily decomposed.

methyl-violet (meth-il-vi'o-let), n. A coal-tar
color produced by the direct oxidation of pure
dimethylaniline with chlorid of copper. Also
called Paris violet.

methymnion (meth-im'ni-on), n.
; pi. methym-

nia (-a). [NL., < Gr. uM'Uvia, < uera, after, +
i//vof,'hymn.] In anc.pros., a short colon after
an antistrophe.

methysis (meth'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. [itOvair,

drunkenness, < ufffi-civ, to be drunken with
wine.] In pathoL, drunkenness; intoxication.
metic (met'ik), n. [Irreg. for "metee, < L. me-
teeciis. < Gr. fiiroiKof, a resident alien, prop, adj.,

changing one's abode, < utra, over (denoting
change), + ol/cof, house, abode: see economy.]
An emigrant or immigrant; specifically, in an-
cient Greece, a resident alien who in general
bore the burdens of a citizen, and had some
of the citizen's privileges; hence, any resident
alien.

To all men, rich and poor, citizens and metic*, the com-
Psntlve excellence of the democracy . . . was now mani-
fest Orate, Hist. Greece, VI. 2.

The Patricians, an distinguished from the Patres, formed
an aristocracy as compared with their freedmen or other
dependents, or with the metics or strangers that sojourned
among them, or with the alien population that were per-
mitted, on terms more or less hard, to cultivate their
lands. W. E. Uearn, Aryan Household, p. 192.

meticulous (me-tik'u-lus), a. [= F. meticvlevx.
< L. meticulogiis, full of fear, < metvs, fear.]
Timid; over-careful.

Melancholy and meticulous beads. Sir T. Browne.

A stylist of Plato's super-subtle and meticulous consis-

tency. Aiarr. Jour. PhOal., IX. 299.

meticulously! (me-tik'u-lus-li), adr. Timidly.
Move circumspectly, not meticulously.

Sir T. Browne, Christ Uor., L 33.

metif (me'tif), . [< F. metif, OF. mtstif, of
mixed breed: see mastiff, and cf. tiiextri: nn.--

ti:o.'] The offspring of" a white person and a

quadroon.
meting 1

(me'ting). M. [ME. meting, < AS. me-
tiimi. verbal n. of metnn, mete: see mete 1

.]

Measuring.
meting'-'t, . A Middle English form of meeting.
meting :

H, ._ [ME. mt-tyniie. < AS. m&tinri, ver-
bal n. of nifptan, dream: see mrfe^.] A dream.

Joseph ... he that redde so
The kynges melynae, 1'harao.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 282.

Metis (me'tis). ii. [< Gr. M^r/f. daughter of
( icranusand Tethys. and sometimes called the
mother of Athene; a personification of urjrif,

wisdom, prudence.] 1. In l!r. myth., a goddess
personifying prudence, daughter of Oceanns
and Tethys, and first wife of Zeus. 2. The
ninth of the planetoids in the order of discov-

ery, first observed by Graham at Markree, Ire-



Metis

laud, in April, 1848. 3. A genus of crustace-
ans. 4. A genus of mollusks. Adams, 1858.

mtis (ma-tes'), . [F.: see mestizo.'] 1. Same
as mestizo. 2. In the Dominion of Canada, a
half-breed of French and Indian parentage.

I am aware that the mixture of French and Indian blood
has produced the well-known class of metis, half-breeds,
members of which are found here and there throughout
Canada, but these are comparatively few in numbers.

Amer. Jmir. Phttol., VIII. 151.

metoecious (rae-te'shius), . [NL., < Gr. fieTO,

beyond, + oko?, a house.] Heteroacious.

metOBCism (me-te'sizm), n. [< metcec-ious +
-ixni.~\ Heteroecism.
metoleic (met-6'le-ik), a. [< Gr. /lerd, with,
after, + E. oleic.] 'Belated to oleic acid orolein.

Metoleic acid, a liquid acid resulting from the action
of sulphuric acid on oleic acid.

Metonic (nie-tou'ik), a. [< Meton, < L. Melon,
Meto(n-), < Gr. MCTUV, Meton (see def.).] Of
or pertaining to Meton, an ancient Athenian
astronomer.- Metonlc cycle. See cycleL- Metonic
year. See year.

metonymic (met-o-nim'ik), a. [= Pg. metony-
mico = It. metonimico, (. Gr. /teTuvv/iiK6e, belong-
ing to metonymy, < peTuvv/iia, metonymy : see

metonymy.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

metonymy ; used by way of metonymy.
metonymical (met-o-nim'i-kal), a. [< meto-

nymic + -al.] Same as metonymic.
Intricate turnings, by a transumptive and metonymical

kind of speech, are called meanders.
Drayton, Rosamond to King Henry, note 2.

metonymically (met-6-nim'i-kal-i), adv. By
metonymy.
metonymy (me-ton'i-mi), n. [= F. metonymie=
Sp. metonimia = It. metonimia, metonomia,< LL.
metonymia, < Gr. ueruw/tla, a change of name (in

rhet., as denned), < ficrd, after, + bvojia, ^Eolic

oTOjua, name: see onym.] In rhet., change of
name

; a trope or figure of speech that consists
in substituting the name of one thing for that
of another to which the former bears a known
and close relation. It is a method of increasing the
force or comprehensiveness of expression by the employ-
ment of figurative names that call up conceptions or as-

sociations of ideas not suggested by the literal ones, as
Heaven for God, the Sublime Porte for the Turkish govern-
ment, head and heart for intellect and affection, the town
for its inhabitants, the buttle for strong drink, etc. See
synecdoche.

These and such other speaches, where ye take the name
of the Author for the thing it selfe, or the thing con-

telning for that which is contained, & in many other
cases do as it were wrong name the person or the thing.
So neuerthelesse as it may be vnderstood, it is by the figure
metonymia, or misnamer.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 151.

metope (met'o-pe), n. [= F. metope = Sp. me-

topa = Pg. It. metopa, < L. metopa, < Gr.

Mrtopidiiu.

expanded radius : u, ulna ; ft.

humerus.

the space between the triglyphs of a frieze, <

perd, between, + oxt/, an aperture, hollow.] 1.
In arcli., a slab inserted between two triglyphs
of the Doric frieze, sometimes, especially in late

^^^^^""""^^"t*.>--
Acfceon and Artemis. Metope from the southern temple of the

eastern plateau of Selinus.

work, cut in the same block with one triglyph or
more. It was so called because in the primitive Doric
of which the later triglyphs represent the ends of the ceil-

ing-beams, the metopes were left open as windows, and
were thus literally apertures between the beams. The
metopes were characteristically ornamented with sculp-
ture in high relief, but they were frequently left plain, or
adorned simply with painting. See cuts under Doric,
monotrir/lyph, and temple.
2. In zoiil., same a fades. Huxley.
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metopic (me-top'ik), a. [< Gr. /itruirw, the

forehead, front, lit. the space between the

eyes, < fierd, between, + <JV (""'-), eye.] Of
or pertaining to the forehead: as, a metopic
suture Metopic point, a point midway between the

greatest protuberances of the right and left frontal emi-
nences. See craniometry. Metopic suture, the median
suture uniting the two halves of the frontal bone, pres-
ent in early life and sometimes visible in adult skulls.

Also called frontal suture.

Metopidius (met-o-pid'i-us), n. [NL. (Wagler,
18313), < Gr. ficnmiotof, equiv. to tieruKialof, of

or pertaining to the

forehead, < /ICTUTTIOV,

/ttTuxov, the fore- h

head: see metopic.]
A genus of Indian
and African gralla-
torial birds of the

'

family Purridte or

Jacanidce, characterized by the laminar expan-
sion of the radius and the reduction of the spur
on the wing. There are several species, as M.
africanus, M. indicus, and others.

metopism (met'o-pizm), n. [< metop-ic + -ism.]
That character of an adult skull presented in
the persistence of a frontal or metopic suture.

metoposcopic (mefo-po-skop'ik), a. [= F. me-

toposcopique; as metoposcop-y + -ic.~\ Relating
to metoposcopy.
metoposcopical (mef'o-po-skop'i-kal), a. [<

metoposcopic + -al.] Same as metoposcopic.
A physiognomist might have exercised the metoposcopi-

cal scieuce upon it [a face). Scott, Abbot, \\.\i i,

metoposcopist (met-o-pos'ko-pist), n. [< met-

oposcop-y + -ist.] One versed in metoposcopy.
Apion speaks of themetoposcopwte who judge by the ap-

pearance of the face. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 4.

metoposcopy (met-o-pos'ko-pi), M. [= F. mc-

toposcopie = Sp. metoposcopia = Pg. It. metopo-
scopia, < Gr. /I?TUVOV, the forehead, front, +
aKovelv, view.] The study of physiognomy ;

the
art of discovering the character or the disposi-
tions of men by their features or the lines of
the face.

Other signs [of melancholy] there are taken from phys-
iognomy, metoposcopy, chiromancy.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 39.

metosteon (me-tos'te-on), n.; pi. metostea (-a).

[NL., < Gr. fiera, after, + barcov, a bone.] In

ornith., the posterior lateral piece or special
ossification of the sternum, behind the pleuros-
teon, on each side of the lophosteon. See cut
under carinate.

metovum (me-to'vum), .
; pi. metova (-va).

[NL.,< Gr. /iErd, after, + L. ovum (= Gr. <f6v),

egg: see ovum.'] A meroblastic egg, ovum, or
ovule which has acquired its store of food-

yolk, or been otherwise modified from its origi-
nal primitive condition as an egg-cell or pro-
tovum. Also called after-egg and deutovum.

metralgia (me-tral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /J'frpa,

womb, + dXj-of, pain.] InpathoL, pain in the
womb.
metran (met/ran), n. The abuna; the head of
the Abyssinian or Ethiopic church.
metre1

,
. See meter

1

*.

metre2,
. See meter3 .

metrectopia (met-rek-to'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ftt/rpa, womb (see matrix), "+ CKTOTTOC, out of

place: seeectopia] Displacement of the womb.
Thomas, Med. Diet.

metrectopic (met-rek-top'ik), a. [< metrectopia+ -ic.] Pertaining to or affected with met-
rectopia.

metretet, . [ME., < L. metreta, < Gr. [terpirrtK,
an Athenian measure for liquids (about 9 Eng-
lish gallons), < furpelv, measure, < fdrpov, a
measure : see meter3.] An ancient liquid mea-
sure. The Attic, Macedonian, and Spanish metrete was
about 40 liters, or 10J United States gallons. The Lace-
demonian and Eginetan measure was about 55 liters. In
Egypt the artaba was sometimes called a metrete.

Of fynest must in oon metrete,
Or it be atte the state of his fervence,
VIII unce of grounden wermode in a shete
Dependaunt honge, and XLti dayes swete ;

Thenne oute it take.

PaUadiw, Husboudrie (E. E. I. S.X p. 203.

metric1
(met'rik), a.

[<
NL. metricus, < Gr.

litrpix&S, taken in the lit. sense 'pertaining to

measure,' < fierpov, measure: see meter3
, and

cf . metric'*, metric'*.] Quantitative ; involving
or relating to measures of distance, especially
in different directions. See geometry.
metric2 (met'rik), a. and . [I. a. = F. metrigue= Sp. metrico = Pg. It. metrico (cf. D. metriek.
metrisch = G. metrisch = Dan. Sw. metrisk), <
L. metricus, < Gr. [ierptK6f, pertaining to meter

metrician

(of verse), < /lerpov, meter : see meter2 . II. n.

= F. metrimte = Sp. metrica = Pg. It. metrica
= G. Dan. Sw. metrik, < NL. metrica, < Gr. fie-

rpiKTj (sc. T%M?), the art of meter, prosody, fern.

of fierpiKdf, pertaining to meter: see above.]
I. a. Having meter or poetic rhythm ; pertain-
ing to meter or to metrics; metrical.

Hesiod with his metric fragments of rustic wisdom.
J. S. BlacUe.

II. n. Same as metrics2 .

Let the writer on metric write the poet's scores mathe-
matically. Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI. 87.

metric3
(met'rik), a. [< F. mctriqve (= Sp.

metrico = Pg. It. metrico (after F.), < NL. me-
trictis, pertaining to the system based on the

meter, < metrum, a meter: see meter3
,
and cf.

metric*, metric'*.'] Pertaining to that system
of weights and measures of which the meter is

the fundamental unit Metric system, the system
of measurement of which the meter is the fundamental
unit. First adopted in France (definitely in 1799), it is in

general use in most other civilized countries, except the

English-speaking countries, and is now almost universally
adopted for scientific measurements. Its use is permitted
in Great Britain, and was legalized in the United States in
1866. The meter, the unit of length, was intended to be
one ten-millionth part of the earth's meridian quadrant,
and is so very, nearly. Its length is 39.370 inches. (See
meterZ.) The unit of surface is the are, which is 100 square
meters. The theoretical unit of volume is the stere, which
is a cubic meter. The unit of volume for the purposes of
the market is the '/'/, which is the volume of 1 kilogram
of distilled water at its maximum density, and is there-
fore intended to be 1 cubic decimeter. For 10 times, 100

times, 1,000 times, and 10,000 times one of the above units,
the prefixes deca-, hecto-, kilo-, and myria- are used. For
At iio> Vo of the respective units, deci-, centi-, and milli-

are prefixed. The micron, adopted by the international

commission, is one millionth of a meter. The following
is a complete table of equivalents :

1 myriameter = 5.4 nautical miles, or 6.21 statute
miles.

1 kilometer = 0.621 statute mile, or nearly 3 mile.
1 hectometer = 109.4 yards.
1 decameter = 0.497 chain, or 1.988 rods.
1 meter = 39.37 inches, or nearly3feet3g inches.
1 decimeter = 3.937 inches.
1 centimeter = 0.3937 inch.
1 millimeter = 0.03937 inch, or 1-25.4 inch.
1 micron -- 5,} 05 inch.
1 hectare = 2.471 acres.

1 are = 119.6 square yards.

meter)
1 decistere
1 kiloliter

1 decastere = 13 cubic yards, or about 2} cords.

= i-807 cubic y*"18 ' or 36 -3 cubic feet-

= 3j cubic feet.
= 1 tun 12 gallons 2 pints 2 gills old

wine-measure.
1 hectoliter = 22.01 imperial gallons, or 26.4 United

States gallons.
1 decaliter = 2 gallons 1 pint 2- gills imperial mea-

sure, or 2 gallons 2 quarts 1 pint '.

gill United States measure.
1 liter = 1 pint 3 gills imperial, or 1 quart }

gill United States measure.
1 deciliter = 0.704gillimperial,or0.845gill United

States measure.
1 millier = 1 ton avoirdupois less 35 pounds.
1 metric quintal = 2 hundredweight less 3J pounds, or

220 pounds 7 ounces.
1 kilogram = 2 pounds 3 ounces 4| drains avoirdu-

pois.
1 hectogram = 8 ounces 8| drams avoirdupois.
1 decagram = 154.32 grains troy.
Igram = 15.43234874 grams.
1 decigram = 154.32 grains.
1 centigram = 0.15432 grain.
1 milligram = 0.015432 grain.

Closely connected with the metric system was the pro-
posed division of the right angle or circular quadrant into
100 equal parts instead of 90 degrees ; but this has not
met with favor, mainly because the name degrees was re-

tained, introducing a risk of confusion. See grain?.

metrical 1
(met'ri-kal), a. [< metric^ + -al.~\

Pertaining to measurement, or the use of

weights and measures
; employed in or deter-

mined by measuring: as, a metrical unit of

length or quantity ;
the metrical systems of the

ancients.
If we agree to accept a precise metrical quantity of one

metal as our standard. Jevoiu, Money, p. 69.

Metrical diagram. See diagram. Metrical prop-
erty or proposition. See descriptive property, under de-

scriptive.

metrical2 (met'ri-kal), a. [< metric2 + -al.~\

Pertaining to or characterized by poetical mea-
sure or rhythm ;

written in verse
;
metric : as,

metrical terms ;
the metrical psalms.

The Poesie metricall of the Grecians and Latines came
to be much corrupted and altered.

Puttenham, Arte of Eug. Poesie, p. 7.

metrically (met'ri-kal-i), ailr. In a metrical

manner; measuredly; as regards meter.

metrician (me-trish'an), H. [< metric? + -ian.]
A writer of verse

;
one who is skilled in meters.

Ye that beue metriciens me excuse.
Court of Lone, 1. 30.

These Latin metricians . . . seem in their scanning of

poetry to have beat time in the same way.
J. lladley, Essays, p. 97.



metricist

metricist (met'ri-sist), . [< metric" + -igt.]

A metrical writer: a metrician.

Counterpoint, therefore. Is not to lie achieved bjr the
inetrici*t, even tlmiiyh he. be I'indar himself.

Kiuyc. Urit., XIX. 2C2.

metrics 1 (met 'riks), M. [I'l. of metric 1
: see -ica.]

The philosophical and mathematical theory of
measurement.

metrics- (met/riks), n.
f
PI. of metric'*: see -iex.]

1. The art of versification. 2. The science or
doctrine which treats of rhythm in language mid
its employment in poetic composition. Both as
mi art and us a science metrics is a branch of rhythmics,
and relates to rhythm in language as music or harmonics
docs to musical rhythm, and orchestics (regarded as an
art or science by the ancients) to rhythm In the move-
ments of the body. It is a distinct science from grammar
in Its

proper sense, the only department of which ap-
proaching metrics is that called pruvidy that is, the study
of quantity or the determination of longs and shorts In

spoken language. As a matter of convenience grammars
have added to this elementary or empiric treatise* on
versification, ami so in traditional and popular usage pro*-
od)t is made equivalent to metric*. In metrical compo-
sition the unit Is the time (mora) or the syllable. In the
nomenclature of modern metrics syllables combine into
feet or measures, these Into lines, and lines into stanza*
or strophes. In the more exact and complete terminology
of ancient metrics times or syllables combine into feet or

measures, measures Into cola, lines (verses), or periods,
periods into systems or strophes, strophes into perlcopes,
and lines, periods, systems, or perlcopes into poems. Also
metric.

Metridium (me-trid'i-um), n. [NL., < Or. //-

rpi6tor, < ftr/rpa, womb : see matrix.] A genus of

sea-anemones. ,!/. marginatum is the commonest sea-

anemone of the New England coast, found in abundance

Sea-anemone (.\fetriiiin atum}, open and closed.

in quiet tide-pools on rocks and submerged timber. When
full-blown or distended with water this actinia may be
eight or ten Inches in diameter.

metrification (met'ri-ti-ka'shon), n. [< metri-

fi/ + -ation (see -fication).] The making of
verses ; a metrical composition. [Rare.]

Should I flounder awhile without a tumble
Through this metriflcation of Catullus.

Tennyson, Hendecasyllabics.

metrifier (rnet'ri-fl-er), n. A metrist; a versi-
fier.

metrify (met'ri-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. metrified,

ppr. im-trifi/iiii/. [< OF. metrifier, < ML. nietrifi-

care, write in meter, < L. metrum, meter (see
meter2 ), + facers, make : see -fy.~\ To compose
meters or verses.

In metrifyiny his base can not well be larger then a
meetre of si\. Puttenham. Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 70.

Metriinae (met-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [< Metrius +
-inn:] A group of beetles of the family I'tirn-

liiiln; typified by the genus Mctri<t<. having the

body not pedunculate, the posterior coxw sepa-
rated, the prosternum prolonged at the tip,
and the mandibles with a setigerous puncture.
Also Mrtriim, as a tribe of Carabitue.

metrist (me'trist), . [= Sp. tuetrixta, < ML.
iiirtrixtn, u writer in meter, a poet, < L. im-tni'ii.

meter: see ineter% and -ist.] One who is versed
in poetic meter or rhythm; a metrical writer;
a metrician.

Coleridge himself, from natural fineness of ear, was the
best inetrint among modern Knirlish poets.

Lmcell, Study Windows, p. 287.

metritis (me-tri'tis), n. INL., < Gr. /ifrpa (see
matrix), womb, 4- -iti.i.] In /intliol., inflamma-
tion of the uterus, especially of its middle coat.
Metrius (met'ri-us). n. [NL., < Gr. ptrptof, of
moderate size, < fierpov, measure: see mi'ti-i-".]

The typieal genus of Mitrihur. founded by
Kschsclioltx in 1M'J<). .!/. t-ontriictux is a Cali-
fornian species found in woods under stones.

metrocarcinoma (me-tn>-kiir-si-u6'ma), .: pi.
metrnearrinnmntii (-ina-tii). [XL., < ftr. i/r;r/>.

womb, + napnii-uua, a cancer: see <'ar,-inoma.]
In imthol.. carcinoma of the uterus.
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metrochrome (met'ro-krora), n. [< Gr. perpov,
a measure, + x/ii'.i/m, color. J An instrument
for measuring colors,

metrocracy (me-trok'ra-si), n. [< Gr.
fifymp,

mother, + -uparia, < Kpareiv, rule.] Rule by the
mother of the family.
The theory which regards metrocracy and communal

marriage as a stage through which the human race in gen-
eral has passed. The Academy, Feb. i;>, 1888, p. ISO.

metrograph (met'ro-grif), . [< Gr. ptrpuv, a
measure, + jfMfyttv, write.] An apparatus for

measuring and recording the rate of speed of a

railway locomotive at any moment, ana the time
of arrival at and departure from each station.

metroiacon (met-ro-i'a-kon), B. ; pi. metroiaca

(-ka). [LL., also nn'triiini'/nii, (. Gr. ur/rpyaicoV,
neut. of /irrrptfMKof, equiv. to fufrpQof, of a mother,
specifically of Cybele as the mother of the

gods, < ftS/nip, mother: see mother 1
.] In pros.,

same as galliambus.
metrological (met-ro-loj'i-kal), n. [< metrolog-y
+ -io-/. ] Of or pertaining'to metrology.

metrologist (met-rol'o-jist), 11. [< mttrolog-y +
int.] Astudent of or an expert in metrology.

metrology (met-rol'o-ji), n. [= F. mrtrologie =
Sp. Hii'trologia = Pg. It. metrologia, < Gr. /itrpav,
a measure,-!- -hoyia, < Myetv, speak: see -ology.]
The science of weights and measures. It has two
parts, one relating to the art of weighing and measuring.
ami the other accumulating facts hi regard to units of mea-
sure which are now or have formerly been In use. Docu-
mentary metrology, the science of ancient weights and
measures based upon the study ofmonuments, especially of
standards in regard to which there is sufficient evidence
that they were intended to represent certain measures.
Historical metrology, the investigation of the weights
and measures of the past, and especially of the ancients.
It is divided into documentary and Inductive metrology.
Inductive metrology, that based upon the measure-

ment of a large number of objects In regard to any one
of which there is little or no evidence that it was intended
to have any exact measure.

metromania (met-ro-ma'ui-&), . [== F. metro-
manie = 8p. metromania = Pg. metromania, < Gr.

Ittrpov, measure, + /mriu, madness.] A mania
for writing poetry.
metromaniac (met-ro-ma'ni-ak), a. [< metro-
mania + -ic.] Characteristic of or affected with

metromania; excessively fond ofwriting verses.

He seems to have [suddenly] acquired the facility of

versification, and to display It with almost metromaniac
eagerness.

W. Taylor, Survey of German Poetry, I. 188. (Dana.)

metrometer1 (met-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. /drpov,

measure, + ptrpov, measure.] Same as metro-
nome.
metrometer2 (met-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. iirrrpa,

the womb, + fierpov, measure.] Same as hyste-
rometer.

metronome (met'ro-nom), n. [= F. mitronome,<.

QrT.fttTpov, a measure, + KO//OC, law: see name3.]

A mechanical contrivance for marking time, es-

pecially as an aid in musical study or perform-
ance. In its usual form it consists of a double pendulum
(oscillating on a pivot near its center), the lower end of

which is weighted with a ball of lead, while the upper end
carries a weight of brass that may be moved up or down.
When the latter weight Is moved up, the rate of oscillation

is slower; when it is moved down, the rate is faster. The
upper end of the pendulum Is graduated, so that anydeslred
number of oscillations per minute can be secured. The
whole is connect-
ed with clock-
work having a

strong spring,
whereby the os-

cillation may he
maintained for

several minutes,
and each oscil-

lation may be
marked by a dis-

tinct tick or
clack. The Inven-
tion of them et ro-

norne was claim-

ed by J. N. Mael-
zel in 1818, but It

is probable that
he only adapted
and introduced
it to general use.

The instrument Maelzel's Metronome.

fa naH fnp r> IThe dotted lines show the extent of vihtation
1st ueu lur ro- . . ,u.^,,i... i

cording the tem-
of the pendulum.)

no desired by a composer, and also as a means of teaching
beginners the habit of keeping strict time. Its use is In-

dicated in printed music by the metronomic mark (which
MI. it mil r n,'if'-'' \ Sometimes an attachment is added for

striking a hell at every second, third, fourth, or sixth os-

cillation, so as to mark primary accents : such a metro-
ni'im- is called a bell-metronome. Various other metro-
nmnes have been invented, most of which are based upon
tin- peiuhituin principle. Abbreviated Jf.

metronomic (met-ro-nom'ik). . [X metronome
+ -io.] Pertaining to a metronome, or to tem-

po as indicated by a metronome Metronomic
mark. See tmrt-i.

metropolitan

metronomv (met-ron'o-ini), n. [< metronome
+ -y.] The act, process, or science of u-ini;
a metronome, or of indicating tempo by i-

ence to a metronome.

metronymic (tnet-ro-nim'ik), . ami n. [< Gr.

lurrpwviwtfa, named after one's mother, < //'/-'//>.

mother, + iiriifin, ..Kolie ow/ia, name: see oiiyin.
Cf. iHiitronymic, i>atronitmic.] I. a. Derived
from the name of a mother or other female an-
cestor: correlative to patronymic: as, a metro-
H ii in ic name.

II. n. A maternal name; a name derived
from the mother or a maternal ancestor.

Of metronymia, as we mar call them, used as personal
descriptions, we find examples Iwth before and after the
r<>naieftt. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 88U.

metroperitonitis (rae-tro-per'i-to-ni'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ftifriM, the womb, + NL. periUmitu,
q. v.] I n pathol., inflammation of the uterus
and peritoneum,
metrophlebitis (me'tro-fle-bi'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ft'/rpa, the womb, + NL. phlclritix, q. v.]
Inflammation of the veins of the womb,

metropolet (met'ro-pol), n. [< OF. metropole,
F. metropole: see metroi>olix.\ A metropolis.
Halliii-,1/.

Dublin being the metropole and chiefe cltle of the whole
land, and where are hir majesties principal) and high
courts. llalinihed, Ireland, an. 1578.

metropolis (me-trop'o-lis), n. [= F. metropole
= Sp. metropoli = Pg. It. metropoli, < LL. metro-

jxtlis, < Gr. /ii/rp6vo/jc, a mother state or city (a
state or city in relation to its colonies), also a

capital city, < f'fn/p, = E. mother, + ir6)jf, state,

city: see police.] 1. In ancient Greece, the
mother city or parent state of a colony, as
Corinth of Corcyra and Syracuse, or Phocaea
of Massalia (Marseilles), the colony being in-

dependent, but usually maintaining close rela-

tions with the metropolis.
This Sldon, the annclent Metropoiu of the Phoenicians

(now called Salto), In likelihood was built by Sldon.

Pvrchat, Pilgrimage, p. HO.

Colonies may be regarded as Independent states, attach-
ed to their metroftttlu by ties of sympathy and common de-

scent, but no further.

W. Smith, Diet Greek and Roman Antiq., p. 314.

2. Later, a chief city; a seat of government;
in the early church, the see or chief city of an
ecclesiastical province.
We stopped at Pavla, that was once the metropolu of a

kingdom, but at present a poor town.

Additon, Travels in Italy.

3. In modern usage : (a) Specifically, the see
or seat of a metropolitan bishop.

That so stood out against the holy church,
The great metrnpolu and see of Rome.

Shalt., K. John, v. 2. 72.

Marclanopolfs lost its metropolitical rights, though it

still continued a See : and Debeltus or Zagara became the

Metropolis of the province.
J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, L 44.

(6) The capital city or seat of government of a

country, as London, Paris, or Washington, (c)
A chief city ; a city holding the first rank in any
respect within a certain territorial range: as,
New York is the commercial metropolin of the
United States. 4. In :oogeoi). and hot., the

place of most numerous representation of a

species by individuals, or of a genus by species :

the focus of a generic area. See generic.

metropolitan (met-ro-pol'i-tan), . and n. [=
F. mctrnpolittiin = Sp. Pg. It. metro/iolitaiio, <

LL. mctropolitiinim, of a metropolis, < metropo-
/M, a metropolis : see mrtrojioliit.] I. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to a metropolis, in any sense:

residing in or connected with a metropolis: as,

metrofiolitan enterprise ; mrtrojiolitan police.
The eclipse

That metropolitan volcanoes make.
Whose Stygian throats breathe darkness all day long.

Covper, Task, III. 727.

2. Of or pertaining to the chief see of an eccle-
siastical province: as, a metropolitan church.
A bishop at that time had power in his own diocese over

all other ministers there, and a metropolitan bishop sun-

dry preeminence above other bishops.
Hooter, Eccles, Polity, viL I 8.

Very near the metropolitan church there are several

pieces of marble entablatures and columns.
Pamela, Description uf the East, II. L 253.

Metropolitan district. See dufrit*.

II. n. 1. A citizen of the mother city or pa-
rent state of a colony. See metropolis. I .

Both metropolitan! and colonists styled themselves He!-

lens, and were recognised as such by each other.

Qnte, Hist. Oreece, II. SIS.

2. Ecrlcs. : (a) In the early Christian church.
the bishop of the municipal capital of a prov-
ince or eparchy, who had a general ecclesims-
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tical superintendence over the bishops and metrorrhea, metrorrhcea (me-tro-re'a), ,. 3. Natural temperament; specifically, a mascu-

churches
P
ofhs province, confirmed, ordained. [NL. meti-oirtoa, < Gr. rfrpa, womb, + /*>, line and ardent temperament ; spirit; courage,

and when necessary excommunicated the bish- flow.] A morbid discharge from the uterus, ardor; enthusiasm,

ops, and convened and presided over the pro- as of mucus.

vincial synods. The superiority in rank of the bishops metrOSCOpe (me tro-skop), n. [< Gr.

of the principal sees was so early established that many womb, + OKCHTSIV, view.] An instrumi
. ...^ principal sees was so early established that many womb, -I- cuoneiv, view.J ATI instrument for

authorities have held that the office of metropolitan (in- listening to the sounds made by the heart of the

eluding also
uiider^

this
^tiHe

the
t̂ tes^ofjra^archal fetus in the womb through the vagina,.

tfonu^totheairtatian^mperorB a metropolitan ranked metrOSCOpy (me-tros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. fi^Tpa,

above an ordinary bishop and below a patriarch or exarch, womb, + -OKoma, < OKOTTEIV, view : see metro-

la medieval times the power of most of the metropolitans scot)e _-\ Investigation of the uterus,
in western countries became much diminished, while that Me^ro^idereffi (me''tro-si-de're-e), n. pi. [NL.

(Bentham and Hooker, 1865), < Metrosideros +
-ea3.~] A subtribe of plants of the natural order

Myrtaeece, the myrtle family, typified by the ge-

nus Metrosideros. It is characterized by many free

stamens, arranged in one or many series, or connate in

of the diocesan bishops and the pope was relatively in-

creased. See archbishop and primate.

By consent of all churches, . . . the precedency in each

province was assigned to the Bishop of the Metropolis, who
was called the first Bishop, the Metropolitan.

Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

The bishops [of Cyprus] were . . . subjected to the Latin

metropolitan, who was bound to administer justice among
them. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 167.

(6) In modern usage, in the Roman Catholic and
Caledonl .

other episcopal churches, any archbishop who Metrosideros (me
" tro - si - de '

ros), n.

,
,

clusters, opposite the petals, myrtle-like or large and fea-

fou"d in

They . . . tell me flatly I am no proud Jack, like Falstaff ;

but a Corinthian, a lad of mettle.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 13.

Her [a falcon's] mettle makes her careless of danger.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 25.

The winged courser, like a generous horse,
Shows most true mettle when you check his course.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 87.

To put one on or to his mettle, to put one's spirit, cou-

rage, or energy to the test.

It puts us on our mettle to see our old enemies the French

taking the work with us.

Lever, Davenport Dunn, xin. (Hoppe.)

Not that we slacken in our pace the while, not we : we
rather put the bits of blood upon their mettle.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxxvi. (Hoppe.)

mettled (met'ld), a. [Formerly spelled metaled;
- + -gfja.1 Full of mettle or 0011-

The archbishops of Canterbury and York are both metro-

politans. Hook.

An Oath of obedience to the metropolitan . . . was added
to the Oath of Supremacy.

Jt. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvi.

has bishops under his authority.

These be, lo, the verye prelates and bysshoppes metro-

politanes and postles of theyr sects.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1091. ..

of the natural
order Myrta-
eece and the
tribe Septo-

spermece, type

(c) In the Greek Church, the bishop of the muni- of the subtribe

cipal capital of a province, who is in rank inter-

mediate between a patriarch and a bishop or

titular archbishop.
At length the gilded portals of the sanctuary are re-

opened, and the Metropolitan, attended by the deacons,
comes forward, carrying the Holy Eucharist.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 197.

3f. A chief city; a metropolis.
It IAmiens] is ... the metropolitan of Picardy.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 15.

[NL.
(Banks, 1788), < Gr. fifirpa, the pith or heart of a

tree, lit. womb, + ai&ripos, iron : see sklerite."] A
genus ofplants

metropolitanate (met-ro-pol'i-tan-at), n. [<

ML. "metropolitanatvs, < 'LL. meiropolitanus, a

Metrosiderece.
They are trees
or shrubs, some-
times climbers

a few climb-

ing when young,
and independent
when old. The
ovules are ar-

ranged in many
series, and hori-

zontal or ascend-

ing; the leaves are

opposite and fea-

Ironwood (Metrosidcros vera).

metropolitan: see metropolitan.'] The office or

see of a metropolitan bishop.
As his wife she [Heloisa] closed against him [Abelard]

that ascending ladder of ecclesiastical honours, the prior-

ate, the abbacy, the bishopric, the metropolitanate, the car-

dinalate, and even that which was beyond, and above all.

Milman, Latin Christianity, viii. 5.
species"are"known in cultivation. Nine fossil species of

metrODOlitanism (met-ro-pol'i-tan-izm), n. this genus have been described, chiefly from the European

The State of being a metropolis or great city. Tertiary, butoneoccursintheMiddleCretaceousofGreen-

The return of New York to oil-light illumination is not metrotome (me
'

tro-tom), n. [< Gr. jinrpa,
very encouraging to braggers of

"^"g^^ ^^ 4_ womb, +
To/iof, cutting, < TC/J.VCIV, rafieiv, cut,]

... In sura., an instrument used to divide the neck
metropolltanize (met-ro-pol i-tan-iz),>. t; pret.
and pp. metropolitanized, ppr. metropolitanizing.

[< metropolitan + -ize.~] To impart the character

of a metropolis to; render metropolitan.
The intermediate space [between Philadelphia and New

York] must be metropolitanized.
Philadelphia Press, Jan. 5, 1870.

metropolitet (me-trop'o-lit), n. and a. [< LL.

metropolita, a bishop in a metropolis, < LGr. fa/-

Tpoiro'AiTtif, a native of a metropolis, a bishop in

a metropolis, < Gr. ,i?rpo7ro/l(f , metropolis : see

metropolis.] Same as metropolitan.
The whole Countrey of Russia is termed by some by the

name of Moscouia the Metropolite city.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 479.

metropolitic (met-ro-pol'i-tik), a. [< ML. me-

tropoliticus, ( LGr. //^rpoTTOAm/cdV, ^ //^rpoTro/Ur^f,

a bishop in a metropolis: see metropolite.']
Same as metropolitical.

Canterbury, then honoured with the metropolitic see,

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, xviii.

Tno-rrnnnlitiVal Cmpfro no lir'i Val) n f<mft- yields seeds wmcn serve as a vegetaoie ivory.

^wom?c + aJ\II Canine to or bei a mettadelt, . [< It.tafl!e a,aliquidmeasure.]
-a?.] 1. Fertami i A meagur^ of wine> containing one quart and

rage;
In manhood he is a mettled man,
And a mettle-man by trade.

Robin Hood and the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. 237).

I am now come to a more chearful Country, and amongst
a People somewhat more vigorous and metaled, being not

so heavy as the Hollander, or homely as they of Zealand.

Hou-ell, Letters, I. i. 12.

A horseman, darting from the crowd,
Spurs on his mettled courser proud.

Scott, Marmion, i. 3.

mettlesome (met'1-sum), a. [< mettle + -some.']

Full of mettle or spirit ; courageous; fiery.

Jockies have particular Sounds and Whistles, and

Stroakings, and other Methods to sooth Horses that are

mettlesome. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 247.

mettlesomely (met'l-sum-li), adv. In a mettle-

some manner
;
with spirit.

mettlesomeness (met'1-sum-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being mettlesome or spirited.
metusiast (me-tu'si-ast), n. [< Gr. fierovaia, par-

ticipation, communion, < pera, along with, +
ovnia, being, substance, < ovaa, ppr. fern, of nvcu,

be.] One who maintains the doctrine of tran-

substantiation. [Rare.]

ther-veined ; the flowers are usually showy, prevailingly

red, strongly marked by their crown of very numerous

long erect stamens, and borne in dense terminal three-

forked cymes. There are about 20 species, growing chiefly Tne jfetusiasts and Papists.
In the Pacific islands, from New Zealand to the Sandwich T Rogers, On the Thirty-nine Articles, p. 289. (Dames.)
Islands, one species each in tropical Australia, the Indian i_ i j
archipelago, and South Africa. M. vera is the iron-tree of metwandt (met wond), n. An obsolete torm
Java, and M. robwsta the rata of New Zealand. Various of metewand.

ffietzgeria(mets-je'ri-a),. [NL.(Raddi,1820),
named after Johann Metzger, a German bota-

nist.] A small, widely diffused genus of dioe-

cious jungennanniaeeous Hepaticce, the type of

the former order Metzgerieos. The capsule is ovate,

the antheridia one to three, inclosed by a one-leafed in-

volucre on the under side of the midrib.

TNL (Rott- Metzgeriese (mets-je-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Nees
von Esenbeek, 1833-38), < Metzgeria + -ece.~] A
former tribe of JungermanniacecK, typified by
the genus Metzgeria.

ttnui

(mg-trok'si-lon), n.Z tne pith or heart of a tree,
+ WQd J A genug of palmgi known to

older writers as Saqus (Blume), of the tribe

Lepidocaryece and the subtribe Calamece. They meum1 (me um).
bear fruit but once, and are characterized byrpbust stems
and branching spikes. They are large trees with terminal

suberect pinnately cut leaves having opposite linear-Ian-

ceolate segments; the spadix has a coriaceous prickly

spathe. Seven species are known, indigenous in the

[L neut. of metis, mine,
< me (gen. mei, ace. me), me : see me 1

-.] Mine
;

that which is mine. Meum and ttium, mine and
thine ; what is one's own and what is another's : as, his

j<jeas ( memn and tuum are somewhat confused (a hu-
. , morous way of insinuating dishonesty).

Malay archipelago, New Guinea, and the Fiji Islands.
]vieuln2 (me'um), TO. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),

M. terns and M. Rumphii, natives of Siam, the Malayan
* ~~

) , n smo-npl Hpnce lilt mewl i
islands, etc., are the proper sago-palms. The former grows v L,.meum,<.

(jr./ijoj-

'

spignei. i( uu,.mew .j

A genus of umbelliferous plants of the tribe

Keselineee and the subtribe Settnece. It is charac-
from 25 to 60 feet high, and has a rather thick trunk, cov-

ered with leaf-scars, which bears a graceful crown of large

pinnate leaves, from the center of which arise the pyrami-
dal flower-spikes. The latter is a much smaller tree, fur-

ther distinguished by the sharp spines borne on its leaves

and flower-sheaths. These trees flower when about fifteen

years old, and require nearly three years to ripen their

fruit, after which they die. (See mgo.) M. Rumphii is a

littoral tree which forms dense growths ; M. Icems grows in

swamps. M. amicarum, a species in the Friendly Islands,

yields seeds which serve as a vegetable ivory.

metropolis; metropolitan.
This is the chief or metropolitical city of the whole

island. R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 332).

2. Eceles., pertaining to the rank, office, or see
of a metropolitan.
The erection of a power in the person of Titus, a metro-

political power over the whole island of Crete.

Abp. Bancroft. Sermons, p. 4. (Latham.)

Mepeham himself fell a victim to the pope's policy, for

he died of mortification at being repelled in his metro-

political visitation by Grandison, bishop of Exeter, who
announced that the pope had exempted him from any
such jurisdiction. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 384.

Canterbury is . . . the metropolitical cathedral i. e., the
cathedral of the metropolitan. X. and Q., 5th ser., X. 397.

metrorrhagia (me-tro-ra'ji-a), . [NL., < Gr.

firfrpa, womb (see matrix), H- -payia, < fayvbvat,

break, burst.] Uterine hemorrhage; an effu-

sion of blood from the inner surface of the
uterus in the menstrual period, or at other times.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 28.

terized by an oblong fruit, with the ribs very much raised

and partially winged, by having no oil-tubes, and by the

face of the seed being concave or furrowed. There is but
a single species, M. athamanticum, which grows in the

mountainous parts of central and western Europe. It is a

smooth herb, known as spignel or baldmoney, also as mew,
micken, and beancort, and bears a tuft of radical leaves, the

segments of which are deeply cut into numerous very ftne

but short lobes, so that they have the appearance of being
whorled or clustered along the stalk. The flowers are

white or purplish, and grow in compound umbels.

nearly half a pint, two of which make a flask, meute, w. See mtitcS

Baileti 1731 mevablet, A Middle English form of movable.

metteH. An obsolete preterit of meeft. mevet, v. A Middle English form of move.

mettle (met'l), . [A former vernacular spell- mevy (mev'i), n.; pi. mevies (-iz). [A dial. dim.

ing of metal, in all uses; now confined to fig.
of weifl.] A sea-mew; a gull.

!.] If. Same as metal. About his sides a thousand sea gulls bred,

Johnie Armstrang (Child's Ballads, VI. 43). mew 1

(mu), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) maw, dim. mery ;

2. Physical or moral constitution; material.

My name is John Little, a man of good mettle ;

Ne'er doubt me, for I'll play my part.
Robin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads. V. 221).

Every man living . . . shall assuredly meet with an hour
of temptation, a certain critical hour, which shall more es-

pecially try what mettle his heart is made of.

Smith, Sermons, VI. vii.

Romsdal's Horn . . . will try the mettle of the Alpine
Club when they have conquered Switzerland.

Froude, Sketches, p. 83.

< ME. mewe, maice, mowe, < AS. mcew, in glosses
also mean, meti, meg = MD. D. meeitw = MLG.
mewe, LG. mewe = OHG. meli, mer/i (G. metre,

mliwe, < LG.) = Icel. mar = Sw. mctt-e = Dan.

ninaye (of. F. dial, mauwe, F. dim. moiictte, <

Teut.), a mew; perhaps orig. imitative of the

bird's cry.] A gull ;
a sea-mew. See cut under

Here it is only the mew that wails.

Tennyson, The Sea-Fairies.



mew
mew'2 (raii). r. i. [Formerly also meaic ; also

with (HIT. proll. mime, mi/ilir, ilium, iin-nii ; I).

lllilltinri-li = Mill!, iinlirili. lliinii-fil, (i, mil in 11,

iiiiniii'ii = I );i n. iiiiiuir. ii/iiirr = \\ . mi'iriini . men ;

also froi). ;//. niiinil, i-\f. (see mrirl); cf. Slav.
Sorv. iiniiil.iili I'.. I. iiiiiiin--.in' = HUBS. HII/IIII-

kat(, mew; Hind, iniydun. mewing; imitative
of a cat's peculiar cry.] To cry as a cat.

Thrice the brinded cat hath meic'd.

Skat., Macbeth, Iv. 1. 1.

To cry mewl. See cry.

mew'-* (mu), n. [Formerly also meaa; from the

verb.] The cry of a cat.

mew- 1 (mu), r. t. [Karly mod. E. also muc ; < ME.
iniiri'ii, < OF. iiiiii'r, change, molt, < L. mature,

change : see in/i/i '-', iiinli". Cf. mew*, n. and r.J
To change (the covering or dross) ; especially,
to shed, as feathers; molt.

With that he gan hire humbly to salewe
With dredeful chere, and oft his hewesm!.

Chaucer, Trollus, 11. 1258.

M c-t hi nk* I tee her as an eagle muiny her mighty youth,
and kindling her undazl'd eyes at the (nil raid-day beam.

MUton, AreopnKitica.

'Tls trae, I was u lawyer,
But 1 have mew'd that coat ; 1 hate a lawyer.

Beau, and /'/., Little French Lawyer, ih. 2.

Forsooth, they say the king has //,..//

All his gray beard. /'..;,/ Broken lleart, U. 1.

mew* (mu), . [Early mod. E. also mue; <ME.
meice, miewe, mue, < OF. mue, F. mue = Pr. Sp.

Pg. It. muda, a molting, a cage for birds when
molting, a mew for hawk* ( M I ,. mubi), < muer,
change, molt: see utete3, miite^, mute3.] 1. A
cage for birds while mewing or molting; hence,

any cage or coop for birds, especially for hawks.
Krcsah as blyve

As thai be take unhurt, with IIII or V
Of thrusshes tamed, putte hem In this mewe,
To doo disport among thees gestcs newe.

PaUadiiu, Husbondrle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 21 .

The first that devised a barton & mue to keepe foule,
was M. Leneus Strabo, a gentleman of Rome, who made
such an one at Brindis, where he had enclosed birds of all

kinds. Holland, tr. of Pliny, x. 50.

As the haggard, clolster'd in her mew,
To scour her downy robes.

Quartet, Emblems, ill. 1.

Hence 2. An inclosure ; a close place ;
a place

of retirement or confinement.
Where griesly Night, with visage deadly sad, . . .

She nudes forth commlng from her darksome mew,
Where she all day did hide her hated hew.

Spenner, V. Q., L V. 21).

Therefore to your Mew:
Lay down your weapons, heer s no Work for you.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., The Vocation.

St. A place where fowls were confined for fat-

tening.
Ful many a fat partrich hadde he in mewe.

Chaucer, Geu. Prol. to C. T., 1. S4i).

4. ill. A stable. See mevs1
.

I wold fayne my gray horse wer kept in mewe for gnattys.
Pattnn Letter* (\m\ III. 12.

In mew', in close keeping ; In confinement ; in secret.

Kepe not thi tresure aye llosyd in mewe;
sucne old tresure wyll i!r shame ynowe.
Boo** of Precedence (E. E. T. s., extra ser.), i. B9.

mew 1 (mu). r. t. [Early mod. E. also mue; <

MI *, .] To shut up; confine, as in a cage or
other iuclosure ; immure.

lie meipde hir up as men tnew hawkett.

Taming of a Shrew (Child's Ballads. VIII. 185).

Mere pity that the eagle should be mew'd,
\\ liili kites and buzzards prey at liberty.

Slialt., Rich. III., 1. 1. 132.

They keep me meic'd up here, as they meic mad folks,
No company but my afflictions.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, tv. 5.

mew5 (mu). An obsolete or dialectal preterit of
(Hini'l. Hnlliiri'll. [Prov. Eug.]
mew", a. A dialectal variant of wioM?2 .

mew" (mu). . [Ult. < L. mi'iiui. spignel: soo

Mfiiiii-.} The herb spignel.
mewer (mu'er), . [<

- + -rr 1 .] One who
or that which mews or cries. Cotgrave.
mewett, a. s-e mute1

.

mew-gull (rou'gul), H. Same as wrw-l; some-
t imos. spocilically. Lit rus i-nnia.

mewl (mul), r. i. [Formerly also meairl, also
\villi dill', pron. initial, inijinil (cf. F. miauler =
Sp. mtiulltir, null/in- = It. mintinliirr. miaijultirr.

mewl, etc.); freq. of wcw2
.] If. To cry as a

cat; mew. Cotgrarc. 2. To cry as a child.

At first the Infiint,

Mrrclinn and puking in the nurse's arms.

CMk, As you Like it. ii. 7. 144.

Our future Ciceros are mewting infants.
/-'. Kterett, Orations, I. 419.

mewl (mul), H. [< meu-l, r.] The cry of achild.

A woman's voice and a baby's ineirl were heard.
Mrs. Anne Harsh, Rose of Ashurst, 111. (Hoppe.)
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mewler (mu'ler). . [Formerly also meaifler;
< Hii-irl + -cr 1

.] One who crys or mewls.
mews 1 (muz), n. j>l. [Formerly also mues ; pi.
of mew*, n., 4.] 1. The royal stables in Lou-
don, so called because built where the mews of

the king's hawks were situated
; hence, a place

where carriage-horses are kept in large towns.

The Jfeu* at Charing-cross, Westminster, ! so called
from the word Mew. which in the falconer's language It

the name of a place wherein the hawks are pat at the moult -

ing time, when they ca&t their feathers. The king's hawks
were kept at this place as early as the year 1377, an. 1

Richard II.; but A. D. 15S7, the 27th year of Henry VIII
it was converted into stables for that monarch's horses, ana
the hawks were removed.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 96.

There was some disturbance last night In consequence
of the mob assembling round the King's ineu-, where the
rest of the battalion that had marched to Portsmouth still

remained. OreviUe, Memoirs, Juue 10, 1820.

2. [Used as a singular.] An alley or court in

which stables or mews are situated: as, he lives

up a mews.

Mr. Turveydrop's great room . . . was built into a nwin
at the kirk. Dickens, Bleak House, xlv.

The meat of London, Indeed, constitute a world of their
own. They are tenanted by one class coachmen and
grooms, with their wives and families men who are de-

voted to one pursuit, the care of horses and carriage*.
Mayheic, London Labour and London Poor, II. 283.

mews'2,
n. A dialectal form of OTOSI. Ualli-

u-ell. [Prov. Eng.]
mewtt, See routes.

Mexican (mek'si-kan), n. and n. [= F. Meii-
cain = It. Slexicano = Sp. Mejicano = Pg. Mez-

icano, < NL. Mexicaniis, of Mexico; < Mexico

(Sp. Mejico).] I. a. Native or pertaining to

Mexico, a republic lying south of the United
States, or to its inhabitants Mexican asphalt.
Same as chapapote. Mexican banana, crow, eleml,
etc. See the nouns. Mexican clover. See Itirhardia.

Mexican embroidery, a kind of embroidery In use for
the decoration of towels, table-cloths, etc., done with a

simple stitvh and In outline patterns, and especially adapt-
ed to washable materials. The name is derived from tne

angular and grotesque character of the design, suggesting
ancient Mexican carving. Mexican goose, Illy, mul-
berry, onyx, orange-flower, persimmon, poppy. See
the nouns. Mexican pottery, pottery made by the in-

habitants of Mexico before the Spanish conquest, com-

prising utensils, and also Idols and images of grotesque
character. Spanish writers of the sixteenth century speak
with admiration of the pottery found In use In Mexico by
the Spanish Invaders. The few specimens that have been

spared to the present day have been found In tombs, and
occasionally among the ruins of temples. Mexican anil-

ling. See M<2, 7. Mexican tea, a weedy plant, Chtnopo-
dium ambronoiden, naturalized In the I niu-d states from
tropical America. Also callediespetlally the varietyai;W
intnrwum) vonnteed. Mexican thistle, tiger-flower,
etc. See the nouns. Mexican turkey, Meleayrit mexi-
cana, the supposed original of the domestic turkey. See

turkey. Mexican Vine. Same as Madeira-vine. Mexi-
can weasel. Same as kintajau. Mexican whisk. Same
as broom-root.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mexico.

Meyt, An obsolete form of May*.
meynet, See meiny.

meynealt, An obsolete form of menial.

Meynert's commissure. Same as commissura
biiititlis of Mi'ijnert (which see, under commin-

mrtt),
meynpernourt, . A variant of mainpernor.
meynpriset, . See nuiinprise.

meyntt. An obsolete preterit and past partici-

ple of mingi.
meyntenet, r. An obsolete variant of >ni-
tuiii.

meyntenourt, An obsolete variant of min-
tililirr.

meynyt, . See meiny.

mezail, . See mesail.

mezeledt, mezeldt, . See meseled.

Mezentian (me-zen'shian), a. [< Mi;<n tins (see
def.) + -<i.] 'Relating to Mezentius, a myth-
ical Etruscan king, noted for his cruelty, al-

leged to have formed an alliance with the Rutu-
liaus.

Spared from the curse of the imperial system and the
Mezentian union with Italy, ... It [England] developed
its own common laws. Slubbt, Const. Hist., I. 6.

mezereon (me-ze're-on). w. [< F. mt';i'r<
: n =

Sp. mezereon, < AT. and Pers. ><lrni/H. the

camellia.] An O1<1 World shrub. Daphne M' <

rruai. See cut under Dujilint ._ Mezereon bark.
See baric-.

mezereum (me-ze're-um), H. [XL.: see meze-

'('>.] SameM mtaereon.

mezquite, ". Soc n-s<iuit-.

mezuzah tme-/d'/.jj). .: pi. me:u:tli (-zoth).

[Hob.] Among the .lows, an emblem consist-

ing of a pieoo of parchment, inscribed on one
siilo with the words found in Dent. vi. 4-9 and
x i . 1 ;i - L' 1 . on the other with "

Shaddai,
" ' the Al-

mezzotlnt

mighty,' and so placed in a small hollow cylin-
der thiit the diviiif name is visible through, an
opening covered by a glass. ihi i->llndrr Is affixed
to the right-hand door-post In Jewish houses. The Jews
believed that the mezuzah had the virtue of an amiili-r In

protecting a house from disease and evil spirit*.

Every pious Jew, as often as he puses the metutah. In

leaving the house or In entering It, touches the divine
name with the finger of his right hand, puts U to his
month, and kisses It, laving In Hebrew "The Lord shall

preserve thy going out and thy coming In from this time
forth, and even for evermore

"
(Pa. cut. 8).

McClintodc and Strong, Cjrc.

mezza, a. See >/<

mezza-majolica (med'zft-ma-jori-ktt), n. Early
Italian pottery of decorative character similar
to that of true majolica, but less ornamental.

Mezza-majolica. Italian, 171(1 century.

(a) Pottery painted and glazed, but without enamel. (6)

Pottery having the enamel and richly painted, but without
metallic luster.

mezzanine (mez'a-nin), M. [< F. mezzanine, <

It. mrzzanino, < mezzo, middle: see mezzo.] In
arch.: (a) A story of diminished height intro-

duced between two higher stories ; an entresol.
See cut under entresol, (b) A window less in

height than in breadth; a window in an en-
tresol.

mezzo i med'zo), a.; fern. ie.rr (med'zS). [It., <

L. nifdiu*, middle: see/wirfl, mnlium.'] In niustr,

middle
;
half

;
mean

;
moderate. Abbreviated

A/. Mezza manloa, a half-shift In violin-playing.
Mezza orchestra, with but half the instruments of an
orchestra Mezza voce, with but half the voice; not loud.

Mezzo forte, moderately loud. Abbreviated m.t.

Mezzo piano, moderately soft. Abbreviated mp.- Mez-
zo punto. Same as Gueute lace (which see, under laee\

Mezzo-soprano, a voice or a voice-part of a compass
between those of the soprano and the alto; a low soprano,
especially one with a larger, deeper natural quality than
a true soprano. Mezzo-soprano clef, a C clef when
placed on the second line of the star?. Mezzo staccato,
moderately or half staccato. Mezzo-tenore, a voice or
a voice-part of a compass between those of the tenor and
the bass ; a low tenor ; more usually called a barytone,
though the latter is rather a high bass than a low tenor.

mezzo-riliero (med'zo-re-lya'vo), . [It., <

mezzo, middle, half, + riliero, relief: see relief.]
1. In sculp., relief higher than bas-relief but
lower than alto-rilievo

;
middle relief. 2. A

piece of sculpture in such relief.

mezzotint (mez'o- or med'zo-tint), n. [< It.

me::<itint<>, < MMV, middle, h'alf, + tinto (< L.

linctmt), painted, pp. of tinyere, paint: see tint,

tinge.] A method of engraving on copper or
steel of which the essential feature is the bur-

nishing and scraping away, to a variable extent.
of a uniformly roughened surface consisting of
minute incisions, accompanied by a bur, pro-
duced by an instrument called a rraillear rofker.
This surface la left nearly undisturbed In the deepest shad -

ows of the subject, hut is partially removed In the middle
tints, and completely in the highest lights. Thus treated,
the plate, when Inked, prints impressions graded in light
and shade according to the requirements of the design,
from a rich velvety and perfectly uniform Mack np through
every variation of tone to brilliant white, or showing, when
desirable, the sharpest contrasts between the extremes.
This style of engraving. Invented by Van Siegen, a Dutch-
man, In 1043, though erroneously ascribed to his pupil
Prince Rupert, has been pursued with most success In Eng-
land. The defect of the process Is that It does not admit
of clear and sharp delineation of forms: hence in modern
practice the outline of the design is strongly etched with
acid before the cradle is used, and texture is often given
to the finished plate by lines produced by dry-point etch

lug.



mezzotint

This afternoon Prince Rupert shew'd me with his owne
hands y(

' new way of graving call'd Mezzo Tinto.

Evelyn, Diary, March 13, 1661.

Mezzotint print, in photog. ,
a picture having some resem

blance in texture, finish, or effect to a mezzotint engrav-

ing. See the quotation.

Others modify the effects and soften their paper prints

by interposing a sheet of glass, of gelatin, of mica, or of

tissue paper between the negative and the paper ; in this

way are made the so-called Mezzotint Prints.

Lea, Photography, p. 194.

mezzotint (mez'o- or med'zo-tint), v. t. [< mez-

zotint, .] To engrave in mezzotint; represent
in or as if in mezzotint.

How many times I had lingered to study the shadows
of the leaves mezzotinted upon the turf.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 54.

Painted by Kneller in 1716, and mezzotinted a year later

by Smith. ScrOmer's Mag., III. 642.

mezzotinter (mez'o- or med'zo-tin-ter), n. An
artist who works in mezzotint; an engraver of

mezzotints.

1700. Mr. John Smith ; The best mezzotinter, . . . who
united softness with strength, and finishing with freedom.

Walpole, Catalogue of Engravers, V. 202.

mezzotinto (med-zo-tin'to), n. and v. Same as

mezzotint.

mf. In music, the abbreviation of mezzo forte.

M. F. H. An abbreviation of Master of Fox-
hounds.

M. ft. [Abbr. of L. misturafiat: mistura, mix-
ture

; fiat, 3d pers. sing. subj. pres. of fieri, be
done: see fiat.'] In phar., let a mixture be
made : used in medical prescriptions.

Mg. In chem., the symbol for magnesium.
M. G. (a) An abbreviation of Major-General,
(b) In musical notation, an abbreviation of the

French maingauche (left hand), indicating that

a note or passage is to be played with the left

hand.

Mgr. An abbreviation of Monsignor or of Mon-

seigneur.
M. H. G. An abbreviation of Middle High Ger-

man. In the etymologies in this work it is writ-

ten more briefly MUG.
mho (mo), n. [A reversed form of ohm."] A
term proposed by Sir William Thomson for the
Tinit of electrical conductivity. It is the con-

ductivity of a body whose resistance is one ohm.
milometer (mom'e-ter), n. [< mho + Gr. /-
T/>OV, measure.] An instrument for measuring
electrical conductivities.

mi (me), n. [It., etc., orig. taken from the first

syllable of L. mirti: see gamut."] In solmization,
the syllable used for th e third tone of the scale .

In the scale of C this tone is E, which is there-
fore sometimes called mi in France, Italy, etc.
Mi contra fa, in medieval music, the interval of the

tritone, "the devil in music": so named because it oc-

curred between mi (B) of the " hard
"
hexachord and fa

(F) of the " natural
"
hexachord : see hexachord and tri-

tone. Also called si contra fa.

miana-bug (mi-an'a-bug), n. [< Miana, a town
in Persia, + E. bug^."] A kind of tick, Argon
persicus, of the family Ixodidce, whose bite is

very painful and said to be even fatal. See

Argas.
miaouli (mi-ou'li), . [Malay (?).] The volatile

oil of Melaleuca flaviflora. It closely resem-
bles cajeput-oil.

miargyrite (ml-ar'ji-rit), n. [< Gr. /iw'uv, less,
+ apyvpof, silver. + -ite2.] In mineral., a sul-

phid of antimony and silver, occurring in mono-
clinic crystals of an iron-black color with dark

cherry-red
streak.

miarolitic (mi-ar-o-lit'ik), a. [< Qtr. /uapit,

stained, impure, + JUtof, stone.] A word in-

troduced by Kosenbusch to designate the struc-
ture of rocks of the granitic family, where the

magma in assuming a crystalline character has
shrunk in dimensions so as to leave numerous
small cavities, giving the mass a structure
somewhat analogous to that commonly desig-
nated as saccharoidal, as in the case of meta-
morphic limestone, and also to that to which
the name drusy is sometimes applied.
mias (ml'as), n. [Malay.] A native name of the

orang-outang. The natives distinguish three kinds,
mias-pappan, mias-ltassar, and mias-rombi, which are,
however, not scientifically determined to be differentfrom
one another. A. R. Wallace.

miaskite, miascite (mi-as'klt), n. [< Minsk,
in Siberia, where the rock is found, + -ite2.]

In petrog. See elteolite-syenite.
miasm (mi'azm), re. [< F. miasme = Sp. Pg. It.

miasma, < NL. miasma, < Gr. [tlaa/ia, stain, pol-
lution (cf. iuan[i6f, stain), < /uaiveiv, stain, dye,
taint, pollute.] Same as miasma.
The plague is a malignant fever, caused through pesti-

lential miasms insinuating into the humoral and consis-
tent parts of the body. Harvey, Consumptions.
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miasma (mi-az'ma), H.; pi. miimmalri (-ma-ta).

[NL. : see miasm"] The emanations or effluvia

arising from the ground and floating in the at-

mosphere, considered to be infectious or other-

wise injurious to health
;
noxious emanations ;

malaria. Also called aerial poison.
miasmal (ml-az'mal), a. [< miasm + -al."]

Containing miasma; miasmatic: as, miasmal

swamps.
miasmatic (mi-az-mat'ik). a. [= F. miasma-

tique = Sp. miasmdtico = Pg. It. miasmatico, <

NL. miasma(t-): see miasm."] Pertaining to or

of the nature of miasma ; affected, caused by,
or arising from noxious effluvia; malarious:

as, miasmatic exhalations ;
miasmatic diseases ;

a miasmatic region. Miasmatic fever. See/*ri.
miasmatical (mi-az-mat'i-kal), a. [< miasmatic
+ -al.] Same as miasmatic.

miasmatist (ml-az'ma-tist), n. [< miasma(t-)
+ -is*.] One who is versed in the phenomena
and nature of noxious exhalations; one who
makes a special study of diseases arising from
miasmata.
miasmatous (ml-az'ma-tus), . [< mia,tma(t-)
+ -OH*.] Generating miasma: as, stagnant
and miasmatous pools.

miasmology (mi-az-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /liaopa

(see miasm) + -Aoy/o, < teyeiv, speak : see

-ology.] A treatise on miasma
;

the science

that treats of miasmata. Im]>. Diet.

miasmous (mi-az'mus), a. [< miaxma

Miasmal; miasmatic.

The moremma, where swamps and woods cover cities

and fields, and some herds of wild cattle and then- half

savage keepers are the only occupants of a fertile but
miamnou* desert.

J. P. Maha/y, Harper's Mag., LXVIII. 902.

Miastor (mi-as'tpr), . [NL., < Gr.
fudarupj

a

guilty wretch, also an avenger, < fuaivuv, stain,

defile, pass, incur defilement: seeraiosw.] A re-

markable genus ofnemocerous dipterou s insect s
of the family Cecidomyida; having moniliform

eleven-jointed antennae, short two-jointed pal-

pi, and the wings with three veins, the middle
one of which does not reach the apex. M. metro-

lota is an example. This species reproduces agamically.
The larvte, which are found under bark, develop within
themselves other similar larvae, which again reproduce
themselves, until this chain of asexual reproduction ends

by the passing of the larva to the pupa state, from which
sexual individuals arise to pair and lay eggs for a fresh

generation in the usual way. Meinert, 1864.

miau. miaw (miou, mia), v . i. Variant forms of

mew*. Minsheu.
miaul (mi-al'), r. i. [= F. miauler: see mewl.']

To cry as a cat ;
mew.

I mind a squalling woman no more than a miauling kit-

ten. Scott.

There was a cat trying to get at the pigeons In the coop.
It clawed and miauled at the lattice-work of lath.

Howetts, Annie Kilburn, xxix.

(ml'ka), n. [= OF. (and F.) mic = It.

mica, < L. "mica, a crumb, grain, little bit.

Hence ult. miche3 and mie : see mie.~\ A crumb
;

a little bit. E. Phillips, 1706.

mica2 (mi'ka), ii. [= F. mica = Sp. Pg. mica, a

mineral, < NL. mica, a glittering mineral (see

def.), < L. mica, a crumb (cf. mica1 ), prpb.
applied to the mineral on the supposition
that it was related to L. micare, shine, glit-

ter.] 1. One of a group of minerals all of

which are characterized by their very perfect
basal cleavage, in consequence of which they
can be separated easily into extremely thin,

tough, and usually elastic laminae. They occur
in crystals with a prismatic angle of 120, but more com-
monly in crystalline aggregates, often of large plates, but
sometimes of minute scales, having a foliated structure, the
folia being generally parallel, but also concentric, wavy,
and interwoven, and also arranged in stellate or plumose
and sometimes almost fibrous forms. In crystallization the
micas belong to the monoclinic system, but they approxi-
mate very closely in form in part to the orthorhombic
system (e. g. , muscovite), in part to the rhombohedral sys-
tem (e. g., biotite). The micas are silicates of aluminium
with other bases, as iron, calcium, magnesium, potassium,
sodium, lithium ; in some kinds fluorin is present in small
amount. The prominent varieties are muscopite or com-
mon potash mica, the light-colored mica of granite and
similar rocks, and paragonite, which is an analogous soda

species ; biotite, or magnesia mica (including meroxene and
anomite. distinguished according to the position of the

optic axial plane), the black or dark-green mica of granite,
hornblende rocks, etc. ; phlogopite, the bronze-colored spe-
ciescommon in crystalline limestone and serpentine rocks ;

lepidomelane, a black mica containing a large amount of
iron ; and lepidolite, the rose-red or lilac lithia mica occur-

ring commonly in aggregates of scales. (See further under
these names.) The micas enter into the composition of

many rocks, including the crystalline rocks, both meta-

morphic and volcanic (as granite, gneiss, mica-schist, tra-

chyte, diorite, etc.), and sedimentary rocks (as shales and
sandstones), sometimes giving them a laminated structure.
In the sedimentary rocks they are in most cases derived
from the disintegration of older crystalline rocks. Mica

Michaelmas

(mnscovite) is often used in thin transparent plates for

spectacles to protect the eyes in various mechanical proces-
ses, in reflectors, instead of glass in places exposed to heat,
as in head-lights and stove- and lantern-lights, and even
forwindows in Russia(hence called Mitxcoryylass). Ground
to powder, it is combined with varnish to make a glitter-

ing coating for wall-papers, and is used also in preparing
a covering for roofs, and as a packing and lubricator for

machinery. It is often vulgarly called isinglats. The so-

called brittle micas include a number of species, as mar-

garite, seybertite (clintonite), etc., which are related to

the true micas, but are characterized by their brittle folia.

2. In the preparation of kaolin for use in the

manufacture of porcelain, one of the second
set of channels through which a mixture of

water and suspended clay washed out by the

water from the broken clay-bearing rock is

slowly passed to obtain the deposition of flakes

of mica and other foreign substances, and thus
to purify the clay, which is finally allowed to

subside in a series of pits or tanks. Each of the

first set of channels through which the mixture is passed
for the settling of the coarser flakes of mica, etc., is called

a drag. This set of channels is collectively called the drags,
and the second set the micas. See porcelain and kaolin.

Copper mica. Same as chalcophyllite. Lithia mica.
Sameas lepidolite. Mica-powder, giant-powder in which
mica in fine scales takes the place of the silicious earth.

Eissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 353.

mica-. A prefix frequently used in lithology
when the rock in question contains more or

less mica in addition to the other usual con-

stituents. Thus, mica-syenite, a rock differing

very little from ordinary syenite; mica-trap,

nearly the same as minette, etc.

micaceocalcareous (mi-ka/se-6-kal-ka're-us),
a. [< micaceous + calcareous.] In geol., con-

taining mica and lime : specifically noting a

mica-schist contain'ing carbonate of lime.

micaceous (mi-ka'shius), a. [= F. micace =
Sp. micdceo = Pg. It. micaceo, < NL. "micaceus,
< mica, mica: see ica2.] 1. Pertaining to or

containing mica ; resembling mica or partaking
of its properties, especially that of occurring in

foliated masses consisting of separable lami-

nae: as, micaceous structure. 2. Figuratively,

sparkling. Davies. [Kare.]

There is the Cyclopean stile of which Johnson is the

great example, the sparkling or micaciovs possessed by
Hazlitt. Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xxii.

Micaceous iron ore. see iron. Micaceous rocks,
rocks of which mica is the chief ingredient, as mica-slate

and clay-slate. Micaceous schist, mica-schist.

Micaria (ml-ka'ri-a). . Same as Macaria.

mica-schist (mi'kai-shist'), n. A rock made up
of quartz and mica, with a more or less schis-

tose or slaty structure. The relative proportion of

the two minerals differs often very considerably even in

the same mass of rock. The usual mica in a typical mica-
schist is the species called muscovite; this, however, is

sometimes replaced to a certain extent by biotite or par-

agonite. Mica-schist passes readily into talc-schist and
chlorite-schist ; and when feldspar is added to the other
constituents of the rock it becomes gneiss. It is one of

the most abundantly distributed of the so-called crystal-
line or metamorphic rocks, and, with granite, gneiss, and
the other members of the schist family, forms the main
body of the rocks formerly designated as primitive.

mica-slate (mi'ka-slaf), n. The common name
of the rock now usually designated by litholo-

gists as mica-schist.

mice, . Plural of mouse.

mice-eyedt (mis 'id), . Keen-eyed; sharp-
sighted.

A legion of mice-eyed decipherers.
Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 177). (Dames.)

micella (mi-sel'a), n.
; pi. micellae (-e). [NL.,

dim. of L. mica, a crumb, grain: see wica1.]
One of the hypothetical crystalloid bodies or

plates supposed by Niigeli to be the units out
of which organized bodies, more particularly

plants, are built up. These micelte were supposed
to he aggregates of larger or smaller numbers of chemical

molecules, and were determined by the optical properties
exhibited by cell-walls, starch-grains, and various proteid

crystalloids. From their optical properties it was con-

cluded further that they were biaxial crystals, and they
were assigned, as a probable form, that of parallelepipedal

prisms with rectangular or rhomboid bases.

Crystalline doubly refracting particles or micettce, each

consisting of numerous atoms and impermeable by water.

Encyc. Brit,, XII. 12.

micellar (mi-sel'ar), . |X micella + -ar^.~\

Pertaining or relating to micellae.

Xaegeli's micellar hypothesis. Science, VIII. 571.

Mich. An abbreviation of Micliaehuim.

michaelite (ml'kel-It), . [< Michael (St. Mi-

cliarVs, an island of the Azores, where it is

found) 4- -te2.] In mineral., a white, pearly,
fibrous variety of opal.
Michaelmas (mik'el-mas), . [< ME. Michel-

Hirx.sr, Mi/cheimesse, Milielmas, Mihelmasse, My-
lielmassc',< Michel (< F. Michel, < Heb. M(khiTel,

a proper name, signifying 'who is like God' ?)



Michaelmas

+ miinxi; IIK-.IXI-, mass: see i/m.v.v'.J 1. A fes-

tivul celebrated by the Koman Catholic ( 'him-li,

the Anglican, and some other churches on

September L'Oth, in honor of the archangel
Michael. The festival is called in full the Festival or
Foot of St. Hic/mrl ami All Angdt. It appears to have

I i -mat ! I iii ;i lorn! cclclinttinn >r cfU-hrationa, and seems
to have already existed in the fifth century. The <;tv> k

Church dedicates November 6th to St. Michael, St. Gabriel,
and All Angels; the Armenian and Coptic churchei alio
o)>serve this day.

h'ur turtles and lorelles luthcre and goode,
VroMyhel-moMte to Mithel-masseich fyndcniete anddrynke.

fieri MoMMM (C), xvl. 215.

2. September the 29th as one of the four quar-
ter-days in England on which rents are paid.
And when the tenants come to pay their quarter's rent.

They bring some fowl at Midsummer, a dish of tlsh in Lent,
At Christinas a capon, at Michaelma* a goose.

Oatcoiync (1575), quoted in chambers's Book of D.i\ -.

III. 390.

All this, though perchance you read it not till Michael-
nuu, was told you at Mlcham, 1 >t li August, 1007.

Donne, Letters, x.

Michaelmas daisy. See daiu. Michaelmas head-
court. See head-court. Michaelmas moon, the harvest,
moon. JatnieitoH. [Scotch.]

michaelsonite(mik'el-sqn-it). . [Named after
C. A. Mii'liin-lxoii, a Swedish chemist.] In min-

eral., a rare mineral found in the zireonsyenite
of Norway : it is related to allanite.

miche' (mieh),r. . [Formerly also ntycli, nn/cln :

also meech, match, and mooch, mouch; < ME.
miclien, moochen, moiichcn, < OF. muchier, mu-
cier, miuiier, mucer, musser, F. muaser, hide, con-
ceal oneself, skulk.] 1. To shrink from view ;

lie hidden
; skulk

;
sneak.

Straggle up and downe the countrey, or miche in cor-

ners amongest theyr frendes
idlye,

as Carooghs, Bardes.
Jesters. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Yon, sir, that are miching about my golden mines here.

Chapman, Mask of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

I never look'd for better of that rascall
Since he came miching first Into onr house.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

2. To be guilty of anything sly, skulking, or

mean, such as carrying on an illicit amour, or

pilfering in a sneaking way. See michcr.

What made the Gods so often to trewant from Heaucn,
and m/tch hcere on earth, but beautie ?

I. !il/i. Euphues and his England, p. 279.

miche'-'t, and n. A Middle English form of
nuii-li.

miche3
t, See miteli.

michelt, a. and n. See mickle.

Michelangelesque (ml-kel-an-jel-esk'), a. [<
Mii-lii linii/iio (see def.) + -m/w.] Pertaining
to Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564), a fa-

mous Italian sculptor, painter, and architect;

resembling the style of Michelangelo, or be-

longing to his school.

Michelangelism (mi-kel-an'jel-izm), . [<

Michelaiiyelo (see def.) +-;).] The manner or
tendencies in art of Michelangelo Buonarroti.
See Michelangclesqiit,

It shuns the Scylla of nullity and bad taste only to fall

Into the Charybdis of MichelanifeH^nn.
C. C. Perkiiu, Italian Sculpture, p. 850.

Michelia (ml-ke'li-ii), . [NL. (Linnaeus, 1774),
named after Micheli, a Florentine botanist of
the early part of the 18th century.] A genus of

plants of the natural order Magnoliacece and
the tribe Magnoliew, characterized by introrse

anthers, by having the cluster of pistils raised
on a stalk, and by the many-seeded carpels.
They are trees having much the appearance of magnolias,
but with the flowers usually smaller and (with one ex-

ception) axillary, whereas magnolia-flowers are terminal.
Alxmt 12 species are known, natives of tropical and moun-
tainous Asia. The most noteworthy species are M. exctlxa,
the champ, and Jf. Champaca, the champak, both valu-
able economically, the latter a sacred tree in India. See
champ* and ch<iniitk.

michellevyite (me-shel-lev'i-it), n. [Named
after M. Michel Li'ry, a French mineralogist.]A mineral having the composition of barite,
barium sulphate, and probably that species,
but believed by the describer to belong to the
monoclinic system. It is found In a massive cleav-
able form occurring In a crystalline limestone near Per-
kins Mill, Templeton, Province of Quebec, Canada.

michert, . [Also mwlici; mracher; < ME. nii/rli-

er, mechcr; < michel + -ei-1.] One who skulks
or sneaks; a truant; a mean thief.

Chyld, be thou Iyer nother no theffe ;

Be thou no infchrr for myschetfe.
Knbm fioor(E. E. T. S.), p. 401.

Shall the blessed sun of heaven prove a mifher, and eat
blackberries? Shale., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 4M.

micheryt (mich'er-i), . [< MK. miclicrii; < OF.
*mueheric,(. miirhin; inm-lii r, etc.. hide, skulk:
see mic/ie 1

.] Theft; pilfering; cheating.

% Nowe thou shalt full sore able
That like stelthe of mirherir.

ll'iii'-f, Conf. V niant
. V.

miching (mich'ing), . [Also meechiiig, meach-
ii'ij; < ME. michytige; verbal u. of miche^, r.]
The act of skulking or sneaking; the act of pil-

fering or cheating.
For no man of his counsaile knoweth
What he male gette of hi* michynye-

Ooteer, Conf. Annul , v.

Oph.
What means this, my lord'/

Ham. Marry, this is michimj mallecho; It mean* nils-

chief. Shot., Hamlet, III. 2. 149.

We never, Incur whole school course, once played truant ;

but other boys did, and the proces* was freely talked of

among us. We called It muhiny, pronouncing the i in
mich long, as in mile. P. H. Gone, Longman's Mag.

miching (mich'ing), p. a. [Also meeching,wimli-
iin.i: ppr. of mirAcl, .] Skulking; sneaking;
dodging; pilfering; mean.
Sure she has some meechinj rascal In her house.

H'-iiii. and PI., Scomful Lady, IT. 1.

A cat ... grown fat
With eating many a mii-hiiKj mouse.

Herrick, His Orange, or Private Wealth.

But I ain't o' the meechin' kind, thet sets an' thinks fer
weeks

The bottom '* out o' th' univarse coz their own gillpot
leaks. l.inr?lt, Blglow Papers, ?d ser., p. i ::.

"How came the ship to run up a tailor's bill t
"

"Why.
them's mine," said the cap'n, very nieaehin;i.

S. 0. Jevett, Deeph uvcn, p. I.W.

micken (mik'en), n. [Origin obscure.] The
herb spignel : also called Highland mickeii. See
Meum*. [Scotch.]
mickle (mik'l), a. and H. [I. a. Also dial, muckle,
meikle ; < ME. mikel, mekel, mukel, mykel (also
assibilated m itltcl, mechel, muehcl, moehel, >ult.
E. much), < AS. micel, mycel = OS. mikil = OLG.
mikil, MLG. michel=OHG. c/ii7, mihltil, MHG.
michel = Icel. mikill, mykill = Goth, mil.-i/x. great,
= GT.fiiyaf (^tja/-), great, akin to L. magnux,
great (OL. majux, great), compar. major: see
main2

, magnitude, etc., major, mayor, etc. II.

. < ME. mikel.ete., mochct,etc.; partly (in sense
of 'size') < AS. "micelu, mycelu, size (= OHG.
mii-luli, greatness, size, = Goth. mikiH, great-
ness), < micel, mycel, great; and partly the adj.
used as a noun: see I. Mickle is a more orip.

form, now obs. or dial., of the word which by
assibilation and loss of the final syllable has
become much: see much.] I, a. 1. Great;
large.

A ! ini-rc) full maker, full mrklll es thi inighte.
York Playt, p. 3.

He has tane up a meikle stane.
And Hang 't aa far as I cold see.

The Wee Wee Man (Child's Ballads, I. !>>).

O mickle is the powerful grace that lies

In herbs, plants, stones, and their true qualities.
Mink., R. and .1

.
, II. a. 15.

2. Much; abundant.
cruell Boy. alas, how mickle gall

Thy baenfull shaft mingles thy Mell withall
'

Sylvetter, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

There was never sae meikle siller clinked in his purse
either before or since. Scott, Waverley, xriii.

Let me laugh awhile, I've mickle time to grieve.

Keatt, Eve of St. Agnes, xiv.

II. . If. Size; magnitude; bigness.
A wonder wel-farynge knyght, . . .

Of good mnchrl, and ryght yonge therto.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 454.

2. A great deal; a large quantity: as, many
littles make a mickle.

micklet, ''. t. [< ME. mikelen. iiiHclrn, nnn-lii-n,

also assibilated muchelen, < AS. micelian, mic-

lian, micelian, also gemiclian (= OHG. milihilim

= Icel. mikla = Goth, mikiljan), become great,
make great, magnify, < micel. great : see mickle,
n. Cf. much, r.] "fo magnify.
micklenesst (mik'1-nes), . [^ ME. mekilnesse, <

AS. mirelneg, myeelnen, < micel, great: see mickle
and -wess.] Bigness; great size.

After this ther com apone thame thane a grete multi-
tude of swyne, that ware alle of a wonderfulle mekilnette

,

with tuskes of a cubett lenthe.
MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 28. (IlaUiireU.)

micky (mik'i), n.; pi. mickies (-iz). [A dim. of

Mike, a familiar abbreviation of Michael, a, favor-

ite name among Irishmen, from that of St. Mi-
chael. Cf. I'(it, I'addi/. similarly derived from
the name of St. Patrick.'] 1. An Irish boy.
[Slang, U. S.] 2. A young wild bull. [Aus-
tralian.]
There were two or three Mifkiee and wild heifers, who

determined to have their owner's heart's blood.
A. C. Grant, Bush-life in Queensland, L 227.

mico (me'ko), H. [S. Amer.] 1 . A small squir-
rel-like monkey of South America, one of the
marmosets or oustitis, of the genus Hn/mlf or

micro-

Jnci-hux. II. iirgi-nliitiin is white, with black
tail and flesh-colored face and hands. 2.

['"/'.] A genus of marmosets based on this

species.
Miconia (mi-ko'ni-ii), n. [NL. (Ruiz and Pa-
von, 1798), named after D. Micon, a Spanish
botanist.] A large genus of South American
plants of the natural order Melastomace<F and
type of the tribe Micon ietr. it Is characterized by
terminal Inflorescence, 4- or g-pvted flowers with <>htn*e

petal*, and a calyx which ha* a cylindrical tnlu- and usu-
ally a 4- to t) lotted limb. They are tree* or shrubs, with
very variable foliage, and white, rose-colored, purple, or
yellowish flowers, which are small, and grow In terminal
or very rarely lateral clusters. About 400 specie* have
been enumerated, all confined to tropical America. Quite
a number are cultivated for ornament. They aomeibnet
receive the name of Went Indian furrant-lnah.

Miconieae (ml-ko-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1828), < Miconia + -ea:~\ A tribe
of New World plants, belonging to the natural
order Melastomacea; typified by the genus Mi-
conia. It I* characterized by a berry-like or coriaceous
fruit, which breaks open Irregularly ; by the leave* not
being grooved between the primary nerve* ; and by the
anthers opening by one or two pore* or silts, with the
connective usually having no ap]>endages. The tribe In-

cludes 25 genera and nearly 1,000 species, all of which
are Indigenous to tropical America.

micostalis (mi-kos-ta'lis), .; pi. micostalen

(lez). [NL. (Wilder and Gage), < F. micostal

(Straus-Durckheim), supposed to stand for

microcontal, < Gr. fitn/ric, small, + L. conta, rib :

see cental.] A muscle of the fore leg of some
animals, as the cat, corresponding to the hu-
man teres minor.
micrander (mik-ran'der). . [< Gr.jimpk, small,
+ avi/p (avip-), male.] A dwarf male plant
produced by certain confervoid alga>. The an-

drospores, which are peculiar zoospore* produced non-
sexually in special cells of the parent plant, fix themselves
(after swarming) upon the female plant and produce these
very small male plant*.

MicrastUT (mik-ras'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. fttnp6(,

small, + LL. astur, a species of hawk: iteeAs-

tur.~\ A genus of hawks of the family f'alconi-

<Ue and subfamily Acciiiitriiice, established by
G. R. Gray in 1841, having the tarsus reticulated
behind and the nostrils circular with a centric
tubercle. It is peculiar to America, the species
ranging from southern Mexico to Bolivia and
Peru.

Micrathene (mik-ra-the'ne), H. [NL., < Gr. fti-

cpof, small, +'\0i/vti, Athene: see Athene.'] A
genus of Strigidte established by Coues in 1866

;

the elf-owls. It includes the most diminutive of owl*,
with small weak bill and feet, relatively long rounded
wings, square tail with broad rectrices. tarsi feathered only
above, the feet elsewhere covered with bristles, and middle
toe with claw as long a* the tarsus. The type and only
species Is Jf. irhitneyi, an insectivorous owl of arboreal
habits, found in the southwestern United States and part*
of Mexico. It Is only about six Inches long. Alao called

micraulic (mik-ra'lik), n. [< NL. micraulicwx,
< Qt.uixp&c, small, + NL. tiulu, aula: see aula,

2.] Having the aula small ; specifically, of or

pertaining to micraulica.
micraulica (mik-ra'li-ka), . pi. [NL. : see

niii-fiiiilii'.} Animals wtiose aula is small and
whose cerebral hemispheres are vertically ex-

panded. They are amphibians, dipnoans, rep-
tiles, birds, and mammals. Wilder, Amer. Nat.,
Oct., 1887, p. 914.

Micrembryese (mik-rem-bri'e-e), . pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1880). < Gr. /j/xoof , small,
+ l/i,-lpvov, a germ : see embryo.'] A series of
dicotyledonous apetalous plants. It I* charac-
terized by an ovary consisting of a single carpel or of sev-
eral united or distinct carpels, by the ovules being solitary
or rarely several in each carpel, and by the seed baring
copious fleshy or starchy albumen and a very small em-
bryo. It includes 4 orders (Piprrarea, Chfarantharrir,
MyrUieta, and Mnnimiacea\ : genera, nd nearly 1,300
-I- i--.

micrencephalous (mik-ren-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

puip6(, small, + f j'^a/oc, the brain.] Small-
brained; having a small brain.

micristologV (mik-ris-tol'cVji), w.
[<

Gr. funpof,
small. + K. liistoliii/y.] The science which
treats of the minutest organic fibers. Thomas,
Med. Diet.

micro (mi'kro), . [< micro-, as used in Micro-

cnleoptcra, etc.] In entom., any small insect.
Thus, Microcolcoptfra are small beetles, Microdiptm are
small flies, etc.: and in familiar language, when the mean-
ing Is sufficiently determined by the connection, such
word* are abbreviated to micro, when not so determined,
micro always means one of the Microlepidopltra.

micro- (usually mi'kro. but also, better, mik'ro).
[
I,., etc.. )///</./-, < Gr. fwsptf, also Ofuicp6c, small,

little.] An element of Greek origin, meaning
'small, little'; specifically, in physics, a prefix
indicating a unit one millionth part of the unit
it is prefixed to: as, microfarad, microhm, etc. :



Micrococcus prodigiosus.

micro-

in lithoL, indicating that the structure desig-
nated is microscopic in character, or that it is

so minutely developed as not to be recognized
without the help of the microscope, e. g. micro-

granitic, micropegmatitic, microgranulitic. See
these words.

micro-audiphone (ml-kro-a'di-fon), n. [< Gr.

lunpof, small, + E. audiphone.] An instrument for

reinforcing or augmenting very feeble sounds
so as to render them audible.

Microbacterium (mi"kro-bak-te'ri-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. uiKpof, small,'-!- ftaKrijpiov, a little

stick: see bacterium.'] In some systems of

classification, a tribe or division of Schizomy-
cetes, containing the single genus Bacterium,
and characterized by having elliptical or short

cylindrical cells.

microbal (mi'kro-bal), a. Same as mierobial.

But now we have antisepsis of the track and careful cov-

ering of the wound to guard against microbal invasion.
Medical News, LI I. 606.

microbe (mi'krob), . [< F. microbe (C. Sedil-

lot, 1878) (NL. mi-

crobion), intended to

mean ' a small liv-

ing being,' but ac-

cording to the for-

mation 'short-lived'

(cf. Gr. /wcp63a>f,

short-lived), < Gr. /u-

Kpof, small, little, +
/3/of, life.] A minute
living being not dis-

tinguished, primari-
ly, as to its animal
or vegetable nature.
The term is roost frequently applied to various micro-
scopic plants or their spores (particularly Sehizomycetes),

and further has come to
be almost synonymous
with bacterium. Taken in
this latter sense, microbes
are regarded as essential-

ly polymorphous organ-
isms, adapting them-
selves to varied condi-
tions of existence, which
in turn influence the form
taken by them. For this
reason their classification

has often varied, since
their distinction intogen-
era and species does not

yet rest on precise data.
Micrococcus of Chicken Cholera. Micrococcus, Spirochcete,

Bacillus, Leptothrix, Bac-
terium, Vibrio, Spirillum, and Mywnofftoc are the genera or

form-genera under which most of the forms are known.
They are instrumental in
the production of fermen-
tation, decay, and many
of the infectious diseases

affecting man and the
lower animals.

micrqbia, n. Plural
of microbion.

mierobial (mi-kro'bi-

al), a. [< microbe

(microbion) + -al.~\

Of or pertaining to

microbes
;
caused by

or due to microbes.
Also microbal. Leptothrix parasitica.

There is a considerable difference found in the miero-
bial richness of the air in different places in the country.

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 244.

microbian (mi-kro'bi-an), a. [(microbe (micro-
bion) + -an.] Mierobial.

His definition of pellagra is therefore this :
" a micrMan

malady, due to a poisoning produced by a pathogenic ba-
cillus." Lancet, No. 8449, p. 707.

microbic (ml-kro'bik), a. [< microbe + -ic.] Mi-
erobial.

The theory of the microbic causation of the disorder.
Medical News, III. 876.

microbicide (ml-kro'bi-sid), n. [< NL. micro-

bion, microbe, + L. -cida, a killer, < asdere,
kill.] A substance that kills microbes.

Sulphur is well known as a powerful microbicide long
recommended in pulmonary diseases.

Medical Newt, L. 366.

microbiological (mi-kro-bl-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<
microbiolog-y + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to

microbiology: as, microbiological research.

Microbiological study of the lochia.

Medical News, XLVIII. 147.

microbiologist (mi'kro-bi-oro-jist), n. [< mi-
crobiolog-y + -ist.] One who studies or is skilled
in microbiology; one versed in the knowledge
of minute organisms, as microbes.

Ideas which are just now very prominent in the minds
of microbiolosrists. Science, V. 73.
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microbiology (mi"kro-bi-pro-ji), . [< NL.
microbion, microbe, + Gr. -/.oyz, < ?^}mj

, speak:
see -ology.] The science of micro-organisms;
the study of microbes.
There was great reason for creating in the Faculty of

Sciences the chair of microbiology.
Pop. Set. Mo., XXXIII. 341.

microbion (mi-kro'bi-ou), n.
; pi. microbia (-a).

[NL.: see microbe.] Same as microbe.

These [reports] ... by no means demonstrate that the
active principle of cholera resides in a microbion, or that
the particular microbion has been discovered.

Science, IV. 145.

microcaltrops (mi-kro-kal'trops), i. [< Gr.

/M/tpof, small, T E. caltrop.] A sponge-spic-
ule of minute size, having the form of a cal-

trop. AXsomicrocalthrops. W. ./. Sollas, Encyc.
Brit., XXII. 417.

Microcamerae (mi-kro-kam'e-re), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. /uicpof, small, + L. camera, chamber: see

chamber.] 1. Asubtribeof choristidan sponges
having the chambers small : opposed to Macro-
camera. Lendenfeld, 1886. 2. A tribe of cera-
tose sponges with small spherical ciliated cham-
bers and opaque ground-substance. Lenden-

feld.
microcamerate (mi-kro-kam'e-rat), a. [< Gr.

/MKpoc, small, + L. camera, chamber: see cham-
ber.] Having small chambers ; specifically, of
or pertaining to the Microcamera1

,
in either

sense.

Micrpcebus (mi-kro-se'bus), ti. [NL., < Gr.

/UKp6(, small, + Ki/3of, a long-tailed monkey : see

Cebus.] A genus of small prosimian quadru-
peds of the family Lemurida; and subfamily
Galagimno!, containing such species as the pyg-
my lemur, M. smithi, and the mouse-lemur. M.
murinus; the dwarf lemurs.
Microcentri (ml-kro-sen'tri), w. pi. [NL.
(Thomson, 1876), < G'r. fuxpof, small, + nevrpov,

point, spur: see center1 .] One of two prime
sections of the parasitic hymenopterous family
Chalcididas, containing the seven subfamilies
which have the tarsi three- or four-jointed
(usually four-jointed, rarely heteromerous),
anterior tibise with a slender short straight
spur, and antennae usually few-jointed. They
are nearly all of small size.

Microcephala (mi-kro-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of microceplialtis, < Gr. pupoxlfaAof,
small-headed : see microcephalous.] In La-
treille's system, the fifth section of brachely-
trous pentamerous Coleoptera. They have no evi-
dent neck, the head being received in the thorax as far as
the eyes ; the thorax is trapeziform, widening from before
backward

;
the body is comparatively little elongated ; the

mandibles are of moderate size ; and the elytrum often
covers more than half of the abdomen. The species live
on flowers, fungi, and dung. Also Microcephali.

microcephalia (mi''kro-se-fa'li-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. fiiKpoK(fa.'/.of, small-headed: see microceph-
alous.] Same as microcephaly.
microcephalic (ml"kro-se-farik or -sef'a-lik),
a. [Asmicrocephal-ous + -ic.] Having an unu-

sually small cranium. Specifically - (a) In craniom.
,

having a cranium smaller than a certain standard. A ca-

pacity of 1,850 cubic centimeters is taken by some as the

upper limit of microcephaly, (b) In pathol., having a head
small through disease or faulty development, producing
idiocy more or less extreme.

microcephalism (mi-kro-sef 'a-lizm), . [<
'-

crocephaly + -ism.] A microcephalic condi-
tion.

microcephalous (mi-kro-sef'a-lus), o. [= P.

microcephale = Pg. microceplialo, < NL. micro-

eephalus, < Gr. /w/cpo/tf^aAof, small-headed, <

ump6(, small,+ K0a/,#, head.] Having a small
head. Specifically (a) Having the skull small or im-

perfectly developed, (o) In zool., of or pertaining to the

Microcephala.

Microcephalus (mi-kro-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. pwpontyoJkef, small-headed: see microceph-
alous.] 1. In entom.: (a) A South American
genus of caraboid beetles, with about 6 spe-
cies, having securiform terminal joints of both
maxillary and labial palpi. (6) A genus of
nemocerous dipterous insects of the family
Chironomidte. Van der Wulp, 1873. 2. A genus
of reptiles. Lesson. 3. [_l. c.] In pathol.: (a)
A microcephalic person. (6) Microcephaly.
4. [I. c.] In teratol., a monster with a small,
imperfect head or cranium.

microcephaly (mi-kro-sef a-li), . [< NL. mi-

crocephalia, q. v.] The condition or character

presented by a small or imperfectly developed
head.
Microchaeta (mi-kro-ke'tii), . [NL., < Gr. /-
Kp6f, small, + xaiTt},& maiie: see clxeta.] A ge-
nus of earthworms. M. rappi is a gigantic South
African earthworm, four or five feet long, of greenish and
reddish coloration. Beddard, 1886.

Micrococcus

microcharacter (mi-kro-kar'ak-ter), n. [< Gr.

/unp6f, small, + xaPaKT*IP, character: see char-

acter.] Any zoological character derived from
microscopic or other minute examination.
microchemical (ml-kro-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

/nwp6f
l
small, minute, + E. chemical.] Of or

pertaining to microchemistry: as, microchemi-
cal reactions; microchemical experiments: dis-

tinguished from macrochemical.
Microchemical examination shows that it performs a

complex function.

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 274.

microchemically (mi-kro-kem'i-kal-i), adv. By
microchemical processes; by means of or in

accordance with microchemistry.
microchemistry (mi-kro-kem'is-tri), . [< Gr.

/UK/MS, small, minute, + E. chemistry.] Minuto
chemical investigation; chemical analysis or

investigation applied to objects under the mi-

croscope.
Microchiroptera (mi''kro-ki-rop'te-ra), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. /UKpof, small, + NL. Chiroptera,
q. v.] A suborder of Chiroptera, including the
insectivorous or animalivorous (rarely frugivo-
rous or blood-sucking) bats. They have a simple
stomach (except Destnodontes); a large Spigelian and gener-
ally small caudate lobe of the- liver ; the tail contained in

the interfemoral membrane when present, or freed from
its upper surface ;

the rim of the ear incomplete at the base
of the auricle ; the index-finger rudimentary or wanting
and without a claw ; the palate not produced back of the
molar teeth ; and the molar teeth cuspidate. The group
includes all bats except the family Pteropodidce (which
constitutes the suborder tfeiiachiroptera), inhabiting most
parts of the world, and falling into two large series, the

vespertilionine alliance and the emballonurine alliance,
the former of three families, the latter of two. Anima
livo-ra, Entomophaya, and Insectivora are synonyms of

Microchiroptera.

microchiropteran (mi"kro-ki-rop'te-ran), a.

and n. I. a. Of or pertaining to the Microchi-

roptera.
II. ii. One of the Microchiroptera; any bat

except a fruit-bat.

microchiropterous (mi"kro-ki-rop'te-rus), a.

Same as microchirojiteratt.
microchoanite (mi-kro-ko'a-nit), a. and . [<
NL. Microchoanitea.] I. a. Having short sep-
tal funnels, as a nautiloid; belonging to the
Microchoanites.

II. . A member of the Microchoanites.

Microchoanites (nri-kro-ko-a-m'tez), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. timpof, small, + x-v1i a funnel: see

choana, choanite.] A group of ellipochoanoid
nautiloid cephalopods whose septal funnels are
short. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1883,

p. 260.

microchronometer (mi'kro-kro-uom'e-ter), ii.

[< Gr. umpof, small, + xp6vo<;, time, + /ttTpov,
measure : see chronometer. ] An instrument for

registering very small periods of time, such as
the time occupied by the passage of a projectile
over a short distance: a kind of chronograph.
Also called, corruptly, micronometer.
Microciona (mi-kro-si'o-na), . [NL., < Gr.

fiiKpof,^ small,
+ riuv (KIOV-), a pillar.] A genus of

fibrosilicious sponges of the division Echinonc-
inata. M. proltfera is a common sponge on the Atlantic
coast of the United States, growing in tide-pools in sheeted
or branched masses of orange-red color.

microclastic (mi-kro-klas'tik), n. [< Gr. /unpof,

small, + AaoT(if, broken, < kf.av, break : see clas-

tic.] An epithet applied to a clastic or frag-

mentary rock or breccia made up of pieces of

small size. Naumann. [Bare.]
microcline (mi'kro-klin), 11. [< Gr. /jtiKp6f, small,
+ Mveiv, in-

cline : see

dine, clinic.] A
feldspar iden-

tical in com-

position with

orthoclase,but
belonging to
the triclinic

system. Thin
sections often ex-

hibit a peculiar
grating-like struc-

ture in polarized
light, due to
double twinning.
M

!!

C
J
l

ii
f thC P<

5V Section of Microcline as seen in polarizedash feldspar call-
light,

ed orthoclase is

really microcline, and the beautiful green feldspar called
Amazon stone is here included. See feldspar and ortho-

clone.

Micrococcus (mi-kro-kok'us), . [NL., < Gr. iu-

Kp6(, small,+ K<kKof, a berry, kernel : see coccvs.]
1. A genus of Schizomycetes (fission-fungi or

bacteria), and the only one of the tribe Splurro-
bacttria. It is characterized by globular or oval slight-



Micrococcus of Diphtheria.

Micrococcus

ly colored celln, either formed hy tiansvene division Into
filaments of two or several chaplet-likc ;ii ! ini];ii I.HIM, nt

unit i-il ill (ainllloa, or Beg-

related In geliitinoii-

inasses, all destitute of

spontaneous movc-mi-nt
but exhlbitlni; a simplr
molecular tremor. Its

species are divided in-

to throe physiological
groups chromoyene*,
producing coloring mat-

ter, as in "red milk" (M.
tM-wfi'/tVwtMx, figured under
microoe\ or "golden yel-
low" (M. luteus)', zi/mo-

genet, producing various

fermentations, as in ani-

mal and vegetable infu-
sions (M. crepusculum)
or urine (M. urea); and pattiogtnct, producing diseases.

Variola, vaccinia, septicemia, erysipelas, gonorrhea, and
other forms are believed to be produced by micrococcL

2. [I. c.; pi. micrococci (-si).] Any member of

this genus.
By the specific term micrococcus is understood a minute

spherical or slightly oval organism (Sphrerobacterium,
Cohn), that like other bacteria divides by fission (Schizo-

mycetes), and that does not possess any special organ,
i ilium or flagellum, by using which it would be capable
of moving freely about.

K. Klein, Mlcro-Organisms and Disease, p. 37.

Microcoleoptera (mi-kro-ko-le-op'te-ra), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. fiiKp6f, small, 4- NL. Coleoptera,

q. v.] In enttim., the smaller kinds of beetles

collectively considered.
microconidium (mi'kro-ko-nid'i-um), .: pi.
microconidia (-a). [NL\, < Or. fim/ify, small, +
NL. i-iniiiiiniii.] A eonidium of small size as

compared with others produced in the same
species.
Microconidia [of Hypomyces] or conidia proper very co-

pious. Coolce, Handbook Brit. Fungi, p. 776.

microcosm (mi'kro-kozm), n. [< F. microcosme
= Sp. mlcrocosmos = Pg. It. microcosmo, < LL.
microcosmus (Boethius), < LGr. lunpbuoauoc,, a
little world, < Gr. funpof, small, 4- n6o/iuf, world.]
1. A little world or cosmos; the world in min-
iature ; something representing or assumed to

represent the principle of universality: often

applied to man regarded as an epitome, phys-
ically and morally, of the universe or great
world (the macrocosm).

If you see this in the map of my microcosm, follows it

that I am known well enough too? Shale., Cor., ii. 1. 68.

The ancients not improperly styled him [man] a micro-

cosm, or little world within himself.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

.Some told me it [a mountain] was fourteene miles high ;

It Is covered with a very microcosme of clowdes.

Coryat, Crudities. I. 91.

In the dark dissolving human heart.
And holy secrets of this microcosm,
Dabbling a shameless hand with shameful jest,

Tennyson, Princess, ill.

Each particle is a microcosm, and faithfully renders the
likeness of the world. Emerson, Discipline.

2. A little community or society.
And now the hour has come when this youth Is to be

launched into a world more vast than that in which he
has hitherto sojourned, yet for which this microcosm has
been no ill preparation. /V>m,7/.

microcosmic (mi-kro-koz'mik), a. [= F. mi-

crocosmique; as microcosm + -ic.] Of orpertain-
ing to a microcosm or to anything that is re-

garded as such. - Microcosmic salt, HNaNHiPOi +
1 1 1 ..i

>, a salt of soda, ammonia, and phosphoric acid, origi-

nally obtained from human urine. It Is much employed as
a tlux in experiments with the blowpipe.
microcosmical (mi-kro-koz'mi-kal), a. [< ini-

crun ix mi i- + -til.] Same as microcosmic. Sir

T. Broicni; Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

microcosiuography (mi'kro-koz-mog'ra-fi), .

[< Or. [WipoKoouos, microcosm, 4- --/pa^ia, < ypa-

$eiv, write. Cf. cosmography.] The description
of man as a "little world."

microcosmology (nu'kro-koz-mol'o-ji), n. [<
Gr. [itxpoKoauos, microcosm, + -foyla, < teyeiv,

speak: see -ology.] A treatise on the micro-
cosm, specifically on the human body, or on
man.
microcosmos (im-kro-koz'mos), n. Same as nii-

rrnCOXMHS, 1.

microcosmus (mi-kro-koz'mus), . [LL. (in
defs. '2 and 3, NL.), < Gr. fuitpoKoafJof, a little

world: SIM- w/V/'ooww.] 1. Same as microcosm,
1. 2. A tunicate, ascidian, or sea-squirt : ap-
plied by LinmiMis in 1735, and recently revived

by Heller as a generic name. 3. [cap.] A
genus of coleopterous insects. Chaudoir, 1878.

microcoulomb (mi'kro-ko-lom'), . [< Gr. /-
npo$, small, + E. i-diiliiinh.] One millionth of a
coulomb. See coulomb.
inicrocoustic (ml-kro-kos'tik). a. and a. [Invir.
< Gr. futotf. small. 4- iiMirirrvKoV. pertaining ti>
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hearing: ><' umuxtir.} I. <i. Sen-ing to aug-
ment weak sounds; of or pertaining to an in-

strument for augmenting weak sounds.

II. n. An aural instrument designed to col-

lect and augment small sounds, for the purpose
of assisting the partially deaf in hearing.
microcrith (mi'kro-knth), B. [< Gr. /uxpof,

small, + ispiOr/, barley: gee critk.] In chent.,

the unit of molecular weight, denoting the

weight of the half-molecule of hydrogen.
macrocrystalline (im-kro-kris'ta-lin), a. [< Gr.

fnnpi'if, small, 4- Kpvardfo.tvos, crystalline: see

i-i-i/.-'inlliiii .\ Minutely crystalline : said of crys-
talline rocks of which the constituents are in-

dividually so minute that they cannot be dis-

tinguished from each other by the naked eye;
cryptocrystalline. Many lithologisU use mia-ueryital-
line and cryptocrystalline as synonymous. Rosenbusch,
however, uses the former term to designate that structure
of the ground-mass in which the constituent minerals can,
with the aid of the microscope, be specifically determined,
and the latter for a structure which can be recognized u
crystalline, but in which the Individual components can-
not be specifically Identified.

microcrystallitic (mi-kro-kris-ta-lit'ik), . [<
Gr. fiiifpAc,, small, 4- Kpioratf.of, crystal, 4- -ite2

+ -ic.] A term used by Geikie to designate a
devitrification product in which this process
has been carried so far that little or no glass-
base appears, the original glassy substance hav-

ing become changed into an aggregation of

crystallites or "little granules, needles, and
hairs." See microfelsitic.

microcyst (mi'kro-sist), n. [< Gi.utKpof, small,
+ KioTtc, the bladder, a bag, pouch.] In Myx-
omycetes, the resting state of swarm-spores,
which become rounded off and invested with a
delicate membrane, or sometimes only with a
firm border, and may return again under favor-
able conditions to a state of movement. Bee

Afyjcotnycetex, sicarm-spore.

microcyte (mi'kro-sit), . [< Gr. ui*p6s ,
small.

+ irfiTof, a hollow, cavity : seecyte.] 1. A small
cell or corpuscle.
The microcytes. Very small bodies, for the most part

colourless, freely suspended In the plasma,
Huxley ana Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 123.

2. A small blood-corpuscle, in size from 2 to 6

mieromillimeters, found, often in large num-
bers, in many cases of anemia.

microcythemia (nri'kro-si-the'mi-S), n. [< Gr.

fUKfoc,, small, + MTof, a hollow (see microcyte),
+ a'tfia, blood.] That condition of the blood in

which there are many corpuscles of diminished
size.

microcytosis (mi'kro-si-to'sis), n. Microcythe-
mia.

microdactylous (mi-kro-dak'ti-lus), a. [< Gr.

/UK/MS, small, + SaKn'/of, finger: see dactyl.]

Having short or small fingers or toes.

microdentism (mi-kro-den'tizm), n. [< Gr.

ftmp6f, small, 4- L. den(t-)g, = E. tooth, + -ism.]
Smallness of the teeth.
Microdentism mere smallness of the teeth was

chronicled in fourteen of the hundred cases.

Lancet, No. 3432, p. 1152.

micro-detector (mi'kro-de-tek'tor), . [< Gr.

/tucpof, small, 4- E. detector.] A sensitive gal-

vanoscope.
Microdiptera (mi-kro-dip'te-rft), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. utKpof, small, 4- ^TL. Diptera.] In entom.,
the smaller kinds of flies collectively consid-
ered.

Microdon (ml'kro-don), n. [NL.(Meigen, 1803),
< Gr. /JiKpof, small. 4- orforf (odovr-) = E. tooth.]
1. In entom., an important genus of syrphid
flies, containing a few European and about 'JO

North American species. They are Urge, nearly
bare, usually short and thick-set, with flattened scutellum
and short wings, in which there is a stump of a vein in the
first posterior cell from the third longitudinal vein. The
larvae are remarkable objects, resembling shells, and have
twice been described and named as mollusks. *. globo-
tus is an example.
2. In ii-lit/i.. a genus of pycnodont fishes of the

Cretaceous period. Agassiz, 1833. 3. Inconck.,
a genus of bivalve mollusks. Conrad, 1842.

rnicrodont (mi'kro-dont), a. [< Gi.uuspAf,
small, 4- orfoif (ocWr-) = E. tooth.] Having
short or small teeth.

The mierndont races are the low -caste natives of central

and Mint hern India: the Polynesians; the ancient Egyp-
tians; mixed Europeans not British; and the British.

Science, IV. 638.

micro-electric (mi-kro-e-lek'trik). a. [< Gr.

uiKpof, small, 4- K. rliciric.] Having electric

properties in a very small degree Micro-elec-
tric metrology, the measurement of minute electric

quantities.

microfarad (mi-kro-far'ad), . K Gr. //<M>',

small. 4- E. farnri.] The practical unit of eler-

microgonidial

trical caimcity. i-ipial to tlic millionth part of a
farad. It is the rapacity of about three miles
of an Atlantic cable.

microfeisite (mi-kro-fel'sit), n. [< Gr. /unpor,
small, 4- K.feMte.] In V&M., ;i bane or ground-
mass having a microfelsitic structure. See
microff-lttitic.

microfelsitic (mi'kro-fel-sit'ik), a. [< miero-
felsite + -ic.] The designation suggested by
Zirkel for a devitrified glass when the devitri-

fication has been carried so far that the hya-
line character is lost, but not far enough to give
rise to the development of distinctly individu-
alized mineral forms, other lithologlsts hare used
this word with different shades of meaning. Rosenbnsch
defines it as follows: "This substance, which is distin-

guished from micro- and crypto-crj talline aggregate* by
the absence of any action on polarized light, and from
what may properly be called glass by not being entirely
without structure and by being decidedly lea* transparent,
I call micro/elate or the micmfrMic ban."

microfoliation (mi-kro-fo-li-a'shon), . [< Gr.

fuxp6f, small, + E. foliation.] Microscopic foli-

ation, or that which is not distinctly recognized
by the naked eye: a term used by Bouney in

discussing the effect of pressure in Paleozoic

sedimentary rocks. Ouart. Jour. Geol. Hoc.,

XLIV. 44.

Microgadus (mi-kro-ga'dus), n. [NL., < Gr. ui-

Kp6f, small, 4- NL'. Gadus, q. v.] A genus of

Atlantic Totncod.or Frost-fish \Mifrogadui t

(From Report of U. S. I- ish Commission.)

small gadoid fishes, established by Gill in 1865 :

the tomcods. II. tomcodus is a well-known species of
the Atlantic coast of the United States ; M. prorimut Is Its

representative on the l*aciflc coast.

Microgaster (mi-kro-gas'ter), . [NL. (La-
treille, 1804), < Gr. fUKp6r., small, 4- yatrriip, sto-

mach: see gastcrV.] 1. A notable genus of

parasitic hymenopters of the family Braeonida;

giving name to the subfamily Microgasterince.
They are characterized by the three* submarg'inal cells of

the fore wings (the second one often incomplete), and by
having the hind tlbial spurs more than half the length of

the tarsi. Many are known from Europe and North Ameri-

ca, as M. subcomvletus of the former country, which is para-
sitic on various lepldopterous larvae.

2. ['. <.] A member of this genus.
Microgasterinae (mi-kro-gas-te-ri'ne), n.pl.
[NL.,< Microgoftter + -i<r.] A'large subfam-

ily of Braconida;, typified by the genus Micro-

gaster, having the mesonotal sutures invisible

and the large marginal cell reaching to the end
of the wing. There are many speclea, of 6 genera, the

largest one of which, Apanteles, has 69 species In Great
Britain alone. Their larvie parasitize many insects, espe-

cially lepldopterous larvie, Issuing from the body of the
host ana spinning cocoons either singly or in mass. A.

glomeratui Is an abundant parasite of the cabbage-worm,
Pitrit rapa, both In Europe and In North America.

microgeological (mi-kro-ie-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<

microgeolog-y + -ic-al.] Pertaining to micro-

geology; dependent on or derived from the use
of the microscope in relation to geology: as,

microgeological investigations.
microgeology (mi'kro-je-oro-ji), n. [< Gr. ui-

xp6f, small, 4- E. geology.] That department
of the science of geology whose facts are as-

certained by the use of the microscope.
Microglossa (mi-kro-glos'S), n. [NL., also J/i-

(nifllossus, JUicroglossum, { Gr. fimp6^, small, 4-

j/uo-fja, the tongue: see ylossa.] In ornith., a

genus of cockatoos of the family Cacattiidtt, es-

tablished by Geoffroy in 1809. It contains the

great black cockatoos, as M. aterrimum, gotiath, and alec-

to, all inhabitant* of New Guinea and other Island* of the

Papuan region.

microglossia (mi-kro-glos'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

/iiKfiuf, small, 4-
} taaaa, the tongue : see glotsa.]

Congenital smallness of the tongue.
Microglossid8e(mi-kr6-glos'i-de), n.pl. [NL..
< Microgloxxii + -iilii

1

.] A family of psittaciii''

birds, the black cockatoos: synonymous with
'llid<F.

Microglossinae (mi'kro-glo-si'ne). . pi. [NL.,
< Mirroglnssa 4- -in<r.] A subfamily of '

tiiiila'. rt'jiresonted by the genus Microglossa.
and containing the black cockatoos.

microgonidial (mi'kro-go-nid'i-al). a. [< mi-

crogonidiuin + -al.] Of. pertaining to, or re-

sembling a microgonidium.



microgonidium

microgonidium (mi"kro-go-nid'i-um), .
; pi.

microgonidia (-a). [NL'., < Gr. fiiKpoc, small, +
NL. gonidium.} A goiiidium of small size as

compared with certain others produced by the

same species.

The latter form [of Chlorococmm] is said to arise from

the former by internal cell-division, which results in the

production of "gonidia" of two sizes, the larger being
termed macrogonidia, and the smaller microgonidia.

Betsey, Botany, p. 219.

microgram (mi'kro-gram), . [< Gr. ^(/c^o?.

small, + E. gram?.'] The millionth part of a

gram, being about rav'im of a grain troy.

microgranite (mi-kro-gvan'it), n, [< Gr. /u-

np6f, small, + E. granite.'] In pctrog. See

quartz-porphyry.
microgranitic (mi"kro-gra-nit'ik), a. [< micro-

granite + -.] Pertaining to microgranite.
Microgranitic structure. See quartz-porphyry.

microgranulitic (ml-kro-gran-u-lit'ik), a. [<

Gr. [UKpof, small, + E. gramM'tic.] In lithol,

an epithet applied by Levy to a form of grani-
toid structure which is so finely crystallized
that it cannot be recognized by the naked eye,
but which, under the microscope, is revealed

as being made up of crystalline individuals

each having its own independent orientation,
so that in polarized light it presents the ap-

pearance of a brilliantly colored mosaic. The
microgranulitic structure, as this term is used by Levy,
differs from the micropegmatitic in the crystalline indi-

viduals of the latter having all one common orientation.

micrograph (mi'kro-graf), 11. [< Gr. fuapof,

small, + ypaijieiv, write.] Same as inicropantu-

graph.
micrographer (mi-krog'ra-fer), . [< microg-

rapli-y + -er1 .] One who is versed in microg-
raphy.
micrographic (mi-kro-graf ik), a. [= F. micro-

graphique; as micrography + -c.] Of or per-

taining to micrography.
micrographist (mi-krog'ra-fist), n. [< mierog-

raph-y + -int.} One who is skilled in microg-
raphy; a micrographer.
micrography (mi-krog'ra-fi), . [= F. micro-

graphie = Sp. micrografia = It. micrografia, <

Gr. iuK.p6f, small, + -ypaifiia, < ypafyeiv, write. Cf.

Gr. [UKpoypafatv, 'write small,' i. e. with a short

vowel. J The description of objects too small

to be discerned without the aid of a micro-

scope.
Microhierax (mi-kro-hi'e-raks), n. [NL., < Gr.

>iMp6q, small, + iepof, a hawk, falcon: see Hie-

roj;.] A genus of very small hawks of the fam-

ily Falconidce, established by B. B. Sharpe in

1874; the falconets; the finch-falcons. It con-
tains the diminutive species usually referred to the genus
Hierax, which name is preoccupied in another department
of zoology. The range of the genus includes southern

Asia, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, etc. There are several spe-
cies, as M. coerulescens, fringillarius, melanoleucus, and
erythrogenys.

microhm (mik'rom), . [< Gr. [w<p6t;, small, +
E. o7t(.] An electrical unit equal to the mil-

lionth part of an ohm.

microlepidopter (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'ter), n. In

entom., an insect of one of the families included
in the Microlepidoptera.

Microlepidoptera (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'te-ra), .

pi. [NL., < Gr. /uKpof, small, + NL. Lepidojt-
tera

l q. v.] The smaller and more simply or-

ganized moths, including, generally, the smaller

Pyralidte, the Tortricidte, the Tineidce, and the

Pterophoridw. These insects do not constitute a natu-
ral division, and the name is merely used for convenience,
the other members of the order being distinguished as

Macrolepidoptem, or simply as Lepidoptera.

microlepidopteran (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'te-ran), n.

and . I. a. Microlepidopterous.
II. n. A microlepidopter.

microlepidopterist (ml-kro-lep-i-dop'te-rist),
n. [< Microlepidoptera + -ist.~\ One who is

versed in the natural historyof Microlepidoptera.
microlepidopterous (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'te-rus),

. [< Microlepidoptera + -os.] Of or per-
taining to the microlepidopters.
Microlicia (mi-kro-lis'i-a), n. [NL. (Don, 1823),
so called as having the leaves usually small

;
<

Gr. fUKp6s, small, + oAwnif, universal, general,
< o/U>f, all.] A genus of plants of the natural
order Melastomacea; and type of the tribe Mi-
croliciece, characterized by very unequal sta-
mens with beaked or tube-bearing anthers, the
connective elongated at the base, and by the

calyx-lobes being shorter than the tube. They
are erect branching undershrubs, usually not more than a
foot or two high, with small leaves, which are generally
glandular-dotted, and solitary, commonly rose-purple or
white flowers, which are axillary or sometimes terminal.
There are about 98 species, natives of Brazil, Guiana, and
Peru. A few are sometimes found in greenhouses.
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Microlicieae (m!"kro-li-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Triana, 1871), < Microlicia + -ee.] A tribe of

plants of the natural order Melastomacea and
the suborder Melastomew, characterized by the

cylindrical or angular capsule, conical or con-

vex at the apex, by the connective often be-

ing produced below the anther-cells, and by
oblong or ovoid seeds. The tribe embraces 15 gen-

era, Microlicia being the type, and about 250 species, all of

which are found in tropical America.

microlite (mi'kro-llt), n. [< Gr. fUKp6c, small,
+ 'AiDos, stone : see -lite.'] 1. A mineral related

to pyrochlore, occurring in regular octahedrons

having a brownish color and a resinous luster.

It is essentially a niobate of calcium. It was first found
at Chesterfield in Massachusetts, in minute crystals

(whence the name), later in Virginia in larger crystals
sometimes weighing several pounds.
2. Same as microlith: an incorrect use.

microliter (ml-kro-le'ter), n. [<Gr. /uotpof, small,
+ E. liter.} The millionth part of a liter.

microlith (mi'kro-lith), n. [< Gr. /uKp6c, small,
+ /U0of, stone.]

'

A name proposed by Vogel-

sang, in 1867, to designate the "microscopic
acieular components of rocks"; a "microscop-
ic individual'' (Zirkel). The usage of later litholo-

gists differs considerably in the application of this term.

By some it is regarded as the equivalent of crystallite,

which is properly an aggregation of microscopic globular
forms (globulites). By others crystallites are considered
as differing from microliths in that the latter have the
internal structure of true crystals, while in the former
this cannot be recognized. Elongated or lath-shaped forms
and such as resemble an hour-glass in shape are those
now most generally designated as microliths; if curved or
more or less twisted or hair-like, they are frequently called

trichites. Microliths are most frequently seen in rocks of

igneous origin, and are especially abundant as products
of the devitrification of the glassy lavas. The feldspars,

hornblende, augite, and apatite are minerals most com-

monly found assuming this form.

microlithic (ml-kro-lith'ik), a. [< Gr. /uKp6/;,

small, + 'Aiffof, a stone, + -ic.~\ 1. Of or per-

taining to or consisting of small stones : op-

posed to megalitJiic.

The cognate examples in the microlithic styles afford us

very little assistance.
J. Fergusson, Rude Stone Monuments, p. 47.

2. In lithol., pertaining to or characterized by
microliths.

microlitic (ml-kro-lit'ik), a. [< microlite + -ic.']

Same as microlithic, 2.

micrological (mi-kro-loj'i-kal), . [< micrology'
2

+ -ic-at.] Characterized by minuteness of in-

vestigation.
Of that equanimity, circumspection, patience of re-

search, intellectual discipline, and equipment of micro-

logical scholarship, without which it is given to no man
to be a philologist, he has, unhappily, made the most pe-
nurious provision. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 350.

micrologically (mi-kro-loj'i-kal-i). adv. In a

micrological manner ; by means of exact atten-

tion to minute details.

If things are to be scanned so micrologically.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 277, note.

micrology1
(mi-krol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /impof, small,

+ -Aoyia, < htytiv, speak: see -ology. Cf. mi-

crologyV.} That part of science which is de-

pendent on microscopic investigations; microg-
raphy.
micrology2 (mi-krol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fimptAoyia.,
the quality of being careful about trifles, < fu-

K.poU-jot, careful about trifles, penurious, cap-
tious, lit. gathering little things, < fuKpAf, small,

little, + tjyuv, gather: see -ology. Cf. microl-

ogyl.J Undue attention to minute, unimpor-
tant matters ; minute erudition.

There is less micrology ... in his erudition.

RoVberds, W. Taylor, II. 146. (Dailies.)

Micromastictora (mi"kro-mas-tik'to-ra), n. pi.

[NL.,< Gr. [UKpAf, small, -f [MaTM-rap, a scourger,
< fiaari&iv, whip, scourge, < fiaart^ (ftaany-), a

whip, scourge.] In Sollas's classification of

sponges, one of two main branches of the phy-
lum Parazoa or Spongi<e, characterized by the

comparatively small size of the choanocytes,
which are about 0.003 millimeter in diameter.
The Micromastictora are all non-calcareous sponges, and
are divided by Sollas into two classes, Mymspongice and
Silicfepongice. They are also called Koncalcarea (Vosmaer)
and Plethospongue (Sollas). The term is contrasted with
Meyamastictora.
micromelus (ml-krom'e-lus), . [< Gr. /uKpo-

,ue/W/f, small-limbed, < /UKp6f, small, + /ufiof, a

limb.] In teratol., a monster with abnormally
small limbs.

micromeral (mi'kro-me-ral), a. [< micromere
+ -/.] Of or pertaining to a micromere: as,
iHicromeral blastomeres.
micromere (mi'kro-mer), n. [< Gr. jUKpofitpi^,

consisting of small parts, < /ttKp6f, small, +
pepof, a part.] The smaller one of two masses
or moieties into which the vitellus of a lamelli-

micrometrically

branch, as a fresh-water mussel, divides; the

so-called "animal cell" of Rabl, which further

subdivides into blastomeres. See macromcrc.

The segmentation resembles that of other mollusks, the
micrmneres appearing at the formative pole by separation
of the "protoplasmic" portion of the "macromeres."

Roy. Micros. Soc. Jour., 2d ser., VI. ii. 224.

Micromeria (mi-kro-me'ri-a), n. [NL. (Beu-
tham), < Gr. ^p<if, small,'+ pepof, part.] A
genus of labiate plants of the tribe tiatureinea:

and the subtribe Melissea. The calyx is tubular,
commonly thirteen-nerved, and about equally five-toothed.

The corolla is short, rarely exserted from the calyx, bilabi-

ate, the upper lip erect, flattish, entire, or emarginate, the

lower spreading and three-parted. The filaments are

arcuate-ascending, the anterior pair longer ; the anthers
are two-celled. The flowers are borne in whorls, axillary
or crowded into a spike, or are sometimes single or cy-
mose in the opposite axils. The species, numbering about

60, are low herbs or somewhat shrubby plants, sweet-odor-

ous, of various habit, distributed pretty widely in the Old

World, with a few in South America and the West Indies,
and two or three in the United States. J/. Dovglassii is a
well-known sweet-scented herb of California called yerba
Imena. M. oboeata of the West Indies has been called

allheal.

micromeric (mi-kro-mer'ik), a. [< micromere +
-ic.] Same as micromeral.

micromeritic (im"kro-me-rit'ik), . [< fUKpoi;,

small, + pepof, a part.]
' A term suggested by

Vogelsang to designate a granitojd or thor-

oughly crystalline texture of a rock so fine as

to be recognizable only with the aid of the mi-

croscope.
micrometer (ml-krom'e-ter), n. [= F. micro-

metre= Sp. micrometro= Pg. It. micrometro, < Gr.

fUKpiii;, small,+ ^rpoi^measure.] An instrument
for measuring microscopic lengths and angles.
All micrometers depend upon two principles, magnification
and oblique measurement. Magnification determines an

angle by measuring the arc that subtends it upon a circle

of large fixed radius, having its center coincident with the

vertex of the angle. Thus, a mirror turning through a

small angle may reflect a spot of light upon a distant scale.

Oblique measurement (see diagonal scale, under diagonal)
ascertains a length by measuring the distance at which it

subtends a small fixed angle. Thus, tiiewedge-micrometerla
a long wedge-shaped piece of metal or glass with its slop-

ing sides as truly plane as possible, and graduated along its

length. It is used to measure the distance between two

points having a rigid circuitous connection, but a vacant

space about the line between them. The wedge being thrust
between the points, the distance it penetrates shows how
far apart they are. The principle of oblique measurement
is, in nearly all micrometers, applied under the form of a
fine screw, the number of whose revolutions and parts of a

revolution, in advancing from one point to another, mea-
sures the amount of this advance. In this case the pitch
of the screw is the fixed angle, while the reading of the
screw-head is proportional to the variable radius at which
this angle is subtended by the length to be measured.
Annular or circular micrometer, a micrometer con-

sisting, in its most approved form, of a disk of parallel

plate glass, having in its center a round hole to the edges
of which a ring of metal is cemented and afterward

truly turned in a lathe. The disk being mounted in a

brass tube, so that it may be accurately adjusted in the

focus of the eyepiece and applied to a telescope, the
metal ring is alone visible, and appears as if suspended
in the atmosphere, whence the instrument is called the

suspended annular micrometer. Brande and Cox, Diet., II.

516 (changed). Double-image micrometer, a microm-
eter having an optical apparatus which produces two

images of every object, as A and A', U and B'. Then, A
may be brought into coincidence with B', or B may be

brought into coincidence with A', and the position of the

parts producing the double image will then show the dis-

tance between A and B. Filar micrometer, a microm-
eter in which the two objects whose distance is to be
measured are brought into coincidence with two spider-
lines in the principal focus of a telescope or microscope,
one of these webs being movable by turning a micrometer-
screw. The astronomical filar micrometer is also provid
ed with a graduated position -circle, apparatus for illumi-

nation, etc. Micrometer-balance, a form of balance

adapted to the exact determination of very small weights
or differences in weight. That devised by Kershaw for

testing the weight of gold pieces consists of a steelyard

supported on a knife-edged fulcrum and geared with a
wheel graduated to half-grains. If the coin is of correct

weight, the index points to zero. If it is light, the lever-

age of the beam turns the wheel until equilibrium is at-

tained, when the index-bar points to the number of half-

grains of shortage. E. H. Knight. Mother-of-pearl
micrometer, Cavallo's micrometer, which consists of a

thin semitrunsparent piece of mother-of-pearl, n'
rt

of an
inch wide, having fine graduations. It is mounted within
the tube at the focus of the eye-lens of the telescope, where
the image of the object under observation is produced.

micrometer-screw (ml-krom'e-ter-skro), n. A
screw attached to optical and mathematical
instruments as a means of measuring very small

angles. The pitch of the screw is made exceedingly small
,

while the graduated head is large, thus securing great ex-

actness and simplicity in use.

micrometric (m!-kro-met'rik), a. [=F. micro-

nietrique; as micrometer + ->.] Pertaining to

the micrometer; made by the micrometer: as,

micrometric measurements.
micrometrical (mi-kro-met'ri-kal), a. [< )i-

cromctrit + -til.} Same as micrometric.

micrometrically (mi-kro-met'ri-kal-i), adr.

By means of a micrometer.



micrometry

micrometry (mi-krom'et-ri), . [= F. mirro-

mctric; us nin-riniii'lcr + -y
a
.] The art of mea-

suring small objects or distances with a mi-
croiucl'-r.

mlcromillimeter, micromillimetre (mi-kro-
niiri-mr-t(T). H. [ir. innpof, small, + K. ntil'li-

iin-iir.] 1. The millionth part of a millimeter.
2. The thousandth part of a millimeter: for-

merly and sometimes still used by biologists.Tim equivalent used by metrologists and physi-
cists is micron.

micromineralogical (mi
* kro -min*e-ra-loj 'i-

kal), a. [< /iiii-i-iiiiiincralog-y
+ -ic-al.f Pertain-

ing to micromineralogy.
Rocks may occur the structure of which . . . has been

yet more obscured by subsequent micromineraloffieal
change. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soc., XLIV. 42.

micrpmineralogy (mi-kro-mm-e-ral'o-ji). .

[< Or. iwtpi'x;, small, + fl. mineralogy.] That
part of mineralogy which has to do with the

study of the optical, chemical, or other char-
acters of minerals by means of the microscope,
as they are observed, for example, in thin sec-
tions of rocks.

micron (mi'kron), n. [NL., < Or. funpdv, neut.
of fitptf, also a/tucpAf, small, minute.] The mil-
lionth part of a meter, or irtiro of an English
inch. This term has been formally adopted by the Inter-
national Commission of Weights and Measures, represent-
ing the civilized nations of the world, and is adopted by
all metrologists. The quantity is denoted by the Greek
letter >< written above the line: as, 25^.4.

Micronesian (mi-kro-ne'si-an), <t. and n. [<
ilicroneaia (< Gr. [ttxpovr/ooc;, a small island, <

iiik/n'ii;, small, + vrjoof, an island: see def.) +
-an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Micronesia, a
collection of islands and groups of islands,

chiefly of coral formation, in the Pacific ocean,
the principal of which are the Marshall, Gil-

bert, Caroline, and Ladrone groups.
II. . A native or an inhabitant of Micro-

nesia.

micronometer (mi-kro-nom'e-ter), u. A cor-

rupt form of inicrochronometer.

micronucleus (mi-kro-nu'kle-us), n. ; pi. mi-
cronuclei (-1). [NL., <; Gr. /i<(cpof, small, + NL.
nucleus, q. v.] A small nucleus : distinguished
from macron ucleus.

The micromulem is a hermaphrodite sexual element, of
sole importance in conjugation. Amer. Sat., XXII. 256.

micronymy (mi-kron'i-mi), . [< Qr.juKpuwfiof,
< /iiKp6<;, small, + UVV/M, orofia, name.] The use
of short easy words instead of long hard ones.

Astronomers have set an example In micronymy that
anatomists might well follow.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII. 629.

micro-organic (ral'kr6-6r-gan'ik), a. [<Gr.
fitxpof, small, + E. organic, after micro-organ-
ism.] Having the character of a micro-organ-
ism; of or pertaining to microbes and other

micro-organisms: microbial.

micro-organism (ml-kro-6r'gan-izm), n. [< Gr.

/Mipof, small, + E. organism.^ A microscopic
organism, as a bacillus, bacterium, or vibrio;
a microbe

;
a microzoary.

The microiirganitnu of the principal infectious diseases
of men and the lower animals. Amer. Xnl.. XXIII. 50.

Micropalama (mi-kro-pal'a-mil), H. [NL.,< Gr.

/ifxpof, small, + iraM/jii, the palm of the hand:
see palm 1

.'] A genus of Scolopacida; establish-
ed by 8. F. Baird in 1858 : so called from the

Stilt-sandpiper {AJicrefalama

semipalmation of the feet ; the stilt-sandpipers.
There is but one species, .V. himatUojna, a common bird
of North America. It is migratory through the United
st:ii, - in spring and fall, breeding in high latitudes,

micropantograph (mi-kro-pan'to-graf), n. [<
',.* -

. small. + K. I'HiiliMirapti.]' An instru-
ment constructed on the general principle of the

pantograph for executing extremely minute
writing and I'littruviti);. Hy means of this instrument
the Lord's prayer has been written on glass within tin 1

spc< ;i square inch. Also <-;\lle<l micrograph.
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microparasite (mi -kr?- par' a -sit), n. [< Gr.

fiiKp6f, wmall,+ E. purnxiti-. ]
A parasitic micro-

organ Urn.
The number of substances which are less Injurious to

man than to micro-parantfg is very small.

Science, III. 180.

microparasitic (rm-kro-par-a-sit'ik), a. [< wi-

i-rii/iiintxite + -ic.] Having the character of or

pertaining to microparasitea ;
caused by mi-

croparasites : as, microparasitic diseases.

micropathological (mijlcrd-fath-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< microi>atholog-y + -ic-al.\ Of 'or pertaining
to micropathology : as, micropathological inves-

tigation.

micropathologist (mi'kro-pa-thol'o-jist), H.

[< miuropatholog^y + -ist.] One who treats of
or is versed in micropathology.
micropathology (mi'kro-pa-thol'6-ii), . [< Gr.

fuitpof, small, + E. pathology.] 1. The scientific

study of micro-organisms in their relations to
disease. 2. Morbid histology.
micropegmatite (mi-kro-peg

7
ma-tit), . [< Gr.

funpAs, small, + E. pegmatite.] "A rock having
a micropegmatitic structure.

micropegmatitic (mi-kro-peg-ma-tit'ik), a. [<

micropegtaatite + -ic.] Having the structure
of graphic granite, but in a microscopic rather
than macroscopic form. See pegmatite and. mi-

crogranulitic.

microperthitic (mi'kro-per-thit'ik), a. [X Or.

ftixpof, small, 4- E.perthite + -ic.] Exhibiting,
under the microscope, the structure of perthite

that is, an interlamination of orthoclase (or
microcline) and albite. Nature, XXXVII. 459.

microphagist (mi-krof'a-jist), n. [< Gr. fUKpof,
small, + 0}eiv, eat, + -ist.] An eater of micro-

scopic objects; an animal that feeds upon or-

ganisms of microscopic size.

Several species [of diatoms) . . . have been supplied in
abundance by the careful dissection of the above microph-
ayiftt. W. B. Carpenter, Micros. (I'hilu. ed., 1866), p. 306.

microphone (mi'kro-fon), n. [= F. microphone= Sp. microfono, <' Gr. /unpof, small, + <j*wq,

voice, sounof.] An instrument for augmenting
small sounds. The instrument Invented for this pur-
pose by Mr. Hughes in 1878 is based on the fact that when
substances possessing little electrical conductivity are

R
laced in the course of an electric current, the conductlv-
y of the system is much increased by even the very small-

est amount of pressure. The Instrument has various

forms, but in most of them one piece of charcoal Is held
loosely between two other pieces in such a manner as to
be affected by the slightest vibrations conveyed to It by
the air or by any other medium. The two external pieces
are placed in connection with a telephone, and when the
ear Is placed at the ear-piece of the telephone the sounds
caused by a fly walking on the wooden support of the mi-
crophone appear as loud as the tramp of a horse. By
suitable arrangements the sounds of the human voice con-

veyed from a distance by the telephone can be made au-
dible in every part of a hall. Microphone relay, a deli-
cate microphone mounted on or connected with the mem-
brane of the receiving telephone, as a relay. Hee relay.

microphonic (mi-kro-fon'ik), a. [As micro-

phone + -ic.] Of or pertaining to or obtained
by means of the microphone ; serving to inten-

sify small or weak sounds
; microcoustic. Also

microjihonous.
A large induction-coil is essential In connection with

the transmitter when this receiver is used, and any mi-
crophonic transmitter will answer.

T. D. Lodnrood, Elect., Mag., and Teleg., p. 315.

microphonics (mi-kro-fon'iks), w. [PI. of *mi-

cropltonic : see -ics.] The science of augment-
ing small sounds.

microphonous (mi-krof'o-nus), a. [As micro-

phone + -ous.] Same as microphonic.
microphony (uai'kro-fp-ni),

n. [= P. micro-

phonte, < Gr. luxpoQuvia, weakness of voice, <

luxptyuvos, having a small or weak voice, < fit-

Kpoi'i small, + <p<jv^, voice.] Weakness of voice.

microphotograph (mi-kro-fo'to-graf), n. [<
Gr. /uKpAf, small. + E. photograph.] 1. A
photograph of any object, made so small as to

require a microscope for its examination; "a
microscopic photograph of a macroscopic ob-

ject" (A. C. Mercer). 2. See photomicrograph.
microphotography (ml'kro-fo-tog'ra-fi). n. [<
Gr. [UKp6$, small, + E. photography.] The
photographing of objects of any size upon a

microscopic or very small scale. A notable use of

microphotography was the copying of letters and des-

patches to be carried by carrier-pigeons during the siege
of Paris in 1870-1. Compare photomicrography.

microphthalmia (mMo-of-thal'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< (Jr. [iiicp6<pOa).tiof, having small eyes, < fUKpos,

small, + o^8o?Jiof, eye: see ophthalmia.] An
abnormal smalmess of the eye. Also microph-
t/Hlhin/.

microphthalmic (mi-krof-thul'mik), a. [< nii-

fro/ilithiihiiiii + -/(.] Pertaining to or charac-
terized by microphthalmia.

Micropterus

microphthalmy (ini'krof-tlml-ini), . [< NL.
farvpMotate, q. v.] Same as mir//i/irA>i/.

mill.

Microphthira (mi-krof-thi'ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /unpof, small,+ qtttin, a louse.] In Latreille'H

system of classification, the ninth family of his

Accra, or Acarides, consisting of the six-legged
larval stages of various mites. Uptut and the two
other supposed genera which he located here represent the
genera Argot and TronMditm. Also lUcropMtUria.

micropnthire (mi'krof-thir), n. A larval acarid
with six legs; a member of the Alicrophthiru.
microphylline (rm-kro-nl'in), a. [As micrn-

phyll-ous + -ine.] Composed of minute leaf-

lets or scales.

Considered In the way of analogy, the follaceous Verm-
carisjcl may be said to represent Umbillcarla and I'an-

narla : passing, like both of these, into inicrophyUiM, and,
like the last, Into finally almost crustaceons forms.

Tucterman, den. Llchenum, p. 246.

microphyllous (mi-kro-firus), a. [< Gr. iiitpo.

^i'//of, having small leaves, < umpk, small, +
'.>/ /AT. leaf.] In hot., having small leaves.

microphysiography (mi-kro-fiz-i-og'ra-fi), n.

[< Gr. /i<Kp6f, small, + E. physiography.'] See
physiography.
microphytal (mi'kro-fi-tal), a. [< microphyte+ -al.] Pertaining to, of the nature of, or con-

sisting of microphytes.
microphyte (mi kro-fit), . [= F. microphyte,
< Gr. /uiipoc, small, + Qvrnv, a plant.] A mi-

croscopic plant, especially one tliat is parasitic
in its habits.

microphytic (mi-kro-fifik), a. [< microphyte +
-ic.] Pertaining to or caused by microphytes :

as, microphytic diseases.

micropod (mi'kro-pod), H. A member of the

Micropoda.
Micropoda (nri-krop'o-dtt), ii. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fiKp6f, small, + Toif (wod-) = E. foot.] In some
systems, a division of monomyarian bivalves,

comprising those which have the foot rudimen-
tary or obsolete, as scallops, oysters, and the
like.

MicropodidSB (mi-kro-pod'i-de),
. pi. [NL., <

Microi>us (-pod-) + -ida:] In oniith., a family
of fissirostral picarian birds; the swifts ort'yp-
selida: See cut under Cynselm.
Micropodinae (mi'kro-po-di'ne), n.pl. [NL., <

Microjius (-pod-) + -<W!] In ornith., the typi-
cal swifts or Cypgeliwf.
Micropodoideae (mi'kro-po-doi'de-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Micropus (-pod-)

+ '-oidetr.] A super-
family of picarian birds composed of the swifts
and humming-birds, Cypselida; and Trochilida- ;

C'ypseliformen in a strict sense ; t'ypselomorpha-
without the Caprimulgidte.
microporphyritic (m'i-kro-p6r-n-rit'ik). a. [<
Gr. piKf>6t, small, + E. porphyritic.] See por-
phyritic.

microprosopus (mi'kro-pro-so'pus), n. [< Gr.

tunp6f, small, + Ttpoouiroi; face.] In teratol.,
a monster with an imperfectly developed face.

micropsia (mi-krop'si-a), it. [NL., < Gr. lunpof,

small, + 6V"f. view.] In pathol., an affection
of the eye in which objects appear less than
their actual size.

Microptera (mi-krop'te-rft), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of micropterus: see nticropteroMS.] In entom.:

(a) The name given by Gravenhorst in 1802 to
the rove-beetles (Stapnylinidtr) and their allies,
on account of the shortness of the wing-covers.

They are now called Brachelutra. (b) A group
of dipterous insects named "by Robineau-Den-
voidy in 1830.

Micrbpterinse (mi-krop-te-ri'ne), u. pi. [NL.,
< Micropteru.1 + -ina-.] 'A subfamily of Cen-

trarchidtr, typified by the genus Micropterug.
micropterous (nii-krop'te-rus), a. [< NL. mi-

eropterui, < Gr. fuitpos, small, T xTep6i; a wing,= E. feather.] Having short wings or fins.

Micropterus (mi-krop'te-rus), n. [NL.: see mi-

croptcroun.] 1. In i'cnfA.,agenusof centrarchid
fishes, the type of the subfamily Micropterintr,
established by Lacepede in 1802. There are two
species, M. dotomieu ana .. talmnidet, or the small- and
large-mouthed black-baas, both highly prized by sportsmen
and epicures. Baas of this genus are variously known as

green-, lake-, moo-, manh-, rieer-, etc., baa; black-, yet
low-, and jumping pereh, and tnut perch; black tnnit,

ifhile-trvul, touthern or Roanoke chub, and by many other
local or fanciful misnomers. Sometimes called Grytta.
See cut at Mack-batt, 1.

2. In ornith.. a genus of sea-ducks of the fam-
ily .tniitidir and subfamily Fuligtilimr, named
by Lesson in 1831. There Is* but one species, Jf. chte-

nta, the well-known steamer-duck of South America.
The genus Is now called Tarhycret, the name Microptt-
rut being preoccupied in Ichthyology.
3. In fiitoiii.. n genus of coleopterous insects.



Micropuccinia

Micropuccinia (mi*kro-puk-8iii'i-&), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. fuKp6f, small, + NL. P'uccinia.]

A small group of tremelloid Uredinete distin-

guished by Schroeter, in which only teleuto-

spores are known, as in Puceinia Pnini and P.

Asari. The teleutospores drop off when ripe,

and only germinate after a long period of rest.

See Uredine<e.

Micropus (mi'kro-pus), . [NL., < MGr. /a-

Kp6nov(, having sinall feet, < Gr. [UKp6f, small,

+ n-ot'f (irotS-) = E. foot.'] 1. In ornitlt.: (a)

The typical genus of Micropodidce : same as

Cypselus. Meyer and Wolf, 1810. (6) A genus of

short-footed thrushes or Bracliypodinw found-

ed by Swainson in 1831, now referred to the

TimeliidlK. It contains a number of Indian and Malayan
afeele3,aaK.chalcocepltalus,phaeocepltalus,melanocephalus,
melanoleucus, and others. The genus is also called Micro-

tarsus, Brachypodius, Prosecusa, and Ixocherus.

2. In ichth., a name of two genera of fishes, one
founded by J. E. Gray, 1831, the other by Kner,
1868. 3. Inentom., a tropical American genus
of lygffiid bugs erected by Spinola in 1837. For
a long time the destructive chinch-bug of the United States

was called M. destructor, but it is now placed in the genus
BKstut.

micropylar (mi'kro-pl-lar), a. [< micropyle +
-ar.~\ Pertaining to or having the character of

a micropyle.
micropyle (mi'kro-pil)^

. [= F. micropyle, <

Gr. funpof, small, + TTI'MJ?, gate, orifice.] 1. In

hot., the orifice or canal in the coats of the ovule

leading to the apex of the nucleus, through
which the pollen-tube penetrates. The name is

also applied to the corresponding part of the seed, which
indicates the position of the embryo. Seeforamen, 2. See
cut under amphitropous.

2. In zoo'L: (a) The scar or hilum of an ovum at

the point of its attachment to the ovary. (6)

Any opening in the coverings of an ovum
through which spermatozoa may gain access
to the interior, or a cluster of minute pores on
the surface of an egg through which fertiliza-

tion is effected. On the eggs of lepidopterous
insects these pores often form a rosette at one
end.

microrhabd (mi'kro-rabd), . [< Gr. /KPO?,

small, + NL. rlutbdtis, q. v.] A little rhabdus
;

a microsclere or flesh-spicule of a sponge in

the form of a rhabdus. W. J. Sollus, Encyc.
Brit, XXII. 417.

microrheometrical (mi-kro-re-o-met'ri-kal), a.

[< Gr. lunpof, small, + poia, a flowing ({ falv,

flow), +p.Tpov, a measure. Of.
rhepmetric.'}

Per-

taining to a method of determining the nature
of bodies in solution when flowing through small
or capillary tubes.

Microrhynchus (ml-kro-ring'kus), n. [NL.,<
Gr. /UKp6f, small, + p'vyxoc,, snout, beak.] In

mammal., a genus of woolly lemurs, of the sub-

family IndrisiiuE. The species is called M. la-

niyer. See avalii.

Microsauria (mi-kro-sa'ri-a), _. pi. [NL., <

Gr. fuKpoc;, small, + aaiipos, a lizard.] A group
of labyrinthodont amphibians founded by J. W.
Dawson upon the genera Dendrerpeton, Hyler-
peton, and Hylonomus.
microsaurian (mi-kro-sa'ri-an), a. and n. [<
Microsauria + -ore.]

'

I. a. Pertaining to the

Microsauria, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the group Microsauria.

microsclere (mi'kro-skler), n. [< NL. micro-

sclerum, < Gr. fHfftf, small, + oi&rjp6<;, hard.]
A flesh-spicule of a sponge. Microscleres are

generally of minute size, and serve usually for

the support of a single cell.

microsclerous (mi-kro-skle'ms), a. [As micro-
sclere + -ous.~\ Having the character of a mi-
crosclere.

microsclerum (ml-kro-skle'rum), n.
; pi. micro-

sclera (-ra). [NL.] Same as microsclere.

microscope (mi'kro-skop), . [= F. microscope
= Sp. Pg. It. microscopio, < NL. microscopium, <

Gr. u</cpof, small, + anovelv, view.] 1. An op-
tical instrument consisting of a lens or combi-
nation of lenses (in some cases mirrors also)
which magnifies and thus renders visible mi-
nute objects that cannot be seen by the naked
eye, or enlarges the apparent magnitude of
small visible bodies, so as to render possible
the examination of their texture or structure.
The single microscope, which is the simplest form, is mere-
ly a convex lens, near to which the object to be examined
is placed ; it is also called a magnifyiny-ylas* or -lens (see
magnifying-lens, under tens). The compound microscope
consists essentially of two lenses, or systems of lenses, one
of which, the object-glass or objective, forms an enlarged
inverted image of the object, and the other, the eyepiece
or ocular, magnifies this image. The eyepiece and objec-
tive (see these words) are placed at the opposite ends of
the tube or body, which is often made of two closely fltting
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parts so that its length (and thus the distance between the

glasses) can be varied at will ;
it is then called a draw-tube.

The object under examination is placed upon a support,
called the stage, beneath the objective ;

its position upon
this may be adjusted by the hand, or, better, the object
and the stage (then called a mechanical stage) are moved
together by some mechanical arrangement, as, for exam-

ple, by two screws giving motions in two directions at

right angles. The proper distance between the objective
and the object (such that the image of the latter shall be
seen clearly, or be in focus) is usually attained by the move-
ment of the tube as a whole. This is accomplished by the

rapid motion of the coarse adjustment, and more slowlyand

accurately, as is necessary in the case of high powers, by an

arrangement called thewow motion OTfine adjustment. The
necessary illumination is obtained by a concave mirror be-

low the stage, which reflects the light upon the object. An
achromatic condenser, usually in connection with a dia-

phragm, is often added to converge the light more strong-

ly; for opaque objects a bull's-eye condenser, a lieberkiihn,
or some other form of reflector is employed. The body of

the microscope, with the stage, etc., is supported firmly

upon a stand, and usually attached by a joint which al-

lows of its being inclined at any desired angle between
the vertical and horizontal positions. Many accessories,
or special devices applicable to particular uses, may be add-
ed to the microscope in its essential form, as a micrometer,

polarizing prisms, camera lucida, etc. The compound mi-

croscope itself often varies widely in construction, accord-

ing to the character of the work for which it is to be used.

(Compare also the phrases below.)
2. [cop.] A constellation. See Microscopium.
Achromatic microscope. See achromatic. Binocular
microscope, a microscope so constructed that the object
may be viewed simultaneously by both eyes, with theadvan-
tage (usually but not neces-

8arilyattained)thatitistheu
seen in relief. It has a sin-

gle objective, but two tubes,
each with its own eyepiece ;

a prism causes the luminous
rays from the objective to

separate and pass through
each tube. Double-bod-
ied microscope, a micro-

scope in which the object
under examination can be
viewed by more than one

person at the same time.
As in the binocular micro-

scope, a prism divides the

rays from the objective.
Two other prisms receive
the separated rays, and the

respective pencils are di-

rected through the different

bodies of the instrument.

Filar microscope, a mi-

croscope having cross-wires
in the focUS Of the eyepiece, for coarse adjustment offocus; D,
Inverted OF Chemical screw for fineadjustmentoffocus;

microscope, o,,e with the f^S'^^io^E;
object-glass placed beneath H_ fotatory movement; /, iilumi-

the object and the stage, nating minor.

The luminous rays which
have passed down through it are reflected by an inverting

prism up the obliquely placed tube to the eyepiece. This
form is sometimes used in chemical work, when acid fumes
are present. Magnifying power ofa microscope. See

magnify. Monocular microscope, one with a single

tube, for use with one eye only. Pankratlc microscope,
a name sometimes given to a microscope having the eye-

piece in a sliding draw-
tube (see def. 1). Pe-
trographlcal micro-
scope, a form of micro-

scope especially adapted
for minute study of the
structure of rocks. It is

provided with a gradu-
ated and revolving stage
and an arrangement for

accurately centering the

object-glass. It has also

a polarizing apparatus,
of which the upper nicol

prism or analyzer is con-
tained in a separate sup-
port which can be easily
revolved on a graduated
circle or removed at will.

The lower nicol or po-
larizer is supported be-

neath the stage, and can
also be revolved in a

graduated collar. With
these arrangements the
directions of light-ex-
tinction in a section of a

crystal can easily be de-

termined. Besides the
usual eyepiece and ob-

ject-glass, an additional

lens, or series of lenses,
can be placed over the
lower nicol prism when
converging light is re-

quired, as in examining
the uniaxial or biaxial

Petrographkal or Polarization Mi- interference-figures of
crcscope (after Rosenbusch), section- ^^ectionf - K
/ A fixed support in which the tube fleeting microscope, a

is moved by hand (coarse adjustment); form Of microscope in

ff; screw of the fine adjustment; r r, which the object 18

polarizer; s s, analyzer, in movable nHrcrl niirsUlp nf rhp

index for fixing position of rotating of the tube, and reflects

stage ; x s, quartz plate, which slides its image to the specil-

centering objective
mirror inclined at an an-

gle of 45 to the axis of
the former. Solar, lucernal, and oxyhydrogen mi-
croscopes, instruments in which the illumination em-

microseismograph

ployed comes from the sun, a lamp, and an oxyhydrogen
lime-light respectively.

microSCOpe-lamp (mi'kro-skop-lamp), . A
special form of lantern, usually provided with a

reflector, a bull's-eye lens, and a metallic chim-

ney lined with some poor conductor of heat.
Means are provided for adjusting the lamp in any posi-
tion in order to throw the light upon the object under ex-

amination.

microscopic (ml-kro-skop'ik), a. [< F. micro-

scopique = Sp. Pg. ft. microscopico, < NL. micro-

scopicus, < microscopium, microscope : see micro-

6-cope.] 1. Pertaining to a microscope, orhaving
its character or function

; adapted to the pur-
poses of a microscope, or to the inspection of

minute objects : as, a microscopic lens, eyepiece,
or stand; microscopic sight or vision.

Why has not man a microscopic eye ?

For this plain reason, man is not a fly.

Pope, Essay on .Man, i. l:i.

Such microscopic proof of skill and power
As, hid from ages past, God now displays.

Counter, Tirocinium, 1. 637.

The present limit to microscopic vision is simply the

goodness of the objective.
Amer. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., XIVIIL 172.

2. Of minute size
;
so small as to be invisible or

indistinct to the naked eye ; adapted to or pre-

pared for 'examination by the miscroscope : as,

microscopic creatures or particles ;
a microscopic

object. 3. Made or effected by or as if by the

aid of a microscope ; hence, relating to things
of minute size or significance ;

infinitesimal :

petty : as, microscopic observations or investi-

gations ; microscopic criticism.

So far as microscopic analysis would enable us to decide
this question. Todd and Bovman, Fhysiol. A nut.. II. 301.

4. Characteristic of the microscope or its use :

as, to observe anything with microscopic mi-

nuteness; microscopic definition of an object.
5. Employing or working with a microscope, or

as if with a microscope.
The tree that has stood for centuries bears to the micro-

scopic investigator marks of every winter that has passed
over it. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 103.

Also microscopical.

Microscopica (mi-kro-skop'i-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of microsco^icus

: see microscopic.] In

zool., microscopic animals; microzoans: applied
to infusorians, rotifers, and other animalcules.

microscopical (mi-kro-skop'i-kal), a. [< micro-

scopic + -al.\ Same as microscopic.

microscopically (ml-kro-skop'i-kal-i), adv. [<

microscopical + -fy
2
.] In a microscopic man-

ner or degree; by means of, or so as to require
the use of, the microscope: as, to .examine a

plant microscopically ; an object microscopical-

ly small.

microscppist (mi'kro-sko-pist), n. [< F. mi-

croscopistc = It. microscopista ; as microscope
+ -ist.] One skilled or versed in microscopy :

one who makes use of the microscope.
Microscopium (mi-kro-sko'pi-um), n. [NL. :

see microscope.'] A constellation south of Cap-
ricorn, introduced by Lacaille in 1752.

microscopy (ml'kro-sko-pi), n. [= F. micro-

scopie = Sp. microscopia ; as microscope + -y
3
.]

The act or art of using the microscope ;
inves-

tigation with the microscope : as, to be skilled

in microscopy.
microsection (ml-kro-sek'shon), n. [< Gr. fii-

Kp6c, small, + E. section.'] A slice, as of rock,
cut so thin as to be more or less transparent,
and mounted on a glass in convenient form to

be studied with the aid of the microscope.
microseism (mi'kro-sism), n. [< Gr. /uKp6e,

small, + aetofiof, a shaking.] A slight or weak
earthquake-tremor.
We may feel sure that earth-tremors or mwrosefoms

are not confined to countries habitually visited by the

grosser sort of earthquakes.
G. 11. Danrin, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXI. 368.

microseismic (ml-kro-sis'mik), a. K micro-

seism + -ic.] In seismology, of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of microseisms, or very slight

earthquake-tremors.
Should microseismic observation enable us to say when

and where the minute movements of the soil will reach
a head, a valuable contribution to the insurance of human
safety in earthquake regions will have been attained.

J. Jlilne, Earthquakes, p. 304.

microseismical (mi-kro-sis'mi-kal), a. [< mi-

croseismic + -rt?.] Microseismic.

A series of inicrosfixmical observations.
J. Milne, Earthquakes, p. 316.

microseismograph (ml-kro-sis'mo-graf), n. [<
Gr. /JiKp6f, small, + aeia/i6c, a shaking, + ypafynv,

write.] An instrument for measuring and re-

cording very slight earthquake-shocks or earth-

tremors.



microseismometry

microseiamometry (ini'kriVsis-mom'et-ri), .

[< (ir. i/iii/>'>. , small, 4- r.nniiiH-, a shaking, 4- -/u-

r/iia, < /itrpiit', a. measure.] Tin- measurement or
observation of slight earth-tremors.

The account that is given of the labours of Italian ob-

ervurs in tin- llrltl of mieroMtatometfy is meagre aiut un-

satisfactory. Nature, ,\ \ \ I \ 8SS.

microseme(mi'kro-sem),rt. [< Or. fUK/tfc, small,
+ nf/fta, mark, sign: gee sema.] In craniom.,
having an orbital index below 84.

The skulls agree with the ordinary Bushman skull In

most respects, being microgemc.
A. Hacaliiter, Jour. Anthrop. lust., XVI. 160.

microseptum (mi-kro-sep'tum), w.
; pi. micm-

septa (-tii). [NL., <'Qr. funpd^, small, 4- NL.
xi'/itHm, i\. v.] A small imperfect or sterile

septum or mesentery of an actiuozoan. See

microsiphon (mi-kro-si'fon), n. See siphon and
microxipliintulii.

microsiphonula (mi'kro-si-fon'u-lft), n.; pi.

iiiii-roxijiliiniuld! (-le). [NL., < Gr. fiixpAf, small.
+ eiQuv, a tube, pipe : see siphon.'] The larval

stage of certain cephalopoda, as ammpnoids,
nautiloida, and belemnoids, during which the
small tubular siphon or microsiphon makes its

appearance. Hya tt, Proc . Bost. Soc . Nat. Hist. ,

microsiphonular (mi'kro-si-fon'u-iar), a. [<
MfeTMtoftoMlia 4- -r3.] Of or pertaining to a

miorosiphonula.
microsiphonulate (mi'kro-si-fon'u-lat), a. [<

inicriini/ilioiiiilii + -nil '.] Provided with or

characterized bv n microsiphon. .I/HIT. .V<//..

XXII. 878.

microsiphonulation (mi*kro-sl-fon-u-la'shon),
n. [< microsiphonula + -a'tion.] "The forma-
tion or the possession of a microsiphon; the
state of being microsiphonulate. Amer. Nat..
XXII. 878.

niicrosoma (mi-kro-so'mS), n.; pi. microsomata

(-ma-tS). [NL., ^ Gr. fiiKp6f, small, 4- OU/M,
body.]' A little body or corpuscle; one of the
minute granules embedded in the hyaline plasm
of the protoplasm of vegetable cells, and con-

stituting an essential portion of its substance.
These granules have a high degree of refringency, and are

very deeply stained by hematoxylin.
microsome (ml'kro-som), n. [< NL. micro-

soma.] Same as microsoma. Nature, XXX.
183.

microsomia (mi-kro-so'mi-ft), n. [NL., < Gr.

/ttxpof, small, + au'fta, body. Cf. microsoma.]
The state of being dwarfed ; dwarfishness.

microsomite (mi-kro-so'mit), n. [< microsoma
+ -iie2.] One of the smaller permanent or
definitive somites or metameres of which an
animal body may be composed; a secondary
segment, succeeding the primary segments or
macrosomites.
microsomitic (mi'-kro-so-mit'ik), a. [< micro-
xniniii + -ic.] Having the character of a micro-

somite; relating to microsomites. Amer. Nat.,
XXII. 941.

microsommite (mi-kro-som'it), n. [< Gr. fu-

ty>"C, small. 4- KMMM (see def.) 4- -ite2.] A
mineral related in composition and form to

nephelin. It is found in minute aeicular hex-

agonal crystals in the lava of Monte Somma.
Vesuvius.
Microsorex (uri-kro-so'reks), . [NL., < Gr.

/wcpof, small, 4- L. sorex = Gr. iyxif, a shrew-

mouse.] A genus of very small North Amer-
ican shrews, of the family Soricida; and sub-

family Sorieinte, having 30 teeth. S. hoyi is the

typical species. Couts, 1877.

microspectroscope (mi-kro-spek'tro-skop), .

[< Gr. ftiKp6f, small, 4- E. spectroscope.] A com-
bination of the spectroscope with the micro-

scope, by the use of which it is possible to ex-
amine the absorption-bands in minute quanti-
tirs of a substance. The arrangement ordinarily
employed consists of a series of glass prisms in a small
tube which Is attached above the achromatic eyepiece.

Microspermse (mi-kro-sper'me), u. pi. [XL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1883),<Gr./ifKif, small,
4- a-(p/ia, a seed.] A series of monocotyle-
donous plants, characterized by a perianth
which is corolla-like, at least on the inside, by
an inferior ovary which is one-celled with three

parietal placentae, or rarely three-celled with

axillary placentie, and by numerous very small
seeds. The series embraces three orders, Hvdrocharidftr
(the frogVhit family), Bnnnanniacecc, and Orchidece (the
orchid fiunih Y i in-hiding about 5,090 species, 5,000 of which
belong to OroMdM*.

Microsphaera (mi-kro-sfe'rii), . [NL. (Le-
veille. 1S.")1), < (ir. UiXp6f, small, 4- aifaipa, a
sphere.] A genus of parasitic pyrenomycetous
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fungi of the ifrouii Eryxipkete. The peritheclum,
whii h contains several uci, has Mvenl appendage* radi-

ating from it like the spoke* of a wheel. Theae appen
dages are free from the mycelium, and arc more or lets

dichotomously branched at the tips, often In a very beau-
tiful manner. About 60 species are known, of which nearly
20 occur In North America. M. Kactiirlii Is Injurious to
the honey-locust (Vltdiltchia); M. u/m' (the M. Fririii of

authors) occurs on various species of Craiutthux, Vibur-

num, Ulmui, Syringa, Platanui, Jugtani, and Carya ; and
*. ipureina Is found on various specie* of oak. See /fry-

riphetr.

microsporangiophore (mi
' kro - spo - ran

'

ji
- n -

for), w.
[<

JSL. microsporanytum, a. v., + Gr.

jApof, < frpeiv = E. bear 1
.] The foliage-leaves

which surround or protect the spore-bearing
leaves of certain hypothetical archaic crypto-
gams, and from which the flower of flowering
plants may have been evolved.

The origin of this primeval flower from a somewhat
fern-like Cryptogam, of which the foliage-leaves, the en-

velopes of the spore-bearing leaves, the micro- and macro-

iporanyiophora, had become permanently differentiated
In ascending order. Gedilu, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 846.

microsporangium (mi'kro-spo-ran'ji-um), n. ;

pi. microK]>oranijia(-&). [N'L.XGr./^tp^c, small.
4- NL. sporangium, 'q. v.] A sporangium con-

taining raicrospores: the homologue of the pol-
len-sac in phanerogams.
microspore (mi'kro-spor), n. [= F.

microstore,
< Gr. /iatp6f, small, 4- on6pot, a seed.] 1. In
l>< it., an asexual ly produced spore of small size

as compared with others produced by the same
species : the homologue of the pollen-grain of

pnanerogams.
In some of the living club-mosses there are two kinds

of spores, one being much larger than the other. The
larger are known as macrospores, whilst the smaller are
called muriapora. Huxley, Physiography, p. 241.

2. In zool., one of the spore-like elements, of

exceedingly minute size, but very numerous,
produced through the encystment and subse-

quent subdivision of many monads.
microsporine (mi-kro-spo'rin), a. [< micro-

spore 4- -ine1
.] Noting one of the two kinds

of microbes reported by Klebs to be uniformly
present in diphtheria. They are mlcrococcoid In

form and are found chiefly upon the tonsils, and mark a
less serious phase of the disease. The accuracy of these
conclusions has been questioned.

Microsporon (mi-kros'po-ron), . [NL., < Gr.

piKf>6f, small, + ffirdpoc , seed.] A genus or class
of fungi producing various skin-diseases. M.
furfur, which produces pltyrlasls verslcolor, consists of

hyphn having long articulations Intermixed with round

spores, and grows between the cells of the epidermis, ef-

fecting their rapid degeneration. M. Audouini, so called,

produces pelade, another skin-disease. According to

Orawltz, however, these forms, as well as those described
as Achorion, the fungus of favns, and Trichophyton, the

fungus of tinea, are all the same thing, only differing from
one another in size. This difference Is attributed to dif-

ferences in the food. The M. diphthtricum of Klebs Is a
micrococcus.

microsporophyl. microsporophyll (mi -kro -

spo'ro-fil), n. [< Gr. piKpiif, small, 4- <m6pof.

seed, 4- ^r/Jxn>, leaf.] The leaf-bearing micro-

sporangium of the heterosporous Pteridophyta :

the homologue of the stamen in phanerogams.
mlcrosporoufl (mi'kro-spo-rus), a. [< micro-

spore 4- -o.] Resembling or derived from a

microspore.
Microsthena (mi-kros'the-na), w. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /Mitpof, small, 4- aOtvof, strength.] In J. D.
Dana's classification, the third order of Mam-
malia, composed of the chiropters, insectivores,

rodents, and edentates. The MieroMena corre-

spond to the Lietencephtda of Owen, and to the ineduca-
billan series of placenta! mammals of Bonaparte and Oil!.

microsthene (mi'kro-sthen), n. A member of
the order Mtcrostheiia.

microsthenlc (mi-kro-sthen'ik), n. [< Mn-rn-
sthrna + -ic.] Pertaining to or characteristic
of the Microsthena. J. T). Danti, Cephalization,

Microstoma (mi-kros'to-mS), w. [NL., < Gr.

[un/Hxrroftof, having a small mouth, < /unpin;, small,
4- crojuo, mouth.] 1 . In ichtH., a genus of small-

mouthed fishes, typifying the family Microsto-

midir, as M. grcenlandica. Cucirr, 1817. 2. In
l'i rmcs, the typical genus of Microstomida: M.
linearc is an example. Also Microttomutu .

microstome (mi'kro-stom), H. [< Gr. iiMp6f,

small, + oro>a, a 'month.] In bot., a small
mouth or orifice, as that belonging to the cap-
sule of certain mosses.
Microstomidae (mi-kro-stom'i-de), n. pi. [XL.,
< Microstoma, or Microstomum, + -idn:] 1. In

ichth., a family of malacopterygian fishes, typi-
fied by the genus Microstoma, containing a few
deep-sea fishes related to the argentines and
smelts. Also Mirrtmtomatidir. 2. A family
of rhabdocoelous turbellarians, typified by the

microzoal

genus Mii-riKtiiiiui. luiving a small ext-iiKiU-

mouth near the ;mteii..r eml ol i he body, to-

gether with laterally eiliuted pits. Tbeae turbl-
uirians are more remarkaldy characterized by the separa-
tion of the sexes, hennaphroditiitm Mug the rule In the
nimMifizia. They multiply both by ova and by spon-
taneous fission.

microstructure dm-kro-Htruk'tur), . [< Gr.

fuap6f, small (with ref. to microscopic), + E.
.ili in hire.] Microscopic structure.

This rock . . . ha* a mirroilrvetwrt very similar to that
of many andeslte*. Quart. Jour. Owl. .Soc., XLV. 106.

microstylar (mi-kro-sti'liir), a. [< Qt.utitp6(,

small, 4- arv/jof, pillar (see style"), 4- -ar*.] In

in-i-li.. having, pertaining to, or consisting of a
small style or column.

Microstylis (mi-kro-sti'lis), . [NL., < Gr.

fiK/iuf, small, 4- trAlfi <'im. of art/of, a pillar:
see style^.] A genus of terrestrial orchids of

the tribe Epidendrece and the subtribe Malai-
II. characterized by a stem bearing from one

to three leaves, and by the new shoots arising
from the base of the bulb of the previous year.
They are small herbs with broad membranaceoiis leaves,
which are contracted Into a sheath or a sheathing petiole,
and small, often greenish or yellowish (lowers, which grow
In terminal raceme*. About 4fi specie* are known, which
are Indigenous to Europe, Asia, and North and South
America. M. ophioglanoidet, In the United States, bears
the name of adder'i-mauth, which is also extended to the
other species. See addfr'i-iiwtith.

microstylospore (mi-kro-sti'lo-spor), w. [< Gr.

/wtp6f, small, 4- OTV'/M;, a pillar, 4- ax6poc, a
seed: see stylospore.] A stylospore of small
size as compared with others produced in the
same species.

microstyloos (mi-kro-sti'lus), . K Gr. pixptf,

small, 4- ari'tof, a pillar: see style*.] In hot.,

having the style small or short and associated
with long stamens, as compared with long styles
associated with short stamens.
microtasimeter (mi'kro-ta-sim'e-ter), M. [<
Gr. uixpAf, small, 4- E. iasimeter.] An instru-

ment invented by Edison for detecting and mea-
suring very slignt pressures. A rigid iron frame
holds a carbon-button which is placed between two sur-

faces of platinum, one stationary and the other movable,
and In a device which holds the object to be tested so that,
as the object expands, the pressure resulting from the ex-

pansion act* upon the carbon-button.

mlCTOtelephone (mi-kro-tel'e-fon), M. [< Gr.

/jtKpdf, small, 4- E. telephone.] A telephone ca-

pable of rendering audible very weak sounds.

microtelephonic (mi-kro-tel-e-fon'ik), a. [<

microtelei>liotif + -ie.] Pertaining to the micro-

telephone Microtelephonic apparatus, apparatus
for transmitting, or for rendering audible, very weak
sounds.

microthere (mi'kro-ther), H. A member of the

genus Microthcrium.
Microtherlum (mi-kro-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. fiinpAf, small, 4- (h/piov, wild beast.] A genus
of artiodactyl ungulatemammals established by
Von Meyer upon remains discovered in the Mio-
cene of Europe. The position of the genus Is question-
able. Owen considered it related to the chevrotalns (Tra-

gulida). It probably belongs to the anoplotheriold series.

It Is also called Ampkimeryx.
microthenn (mi'kro-therm), w. [< F. micro-

thfrme, < Gr. ptxpof, small, 4- Viputi, heat.] A
plant

of Alphonse de Candolle's fourth physio-
logical group, consisting of those forms which
are confined to climates whose mean annual
temperature is between 14 and C. They are
found on the plains of the north temperate zone In Europe,
Asia, and North America, well northward, and In South
America between latitudes 38* and 06' 8.

microtome (mi' kro-tom), n. [<.Gr. fitKp6(, small,
4- -ro/jof, < re/ivciv, rafitiv, cut.] An instrument
for making very fine sections or thin slices of

objects for microscopic examination.
microtomic (mi-kro-tom'ik), a. [< microtome
4- -/<.] Cutting in fine or thin slices; relating
to the use of the microtome or to microtomy.
microtomical (mi-kro-tom'i-kal), a. [< mi'cro-

tomic 4- -al.] Same as microtomic. Amer. Sat..
XXI. 1130.

microtomist (mi-krot'6-mist), n. [< microtom-y
4- -ist.~\ One who is expert in the use of a mi-
crotome, i/i'mw. Sci. , XXX.
microtomy (mi-krot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. uinpos.

small, 4- -ro/iia, < rtftvttv, ra/ieiv, cut: see anato-

my.] The art of preparing thin slices of tissues,

in order to study the histological details of or-

ganization.
microvolt (mi'kro-volt ), n. [< Gr. /uxptf, small,
4- E. rolP.] A millionth part of a volt.

Microzoa (rni-kro-zo'S). . />'. [XL., pi. of mi-

i-i-ii:iiiiii.] Mi.-r.i-i-o|.ie'animals.or Microscopies ;

Micro:onrin.

microzoal (mi-kro-zo'al). a. [< Microzoa 4- -<i/.]

Of or pertaining to the .l/irr</--wi.



microzoan

raicrozoan (ini-kro-zo'an), and a. I. H. An
animalcule ; a member of the Microzoa.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Microzoa.

Microzoaria (mi"kro-zo-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. [ttKpof, small, + LGr. fo&uov, pi. fyapia, dim.

of Gr. fijjov, animal.] De Blainville's name for

infusorians, rotifers, and other animalcules.

microzoarian (ml
//

kro-zo-a'ri-an), a. and n. [<

Microzoaria + -an.} I. 'a. Animalcular; of or

pertaining to the Microzoaria.

II. . An animalcule
;
a member of the Mi-

crozoaria.

microzoary (mi-kro-zo'a-ri), .; pi. microzoaries

(-riz). [< NL. Microzoaria.] A microzoarian.

micrOZOdid (mi-kro-zo'oid), n. and . [< Gr.

/MKp6f, small, + E. Mofcf.1 I. w. A free-swim-

ming zooid of abnormally minute size, which

conjugates with or becomes buried within the

substance of the body of a normally sized

sedentary animalcule of many rorticellidce.

II. a. Pertaining to a microzooid.

microzoon (mi-kro-zo'on), n.; pi. microzoa (-a).

[NL., < Gr. /uKpof, small, + fvol>
)
an animal.]

Any micro-organism of animal nature; a mi-
crozoarian.

microzodspore (mi-kro-zo'o-spor), . [< Gr.

fuKpof, small, + E. zoospore.} A zoospore of

small size as compared with others produced
by the same species.
The smaller or microzoosporei are produced by the divi-

sion of the vegetative mother-cell into a larger number of

portions. Hiixley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 391.

microzyme (nu'kro-zim), n. [< Gr. /w<p6r;, small,
+ fii/ai, leaven: see zymic.} One of a class of ex-

tremely small living creatures, existing in the

atmosphere, and furnishing the basis on which
certain epizootic, epidemic, and other zymotic
diseases are dependent for their existence; a

zymotic microbe. These pestiferous microbes have
some characters at least in which they resemble ferments,
and by multiplying rapidly they excite morbid action in

the animal organism with which they come in contact
See germ theory (under gfrm), and cuts under microbe.

Mictidse (mik'ti-de), n. pi. [NL. (Serville,

1843), < Mictis + -idee.'} A family of heterop-
terous insects, typified by the genus Mictis,

having the femora spined beneath, and the

Packylis ftfas, a member of the Mictida.

hind ones thicker than the others, especially
in the males. It comprises many tropical and sub-

tropical forms, some of large size and handsome colora-

tion, as Paehylis gigas, a North American representative.
There are about 13 genera of the family. Also Mictides,
Mictida, and (as a subfamily of Coreidae) Mictina, Mictince.

miction (mik'shou), n. [= F. miction, < LL.
mictio(n-), minctio(n-), < L. mingere, pp. minc-
tus, mictus (= AS. migan, early ME. migen =
MLG. migen = Icel. miga), urinate.] The act
of voiding urine.

Mictis (mik'tis), , [NL. (Leach, 1814) ; ori-

gin not ascertained.] The typical genus of

Mictidce, having the fourth antennal joint not
shorter than the third. Nearly 100 species are
described from Africa, southern Asia, the Ma-
lay archipelago, and Australia.
micturate (mik'tu-rat), v. i.

; pret. and pp. mic-

turated, ppr. miciuratiny. [Irreg. < L. mictu-

rire, pp. mieturittis, urinate: see micturition.}
To pass urine

;
urinate.

micturition (mik-tu-rish'on), n. [= F. mictu-
rition, < L. as if *micturitio(n-), < micturire, pp.
micturitus, go to urinate, desiderative of min-
gere, pp. mictus, urinate : see miction.} The act
of urinating ; especially, morbidly frequent and
scant urination.
mid 1

(mid), a. and n. [< ME. mid, midde, mi/d,
iiiydde, < AS. mid (a nom. form not actually

3754

found; gen. masc. and neut. middes, fern,

middre, etc.) = OS. middi = OFries. midde,

medde=:'M.D.mydde (a.),D. midden (n.) =MLG.
midde (a.) = OHG. mitti. MHG. G. mitte = Icel.

midhr= Sw. Dan. mid (in comp.) (cf . Sw. midten
= Dan. midte, n.) = Goth, midjis, mid, middle;
= OBulg. mezhda, middle, boundary, = Pol.

miedza= Bohern. meze = Euss. mezha, boundary
(cf.OBulg. mezhdu = Serv.medju = Bohem. mezi

= Pol. miedzy = Russ. mezhdu, also mezhi, be-

tween), < L. medius (> ult. E. medial, mediate,

medium, etc., meanS, moiety, mizzen, etc.) = Gr.

fieaof, fj.kmrof (>ult. E. mesial, meson, etc.), orig.

*fie6>jof= Skt. madhya, middle. Hence midst1
,

middle, etc.] I. a. 1. Middle; being the middle

part or midst. The monosyllable mid, properly an ad-

jective, is BO closely connected with its noun as to assume
often the aspect of a prefix ;

it is therefore often joined
to its noun with a hyphen. The real relation, however,
is nearly always the normal one of adjective and noun.

Pros. What is the time of day ?

An. Past the mtd season.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 239.

Virgins and boys, mid-age and wrinkled eld.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 2. 104.

Then, with envy fraught and rage,
Flies to his place, nor rests, hut in mid air

To council summons all his mighty peers.
Milton, P. B-, i. 39.

No more the mounting larks, while Daphne sings,

Shall, listening in mid air, suspend their wings.
Pope, Winter, 1. 64.

2. Being between; intermediate; intervening:
only in inseparable compounds: as, midrib,
midriff, wwrfwicket.

Il.t n. Middle; midst.

Katcliff, about the mid of night come to my tent.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 77.

In the mid he had the habit of a monk. Fuller.

It was in the mid of the day.
Jtobin Hood and the Strattger (Child's Ballads, V. 405).

mid-t (mid'), prep. [ME., also myd, < AS. mid,
also in old or dial, form mith, = OS. mid, midi
= OFries. mith, mithe, mit= D. met= MLG. mi t,

in comp. mid-, LG. med, met = OHG. MHG. G.
mit = Icel. medh = Sw. Dan. med = Goth, mith,
in comp. mid-, with, = Gr. fiera, with, among,
over, beyond, etc. (see meta-), = Zend mad,
with.] With: a preposition formerly in com-
mon use, but now entirely superseded by with.

It remains only in the compound midwife.

Mid him he hadde a stronge axe. Hob. of Gloucester.

mid3 (mid), . A dialectal form of might1
.

Halliwell.

mid* (mid), . [Short for midshipman.} A mid-

shipman. Also middy. [Colloq.]

I have written to Bedford to learn what mids of the Vic-

tory fell in that action. Southey, Letters (1812), II. 315.

mid. An abbreviation of middle (voice).
'mid (mid), prep. An abbreviation of amid,
used in poetry.
mida (mi'da), n. [NL., < Gr. M'<5f, a destruc-

tive insect in pulse.] The larva of the bean-

fly. Imp. Met.
midan (mi'dan), . [Hind., < Pers. maidan.}
An open space, or esplanade, in or near a town

;

an open grassy plain ;
a parade-ground ; among

the Arabs, a race-course, or a place for exercis-

ing horses. Also spelled midaun.

The midaun, or parade ground, with its long-drawn ar-

rays of Sepoy chivalry.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 262.

midangle (mid'ang"gl), n. [< mid1 + angle$.}
An angle of 45

; half of a right angle.
Midas1 (mi'das), n. [NL., < (f) L. Midas, <

Gr. Mf<zf, a king of Phrygia.] A genus of

marmosets, typical of the family Mididce. Up-
ward of 20 species are described. Characteristic exam*
pies are the lion-marmoset (M. leoninus), the tamarin (M.
urmtlus), the pinche (M. oedipiut), and the marikina (HI.

rosalia).

Midas2 (mi'das), . [NL.,< Gr. /uWac, a destruc-
tive insect iii pulse.] In entom., the typical
genus of Mididce or Midasidce. The species are

mainly North American, as 26 against 3 in Europe. Their
larvse as far as known occur in decaying wood, and are

probably carnivorous. M. fulvipes and M. clavatus are ex-

amples. Latreille, 1796. Also Mydai (Fabririus, 1794).

Midasidae (mi-das'i-de), n. pi. [NL., irreg. <

Midas'* + -idee.} In entom.. same as Mididce, 2.

Leach, 1819.

Midas's-ear (mi'das-ez-er), n. [So called in

allusion to Midas, a king of Phrygia, who, for a
decision he rendered in a musical contest be-
tween Apollo and Pan, was provided by Apollo
(who lost) with ass's ears.] A gastropod of

the family Auriculidce, Auricula midce.

midbody (mid'bod"i), n. [< mid1 + body.} In

Mollusca, the mesosoma.

middle

midbrain (mid'brau), M. [< mid1 + brain.}
The mesencephalon. See cuts under enceplia-
lim.

mid-couples (mid'kup"lz), . pi. In Scots lair,

the writings by which an heir, assignee, or ad-

judger is connected with a precept of sasine

granted in favor of his predecessor or author,

which, when such heir, etc., takes infeftment
in virtue of such precept, must be deduced in

the instrument of sasine. Imp. Diet.

midday (mid'da), n. and a. [< ME. midday.
< AS. middceg (also middeldteg) (= OFries. mid-

dei = D. middag = MLG. middach = OHG. mit-

tital-, MHG. mittetac, G. mittag = Sw. Dan.

middag), < mid, mid, + da?g, day : see mid1 and

day1
.} I. 11. The middle of the day; noon.

Had he [our Lord] appeared at midday to all the peo-

ple, yet all the people would not have believed in him.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. vii.

As if God, with the broad eye of midday,
Clearer looked in at the windows.

Longfellow, it. of Tegner's Children of the Lord's Supper.

II. a. Of or pertaining to noon; meridional.

And Titan, tired in the mid-day heat,
With burning eye did hotly overlook them.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 177.

His hour of mid-day rest is nearly over.

Byron, Cain, Iii. 1.

midday-flower (mid'da-nou*'er), n. See Me-

sembryan themum .

middet, a. A Middle English form of mid1
.

raiddelt, . and . A Middle English form of

middle.

middelerdt, . [ME. ; also myddelerd, midel-

erd, midlerd, mydlcrde, medlert, etc., < AS. as
if *middeleard for *middelgeard (= OS. middil-

gard = OHG. mittigart, mittilgart, mittilicart,

mittingart, mittila gart), < middel, middle, +
geard, yard, inclosure. Cf. middenerd, middle-

earth.} The earth.

midden (mid'n), . [Early mod. E. also middin,

myddin, mcdin (in comp.); a corruption (dial,
var. ) of midding. } 1 . A dunghill ;

a muck-heap ;

a receptacle for kitchen refuse, ashes, etc. See

midding. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] Specifi-

cally 2. A prehistoric muck-heap ;
a kitchen-

midden.
midden-crow (mid'n-kro), n. See crow2 .

middenerdt, n. [ME., also middenard, < AS.
middaneard (also mideard) for middangeard (=
Icel. midhgardhr (see midgard) = Goth, mid-

jungards),ihe 'midyard,'the middle abode, the
earth as situated between heaven and hell, <

midde, mid, middle, + geard, yard, inclosure

(accoin. to eard, region, abode). Cf. middelerd,
middle-earth.} The earth as the abode of men.

midden-hillt, [Early mod. E. medin-hille;
< midden + hill 1

.} A dunghill.
And like unto great stinkyng mucle medin-Jittles, whiche

never do pleasure unto the lande or grounde untill their

heapes are caste abroade to the profiles of many.
Bullein's Dialogue (1573), p. 7. (UattiweU.)

middenstead (mid'n-stefl), . [< midden +
stead.} The site of a dunghill or muck-heap ;

a place where dung is stored. [Eng.]
This cause of death and disease is courted by a place

that maintains a middenstead and cesspool system of ex-

crement disposal. Lancet, No. 3420, p. 652.

middest, n. and adv. See midst1
.

middestH, n. See midst1
.

middest-t (mid'est), a. Superlative of mid1
.

[Rare.]
Yet the stout Faery mongst the middest crowd
Thought all their glorie vaine in knightly vew.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 15.

middint, n. See midden, midding.
middingt (mid'ing), . [Also, by corruption,
middin, midden (see midden); < ME. middinge,
middynge, miding, myddyng, < Dan. modding, an
assimilated form of mogdynge, a dung-heap,
dunghill, muck-heap,< mog (=Icel. myki, mykr),
dung, muck, + dynge, a heap, = Icel. dytigja, a

heap, = Sw. dynga, muck, = AS. dung, dung:
see muck1 and dung1

.} A dunghill; a muck-

heap.
A fouler mt/ddyng sawe thow never nane
Than a man es with flesche and bane.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 628.

middle (rnid'l), a. and n. [< ME. middel, myd-
del, medil, < AS. middel = OFries. middel = D.
middel = MLG. middel = OHG. mittU, MHG.
G. mittel = Sw. medel- = Dan. middel- (in

comp.), adj., middle; also in AS., D., MLG.,
MHG., G., as a noun, middle, in G. also means;
AS. also midlen, n.,the middle; = Icel. medhal
= Sw. medel = Dan. middel, n., means, medi-

cine; of. Icel. medhal, prep., among; with
formative -el, from the adj., AS., etc.. mid: see



pl
t

middle

I. a. 1. Equally distant from the ex-
tremes or limits; mean; middling: as, the
middle point of a line; the middle time of life.

I wyll go the middtll wey,
And write a boke bytwene the twey.

Bower, C'onf. Aniant., Prol.

These are Rowers
of middle summer, nnd, I think, they are given
To men uf middle age. Snak., W. T., iv. 4. 106.

That middle course to steer,
To cowardice and craft so dear.

Scott, Bokeby, 1. 22.

2. Intervening; intermediate.

A matter duly prepared, and made ready beforehand,
and now lying in a middle state, between Its first rudi-
ments and decline. Bacon, Physical Fables, vii., Expl.

Will, seeking good, finds many middle ends.
Sir J. liitHfu. Immortal, of the Soul, { 30.

3. In gram. : (a) Intermediate between active
and passive: applied to a body of verb-forms
of which the office is more or less distinctly re-

flexive, or denotesthe subject as actingon orfor
or with reference to itself, often answering to
an English intransitive verb : as, middle voice,
middle ending, middle tense. Such forms, distin-

guished by their endings, belonged to the original Indo-

European verb, and are retained by some of the extant lan-

guages, especially .Sanskrit and Greek. In Greek the mid-
dle voice (i) M<ri) 6ta<>m, ficfforqf) serves also as passive,
except In the future and aorlst

(ft) Intermediate be-
tween smooth (uuaspirated) and rough (aspi-
rated) : as, a middle (medial) mute. See mute 1

,

it Middle ages. See age. Middle books*, a course of

study intermediate between the Elements of Euclid and
the Almagest of Ptolemy. Middle C. See C. Middle
chest. SeeeAwti. Middle Class, that class of the peo-
le which is socially and conventionally intermediate be-
ween the aristocratic class, or nobility, and the laboring
class; the untltled community of well-born or wealthy
people, made up of landed proprietors, professional men,
and merchants: in Great Britain commonly subdivided
Into upper and lower middle classes. In the United States
no class-distinction of this nature exists.

He [Pitt] looked for support not . . . to a strong aristo-

cratical connection, not . . . to the personal favour of the

sovereign, but to the middle dan of Englishmen.
Maeaulay, William Pitt, Earl of Chatham.

Middle distance. See distance. Middle English, See
English. 2. Middle genus. See genus. Middle Greek.
See Greek, '2. Middle ground, (a) In painting, etc., same
as middle distance, (ft) Naut., a shallow place, as a bank
or bar. Middle Latin, latitude, meatus, medias-
tinum. etc. See the nouns. Middle part or voice,
in music, a part or voice that lies in the middle of the

harmony, as the alto and tenor In ordinary music. Mid-
dle passage, that part of the middle Atlantic which lies

between the West Indies and the west coast of the con-
tinent of Africa : as, the horrors of the middle passage (re-

ferring in the slave-trade). Middle post, in arch., same as

king-post. Middle spaces, in printing, the spaces most
used in the composition of type the three-em (one third)
and the four-em (one fourth) of the body. Middle States,
the States which originally formed the middle part of the
United States, intermediate between New England and
the Southern States, namely New York. New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, and Delaware. Middle stitching. Same as

mnnlr't-team, 1. Middle term, that term of a syllogism
which appears twice in thepremises, but is eliminated from
the conclusion. Also called mean term.

II. n. 1. The point or part equallydistant from
the extremities, limits, or extremes ; a mean.

See, there come people down by the middle of the land.

Judges iv S7.

Beauty no other thing is then a beame
Klasht out between the middle and extreme.

Herriclc, Definition of Beauty.

It Is a point of difficulty to choose an exact middle be-
tween two 111 extremes.

Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, ii.

2. Specifically, the middle part of the human
body; the waist.

Mir myddel smal, hire armes longe and sklendre.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L S58.

Another time [he] was bogged up to the middle In the

slough of Lochend. Scott, Guy Uannering, viii.

3. An intervening point or part in space, time,
or arrangement ; something intermediate.

I ... with capacious mitid
Conslder'd all things visible in heaven,
Or earth, or middle. Milton, P. L., tx. 60S.

4. In logic, same as middle term. 5. In gram.,
same as middla roirr. See I., 3__ Fallacy of no
middle, of undistributed middle, of unreal middle.
See fallacy. The principle of excluded middle or

third, one of the properties of negation, according to
which there is no individual that is not Included either
under any given tenn or under its negative. It may also
be stated by saying that the negative of the negative of any
term is included under that term. The converse state-

ment that the negative of the negative of any term in-

cludes that term is the principle of contradiction. These
two principles, taken together, define negation.

And since no proposition can be at once true and false

while Us terms remain the same, but must be either true
or false, undtT alternative aspects, the Principle of the Ex-
cluded Middle, whii'h is simply the assertion of such an
alternative, is seen to be nothing more than the Principle
of Equivalence.

<;. II. I.,,let, Probs. of Life and Mind. II ii i It

=
8yn. 1. Center, Mid*, Middle. Center Is a precise word,

ordinarily applied to circular, globular, or regular bodies :

as, the center of a circle, globe. Held ; but It is used wher-
ever a similar exactness appears to exist : as, the center of a
crowd. Millft regards the person or thing as enveloped or
surrounded on all sides especially by that which Is close

upon him or It, thick or dense : as, in the midtt of the forest,
the waves, troubles, one's thoughts. Except as thus modi-
fied by the idea of envelopment or close environment, the
old Idea of midtt as meaning the middle point (see Gen. L
6; Josh. vii. 23; 1 KL xxil. 35) Is quite obsolete. Midtt
Is very often used abstractly or figuratively, center rarely,
middle never. Middle is often applied to extent in only
one direction : as, the middle of the street, of a block of

houses, of a string; It Is often less precise than center:

compare the center and the middle of a room.

The pride, the market-place, the crown
And center of the potter's trade.

Longfellow, Keramos, L M.
Jesus himself stood In the midtt of them.

Luke xxiv. 3t).

In the dead vast and middle of the night.
Shale., Hamlet, L 2. 198.

middle (mid'l), /. /.
; pret. and pp. middled, pnr.

middling. [< ME. midlen, < AS.miillian (=D.
MLG. iiiidiifim G. mini In = lee\. midhla =
Sw. media), mediate, < middel, middle: see mid-

dle, M.] 1. To set or place in the middle. Spe-
cifically 2. In foot-ball, to kick or drive (the
ball) into the middle, so that it may be kicked

through the goal. [Eng.] 3. To balance or

compromise. Davien.
This way of putting It is middling the matter between

what I have learned of my mother's over-prudent and your
enlarged notions. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 214.

4. To ascertain or mark the middle of (as of
a line), by doubling or otherwise; fold in the

middle; double, as a rope.
The line you dragged in. when middled, will serve me

to lower you down with. W. C. Ruttell, Death Ship, xlvi.

middle-aged (mid'1-ajd), a. Having lived to

the middle of the ordinary age of man. By a

middle-aged man is generally understood a man
from the age of forty to fifty.

The weak and young Whigs have become middle-aged.
Bladcujood's May., Dec., 1821, p. 753.

middle-class (mid'1-klas), n. Of, pertaining
to, or included in the middle class. See mid-
dle class, under middle, a.

Commercial members of Parliament and other middle-
dam potentates. M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, ill.

Middle-Class examinations, in Great Britain, annual
examinations held by a university for persons who are not

members, ranging from primary to university studies.

Certificates of efficiency are granted to the successful can-

didates, and Oxford grants the diploma of associate of arts

(A. A. ) to those who pass the senior examination. Middle-
class schools, in Great Britain, schools established for

the higher education of the middle classes, intermediate
between primary schools and the great public schools.

middle-earth (mid'1-erth), . [< late ME.
myddyl erthe, medijl erthe, etc., an accom. form,
as if < middle + earth, of ME. middelerd, where
the second element is not earth but erd, a re-

gion, abode: see middelerd, middenerd, earth 1
.
~\

The earth regarded as placed midway between
heaven and hell (the upper and the lower earth
or world).

And had oon the feyrest orchard
That was yn alle thys myddyll-erd.

MS. Cantab. Ft 1L 88, 129. (HaUiveU }

I In-ill, that art the goostU stoon
Of al hull chirche In myddil erthe.

Uymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. .\ p. IB.

That maid is born of middle earth,
And may of man be won ;

Though there have glided, since her birth,
Five hundred years and one.

Scott, Bridal of Triermaln, t. 9.

middleman (mid '1- man), n.; pi. middlemen

(-men). [= MLG. middelmaii = G. mittelmann

(also mittflsmann); as middle + man.'] 1. One
who acts as an intermediary between others
in any matter; an intermediate lessee, con-

tractor, negotiator, trader, broker, etc.
; specif-

ically, one who buys merchandise in bulk to
sell it in smaller quantities to other traders
or to retail dealers; in Ireland, a lessee of a
tract of land who sublets it in parcels at an ad-
vanced rate to actual tenants or occupiers; more
generally, any one who acts as a buyer and
seller, or undertaker for profit, between pro-
ducers or principals and consumers, users, or
executants.
An insurance broker is one who acts as a middleman

between the owners of ships and the underwriters who
insure them in shares. Jevmt, Money, p. 261.

Thus we see that the pedlar was the original distributor
of the produce of the country the primitive middleman,
as well as the prime mover in extending the markets of

particular localities, or for
particular

commodities.

Mayhftc, London Labour and London Poor, I. 415.

The lands of Bosnia and Herzegovina havebeen strangely
handed over to an Austrian middleman, to he administered

by him in the name of his master the Turk.
E. A. freeman, Amer. I.eets., p. 443.

middlingly

2. A man of intermediate rank
;
a commoner.

The great parliamentary miildleman. DltnuK.

3. In the tiilicrieg, a planter. 4. In negro

minstrelsy, the man who sits in the middle of

the semicircle of performers during the opening

part of the entertainment, and leads the dia-

logue between songs. [Properly middle-man.'}
middlemost (inid'l-most), a. sujierl. [< middle
+ -niiHst.] Being in the middle, or nearest the

middle; midmost.
Truth hath a mysterious name, ... It consists of three

letters, the first and the last and the middlemott of the
Hebrew letters. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), IL 6.

At the end of a range of trees, I saw three figures seated
on a bank of moss. . . . The jitutdlemoet, whose name wai
Solitude, sat with her arms across each other.

SteeU, Spectator, No. 614.

middler (mid'ler), >i.
|
= I >. middelaar = MLG.

middeler = Gi. mittler = 8vr. met/tare= Dan. mid-

ler; as middle + -er1 .] If. An intermediary;
a mediator.

Christ Is called a corner stone, because be, being here
mediatour ortniddekrbetweneOod and men(l Tim. ii. 61

coupleth In hym the Jewes and the Gentiles, and jolneth
them together. Bible qf 1661, note on Is*, xxviii. 10.

2. A member of the middle class in a seminary
which has three classes senior, middle, and
junior as in theological seminaries. [U. 8.]

Five seniors, five middlers, and seven Juniors have al-

ready signed the constitution.
The Congregationalitt, April 1, 1880.

middle-rate (mid'1-rat), a. Mediocre.
A very middle-rate poet. Boruxll, Johnson, L 226.

middle-sized (mid'1-sizd), a. 1. Half-sized.

2. Being of middle or average size.

We should be pleased that things are so,

Who do for nothing see the shew.
And, uiiddlffizd, can pass between
Life's hubbub, safe because unseen.

Green, The Spleen.

middle-spear (mid'1-sper), . The upright
beam that takes the two leaves of a barn-door.
HalliKcll. [Prov. Eng.]

middle-stead (mid'1-sted), . A threshing-
floor (which is generally in the middle of a

barn). Halliwell. [Prov. Bug.]
middle-weight (mid'1-wat), n. In

snorting,
a

boxer or jockey of intermediate weight; one
who is between light-weight and heavy-weight,
middling (mid'ling), a. and . [< middle +
-in//

2
.] I. a. 1. Medium in rank, condition, or

degree; intermediate; hence, only medium;
neither good nor bad; neither one thing nor
the other: as, a fruit of middling quality.

But miildlimj folk, who their abiding make
Between these two, of either guise partake.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, IL, The Colonies.

A certain middling thing, between a fool and a madman.
B. Jomon, Bartholomew Fair, IL 1.

It's middling classes such as Is in a middling way like
as is the best friends to me.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 640.

2. Not in good health, yet not very ill ; also, in

Scotland, in fairly good health. [Rural.]
The children 's miildlin' Doctor Merrill ses he thinks

they've got past the wust on 't.

U. B. Stmct, Oldtown, p. 53St.

3. Of medium quality: a specific commercial
grade of flour, pork, etc. See fair to middling,
under /aii-l. Middling gossip, a go-between.

Or what do yon say unto a middling ooteip,
To bring you ay together at her lodging?

n. Jonton, Devil is an Ass. L 3.

II. ". 1. The part of a gun-stock between
the grasp and the tail-pipe or ramrod-thimble.
E. II. Knight. 2. That part of a hog which lies

between the ham and the shoulder; a side of
bacon. [Western and southern U. 8.] 3. pi.
In milling, the parts of a kernel of grain next
the skin of the berry, largely composed of glu-
ten and considered the most nutritious part.
In the older methods of milling this was ground as fine as

possible together with the starchy part and the bran, and
then the whole was bolted to separate the bran. By the
newer high-milling methods, the middlings are passed
through a purifying machine and reground, forming a very
pure flour, with larger and more uniform grannies than
that from the first grinding.
4. i>l. The coarser particles resulting from mill-

ing, intermingled with a certain quantity ofbran
and foreign matters, used as feed for farm stock ;

canaille.

middling (mid'ling), adr. [< middling, .] Tol-

erably; moderately. [Chiefly colloq.]

Wal, I don't jedge him nor nobody. . . . Dont none on
us do more than middlin' well.

//. B. Stove, Oldtown, p. SI.

He has been a middling good governor.
The American, vm. 227.

middlingly (mid'ling-li). adr. Passably: tol-

ernlilv.



middlingness

middlingness (mid'ling-nes), H. The state of

being middling; mediocrity.
I make it a virtue to be content with my middlingness;

... it is always pardonable, so that one does not ask
others to take it for superiority.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxv.

middy (mid'i), . ; pi. middies (-iz). A colloquial
diminutive of mtefi, an abbreviation of midskip-

3756

series of brachycerous Diptera, with clavate
antennas of which the third joint has several

segments, typified by the genus Midas. There
are several other genera and about 100 species.

uididonet, adv. [ME., prop, a phrase, mid
idone : mid, with ; idone, pp. of don, do ; used as
a noun, doing: see done.] Quickly; immedi-
ately. Halliwell.

Gil is ogain went ful sone,
And al his feren midydone.

Gy of Warwike, p. 69.

midethmoid (mid'eth-moid), a. and n. [< mid1

+ ethmoid.'] Same as mescthmoid.
midfeather (mid

' feTH '
er), , [< mid1 +

feather.] A hollow horizontal septum in the
furnace of a steam-boiler, which, being filled

with water, forms a sort of water-bridge, under
and over which the flame of the fuel is caused mid-impediment (mid'im-ped'i-ment), .

to pass. The midfeather thus adds a very effective
"""'" ' ~~ *~*

heating surface, while retaining the incandescent gases

The cherl bent his bowe Bone,
And smut a doke mididone.

midshipman
Where, by the solemn gleam of midnight lamps,
The world is poised.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, ii. 60.

Midnight appointments. See appointment. Mid-
night sun. See sun.

midnightt (mid'nit), v. t. [< midnight, .] To
obscure; dim; darken.

It cannot but most midnight the soul of him that is fain.

Feltham, Resolves, p. 93.

mid-noon (mid'non), . The middle of the day ;

noon.
Seems another morn

Risen on mid-noon. Milton, P. L., v. 311.

mid-off (mid'of), n. In cricket, same as mid-

they i

Miqgard (mid'gard), n. [< Icel. midhgardhr, lit,

'mid-yard': see middenerd.] In Scand. myth.,
the abode of the human race, formed out of the
eyebrows of Ymer, one of the first giants, and
joined to Asgard, or the abode of the gods, by
the rainbow-bridge. See Asgard.
midge (mij), . [< ME. mydge, migge, mygge,
myge, < AS.mycg, mygge, micge, a midge, gnat, =
OS. muggia = MD. mugglie, D. mug = MLG.
mugge, LG. mugge=QHGt. mucca, muggd, MHG.
mucke, mucke, mugge, milgge, a midge, fly, G.
mucke, a midge, dial, a fly, = Icel. my = Sw.
mWQ, viygga = Dan. myg, a midge, = Pol.
Russ. mukha = Bohem. maucha, a fly ; prob. lit.

'buzzer' (cf. the similar lit. sense of breeze1
,
a

.

. .
,

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st 171.

gadfly, and of humblebee), akin to Gr. fivKaaOai, midlayer (mid'la^er), n. In biol., same as

low; cf. also L. mugire, low (see mugient), Gr. mesoderm.

jiv&iv, mutter; an ult. imitative root. The L. nudleg (mid'leg), n. 1. The middle of the leg.
musca = Gr. fivla, etc., a fly, is not related:
see Musca.] 1. A two-winged fly of the order
Diptera and suborderNemocera; a gnat or some
insect resembling one : a popular name ap- P?ir f legs of an insect

plied with little discrimination to many differ- Mid-Lent (mid'lent), .

ent insects. They chiefly belong to the families Simula,
dee, Tipulidce, Chironomid<e, and Culifidce. The term is
sometimes specifically applied to the Chironomida. The
eggs of midges of the last-named family, like those of mos-

Mid-Lent

Arthour and Merlin, p. 154. wicket off. See midwicket.

__ ... iii mid-on (mid'on'), n. In cricket, same as mid-
Scots law, an intermediate bar to the comple- wicket on. See midwicket.
tion of a right. Imp. Diet. mid-parent (mid'par'ent), n. A hypothetical
nidiomi ,,,,;.IM. .... i > , .,,,,q r/,,;ji -L / ,7i i parent whose stature is taken to be a mean be-

tween the actual stature of a father and that of
a mother. See the extract.

If we take the height of the father and the height of
the mother multiplied by 1.08 the ratio of male to fe-
male stature draw the mean between the two, and call
this the height of the mid-parent, then the height of the
child will be nearer to the average of the race than the
height of the mid-parent. Science, XIII. 266.

mid-parentage (mid'par"en-taj), n. The char-
acter or quality of a hypothetical mid-parent.
By the use of this word ["deviate"] and that of mid-

parentage, we can define the law of regression very briefly.

Gotten, Science, VI. 270.

Midrash (mid'rash), . [Heb. midhrdsh, com-
mentary, exposition, < ddrash, tread, frequent,
seek, search, apply oneself to.] 1. In Jewish
lit., exegesis, interpretation, or exposition of
the Hebrew Scriptures. Specifically the word de-
notes haggadic or free interpretation or exposition of a
homiletic, allegorical, and popular nature, interspersed
with maxims and ethical sayings of eminent men, and with
illustrations drawn from the natural world, as well as from
all departments of human learning and experience. Com-
pare haggadah,
2. An exposition or discourse of this kind, or a
collection of such expositions or discourses : as,
the Midrash on Samuel; the Midrash on the
Psalms. In this sense the plural is Midrashim,
occasionally Midrashoth.
Midrashic (mi-drash'ik), a. [< Midrash + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to or akin to the Midrash

; hag-

: a country : especially
applied to the inland central part of England,
usually in the plural.

Upon the midlands now the industrious Muse doth fall.

Drayton, Polyolbion, riii. 1.

II. a. 1. Being in the interior country ;
dis-

tant from the coast or sea-shore: as, midland
towns

;
the midland counties of England.

Mr. Grazinglands, of the Midland Counties.

Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, vi.

2. Surrounded by land; inland; mediterranean.
[Rare.]
There was the Plymouth squadron new come in,
Which ... on the midland sea the French had awed.

Then wash their feete to the mid-legge, saying another
Psalme. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 292.

2. In entom., one of the intermediate or second

< mid1 + Lent1
.]

in Lent.

[Late ME. mudlent;
The middle or fourth Sunday

The ffryday a for mydlent, that was Seynt Cuthberdy's
Day- Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 1.

face, and the imago or perfect insect emerges. SeeTgnat. gadic?
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"f,^^ ' AjSfi^^S^<MMS Very few sayings in Greek are quoted in the^r^
Sa^St^-tssuMS: SSS^^s&"d^ItaownIvS:

mSbTmid'rib) i.tSTiI35Scasionally taken on both the American and European Bourne's POD Arilio <mn n <!2f) nntp ,5c in
Opt.,

tne middle (Ol-
coasts, is supposed to be the fry of a codling of the genus . ,,

^' T"* \
<7)l p' 329

'
note' ten the only) rib or nerve of a leaf; a continu-*" "S*1?881 (mid les >. l< mid1

, n., + less.] ation of the petiole, extending from the base to

T i f
e
rir-

8ma one-horse carriage used in the Without middle or core. [Bare.] the apex of the lamina. See nervation. 2. In
Isle ot Wight, England. Tis nought but All, in 't selfe including All ; apiculture, the septum or partition between the
midget (mij et), n. [< midge + -et.] A little An vn-beginning, midless, endless Ball. two sheets of cells which are found in everv
midge ; hence, something very small for its Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. i. comb- PUn

^ Dict Apiculture, Int., p. xiii
kind; a very small dwarf; also, a sprightly mid-mam (mid'man), n. The middle of the midribbed (mid'ribd), a. [< midrib + -ed% 1
small child. [Colloq.] ocean

;
a locality far out at sea. Chapman. F_urnished with a midrib.

Now you know Parson Kendall's a little midget of a ^lid-morn (mid'morn), n. Nine o'clock in the midridt, n. [Early mod. E. midridde: < ME.man rr n fu . i .

~ w> 1-1 ivn i n ,1. E7V. 7 7,T ,. 7 7 rT> TS_..^ -.-/ -I--*.

mid-gut (mid'gut), .

Huxley, Crayfish, p. 67.

mid-heaven (mid'hev''^, n.
of the sky or of heaven.

From mid-heaven already she
Hath witnessed their captivity.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Kylstonu, iv.

2. In astron., the meridian of a place.
mid-hour (mid'our), . 1. The middle part of
the day; midday. 2. An hour between two
specified hours.

Lead on then where thy bower
ershades ; for these mid-hours, till evening rise,

1 have at will. Hilton, P. L., v. 376.

Midianite (mid'i-an-it), n. and a.

Madianitai, pi. ;
< Madian, < Heb. Midyan, Mid-

ian (see del).] I. n. In Biblical hist., one of a
wanderingtribeorconfederation of tribes dwell-
ing in the desert east and south of Palestine.

II. a. Pertaining to the Midianites.
Midianitish (mid'i-an-I"tish), a. [< Midian-
ite + -ish 1 .] Same as Midianite.
Mididae (mid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Midas +
-idte.] I . An American family of small platyr-
rhine quadrumanous mammals

;
the marmosets

or squirrel-monkeys. They differ from other mon-
keys in having 32 teeth, and the same dental formula as
man, and in having hands all the digits of which are in
the same plane and armed with claws instead of nails, the
thumb being not apposable. The tail is long and bushyand the general aspect is rather that of squirrels than of
monkeys. There are many species, confined to wooded re-
gions of the warmer parts of America, known as mqouins

a. B. stovx,ToidtownVp. ~irT. morning. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
See gut and mesogaster. mid-morrow(mid'mor''6), n. The middle of the

forenoon; nine o'clock in the morning. [Ob-
1. The middle

solete or Provincial.]
It was nought passed yet midmnroice.

dower, Conf. Aniunt
., viii.

midmost (mid'most), a. superl. [< mid1 +

UAUXAUI, 't. L-i^ttiijt uiuu. Oh nitut tuue j \ ivi r.,

mydryde, mydrede, midreden, < AS. midhrithere,
midhrythere, midhrythre, midhridir (= OFries.
midrithere, midrcde, midrith = MLG. middere),
the membrane inclosing the entrails, < mid, mid,+ hrethere, hrcether, breast, bosom. A diff.
word from midriff, with which it has been con-
fused.] The membrane inclosing the entrails.

-most.} Being in the very middle
; middlemost; midriff, midrif (mid'rif), n. [Early mod. E.

innermost.
The midmost had a gracefu' mien, . .

But the youngest look'd like beauty's queen.
The Cruel Brother (Child's Ballads, II. 252).

Save he be
Fool to the midmost marrow of his bones,He will return no more.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

t '
-

L
/ midnight (mid'nit), n. and a. [< ME. midnight,

midnyght, mydnyght, alsomiddelnigte,< AS. mid-
niht (also middelniht) (= D. MLG. middernacht
= OHG. mittinaht, MHG. mitnaht, G. mitter-
nacht (D. MLG. midder-, G. mitter-, orig. dat. of
the adj.) = Icel. midhtmtti = Sw. midnatt =
Dan. midnaf), < mid, middle, + niht, night.] I.

. The middle of the night ; twelve o'clock at

night.
For whenne the Sonne is Est in tho partyes, toward

Paradys terrestre, it is thanne mydnyght, in cure parties o
this half, for the rowndeness of the Erthe.

Xandemlle, Travels, p. 303.

The iron tongue of midnight hath told twelve.

*., M. N. D., v. 1. 370.

also midrife, midriffc, middryfe; < ME. midrif,
midref, mydderefe, < AS. midhrif, midrif (=
OFries. midref= D. midrif (cf. MD. middelrif,
middelrift = MLG. middelrif, LG. middelreff,
middelriff), the diaphragm, < mid, middle, +
hrif = OFries. ref, belly. Cf. midrid.] The
diaphragm. See cut at diaphragm.

But, surah, there's no room for faith, truth, nor honesty
s all filled up with guts and
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 3. 175.

, , om or a, ru, no
in this bosom of thine

;
it is all filled up with

midrif.

A sight to shake
The midri/of despair with laughter.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

mid-sea (mid'se), , The middle of the sea
;
the

open sea.

Fish that, with their fins, and shining scales,
(Hide under the green wave, in sculls that oft
Bank the mid sea. Milton, P. L., vii. 403.

midship (mid'ship), a.

s.]

-. . r r, C< ""'f'1 + ship; orig.
due to midships.] Being or belonging to the
middle of a ship: as, a midship beam Midship
bend, midship frame. Same as dead-flat

II. a. Pertaining to or occurring in the mid- midshipman (mid'ship-man), .; pi. midsliiji-

,

ousMw. tamarins, etc. (See marmoset.) The family is also
called Hapalidas, Jacchidtn, and Arctopithecini.
2. In entom., a small family of large, moderate-
ly bristly flies belonging to the tetrachwtous

dle of the night: as, midnight studies.
We spend our mid-day sweat, our midnight oil

"

We tire the night in thought, the day in toil.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 2.

Forth at midnight hour he fares, the silent tomb desert-
ing. Constantine and Arete (Child's Ballads, I. 308).

men (-men). [So called with ref. to his place
or station when on duty aboard ship, which is

amidships or abreast the mainmast; < midship-s+ man.] 1. A warrant officer in the British
navy of the lowest grade of officers in the line
of promotion. His special duties are to pass the orders



midshipman
of the captain and other quarter-deck officers to the riv

and to superintend the performance of tlinn.

2. In I lie I'nited States navy, formerly, an otli-

cer of corresponding rank and duties whose

designation is now niirnl f<nl< t. 3. In icltth.,

a batrachoid fish, Porichthys miirijiirittttux: so

called from the rows of round luminous bodies

along the belly, like the buttons of a naval ca-

det's coat. Thf Imdy is naked, and there are several of

these conspicuous lateral lines formed of shining pearl-
like bodies embedded In the skin. The dorsal fin has two

spines. The Htm is eommon along the Pacific coast of the
railed states, and reaches a length of about 15 Inches.

Cadet midshipman. See coded, 4. Midshipman's
butter. Same as avocado. Passed midshipman t. a

midshipman who has paused the prescribed examination
for promotion.

midshipmite (mid'ship-mit), n. [< midship-8 +
mi//-'2

,
this being substituted for man.] A very

small midshipman. [Ludicrous.]
Oh. I am a cook and a captain bold,
And the mate of the "

Nancy
"

brig.
And a bo'sun tight, and a miilxhiptiiitr.

W. S. OUbert, Yarn of the Nancy Bell.

midships (mid'ships), ndff. [By apheresis from

amidnlii/is.] In toe middle of a ship: more

properly amidships.
midships (mid'ships), n. pi. [< midship, a.]

Ximt., the timbers at the broadest part of a
vessel.

midsomert, . An obsolete form of midsummer.
midst 1 (midst), u. [Only in the phrase in the

midst and its later variations and extensions,
this phrase, early mod. E. also in the middest,
in the mids, in ME. in the midden, in middes (or

iiii/diles), being a later extension, with adv. gen.
suffix -es, of earlier on midde, a midde, < AS. on
miil/liiii, amid, the form middes, midde, niiddan

being not orig. a noun, but an adj. in adverbial
construction: see mid1

, and cf. amid, amidst.]
The middle

;
an interior or central part, point,

or position.

Quer lokes all lures to the last ende.
What u nil falle of the first furthe to the middis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2242.

And Jesus called a little child unto him, and set him In

the midst of them. Mat. xviii. 2.

The king in the middest of his play strooke with a tennis

ball. Coryat, Crudities, I. 133.

Whole we call that, and perfect, which hath a beginning,
a mid'st, and an end. B. Jonton, Discoveries.

In the nii'l'i of rigour I would beseech ye to think of

mercy. Milton, Church-Government, ii., Concl.

In my midst Of, in the midst of my ... [Rare.)

And in my midst of sorrow and heart-grief
To show them feata. Milton, S. A., 1. 1338.

In our, your, their midst, in the midst of us, you,
them. These phrases have been objected to by some
writers on English, but with no good reason.

/ their midst a form was seen. Montgomery.

That in their midst, in our midst, &c. ,
are at odds with the

"
genius

'

of our language, is an assertion somewhat adven-
turous. As concerns a substantive, its subjective geni-
tive, universally, and its objective genitive, very often,

may be expressed prepositively. Love of God, intending
' love emanating from God,' may be exchanged for Ood's
love : but we also say, Plato's commentators, and the urorld's

end. To come to possessive pronouns, we have no scru-

ples about the objective do his pleasure, ring thy praise, in

my absence, on your account, to their discredit, in our de-

spite, his equal, Ac.. Ac.; and with these phrases in our
midst is rigidly comparable. . . . With reference to analo-

gical principles in our midst is altogether irreproachable.
F. flott, Mod. Eng., p. 50.

=Syu. Amidst, In the midst qf, etc. (see amonij); Center,
etc. Hee middle.

midst 1
(midst), adv. [< midsft, n., itself orig.

an adv., in connection with a prep.] In the
middle.

On earth, join all ye creatures to extol

Him first, him last, him midst, and without end.

Milton, P. L., T. 166.

midst2 (midst), prep. [By apheresis from

amidjtt.] Amidst.

They left me midst my enemies.

SAot., IHen. VI., 1. 2. 24.

before the seat supreme ; from whence a voice,
From midst a golden cloud, . . . was heard.

Milton, P. L., vl. 28.

midstream (mid'strem), n. The middle of the
stream.

Tbe midstream 's his, I, creeping by the side,

Am shouldered off by his impetuous tide.

Dryden, Tyrannic Love, II. 1.

mid-styled (mid'stild), a. Having the style in-

termediate in length between the short-styled
and long-styled forms : applied to heterostyled
triraorpuio flowers.

midsummer (mid'sum'er), . [< ME. >i>/.i/-

er, < AS. iiiid.tiiiHor, middesitmor (= MLG. mitl-

ilriixiHiii'r = (i. miltxitmrner = Ici'l. iidhsumar =
Sw. midyoniHiar = Dan. niidxt>mnn'r), < mid, mid.
+ Humor, summer.] The middle of summer;
the period of the summer solstice, about the
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I'Ui of June (astronomically tli<> Beginning of

summer), because in Great Britain summer in

considered HS lx'j;iiiiiiii(,' with MHV ; specifical-

ly, midsummer day, June 24th. Hee midsummer
it'll/, below. On midsummer eve, or the eve of the feast

of St. John Baptist (June 241 h >, It was the custom In former
times to kindle fires (called St. John's fires) upon hills In

celebration of the summer solstice.

As full of spirit as the month of May,
And gorgeous as the sun at midsummer.

SlMlc., 1 Hen. IV., iv. L 104.

"
< in Midsummer next," the dam'sel said,

" Which is June the twenty-four."
Itolriit Uood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 412).

Midsummer alet, the feast of midsummer day.

And now, next Midsummer ale, I may serve for a fool.

Antiquary, Old Plays, X. 91. (Hares.)

Midsummer daisy. Same a* oxeye daisy (which Me,
under daisy). Midsummer day, the feast of the nativity
ofSt. John the Baptist (June 24th). Various superstitious

practices and wild festivities were long observed on this

occasion. Midsummer madness, (a) The wild and
Indecorous methods of celebrating midsummer eve for-

merly common in Europe, (b) Lunacy.

Why, this U very midsummer madness.

Shak., T. N., 111. I. 81.

midsummer-men (mid'sum'er-men). n. The

livelong, Sedum Telephium : said to have been
used by girls on midsummer eve to test their

lovers' fidelity. [Local, Eng.]
midsummery'(mid

' sum '
er-i), a. [< midsum-

mer + -y
1
.] Of or pertaining to midsummer.

A species of golden-rod with a midsummery smell.
The Century, XXIX. 1O8.

mid-superior (mid-su-pe'ri-or), ii. In Scots law,

one who is superior to those below him and
vassal to those above him. Imp. Diet.

Midterraneant (mid-te-ra'ne-an), a. [< mid'1

+ terraueaii; substituted for"Mediterranean.]
Same as Mediterranean.

North-ward [bounded] with narrow Mid-terranean Sea,
Which from rich Europe parts poor Africa.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., The Colonies.

midveln (mid'van), . [< mid1 + vein.] In

hot., same as costa. See nerratioti.

Leaves [of Musci] 3- to many- (sometimes 2-) ranked,

usually with a midvein.

Underwood, Bull. 111. State Laboratory, IL 12.

midwardt (mid'ward), a. and n. [< ME. mid-

ward, < AS. middeweard, toward the middle, <

midde, middle, + -weard, E. -irard.] I. a. Sit-

uated in or toward the middle.

II. n. The middle part.

This chanon took his cole, with harde grace,
And leyde it aboven on the midicard
Of the crosselet.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 179.

He standing at the hede in the mydeicarde of the saide

hers. Roolte of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X 1. 30.

midwardt (mid'ward), nrfr. [< midicarri, a.] In

or toward the middle.

mid-watch (mid' woch), M. Naut.: (n) The pe-
riod of time from midnight to 4 A. M. (b) The
officers and men on duty during that time. See
watch.

midway (mid'wa), . and a. [< ME. mydwaye,
mydweye = D. midweg = MLG. midtcech (cf. G.

niittelweg = Sw. medelrdg = Dan. middeh-ej) ; <

mid1 + way.] I. n. 1. The middle; the midst.

The He of Crete Is right in the myd wcye.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 31.

O pity and shame, that they who to live well

Enter'd so fair should turn aside to tread
Paths indirect, or in the mid way faint!

Milton, P. L., xi. 681.

2. A middle way or manner ; a mean or mid-
dle course between extremes.

No midway
Twixt these extremes at all.

ShaJc., A. and ('.. III. 4. 18.

n. n. Being in the middle of the way or dis-

tance; middle.

The crows, and choughs, that wing the midway air,

show scarce so gross as beetles. Shot., Lear, iv. 6. IS.

midway (mid'wa), adv. [= MLG. midiceghe,

miiliceges = Dan. midtvejs; from the noun.]
In the middle of the way or distance ; half-way.

He ... will to-morrow with his trumpet call,

Midway between your tents and walls of Troy,
To rouse a Grecian that is true In love.

Shak., T. and C., 1. 8. 278.

She saw him rashly spring,
And midway up in danger cling.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, Fire-worshippers.

midwicket(mid'wik'et), . In cricket, a fielder

who stands nearly abreast the bowler, at some
distance to the right or left. (See diagram un-

der cricket.) Midwicket on or mid-on stands to

the left of the batsman who is striking, mid-

irii-kft n/ or mill-tiff to his right.

miff

midwife < mid' wit'), ji.; ]il.
niiiln if - (-wivz). [<

M K. niiilirifi , iiii/</ii iifi . miilinf, mi/ilii i/l. mi/ili n
ijt ,

innliriif, , niedncife, prob. < AS. *wnln 11 i not re-

corded), < mid, with, + trif, wife, woman ;
cf. 8p.

Pg. comadre, a midwife. < eon. < L. cum, with,
+ madre, < L. mater, mother; G. beifrau, a mid-
wife's assistant. Cf. also D. mcdekelpi-n, assist,
< mede, with, + helpen, help; G. mithelfer, an

assistant, < mil, with, + heifer, helper. Owing
to the disappearance of the prep, mid, this ele-

ment in midwife has not been commonly under-

stood, and an etymology based on the ME. form

medewif, taken as < mede, E. meed, reward, +
ict/e. woman (as if 'a woman who serves for

pay'), has been in favor. This etymology,
whicli is impossible for other reasons, is not

supported even by the ME. form medeicife,
which is explainable as a mere variant spell-

ing of iiniiirii'i .\ A woman who assists women
in childbirth.

The midwife wonder'd, and the women cried

"O, Jesus bless us, he Is born with teeth !

"

Hen. VI.,v. 6. 74.

Midwife toad, the obstetrical toad or nurse-frog, Alytet
ukstetricans. See Alytet.

midwife, midwive (mid'wif, -wiv), c.; pret. and

pp. midwijed, midwired, ppr. midtcifing, midtcir-

i</. I. intrans. To perform the office of mid-
wife.

II. trans. 1. To assist in childbirth.

Without this ubiquity, how could she be seen at harvest,

wiping the faces of reaping monks, whilst she Is elsewhere

burning villages, or in a rich abbey midwiciiuj an abbess'.'

Breditt, Haul and Samuel at Endor(1674\ p. 86. (Latham.)

2. To aid in bringing into being by acting the

part of a midwife
;
assist in bringing to light.

If It be a Dream, you shall be the Interpreters, or mill-

wife it into the World.
-V Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 193.

midwifery (mid'wif-ri or mid'wif-ri), . [<

midwife + -ry.] 1. The practice of obstetrics;
the practice of assisting women in childbirth.

A general practitioner, In large midwifery practice.
0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 137.

2. Assistance at childbirth or in production.

Hasty fruits and too ambitious flowers,

Scorning the midwifery of ripening showers.

Stepney, To the Earl of Carlisle.

midwifish (mid'wi-fish), a. [< midicife + -ish.]

Like a midwife; pertaining to a midwife, or to

the duties of a midwife.
midwinter (mid'win'ter), ?i. [< ME. midtcinter,

mi/dirynter, < AS. midwinter, middetcinter (=
OFries. midwinter = MLG. midwinter, medeuin-
ter = G. mittwinter = Sw. Dan. midrinter), <

mid, mid, -I- winter, winter.] The middle or

depth of winter; the usual time of greatest win-
ter cold

; specifically, in English literature (win-
ter being reckoned from the 1st of November in

Great Britain), the period of the winte* solstice,

the 21st or 22d of December (which is astronom-

ically the beginning of winter).

miet, r. t. [< ME. mien, myen, < OF. mirr, < ML.
"micare, pound into pieces, crumb, < L. mica, a
crumb: seejwicn 1

.] To pound into small pieces;
crumb; crumble. Catn. Aug., p. 239.

miel de palma. [Sp. : see melft, dc*. palm'*.]

Palm-honey. See coquito.
mien (men), . [Formerly also mein, meane,

meen, mine ; = MD. mijne, D. mine = G. miene =
Sw. min = Dan. mine, < F. mine, air, look, mien,
< It. mina, pit. menu, behavior, carriage, de-

portment, mien, < menare, < ML. minare, also

menare, conduct, lead, carry, follow up, drive,

< L. minari, threaten: see menace and mt'ne2.]
A person's air, manner, or expression of coun-

tenance; look; bearing; appearance; carriage.

Her rare demcanure, which him seemed
So farre the meat* of shepheards to ext-ell.

Spenser, F. <J., VI. Ix. 11.

No persons must appear here in the European dress:
and as a Christian is known by his mein, no strangers dare

go out of the streets they are used to frequent.
Pocockt, Description of the East, I. 19.

The elder dame
Was of majestic mien, with calm dark eyes.

Bryant, Tale of Clondland.

= SyTL Aspect, demeanor, deportment, port.

miert, . [< ME. miere, myere, mioiir, myovr,
< OF. miur, mieur, < ML. tnieatorium, a pestle,
<

*
micare, pound: see w if.] An instrument for

breaking or pounding anything; a pestle.

mievet, r. An obsolete variant of more.

miff (mif), M. and a. [Cf. LG. (T) or G. dial.

muff, sullenness, G. muff, mustiness, muffeti,

sulk, pout: see HWf*.] I. . A fit of petulant

displeasure ; a feeling of slight anger or resent-

ment. [Colloq.]



miff

When a little quarrel or miff, as it is vulgarly called,

arose between them. Fidding, Tom Jones, iii. 6. (Dailies.)

II. a. Vexed; offended; angry. [Bare.]

Being mi^with him myself.
W. Taylor, Mem. by Robberds, I. 477. (Dames.)

miff (mif), v. t. [< miff, n.] To give a slight
offense to

; displease : nearly always in the

past participle : as, she was somewhat miffed.

[Colloq.]

might 1
(mit), n. [< ME. mighte, myghte, miht,

mylit, mygt, also maught, macht, maht, < AS. miht,

mieht, meht, mceht, mealit = OS. malit = OFries.

macht= D. magt= MLG. macht = OHG. MHO.
maht, G. macht = Icel. mdttr (leel. also maht,
me)ct8w. maJct= Dan. magt, after G.) = Goth.

mahts, power, might ;
with abstract formative

-t (-U-) (cf. the adj., AS. meaht, maht, power-
ful, possible, = Goth, mahts, possible), from
the root of may1 (AS. magan, ind. maig), be

able, have power : see may1
.'] 1. The quality

of being able; ability to do or act; power;
active personal force or strength, physical or

mental: as, a man of might; the might of intel-

lect.

Than thei armed hem that were in the Castell with all

theire myght, and com oute in all haste.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 282.

Bring him back again to me,
If it lie in your might.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 194).

To the measure of his might
Each fashions his desires.

Wordsworth, Bob Roy's Grave.

2. Power of control or compulsion ; ability to

wield or direct force
; commanding strength :

as, the might of empire.
He her unwares attacht, and captive held by might.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 6.

Cleopatra . . . submits her to thy might.
Shak., A. and C., iii. 12. 17.

3. Physical force; material energy.
Whirlpools and storms with circling anus invest,
With all the might of gravitation blest.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 318.

With might and main, with the utmost strength or

bodily exertion.

Toward Wircestre he com with myght and mayn.
JKob. of Brunne, p. 56.

With might and main they chased the murderous Fox.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 749.

might2
. Preterit of may1

.

mightful (mit'ful), a. [< ME. myghtful, miht-

ful, migtful, etc. (= G. machtvoll) ;
< might1 +

-ful.~\ Mighty; powerful.
Thou mightefull maker that markid vs and made vs.

York Plays, p. 8.

My lords, you know, as know the mightful gods.
Shak., Tit. And., iv. 4. 5.

mightfulnesst (mit'ful-nes), n. [ME. myghtful-
nes; < mightful + -ness.] The quality of being
mighty; strength; power.
mightily (mi'ti-li), adv. [ME. myghtely, migt-
ili, < AS. mihtiglice (= OS. mahtiglic = MLG.
mechtichlik, adj.), < mihtig, powerful : see mighty
and -ly

2
.] 1. In a mighty manner; by great

power, force, or strength; vigorously; vehe-

mently; earnestly.

Myne enemyes mygttti me assay.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Baby-
lon the great is fallen. Rev. xviii. 2.

And do as adversaries do in law,
Strive mightily, but eat and drink as friends.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2. 279.

2. Greatly; in or to a great degree ; very much.
[Now only colloq.]
To my house, where D. Gauden did talk a little, and he

do mightily acknowledge my kindness to him.

Pepyi, Diary, Sept. 26, 1668.

This gentleman deals mightily in what we call the irony.
Steele, Spectator, No. 438.

mightiness (ml'ti-nes), n. 1. The state or
attribute of being mighty ; power ; greatness ;

also, high dignity.
In a moment see

How soon this mightiness meets misery !

Shak., Hen. VIII., Prol., 1. 30.

2. A title of dignity: particularly in the phrase
their High Mightinesses the States-General of
the Netherlands.

Will 't please your mightiness to wash your hands?
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii. 78.

A great tract of wild land, granted to him by their High
Mightinesses the Lords States General.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 179.

3. Great degree ; great amount.
To shew the mightinesse of their malice, after his holye

soule departed, they perced his holye heart with a sharpe
speare. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1260.
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mightless (mit'les), a. [= D. magteloos, machte-

loos = MLG. machtelos, machtlos = MHG. maht-

los, G. machtlos = Icel. mattlauss = Sw. magtlos
= Dan. magteslos; < TOM//!* -t- -less.] Powerless.

The rose is myghtles, the nettille spredis ouer fer.

Mob. of Brunne, p. 280.

There is nought more mightless than man.
The Academy, March 3, 188S, p. 143.

mightlyt (mlt'li), a. [< ME. myghtly (= Icel.

mdttuligr) ;
< might + -ly

1
.] Mighty.

He shuld gretter lorde be ;

More pusaunt, ful myghtly, and ryght gret
Then any of hys kynred in centre.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 212.

mighty (mi'ti), a. [< ME. mighty, myghty, mihti,

magty, etc., < AS. mihtig, mwhtig, meahtig (= OS.
mahtig = OFries. mechtich, machtich = D. mag-
tig, machtig = MLG. mechtich = OHG. mahtig,

mahtic, MHG. mehtic, G. machtig = Icel. mat-

tigr, contr. mattkar, mattkan, mdttkir = Sw.

magtig = Dan. magtig = Goth, mahteigs), pow-
erful, possible, <miht, meaht, might: seemight1,

n.] 1. Possessed of or endowed with might;
having much ability, strength, or power; emi-

nently strong, powerful, or great: as, a mighty
conqueror; a mighty intellect; a man mighty
in argument.

The mightie King.of Macedoyne moste was adonted
Of any wight in the worlde.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 400.

And I will bring you out from the people . . . with a

mighty hand, and with a stretched out arm. Ezek. xx. 34.

A certain Jew named Apollos, born at Alexandria, an

eloquent man, and mighty in the scriptures. Acts xviii. 24.

He stood, and questioned thus his mighty mind.
Pope, Iliad, xxii. 137.

No mightier armament had ever appeared in the British
Channel. ilacaulny, Hist. Eng., xviii.

2. Marked by or manifesting might; very
great, important, or momentous

;
of uncommon

force, consequence, size, number, etc.

Hire myghty tresses of hire sonnysshe heres,
tlnbroiden, hangen al aboute hire eeres.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 816.

If the mighty works which have been done in thee had
been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this

day. Mat. xi. 23.

There arose a mighty famine in that land. Luke xv. 14.

We were encounter'd by a mighty rock.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 102.

The greatest News about the Town is of a mighty Prize
that was taken lately by Peter Van Heyn.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 22.

Stand farther off yet,
And mingle not with my authority ;

I am too mighty for your company.
Fletcher (and another

1

!), Prophetess, v. 2.

Job and his three Friends . . . had a mighty sense of

God and Providence and the Dutiesof Religion upon their
minds. Stttlingfteet, Sermons, II. ix.

And from his blazon 'd baldric slung
A mighty silver bugle hung.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, iii.

High and mighty. See high. = Syn. 1. Sturdy, robust,
puissant, valiant. 2. Vast, enormous, immense, huge,
stupendous, monstrous

; violent, vehement, impetuous,

mighty (mi'ti), adv. [< mighty, a.] In a great
degree; very; exceedingly: as, mighty wise;
mighty thoughtful. [Colloq.]

A lacquer'd Cabinet, some China-ware,
You have 'em mighty cheap at Pekin Fair.

Prior, Daphne and Apollo.

There is a probability of succeeding about that fellow
that is mighty provoking. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 8.

migniardt, mignardt (min'yard), a. [Also
miniard; < OF. mignard, F. mignard, with suf-

fix -ard, equiv. to mignon, delicate, pretty, a
person beloved: see minion. Cf. mignonette.]
Delicate; dainty; pretty.
Love is brought up with those soft migniard handlings,
His pulse lies in his palm.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 2.

migniardiset, migniardizet (min'yar-diz), n.

[Also miniardize; < OF. mignardise, F. mignar-
dise, < mignard, delicate: see mignard.] Deli-

cacy; daintiness; kind usage; fondling; wan-
tonness.

Entertain her and her creatures too
With all the migniardise and quaint caresses
You can put on them.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

migniardiset, migniardizet (min'yar-diz), v. t.

[Also miniardize; < migniardise, n., as if <

migniard + 4ze.] To render migniard or deli-

cate; soothe.

Wanton spirits that did migniardise, and make the lan-

guage more dainty and feminine. Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

migniont, mignont, . and . See minion1 .

mignonette (min-yo-net'), n. [< F. mignonnetle,
the flower so called, dim. of mignon, delicate,

migration

pretty, gracefully pleasing: see million 1
.] 1. A

well-known plant, Reseda odorata, native in

northern Africa. Its racemes of small greenish-white
flowers with prominent brown anthers are not showy, but
the plant is a universal favorite in gardens on account of

its fragrance. In ordinary culture it is an annual, but it

is naturally shrubby, and by proper care can be made to

thrive for several years in the form of tree-mignonette.
The perfume is best extracted by enfleurage.

2. Some other species of the genus Reseda.
The white mignonette, R. alba, a tall plant with white
scentless blossoms, has sometimes been cultivated. The
wild or dyer's mignonette, R. htteola, is better known as

dyer's-weed or rocketweed. See dyer's-weed. Jamaica
mignonette. See Lawsonia. Mignonette lace. See
lace. Mignonette netting, a simple kind of netting
used for window-curtains. Diet, of Needlework. Migno-
nette pepper, in cookery, pepper unground, or ground
very coarse. Mignonette-vine, a plant, Madia elegans,
from Pacific North America. [Eng.] Tree-mignonette,
a plant of any common variety of mignonette trained in

an erect form and prevented from flowering early by hav-

ing the ends of the shoots pinched off.

migraine (mi-gran'), . Same as megrim.
migrainous (mi-gra'nus), a. [< migraine +
-CMS.] Pertaining to or caused by megrim: as,

migrainous vertigo.
The various forms of headache dyspepsic, migrainous,

neuralgic, cerebral. Lancet, No. 3422, p. 690.

migramt, n. An obsolete form of megrim.
migrant (mi'grant), a. and n. [= Pg. migrante,

(. L. migran(t-^s, ppr. of migrare, migrate, re-

move: see migrate.] I. a. Changing place;
migratory.

For now desire of migrant change holds sway.
The Century, XXXI. 115.

II. n. 1. One who migrates ;
a wanderer.

The unhappy migrants may be, if not magnificently, at

least hospitably, entertained. Foote, The Minor, Ded.

2. In zool., specifically, a migratory animal, as
a bird.

These are true migrants; but a number of other birds
visit us occasionally, and can only be classed as stragglers.

A. R. Wallace, Distribution of Animals, 1. 19.

migrate (mi'grat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. migrated,

ppr. migrating. [< L. migratus, pp. of migrare,
(> It. migrare), move from one place to an-

other, remove, depart, migrate ; perhaps con-
nected with meare, go. Cf. emigrate, immi-

grate.] To pass or remove from one place of

residence or habitat to another at a distance,

especially from one country or latitude to an-

other; in a general sense, to wander.

Those truly home-bred and genuine sons of the soil who
have never migrated beyond the sound of Bow-bells.

W. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 379.

= Syn. Migrate, Emigrate, Immigrate. To migrate is to

change one's abode, especially to a distance or to another

country, emphasis being laid: upon the change, but not
upon the place of departure or that of stopping, and the

stay being generally not permanent. Emigrate, to migrate
from, views the person as leaving his previous abode and
making a new home

; immigrate, to migrate into, views
him as coming to the new place. The Arab migrates; the

European coming to America is an emigrant to those whom
he leaves, and an immigrant to the Americans. Migrate
is applicable to animals; the other terms are generally
used of the movements of men.

migration (ml-gra'shon), n. [< F. migration
= Pg. migragSo = It. migrazione, < L. migra-
tio(n-), < migrare, pp. migratus, migrate: see

migrate.] 1. The act of migrating; change
of residence or habitat; removal or transit
from one locality or latitude to another, espe-
cially at a distance. Among animals, the most exten-
sive and regular migrations are performed by birds during
spring and fall, and in a general way along meridians of

longitude, the vernal migration being northward, the au-
tumnal southward. This is ordinary or equatorial migra-
tion. In cold and temperate latitudes of the northern

hemisphere nearly all insectivorous birds perform migra-
tion. Some, as sandpipers, which breed only in high lati-

tudes, may be dispersed during their migration over a

great part of the world. Others, as swallows, are noted
not only for the extent but for the rapidity and regularity
of their movements, their arrival and departure being
capable of prediction with considerable accuracy. The
migration of many water-fowls is scarcely less notable in

the same respects. Migration seems to be determined,
primarily and chiefly, by conditions of food-supply, but
this does not fully account for the apparently needless
extent and the wonderful periodicity of the movement,
nor for the fact that individuals sometimes return to

exactly the same spot to breed again, after passing the
winter perhaps thousands of miles away. Migrations of

mammals are more irregular than those of birds, less

definitely related to latitude and longitude, and more ob-

viously dependent upon food-supply : such are the excur-

sions, often in enormous hordes, of various arctic ani-

mals, as lemmings and other rodents, reindeer, musk-
oxen, foxes, etc. Such movements do not appear to be

specially related to reproduction. Many fishes migrate
from and back to the sea, ascending rivers to spawn, as

is notably the case with anadromous fishes of the salmon
and herring families ; with eels the case is reversed ; with

many fishes the catadromous migration is between deeper
and shallower, or colder and warmer, salt water. Peri-

odical migration is also marked with certain insects.

Thus, Anosia plexippus, the milkweed-butterfly, migrates
southward in the fall to hibernate in the pine woods of
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the southern United .States. The faculty which enables or

compels animals to migrate has been named the " Instinct
<>f inanition

'

;
but tlic phrase Is rat her a statement of fact

i b:ui an explanation of the phenomenon, except In so far

as this instinct may be regarded as originating in and
being highly developed from the simple necessity of mov-
ing about to secure food.

All our adventures were by the fireside ; and all our

miijratinnt from the blue bed to the brown.
Ooldfinith, Vicar.

Adventures that beguiled and cheered
Their grave migration. Wordsworth, Excursion, vii.

Our remote forefathers must have made endless earlier

miyratiuH* as parts of the great Aryan body, as parts of the
smaller Teutonic body. But our voyage from the Low-
Dutch mainland to the isle of Britain was our first nUpro-
(ton aa a people. K. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 31.

2. A number of animals migrating together;
the total of the individuals or species which per-
form any particular migration; also, the time
or period occupied in migrating. 3f. Change
of place ; removal.
such alterations, transitions, migration, of the centre

of grarity, and elevations of new islands, had actually hap-
pened. Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the

(Earth. (Latham.)

4f. Residence in a foreign country ;
banish-

ment.
Wo is me, too too long banished from the Christian world,

with such animosity, as If it were the worst of enemies, and
meet to be adjudged to a perpetual mi<fratwn.

Bp. Uatt, Invisible World, The Epistle.

Bathic migration, migration of fishes from one depth of
water to another ; vertical oraltitudinal change of habitat
in the sea : distinguished from equatorial migration.

The fishes of any region may nud water of suitable
warmth by moving north or south along the shores of the

continent, or by changing to waters of less or greater depth.
The former may be called equatorial, the latter bathic mi-

gration. Bathic migration is the most common.
Ooode, Menhaden.

Equatorial migration, ordinary meridional migration
from or toward the equator. See def. 1.

migrationist (mi-gra'shon-ist), n. [< migra-
tion + -i'sf.] One who or that which migrates.
The descendants of previous ages of miorationists.

Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XVII. ISO.

migration-station (mi-gra'shon-sta'shon), n.

A station or post for observing facts concerning
the migration of birds.

Migration-stations now exist in every state and territory
of the Union excepting Delaware and Nevada.

Science, IV. 874.

migration-wave (mi-gra'shpn-wav), n. The
migration ofmany birds simultaneously, so that

they appear at once at a given place in great
numbers in comparison with those that go be-
fore or come after ; the height of the migration
of a given species. Cones.

migrator (mi'gra-tor), n. [< LL. migrator, a

wanderer, < L. migfare, pp. migratus, migrate :

see migrate.'] One who or that which migrates.
These wild miyraton. The New Mirror (1848), II. 121.

migratory (mi'gra-to-ri), a. [= P. migratoire
= Sp. It. migratdrid; as migrate + -ory.~] 1.

Given to or characterized by migration ; roving
or removing from place to place ;

unsettled: as,

the pastoral tribes of uncivilized men are gen-
erally migratory; to lead a migratory life.

Yet, sweet Nightingale !

From the warm breeze that bears thee on, alight
At will, and stay thy migratory flight.

Wordsworth, Evening Voluntaries, v.

The same species is often sedentary In one part of Eu-

rope, and migratory In another.
A. R. Wallace, Distribution of Animals, I. 20.

2. Pertaining or relating to migration or to a

tendency to migrate.
This purpose is sometimes carried on by a sort of migra-

tory instinct, sometimes by a spirit of conquest.
Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist, li. 2.

Migratory anlT"M, those animals whose Instincts

prompt them to remove from one place to another at the

regularly recurring changes of season or of their natural
means of subsistence. Migratory cells, white blood-

corpuscles which, by means of the amoeboid movement of

their protoplasm, penetrate the walls of the blood-vessels
and wander Independently in the tissues, particularly the
connective tissue. Migratory locust. See loctud, 1.

Migratory pigeon, the passenger-pigeon. See Ecto-

pistes, and cut under passenger-pigeon.

migrenet, A Middle English form of megrim.
Minelmesset, . A Middle English form of

Micliiii'liiiiin.

mihrab (mih-riib '),n. [Ar., praying-place.]
A

niche, or sometimes merely a decorated slab,
in one of the interior walls of a mosque, mark-
ing the direction of Mecca, to which the faith-

ful ought to turn in prayer. In the niche a copy of

the Koran is usually kept, and In front of it the imam
stands when he leads the congregation In prayer.

mihtt.mihtit. Obsolete forms of might
1

, mii/lili/.

mikado (mi-kii'do), n. [Jap., lit.
' exalted gate

'

(like the Sublime Porte, applied to the Sultan
of Turkey), < mi. exalted, + kadn, gate.] The
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Kmpfror of Japan, sometimes erroneously spo-
ken of as the spiritual emperor. See shogun.
Mikania (mi-ka'ni-it), . [NL. (Willdenow),
named after J. C. Afikan, a Bohemian botanist

(1769-1844).] A genus of composite plants
of the suborder Tvbuliflorir, the tribe Eui>at<>-

riacece, and the subtribe Ageratea;. The principal
characteristic* are an involucre of four slightly unequal
bracts, four-flowered heads which are racemed or panlcled,
and pappus with very numerous scabrous bristles arranged
In one row. The plants are shrub* or herbs, which are
almost always climbing or twining, with opposite leaves,
and small white, flesh-colored, or pale-yellowish heads.
About 140 species have been enumerated, but they may
probably be reduced to 100. They are native* of the
warmer parts of America, with the exception of one spe-
cies, which is found in Asia and tropical Africa. M.
scaiidcns, the climbing hempweed, is a high twiner, with
cordate somewhat deltoid or hastate leaves and heads of

pale flesh-colored flowers In dense cymes, climbing over

copses along streams ; it ranges through the eastern and
southern UnltedStates into Mexico and to Brazil. M.Qvaco
la one of the guaco-plants of tropical America.

mikelt, ". and n. A Middle English form of
Hlifkli:

mil. An abbreviation of military.

milaget (mi'laj), n. See mileage.
Milanese (nul-an-eV or -ez'), a. and n. [< It.

Milanese (< L."Mediolanensin), < Milano, < L.

Mediolanum, the city now called Milan.] I. a.

Of or belonging to Milan or the people of Milan,
a city of northern Italy, or to the province or
the former duchy of Milan.

II, K. sing, and pi. A citizen or citizens of

Milan. The Milanese, the territory of the former
duchy of Milan In northern Italy.

In 1499 the king crossed the Alps into the Milanese.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 554.

milarite (mil'iir-it), n. [< Milar (the Val Milar,
in Switzerland, where it was supposed to occur ;

the true locality, however, has been found to be
Val Giuf) + -iC2.] A silicate of aluminium and
calcium, allied in composition to petalite. It

occurs in colorless or greenish hexagonal (per-
haps pseudohexagonal) prisms.
milcet, f. t. See milse.

milch (milch), a. [< ME. milche, melch, < AS.

melc, melee, meolce (= LG. melke = OHG. MHG.
melch, G. melk = Icel. milkr, mjdlkr), giving
milk, < meolc, milk: see milk.'] 1. Giving milk;
furnishing milk: as, a milch covi: now applied
only to domestic animals, and chiefly to cows.

Take two milch kine, on which there hath come no yoke.
1 Sam. vl. 7.

Getme three hundred milfh bats, to make possets to pro-
cure sleep. Webster, Duchess of Malfl, iv. 2.

2f . Milky : said of plants.
Hem [plants] beth melch in veer novelles grene
Beth nought to feede.

PaUadiui, Husbondrle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 99.

3f. Yielding liquid; distilling drops (namely,
tears). [Poetical and rare.]

The Instant burst of clamour that she made,
Unless things mortal move them not at all,

Would have made milch the burning eyes of heaven,
And passion in the gods. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 540.

milch-wencht (milch'wench), n. A wet-nurse.

Such exceptions were made against all but one country
iniMi-Mvnrh, to whom I was committed, and put to the
breast. Steele, Taller, No. 15.

milch-woman (milch 'wum 'an), n. A wet-
nurse. [Rare.]
We find not above fifty-one to have beentarved, except-

ing helpless Infants at Nurse, . . . being caused . . . oy
carelessness, Ignorance, and infirmity of the Milch-women.

J. Oraunt, quoted in Kibton-Turner's Vagrants and
(Vagrancy, p. 168.

milchy (mil'chi), a. [< milfh + -yi. Cf. milky.']
1. Milk-giving; abounding in milk.

There milchy goats come freely to the paile.
Sir T. Hawkins, tr. of Ode* of Horace, Epode, xvi. (Danes.)

2. Milky, as an oyster.
mild (mid), a. [< ME. mild, milde, mold, < AS.
milde = OS. mildi = OFries. milde = D. mild =
MLG. LG. milde = OHG. milti, MHG. milte, G.

mild, milde, mild, = Icel. mildr = Sw. Dan. mild,

mild, gentle, = Goth, 'milds (or mildeis 1) (in

comp. a a mi III.--, without affection); perhaps =
L. mollis (if that be taken as reduced from orig.

"mo/rig, 'moldvis), soft, gentle (see molfl, mol-

lify, etc.). Otherwise akin to OBulg. n7i>,

compassionate, Russ. miliiii. amiable, kind,
Pol. Bohem. mily, dear, = Lith. melas, dear:

cf. Gr. fie&ixS> kind, Skt. \/ mard, be gracious,

pity.] 1. Possessing softness or gentleness of

disposition; soft-mannered; kindly disposed;

good-tempered.
So galnly a god and of goste mulde !

Alliterative Poems (ea. Morris), ii. 728.

O, he was gentle, mild, and virtuous !

Shak., Rich. III.. 1 2. 104.

mildew

2. Exercising gentleness in conduct or action
;

not harsh or unfeeling; considerate; concilia-

tory.
To smooth his fault I should have been more mild.

Shak., Rich. II., L 8. 24O.

3. Marked by softness or kindness
; gentle in

character, method, or appearance; manifest-

ing or expressing mildness; mollifying; tran-

quil ; placid : as, mild words or manners ;
a

milil reouke ; a unlit aspect.
Rushing sound

Of onset ended toon each milder thought
Milton, V. L., vl. 98.

Ah! dearest friend ! In whom the gods had Joined
The mildest manners with the bravest mind.

Pope, Iliad, xxlv. 968.

4. Gentle or moderate in force, operation, or ef-

fect ; not harsh or irritating ;
emollient

;
bland :

genial : as, mild medicine ; mild winds ; a milil

remedy.
The folding gates diffused a silver light,

And with a milder gleam refreshed the sight.

Addisou, tr. of Ovid's Metamorpb., II.

5. Moderate in quality or degree ;
of mitigated

force; weak in Kind; free from harshness or

roughness; hence, not hard to endure, man-
age, etc.: as, mild fruit; mild dissipation ;

mild

efforts.

This horrour will grow mild, this darkness light.

Milton, t. L., II. 220.

1 pass more innocent, In infant state,
To the mild limbo of our father Tate.

Pope, Dunclad, I. 288.

Upon a mild declivity of hill.

Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 67.

Modena, Roman, and Sardinian [oak| are what the work-
men call milder in character that is to say, they are ea-

sier to work, and a little less hard. Latlelt, Timber, p. 84.

6. Hence, new; not having gained the taste
that comes by keeping: said of malt liquors:
as, mild ale. 7. See the quotation.
A body which can have its form permanently changed

without any flaw or break taking place is called mild.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 312.

l.t/i'M forms the first element in a nnmber of compounds
of obvious signification : for example, mild-flapored, mild-

looking, mild-mannered, mild-spirited, mild-tempered.}
Mild steel. See steel. to draw It mild. See draw.

Syn. Bland, Soft, etc. (see gentle\ tranquil, soothing,
pleasant, pacific.

mildt (mild), . [< ME. milde (= OHG. milti =
Icel. mildi), mildness; < mild, a."] Mildness;
gentleness.

Phy on the cruel crabbed heart
Which was not movde with milde.

Gascoigne, Complaint of Philomene (ed. Arberji

mildt, f. [ME., < AS. m i ill in n. become mild (cf.

gemildsian, gemiltsian, make mild, pity: see

milse), < milde, mild: see mild, .] I. intrant.

To become mild.

II. trans. 1. To make merciful. 2. To pity;
pardon. Halliiccll.

milden (mil'dn), v. [= Dan. mildne; as mild +
-en 1

.] I. intrant. To become mild
; grow less

severe, stringent, or intense ; soften : as, the
weather gradually mildew*. Imp. Diet.

II. trans. To render mild, in any sense ; make
less severe, stringent, or intense ;

soften.

The political tone Is also mildened In the revision.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 216.

mildernixt, A coarse linen used for sail-

cloth. Draper's Diet.

mildew (mirdu), n. [Early mod. E. also mel-

dewe; < ME. mtMetre, mildeti, meldeiee, honey-
dew, also blight, < AS. mildedv, 'miledeaw, mele-

dedw (= D. meeldautf = MLG. meldouw = OHG.

/ 6
Powdery Mildew, magnified.

I. Erysipht commttnis, upon the epidermis of the leaf of LMJIHUJ
frrnNtr. a, the sporocarp and mycelium ; *, conidia bearing hyphii ;

anascus. containing eight ascospores.



The Downy Mildew
of the Grape (Ptrono
spora -viticola), mag
nificil.

mildew

militott, MHG. miltou, G. mehlthau = Sw. mjol-

(lagg = Dan. meldttg the form mele-, D. meet-,

etc., simulating mclu, etc., = E. meafl), honey-
dew, < *mile (= Goth, milith = L. mel = Gr. pc'Ai,

IteTjr-'), honey ( > milisc, mylisc, milsc, mylsc, melsc,

honeyed, sweet, mellow, = Icel. milska, a hon-

eyed drink), + dedw, dew. The first element
is disputed, the word having early perished in

independent use
;
but no other explanation than

that here given is plausible.] 1. A minute

parasitic fungus which frequently appears on
the leaves, stems, and various other parts of

plants or other decaying organic substances as
a white frost-like down, or in

spots or with various discolora-
tions. The name is more properly
restricted to the Erysiphece, or pow-
dery mildews, and the Peronosporete,
or downy mildews. The Uredinece, of
which Puccinia graminis, the corn-
mildew of England, is the type, are
more properly rusts. (See rugt, Ure-

dinece.) The mildews are among the
most destructive fungi known. Pero-

nospora vilicoia is the very destructive
American downy mildew of the grape,
and Uncinula ampelopgidis, of which
the so-called Oidium Tuckeri is the
conidial form, is the powdery mildew
of the grape. Phytophthom infestans
is the downy mildew of the potato,
causing the disease known as potato-
rot. Eryeiphe annmunis is a very

common mildew on various Legumnwsae, Ranunmlaceas,
etc. The so-called mildew of linen is produced by a spe-
cies of Cladosporium. See Cladosporium, Erysiphece, Pero-

nosporeix.

2. A state of decay produced in living and dead
vegetable matter, and in some manufactured
products of vegetable matter, such as cloth and
paper, by the ravages of very minute parasiti-
cal fungi.
The Lord shall smite thee . . . with mildew.

Deut. xxviii. 22.

One talks of mildew and of frost.

Coivper, Yearly Distress.

Mildew mortification, gangrenous ergotism,
mildew (mil'du), . [< mildew, .] I. trans.
To taint with mildew.
He ... mildews the white wheat, and hurts the poor

creature of earth. Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 123.

It detains . . . books at the Custom House till the

pages are mildewed. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

II, intrans. To become affected with mil-
dew.
mildew-bronze (mil'du-bronz), . Bronze in
which is imitated the effect of aging on bronzes
lone buried in the ground.
mildewy (mil'du-i), a. [< mildew + -y

1
.] Af-

fected by or abounding in mildew; moldy.
mildly (mild'li), adv. [< ME. mildlich, milde-

liche, < AS. mildeliee (= D. mildlijk = MLG.
mildelik = MHG. milticliche, G. mildlich = Icel.

mildliga = Sw. mildeligen = Dan. mildelig), <

milde, mild : see mild and -ly
2

.'] In a mild man-
ner or degree; softly; gently; tenderly; not

roughly or violently; moderately.
mildness (mild'ues), n. [< ME. mildews, < AS.
"mildenes (= OHG. miltnissa), < milde, mild: see
mild and -ness.'] The state or quality of being
mild, in any sense of that word; gentleness of

disposition, manner, action, or effect ; moder-
ateness of quality or character

; placidity; soft-

ness; yieldingness.
mild-spoken (mild'spo"kn), . Mild in speech.
[Colloq.]

mile (mil), n. [< ME. mile, myle, < AS. mil =
D. mijl = MLG. mile, LG. mile = OHG. mila,
milia, MHG. mile, G. meile = Icel. mila = Sw.
Dan. mil = OF. mille, mile, F. mille = Pr. Sp.
mitta = Pg. milha = It. miglio, < ML. milia,
millia, fern, sing., a mile, < L. mille, sc. passuum,
a mile, lit. a thousand steps: mille, pi. milia,

millia, a thousand; passuum, gen. pi. of pas-
stts, a step: (MjMOA.1 An itinerary measure,
formerly in use in mostEuropean countries, and
modified from that of the Romans, which was
equal to 1,617 Englishyards. The ordinary or statute
mile is equal to 8 furlongs = 320 perches or poles = 1 760
yards = 5,280 feet; it was rendered legal by a statute of
the thirty-fifth year of Elizabeth's reign, which pro-
hibited building within three miles of London. This mile
was probably intended to be about the length of a min-
ute on the earth's surface, but the perch, of which it is an
exact multiple, already existed. The square mile Is 6,400
square chains, or 640 acres. The nautical or geographical
mile has been variously defined : see phrase below. The
medieval English mile (divided into 10 furlongs) was equal
to 6,610 feet or 2,015 meters. The old London mile was
5,000 feet. The miles of continental Europe were of the
most various lengths, and mostly represented, as it would
seem, multiples of some modified Roman mile. The an-
cient Scottish mile was 1,976 yards = 1.128 English miles ;

the Irish mile, 2,240 yards = 1.273 English miles (11 Irish
miles being 14 English miles). The Welsh mile was nearly
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4 miles English. The following table shows the values
of some of the principal miles in meters :

Italian Miles. German Miles continued.
Meters. Meters.

Eeggio 1593 Hanover 7419

Modena 1569 Saxony 9062

Genoa 1488 Brunswick 7419

Lombardy 1785 Baden 8889

Naples 2228 Austria 7587

Rome 1489

Tuscany 1652 Other Mile:.

Sicily 1858 ,,,,, ,
x n irn ino Castile 139Z

"
Portugal 2058

German Mile,. Greece 1292
Holland 5847

.Geographical 7420 Denmark 7538
Prussia 7632 England 1609

I nold for al the god that euer God made,
Abide gou in a brod weie bi a large mile.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1732.

A merry heart goes all the day,
Your sad tires in a mite-a.

Shak., W. T., IT. 2 (song).

He had ridden five Staffordshire miles.

RoUn Hoods Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 349).

Geographical or nautical mile, a mile variously defined
as : (1) the mean length of a minute of latitude = 6,082.66
feet

; (2) the length of a minute of the meridian correspond-
ing to the radius of curvature of the particular latitude,

varying from 6,045.95 feet at the equator to 6,107.85 feet at
the poles ; and (3) the length of a minute of longitude on
the equator = 6,087.15 feet. To remove all uncertainty, the
United States Coast Survey has adopted the value of the
nautical mile as equal to one sixtieth part of the length of

a degree on the great circle of a sphere whose surface is

equal to the surface of the earth. This value gives one
nautical mile = 6,080.27feet, which is very nearly the value
of the Admiralty knot (6,080 feet) adopted by the British

Hydrographic Office. Three-mile limit, belt, or zone
(also called the marine belt), in international law, that

part of the margin of the high seas which is within the

jurisdiction of the nation possessing the coast, originally
determined by the circumstance that, at the time this
limit became generally recognized, a marine league ap-
proximated fairly to the distance at which cannon on the
shore would serve to command the water. 1 Whart. Dig.
Int. Law, 114, 82.

mileage (mi'laj), n. [Formerly also milage; <

mile -r -age.~\ 1. Length, extent, or distance in

miles
;
the total or aggregate number of miles of

way made, used, or traversed : as, the mileage of

highways or waterways in a country ; the mile-

age of a railroad-line; the mileage of a year's
traffic on a railroad, or of travel through a

country. 2. An allowance or compensation
for travel or conveyance reckoned by the mile

;

especially, payment allowed to a public func-

tionary for the expenses of travel in the dis-

charge of his duties according to the number
of miles passed over: as, the mileage of a sheriff,
circuit judge, or member of Congress or of a

legislature.
Private travellers can obtain permission to make use of

[post-horses] on payment of small mileage-Hues.
H. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 52.

mile-post (mil'post), . A post set up to mark
distance by miles along a highway or other line
of travel.

Milesia (ml-le'si-a), n. [NL.] A genus of

dipterous insects of the family Syrphidce, found-
ed by Latreille in

1805. It Is composed
of large, robust, nearly
naked species, black or

yellowish-brown, with
yellowish thoracic and
abdominal markings.
The genus is mostly de-

veloped in southeast-
ern Asia and -the East
Indian archipelago ;

but two European spe-
cies are known, and
one, M. i. fnuiii is North
American. Ornate Syrphid (Milesia ornata).

Milesian 1 (mi-le'-

shian), a. and n. [< L. Milesius, < Gr. ttldfatot,
of or pertaining to Miletus, < M</tj?rof, > L. Mi-
letus, Miletus : see def.] I. a. Pertaining to

Miletus, an ancient city of Caria, on the Ionic
coast of Asia Minor, or to its inhabitants.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the ancient
Ionic city of Miletus in Asia Minor.
Milesian2 (mi-le'shian or -zhan), a. and n.

[After Milesian! , < Milesius, a fabulous king
of Spain.] I. a. Pertaining to Ireland or the
Irish race. See n.

II. . A native of Ireland
; a member of the

Irish race : so called from the tradition of an
ancient conquest and reorganization of the

country by two sons of Milesius, a fabulous king
of Spain. It is supposed that the legendary race of Mile-
sians were the same as the Scots who conquered Ireland
in prehistoric times.

mile-stone (mil'ston), n. A stone or pillar set

up along a highway or other line of travel to
mark distance in miles.

The second mile-stone fronts the garden gate.
Cmeper, Retirement, 1 490.

militancy

milewayt (mil'wa), . 1. A measure of time:
the third part of an hour, or twenty minutes.
2. Five degrees of angular measurement.
As I have said, 5 of thise degrees maken a m&ewey, A 3

mttewey maken an howre. Chaucer, Astrolabe, i. 16.

milfoil (mil'foil), n. [< ME. milfoil, < OF. mil-

foil, mirfuel, mierfuel, millefueil, m., millefueille,
F. millefeuille, f., = Pg. milfolhas = It. millefo-

glie, millefoglio, <. L. millefolium, neut., millefo-

lia, f., milfoil, lit. (like Gr. ^(o^D/./of, milfoil),
' thousand leaves,' so called from the abundance
of its leaves, < mille, a thousand, + folium, leaf:

see ?nB2 and foil
1

. Cf . trefoil, quatrefoil, cinque-
foil, etc.] A composite herb, Acliillea Millefo-
lium, also called yarrow, it is distributed through-
out the northern hemisphere, and is found on roadsides,
in dry pastures, etc. It is a grayish-green plant, a foot or
two high, the leaves biplnnate and very finely divided,
the heads in a crowded corymb, their short rays white,
sometimes rose-colored. Medicinally the milfoil is a mild
aromatic tonic and astringent. A. moschala, the musk-
milfoil, a native of the mountains of central and southern

Europe, is cultivated in Switzerland as a food for cattle.

The name is sometimes extended to other plants of the

genus. Water-milfoil, one of various water-plants with

finely dissected leaves, chiefly of the genus MyriophyUuin.
The hooded water-milfoil is the bladderwort, Utrieularia

vulgaris.

miliat, [L., pi. of milium: see Milium.] Mil-

let; milleseed.
They stamp their milia as we do spice, . . . temper with

fresh water and salt, and make rolls thereof.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 650.

miliart, [<' ME. miliaire, < L. miliarium (see

def.).] In Bom. antiq. and later, a tall narrow
vessel for drawing and warming water: used in

baths.
A myliair of lede, the bothom brasse
Anende the feetes sette it so withoute
The fourneis, and the fire ther undre passe.

PaUadms, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 40.

miliaria (mil-i-a'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. miliaria,
fem. of miliariiis, belonging to millet : see milia-

ry.~\ 1. Inpathol.,miliary fever. 2. Inornith.,
an old name of the corn-bunting, Emoeriza mili-

aria, as that of a bird which feeds upon millet.
It is taken by some authors as a generic name
of this bunting and its near relatives.

miliary (mil'i-a-ri), a. [= F. miliaire= Sp. Pg.
miliar = It. mitiare, < L. miliarius, of or belong-
ing to mille t, < milium, millet: see millet."] Ee-
sembling millet-seeds, especially in size (about
one or two millimeters in diameter) ;

accom-
panied by formations of this size : as, miliary

glands; miliary tuberculosis; miliary fever.
See gland, tuberculosis, fever.

milicet (mi-les'), M. [< F. milice, militia: see

militia.'] Militia, in a general sense.

The two-and-twentieth of the prince's age is the time
assigned by their constitutions for his entering upon the
publick charges of their milice.

Sir W. Temple, War in the Low Countries.

Miliobatis, n. See Myliobatis.
Miliola(mi-li'o-la), n. [NL., < L. milium, millet :

see Milium."] A'genus of imperforate foramin-

ifers, typical of the family Miliolidce. The minute
fossil tests or shells occur in immense numbers in some
strata, being the chief constituent of the miliolite lime-
stone of the Paris basin, for example.
Miliolidae (mil-i-ol'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Miliola
f -idee.] A family of foraminiferous rhizopods,
typified by the genus Miliola. They have the test

imperforate, normally calcareous and porcelaneous, some-
times incrusted with sand, under starved conditions (for

example hi brackish water) becoming chitinous or chiti-

no-arenaceous, and at abyssal depths occasionally consist-

ing of a thin, homogenous, imperforate silicious film.

milioliform (mil-i-ol'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Miliolii

+ L. forma, form.] Same as milioline.

milioline (mil'i-o-lin), a. [< NL. Miliola +
-me2.] Pertaining to, characteristic of, or re-

sembling the Miliolidat or a subfamily Miliolina: :

as, a milioline chamber or character.

Abounding near the shores of almost every sea are some
forms of the Milioline type, so named from the resem-
blance of some of their minute
fossilized forms to millet-seeds.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 462.

miliolite (mil'i-o-lit), a.

and . [< NL. Miliola +
-tfe2 .] I. a. Miliolitic.

II. n. A fossil milioliiie

foraminifer.

miliolitic (miFi-o-lit'ik), a.

[< miliolite + -ic."] Of or

pertaining to miliolites;

containing or consisting
of miliolites: as, miliolitic

chalk.

milit. An abbreviation of military.

militancy (mil'i-tan-si), . [< militan(t) + -cy.]
The condition of being militant ; a state of war-
fare or conflict.



militancy
VII ii ii 111 MI.' lih'. especially the active part, In constituted

In i state o( continual niilit'iiii-i/.

W. HoHtiKjae, Drvotiti- Kssays, I. x. 7.

It i not u in'hi i I'inu' to look back upon a time when the
nation (England] was In a normal condition of militancy
against social injustice. f'rmde, Sketched, p. 17'i

militant (mil'i-tant), a. [= F. militant = Sp.
Pg. It. militants, <. L. militan(t-)s, ppr. of wmi-

luri-, serve as a soldier: see militate.] 1. Fight-
ing; warring; engaged in warfare; pertaining
to warfare or conflict.

At which command the powers militant
. . . moved on

In silence. MMon, t. L., vi. 61.

2. Having a combative character or tendency;
warlike.

The militant nature of legal protection Is seen In the
fact that ... it Is a replacing of individual anned force

by the anned force of the state, always in reserve if not
exercised. U. Spencer, Prln. of Soclol., f 522.

Church militant. See church.

militantly (mil'i-tant-li), adv. In a militant or
warlike manner.

railitart (mil'i-tar), a. [< L. militaris: see mili-

tary.] Military'.

Although he were a prince In militar vertne approved.
/."., Hist. Hen. VII.

Instruct the noble English heirs
In politlque and militar affairs.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, Ixtii.

militarily (mil'i-ta-ri-li), adv. In a military or
warlike manner; by military force ; from a mil-

itary point of view.

Austria is at this moment, under the treaty [of 18561,

militarily occupying two provinces of Turkey In order ta
reform them. If. A. Rev., CXXVII. 895.

militarism (mil'i-ta-rizm), n. [< F. militarisms
= Sp. militarismo ; as militar, militar-y, + -ism.]
The military spirit ;

addiction to war or military
practices; the maintenance of national power
by means of standing armies.

The principles of Port Royal found some supporters . . .

before monarchlsm and militaritm had crushed the life

out of the nation. Encyc. Brit., VII. 675.

Monarchy, aristocracy, militarism we could not have if

we would, we would not have it' we could.
A. D. White, Century's Message, p. 19.

Who can say that the democracy will not in some sud-
den Impulse of economy or aversion to militaritm prema-
turely reduce the army and navy, and lay the Empire open
to aggression from every side?

Nineteenth Century, XX. 311.

militarist (mil'i-ta-rist), n. [< militar, mili-

tar-y, + -ist.] 1. bne devoted to military af-

fairs; one proficient in the art of war.

You're deceived, my lord; this is Monsieur Parolles,
the gallant militarist that was his own phrase that
had the whole theoric of war in the knot of his scarf, and
the practice in the chape of his dagger.

Shak., All's Well, Iv. 3. 161.

2. One who is in favor of a standing army;
one who advocates a warlike policy,

military (mil'i-ta-ri), a. and n. [Formerly also

militar; = F. militaire = Sp. Pg. militar = It.

militarc, < L. militaris, rarely militarius, of or

belonging to soldiers or war, warlike, (. miles

(milit-), OL. meiles, a soldier.] I. a. 1. Hav-
ing the position or character of a soldier

; per-

taining to soldiers
;
suitable to, characteristic

of, or performed by soldiers; soldierly: as, a

military man ; a military deportment or dispo-
sition.

He will maintain his argument as well as any military
man in the world. Shot., Hen. V., ill. 2. 86.

Was this your discipline and faith engaged,
Your military obedience? Milton, P. L., iv. 965.

Though courageous In brawls and duels, he knew noth-

ing of military duty. Macattlay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. Relating or pertaining to war. to the art of

war, or to an armed force ; adapted to or con-
nected with a state of war; martial; warlike;
belligerent: as, the military art; military glory;
military history; military equipage; a military
expedition. The military resources of a country in-

clude both army and navy, and the phrase military office
has been legally construed to apply to both ; but In or-

dinary language military is used only in relation to the

land-forces, as distinguished from the naval or sea forces.

Both were ambitious of military glory, and showed ca-

pacity for attaining It. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., 11. 25.

A military force, whether intended to operate on land
or at sea, exists primarily for purposes of war.

J. R. Suley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 231.

3. Warlike in method or practice ; having re-

lation to the usages or purposes of war; con-
nected with or dependent upon the use of armed
force: opposed to civil: as, a military despotism;
military government; a military execution.
Abbreviated n7., milit.

Bureau of Military Justice. See bureau. Military
architecture. See iirriiiin-tiir?. Military art, the art

of war. (at Tactical, relating to the order ana arrangement
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to he observed In the management of an army when It Is to

march, to engage an enemy, or to be encamped, (ft) Tech-

ni'-iil, including the composition, fabrication, and applica-
tion of warlike machines, and the practice of military en-

u'ineeririK in the erection of offensive and defensive works
for the protection of an army, a city, or a country. This
branch also comprises the topographical surveys, the build-

ing of pontoon and other bridges, the projection and con-
struction of roads, telegraph-lint-*, railroads, etc., neces-

sary to the operations of an army in the Held. Military
band. See&and'i. Military ceremonies. Scecxrenwmy.
Military commission. See ormmimon. - Military

courts, the courts of chivalry and court* martial.--- Mili-
tary drum, the side-drum or snare-drum. Military en-
gineering, fever, etc. See the nouns.- Military feuds.
Nee /!(-'. Military Knight of Windsor. Same as
Windsor Kniyht (which see, under knight). Military
law, the body of rules and ordinances prescribed by com-
petent authority for the government of the military state,
considered as a distinct community. (Buthnp.) Military
law In the United States consists of the Rules and Articles
of War, and other statutory provisions for the government
of persons subject to military control, to which may be
added the unwritten or common law derived from the

usage and custom of military service. See /aw1
,
and mar-

tial (M)(under martial). Military mast. See nuutl.

Military music, martial music, suitable for a military
band and for use in connection with military evolutions.

Military Offenses, offenses which are cognizable by a
court martial. Military system, the rules, regulations,
forms, etc., prescribed for the organization and adminis-
tration of an army in the field or in garrison or camp.
Military tenure, a tenure of land on condition of per-
forming military service. Military testament, In Horn.

Inn', a nuncupative will, by which a soldier might dispose
of his goods without the forms and solemnities which the
law requires In other cases. Statute of military ten-
ures, an English statute of 1660, which abolished knight*

1

service and some of the abuses and exactions of military
tenures. = Syn. Warlike, etc. See martial.

II. n. Soldiers generally; soldiery; officers

of the army: commonly with the definite ar-

ticle : as, the occasion was enlivened by the

presence of the military.

My lord going to the "
Trumpet," in the Cockpit, White-

hall, an house used by the military in his time as a young
man. Thackeray, Henry Esmond, I. 14.

militate (mil'i-tat), f. t. : pret. and pp. militated,

ppr. militating. [< L. militatus, pp. of militare,

(> It. militare = Pg. Sp. militar = F. militer),
be a soldier, < miles (milit-), a soldier: see

military.] 1. To be in conflict or at variance ;

come into collision.

Against everything which militated with the doctrines
or ceremonies of his church, he hurled his anathemas.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 90.

Hence 2. To stand in array; have weight or

force, as in determining anything : followed by
against, and permissiblyby infavor of: as, these
facts militate against (or infavor of) your theory.

Multiplicity of talents has too often militated against
the due fulfilment of some special bent.

W. Sharp, D. G. Rossetti, p. 1.

militation (mil-i-ta'shon), . [< L. as if *mili-

tatio(n-), < militare, pp. militatus, serve as a

soldier: see militate.] A fighting; warfare;
state of conflict.

Repentance doth not cut down sin at a blow ; no, it Is

a constant MUitation, A course of mortification.
The Morning Exercise Methodized, p. 374.

militia (mi-lish'a), . [Formerly milice, < F.

miliee = Sp. Pg.'milieia = It. milicia, < L. mili-

tia, military service, the soldiery, < miles (milit-).
a soldier.] If. Military service; warfare.

Another kind of militia I had then theirs. Baxter.

2. Soldiery; militants collectively. [Bare.]
Know then, unnnmber'd spirits round thee fly,

The light militia of the lower sky.
Pope, R. of theL, L 42.

Hence 3. The whole body of men declared

by law amenable to military service, without
enlistment, whether armed and drilled or not.

[U.S.]
It has been necessary to call into service, not only vol-

unteers, but also portions of the militia of the States by
draft. Lincoln, In Raymond, p. 348.

The regular army is supported and controlled by the
federal government, but each state maintains its own mi-

litia, which it is bound to use in case of internal disturb-
ance before calling upon the central government for aid.

In time of war, however, these mUitiat come under the
control of the central government

J. Finite, Arner. Pol. Ideas, p. !*.

4. A body of men enrolled and drilled according
to military law, as an armed force, but not as

regular soldiers, and called out in emergency
for actual service and periodically for drill and
exercise. The feudal array of the middle ages was prop-
erly a militia, and the first proceeding of modern warfare
consisted in the gradual adoption of permanent and regu-
lar troops, which superseded the militia,

militiaman (mi-lish'a-man), n.
; pi. militiiiiin n

(-men). One who belongs to the organized and
armed militia.

militiatet (mi-lish'i-at), f. i. [< militia + -nti -.

Cf. militate.] 1 . To levy or raise troops : main-
tain a standing army.

milk
We continue to militiale, and to raiitc light troops.

Walpole, To Maim, Nor. lit, 1759. (Daviet )

2. To right as a soldier.

The militiatuuj spirits of my country.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, III. 177. (Daaiet.)

Milium (miri-um), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
< L. miliiim, millet : </'///.] 1. A genus of

grasses of the tribe Aarostidece and the subtribe

Stinete, characterized by an ovoid glume, rigid
or hardened about the caryopgig, and an awn-
less flowering glume. They are annuals or perennials,
with flat leaves and a compound panicle of one-flowered

splkelet*. There are 5 or 6 species, natives of Europe,
temperate Asia, and North America. The genus bean the
common name of millet-gratt. H. e/utum, widely spread
through the northern hemisphere, Is a tall handsome
grass which thrives In dense shade. Its herbage Is rel-

ished by cattle, and Its seed by birds.

They haue the seed of Millium In great abundance.
IlaHuyt'i t'oyaget, I. 104.

2. [/. c.] In pathol., an affection of the geba-
ceous glands, caused by retention of their se-

cretion in the form of pearly or yellowish-white
little globular bodies embedded in the skin and

projecting slightly above its surface.

Milium is a minute white tumour, about the size of a
millet seed, . . . which Is mostly situated at or near thr
free edge of the lid. J. S. Well*, DU. of Eye, p. 682.

Miliusa (mil-i-u'sa), n. [NL. (Leschenault,
1832), named after J. Milius Votolinas, a horti-

cultural writer of the 16th century.] A genus
of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the
natural order Anonaeete, the custard-apple fam-

ily, type of the tribe Milimea;. It is characterized

by having the outside petals small, and the interior ones
much larger, Hat, and converging at the apex. Seven or

eight species are known, natives of eastern India, and
perhaps of Australia. They are low or medium-sized trees,
with flowers almost always axillary, either solitary or In

clusters, and with the petals often transparent.

Miliuseae (mil-i-u'se-e), n. 7)/. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1862), '< Milima + -ete.] A tribe

of plants of the natural order Anonaceee, typi-
fied by the genus Miliusa. It Is characterized by
stamens which are loosely Imbricated, and with the con-
nective slightly or not at all dilated beyond the conspicu-
ous dorsal cells of the anthers. There are 11 genera and
about 65 species, all Indigenous to the tropics.

milk (milk), 11. [< ME. i7Jt, mylk, melk, mule.

< AS. meolc, meoliic (not *7e) = OFries. melok
= D. melk = MLG. LG. melk = OHG. miluli.

MHO. milich, milch, G. milch =Icel. mjolk = Sw.

mjfilk = Dan. melk = Goth, miluks, milk ;
cf. Ir.

melg = OBulg. mleko = Pol. Bohem. mleko =
Serv. mlijeko = Kuss. moloko = Wendish mloko,
mela uka (all prob.borrowed from or modified ac-

cording to the Teut., having k for the reg. g) (cf.

W. llaeth, L. lac(t-) = Gr. >o/a (JO/OAT-), milk,
of diff. origin: see lactatf, etc., galaxy, etc.);
derived from a common Indo-Eur. verb, namely.
AS. melcan (pret. mealc, pp. molceti) = D. mel-
ken = MLG. LG. melken = OHG. melclian, MHG.
melchcn, melken, G. melken = Goth, "milkan

(not recorded), a strong verb partly displaced
by, or merged in, a later weak verb, E. milk =
OFries. mellca = Icel. mjolka, etc., depending on
the noun; cf. OBulg. mliza, mlesti,eic., = Kuss.
meliziti = Lith. milsti = L. mulgcre = Gr. aptts-

yuv, milk, = Skt. ^/ marj= Zend^ marez, stroke,
rub. Hence milk, v., and milch, a.] 1. A white
or bluish-white liquid secreted by the mamma-
ry glands of the females of the class Mammalia,
and drawn from their breasts for the nourish-
ment of their young. It is opaque, with a slight pe-
culiar odor and a bland sweetish taste. It* chemical con-
stituent* in different mammals are qualitatively alike, but
quantitatively vary much, not only In different species, but
also in different individuals, or even at different times
in the same individual. The
amount of water varies from
about 80 to 90 per cent., the
residue beingcomposed of albu-
minoids (casein and lactopro-
tein), fat, milk-sugar, and cer-

tain wilts, chiefly phosphates.
Under the microscope it ap-
pears as a clear transparent
fluid, in which a large number
of minute globules are suspend-
ed. When allowed to rest, these

globules rise to the surface,

forming a yellowish stratum,
the cream,which consists main-
ly of the fat, mixed with some
casein, and retaining some serum. In the cow about 5 per
cent of the milk is cream, in the human female lesa, In
the mare scarcely more than 1 per cent By churning, the

globules unite to form butter, leaving the buttermWc,
which is essentially a solution of milk-sugar, with the salt*

and some casein and butter. The milk from which cream
Is separated to *KfrMd mitt, which when left to Itself (If

not too cold) develops, from the action of a certain bac-

terium, lactic acid, which separates the casein In a coagu-
lated condition called curd* ; the same effect Is produced
by some other acids, and by rennet, the prepared Inner
membrane of the stomach of a calf. The liquid separated
from the coagulum is called irhrii, and contain* chiefly

Drop at Milk, -.bowing fot

globules Ihlghlr nugnBcd).
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Who would not thinke it a ridiculous thing to see a ladymilk-sugar and some salts. Cheese is prepared by coagu- milk-and-Water (milk'and-wa'ter), a. Insipid, Who would not thinke it a ridiculous thi
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Puttenham, Arte of Eng.
characterless; wishy-washy. [Colloq.]cow's and human milk is about 1.030. Human milk is al-

ways alkaline, cow's milk either alkaline or acid, while
the milk of carmvora is always acid. Milk represents a

complete or typical food, in which all the constituents

necessary for maintaining the life and growth of the body milk-blotch (milk bloch), n.

Poesie, iii. 24.

milkily (mil'ki-li), adv. With a milky appear-What slays a veteran may well lay & milk-and-water bout-
an(Jef^ the m

'

anner of milk
Keois low.

are present. In rare instances milk, in greater or less

adult^mman ma
e
ie

reted ** ^ mammalT &**** ot the

C Reade Cloister and Hearth xrvi.

An eruption of
milkiness (mil'ki-nes), n. 1. The state of be-

jfore wine, I would twere mine
;

Milke taken after, is poisons daughter.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), Index, p. 100.

She bath'd her body many a tune
In fountains flll'd with milk.

Queen Eleanor's Fall (Child's Ballads, VII. 297).

ing milky, or of resembling milk in quality or

appearance.
All nebulre naturally seemed to him (Herschel) to be but

stellar clusters, so distant as to cause the individual stars
to disappear in a general milkiness or nebulosity.

Newcomb and Holden, Astron., p. 458.

Hence 2. Blanduess; mildness; softness.

numerous minute vesicles on a red surface, on
the faces of infants, in some cases extending
to the neck and breast. The vesicles break, and dis-

charge a viscid fluid, which becomes incrusted in yellow-
ish or greenish scabs, forming, as they extend, a kind of
mask. It is a form of vesicular eczema. Also called milk-
crust or milk-scab.

milk-can (milk'kan), >i. A large can for carry-
ing milk to market or to customers.

<S. Anything resembling milk in appearance, milk-car (milk'kar), . A special form of box Jy new companion poured out his compi
taste, etc., as the juice of the cocoanut and the

freight-car with end platforms and passenger-
makin^ of mood. T. C. Grattan.

sap of certain plants (see latex). car springs, used for the transportation of milk milking (mil'king), n. [Verbal n. of milk, r.]
Thoo [squills] that in hillesgrowe or places colde in cans. [U.S.] 1. The act of drawing milk. 2. The milk so

milk-COOler (milk'ko"ler), (i. An apparatus obtained at one time. 3. In racing slang, the

Would I could share the balmy, even temper,
And milkiness of blood. Dryden, Cleomenes, i. 1.

Have litel i

m^-i,
tor cooling fresh milk uyAt tne time when the contents of the berry [wheat] are L

in the condition technically known as milk. water.

Ure, Diet., IV. 153. milk-crust (milk'krust),
3. The spat before it is discharged from an oys-

btoteh.

ter. 4. A slight cloudy opacity occurring in
some diamonds.

of ic or cold

Same as milk-

Cloudy imperfections known in the trade as "milk" or
"salt" Ure, Diet., II. 24.

Blue milk, (a) Milk deprived of its cream
; skimmed

milk. It has a faint bluish tinge. [Colloq.] (6) Milk which
has undergone a special fermentation caused by a microbe,
Bacterium cyanogenum, which causes it to assume a blue
color. Bristol nHllr, a mixed beverage of which sherry
is the chief ingredient

Plenty of brave wine, and above all Bristol milk.

Pepys, Diary.
A rich brewage made of the best Spanish wine, and cel-

ebrated over the whole kingdom as Bristol milk.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

Condensed tntllr, milk preserved by the addition of sugar
with or without other ingredients, and subsequent reduc-
tion by evaporation to a hah* or a fourth of its bulk, some-
times even to dryness. Fairy's milk, a peculiar milky
secretion produced by the mammary glands of infants for
some days after birth. In mlllr in the milk, milky;
containing the spat, as oysters ; containing a white juice,
as wheat before the grains harden. Milk of almonds,
an emulsion prepared by rubbing blanched almonds with
gum arable, sugar, and water. Milk of lime, slaked lime
suspended in water : so called as resembli

"" '

'kur), n. A system of medical
treatment by means of a diet of milk,
milk-damet (milk 'dam), n. A wet-nurse; a
foster-mother.

Then her owne mylckdame in byrth soyl was breathles
abyding. Stanihurst, JSneid, iv. 681.

(milk'den-tish"gn), n. See

milk-duct (milk'dukt), n. The duct, or any one
of several ducts, which conveys milk from the

place of its secretion in the mammary gland
through the nipple to the exterior; a galac-
tophorous duct.

milken (mil'kn), a. [< ME. milken (f), < AS.
"mylcen, milcen, of milk, < meolc, milk : see milk,
n.,and-e 2

.] 1. Consisting of milk. [Rare.]
The remedies are to be proposed from a constant course

of the Milken diet. Sir W. Temple.

2. Milky ; resembling milk.

She having with a pretty paleness, which did leave
milken lines upon her rosy cheeks, paid a little duty to
human fear. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

at 8hort

chance, or from which
he is to be withdrawn,
with the object of bet- .

ting against him. Krik?s
Guide to the Turf.

milking-stool (mil'king-
stol), n. A stool used to
sit on while milking a
COW. The stool in common
use has three legs. In Swit-
zerland one is used consisting
of a disk which can be strapped
to the person, with a sharpened
or pointed prop about a foot
long.

milking-time (mil'king-
tim), n. The time of day, especially about sun-
set, at which cows or other milch animals are

usually milked.
I think it is now about making-time; and yonder they

be at it. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 170.

milking-tube (mirking-tub), . A perforated
tube of silver which is inserted in the milk-
duct of a cow's teat, to overcome the muscular
contraction, and thus facilitate the flow of milk

:-stool. Canton
erne.

inded in water: so called as resembling milk in ap- .,,
^ '

milk-kinshiD (milk'kin"shiDl n The kinshin^^^^.s^^j^^^^^ 1^!^^^^^-^'^ ^"^^SSS^KtZ^.* **
L'S milk, a milky or curdy secretion of the crop of

pigeons of both sexes, upon which they feed their young
for some time by disgorging or regurgitating it into their
mouths. Red milk, milk which has assumed a red color
from the growth of a chromogenic fungus, Micrococctis milker (mil'ker), n.
proditjioius. Sugar of milk. Same as lactose. Whole
milk, milk with all its cream. [Eng.] Yellow milk,
milk which has assumed a yellow color, due to a coloring
matter produced by a microbe, Bacterium synxanthum.
milk (milk), v. t. [< ME. milken, < AS. meolcian ...

= OFries. melka (= Icel. mjolka = Sw. mjolka ly. 3. A cow or other animal that gives milk: milk-leg (milk'leg), n. Same as pMcgmasia

Way.
I said thine eyes were stars, thy breasts the milken-way

Sir P. Sidney (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 564).

1. One who milks.

His kine, with swelling udders, ready stand,
And, lowing for the pail, invite the milker's hand.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, il. 764.

2. An apparatus for milking cows mechanical-

arislng fron adoption or fostering.
We find among the Arabs a feeling about milk-kinship so

well established that Mohammed's law of forbidden de-
grees gives it all the effects of blood-relationship as a bar
to marriage. W. P. Smith, Kinship and Marriage, p. 149.

milk-ky(milk'ki'),n.j>J. Milch cows. [Scotch.]
And I'll gi' thee ane o' my best millc-ky,
To maintain thy wife and children three.

Dick o- the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 78).

dolens. See phleqmasia.= Dan. malke), draw milk, give milk, < meolc, usually with a qualifying term. [Colloq.] ,

milk: see milk, n., where an earlier form of the Inferior cows will require to be weeded out, and the DjHkless (milk'les), a. [< milk, n., + -less.']
verb is mentioned.] 1. To press or draw milk utmost attention must be paid to breeding good milkers. Without milk; specifically, in bo t., not sup-
from the breasts or udders of : as, to milk a cow. Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 323. plied with or producing milk, a character of
The lew may not milike hiscattell, nor eate of the milke milk-factory (milk'fak

//

to-ri), n. See the quo- high importance in agaricinous fungi.

lhat!l
pv
r cu

f^?.
a Chri8t

_
ian to m * 'hem. except tation. Gills [of Sussula] nearly equal, milkiest, rigid, brittle,

Factories, as explained by Canon Bagot, in a paper read
w"h an acute edge,

at the recent Dairy Conference in Ireland, are of three Cooke, Handbook of Brit Fungi, p. 217.

he first buy it, but at his owne price.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 205.

Thou wilt not find my shepherdesses idly piping on
.*n nn^ ].., *_-,_ tl l-j

* r r i

oaten reeds, but milking the kine.

2f. To suck.

kinds, distinguished by him as milkfactories, creameries, milk-livered (milk'liv"erd), a Timid
an
^,
b
_
u
_
ttCTJ^ri

,

e^, Inth
?.
m?V OT^..whi?ha'-be- ardlv: white-livered.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Proeme. coming"common'inlhr8oiith"of'lreTand, the'whokmUk
ardlv

' white

I have given suck, and know
How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 55.

3. Figuratively, to drain the contents or the
strength from; exhaust gradually: as, to milk
fl, fni>Tlfl' TM1TKIP * t.Hp Ortll VlQO V\f}fvn lll.i//.,!*/ nf n*

is purchased from the farmers, the price paid lately being
4d. to 4Jd. a gallon, and the separated milk, after the

,

That bear'st a cheek for blows, a head for wrongs.
cream has been extracted by the'mechanical cream sepa-

Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 50.

rator, is taken back by the farmers, at Id. to 2d. a gallon, milk-madget (milk'maj), n. A milkmaid.
for the feeding of pigs. Quarterly Re,., CXLV. 306. shall I now

, lyke a castawajr mac!madgei
" ee milk-vat. On mye woers formoure be fawning?

Stamhurst, JEneid, iv. 672. (Davies.)
,

a friend's purse ;
the soil has been milked of its milk-fever (milk'fe'ver), n. A name applied to

fertility. [Obsolete or colloq ]
llght feverish attacks coming on shortly after milkmaid (milk'mad), n. A woman who milks

And to ayd the kynge In hys right must thecommons be ?hildwrth, and coinciding more or less with the cows or is employed in a dairy.
milked till they bleede agayne. Tyndale, Works, p. 365. beginning or lactation. The milkmaid singeth blithe.

- ' '

This three year I have milked their hopes.
B. Jomon, Volpone, i. i.

4. In racing slang, to bet against, as an owner

.

milk-fish (milk'fish), n. A clupeoid fish, Cha-
nos salmoneus. See Chanos.

(milk'ful), a. [< milk,

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 65.

milkman (milk'man), .; pi. milkmen (-men). A
+ -/7.] man who sells milk

; especially, one who goes
against his horse when the horse is to be with- At>ounding or overflowing with milk; fertile; from door to door serving milk to families,

drawn, or cannot win, or is not to be allowed to
'

win. 5. In teleg., to draw part of the current
from (a wire) through an instrument without

fruitful.

O Milk-full Vales, with hundred Brooks indented.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

cutting the wire
;
read a message by placing an milk-glass (milk'glas), n. Same as cryolite

induction apparatus close to (the wire). glass (which see, under cryolite).
The rapidity and simplicity of the means by which a milk-globule (milk'glob'ul), n. One of the

numerous small highly refractive oil-globules .

floating in the milk-plasma. The white color and milfc-mirror (milk mir"or), n. Certain marks
opacity of milk are due to the milk-globules, which reflect on tne udder and perineum of the cow, eon-
the light. They consist of fat or butter, surrounded by a sisting of spots and lines on which the hair
rery thin envelop of casein.

grows upward (the hair on other parts growing
hej),M. A shrub or small tree,

--" -

Tirucalli, native in Africa, and nat-

wire could be milked without being cut or put out of cir-
cuit struck the whole of the party.

Prescott, Elect. Invent., p. 108.

6f. To supply with milk; feed with milk.
Norished was Terry fuetly to ryght

That she full ofte hym raid [dressed] and dight,
Chaufed, milked, and rechaufed again.

Bom. of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 4024.

For lyche a moder she can cherishe,
And mylken as doth a norys. Ram. of the Rose.

milk-abscess (milk'ab"ses), n. An abscess of
the female breast arising during lactation.

milk-meat (milk'met), n. Pood consisting of
or made with milk, as cheese, butter, etc.

The help which fasting does to prayer cannot be served
by changing flesh into flsh, or milk-meats into dry diet.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 5.

Abstaining from flesh and milk-meats on Friday.
-Y. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 274.

downward), supposed to indicate, by their form,
size, and direction, the characters of the cow

which is very hard, and durable when not exposed to wet, is .

m
".|f

valuable for gunpowder-charcoal. Its milky juice is an milk-mite (ni'lk mtt), II. See cheese- ill it<\

milk-molar (milk'mo //

lar), H. One of the
A dairy. grinders or back teeth of the milk-dentition.

-

Indian specific for syphilis.

milk-nouse (milk nous), .



milk-molar

corresponding to and replaced by a preraolar
of the permanent dentition.

milk-nurse (milk'ners), H. A wet -mine.

My inithcr was a glide milk-nurse,
And a gudo nonrice was she.

Karl Richard (Child's Ballads, 111.396).

milk-pail (milk'piil), . A pail for holding
milk

; specifically, the wooden or tin vessel com-
monly used in milking.

Very fractious, and apt to kick over the milk-pail.
ii Her.. C I.X V. Nil.

milk-pan (milk'pan), H. A large shallow pan
in which milk is kept to allow the cream to rise.

milk-pap (milk'pap), n. A teat or nipple.
[Kare.]

Let not the virgin's cheek
Make soft thy trenchant sword ; for those milk paps,
That through the window-bars bore at men's eyes,
Are not within the leaf of pity writ.

Shak., T. of A., Iv. 8. 115.

milk-parsley (milk 'pars Mi), H. A Europe-
an umbelliferous plant, I'eucedunum palustre,
abounding with an acrid milky juice ; also, Se-
1 1 n n in raruifolium of the same family, some-
times distinguished as caraway-leafed milk-

/iarxley.

milk-pea (milk'pe), . See Galactia, 2.

milk-plasma (milk'plaz'ma), w. A clear

slightly opalescent fluid obtained by filtering
milk through clay filters or membranes.
milk-porridge (milk'por'ij), n. Porridge made
with milk instead of water.

milk-pump (milk'pump), n. An instrument for

drawing milk from the breasts; a breast-pump.
milk-punch (milk'punch'), n. A drink made
of milk, spirits (usually brandy,rum, or whisky),
sugar, and nutmeg.
"I don't know," replied Mr. Pickwick, with equal care-

lessness; "it smells, I think, like milk-punch."
Dukent, Pickwick, I.

milk-quartz (inilk'kwarts'), n. A variety of

quartz of a milk-white color. Also called milky
quartz.
milk-scab (milk'skab), u. Same as milk-blotch.

milk-selet, n. [ME.] A milk-pail.

Multrale, a mylk sele. Nominale MS. (Halliwell,)

milk-shake (milk'shak'), . A beverage com-
posed of milk and carbonated water with the
addition of a flavoring, mixed by being vigor-
ously shaken up and down by hand or by a
small machine. [Recent, U. S.]
milk-sick (milk'sik), a. Infected with milk-
sickness. [Colloq.]
Trembles and milk-sickness were generally hard to

locate by strangers in the particular "settlement," as a
"milk sick farm

"
was not desirable as a place of residence,

and, if known to be such, was rendered almost unsalable.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 9.

milk-Sickness (milk'sik'nes), . A malignant
disease, occurring in some parts of the United
States,which affects certai n kinds of farm stock,
and also persons who eat the flesh or dairy pro-
ducts of cattle SO infected. The symptoms are vomit-
Ing, purging, extreme nervous agitation, etc. From the

peculiar tremors that characterize it, it is also called the
trembles.

milk-snake (milk'snak), n. A handsome and
harmless serpent, Ophibolus eximius, of the fam-
ily Colubrida;, common in many parts of the
United States. It attains a length of about 3 feet ; the
coloration is yellowish-gray, with a dorsal series of 60 or
more elliptical chocolate black-bordered blotches, and on
each side two other alternating series of blotches

;
the ab-

domen Is yellowish-white with square black blotches. It Is

also called chicken snake and thtinder-and-liyhtniny snake.

milksop (milk'sop), . [< ME. milksoppe; <

milk, n., + sop, .] 1. Apiece of bread sopped
in milk. [Rare.] 2. A soft, effeminate, girl-
ish man; one who is devoid of manliness: a
term of contempt.

Alias! she seith, that ever I was shape
To wed a milksop or a coward ape.

- Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, L 22.

'TIs now come to that pass that he Is no gentleman, a

very milk-sop, a clown, of no bringing up, that will not
ilriuk. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 143.

milksopism (milk'sop-izm), n. [< milksop +
-isf .] The character of a milksop ; effeminacy.
\ui-ti-s Ambrosiana; Sept., 1832. [Rare.]

milkstone (milk 'ston), . A white calcined
flint, often found in connection with prehistoric
remains. They are supposed to have been repeatedly
heated in order to be thrown into water to make it boil,
at a time when pottery vessels were not made to resist the
action of tire.

milk-sugar (milk'shug"iir), n. Same as lrtn*f.

milk-tester (milk'tes'te'r), H. A lactometer or
laetodensimeter. See tester.

milk-thistle (milk' this '!), . A thistle-like

plant. Sili/hiiiit (('uriliiim') Marianum, native in

7M
southern Europe, somewhat cultivated and

spontaneous elsewhere. The leaves are va-

riegated with white. Sometimes called tndy'n-
thistle.

milk-thrush (nflk'thrush), n, Inpathol. See

aphtha.
milk-tie (milk'tl), w. Same as milk-kinship.

The strength of the foster-feeling, the milk-tie, among
the Scotch Highlanders is a familiar instance of a mode
of regarding relationship very different from that prevalent
among us. SirJ. Lubbock, Orig. of Civilisation, p. 145.

milk-tooth (milk'toth), n. [= D. melktand =
( I . iiiilrh;ah = Sw. mj(ilktund=D&n. melketand.]
A tooth of the milk-dentition

; a temporary or
deciduous tooth, which is shed and replaced. A
child has '20 milk-teeth.

milk-tree (milk'tre), . 1. Same as cote-tree

(Krosimum galactodendron). 2. A tree of one of
several other genera, as Tabernxmontona utilix,

of British Guiana Jamaica milk-tree, or mOk-
wood, Pseudolmedia spuria. Madagascar milk-tree,
Cerbera Odallam. See Cerbera.

milk-tube (milk'tub), . In hot., a laticiferous
tube.

milk-vat, milk-fat (milk'vat, -fat), n. [< ME.
milk-fat, < AS. meolcfa-t (= D. MLG. melkvat =
OHG. milichfaz, MHO. milch faz, G. milchfass =
Sw. mjolkfat= Dan. melkefad), a vessel for milk,
< meolc, milk, + fait, vessel: see/at2, rat.] A
tank or tub into which milk is poured, espe-
cially for coagulating with rennet, in the manu-
facture of cheese.

milk-vessel (milk'ves'el), n. In bot., one of
the tubes in which a milky fluid is secreted

;
a

laticiferous vessel.

milk-vetch (milk'vech), . A plant of the

genus Astragalus: so called from a belief that
these plants increased the secretion of milk in

goats feeding upon them.
milk-walk (rnilk'wak), . A round or beat for

selling milk; a milkman's route. [Eng.]
" My father had a mitt-walk," he said, and when he died

I was without money, and had nothing to do.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I. 486.

milk-warm (milk'warm), . Warm as milk as
it comes from the breast or udder.

They had baths of cool water for the summer ; but In

general they used It milk-warm.
Smollett, France and Italy, xxxil. (Dames.)

milkweed (milk' wed), . 1. A general name
for plants of the genus Asclepias, somewhat es-

pecially for A . Cornuti, the most common Amer-
ican species: so called from their milky juice.
The bast of A. Cornuti forms a tough textile fiber. The
swamp-milkweed, -I. incarnata, la another common spe-
cies, with rather handsome flesh-colored flowers. Also
called sUkweed.

2. A plant of the genus Euphorbia, especially
E. corollata, the flowering or blooming spurge.
See Euphorbia. 3. In Great Britain : (a) The
sow-thistle, Sonchus oleraceus. (b) The milk-

parsley, Peucedanitm palustre Green milkweed,
a plant of the genus Acerates and perhaps Asclepiodnra.
both closely allied to Asclepias.

milk-white (milk'hwit), a. [< ME. milkwhit,
melkichit, < AS. meolchwit, white as milk, < meolc,
milk, + hwit, white.] White as milk.

A little western flower,
Before milk-while, now purple with love's wound,
And maidens call It love-in-idleness.

Shot., M. N. D., II. 1. 167.

milk-woman (milk'wum'an), . A wet-nurse.

[Scotch.]
milkwood (milk'wud), H. A name of several
trees of different genera, (a) The Jamaica milk
tree, Pseudolmedia spuria. (b) A West Indian apocyna-
ceoua shrub, llauwollia caneseens, called horny-leafed milk-
iroorf. (c) A very milky euphorbiaceous tree, Sapium Lau-
rocerasus (var. cilipticum), called Jamaica milkwood.

milkwort (milk'wert), n. 1. A plant of the

genus Polygala, formerly imagined to increase
the milk of nurses. In Great Britain the common
milkwort is P. vulgaris also called crost-JUncrr, gany-
fiower, and procession- and rogation-jloicer, In allusion to
Its time of blooming and use.

2. A seaside plant, Glaux maritime, with the
same supposed property. Also called sea-
milkwort.

milky (mil'ki), a. [< milk, n., + -yi.]
1. Con-

taining, consisting of, or resembling milk: as,
a nii/ky fluid; a milky color.

Some plants, npou breaking their vessels, yield a milky
juice. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

The palls high foaming with a milky flood.

Pope, Iliad, ivl. 780.

And milkier every milky sail

On winding stream or distant sea,

Tfnnyson, In Memoriam. cxv.

2. Yielding milk.

Perhaps my passion he disdains,
And courts the milky mothers of the plains.

Roscommon.

mill

3. Full of milt or spawn, as oysters: a trad--

use. 4. Soft; mild; timorous; effeminat* .

Has friendship such n faint and milky heart,
It turns In less than two nights?

Shak., T. of A.. IIL 1. 57.

Thy milky meek face makes me sick with hate !

Shelley, The Cencl, II. I.

Milky quartz. Same as milk-quartz.

milky-tailed (mirki-tald), a. Having milky
color on the caudal fin : specific in the phrase
milky-tailed shiner, the slender silverfin, Clioln

i/iilncluruy, a cyprinbid fish abounding in moun-
tain streams of the Ohio valley and southward.

Milky Way (mil'ki wa). [Formerly also wii-

ken-icay; cf. D. melkweg = G. milchweg = Sw.
(rare) mjiilkriiy = Dan. melknei.'] The Galaxy.
See Galaxy, 1.

That Milky Way which down Heav'ns Mountain flows
Its beauteous smoothness to her footsteps ows.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, 111. 34.

mill 1
(mil), . [< ME. milk, meUe, mulle, mylle,

earlier miln, milne, myln, mulne, < AS. mylen,
myln = OFries. mole = D. molen, meitlen =
MLG. mole, molle, LG. molen = OHG. tnvlin,

muli, MHG. mule, mill, G. miihle = Icel. mylna= Sw. molla = Dan. molle = F. moulin = Sp.
molino = Pg. moinho =It. mulino, < LL. molina,
a mill, orig. I'em. of L. molimis, of a mill, <

iiiii/ii, a millstone, pi. molte, a mill (also grains
of spelt ground) (= Gr. p&n, a millstone, mill),
< molere, grind, = Goth, malan = Icel. mala =
OHG. malan = AS. malan, grind: see malm,
mean, mold1

, etc. From the L. mola are also E.
mole3

, mole*, molar, moline, etc., mullet?, etc.]
1. A mechanical device for grinding grain for
food. Ancient mills, and those still In use in uncivil-
ized or half-civilized countries, are simple devices for rub-

bing or pounding the grain, commonly two stones, one of
which is m6ved
upon the other by
hand. The common
modern mill con-
sists essentially of
two flat circular

stones, one of which
Is moved upon the

other, and between
which the grain Is

triturated. The
bedstone and run-
ner are together
called a nin o/
stones. In some
mills the under
stone is the runner.
Suchamill Is called
an "under-runner,"
while an "upper-
runner" Is one like

that shown In the
cut. The bush, g.
in the bedstone is

fastened In Its

place by wedges.
The balance-rynd,

Grindlng-mill.
a, bedstone : />, runner ; f, step or ink : /",

bridge-tree ; ft, eye : e. hoop; f, hopper; f.
shoe ; r, tpout ; s. damsel : y, lighter-screw :

3. husk.

/, Is a curved bar which crosses the eye or central open-
Ing of the runner on the under side at the margin of
the eye and supports the stone. The supporting bear-

ing of the balance-rynd is a central socket called a cock

eye, and the supporting point of the

spindle which flts the cockeye is

called the cockhead. The spindle,
balance-rynd, and runner-stone are
raised or lowered by means of the

bridge-tree and lighter-screw to ad-

just the runner properly in relation
to the bedstone. The hopper, p. re-

ceives the grain to be ground, and de-
livers it to the shoe, which is loosely
supported, and kept constantly vi-

brating by the rotation of the damsel,
a sort of trundle-wheel, the trundles
of which chatter against the shoe.
Flour Is also made by cylinder-mills
or roller-mills. The rollers act by
crushing, by crushing and rubbing.
as when they are caused to ran with
different peripheral velocities, or by
a cutting or scraping action, as when
they are serrated and revolved in

such manner that the cutting edges

Grindlng-mttl.
Farts around the

spindle and eye : a,
bedstone : A, runner ; f,
bush ; h, spindle ; t,

driver ; j, batance-
rynd ; *, cockeye ; /.

cockhead : ft, eye ; /,
hopper ; y, shoe ; t,

damsel.

of one roller act toward the cutting edges of the other.

Thou combrest bothe too & frende,
Thi mylle hath groonde thi laste griste.

Hymns to Viryin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.)i p. 74.

Much water goeth by the mill that the miller knoweth
not of. J. Heymod, Proverbs (1546X U. 5.

Two women shall be grinding at the mill. Mat. rxiv. 41.

2. A machine for grinding or pulverizing any
solid substance. The word In this use Is generally in

composition with a word denoting the purpose for which
the mfll Is designed : as, paint mill, r/i/arte-mOr, cn/ee-mOl.

One could see by the way he ground the coffee In the
mitt nailed to the wall that he was reckless of the results.

W. JT. Baker, New Timothy, p. 294.

3. A machine which transforms raw material

by a process other than grinding into forms fit

for uses to which the raw material is unfitted.
In this use also the word is generally in composition, a*



mill

miv-miU, plaintiff-mill, etc. This use of the word is, how-

ever, limited and arbitrary, many machines which trans-

form raw materials not being called mills.

4. A machine which does its wovk by rotary

motion, especially a lapidary wheel. 5. A
treadmill. [Colloq.]
A few weeks after I was grabbed for this, and got a

month at the mitt; but I was quite innocent of prigging.

Quoted in Mail/lew's London Labour and London Poor,
[I. 890.

6. (a) A building in which grinding is done :

often in composition: as, a flour-miK, water-wiH,

wind/M, etc. (6) In metal., any establishment
in which metalliferous ores are treated in the

moist way, as by stamping and amalgamating,
by grinding in pans, or by similar methods.
Those works in which the reduction is performed by the

aid of fire are usually designated smeUiny-worki, or some-
times (especially in the case of iron) .furnaces. In the

manufacture of iron a mill is an establishment where
the metal in the rougher form (that is, in that of blooms,
slabs, rough bars, etc.) is worked up into various kinds of

merchantable iron, or into those forms which are desired

by the different classes of consumers of the metal, such as

rails, plates, merchant bars, and many other similar pro-
ducts.

(c) A large building used as a factory,
and occupied by machinery for the purposes of

manufacture: as, a silk-mill; a cotton-mitt.

7. In calico-printing or bank-note engraving, a
soft steel roller which receives under great
pressure an impressed design in relief from a
hardened steel engraved roll or die, and which
is used in turn, after being hardened, to impart
the design in intaglio to a calico-printing roll

or note-printing plate. 8. [Cf. mill1
, v., 1.] A

snuff-box. Also mull. [Scotch. ]

As soon as I can find my mill,
Ye'se get a snuff wi' right guid will.

Picken, Poems, I. 117. (Jamieson.)
He plucked forth a huge horn snuff-box, or mull, as he

called it, and proffered me. Scott, Rob Roy, vi.

9. A kind of screw-press introduced during the

reign of Elizabeth into England from France,
and designed to supersede the manufacture of

gold coins by the primitive method of striking
dies with a hammer. It was introduced in 1661, dis-

continued in 1572, reintroduced in 1656 and 1658, and per-
manently adopted shortly after the restoration of Charles
II. The more modern coining-press has supplanted this
machine. The mill not only struck the legend, but also

raised the rim on the margin and serrated the edge. These
serrations were at first straight ; but, having been found
easy to imitate by filing, they were made curvilinear in the

reign of George II.

Coining gold and silver with the mill and press.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, II. iii.

10. In mining, a passage or opening left for

sending down stuff from the stopes to the level
beneath. 11. [<

'

milli, v., 10.] A pugilistic
contest; a fight with the fists. [Slang.]
One of the most gratifying mills in the annals of the

school. Dickens, Our School.

Barker's mill, an ingenious machine, moved by the cen-

trifugal force of water, invented by Dr. Barker. It con-
sists of a vertical axis CD,
moving on a pivot at D, and
carrying the upper millstone

m, after passing through an
opening in the fixed millstone
n. Upon this vertical axis
is fixed a vertical tube TT,
communicating with a hori-
zontal tube AB, at the ex-
tremities of which, A and B,
are two apertures in oppo-
site directions. When water
from the mill-course Jiff is

introduced into the tube TT,
it flows out of the apertures
A and B, and by the pressure
of the water on the parts of
the tube opposite the aper-
tures the arm AB, and conse-

quently the whole machine,
is put in motion. The bridge-
tree ab is elevated or de- Barker's Mill.

pressed by turning the nut c at the end of the lever cb.

The grain to be ground is poured into the hopper H. As
modified by Whitelaw it is used in Great Britain under
the name of Scotch turbine. See turbine. Cannon-ball
mill. See cannon-ball. Chilian nim^ a form of mill
consisting of two heavy wheels or rollers, set parallel on a
horizontal shaft, and having a double rotation, that on the
horizontal shaft, and a second around a vertical axis con-
trolling the horizontal shaft. The rollers travel in a vat
or other suitable receptacle, and scrapers are usually
provided to keep the material in the path of the wheels.
This form of mill, wiich is of much antiquity, is now
used especially for grinding oleaginous seeds, nuts, fruits,
etc. See arrastre. Cone-and-cradle mill, a mill hav-
ing a conical muller or grinder reciprocating in a semi-
cylindrical concave or bed. E. H. Knight. Crooke's
mill, an occasional name for Crooke's radiometer (which
see, under radiometer). Edge-runner mm, a mill in
which the millstones grind by their peripheral surfaces in-
stead of by their flat surfaces. The stones are generally
two in number (though a single one is sometimes usedji
and run in a circular trough provided with a bottom of
stone or of iron. The trough holds the material to be
ground. The stones are pivoted to the ends of an axle
like cart-wheels, and the axle is attached in the middle to
a vertical shaftwhich rolls the stones around in the trough,
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thus effecting both a rolling and a rubbing action upon
the material to be ground. Such mills are used for grind-

ing flaxseed preparatory to expressing the oil, in iron-

foundries for grinding sand and clay, and for other pur-

poses. Horizontal mill, a mill having the acting sur-

faces in a horizontal plane at right angles to the vertical

axis of the revolving stones, as in a grain-grinding mill.

Hydraulic, lapidary, etc., mill See the adjectives.

Levigating mill. See levigate!. Mouse mill, a com-
bined electromagnetic engine and induction electrical ma-
chine used for feeding forward the paper record-ribbon,
and for electrifying the ink, in Thomson's siphon-record-
er for submarine telegraphy. Revolving mill, a form of

Chilian mill in which the pan turns while the axis of the

rollers does not change its position ; a revolving-pan mill.

To bring grist to the mill. See grist. Togo through
the mill See 170.

mill1 (mil), v. [< wifii, .] I. trans. 1. To
grind in a mill; grind; reduce to fine particles
or to small pieces by grinding or other means.
See milling.

'Tis here ; this oval box well flll'd

With best tobacco, finely mill'd.

Cowper, To the Rev. William Bull.

Raw crops and milled breadstuffs still sought the cheap-
est rates of freight.

O. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 249.

2. To subject to the mechanical operations car-

ried on in a mill, as a saw-mill or planing-mill ;

shape or finish by machinery. Specifically, in

ceram., to prepare (the clay) by passing it through a mill,
which is usually of the form of an inverted cone, in the cen-
ter of which is a vertical shaft set with knives. The clay,

being thrown in at the top, is kneaded, cut, and pressed
by the revolution of the shaft, and when it emerges from
the bottom is plastic and ready for molding. See pug-
imll.

Lumbermen charge the consumer for the full measure
ment of the boards [for floors) before they are milled.

Art Age, IV. 46.

3. To cut (metal) with a milling-tool in a mill-

ing-machine. 4. To turn or upset the edge of

(a coin) so as to produce a marginal ridge or

flange on both sides, upon which, when laid

flat, the coin rests, thus protecting the design
which is inside of the flange from wear, and
enabling the coins to lie firmly when piled to-

gether one upon another. 5. To flute the

edge of, as of a coin, or of any flat piece of

metal, as the head of a milled screw or the
rim of a metal box-cover, to afford a hold for
the fingers. The screws of optical and surgical instru-

ments, and other philosophical apparatus, and also the
covers of lubricators for machinery, are commonly milled.

Wood's halfpence are not milled, and therefore more
easily counterfeited. Swift, Drapier's Letters, iii.

6. To tumble (leather) in a hollow revolving
cylinder in contact with oil or any ameliorate

ing or tanning liquid, whereby the liquid is

worked into all parts of the leather.

Twenty-five sides [of leather] being placed in the wheel
at one time and , . . gambier liquor poured over them,
... in this wheel they are milled for about ten minutes.

Davits, Leather, p. 497.

7. To throw, as undyed silk. Encyc. Diet.

8. To thicken by fulling; full (cloth), as in a

fulling-mill. 9. To yield, in the process of

grinding or milling. 10. To beat severely with
the fists; fight. [Slang.]
Having conquer'd the prime one that mill'd us all round,
You kick'd him, old Ben, as he gasp'd on the ground.
Moore, Political and Satirical Poems, Tom Crib to Big Ben.

11. To cause to froth: as, to mill chocolate.
Milled screw. See screw.

II. in trans. 1 . To move in a circular direc-
tion around a central point or object in a pur-
poseless manner: said of cattle in herding on
the plains. [U. S.]
The cattle may begin to run, and then get milling that

is, all crowd together into a mass like a ball, wherein they
move round and round, trying to keep their heads towards
the center, and refusing to leave it.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 862.

2. To turn suddenly and change its course:
said of a whale : as, the whale milled, and ran
to leeward. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals,
p. 311.

mill2 (mil), n. [< L. mille, pi. milia, millia, a
thousand. From the L. mille are also ult. E.

mile, million, the first element of millennium,
milfoil, etc., and the latter part of billion, tril-

lion, etc.] One thousandth part of anything;
especially, in the monetary system of the United
States, one thousandth of a dollar, or one tenth
of a cent.

mill3t (mil), n. [< ME. "mil, mylde (cf . AS. mil),
< OF. mil, meil = Pr. mil, meilh = Sp. millo, mijo= Pg. milho = It. miglio, < L. milimn, millet.
Cf. millet, in form a dim. of mill3

."] Millet.

They make excellent drinke of Rise, of Will, and of honie,
being well and high coloured like wine.

HaMuyt's Voyages, I. 96.

mill4t (mil), v. 1. and i. [Perhaps a particular
use of milfl, r.] To steal. [Old slang.]

millenarianism

Can they cant or mUl? are they masters in their art?

B. Jonson, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

Millar's asthma. Same as laryngismus stridu-

lus (which see, under laryngismus).
mill-bar (mil

'

bar) ,
n . Bough bar-iron as drawn

out by the puddlers' rolls, as distinguished from
merchant bar, which is finished bar-iron ready
for sale.

millboard (mil'bord), H. A stout kind of

pasteboard especially used by binders for the
stiff boards upon which the leather or other
material for bindings is pasted or glued Mill-
board cutter, a machine having a shaft bearing adjust-
able knives, used for cutting millboard and cardboard to
the sizes required for bookbinding or boxmaking.
mill-cake (mil'kak), n. 1. In guiipowder-
manuf., the cake or mass resulting from the

incorporation of the materials. This cake is

subjected to a process of granulation. 2.

The by-product from linseed, consisting of

what is left after the oil has been pressed out.

mill-cinder (mil'sin"der), n. In iron-working,
the slag of the puddling- or reheating-furnace.
After being properly roasted, it consists essentially of the

magnetic oxid of iron, and is used as fettling in puddling-
furnaces, under the name of bulldog.

mill-dam (mil'dam), n. 1. A dam designed to

check the flow of a stream and cause the water
to rise until a sufficient head has been obtained
to furnish the power necessary for turning a
mill-wheel.

The which, once being brust,
Like to great Mitt-damb forth fiercely gusht.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 31.

2. A mill-pond. [Scotch.]
milldewt, n. An obsolete spelling of mildew.
mill-driver (mil'dri"ver), . The combination
of devices by which is effected the immediate
transmission of power from the motor to the
runner-millstone of a mill.

milled (mild), p. a. [Ppr. of milll, r.] 1. Made
or prepared in or by a grinding-mill. 2. Hav-
ing undergone the operations of a mill or coin-

ing-press : as, milled money. See milled money.
below.
Four mill'd crown pieces (or twenty mill'd shillings of

the present coin). Loclce, Lowering of Interest.

3. Serrated or transversely grooved.
A small condensing lens, and provided with a milled

head whereby it can be rotated. Science, XII. 60.

4. Having been formed or treated by machin-
ery; specifically, in

printing, made smooth by
calendering rollers in a paper-mill Double-
milled cloth, cloth which has been twice milled to give
increased thickness. Milled cloth, cloth which has
been thickened by beating until it is fulled or felted.

Milled lead. See leai. Milled money, coins struck
in a mill or coining-press, as distinguished from those
produced from a die by striking it with a hammer. See
hammered money (under hammeri), and compare coining-
preis. [Milled money was invented by Antoine Brucher
in France, and the first was so struck in that country about
1553. Elizabeth of England coined milled money from
about 1662 to 1572, when the use of the mill was discon-

tinued, on account of its expense, till about 1656. After
1662 it remained completely established, on account of

many advantages which more than compensated for the
cost. . . . It seems that they [milled sixpences] were some-
times kept as counters. Nares.]

Millefiori glass. See glass.
millenarian (mil-e-na'ri-an), a. and n. [Some-
times improp. millennarian; < millenary + -an.]
I. a. Relating or pertaining to a thousand, spe-
cifically to an expected millennial period of

righteousness on earth; chiliastic: as, millena-
rian speculations.

II. . One who believes in the millennium;
more specifically, one who believes that Christ
will visibly reign on earth with his saints for a
thousand years or for an indefinite period of
time before the end of the world; a chiliast.

See millennium.

millenarianism (mil-e-na'ri-an-izm), n. [Some-
times improp. milltnnarianism ; < millenarian +
-ism.] The doctrine of or belief in the coming
of the millennium

;
the doctrine of the reap-

pearance of Christ on earth, the establishment
of his kingdom, the resurrection of the saints
and of the remaining dead for the general judg-
ment, and an intervening period of a thousand
years (or of indefinite length) of perfect right-
eousness. In the early church the doctrine of millena-
rianism (chiliasm) was generally held, and many, both of
the otherwise orthodox and of heretics, were accused of

holding it in a literal or even a gross and sensual sense.

Thus, after the fourth century it fell into general disfavor.
As A. D. 1000 approached there was a wide-spread panic
throughout Europe, under the idea that the prophetic
thousand years had expired and that Satan would be let

loose. Millenarianism showed itself again in the views of

Anabaptists, Fifth Monarchy Men, Millerites, etc. See
chiliasm, millennium, premiliennialism, postmillcnnialism.

At various periods in the history of the Middle Ages we
encounter sudden outbreaks of millennarianism.

Encyc. Brit.. XVI. 317.
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millenarismt (mil'e-na-rizm), . [< F. milli'-

iinrinnii'; as niillt'iiar(i/) + -i*i.] Millenary
doctrine or belief; inillenarianism.

millenary (mil'e-na-ri), . and n. [= F. wit-

li'-iinin' = Sp. inili'iniriii = Pg. It. millcnario, <

LL. iinl/i'iiiinii.i, containing a thousand, < IMI'/-

li in, a thousand each, < I;, unlit, a thouganil:

see mill".} I. . Consisting of or pertaining
to a thousand, specifically a thousand years; in

a restricted sense, of or pertaining to the mil-
lennium.
We arc apt to dream I lint (iocl will make his saints reign

here as kings in a mOaton kingdom.
Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed, 1838), I. 827.

For I foretell that millenary year.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., Ded., 1. 81.

Millenary petition, a petition presented by l>ut ;i

thousand Puritan ministers to Janies I. on his progress
to London In April, 1003, asking for certain changes in

ceremonial, etc.

II. .; pi. millenaries (-TIZ). 1. An aggregate
of a thousand

; specifically, a period of a thou-
sand years; in a restricted sense, the millen-
nium.
Where to fix the beginning of that marvelous mtZfenory,

and where to end.

lip. Hall, Breathings of the Devout Soul, 1 15.

2f. A commander or leader of a thousand men.
Likewise the dukes assigne places vnto eitery mUlenarie,

or conductor of a thousand souldlers.

UaUuyft Voyage*. I. 60.

3f. One who expects the millennium. See
niillcnarian.

The doctrine of the millenaries ... In the best ages
WHS esteemed no heresy.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 815.

millennial (mi-len'i-al), a. [< millennium +
-al.] Consisting of or relating to a thousand
years; pertaining to a millennium, or specifi-

cally to the millennium : as, a millennial period ;

millennial expectations.
To be kings and priests unto God Is the characteristic of

those that are to enjoy the millennial happiness.
Bp. Burnet.

millennialist (mi-leu'i-al-ist), n. [< millennial
+ -ix/.~] One who believes in a millennial reign
of Christ on earth ; a chiliast.

millennianism (mi-len'i-an-izm), n. [<
*milieu-

ni/iii (< HI illrii niunt + -an) + -isw.] Millenari-
anism.
At the outset [of Chrlstlanityl a crass miilennianitm

clouded the vision of very many. Prog. Orthodoxy, p. 156.

millenniarism (mi-len'i-a-rizm), . [< 'millen-

nial- (< millennium + -ar2} + -ism.] Millenari-
anism.
millennistt (mil'en-ist), . [= F. milleniate ;

L. mille, a thousand, + nnnus, year: see annual."]
1. An aggregate of a thousand years; a period
or interval of one thousand years: as, the mil-
lennium of the occupation of Iceland celebrated
in 1874.

To us nothing seems more unlikely, more Inconceivable,
than two millenniutujf of high Egyptian civilization, . . .

while all the rest of the world was sunk in darkness.
Q. Jlatdinmn, Origin of Nations, I. 151.

Specifically 2. In theol., a period during
wnich the kingdom of Christ will be established

upon the earth and will predominate over all

other authority. The phrase "a thousand years," in
Rev. xx. 1-5, has been understood literally, or (on the prin-
ciple that in Scripture prophecies a day stands for a year,
and the Jewish year contained 360 days) as representing
860,000 years. It is generally regarded as Indicating an
indefinite but long period, and belief in such a period is

universal in the Christian church. But whether this pre-
dominance of the kingdom of Christ will be accomplished
gradually by the gospel, and will precede Christ's second
coming, or will follow his second coming and he accom-
plished by It, is disputed. This question divides theolo-

gians into two schools, the postmillenarians, who hold the
former view, and the premillenarians, who hold the latter ;

while many hold that the millennium represents the gos-
pel dispensation or reign of the church, and has accord-
ingly already prevailed for many centuries.

milleped, milliped (mil'e-ped, mil'i-ped), n.

[= F. iiiillepifili= Srt. milpies = Pg. millepedes=
It. millepiedi,< L. millepeda, < mille, thousand, +
pes (.ped-) = E. foot.] 1. A thousand-legs; a

myriapod of the suborder CMognntlia or inpln-
poda, : so called from the very numerous feet,

though these are not nearly a thousand in num-
ber. The feet are about twice as numerous as those of
the similar creatures called ccntipcds, there being two

A Milteped (Cambala antntUta). (Line shows natural size.)
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pairs Instead of one pair to most of the segments ; the lega
are also shorter, ami t lie hody n Inud. r ..ml mon- jlimin
cal. Mlllepeds are found in water, ami in wet 01 dilTmi

places beneath lugs, stones, etc. I'niike some of tin- cent i-

peds, all are quite harmless animals. Some of the com-
monest belong to the family Julitta, as Jvlu* tabulonu.
The tufted millepeds are J'vlyxfniilir; the false millepeds,
I'lilyilrnnulir. IMH-mlllcpcds bflonK t" 'hi- family tffoflW-

ritlic ; they are comparatively Hlmn .mil sti.nt, and can roll
l In rnaelvcs up Into ball, like the wood lice of the genus
Armatlillit. See Cltiliymitlut, and cuts under Myriaptda
and thuunand-lej*.

2. Some small crustacean with many legs, as
an isopodous slater; a wood-louse.
Also millepede, millipede.

Millepora (mi-lep'o-rft), n. [NL. : see ////>-

pore.] The typi-
cal genus of tin-

family Millepori-
dte, so called from
the numerous
pores upon the sur-

face. These are the

openings of as many
tubular cells or cavi-
ties which traverse
the hard coralline sub-

stance, and are them-
selves divided in their

deeper parts by close-
set transverse parti-
tions or tabular dis-

seplmenU, vertical sep-
ta being rudimentary

Mtlttfora atcKornis.
( Ir absent.

millepore (mil'e-por), . [= F. millepore = Sp.

mittpora = It. millepora, < NL. Millepora, < L.

mille, a thousand, + porus, a passage: see

pore.] A coralline hydrozoan of the family
Milleporid(F. The mlllepores were long supposed to
be corals, and such is their appearance and the part they
play In the formation of reefs. They belong, however, to a
different class of animals, the I/yarozoa (not Actinnzoa),
being among the few members of their class which form
a hard calcareous polypary or polypidora like the stone-

corals, and the leading representatives of the order called

Hydrocorallince (which see). The Incrustlng substance
forms a dense deposit upon the outer surface of the rami-
fied hydrosome. There are two kinds of zootds or poly-
pites: short broad alimentary zooids (gastrozooids) with I

or 6 tentacles, surrounded each by a zone of from 5 to 20 or
more long mouthless zooids (dactylozoolds) with numer-
ous tentacles, having no ampulla;. The zooids are dilated
at their bases, and there give olf tubular processes which
ramify and inosculate, giving rise to a thin hydrosome.

Milleporidse (rail
- e - por

'
i - de). n . pi. [NL., <

Millepora + -ida1

.] A family of hydrocoralline
hydrozoans, typified by the genus Millepora.
See millepore and Hydrocorttllince.

milleporiform(mil-e-por'i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Millepora + L.forma, form.] Having the form
or appearance of a millepore; milleporine.
Milleporina (mi-lep-6-ri'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Milli-porn + -inn2 .] Same as Milleporidir.

milleporine (mil'e-po-rin), a. Pertaining to the

.VilleporidtKf or having their characters
;
resem-

bling a millepore; milleporiform.
milleporite (mil'e-por-It), . [< millepore +
-ite2.] A fossil millepore.
miller (mil'er), M. [< ME. miller, meller, millere.

ntellere, earlier mijlnir, mylnere, milnrre (a form

remaining in the surname Milner),< AS. 'mylnrre
(not recoiled; another term was mylntccard,
'mill-ward') = OS. mtileniri = Fries, meller =
D. mulder, molenaar= MLG. molner, moire, mol-
ler = OHG. mulinari, MHG. miilnare, mulner,
Q. milller (as a surname also Milliner) = Icel.

mylnari = Sw. mjolnare = Dan. mriller, < LL.
molinarius, a miller, < molina, a mill: see mill1 ,

n.] 1. One who grinds grain in a mill; one
who keeps or who attends to a mill, especially
a grain-mill.

More water glideth by the mill
Than wots the miller of.

Shale., Tit, And., II. 1. 87.

2. A milling-machine. 3. Amoth whose wings
appear as if dusted over with flour or meal, like a
miller's clothes

; hence, almost any small moth,
such as fly about lights at night. Common mfflers
in the I'nited States are Spilosoma virginiea, a moth whose
larva is one of the woolly-bear caterpillars, and Hvphantria
fuifii. the web-worm moth. The little yellowish moths
of the genera Crambu* and Botit are also commonly called
millers. See cuts under Crambidce and Hyphantria.
4. A fish, the eagle-ray, ifyliobatis aquila; a
mill-skate. 5. The hen-harrier,Circitsfynew.
[Prov. Eng.] 6. A young flycatcher. C. Swain-

son, Brit. Birds, 1885, p. 49. [Local, Eng.]
Cross miller. See crow', n.

milleringt (mil'er-ing), n. [< miller + -ing
1
.]

The dust of a flour-mill.

And she would meal you with milleriny
That she gathers at the mill.

Karl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 273).

Millerism (mil'er-izm), ii. [< Miller (see Mil-
l< rite 1

) + -ism.] The doctrines of the Millerites.

mill-furnace

Millerite 1 (miivr-it >, . [< ./- f.) +
-ili-.\ A dJHi-iplc of the Aiiierii-:iii William
.Miller, \\lio from IKUlill Ins ilenth in lK4!>pub-
lidy inter|ireteil the SerijitureH as fixing the
second advent of Christ and the beginning of
the millennium in the immediate future (at
first about lx4.'i). His followers form a still ex-

isting denomination of Adventists.
millerite- (mil'er-it), n. [Named after \V. II.

Miller (Mod 1880),an English crystalN^rapher.]
Native nickel sulphid.a niim-ral liavinga bronze
colorand metallic luster, often ocenrringin tufts
of capillary crystals, and hence called hair-py-
rites, camllary pyrites. It Is found also In Incrusta-
tions with fibrous or radiated structure ; in the latter form
it is a valuable nickel ore.

miller's-coatt (mil'erz-kot), M. A coat of fence
in use in the sixteenth century, apparently a
buff-coat or similar defense of leather.

miller's-dog (mil'erz-dog), n. A kind of shark
or dogfish, (laletig canig.

miller B-thumb (mil'erz-thum), w. I. A fish,

Cottus aobio, of the family t'ottida: The name Is

due to the fancied resemblance of the head to the form a

miller's thumb Is popularly supposed to assume from the

frequent sampling of meal with the hand.

2. Any fresh-water sculpin of the genus Vra-
nidea ; one of the little star-gazers, of which
there are several species, as {'. ricliardxoni.

[U. 8.] 3. The bib (a fish), Gadus Iiucu*.

[Great Britain.] 4. The golden-crested wren,
Kegulii* erintatus; the thumb-bird. [Eng.]
5. The willow-warbler, I'tujllosfopus trocliilug.

millesimal (mi-les'i-mal), a. [= F. miVesimo
= Sp. milesimo = Pg. ft. millei<iio, < L. mille-

simug, the thousandth, < mille, a thousand : see
(i7/2.] Thousandth; consisting of thousandth

parts: as, millesimal fractions.

millet (mil'et), >i. [< F. millet, millet, dim. of

7, millet: see mill$.] 1. A cereal grass, I'ani-

cum miliaeenm, known from antiquity, and still

cultivated in the East and in southern and cen-
tral Europe. It Is an annual, from 2 to 4 feet high, with
profuse foliage, the flowers abundant, In open nodding
panicles. 'I he grain is one ol the best for fowls, and af-

fords a nutritious and palatable table-food. As cultivated
in the I'nited States, it is mostly used for (odder, and el*e-

where it is less sowed than formerly.

2. One of several other grasses : generally with
a prefixed descriptive. See below Arabian or

evergreen millet, a variety of Indian millet. [Local,
U. 8.] Cat-tall, East Indian, Egyptian, pearl mil-
let, in the southern Vnited States, a tall gniss. I'enninetuw

tpicatum, there cultivated as a forage-plant. In India it

serves as a cereal. German, Hungarian millet. See
Italian millet. Indian millet, African millet, a stout
cereal grass commonly known as Soryhum vulgare, but
now regarded as part of a mulllfoim species, Andropoymi
Sorghum, which includes among Its varieties the common
broom-corn and sorghum. It is extensively cultivated In
the Mediterranean region and the Orient, occupying the

place of a staple grain. The seed properly treated mnkes
a bread of good quality, and Is a good grain for quadrupeds
and fowls. The plant serves also for green fodder. '1 his

is the durra or aoura of Africa and India. It has been
introduced to some extent into the t'nlted States, where
it is sometimes called coffee- or chocolate-corn, tieemise of
its attempted use as a substitute for coffee. Also called

guinea-corn, Icajir-corn. Italian millet, Setaria Itnlica.

originally an Asiatic grass : its variety Grrmanica is known
as German or Hungarian millet and Bengal or Hungarian
irmn. (Seegraa.) Its seeds are suited to cage-birds and
fowls, and It is to some extent used as a food-grain ; in
America It is raised mostly for forage. Millet coda or

khoda, the grain of I'aspalum Krobicvlatum, an East In-
dian cereal.

millet-grass (mil'et-gras), . See Milinm.

mill-eye (mil'i), w. The eye or opening in the
cases of a mill at which the meal is let out.

A noble and seemly baron's mill, . . . that casts the
meal through the mill-eye by forpits at a time.

Scott, Pirate, xi

mill-feeder (mil'fe'd*r). . A projection on a

mill-spindle which agitates a spout beneath the

hopper, thus shaking the grain into the eye of
the runner.

mill-file (mil'fil), ii. A thin flat file used in

machine-shops for lathe-work and draw-filing.
E. H. Knight.
mill-furnace (mil'fer'nas), n. In iron-works, a
furnace in which the puddled bar, or the higher
grades of malleable iron, are reheated in order
to be rerolled or welded under the hammer or
mill-rolls.



mill-gang

mill-gang (inil'gang), n. In warping, that part
of tho warj) which is made by a descending and

ascending course of the threads round the warp-
ing-mill. E. H. Knight,
mill-hand (mil'hand), n. A person employed
in a mill.

mill-head (mil'hed), . The head of water by
which a mill-wheel is turned.

mill-holm (mil'hom), H. A low meadow or field

in the vicinity of a mill, or a marshy place about
a mill-dam.

mill-hopper (mirhop'er), n. In a grinding-
mill, a hopper from which grain is supplied to

the stones Mill-hopper alarm an automatic device
for giving notice to the miller, usually by a bell, when the

grist in the hopper is nearly exhausted.

mill-horse (mil'hprs),
. A horse (often blind)

used to turn a mill.

'Tis a dull thing to travel, like a mill-home,
Still in the place he was born in, lam'd and blinded.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, ii. 4.

milli-. [XL. mille, millia, milia, a thousand : see

million*.'] An element meaning 'thousand,'
also used for ' a thousandth part,' especially
in words relating to physics : as, millimeter (the
thousandth part of a meter).
milliampere (mil'i-am-par"), . [< L. mille, a
thousand (see milli-), + E. ampere.] An elec-

trical unit equal to the thousandth part of an
ampere.
milliard (mil'iard), n. [< F. milliard, < mille

(< L. mille, thousand) + -ard.] A thousand mil-
lions: as, a milliard of francs. This word became
familiar in English through the payment by France to

Germany, after the close of the war of 1870-1, of an in-

demnity of five milliards of francs (about $1,000,000,000).

milliare 1
(mil-i-a're), n. [L., < mille, a thou-

sand: see milli-.] An ancient unit of length, 8

stadia; a mile.

milliare2 (mil'i-ar), n. [< F. milliare, < L. mille,
a thousand (see milli-), + F. are, an are: see

are?.] A unit of surface in the metric system,
the one thousandth part of an are, equivalent
to 154.07 square inches.

military (miTi-a-ri), a. and?;. [= F. milliaire,
< L. miUarius, milliarius, containing a thousand,
neut. milliarium, miliarium, the number one
thousand, a milestone, < mille, pi. milia, a thou-
sand: see milft, mile.] I. a. Pertaining to the
ancient Koman mile of a thousand paces or five

thousand Roman feet; marking a mile.

Before this was once placed a miliary column, supposed
to be set in the center of the citty.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 4, 1644.

II. n. A milestone
; specifically, a stone or

column set up to form a point of departure in

measuring distances.

When we approached Sidon, I saw, about a mile from
the town, an antient Roman military in the road ; ... it

is a round pillar of grey granite.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. 85.

millier (mel-ya'), n. [F., < L. mille, a thousand :

see milli-.'] In the metric system, a weight
equal to a thousand kilograms, or 2,205 pounds
avoirdupois (nearly a ton). It is the weight of
one cubic meter of water at 4 C.

millifoldt (mil'i-fold), a. [< L. mille, a thou-

sand, + E. -fold.'] Thousandfold.
His kisses milUfold
Bewray his lone and louing diligence.

Dairies, Holy Roode, p. 27. (Danes.)

milligram, milligramme (mil'i-gram), . [=
It. milttgramma, < F. milligramme, < mille, a
thousand (see milli-), + gramme, a gram: see

gram'2.] The thousandth part of a gram, equal
to 0.015432, or about ?V, of a grain.

milliliter, millilitre (mil'i-ie-ter), n. [= It.

millilitro, < F. millilitre, < mille, a thousand (see
milli-),+ liti-e,&\iter: see liter2.] A French mea-
sure of capacity containing the thousandth part
of a liter, equal to 0.06102 of a cubic inch.

millimeter, millimetre (mil'i-me-ter), n. [=
It. millimetre < F. millimetre, < mille, a thousand
(see milli-), + F. metre, meter: see mtterS.] The
thousandth part of a meter, equal to 0.03937
inch, or nearly^ inch. It is denoted by mm. :

as, 25.4 mm. is 1 inch.

milliner (mil'i-ner), n. [Formerly also milla-

ner, millener, millenier; prob. orig. Milaner, a
trader from or with Milan (formerly spelled
Millaine, Milteync, etc.) in Italy, famous for its
silks and ribbons, as well as for its cutlery; <
Milan + -er1 . Cf. Milanese. The term man-
tna-maker, usually cited in this connection, has
no relevancy, not being connected with Mantua
in Italy. The word milliner was formerly ex-
plained as designating

" one having a thousand
small wares to sell" (Minsheu), as if < L. mille-
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niiriiin, containing a thousand, < mille, a thou-

sand: see millenary.] 1. Formerly, a man who
dealt in articles for women's wear ; according to

Johnson,
" one who sells ribands and dresses for

women"
; now, in common usage, a woman who

makes and sells bonnets and other head-gear
for women

; also, in England, one who furnishes

both bonnets and dresses, or complete outfits.

No Milliner can so fit his customers with Gloues.

Shak., W. T. (folio 1623), iv. 4. 192.

To conceal such real ornaments as these, and shadow
their glory, as a milliner's wife does her wrought stom-
acher with a smoaky lawn or a black Cyprus 1

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour (ed. Whalley, 1756),

[L3.

2f. Formerly, one who made or sold armor of

Milan
; hence, a dealer in armor.

After the year 1500 there were great shops, where armour
was sold by the milliners, or armourers of Milan, and by
others ; and whole suits of armour are frequently found ex-

actly like each other, as they were made for sale to the first

comer, and not for any person in particular.
R. Curzm, Archseol. Inst. Jour., XXII. 6.

Milliner's fold, a strip of velvet, silk, or the like, folded
near both edges, and then again so as to bring one of the
two original folds above the other. Milliner's needle,
a long slender needle used in trimming bonnets, etc.

millinery (mil'i-ner-i), n. [< milliner + -y'
A
.]

1. The articles made or sold by a milliner. 2.

The industry of making bonnets and other
head-dresses for women. This work was for-

merly in the hands of men, but is now almost

exclusively a women's occupation.
Those who are cunning in the arts of millinery and

dressmaking. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xvii.

millinet (mil'i-net), n. [Irreg. < millin(er) +
-et.] 1. A sort of coarse, stiff, thin muslin.
2. A machine-made net. E. H, Knight.
milling (mil'ing), . [Verbal n. of mill1

, v.]
1. The process of grinding, or subjecting ma-
terials to the action of the machinery of a

grinding-mill. Specifically 2. The manufac-
ture of cereals into flour or meal. The manufac-
ture of fine flour is now carried on by two distinct meth-
ods, respectively called low milling and high milling. Low
milling prevailed almost universally until a recent period ;

but it is now largely superseded by high milling, by which
an increased product and a much purer quality of flour are

obtainable, especially from wheat inferior to the higher
grades. In low milling the grain is ground only once and
then bolted. In high milling it is subjected to repeated
grindings. The earlier grinding or grindings decorti-
cate the grain, which, being subjected after each grind-
ing to screening and blowing in the middlings purifier,
is freed from adherent impurities, and from parts which
envelop the finer nutritious portions. The latter thus
cleansed are called semolina (half-ground). The semolina
is then subjected to grinding, cylinder-milling, or disinte-

gration milling, to complete its conversion into fine flour.

Cylinder-milling, also called roller-milling, is the manu-
facture of flour by the use of cylinder-mills. Disintegra-
tion milling is the manufacture of flour or meal by the
use of the disintegrator. See milli.

3. The operation of upsetting the edge of a
coin-blank to form the milled edge ; also, the

operation of putting the series of small trans-
verse ridges and furrows on the edge of an
otherwise finished coin, or on a screw-head to

adapt it for easy turning with the fingers. See
milled screw, under screw. 4. A method of

shaping metals in a milling-machine, by pass-
ing the metal under a serrated revolving cylin-
der or cutter. 5. In metal-working, a method
of ornamenting metallic surfaces by treatment
in a lathe with ribbed tools, which produce
ridged surfaces. 6. A method of softening
and opening the pores of hides by placing them
with some tan-liquor in a wooden drum which
is caused to revolve. 7. The felting or fulling
of a cloth to thicken it.

The term milling embraces all those operations which
are calculated to effect the felting of the woolen fibres in
the fabric by means of pressure or friction.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 54.

8. In pottery, the operation of grinding and
mixing the slip. 9. A thrashing; a fight; a

beating. [Slang.]
One blood gives t'other blood a milling.

W. Combe, Dr. Syntax, ii. 2.

I determined to box it out with destiny, and put myself
in a Cribb-like attitude for a milling-m&tc}i with my for-
tunes. Mrs. Gore, Cecil, p. 158.

10. The act of playing around in a circle : said
of a school of fish. Also called cart-wheeling.
High milling, in flmir-manvf., a method of milling in

which the wheat is subjected to a succession of slight
partial crushing operations, the product being sifted and
sorted after each operation. Low milling, the older pro-
cess of close grinding with the stones as near together as
possible, as opposed to the more modern high milling.

milling-cutter (mil'mg-kufer), . Same as

milling-machine.

milling-machine (mil'ing-ma-shen"), . 1. A
power machine-tool for shaping metal and cut-

ting the teeth of gears by means of a rotating

millionize

serrated spindle or cylindrical cutter. Ithaca
movable table, to which the work is iixed and on which it

is brought to the cutter
;
and it is fitted with index-plates

and other appliances for securing accuracy in the work.

The position occupied by the iiittliiiy-machine in mod-
ern practical mechanics is almost as important as that oc-

cupied by the lathe or planing-machine.
Joshua Hose, Practical Machinist, p. 338.

2. A machine for impressing on coins a milled

edge or legend corresponding to the milling.

Millingtpnia (mil-ing-to'ni-a), w. [NL. (Carl
Linne, filius, 1781), named after Thomas Mil-

lington, a professor at Oxford.] A genus of

bignoniaceous trees, with corky bark, opposite,
2- to 3-pinnate leaves, and handsome white
flowers, the corolla-tube often 2 to 3 inches

long, disposed in corymbs at the ends of the
branches. There is but one species, II. hortensis, the
East Indian cork-tree, the exact original habitat of which
is not known, but which has been cultivated in India
from the earliest records. See cork-tree.

milling-tool (mil'ing-tol), n. A small indented
roller used to mill or nurl the edges of the heads
of screws

;
a nurling-tool.

million1 (mil'yon), n. and . [< ME. millioun,
milion = D. mittioen, miljoen = G. Sw. Dan. mil-

lion, < OF. (and F.) million = Pr. milio = Sp.
milion = Pg. milhao= It. milione, millione (> ML.
millio(n-)), a million, aug. of mille, < L. mille, a
thousand: see milli-.] I. n. 1. The number of

ten hundred thousand, or a thousand thousand.

Coueyte. not his goodes
For milioHS of moneye ; morther hem vchone.

Piers Plowman (\), iii. 255.

O, pardon! since a crooked figure may
Attest in little place a million.

Shak., Hen. V., Pro!., L 16.

2. The amount of a thousand thousand units of

money, as pounds, dollars, or francs: as, he is

worth a million; millions have been wasted in

preparation for war. 3. A very great number
or quantity, indefinitely.

For we are at the stake,
And bay'd about with many enemies ;

And some that smile have in their hearts, I fear,
Millions of mischief. Shak., J. C., iv. 1. 51.

There are millions of truths that men are not concerned
to know. Locke.

The million, the great body of the people; the multi-
tude ; the public ; the masses.

For the play, I remember, pleased not the million ; 'twas
caviare to the general. Shak.

, Hamlet, ii. 2. 457.

Three-million bill, in U. S. hist., a bill passed in 1847

appropriating three million dollars for the purchase of
land from Mexico. It was introduced in the House of

Representatives with the Wilmot Proviso (see proviso) as
a rider, and passed by the Senate after rejection of the
rider.

II. a. [Strictly a collective noun: see hun-

dred.'] A thousand times one thousand; ten
hundred thousand : as, a capital of a (or one)
million dollars ;

a country of ten million in-

habitants.

million2 (mil'yon), 11. An obsolete or dialectal
form of melon1

.

millionaire, millionnaire (mil-yon-ar'), . [=
D. G. millionair = Sw. millionar = Dan. millio-

ncer; < F. millionnaire (= Sp. millionario, millo-
nario = Pg. It. millionario), one who owns a

million, < million, a million: see million 1.] A
man worth a million dollars, pounds, francs,
etc.

;
an owner of a million or of millions.

The plain unsceptered king, the man of gold,
The thrice illustrious threefold millionaire,
Mark his slow-creeping, dead, metallic stare.

0. W. Holmes, The Banker's Dinner.

millionary (mil'yon-a-ri), a. [= F. million-

naire; as million 1 + -ary.] Pertaining to or

consisting of millions: as, the millionary chro-

nology of the Pundits. Imp. Diet.

millioned (mil'yond), a. [< million1 + -ed?.]
1. Multiplied by millions. [Rare.]

Time, whose million'd accidents
Creep in 'twixt vows and change decrees of kings.

Shak., Sonnets, cxv.

2. Having millions.

The million'd merchant seeks her in his gold.
P. Whitehead, Honour, a Satire.

millionism (mil'yon-izm), w. [< million 1 +
-ism.] The state or'condition ofhaving millions.

Billionism or even mUlionism must be a blessed kind of
state. 0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner. vii.

millionist (mil'von-ist), H. [< million 1 + -ist.]

A millionaire.

A commercial millionist. Smtthey, Doctor, ccxxxiii.

millionize (mil'yon-iz),
v. t. ; pret. and pp. mil-

lionized, ppr. miliionizing. [< million 1 + -ize.]
To accustom to millions. Jtttrirx.

To our now millionized conceptions the foregoing ac-

compts appear to be in a very modernte ratio.

Archceologia, XXXIII. 201.



millionnaire

millionnaire, ". s-c niiiii<mir<-.

millionth (mll'ygnth), a. and . [< ii//ioi +
-'/'*.

I I. ". Ten hundred tlinusainlth; being
one of a million.

II. a. One of a million
parts; the quotient

of unity divided by a million; a ten hundred
tlinusainllli part.

milliped, . SIT mitii i>ni.

millipede (mil'i-i>ed), n. Same as miHi'/ml.
millistere (mil'i-star), . [< F. utiltixirre, < L.
milli'. a t housand (see milti-), + F. (^rc, a stere.]
In the iiii'tric xi/sti-ni, a unit of dry measure, the
one thousandth part of a stere, equivalent to
1 cubic decimeter or 61.023 cubic inches. It is

not in practical use.

millivolt (mil'i-volt), . [< L. mille, a thousand,
+ E. volt.'] The thousandth part of a volt.

mill-jade (mil'jad), n. A mill-horse.

Would you have me stalk like a mill-jade,
All day, (or one that will not yield us grains?

/;. Jaruan, Alchemist, ill. 2.

millman (mil 'man), n.
; pi. millnten (-men).

One who is employed in a mill.

The millmen are also unable to work with their usual
vigour. The Engineer, LXV. 58S.

mill-money (mil'muu'i), . Milled or coined

money.
What should you,

Or any old man, do, wearing away
In this world with diseases, and desire

Only to live to make their children scourge-sticks,
And hoard up mill-money ? Beau, and Fl., Captain, L 3.

mill-mountain.! (mil'moun'tan), n. A Euro-

pean flax, I/untm cntharticttm.

millocrat (mil'o-krat). n. [< mill1 + -o-crat as
in aristocrat, etc.] A wealthy mill-owner; a
manufacturer who has a wide influence from his
wealth or the number of people in his employ-
ment. [Rare.]
The true blood-suckers, the venomous millocrat*.

Bulwer, Caxtons, ii. 4. (Dame*.)

millocratism (mil'o-krat-izm), H. [< milloerat
+ -torn.] The rule of millocrats. Bulwer.

millont, . An obsolete form of melon1 .

mill-pick (mil'pik), . A tool for dressing mill-

stones that is, giving them a corrugated or

otherwise roughened surface. Also called mill-

Ktoiie-liftmmer, millstone-pick.

mill-pond (mil'ppnd), . A pond or reservoir
of water for use in driving a mill-wheel.

mill-pool (mil'pol), n. [< ME. 'millepol, < AS.

mylenpol, mylenpul, < mylen, mill, + pol, pool.]
A mill-pond.

mill-post (mil'post), n. A stout post bearing
some essential relation to a mill, as a post
forming the vertical shaft of a windmill, and
especially, in some forms of windmill, as the

post-mill, the post upon which the entire mill

is supported, or a post upon which the cap of a

smock-mill, bearing the sails, turns.

They [the trees of New England] are not very thick, yet
many of them are sufficient to make Mill-puts; some be-

ing three font and a half in the Diameter.
5. Clarke, Four Plantations in America (1670), p. SO.

Out of doors reigned Molly Mills, . . . with her short
red petticoat, legs like millpoxttt.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vii.

mill-race (mil'ras), . The current of water
that drives a mill-wheel, or the channel in

which it flows from the dam to the mill.

millreat, millreet (mil're), M. Obsolete forms
of milrrif*.

mill-ream (mil'i-em), . A package of hand-
made paper containing 480 sheets, of which the
two outer quires (48 sheets) are imperfect.

A
ream of 480 sheets of perfect paper is known as
a ream of insiden. [Eng.]

mill-line, ". In Jier. See/er de moitl> /.
mill-rolls (mU'rolz), n. pi. The rolls employed
in bringing puddled bar-iron into suitable shape
for the market.
raillround (mil'round), . A monotonous round
of labor like that on a treadmill.

How sick he must have been of the eternal miilnmnd
seed-time and harvest.

R. Broughton, Cometh up as a Flower, v.

mill-rynd (mil'rind), . The rynd of a mill-

stone. See rynd, and mill 1
,
1.

mill-sail (mil sal), H. A sail of a windmill, in
windmills there are usually four of these sails, of canvas,
extended on the sail-frames or "

whips," and sometimes
provided with reefing devices by which the surfaces ex-

posed to the action of wind can be varied in extent to

adapt them to variations in the force of the wind. See
ictiuhnUl and iritui-it'ltcrl.

mill-scale (mil'skal). . An incrustation of a
black oxid of iron formed on iron in the pro-
cess of being rolled, just as forge-scale is on
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that which is being forged. In the one case it

|ipels (iff in the rolling; in the other it is thrown
off by the blows of the IIHIMMHT.

mill-sixpence (mil'siks'peiiH), . An English
silver coin, of the value of sixpence, produced
by the mill-and-screw process. Bee null"/

iitiini:!/, tinder tuillfd.

Fal. Pistol, did you pick Matter Blender's purse?
Sen. Ay, by these gloves, did he, ... of wren groat*

In mill-sixpences. Sha*. , H. W. of W., 1. 1. 168.

mill-skate (mil'skat), . The eagle-ray, hlylio-
hntiii aquila.

mill-spindle ( mil' spin 'dl), H. The vertical

shaft or spindle of a grinding-mill, by which the
runner or re-

volving mill-

stone is sup-
ported. See
milft, 1.

mill-stankt
(mil

'

stangk),
n. A mill-pond
or -dam.
And that the

authority given by
the Commissioner
of Sewers did not
extend to Mills,

Nill-stanln, Cau-

seys, etc., erected
before the Kcign
of King E. 1.

Cote of Chester

[Mill, 10 Coke,
[188, b.

millstone
(mil'ston), n.

[Early mod.
E. also niil-

Ktone; < ME.
mytston, mylle-

stone,mullstmi,
melstan, myln-
ston,<.A8.mi/l-
emtan (= b.
mmcnsteen =

, a. spindle; ft, bush: c. rynd; a, step, ink.
. niOIH- ortrampot; t, bridge-tree ; /.lighter-screw;

= MHG. ' hani|-whl which operates the lighter-

miihtfin, Q.
miihl-stein =Dan. mollcsten), a millgtone,< mylen,
mill, + stdn, stone : see milft and stone.] One of

a pair of cylindrical stones used in a mill for

grinding grain. The kind of stone best adapted for
this use is known as bvrstone, and is found in France and

Modes of messing Millstones.

n. Radial and circular dress. *. Quarter dress, c. Dress for iron

grinding-plate. tt. Curved and circular dress.

in Georgia, U. 8. The two stones are placed one over the
other ; and In the operation of grinding one of them re-

mains at rest and is called the bra, while the other, usually
the upper stone, revolves and is called the runner. (See
miin, 1.) The face of a millstone is cut with lines or chan-
nels called /urrouv, which lead from the center to the cir-

cumference and have flat spates between them called land.

The furrows and land are together called the dregs; they
are arranged in various ways. A sunken space about the

eye of the stone la called the bosom.

As don thise rokkes or thise myliie stones.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1384.

Bolting-millstone. See bolting?. Fairy millstone.
See /ory. Lava millstone. See (nro. Millstone-
dress, the arrangement of the furrows on the face of a
millstone. To see Into or through a millstone, to see
with acuteness, or to penetrate into abstruse subjects.

Your eyes are so sharpe that you can not onely laote

through a mustone, but cleane through the mind.
I.ijli/, Enphues and his England, p. 287.

To weep or drop millstones*, to be insensible to emo-
tion : remain haru and atony under or in view of the deep-
est affliction.

Your eyes drop millstones, when fools' eyes drop tears.

Shale., Rich, in., 1. 3. 854.

millstone-balance (mil'ston-bal'ans), . A
weight so placed as to balance any inequalities
of weight in a millstone.

milreis

millstone-bridge (inil'ston-brij), w. The Imi-

-ing the c\c uf ;[ tiiill-tnne ami supporting
it on the head of the Hpindle; a balanoe-ryml.
/;. U. K mi/Ill.

millstone-curb (mil'stoii-kcrb), N. The rover-

ing of the stones used in grinding; a busk or
liurst. A'. //. Kiiiijlit.

millstone-dresser (niil'ston-dres'er), M. 1. A
workman whose business is to dress millstones.

2. A machine for forming millstones, espe-

cially for cutting the furrows on the face of a
millstone. Such machines range from hand-appliance*
having pivoted hammers for picking and chipping the
stone to large power-machines employing rotary disks and
mandrels armed with diamonds or Doris, and include agreat
variety of machine! which cause cutters to travel In radial

lines over the face of the stones, as well aa lathes In which
the stone is made to revolve before traversing tool-rest*

carrying cutting-mandrels In rapid revolution. Smaller
machines are portable, and are guided by hand over the
atone while the cutting-tool is revolved at a high speed by
means of a belt.

millstone-driver (mil'ston-dri'ver), n. The
device on a millstone-spindle which drives the

runner by impinging against its bail.

millstone-feed (mil ston-fed), n. A device by
which the quantity of grain fed to a millstone
is regulated, as by means of an adjustable gate
in the aperture of the hopper.

millstone-grit (mil'stou-grit). n. A silicious

conglomerate rock
?
so called because it has

been worked for millstones in England. It con-
stitutes one of the members of the Carboniferous group,
underlying the true coal-measures, and overlying the
mountain limestone. In Wales and southwestern Eng-
land it is known as "farewell rock," because when the
miners strike It they bid farewell to profitable seams. The
millstone-grit Is an important and persistent member of
the Carboniferous series both In Europe and in the United
States. In parts of England it attains a thickness of over

f>,000 feet. Where the series to which this name is given
Is developed to this extent, however, ft contains interca-
lated beds of shale and clay and even of coal. In Penn-
sylvania the millstone-grit Is sometimes called the Great
or Pottsville Conglomerate. At Pottavflle, on the eastern

edge of the anthracite fields, It is over a thousand feet

thick, but it thins very much in going west.

The Fourth Sand-Rock is the well-known No. XII., or
the Great Conglomerate. It has its representation in the
millstone grit beneath the European coal. It is the floor

of the true coal measures, an immense preparatory out-

spread of sand and pebble-stones of every variety, but

chiefly pure white quartz, and of every size, from the
minute mustard seed and pepper corn to the hen's egg
and in the Snsquehanna region even the ostrich egg.

J. P. Lesley, Coal and its Topography, p. 70.

millstone-hammer (mil'ston-ham'er),!!. Same
as mill-pick.

millstone-pick (mfl'rtfa-pik), . Same as

mill-pick.
millstone-ventilator (mil'ston-ven'ti-la-tor),
n. A blower and connecting pipes for forcing
a blast through the eye of a runner-stone for
the purpose of cooling the stones and meal.

mill-tall (mil'tal), n. The current of water

leaving a mill-wheel after turning it, or the
channel through which it runs; a tail-race.

The .Vill-tiiil. or Floor for the water below the wheels,
is wharfed up on either side with stone.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 386. (Dariet.)

mill-tootht (mil'toth), n. A grinder; a molar.
mill-ward (mil'ward), n. [< ME. mi/irnrrf, mele-

ward, < AS. myleiHceartl, a miller, < mylen, mill,
-r- wrard, keeper.] The keeper of a mill.

mlllweir (mil'wer), n. [< ME. *milletrrre (t),
< AS. 'mylentetr, myleicer (= G. miihltcehr), a
millweir, < mi/len, mill, + trer, a weir: see

tm>.] See ireir.

mill-wheel (mil'hwel), w. [< ME. "millfteliele

(f), < AS. mylenhtreol, mylenhireotrul, a mill-

wheel, < mylen, mill, + Ittcedl, litreoflut, wheel.]
A wheel used to drive a mill; a water-wheel.
mill-work (mil'werk), w. 1. Machinery used
in mills or manufactories. 2. The designing,
construction, arrangement, and erection of ma-
chinery in mills or manufactories.

millwright (mil'rit), w. An engineer who de-

signs, constructs, and erects mills, their mo-
tors, machinery, and appurtenances, particu-
larly flouring- and grist-mills. Millwrights' com-
pass. See campaa.

millwrighting (mil'ri'ting), n. The work or

business of a millwright.
Engineering and miUvrighting, though synonymous,

are often two distinct branches in a shop.
Engineer, LXVII. S3.

milnet, . An obsolete form of milft.

milord (mi-16rd'), H. [F. milord, formerly also

milort (Cotgrave), = Sp. milord
(pi. milores), <

E. my lord.] A continental rendering of the

Kn^lish my lord.

milrayt,
" See mi'

milreis (mil'res). H. [Formerly milrea, milrat/.

milli-ray (F. milleret Cotgrave); < Pg. milreis,



bverse. Reverse,

eis of Portugal. (Size of the

original.)

milreis

< mil L. millr), a thousand, + reis, pi. of

real = Sp. real, a small coin : see real3
, n.~\ 1 . A

Portuguese unit of

money, equivalent
to 1,000 reis, and
worth about fl.08.

2. A Brazilian
unit of money,
equal to about 55
United Statescents.

milset, ". t. [ME.
milxi'ii, mileen, mil-

den, < AS. mildsian, miltsian, gemilteian, be
merciful, < milds, milts, kindness, mercy, <

milde, mild: see mild, a.] To be merciful to;
show clemency to.

milsey(mil'si)iM. [Conti. of milk-sieve.] Asieve
for straining milk. [Local, Great Britain.]

milt^Kmilt),* [<ME.milte,<AS.milte=OFTieB.
milte = D. milt = MLG. LG. milte OHG. milzi,
MHO. milze, G. milz (> It. milza = Sp. melsa) =
Icel. tnilti = Sw. mjelte = Dan. milt, the spleen;
prob. from the root of melt.] In anat., the

spleen.
Yet do they offer Swine to the Moon & Bacchus . . .

when the Moon is at full. In this sacrifice they burne the
taile, in/if, and leafe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 577.

milt2 (milt), n. [A corruption of milk, in this
sense appar. of Scand. origin : < Sw. mjolke, milt

(< mjolk, milk), = Dan. melke, milt, = G. milch
= MLG. melk, milk, also milt : see milk, n. The
D. milt, milt, is appar. < E.] The male genera-
tive organ of a fish

;
the spermatic organ and

its secretion ; the soft roe, corresponding to the
roe or spawn of the female. Sometimes melt.

You shall scarce or never take a male carp without a
melt, or a female without a roe or spawn.

1. Walton, Complete Angler (ed. 1658X p. 102.

milt2 (milt), v. t. [< milt2
, n.] To impregnate

the roe or spawn of (the female fish).
milter (mil'ter), n. }= D. milter (prob. < E. ?)
= G. milcher; as mil$ + -er1 .] That which has
or sheds milt; a male fish in breeding-time.
Also meltcr.

For the purpose of breeding he had, as the rule is, put
in [a pond) three metiers for one spawner.

I. Walton, Complete Angler (ed. 1875), p. 143.

Miltonian (mil-to'ni-an), a. [< Milton (see def.)
+ -ian.] Of or relating to the great English
poet John Milton (1608-74), or resembling his

style.

Merely a Miltonian way of saying . . . that moral no
less than physical courage demanded a sound body.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser.
, p. 267.

Miltonic (mil-ton'ik), a. [< Milton (see Mil-
tonian) + -ic.] Relating or pertaining to Mil-
ton or his works; Miltonian.

If Time, the Avenger, execrates his wrongs,
And makes the word Miltonic mean "sublime."

Byron, Don Juan, Ded., st. 10.

miltwaste (milt'wast), n. [Formerly miltieast

(Skinner); appar. < milfl- + waste: so called, it

is said, because formerly believed to be a rem-
edy for wasting or disease of the spleen or milt

;

cf. spleenwort.] The scaly fern, Asplenium Cete-
racli.

Milvago (mil-va'go), n. [NL. (cf. L. milua-
oo, milvayo, a kind of fish), < L. milrus, a kite
(also a kind of fish) : see Milvus.] 1. A genus
of South American vulture-hawks, of the family
Fafe0irfrt;andsubfaniilyP6%ft&Tia?, founded by
Spix in 1824. There are two species, M. chima-
cliima and M. chimango. 2. [I. c.] A member
of this genus.
Milvinae (mil-vl'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Milvus +
-inte.] A subfamilypf Fata>trf<e, typified by the
genus Milvus ; the kites. The scapular process of the
coracoid does not reach the clavicle, the face is not ruffed,
and the beak is not toothed ; the tarsus is shorter than the
tibia

;
and the tail is either forked or much shorter than the

long pointed wings. The MUvinae are birds of less than
average size for this family, and of comparatively weak or-

ganization, preying chiefly upon reptiles, insects, andother
humble quarry. There are a number of genera besides Mil-
vus, as Elanm, Elanoides, ffauclerus, Ictinia, etc. See cuts
under Elanoides and Htel, 1.

milvine (mil'vin), a. and n. [< L. milvinus, be-

longing to the kite, < milvus, the kite, a bird of

prey.] I. a. Pertaining to the Milvince, or hav-
ing their characters.

II. x. A member of the Milvince; any kite.
Milvulus (mil' vu-lus), n. [NL. (Swainson.
1827), dim. of L.

milvus^
a kite : see Milvus.] A

genus of clamatorial birds of the family Tyran-
uidce, having an extremely long forficate tail
like the kite, whence the name; the scissortails,
or swallow-tailed flycatchers. M. tyrannus and M.
.forflcatus are two species. The former is chiefly a tropi-
cal American bird, but it sometimes strays into the United
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States ; it is ashy above and white below, the top and sides

of the head black, the crown-patch yellow ;
the tail is black

edged with white, and
sometimes grows to a
foot in length, with a

forking of 8 or 8 inches,
though the body of the
biril is no larger than
that of the common
king-bird. The other
abounds in Texas and
southward, sometimes
straying through most
of the States. It is a

very showy bird, of a

hoary ash color, paler
or white below, various-

ly tinged with crim-
son or salmon-red, the

crown-patch orange or
scarlet. The tail is gen-
erally 8 or 10 inches

long, forked 5 or 6 inch-

es, black and white or

rosy. The display it

makes in opening and
shutting this ornament
gives the name scissor-

tail.

MilVTlS (mil'vus),
n. [NL. (Cuvier,
1800), < L. milvus, a

>rk-tailed Flycatcher t

tyrannus}.kite.] The typical
genus of Milvince,

having a long forked tail. The leading species is

the common kite or glede of Europe, M . ictinus or regalis;
M. ater is the black kite of the same continent.

milwellt (niil'wel), . [Also myllewell; < ME.
mulwell; origin obscure; cf. milwyn.] A kind
of fish. See the first quotation.

Myllewett, a sort of flsh, the same with what in Lincoln-
shire is called millwyn, which Spelman renders green fish ;

but it was certainly of a different kind.

Eennett, Paroch. Antiq. Gloss (1695). (Davies.)

Item, ij. saltyng tubbes. Item, viij. lynges. Item, iiij.

mvlwell-tyche. Paetan Letters (Inventory), I. 490.

The yellow ling, the milwett fair and white.
John Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 166).

milwyn (mil'win), . [Also millwyn; cf. mil-

well.] Green fish. Skinner; Halliwell. See the
first quotation under
milwett. [Prov. Eng.]
Milyas (mil'i-as), .

[NL., < L. Milyas, a
district in Lycia.] 1.

A genus of noctuid

moths, erected by
Walker in 1858 for the
African M. mixtura.
2. A notable genus of

predaceous bugs of the

family Reduviidce. They
are mainly American, and
M. cinctus is one of the best-
known heteropters of the
I'nited States, of a waxy or

orange-yellow color, with
the legs and antennae band-
ed with black. St&hl, 1861.

Many-banded Robber (Milyas
dnctus). (Line shows natural
size.)

>,
j

milzbrand (milts'-

brant), n. [G., < milz,

milt, spleen, + brand,
burning inflammation: see milt1 and brand.]
Same as malignant antlirax (which see, under
anthrax),
mini (mim), a. [A minced form of mum 1

, silent.]

Primly silent
; prim; demure; precise; affect-

edly modest; quiet; mute: also used adverbi-

ally. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
See, up he's got the word of God,
An' meek an' mim has view'd it.

Burnt, Holy Fair.

Lightning-storms seem to come quite natural to you,
for all as prim and mim as you are !

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, iv.

mima (mi'ma), . [Burmese.] A young Bur-
mese woman; a girl.

Make war or peace ; build or burn ; . . . only leave me
to my mimas and my stranger's drink.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 161.

Mimas (mi'mas), . [NL., < Gr. M^af, the
name of a centaur.] 1. The innermost and
smallest of the satellites of Saturn, revolving
about its primary in 22 hours 37 minutes. 2.

[I. c.] In zool., a golden-green South American
beetle, Searabaius mimas.

mimbar, minbar (mim'-, min'bar), . [Turk.
minber = Pers. Hind, mimbar, <"Ar. manbar, a
pulpit.] The pulpit in a mosque. It consisted
originally of a plain low platform approached by three
steps, but is now often an elevated structure surmounted
by a richly ornamented canopy. It differs from a pulpit
especially in that it is entered by stairs in front instead of
at the side or in the rear. See cut in next column.
mime (mim), . [< F. mime = Sp. Pg. It. mimo,
< L. mimus, < Gr. fti/iof, an imitator, actor, also
a kind of drama; cf. fUftetaOat, imitate; prob.

mimetic

akin to L. iinitari, imitate: see imi-

tate.] 1. An imitator; one skilled
in mimicry; a mimic; specifically,
a mimic actor; a performer in the
ancient farces or burlesques called
mimes.
Let him go now and brand another man in-

juriously with the name of Mime, being him-
selfe the loosest and most extravagant Miine
that hath been heard of ; whom no lesse then
almost halfe the world could serve for stage
roome to play the Mime in.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
The strolling mimes carried the last, and

probably many of the worst, reminiscences
of the Koman acting drama across the
period of those great migrations which
changed the face of the Western world.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, 1. 11.

2. A dramatic entertainment

among the ancient Greeks of

Sicily and southern Italy and
the Romans, consisting
generally of farcical mim-
icry of real events and per-
sons. The Greek mimes com-
bined spoken dialogue of some- Mimbar in M of
what simple and familiar charac- Sultan Selim, Adriuopte.
ter with action ; the Raman con- Turkey,
sisted chiefly of action, often of a
coarse and even indecent character, with little speaking.
See pantomime.
This we know in Laertius, that the Mimes of Sophron

were of such reckning with Plato, as to take them nightly
to read on and after make them his pillow. Scaliger
describes a Mime to be a Poem imitating any action to
stirre up laughter. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

mime (mim), . i.
; pret. and pp. mimed, ppr.

miming. [< mime, n.] To mimic, or play the
buffoon

;
act in a mime.

Acts Old Iniquity, and in the fit

Of miming gets the opinion of a wit.
B. Jonson, Epigrams, cxv.

mimeograph (mim'e-o-graf), . [Irreg. < Gr.

fiifieladai, imitate, + Yp&fecv, write.] An ap-
paratus invented by Edison, by which stencils
of written pages may be obtained for the pro-
duction of an indefinite number of copies. A
pointed stylus is moved as in writing with a lead-pencil
over a kind of tough prepared paper placed on a finely
grooved steel plate, and the writing is thus traced in a
series of minute perforations. Stencils may also be pre-
pared on typewriters.

Mimesa (mi-me'sa), . [NL. (Shuckard, 1837),

irreg. < Gr. filfir/aif, imitation : see mimesis.]
The typical gjenus of Mimesidce, having the inner

spur of the hind tibi broadly flattened. Eleven
North American and seven European species
are known.
Mimesidse (mi-mes'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mimesa
+ -4dce.] A family of fossorial hymenopterous
insects. The prothorax is narrow, the fore wings have
three snbmarginal cells, the abdomen is petiolate with the

petiole depressed and generally furrowed above, the an-
tennal flagellum is thickened at the apex, and the middle
tibiae have only one apical spur. The family comprises
the two genera Mimesa and Paen.

mimesis'(mJ-me'sis), [NL., < Gr. /u'^off,

imitation, < /tifieiadat, imitate: see mime.] 1.
In rhet., imitation or reproduction of the sup-
posed words of another, especially in order to

represent his character. See prosopceia. 2.
In zool., mimicry; simulated resemblance;
physical or physiological simulation by one
animal of another, or of a plant or other part
of its surroundings. See mimicry, 3.

mimetene (mim'e-ten), n. [So called from its

close resemblance to pyromorphite ;
< Gr.ui/Jt/-

TT/f, an imitator (see mimetic), + -enf.] Same
as mimetite.

Mimetes (ml-me'tez), n. [NL. ,
< Gr. fiipr/rfc, an

imitator.] 1. Inentom.: (a) A genus of noctuid
moths. Hubner, 1816. (6) A genus of weevils
of the subfamily Otiorliynchince. EsclischoUz,
1818. 2. In mammal., a genus of anthropoid
apes of the family Simiidce, a type of which is

the chimpanzee : so called from the likeness to
man. This genus was proposed by W. E. Leach about
1816, and antedates both Troglodytes of Geoffrey and An-
thropopithecus of De Blainville; but these synonyms are
more frequently used. See cut under chimpanzee.
3. In ornitli. : () A genus of Australian ori-

oles of the family Oriolidce. King, 1826. Also
Mimeta ( Vigors and Horsfield, 1826). (6) Same
as Mimus. C. W. L. Gloger, 1842.

mimetesite (mi-met'e-sltj, n. [Irreg. < Gr. /u/ir/-

1%, an imitator (see Mimetes), + -ife2.] Same
as mimetite.

mimetic (mi-met'ik), a. [= It. mimetieo, <

Gr. fufiifriK.6i;, imitative, < /ji/jr/Tr/f, an imitator,
< /up:laSai, imitate: see mime.] 1. Pertain-

ing to mimiory or imitation
; apt in mimicry ;

aping.



mimetic

But Kucua, lead by must inimttick apes,
f'oiiM not -irpiiix''' il'i'i Kneu's antick shapes.

WhiUifj, Allilno anil Bcllaiua, p. 9. (Sam.)

Brotherhoods uf actors, ambitious of displaying their

mimetic faculty to their townsfolk.
/. IfIsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 393.

2. Imitating: imitative. Specifically (a) In z 1.

anil M., exhibiting niiniicry : ch:ii:iri>-u/i'il by mimicry,
us the flowers of certain orchids which resemble butter-

flics. See mimicry, 3.

In all these cases it appears that the mimetic species Is

protected fruin ^mm enemy by its outward similarity to

tin- form which it mimics. //. A. Xichnlton.

Sft)

In mineral., approximating; closely to that is, tmitat-

ng other forms of a higher degree of symmetry. This
characteristic usually results from twinning. For exam-
ple, amgonile occurs in twin crystals which at first sight

appear to be hexagonal in form. See pfeudotymmetry and
torn.

mimetical (mi-met'i-kal), a. [< mimetic + -al.]

Same as mimetic.

A dialogue In the old mimetical or poetic form.

Bp. tturd, Foreign Travel, vli.

mimetically (mi-met'i-kal-i), adv. In a mi-
mi'tic manner; imitativeiy ; in the manner of

a mime.
Homer . . . wished to express mimeticaUy the rolling,

thundering, leaping motion of the stone.
De Qvineey, Homer, Ui.

mimetism (mim'e-tizm), n. [< mimet-tc, q. v.,
+ -ism.] Same as mimesis, and mimicry, 3.

mimetite (miin'e-tit), u. [<. Gr. uiiarriif, an imi-

tator (see Minii-ti-.t), + -ite%.] Native arseniate
of lead with chlorid of lead, a mineral of a

yellow to brown color occurring in hexagonal
prismatic crystals, often rounded. It Is Isomor-

phons with pyromorphite, the phosphate of lead. Some
varieties, as campylite, contain phosphoric acid, and hence
are intermediate between mimetite and pyromorphite.
Also called mimetesite, mimetcne.

mimic (mim'ik), it. and H. [=F. miininne = 8p.
luimieo = Pg. It. mimico, < L. mimiciig, < Gr. /"/"

n6f, belonging to mimes, < /u^of, a mime : see

mime.] I. a. 1. Acting as a mime; given to

or practising imitation ; imitative: as, a mimic
actor.

Oft in her absence mimic Fancy wakes
To imitate her

I
Id-asmi

| ; but, niisjolulng shapes,
Wild work produces oft, and most in dreams.

Milton, P. L.,v. 110.

2. Pertaining to mimicry or imitation ; exhib-

iting, characterized by, or employed in simu-
lation or mimicry; mimicking; simulating: as,
the mimic stage ;

mimic action or gestures.

Eager to win laurels on the mimic theatre of war.

Prencott, Ferd. and Isa., L 15.

Let the mimic canvas show
Her calm benevolent features.

llri/ant. The Ages, ill.

3. Consisting of or resulting from imitation;

simulated; mock: often implying a copy or

imitation: as, a mimic battle; the mimic roy-

alty of the stage.
Blew mimic hootings to the silent owls,
That they might answer him.

Wordmarth, There was a Boy.

Down the wet streets

Sail t hf ir mimic fleets.

l.i'iK,if?Wiir, Rain in Summer.

Mimic-flower beetles, an occasional name of the lagri-
ida.

II. n. 1. One who or that which imitates or

mimics
; specifically, an actor.

Anon his Thlsbe must be answered.
And forth my mimic comes.

Shot., M. N. D., 111. i 19.

Every sort

Of gymnick artists, wrestlers, riders, runners,

Juglcrs, and dancers, anti.-ks, mummers, mimiaht.

Milton, 8. A.,L 1325.

2. An imitation; anything copied from or

made in imitation of something else.

mimic (mim'ik), v. t.
; pret. and pp. mimicked,

ppr. miiiiii'l.-iiiii. [< mimic, a.] 1. To act in

imitation of; simulate a likeness to; imitate
or copy in speech or action, either mockingly
or seriously.
Vice has learned so to mimic virtue that It often creeps

In hither under Its disguise. Steele, Spectator, No. 514.

Mimic the tetchy humour, furtive glance.
And brow where half was furious, half fatigued.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 203.

2. To produce an imitation of; make some-

thing similar or corresponding to; copy in

form, character, or quality.
Fresh carved cedar, mimicking a glade
of pnlm and plantain, met from either side,

High in the mi. W. Keats, Lamia, II.

Leonardo studies the laws of light scientifically, so that
the proper rounilness anil effect of distance should be ac-

curately renilt'it'd. and all the subtleties of nature's smiles
be mimicked. J. A. Symnmlt, Italy and lireece, p. 277.
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3. Specifically,
in '. and hot., to imitate,

simulate, or resemble (something else) in form,
color, or other characteristic ; assume the char-

acter or appearance of (some other object). See
HI in' if f i/, :>. -=8yn. L Ape, Mock, etc. See imitate.

mimicalKmiiu'i-kal), [< mimic +-/.] .Same
as iiiimir.

To some too, U they be far gone, inimical vesture* are
too familiar. Hurton, Anat. of Met, p. 233.

To make our mirth the completer. Sir J. Mlnnes was In

the highest pitch of mirth, and his mimicaU tricks, that

ever I saw, and most excellent pleasant company he Is.

J-fpyt, Wary, II. 339.

mimically (mim'i-kal-i), arfr. In a mimicking
or imitative manner. [Rare.]
Such are good for nothing but either mimically to Imi-

tate their ntighlwurs' fooleries, or to Immerse themselves
In a kind of lascivious and debauched living.

South, Works, V. Ix.

mimicalness (rnim'i-kal-nes), H. The quality
of being inimical.

[

Kn n-.
I

mimic-beetle (mim'ik-be'tl), . A coleopter-
ous insect which feigns death when disturbed

or alarmed, as some of the HMerida: and Bijr-
rhidte.

mimicker (mim'i-ker), . One who or that
which mimics.

mimicry (mim'ik-ri), .; pi. mimicries (-riz).

[< mimic + -ry.] 1. The act of imitating in

speech, manner, or appearance; mockery by
imitation; simulation.

Absolute princes, who ruin their people by a mimicry
of the great monarch*. Hume, Essays, 11. 11.

A few old men, the last survivors of our generation. . . .

will remember . . . that exquisite mimicry [of Lord Hol-

land's] which ennobled, instead of degrading.
Macaulay, Lord Holland.

2. An imitation; that which imitates or simu-
lates.

In France an Imitative school . . . has executed skilful

mimicrict of ancient glass painting. Encyc. Brit., X. 673.

3. In zoiil., the simulation of something else

in form or color, etc.
;
mimesis. Commonly called

protective mimicry, from the Immunity secured by such re-

semblance, as when the insect known as the walking-stick
simulates a dead twig of a tree, when a butterfly assimilates

in color to that of the flowers upon which it habitually
feeds, or a bird's nest is so constructed as to resemble a

bunch of moss on a bough, etc. Also mimctitm.

Both mimicry and Imitation are |here| used In a meta-

phorical sense, as implying that close external likeness

which causes things unlike In structure to be mistaken
(or each other. A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 75.

mimic-thrush (mim
'
ik-thrush ) ,

n . A book-name
of the mocking-bird, Minius polyglottus.
Mimidae (mim'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mimus +
-idee.] The Mimina rated as a family of oscine

passerine birds.

MiminSB (mi-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Mimus +
-i<e. ] A subfamily of turdoia oscine passerine
birds, typified by the genus Mimus; the mock-
ers, mock-birds, or mocking-birds. The group is

variously located in the ornithological system, being some-
times placed In Turdida, sometimes associated wilh the
wrens in Liotrichidce. and sometimes referred to the Tima-
liida under the name of American babblers. These birds
have a moderate (sometimes extremely long and bowed)
bill, short wings, long rounded tail, and scutellate tarsi.

Leading genera are Miinus, Harpnrhynchuf, Ortxcnjite*,

Galeotcoptcs. Familiar examples are the mocking-bird,
thrasher, and catbird. All are confined to America. See

cuts under catbird and mocking-bird.

mimine (mim'in), a. Of or pertaining to the
ifimiiue.

mimistt (tni'mist), n. [< mime + -ist.] A
writer of mimes.

Thereupon were called Poets Mimistit: as who would
say, imltable and meet to be followed for their wise and

graue lessons. Puttrnliam, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 21.

mjmmation (mi-ma'shou), n. [< Ar. ), the

name of the letter m, 4- -ation. Cf. mytacism.]
The frequent use of the letter m ; specifically,
the addition of m to a final vowel.

The principal differences between these dialects (the
Semitic Babylonian and the Semitic- Assyrian) are 1st,

the use of mimmatinn by the Babylonians, and nut by the

Assyrians ; thus the Babylonian words Sumlrlm and Akka-
tlini were rendered by the Assyrians Sumiri and Akkadi.

Eng. Encyc., Arts and Sciences, supp., p. 178.

mim-mouthed (mim'moutht), a. [Sc. usually
mim-mou'ed; < mim + mouthed."} 1. Reserved
in discourse: implying affectation of modesty.
I'm no for being mim-mou'rf, when there's no reason ;

but a man had as gude, whiles, cast a knot on his tongue.
The Smugglers, I. 164. (Jamiaon.)

2. Affectedly moderate at table. Jamieson.

mimographer (nu-mog'ra-fiJr). n. [Cf. F. mi-

miiiini/ilii' = l't,
r

- mimoffranho; <L. miiiiogrniilnix.

a writer of mimes, < Gr. uiao-jpa^of, writing

initnes, < /u' ;uof, a mime, + ypajeiv, write.] A
writer of mimes or fan-os.

Mimus
For the best Idea that can now be formed of the manner

of this famous iniinixjrajilier
we must have recourse, I be-

lieve, to the fifteenth Idyl of Theocritus.

Tuininy, tr. of Aristotle's Treatise on Poetry, I., note 0.

Mimosa (mi-mo'sii), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
so called from its imitating the aeiiHiliilily of

animal life; < L. iiiininn, < Or. IUUGC., a luiniir:

srr ///>, H.] I. A largegeuuHof ifgiiiiiiiiini-

planta of the suljorder Mimoxcti- and the tribe

IjiiKinutseie, characterized by a legume with m-
tii-c or joiiiti-d valves which break away from
a narrow persistent placenta. The plants are

either herbs, erect or climbing shrubs, or sometimes trees,
and are often prickly. The leaves are almost always blpln-
nate, but rarely there are mine, or the expanded petiole

(phyllodiurn) takes the place of the leaf ; and In many spe-
cies the leaves are sensitive, closing when touched. The
ttowers are small and sessile, usually having the stamens

very much longer than the corolla; they are arranged In

globular heads or in cylindrical spikes. About 280 spe-
cies have been described, natives of the warmer parts of

America and Africa, of tropical Asia, and of the Mascarene
Islands. Many are cultivated, the most common being the

sensitive-plant or humble-plant of hothouses, M. pudica,
which Is a branching annual, one or two feet In height, hav-

ing a great many small leaflets, all highly sensitive when
touched. M. myriadenia Is a woody climber of tropical

America, and Is remarkable for the great height which It

attains, ascending to the
tops

of the tallest trees.

2. [I. r.] A plant of this genus.
For not Mimata'i tender tree

Shrinks sooner from the touch than he.

Scott, Marmlon, Ir., Int

mimosa-bark (mi-mo'sS-bark), H. The bark
of several Australian acacia- or wattle-trees,
much used in tanning.
Mimosese (mi-mo'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1825), < itimoxa T -'.] A suborder
of leguminous plants, characterized by small

regular flowers with a gamosepalous calyx, by
having the petals valvate and often united be-

low the middle, and by having stamens which
are free or monadelphous. It embraces 6 tribes, 29

genera, Mimom being the type, and about 1.R50 species,
the majority of which are confined to the tropics.

mimosite (mi-mo'sit), n. [< AfimoMi + -i7 2
.]

A fossil seed-pod supposed to have belonged
to a plant of the mimosa family.

mimotype (mim'o-tip), n. [< Gr.^i>of, a mimic,
+ ri'jrof, form.] In :onl. and :oiig<-oij., a type
or form of animal life which in one country is

the analogue or representative of a type or form
found in another country, to which it is not very

closely related. Thus, the American starlings (Ictcri-

<te) are mlmotypes of the Old World starlings iffturnidir) ;

the American genos Gcvmyt Is mimotypic of the African

Gears/chug; the American juinping-mouse(apu>) replaces
the jerboas (Diput) of Africa.

Mimtitypes, forms distantly resembling each other, but

fulfilling similar functions. . . . By the use of this term,
the word "analogue

"
may be relieved of a part of the bur-

den borne by it. Smitluonian llepart (1881), p. 46", note.

mimotypic (mim-o-tip'ik), H. [< miniaty/ie +
-ic.] Having the 'character of a mimotype.
Mimuleae (mi-mu'le-e), it. ]il. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1876), < Mimulun 4- -<'.] A sub-

tribe of plants of the order tiiroplntlarineir and
the tribe Gratioteir, characterized by a five-

toothed calyx, by having the stamens inserted

within the corolla-tube, with the anther-cells

contiguous, and by a loculicidal capsule with
two or four valves. The subtribe embraces (i

genera, Minnilug being the type, and about 50

species.
Munulus(mim'u-lus), . [NL. (Linnaeus, 1753),
so called from the resemblance of its corolla to a

mask; < LL. mini /.-, a little mime, dim. of L. mi-

ni HI : see /</'.] A genus of scrophulariaceous
plants of the tribe Gratioletr, type of the subtribe

Mimulea; characterizedby a tubularcalyx, win ch
is almost always five-angled or five-toothed, by
a two-valved capsule, and by having numerous
seeds, with the placenta usually united to form
a central column. They are reclining or erect, rare-

ly tall, and slightly woody herbs, with opposite undivided

leaves, and often snowy flowers, which are yellow, orange,

red, violet, or rose-colored, and solitary In the axils of the

leaves, or sometimes racemed at the tips of the branches.

The species, numbering 45 or 50, are especially numerous In

Pacific North America, but are also wldelj dispel seil i !- -

where in temperate regions, though not In Europe. Pilots

of the genus bear the general name of mnnlcey-floirer. H.

ringciu and Jf. alatut, with violet purple flowers, are com
mon species of wet places In the eastern I'nlted states.

Various species are cultivated, chiefly in conservatories,

some much prized. Among them are *. inocAa/, the

musk-plant of gardens, strongly musk-scented, the flowers

small and pale-yellow ; Jf. eardinalit, with large scarlet

corolla ; and Jf. ffiutinonu, a shrubby, very ornament*!

conservatory species, the flowers from salmon-colored to

scarlet.

Mimas (mi'mus), n. [XL., < L. ntetst, < Gr.

fii/ioc, an imitator: see mime.] A genus of

American birds of which the moi-king-binl. M.

polyiflnttun, is the type. See mncki<i-l>inl, and
cut under catbird.



Mimusops

Mimusops (mi-mu'sops), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1753), so called from the fancied resemblances
of the flowers to an ape's face

;
< Gr. fufiovs, gen.

o[U/n&, an ape (< iup.eln6ai, imitate, pi/toi;, an im-
itator: see mime), + uip, face.] A genus of

dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of the nat-
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of several different sturnoid passerine birds of

India and countries further east, (a) Any spe-
cies of the genus Acridotheres(which see), (ft) Any species
of the genus Evlabes, several of which inhabit India, Cey-
lon, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, etc. ;

a hill-mina. (See hill-mi-

na, and cut under Eulabes.) The common talking starling
or religious grackle of India is E. (formerly Oracitla) reli-

minch-house

Mynee that plouer. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

When she saw Pyrrhus make malicious sport
In mincing with his sword her husband's limbs.

Shale., Hamlet, ii. 2. 587.

They brought some cold bacon and coarse oat-cake. The
sergeant asked for pepper and salt, minced the food flue,

1/iosa, of a purplish-black color with a white mirror on the
and made " savol'5'- Mrs- <*, s>'lvla

'

s Covers, x**"'-

in speaking; speak of lightly or slightingly;
minimize.

ural order Sapotacece and the tribe Bumelieie. . . _ _

It is characterized by having the six or eight segments win
. yellow bill and feet, and curious leafy lappets of a 2. To lessen ; diminish ; especially, to diminish

of the calyx arranged in two series, the outer ones includ- yellow or orange color on the head. It is easily tamed and ; ,,!,; ], .Vis-CTrL. -"'-U-T-U-
ing the inner, which are more slender

;
the lobes of the

corolla entire and three times as many as the calyx-seg-
ments

; and the six or eight staminodia, which are alter- -
,

nate with the same number of stamens. They are trees, or mina-bird (mi na-berd), n. Same as
rarely shrubs, with a milky juice, and usually small white minablet (mi'na-bl), a. IX mine2 +
flowers, which are often fragrant in axillary clusters. Cann.blp of hpi mi^prl.
About 30 species are known, found throughout the tropics.
Several, from India and Ceylon, yield a heavy durable
timber, and M. Elengi also produces small edible berries,

yellow or orange color on the head. It is easily tamed and
taught to speak with singular distinctness. This and some
other members of the same genus are common cage-birds
in Europe and the United States.

_ -able.]

Capable of being mined.
He began to undermine it (finding the earth all about

very minable). North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 115.

minacious (mi-na'shus), a. [= It. minaceioso,
an extended form of minace = Pg. minaz, < L.
minax (minac-), full of threats: see menace, n.]

(cf . min, adv. ) = MD. mindre, D. minder= MLG. minacious countenance.

min, minner, minder=OHG. minniro, MHG . min- Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 63.

ner, minre, G. minder = Icel. minnr = Sw. Dan. minacity (mi-nas'i-ti), n. [< L. minax (minac-),mmdre = Goth, minniza, compar., less; cf. OS. threatening, minacious (see menace), + -ity.]
minnisto = OFries. minnmt = D. MLG. minst = Disposition to threaten. Coles, 1717. [Rare.]OHG. minnist, MHG. minnest, G. mindest = Icel. minar (mi-nar'), . [Ar. minar, a candlestick
mmnst=Sw. minst = Dan. mindst = Goth, min- lamp, lighthouse (cf. Heb. manordh, a candle-
msts (cf. mins, mine, adv.), superl., least; com- stick); cf. nar, fire, nur, light, nawwir, enlight-
par. and superl. (reduced in the compar. min, as en, illumine, Heb. nur, shine.] In Moslem
in bet for better, less, etc.), = L. compar. minor, arch., a lighthouse ; a tower; a minaret.
neut. minus, less (superl. minimus, least), posi-
tive stem *minu-, whence minuere, lessen (see
minish, minuend, etc.), = Gr. /unvf, little, small
(not in good use, but assumed or revived as the

In the burning sun the golden dome [of a mosque in the
city of Meshed] seemed to cast out rays of dazzling light,
and the roofs of the adjoining minors shone like brilliant
beacons. ffDonovan, Merv, vi.

base of the derived forms fuvvBem, lessen, /mw- minaret (min'a-ret), n. [= P. minaret = Pg.
a, a little, etc. ) ;

cf . Ir. min, small
; perhaps Skt.

-/ mi (present stem mina-), make less. Hence,
from L., minor, minus, minority, etc., minister,
administer, etc., minim, minimum, minimize,
minute*-, minute^, minish, diminish, comminute,
etc.; from E., mince, minnow, etc.] Less.

The more and the minne.
Le Bane Florence (Ritson's Met. Horn., III.), 1. 549.

It is of the for to forgyfe
Alkyn tryspas both more & mynn.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 104.

min3
t (min), n. [ME., also minne, mynne, < Icel.

minni, memory, remembrance; cf. OS. minna,

minareto = It. minareto, minaretto, <

Sp. minarete, < Turk, minare= Hind.
mindra, minar, a high slender tow-
er, a minaret, < Ar. mandra, a lamp,
lighthouse, minaret, < minor, candle-

stick, lamp, lighthouse: see minar.']
In Moslem arch., a slender and lofty
turret typically rising by several

stages or stories, and surrounded
by one or more projecting balco-

nies, characteristic of Mohammedan
mosques, and corresponding to the

belfry of a Christian church. From
minnia = OHG. minna, MHG. minne G (re-

the balconies of the minarets the people are

vived^ minnn. IOVP,. orio- 'mpmn'- oVi,, t/In! summoned to prayer five times a day byvived) minne, love, orig. 'memory': akin to E.
mine3

, mindl, etc.: see mine3
,
mind1

.} Mem-
ory; remembrance.
mins

t (min), v. t. [< ME. minnen, mynnen, < Icel.

minna, bring to mind, < minni, mind, memory:"~ a
,
n. Cf. mine3.] 1. To bring to the minargent (mi-nar'jent), n.

mind of
;
remind.

Syr, of one thinge I wolle you mynne,
And beseche you for to spede.

MS. Harl. 2252, f. 88. (Balliwell.)
2. To remember.

The clowdys ovyr-caste, all lyst was leste,
Hys myst was more then ye myjt mynne.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, i. 47. (Halliwell.)

Euery psalme qwencheth a synne
As ofte as a man thoth hem mynne.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 90.

3. To mention.

criers. See muezzin, and cut under mosque.
Another [mosque] has a very high minaret

or tower, the out side of which is entirely
cased with green tiles.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 121.

[<NL.

Palomydon put hym full prestly to say,
And meuit of his mater, that I mynnet are.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8876.

min4
(min), n. [Perhaps a familiar var. of mam 1

,

mama.] Mother. [Scotch.]
I'm Johnny Faa o' Yetholm town,
There dwall my min and daddie O.

Johnnie Faa (Child's Ballads, IV. 284).

min5
(min), n. A dialectal or affected form of

man.
min.
cal, minimum, minute, minim, and minor.
minal (mi'na), n. [L., also man, < Gr. pva, a

m
!
nbar

.

fee
mimbar.

weight, a sum of money; < Heb. manelt, a """^ mus
.)>

weight, prop, part, portion, number, < mdndh,
divide, measure out, allot.] A unit of weight
and of value, originally Assyrian, but used also
by the Greeks and other ancient peoples. Bronze
and stone Babylonian and Assyrian standards show that
there were two Assyrian minas, one varying from 960 to
1,040 grams, and the other of half that weight. The As-
syrians divided the mina into 60 shekels, and 60 minas
made a talent. In Athens at the time of Pericles it was,
in weight of silver, 100 drachmas, equivalent to 436.3 grams,
or 15.4 ounces avoirdupois, or 14 + ounces troy, and was in
v:uue about $18.

[The Babylonians] constituted a new mina for them-
selves, consisting of 50 shekels instead of 60.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int., p. xxxii.

mina2
(mi'na), ii.

and maina; "(

(alu)min(ium) + L.' argentum, sil-

ver.] A kind of aluminium bronze,
the ingredients of which are copper
1,000 parts, nickel 700, antimony 50,
and aluminium 20. Minaret.

minatorial (min-a-to'ri-al), a. [< Mosque of

minatory + -al.] Threatening ;
men- nanUnopfeT

acing.

minatorially (min-a-to'ri-al-i),<fc. In a threat-
ening or menacing manner. mincer
minatorily (min'a-to-ri-li), adv. In a minatory
manner

;
with threats.

minatory (min'a-to-ri), a. [= It. minatorio, < mincht (minch), .

LL. minatorius, 'threatening (cf. minator, one form of minchen.]
who drives cattle), < L. minari, pp. minatus,

w
fM-

threaten, drive: see menace.] Threatening; minchent (min'ehen), n

The king made a statute monitory and minatory, towards
justices of peace, that they should duly execute their office.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 76.

Thy honesty and love doth mince this matter,
Making it light to Cassio. Shak.

, Othello, ii. 3. 248.

For though shee held her to the commandment, yet the
threatening annexed shee did somewhat mince and extenu-
ate. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 25.

Be gone, Futelli ! do not mince one syllable
Of what you hear. Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 3.

What say the soldiers of me ? and the same words ;

Mince 'em not, good Aecius, but deliver
The very forms and tongues they talk withal.

Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 3.

3. To utter primly ; bring or show forth spar-
ingly or in a half-spoken way ; hence, to display
with affected delicacy; use affectation in re-

gard to: as, to mince one's words or a narra-
tive

;
to mince the lapses of one's neighbors ;

a
minced oath.

Behold yon simpering dame, . . .

That minces virtue, and doth shake the head
To hear of pleasure's name. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 122.

4. To effect minciugly. [Bare.]
To the ground

Three times she bows, and with a modest grace
Minces her spruce retreat.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 182.

Minced collops. See collop. Minced pie. See mince-
pie. To mince matters, to speak of things with affect-
ed delicacy.

II. intrans. 1. To walk with short steps or
with affected nicety; affect delicacy in man-
ner.

Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, . . . walk-
ing and mincing as they go. Isa. iii. 16.

Away, I say ; time wears : hold up your head and mince.
Shak.,M.. W. of W., v. 1. 9.

2. To speak with affected elegance.
Low spake the lass, and lisp'd and minced the while

Crabbe, Works, I. 76.

mince (mins), w. [< mince(-meat).] Same as
mince-meat.

Upsetting whatever came in his way now a pan of
milk, and now a basin of mince.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 342.

mince-meat (mins 'met), n. [Prop, minced
meat.] 1. Meat chopped small; hence, any-
thing chopped or broken into small pieces, lit-

erally or figuratively.
Their first shot struck us in the bows, knocked our two

gunners into mince meat.
R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, ii.

2. The material of which mince-pies are made.
Also called minced meat and mince.

mince-pie (mins'pi'), n. \_<mince(-meat) +piel.]A pie made with minced meat, fruit, etc. It has
long been especially associated with Christmas
festivities among English-speaking peoples.
Also called minced pie.
oincer (min'ser), n. One who minces.

Mincers of each other's fame. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

[< ME.mynche; a reduced
Same as minclien. Halli-

The minatory proclamation issued last week by the Czar

An abbreviation of mineralogy, mineraloqi- *? I'* fartmalitly Sev., N. 8.,

tinimum. minute,, minim, a/nri ; u . minaul (mi-nal ), n. Same as monaul.
3 mini

. .
i\

; pret. and pp. minced, ppr.
mincing. [< ME. *mincen, *myncen, minsen, (a)
partly < AS. minsian, make less, become less,
diminish (cf. verbal n. minsung, parsimony,
abstinence) (= OS. minson, make less, = Goth.
minznau, become less) ;

with formative -s (as

tive -*), < min, less (see mint) ; ( partly < OF
mincer F. mincer, cut small < mime lender'
slight, puny, prob. of Tent, origin, perhaps from
the superl. of min, less (see i<2), or more prob.
the adj. mince is a back formation from the
verb mincer, which is then < OS. minson, etc.,
make small: see above.] I. trans. 1. To make

[Also mynchen, min-
cheon, minchun; < ME. minchen, monchen, mune-
chene, < AS. myneceu, myneoymt, pi. mynecena,
munecena, a nun, fern, of munuc, a monk: see
monk.] A nun.
Mincheon Lane, so called of tenements there sometime

pertaining to the minchuns, or nuns of St. Helen's in

Bishopgate Street.

Stow, Survey of London, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser.,

[III. 314.

mincheryt (min'cher-i), n. [Also mynchery ; <

minch, minchen, + -ry.] A nunnery.
In telling how Begu, within the minchery at Hackness

was miraculously given to know of St. Hilda's death, miles
away, at Whitby, etc.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 297.

minch-houset, [Perhaps a dial, corruption
of men's house, a cottage attached to a farm-
house, where the men-servants cook their vic-
tuals (Jamieson).] A roadside inn.

Then lay at a minch-house in the road, being a good inne
for the country ; for most of the public houses I mett with
before In country places were no better than ale houses,
which they call here minch-housei. . . . Oott to Lesma-
hago, which I found to be but a small village, but in it is

w. [Also mino, myna, munali, less; make small; specifically, to exit or chorj
a ort of in

i
le or mi}ah -.

hmse ot considerable note kept by
Hind, maina, a starling.] One into very small pieces : as, to, mince meat.

" *anner ' ~t d
$gd ln N. a>td <,, ., vl . 44 .



mincing

mincing (rnin'sin^), /i- a. Speaking or walking
iillcctcilly or with cunt ion : nlli'.-trdly elegant
ami nice; simpering.

Fait l.y her Hide did Kilt Hi,- i..,i.| Sansloy,
I- it t mate for such ft winciiiy niliicon.

Sptnter, F. IJ., II. It. 87.

A Frown ii|H>n noun; Faces penetrates more, and makes
deeper Impression than the Fawning and soft Glances of

a i,,iii, : i Sin lie. Unwell, Letters, II. 4.

The miiunni/ la<ly Prioress am) tin' broad speaking gap-
toothed Wife of Bath. Dryden, Tales and Fables, Pref.

Suw a vulgar looking, fat man with spectacles, and a
ininriii'i. rather pretty pink and white wunian, his wife.

GrenUe, Memoirs, Feb. 17, 1831.

The rough, spontaneous conversation of men they (the

clergy! do not hear, hut only a minrimj and affected

speech. Emerson, The American Scholar.

mincing-horse (min'sing-h6rs), M. A wooden
horse or stand on which anything is minced or

chopped.
The blubber is transported in strap-tubs to the mincing-

hone. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 238.

mincing-knife (min'sing-nif), . A tool con-
sist ing of a curved blade fixed to an upright
handle, or several such blades diverging, used
for mincing meat, vegetables, etc.

;
a chopping-

knife.

mincingly (min'sing-li), adv. In a mincing,
affecteu, or cautious way; sparingly ; with af-

fectation or reserve.

Caraffa . . . more mincingly terming their now pope
. . . vice-dens, vice-god.

Sheldon, Miracles, p. 278. (.Latham.)

My steed trod mincingly, as the brambles and earth gave
way beneath his feet. O'Donovan, Merv, xviil.

mincing-spade (min'sing-spad), . A sharp-
edged spade used on a whaling-vessel for cut-

ting up blubber preparatory to trying it out.

mincturiencyt (mingk-tu'ri-en-si), n. [For
"micturiency, < L. micturire, urinate : see mic-

turition.] Micturition.

mind 1 (mind), n. [< ME. mind, mynd, mend,
mund, < AS. gemynd (not *tynd, as commonly
cited, this form, without the prefix, occurring
only in derivatives), memory, remembrance,
memorial, mind, thought, = Icel. minni (for

"mindi), memory, = Sw. minne = Dan. minde

(developed from minne, itselffrom orig.'minrfe),

memory, = Goth, gamunds (also gaminthi),
memory ; with collective prefix ge-, and forma-
tive -d (orig. pp. suffix), < munan (pres. man,
pret. munde), also gemunan (geman, etc.), also

u-munan, on-munan, remember, be mindful of,

consider, think, = OS. farmuiian, despise, =
Icel. 1111111,1 = Goth, gamunan, remember: see
mine3 . From the same source are AS. myne,
mind, purpose, desire, love, = Icel. munr, mind,
desire, love, = Goth, mutut, purpose, device,
readiness (see minne) ;

all from a Teut. / man
= L. \/ men in meminisse, remember (perf. as

pres., mcmini= AS. man, I remember), reminisri,
recall to mind, recollect, men(t-)s, mind (a form

nearly = E. mind), mentiri, lie, etc., = Gr. -^

/lev in pfjvif, wrath, fitvof, mind, etc., /tvaaBai,

remember, etc., = Skt. if man, think. This is

one of the most prolific of the Aryan roots : in

E., of AS. or other Teut. origin, are mind1
, re-

mind, minS, mine9 , minion, mignonette, miniken,
roi/ix1 , mean 1

, etc.; of L. origin, memento, remi-

niscence, mental, mention, amentia, demented, com-

ment, commentary, etc., Minerru, etc.; of Gr. ori-

gin, mentor, etc. The word man is also usually
referred to this root : see man.'] 1 . That which

feels, wills, and thinks ; the conscious subject ;

the ego ;
the soul. Home writers make an obscure

distinction between mind, soul, and spirit. With them
the mind is the direct subject of consciousness.

For to say truely, what els is man but his minde > which,
whosoeuer haue skil to compaase, and make yeelding and
flexible, what may not he commaund the body to per-
inn rnic Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 104.

Mind, therefore, is to be understood as the subject of the
various internal phenomena of which we are conscious, or
that subject of which consciousness is the general phe-
nomenon. Consciousness is, in fact, to the mind what
extension is to matter or body. Though both are ph-
nomena, yet both are essential qualities ; for we can neither
conceive mind without consciousness, nor body without
extension. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, ix.

By the in in, I of a man, we understand that in him which
thinks, remembers, reasons, wills.

Reid, Intellectual Powers, I. 1.

By the Hummi Miml are to be understood its two facul-

ties called, respectively, the understanding and the will.

Swcdenborg, Christian Psychol. (tr. by GormanX p. 80.

The idea I have of the human mind, in so far aa it is a

thinking thing, and not extended in length, breadth, and

depth, and participating in none of the properties of body,
is incomparably more distinct than the idea of any corpo-
real object. Descartes, Meditations (tr. liy Veitch), iv.

In psychology, on the other hand, the Individual mind
may mean either (1.) the series of feelings, or "mental
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phenomena" above referred to: or (II.) the subject of the*e

milaflL tor whom they are phenomena : or (ill.) the sub-

ject of these foellnga or phenomena the series of feel-

ings or phenomena themselves, the two being in that re-

liiiioii (o each other in which alone the one is subject and
the other a aeries of feelings, phenomena, or objects.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 89.

Mind conaiaU of feelings and the relations among feel-

Ings. U. Spencer, Data of Ethics, I 41.

Whatever all men inevitably mean by the word " I
"
(the

empirical ego of philosophy), whenever they say I think,
or feel, or Intend this or that ; and whatever they under-
stand others to mean by using similar language thus

much, and no more, we propose at Hrst to Include under i he

term ntind. (J. T. Ladd, PhysloL Psychology, Int., p. i.

Minii Is tin- sum of our processes of knowing, our feel-

Ings of pleasure and pain, and our voluntary doings.
J. Sully, Outlines of Piychol., p. -'.

2. The intellect, or cognitive faculty or part of

the soul, as distinguished from feeling and
volition; intelligence. The old psychologists
made intellect and will the only faculties of

the soul.

Years that bring the philosophic mind.
Wordiumrth, Immortality.

Wordsworth says of him [Milton] that "His soul was aa

a star and dwelt apart." But I should rather be inclined

to say that It was hla mind that was alienated from the

present. Lowell, Hew Princeton Rev., I. 164.

3. The field of consciousness ; contemplation;
thought; opinion.
Yesterday he thought so moche In hla minde on her

that In thenoure of euyn aonge he gaf to her in lapyng a

butfet. Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 1U8.

" But that," quod he, "It nil In my mynde that I myght
not kepe me ther-fro." Merlin (E. E. T. .), ill 427.

Have mind upon your health, tempt me no further.

Shak., J. C., Iv. S. 86.

Others esteeme the Bluer Cantan ... to be that Gan-

ges: of which minde are Mercator, Maginus, Ootardua
Arthus, and their disciples. Purchae, Pilgrimage, p. 451.

Consider of it, take advice, and speak your mindt.
Judges xix. 80.

These Discourses show somewhat of the mind, but not
the whole mind of Selden, even in the aubjecta treated of.

Int. to Selderii Table-Talk, p. 10.

4. Disposition; cast of thought and feeling;

inclination; desire.

I am a fellow o' the strangest mind.
SAo*., T. N., I. S. 120.

The truth is, that Godwin and hla Sona did many things

boistrously and violently, much against the Kings Minde.

Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

Pity in. 'Its the mind to love.

Dryden, Alexander's Feast, 1. 96.

5. Intention; purpose.
The Duke had a very noble and honourable mynde al*

wayes to pay his debts well, and when he lacked money,
would not stick to sell the greatest part of his plate.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 230.

Her mind to them again she briefly doth unfold.

Drayton, Polyolbion, 1. 168.

Who can beleive that whole Parlaments elected by the

People from all parts of the Land, should meet in one

mind, and resolution not to advise him, but to conspire
against him ? Mili,,n, Elkonoklastes, xv.

My lady herself is of no mind in the world, and for that

reason her woman is of twenty mind* in a moment
Stetle, Spectator, So. 187.

Religious bodies which have a mind of their own, and
are strong enough to make it felt.

//. -V. Ozenham, Short Studies, p. 405.

6. Memory; remembrance: as, to call to mind;
to have, to keep, or to bear in mind.

Whare-so I be, whare-so I aytt, what-ao I doo the mynd
of the sauoyre of the name Iheau departls noghte fra my
mynde. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 2.

Klthe tyme of mend this land ded neuer soo,

And as for vs we will not (now] begynne.
Generydel(E. E. T. S.), 1. 1772.

Marie, of me haue thou mynde,
Some comforte vs two for to kythe.
Thou knowes we are comen of thi kynde.

York Playt, p. 476.

All this from my remembrance brutish wrath

Sinfully pluck'd, and not a man of you
Had so much grace to put it in my mind.

Shak., Rich. III., 11. 1. 120.

7f. Mention.
Aa the bokia maken mende. Goteer, Conf. Amant, vii.

8+. Courage; spirit. Chapman Absence of
mind. See abtence. A month's mind, (a) In the Rom.
Cath. Ch. , constant prayer in behalf of a dead person dur-

ing the whole month Immediately following his decease,
the sacrifice of the mass being offered In a more than

usually solemn manner especially on the third, seventh,
:ui.l thirtieth days after the person's death. Also called

a monthly mind.

That is to wete. in the day or morow after discesse vij.

trentallis; and every weke folowing unto my monlhet

mynde oon t rental!, and HI. trentalles at my monthtt

mynde biside the solempne dirige and masse.
Patton Lettcrt, III. 463.

Dirges, requiems, masses, monthly mindt, anniversaries,
and other offices for the dead.

Jrr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), II. S7S.

(6) Karneit desire ; strong Inclination.

mind
Luc. Yet here they Ipapera) shall not lie, for caUhlng

cold.
Jul. 1 sue you have a month'* mind to them.

Shak.,?. (i.of V.,Li 187.

For If a trumpet sound, or drum beat.
Who hath not a month t wind to combat)

S. Butler, Hudlhraa, L II 111.

A year's mind, a service similar to that of the month's

mind, on the anniversary of a penon'a death.

Each returning year'* mind or anniversary only of their

death. Rock, Church of our Father*, 1L 829.

Master mind, see matter^. Sound and disposing
mind and memory. See memory. The mind 8 eye.
Bee >. Time out of mind. See time. To bear In
mind. See bearl. To be in two minds about a thing,
to bo In doubt,

At first I teas in tujo mindt about taking such a liberty.

Dickcnt, Bleak House.

To be out Of one's mind, (a) To be forgotten by one.

What so ener he dede In cny wise
Thoo Ij prince* wer neuer mrl o/ hit mynd*.

Gentrydet (E. E. T. 8-X L M68.

(6) To be mad or insane.
" Are ye out of your mind, my nurse, my nune,"
Said Lady Clare,

" that ye apeak ao wild ?
"

Tennyton, Lady Clare.

To break one's mind, to bring to mind, to call to

mind, to change one's mind, to cross one's mind, to
free one's mind, fee the vert*. To give a bit of one's
mind. See Wts. To give all one's mind to-toatudyor
cultivate with earnestness and persistence. To nave a
mind, (a) To be Inclined or disposed. Also to have a

yreat mind.

Lord, what all I, that I ham no mind to fight now ?

Fletcher, Humoroua Lieutenant, II. 4.

My Lord told us that the Unlvenlty of Cambridge had
a mind to choose him for their burgess.

Pepyt, Diary, I. 44.

He had a great mind to prosecut the printer.
H. WalpoU, To Mann, Aug. 28, 1742.

There Is nothing so easy aa to find out which opinion
the man in doubt hat a mind to. Steele, Taller, No. 25.

(6) To have a thought ; take care.

To whom thou apeke. haue good mynde,
And of whom, how, when, and where.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra aer.\ L 110.

To have half a mind, to be
pretty

much disposed ; bare
a certain inclination : generally used lightly.

I'M half a mind to die with you.
Tennyton, Death of the Old Year.

To have in mind, to hold or call up in the memory ; think
of or about.

Man, among thi myrthis haue in mynde
From whena thou come A whldir thou teendls.

Hymni to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 114.

Nor do I particularly affect simple-minded old ladles.

By-the-bye, I must hace mine in mind; It won't do to

neglect her. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiv.

To make up one's mind. See mate'. To put in mind,
to remind.

They |the Lords] put the tjueen in mind of the fearful

Examples of Gods Judgments extant in Scripture upon
King Saul, for sparing of Agag. Raker, Chronicles, p. 30B.

He putt me in mind of the picture of the great ox in a

gilt frame. Bulicer, Pelham, xli.

Unconscious mind. See uncantciw*. = Syn. .Wind, In-

tellect, Soul, Spirit, reason, sense, brains. Primarily, mind
is opposed to matter, intellect to feeling and will, toul to

body, and piri< to flesh. The old division of the powers
of the mind was into intellect, sensibilities, and will ; mind
is variously used to cover all or some of these, but when
less than the whole is meant it is chiefly the intellect : as,

he aeema to have very little mind. Yet mind la sometimes
used with principal reference to the will : aa. I have half
a mind to go. Where trjririt and foul differ, tpint applies
rather to moral force, and toul to depth and largeness of

feeling. (See tout.) In the New Testament toul fa used
to translate a word covering all life, whether physical or

spiritual, as In Mat. x. 28. I'pon the highest usage In the

Scriptures fa founded the common representation of man
aa immortal by the word until. Hence mil la used for the

central, essential, or life-giving part of anything: aa. he
was the toul of the party. The definitions under each of

these words ahould lie studied to get It* range and Idiom-
atic uses. See reanm.

mind 1 (mind), r. [< ME. minden, munden, < AS.

myndgian, gemyndgian, gemyndigian (= OHG.
gemuntigon), bear in mind, recollect, recall to

another's mind, remind (cf. Icel. minna, re-

mind, recollect, = Dan. minde, remind); from
the noun: see miinn. n. This verb has ab-
sorbed in part the orig. diff. verbs win*3 (< ME.
mini n. HI i/ in n. < AS. miman) and wii'wp

2 (< AS.

myiieqian, myngian, bring to mind): see mineS,

mini/-."} I. trans. 1. To call to mind ; bear in

mind; remember; recall. [Now chiefly collo-

quial.]
We loved when we were children small.

Which yet you well may mind.
The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 119).

Ae hairat afore the Sherra-moor,
I mind 't aa weel a yestreen.

Burnt, Halloween.

D'ya moind the waaste, my lasa? naw, naw, tha waa not
born then. Tennyton, Northern Farmer, Old style.

2. To put in mind; remind.

Ne mynd not thes men of the raykyll harme
That a sone of our folke before bom has done.

Datructiun of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 421i



mind
I do thee wrong to mind thee of it.

Shalt.
,
Hen. V., iv. 8. 18.

There's not a bonnie bird that sings,
But minds me o' my Jean.

Bums, Of a' the Airts the Wind can Blaw.

3. To regard with attention
; pay attention to

;

heed; notice.

Men must sometimes mind their affairs to make more
room for their pleasures.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 238.

Did you mind how he put the young fellow out of coun-
tenance that pretended to talk to him?

Steele, Taller, No. 242.

Archimedes, the famous mathematician, was so intent

upon his problems that he never minded the soldiers who
came to kill him. Swift, Tritical Essay.

Never mind the difference, we'll balance that another
time. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

4. To have the care of ; attend to; specifically,
to take or have the oversight of: as, a boy to

mind the door.

Old women some gossiping, some Bitting vacant at
the house dDor, some spinning or weaving, or minding
little children. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 14.

Mrs. Duncan minded the two children most of the day,
to the jealous rage of Tipple. The Century, XXXVI. 845.

6. To care for; be concerned about; be af-

fected by.
Whose glory is in their shame, who mind earthly things.

Phil. iii. 19.

They [the Brazilians] minde the day, and are not carefull
for the morrow. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 886.

They [the kine of Bashanj minded nothing but ease,

softness, and pleasure. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. i.

I did not mind his being a little out of humour.
Sttde, Xatler, No. 206.

In the open chimney-place of the parlor was a wood fire

blazing cheerfully on the backs of a couple of brass griffins
who did not seem to mind it.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 63.

The peculiarity of liquids and gases is that they do not
mi,id being bent and having their shapes altered.

W. K. Clifard, Lectures, I. 17B.

6. To look out for
;
be watchful against. [Col-

loq.]

"You'd better mind that fellow, Mr. Fitzgerald," said
the native. A. C. Grant, Bush-life in Queensland, I. ISO.

7. To regard with submission
; heed the com-

mands of; obey_: as, a headstrong child that
will mind no one. 8. In the Bom. Catli. Ch.,
to pray for. See a month's mind, under mind 1

,

n. 9f. To intend; mean; purpose.
As for me, be sure I mind no harm
To thy grave person. Chapman, Iliad.

Mind the word I be attentive to the order given. Mind
your eye ! lie careful. [Slang. ] Mind your helm ! be
careful ; take care what you do. [Naut. slang.] To be
minded, to be disposed or inclined ; have in contempla-
tion.

Joseph was minded to put her away privily. Mat. i. 19.

If thou be minded to peruse this little booke.
Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. 4.

Ne'er a Sir Lucius O'Trigger in the kingdom should make
me tight, when I wa'n't so minded.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

To mind one's own business. See business. To mind
one's p'B and q'8, to be circumspect or exact : probably
in allusion to the early difficulty of distinguishing the
forms of the letters.

II. intraiis. 1. To remember. 2. To be in-
clined or disposed ; design; intend.

When one of them mindeth to go into rebellion, he will

convey away all his lordships to feoffees in trust.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

I mind to tell him plainly what I think.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 8.

I never minded to upbraid you.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 181.

3. To give heed; take note.

She, busied, heard the sound
Of rustling leaves, but minded not.

Milton, P. L., ix. 519.

mind2
(mind), . [Ir. mind, a crown, diadem.]A diadem: a name given to lunettes found in

Ireland, commonly supposed to have been used
as head-ornaments.
Gold ornament believed to be the ancient Celtic mind

or head ornament, formed of a thin semi-lunar plate of
gold with raised ribs. S. K. Cat. Spec. ExMb., 1862, No. 851.

The richer and more powerful kings wore a similar
torque about the waist, and a golden mind or diadem on
state occasions. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 257.

mind-cure (raind'kur), n. A professed method
of healing which rests upon the suppositions
that all diseased states of the body are due to
abnormal conditions of the mind, and that the
latter (and thus the former) can be cured by
the direct action of the mind of the healer upon
the mind of the patient. [Recent.]
mind-curer (mlnd'kur"er), n. One who pro-
fesses to cure disease by direct influence upon
the mind of the patient. [Recent.]
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mind-day (mind'da), . An anniversary of some
one's death. See a year's mind, under

People of small wealth bequeathed enough to have this

[lights upon the grave], among other rites, observed for

them once every year, at each returning mind-day or anni-

versary of their death.

Kock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 90.

minded (min'ded), . [< mind1 + -erf2.] Hav-

ing a mind (of this or that kind) : only in com-

position : as, high-minded, low-minded, feeble-

minilcd, sober-minded, double-minded.

A quiet mynded man and nothing ambitious of glory.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 13.

Base minded they that want intelligence.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 88.

mindedness (min'ded-nes), n. Disposition;
inclination toward anything ;

moral tendency :

only in composition: as, he&venly-mindedness ;

cle&r-mindedness.

This base mindedtiesse is fit for the evil one.

Bp. Hall, Holy Panegyrick.

Open-mindednm had a still greater profit.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 463.

minder (mm'der), . [< mind1
, v., + -er1.] 1.

One who minds, attends to, or takes care of

anything; a caretaker.

[This] must be reassuring doctrine to the minders of
mules. Westminster Rev.. CXXV. 22.

The history of invention shows how frequently impor-
tant improvements in machinery are made by the work-
man or minder in charge of it. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 107.

"Doffing," which is the operation of removing the full

bobbins, and supplying the spindles with another set, is

performed by the attendant called & minder always a
female. Spons" Encyc. Manuf., I. 761.

2. One who is minded or taken care of ; spe-
cifically, a pauper child intrusted by the poor-
law authorities to the care of a private person.
[Rare.]
"Those [children] are not his brother and sister !

"
said

Mrs. Boffin.
" Oh dear no, Ma'am. Those are the Minders,

. . . left to be minded."
Didcens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 16.

mindful (mind'ful), a. [< ME. myndeful; <

mind1 + -fid.] 1. Taking thought or care; heed-

ful; thoughtful.

SirGuyon, mindfvll of his vow yplight.
Uprose from drowsie couch, and him addrest
Unto the journey which he had behight.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 1.

What is man that thou art mindful of him 1 Ps. viii. 4.

Hail, shepherd ! Pan bless both thy flock and thee,
For being mindful of thy word to me !

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 3.

2. Having knowledge, remembrance, or recog-
nition; cognizant; aware.

And Guinevere, not mind.fvl of his face
In the King's hall, desired his name.

Tennyson, Geraint.

mindfully(mind'ful-i), adv. Attentively; heed-

fully. Johnson.

mindfulness (mind'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being mindful; attention; heedful-

ness; intention; purpose.
There was no mindfulnesse amongst them of running

awaie. Holinshed, Hist. Eng., an. 1010.

mind-healer (mind'he"ler), n. Same as mind-
curer. Medical News, LII. 1.

minding (mln'ding), n. [Verbal n. of mindl,
v.] Recollection; something to remember one
by. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
minding-school (min'ding-skol), . A house
in which minders (see minder, 2) are kept and
taught. [Rare.]

I keep a mindiny-school. ... I love children, and four-

pence a week is fourpence.
Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 16.

mindless (mind'les), a. [< ME. myndeles, < AS.
genyndleas, also myndleds, senseless, foolish, <

gemynd, mind, + -leds, E. -less.'] 1. Without
mind; wanting power of thought; brutish;
stupid; inanimate.

Pronounce thee a gross lout, a mindless slave.

Shak., W. T., i. 2.301.

God first made angels, bodiless, pure minds ;

Then other things which mindless bodies be ;

Last he made man.
Sir J. Danes, Immortal, of Soul, 9.

The shrieking of the mindless wind.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.
He [the sick manl often awakened tolook.with his mind-

less eyes, upon their pretty silver fragments strewn upon
the floor. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 85.

2. Unmindful
; thoughtless ; heedless

; care-
less.

How cursed Athens, mindless of thy worth.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 93.

Mindless of food, or love, whose pleasing reign
Soothes weary life. Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 166.

mine

3. Not exhibiting or denoting thought; void of

sense; irrational; inane: as, "mindless activ-

ity," Ituskin.

mind-reader (mind're"der), n. One who reads,
or professes to be able to read or discern, what
is in another's mind. [Recent.]
The extreme subtlety of these indications is met by the

unusual skill of the professional mind-reader.

Pop. Set. lio., XXXIV. 154.

mind-reading (mlnd're'diug), n. The art of

discerning or reading another's thoughts by
some direct or occult process. [Recent.]
Mental suggestion is Rechet's contribution towards the

task of naming the new phenomenon which is just now
struggling for recognition, and which has been hitherto

variously designated as "
thought-transference,

' "mind-
reading," and "telepathy." Science, V. 132.

It was shewn that mind-reading so-called was really

muscle-reading. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 17.

mind-slckt (mind'sik), a. Disordered in mind.

Manie curious mind-sicke persons utterlie condemne it.

Ilolinshed, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 1.

mind-stuff (mmd'stuf), n. A supposed sub-
stance or quasi-material which by its differ-

entiations constitutes mind.
When matter takes the complex form of a living human

brain, the corresponding mind-stuff takes the form of a
human consciousness, having intelligence and volition.

W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, II. 85.

mind-transference (mind
'
trans 'fer- ens), .

Thought-transference. See telepathy.

Some experiments on the subject of mind-transference,
or the occasional communication of mental impressions
independently of ordinary perceptions, under peculiar and
rare nervous conditions. Science, VIII. 659.

mine1
(min), pron. [In defs. 1 and 2, orig. gen.

of / 2
,< ME. min, myn,< AS. mm (= OS. OFries.

wi = D. mijn = MLG. min = OHG. MHG. min,
G. mein (also OHG. miner, MHG. miner, G.

meiner) = Icel. minn = Sw. Dan. min = Goth.

meina), genitive associated with iiom. ic, I,

dat. me, me, me, etc.; prob. orig. an adj., with

adj. suffix -w, from the root of me : see wie1
,
/2 .

In defs. 3, etc., merely poss. (adj.), < ME. min,
myn, mine, myne, < AS. min, etc., = Goth.

meins, mine, my; from the genitive. Hence,
by loss of the final consonant, my.] 1. Of
me; me; the original genitive (objective) of /.
It was formerly usea with some verbs where later usage
requires me.

I was in Surrye a syr, and sett be myne one
As soverayne and seyngnour of sere kynges londis.

Marie Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3313.

2. Of me ; belonging to me. The independent
possessive form of the first personal me. corresponding to

my as attributive before the thing possessed : as, that (the
thing spoken of or indicated) is mine (is of me, belongs to

me, or is my thing) ; these books are all mine (my prop-
erty) : in this use now virtually an elliptical use of mine
in def. 8.

My doctrine is not mine [of me], but his [of him] that
sent me. John vii. 16.

3. Belonging to me: merely possessive, and
construed as an adjective, preceding its noun,
which may, however, be omitted, when the noun
is expressed, the form is in ordinary use now reduced to my,
theolder form mine being rarely used except archaically
before a vowel or h, or by a familiar transposition after the

noun, as in sister mine, baby mine, etc.

Myn heritage mote I nedes selle,

And ben a beggere, here may I nat dwelle.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 835.

I will encamp about mine house. Zeph. ix. 8.

Mam, mother-7ine, or mammie, as children first call

their mothers. Florio, p. 297. (Ualliuell.)

Mi perdonato, gentle master mine.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 1. 25.

Shall I not take mine ease in mine inn but I shall have
my pocket picked? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 93.

Mine own romantic town ! Scott, Marmion, iv. 30.

We sent mine host to purchase female gear.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

Like the other possessives in the independent form, mine
preceded by of constitutes a double genitive of the pos-
sessor in the first person and any word understood de-

noting appurtenance or possession : as, a horse of mine
(belonging to me); it is no fault of mine.

Upon a wretch whose natural gifts were poor
To those of mine. ShaJc., Hamlet, i. 5. 52.

By ellipsis, the possessive mine is used (like other pos-
sessives) (1) To avoid repetition of the name of the
thing possessed: as, your hand is stronger than mine
(my hand).

Fleme them not fro oure companye,
Sen thyne are myne and myne er thyne.

York Plays, p. 458.

The remnant . . . shall know whose words shall stand,
mine [my words], or their's. Jer. xliv. 28.

Mine and my father's death come not upon thee.

5*0*., Hamlet, v. 2. 341.

(2) To express generally 'that which belongs to me,' 'my
possession, property, or appurtenance.'



mine
Bothc to me and to miinf mykull vnright,
And to yow & also yours ,-sonieryiig for euer.

Destruction of Tray (E. K. T. S.), 1. 172L

Ho shall glorify mo : for he shall receive of mine, and
shall show It unto you. John xvl. 14.

If you like me, she shall have me and mine.

Shale., T. of the S., II. 1. 385.

Of mine. Hee of.

mine- (min), . [< ME. mine, myne = D. mijii =
G. Dau. mine = K\\. miiia, < F. mine = Sp. Pg.
It. niiii/i. < ML. mi mi, a miue, < minare, open a
mine, lead from place to place: see '*, .]

1. An excavation iii the earth made for the

purpose of getting metals, ores, or coal, nine-
work. In metal-mines, consists In sinking shafts and winzes,
running levels, and sloping out the contents of the vein
thus made ready for removal. In coal-mining the opera-
tions differ In detail from those carried on In connection
with metal-mines, but are the same In principle. The
details vary in coal-mining with the position and thick-
ness of the beds. A mint differs from a quarry In tbat
the latter is usually open to the day; but In any mine a
part of the excavations may be an openwork (see that
word), as in running an adit-level, which may be carried
to a considerable distance before becoming covered by
earth or rock. When the term mine is used, it Is gener-
ally understood that the excavation BO named is in actual
course of exploitation ; otherwise some qualifying term
like abandoned is required. No occurrence of ore is des-

ignated as a mine unless something has been done to de-

velop It by actual mining operations. There are certain
excavations which are called neither mine* nor quar-
ries, as, for instance, places where clay is being dug out
for bricks; such places are frequently (especially in

England) called pits, and also openwarla. With few
and not easily specified exceptions, a quarry is a place
where building-stone, or building-materials of any kind

(as lime, cement, etc.), are being got; a wine, where some
metal or metalliferous ore Is in the process of exploitation.
In English the term mine includes excavations designated
by the French as mines, as well as some of those called

by them minttret; quarry is the equivalent of the French
oarrilre. The term 7<mi is sometimes extended In use to
Include the ores as well as the excavation.

And alle be it that men fynden gode Dyamandes In

Ynde, Kit nathelcsmen fynden hem more comounly upon
the Roches in the See, and upon Hilles where the Myne of
Oold is. Mandevitle, Travels, p. 158.

I would not wed her for a mine of gold.
Shale., T. of the S., 1. 2. 92.

2. Milit. : (a) A subterraneous gallery or passage
dug under the wall or rampart of a fortification,
for the lodgment of a quantity of powder or
other explosive to be used in blowing up the
works. (6) Such an excavation when charged
with an explosive, or the charge of explosive

F
Section of a Mine.

A1KB, crater ; AB, crater-opening ; CR, radius of the crater ; AO,
radius of explosion ; O, charge ; OD, OF, radii of rupture.

used in such a mine, or sunk under water in

operations of naval defense to serve a similar

purpose to mines on land. The radius of expiation
of such a mine is the straight line drawn from the center of
the charge of a mine to the edge of the crater ; the radius

qf rupture is the distance from the center to the curved
surface to which the disturbance caused by the explosion
extends.

The walls and ramparts of earth, which a mine, had
broakeu and crumbled, were of prodigious thicknesse.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 7, 1641.

With daring Feet, on springing Mines they tread
Of secret Sulphur, In dire Ambush laid.

Congreoe, On the Taking of Namure.

3. Figuratively, an abounding source or store
of anything.

My God, that art
The royal mine of everlasting treasure,

Quarles, Emblems, Iv. S.

The Assizes of Jerusalem will always remain a mine of
feudal principles, and a treasure to scientific jurists.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 170.

4. An excavation made bv an insect, as a leaf-

miner. 6. A mineral, [Prov. Eng.] 6. Ore.

[Prov. Eng.]
Take the mini of antymony aforeseld, and make therof

al so sotil a poudre as je kan.
Boo* of IJuinte Essence (ed. Fnrnivall), p. 10.

Thus, with Cleveland ironstone containing after calci-

nation some 40 per cent, of iron, about 11 cwts, of lime-
stone are usually requisite per ton of pig Iron, or about
22 per cent, of the weight of mine used.

Eitcyc. Brit., XIII. 297.

Common mine (milil.\ a mine in which the radius of the
crater, or circular opening produced by the explosion, is

equal to the line of least resistance that is, the shortest
line from the center of the charge to the surface of the
ground. Electrical mine, a charge or series of charges
of explosive used for mininir and exploded by electricity ;

a submerged torpedo which can be exploded electrically
from a distant point.

Electrical mines have the advantage over mechanical
that by the removal of the Bring battery the passage of a

ship is rendered perfectly safe, and that the condition ni

the mine can be ascertained by electrical tests ; but the
electric cables are liable to damage, and add greatly to the

expense of the def. i Kncyc. Brit., XXIII. 449.

Electro-mechanical mine, a submarine mine or tor-

pedo, usually sunk and anchored a short distance below
the surface, containing a voltaic battery and a circuit*
closer which can be operated by the blow the torpedo re-

ceive* from a passing ship.

Electro-mechanical mines can be made by placing a vol-
taic battery Inside the mine Itself and Joining it up to a fuse
and circuit-closer, the circuit-closer completing the cir-

cuit when the mine I* struck. Encye. Brit., XXIII. 450.

Fairy ofthe mine. Seefairy. Mine-locomotive. See
locomotive. Overcharged r surcharged mine (nuKt),
a mine that produces a crater the radius of wlikh is

greater than the line of least resistance. Submarine
mine, a defensive torpedo. The Bonanza mines. See
bonanza. Undercharged mine imilit.\ a mine that

upon explosion produces a crater the radius of which is

less than the line of least resistance.

mine 4*
(rain), r.

; pret. and pp. mined, ppr.
min-

iny. [< ME. ntinen, mynen, < OF. miner, F.
miner = Sp. Pg. minor= It. mnare(=G. minen),
mine, < ML. minare, open a mine, lead from
place to place, < LL. minare, drive (as by
threats), < L. minari, threaten, < minte, threats :

see menace; ct. minatory, etc. In part the verb
is due to the noun.] I. intratts. 1. To dig
a mine or pit in the earth, in order to obtain
minerals or to make a blast for explosion, as in

a military mine
; work in a mine.

The enemy mined, and they countermined.
Raleiah, Hist. World, V. III. 19.

2. To burrow; form a lodgment by burrowing:
as, the sand-martin mines to make a nest. 3.

Figuratively, to work in secret
;
work by secret

or insidious means.
Efter that his manhood and his pyne

Made love withinne her herte for to myne.
Chaucer, Troilus, 11. 677.

Mining fraud shall find no way to creep
Into their fenced ears with grave advice.

SackvUU, Oorboduc, L 2.

II. trans. 1. To make by digging or burrow-

ing.
In the time of Antecrist, a Fox schalle make there his

trayne, and mynen an hole, where Kyng Alisandre leet
make the Zates. Xandemtte, Travels, p. 267.

Condemned to win? a channelled way.
O'er the solid sheets of marble gray.

Scott, Kokeby, il. 2.

2. To dig away or otherwise remove the foun-
dation from; undermine; sap: as, to mine the
walls of a fort.

Merke sythene over the mountter in-to his mayne londez,
To Meloyne the mervaylous, and myne doune the wall.

Marie Arthure (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 428.

The Prussians arrived, mined the arches, and attempted
to blow up the bridge, sentinels and all.

GreviUc, Memoirs, Dec. 10, 1820.

3. To dig mines under, for the reception of ex-

plosives, as in mining or engineering works,
and in military and naval operations.
Old Parr Street is mined, sir, mined! And some

morning we shall be blown Into blazes into blazes, sir ;

mark my words ! Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, vii.

There are many places where no sort of stationary mines
could possibly survive a gale, and although the waters

may be reported as mined in all directions, a bold test

would show them to be clear of such dangers.
y. A. Rev., CXLI. 274.

4. Figuratively, to ruin or destroy by slow or
secret methods.

Whiles rank corruption, mining all within,
Infects unseen. Shale., Hamlet, iii. 4. 148.

Rending friends asunder,
Dividing families, betraying counsels,
Whispering false lies, or mininrf men with praises.

B. Jonson, Volpoue, iii. 1.

mine3
t (mm), v. t. [< ME. minen, mynen, mtinen,

< AS. gemynan, remember, cf . gemunan, remem-
ber: see min3

, mind1
,
mint3

, etc.] Same as
mind1

.

mine-captain (min'kap'tan), n. The overseer
of a mine.
mine-chamber (min'chamter), n. Mint., the

place where the explosive charge is deposited
in a mine.
mine-dial (mln'dl'al), n. See ilini. 8.

mine-mant (min'man), n. A miner.
I speak in other papers as if there may be a volatile gold

in some ores and other minerals, where the mine-men do
not flnd anything of tliut metal. Boyle, Works. III. 99.

mineont, n. An obsolete form of minion*.

miner (mi'ner), n. [< ME. minour, mynovr, mi/-

nor, < OF. minour, menour, F. mineur, < ML.
minator (cf. Sp. minero = Pg. mineiro, < ML.
minarius), a miner, < minare, mine: see mini".

r.] 1. One who mines; a person engaged in

digging for metals or minerals, or in forming a

military or other mine.

mineral

Mynon of marbull ston A- iimny other thlngct.
Destruction ,,i t r, ,, , I. I I .

-
,, L liK.

2. Inroo/., an insect that mines: rhictty in com-
position: as, a leaf-miH' r. - Minen' inch. SeeineAi.

mineral (min'e-ral), n. and a. [= D.
= G. Sw. Dan'.' mineral, < OF. minrral, F. I

rul = Sp. Pg. mineral = It. mim /.///. a mineral.
< ML. mini-rule, also minorale, a mineral, ore,
also a mine (often in pi. mineral'm. mnnniilia, >

OF. minerailles, minerals), prop. neut. of

ralix, adj. (which, however, occurs much Inter

than the noun), < minera, mineria (after Horn.),
prop, m iiui ria, minariiim, a mine, also a mineral

(> It. Sp. mincra = OF. miniere, a mine, F. mi-

n KIT, > G. miner, a mineral, ore), fern, and neut.

respectively of an adj. minarius, pertaining to

a mine (as a noun, minariux, m., a miner: see

miner), equiv. to minu, a mine, < minare, mine,
open a mine: see twine2 .] I. n. 1. Any con-
stituent of the earth's crust; more specifically,
an inorganic body occurring in nature, homo-
geneous and having a definite chemical com-
position which can be expressed by a chemi-
cal formula, and further having certain distin-

guishing physical characters. A mineral is In al-

most every case a solid body, and, if It has been formed
under suitable conditions, it has, besides Its definite chem-
ical composition, a definite molecular structure, which is

exhibited externally In Its crystalline form and also inter-

nally In its cleavage, Its behavior with respect to light

(optical properties^, heat-propagation, electricity, etc. Fur-

thermore, it has other characters, which may belong to It

even when amorphous (though sometimes modified by
crystallization), as specific gravity, hardness, fracture, te-

nacity, luster, color, fusibility, etc. A certain variation
In physical characters Is consistent with the Identity of
a mineral species, but if the same substance, as calcium
carbonate in calcite and in aragonite, occurs in two or
more groups of crystals which cannot be referred to the
same fundamental form, each Is ranked as a distinct spe-
cies. A difference In specific gravity and in some other
physical characters usually accompanies the difference In

crystallization. How great a variation ill chemical com-
position, as by isomorphous replacement, is consistent
with the identity of a single mineral species Is a point
about which opinion differs : some authors treat the garnets
(all of which nave the same form and the same general
formula) as a group of related species, and others as vari-

eties of a single species. Chemical compounds formed
in the laboratory or in the arts are not regarded as min-
erals ; but where such compounds as are already known
as occurring In nature are thus formed they are usually
called artificial minerals. Much attention lias been de-
voted of recent years to the artificial reproduction of min-
erals, but almost solely as a matter of scientific Interest,
and as throwing light on the processes of nature.

2t. A mine, fitcerens.

His very madness, like some ore

Among a mineral of metals base,
Shows itself pure. Shot., Hamlet, Iv. 1 2B.

.-hall It not be a wild fig In a wall,
Or fired brimstone In a minerattf

Bp. Hall, Satires, vl.

Acidlferous mineral See aridifermu. Adlpocere
mineral See adipocere. JEtnlops mineral). See
cethvips. Agaric, bezoar, chameleon, etc., mineral.
See the qualifying words. Altered mineral, one which
has undergone more or less chemical change under the
processes of nature. The investigation < f the alteration of
minerals and of the pseudomorphous minerals (see pnevdo-
morph and pseudomorphism) thus formed is a prominent
brauchof mineralogy. Crystal miners 1, scl de prunelle,
a mixture of potassium nitrate and sulphate. Mineral-
deposit, any valuable mass of ore. I Ike ore-drptisit. it may
be used with reference to any mode of occurrence of ore,
whether having the characters of a true, segregated, or
gash vein, or of any other form in which ores are found oc-

curring. Seeor-<Mru<j#f. Torbane Hill mineral. Same
as Boyhead coal (which see, under coal).

II. a. 1. Having the nature or character of
a mineral as defined above; obtained from a
mineral or minerals; belonging to the class of

minerals; consisting of minerals: as, a mineral
substance; the mineral kingdom. Coal dug from
the earth is sometimes called mineral oial, to distinguish
it from charconl, which is artificially prepared by charring
wood.

The lofty lines abound with endless store
Of mineral treasure.

Sir K. Blaclrmore, Creation, lit

2. Impregnated with minerals or mineral mat-
ter: as, mineral waters; a mineral spring.
Mineral adds, a name given to sulphuric, nitric, and
hydrochloric acids. Mineral ftllraH Same as soda.
Mineral black, an impure variety of carbon, of gray-
black color, sometimes used as a pigment. Mineral
blue. See Wi. Mineral candle. See candle. Min-
eral caoutchouc, a variety of bitumen, intermediate
between the harder and softer kinds. It sometimes
much resembles india-rubber in Its softness and elastici-

ty, hence its name. It ocean near Castleton in Derby-
shire. Also called elaterite. Mineral Chameleon. See
chameleon. Mineral charcoal Same as mother-of-mal
(which see, under coa/X Mineral CcaL See II., 1, and
coal, 2. Mineral cotton, aflberformed by allowingalet
of steam to escape through a stream of liquid slg, by which
the slag Is blown Into fine white threads. It Is a poor con-
ductor of heat, and Is therefore suggested as a covering for
steam-boilers and -pipes. (B. U. Knight.) A variety with
short fiber is called mineral irool, and is used as a non-con-
ductor of heat, a deafening for floors of buildings, etc.

Mineral flax. See ajfcofe*. Mineral gray. See gray.
Mineral greens. See green*. Mineral kingdom,



mineral

that one of the three grand divisions of natural objects
which consists of minerals or inorganic bodies, and of

which mineralogy is the science, as distinguished from
the vegetable and animal kingdom*. Mineral oil. Same
Askerosene. Mineral pitch, a solid softish bitumen. See

agphaltum, and elastic mineral pitch, under elastic. Min-
eral salt, a salt of a mineral acid. Mineral solution,

3774

mineralogically (min"e-ra-loj'i-kal-i), adv. Ac-

cording to the principles of, or with reference

to, mineralogy.
mineralogist (min-e-ral'o-jist), n. [= F. mi-

nt :

rtilf>gintt; = Sp. Pg" It. mineralogista; as min-
' ----- + _js;.] l. One who is versed in the

tallow. SameasAate/wttoX 1. Mineral tar, in mineral.,
bitumen of the consistency of tar. See maltha and bitu-

men. Mineral waters, a name given to certain spring-
waters so far impregnated with foreign substances as to

have a decided taste and a peculiar operation on the phys-
ical economy. The ingredients contained in the princi-

pal mineral springs of the United States are gases, carbon-

ates, sulphates, chlorids, oxid of iron, and silica. Mineral
waters may in most cases be imitated artificially. Min-
eral wax. Same as ozocm'te. Mineral wool. Seemt'n-
eral cotton. Mineral yellow, a pigment made of oxid

and chlorid of lead, obtained by digesting powdered lith-

arge in a solution of common salt, washing, drying, and
fusing the product. Also known as Turner's yellow, Mont-

pellier yellow, Camel yellow, patent yellow.

mineral-dresser (min'e-ral-dres"er), M. A
small machine for trimming geological speci-
mens. It consists of a strong frame with two opposed
chisels, between which the specimen is placed ; one of the

chisels, after being adjusted at the proper distance, re-

mains fixed, while the other, which is attached to a lever

worked by a screw, is pressed with great force against it.

mineral-holder (miu'e-ral-hoFder). n. A de-

vice for exposing small pieces of stone, ores,

etc., under a microscope. It consists of two

clamps or spindles pivoted so that the object
held in them can be revolved readily.

mineralisable, mineralisation, etc. See min-

eralizal>le, etc.

mineralist (min'e-ral-ist), n. [< F. mineraliste

= It. mineralista; as mineral + -int.] One
who studies or is skilled in minerals; a min-

eralogist.
It is the part of a mineralist both to discover new mines

and to work those that are already discovered.

Boyle, Origin of Forms, Proemial Discourse.

A mine-digger may meet with a gem or a mineral which
he knows not what to make of till he shews it a jeweller
or a mineralist. Boyle.

mineralizable (min'e-ral-i-za-bl), a. [< min-
eralize + -able.'] Capable of being mineralized.
Also spelled mineralisable.

mineralization(min"e-ral-i-za'shon), 11. [=F.
mineralisation = Sp. mtneralizacion = Pg. mine-
ralisacSo = It. mineralizzazione ; as mineralize
+ -ation. ] The act or process of mineralizing ;

the process of converting or being converted
into a mineral, as a metal into an oxid, sul-

phuret, or other ore. The conversion of vegetable
matter into coal is not properly mineralization, although
sometimes so called. Proper mineralization of vegetable
matter does take place, however, as when wood is converted
into opal, or becomes silicifled, as very frequently happens
under certain conditions. This is commonly and properly
called fo&sttization or petrifaction, and more rarely miner-
alization. Also spelled mineralisation.

Some phenomena seem to imply that the mineralization
must proceed with considerable rapidity, for stems of a
soft and succulent character, and of a most perishable na-

ture, are preserved in flint.

Lyell, Elements of Oeology, I. 92.

mineralize (min'e-ral-iz), '. ; pret. and pp. min-

eralized, ppr. mineralizing. [= F. mineraliser=
Sp. Pg. mineralizar = It. mineralizzare ; as min-
eral -r -ize.] I. trans. To change from the
metallic character to that of an ore. Thus tin,
a white metal, becomes very dark-colored and unmetallic
in appearance when mineralized by oxygen, as it is in the
common ore of that metal.

II. intrans. To go on a mineralogical excur-

sion; make an excursion with the view of col-

lecting minerals.
Also spelled mineralise.

mineralizer (min'e-ral-i-zer), . A substance
or agent that mineralizes

; a substance that
combines with a metal to form an ore. The
principal mineralizer is sulphur, and combinations of the
metals with this substance form the most common ores,
especially at some depth below the surface. Near the sur-
face the sulphureted ores are usually found to have been
changed to oxids and carbonates. Some metals (as tin)
are almost exclusively mineralized by oxygen ; others (as
iron) are extensively mineralized by both oxygen and sul-

phur. Arsenic, antimony, and chlorin are other important
mineralizers. Some metals (as silver) exist in combina-
tions containing sulphur, arsenic, and antimony, all com-
bined with the metal to form one mineral species. Also
spelled mineraliser.

Silver, tin, copper, lead, zinc, and iron are obtained al-

most exclusively in the form of ores that is, in combina-
tion with a mineralizer, of which the most common one is

sulphur.
J. D. Whitney, Metallic Wealth of the United States, p. 81.

mineralogic (min"e-ra-loj'ik), a. [= F. mmera-
\ogique = Sp. mineratogico = Pg. mineralogico;
as mineralogy + -ic.] Same as mineralogical.
mineralogical (min"e-ra-loj'i-kal), a. ['< iniii-

i'1'alogic -r -</?.] Pertaining to mineralogy or
the science of minerals: as, a mincraloi/ical
table.

i of minerals, or one who treats or dis-

courses of the properties of mineral bodies.

The exactest mineralogists have rejected it.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

2. In conch., a conchologist or carrier-shell;

any member of the family Xenophorida; (or

Phoridte). See cut under carrier-shell.

mineralogize (min-e-ral'o-jiz), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. mineralogized, ppr. mineratogizing. [< min-

eralog-y + -ize.] To collect miueralogical spe-
cimens

; study mineralogy.
He was botanizing or mineralogizing with O'Toole's

chaplain. Miss Edgeworth, Ennui, xi.

mineralogy (min-e-ral'o-ji), n. [< F. m'niera-

logie (> Sp. mineralogia'= Pg. It. mineralogia),
for "mineralologie, < mineral, mineral, + Gr.

-Aoyia, < "Keyuv, speak : see
-olpgy.]

The science
which treats of the properties of mineral spe-
cies (see mineral), which teaches how to char-

acterize, distinguish, and classify them, and
which investigates their occurrence in nature
with reference to their mode of formation (par-

agenesis) and the alteration which they may
have undergone. Taken broadly, it includes also, as a

branch, lithology, the object of which is the investigation
of minerals in their mutual relations as parts of rock-

masses. The investigation of rock-masses with respect to

their history or occurrence as parts of the crust of the earth

belongs to geology. Chemical mineralogy, the investi-

gation of the chemical composition of minerals, their meth-
od of formation, and the changes they undergo when acted

upon chemically either in the laboratory or in nature.

Descriptive mineralogy, that branch of the science of

mineralogy which is devoted to the description of the phys-
ical and chemical properties of mineral species. Deter-
minative mineralogy, that branch of the science of min-

eralogy which has asitsobject the determination of mineral

species by means of appropriately arranged tables, based

upon their physical and chemical characters. Physical
mineralogy, the science of the physical properties of

minerals that is, of their properties as related to cohe-

sion, heat, light, electricity, etc. It includes, as special
branches, crystallography and optical mineralogy.

Minerva (mi-ner'va), . [L. Minerva, OL.

Menerva, Etruscan Menerfa; prob.,with forma-
tive -ra, (. 'menes- = Gr. /uevof, mind, spirit,

force, etc.,< y men-, think, as found in men(t-)s,

mind, meminisse, remember, etc.: see mind1
, n.]

In Rom. myth., one of the three chief divinities,
the other two being Jupiter and Juno. The chief

seat of the cult of all three was the great temple on the

Capitoline HilL Minerva was a virgin, the daughter of

Jupiter, the supreme god, and hence was identified, as the
Romans came more and more under the influence of Hel-
lenic culture, with the Greek Athene (or Athena), or Pallas,
the goddess of wisdom, of war, and of the liberal arts. Like

Athene, Minerva was represented in art with a grave and
majestic countenance, armed with helmet, shield, and
spear, and wearing long full drapery, and on her breast
the aegis. See cut under Athene. Bird Of Minerva, the
owl. Minerva Press, a printing-press formerly in Lead-
enhall Street, London ; also, a class of ultra-sentimental

novels, remarkable for their intricate plots, published from
about 1790 to 1810 at this press, and other productions of
similar character.

minervalt (mi-ner'val), n. [< F. minerval, tui-

tion fees, < L. minerval, a gift in return for in-

struction, < Minerva, the goddess of wisdom:
see Minerva.'] Entrance-money given for teach-

ing. Bailey, 1731.

The chief minerval which he bestowed upon that society.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, I. 96.

mineryt (mi'ner-i), . [< mine2 + -ery.] Mines
collectively; a mining district or its belong-
ings ;

a quarry.
Neere this we were shew'd a hill of illume, where is one

of the best mineries, yielding a considerable revenue.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1645.

minette (mUnef), n. [F.] A form of syenite
in which brown mica predominates.
minevert, . An obsolete form of miniver.

ming1
(ming), v.; pret. and pp. minged, older

forms meint, ment. [Early mod. E. also inini/c.

meng; (. ME. mingen, mengen, myngen (pp. meng-
ed, meynd, meint, meynt), < AS. mengan = OS.
mengian = OFries. mengia, menzia = D. MLG.
mengen = OHG. mengan, MHG. G. mengen =
Icel. menga = Sw. manga = Dan. masngc, mix,
mingle ; associated with AS. gemang, gem/nig,
a mingled throng, crowd, assembly (whence on

gemang, on gemong, or simply gemang, gemiing,
among: see among), = G. gemenge,a crowd (see
mong1

), from a root not found outside of Teut.,
unless it be a nasalized form with diff. vowel of
the root of mix, which is improbable. No con-
nection with many can be made out. Hence
mingle.] I. trans. 1. To mix; mingle.

mingle
Of erthe and eir hit is mad i-medelet to-gedere,
With wynt and with watur ful wittiliche i-meint.

Piers Plowman (A), x. 4.

Take juce of henbane
With soure aysell, and hem togeder menffeth.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 32.

And so together he would minge his pride and povertee.
Kendall's Poem* (1577), (i 1. (Nares.)

Till with his elder brother Themis
His brackish waves be meynt.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

2. To trouble
;
disturb.

II. intrans. To mix; mingle.
With the Scottis gan he menge, and stifly stode in stoure.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 298.

Which never mings
With other stream.

Sir A. Gorge, tr. of Lucan. (Sares.)

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. in all uses.]

ming1
!, [Alsojn</e; < ming1

, r.] Mixture.

Like the ore in the ile Choos, which is pure in the minge
but dross in the furnace.

Greene, Tritameron of Love (1587).

ming2
t (ming), v. [Also minge; < ME. mingen,

mengen, mungen, munegen, < AS. mynegian, mi/n-

gian, gemynegian (cf. OHG. bi-munigon), bring
to mind, have in mind, myne, mind, gemyne,
mindful, < gemunan, remember (see mines ) ;

mixed in ME. with AS. myndgian, gemi/ndgian,
bear in mind, put in mind, < gemynd, mind: see

mind*.] I. trans. To speak of; mention; tell;

relate.

Hee minges his metyng amonges hem all,

And what it might beetoomeane the menne gan hee ask.

Alisaunder ofMacedoine (E. E. T. S.X 1. 839.

Could never man work thee a worser shame
Than once to minge thy father's odious name.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. ii. 80.

II. intrans. To speak; tell; talk; discourse.

Than tid on a time as this tale minges,
That William went til this gardin his wo fort slake.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 787.

mingle (ming'gl), .; pret. and pp. mingled, ppr.
mingling. [Early mod. E. also mingil, mengle ;

< ME. 'mengelen (not found) = D. mengelcn =
MHG. G. mengeln, in comp. vermengeln, mingle ;

freq. of wiinorl.] I. trans. 1. To mix; blend;
combine intimately ;

form a combination of.

They gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall.
Mat. xvii. 34.

We'll mingle our bloods together in the earth.

Shak., Pericles, i. 2. 118.

I should advise all English-men that intend to travell

into Italy, to mingle their wine with water.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 96.

He looked at her with an expression of mingled incre-

dulity and mortification.
Jane Atisten, Pride and Prejudice, p. 165.

2. To form by mixing or blending ;
combine the

parts or ingredients of; compound or concoct.

Men of strength to mingle strong drink. Isa. T. 22.

Flowers of more mingled hue
Than her purfled scarf can shew.

Milton, Comus, 1. 994.

3. Tobringintorelationorassociation; connect
or conjoin.

Those that mingle reason with your passion
\] usi be content to think you old.

Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 238.

I owe you so much of my health, as I would not mingle
you in any occasion of impairing it. Donne, Letters, vi.

4. To confuse
; impair or spoil by mixture with

something.
This is the mark at the which the devil shooteth, to

evacuate the cross of Christ, and to mingle the institution
of the Lord's supper. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

The best of us appear contented with a mingled imper-
fect virtue. Rogers, Sermons.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Mingle, Mix, Blend. Mingle and mix are
often quite synonymous; where they differ, mix is likely
to be found to indicate a more complete loss of individu-

ality by that which is joined with something else. Blend
vividly suggests the joining of two or more colors to form,
a third, and so a passing of two or more sounds, qualities,
or the like into each other in such a way as to produce a
result partaking of the qualities of each.

II. intrans. 1. To be or become joined, com-
bined, or mixed; enter into combination or in-

timate relation: as, to mingle with society; oil

and water will not mingle.

What, girl ! though grey
Do something mingle with our younger brown, yet ha' we
A brain that nourishes our nerves.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 8. 19.

I heard the wrack,
As earth and sky would ininale.

Milton, P. R., iv. 453.

2. To be formed by mixing or blending. [Rare.]
The snn doth stand

Beneath the mingling line of night and day.
Jones Very, Poems, p. 39.

= Syn. See I.



mingle

minglet ( ininK'gl), a. [Kurly mod. E. also men-
i/lr: < miiii/li. p.] A mixture; a medley; a

jumble.
\ri-i-viitlin, adverb on hmpex, without ordre, In a men-

alt. l-:ti.'l. Diet., 1659. (Kara.)

Trumpeters . . .

Make mitvilr with our mttliiiK taboiiriiifH.

Shak., A. and t
'., iv. 8. 37.

mingleablet (ming'gl-a-bl), . [< minyle +
-nlile.] Capable of being mingled; miscible.

Mi -rely by the flre, quicksilver may, in convenient ves-

ttels, be reduced . . . Into a thin liquor like water, and
miiujli'iMf with it. Boyle, Works, I. 529.

mingledly (miiig'gld-li), adv. In a mixed man-
ner; confusedly.
mingle-mangle (ming'gl-mang'gl), v. t. [A va-

ried redupl. of mingle, v.~\ To confuse ; jumble
together.

How pitteons then mans best of wit is martyr'd,
In barbrous manner tatter'd, torne, and quarter'd,
So mimjle-maiujled, and so hack't and hewd.

J. Taylor, Works (1630). (Sara.)

mingle-manglet (ming'gl-mang'gl), n. [A
varied redupl. of mingle, .] A confused mix-
ture

; a medley.
Made a mingle-mangle and a hotch-potch of it

Latimer, Sermons, fol. 41* b. (Nare.)
Thou mayst concelpt what minyle-manyle

Among this people every where did iangle.

Sylrester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11., Babylon.

mingle-manglert (ming'gl-mang'gler), n. One
who mixes and confuses things ;

a blundering
meddler.
There be leaveners still, and minyle mangleri, that have

soured Christ's doctrine with the leaven of the Pharisees.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1660.

minglement (ming'gl-ment), n. [< mingle +
-mcnt.] The act of mingling, or the state of be-

ing mixed.

mingler (ming'gler), n. One who mingles or
mixes.

Mingrelian (miug-gre'li-an), a. and n. [< Min-

(jrelia (see def.) + -an.] 1. a. Of or pertaining
to Mingrelia, near the Black Sea, formerly a

principality and now a part of Caucasia, Russja.
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mingrelia.

milliard!, a. See migniard.
miniardizet, . and v. See migttiardise.
miniate (miu'i-at), v. t.

; pret. and pp. miniated,

ppr. miniating. [< L. miniatus, pp. of miniare

(> It. miniare = Sp. minitir), color with red lead,
< minium, red lead: see minium."] To paint or

tinge with or as with minium.
All the capitals In the body of the text [of the " Oesta

Roiuanoruin"] are miniated with a pen.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, iii.

miniate (min'i-at), a. [< L. miniatus, pp. of mi-
niare: see miniate, v.~\ Of the color of minium.
miniatous (min'i-a-tus), a. [< miniate + -ous.]
In entom., miniate.
miniature (min'i-a-tur or min'i-tur), n. and a.

[< F. miniature = Sp. Pg. miniatura, < It. mini-

atnra, < miniare, < L. miniare, paint in min-
ium: see miniate, v.] I. . 1. A painting, gen-
erally a portrait, of very small dimensions,
usually executed in water-colors, but some-
times in oil, on ivory, vellum, or paper of a
thick and fine quality.
A bright salmon flesh-tint which she had originally bit

upon while executing the miniature of a young officer.

Dickens, Nicholas Ntckleby, x.

Hence 2. Anything represented on a greatly
reduced scale.

The water, with twenty bubbles, not content to have
the picture of their face in large, would in each of these
bubbles set forth the miniature of them. Sir P. Sidney.

Tragedy is the miniature of human life ; an epic poem
is the draught at length. Dryden, K.m-M. Ded.

3. A greatly reduced scale, style, or form.

We may reasonably presume it [Eden] to have been the
earth in miniature. Bp. Home, Works, IV. ii.

The revolution through which English literature has
been passing, from the time of Cowley to that of Scott,

may be seen in miniature within the compass of his [Dry-
den'sl volumes. Macaulay, John Dryden.

4f. Red letter; lettering in red lead or ver-

milion.
If the names of other saints are distinguished with min-

iature, her s [the Virgin's) ought to shine In gold.
///>. \ Sermons, II.

5f. Anything small or on a small scale.

There's no miniature
In her fair face, but is a copious theme
Which would, discoursed at large of, make a volume.

Ma&inrfer, Duke of Florence, v. 3.

II. 11. On a small scale
;
much reduced from

niitni-iil size.

Here shall the pencil bid its colours flow,
Ami make a miniature creation grow.

(Jay, The Fan, I.

377.-,

In this cave . . . nearly the whole of the ornamenta-
tion in made up of miniature rails, and repetitions of w in

<inw fronts or facades.
J. Feryuann, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 110.

miniature (min'i-a-tur or min'i-tur), r. t. ; pi-i
-I .

and pp. miniatured, ppr. lamiuim-uni. [< min-
mtiiiT, n.] To represent or depict on a small
scale. [Rare.]
miniaturist (min'i-a-tur-ist or min'i-tur-ist), n.

[< F. in in infuriate = 8p. Pg. miniaturista ; as
in in HI I iin + -int.] One who paints miniatures;
an illuminator of manuscripts, or a painter of

small pictures, especially portraits.
The famous miniaturist Jean Foucquet of Tours was

named the king's |
Louis XL's] enlunilneur.

Jincyc, Brit., XIV. 523.

minibus (min'i-bus), n. [Irreg. < L. min(or),
less, or min(imus), least, + E. (omn)ibus.] A
cab or small four-wheeled carriage resembling
an omnibus.
Mini6 ball (min-i-a' bal). The conical ball,
with hollow base, used with the M inir- rifle.

Minie rifle. See rifle.

minifer-pin, n. Same as minikin, 2. Halliirell.

[Prov. Eng.]
minify (mm'i-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. minified,

ppr. minifying. [Irreg., after the analogy of

magnify, < L. minor, minus, less, + -ficare, make :

see minor, minus, miifi, and -fy.] 1. To make
little or less; make small or smaller; lessen;
diminish.

I think we can scarcely now estimate the minifying con-

sequences of closing all outlook beyond this world.
F. P. CoN>, Peak in Darien, p. 74.

2. To make of less value or importance ; treat

as of slight worth ; slight ; depreciate.
Is a man magnified or minified by considering himself

as under the Influence of the heavenly bodies ?

Southey, The Doctor, cxcvll.

In both senses opposed to magnify.
minikin (min'i-kin), n. and a. [Formerly also

miniken, minnikin, minniken, minnekin; < MD.
niiniii-/.'! n. minnekyn, a little darling, a cupid, <

minne, love, + dim. -kin: see mnne2 and -kin.

Cf. minx1
,
minion 1

. The later senses (2, 3, 4)

depend on the adj.] I. n. It. A fine mincing
lass. KennettMS. (Halliwell.) 2. A pin of the
smallest sort. Also called minifer-pin. Halli-

well. 3. The second size of splints used in

making matches. 4f. A small sort of gut-

string formerly used in the lute and viol, and
various other stringed instruments : it was prop-
erly the treble string of a lute or fiddle.

His Lordship was no good musician, for he would peg
the miniHii so high that It cracked.

Bp. Socket, Abp. Williams, i. 147. (Dames.)

A fiddler a minHen tickler.

Mnrttim, What you Will, iv. 1.

This day Mr. Cesar told me a pretty experiment of his,
of angling with a minniitin, a gut string varnished over,
which keeps it from swelling.

Pepyt, Diary, March 18, 1667.

II. t a. Small; fine; delicate; dainty.

Mingherlina (It.], a dalntle lasse, a miniiiKn smirking
wench. Florin

And, for one blast of thy jniniHn mouth,
Thy sheep shall take no harm.

Skat., Lear, iii. 6. 46.

mining (min'im), a. and . [< F. minime = Sp.
minium = Pg. It. minium, least (as a noun. F.

mini mi' = Sp. minima = Pg. It. minima, ML.
minima, a note in music),< L, minimus (fern, mi-

nima), least; superl., with compar. minor, less,

used to supply the comparison of parvus, small,
a positive form of the root min- not being in

use; = AS. min, etc., less: see min*. Cf. mini-

mum, minimus, minor, etc.] I. a. Very small ;

diminutive; pygmy.
They [pygmies] disentangle their endear'd embrace,
And tow'rd the King and guests that sat aghast
Turned round each minim prettiness of face.

Tennant, Anster Fair, vL 80.

Their little minim forms arrayed
In the tricksy pomp of fairy pride.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

II. M. 1. A very diminutive man or being.
Not all

Minim* of nature, some of serpent kind,
Wondrous in length and corpulence.

MOton, P. L., vii. 482.

Minimi, the It-touts of an atom.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cxv.

2. [cap.] One of an order of monks, founded
in the middle of the fifteenth century by St .

Francis of Paola, confirmed by Pope Sixtns

IV., and again confirmed by Pope Alexander
VI. under the name of "Ordo Minimorum Ere-
mitarum S. Francisci de Paula" (order of the

least hermits of St. Francis of Paola). Members
of this order, in addition to the usual Franciscan vows,
were pledged to the observance of a perpetual Lent.

minimus

3. 1 i\muifal notation, a note equivalent in ti nit--

value to one half of ;i M-mibri-vf: it is now nl-t>

called a hiilf-nuli . but in early medieval IHU-H

it was the shortest note used. Also minima.

4t. A short poem.
i'ardon thy shepheard, luongst so many layes
As he hath MIUIK "f tht-t- in all his dayea,
To make one minime of thy poore handmayd.

Xprnfrr. F. <J .
VI. X. 28.

6. The smallest liquid measure, gem-rally re-

garded as about equal to one drop. It is tin-

sixtieth part of a fluidrachm. S<-n n/,

measure, under measure. 6f. A small size of

type, now called minion.

minima 1 (min'i-mH),w. [ML.] SameasmiNi///.:!.

minima'-', . Plural of minimum.
minimal (niin'i-mal), a. [< minim, minimum, +
-ill.] Least or smallest ; of minimum amount .

quantity, or degree ; also, pertaining or related
to a minimum.
Such changes are, however, quite minimal In amount to

long as the given presentations are not conspicuously agree-
able or disagreeable. J. Ward, Encyc. llrlU, XX. 4.1.

The positions of the loads corresponding to the maximal
and minimal values of ... and their numeric values, etc.

Jour. frarMin /*., CXXVI. 287.

minimentt (min'i-ment), n. An obsolete vari-

ant of minium nl.

minimiflcence (min-i-mif'i-sens), n. [< L. mini-

mus, least, + -ftcentia, after 'inaiiiiijicence, q. v.]
The opposite of magnificence. [Rare.]
When all your magnificences and my rninimijictncet are

finished. Walpole, Letters, II. 122.

minimisation, minimise. See minimisation,
minimise.

Minimite (min'i-mit), a. [< Minim, 2, + -ife>2.]

Of or pertaining to the Minims, an order of
monks. See Minim, 2. Encyc. Brit., IX. 695.

minimitude (min'i-mi-tud), . [< L. minimus.
least (see minimum), + -itudt, as in magnitude.]
The opposite of magnitude. [Rare.]
These nuclei are so small that it seems almost a con-

tradiction in terms to speak of their magnitude . rather
one might say of their minimitua'e, for It requires the

higher powers of the best microscopes to see them and
follow out the process of conjugation.

Sir W. Turner, Nature, XL. 52fl.

minimization (min'i-mi-za'shon), . [< iii-

mi:e + -ation.] The act or process of mini-

mizing; reduction to the lowest terms or pro-

portions. Also spelled minimisation.

Similar minimization and multiplication of the repro-
ductive germs takes place In bacteria.

If'. B. Carpenter, Micros., I 30.

minimize (min'i-miz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mini-

mized, ppr. minimizing. [< minitn(um) + -ize.]

To reduce to a minimum, or to the lowest terms
or proportions; make as little or slight as pos-
sible ; also, to depreciate ;

treat slightingly : as,

to minimize the chances of war. Also spelled
minimise.

We are now . . . witnessing the expansion of the mini-
mized demands of the Conference at Constantinople.

Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 112.

She (Elizabeth] minimum! the definition of authority.
SruMw, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 324.

minim-rest (min'im-rest). H. In musical notii-

timi, a rest or sign for silence equivalent in

time-value to a minim. Its form is
~==

.

minimum (min'i-mum), . and a. [< L. WII'HI-

mum, neut. of minimus, least: see minim.] I.

M.; pi. minima (-mS). The smallest amount or

degree ; the least quantity assignable in a given
case: opposed to masimum; inmutlt., that point
where a function has a less value than for any
neighboring values of the variable.

The prejudice which some persons have against standing
an hour on the catasta to be handled from head to foot in

the minimum of clothing. Kinytley, Hypatia, xill.

Maxima and minima. See maximum.
H. . 1. Of the smallest possible amount or

degree; least; smallest: as
;
a minimum charge.

2. Indicating or registering the lowest quan-
tity or degree: as, a minimum thermometer.
Minimum sensiblle, the smallest or weakest impression
that can be perceived by a given sense.

Two Impressions of sound and light each of which ap-
proached very closely the minimum tenribile would be reck-
oned as about equal. J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 44.

Minimum thermometer, a thermometer so constructed

as to indicate the lowest temperature since its last ad-

justment. See thermometer. Minimum vilue of a func-

tion, in math., the value it has when it ceases to decrease,
and begins to increase with the increase of the variable :

it is not necessarily the absolute minimum. Minimum
vUiblle, the smallest angular measure of which the eye
can distinguish the part*. It is about half a minute.

minimus (min'i-mus), .; pi. minimi (-mi). [<

I., minimus, least : see minim.] A being of the

smallest size. [Rare.]



minimus
Get you gone, you dwarf,

You minima*, of hind'ring knot-grass made.
Shale., \L N. D.,iii. 2. 329.

mining (mi'ning), n. [Verbal n. of mine2
, >.]

The business or work of a miner: also used

attributively : as, a mining engineer ; mining
tools Hydraulic mining. See hydraulic. Mining
claim, (a) The claim of a discoverer, or of one who has
taken possession of a mine, or unoccupied ground sup-

posed to contain a precious metal or mineral, to the ex-

clusive right to work it, or to a right of preemption ; hence,

generally, a piece of land supposed to contain a precious
metal. (b) The area of mining-ground held under federal

or State law by one claimant or association by virtue of

one location and entry. In consequence of the peculiar
right to follow a vein of ore beyond the line of the boundary
upon the surface, it may be more correctly, though still

somewhat vaguely, denned as a tract of mineral land, the
owner of which is entitled to the surface rights and all

subjacent minerals, together with certain lateral rights of

mining beyond the boundary, and subject to the similar
lateral rights of adjoining owners. When two veins con-
nect or cross, priority of title generally gives a preference.
Coal-land claims may be entered for not exceeding 160
acres to each individual, or 320 acres to each association.

As to placer-mining claims, see placer-claim, under placer.

Mining district, engineering, jurisprudence, part-
nership, etc. See district, etc.

mining (mi'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of mine2, v.] 1.

Of burrowing habits: as, the rabbit is a mining
animal. Henee 2. Insidious; working by un-
derhand means.

mining-camp (mi'ning-kamp), n. A tempo-
rary settlement for mining purposes.
minion1

(min'yon), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also mineon, minyon, mynion, mignion, mignon
(= It. mignone),< OF. and F. mignon, a favorite,

darling; as adj., favorite, pleasing, dainty; <

OHG. minna, MHG. minne, memory, love: see
min3

, mind1
. Of. mignonette.'] I. n. If. One

who or that which is beloved; a favorite; a

darling.

They must in fine condemned be to dwell
In thickes vnseene, in mewea for minyons made.

Oasmiyne, Philoraene (ed. Arber), p. 118.

And Duncan's horses, . . .

Beauteous and swift, the minions of their race.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 4. 15.

Man 's his own Minion; Man 's his sacred Type ;

And for Man's sake he loues his Workmanship.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

2. An intriguing favorite; one who gains grace
by vile or unworthy means

;
a servile creature.

Minion, your dear lies dead. Shak.
, Othello, v. 1. 33.

It was my chance one day to play at chess
For some few crowns with a minion of this king's,
A mean poor man that only serv'd his pleasures.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 1.

Hence 3. A pert or saucy girl or woman; one
who is too bold or forward ; a minx.

Fast by her side did sitt the bold Sansloy,
Fitt mate for such a mincing mineon.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ii. 37.

You'll cry for this, minion, if I beat the door down.
Shak.,C. of E..1U. 1. 59.

4. A small printing-type, about 10 lines to the

inch, intermediate between the sizes nonpareil
(smaller) and brevier (larger).

This line is printed in minion.

5f. A type of cannon in use in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.

A Minion of brasse on the summer decke, with two or
three other pieces. Uakluyt's Voyages, II. 107.

Then let us bring our light artillery,

Minions, falc'nets, and sakers, to the trench.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, II., iii. 3.

It was thought fitter for our condition to build a vessel

forty feet in length, and twenty-one in breadth, to be min-
ion proof, and the upper deck musket proof.

Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 148.

II.t a. Fine; trim; dainty; delicate.

On his minion harpe full well playe he can.
Pleasaunte Pathwaie, sig. C. iiij. (Richardson.)

Yonder is a minion swaine.
Ballad of Kiny Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 234).

O mightye Muse,
The mignionst mayde of mounte Parnasse,
Ever verdurde wtii flowre and grasse,

Of sundrye hews. Puttenham, Fartheniades, xi.

minion2!, . An obsolete variant of minium.
Let them paint their faces with minion and cernsse, they

are but fewels of lust, and signs of a corrupt soul.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 473.

minion3 (min'yon), n. [Origin not ascertain-
ed.] The sittings of ironstone after calcination
at the iron-furnaces. Weale.
minionette (min-yo-nef), a. and n. [< minion^

-ette. Cf. mignonette.'] I. a. Diminutive;
delicate; dainty.

His minionette face. WalpoU, Letters, I. 205. (Dauies.)

II. n. In printing, a bastard body of type,
measuring about 11J lines to the inch, small-
er than minion and larger than nonpareil, in-
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tended to be the equivalent of the French size
'

body six " of the Didot system : used by type-
founders in the United States chiefly for com-
bination borders planned on the Didot system.

minioningt (min'you-ing), n. [< minion1 +
-ing

1
.] Kind or affectionate treatment.

With sweete behaviour and soft minioning.
Marston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 3.

minionizet (min'yon-iz), v. t. [< minion1 +
-ize.] To treat with partiality; be especially
kind to; favor.

Whom of base groomes His grace did mimonae.
Dames, Holy Roode, p. 26. (Dames.)

minion-like (min'yon-lik), adv. Like a minion ;

finely; daintily.
Hitherto will our sparkful youth laugh at their great-

grandfather's English, who had more care to do well than
to speak minion-like. Camden, Remains, Languages.

minionlyt (min'yon-li), adv. [Early mod. E.

also mynionly; < minion1 + -ly
2

. ] Same as min-
ion-like.

He wolde kepe goodly horses, and live mynionly and ele-

gantly. Taverner's Adagies (1562). (Hares.)

minionship (min'yon-ship), n. [< minion1 +
-ship.'] TLe state of being a minion.

The Favourite Luines strengtheneth himself more and
more in his Minionship. Howell, Letters, I. i. 17.

minious(min'i-us), a. [< minium + -ous.] Of
the color of minium.

They hold the sea receiveth a red and minious tincture

from springs, wells, and currents, that fall into it.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 9.

minish (min'ish), r. [< ME. minyshen, mini-

schen, minushen, menushen, menusen, < OF. menu-

sier, menuisier, menuiser, F. menuiser= Pr. menu-
gar = It. minuzzare, < ML. *minutiare, make
small, diminish, < L. minutia, smallness: see

minutia. Cf. aminish, diminish.] I. trans. To
lessen

;
diminish

;
render fewer or smaller.

The faithful are minished from among the children of

men. Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, xii. 1.

The living of poor men [was] thereby minished and taken

away. Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Ye shall not minish ought from your bricks of your daily
task. Ex. v. 19.

II. in trans. To become less; grow fewer or
smaller.

As the Waspe souketh home fro the bee,
So minisheth our commoditee.

Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 194.

The very considerableminisAin^ of the more experienced
debaters ... on the Liberal side. Saturday Rev., LXI. 67.

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]
minishmentt (min'ish-ment), n. [< minish +
-went.] The act of diminishing ;

diminution.

By him reputed as a ininishment, and a withdrawing of

the honor dewe to himself. Sir T. More, Works, p. 145.

ministellot, n. [It. *ministello, dim. of ministro,
a minister: see minister.] A petty minister.

What pitiful ministellos, what pigmy Presbyters !

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 194. (Dames.)

minister (min'is-ter), n. [< ME. ministre, miii-

ystn:, mynester (= D. G. Dan. Sw. minister), <

OF. ministre, F. ministre = Sp. Pg. It. ministro,
< L. minister (ministr-), an attendant, servant,

assistant, a priest's assistant or other under-

official, eccl. (LL. and ML.) a priest, etc.
;
with

suffix -ter, < minor (for *minos-, cf. neut. minus),
less: see minor. Cf. magister, a chief, leader,
with the same suffix, < major, magis, greater,
more: see magister, master1

. Hence ministe-

rium, ministry, mister2
, mistery, mystery

2
,
min-

strel, etc.] 1. One who performs service for

another, or executes another's will; one who is

subservient ;
an agent, servant, or attendant.

Whan the Kyng hathe don, thanne don the Lordes ; and
aftrehem here Mynystres&aA other men, zif thei may have

ony remenant. MandeoUle, Travels, p. 170.

O war ! thou son of hell.
Whom angry heavens do make their minister.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.34.

The word minister, in the original diaoi-ot, signifieth
one that voluntarily doth the business of another man ;

and dilfereth from a servant only in this, that servants are
obliged by their condition to what is commanded them ;

whereas ministers are obliged only by their undertaking,
and bound therefore to no more than they have under-
taken. Hobbes, Leviathan, iii. 42.

I have grounds for believing that Henry Vin. was the

master, and in no sense the 'minister, of his people.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 289.

2. One who acts as a medium or dispenser ;
an

administrator or promoter: as, a minister of
God's will, of justice, etc.

;
a minister of peace

or charity.
Is therefore Christ the minister of sin ? God forbid.

Gal. ii. 17.

Angels and ministers of grace defend ns !

Shale., Hamlet, I. 4. 39.

minister

All thoughts, all passions, all delights,
Whatever stirs this mortal frame,
All are but ministers of Love,
And feed his sacred flame. Coleridge, Love.

3. In politics: (a) One of the persons appointed
by the sovereign or chief magistrate of a coun-

try as the responsible heads of the different de-

partments of the government; a minister of

state : as, the minister of foreign affairs, of the

interior, of finance, of war, of justice, etc.
These officers constitute the ministry or executive depart-
ment of the government; at their head is the prime (first)

minister, or premier, the immediate deputy or represen-
tative of the sovereign or chief magistrate ; he and other

ministers, selected by him, are called collectively, as his

coordinate advisers in matters of policy, the cabinet.

Minister is used in most European countries as the official

title of all heads of departments, but in Great Britain only
in a generic sense (as, a minister of the crown), the individ-

ual ministers being officially designated the secretary of
state for foreign affairs, for war, for the colonies, etc., or

by other titles, as chancellor of the exchequer (minister of

finance). In the government of the United States the title

minister is not used at all, and there is no ministry; the

corresponding officers, differing from the preceding both
in mode of appointment and degree of power and respon-
sibility, are called secretaries (of state, of the interior, of

the treasury, of war, of the navy, of agriculture), post-

master-general, and attorney-general. See cabinet, 4.

Very different training was necessary to form a great
minister for foreign affairs. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xL

(6) A diplomatic representative of a country
abroad ; a person accredited by the executive

authority of one country to that of another as
its agent for.communication and the transac-
tion of business between the two governments ;

specifically, the political representative of a
state in another state, in contradistinction to

an ambassador, who holds a nominally higher
rank as in general the personal representative
of the sovereign or chief of the state at the court
of another sovereign. The United States heretofore
have sent and received only ministers in this specific sense,
called in full either envoys extraordinary and ministers

plenipotentiary or ministers resident.

We [the United States] have no ambassadors, we have

comparatively few envoys extraordinary and ministers

plenipotentiary, but seem to prefer ministers resident.

E. Schuyler, Arner. Diplomacy, p. 112.

4. Eccles., in the New Testament, a servant of

God, God's word, Christ, or the church ; an of-

ficer of the church; an attendant or assistant

(Acts xiii. 5) : translating Sianwos (whence dea-

con), but sometimes fairovpy6f (liturge) or VKTI-

ptrrK (an assistant) ; hence, any member of the

ministry. The word is used of civil authorities in Horn,
xiii. 4-6. In the ancient church minister usually meant
a deacon or one in minor orders, the Latin word minister

being the equivalent of the Greek iianofot. See ministry.

These Orders of Ministers in Christ's Church, Bishops,
Priests, and Deacons.

Book of Common Prayer, Pref. to Ordinal.

Mr. Williams, the teacher at Salem, was again convent-

ed, and all the ministers in the bay being desired to be

present, he was charged with the said two letters.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 204.

5f. An officer of justice.
"
I crye out on the ministres," quod he,

"That sholden kepe and reule this cite."

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 223.

6. The catfish, Amiurus nebulosus : apparently
so called from the silvery white throat, contrast-

ing with the dark back, and likened to a clergy-
man's white necktie. [Local, U. S.]

" Horned pout," "bull-heads," or ministers, probably the
hardiest of all the fresh-water flsh, thrive in Northern and
Eastern States. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 155.

Ministers of the sick, a Roman Catholic order of

Eriests
and laymen, founded by Camillus of Lellis, to serve

ospital patients. It was made a religious order by
Gregory XIV. (end of the sixteenth century). Minister's
rental, in Scots law, the rental of the parish lodired by the
minister in a process of augmentation and locality. = Syn.
4. Minister, Pastor, Clergyman, Divine, Parson, Pnest.
Minister views a man as serving a church ; pastor views
him as caring for a church as a shepherd cares for sheep;
derijyman views him as belonging to a certain class ; dirine

is properly one learned in theology, a theologian ; parson,
formerly a respectful designation, is now little better than
a jocular name for a clergyman ; priest regards a man as

appointed to offer sacrifice.

minister (min'is-ter), v. [< ME. ministren, <

OF. ministrer = Sp. Pg. ministrar = It. ntinis-

trnre, < L. ministrare, attend, wait upon, serve,

manage, govern, etc., < minister, an attendant,
servant: see minister, n. Cf. administer.] I.

trans. 1. To furnish, supply, or afford; give;
serve: as, to minister consolation.

And there the Gray Freres of Mounte Syon mynystred
wyne vnto vs euery day twyse.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 18.

I would to God that these few lines, wherein I have
made relation of that learned mans speeches, may minis-

ter occasion to some singular scholler to take in hand this

worthy enterprise. Coryat, Crudities, I. 43 (sig. D).

Most sweet attendance, with tobacco and pipes of the

best sort, shall be ministered.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ill. 1.
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2. A name sometimes given to the epistle cor-

ner of a Christian ultar.because there the server

or minister assists the priest celebrant in mak-

ing preparation foroffering the eucharistie sac-

Ceremonles may ritiri-. l.i>.

With full and holy rite i.. ministervt ''. An obsolete form of ministry.
Shot., Tempest, iv. 1. 17.

, istraciount, . A Middle English form of

Syn. 1. Administer, Minister. See adminMer.
miiiixtriiliint

II.
i/1/WH.v.Jl.

To act as a minister or atten-
mjnigtralt (min'is-triil), . [< F. ministral, <

ML. ministralis, servant: see minister, n.] Per-

taining to a minister; ministerial. Johnson.

ministrant (min'is-trant), a. and M. [= Sp.

Pg. mii/ixli-iinte, < L'.' ministran(t-)s, ppr. of

ministrare, servo: see minister, r.J I. a. Min-

istering; performing service; exercising min-

istry of any kind.

And call swift flights of angels miiMrant
Array'd in glory on my cup to attend.

Milton, P. R., U. 386.

That gentle hermit, in my helpless woe,

By my sick couch was busy to and fro.

Like a strong spirit nuniitnuit of good.
.*.//. Revolt of Islam, IT. :..

II. H. One who ministers; a servant or dis-

minister

Christ hath command* <! pn.vi-ratoin- ma>ir, acramenU
i ...... ,,,,ixi,.,o/, hi i Innvii to I,,-, :,,, (uily tiinxht and

guMed- w"<", I." !. i'"Hty. "i. n.

2f. To perform; render. [Kare.]

. . .

dant; perform service of any kind.

Thel ordeynd a couent, to minittre in that kirke.

mink
Think not that he, . . . who filled the chambers of the iky

iili the ever-flowing sir, hutli need to use

The ministries tbou tpeakest of.

Bryant, Tale of Cloudland.

3. The office or function of a minister, civil or

ecclesiastical; the state of being a minister, in

any sense; the exercise of a ministerial office:

a-.'in discharge one's ministry fail li fully ; to en-

ter the iiiiiiixtry of the gospel; to be appointo'l
to the ministry of war.

I will sanctify also both Aaron and his sons, to minuter

to me in the priest's office. Ex. xxix. 44.

2. To afford supplies; give things needful:

furnish means of relief or remedy.
When saw we thee an hungered, or athlrst, or a stranger,

or naked or sick, or in prison, and did not minister unto

thee? Mat - xxv. 44.

Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased .'~
*., Macbeth, v. 8. 40.

But Ood's sweet pity minister!

Unto no whiter soul than hers.

WMMier, Witch's Daughter.

3. To contribute; be of service.

It Is my belief that it doesn't often minitter to friend-

ship that your friend shall know your real opinion.
U. Jama, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 337.

4. To serve. [Bare.]
The wind is now thy organist ;

a clank

(We know not whence) minister* for bell

To mark some change of service.

Wordsworth, Roslln Chapel.

= 8yn. Administer to, Minuter to (see administer), con-

tribute to, serve, assist, help, succor, wait upon.

ministerial (min-is-te'ri-al), a. [= F. MM*
Uriel = Sp. Pg. ministerial = It. miuisteriale,

< LL. miiiisti-rialis, < L. ministerium, ministry:
see ministry, ministerium.] 1. Performing ser-

vice
; ministering or ministrant ; subservient;

subsidiary.
Enlight'ning Spirits and ministerial Flames.

Prior, Solomon, i.

penser.
Strange ministrant of nndescribed sounds

That come a-swooning orer hollow grounds.
Keati, Endymlon, L

ministration (min-is-tra'shon), n. [< ME.
ministracioun, < OF. ministration = It. minis-

trazione, < L. ministratio(n-), service, < minis-

trare, pp. ministratus, serve: see minister, .]

1. The act of ministering or serving; service.

As soorl as the days of his mimHration were accom-

plished.
Lake 1. 23.

2f. Administration; agency; intervention for

aid or service.

Thannc comforts him with minietraeiovn of cure qulnte
essencie afore seid, and he schal be al hool, but if it be so

that god wole algatis that he schal die.

Book o/ QuinU Entente (ed. Furnlvall), p. IS.

To hang a man for sixpence, threepence, I know not

what to hang for a trifle, and pardon murder, Is In the

ministration of the law through the ill framing of It.

Cromuxtt, quoted in Macaulay, Hallam's Const Hist.

This mode of publication (public recitation] . . . was

among the arts ministerial to sensual enjoyment.
De Quincey, Style, iv.

2. Of or pertaining to a minister or ministry 3. A religious service or other function,

of state; belonging to executive as distinguish- The solemn and "plendld minith-aKont^ot
the

ed from legislative or judicial office : as, min-

isterial functions.

Very solid and very brilliant talents distinguished the

ministerial benches. Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

church
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gleaming of armor, and the waving of innumerable ban-

ners. C. E.Narton, Church-building in Middle Ages.p.100.

Through the power of th
cil to attend and speak In

bly can therefore hear . .

ministerial statement.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 391.

(min'ig-tra-tiv), a. [= It. minis-

.

^ratiro ; as
ministration)

+ -i.e.] Affording

what in England we call a service or aid ; assisting.
r rt_, ..

ministratort (mm'is-tra-tor), n. [= OF. mmts-
truteur = Pg. ministrador, < L. ministrator, an

3. Pertaining to the office, character, or habits attendant, servant. < ministrare, attend, serve:

of a clergyman; clerical: as, ministerial gar- see minister, i:] An administrator.
clergyman

ments.
It Is the inward calling of God that makes a Minister,

and hi

and iti

The law and the minirlraton of it.

Roger North, Examen, p. 74. (Danet.)

."own painfull study and diligence that manures
rninistratoriOUSlyt (min'is-tra-t6'ri-U8-li),arfl\

iproves his >i>MeriaU gifts
Remonst C< "ministratorioiis L. ministratorius, of or

'""' Ol!

pertaining to service, < ministrator, servant : see

ministrtitor) + -ty
2
.] In the capacity of an ad-

ministrator. [Rare.]
A man can but onely ministratoriowty glue any tempo-

rail dominion or gift perpetual, as well tohis own natural

sonnc, as to his sonne by imitation.

State Trials, 8 Rich. II.
,
an. 1383 (John Wyclitfe).

Ministerial acts, offices, powers, in law, those acts, of-

rtcen, or powers that are to be performed or exercised uni-

formly on a given state of facts, in a prescribed manner,
in obedience to law or the mandate of legal authority,

without dependence on the exercise of Judgment as to the

propriety of so doing. Thus, the duties of a sheriff or

clerk of court are chiefly if not entirely ministerial. Min-
isterial benches. See bench. = Syn. 3. Ecclesiastical.

ministerialist ('min-is-te'ri-al-istj, . [< minixte- ministress (min'is-tres), n. [< OF. ministresse, <

ritil + -int.'] In politics, a supporter of the mm- L. ministrix, equiv. to ministra, a servant, fern.

istrv in office. of minister: see minister.'} \. A female mims-
istry
The Ministerialists have not been able to maintain In the

counties the advantage they had gained in the boroughs.

Edinburgh Ret., CLXIII. 281.

ministerially (min-is-te'ri-al-i), adv. In a min-

isterial manner, character, or capacity.

The Son . . . submits to act ministerially, or in capa-

city of Mediator.

ministering (min'is-ter-ing), p. a. Attending
and serving as a subordinate agent
under superior authority; performing persona
services; tending.
Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minis-

ter for them who shall be heirs of salvation ? Heb. i. 14.

When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A mimxttrimj angel thou ! Scott, Marmion, vl. SO.

ministerium (min-is-te'ri-um), ii. [< L. ministe-

rium, ministry: see ministry.] 1. In the Lutlu -r-

an Church, a body of ordained ministers hav-

ing the sole charge of examining, licensing.

and ordaining candidates for the ministry, of

conducting trials for clerical heresy, and of

hearing all appeals from church councils for

lay heresy. The word is also sometimes used in amiire

general sense, as synonymous with v/i"<(. whii-h includes

both ministers and lay delegates in one body. In such

cases, however, the niinisterium proper consists of the

ordained ministers only.

ter, in any sense

Thus was beauty sent from Heaven,
The lovely ministreu of truth and good.

Akenside, Pleasures of Imagination, I.

2t. A mistress.

The olde foxes cniell and severe myiMreste
Will learne the entereNiever to come forth.

Bcnoenuto, Passengers' Dialogues, (\arei.)

mf-
b

serving ministry (min'is-tri), ,..; pi. ministries (-triz).

in* .>erso [Formerly also minittery ; = F. ministers = Sp.

Pg. It. ministerw, < L. ministerium, the office

or function of an attendant or servant, atten-

dance, service, office, occupation, employment,
a suite of attendants, etc., < minister, an at-

tendant, servant, minister : see minister, n. Cf .

ministerium, and mister*, mystery'*, ult.< L. mtoi*-

lf>-ii(m.] 1. The act of ministering; the ren-

dering of service ;
ministration.

It was a worthy edifying sight . . .

To see kind hands attending day and night,

With tender nrinufry, from place to place.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, II. 75.

2. The state of ministering or serving; agency;
instrumentality.
The natural world he made after a miraculous manner;

but directs the alfalrsof it ever since by ... the ordinary

ministry of second causes, Bp. Attemtry.

Every one that came to do the serrice of the

... In the tabernacle of the congregation. Num. Iv. 47.

Do you think In your heart that you are truly called

... to the Order and Jfuiutry of Priesthood?

Boot </ Common Prayer, Ordering of Priert*.

Their ministry perform'd, and race well run, . . .

They die. Milton, V. L.
,
xli. 506.

4. The general or a particular body of minis-

ters of religion ; the ministerial or clerical class;

the clergy or priesthood. In episcopal churches the

ministry consists of bishops, priests, and deacons, and of

subdeacons and the minor orders, when such exist, In ad-

dition to these.

5. The body of ministers of state in a conn-

try ;
the heads of departments collectively; the

executive administration: as, to form a minis-

try; the policy of the British ministry; the

French ministry has resigned. In the United

States the corresponding body is called the

cabinet.

The word Ministry was not then in nee, bnt Counsel-

lor* or Courtier*. For the King himself [Chsrles II.I

then took so much upon him that the ministers had not

that aggregate title. Roger North, Examen, p. 0. (Dames.)

The first English ministry was gradually formed ; nor

Is It possible to say quite precisely when it began to exist.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiv.

6. A ministerial department of government;
the organization of functionaries administering
a branch of public affairs; a minister and his

subordinates collectively: as, the ministry of

war or of justice.

Immediately below these three Institutions stand the

ministries, ten in number. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 188.

ininistryship (min'is-tri-ship), n. [< ministry
+ -ship.] The office of a minister; ministry.

Swift. [Rare.]
minium (min'i-um), 11. [Formerly also minion,
< OF. minion, F. minium = Sp. Pg. It. wmii'o; <

L. minium, native cinnabar, red lead : said to

be a Spanish ( Hispanic) word. Hence miniate.

miniature.] Bed oxid of lead, Pb3O4 , produced

by maintaining the protoxid (litharge) at a low-

red heat for some time in presence of air. It

is a bright-orange granular powder, used as a

pigment and in the manufacture of flint-glass.

See vermilion. Iron minium, a name given to a large

number of substances used as paints, espi-cially for Iron-

work and sea-going vessels Oxidized minium, a dried

composition consisting of lead nitrate, lead peroxid, and

undecomposed minium, obtained by drying a magma of

minium and nitric acid.

miniver (min'i-ver), M. [Formerly also mtn-

ecer, ieiiti-cr,dial. miiiifer; < ME. meiiirer, meny-

ver, < OF. weiiw rer, menu rn>, WICMM tair, a gray-
ish fur, miniver, also " the beast that bears it"

(Cotgrave), lit. little vair: wcu, little; tair, a

kindoffur: see minute* and tair.] 1. Amixed
or spotted fur once commonly used for lining or

trimming garments. According to Cotgrave, It was
"the fur of ermlns mixed or spotted with the fur of the

weesel called gris"; but according to 1'lanche, miniver

was the white part only of the patchwork designs of dif-

ferent furs In use at certain epochs during the middle ages.

as Is seen in the heraldic furs, which retain the designs

most commonly used at that time.

A burnet cote heng therwith nil.-,

Furred with no menyrere.
Rom. of tlte Rote, L 227.

Me lists not tell of ouches rare,

Of marbles green, and braided hair,

And klrtles furred with miniwr.
Scott, L.otL. M., Tt 4.

2. In her., a fur like vair, with the peculiarity
that the escutcheon-miniver contains six or

more horizontal rows of spots. 3. The Sibe-

rian squirrel, which has fine white fur; also, the

fur itself.

minivet (min'i-vet), w. One of various cam-

pophagine birds of the genus Pericrocotus.

mink (mingk), H. [Formerly also minx (appar.

an error); appar. < Sw. manic, a mink (Putorius

lutreola), transferred from the European mink
to the American species.] 1. An American

digitigrade carnivorous quadruped of the fam-

ily Mustelidce, Putorius (Lutreola) rison, of semi-

aquatic habits. The mink belongs to the same genus
aa the stoats and weasels, but to a different snbgenus, its

form being modified in adaptation to Ha aqnalic habita,

in which respect It approaches the otters. It was once

called letter otter. It Is larger and stouter than any
rtoat^

with shorter earn, uniformly bushy tall, MM half-webbed

feet; the color is rich dark chestnut-brown, blackening



mink
on the back and tail

;
the chin, and usually some irregular

patches on the throat, breast, or belly, are white. It is 15
tu 18 inches long, the tail 6 or 8 inches more. It is found

everywhere in North America in suitable places; its fur

American Mink (Putorfus (Lttt
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minnis (miii'is), H. [Cf. minnow.] The stickle-

back. [Local, Eng.]
minnow (min'6), . [Formerly also Minnie,

miiioe, tnenow, etc.; also dial, minny, minnie

(cf. equiv. dial, minim, minnan, meiinam, men-

nom, appar. conformed to L. minimus, least:

see minim) ;
< ME. menow, a minnow, appar.

< AS. "mine, myne (pi. mynas), a minnow
(glossed by ML. mena) ; possibly from the root
of mm2

, less, with ME. term, -ow due to con-
fusion with some other word, perhaps OF.

menu, small; cf. ME. menuse, small fish, < OF.
menuise (ML. menusia), small fish collectively,
< L. minutus, small: Beemfnuse^."j 1. The small-
est of the British cyprinoid fishes, Phoxinus

is valuable, and the animal is systematically trapped, es-

pecially in British America. Like its relatives, the mink
exhales a strong musky odor, and is destructive to poultry.
It has been tamed, and bred in minkeries, like the ferret.

The little black or mountain mink, described by Audubon
and Bachman as a distinct species, P. nigrescens, is a small
dark variety. The corresponding animal in Europe is P.
httreola, commonly called norz or norz, and by its Swedish
name mtink (sometimes mank) the designation Euro-
pean mink being a late book-name. It is much like the
American mink, but its average size is smaller, and it usu-

ally has the upper lip as well as the chin white, and pre-
sents certain dental peculiarities. The Siberian mink,
lately so called, is the kulon, P. sibiricus, a quite differ-
ent species. Also called vison.

2. ame as kingfish (a).

minkery (ming'ker-i), n.
; pi. minkeries (-iz). [<

mink + -en/.] An establishment where minks
are bred and trained for ratting, like the ferret.

Mr. Eesseque's minkery consisted of twelve stalls, each
twelve feet square, of stale soil, and surrounded with a

fence, and some special precautions to prevent the escape
of the animals.

Corns, Fur-Bearing Animals (ed. 1877), p. 182.

min.net, n. and v. See mina .

minne-drinking (min'e-dring'king), w. [< G.

minne, love, + E. drinking, verbal n. of drink, v.~\

Originally, a heathen practice among the Teu-
tonic nations at grand sacrifices and banquets,
in honor of the gods or in memory of the ab-
sent or deceased. This custom was sanctioned by
the church, the saints being substituted for the gods, and
was especially consecrated to St. John the Evangelist and
to St. Gertrude. Traces of it are still found in certain
localities of Germany.

Minne-drinking, even as a religious rite, apparently ex-
ists to this day in some parts of Germany. At Otbergen,
a village of HUdesheim, on Dec. 27 every year a chalice of
wine is hallowed by the priest, and handed to the congre-
gation in the church to drink as Johannis segen (bless-
ing). Grimm, Teut. Mythol. (trans.), I. 62.

minnekint, An obsolete form of minikin.
minnelied (min'e-let), n. [G., < minne, love,+ lied, song.] A love-song.

The first lyrical writer of Holland was John I., duke of
Brabant, who practised the minnelied with success.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 90.

minnepoetry (min'e-po"et-ri), n. The poetry
of the minnesingers.
The classical representative of Minnepoetry, Walther von

der Vogelweide. Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 454.

minnesinger (min'e-sing-er), . [G., < minne,
love, + singer, a singer.] One of a class of
German lyric poets and singers of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, so called because love
was the chief theme of their poems. They were
chiefly or exclusively men of noble descent knights, no-
bles, princes, and even emperors. They sang their pieces
to their own accompaniment on the viol, and often en-
gaged in poetical contests for the gratification of princes
and ladies of the court. Among the chief seats of the min-
nesingers were Swabia and Austria, and the leading dialect
used was the Swabian. The minnesingers were succeeded
by the mastersingers. See master/linger.

Minnesotan (min-e-so'tan), n. [< Minnesota
(see def.) + -an.] A native or an inhabitant
of Minnesota, a northwestern State of the
United States, north of Iowa.
minuet (min'et), . See minute^.
minnie 1

(min'i), n. A dialectal form of minnow.
minnie2 (min'i), . [Dim. of !*.] A child-
ish word for mother. [Scotch.]

Bad luck on the penny that tempted my minnie
To sell her poor Jenny for siller an' Ian !

Burns, What Can a Young Lassie.

minnikint, minnikent, n. and a. Obsolete
forms of minikin.

minning (min'ing), n. [< ME. minnyng; verbal
n. of j3.] Reminding.
minning-dayt (min'ing-da), . [ME. miitityiig-
''//.] The anniversary of a death, on which
the deceased was had in special remembrance,
and special offices were said for his soul. See
a year's mind, under

Common English Minnow {Phoxinus lirvis).

aphya or lenvis. Artificial minnows are used by anglers
for trolling, spinning, or casting, and are made of metal,
glass, and rubber, gilded, silvered, or painted attractively.

Hear you this Triton of the minnows?
Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 89.

2. In the United States, one of many different
fishes of small size, (a) Any cyprinoid of the genus
Phoxinus, of which there are several speciesjfrom H to
3 inches long, in the Mississippi basin and westward, as
P. neogaius, P. flammeus, P. phfegethontis. This is the cor-
rect use of minnow, though in popular speech it extends
to various other little cyprinoids, also loosely called

roach, dace, shiner, etc. Among these may be mentioned
the red minnows of the genus Chrosomus, as C. erythrogas-
ter, one of the prettiest of all, 2 or 3 inches long ; the
silvery minnow, Hybognathus nuehalis, and others of this

genus ; the black-headed minnow or fathead, Pimephales
promelas; the blunt-nosed minnow, Hyborhynchus no-

tatus; the Texan hardmouth minnow, Cochlognathus or-

natus; the bull-headed and straw-colored minnows, Cliola

taurocephalus and C. straminea; the spotted-tail, C. stig-

maturus, and more than 60 other kinds of Cliola; about
50 shiners of the genus MinnUus; various species of the
genera Jthinichthys, Ceratichthys, Apocope, Couesius, etc.
These abound in fresh waters of the United States, and
minnow is the usual name of all those which have not
more particular designations. (6) One of numerous small
cyprinodont fishes, otherwise known as kulifishes and
mummychogs, and more fully called top-minnows, as Zygo-
nectes notatus and many others of this genus. The most
abundant of these is Fundulug heteroclitus, found in brack-
ish waters from Maine to Mexico, and sometimes speci-
fied as salt-water minnow. F. diaphanus is the spring
minnow, (c) Any American member of the family Um-
bridte and genus Umbra or Melanura, as U. or M. limi,
more fully called mud-minnow, 4 inches long, found from
New England to Minnesota and South Carolina, often in
mere mud-holes which would hardly be expected to lodge
any fish. It is closely related to U. crameri of Austria,
(d) One of various small viviparous perches or embioto-
coid fishes of California, chiefly of salt water, as the spa-
rada, Micromelrm or Cymatogaster aggregatus. (e) One of
several small suckers or catostomoid fishes : a loose use.

minnow-harness (min'o-har'
!

'ne8), . An arti-

ficial bait used for trolling to which a minnow
can be attached.

minny (min'i), . A provincial form of minnow.
mino1

(me'no), n. [Jap.] A thatch-like rain-
coat or cape made of hempen fibers, long grass,
rushes, or the like laid close together, and bound

All the day and night after the Buriall they vse to have
excessive ringinge forye dead, as also at the twel-monthes
day after, which they call a

Chetham Mvsc., V. xv. (N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 448.)

in place at the top by plaiting or by some simi-
lar means: used in Japan by coolies, farm-
laborers, etc.

minorate

mino2 (mi'no), H. A variant of miutfi.

minor (ml'nor), a. and . [< ME. "minour, mc-

n/tiir, < OF. mittor, F. mineur = Sp. Pg. menor
= It. minors, < L. minor (iieut. minus), less, corn-

par, (with superl. minimus, least: see minim,

minimum, etc.) associated with adj. purons,
small

;
= AS. min = OS. minniro, etc., less: see

2
.] I. a. 1. Smaller (than the other); less;

lesser: applied definitively to one of two units
or parts, and opposed to major or greater: as,
the minor axis of an ellipse ;

the minor premise
of a syllogism ;

the minor part of an estate.

They altered this custom from cases of high concernment
to the most trivial debates, the minor part ordinarily en-

tering their protest. Clarendon, Great Kebellion.

2. Smaller than others
;
of inferior rank or de-

gree; lower; hence, small; inconsiderable; not

capital, serious, or weighty : as, the minor offi-

cers of government ;
a minor canon

;
the minor

points of an argument ;
minor faults or consid-

erations.
Now frere menour, now jacobyn.

Rom. of the Rose, L 6338.

Neither in the name of multitude do I only include the
base and minor sort of people.

Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, a 1.

Inconsistency with respect to questions of minor impor-
tance is not likely to be regarded as dishonourable.

Macaulay, Sir W. Temple.
3. Under age. [Rare.]

At which time . . . the king was minor.

Bacon, -Hist. Hen. VII., p. 145.

4. In music: (a) Of intervals, less; shorter;
smaller (as compared with major intervals).
The word is more often applied to seconds, thirds, sixths,

sevenths, ninths, etc., designating an interval equal to the

corresponding major interval less one half-step. It has
also been applied of late to fourths, fifths, and eighths, and
is then equivalent to the older term diminished. Finally,
it is used to designate the smaller of two intervals that dif-

fer by a minute quantity, as a minor tone (10 : 9), which
is a comma less than a major tone : opposed to major.
See interval, 5.

(ft) Of tonalities and scales, char-
acterized by a minor third and also usually by
a minor sixth, and often a minor seventh: op-
posed to major. See key, tonality, scale, (c)
Of triads and chords generally, characterized

by a minor third between the lowest and the
next to the lowest tones : opposed to major. See

triad, and chord, 4. (d) Of modes, characterized

by the use of a minor tonality and of minor ca-

dences : as, the piece is written throughout in

the minor mode: opposed to major. See major, 4.

Bob minor. Seefwoi, 7. Minor abstraction. Seeab-
straction. Minor axis. Same as conjugate axis (which
see, under axisi). Minor canon, determinant, ex-
communication. See the nouns. Minor orders (ec-

cles.). Seewder. Minor premise, that premise which
contains the minor term. This is the usual definition, but
there has been much dispute on the subject. See major, 5.

Minor prophets, a name given collectively to twelve

prophetic Old Testament books, from Hosea to Malachi,
inclusive, and their authors. See prophet. Minor term,
in logic, the subject of the conclusion of a categorical syl-
logism.

II. . 1. A person of either sex who is under
age; one who is of less than the legal age for
the performance of certain acts

;
one under the

authority of parents or guardians, because of not

having reached the age at which the law permits
one to make contracts and manage one's own

Eroperty;
an infant in the legal sense. In Scots

iw, minor, when used in contradistinction to pupil, signi-
fies a person above the age of pupilarity (twelve in females
and fourteen in males) and underthat of majority, which in
both sexes is twenty-one years. The technical term in Eng-
lish and United States law for one under the age of legal
capacity (twenty-one years) is infant, but minor is used in
the same sense in general literature. Compare age, n., 3.

Long as the year's dull circle seems to run,
When the brisk minor pants for twenty-one.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. i. 38.

King Henry, although old enough atseven tobe crowned,
was still a minor.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 173.

2. In logic, the minor term, or the minor prem-
ise. See I. 3. In music, the minor mode or a
minor tonality or minor chord taken absolutely.

In all your music our pathetic minor
Your ears shall cross.

Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

4. [pop.] A Franciscan friar; a Minorite: so
called from a name of the Franciscan order,
Fratres Minores, or Lesser Brethren. Also called
Prior Minor. KtiioT of a determinant. See deter-

rmnant.'Roay minor a species of moth. See Minna.

minoratet (mi'no-rat), v. t. [< LL. minor<itn.i,

pp. of minorare (> It. minorare = Sp. Pg. mi-

nornr, make less), diminish, < L. minor, less:

see minor.'} To diminish.

Which it [sense] doth not only by the advantageous as-
sistance of a tube, but by less industrious experiments,
showing in what degrees distance minorates the object.

GlanriUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viii.



minoration

minoration (mi-no-ra'shon), . [= F. iinnn-

t'nlitni^= Sp. ntiiit>i'ttrii>ii = 1'^. mmorog&o = It.

ininnrii;iinii-,<. LI,. iiiiiniriitiix n-), diminution, <

minorOTA, diminish: sec unnoniti-.} \\. AleH-
diminution.

We now do hope the mercies of (tod will consider our
degeinTatril irilr^rity nntu some mimrration of our of-
fi-m-r!,. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 2.

2. In iiii-il., mild purgation by laxatives,
minorative (mi'no-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= I'. //-

iioratif. iiiinorativf, = Sp. Pg. iiiiiini-iilii'i>,\ea-

ening, = It. iiiiniiriilii-n. minorative; as mimn-ii-

t(ion) + -ive.] I. a. Mildly laxative: applied
to certain medicines.

II. n. A mildly laxative medicine.
For a minoratine or gentle potion he took four hundred

pound weight of colophoniac scammony.
Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, II. 33. (Dames.)

minoress (mi'ngr-es), n. [< minor + -ess.] 1.
A female under age. 2f. A nun under the rule
of St. Clare. ( Ti/rirliill. ) (This word is found in the
early printed editions of the "Romuunt of the Rose," 1.

149. Moveresse appears in modern editions taken from the
original French (Horn, of the Kose, 1. 141).]

Minorite (mi'nor-it), u. and a. [< minor +
-iff-.] I. n. A Franciscan friar; aMinor. See
minor, n., 4.

Some minorite among the clergy.
Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, U. 202. (Dames.)

II. a. Belonging to the Franciscans.
HVw movements within the bosom of the Church were

more pregnant with auspicious augury for its reformation
than the rise of the Minorite orders.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 881.

minority (mi- or mi-uor'i-ti), n.
; pi. minoriiiis

(-tiz). [= F. minority = Pr. menoretat = Sp. mi-
itoridad = Pg. minoridade = It. minoritd, < ML.
minorita(t-)s, a being less, minority, < L. minor,
less: see minor.'] If. The state of being minor
or smaller.

From this narrow time of gestation [may) ensue a mi-
Hority or smallness in the exclusion.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Ill 6.

2. The minor part in number; the smaller of
two aggregates into which a whole is divided

numerically; a number less than half : opposed
to majority.
That minority ot the Scottish nation by the aid of which

the government had hitherto held the majority down.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

him: great and excellent is

merson. Address to Kossuth.
Remember, sir, that ever

in minorities.

Specifically 3. The smaller of two related

aggregates of persons; the minor division of

any whole number of persons : as, the rights of
the minority ; government by minorities.

To give the minority a negative upon the majority,
which is always the case where more than a majority is

requisite to a decision, is . . . to subject the sense of the
greater number to that of the lesser.

A. Hamilton, The Federalist, No. 22.

4. The state of being a minor or not come of

age, and therefore legally incapacitated for the
performance of certain acts

;
the period or in-

terval before one is of full age, generally the
period from birth until twenty-one years of age
(see age, 3); in Scots law, the interval between
pupilarity and majority. See minor, n., 1.

What mean all those hard restraints and shackles put
upon us in our minority. South, Works, IVT v.

King Edmund dying, his brother Edred in the Minority
of his Nephews was crowned at Kingston upon Thames.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 11.

Minority representation. See proportional represen-
tation, under representation.

minorship (mi'nor-ship), . [< minor + -ship.]
The state of being a minor.
Minotaur (min'6-tar), n. [< ME. Minotaur, <

OF. Minotaur, P. Minotaure = Sp. Pg. It. Mi-
iiotnuro, < L. Minotaurus, < Or. Wtv6ravpof, the

Minotaur, appar. < M/WJC, Minos, a legendary
king and lawgiver of Crete, + rat'pof, a bull.
But this is perhaps a popular etym. of some
name not understood.] In Gr. myth., a mon-
ster represented as having a human body and
the head of a bull, who was the offspring of

Pasiphae, wife of Minos, and a bull sent by Po-
seidon. He was confined In the Cretan labyrinth and
fed with human flesh, devoured the seven youths and
seven maidens whom Minos compelled the Athenians
to send him periodically as tribute, and was killed by
the hero Theseus, a member of the last company so sent,
who escaped from the labyrinth by the aid of Ariadne,
daughter of Minos. Hence, in modern literature, the
name is used to characterize any devouring or destroying
agency of which the action is in some way comparable to
that attributed to the Cretan monster.

And by his [Theseus's] baner born is his penoun
of gold ful richr, in which ther was i-bete
The Minotaur which that he slough in Crete.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale. 1. li-j.
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Thou may'st not wander In that labyrinth :

There Minotaun and ugly treasons lurk.

Shale., I Hen. VI., v. 8. 189.

minourt, . A Middle English form of un,,. ,.

minsitivet, ". [Appar. irrcg. < miV, minee, +
iiif

.] Mincing; uflVrtcd; servile.
\ ,-VIT say your lordship, nor your honour ; but jron, and

><IM, my lord, and my lady: the other they count too sim-
ple :n..l ininntite. B. Jonson, Poetuter, iv. 1.

minster (niin'stt'T), . [<ME. mhislrr. iHijiixli-i;
inn null r. mi-ii.-iln-. i ti-.,< AS. mynster = D. mun-
*t< i' = M U i. nitinxter= OHG. munuxturi, nnniix-

tri, monaxtri, MHG. 6. miinsler = OF. mustier,
moustier, F. moutier, < LL. monasterium, < (ir.

IwvaaTTipiHv, a monastery : see
monastery.']

Ori-

ginally, a monastery ; afterward, the church of
a monastery; also, from the fact that many
such churches, especially in Great Britain, be-
came cathedrals, a cathedral church which had
such an origin: as,York minuter; hence, any ca-
thedral: as, the minster of Strasburg. it is found
also in the names of several place* which owe their origin
to a monastery : as, Westminster, Leonwuter.
The same nyght the kynge comaunded the children to

go wake In the chelff mynster till on the morowe be-fore
mease, that no lenger he wolde a-bidc.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ II. 374.

The Ages one great minster teem,
That throbs with praise and prayer.

LtHcell, Godminster Chimes.

minstraciet, An old form of minstrelsy.
minstrel (min'strel), n. [< ME. minstrel, myii-
xln-tlc, minxtral, mynstral, menstral, munxtral,
ministral, menestral, < OF. menestral, menettrel,
an

ni-xterel, F. mfnestrel = Pr. menestral = Sp.
menestral, menestril, ministril = Pg. ministrel,
menestrel, menistrel = It. ministrcllo, minestrel-
In, < ML. ministralitt (also, after Rom. , ministrel-

Im), a servant, retainer, jester, singer, player,
< L. minister, a servant,
attendant : see minister.
Cf. ML. ministerialis in

same sense, < ministeri-

um, service: see ministe-

rial.] 1. A musician,
especially one who sings
or recites to the accom-
paniment of instruments.
Specifically, (n the middle ages,
the minstrels were a class who
devoted themselves to the
amusement of the great In cas-
tle or camp by singing ballads
or songs of love and war, some-
times of their own composition,
with accompaniment on the
harp, lute, or other instrument,
together with suitable mimicry
and action, and also by story-
telling, etc. The intermediate
class of professional musicians
from which the later minstrels
sprang appeared in France as
early as the eighth century, and
was oy the Norman conquest In-

troduced into England, where
It was assimilated with the
Anglo-Saxon gleemen. Every-
where the social Importance of
the minstrels slowly degener-
ated, until in the fifteenth cen-

tury they had formed them-
, UC5 mnsK1CTS,

selves generally into gilds Of France ; I3th century.
itinerant popular musicians
and mountebanks. In England they fell so low in esteem
that In K97 they were classed by a statute with rogues,
vagabonds, and sturdy beggars ; but In France their gilds
were maintained until the revolution. See glreman, trim-

batlmir, trouvere, aiiAjonoleur.

Whan the servise was ffynisshed, the kynge Arthur and
the Baronns returned in to the paleys, where-as was grete
pli'ntf of mvnftraUes, and iogelours, and other.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.\ UL 4M.

Ye'll gl'e the third to the minstrel
That plays before the king.

Young Akin (Child's Ballads, I. 184).

Wake ye from your sleep of death,
Minstrels and bards of other days

'

Scott, Bard's Incantation.

But while the miimtrel proper accompanied his lord to
the field and shared with him the danger and the honour
of his warlike exploits, the connection between him and
the humbler kind of entertainer [the jongleurj, who was
still the servant of the multitude rather than of a par-
ticular lord, cannot have been wholly forgotten.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. IS.

Hence 2. Any poet or musician. [Poetical.]
3. Originally, one of a class of singers of

negro melodies and delineators of life on the
Southern plantations which originated in the
United States about 1830: called negro min-
strels, although they are usually white men
whose faces and hands are blackened with
burnt cork. The characteristic feature of such a troupe
"i li.uxl is the middle-man or interlocutor, who leads the
t;ilk iinil ivi'> tin i-ui's, and the two end-men, who usually
perform on the tambourine and the bones, and between
"hom the indispensable conundrums and jokes are ex-

Minstrel. From the Mai-
son des Musiciens, Rheims,

mint

rhanged. As now conitltntn). a neirro-mlnstrel tnmp
retain* Inn llitlcof it* origin*! character except the Miu-k
faces and the old jokes.

minstrel-squire (niinMrrl-skwir), . A min-
*ti-cl who was iittaclicd to one particular person,

minstrelsy (min'stn-l-si;, n. [< ME. minstral-
<-ii. uii/Nxtrtili-i/f, iiu-Hxii-iilrit, Hinistracie, men-
xirui-iii; <(<-., < OK. mene*traltrie, minstrelsy, <
mi in.-iiriil. miiiMivl: see minxtrfl.] 1. The art
or occupation of minstrels; singing and play-
ing in the manner of a minstrel; lyrical song
and music.

Holllche thanne with hU tract hljede to here tentea
With inerthe of alle iMiutnwyt, and made hem atte*e.

WUiam<>fPaUrne(V. E. T. 8.X I. 1296.

When erery room
Hath blaz'd with light, and bray'd with minttnlty.

Shot., T. of A., U. 2. 170.

Originally . . . the profewlon of the jocolator included
all the arts attributed to the minstrels ; and accordingly
his performance was called his minstrelsy In the reign of
Edward II., anil even after he had obtained the appella-
tion of a tregetour. Strvtt, .Sports and I'ustlmei, p. 287.

2. An assemblage or company of minstrels ; a
body of singers and players.

So many maner minttracie at that marlage were.
William n/ I'alerne (K. E7T. S.\ 1. 6010.

The bride hath paced Into the hall
Red as a rose Is the I

Nodding their heads before her goes
The merry minttreln.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, I.

3f. A collection of instruments used by min-
strels.

For sorwe of which he brak his mimtraleie,
Bnthe harpe and lute, and glterne and sautrie.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, I. 163.

Lntte and rybybe, bothe gangande.
And all mature of mynstralsye.
Thomas of Bnteldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 10H).

4. A collection or body of lyrical songs and bal-
lad poetry, such as were sung by minstrels : as,
Scott's "

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border."
The body of traditional minstrelsy which commemorated

the heroic deeds performed in these wars.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

mint 1
(mint), n. [OIK. mint, myiit, menet, mu-

nct, < AS. mynet, mynit, mynyt (not *myut), a
coin, coin, coinage, money (cf. mynet-gmiththf,
a place for coinage, a mint), = OFries. menote,
mente, monte, munte = D. munt = MLG. LG.
nninte, monte = OHG. niinii-ti, muniz, MHG. G.
miinse, aplace for coining money, a coin, = Icel.

mynt, mint, = Sw. mynt, a place for coining
money, a coin, money, = PS", mynt, a coin,
money, miint, a place for coining money, = OF.
loneie, monoie, F. monnaie (> E. money) = Pr.

Sp. moneda = Pg. moeda = It. moneta, money,
< L. moneta, a place for coining money, money,
coin, < Moneta, a surname of Juno, in whose
temple at Rome money was coined, lit. adviser,
< monere, warn, advise: nee monisk, monitor.
Cf. money, a doublet of mint1

.] It. A coin;
coin ; coined money ; money.

Theea If me spende, or mynt for them recejrre,
The sonner wol they brymme ayelne and brynge
Forth pigges moo.

I'alladita, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. go.

2. A place where money is coined by public
authority. The coining of money Is now considered a
prerogative of government. In early times there were
many mints in England, but now the only one in that conn-
try is the Royal Mint, Tower Hill, London. The United
States Mint was established by act of April 2d, 1792, and
located at Philadelphia. Other mints have since been es-
tablished at San Francisco. New Orleans, Canon City, and
Denver (but the last two are, properly speaking, assay of-

flcesX The I'nlted States Mint is a bureau of the Trea-
sury Department, under the charge of an officer called the
Director of the Mint.

And so (vpon the matter) to set the mint on work, and
tn glue way to new coiues of silner, which should bee
then minted. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIL, p. 215.

In one higher roome of this Mini ... I saw fcrarteene
marvailous strong chests, . . . in which is kept nothing but
money. Coryat, Crudities, I. 242.

3. Figuratively, a source of fabrication or in-
vention.

And haue a mint in their pragmatical! heads of such
supersubtle innentlons. l"urchat, Pilgrimage, p. 89R.

The busy mini
Of our laborious thoughts is ever going,
And coining new desires, (jttarlr*, Emblems, IL 2.

4. A quantity such as a mint turns out ; a great
supply or store: as, a mint of money.
And so tassclled and so ruffled with a mint of bravery.

A. D. Blaclmorc, Loma Doone, p. 129.

5. [cap.] A place of privilege or asylum in

Southwark, London, near the Queen's Prison,
where persons sheltered themselves from jus-
tice, under the pretext that this place was an
ancient palace of the crown. (Rapalje and
Isitrrence.) The privilege is now abolished.



mint

Master of the mint, an officer in the English adminis-
tration who presided over the mint. The office has been

abolished, the mint being now under the direct control of

the chancellor of the exchequer. Warden of the mint,
formerly, an officer of the English mint next in rank to

the master. He collected the seigniorage, and superin-
tended the manufacture of the coins.

mint1
(mint), v. 1. [< ME. "niinten, *iyntcn, <

AS. mynetian (= OS. munitoit = OPries. mon-

tia, miintiri = D. MLG. mnfe>t = OHG. munison,
MHG. G. miinzen = Sw. mynta = Dan. mynte),

com,<)#ei, acoin: seeminft,n.] 1. Tocoin;
stamp and convert into money.

Siluer and gold coyne, then mynted of purpose, was
cast among the people in great quantitie.

JJakluyt's Voyages, I. 467.

A sovereign prince calls in the good old money ... to

be new marked and minted. Lamb, Elia, p. 218.

2. To invent ; forge ;
fabricate.

Look into the titles whereby they hold those new por-
tions of the crown, and you will find them of such natures
as may be easily minted. Bacon, War with Spain.

And such mint [minted I phrase, as 'tis the worst of canting,

By how much It affects the sense it has not.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

A full catalogue of exotic words, such as are daily minted

by our Logodffidali. Evelyn, To Sir Peter Wyche.

mint2 (mint), n. [< ME. minte, mynte, mente, <

AS. minte = MD. D. mtmt = LG. mynte, minte
= OHG. minsa, munza, MHG. G. mime, miinze

Icel. minta = Sw. mynta = Dan. mynte (=
F. mentlie, > Sp. It. menta), < L. mcnta, mentha,
< Gr. [tivffa, fuvOq, mint.] 1 . A plant of the genus
Mentha. The most familiar species are the peppermint,
M. piperita, and the spearmint (garden-mint, mackerel-

mint), M. viridis, well known as medicines and condi-

ments. The bergamot-mint, affording a perfumers' oil,

is M. aquatica; the crisped or curled mint, the variety
crispa of the same. The water-mint (or brook-mint) of

older usage was M. sylvestris, now called horsemint. The
corn-mint is M. arvensis. The pennyroyal-mint or penny-
royal is M. Pulegium thsit is, flea-mint. The whorled
mint is SI. saliva; the wild mint of the United States, M.
Canadensis. See cut under Mentha.

The mynte is in this moone ysowe.
Palladium, Hushondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 192.

Then rubb'd it o'er with newly gather'd mint,
A wholesome herb, that breatn'd a grateful scent.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii. 88.

2. One of several other, mostly labiate, plants
with mint-like properties. Compare catmint.
Green mint, a cordial flavored with peppermint Mint
julep. See julep.

mint3 (mint), v. i. [< ME. minten, menten, myn-
ten, < AS. myntan, gemyntan, mean, intend,

purpose, think, suppose, < munan (pres. man),
think, consider, remember: see mine3

, mind*-.]
1. To aim; purpose; endeavor. [Old Eng. and
Scotch.]

Wyth grete wrath he can mynte,
But he fayled of hys dynte.

MS. Cantab. Ft ii. 88, f. 189. (HalKwett.)

They that mint at a gown of gold will always get a sleeve
of it. Scott, Monastery, xvii.

2. To insinuate; hint. [Scotch.]

mintage (min'taj), . [< mint 1 + -age. Cf. F.

monnayage = It! monetaggio, < ML. monetagium,
< L. moneta, money: see money, monetage.] 1.

The act of coining or fabricating; formation;
production by or as if by minting.
Few literary theories of modern mintage have more to

recommend them. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 15.

The chief place of mintage in these regions was the great
trading and colonizing city of Miletus.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int., p. xlvi.

2. That which is minted, or formed by or as if

by coining or stamping; hence, a fabrication
or manufacture

;
a coinage.

Stamped in clay, a heavenly mintage. Sterling.

Of one of his mintages [coined wordsl Mr. Reade is, ap-
parently, not a little proud. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 26.

3. The charge for or cost of minting; the duty
or allowance for coinage ; seigniorage on coins.

Some small savings would accrue from the less amount
of mintage required. Jevons, Money, p. 16S.

mint-bush (mint'bush), n. A plant of the Aus-
tralian genus Prostanthera.

mint-drop (mint'drop), . 1. A sugar-plum fla-

vored with peppermint. 2. A coin. [Slang,
u. s.]

minter (min'ter), TO. [< ME. miiiter, < AS. myne-
tere, one who coins, one who deals in money,
a money-changer, = OS. muniteri. a money-
changer, = OFries. menotere, mentere, mentre,
munter = D. munter, muntster = MLG. munter,= OHG. munizari, MHG. munzer, G. miinzer, a

money-changer, = F. monnaye.w= It. monetierc,
< LL. monetariits, a master of the mint, a coiner,
< L. moneta, mint, money, coin : see minfl and
money. Cf. moneyer and monetary.'] A coiner;
one who mints or stamps coin

; hence, one who
fabricates or makes as if by coining.

3780
Since priests have been minters, money hath been worse

than it was before. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

The minter must adde of other weight . . . if the siluer

be so pure. Camden, Remains, p. 204.

God stamped his image upon us, and so God is ... our

minter, our statuary. Donne, Sermons, vii.

mintht, n. An obsolete variant of mint2 .

The primrose, and the purple hyacinth,
The dainty violet, and the wholesome minth.

Peele, Arraignment of Paris, i. 1.

mintjac(mint'jak), H. Same as muntjac. Encyc.

Brit., XIII. 602.

mint-julep (mint'j6'lep), n. Seejulc)).

They were great roysters, much given to revel on hoe-

cake and bacon, mint-julep and apple-toddy.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 247.

mintmant (mint'man), . A coiner; one skilled

in coining or in coins.

Let such as are to informe councils out of their particu-
lar professions (as lawyers, sea-men, mint-men, and the

like) be first heard before committees.
Bacon, Of Counsel (ed. 1887).

mint-mark (mint 'mark), n. A private mark
put upon coins by the mint authorities for pur-
poses of identification. Sometimes this mark indi-

cates the place of mintage, as "S" on certain sovereigns
of Queen Victoria, denoting that the pieces were coined
at Sydney in Australia; sometimes it relates to the mint-
master or other official.

mint-master (mint'mas"ter), n. [= D. nmt-
meexter = MHG. G. milnzmeister = Sw. mynt-
mastare = Dan. myntmester; as minft + mas-

ter.] 1. The master or superintendent of amint.

That which is coined, as mintmasters confessed, is al-

layed with about a twelfth part of copper. Boyle.

2. One who invents or fabricates.

That the lewes were forward Mint-Masters in this new-

coyned Religion of Mahomet. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 283.

Setting aside the odde coinage of your phrase, which no
mintmaister of language would allow for sterling.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remoust

mint-sauce (mint'sas'), n. In cookery, mint

chopped and mixed with vinegar and sugar,
used especially as a sauce for roast lamb,

mint-stick (mmt'stik), .. Sticks of candy fla-

vored with peppermint. [Local, U. S.]

The soldiers hunger for dates, flgs, mint-stick, . . . that
the sutler keeps for sale.

New York Tribune, June 13, 1862. (Bartlett.)

mint-tree (mint'tre), n. A plant of the Aus-
tralian genus Prostanthera, especially P. lasi-

nntlios.

mint-warden (mint'war*dn), n. See warden of
the mint, under mint.

mint-wMlet, " Same as minute-while.

minuend (min'u-end), . [< L. minuendus, to

be diminished, gerundive of minuere, lessen:

see minute1.] In arith.
,
the number from which

another number is to be deducted in the pro-
cess of subtraction.

minuet (min'u-et), n. [= Sp. minuete, minue =
Pg. minuete =' It. minuetto, < F. menuet, a dance
so called from the small steps taken in it, <

menuet, smallish, little, pretty, thin (Cotgrave),
dim. of men it. small, < L. minutus, small : see min-
ute1 ."] 1. A slow and graceful dance, invented,
probably in Poitou, France, about the middle
of the seventeenth century. Throughout the

eighteenth century it was the most popular of

the more stately and ceremonious dances. 2.

Music for such a dance, or in its rhythm, which
is triple and slow. Minuets are frequently found in

the old suite, and also in the later sonata and symphony.
They properly consist of two contrasted sections of six-

teen measures each, the second of which is generally called
a trin, because originally written for but three instru-
ments ; but this regular form is often considerably modi-
fled. Beethoven was the first to replace the minuet in

the sonata and the symphony by the scherzo, which re-

sembled the minuet somewhat in rhythm, but was more
sprightly and unrestricted in form and spirit.

ininumt, n. An obsolete form of minim. Cot-

grare.
minus (mi'nus), a. [< L. minus, neut. of minor,
less: seeminor.] 1. Less (by a certain amount):
followed by a noun as an apparent object (a

preposition, by, to be supplied): as, the net
amount is so much minus the waste or tare;
25 minus 9 is 1 6. In algebra and arithmetic this sense
is indicated by the sign ,

called the minus sign or sign
of subtraction : as, a b = x, which is read "a minus b

equals x
"

; 25 9 = 16.

2. Less than nothing; belonging to the in-

verse or negative side, as of an account; lying
in the direction from the origin of measurement
opposite to ordinary quantities; below zero, or
below the lowest point of positive or upward
reckoning: as, a minus amount or sum (that is,

an amount or sum representing loss or debt);
a minus quantity in an equation (that is, one

having the minus sign before it) ;
the tempera-

minute

ture was minim twenty degrees (written 20,
and read ' '

twenty degrees below zero ") . In some
common mathematical phrases, minus seems to be used as
an adverb modifying then umeral adjective. Thus astrono-
mers speak of the year minus 584 of the Christian era,

meaning 585 Ii. C.

3. Marking or yielding less than nothing or less

than zero; negative in value or result: as, the
minus sign (see def. 1). 4. Deprived or devoid

of; not having; without, as something neces-

sary : as, he escaped minus his hat and coat ;
a

gun minus its lock. [Colloq. or humorous.]
5. Lacking positive value; wanting. [Colloq.]
His mathematics are decidedlymwms, but the use of them

is past long ago. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 74.

Minus acceleration. See acceleration (b).

minuscula (mi-nus'ku-la), .; pi. minuscul<K

(-le). [NL.: see minuscule"] Same as minuscule.

minuscule (mi-nus'kul), a. and n. [=F. minus-
cule = Sp. minuscula = Pg. It. minusculo, < NL.
minuscula (sc. littera), fern, of L. minusculus,
rather small; dim. of minor, minus, less: see

minor, minus. Cf. majuscule.] I. a. Small; of

reduced form, as a letter; of or pertaining to

writing in minuscule.
Minuscule letters are cursive forms of the earlier uncials.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, L 71.

II. n. The kind of reduced alphabetical char-

acter which, originating in the seventh century,
was from about the ninth substituted in writing
for the large uncial previously in use, and from
which the small letter of modern Greek and Ro-
man alphabets was derived

; hence, a small or

lower-case letter in writing or printing, as dis-

tinguished from a capital or majuscule.
The minuscule arose in the 7th century as a cursive mo-

nastic script, more legible than the old cursive, and more
rapidly written than the uncial, and constructed by a com-
bination of the elements of both.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 160.

The period of the uncials runs from the date of the ear-

liest specimens on papyrus to the 9th century, that of the
minuscule from the 9th century to the invention of print-

ing. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 145.

minutary (min'i-ta-ri), n. [< minute2
, n., +

-ary.] Consisting of minutes. [Rare.]
This their clock gathering up the least crumb of time,

presenting the mimttary fractions thereof.

Fuller, Worthies, Berkshire.

minute 1 (mi-nut'), a. [= F. menu = Pr. menut
= Sp. memido = Pg. miudo = lt. minuto,< L. mi-

nutus, little, small, minute, pp. of minuere,
make smaller, lessen, diminish/ minu-, stem of

minor, smaller, less, minimus, smallest, least:

see minor and min2.] 1. Very small, diminu-

tive, or limited; extremely little in dimensions,
extent, or amount.
We have also glasses and means to see small and minute

bodies perfectly and distinctly. Bacon, New Atlantis.

He was fond of detail no little thing was too minute
for his delicate eye.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, Washington.

2. Very small in scope or degree ; relating to
or consisting of small points or matters

; par-
ticular; closely precise or exact: as, minute
details of directions; minute criticism. 3. At-

tending to very small particulars ; marking or

noting little things or precise details
; very close

or careful: as, minute observation.
These minute philosophers . . . plunder all who come

in their way. Berkeley, Minute Philosopher, i.

If we wish to be very minute, we pronounce the i in the
flrst syllable long. Walker.

Bacon was fond of display, and unused to pay minute
attention to domestic affairs. Mucauluy, Lord Bacon.

Minute anatomy. See anatomy. = Syn. 1. Little, dimin-
utive, slender, fine. 2. Circumstantial, Particular, Minute,
exact, detailed. A circumstantial account gives the facts in

detail ; while circumstantial may include only the leading
circumstances, a particular account gleans more closely,

gathering all that are of any importance or interest; a
minute account details even the slightest facts, perhaps
those that are trivial and tedious.

minute2
(min'it), n. and a. [< ME. minute,

myniitc, mynet (in comp. also mynt-), a minute

(of time), a moment (also a small piece of

money), = MD. minute, D. minuut = G. minute
= Sw. Dan. minut, < OF. minute, F. minute, f.,

= Sp. Pg. It. minuto, < LL. minutmn, a small

portion or piece. ML., a small part (of time), a

minute, neut. of minutus, small: see minute^."]

1. H. If. Something very small; an unimportant
particular; a petty detail

;
a trifle; specifically,

a mite or half-farthing.
But whanne a pore widewe was come, sche cast two

mynutis, that is, a ferthing. Wyclff, Mark xii. 42.

Let me hear from thee every minute of news.
B. Jonson, Staple of Kews, i. 2.

Curious of minutes, and punctual in rites and ceremo-
nials, but most negligent and incurious of judgment and
the love of God. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 268.

2. The sixtieth part of any unit. Especially (a)
The sixtieth part of an hour ; loosely, a short space of time.



minute

Euery degree of the bordure contleneth 4 minute* that

Is to Beyn, minute* of an huwru. Chaucer, Astrolabe.

Knr I In- lachesse
of liiilfr a minute <>f an lioure,
Km ttrst In; IM-KJIII lahoure,
He loate all that he had do.

(iimrr. Cinif. Aniaiit., iv.

Nor all the pleasures there

Her ralnd could ever m<>v nu minute'* tny to make.
Ititii/tuit I'ulyulhion, vl. S3.

(6) In geom., the sixtieth part
of a degree of a circle, minuteness (mi-nut' lies), w.

division of units by sixtieths Is the characteristic of the

Babylonian system. I'tolemy, following the Babylonian
astronomers, divides the diameter of the eircle into r_'<i

BTM Mirabilis

readiness for instant service in arms whenever Mionornis (mi-o-nor' ni-O. n. (NL.. < (ir.

summoned. //MI.-I
. less, -t- fipwc, ;i t'inl.j A tri-ntis of snb-

An account It come of the Bottonlans having voted an fossil dinornithic birds of New Xeulniid, of the

army of sixteen thousand men, who are to be called min- family IHnm-iiiHmlu. including t wo species *e|i-

ute-men, a they are to be ready at a minute's warning. arated from the genus llmm-in.-, liv .liilius llaast
WalpoU, Letters (177.,), IV. . (Vane,.)

; , H74 A|> ,, ,,,,,,.
It was the drums of Naseby and Dunbar that gathered miophylly (ini'o-lil-i), . [< Or. /Jtiut; less,
" mtnul'-menju l

'^ung n!y

n
iiooks, 1st ter. p. 238. + tf'w, a leaf! ] Adiiiiiniiticm of the normal

number of leaves in a whorl, due to actual su\t-

pression. It differs from abortion In the
suppressed

organs having never started to grow. Mlophylly occurs

alto In thecalyi, corolla, andraclum, and gymi-clum. Alto

spelled mriajinylli/

th

1. The state or

quality of being minute; extreme smallness;
fineness. 2. Attention to small things; criti-

cal exactness.

lated into Latin us parlr* miiiuttr printer and pallet tiu'nu-

iir MTiinilii; whenee our minutes (primes) and set l.

In modern astronomical works minutes of time are de

minuteria, . llt.,< minuto, minute: see i- miosis (mi-6'sis), H. [NL., < Qr.firiuaif, alessen-

ulfi.] Personal jewelry and metal-work of

small size and delicate finish, especially of

noted' b~y~the initial letter m, and minutes of a degreeor M*M. rmin'ir nchl A wuti-h that
of angular space by an acute accent ('). See dtgree, 8. minUte-WatCH (mm It-WOCO), n. A w

. list inguishes minutes of time, or on which min-
utes are marked.

Same as dial-

Aftre goynge be See and be Londe toward this Contree
of that I nave spoke, and to other Vies and Loudes bezonde
that Contree, I have founden the sterre Antartyk of as Ue- minute-wheel (mm it-hwel), H.

grees of heghte, and mo mynutet. irlterl. K. II. h'nu/lil.
Mandertlle. Travels, p. 181.

rflinute-wMlet (min'it-hwil), n.

(c) In arch., the sixtieth part of the diameter of a column
at tbe base, being a subdivision used for measuring the

minuter parts of an order. See module.

3. A written summary of an agreement or of a

transaction, interview, or proceedings; a note

to preserve the memory of anything : usually in

the plural. Specifically, the minutes are the record of

the proceedings at a meeting of a corporation, board, socie-

ty, church court, or other deliberative body, put in writing

by its secretary or other recording officer.

When I came to my chambers, I writ down these min-
utes. Steele, Spectator, No. 454.

Into all the duties he had to perform he brought what
Is better than "Treasury minute" or rule or precedent
a warm heart, a careful conscience, and a good head.

Westminster Rev., CXXV. 92.

= 8yn. Instant, etc. See mirment.

II. u. 1. Repeated every minute : as, a min-

ute gun. 2. Made in a minute or a very short

[ME. niyimt-

irhili; Hiyutirliile; < minute* + ichile.] A min-
ute's time; a moment.

Ysekelea (Icicles] in eucses, thorw hete of the tonne,
Melteth in a mynut-tclttie to my tt and to watre.

Fieri Plowman (I!), xvIL 228.

A guard of chosen shot I had
That walked about me every minute while.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., I. 4. 54.

minutia (mi-nu'shi-a), .; pi. minutia; (-e). [=
K. niiinitie = Sp.Pg. minttcia = It. minuzia, < ii.

ing, < utuniv, lessen, < firiuv, less, irreg. compar.
of utKpof, small, or o/fj-of, few.] Diminution.
Specifically (a) In rhet.: (1) A figure by which a thing is

represented as less than It really Is, as In belittling an op-

ponent's statement, affecting to scorn an accusation, etc.

(2) Understatement to at to Intentlfy ; especially, expres-
sion by negation of the opposite ; litotes. (6) In pathvl.,
that period of a disease In which the symptoms Ix-gin to

diminish. Also meiotti.

miostemonous (mi-o-stem'o-nus), a. [< Gr.

firiuv, less, + arj/ftuv,' for 'stamen': tiee stamen.]

Having the stamens less in number than the

petals: said of plants. Also meioxtemonou*.

miotaxy (mi'o-tak-si), . [NL., < Or. pciuv,

less, + rdfo, arrangement.] The suppression
of an entire whorl of the members of any organ
in a flower, as the sepals, petals, stamens, or

styles. The andrcecium and gymrclnm are most fre-

quently suppressed, producing male or female flowers ex-

clusively, at the caae may be. Also spelled mrialazy.

miourt, See mi'erl.

of fact: generally in the plural.

I can see the precise and distinguishing marks of na
tore in these nonsen

portant matters of state.

Sterne, .Sentimental Journey, p. 61.

time: as, a minute pudding; minute beer.-Mln-
< ,mi n,vah : ^ r- F minutieuj-

'

ute bell, a bell tolled at intervals of a minute as a sign minutiose (mi-nu slii-os), a. [. t. nnnuttei raust algo ^ expreg8ed in the blazon.

divided between them: as, mi-parti hose, of

which one leg is of a different color from the

other. 2. In her., divided per pale half-way
down the escutcheon, the partition-line being
met at the fesse-point by some other line, which

UW3 D611 a UlMl UtUlU l HI LCI vnia iri n HUIIUIG aa a .-i_u * T s \i i

of mourning--Minute gun, one of a series of discharges = Sp. Pg. mtnucioso = It. iinu:ioso, < ML. as
.

,

of cannon separated by intervals of a minute, in token of

or of distress, as 01

minute2
(min'it), v. t.

; pret. and pp. minuted,

ppr. minuting. [< minute?, n.] To set down in a

short sketch or note
;
make a minute or memo-

randum of; enter in the minutes or record of

transactions of a corporation, etc.

I no sooner heard this critick talk of my works but I min-
uted what he had said, and resolved to enlarge the plan of

my speculations. Spectator.
There stands a city !

if 'minutioaus, < L. minutia, smallness: see mi-

nutia.] Giving or dealing with minutia? or mi-

nute particulars.
More than once I have ventured, in print, ... an ex-

pression like "minutiote Investigations," which seems to

me to be not only unexceptionable, but much needed.
F. Ball, Mod. Eng., p. 168.

minutissimic (min-u-tis'i-mik), a. [< L. mitiH-

tixximiiH, superl. of minuttu, small (see minutfl),
+ -ic.] Extremely small. [Rare.]
Of these minutusimic yet adult forms, more than fif-

teen are Gastropoda. Amer. Nat., XXII. 1014.Perhaps 'tis also requisite to minute
That there's a Castle and a Cobbler in it.

Barham, ingoldsby Legends, I. . minx 1 (rnmgks), n. [Formerly minks, mynie; a

minute-book (min'it-buk), . A book in which
minutes are recorded.

minute-clock (min'it-klok), n. A stop-clock
used in making tests of gas. E. H. Knight.

minute-glass (min'it-glas,), n. A sand-glass
measuring a minute.
minute-hand (min'it-hand), n. The hand that

(mer), n. [Buss, miru, union, concord,

peace, also world, = OBulg. miru, peace, world,
= Serv. Boheni. Pol. mir = Albanian mir =
Lett, mers, peace. ]

A Russian commune; a

community of Russian peasants. The rural popu-
lation of Kussla has been from ancient times organized Into

mlrs or local communities, in which the land is held in com-

mon, the parts of it devoted to cultivation being allotted by
general vote to the several families for varying terms. Re-
distributions and equalization of lots take place from time
to time. Houses and orchards are theoretically the prop-

erty of the mir, but usually remain for a long time under
the same ownership. Meadows and forests are frequently

apportioned, and there is generally a common for grazing.

Every mir In matters of local concern governs ittelf

through its own assemblies and elected officers.

reduced form of miniken, with added - (as also mirabilaryt (mi-rab'i-la-ri), . [Prop, mira-

maicks,foTmaickin,malkin).'] 1. A pert girl; a biliary, q. v.: see mirable.] A relater of won-

liussy: a jade; a baggage.
Mar. Get him to say his prayers, good Sir Toby, get him

Mai. My prayers, minx! Shot., T. N., 111. 4. 133.

indicates the minutes on a clock or watch.

ders.

The use of this work ... Is nothing lets than to give
contentment to the appetite of curious and vain wits, at

the manner of the mirabilarie* is to do.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II.

Why, you little provoking minx!
Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, I. 2. mirabile dictn (mi-rab'i-le dik'tu). [L.: mt-

2. A female puppy. rabile, wonderful ; dirtu, abl. supine of dicere,

minute-jack (mln'lt-Jak), n. A jack of the mlni2t (mingks), . [Also minks; an erroneous say: see mirable and diction.] Wonderful to

clock-house, or a figure which strikes the bell form of mink; due to the pi., or perhaps (as NL. relate.
in a clock: used in the following passage, prob- m inx) to conformation with lynx: see mink.] mirabile visu (mi-rab'i-le vi'su). [L.: mirabile,

ably, in the sense of 'time-server,' 'a person Same as mink. wonderful ; visu, abl. supine of videre, see: see
whose friendship changes with changes of the minx-otter (mingks'ot'er), . The mink,
times or of fortune.'

You fools of fortune, trencher-friends, time's flies,

Cap and knee slaves, vapours, and minute.jacks!
Shak., T. of A., Hi. 6. 107.

minute-jumper (min'it-jura'per), . See junii>-

rision.] Wonderful to see..

miny (mi'ni), a. [< mine'2, n., + -y
1
.] 1. mlrabiliaryt (mir-a-bil'i-a-ri), a. and n. [<LL.'

Abounding with mines. 2. Of the nature of a

mine or excavation in the earth.

The miny caverns, blazing on the day,
Of Abyssinia's cloud-compelling cliffs.

Thornton, Autumn, 1. 799.

See

minutely1 (mi-nut'li), adf. [(minute1 + -fy
2
.] Miocene (mi'o-sen), a. and n. [= F. miocene, <

In a minute manner or degree ;
with great par- Gr. ptiuv, less, + isatvAf, recent.] _I. a. In geol.,

ticularity, closeness, or exactness; closely; ex-

actly; very finely: as, a miitnt<h/ divided sub-

stance ; to observe, describe, or relate anything
tiiiiiitirlii ; iniiiiiti'li/ punctured.
minutely2! (min'it-li), a. [< minute?, n,,

-ly
1
.] Happening every minute.

Now minutely revolts upbraid his faith-breach.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 18.

Throwing themselves absolutely upon God's minutely
providence for the sustaining of them.

Hammond, Works, I. 472.

one of Lyell's subdivisions of the Tertiary.

Tertiary.
H. n. In geol., the Miocene strata.

Also spelled Meiocene.
+ Miocenic (mi-o-sen'ik), a. [< Miocene + -ic.]

Miocene. Also spelled Meiocenic.

M. Oaudry drew attention to a gigantic animal of the

middle of the miocenic period of the Wyoming.
Lancet, So. 3436, p. 46.

Miohippus (mi -6 -hip' us), w. [Also Meiohip-
i., < E. Mio(cene) + Gr. iirirof, horse.]

tHirabiliariuii, a worker of wonders or miracles,

prop. adj.,< L. mirabilis, wonderful: see mira-

blf.] I. a. Having to do with the working or

the relation of wonders.

And wee leane to you the stile of .VinifctVuiry Miracle-

mongers. Pvrchai, Pilgrimage, p. M.

H. n. A book in which wonderful things are

noted ; a treatise on miracles, portent*, prodi-

gies, omens, and the like.

MirabilieSB (mi-rab-i-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Choisy, 1849), < mirabilis + -.] A tribe of

dicotyledonous apetalous plants of the natural

order Xi/etaaincir, the four-o'clock family. The
frnlt Is a utricle, surrounded by the bate of the perianth,
which keeps on growing after flowering ;

the embryo It

much curved, with an elongated radicle. The trilw em-
braces 16 genera, JfiraMIii being the type, and about 112

species, nearly all of which are confined to tbe western

hemisphere.

minutely- (min'it-li), adv. [< iiiiniiti'h/
2

, n.] A genus of fossil perissodactyl ungulates re- Mirabilis (mi-rab'i-lis), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

Every minute; with very little time interven-

ing.
As If It were minutely proclaimed In thunder from hea

ferred to the family Equidee, occurring in the

Miocene strata of North America. These ani-

mals were about the size of sheep.

minute-man (min'it-man), M. A man ready
at a minute's notice: s)>rcilic:illy. during the

American revolutionary period, one of a class

of enrolled militiamen \vho held themselves in

238

Hammond, Works, I. 4"i. mionite, meionite (mi'6-nit), n. [So called
'

from its low pyramids ; < 6r. fieiuv, less, + -ite2.]
A mineral of the scapolite group, occurring on
Monte Somina, Vesuvius, in transparent color-

less tetragonal crystals.

1737), < L. mirabilis, wonderful: see mirable.]

A genus of nyctaginaceous plants, type of the

tribe ifirabiliea". Tbe flowers are surrounded by an
Involucre of united bracts, which remain unchanged after

,

flowering : the elongated perianth is rarely campanulate.

They are handsome branching herbs with opposite leaves,

the lower ones petiolate and the upper sessile, and with

quite large, often fragrant flowers, which are white, scar-

let, or variegated, and arranged In branching cymes. Then



Mirabilis 3782
These miracle-mongers have alarmed the world round

about them to a discernment of their tricks.

South, Works, III. xi.

are 10 or 12 species, natives of the warmer parts of Amer-
ica. M. Jalapa is the common four-o'clock or marvel of
Peru. A few other species are somewhat cultivated. See

mirabiiTtMmi-rab'i-Ut), n. [So named by miracle-play (mir'a-kl-pla), w. See miracle, 4.

Glauber to express his surprise at its artificial Their U8ual name was Plays> miracle-plays or miracles;

production; < L. mirabili*, wonderful (see mir-
>e

.

te mysteries not being employed in England, Yet

able), + -ite'2.] A name given to the hydrous
sulphate of sodium, or Glauber salt, occurring

their character is essentially that of the plays termed mys-
teries in France. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 21.

miriflcent

ent is more or less inclined to the vertical. Looming and
fata Morgana are species of mirage. See these words.
Hence 2. Deceptiveness of appearance; a
delusive seeming; an illusion.

The poetry which had preceded him [Chaucer] ... at
last had well nigh lost itself in chasing the mirarfe of alle-

gory.

springs. It is used as a substitute for soda in
the manufacture of glass.
mirablet (mir'a-bl), a. [= OF. mirable = Sp.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 285.

.

_
v 'ban), n. A fanciful name under

One which nitrobenzol is sold as oil of mirbane or
essence of mirbane.

He was deeply displeased bv the demand for miracles, mire 1
(mir), n. [< ME. mire, myre, < Icel. mmr

and repelled the support which men were ready to give to ]ater nivri Norw mure Sw Dan mm- a
-acle-worker. FartnwWy tfe!).,N.S.,XLIII. 1S4. J~J nun '

~
rarT ,"

y
.

'

.. . . ,. ...
*

. .

'

bog, swamp, = OHG. mios, MHG. G. mies, a

derful.
Not Neoptolemus so mirable,
On whose bright crest Fame with her loud'st Oyes
Cries "This is he !

"
Shak., T. and C., iv. 5. 142.

mirabolanet, inirabolant, " See myrobalan. r j -~~~ y .

miracle (mir'a-kl), n. [< ME. miracle, myracle, miraculous (mi-rak'u-lus), a. [< F. miraculeux
< OF. miracle', F. miracle = Pr. miracle = Sp.

= Sp. milagroso = Pg. milagroso, miraculoso =

of Popish Impostures (1603). (Nares.)

miraculizet (mi-rak'u-liz), v. t. [< L. miractt-

lum, a miracle (see miracle), + -4ze.] To repre-
sent as a miracle; attribute to supernatural
power. Shaftesbury.

le = 8p.
milagro = Pg. milagre = It. miracolo = D. G.
Dan. Sw. mirakel, { L. miraculum, a wonderful

sistence
; deep mud.

He [the parson] sette not hys benefice to hyre,
And leet his sclieep encombred in the myre.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Moms), 1. BOS.

I sink in deep mire, where there is no standing.
Ps. Ixix. 2.

2. Filth Dun In the mire. Seet?ni.
f-'M' rfWVHMf l/Ol/ i J. i^. nt-t/bUUl Vi3V rif't't Ul/H'tt/OI/ -= 1 / - \

-- --- -----

It. miraeoloso, < ML. *miraculosus (in adv. mi- mire1
(mir), <j.;pret. andpr.t mired, ppr. miring.

mculose), wonderful, < L. miraculum, a wonder,

. .

L WW* 1 . To plunge and fix in
. .

,
.

, a woneru n*^t*wo^y, ^ . r 1M ,,,,,,,. N ^, ,,tt , ^^w^M ,,f
,
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work, a miracle, a wonder, < mirari, wonder at,
miracle: see miracle.] 1. Exceedingly sur-

' t or stall m mud
; sink m mud or in a

< mirus, wonderful: see admire.'] 1. A wonder,
or a wonderful thing ; something that excites
admiration or astonishment.

Be not offended, nature's miracle,
Thou art allotted to be ta'en by me.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 64.

He has faults,
Belike, though he be such a miracle.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, i. 1.

I have beheld the Ephesian's miracle
Its columns strew the wilderness.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 153.

How exquisitely minute,
A miracle of design !

Tennyson, Maud, xxiv. 1.

2. An effect in nature not attributable to any
of the recognized operations of nature nor to
the act of man, but indicative of superhuman
power, and serving as a sign or witness thereof

;

a wonderful work, manifesting a power superior
to the ordinary forces of nature.
That Cytee tok Josue, be myracle of God and commande-

ment of the Aungel, and destroyed it and cursed it, and
alle hem that bylled it azen. Mandeville, Travels, p. 8.

Eabbi, we know that thou art a teacher come from God :

for no man can do these miracles that thou doest except
God be with him. John iii. 2.

Miracleshave been wrought to convert idolaters and the

prising or wonderful; extraordinary; incom-
prehensible: as, a miraculous escape.
The invariable mark of wisdom is to see the miraculous

in the common. Emerson, Nature.

2. Of the nature of a miracle
; working mira-

cles
; performed by, involving, or exhibiting a

power beyond the ordinary agency of natural
laws; supernatural.
Behind the high altar they have what they call a mirac-

ulous picture of the virgin Mary, which, they say, was
painted by St. Luke, but it is not to be seen.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 133.

Generation after generation the province of the miracu-
lous has contracted, and the circle of scepticism has ex-

panded. Lecky, nationalism, 1. 104.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 152.

To speak properly, there is not one miracle greater than
another, they being the extraordinary effects of the hand
of God, to which all things are of an equal facility.

Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, i. 17.

A miracle may be accurately defined a transgression of
a law of Nature by a particular volition of the Deity, or by
the interposition of some invisible agent.

Hume, Human Understanding, Of Miracles, x., note.

What are miracles? They are the acts and manifestations
of a Spiritual Power in the universe, superior to the pow-
ers and laws of matter. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 248.

The definition of a miracle as a violation of the laws of
nature is, in reality, an employment of language which, in
the face of the matter, cannot be justified.

Huxley, Hume, p. 129.

3f. A miraculous story ;
a legend.

Whan seyd was al this miracle, every man
As sobre was, that wonder was to se.

Chaucer, Prol. to Sir Thopas, 1. 1.

morass.
Nor do I believe that there Is a single instance of a

skeleton of one of the extinct mammifers having been
found in an upright position, as if it had been mired.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, ii. 351.

2. To soil or daub with slimy mud or foul mat-
ter.

Smirch'd thus, and mired with infamy.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 135.

Harpies miring every dish. Tennyson, Lucretius.

II. intrans. To sink in mud; especially, to
sink so deep as to be unable to move forward;
stick in the mud.

Paint till a horse may mire upon your face.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 147.

2. Preternatural, Superhuman, etc. See supemat- mire2t (mir), n. [< ME. mire, also mowre (not
/!,. T , ;

ln AS.), < Icel. maurr = Sw. myra = Dan. myre' = D. miere,mier = MLG. LG. mire (> G. miere),
an ant; cf. Ir. moirbh, W. mor(-grugyn) = Corn.
murrian (pi.); OBulg. mravija. = Serv. mrav =
Pol. mrowlca = Bohem. mravenec = Euss. mu-
ravei; Qr.uvpu^, uvpfiof, L. formica (?) (> F.
fourmi) ; Pers. mur, Zend maori, ant

;
an an-

cient Indo-Eur. designation of the insect, su-

perseded in E. by the merely Teut. ant.] An
ant. See pismire.

Th mire3t (mir), v. i. [< L. mirari, wonder: see
admire, mirror.] To wonder

; admire.
He myred what course may be warelye taken.

r, behold: femirage, ^rrorTA bel- Mjrecourt lace. See lace

mire-crow (mir kro), n. The sea-crow, laugh-
ing-gull, or pewit-gull. [Local, Eng.]
mire-drum (mir'drum), n. [In earlier form
mire-drumble, q, v.

;
so called from its cry, .and

_. .,.,
from haunting miry places.] A bittern.

When he departed from the Alhambra, she betook her- mire-drumblet (mir'drum'bl), n. [Early mod.
:lf to her mirador, overlooking the vega, whence she E - myredromble,<ME. myre-drombylle, -dromylle,

-drommylle, -drumnyl; < mire^ + drunible.] Same
as mire-drum.

by extraordi-

nary means; by means of a "miracle; super-
naturally.
Except themselues had beene almost miraculously skil-

f ul! in Languages.

The Sickness is miraculously decreased in this City, and
Suburbs. Hoicell, Letters, I. iv. 24.

Some cheats have pretended to cure diseases miracu-
lously. Porteus, Works, II. xiv.

< mirar
vedere or gallery commanding an extensive
view. See cut under belvedere.

Dryden, Conquest of Granada, I. i. 1.

self
. =

watched the army, as it went, inshining order, along trie
road leading to Loxa. Irving, Granada, p. 107.

mirage (mi-razh'), n. [< F. mirage (= Pg. mi-

ragem = It. miragio), < mirer, < ML. mirare,
look at: see mirror.] 1. An optical illusion
due to excessive bending of light-rays in trav-

-
adjacent

'

IHula is a byrde of the quantyte of a crowe sprong wyth
speckes and pytchyth hys bylle in to a myre place and
makyth a grete sowne and noyse, and herby it semyth that
vlula is a myre dromble.

Glanvtt, quoted in Cath. Aug., p. 240.

f-ent densities, whereby distorted, displaced, t^^*^*^ C mm n *"*'
.. i ,, -jji n -,

Afi<_iiv UMUUM.OD] vyuciouv uiai-ui icu. uioLJ
4. In the middle ages, one of a class of spec- or inverted images are produced. The requisite ".''j r C~7 TT '

tacles or dramatic representations exhibiting change in density arises only near the earth's surface, niiriadet, An obsolete form of myriad.
the lives of the saints or other sacred subjects ;

and the hot shining of the sun seems to be an invari- Miridae (mir'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Douglas
a miracle-play, somewhat resembling that still i>i Scott, 1865), < Miris + -idic.] A family ofesembling that
held at Oberammergau in Bavaria. Compare
mystery

2
,
2.

At marketts & myracles we medleth vs nevere.
Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 107.

The theatrical exhibitions in London, in the twelfth cen-
tury, were called Miracles, because they consisted of sa-
cred plays, or representations of the miracles wrought by
the holy confessors. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 227.

To a miracle, wonderfully ; admirably ; beyond concep-
tion : as, he did his part to a miracle.

miraclet (mir'a-kl), v. [ME. miraclen; < mira-
cle, n.] I. intrans. To work wonders or mira-
cles.

This is the 5. beynge of blood deuyn, and miraclis more
than man mai bileue but if he se it.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Eurnivall), p. 11.

II. trans. To make wonderful.
Who this should be,

Doth miracle itself, loved before me.
Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 29.

miracle-monger (mir'a-kl-mung
//

ger), n. A
wonder-worker; an impostor who pretends to
work miracles.

i. Superior Mirage. 2. Inferior Mirage.
*

. ^'"
* "^

able antecedent. The mirage of the desert presents an
appearance of objects reflected in a surface of water

;
in

this case the heated earth rarefies the air in the lower
strata faster than it can escape, and the flatness of the
ground conduces to the maintenance of the resulting ab-
normal distribution of density. Displacement by mirage
is commonly vertical, but is lateral when the density-gradi-

as and
of hete-

ropterous insects of the section Cajisina", contain-

ing Miris and two other genera, and of wide dis-
tribution. The body is linear-elongate with subparal-
lel sides, the head horizontal, clypeus very convex, pro-
notum trapezoidal, femora sometimes tufted beneath, and
antennse of variable length.

miriflct (mi-rif'ik), a. [= F. mirifiqite = Sp. mi-

r(ftco = Pg. It. mirifico, < L. rnirificus, causing
wonder or admiration, extraordinary, < mirus,
wonderful,-!-facere, make.] Wonder-working;
wonderful.
More numerous, wonder-working, and mirific.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 4. (Davies.')

mirificalt (mi-rif i-kal), u. [< mirific + -al.]
Same as mirific.

miriflcent (mi-rif'i-sent), /i. [< LL. as if *mirifi-
cen(t-)n (in deriv. LL. niiriftcentia), < L. mirus,
wonderful, +facere, make. Cf. mirific.] Caus-
ing wonder. [Bare.]
Enchantment Agrippa defines to be nothing but the

conveyance of a certain mmficent power into the thing
enchanted. Dr. H. More, Mystery of Iniquity. I. xviii. | 3.

i(Encyc. Diet.)



miriness

miriness (mir'i-ncH), >i. The state of being
miry, or covered with deep mud.

Miris(mi'ris), . [NL. (Pabriciiis, 1803); etym.
dubious.] The typical genus of Miridte. Be-
tween liO and 30 species are known, mainly
European; 6 are North American, as M. dor-
sdlia.

mirish (mir'ish), <i. [< mirr 1 + -wfti.] Miry.
miriti-palm (mir'i-ti-pam), . Same as ita-

IHI/IH.

mirk, mirkily, etc. See murk*, etc.

mirligoes, w. See merligoeg.
miro (me ro), . [Native name.] A New Zea-
land coniferous tree. I'odocarpus ferruginea,
called lilin-l; /line by the colonists. It yields a
hard brown timber suitable for turnery, cabi-

net-making, and civil architecture.

mirret, . A Middle English form of myrrh.
mirror (mir'or), n. [Early mod. E. also mir-

rour, myrror ; < ME. mirrour, myrrore, myr-
roiire, myroure, mirour, < OF. mireor, mirour,
inirur. V. miroir = Pr. mirador = It. miratore,
iiiinidiirr, a looking-glass (= Sp. mirador, a look-

out, balcony: see mirador), < ML. as if "mira-
tiirinm, < L. mirari, wonder at, ML. mirare (">

It. mirare = Sp. Pg. mirar = F. mirer), look at,
< minis, wonderful: see admire, miracle.] 1.

A polished surface, as of metal, or of glass
backed by a metal or other opaque substance,
used to reflect objects, especially to reflect the
face or person as an aid in making the toilet.
I'ln- mirrors of the ancients were of polished metal, ai
are those of the Japanese and some other Oriental nations.
Glass mirrors, consisting of transparent glass with a back-

ing of metal I" act as the reflecting surface, did not be-
come common until the sixteenth century. Mirrors have
been used for decoration of the person, being sewed to
the material of the dress and serving as larger and more
brilliant spangles; they have also been used in the Inte-

rior decoration of buildings, especially in Persia and the
East Indies. (Compare ardith.) The common method of

preparing glass mirrors is to coat one side of the glass
with an amalgam of tin and mercury (called silecnng),
but mirrors are now often made by depositing pure silver
on the glass.

Now in this mimwr loke jou BOO ;

In joure free wille the choice lijs.
To heuen or helle whither 36 wille goo.

Hymnt to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 78.

In this mirrour she shall see
Her self as much transform'd as me.

Congreve, Semele, 111. 8.

2. Specifically, in optics, a surface of glass or

polished substance that forms images by the
reflection of rays of light ;

a speculum. Optical
mirrors are plane, convex, or concave. A plane mirror
gives a virtual image whose apparent position is on the

opposite side of the mirror from the reflected body and at

an equal distance from it. A concave spherical mirror (sup-
posing that it includes only a small part of a large spheri-

cal surface) reflects

rays parallel to its

axis, as those from
the sun, to a point
I /' In flg. 1) called
the principal Jo-
cut, whose distance
from the mirror is

equal to half the
radius of the sphere

of which the surface of the mirror forms a part. Kays
proceeding from a luminous point upon the axis beyond
the center (L in flg. 2) are reflected to a focus, /, between
the center and F;

two
call-

and these

points are
ed conjugate foci,
since they are in-

terchangeable ; a
luminous body at
/. has a real in-

verted and dimin-
ished image form-
ed at/. If, however, the luminous body be at/, the image
is formed at /., also real and inverted, but magnified. If
the luminous body Is at F, the principal focus, the re-

flected rays are sent out in parallel lines; if nearer the
mirror than F, the rays after reflection are divergent, and
the image is virtual, erect, and magnified. In a concave

parabolic mirror parallel rays are Drought exactly to a
focus at the geometrical focus ; hence this form is suita-

ble for reflectors, as in the headlight of a locomotive.
'I In- images formed by convex mirrors are always virtual

and smaller than the object
3. Figuratively, that in or by which anything
is shown or exemplified; hence, a pattern; an

exemplar.
That hunk [the Koran] seythe also that Jesu was sent

from God allefnyghty for to ben Myrtnir and Ensample
and Tokne to alle men. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 133.

How farest thou, mirror of all martial men?
SAa*.,lHen. VI., I. 4. 74.

4. In arch., a small oval ornament surrounded

by a concave molding; a simple form of car-

touche. 5. In ornith., same as xpi'i'iiliini.

Archimedean mirror, a mirror intended for burning an
enemy's ships or hoardings: proposed or essayed more
than once in the middle wes. in imitation of the mirrors
mentioned by I.ucian as used by Archimedes. Grtw. Mil.

Antlq., II. 167. Axis of a spherical, concave, or con-

Fig. i. C, center ; F. focus.

Fig. >. C, center ; f, focus.
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vex mirror. 8a <uui. Claude Lorraln mirror, a
blackened convex glass designed to show the effect of a

landscape reflected In somewhat exaggerated perspective :

so called from the fanci. "f its effects to the

pictures of Claude Lorrain (Itiuo :!), a landscape-painter
celebrated for his n-u-li i ink' of sunlight and shadow and
llght-rtfecta in general. Also called Claude glaa. Con-
jugate mirrors. fcetm/t/nfc. Cylindrical mirror.
Bee tylindric. Easel-mirror, a small mirror having a

prop or foot fastened to the back of it by a hinge so that, at

pleasure, the mirror may be set up on one edge. Magic
mirror, (a) A mirror In which, in various systems of

fortune-tilling or divination, a person was supposed to see
reflected scenes in his future life, or an answer to some
question. (6) A Japanese mirror of cast-metal, which,
when made to reflect the sun's rays upon a screen at a

proper distance, shows In the reflection bright images
which are counterparts of raised figures or characters on
the back of the mirror. These, like all Japanese mirrors,
are generally circular in form, are about one eighth of an
Inch thick in the thinnest part, and are usually surrounded
on the back by a raised rim. The surface of the mirror Is

generally slightly convex, and coated with an amalgam of

mercury and the metal forming the mirror. The surface
Is locally modified In its curvature by the characters, either

by the shrinkage of the metal in cooling, or by its deforma-
tion In the process of amalgamation or of polishing. Only
a few of the mirrors which apparently answer to the gen-
eral description in respect to their construction possess
the "

magic
"
property In any great degree. Soemmer-

ing's mirror. In microscopy, a plane mirror of polished
steel, smaller than the pupil of the eye, placed beforo the

eyepiece of the microscope to be used like the camera
luclda In making drawings.
mirror (mir'or), v. t. [< mirror, .] To re-

flect in or as in a mirror.

Bending to her open eyes.
Where he was mirror'd small In paradise.

Ktati, Lamia, II.

Fiction . . . more than any other branch of literature
mtrrurt the popular philosophy of the hour.

Contemporary Ret., XLIX. 590.

mirror-black (mir'or-blak), a. An epithet ap-

Elied
to any ceramic ware having a lustrous

lack glaze, especially a rare and highly es-

teemed Japanese stoneware of ancient manu-
facture.

mirror-carp (mir'or-karp), . A variety of the
common cam, Cyprinux earpio, in which the
skin is mostly naked, but has patches of very
large scales on the back and also above the
anal fin, and on the tail and the posterior part of
the lateral line. It is the result of artificial selection
and domestication, and in regarded as a better table-flsh
than the ordinary carp. See cut under earp2.

mirror-galvanometer (mir'or - gal - va - nom'e-
ter), n. A galvanometer with a mirror attach-
ed to the needle which reflects a beam of light

intercepted by a scale of equal parts. The spot
of light on the scale serves as an index Thom-
son's mirror-galvanometer. See galvanometer.

mirror-script (mir'or-skript), . Writing as
seen (reversed) in a mirror. Such writing is

characteristic of a certain form of aphasia.
mirror-stone? (mir'or-ston), . Muscovite: so

called because it
"
represents the image of that

which is set behind it." E. rhilli/ts, 1706.

mirror-writer (mir'or-ri'ter), . One who
writes mirror-script.
Mirror-vrHen, it would appear, if they did not "live

before Agamemnon," lived not very long after him ; for
the first seven letters of that chieftain's name are so writ-

ten In an Inscription In the Louvre (Hall of Phidias, 69).

Proc. Soc. Pinch. Research, in. 41.

mirth (merth), n. [< ME. mirth, mirthe, merthr,

inurth, myrthe, tniirthe, murgthe, < AS. mirigtli,

mirath, mirhth, myrth, pleasure, joy: with ab-
stract formative -th, < mirig, myrig, pleasant:
see Bierr^

1
.] It. Pleasure; joy.

For-thi god of his goodnesse the fyrste gome Adam.
Sette liyni In solace and In souereigne myrthe.

Piers Plmanan (B), xvllL 217.

He schall bryngc tham to blys
That nowe in bale are bonne.

This myrthe we may not mys,
For this same is Goddls sonne.

York Playt, p. 189.

2. A state or feeling of merriment ;
demonstra-

tive gaiety; jollity; hilarity.
So mekill mirth gan with tham mete
Of nobill noyse and sauore swete.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 9.\ p. 76.

Present tiiirth hath present laughter.
Shall., T. N., 1L 8. 49.

Great was the mirth In the kitchen,
Likewise Infill the ha'.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 276).

3. A cause or subject of merriment ; that which
excites gaiety or laughter. [Bare.]

Fayn wolde I don yow mirthe, wiste I how.
And of a mirthe I am right now bythought,
To doon you ese, and it shal coste nought,

Chaucer, Prol. to C. T., 1. 767.

He's all my exercise, my mirtA. my matter.

Shot., W. T., I. 2. 166.
= Syn. Mirth, Cheerfulness.

I have always preferred cheerfulness to mirth. The lat-

ter I consider as an act, the former as a habit, of the mind.

mis-

MirtH Is short and transient ; cheerfulness, fixed and per-
manent. Those sre often raised Into the grratrst trans-

ports of mirth who are subject to the greatest depressions
of melancholy ; on the contrary, rhrrrfulnrit (though H
does not give the mind such an exquisite K I adnrss) pre-
vents us from falling into any depths of sorrow. J/trfA

Is like a flash of lightning, that breaks through a gloom of
elouils. and glitters for a moment ; cheerfulness keeps up
a kind of daylight In the mind, and fills It with a steady
and perpetual serenity. Addi*m, Spectator, No. .SSI.

mirtht (merth), r. [< ME. mil-tin . < mirth, .
)

1. iruns. To please or make merry.
Lorde, som prayer thou kenne vt,

That somewhat myght inirthr is or mende T.
York I'layt, p. 241.

H, iiitran>t. To rejoice, lliilinn II.

mirthful (im'-rth'ful), a. [< mirth + -//.] 1.

Full of mirth or gaiety; characterized by or

accompanied with merriment
; jovial ;

festive.

The Feast was senr'd : the Bowl was crowiTd;
To the King's Pleasure went the mirthful round.

I'rt'if, Solomon, II.

The mirthful is the aspect of ease, freedom, abandon,
and animal spirits. The serious Is constituted by labour.

difficulty, hardship, and the necessities of our position.
which give birth to the severe and constraining Institu-

tions of government, law, morality, education, etc.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 261.

2. Causing or provoking mirth or merriment.

And now what rests, but that we spend the time
With stately triumph*, mirthful comic shows?

Shalr., 3 Hen. VI., v. 7. 44.

Tell mirthful tales In course that fill the room with
laughter. Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, I. 1.

= 8yn. 1. Jovial, etc. (see jolly), gay, gleeful, sportive.
playful.

mirthfully (raerth'ful-i), </r. In a mirthful or

jovial manner: as, the visitors were mirthfully
disposed.
mirthfulness (merth'ful-nes), w. The state of

being mirthful
;
mirth

;
merriment.

A trait which naturally goes along with Inability so to

conceive the future as to be Influenced by the conception
Is a childish mirth/ulnea merriment not sobered by
thought of what is coming.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., I 34.

mirthless (merth'les), a. f<
mirth + -less.]

Without mirth or hilarity; joyless.
Whilst his gamesome cut-tailed cur
With his mirthless master plays.

Drayton, Shepherd's Sirens.

mirthlessness (merth 'les-nes), n. Absence of

mirth.

mirtlet, An obsolete spelling of myrtle.

miry (niir'i),n. [< ME. myry ; < wii'rci + -y
1
.]

Abounding with mire or mud ; of the nature of

mire or mud
;
full of mire : as, a miry road ;

u

miry lane.

Thou should'st have heard in how miry a place, how she
was In-moiled. Shale., T. of the S., iv. 1. 77.

miryachit, . A neurosis observed in Siberia.
characterized by extreme excitability and some-
times exhibitions of terror, with imitation of
word and deed and often obscene speech. It is

similar to or identical with the latah of southern Asia and
the Malay archipelago, and the affection of the Junipers
or jumping Frenchmen of Maine.

mirza (mir'zfi or mer'zft), . [Pers. mirza (>
Hind, mirza, prop. mir:d), prince; said to be
a corruption of amir:adeh, son of a prince, <

amir, prince, ameer (see ameer, umir), + satlrh.

son; cf. mir, a lord, chief, prob. formi>.] A
Persian title. When placed after the name of a person
It designates him as a royal prince ; when before the name
it Is the title for a scholar.

mist, and atlr. A Middle English form of

mis- 1
. [< ME. mis-, mys-, improp. myxfte-, <

AS. mis- = OS. mis- = OFries. mts- = D. mix- =
MLG. mitt- = OHO. mitsa-, mi#si-, MHO. mixtte-.

G. miss-, mix- = Icel. mix- = Sw. miss- = Dan.
mis- = Gotlu wi*sa-, a prefix,

'

wrong,'
'

bad,'_as
in AS. mixdied, a wrong deed, misdeed, mixr&d,
bad advice, misdon, do wrong, misdo, mixlcedan,

mislead, mistScan, misteacn, mixtrritan, mis-

write, etc. ; orig. an independent word,' wrong,'
'erroneous,' 'having missed': see mi**1

.] A
prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, meaning 'wrong,'
'bad,' 'erroneous,' or, taken adverbially, 'wrong-
ly,' 'badly,' 'erroneously,' prefixed to nouns,
as in misdeed, misfortune, misinform, etc., and
verbs, mixdo, miscarry, misguide, mixrule, etc.,

including participles, as mistaking, mixbelierinij,
etc.. mistaken, misspent, etc. It Is different from the

prefix in minclianre, mifchief, miscount, etc., with which it

is more or less confused. (Seentu--.) The prefix mw-1 Is

never accented; the prefix mi>-2 has the accent In some
of the older words, as mitchief, Miscreant, where its force

u a prefix is no longer felt. In the following words
in mu-, the prefix Is uniformly given as mit-1 except
when the word In which It occurs can be traced to an Old
French source. In such forms as mifodjititment, etc., it

is often indifferent whether the formation be regarded u
rnin-i -f adjuttmrnt or as mind/tut -H mmt.



mis-

mis-2 . [< ME. mis-, nujs-, mcs-, < OF. mcs-, F.

me-, mes-, Pr. mes-, metis- = Sp. Pg. tnenos- = It.

nth-, < L. minim, less; used in Rom. as a depre-
ciatory prefix: see minus.'] A prefix of Latin ori-

gin, meaning literally 'minus,' 'less,' and hence
used in Romance, etc., as a depreciative or

negative prefix, as in misadventure, mischance,

mixrliief, inixfonnt. nii.tciTinil, misnomer, etc.
It is mostly merged with mis-i, from which in most cases
it can be distinguished only by the etymology of the word.

misacceptation (mis-ak-sep-ta'shon), . [<
mis-1 + acceptation."] The act of taking or un-

derstanding in a wrong sense; a false accep-
tation.

misacceptiont (mis-ak-sep'shon), n. [< mis-1 +
acception.] Misacceptation.
The apostle, . . . contemning all impotent mtsocceptions,

calls them what he finds them, a froward generation.
Bp. Hall, Sermon to the Lords, Feb. 18, 1034.

misaccountt (mis-a-kounf), r. t. [< ME. mis-

acounten, misaccompten, < OF. *
mesacompter ,

count wrongly, < mes- + acompter, account :

see mis-% and account.] To miscalculate
;
mis-

reckon.

He thoghte he mysacounted hadde his day.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1185.

misachievement(mis-a-chev'ment), n. [<IJ*-1
+ achievement."] Wrong-doing; an achievement
that is not desirable or commendable. Davies.

Let them sink into obscurity that hope to swim in credit

by such mis-achievements.

Fuller, Worthies, Cornwall, I. 30.

misact (mis-akt'), . t. [< mis-1 + act.] To
act or perform badly.
The player that misacts an inferior and unnoted part

carries it away without censure.
lien. T. Adams, Works, I. 391. (Davies.)

misadjust (mis-a-jusf), r. t. [< mis-1 + adjust.]
To adjust badly; put out of adjustment. Jer.

Taylor.

misadjustment (mis-a-just'ment), n. [< mis- 1

+ adjustment.] The state or condition of being
badly adjusted; disagreement; lack ofharmony.
The misadjust'tnent of nature to our physical being.

Mark Hopkins, Discussions for Young Men, p. 228.

misadmeasurement (mis-ad-mezh'ur-ment), .

[< mi's-1 + admeasurement.] A faulty estimate
or measurement.
The liability of the understanding to underrate or to over-

value the importance of nn object through mere misad-
mtasurement of its propinquity. E. A. Foe, Sphinx.

misadventure (mis-ad-ven'tur), n. [< ME.
misaventure, mesarenture, messauenture, contr.

misaunter, mysaunter, < OF. mesaventure, F.
mesaventure, < mes- + aventure, adventure: see
mis-2 and adventure.] An unfortunate adven-
ture or hap; a mischance; ill luck.

Certes, it were to vs grete harme yef this deuell lyve
longe, what mymuenture hath he be suffred so longe.

Merlin (E. E. T. .), iii. 580.

Your looks are pale and wild, and do import
Some miwidventure. Shak., R. andj., v. 1. 29.

Homicide by misadventure. Bee homicide?.

misadventuredt (mis-ad-ven'turd), a. [< w-
adrenture + -erf2.] Unfortunate.

A pair of star-cross'd lovers take their life ;

Whose misadventured piteous overthrows
Do with their death bury their parents' strife.

Shak., R. and J., Prol., ]. 7.

misadventurous (mis-ad-ven'tur-us), a. [Cf.
OF. mesaventtirettx ; as misadventure + -ous.]
Characterized by misadventure

; unfortunate.
The tidings of our misadventurous synod.

Sir H. Taylor, Edwin the Fair, iv. 1. (Davits.)

misadvertence (mis-ad-ver'tens), n. [< mis-1

+ advertence.] Want of proper care, heed, or
attention; inadvertence.

Once by misadvertence Merlin sat
In his own chair [the Siege Perilous].

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

misadvice (mis-ad-vis'), n. [< mis-1 + advice.]
Bad advice ; injudicious counsel. Ash.
misadvise (mis-ad-viz'), v. t. pret. and pp.
misadvised, ppr. misadvising. [< ME. misadrixm,
misavisen; < mis-1 + advise.] 1. To give bad
advice to.

II it be whan they hem misavise.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wile of Bath's Tale.

2. To misinform; deceive; cause or lead to
act under a misapprehension.
Pardon my passion, I was misadvised.

B. Jonson, Mngnetick Lady, iv. 2.

Here also happened another pageant in a certain monk
(if I be not misadvised) of Gloucester College.

Foxe (Arber's Eng. Gainer, I. 108).

misadvisedly (mis-ad-vi'zed-li), adv. Under a
misapprehension ; inconsiderately.
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misadvisedness (mis-ad-vi'zed-nes), n. The
state of being misadvised or under a misappre-
hension; the state of being mistaken.

I mulvisedness coupled with heedlessness, and tnisad-
visedness coupled with rashness, correspond to the culpa
sine dolo.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, ix. 17.

misaffectt (mis-a-fekf), v. t. [< mis-1 + affect
1
.]

To dislike.

That peace which you have hitherto so perversely mis-

affected. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

misaffectedt (mis-a-fek'ted), a. [< mis-1 +
affected.] Ill-affected; ill-disposed.
These men are farther yet misa/ected, and in a higher

strain. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 575.

misaffectiont (mis-a-fek'shon), H. [< mis-1 +
affection.] A wrong affection.

Earthly and grosse with misafections, . . . it ushers the
flesh of sinful courses. Bp. Hatt, Character of Man.

inisamnn (mis-a-ferm'), r. t. [< mis- 1 +
affirm.] To affirm incorrectly or wrongly.
The truth of what they themselves know to be here

misafmn'd. Milton, Eikonoklastes, Pref.

misaimed (mis-amd'), a. [< mis-1 + aimed.]
Not rightly aimed or directed. Spenser.
misallegationt (mis-al-e-ga'shon), n. [< mis- 1

+ allegation.] An incorrect or false state-
ment or assertion. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed.

1835), II. 361.

misallege (mis-a-lej'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-

alleged, ppr. misalleging. [< mis-1 + allege
1
.]

To allege erroneously; cite falsely as a proof
or argument.
Now-a-days they are only used to exclude and drive forth

episcopacy ;
but then they misallege antiquity.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 248.

misalliance (mis-a-H'ans), . [< F. misalli-

ance, < mes- + alliance,''alliance: see mis-'2 and
alliance. ] An improper alliance or association

;

specifically, a marriage relation considered as

degrading to one of the parties, owing to the
inferior birth or standing of the other: in the
latter sense often used in the French form,
mesalliance.

Their purpose was to ally two things in nature incom-
patible, the Gothic and the classic unity ; the effect of
which misalliance was to discover and expose the naked-
ness of the Gothic. Dp. Kurd, Chivalry and Romance, viii.

misallied (mis-a-lid'), a. [< mis-1 + allied.]

Improperly allied or connected; affected by a
misalliance.

A misallied and disparaged branch of the house of Nim-
rod. Burke, Letter to a Noble Lord.

misallotment (mis-a-lot'ment), H. [< mis- 1 +
allotment.] A wrong allotment,
misaltert (mis-al'ter), v. t. [< mis-1 + alter.]
To alter wrongly or for the worse.
These are all ... which have so mis-altered the leitur-

gy that it can no more be known to be itself.

Bp. Hall, Ans. to Apol. for Smectymnuus, I 2.

misanswert (mis-an'ser), n. [< mis-1 + an-

swer.] Misuse; failure.

After the misanswer of the one talent.

Bp. Hall, Vayle of Moses.

misanthrope (mis'an-throp), n. [= F. misan-

thrope = Sp. misaniropo = Pg. misantliropo =
It. misantropo, < Gr. fuaavOpuKof, hating man-
kind, < fuaeiv, hate (< [uaoc,, hatred), + avOpuxoc,
a man: see anthropic. Cf. philanthrope.] A
hater of mankind; one who harbors dislike or
distrust of human character or motives in gen-
eral.

Alas ! poor dean ! his only scope
Was to be held a misanthrope.

Swift, Death of Dr. Swift.

misanthropic (mis-an-throp'ik), a. [= F. mis-

anthropiqtte = Sp. misantropico = Pg. misan-
thropico = It. misantropico; as misanthrope +
-ic.] Haying the character of a misanthrope;
characteristic of a misanthrope or of misan-
thropy. =Syn. Cynical, Misanthropic, Pessimistic. Clini-
cal expresses a perverse disposition to put an unfavorable
interpretation upon conduct, or to exercise austerity under
profession of a belief in the worthlessness of any offered
form of enjoyment. Misanthropic expresses a hatred of
mankind as a race. Pessimistic is primarily and generally a

philosophical epithet, applying to those who hold that the
tendency of things is only or on the whole toward evil.

Byron's Childe Harold is
" a jaded and misanthropic volup-

tuary "; such a person is apt to take Acynical view of others,
in their motives, their virtues, their happiness, etc. It
is disputed whether Swift's " Gulliver's Travels "is really
misanthropic or only cynical.

misanthropical (mis-an-throp'i-kal),n. [< (*-

ii/itlimpic + -al.] Same as misanthropic.
misanthropically (mis-an-throp'i-kal-i), adr.
In a misanthropic manner.

misanthropist (mis-an'thro-pist), n. [As mis-

aitthrope + -ist.] Same as'misanthrope.

misarray

misanthropize (mis-an'tbro-piz), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. tisantltro)>ized, ppr. misanthrojii^iiif/.

[As misanthrope + -i^e.] To render misan-
thropic. [Rare.]
misanthropOSt, " [< Gr. iunav6pum^ : see mis-

(inllirope.] A misanthrope ; a man-hater.
I am Misanthropos, and hate mankind.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 53.

misanthropy (inis-an'thro-pi), n. [= F. misan-
tliropie = Sp. mixantropia = Pg. misanthropic
= It. misantropia, < Gr. /MaavdpaKia, hatred of

men, < ftiadvOpuTrof, hating man: see misan-

thrope.] Hatred or dislike of mankind; the
habit of distrusting or of taking the worst pos-
sible view of human character or motives.

But let not knaves misanthropy create,
Nor feed the gall of universal hate.

Lanyhorne, Enlargement of the Mind, i.

Misanthropy is only philanthropy turned sour.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 228.

misapplication (mis-ap-li-ka'shon), .. [< mis-1

+ application.] A wrong or false application
or purpose.
He brings me informations, pick'd out of broken words

in men's common talk, which, with his malicious misap-
plication, he hopes will seem dangerous.

Beau, and Fl., Woman -Hater, i. 3.

misapply (mis-a-pli'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. misap-

plied, ppr. misapplying. [< mis-1 + appli/.]
To make an erroneous application of

; apply or

dispose of wrongly: as, to misapply a name or

title; to misapply one's talents or exertions;
to misapply public money.

Virtue itself turns vice, being misapplied.
Shak., R. and J., ii. 3. 21.

misappreciate (mis-a-pre'shi-at), r. t. ; pret.
and pp. misappreciaied, ppr. misappreciating.
[< mis-1 + appreciate.] To fail in rightly ap-
preciating; undervalue.

misappreciation (mis-a-pre-shi-a'shon), . [<
mis-1 + appreciation.] The act or fact of mis-

appreciating.
There is still a sufficiency of survivors to check any grave

misappreciation of facts. Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 161.

misappreciatiye (mis-a-pre'shi-a-tiv), a. [<
mis-1+ appreciative.] Not appreciating rightly ;

not showing due appreciation.
A man may look on an heroic age . . . with the eyes of

a valet, as misappreciatioe, certainly, though not so igno-
ble. Lowell, Among my Books.

misapprehend (mis-ap-re-hend'),- t. [< mis- 1

+ apprehend.] To apprehend incorrectly or

wrongly; misunderstand; take in a wrong
sense.

misapprehension (mis-ap-re-hen'shon), n. [<
mis-1 -t- apprehension.] A mistaking or mistake;
wrong apprehension of one's meaning or of a
fact.

Patient sinners may want peace through mistakes and
misapprehensions of God. Stillingjleet, Works, III. iii.

Well, sir, I see our misapprehension has been mutual.

Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 2.

= Syn. Misconception, misunderstanding.

misapprehensively (mis-ap-re-hen'siv-li), adv.

By misapprehension or mistake.

misappropriate (mis-a-pro'pri-at), v. t.; pret.
and pp. misappropriated, ppr. misappropriating.
[< mis-1 + appropriate.] To appropriate wrong-
ly; put to a wrong use: as, to misappropriate
funds intrusted to one.

misappropriation (mis-a-pro-pri-a'shon), n.

[< mis-1 T appropriation.] 1. Wrong appro-
priation ; application to a wrong use : as, mis-

appropriation of money.
He made a strict inquisition into the funds of the mili-

tary orders, in which there had been much waste and mis
appropriation. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

2. Appropriation with misapplication: as, the

misappropriation of a term.

Linnteus applied this and other similar terms to the

pupa, and not to the metamorphosis, the confusion origi-

nating in their misappropriation by Fabricius. Westwood.

niisarrange (mis-a-ranj'), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

MJMtVMMwt ppr. misarranging. [< mis-1 + ar-

range.] To arrange wrongly; place improperly
or in a wrong order.

misarrangement(mis-a-ranj'ment), . [< mix- 1

+ arrangement.] Wrong or disorderly arrange-
ment.

Here glitt'ring turrets rise, upbearing high
(Fantastic mi#arrangements!) on the roof

Large growth of what may seem the sparkling trees

And shrubs of fairy land. Cowper, Task, v. 111.

misarray (mis-a-ra'), n. [< mi"- 1 + array.]
Want of proper array or ordering; confusion;
disorder.

Tli"M uproar wild and mfcarrai/
Marred the fair form of festal day.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 27.
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misascribe dnis-jis-krib'), t.f, pr.'t. and pp. misbehaved (mis-bf-huvd'), //. a. Utility of
mix/iscnhiil, ppr. mitiiixiribiiiii. [< >ni-l + a.i- ill bi-havior; ill-bred ; rude.
crib, .

]
To asc-ribe falsely ,ir erroneously. Like a rni^Aotwd and sullen wench,

That may be misttscribed to art which is the bare produc- Thou pout'st upon thy fortune and thy love,
tionof mitiir.-. BoyU. .S'Ao*., R. and J., ill. 3. 143.

misassay (,inis-a-sa'), v. t. [< mi*-i + assay.] misbehavior, misbehaviour (mis-i>f.-imv'yor>,
To attempt iinsiie.Tssl'ully. n. [< MK. MMByftocyvr; < mis- 1 + behaiiin.

|

Hast thou any sheep.cure n<Matd ? Improper, rude, or uncivil behavior; mis. -mi-
ll Bmtene, Willie and Old Weruock. duct,

misassign (mi.s-a-siu'), <;. t. [< mix-l + assign.]
To assign erroneously.
We have not misassigned the cause of this phenomenon.

Buyle.

misattendt (mis-a-tend'), v. t. [< ii-l + at-

tend.] To disregard.

miscarry
For thy* skyle hyt may he seyde,
llandlyng x\nii> Im >> n- mysltreyde.

MS. Uari. ITul, f. i. (UallimU.)

miscalculate (mi*-kal'ku-lat), r. t.; pn-t. and
pp. mixralrulatril, ppr. miscalculating. [<+

mlniliite.~)
To calculate erroneously; make

a wrong estimate of.

After all the care I have taken, there may be, In men a
multitude of passages, several misquoted . . . and mis-
calculated. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

miscalculation (mis-kal-ku-la'shon), n. [<
it*-l + calculation.] Erroneous calculation or

estimate.

Middle English contracted

A Middle English form of

They schall stond an
reforme and redrese an-

all such tnysbyhauyors and fauttes as hane be, or be nowe,
or schalbe. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 820.

The cause of this misbehaviour and unworthy deport- miscall (mis-kal'), r. t. [< mix-l +
call.] 1. To

meat was their not understanding the designs of mercy. call by a wrong name ; name improperly.
rk*- U '

Punish that unhappy crime of nature
Which you miscall my beauty.

B. Jonson, Volpone, 111 6.

The all-powerful and never tiring waves of that great
tea miscalled the Pacific.

misaventuret, n. A Middle English form of -Swfc;
X<ST+6% L

i. E^neou^
,

Dara<a
'
V "" B^"' L m'

misadrenturc.
l ipf . falge Opinion

.

especially, belief in false ?
To K>ve an unworthy name or character to;

misaver (mit-f-ver ), r. t.
; pret. and pp. mis-

religious doctrines berate; revue.

ttBUZS^SSK^ii &^$SG^ttS5K&& BStttt*rtt*ClfcA
misaviset, v.t. A Middle English form of mis- Piers Plowman (C), ivlii. 181. Those messengers ... did miscall, and abuse with enll

'"/"-' Misbelief Is generally a more hopeful foundation for the
word ' both our <>* "d "*

misbeart (mis-bar'), r. [ME. misberen; < TOW-' Evangelist to build upon than simple unbelief.

+ 6.ri.] To misbehave; bear one's self wrong- .

*.-*". <*>* studiea. P. 429.
w ****gfiBff no

" ' 1<>rd '' C"">

ly ; misconduct one's self. * fl
Jfaatrfay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Of youre negligence and unkonnynge ye have myskorn Ye shut ban no misbileve Mr. Fountain ascribed it to the sombre Influence of Mrs.
yow and trespassed unto me. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus. Ne wrong conceit of me In your absence. Bazalgette, and miscalled her till Jane's hair stood on endi

misbecome (mis-be-kum'), V. t.; pret. misbe-
Chaucer, Canon a Yeoman's Tale, L 202. C. Reade, Love me Little, vilL

came, pp. misbecome, ppr. mishrcoiniiiq [< mis-l misbelieve (mis-be-lev ), v. i.; pret. and pp. =Syn. 1. To misname; mlsterm.

+ become.] To fail to become or beseem; suit misbelieved,??*, misbelieving. [<mis-l + beliere.] miscapet, v. t. \FoT*misscape,< wiw-1 + scape*.]

ill; be unfitting. V? believe erroneously. Spenser, F. Q., IV. To escape (one) wrongly.

Have iiiiVic.Min'r/ our oaths and gravities
X" ^"' Many deed*, words, and thougbtes miscaped me In my

ShaJc.,L. L. L.,'v. 2. 778. misbelievedt (mis-be-levd'), a. [< ME. misbi- lTfe- Bp. Fisher, Sermons, I. 359. (Danes.)

Why do you turn away, and weep so fast,
leved; < misbelief + -e<T*.] Misbelieving; be- miscarriage (mis-kai-'aj), . [< -! + car-

, ,

And utter things that misbecome your looks ?

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, ill. 1.

misbecoming1
(mis-be-kum'ing), n. [Verbal n.

of misbecome, v.] An improper act; indeco-
rous conduct. [Rare.]

She saw, and she forgot, . . .

Remembered not the opulent, great Queen,
Whom riotous misbecomi/iys so became.

B. H. Stoddard, (iuust* of the State.

misbecoming'2 (mis-be-kum'ing), p. a.

coming; unseemly; improper; indecorous.
Stir the constant mood of her calm thoughts,
And put them into misbecoming plight.

MUton, Comus, L 372.

misbecomingly (mis-be-kum'ing-li), adv. In a

misbecoming manner.
Those darker humours that

Stick mitbecominyly on others.
Fletcher (and aiuiiher), Two Soble Kinsmen, I. 2.

lieviug amiss.
O tbow wikked serpent Jalousie.
Thow mysbilcted and envyous folye.

Chaucer, Troilus, UL 888.

misbeliever (mis-be-le'ver), n. One who holds
false beliefs; especially, one who holds false

religious opinions.
You call me [Shylock] misbeliever, cut-throat dog.

Shalr., M. of V., L 3. 112.

Unbe-
misbelieving (mis-be-le'ving). p. a. [< ME.
misbclevunge; ppr. of misbeliei-e.] Believing er-

roneously; holding a false doctrine; especially,
believing a false religion.

The londe that was so plenter.ouse and rlche er the mys-
belevynge peple were entred. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), U. 191.

Go, go, into old Titus' sorrowful house,
And hither hale that misbelieving Moor.

.S7i*-., Tit. And., v. 3. 143.

misbecomlngness (mis-be-kum'ing-nesj, .

misbeseem (mis-be-sem'), v. t. [< mw-i -I- be-
^T, n . . . ^ . e<>*>,>, I T<- omf ill * miahAAtfMBA

The state or quality of being misbecoming; un-
suitableness.

misbedet, c. t. [ME., < AS. misbeodan (= Icel.

misbjodhii), offend, ill-use, < mis- + beodan,
offer: see mis- 1 and bid.] To injure; wrong;
insult.

Who hath yow misboden or offended?

To suit ill
;
misbecome.

Too much misbeseeming a generous nature.

Raleigh, Hist World, UI. 111. % i.

Go sell those mixbrseeminfl clothes thou wear'st,
And feed thyself with them.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. 2.

misbestow (mis-be-sto'), r. t. [< mis-i + be-

riage.] 1 . A goine wrong ;
failure of a purposed

result; untoward event; mischance: as, the
criminal escaped by miscarriage of justice.
These and the like mitcarriayet In point of correspon-

dency were conceived to arise from . . . two errors in their
government. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. S44.

They marvelled . . . [the ship] was not arrived, fearing
some

miscarriage.
A. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 98.

Your cures . . . aloud you tell,
But wisely your miscarriages conceal.

Garth, Dispensary, v.

2. A wrong or perverse course, as of conduct;
improper action or behavior; misdemeanor.
By and by he fell upon a serious reprimand of the faults

and miscarriages of some Princes and Governor*.
Ecelyn, Diary, March 22, 1675.

Besides his miscarriage here in New-England, he was
suspected of having murdered a man that had ventured
monies with him when he first came into New-England.

N. Morion, New England's Memorial, p. 140.

The dividing of the fleete, however, Is, I hear, voted a
tnixcnrriane, and the not building a fortification at Sheer-
nesse. Pepys, Diary, Feb. 17, Wfls.

3. In pathol., the act of miscarrying (see mis-

carry, r. t., 3); properly, untimely delivery be-
fore the twenty-eignth week of gestation. See
abortion, 1.

Whan Lowys herd that same, that Robert was so dede,
Ageyn right and lawe, tille Henry he mixbedr.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 104.

misbefallt (inis-be-fal'), >. . [ME. misbefallen;
< mitt- 1 + befall.]

'

To be unfortunate
;
turn out

badly.
For elles but a man do so
Him male ful ofte miibefaU.

Gainer, Conf. Amant., L

misbegett (mis-be-gef), r. t. [ME.; < mi-i

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 51. stow.] To bestow improperly; err in bestow- miscarriageable (mis-kar'aj-a-bl), a. K m'ut-

Why should we be more miscarriaflcable by such possi-
bilities or hopes than others? Bp. Hall, A Short Answer.

KTWSiM,-STUBS; -j-srs-fssy&t. L

misbegot, misbegotten (mis-be-gof, -got'n),
/>. a. [< ;*-! + begot, begotten.] Unlawfully
or irregularly begotten : used also as a general

'; of opprob
Throe misbegotten knaves in Kemlal green came at mv > i j, x- ,

back and let drive at me. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., U. 4. Md misbodent. Past participle of misbede.

The only thing that had saved the misbeaotten republic DUSbornt (mis-b6rn'), n. [< ME. mittboren,nly thing that had saved the misbegotten republic
as yet was Its margin, its geographical vastness ; but that
was now discounted and exhausted.

H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 107.

misbehave (mis-bo-haV), .; pret. and pp. mis-

behaccd, ppr. niMteharinii. [< mis-1 + behave.]
I. intrant. To behave ill; conduct one's self

improperly or indecorously.
Sensible that they had misbehaved in giving us that dis-

turbance. Franlrlin, Autobiog., p. 192.

II. traiix. To conduct (one's self) ill: with the misbornet, p. a. [ME., pp. of mishear.] 111-

ri'tli>xive pronouns: as, he misbehaveil himself.
If anie one doo offende or mi>

be corrected anil piuii^lieil.
J. Mi.,* ;. -.iijiplemciit of the Irish Chronicles, ai

lng- carriage + -able.] Liable to miscarry. [Rare.]
Alas that the Spirit of God should blow as an uncertalne

wind, should so mistake his inspiring, to misbestow his

gulfU promis'd only to the elect !

Milton, Apol. for Smectymnuus. miscarry (mis-kar i), v.; pret. and pp. miscar-

Remember (dear) how loath and slow r"'rf PPr - miscarrying. [< ME. miscarien; < mis-1
I was to cast a look or smile, + carry.] I. inlrans. 1. To fail of reaching

0r
J?!i

e 'OTe
:
lln

,
e to mis bestow the intended destination ; go astro v ; be lost or

Till thou hadst chang d both face and stile. parried ftstrav in transit
Carew. To the Jealous Mistress.

The cardinal's letter to the pope miscarried,
And came to the eye o' the king.

Shot., lien. VIII., 111. 2.30.

Two Ill-looking Ones, that I thought did plot how to
make me miscarry In my journey.

Kunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 256.

2. To go wrong; fail in object or purpose ; come
to naught; come to grief.

For what mincarries
Shall be the general's fault, though he perform
To th' utmost of a man. Shot. . Cor., L 1. 270.

Notwithstanding the desperate haxards ran by the
whale-catehers in their thin whale boats, . . . ft has been
rarely known that any of them have miscarried.

C. Mather. Mag. Chris., 1. 3.

Juries are proverbially uncertain, and justice must some-
time* miscarry. Tile Nation, XLVIH. 386.

stoical.] The act of bestowing improperly or

inappropriately.
misbirth (mis -berth'), n. [< mis- 1 + birth.

( 'f. misbreyde.] An abortion.

Thou blasphemous, scandalous Misbirth of nature.

Carlyle, Letters and Speeches of Cromwell, ni. 178.

bore, < AS. misboren, misborn, misshapen, de-

generate, < mis- + boren, bom: see mis-1 and
born.] Born to evil.

A pouer cbilde. and in the name
Of thllke, whiche is so misbon,
Wetoke. Oower, Conf. Amant., a

Ah! mwfcorwElfe.
In evHl houre thy foes thee hither sent.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vl. 42.

3. To suffer untimely delivery; bring forth

young prematurely ; give birth to a fetus which
is not viable.

Prithee tell me. how many Women with Child have mis-
carried at the Sight of thee?

Umssife. he isi to misbreydet, . [ME., tar'niigbyrde, < AS. mix- & Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 211.

bi/rtl. misbirth. mMyrdo, imperfect nature, < 4f. To be brought forth before the natural time,
onicles, an. 1568. mix- + i/ibi/rd, birth: gee birth 1

.] Evil birth, as a child.



miscarry
An the child I now go with do miscarry, thou wert bet-

ter thou hadst struck thy mother.
Shale., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4. 10.

II.t trans. To mismanage ; bring to misfor-
tune or failure. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.),
1. 1237.

miscast (mis-kasf), . * and i.; pret. and pp.
miscast, ppr. miscasting. [< mis-1 + casfi.} I.

To cast or reckon erroneously.
The number is somewhat miscast by Polybiua.

Raleigh, Hist. World, V. ii. 8.

You haue mis-cast in your Arithmetick,
Mis-laid your Counters.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

2. To cast or direct erroneously or improperly :

as, to miscast a glance.
It so befelle

That I at thilke tyme sie

On me that she mwcaate hir eie.

Qirwer, Conf. Aiuant., iii.

miscast (mis-kasf), . [< miscast, v."] An er-

roneous cast or reckoning,
miscasualty (mis-kaz'u-al-ti), n.

; pi. miscasu-
alties (-tiz). [< mis-1 + casualty.} An unfor-
tunate occurrence

;
a mischance.

Miscarriages of children, miscasualties. unquietnesse.
Bp. Hall, Character of Man.

miscatholic (mis-kath'o-lik), a. [< mis-
1 + cath-

olic. ] Falsely styled or claiming to be Catholic
;

pseudo-Catholic.
Judge then, reader, whether the catholike bishope that

wrote this, or the miscatholike masse-priest that reproves
it, be more worthy of Bedleem.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, iii. 3.

miscegenation (mis"e-je-na'shpn), n. [Irreg. <

L. miscere, mix, + genus, race, -T- -ation.} Mix-
ture or amalgamation of races: applied espe-
cially to sexual union between individuals of
the black and white races.

Individuals sometimes show a desperate desire for mis-
cegenation, but they indulge it always at the expense of a
loss of the respect of both races. If. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 83.

miscellanarian (mis*e-la-na'ri-an), . and n.

[< miscellany + -arian.} 1. a. Of or pertaining
to miscellanies, in either sense

; connected with
or engaged in miscellaneous matters.
The celebrated wits of the miscellanarian race, and essay

writers, casual discourse, reflection coiners, meditation
founders, and others of the irregular kind of writers.

Shaftesbury, Misc. Reflec., ii. 3.

II. . A writer of miscellanies.

miscellanet (mis'e-lan), n. [< L. miscellaneus,
mixed: see miscellaneous. Cf . maslitft, ult. < L.
miscere, mix.] Same as maslinP.
miscellanea (mis-e-la'ne-ii), n. pi. [L., neut.

pi. of miscellaneus, mixed: see miscellaneous.}
A collection of miscellaneous matters of any
kind; specifically, a collection of miscellaneous

literary compositions; miscellanies.
miscellaneous (mis-e-la'ne-us), a. [= F. mis-
cellanee (see miscellany) = Pg. It. miscellanea, <

L. miscellaneus, < miscellus, mixed, < miscere,
mix : see mix1

.} 1. Consisting of a mixture
;
di-

versified
; promiscuous : as, miscellaneous read-

ing; a miscellaneous rabble.

My second boy, . . . whom I designed for business, re-
ceived a sort of miscellaneous education at home.

Goldsmith, Vicar, i.

My sitting-room is an old wainscoted chamber, with
small panels, and set off with a miscellaneous array of fur-
niture. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 300.

2. Producing things of various sorts : as, a mis-
cellaneous inventor.
Claudius .Kliuiius flourished in the reign of Trajan, unto

whom he dedicated his Tin-ticks
;
an elegant and miscella-

neous author. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., i. 8.

= Syn. 1. See promiscuous.

miscellaneously (mis-e-la'ne-us-li), adr. In a
miscellaneous or mixed manner; with variety
or diversity ; promiscuously.

miscellaneousness(mis-e-la'ne-us-nes), n. The
quality or state of beingmiscellaneous ormixed;
diversified composition.
The . . . miscellaneousness of Borne, which made the

mind flexible with constant comparison, and saved you
from seeing the world's ages as a set of box-like partitions
without vital connection. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxri.

miscellanist (mis'e-la-nist), n. [< miscellany +
-ist.} A writer of miscellanies.

miscellany (mis'e-la-ni), a. and n. [I. a.: see
miscellaneous. II. n. = F. miscellanies, pi., =
Sp. misceldnea = Pg. It. miscellanea, < L. mis-

cellanea, a writing on various subjects, a mix-
ture of different sorts of broken meats, neut.

?1.

of miscellaneus, mixed: see miscellaneous.}
. a. Miscellaneous; diversified Miscellany
madam*, a woman who went about selling laces, per-
fumery, etc., and took part in carrying on intrigues.
As a waiting-woman, I would taste my lady's delights to

her; as a miscellany madam, invent new tires, and go visit
courtiers. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.
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II. ii. ; pi. miscellanies (-niz). 1. A mixture
of various kinds ; a combination of diverse ob-

jects, parts, or elements.

'Tis but a bundle or miscellany of sin.

Hewyt, Sermon (1658), p. 4. (Latham.)
Not like the piebald miscellany, man,
Bursts of great heart and slips in sensual mire,
But whole and one. Tennyson, Princess, v.

mischievous

Hee arriues not at the mischiefe of being wise, nor en-
dures euils to come by foreseeing them.

Bp. Ea.rU, Micro cosmographie, A Childe.

The mischief was these allies would never allow that
the common enemy was subdued. Swift.

2. The act, state, course, or disposition of

causing annoyance, trouble, or harm; vexa-
tious or injurious operation or tendency; the

2. A diversified literary collection ; a book or working of damage or disaster: as, the clouds

periodical publication containing compositions
bode mischief; what mischief is he up to now?

on various subjects.

Every old woman in the nation now reads daily a vast

miscellany in one volume royal octavo.
De Quincey, Style, i.

= Syn. 1. See mixture.

miscellinet, a. [< L. miscellus, mixed, + -inel.}
Mixed

; incongruous.
The present trade of the stage, in all their misceUine in-

terludes, what learned or liberal soul doth not already ab-
hor? B. Jomon, Volpone, Ded.

miscensure (mis-sen'shor), v. t.; pret. and pp.
misceiisured, ppr. miscensuring. [< mis-1 + cen-

sure, c.] To censure wrongfully or without
cause.

Pardon us, Antiquitie, if we miscensure your actions.

Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 101. (Davits.)

miscensure (mis-sen'shjjr), n. [< mis-1 + cen-

sure, .] Unjust censure
;
censure wrongly di-

rected.

Therefore, my Friends, returne, recant, re-call
Your hard Opinions and mis-Censures all.

Job Triumphant (tr. by Sylvester), ii. 162.

mischallenget (mis-chal'enj), n. [< mis-l +
challenge.} A false or wrong challenge ;

a chal-

lenge given amiss.

Lo ! faitour, there thy meede unto thee take,
The meede of thy mischalenge and abet.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 11.

mischance (mis-Chans'), re. [< ME. myschaunce,
meschaunce, meschance, mescheance, < OF. mes-
chance, mescheance, an unfortunate chance, <

mes- + chance, cheance, chance : see mis- 2 and
chance.} An unfortunate chance; a mishap;
ill luck; disaster.

The kynge spake to his barons, and seide that sore hym
for thought the myschaunce of the Duke.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 78.

Let thy dauntless mind
Still ride in triumph over all mischance.

5Ao*., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 18.

By mischance he slipt and fell ;

A limb was broken when they lifted him.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

= Syn. Mishap, Disaster, etc. See misfortune.
mischance (mis-Chans'), v. i.

; pret. and pp. mis-

chanced, ppr. mischancing. [< mis-1 + chance,

often used in a kindly or playful sense, or for
affectionate excuse : as, the lad is full of mis-

chief, but not vicious.

Come, boy, with me
; my thoughts are ripe in mischief.

Ska*., T. N., v. 1. 132.

But when to mischief mortals bend their will,
How soon they find fit instruments of ill !

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 125.

Brom Bones . . . was always ready for either a fight or
a frolic

;
but had more mischief than ill-will in his com-

position. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 431.

3. One who or that which does harm or causes

injury or vexation
; a source of trouble or an-

noyance: as, that child is a mischief.
Many of their horse . . . were now more a mischief to

their own than before a terror to their enemies. Milton,

Nature, as in duty bound,
Deep hid the shining mischief [gold] underground.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 10.

4. Annoyance, injury, or damage caused or

produced; harm; hurt: as, to do mischief; ir-

remediable mischief: now never used in the
plural.
On the tother side dide well the kynge Carados, and the

kynge de Cent Chiualers
; these suffred many myscheites.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 163.

But Benjamin, Joseph's brother. Jacob sent not with his
brethren ; for he said, Lest peradventure mischief befall
him. Gen. xlii. 4.

I will heap mischiefs upon them. Dent, xxxii. 23.

We that have lived these last twenty years are certain
that money has been able to do much mischief,

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 112.

Ill reach 'em, mother. . . . She wants to do everything
herself. . . . But I can't let her do herself a mischief with
stretching. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxiii.

5. The devil. [Colloq.] Malicious mischief.
See malicious. to play the mischief, to cause trouble,
damage, or injury. To play the mischief with, to agi-
tate or disturb greatly ; throw into disorder or confusion ;

play the devil with. What the mischief (formerly
what a mischief), an interrogatory exclamation equal
to 'what the devil ': as, what the mischief are you doing?
what the mischief do you mean by that? [Colloq.] With
a mischief I, with a vengeance.
The matronly medicines and instructions of this wise

cunning woman will in a little time make her encrease with
a vengeance, and multiply with a mischiefe.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

V.} To chance or happen wrongly or unfortu- With a mischief to you, confound you ; devil take you.
nately ; fall out adversely ;

meet with a mishap ;
Bide down, with a mischief to ye, bide down,

come to ill luck. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxvii.

And still I hoped to be up advaunced, =Syn. Damage, Harm, etc. See injury.
For my good parts; but still it has mischaunced. miscMeft (mis'chif), V. [Also mischieve; earlv

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, l. 64. mod. E. also mischeef; < ME. mischeven, mes-
[f anv such fortune should bee fas God forbid} that thn

sh

harm;

- youre fader, and of youre moder, and youre broder and sus-
miSCnaracterize (mis-kar ak-ter-iz), v. t.

; pret. tres, that thus be myscheved. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 8.

and pp. mischaracterized, ppr. mischaracterizing. Henry Purdie proved his cost,

[< mis-1 + characterize.} To characterize falsely And V
.

ei7 narrowlie had mischief 'd him.

or erroneously ; impute a wrong character to.
RaM f the RetdsU!ire (Child's Ballads, VI. 135).

H. intrans. To come to harm or misfortune;
miscarry.

When pryde is moste in prys,
Ande couetyse moste wys, . . .

Thenne schall Englonde mys-chewe.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 85.

mischief-maker (mis'chif- ma 'ker), n. One

mischarge (mis-charj'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-

charged, ppr. mischarging. [< mis- 1 + charge.}
To make error in charging : as, to mischarge
items in an account.

mischarge (mis-charj'), n. [< mischarge, i:}

an erroneous

mischief (mis'chif),. [<ME. myschief, mis-
chief, mischeef, mischef, meschief, mescheef, mes-
chef,< OF. meschicf meschef,

'chif-ma" Mak-

or contineencv an action or occurr-fir. at mischievous (mis chi-vus), a.
^ [< ME. *mes-

OF. (AF.) mesclievous, < meschief,x
frustrating, or hurtful state or conditioi of

tarm : see SC7
?/] 1 Producing or tend:ng

things ; misfortune
; calamity : used with much * Fodue

,
e mischief or harm

; mjunous ;
dele-

latitude of application : as, some one is making
terlous

''
hurtful -

mischief; the mischief is that he cannot kee? fg^S!SfSS
his temper.
Whan Kay saugh that the kynge was at so grete myschef,

he griped his swerde, and come ther the kynge was ouer-
throwen. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 119.

Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee
which frameth mischief by a law ? PS. xciv. 20.

trth reproches rife

les.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 14.

Lam is an Epithete which they giue to Degnal, signify-
ing wicked or mischieuous. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 296.

The mass of the community are persuaded that his [Hus-
kisson's] plans are mischievous to the last degree.

Greville, Memoirs, Sept. 18, 1830.



mischievous

He [Edward Hcj mourl wus ... an mischievous an enemy
that he was frequently courted. Mncautay, HUt. Kng., iv.

2. Fond of mischief; full of trk'ks
; teasing or

troublesome: as, a mixchiecous boy.
Lady Freelove In as tnuchievmw as a monkey, and at

i iiuniim tou. Colrnttn, Jealous Wife, i.

= Syn. 1. Destructive, detrimental. See injury. 2. Ro-

mischievously (mis'chi-vus-li), ndr. In a mis-
chiuvoiiH manner; with injury, loss, or damage;
with evil intention or disposition; in a trouble-
some or teasing manner ; with playful tricks ;

roguishly: as, this law operates mischievously ;

tln-y crt'iit.cd a scandal mixfikiiToitxIy.

Too often and mischievously mistaken for it.

South, Works, III. Iv.

Like Sirens migchieeouxly gay.
W. Harte, Essay on Satire (17SOX

mischievousness (mis'chi-vus-nes), n. Capa-
city to do injury ;

hurtfulness
; noxiousness ;

disposition to vex, annoy, or tease; roguish-
uess: as, the mischievousness of youth.
The mischievousness . . . found in an aged, long-prac-

tised sinner.

mischomany (mis'ko-ma-ni), . [< Or. tttox(>
a pedicel, -f fiavla, madness: see mania."] In

hot., an extraordinary multiplication of pedicels
or flower-stalks : a term proposed by Moireu.
[Not used.]

miscibility (rais-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. miscibilite;
as mistime + -ity (see -oility).] The quality
of being miscible ; capability of being mixed.
The wood naphtha is submitted to certain prescribed

tests in regard to color, specific gravity, boiling-point,
miscilnlitij with water, contents of acetone, and capacity
for absorbing bromine. Science, XIII. 58.

miscible (mis'i-bl), a. [= F. miscible = It. mis-

cibile, < Ii. M if "miscibilis, mixable, < miscere,
mix: see mix 1

.'] Capable of being mixed: as,
oil and water are not miscible.

Absolute alcohol is readily mi.--.-rW. with the naphtha or

light parafBne, so that the solvent is readily removed.
C. 0. \yi,iini(iii, Microscopical Methods, p. 121.

iniscitation (mis-si-ta'shon), . [< mis-1 + cita-

tion."] A wrong citation
;
erroneous quotation.

What a mutilation li this ! "Moses commanded." The
law was God's, not Moses'. Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Iv.

miscite (mis-sit'), t.; pret. and pp. miscited,

ppr. misciting. [< mis-1 + cite.] To cite erro-

neously or falsely; misquote: as, to mi^i-ili a
text of Scripture.

So Antichrists, their poyson to Infuse,
Miss-cite the Scriptures, and Gods name abuse.

Sylvester, tr. of Im Bartae's Weeks, 1. 3.

misclaim(mis-klam'), n. [< mi*-1 + claim."] A
wrong or mistaken claim.

Error, misdaiin, and forgetfulness become suitors for

some remission of extreme rigour. Bacon.

miscognizet (mis-kog'niz), v. t. [<mfa-i + coy-
nize.] To misunderstand or misapprehend.
The good never intervert nor viwcoj//ie the favour and

benefit which they have received.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 893.

miscollectt (rais-ko-lekf), v. t. [< mis-1 + col-

lect.] To collect or infer falsely. Hooker.
miscollectiont (mis-ko-lek'shon), w. [< mis-1 +
collection.] Erroneous reasoning; false infer-

ence or deduction. See collection, 4.

In his words and yours I find both a miscoUection and a

wrong charge. /.';- Hall, Apol. against Browniste.

miscollocation (mis-kol-o-ka'shon), n. [< mix- 1

+ collocation.] False collocation; faul

rangement.
Mitcollocation or dislocation of related words disturbed

the whole sense. DC Quincey, Style, i.

miscolor (mis-kul'or), . (. [< mis- 1 + color, v.]
To give a wrong color to; misrepresent.
A grand half-truth distorted and miscoloured In the

words. King/ley, Alton Locke, xxxiil.

miscomfortt (mis-kum'fert), r. t. [< ME. mls-

ciiniforli'ii, < OF. maxconforter, distress, < mes-
+ conforter, comfort : see mi.*-2 and comfort.]
To cause discomfort to. Sir T. Mnlory.
miscomfortt (mis-kum'fert), n. [< ME. miseom-

t'nrtr; from the verb.] Discomfort.
Too heavy for myscomjorte of my chere.

Testament of Love, i.

miscomplaint, <'. '. [< wis-i -I- complain."] To
complain without cause.

Therefore loth lob open his Mouth in vain :

And voyd of Knowledge yet, yet mis-complain.
Job Triumphant (tr. by Sylvester), Iv. 26.

miscomprehend (mis-kom-pre-hend'), r. t. [<
mi*- 1 + eomprrlifiid.] To comprehend wrong-
ly : misunderstand.

miscomprehension (mis-kom-pre-hen'shpn). .

[< mis- 1 + cniniirelii'iixiini.] Wrong comprehen-
sion

; misunderstanding.

lty ar-

3787
He believed that too much attention had been given to

this subject, perhaps owing to a iniscianprtheiuion of the
teachings of Uraily Hewitt. Medical XetM, OIL 886.

mlscomputation (mis-kom-pu-ta'shgn), n. [<
tnis- 1 T computation.] Krroueous computa-
tion ; false reckoning.
miscompute (niis-kom-puf), p. t.; pret. and pp.
MiMMtfWteA ppr. mixcompiitiHij. [< mis- 1 +
comptiti'. Cf. miscount.] To compute or reckon
erroneously. Kir T. Jfrowne.

miscompute t (rais-kom-put'), n. [< miVw-
/">t>, -

1
An unjust computation or estima-

tion.

Buddeus de Aue correcting their miscompute of Valla.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., TU. 18.

misconceitt (mis-kqn-set'), n. [Formerly also

mixconceipt ; < mis-1
'

+ conceit, w.J Misconcep-
tion

; misunderstanding ;
erroneous opinion.

He on his way did ride,
Full of melancholic and sad mlsfare

Through misconceipt. Spenter, F. Q., IV. ri. 2.

It Is merely by accident that men are abused Into a sin :

that is, by weakness, by mitconceit.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 278.

That general misconceit of the Jews about the kingdom
of the Messiah. South, Work*, \ 1 1 U.

misconceit (mis-kon-set'), r. t. [< mis-1 + con-

ceit, v.] To judge wrongly ; misconceive; form
a false opinion about.

Renown'd Devereuz, whose awkward fate
Was misconceited by foul envy's hate.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

misconceive (mis-kon-sev'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
misconceived, ppr. misconceiving. [< mis- 1 +
conceive.] To conceive erroneously; form a

wrong conception of; misunderstand; misap-
prehend; misjudge.

He that misconceuveth mlsdemeth.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 116*.

They appear to have altogether misconceived the whole
character of the times. Hacaulan, History.

Syn. To misunderstand, misapprehend, mistake.

misconceive! (mis-kon-se'ver), w. One who
misconceives.

What a misconceive 'tis !

Fletcher (and another ?), Nice Valour, U. 1.

misconception (mis-kon-sep'shon), n. [< mis- 1

+ conception.] Erroneous conception; false

opinion ; misunderstanding.
It cannot be that our knowledge should be other than

a heap of misconception and error.

liliinrit!,: Vanity of Dogmatizing, Till.

Syn. Misunderstanding, misapprehension, mistake,

misconclusion (mis-kon-kl6'zhgn),w. [<iw-l
+ conclusion.] An erroneous conclusion or in-

ference.

Away, then, with all the false positions -and miscondu
noni! Bp. Ball, Fashions of the World.

misconduct (mis-kon'dukt), n. [< mis-1 + con-

duct, n.] 1. Wrong conduct
; misbehavior.

They are industriously proclaimed and aggravated by
such as are guilty or innocent of the same slips or mueon-
dttcto in their own behaviour. Addiaon, Spectator.

Let wisdom be l>y past mitconduct learn'd.

Thornton, Castle of Indolence, U. 72.

2. Mismanagement.
In 1487 the act which founded the Court of Star Cham-

ber was passed, as a remedy for the evils of maintenance,
the misconduct of sheriffs, and riots and unlawful assem
biles. Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. :;_.

misconduct (mis-kpn-dukf), P. t. [< TOW-1 +
conduct, v.] 1. To conduct amiss; misman-
age. 2. With a reflexive pronoun, to misbe-
have.
One of these was Trebonius, who had misconducted him-

*// In Spain. Froudc, Cassar, p. 607.

misconjecture (mis-kon-jek'tur), n. [< mis-1

+ conjecture.] A wrong conjecture or guess.
I hope they wUl . . . correct our minconjrcturet.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

misconjecture (mis-kon-jek'tur), t'. '. and t.
;

pret. and pp. misconjecturcd, ppr. misconjectur-
hnj. [< mis-1 + conjecture, v.] To form a wrong
conjecture.
Many pressing and fawning persons do tnisconjecture of

the humours of men in authority.
Bacon, Controversies of Church of Eng.

misconsecrate (mis-kon'se-krat), v. t.; pret.
and pp. misconsecrated, ppr. minconsecralimi.

[< mis-1 + consecrate.] To consecrate im-

properly.
The gust that tore their mitconucrated flags and sayles.

Bp. Hall, Defeat of Cruelty.

miSCOnsecration (mis-kon-se-kra'shon), H.

[< mis- 1 + consecration.] Improper consecra-
tion.

misconsequence (mis-kon'se-kwens), n. [<
mix- 1 + MMMgnmoa.] A wrong consequence
or ileduction.

miscount
SaUn and the profane world are very Inventive of such

shapes and colours as may make truth odious, drawing
monstrous mucomequenea out of It.

Abp. Leiffhton, Com. on Peter, 111. 8.

misconstert, '. '. An obsolete form of miseon-
xtrttf.

misconstruct (nu's-kon-atrukt'), r. (. [< mis- 1

+ construct.] 1. To construct wrongly. 2f.
To misconstrue.
misconstruction (mis-kon-struk'shon), H. [<
mis-1 + construction. Cf. misconxtr'ne., miscon-

xtruct.] The act of misconstruing; wrong in-

terpretation; a mistaking of the true meaning.
It pleased the king, his master, very late
To strike at me, upon hi* misconstruction.

Shut., Lew, U. i 124.

He was not unaware of the mitconstrvctitm to which I his

representation was liable. I'alry, Sermons, u.

misconstrue (mis-kou'strO), v. t.-
; pret. and

pp. misconstrued, ppr. misconstruing. [For-
merly also misconster; < mis-1 + construe.]
To construe or interpret erroneously ; take in

a wrong sense ; misjudge ;
misunderstand.

Ah, Douglas, thou mucvnst'rest his Intent !

Vrrrne, James IV., a
My nale deride,

And all my deedes misnnutrr.

Bp. Corbet, Distracted Purltane.

From Its harmless glee,
The wretch misconstrued vlllany.

Scott, Rokeby, Iv. 21.
= Syn. See construe and translate.

misconstmer (mis-kon'str^-er), . One who
misconstrues; one who makes a wrong inter-

pretation.
Which those misconstruers are fain to understand of the

distinct notifications given to the angels.

Bp. HaU, Case* of Conscience, III. 10.

miscontentt (mis-kon-tenf), a. [< OF. mescon-

tent, F. me'content, not content, \ mes- + con-

tent, content: see mi*-- and content 1
.] Not

content, or ill content ; discontented.
She was not iniscontente that he semed litel to regarde

Jacob's welle. J. UdaU, On John Iv.

Discontented (niis-kon-ten'ted), a. [< mis- 1

+ contented.] Discontented.
Her highness (Queen Elizabeth] Is not miscrmtented that

either herown face or the said king's should be painted or
portraited.
Cecil Papers, In Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting, I. 281.

miscontentment (mis-kon-tent'ment), n. [<
mis-1 + contentment.] Discontent; 'dissatisfac-

tion.

I here no specialte of the Klnges Majestes mytcuntcnt-
ment. Up. Gardiner, To Paget(1546). (Danes.)

His eyes declaring mi*-oiiti>ntment.

Motley, United Netherlands, II. 870.

miscontinuance (mis-kon-tin'u-ans), n. [<
mis-1 + continuance.] In law: (n) Continuance

by an improper process. (6f) Discontinuance.
Covsell.

miscopy (mis-kop'i), r. t.
; pret.

and pp. mis-

copied, ppr. miscopying. [< mis- 1 + cojiy, r.]
To copy wrongly or inaccurately ; imitate im-

perfectly or in a mistaken manner.
It will be found . . . that the latter has recklessly mis-

copied, has suppressed important words and phrases, and
has even added words of his own.

Westminster Ken., CXXVIIL MS.

miscopy (mis-kop'i), n.; pi. miscopies (-iz). [<
miscopy, i\] An error in copying.
Some of these difference* may be resolved Into mis-

prints or mis-copies.
R. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 306.

miscordt (mis-k6rd') ?
r. i. [< ME. mixcorden, <

OF. mescorder, mesacorder, < mes- + acorder,

agree : see mis-2 and cord2
, accord.] To be dis-

cordant.

He [a heretic) was a man right experte In reason*, and
sweete In his wordes and the workes muiCTnfen.

Testament of Lace, II.

miscorrect (mis-ko-rekf), r. t. [< mis- 1 + cor-

rect.] To correct erroneously; alter wrongly
in attempting to correct.

He passed the first seven years of his life at Mantua,
not seventeen, a* Scaliger miscorrects his author. Dryden

miscounsel (mis-koun'sel), r. t.: pret. and pp.
miscottnseled or miscounselled, ppr. miscounsel-

ing or miscounsclling. [< ME. misconselen, < OF.
mesconseillitr, mesciinseillier, counsel badly, <

men- + conxeillier, counsel: see ;i,s-2 and coun-

sel.] To counsel or advise falsely.

If any broyer or syster dispyse or musconsel or lye his

broyer in presfence) of ye alderman and of his breyeryn.
schal pay dL 11. (wax). Kngluh Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. .;.

Things miscounSfUed must needs miswend.
Sprnter, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 128.

miscount (mis-kounf), r. [< ME. mixonnib n.

< OF. mesconter, mescounler. niexrunter, mfs-

compter, miscount, F. mecomptfr, strike wrong



miscount

(said of a clock), < men- + confer, count: see
mis-2 and count1 .] I. trans. 1. To count erro-

neously ;
mistake in counting.

In their computacion they had mistaken and miscounted
in their nomber an hnndreth years.

Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 15.

2. To account wrongly; misjudge or miscon-
strue.

While my honest heat
Were all miscounted as malignant haste.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

II. intrans. To make a false reckoning.
And if so be that he miscounleth,
To make in his answers a faile.

Gower, Conf. Amant., i.

Thus do all men generally miscount in the days of their
health. Bp. Patrick, Divine Arithmetic, p. 8.

miscount (mis-kounf), n. [< miscount, v.]
An erroneous counting or numbering.
miscovetingt (mis-kuv'et-ing), n. [ME. mis-

coveeting ; < mis-1 + coveting.] Wrongful cov-

eting.
She makith folk compasse and caste
To taken other folkis thyng,
Thorough robberie or myscoveitinff.

Horn, of the Rose, 1. 196.

miscreancet (mis'kre-ans), n. [< OF. mescre-
ance (F. mecreance = 'lt. miscredenza), unbelief,
< mescreant, unbelieving: see miscreant.] Un-
belief; false faith; adherence to a false reli-

gion.
But through this, and other their miscreaunee,
They maken many a wrong chevisaunce.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

3788 misdisposition
The miscredited Twelve hasten back to the chateau for

an answer in writing. Carlyle, French Kev., I. vii. 7.

miscredulity (mis-krf-du'li-ti), n. [< mis-1 +
credulity.] Misdirected credulity ;

belief or

credulity erroneously directed, or resting on a n Sdemeanor, misdemeanour (mis-de-me'-

wrong object.

It [Canada] was no penal colony ; they were no set of
political convicts or social misdemeanants sent out to be
gotten rid of by the home government.

Amer. Jour. PhUol., VII. 146.

We cannot but justly tax the miscredulity of those who
will rather trust to the Church than to the Scripture.

Bp. Hatt, Select Thoughts, 6.

miscreed (mis-kred'), . [< mis-1 + creed.] An
erroneous or false creed. [Bare.]
Why then should man, teasing the world for grace.
Spoil his salvation for a fierce miscreed ?

Keats, Posthumous Poems, Sonnets, xiv.

miscrop (mis-krop'), n. [< mis-1 + crop.] Fail-
ure of a crop ; scantiness in a harvest.
miscue (mis-ku'), n. [< mis-1 + cue1 .] In bil-

liards, an accidental slip of the cue at the mo-
ment of making a stroke, causing the tip to

nor), H. [Formerly also misdemeanur'e, and
improp. misdemeanor; <mis-2 + demeanor: see

misdemean.] 1. Ill behavior; evil conduct;
fault.

glance off the ball instead of striking it fairly
as intended,
misdate (mis-daf), n. [< mis-1 + date1

, n.]
wrong date,

misdate (mis-daf), v. t.
; pret. and pp. misdated,

ppr. misdating. [< mis-1 + date1
, v.] To date

erroneously ; give a false or wrong date to.

In hoary youth Methusalems may die ;

how misdated on their nattering tombs !

Young, Mght Thoughts, v. 777.

God takes a particular notice of our personal misde-
meanors. South, Works, IX. xii.

2. In law, an offense of a less grave nature than
an indictable felony. See crime and felony.
A crime or misdemesiwr is an act committed, or omit-

ted, in violation of a public law either forbidding or com-
manding it. Blackstone, Com., IV. i.

3f. Mismanagement; mistake in management
or treatment.
Some natural! fault in the soil, or misdemeanure of the

owners. Seasonable Sermon, p. 25 (1644). (Latham.)
= 8yn. 1. Misdeed, misconduct, misbehavior, trespass,

. transgression, misdoing. 2. See crime and offense.A
misdepartt (mis-de-parf), v. t. [ME. misde-

parten ; < mis- 1 + depart.] To part or distrib-
ute unequally.

He misdeparteth richesse temporal.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 9.

misderive (mis-de-riv'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-

derived, ppr. misderiving. [< mis-1 + derive.]
If. To divert from the proper course

; mislead ;

misdirect.

misconduct one's self. 2. In card-playing, to
make an incorrect distribution of the cards.

ng

The more usual causes of deprivation are murder, man-
slaughter, heresy, miscreancy, atheism, simony.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

2. The state of being a miscreant
; turpitude.

Does the audacity of man present us with such another
instance of perfidious miscreancy?

De tycincey, Essenes, ii.

miscreant (mis'kre-ant), a. and n. [< ME. mis-

creant, miscreaunt,'<."OF. mescreant, F. mecrennt
(= It. miscredente), misbelieving, unbelieving,
< mes- H- creant, believing : see mis-2 and creanfl,
credent.] I. a. If. Misbelieving; unbelieving;
infidel.

Al miscreant painyms, al false Jewes, al false heretikes
and al sedicious scismatikes. Sir T. More, Works, p. 774.

2. Vile; detestable.

For men like these on earth he shall not find
In all the miscreant race of human kind.

Pope, Odyssey, xvii. 667.

II. n. If. An unbeliever
;
a misbeliever.

Robert . . . dyd many notable acts ... at thewynnynge misdeed (mie-ded'), n.
of the citye of Aeon vpon the myscreantes & Turkes.

Mob. of Brunne, p. 102, note.

That miscreantes whilom gan honoure,
As lor their goddis thaim deyflyng.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int, 1. 52.

The emperor's generosity to the miscreants was inter-
preted as treason to the Christian cause.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, Iviii.

2. A vile wretch; a scoundrel; a detestable
villain.

Thou art a traitor and a miscreant.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 1. 39.

miscreatet (mis-kre-af ), a. [< mis-1 + create,
a.] Formed unnaturally or illegitimately; de-
formed; monstrous; spurious.

Or nicely charge your understanding soul
With opening titles miscreate, whose right
Suits not in native colours with the truth

Shak., Hen. V., L 2. 16.

miscreated (mis-kre-a'ted), a. [< mis-1 + cre-

ated.] Same as miscreate.
For nothing might abash the villein bold,Ne mortall steele emperce his miscreated mould.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 42.

What art thou, execrable shape !

That darest, though grim and terrible, advance , .

Thy miscreated front. Milton, P. L., ii. 683.
miSdemean (mis-de-men'), V.

miscreation (mis-kre-a'shon), n. [< mis- 1 +
creation.] A faulty' or unnatural making or
creation.

misdaub (mis-dab'), v. t. [< mis-1 + daub.] To
daub unskilfully; spoil by daubing. [Rare.]

Misdaubed with some untempered and lately-laid mor-
tar. Bp. Hall, To a Worthy Knight.

misdeal (mis-del'), n. [< mis-1 + deal1
, n.] In

card-playing a wrong deal; a deal in which
WsdVscriVe\mTs-d7stkrib'')7.lTpret!an'd"pp:the players do not all receive the proper num- misdescribed, ppr. misdescribing. [< mis-1 + de-iSflS& ^IS"5!"L-. <] To describe falsely or erroneously.

Misderimng-ttte well-meant devotions of charitable and
pious souls into a wrong channel.

Bp. Halt, Cases of Conscience, iii. 7.

2. To err in deriving: as, to misderive a word.

goods by an importer.
I recently set myself the task of classifying them into

the four classes of successful, partially successful, mis-

descriptions, and failures.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 427.

Fie on you, all the Honors in your flst,

Countship, Househeadship how have you misdealt!
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 164.

II. trans. To deal or divide improperly; make misdesertt (mis-de-zerf), n. [< mis-1 + desert
1

*.]
a wrong deal of, as of the cards in card-playing. Ill desert.

?nrfy
+ *"

wrongly.
" "Ot oc <"i

'

,

But through misfortune. Spenser F Q! VI i 12

(mis-de-vo'shon), n. [< mis-1 +

ptty."'

Mlsdirected devotlon 5

A place where
^ thousand pr
1'ne church knew not, heav'n knows not yet.

rayers to saints whose very names
'

Donne.

the

2. A wrong or erroneous decision.

The judge paid a penalty lor his misdeciwm.
Brougham.

[< ME. misdede, < AS.
misdaid (= OS. misdad = OFries. misded = D. misdiet (mis-di'et), n.
misdaad = MLG. misddt = OHG. missitdt, mis- Improper diet or food.
tat, MHG. missetat, G. missethat = Sw. missdad A dry dropsie through his flesh did flow,= Dan. misdaad = Goth, missadeds), a wrong Which by misdiet daily greater grew,

act, misdeed, < mis- + deed, deed : see mis-1 and Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 23.

deed. Misdeedis the oldest existing noun with misdiett (mis-di'et), v. i. [< mis-1 + diet1
, v.]

the prefix mis-. Cf. misdo.] An evil or mis- To eat improper or injurious food; diet irregu-
larly or improperly.

[< mis-1 + diet1
, n.]

chievous deed
;
a reprehensible or wicked ac-

tion.

By my grete mysdede here hym slayn haue I.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 29a
I am clear from this misdeed of Edward's.

Shak., S Hen. VI., iii. 3. 183.

= Syn. See list under misdemeanor.
misdeem (mis-dem'), v. t. [< ME. misdemen (=
Icel. misdanma) ; < mis-1 + deem1

.] To judge
erroneously ; misjudge ; mistake in judging.

Were we unchangeable in will,
And of a wit that nothing could misdeem..

Sir J. Davies, Immortality, viii.

A Stripling's graces blow,
Fade, and are shed, that from their timely fall

(Misdeem it not a cankerous change) may grow
Rich mellow bearings, that for thanks shall call.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, it 26.

[< OF. "mesde-
mener, < mes- + dem'ener,Te&., conduct (oneself): misdirection (mis-di-rek'shon), n. [< mis-
Bee mis-2 and demean 1

.] I. trans. To behave
J;"

(one's self) ill
; conduct (one's self) improperly.

Cities peopled with savages and imps of our own mis-
Kinysley, Life, II. 277.

miscreative (mis-kre-a'tiv), a. [< mis-1 + crea-
tive. ] Tending to wrong creation

;
that creates

amiss. Shelley.
miscredentt (mis- kre' dent), n. [< mis-1 +

You, that best should teach us,
Have misdemean'd yourself.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3. 14.

II. intrans. To misbehave.
But when our neighbours mis-demean,
Our censures are exceeding keen.

C. Smart, tr. of Phsodrns, p. 149.
credent (after the older miscreant, q. v.).] An misdemeanant (mis-de-me''nant), n. [< 'oF.unbeliever : an infiH^l a m!..-/. ,.<>..,.* L

.unbeliever
; an infidel ; a miscreant.

Your sermon to vs of a dungeon appointed for offenders
and miscredents.

Stanihurst, in Holinshed's Descrip. of Ireland, iv.

miscredit (mis-kred'it), v.t. [< mis-1 + credit. ]To give no credit or belief to
; disbelieve.

"mesdemenant, ppr. of
mean: see mi.

commits a misdemeanor; a person guilty of
a petty crime.

Misdemeanants who have money in their pockets may
be seen in many of our prisons. Sydney Smith.

Certainly this great body by mis-dieting and willfull dis-
order contracted these spiritual! diseases.

Bp. Hatt, Balm of Oilead.

misdietert (mis-di'e-ter), . One who misdiets.

If, consorting with misdieters, he bathe himselfe in the
muddy streames of their luxury and ryot, he is in the very
next suburbes of death it selfe.

Optick Glass of Humours (1639). (Nares.)

misdightt(mis-dit'),a. [(mis-1 + dight.] Badly
dressed.

Despis'd nature suit them once aright,
Their bodie to their coate, both now mis-ditjht.

Bp. Hall, Satires, iii. 7.

misdirect (mis-di-rekf), v. t. [< mis-1 + direct.]
To direct wrongly, (a) To give erroneous information
or instruction to. (6) To give a wrong course or direction
to. (c) To write an incorrect address upon : as, to misdi-
rect a letter.

1 +
direction.] The act of misdirecting, or the state
of being misdirected

; wrong direction; an er-
roneous indication, guidance, or instruction :

as, the misdirection of a letter; a judge's misdi-
rections to the jury.
Through ignorance or misdirection it may limit or en-

feeble the animal or being that misguides it
E. H. Clarke, Sex in Education, p. 26.

Egoists would regard this as chimerical and impossible,
or, if possible, a plain misdirection of efforts.

//. Sidfju-ick, Methods of Ethics, p. 204.

misdispositiont (mis-dis-po-zish'on), n. [<
mix- 1 + disposition.] Bad disposition.

Besides supernatural delusions, there is a deceit of the
sight ; whether through the indisposition of the organ or
the distance of the object, or the misdiapositinn of the
medium. Bp. Hall, The Deceit of Appearance.



misdistinguish

misdistinguish (iins-dis-lin^'^wish), r. i. [<
;(..-' 4- ilixliHiinixli.\ To distinguish wrongly
or erroneously ;

make fulsi> distinctions.

If we imagine a dilfereiuu' where there IB none, because
we ilistiimnMi uli.'ir i- slumlil not, It may m>t be denied
thut we minilMinijuish. lltKikfr, Kecli-s. I'olity, iii. f a.

misdivide dnm-di-vid'), i
1

.
I-', prot. and pp. min-

iliriil/'il, ppr. niixiHi-iiliinj. [< H//.V-! + dii'idr.]
To divide wrongly.

misdivision (mis-di-vizh'on), ;i. [< ii'-l +
dii-ixiiiii.

]
A wrong or faulty division.

misdO (mis-do"), r.; ]>rct. mixdid, pp. lilixdnili;

ppr. mixdiiiiKj. [< M K. mixdoii, < AS. mixdon (=
OFrics. iiii-iilmi = I), mixdoen = MLG. mixdon
=OHG. missatiiini, uiixxiduan, MHG. missi'tumi).
act wrongly, offend, < MII.V- + rfon, do: sec ;/'*-'

and (to 1 .] i. trans. If. To do wrong to; treat

badly. Chaucer. 2. To do or perform amiss.

Ergo, soule Bhal siiule quyte and synne to synne wende,
And al that man hath mysdo I, man, wyl amende.

Piers Plowman (K), xvili. S3.

II. intnuis. To act amiss; err in action or
conduct.

If I have misdone,
As I hare wrong'd indeed both you and yours.

Greene, James IV., v.

Not wilfully misdoing, but unaware
Misled. Milton, P. K., i. 225.

misdoer (mis-do" er), n. [< ME. misdoere; < mis-
do + -er1

.'] One who misdoes or does wrong;
one who commits a fault or crime ; an evil-doer.

(They] compel all men to follow them, strengthening
their kingdom with the multitude of all misdoert.

Tyiidalc, Ans. to sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.), p. 115.

Were they not contained in duty with a fear of law,
whk'h tntlicteth sharp punishments to misdoers, no man
should enjoy anything. Spenser, State of Ireland.

misdoing (mis-do'ing), n. [Verbal n. of misdo,
v.] A wrong done; a fault or crime; an of-

fense.

Pandulph, a lawier, and Durant, a templer, comming
Mid i King John, exhorted him ... to reforme his mis-

doaings. Holinshed, King John, an. 1211.

misdoomt (mis-dom'), r. t. [< mis-1 + doom. Cf.

misdeem.] To misjudge.
Know, there shall ludgement come,

To doom them right who Others, rash, misdoom.
Job Triumphant (tr. by Sylvester), ii. 287.

misdoubt (mis-douf), [< mis-1 + doubt 1
, v.]

1. trans. 1 . To suspect ; regard with suspicion .

[Now colloq.]
That which was costly he feared was not dainty, and,

though the invention were delicate, he misdoubted the

making. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

We put him in charge of a woman who said she'd take
care of him, but I misdoubt her.

C. F. Woolson, Anne, p. 371.

2. To think ; have a suspicion or inkling of.

We misdoubted that they would be slaine by the way.
UoMuyt's Voyages, I. 70.

II. intrans. To entertain doubt
;
have a sus-

picion.

Misdoubting much, and fearful of the event.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 116.

I misdoubt much if yon do not begin to forswear Eng-
land. The Century, XXVI. 822.

misdoubt (mis-douf), [< mis- 1 + doubt1
.]

1. Unnecessary or unworthy doubt; irresolu-

tion; hesitation.

Now, York, or never, steel thy fearful thoughts,
And change misdoubt to resolution.

Shale. , 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 382.

2f. Suspicion, as of crime or danger.
He cannot so precisely weed this land
As his misdoubts present occasion.

Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 206.

Use not
So hard a language ; your inimtoubt is causeless.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. 1.

misdoubtfult (mis-dout'ful), a. [< misdoubt +
-fnl.] Misgiving; mistrusting; suspicious.

She gan to cast in her misdoubtfull mimic
A thousand fcares. Spenser, V. Q., V. vL 8.

misdraw (mis-dra'), '! pret. misdrew, pp. mis-

(Irnirn, ppr. mixdraiFiiig. [< ME. misdrniren ;

< mix- 1 + dm ic.] I. trims. To draw or draft

badly.
Tin- practical arguments and the legal disquisitions in

America are often like those of trustees currying out a
misdrau-n will. Bagthat, Eng. Const. (Boston ed.), p. 286.

There were also 40 diagrams, ... all mudraim.
Proe. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 427.

II. iiitranx. To fall apart,

misdrawing (mis-dra'ing). . [Verbal n. of

niixdniir, r.] Distraction: falling apart.
For flu- rt'MlriH' ne sholde not seine blisful, yif there

were a yok of mt/edrawynoes in diverse ]>:trtii>*.

Chaucer, Boethius, ill. prose 12.
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misdreadt (mis-drcd'), v. t. [< mix- 1 + dread.]
To regard with ilrcad or foreboding,
misdreadt (mis-dred'), . [< /nix-' + dread.]
Dread of evil

; foreboding.
The passions of the mind,

I li;it biivu thi-ir tlrst i-iini'fptiiin by mit-drni'l.
\\.\\f after-nourishment and life by care.

Shot., Pericles, i. 2. 13.

mise't (mi/.; F. pron. me/.). . [< ME. "miff, <
i >K. mi xi

. a putting, set ting, laying i ml. c.\|,..n~c,

judgment, tax, etc., F. mixr, ii putting, -citing,

dre8j etc.,< ML. missa (also misa, after OF.),
a laying out, expense, fern, of miium* (>F. mix),

pp. of iititt<-rr ( > F. ini-ttrf), send, put: sec //>-

xion.] 1. Outlay; disbursement; expenditure.
Hence, in Kmj. hilt. : (a) A gift of cattle, produce, or
money made to a superior as a commutation, or to secure
immunity from taxes, Ones, and other impositions; thus,
formerly, In Wales, an honorary gift of the people to a new
king or prince of Wales ; also, a tribute paid In the county
palatine ot Chester in England at the change of the owner
of the earldom. The phrase the mite was often used to

designate the revenue thus accruing to the crown or lord.
(6) Any payment made to secure a liberty or immunity ;

tax or tallage.

Unnecessary Impositions by way of excise, loans, mites,
weekly and monthly assessments.

British Bellman, 1648(Harl. Misc., VII. 628). (Danes)
2. In common-lino procedure, in a writ of right,
a traverse by which both parties put the cause
directly upon the question as to which had the
better right. A traverse upon some collateral

point in a writ of right was called an issue, as
in other actions.

A court which may try the mise. joined upon a writ of
right.
W. Helton, Lex Manerlorum (1726), p. 86. (Kneyc. Diet.)

1 think there can be no doubt that, upon the mix joined
on the mere right, every affirmative matter going to the
right and title of the demandant, the want of which might
have been pleaded In bar of this action (as contradistin-

guished from matter in abatement^ is necessarily put in
issue. Lee, J., in 10 Oratt. (Va.), 865.

3. Arbitration, or a settlement or agreement
reached by arbitration. See phrases below.
Mise of Amiens, the decision in favor of Henry III. of

England rendered on January 23d, 1284, by Louis IX. of

France, to whom the difficulties between Henry and cer-
tain of his rebellious barons had been referred for arbi-
tration. Mise of Lewes, the compact agreement, or
compromise by which, in May, 1264, the difficulties exist-

ing between Henry III. of England and his rebellious
barons were settled.

The "Mise of Leu-ei," the capitulation which secured the
safety of the king, contained seven articles.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., f 177.

mise2t, n. See mease1
.

miseaset (rnis-eV). n. [< ME. miaeise, museise,
meseise, misese, < OF. "meseise, mesaise, F. mes-

aise, discomfort, < mes- + eite, aise. ease : see
mis-2 and ease. Cf. malease, disease.] Discom-
fort; trouble.

And so endured the kynge In grete mytesr for love of

Ygeroe, and at laste he complayned hym-self to tweyne
that he moche trusted of grete angwysshe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X 1. 64.

So that he moste for mysese awel at the ende.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 84.

miseasedt (mis-ezd'), a. [ME. misesed; < mis-
ease + -edV.] Having discomfort or trouble.

Thanne is mlsericorde, as selth the phllosophre, a vertu
by which the corage of man is stlred by the mysese of hym
that is mysesed. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

miseasyt (mis-e'zi), a. [ME. misesy; < misease
+ -yi.j Uneasy; uncomfortable.

Standyng is me beste, vnneth male I llgge for pure mis-
easie sorowe. Testament o/ Lore, L

miseditiont (mis-e-dish'on), n. [< mis-1 + edi-

tion.] A wrong e'diting;' an erroneous edition.

A mis-edition of the Vulgate, which perverts the sense,
by making a wrong stop in the sentence.

Up. Hall, Cases of Conscience, III. 10.

miseducation (mis-ed-u-ka'shon), n. [< mix- 1

+ education.] Wrong, hurtful, or imperfect
education.
But as for our miseducatiim ; make not bad worse.

i 'iirtiil,
, Sartor Resartus, p. 81.

mise en scene (mez on san). [F. : misf, a
put-

ting, setting; en, in, on; sckne, stage: see wi'w 1
.

in 1
, scene.] The setting of a drama on the stage.

mise-moneyt (miz'mun'i), n. Money given by
way of mise.

misemploy (mis-em-ploi'), r. t. [< mix- 1 + cm-

ploy.] To employ wrongly or uselessly ; make
a bad, ineffective, or purposeless use of: as, to

misemploy one's means or opportunities.
He did so much as he could do no more, all which hath

been misemployed and abused by themselves.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. S69.

misemployment (mis-em-ploi'ment). n. f<

tixcmi>loi/ + -mint.] Ill or useless employ-
ment; misapplication; misuse: us, the

ployim-nt of time or money.

miserable

This year also be made proclamation to redrew the mA-
entploi/maU ot lands or goodn glv.-n tu charitable turn.

Halter, King James, an. IVU.

misent, . An uii-ulote form oi

misenite (mis'i-n-it), . (< Mixrnn (see def.)
+ -i'/(-.

]
Iii mini i ill., a nydroiis sulphate of

putas.siuiii found in white Kilky fillers in a hot
tufa cavem near Miseno, Italy.

misenroll. misenrol (mis--n-n>i'), r. t. [<+ enroll.] To enter or enroll by mistake :

roll erroneously.
I should thec mifrnroule

In booke of life.

Danes, Muses Sacrifice, p. 64. (Dana.)

misenter (min-en'ter), r. t.
[<

mis- 1 + enter 1
.]

To enter erroneously or by mistake : as, to mis-
cuter items in an account,

misentreatt (mis-eu-tref), r. /. [< mis- 1 + en-

trtnt.] To maltreat
;
abuse

;
treat badly. Hat-

liinll.

misentry (mis-cn'tri), n.; pi. mise*tris(-triz).
[< mix- 1 + <n try.] An erroneous entry or

charge, us in an account,

misepiscopistt (mis-e-pis'ko-pigt),
n. [< Gr.

fuotlv, hate, + tmnxoToc, bishop, + -ist.] A
hater of bishops or of prelacy.
Those murpucoputt . . . envied and dcnyed that honour

to this or any other Bishops.
Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 640. (Danes.)

miser 1
(mi'zer), . and a. [Formerly also miser

(and misard) ; < ME. "miser, meser, < OF. "miser
= 8p. mlsero = Pg. It. misero, wretched, avari-

cious, < L. iinxi r, wreti-lied, unfortunate, un-

happy, miserable, sick, ill, bad, worthless, etc.;
cf. Gr. /liooc,, hatred. Hence also E. miserable,
misery, etc., commiserate, mesel, etc. For the
sense 2, cf. miserable, a. ,5.] I. n. If. A mis-
erable person ; one who is wretched or un-

happy.
Vouchsafe to stay your steed for humble misers sake.

Spenser, f. Q., II. L 8.

I wish that it may not prove some ominous foretoken
of misfortune to have met with such a miser as I am.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, II.

2. An extremely avaricious person ; one who
hoards money ; a niggard ; one who in wealth
conducts himself as one afflicted with poverty.
Rich honesty dwells like a miser, sir, In a poor house.

Shalt., As you Like It, v. 4. 63.

Tis strange the miser should his cares employ
To gain those riches he can ne'er enjoy.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 1.

Miser's gallon*, a very small measure, probably a gill.

Her ordnance are gallons, pottles, quarts, pints, and the
miters gallon. John Taylor, Works (1680). (fiartt.)

II. . Characteristic of a miser. [Bare.]
Still o'er these scenes my mem'ry wakes,
And fondly broods with miser care !

Burns, To Mary In Heaven.

miser 1
(mi'zer), p. t. [< miter 1

,

.J
To gather

or keep like a miser; keep with jealous care;
hoard : with up.
miser2, mizer (mi'zer), . [Origin uncertain:
said to be so called as used to ''miser up" or
collect the earth through which it bores; <

miser1 , v. Otherwise thought to be connected
with G. meisel, a chisel.] An iron cylinder with
an opening in the side and a cutting lip, at-
tached to the lower end of a boring-rod, used in

the process of sinking wells in water-bearing
Strata. The bottom Is conical, with a valved opening
through which the earth can pass upward. In the so-
called "

pot-miser," used in pebbly clay, there Is no valve,
but tin' soil is forced upward by a worm on the outside of
the pot, which is conical in form, and over whose edge it

falls as the Instrument works Its way downward.
miser2 (mi'zer), P. t. [Also mizer; < miser*, n.]
To collect in the interior of the boring-tool
called a miser: used with up.
miserable (miz'e-ra-bl), a. and n. [< OF. mi-

serable, F. miserable = Sp. miserable = Pg. wi-
seravel = It. miserabile, < L. misrrabilis, pitiable.
< miserari, pity, < misrr, wretched : see miser1

. J

1. n. 1. Unhappy; wretched; hapless.
He should fear more the hurt that may be done him by

a poor widow, or a miserable man, Ulan by the greatest
gentleman of them all.

Lalimer. 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI, 1640.

What's more miserable than discontent?

Shot., 2 Hen. VI., lit. 1. 201.

Fallen cherub, to be weak is miserable,
Doing or suffering. MMon, P. L., i. 157.

2. Causing or attended by suffering or nnhap-
piness; distressing; doleful: as, a miserable lot

or condition; miserable weather.
O gross and miserable ignorance.

Shot., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 2. 178.

Keing even as taking leare of this minrraHr world. Uod
did direct him to the great way or Castragan.

Cajit. John Smith True Travels, I. 41.



miserable

3. Manifesting misery; indicative of want or

suffering; shocking; pitiable: as, a miserable
hut ; to be covered with miserable rags ;

miser-

able looks. 4. Of wretched character or qual-

ity; without value or merit; very poor; mean;
worthless : as, a miserable soil

;
a miserable per-

former or performance ;
a miserable subterfuge.

Miserable comforters are ye all. Job xvi. 2.

It was miserable economy, indeed, to grudge a reward
of a few thousands to one who had made the State richer

by millions. Mamulay. Hist. Eng., xxiii.

6. Covetous; miserly; niggardly. [Obsolete
or Scotch.]
The liberal-hearted man is, by the opinion of the prodi-

gal, miserable; and by the judgment of the miserable, lav-

ish. Hooker.

Which the king thankfully receiving, noting his misera-
ble nature, and that his gift rather did proceed from hope
of gain than good will.

Pasquil's Jests, etc. (1604). (Nares.)

Our language, by a peculiar significance of dialect, calls

the covetous man the miserable man.
South, Works, VIII. vi.

6f. Compassionate; merciful; commiserating.
[Bare.]
My son 's in ... gaol, . . . and outstep [unless] the king

be miserable, hees like to totter.

Heywood, King Edward IV. (Plays, I. 72, reprint, 1874).

=Syn. 1. Distressed, forlorn, disconsolate, afflicted, pitia-
ble. See affliction.

II. . An unfortunate, unhappy creature; a
wretch.

Tis a cruel journey to send a few miserables.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 36.

miserableness (miz'e-ra-bl-nes), n. 1. The
state or quality of being miserable; misery;
wretchedness. 2f. Miserliness; niggardliness.

MiseraUeness
Hath brought in distress.

Skelton, Why Come ye not to Court?

miserably (miz'e-ra-bli), adv. In a miserable

manner; calamitously; pitiably; deplorably;
very poorly or meanly ; wretchedly.
He will miserably destroy those wicked men.

Mat xxi. 41.

Many men were lifted vp [by a tempest in the harbor of

Domingo] and carried in the aire many bow-shots, some
being thereby miserably bruised.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 910.

Where you shall be so miserably entertained.
Sir P. Sidney.

The younger clerks were . . . miserably paid.
Macaulay, Lord Olive.

miserationt (miz-e-ra'shon), n. [= F. misera-
tion = Sp. miseracion = Pg. miseraq&o = It.

miserazione, < L. miseratio(n-), compassion, <

miserari, pp. miseratus, pity: see miserable.']

Commiseration; pity.
God of his migeration
Send better reformacion.

Skelton, Why Come ye not to Court?

Misereatur (miz"e-re-a'ter), n. [So called be-
cause beginning with the words "Misereatur
vestri omnipotens Deus" ('Almighty God have
mercy upon you') : L. misereatur, 3d pers. sing,

pres. subj. of misereri, pity: see miserere.] In
the Eoman Catholic and other Latin liturgies,
the first part of the public form of absolution,
following the Confiteor in the mass. It is also
used at prime and complin, and, with the sin-

gular pronoun (tui), in sacramental absolution.

miserectt (mis-e-rekV), v. t. [< mis-1 + erect.]
To erect wrongly; erect with a wrong object.
Cause those miserected altars to be beaten down to the

ground. Bp. Hall, Hard Texts, Amos iii. 15.

miserere (miz-e-re're), n. [So called because be-
ginning with tne words, taken from the Vulgate
version of the 51st Psalm, "Miserere mei, Do-
mine "

(
'

Pity me, O Lord ') : L. miserere, 2d pers.
sing. impv. of misereri, pity, < miser, wretched :

see miser1.] 1 . The 51st Psalm (50th in the Vul-
gate and Douay versions): so called from its first

word. In the liturgies of the Roman Catholic and Greek
churches it is used in the communion of the sick, the
burial service, and on other like occasions. Hence (a)
The service of which the miserere forms a part. (i>) A
musical setting of this psalm. The most celebrated ex-

ample is the Miserere of Allegri, written about 1635, which
forms a part of the Tenebrte service sung in Holy Week at
the Sistine Chapel in Borne. In the rendering of this
miserere so much of care, skill, and striking surroundings
combine as to give it a unique effectiveness as a specimen
of sacred music, (c) Any sacred musical composition of a
penitential character, (a) A lamentation.

No more ay-mees and misereres, Tranio.

Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, iii. 3.

2. A hinged seat in a church stall, made to turn

up, and bearing on its under side a bracket
capable of affording some support to one who,
in standing, leans against it. The under side of the
seat, in medieval and Renaissance examples, is usually
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Miserere, from All-Souls College, Oxford.

a, miserere seat turned back, showing carving; b, seat let down.

ornamentally carved, often with grotesques or caricatures.

Also called misericordia, misericorde, misericord. See stall.

We are still sitting here in this Miserere.

Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 1.

Miserere day, Ash Wednesday. Lee, Glossary. Mise-
rere week, the first week in Lent. Lee, Glossary.

misericorde, misericord (miz"e-ri-k6rd'), .

[< ME. misericorde, < OF. misericorde, mercy,
pity, also a dagger so called, F. misericorde
= Sp. Pg. It. misericordia, < L. misericordia,

mercy, < misericors, tender-hearted, pitiful,

merciful, < miserere, pity, + cor (cord-) = E.

heart: see miser1 and core1 .] 1. Merciful dis-

position ; forgiving pity or kindness. [Obsolete
or archaic.]
Now shul ye understonde that the releevynge of avarice

is misericorde and pitee largely taken.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Misericord and Justice both disdain them.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, iii. 50.

2. A dagger used by a knight to put a wound-
ed man out of his misery (to give the coup de

grdce). Against the complete
armor of the knight the weapon
would have no effect, except in
the case of a fallen enemy, the

joints of whose armor might be
found and penetrated.

The long sword with cross-

guard and the short dagger or
misericorde were now [1410] in
fashion. Encyc. Brit., II. 556.

3. Same as miserere, 2.

The misericords,
or hinged seats,
are decorated with
very interesting
carved subjects,
three on each.
The Academy, No.

[890, p. 364.

miserliness
(mi'zer-li-nes),
n. The state or

quality of be-

ing n miser or
of miserly dis-

position or hab-

its; avaricious-
ness

; niggard-
liness; penuri-
ousness.

miserly (mi'-
Zer-li ), a. [< Misericorde. isth century.

miter1 -f- -ly1 1 -4, the dagger ; S, profile of hilt ; C, sec-

T ., ,
J J tion of blade ; A scabbard.

Like a miser
;

penurious; sordid; niggardly; parsimonious:
as, a miserly person, or a person of miserly hab-
its. = Syn. Parsimonious, Niggardly, etc. See penurious.

mise-rollt (miz'rol), n. An official account or
record in the exchequer of raise-moneys.
misery (miz'e-ri), n.; pi. miseries (-riz). [< ME.
miserie, < OF. miserie, misere, F. misere = Sp.
Pg. It. miseria, < L. miseria, wretchedness, <

miser, wretched: see miser1 .] 1. A state of

grievous affliction or unhappiness ;
mental or

physical suffering; wretchedness.
His soul was grieved for the misery of Israel.

Judges x. 16.

2. Any afflictive or depressed condition; want
of the means of livelihood

; destitution: as, the

burning of the factory caused much mixery
among the poor.
In Naples misery laughs and sings, and plays the Pan-

dean pipes, and enjoys itself.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 138.

3. A seated pain or ache; an acute local ail-

ment: as, to have a misery in the teeth, or a

iiii.ieri/ in the side or back. [Prov. Eng. and
U.S.]
Mrs. Johns . . . talked about her husband, "and a mis-

ery in his side, . . . and how he felt it a-comin' on nigh on
ter a week ago." M. AT. Murfree, The Atlantic, XLI. 677.

misfeasor

4. That which makes miserable
;
a cause or

source of affliction ; misfortune ; calamity : gen-
erally in the plural.
Weep and howl for your miseries that shall come upon

you. Jas. v. 1.

I will not wish ye half my miseries.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 1. 108.

Bent are they less with time than miseries.
W. Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 4.

5. Miserliness; penuriousness. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]
But Brutus, skimmm this misery and nigardliness [that

of Octavius Cfesar], gaue vnto euery band a number of
weathers to sacrifice, and fifty silver Drachmas to euery
souldier. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1071.

= Syn. Affliction, Grief, Sorrow, etc. See affliction.

miseset, . See misease.

misesteem (mis-es-tem'), n. [< mis-1 + esteem.]
Lack of esteem

; disrespect.
misestimate (mis-es'ti-mat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
misestimated, ppr. misestimating. [< mis- 1 + es-

timate.] To estimate erroneously. J.S.Mill,
Logic, VI. viii. $ 2.

misexpenset (mis-eks-pens'), . [< mis- 1 +
expense,] Foolish expenditure.

O wretched end of idle vanity,
Of misexpence and prodigality.

The Beggar's Ape (c. 1607). (Nares. )

misexpound (mis-eks-pound'), *: - 1- [< mis-1 +
expound.] To expound erroneously. Hooker,
Eccles. Polity, vi. 6.

misexpression (mis-eks-presh'on), . [< mis-1

+ expression.] Wrong or improper expression.
Baxter.

misfaitt, n. [ME., < OF. mesfait, mesfaite, mis-

deed, mishap, < mesfaire, misdo, do harm, < mes-
+ faire, do: see mis-2 wad fait

1
,feat

1
, n.] Mis-

hap; misfortune.
"I haue wonder of the," quod I, "that witty art holden,
Why thow ne suwest man and his make that no mysfait

hemfolwe." Piers Plowman (B), xi. 866.

misfaith (mis-fath'), [< mis-1 + faith.] Lack
of faith or trust; distrust. Tennyson, Merlin
and Vivien.
misfallt (mis-fal'), " [ME. misfallen; < mis-'1

+ fain .] To fall out unluckily.
Though the ones on a tyme mygfiUe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1630.

misfaret (mis-far' ),v.i. [< ME. misfaren. < AS.
misfaran, go wrong, go astray, fare ill (= OFries.

misfara, do wrong, = Icel. misfara, go amiss, be
lost), < mis- + faran, go, fare: see mis-1 and
fare1

.] To fare ill
; go wrong or do wrong ;

be
unfortunate.

Tin fader and al his folk so misfaren hadde,
That alle here Hues in a stounde hadde be lore.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1359.

Sigh this thynge how it misferde.
Gower, Coat. Amant., v.

misfaret (mis-far'), [< ME. mysfare (= Icel.

misfari) ;
from the verb.] Ill fare

;
misfortune.

Jesu ! the son of Dauid calde.

Thou haue mercy !

Alias ! I crye, he heris me nojt,
He has no ruthe of my mysfare.

York Plays, p. 211.

Great comfort in her sad misfare
Was Amoret, companion of her care.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 30.

misfaringt (mis-far'ing), . [Verbal n. of mis-

fare, v.] 1. Misfortune. 2. Evil-doing.
For all the rest do most-what fare amis,
And yet their owne misfarinq will not see.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 758.

misfashiont (mis -fash 'on), t'. t. [< mis-1 +
fashion.] To fashion or form wrongly. Hake-
will, On Providence.

misfatet, n. [< mis-1 + fate.] HI fate or luck
;

misfortune.

Through their own mis-fate in hailing none,
Or, hauing Vertues, not to haue them known.

Panaretus (tr. by Sylvester).

misfeasance (mis-fe'zans), . [Formerly also

misfcazance; < OF. mesfaisance, wrong, trespass,
< mesfaisant, doing wrong: see misfeasant. Cf.

malfeasance.] In laic: (a) A trespass; a wrong
done. (6) In modern use, more specifically, the
misuse of power; misbehavior in office; the

wrongful and injurious exercise of lawful au-

thority, as distinguished from malfeasance and

nonfeasance. This word is often carelessly used
in the sense of malfeasance.
misfeasant (mis-fe'zant), . [< OF. mesfaina t,

ppr. of mesfaire, mesfere (F. mefaire), do harm,
< mes- + faire, < L. facere, do: see mis-2 and
fact, and cf. damaye-feasaiit.] In lav, a tres-

passer; a misfeasor.

misfeasor, misfeazor (mis-fe'zor), . [< OF.

mrxfi'ixour, mesfesor, < mesfaire. misdo : see mis-

feasant. ~\
One who is guilty of misfeasance.
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misfeatt, - [Also m /*/Vr/; < Of. mesfaite, an misframet (mis-fram'), n. f. [<mw-' 4-frame.]
ill deed, < iiirsfniri; do wrong: see misfeasant, To t'rainr wrongly or amiss. Sir r. .l/orf,

m /.<--, and /<"''.] Illilcril; wrong. Jiiilliin-ll. Works, p. H74.

That, pretty lady,
mm/A MUffoternnment.

uch Ado, Iv. L 100.

f< ME. mit-

misfeazor, . Son mixfc/wor.

misfeignt (mis -fan'), v. i. and <. [< mis-1 +
ffigii.] To feijiii with an evil design.

For so misfetgnina her true knight to bee.

Speiuer, F. Q., I. ill. 40.

misfire (mis-fir'), . [< mi*-1 + fire.] A fail-

urn in firing, as of a gun or cannon.

In case of mixjirr. through no fault of the shooter, another
bird shall be allowed. Tribune Boole of Sports, p. 395.

misfit (mis -fit'), r. t.; pret. and pp. misfitted,

ppr. misfitting. [< mi'*- 1 + Jit
2

, v.] 1. To make,
as a garment, etc., of a wrong size. 2. To

supply with something that does not fit or is

not suitable.

misfit (mis-fit' ),. [<mig-l +fift,n.] A wrong
or bad fit; something, as a suit of clothes, that

fits badly.
misforgivet, '' t. and i. [ME. minforgiven, mis-

fiiryi-rnt, < mi*- 1 + forgive.] To misgive.
His herte mysforgaf hym evermo.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1428.

misform (mis-fdrm'), v. t. [X mi*-1 + form.]
To make of an ill form; put in a bad shape.
With that misfanned spright he backe returnd agalne.

Spenser, F. Q.,1. 1. 55.

misformation (mis-fdr-ma'shon), . [< mis- 1

+ formation.} An irregularity of formation;
malformation.
misfortunate (mis-f6r'tu-nat), a. [< mi*'-1 +
fortunate.} If. Producing misfortune. 2.

Unfortunate.
We were the poorest of all, madam, and have been mis-

fortunate from the beginning. Mi--' Burney, Cecilia, i. 11.

That misfortunate wasting of his strength.
Sir a. Taylor, Philip Van Artevelde, II., Iv. 4,

misfortune (mis-fdr'tun), n. [< ww-1 + for-

tune.] 1. Ill fortune ; especially, adverse for-

tune for which the sufferer is not directly re-

sponsible ; adversity.
And never dare misfortune cross her foot

Shak., M. of V., Ii. 4. 36.

2. An unfortunate event or circumstance ; a

mishap or accident ; anything that causes harm
or disappointment : as, he had the misfortune
to break his leg; it was his misfortune, not his

fault.

By misfortunes was my life prolong'd,
To tell sad stories of my own mishaps.

SAot., C. of E., I. 1. 120.

By misfortune his deslgn'd Alterations did not arrive at

Oxford till the Book was almost Printed off.

Mum I'h; II, Aieppo to Jerusalem, Pref.

For the purposes of the present discussion [upon bank-

ruptcy "caused by misfortune without any misconduct
on the debtor's part "I, misfortune Is equivalent to somu
adverse event not Immediately dependent on the actions

or will of him who suffers from it, and of so improbable a

character that no prudent man would take It Into his calcu-

lations In reference to the interests either of himself or of

others. Fry, L. J., L. R. 20 Q. B. 816.

3. A lapse from virtue. [Colloq.]

"M you please, ma'am, I had a misfortune, ma'am," re-

plied the girl, casting down her eyes. "What, have you
not been married ?

" "
No, ma'am, not yet"

K, Midshipman Easy, Hi.

misgett (mis-get'), r. t. [ME.
+ geti.] To get wrongly or unlawfully; pro-
cure by unlawful means.

Of that the! were first misyrt.
Oower, Coat. Amant., vili.

Leave, faytor, qulckely that mugotten weft
To him that hath It better justifyde.

Spciiter, F. Q., VL L 18.

misgiet, v. t. See misguy.

misgive (mis-giv'), r.: pret. misgare, pp. mis-

ijii'i'ii, ppr. misgiving. [< mi*-1 + gite^. Cf. mi*-

fin-ill'cc.] I. trans. If. To give or grant amiss.

I knew nothing of any of their liberty mityiccn or mis-

used, till about a fortnight since.

Abp. Laud, Works, V. 264.

2. To give doubt or apprehension to ; make ap-
prehensive; cause to hesitate: used of the mind,

heart, conscience, etc., with a pronoun for ob-

ject, or with the object unexpressed.
Surely those unarmed and Petitioning People needed

not have bin so formidable to any but to such whose con-

sciences misgave them bow 111 they had deserv'd of the

People. Milton, Eikonoklastes, Iv.

Her mind mayor by a she heard
That 'twas his wedding day.

Yuung Bekie (Child's Ballads, IV. U).

Emmy's mind somehow misgave her about her friend.

Rebecca's wit, spirits, and accomplishments troubled her
with a rueful disquiet Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxv.

Il.t in trails. 1. To give way to doubt ;
be ap-

prehensive ;
hesitate.

We shrink at near hand, and fearfully tnuyioe.
Bp. Hall, Calling of Moses.

2. To give way; break down.
Plans misrjive and prospects lour and look dreary on

every side of me. T. Chalmers, Lect on Romans, xliv.

misgiving (mis-giv'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mi*-

gitf, i\] A failing of confidence ; doubt
;
dis-

trust .

She boasts a confidence she does not hold;
. . . conscious of her crimes, she feels instead

A cold magimiuj, and a killing dread.

Cowper, Conversation, L 770.

misgo (mis-go'), . i.
; pret. muneent, pp. mis-

gone, ppr. misgoing. \\ ME. misgon (= Ml).

misgiten); < mi*-1 '+ go, v.] If. To go wrong;
go astray.

I wot wel by the cradel I have misyo;
Here llth the miller and his wif also.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 335.

jif any man base in court mys-gayne,
To porter warde he schalle be tane,
Ther to a-byde the lordes wylle.

Babea Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 310.

Lord, how was I misgone? how easie 'tis to erre !

Marston, Dutch Courtezan, ii. 1.

2. To miscarry. [Bare.]
Some whole fleet* of cargoes . . . had ruinously mis-

gone. Carlyle, Reminiscences, 1. 160.

misgoggle, r. t. See misgruggle.

misgovern (mis -guv 'era), v. t. [< mi*- 1 +
gorern.] To govern ill; administer unfaith-

fully.

His figure [Vulcan's!,
Both In visage and of stature.
Is lothly *ni mtiynetoiu.

Ootcer, Coat. Amant, T.

misgrafft (mis-graf), v. t. [< mi*-l + </raff*.]

The old and correct form of mixgrnft. See

The course of true lore never did run smooth ;

But either It was different In blood, . . .

O^^/rfinr^o^r^ a LLm
.. (mis-graft'), v. t. [< wi*-1 + graft-.]
it amiss; graft on a wrong or unsuitable

stock.

misgreett, r. t. [< mi*-l + grcetl.] To err or

offend in greeting or saluting.

e of this brotherhood inu;rreet another, let

(amends) with thirty peace.
Quoted In Kmjluh iW (K. E. T. s.), Int, p. xvllL

misgroundedt (mis-groun'ded), a. [< mi*- 1

grounded.] Not well grounded: ill-founded.

Donne, The Cross.

misgrowth (mis-groth'), n. [< mi*-1 + growth.]
An abnormal growth ;

an excrescence.

Medueval charity and medlnval chastity are manlfeaUy
mif'trovtla ... of the Ideas of kindness and pnreneaa.

M. Arnold, Last tssays, Pref.

misgruggle, misguggle (mis-grug'l, -gug'l),
r. t.

; pret. and pp. mmgruggled, misguggled, ppr.

misgrvggling, misguggling. [Also misgoggle; <

mi*-1 + gruggle, rumple, disorder; origin ob-

scure.] To mangle or disfigure; rumple; han-

dle roughly. [Scotch.]
Donald had been misyuggled by ane of these doctors

about Paris. Scott, Waveriey, xvllL

misguess (mis-ges'), r. t. or i. [< mi*- 1 +
guess.] To guess wrongly or erroneously.
Some false shrewes there be hee mysse gesseth amonge.

Sir T. More, Woriu, p. 076.

misguggle, r. See misgruggle.

misguidance (mis-gi'dansj, n. [< mi*- 1 + guid-

ance.] Bad or erroneous guidance ;
harmful di-

rection or advice ;
evil influence over thought

or action.

By causing an errour In ... his judgment, to cause an
errour In his choice too; the misguidance of which must

naturally engage him in those courses that directly tend to

his destruction. SoutA, Works, I. xii.

Grievous misgttidante of the artisans by their advisers.

W. K. Oreg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 8.

j^gg,^ (rms-gjd'), r. f. ; pret. and pp. tw-

,niiilr<l, ppr. miaguidintl. [< mi*- 1 + guide.]
To guide erroneously; give a wrong direc-

tion to; lead astray in action or thought.
Now the fair goddess. Fortune,

Fall deep in lore with thee ; and her great charms

Mitguide thy opposers' swords ! Shak., Cor., I. 6. 23.

The chariot of government would be often, and danger-

ously, mintfuvted by rash unskilful drivers, did not an In-

visible hand hold the reins, and gently direct the course

of It Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vlll.

Vanity Is more apt to minguMe men than false reasoning.

Ooldtmith, Polite Learning, rill.

2. To ill-use; maltreat. [Scotch.], syn. L To

order of strength; they agree In denoting untoward events,

produced by causes presumably independent of the suf-

ferer. Mischance is the lightest word for that which is real-

ly disagreeable ; a mishap may be comparatively a trivial

thing ; both generally apply to the experience
of Individu-

als. Misfortune is the most general of these words ; a mis-

fortune Is a really serious matter ; it may befall a person,

family, or nation. A very serious misfortune atfrctitin

large numbers Is a calamity, the central idea of which Is

wide-spread and general mischief. A disaster is not neces-

sarily wide-spread; it is generally sudden, and Its inipor-

things. A disaster may befall an Individual ; a calamity
can come to an individual only by affecting his welfare

largely, or bringing him Into deep distress. A catastrophe
ia strictly a great misfortune bringing things to an end.

a final crash, a finishing stroke : as, this brought on the

catastrophe. See affliction.

misfortunet (mis-tor'tun), r. i. [< mittfortiine,

ii.] To fall out unfortunately or unhappily ;

fail or miscarry.
The Qneene, after marlage, was conceiued with childr,

hut It mitfortuned. Sttiw, Chron., Pref.

misfortunedt (mis-for'tund), o. [< misfortune +
-.

if-'.] Attended by misfortune; unfortunate.

Charity hath the Judging of so many private grievances
in a misfortuned wedlock.

Milton, Tetrachordon. (Latham.)

misforyevet, c. t. and i. See minforgire.

He [Adam] for misgocernaunce
Was drive out of his heigh prosperitee
To labour, and to helle, and to meschaunce.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 22.

2. Misgovernment.
He [the priori confessed that he had a vision Indeed ;

which was, that the Realm of England should be destroy-

ed through the Misgoverttance of King Richard.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 118.

). a. 1. Ill or

by bad ad-

ministration, as of public affairs: as, a mi'*-

governed country or people. 2f. Led astray;

misguided ;
ill-behaved.

Rude, misgooern'd hands from windows' tops
Threw dust and rubbish on King Richard s head.

Shak., Rich. II., v. i 6.

(mis-guv'ern-ment), n. [<

_ a t.] 1. Bad government, man-

agement, or administration of public or private
affairs.

Men lay the blame of those evils whereof they know not

the ground upon public mi*<lpernment. Raleigh, Es&ay.

2. Want of self-restraint; irregularity in con-

duet ; misbehavior.

Eschue betymes the whlrlpoole of misgouernment.
Oascoiffne, To the Youth of England.

guidance ; guidance into error; hence, trespass ;

error; sin.

Nor spirit, nor Angell. though they man snrpas,
Could make amends to God for man s mtsguyde,

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, L 144.

misguidingt (mis-gi'ding), n. Mismanagement.
We have an ower guld caus this dey.
Through misgydins to spilL

Battle of lialrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 225).

misguiltt ( mis-gilt' ),n. [< mi*-1 + guilft,n.] Of-

fense; fault.

For what maner muarlt hastow me forsake?
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 1541.

misgurn (mis-gern'), n. [< F. misgurn; origin

obscure.] A kind of loach, Misgumus fosfilis.

Misgurnus (mis-ger'nus), . [NL. (Lac^pede.

genus of Cobiiidff or loaches, <

the numerous barbels, which are 10 or 12 in

number. It comprises the misgurn, M. fotsHis of cen-

tral and eastern Europe, and related Asiatic loaches. The

specific name of the misgurn (/oniju) refers to its bor-

rowing in the mud : It U not a fossil flsh.

misguyt, '' t. [ME. tnisgyett, misgirn; < mi*-1 H

guy 1
.] To misguide.
Too wistc he wel he hadde himself tnumed.

Chanter, Monk's Tale. L 64J.
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mishallowed (mis-hal'od), a. [< mis-1 + hal-

lowed.] Consecrated to evil uses, or by unhal-

lowed means.
I do not find David climbing up those mishallowed hills.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iii. 29.

Had set upon his conqueror's flesh the seal

Of his mMnlloiml and anointed steel.

A. C. Swinburne, Tristram of Lyonesse, 1.

mishandle (mis-han'dl), . t.\ pret. and pp. mis-

handled, ppr. mishandling. [< mis-1 + handle.]

To maltreat.

Verye fewe be ouer manye to be so wrongefullye myite-
handeled and punyshed. Sir T. More, Works, p. 899.

mishanter, mischanter (mi-shan'ter), n. [A
dial, corruption of misaunter, misaventure: see

misadventure. The form mischanter is prob.
due to association with mischance.] Misfor-

tune; disaster; an unlucky chance. [Scotch.]

mishap (mis-hap'), n. [< ME. mishaji; < mis-1

+ hap 1
, n.] 1. An unfortunate or evil hap;

mischance
;
misfortune.

Many grete mishappes, many hard trauaile.

Hob. of Brunne, p. 175.

Secure from worldly chances and mishap*.
Shak., Tit. And., 1. 1. 152.

2. A lapse from virtue. [Colloq.]

Lady Betty was the friend and correspondent of Swift.

In early life she made a -mishap.

Cunningham, Note to Walpole's Letters, I. 96.

= Syn. 1. Mischance, Disaster, etc. See misfortune.

misnapt (mis-hap'), v. i. [ME. misliappen; <

mis- 1 + hap 1
, v.] To happen or turn out ill;

go wrong.
Gawein was euer pensif for his vncle that he hadde lefte

in Carmelide, that hym sholde eny thinge myshappe vpon
the wey. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 471.

For eyther I mot sleen him at the gappe,
Or he moot sleen me, if that me myshappe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 788.

I fear all is not well,

Something 's mishapped, that he is come without her.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 1.

mishappent (mis-hap'n), v. i. [< ME. mishap-
nen; (.mis-1 + happen1

.] 1. To happen ill.

His fearefull freends weare out the wofull night, . . .

Affraid least to themselves the like mishappen might.
Spenser, V. Q., I. iii. 20.

2. To fare ill.

Boste and deignouse pride and ille avisement

Mishapnes oftentide. Rob. of Brunne, p. 289.

mishappinesst (mis-hap'i-nes). n. [< mis-1 +
happiness.] Unhappiness ;

wretchedness
;
mis-

ery.
What wit haue wordes so prest and forceable
That may containe my great mtehappintss?

Wyatt, Complaint upon Loue.

mishappyt (mis-hap'i), a. [ME. mi/shoppy; <

mis-1 + liappy.] Unhappy.
Sorweful and mishappy is the condition of a poure beg-

gar. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

mishear (mis-her'), v. t. and i.; pret. and pp. mis-

heard, ppr. mishearing. [< ME. misheren, < AS.

mtshyran, disobey, < mis- + hi/ran, hear, obey:
see mis-1 and hear.] To mistake in hearing.

It is not so ; thou hast misspoke, mi&heard.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 4.

misheedt (mis-hed'), . [< mis-1 + heed1 .]
Want of heed or care

; heedlessness.

Daily heer to die,
In Cares, and Feares, and Miserie,
By miss-heed, or by miss-hap.

Sylvester, tr. of H. Smith's Micro-cosmo-graphia.

mishmash (mish'mash), n. [A varied redupli-
cation of mash1

. Of. equiv. G. mischmasch

(= Dan. mishmash), a varied reduplication of

mischen, mix.] A hotchpotch; a medley.
A chaos, a confused lump, a formelesse masse, a inixtt-

mash. Florio, p. 95. (Hattiwell.)

Their language . . . [is] a mish-mash of Arabic and Por-

tuguese. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 27.

Mishmi or Mishmee bitter. See Coptis.
Mishnah (mish'na), n. [Also Mishna; Heb.
mishndh, repetition, explanation, < shdndh, re-

peat.] 1. In Jewish, lit., a collection of halach-
oth or binding precepts and legal decisions
deduced by the ancient rabbis from the Penta-
teuch, and itself forming a second or oral law.
See halachah. These halachoth, which had been pre-
served for several centuries by tradition among the doc-
tors of the synagogue, were gradually committed to writ-

ing. The first who attempted to reduce them to order was
Hillel I. (B. C. 75-A. D. 10), president of the Sanhedrim,
who arranged them in six Sedarim or orders. The final

redaction, however, was made by Rabbi Jehudah, surnamed
" the holy," about the end of the second century of our era.
The Mishnah is divided into six parts, each of which con-
tains a number of treatises, which are subdivided into

chapters, and these again into paragraphs or mishnoth.
The first part relates to agriculture ; the second regulates
the manner of observing festivals ; the third treats of wo-
men and inatrinHMiiul cases; the fourth of damages and
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losses in trade, etc. ; the fifth is on "
holy things

"
that is,

oblations, sacrifices, etc.; and the sixth treats of the sev-

eral sorts of purification. The Mishnah forms the text on

which the Gemara is based. See Gemara and Talmud.

The ilishnah consists chiefly of Halakhah ; there is,

comparatively speaking, little Agadah to be found in it.

It is not, however, as many think, either a commentary
on the Halakhic portions of the Pentateuch, or on the

ordinances of the Sopherim ,
or on both together. It rather

presupposes the knowledge of and respect for both the

Mosaic and the Sopheric laws, and it only discusses, and

finally decides on
,
the best mode and manner of executing

these. Eneyc. Brit,, XVI. 503.

2. [I. c.j pi. mishnoth (mish'noth).] A para-

graph of the Mishnah.
A mishnah, if genuine, never begins with a passage of

the Pentateuch, and even comparatively seldom brings
direct proof from or gives reference to it.

Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 503.

Mishnaic (mish-na'ik), a. [< Mishna(h) + -ir.]

Of or pertaining to the Mishnah; traditional.

The weighty reference to the Mishnaic usage remains,

however, in full force, however conservative be our deci-

sion on the date of Chronicles. Eneyc. Brit., VIII. 561.

Mishnic (mish'nik), a. [< Mishna(h) + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the Mishnah.

The wife whom Eashi, according to Mishnic precept
(Aboth, v. 21), married at the age of eighteen.

Eneyc. Brit., XX. 284.

mishnoth, . Plural of mishnah, 2.

misimaginationt (mis-i-maj-i-na'shon), . [<
mis-1 + imagination.] Wrong imagination or

conception; delusion.

Who can without indignation look upon the prodigies
which this mis-imaffination produces in that other sex ?

Bp. Hall, Kighteous Mammon.

misimprove (mis-im-prov'), c. t.; pret. and pp.

misimproved,pipr. misimproving. [< mis-1 + im-

prove1
.] To fail to improve or make a good

use of
; misapply; neglect opportunities of im-

proving: as, to misimprove time, talents, ad-

vantages.
If a spiritual talent be misimproved, it must be taken

away. South, Works, XI. xii.

misimprovement (mis-im-prov'ment), n. [<
mis-1 + improvement.] Ill use or employment ;

failure to improve ; misapplication.
Their neglect and misimprovement of that season.

South, Works, XI. xii.

misincline (mis-in-klin'), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

misiiiclined, ppr. misinclining. [< mis-1 + in-

cline.] To give a wrong or evil inclination or
direction to.

Our judgments are perverted, our wills depraved, and
our affections misinclined, and set upon vile and unworthy
objects. South, Works, X. i.

misinfer (mis-in-fer'), .; pret. and pp. misin-

ferred, ppr. misinferring . [< mis-1 + infer.] I.

trans. To infer wrongly. Hooker, Eccles. Pol-

ity, v. 52.

II. intrans. To draw a wrong inference.

misinform (mis-in-form'), r. [< mis-1 + in-

form 1
.] I. trans. To inform erroneously or

falsely; make a wrong statement to
; give wrong

or misleading instruction to.

That he might not through any mistake . . . misinform
me. Boyle, Works, I. 681.

Lest, by some fair-appearing good surprised,
She dictate false, and misinform the will

To do what God expressly hath forbid.

Milton, P. L., ix. 365.

II. t intrans. To testify falsely ;
make false

or misleading statements.

You misinforme against him for concluding with the

Papists. Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ceesar, xxil.

misinformant (mis-in-for'mant), . [< misin-

form + -ant.] One who misinforms or gives
false information.
misinformation (mis-in-for-ma'shon), . [<
mis-1 + information.] Wrong information ;

false

account or intelligence.
Let not such [military commanders] be discouraged (who

deserve well) by misinformations, and for the satisfying
the humours and ambitions of others.

Bacon, Advice to Villiers, 23.

fflisinformer (mis-in-for'mer), . One who
gives wrong information.

Those slanderous tongues of his misinformera.
Bp. Hall, Account of Himself.

misinspire (mis-in-spir'), r. t.
; pret. andpp. mis-

inspired, ppr. misinspiring. [< mis-1 + iiiKjiirt:]

To inspire falsely.
Some god misinspired

Or man took from him his own equal mind.
Chapman, Odyssey, xiv.

misinstruct (mis-in-strukf), v. t. [< mis-1 +
instruct.'] To instruct amiss.

Let us not think that our Saviour did miitinstruct his dis-

ciples. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 49.

misken

misinstruction(mis-m-struk'shon), n. [< mis-1

+ ins/ruction.] Wrong instruction.

Correcting by the clearnesse of their owne judgement
the errors of their mi#-im*lritt'li<nt.

Milton, Apology for Smcctymnuus.

misintelligence (mis-in-tel'i-jens), n. [< F.

nii'niiitelliijence; as mis-'2 + intelligence.] 1.

Wrong or false information.

Mr. Lort was certainly misinformed. ... I showed one
or two of them [tales] to a pel-son since my recovery, who
may have mentioned them, and occasioned Mr. Lort's mit-

intflliyence. Walpvle, Letters, VII. 167. (Davfes.)

2f. Misunderstanding; disagreement.
He lamented the misintelligerux he observed to be be-

tween their majesties. Clarendon, Life, II. 329.

misintend (mis-in-tend'), v. t. [< mis-1 + in-

lend.] To misdirect
;
aim ill.

When suddenly, with twincle of her eye,
The Damzell broke his misintended dart.

Spenser, Sonnets, xvi.

misinterpret (mis-in-ter'pret), r. t. [< F. mes-

interpreter; as wii*-2 4- interpret.] To interpret

erroneously; do the work of interpreter incor-

rectly or falsely ;
understand or explain in a

wrong sense.

The experience of your own uprightness misinterpreted
will put ye in mind to give it [this discourse] free audi-

ence and generous construction.

Milton, Divorce, To Parliament.

Such is the final fact I fling you, sirs,

To mouth and mumble and to misinterpret.

Brooming, Ring and Book, I. 322.

= Svn. See translate.

mismterpretable (mis-in-ter'pre-ta-bl), a. [<

misinterpret + -able.] Liable to be misinter-

preted. Donne.

misinterpretation (mis-in-ter-pre-ta'shon), u.

[< F. m&interpretation, < mesinterpreter, misin-

terpret: see misinterpret.'] Erroneous inter-

pretation; a wrong understanding or explana-
tion.

In a manner less liable to misinterpretation.
D. Stewart, Philos. Essays, i. 3.

misinterpreter (mis-in-ter'pre-ter), . One
who interprets erroneously.

Whom, as a mis-interpreter of Christ, I openly protest

against. Milton, Divorce, To Parliament.

misintreatt (mis-in-tref), v. t. Same as mis-

en treat.

Had a man done neuer so much harme, . . . if he might
once come into the Temple, it was not lawful for any to

miiintreate him. (Jrafton, Chronicle, vi., an. 8522.

misjoin (mis-join'), v. t. [< mis-1 + join.] To
join unfitly, improperly, or inappropriately.

Luther, more mistaking what he read,

Misjoins the sacred body with the bread.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 142.

misjoinder (mis-join'der), n. [< mis-1 + join-

der.] In law, a joining in one suit or action of

causes or of parties that ought not to be so

joined.

misjudge (mis-juj'), v.
; pret. andpp. misjudged,

ppr. misjudging. [< mis-1 + judge.] I. trans.

To err in judging of; judge erroneously or

wrongfully.
Clarendon might misjudge the motive of his retirement.

Johnson, Waller.

=Syn. To misapprehend, misunderstand, misconceive.

II. intrans. To err in judgment; form erro-

neous opinions or notions.

Too long, misjudging, have I thought thee wise.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, iv. 38.

Have we misjudged here, . . .

Enfeebled whom we sought to fortify,
Made an archbishop and undone a saint?

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 212.

misjudgment, misjudgement (mis-juj'ment),
n. [< mix-1 + judgment.] Erroneous judgment;
error in judging or determining.
miskal (mis'kal), n. [Also miscal and mitrnl,

mithkal, metgal, metical, etc.; < Ar. mithqal, a

weight (used in weighing), < tliaqala, be heavy,
tliii/l, weight.] An Arabian unit of weight, be-

ing 5 (or, according to others, V1
) of a derham

(which see). In Constantinople and Smyrna the miskal
is 4.8 grams, or 74 grains troy.

miskeept (mis-kep'), r. t. [< mis- 1 + keep.] To

keep ill or wrongly.
Goods are great Ills to those that cannot vse them :

Misers mis-keep, and Prodigals mis-spend them.

Sylvester, Memorials of Mortality, st. 75.

misken1
(mis-ken'), v. t.; pret. and pp. miskeii-

ncti, ppr. iiiixkciniiiit/. [<(>-! + ken 1
.] To be

or appear to be ignorant of; mistake for an-

other; misunderstand. [Scotch.]
Were I you, Ranald, I would be for mixkenniny Sir Dun-

can [and] keeping my own secret.

Scott, Legend of Montrose, xiii.



misken
Ami why wilt thon thysrlf tnitlcenf

Man, take thine "M Hunk ulmni thee.
Ttikr 7V,,,,. lit, I i l,xilc about Thee.

misken'-'t (mis'ken), . A transposed form of

mian,
And would you mellow my yimiiK pretty mistress
III Hllrll a ,,

1 1: i, her and Shirley, Night-Walker, III.

miskenningtdnis-keii'ing), . [< ME. misi;,n-

iiini/i .
|

In Inir. wrong citation, \\hiirton.

miskin (mis'kin), . A small bagpipe.
Now would I tune my minlriii* on the green.

ItrtiiftiHi, Eclogues, It

miskindle (mis-kin'dl), r. t. ; pret. and pp. mis-

kimlleil, ppr. misl.-iiulHiKj. [<. mis- 1 + kimll, -.
\

To kindle amiss
;
inflame to a bad purpose.

Such fa the iitixkimllett heat of some vehement spirits.

Bp. Hall, MNchirl ,,f I :!,..,,.

misknow (mis-no'), r. t.; pret. miskneic, pp.
iiii.ikin,irii. ppr. uiixl.-iiniriiii/. [< mis-* + know 1

."]

To know imperfectly; misapprehend.
How apt are we, if thou dost never so little vary from

our apprehension*, to mis-know thee, and to wrong our
selves by our mis opinions! Bp. Hall, The Resurrection.

But great men are too often unknown, or, what Is worse,
mifknown. Carlyle, Sartor Resartua (1831), p. 10.

misknowledge (mis-nol'ej), n. [< mi*-* + kiioir-

li'il,j< .
] Misapprehension; imperfect knowledge.

Lest at this time men might presume further upon the
mislrnotvledye of my meaning to trouble this parliament
than were convenient. H'tfam, James I. (Saret.)

mislabel (rais-la'bel), c. t.; pret. and pp. mis-

labeled or mislabelled, ppr. mixlabeling or mix-

labelling. [< mis-1 -f label1
, v.] To mark with

a wrong label, designation, or address.

It might so easily have been mislabelled or mixed up
with other Sassanian fragments.

J. Feri/ugson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 83.

mislay 1
(mis-la'), *' '; pret. and pp. mislaid,

ppr. mislaying. [< mis-* + toy1 , t'.] 1. To lay
in a wrong or unaccustomed place; put in a

place afterward forgotten : as, to mixlay a let-

ter or one's gloves.
Was ever any thing so provoking, to mislay my . . .

Jewels? Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, III.

It was ii, /'/,,/,/ among a multitude of other papers, at
the time when I was solicited to communicate the former
drawing to a gentleman then writing the "History of
Music. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 131.

2. To place or set down erroneously; give or

assign a wrong location to.

The fault is generally mislaid upon nature. Locke.

mislay2 (mis-la'). Preterit of mixlie.

mislayer (mis-la'er), M. One who mislays, mis-

places, or loses.

The mislayer of a merestone Is to blame.

Bacon, Judicature (ed. 1887).

mislet, r. and n. An obsolete spelling of mizzle*.

mislead (mis-led'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. misled.

ppr. misleading. K ME. misledett, < A8. mix-

HMOH (= 1). iiiixleiaen = MLG. misledcn OHG.
iHiwIi-iti-ii, G. inissleiten = Svv. inixxleda), lead

astray, < mix-, wrongly, + liedan, lead : see mis-*

and lead1 ."] 1. To lead or guide wrongly; lead

astray ; especially, to drow into error ; cause to

orr; delude: as, to mixlcad an inquirer.
Trust not servants who mislead or misinform yon.

Batnn.

The antiquity of it, and Iwcause it is not so common, and
especially because some of the Ancients and of the Papists
Imue been misuf-led by these dreames.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 37.

Do we not perpetually see men of the greatest talents
and the purest intentions misled by national or factious

prejudices? Macaulay, Mltford's Hist. Greece.

2t. To misconduct; misbehave: used reflex-

ively.
The folk of Troie hrmsdven so m</xle<ten,

That, with the wore, at nyght homward they riedden.

Chaucer, Troiltis, Iv. 48.

= Syn. 1. Mislead, Dflude. Mislead means to lead wrong,
whethrr with in- without design. Delude always, at least

figuratively, implies intention to deceive, and that means
are used for that purpose. We may be misled through
ignorance and In good faith, but we are deluded by false

representations. A person may delude himself.

By education most have been misled.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ill. 380.

Those dreams that on the silent night intrude,
And with false flitting shades our minds delude,
Jove never sends us downward from the skies.

Swift, Dreams.

misleader (mis-le'der), . One who misleads
or draws (another) into error.

That villanons abominable misleader of youth, Falstaff.

Shale., 1 lien'. IV.. ii. 4. 608.

misleading (mis-le'dinp), />. ". Tending to lead

astray: deceptive: as, a niixlrinlinii theory.
M ore resemblances ordissemblances may therefore prove

misleadimj. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 373.
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misleadingly (mis-le'ding-li), n<lr. In a mis-
leailtll'.' manner: deceptively.
misleared unis-h-rd'). ,i. [<1CB. ,,,i-i,,,,i. pp.
ul

1

misli i'i ii. < AS. iiiixln-raii. leach wrongly, <

n/i-i-, wrongly, + Id-run, leach; see M/iN-l anil

liar*, r.l 1. Mistaught; ill-tutored; ill-train-

ed. [Scotch.]
I will not see a proper lad so mvtrar'd is to run the

country with an old knave. Scott, Monastery, vl.

2. Wrongly informed
; imposed upon.

I'ut up your whittle,
I'm no design'd to try Its mettle;
But If I did, I wad be kittle

To be misUar'd.
lltinu, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

mislearn (mis-lern'), r. t. f < mis-* + Irani.} To
li-ani wrongly or amiss,
mislearned (mis-lcr'ned), /i. a. [< mis-* +
li-iinied.] Not truly or wisely learned.

Such Is this which you have here propounded on the
behalf of your friend, whom It seems a mislfarned ad-
vocate would fain lar up in a course altogether unjusti-
fiable. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience; Add. Case, i.

mislen, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
lntlstin-.

misletoet, n. An obsolete form of mistletoe.

mislicht, a. [ME., < AS. mislic (= OS. misselic,
mist/if, missenlic, mixscndlic, mislic = OS. mis-
lik = OFrieg. mislik = OHG. missalili, niixgelili.

MHG. inixsilirli. m i*l ih. G. mislich = Goth, mix-

xaleiks), various, < mis-, Goth, missa-, etc.,

wrong, different, + -lie, E. -la*: see mi*- 1 and
-/w 1

.] Various; diverse; different.

mislichet, adv. [ME., also misselichf, etc.. <

AS. mi/slice, mistlice (= OS. misliko = OHG.
mixsilicho, MHG. misseliche, misliche, G. ntiglicli),

variously, < mislif, various: see mislich.] 1.

Variously,
h'ulle seouen sere heo miMich foren. Layamun, L 6270.

Meune that myslych wer murdred therin,
By lustes nnloyfull lugged too death.

AUmundrritf Mactdirint (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 1100.

2. Wrongly; mistakenly; amiss.

Nay, Crist It for-bede
That ich more of that matere so misselifhe thenke !

H'illiaia uf Palerne (K. K. T. s.x 1. 71 1.

mislie (rais-li'), r. i.
; pret. mislay, pp. mixlain,

ppr. mull/in;/. [ME. mislien, mislyen, etc.; <

mis-* + lie 1
, t'.] To lie awkwardly or uncom-

fortably.
The dede sleepe . . . fll on this carpenter, . . .

And eft he routeth jsnoreth] for his heed mytlay.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 461.

mislight (mis-lit'), r. t. [< ww-l -I- light*.']
To lead astray by or as by a light.

No will n the wlspe mMight thee.

Herriclc, Night-piece, To Julia.

mislike (mis-Hk'), r. ; pret. and pp. misliked,

ppr. misliking. [< ME. misliken ; ( AS. misli-

ciaii (= Icel. mislika = OHG. misselichen), dis-

please, < mix- + lician, please : see mis-* and
like3

.'] I. trans. If. To displease ; be displeas-
ing to.

Whan i wist of this werk wite 30 for sothe.
It mulilcetie me mochel ml3t no man me blame.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), L 2039.

2. To be averse to; disapprove of; dislike.

Some will say that children of nature lone pastime and
mislikt learning. .1 ,-<7,,r , The Seholemaster, p. 44.

Uraue and wise counsellours ... in their ludiciall bear-

Ings do much miriike all scholasticall rhetoricks.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 118.

Mislike me not for my complexion.
The shadow'd livery of the burnlah'd sun.

Shall., M. of V., It 1. 1.

They [England and America) mistrust and mixlilce the
centralization of power. OkuUonc, Might of Right, p. 17-.

lit. To offend; disgust.
Bellaria . . . oftentimes commingherselfe into his bed-

chamber, to see that nothing should be amis to inislHv
him. Orrene, Pandosto, or the Triumph of Time (1588).

Il.t intrant. To be displeased or offended;
disapprove: followed by of or icitli.

Desiring you hereafter neuer to mut&re tcith me, for the

taking In handeof any laudable and honest enterprise.
Quoted in Boolct of Precedence (E. E. T. s., extra ser.\

[Forewords, p. lii.

I can decipher their qualities, though I vtterly mvtitr
of their practises.

Greene, Pandosto. or the Triumph of Tlme(lS88).

They made sport and I laught. they mispronounc't and
I mufiar't. and, to make up the atticisme, they were out
and I hist. Hilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

mislike (mis-Hk'), . [< miglike, v.~] The state
of not liking; mi si iking: aversion.

Setting your scorns and vimr ntMi'fr aside.

Shot., S Sen. VI., Iv. 1. 84.

( i let not my secure simplicity breed your mitlite.

Martian, Dutch Courtexan, ii. 1.

mismanage
misliken fmis-ll'kn). r. I. [< wi.v-1 4- lil.,n. Cf.

iin.ilil.-i .] To ill-appoint. l/alliiccll. [Hrov.
Kng. |

mislikeness (mi-lik'ne), . [< mi*-* +
Hrxx.] False likeness: inislnidiiig resemblance.

So oft by rascally mi*HJcenr*t witinu' !.

Southey, To A. runnlnirham. (Dattet.)

misliker (mis-li'ker), . One who misliken or
ili-likes.

It can always be urged by certain mMOrn of his ...
that these typical phases an not the Important phases.

Harper* Mag., LiXVII. 7W.

mislikingt (niis-h'king), n. [< ME. muHkyng;
verbal n. of mislike, t'.] 1. Disapprobation;
indignation.
Going forth with the byshop till they came to Wlndsorr,

hee entred the Castle, to the great mutUinff of the bysh
oppe. Stow, Hen. III., an. 1204.

2. Distaste; aversion.

je schall, whan I am allone,
In grete myJulcynff lende,
Hut whanne I ryse agayne,
Tlian schall yonre myrtbe be mende.

York Pfayt, p. SS7.

mislint, . An obsolete form of

mislingt, . See
mislippen (mis-lip'n), r. t. [< mi.i-l + liitpen.']
1. To disappoint. 2. To deceive; delude.

I hafllns think his een hae him mislimen'd.

TannahUt, Poems, p. 27.

3. To neglect to perform; pay no proper at-
tention to: as, to mislippen one s business. 4.
To suspect; mistrust.

I thought It best to slip out quietly though. In case she
should mislijiprn something of what we are gsnn to do.

Scott, Black Dwarf, IT.
'

[Prov. Eng. or Scotch in all senses.]
mislive (mis-liv'), r. /.

; pret. and pp. mislired,

ppr. mislirina. [< ME. misliren, < AS. mislibban,
lead a bad life, < mis-, wrongly, + libltan, live:

see wis-l and lire*.} To lead a" wrong or vicious
life.

If he mislire in leudnes and lust.

Little bootes all the welth and the trust

Spenter, Sbep. CaL, May.

mislivedt (mis-livd'), . [ME. myslyced; <

mis-* + life + -erf2 . Cf. mislive.'] Living amiss
or viciously.

O olde, unholsom, and myWytvd man !

t'hi'iwer, Trollus, Ir. S30.

misllvert (mis-liv'er), n. One who follows evil

courses.
As tnulyuert obstinate.

Hoy and Rarlinc, Rede me and Be nott Wroth, p. 121.

((Dariet.)

mislivingf (mis-liv'ing), . [< ME. mislynnge;
verbal n. of mislire, r!] Evil course of fife.

Yet they will repent and for sake their mustyringe, and
do as they teche hem that ben for the grete loue he haddt-
to man and gret tendlrnesse. Merlin (E. E. T. s.), L 2.

mislocation (mis-lo-ka'shon), H. [< mis-* +
location.] Misplacement.
Midfcation of words in the structure of a sentence.

/,. Bacon, Oenesis of the New England Churches, p. x.

mislodget (mis-loj'), r. t. [< mis-* + lodge.]
To lodge amiss or in the wrong place. Alarstoti.

mislookt (mis -Ink '), n. [ME. misloke; < mis- 1

+ look*."] A sight of some object hurtful or

unlucky to look upon.
Guide trlli tli In his boke
Ensample touchend of initiate.

Govxr, Conf. Amant., i.

misluckt (mis-luk'), . [< mix-* + luck.] Ill

luck; misfortune.

Poor man ! It was his mitluck to marry that wicked
wife. WoArnepht, French and Kngllsh Cranimar (lesa

(p. 301. (Latham.)

misluck (mis-luk'), r. i. [< mixlutk, .] To
meet with ill luck ; miscarry. [Rare.]

If one iiiuliu-li, there may still be another to make terms.

Cartyle, Misc., IV. M*.

mislyt, " See mi^-ly.
mismake (mis-mak'), r. t.; pret. and pp. mw-
iiiinli; ppr. niixHinkinfl. [< mis-* + make*.] To
make wrongly; spoil in the making: as, to ttx-

HIake a drt'ss.

But proaydeth that they (translations] shal not be read
If they be missc.wade, til they be by good examination
amended. Sir T. Mart, Works, p. 2S4.

mismanage (mis-man'aj), r. t.; pret. and pp.
iiiisiiiininiji'd, ppr. mismanaging. [< mix-* +
manage.] To manage badly ; conduct careless-

ly or improperly.
The debates of most princes' councils, and the business

of assemblies, would be In danger to be mimanag'd.
Locke, Human I'nderetanding, IV. xrU. 4.

mismanage (mis-man'aj), i. [< mismanage, r.]

Mistake; miscarriage.
A mismanage of government. Bntrley, Virginia, LI SO.



mismanagement

mismanagement (mis-man'aj-ment), . [<n's-
manage + -ment.] Careless' or improper man-
agement.
Such revolutions happen not upon every little misman-

agement in publick affairs.

Locke, Of 1 Government, 226.

mismannered (mis-man 'erd), a. [< mis-i +
iiiiititiereu.] Unbecoming. Halliwell. [Prov.

mismanners (mis-man'erz), n. pi. [< mis-1 +
manners.] Bad manners; ill breeding.
I hope your honour will excuse my mis-manners to whis-

per before you. Vanbrugh, The Relapse, iv. 1.

mismarkt (mis-miirk'), v. t. [< mis-1 + mark1
.]

To mark wrongly; err in noting or marking.
Thou haste the misnutrkid, trewly be traste ;

Wherfore of thi misse thou the amende.
York Plays, p. 258.

mismatch (mis-mach'), v. t. [< mis-1 + match1
.]

To match unsuitably, or inaccurately or unfitly.
mismatchment (mis-mach'ment), n. [< mis-
match + -went.] An unfortunate match

;
mis-

alliance. Mrs. Gore.

mismate (mis-mat'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-

mated, ppr. intimating. [< mis-1 + mate*,] To
mate or match amiss or unsuitably.

Be not too wise,
Seeing that ye are wedded to a man,
Not all mismated with a yawning clown.

Tennyson, Geraint.

mismeant (mis-men'), r. t. [< mis-1 + mean 1
.]

To mistake the meaning of; misinterpret.
Mismeane me not. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 66.

mismeasure (mis-mezh'ur), v. t.; pret. and pp.
mismeasured, ppr. mismeasuring. [< mis-1 +
measure.] To measure incorrectly; estimate

erroneously.
With aim mismeasured and impetuous speed.

Young, Night Thoughts, v. 784.

Which prefers that right and wrong should be mismea-
mred and confounded on one of the subjects most momen-
tous to human welfare. J. S. Mill.

mismeasurement (mis-mezh'ur-ment), . [<
mi*-1 + measurement.] Inaccurate or inexact

3794

misobserve (mis-ob-zerv'), r. t. and i.
; pret.

and pp. miaolserved, ppr. misobsermng. [??js-l
+ ofeserre.J To observe incorrectly or imper-
fectly ;

err in observing.
If i misobserve not, they [children] love to be treated as

rational creatures sooner than is imagined.
iocte, Education, j si.

misobserver (mis-ob-zer'ver), w. One who ob-
8FV7 inaccurately or imperfectly.

miSOCleret (mis'o-kler), a. [< Gr. fuauv, hate

(< fiao(, hatred);
+ LGr. Kf.rjpos, the clergy:

see cleric.] Hating the clergy.

Ktng Henry VI., acted herein by some mwadere cour-
tiers (otherwise in himself friend enough to churchmen),

misplacement
"My lords," said he, '-I do confess that I have mfe.

' '" *
'C pre8umptuously

misogamist (mi-sog'a-mist), . [As misogam-y
+ -ist.] A hater of marriage,
misogamy (mi-sog'a-mi), . [= F. misogamie
= Sp. misogamia = Pg. It. mtsogamia, < Gr. as
if "fuaoyafiia, < juaoyafio^, hating marriage, < fii-

actv, hate, + yd/tot, marriage.] Hatred of mar-
riage.

It is misogyny rather than misogamy that he affects.

C. Lamb, To Coleridge.

misogrammatistt (mis-o-gram'a-tist), n. [< Gr.

luaslv, hate, + ypd/ifiara, letters, learning (see
grammar), + -ist.] One who dislikes or de-

spises learning.
Wat Tyler, . . . being a misogrammatist, . . . hated

every man that could write or read.

FuUer, Worthies, II. 341. {Dames.)

misogyne (mis'o-jin), n. [< Gr. /umryiviK, pi-

<7(i;wof, a woman-hater: see misogyny.] A mi-

sogynist. Coleridge.

misogynist (mi-soj'i-nist), n. [As misogyn-y +
-ist.] A woman-hater.
The hardest task is to persuade the erroneous obstinate

misogynist, or woman-hater, that any discourse acknowl-
ing their worth can go beyond poetry.

Whitlock, Manners of the English, p. 322.

He was unmarried, and a misogynist to boot.
Mrs. H. Ward, Bobert Elsmere, xlv.

j-i-nis'ti-kal), a. [< mi-

Latimtr, quoted in E. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng. , ti.

The place where they were last found begging or mis-
ordering themselves.

llibton-Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 181.

misordered (mis-or'derd), j,. a. Misdirected;
irregular; disorderly.
Fewe of them cum to any great aige, by reason of their

misordered life when they were yong.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 33.

Vicious rule and misordered customea.

Uolinshed, Hist. Scotland.

misorderlyt (mis-6r'der-li), a. [< mi*-1 + or-

derly, a.] Irregular; improper. Ascham, The
Scholemaster, p. 28.

misorderlyt (mis-6r'der-li), adit. [< mis-1 + or-

derly, adr.] In an irregular or disorderly way.
All persons above the age of fourteene yeares, being

taken begging, vagrant, & wandring misorderly, should be
apprehended. Stow, Q. Elizabeth, an. 1572.

misordination (mis-6r-di-na'shon), n. [< mix- 1

+ iirdinntion.] Irregular or faulty ordination,
misotheism (mis'o-the-izm ), n. [< Gr. po-oft-of ,

< fitaeiv, hate, + 8(6{, God: see theism.] Hatred
of God. De Quincey. [Rare.]
misowningt (mis-6'ning), a. [< mis-1 + aiming.]
Derogatory.
He abjured all articles belonging to the erafte of necro-

mancie, or missawning to the faith.

Stow, Henry VI., an. 1440.

mispaint (mis-pant'), v. t. [< mis-1 + paint.]
To paint falsely or in wrong colors.

In the details ... are several things misseen, untrue,
which is the worst species of mispainting.

Carlyle, Sterling, ii. 5. (Dairies.)

mispassiont (mis-pash'on), w. [< mj*-l + ^>os-
^ -] Evil passion or feeling; wicked thought.
Not only the outward act of murder is a breach of the

but tje jnward mig.^sgfon of the heart also

Lr> Hall Hard Texts Mat v 22

mispayt (mis-pa'), f. t. [< ME. mispaien, mys-
payen ' < F

-
*""' ^T"

' ] T

yversite
In Englissh, and in writynge of our tonge,

v 1796

r t oret and D .

' '

i. i., pret. a pp.misname fmis-nam' )im ;,

named, ppr. mtsnammg. [<

in urious

-i + name.] To

.J Hating the female sex ; woman- .

hating. Gcncer, Conf.

misogyny (mi-soj'i-ni), n. [= F mtiogynie = niispayret, . [ME., var. of depfV,
?P'

= Pg- misogynia = It. mtioginia, stitutld prefix mi.s-2.] Despair
5 f<T0

5/w/ . !
8 /"7^o, hatred of women

^ aajh^iwf. hating women: see mtsogynous.]
Hatred of women.

Amant., ii.

with sub-

.

Un8Ultable r
misologist (mi-sol'o-jist), n.

.] A hater of reason.

s he d the k Ed
Dryveth the to grete myemure^S Ca^i W ii.^f.Tm

[As misolog-y + mispenset (mis-pens'), n. See

misperception (mis-per-sep'shon), n. [<

And that thing made of sound and show
Which mortals have misnamed a beau.

Beattie, Wolf and Shepherds.

misnomer (mis-no'mer), n. [< ME. "mesnomer,
< OF. memomer, mesnommer,F. dial. , f:o,er
misname, < me*- + nomer, nommer, name, < L!
Bominare, name: see is-2 and nomwote.] 1.
A misnaming; the act of applying a wrong
name or designation.

feet, home,
this kingdom.

2.

-
estruction of the constitution of

Burie.ToaNobleLord.

< êyc_ M., XIX 199 misperformance (mis-per-for
'

mans), n. [<
. , . . ._ , _. ,-, ims- 1 + itcrfiirmancc.] Bad or careless per-

nilSOlOgUe (mis o-log), n. [< Gr. /o-&to}o<;, hat- formance

'?fn?^^e"t :

,f
- !?f"^ p

A misologist. Jt an argument ^j^j the misper̂ ormance of daty.

misolop (mi-sol o-ji), . [< Gr ^ao^ui, ha- H. r. eecACT, N . A. Rev, CXL. 192.

f
ed f

t^TT^'
<
fSf^*' hatmg argument . mispersuadet (mig-per-swad'), v. t. [< jwfe-l +

<^, hate, + Aojof, discourse, argument, rea-
;>ersMorfe .] To persuade amiss; lead to a wrong^n: see Logos, -ology.] Hatred of reason. conclusion.

The sombre hierarchs of misology, who take away the Poor reducedsouls . . . were mispemmded to hate and

mlSuasiblenesst)- rmuasenesst
f

ve8 ' y ' u ' ^ewes
' " lst ' Fnllos -' " 1(x)- r

T , ouaiitv of ,, ot heinf? nprsii
. misoneism (mis-0-ne'izm), . [<Gr. /uaelv, V

-

at6 '
+ **' "^ + ^^ ^^ f inD Va-

P--aded by^T.fdeSeJclesTfGod
r. ,. **, SeU-C.ture,

an error m name; misstatement in a Erroneous opinion; wrong ideas.wye
provided no party has been misfed or prejudiced.
Hence 3. A mistaken name or designation;
a misapplied term

.

The Anglican Church is constantly declared to be mere-
ly a convenient misnomer for a subordinate function of
the Legislature. H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 395.

misnomer (mis-no'mer), v. t. f< misnomer n 1

Todesignatebyamistaken or unsuitable name;
misname. Bicliardson. [Rare.1
misnumber (mis-num'ber), e. ( [< mis-l +
number, v.] To number or wckon Zongly ;

miscalculate.
Which might well make it suspected that the armies by

sea, before spoken of, were mitnumbered
.RoietSrA, Hist. World, V. i. 8.

misnurture (mis-ner'tur), V. t.
; pret. and pp.

misnurtured, ppr. misniirturing. [< mis-l + r-

ture.] To nurture or train wrongly.
He would punish the parents misnurturing their chil-

dren- Bp. Hall, Elisha Cursing the Children,

canar tru. M
,
Sermon xv

. , ., . . ,,.\ rx . , .

miSOTdert (mis-or der), n. [< wts-i + order, n.]
Disorder

;
want of method

; irregularity.J
See and consider it any mwarder be amongst our ser-

uants or apprentises. BaMuyt's Voyages, I. 343.

j! t?.
rt

'f
18* sho

?'
etn th

'

id
.
ea { h ? indW"h vainne88' frenz5"'

and

/ - j- \ < r/ ll
(mis-or der), r. f. [< m-l + order,

LrVHP" P "^^ an"SS ' PU* Ut f

S?te?SJSl^StS^ofS^ inThTt'which
%ffi&^f^Vy ne|ligence

Hattuyfs Voyages, I. 262.

If the child misse ... in misordering the sentence, I

would not haue the master froune.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 27.

2. To misconduct
;
misbehave : used chiefly re-

flexively.

or,i

Jrd^ech was to reform their
to

whnn^he
spake

Hoo*er, Eccles. Polity, vii. 16.

Sins that I acted upon wilful ignorance and voluntary
mispersuasion. Jer. Taylor, Holy laving, iv. 10.

. . . . , . . ., ,,

mispickel (mis pik-el), . [= F. nngpicket, < G.

mitptdctt, in 16th century also mispiicJcel, miss-

pieckel, mistpuckel, mispickel ; origin obscure.]
ame as lK

misplace (mis-plas'), . ?.
; pret. and pp. JMM-

pllfct ,a
v

r . mhplacin,,. (< mis-l + pKce, r.]
To P^ce wrongly ; put in the wrong place ;'

lo-

cate improperly or unsuitably: as, to misplace
a b k

; '""P^^ confidence.

See wealth abused, and dignities mfcptearf.
Cou>per, Tirocinium, 1. 815.

E ry misplaced beauty is rather a defect.

Goldvntth, Tlie Bee, No. a

misplacement dnis-plas'ment), n. [< misplace
+ -meat.] The act of misplacing, or putting in

the wrong place.



mlsplay

mlsplay (mis-pla'), . [<
wro,,K play.

All balls moved hy the wu jil'in must IT returned to

the,r former potion hy H

379ft

AgoodlyShlp, .

Speiuer F Q II lit 19.

(mis-priz'), r. t.
; pret a,,,! ,,,,

.

misrepeat

misrai8(mifi-r8/.').r. /.; pret. and pp. mitraited,^ ''<<"'"</
,

L< <'"-' + ",,*0 To raise
or excite unwisely Of Without <lui' riu

misplead
To pl,.d am.ss or in a wrong manner.

(l

ftff t'
'

in law, ui

I'erhapa the mtipleadinu of a word shall forfeit all.

Kev. T.Adauu. Work.
i,
n 4s2.

mispleaset (mis-plez ), r. t. [< ML,, misplesen
(cf. OF. mcxpiaire); < ?i- t- jileiiKr.] To
displease, or fail in pleasing.
Schulde neuere than this ci the for this erthe mwpfett

heuene king. Uymns to \ irgin, etc. (E. E. 1. s.), p. 90.

mispoint (mis-point'), r. t. [< >nis-l +
point.]To point improperly; punctuate wrongly.

mispolicy (mis-pol'i-si), . [< ii-l + policy!.]
Ba9 policy ; impolicy.
mispractlCO (mis-prak'tis), w. [< lts-l + prac-
/dr.] Wrong practice ; misdeed ; misconduct.

mispraise (mis-pra//), . t. and t.; pret, and
]>1>. miximnxcd, ppr. migpraisiiig. [< i-i +
lii-ni.ie.'] To praise falsely or injudiciously.
The "

biographical Infection," the natural frailty to mw-
ivaise anil overpraise, has not failed to show itself.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 341.

misprint (mis-print'), . ' [< wix-i + print.]
To make an error in printing (something);
print wrong.
There might haue bene some ouersight, either in him-

self or In the printer, by mlsse writing or by miaeprynt-
ynge those figures of algorlsme.

Sir T. ore, Works, p. 772.

misprint (mis-print'), n. [< misprint, V.] A
mistake in printing ;

a typographical error.

mispriseH. n. and r. SeeftbprW.
misprise-, r. t. see mtsjtnze*.

mispnsion 1 (mis-pnzh on), H. [<<M-.wa.yrt.
mo,,, M/rapmow, mistake, en-or, fault, wrong,
imspnsion, a thing done or taken amiss, < me-
//w, pp. of\mespreudre, mistake: see mtsprtze*.
( f. i>rmoH.] If. Mistake; error; misunder-

standing.
To prevent therefore all future mitpruiont I hare com-

piled this true Bourse.
Copt. John SmM, Tr ravels, Ded.

You spend your pa^on on a
, am

*-J^ (LyM,,der > bloxL
Shot., M. N. D., 11L 4. 74.

^^,.^2 (m i 8.priz'), <'. .; pret. and pp. mi*-

plf:e<ft ppr . ,;,,,-,,,. [Also misprise; < OF.
/,,,'.^,,-,.r (!'. ;iu'-/trixfr = Sp. mrinn<iirr<-i<ir= I'g.

menosprezur), despise, < .- + priser, prize,
value : see mis-2 and J>rfce2.] To slight or un-
dervalue

; disparage ; despise.

Mupruemenot; I will trample on the heart, on the soul
of him that shall say I will wrong you.

* Jon*m, Case Is Altered, lit s.

|Srfthe land'h^d VeTr
1
"

Muprued the land he lovedhM
^ear.

misprize2! (mis-priz'),n. [< misprize*, r.] Con-

tenipt; scorn.

Then, if all fayle, we will by force It win,

we might hurtTthem by mitpruion.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith't Works, I. loo.

2. In law: (a) Criminal neglect in respect to

the crime of another: used especially in con-
nection with felonies and treason, to indicate a
passive complicity, as by concealment, which
falls short of the guilt of a principal or acces-

sory.
There is some strangemr<m in the prince*

Skak., Much Ado, Iv. 1. 187.

Honour in us had Injury, we shall prove.

ta 9

lllisproceeding (mis-pro-se ding), n. [< MM
+ proceeding.] Erroneous or irregular proceed-
in8-
Which errors and mupraeeedingi they doe fortify and

llltre"ch
o

*">^^ Controversies.

misprofeSS (mis-pro-fes'), V. [< 7HW-1 + pro-
Jess.] I. trans. To make a false profession of

;

maije unfounded pretensions to.

Keep me back, O Lord, from them who mwpro/en arts

of healing the soul or the body. Donne, Devotions, p. w).

n. intranx. To make a false profession.

mispronounce (mis-pro-nouns'),. t.; pret. and

pp . mispronounced, ppr. mispronouncing. [<
mig.i + pronounce.] To pronounce erroneously
Or incorrectly.

mispronotuicement (mis-pro-nouns'ment), n.

[< mispronounce + -ment.] the act of mispro-
nouncmg.
mispronunciation (mis-pro-nun-si-a'shon), w.

[< mfo.i + pronunciation.]
'

1. The act of pro-
uouncin i,(colTectly._ 2 . A wrong or improper
pronunciation
misproportion (mis-pro-por'shon), r. t. [<mt#-i
+ proportion, r.] To fail to place in proper
proportion; join or compare without due pro-
portion.
misproudt (mis-proud'), n. [< ME. misproud;
< w'*-1 + proud.] Undulv or unwarrantably
proud or vain

; arrogant ; haughty.
Ne no mysproude man amonges lordes ben allowed.

/Her, PJwman (B), xlll. 488.

Ah ! thou muproud prentice, darest thou presume to

w.rd H,, HI >

Her. we were oat of danger of

misrate (mis-rft'), . H * and
p ,,r . <,/,,,. [< ,,,,,'.l' + ,.!, ] To rate

erroneously; estimate falsely.

Aitumlng false, or mbrottv true, advantages.
Barirvtf, Works, III. nix.

misread (mis-red'), f. < ; pret.andpp. iirad.
ppr. mixmiiling. [< wiw-I + rcarfl.f To read

wrongly; misconstrue ; misinterpret ;
mistake

the sense or significance of.

He mimad the disposition of the great body of citUens.

fnudt, csr, p. 20.

misreading (mis-re'ding), n. [Verbal n. of mit-

read, r.] Erroneous reading or citation ; mis-

interpretation.
A "mU" *M*> < Balllarger, conUlned In a rin-

gle sentence, 1. the one point from which I dissent In thr

extremely clear and concise chapter.
B. Ovrnty, Proo, 8oc. Psych. Research, in. ids, note.

misreceive (mis-re-sev'), r. t.
; pret.

and pp.
minreceired, ppr. misrectiviiig. [< mt*-1 + rr-

ceive^ To receive ungraciously ; take amiss.

There is nothing that more dishonoured governors than
to mitrecrioe moderate addresses.

Waurhou*, Apology (iwsx p. 249. (Latham.)

misrecitat (mis-re-sit'), r. t. [<iw-l + recite.]
To recite or repeat incorrectly.
^g MeAgm of Ustlmonles ... do munciU the sense

of the author they quote. Boyle, Works, n. 477.

miBreckon(mis-rek'n), r. t. [< niw-i + reckon.]
To reckon or compute erroneously.
u is a familiar error In Josephus to mimekm times.

Raleigh, Hist World, II. xvll. 10.

misreckoning (mis-rek'ning), n. An erroneous
or false reckoning.

misredet, v. t. [ME. misreden, < AS. misrcedan,
advise wrongly, give bad counsel,< mis-, wrong-
ly, + r dfl, advise : see reacfl, rede*.] To ad-
vise unwisely or to bad purpose.
misrefert (mis-re-f6r' ),v.t. and i. [< mfe-l +
refer.] To refer or report wrongly.

Th' outward senses.
Which oft misapprehend and miaereSerre.

D*, Mlrum In Modum, p. It. (Dane.. )

misreflect (mis-re-flekf) r. t. [< mi+l + re-

Jttct.] To reflect wrongly; misrepresent: as,

to misreflect an object.
misreform (mis-re-fdrm'), r. t.

[<
nti-l -f- re-

form.] To reform amiss or imperfectly; change
for the worse. Milton.

misregardt (mis-re-gSrd'), n. [< ww-l + re-

gard.] Misconstruction.

When as these rimes be red
With wbregard. Spenvr. F. Q.. IV. rUL 9.

misregTllate (mis-reg'u-lat), r. t.; pret. and pp.
minregulated, ppr. misregulating. [< mis-* +

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 77.

(ft) More loosely, any grave offense or misde-
meanor having no recognized fixed name, as
maladministration in an office of public trust :

also termed positive misprision, as distinguished
from negative misprision, or mere neglect or con-

Thou, James of Bothwell, wert the man.
Scott, L. of the L., v. 26.

mispunctuate(mis-pungk'tu-at),r. t.ori.; pret.
and pp. mispunctuated, ppr^ mispunctuating. [<
wii's-l + punctuate.] To punctuate wrongly.
mispursuit (mis-per-suf), n. [< mis-1 + pur-
unit.] A mistaken or misdirected pursuit.

before them such mupruion shall be redressed.

Ettylith Oildt (E. E. T. S.), p. cxll.

Misprlsion of felony, concealment of a felony.
- Mis-

prlslon of heresy, failure to denounce one who ha been
guilty of heresy.

misrehearse (mis-re-hers'), n. t. or
i'.; pret. and

pp. misrehearsed, ppr. misreliearsing. [< Mi-l
+ rehearse.] To rehearse or quote inaccurate-

ly ;
err in recapitulating or repeating.

He wonlde make yon ween here that I bothe miireheane
and misconstrue. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1009.

misrelatet (mis-re-laf), r. t. [< mi*- 1 + relate.]
To

ed
themselves. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 262.

Mlsprtslon of treason, knowledge and concealment of

treason, without assenting to It

This elaborate Hccusntion contained eightcountsof high
treason and misprition of treaton.

** Const Hist, 8 345.

miSpriS10n2t (mis-prizh'on), . [< misiiri-e",

misprise^, + -ion, after miiiprisionl.] An act of

undervaluing or disdaining ;
scorn

; contempt.
Such men they were as by the Kingdom were sent to ad-

vise him, not sent to be cavill'd at. because Elected, or to
be enttirtalml by him with an undervalue and mitprinon
of their temper, judgment, or affection.

Miltim. Eikonoklastcs I

. . ,

misprized (mis-pnz ), n. [Also nnsprtse; < OF.
mcsprise (F. meprise), a mistake, < mcspris, pp.
of me>n>rcndre (F. menrendre), be mistaken, <"

. , '*

mes- + prrmln; < L. prchcndcrc. prmdtr*, take :

see mi*-'-' and pri:t '. .] Mistake: misconcep-
tion; error; blunder.

5
Sterling, vliL (Dana.)

misqualify (mis-kwori-fi), p. t.; pret. and pp.
misqualified, ppr. misqualifyinii. [< mis-1 + qual-
jfy.] To qualify or characterize erroneously or

imperfectly.
wbat l8Cttlled rell lou P06^ whlch 1 common,

l|P-/'"
-'""hi'*

n^nam^bythenoun.ndmi,^.-"* b* the dJec Te- I"*1
:
study w '"*>. P- *

misquemet, '' ' [ME., < M + quente.] To
displease; offend.

But If any man these mitqtirme,
He shall be baighted as a here.

The
Pto^n'.
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misquotation (mis-kwo-ta'shon), n. [< mis-1
+ guo/ntion.] 1. The act of quoting wrong.
2. An incorrect quotation.

misquote (mis-kwof), t>. t. or i.; pret. and pp.
ntisqiioted, ppr. misquoting. [< mi*-1 + quote.]
J_ To quote or cite iucorrectlv.

Take hackney d Jokes from Miller, got by rote,
And just enough of learning to mitquote.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

gf To misread; misconstrue; misinterpret.
fc .,

.
Ixxm how we can, or sad or merrily.
Interpretation will ,ni*qm*e our looks.

SAat., l Hen. IV., T. 2. is.

=Syn. Garble, etc. See mutilate.

To satisfy me that he murtlattd not the experiment, he
v me tne opportunity of trying It Boyle.

misrelation (mis-rf-la'shon), n. [< ww-i + re-

lation.] Erroneous relation or narration.

misreligion (mis-re-lij'on), . [< mu-l + reli-

gio,,.] False religion.
Branded with the Infamy of a Paganish mimUffim.

Bp. Vail, The Ten Lepers.

misremember (mis-re-mem'ber), r. t. or i. [<
wi.v-1 + rememlM'r.] To mistake in recalling to

mind err bv failure of memory^^menene , thmtT^, .^^
to mime-nmembring one worde of his.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1139.

He is here, practising for the mask ; of which, if I mis-
remember not, I wrote as much as you desire to kno,,

nlisrender (mis-ren'der), r. t. [< rnw-1 + ren-
,lt r ~\ Tn rt-mJpr or nnnrniA iiiapfMimt^lvICT.J J

translate erroneously.
ney (tne p^aa] mtitt at least be allowed to contain

polisheil and fashionable exprenknu In their own Ian

guage. how coarsely soever they hare been mit-rtndertd
. ;, Anui* Wnrk* TT 907

misrepeatt (mis-re-pef), r. t. [< mi*-1 + re-

]>eat.] To repeat'erroneously.



misrepeat
The petition was of many sheets of paper, and contained

many false accusations (and . . . some truths misrepeat-

ed). Winthrop, Hist. New England, i. \-i-l.

misreport (inis-re-porf), v. [< mis-1 + report.']

1. trans. 1. To report incorrectly.

Yf they be such indeed, quod your frende, and that

they bee not mistaken or misreported.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 249.

2f. To give a false report of
; misrepresent ma-

liciously; backbite; slander.

Not to backbite, slander, misreport, or undervalue any
man. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 197.

II. ill trans. To make an incorrect report.

Ceesar, whose Autority we are now first to follow, wanted
not who tax'd him of mis-reporting in his Commentaries.

Milton, Hint. Eng.,i.

misreport (mis-re-port'), 11. [< misreport, v.]

A false or incorrect report.

We are not to be guided in the sense we have of that
book ... by the misreports of some ancients.

N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, iv. 1.

misreporter (mis-re-por'ter), . One who mis-

reports or reports falsely.

misrepresent (mis-rep-re-zent'),t>. [</is-
1 +

represent.] I. trans. 1. To represent errone-

ously or falsely ; give a false or incorrect ac-

count or representation of, whether intention-

ally or not.

In the very act of misrepresenting the laws of composi-
tion, he shows how well he understands them.

Macaulay, John Dryden.

2. To fail to represent correctly or in good faith

as agent or official representative ;
act contrary

to the wishes or interests of, as of one's princi-
pal or constituents, in the transaction of busi-

ness, legislation, etc.

II. intrans. To convey a false impression.
Or do my eyes misrepresent? Can this be he?

Milton, S. A., 1. 124.

misrepresentationCmis-rep're-zen-ta'shon), it.

[< mis-1 + representation.'] "1. Erroneous or
false representation; an unfair or dishonest
account or exposition; a false statement: as,
to injure one's character by misrepresentations.

The Scriptures frequently forbid rash judgments, and
censoriousness, and a misrepresentation of other men's ac-

tions, and hard thoughts concerning them.
Jartin, Discourses, iii.

2. Incorrect or unfaithful representation in the

capacity of agent or official representative, as
of a principal in a matter of business, or of con-
stituents in legislation. 3. In map-making,
faultiness in a map-projection, estimated with

regard to its unequal scale in different parts and
to its distortion of angles.
misrepresentative (mis-rep-re-zen'ta-tiv), a.

and ii. [< mi's-1 + representative,'] I. n. Tend-
ing to misrepresent or convey a false impres-
sion; misrepresenting.

II. ii. One who misrepresents, or fails to rep-
resent truly. [Bare.]

Let us hope the lovers of this sort of freedom are misrep-
resentatives of their race. Congregationalist, Aug. 12, 1886.

misrepresenter (mis-rep-re-zen'ter), . One
who misrepresents.
misrepute (mis-re-put'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. mis-

reputed, ppr. misreputing. [< mis-1 + repute.']
To repute or estimate erroneously ;

hold in

wrong estimation.

They shall vindicate the misreputed honour of God.

Milton, Divorce, ii. 22.

misresemblance (mis-re-zem'blaus),w. [<is-i
+ resemblance.'] An imperfect or mistaken re-
semblance or description. [Rare.]

Return we now
To a lighter strain, and from the gallery
Of the Dutch poet's misresemblances
Pass into mine.

Southey, To A. Cunningham. (Davies.)

misresult (mis-re-zulf), n. [< mis-1 + result.}
An untoward or unwelcome result or conclu-
sion. Carlyle. See quotation under mispur-
suit.

misrule (mis-rol'),m. [< mis-1 + rule, .] 1.
Bad rule; misgovernment; wrongful exercise
of power or authority.

As if ... I to them [my enemies] had quitted all,
At random yielded up to their misrule.

MMon, P. L., x. 628.

2. Absence of control or restraint ; insubor-
dination

; disorder.

Fare not with foli oure fos for to glade,
Ne wirk not vnwysly in thi wilde dedis,
That till manhocl be marte thurgh thi mysrewle.

Destruction nf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6126.

The loud misrule
Of Chaos far removed. Milton, t. L., vii. 271.
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There, in the portal placed, the heaven-horn maid
Enormous riot and misrule survey'd.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, i. 138.

Abbot of misrule. See abbot. Lord or king of mis-
rule. See lord.

misrule (mis-rol'), v. t. or i.
; pret. and pp. IMM-

i-nli'il, ppr. misruling. [< ME. misreulen; < mis-1

4- rule, r.] To rule badly ; govern unwisely or

oppressively.
Nor has any ruler a right to require that his subjects

should be contented with his misgovernment by showing
them a neighbouring prince who oppresses and misrules
far more. Brougham .

misrulyt (mis-ro'li), o. [< mis-1 + ruly, as also

in unruly.'] Unruly; ungovernable.
Curb the range of his misruly tongue.

Bp. Hall, Satires, VI. 178.

miss1
(mis), '. [< ME. missen, myssen, < AS.

missan (not *missian), miss (fail to hit), escape
the notice of, = OFries. missa, be without, =
D. missen = MLG. LG. missen = OHG. MHG.
G. missen = Icel. missa = Sw. mista = Dan. wis-
te = Goth, "missjan (not recorded), miss; from
an orig. noun or adj. extant as a prefix, AS.
and E. mis- = D. mis- = OHG. missa-, MHG.
misse-, G. misse-, miss-, mis- = Icel. mis- = Sw.
miss- = Dan. mis- = Goth, missa-, 'wrongly,'
'

amiss,' in the adverb, E. miss1
,
ME. mis = D.

mis = Icel. mis, wrongly, amiss, = Goth, misso.

interchangeably, and in the derivative, AS.
mislic, misselic, mistlic, missenlic, misscndlic, etc.,
= Goth, minnaleits, various, diverse, different

(seemislicii); prob. with orig. pp.suffix -t(E. -rf2
,

-ed'2) from the root of AS. mitlian (pp. mithen),
avoid, conceal, be concealed, refrain, = OS.
mitlian = OFries. mitlia = D. mijden = MLG.
miden = OHG. mldan, MHG. miden, G. meidrn,
avoid. The different senses '

miss,'
'

avoid,'
'

change,'
' be various,' may all be derived from

that of ' deviate.' Cf. the development of senses
associated with mad1

, from 'change,' 'alter,'
to ' maim ' in a physical sense,

' distract ' in a
mental sense. See mis-, amiss, etc.] I. trans.

1. To fail to reach or attain
; come short of, or

go aside or deviate from, as what is aimed at, ex-

pected, or desired; fail to hit, catch, or grasp:
as, to miss the mark.

Though we could not have his life, yet we missed not
our desires in his soft departure.

Sir T. Browne, To a Friend.

I was to see Monsieur Verney at his Apartment at the

upper-end of the Royal Physick Garden, but, missing my
visit, went up with a young Gentleman of my Lord Am-
bassador's Retinue, to see Mr. Bennis.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 63.

The pleasure miss'd her, and the scandal hit.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 128.

As I never miss aim, I had the misadventure to kill the
Honourable Master Crofts at the first shot.

Scott, Peveril of the Peak, xxxiv.

2. To fail or come short of, as from lack of ca-

pacity or opportunity ;
fail to be, find, attain to,

or accomplish (what one might or should have
been, found, attained to, or accomplished) : as.

he just missed being a poet; you have missed

your true vocation.

The invention all admired, and each how he
To be the inventor miss'd. Milton, P. L., vi. 499.

3. To fail to find, get, or keep ;
come short of

having or receiving; fail to obtain or enjoy:
as, to miss the way or one's footing ;

to miss a
meal or an appointment.

In that citty virtue shall never cease,
And felicity no soule shall misse.

Kob. of Gloucester, p. 584, App.
If she desired above all things to have Argalus, Argalus

feared nothing but to miss Parthenia. Sir P. Sidney.

Spur to destruction
You cannot miss the way.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 2.

One must have eyes that see, and ears that hear, or one
misses a good deal. Mrs. J. H. Euring, Idyll of the Woods.

4. To become aware of the loss or absence of;
find to be lacking; note or deplore the absence
of

;
feel the want or need of : as, to miss one's

watch or purse ;
to miss the comforts of home

;

to miss the prattle of a child.

Neither missed we anything. . . . Nothing was missed
of all that pertained unto him. 1 Sam. xxv. 15, 21.

Thee I have miss'd, and thought it long, deprived
Thy presence. Milton, P. L., ix. 857.

The king was no sooner gone than the army missed him,
and WHS aii in the greatest uproar.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 21.

5. To fail to note, perceive, or observe; over-
look or disregard : as, to miss the best points
of a play.
The faults of his understanding and temper lie on the

surface, and cannot be missed. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

6. To escape ;
succeed in avoiding.

miss

I have purged and vexed my body much since I writ to

you, and this day I have missed my fit ;
and this is the first

time that I could discern any intermission.

Donne, Letters, xxii.

So well my Armour did resist,
So oft by llight the Blow I mist.

Cowley, Anacreontics, iv.

And you have miss'd the irreverent doom
Of those that wear the Poet's crown.

Tennyson, To .

7. To omit; leave out; skip, as a word in re-

citing or a note in singing.
She would never miss one day

A walk so fine, a sight so gay.
Prior, Lady's Looking-Glass.

8f. To do without
; dispense with

; spare.
We cannot miss him ; he does make our flre,

Fetch in our wood. Shale., Tempest, i. 2. 311.

I will have honest, valiant souls about me ;

I cannot miss thee. Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii. 1.

9f. To lack ; be deprived of.

For as a man may nat seo that mysseth hus eyen,
No more can no clerkes bote if hit be of bookes.

Piers Plowman (C), xv. 44.

To miss one's tip, to fail in one's scheme or purpose ;

fail in effecting a desired object. [Slang.]

Jupe [a circus clown] . . . didn't do what he ought to

do. Was short in his leaps and bad in his tumbling. . . .

In a general way that's missing his tip.

Dickens, Hard Times, i. 6.

One as had had it very sharp act'ly runs right at the

leaders, . . . only luck'ly for him he misses his tip and
conies over a heap o' stones.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

To miss out, to omit ; leave out.

In several instances the transcriber by a slip of the pen
has missed out words or parts of words.

English Gads (E. E. T. S.), p. 432, note.

TO miss stays (naul.), to fail in going about from one
tack to another. See stay. To miss the cushion t. See
cushion. *

II. intrans. 1. To fail of success or effect;

miscarry; fail to hit the mark, as in shooting,
playing certain games, etc.

How myjte y of thi mercy myt,
Sithen to helpe man thou art so hende?

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 203.

Men observe when things hit, and not when they miss.

Bacon.

Flying bullets now,
To execute his rage, appear too slow ;

They miss, or sweep but common souls away.
Waller.

2f. To fall short; fail in observation or attain-

ment: with of or in.

Butt for alle he myst of his entent.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1383.

If your scholer do misse sometimes in marking rightlie
these foresaid sixe things, chide not hastelie.

Aicham, The Scholemaster, p. 31.

To that end he [St. Paul] lays down the most powerful!
Motive and Consideration : for in due season ye shall reap
if ye faint not ; i. e. ye shall not miss of a reward from God.

StUlinffjfteet, Sermons, II. vii.

St. To go astray; go wrong; slip; fall.

Saye, and not misse,
How long agone, and whence yt was,
The fayre rounde worlde first came to passe,

As yt now ys? Puttenham, Partneniades, xi.

Emongst the Angels, a whole legione
Of wicked Sprightes did fall from happy blis ;

What wonder, then, if one of wdmen all did mis'

Spenser, . Q., III. Ix. 2.

miss1
(mis), n. [< ME. mis, mys, misse, mysse ;

from the verb. Cf. amiss.] 1. A failure to find,

reach, catch, hit, grasp, obtain, or attain
;
want

of success.

And so he made his mi* to mende
The sawter buke right to the ende.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 78.

Y misse of Lord Sandwich redoubl'd the losse to me, and
shew'd the folly of hazarding so brave a fleete.

Evelyn, Diary, June 2, 1672.

2f. Error; fault; misdeed; wrong-doing; sin.

When we war put out of that blis

To won in midelerth for oure mis.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

O rakel hand, to doon so foule a mys [var. amys].
Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 174.

Thus, although God sent his holy spirit to call mee, and
though I heard him, yet ... I went forward obstinately
in my misse. Greene, Groats-Worth of Wit (ed. 1617)1

3f. Hurt or harm from mistake or accident.

Beholde frelete of my manhede
That makes me oft to do of myse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 106.

And though one fall through heedless hast,
Yet is his misse not mickle.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

4. Loss; want; hence, a feeling of loss.

I beseche you to sende me for almes oon of your olde

gownes, which will countirvale much of the premysscs I

wote wele ; and I shall be yours while I lyve, and at your
comandement ; I have grcte myst of it, God knows.

Paston Letters, II. 334.



miss

The hoy not to he found?
... I feel

A sail ittiitH of him.

Mturinijrr, Biuhful Lover, II. I.

5. Specifically, in printing, a failure on the part
of the person feeding t.he blank slie.-ts In n press
to supply ;i sheet ;il the i-i^hl inipini'iit for im-

pn'Ssillll. TIlcniHSlnllHtllrrom-rtr.Mn rilllllilM.-lliriillk'll

several sheets to absorb the ink put on the blanks by (In-

form.

6. In the game of loo, an extra liund dealt out,
for which the players in turn have the option
of exchanging their own.- Amiss Is as good as a
mile, ii niiiTiiu i-i-,-i|ii- is no worse than a remote one; no
HIM- r-r:ljir, :l ihn^rl it I|M, , M"t lll.itli! murli h"U M.-.ir it

approached.
miss't (mis), "'/''. [MK. mis, IHI/S, ///.< = I).

mix = loel. mix, adv., wrong, amiss : see ///ml, r.

Of. mixx, //., niiiixx.} Wrongly; badly; amiss.
The thlnges ben so ;/ entrechaunged.

Chaucer, Bocthius, Iv. prose 5.

To con-ecten that is mix I mente.
Cltaucev, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 440.

miss-' (mis), . [An abbr. of mistress, at first

prob. as a title, the form Mistress, as written
Mrs. and pronounced mis'ez, being still com-
monly abbreviated in rustic use in New Eng-
land and among the Southern negroes, to Miss,
often printed Mis'. Cf. also def. 3. See mis-

tress, Mrs.] 1. Mistress: a reduced form of
this title, which, so reduced, came to be re-

garded, when prefixed to the name of a young
woman or girl, as a sort of diminutive, and
was especially applied to young girls (corre-

sponding to master as applied to young boys),
older unmarried girls or women being stvled
mistress even in the lifetime of the mother;
later, and in present use, a title prefixed to the
name of any unmarried woman or girl, in a re-
stricted use. the title Mi**, with the surname only, now
distinguishes the eldest daughter of a family, the younger
daughters having the title Miss prefixed to their full name :

as, Miss Brown, Miss Mary Brown, etc. Home matronly
unmarried women, holding independent positions as house-
holders or otherwise, are still styled Mistress (Mrs.) as a
mark of special respect, at least in some par(s of the United
States. In speaking or writing of two or more persons of
the same name by the title of ains, the plural form isoften

given to the name as a whole, as the Misg Smiths, instead
of to the title, as the Misses Smith.

The four Mix: Willises. Dickens, Sketches, ill.

Mist Quest held her chin too high, and ... Miss Laura
spoke and moved continually with a view to effect.

<,',,-;/,- "Kli,.i, Mill on the Floss, iv. 0.

Her says to me "Are you Mrs. or Mitt/" "Neither,
ma'am," I says, "I are a servant." That young woman re-

spected herself and her calling.
If. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 256.

2. A voung unmarried woman
;
a girl, in this

sense chiefly colloquial ; in trade use It has reference to

sizes, etc. : as, ladles', misses', and children's shoes.

Where there are little masters and mix*fs in a house,
they are great impediments to the diversions of the ser-

vants. Sic\ft-
Sometimes I half wish I were merely
A plain or a penniless miss.

Locker, A Nice Correspondent.

3. A mistress (of a household). [Southern
U. S., in negro use.] 4t. [In this use a direct
abbr. of mistress in the same sense a slang
use, independent of the above.] A kept mis-
tress.

She being taken to be the Earle of Oxford's muse (as at
this time they began to call lewd women).

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 9, 1662.

TJndecent women, . . . inflaming several! young noble-
men and gallants, became their mines.

Kivti/n. Diary, Oct. 18, 1666.

If after all you think it a disgrace
That Edward's miss thus perks it in your face.

Pope, Epll. to Howe's Jane Shore, 1. 4<l.

missa (mis'ii), . [LL., mass: see mass1
.] 1.

The mass; a mass. 2. In the Mozarabic lit-

nrni/, a variable prayer or address, called more
fully the Oratio Mixxir (Prayer of the Mass),
answering to theQallican I'ni-j'iilin Missip. (Pre-
face of the Mass). It probably derived its name
from the fact that the dismissal (missa) of the
catechumens originally preceded it.

missal (mis'al), a. and n. [I. a. = OF. missal.
< ML. missatis, of the mass, < missa, the mass:
see moss*. II. n. = F. missel = Sp. misal =
Pg. missal= lt. messale, < ML. missale, a mass-
book, neut. of mi.txalix, of the mass: see I.] I.
a. Pertaining to the mass, or to the missal or
Roman Catholic mass-book.

It had been good for our missal priest* to have dwelled
in that country. latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

The missal sacrifice. Bp. Ball.

Missal litanies. See lit,tnn, -2.

II. n. In the Bom. Ciitli. Cli., the hook con-

taining all the liturgical forms neeessary for

celebrating mass throughout the year. Orlgi-
88*9
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nally the ordinary, canon, and some other parts of the mass
were contained In the ucnuiieiiUrv, which also im -lii.li -.1

the offices for the other sacraments. In aildition to this
the antiphonary, lectlonary, and evangellary had to be
used. Karly In the eighth century the name of missal

(miaalit (sc. liber), mistalfi came to be applied to the sacra-

tiH-ntaiy. iinil later to tiooka containing additional part* of
I In- mass. A book like the modern misaal, containing all tin;

forms of the mass, was called a plenary missal (inisiaU ple-
luiriuin). 1 he modern Koinan misaal (the

" reformed mis-

sal") was Issued substantially in it* present form under
Plus V. in 1570, and reviled again under Clement VIII. and
I i km VIII. It is the only Latin missal allowed to be
used in the Roman caihoiir church, with the exception
of the liuijtfil local use of the Ambroslan, Mozarablc,
and some monastic rites. Roman Catholic priest* in Eng-
land do not follow the Sarum and other ancient Mir. !i-h

uses, but the present Roman rites. The ('mats and oiln r

Latinizing communities in Oriental countries are allowed
to retain their ancient otlirrs, with alterations more or
less considerable. In the Roman missal, after the Intro-

ilnc'toij matter (calendar, general rubrics, etc.) come the
introiU, collect*, epistle*, gospels, graduals, offertoria, se-

creta, communions, postcommunlons, etc., throughout the

year. The ordinary and canon of the mass are placed in
the middle of the book, between the proper of Holy Satur-

day and that of Easter Sunday. After these masses de
tempore follow the common of saints, votive and special
masses, etc., and masses allowed to be used In special
places. The eucholoyion of the Greek Church answers not
to the missal, but to the original sacramentary.
The Sacramentary became subdivided into the full

mass-book or missal properly so named.
Rock, Church of our Fathers, in. It 19.

As tender and reverential . . . as a nun over her missal.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, U.

missal-bookt (mis'al-buk), n. The mass-book
or missal.

They present to him the Cross, and the Missal-Book to
swear upon. Uoirell, Letters, I. v. 42.

missay (mis-sa'), p. [< ME. missayen, myssayen,
iiii/sxeyen; < mis- 1 + say 1

.] I. trans. If. To say
or utter wrongly or amiss.

Lest any thing in general might be missaid in their pub-
lick Prayers through ignorance, or want of care, contrary
to the faith. MMon, Animadversions, $ .

2. To speak ill of; slander. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]

Itissynne. . . whan thathebyllghtnesseor foliemw*-

seyeth or (cornet h his neighebore. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Be thow no chyder, ne of wordys boold
To myssay thy neyghbors nouther yong ne oolde.

llabces Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

Far liefer had I fight a score of times
Than hear thee so missay me and revile.

Tennyson, Gareth and I.ynctte.

3f. To reproach ; rebuke.
And mysseide the lewes manliche and manaced hem to

bete. Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 127.

H.t intrans. To speak amiss; speak ill.

Now mercie swete, yf I myssey.
Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 317.

missayert (mis-sa'er), n. One who missays ; an
evil-speaker.

And if that any missayere.

Despise women, . . .

Blame him, and bidde him holde him (title.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2231.

misscript (mis-skripf), n. [< mis-1 + script.]
A word wrongly or incorrectly written. F. Hall,
Mod. Eng., p. 175, note.

missee (mis-se'), .
; pret. misxaw, vp. misseen,

ppr. misseeing. [< mis-1 + see, r.] I. trans. To
take a wrong view of; see in a false or distort-

ed form.
Success may blind him, and then he misteei the facts

and conies to ruin. Carlyle, In Froude.

The average man, ... by conforming himself to the
common convention of the crowd, . . . secures himself
from being much misteen. Xeie Princeton Rev., II. 6.

II. intrans. To take a wrong, false, or dis-

torted view; see inaccurately or imperfectly.
Herein he fundamentally mistook, missaic, and miswent.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 236. (Encyc. Diet.)

misseek(mis-sek'). r. t.: pret. and pp. misxought,
ppr. misseeking. [<//.-' + .trek. ] To seek or
search for in a wrong way or wrong direction.

And yet the thing that most 1s your desire
You do misseke.

Wyatt, Of the Meane and Sure Estate.

misseemingt, n. [< mis-1 + seeming, a.] Mis-

becoming; unbecoming; sorry.
For never knight I saw In such miaeeminy plight

Spenser, F. Q.,1. ix. 23.

misseemingt,''. [< mis-1 + seeming, n.] Simu-
lation.

With her witchcraft and mixteeming sweete.

Spenser, F.Q.,1. vU. 50.

missel (mis'l), . Same as mistlethrush. Imp.
Diet.

misseldinet, misseldent, . Obsolete variants
of inixtlrtnc.

misselthnish, . See mistlethrush.

misseltoet, . An obsolete spelling of mistletoe.

missiie

missel-tree Cmis'l-tre;. //. In British (iniana, a
nioilei-ale-si/ec| Ire.-. /;.'///././

././//,,,

tin- natural order Mel<i*tomace<. It bean a six-
celled berry, Itavored like raspberry, seated In a permanent
yellow bcll-shaix.il calyx. .s',,,iw,, dirt. hoHioinlc Plant*.

missemhlancet 'mis-sem'biaiiM, . [< mis- 1 +
*i mliiitnce.] False resemblance,

missend (mis-send' i. / . I. \ pret. nndpp. mistent.

ppr. HHXSI inlim/. |< ////--I + srml.] To send
amiss or incorrectly: as, to minuend a letter.

missenset (mis-sens'), r. t. [< mi*- 1 + sense.]
To give a wrong sense or meaning to.

Missenring his line*. f'eltham. Resolve*, p. 107.

missentencet (mis-sen'tng), n. [< mis- 1 +
sentence.] A wrong or undeserved sentence.
That mis-sentence, which pronounced by a plain . . .

man would appear most grow.
Bp. HaeJret, Abp. Williams, I. 72. (Daviet.)

misserve (mis-serv'), v. t.-. pret. and pp. mu-
serred, ppr. misserring. [< ME. missenen; <
mis-1 + xerre.] To serve Dadly.

I was mystrrrtd of my dyncre.
LytellOesUo/fiobyn Rode (Child's Ballad*, V. 78).

The good statute, . . . whereby a man may have what
he thlnketh he hath, and not be abused or misserred In
that he buy*. Bacon, Judicial Charge.

misset (mis-set'), r. t.; pret. and pp. misset,

ppr. misxetting. [< ME. missetten; < mis-1 +
set1.] To set amiss ; place wrongly.

Many a worde I oversklpte
In my tale, for pure fere
Lest my wordys tnysset were.

Chaucer, lieath of blanche, I. 1210.

If, therefore, that boundary of suits Ian oath) be taken
away, or inisuet, where shall be the end?

Bacon, Judicial Charge.

misset (mis-set'), p.a. Outofhumor. [Scotch.]
Our minnie's sair mil set after her ordinar, sir.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

misshape (mis-shap'), r. t.; pret. misshaped,
pp. misshapen or misshaped, ppr. misshaping.
[< ME. misshapen; < mis-1 + shape, r.] To shape
ill ; give bad form to; deform.

O was it warwolf in the wood, . . .

My uin true love, that mis-shaped thee?

Kempion (Child's Ballads, I. 1 1 H.

Some figures monstrous and misshaped appear.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 171.

misshape (mis-shap'), . [< mis-1 + shape, n.]
A bad or distorted shape or figure ; deformity.

The one of them . . . did seeme to looke askew,
That her mis shape much helpt.

Spenser, F. Q., V. iiL 29.

misshapen (mis-sha'pn), p. a. Hi-shaped ;
de-

formed; ugly.
Ther arn mo misshapen a-mong suche heggera
Than of meny other men that on this molde walken,

Piers Ploirman (C), x. 171.

I could rather see the stage filled with agreeable objects
. . . than see It crowded with withered or mvahapen
figures. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

misshapenness (mis-sha'pn-nes), n. The state
of being misshapen or deformed,
missheathe (mis-sheTH'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
misshcathed, ppr. inisshea thing. [< mis-1 +
sheathe.] To sheathe amiss or in a wrong
place.

This dagger hath nilsta'en, . . .

And is mis-sheathed in my daughter's bosom!
SAo*., R. and J., v. 3. 205.

[In this passage some editions read "And It misihcathed."}

missificatet (mis'i-fi-kat), r. i. [< ML. missifi-
catus, pp. of missificare, celebrate mass, < missa,
mass (see mass1

), + ~L.facere, make.] To cele-

brate mass. [Rare.]

What can be gather'd hence but that the Prelat would
still sacrifice? conceave him, readers, he would missijfcate.
Their altars indeed were in a fair forwardnesse.

Milton, Church Government, L 5.

missile (mis'ii), a. and n. [= OF. missile = It.

missile, < L. missilis, that may be thrown, neut.

missile, a weapon to be thrown, a javelin, in pi.
missilia, presents thrown among the people by
theemperors,< mittere, pp. missus, send: see mis-

sion.] I. a. Capable of being thrown ; adapted
to be hurled by the hand, or discharged from a

weapon, as from a sling, bow, or gun, or from
a military engine.

His missile weapon was a lying tongne.
Which he far off like swiftest lightning flung.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island.

We bend the bow, or wing the mistUt dart. Pope.

II. n. Anything thrown for the purpose of hit-

ting something; specifically, a weapon or pro-
jectile designed for throwfng or discharging,
as a lance, an arrow, a bullet, or a cannon-
ball.

Some were whelm'd with missiles of the wall.
And some were push'd with lances from the rock.

TVnnywn, Princess, ProL



missing

missingt (mis'ing), n. [(. ME. myssyng; verbal
u. of miss1

, v.] Want
;
lack.

Of rayrthe neuermore to haue myssyng.
York Plays, p. 8.

missing (mis'ing), p. a. Not present or not
found

;
absent ; gone.

If by any means he be missing, then shall thy life be for

Ms. 1 Ki. xx. 39.

And for a time caught up to God, as once
Moses was in the mount, and musing long.

Milton, P. R., ii. 15.

Missing link. See Knti .

mis-singt, . t. and . [< mis- 1 + sing.] To sing
amiss. Richardson.

Now, sileer [WernockJ, thou hast split the marke,
Albe that I ne wot I han mis-song.

W. Browne, Young Willie and Old Wernock.

missingly (mis'ing-li), adv. So as to miss or feel

the absence of something. [Bare.]
I have missingly noted he is of late much retired from

court. Shalt., W. T., Iv. 2. 85.

mission (mish'on), u. [< F. mission, a send-

ing, a mission," OF. mission, expense. = Sp.
mision = Pg. missdo = It. missions = D. missie
= Gr. Dan. Sw. mission, a mission, < L. mis-

sio(n-), a sending, sending away, despatching,
discharging, release, remission, cessation, <

mittere, send. The E. words derived from the
L. mittere are numerous, e. g. admit, amift, com-

mit, compromit, demit, emit, intermit, omit, per-
mit, pretermit, remit, submit, transmit, etc.,
mise1

, compromise, demise, dismiss, premise, pre-
miss, promise, surmise, admission, commission1

,

dismission, etc., commissary, emissary, promis-
sory, etc., mass2

, etc., mess1
, message, messen-

ger, missile, mission, missionary, missive, etc.,
with numerous secondary derivatives.] 1. A
sending of an agent or a messenger ;

a charge
given to go and perform some service

; delega-
tion for a specific duty or purpose : as, to be
sent on a mission to a foreign government, or
to the heathen.
Whose glorious deeds, but in these fields of late,
Made emulous missions 'mongst the gods themselves.

Shalt., T. and C., iii. 3. 189.

They never enquired whether the Miracle were wrought
or no, or whether their Doctrine were true

; all their Ques-
tion was about their Mission, whether it were ordinary or

extraordinary. StUlingfleet, Sermons, II. i.

2. That for which one is sent or commissioned
;

the power conferred or duty imposed on an
envoy or messenger; a delegated business or

function; an errand.

Hast thou perform'd my mission which I gave?
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

Hence 3. That for which a person or thing
is destined or designed; predestined function;
determinate purpose or object.

How to begin, how to accomplish best
His end of being on earth, and mission high.

Milton, P. R., ii. 114.

The ardour and perseverance with which he [William of

Orange] devoted himself to his mission have scarcely any
parallel in history. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vli.

Miss Wisk's mission . . . was to show the world that
woman's mission was man's mission; and that the only
genuine mission of both man and woman was to be al-

ways moving declaratory resolutions about things in gen-
eral at public meetings. Dickens, Bleak House, xxx.

What if it be the mission of that age
My death will usher into life, to shake
This torpor of assurance from our creed?

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 224.

4. An organized effort for the spread of reli-

gion, or for the enlightenment and elevation of
some community or region ; organized mission-

ary effort
; religious propagandism : as, Chris-

tian missions; the home and foreign missions
of the Presbyterian Church; domestic missions;
the city mission. 5. In the Roman Catholic and
Anglican churches, a series of special religious
services organized to quicken the piety of Chris-
tians and convert the impenitent. The person
appointed to conduct such a mission is termed
a missioner. 6. A particular field of mission-
ary activity ;

a missionary post or station, or
the body of missionaries established there

;
a

center of organized missionary effort or of reli-

gious propagandism; specifically, in the Roman
Catholic Church, the district assigned to a mis-
sionary priest. 7. The office or establishment
of a foreign envoy j

the charge or post of an
ambassador

; a foreign legation : as, the mission
to Persia ; the members of the British mission at

Washington. 8f. Dismission; discharge from
service.

In Csssar's army, somewhat the soldiers would have had,
yet only demanded a mission or discharge.

Bacon, Apophthegms.
= Syn. 2. Office, duty, charge, embassy.
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mission (mish'on), v. t. [< mission, n.] To send
on a mission; commission. Southey. [Rare.]

Lamia, regal, drest,

Silently paced about, and, as she went, . . .

Mission'd her viewless servants to enrich
The fretted splendour of each nook and niche.

Seats, Lamia, ii.

missionary (mish'on-a-ri), a. and . [= F.

missionnaire = Sp. misionario, misionero = Pg.

missionario, missionar = It. missionario, mis-

sionary, a missionary, < ML. missionaries, per-

taining to a mission, < L. missio(n-), a mission:
see mission.'] I. a. Relating or pertaining to

missions, especially Christian missions
; proper

to one sent on a mission
;
characteristic of a

propagandist : as, a missionary society or meet-

ing; missionary funds; missionary work; mis-

sionary zeal or energy Missionary bishop, abish-

op having jurisdiction in a heathen country, or in districts

newly settled or not yet erected into dioceses. Mission-

ary bishops of the Church of England are commonly
called colonial bishops, whether their jurisdictions are in

British colonies or not. In most of the British colonies,

however, the bishops are diocesan.

II. n.; pi. missionaries (-riz). 1. One who is

sent upon a mission
;
an envoy or messenger.

Through the transparent region of the skies,
Swift as a wish, the missionary flies.

Qarth, Dispensary, iv.

2. Specifically, a person sent by ecclesiastical

authority to labor for the propagation of his

religious faith in a community where his church
has no self-supporting indigenous organization ;

hence, any propagandist.
The Presbyterian missionary, who hath been persecuted

for his religion. Swift.

The armies mustered in the North were as much mis-
sionaries to the mind of the country as they were carriers
of materials. Emerson, Soldiers' Monument, Concord.

missioner (mish'on-er), n. [< mission + -er1 .

Cf. missionary.] 1. One sent on a mission; an
envoy.

And these the missioners our zeal has made.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 565.

2. A missionary.
For the Missioners living here [in Tonquin] are purpose-

ly skill'd in mending Clocks, Watches, or some Mathe-
matical Instruments, of which the country people are

ignorant. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 96.

When . . . the first European missioner entered China,
the court was informed that he possessed great skill in

astronomy. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, civ.

Ricci died [at Pekin] in 1610, but was succeeded by mis-
sioners not less able and zealous. Cath. Diet., p. 478.

3. One engaged in holding special religious
services at a chapel or other place appendant
to and supported by a mother church or reli-

gious society ; specifically, in the Roman Cath-
olic and Anglican churches, a priest or member
of a religious order devoted to the holding of

missions. See mission, n., 5.

There was an interesting discussion on special mission
services ; some advocating mission preaching, and preach-
ers being set apart for this work. . . . Every pastor should
be a missioner, and aim at conversions.

Congregalionalist, June 11, 1885.

mission-rooms (mish'on-romz), n. pi. Rooms
where missionary work is carried on.

He recommends children's services and Eucharists, en-

couragement of healthy and innocent amusements, the

multiplication of mission-rooms in squalid districts.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 57.

mission-school (mish'on-skol), n. 1. An in-

stitution for the training of missionaries. 2.
A school for religious and sometimes secular

instruction, either (a) intended to provide for
the poorer classes and supported in whole or in

part by charity, or (6) conducted by missionary
agents in a foreign field.

missis, missus (mis'iz, -uz), n. [A contracted
form of mistress.'] 1. Mistress: a contracted
form in colloquial or provincial use. The word
thus contracted is spelled out chiefly in representations
of vulgar speech ; but as a title it is in universal spoken
use in the form *missess or rather 'misses (mis'ez), and is

almost invariably written Mrs. See mistress.

Mr. Harding and Mr. Arabin had all quarrelled with
missus for having received a letter from Mr. Slope.

Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxxii.

2. A wife. [Dial, and colloq.]
"You old booby," Rebecca said [to her husband], . . .

"beseech is not spelt with an a, and earliest is." So he
altered these words, bowing to the superior knowledge of
his little Missis. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxv.

missish (mis'ish), o. [< miss2 + -isli1 .] Like
a miss

; prim ;
affected

;
lackadaisical.

You are not going to be missish, I hope, and pretend to
be affronted at an idle report.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, Ivii.

missishness (mis'ish-nes), . Affectation of
the airs of a young miss

; primness ; silly affec-

tation.

misspeak
I have lost him by my own want of decision my own

miiswhness rather, in liking to have lovers in order to

teaze them. T. Hook, All in the Wrong, ii. (Encyc. Viet.)

Mississippi (mis-i-sip'i), n. [So called from the
river or State of that name.] An old game,
similar to bagatelle, in which balls are struck

by a cue into pockets at one end of a table, and
the players score according to the number above
that pocket into which a ball is struck. Strutt.

Mississippian (mis-i-sip'i-an), a. and n. [<

Mississippi (see def.) + -an.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to the State of Mississippi or the rivet-

Mississippi.
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mississippi,

one of the Gulf States of the United States.

missitt (mis-sit'), v. i. [ME. missitten ; < mis-1

+ sit.] To be unbecoming.
Boon nor brekke

Nas ther non seen that myssat.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 941.

missive (mis'iv), o. and n. [< F. missif (fern.

missive, n., orig. and now only as adj., in lettre

missive, a letter missive) = Pr. missiu = Sp.
misivo = Pg. It. missivo, < ML. missivus, sent,
for sending, fern. sing, or neut. pi. missiva, a
letter sent, < L. mittere, pp. missus^,

send: see

mission.] L. a. 1. Sent or proceeding, as from
some authoritative or official source.

To write your letters missive, and send out
Your privy seals. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

2f. Thrown or hurled; missile.

Part hidden veins digg'd up, ...
Whereof to found their engines and their balls

Of missiix ruin. Milton, P. L., vi. 619.

Letter missive. See letter^.

II. n. 1. That which is sent; specifically, a
written message; a letter; especially, in Scots

law, a letter interchanged between parties, in

which the one party offers to enter into a con-

tract on certain conditions, and the other party
accepts the offer, completing the contract. 2f.
A person sent; a messenger.

You
Did pocket up my letters, and with taunts
Did gibe my missive out of audience.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 2. 72.

Whiles I stood rapt in the wonder of it, came missives

from the king, who all-hailed me "Thane of Cawdor."
Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. 7.

Miss-Nancy (mis
' nan '

si), n. An affectedly

prim young person of either sex
;
an effeminate

young man. [Colloq.]
The milksops and Miss Nancys among the young men

didn't come [into the "
oil country

"
of Pennsylvania].

Philadelphia Times, July 2, 1883.

Miss-Nancyism (mis'nan'si-izm), n. [< Miss-

Nancy + -ism.] Affected nicety or primness;
fussiness about trifles

; effeminacy. [Colloq.]
Ineffable silliness, sneering at the demand for honesty

in politics as Miss Naneyism.
Harper's Weekly, March 20, 1886.

Missourian (mi-so'ri-an), a. and n. [< Missouri

(see def. ) + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the

State of Missouri or the river Missouri.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Missouri,
one of the United States west of the Missis-

sippi and south of Iowa.
Missouri compromise. See compromise.
Missouri currant. See Kibes.

Missouri hyacinth. See hyacinth, 2.

Missouri sucker. See Cycleptus.

missoy-bark (mis'oi-bark), n. [Also massoy-
bark; < missoy or massoy, a native name (?), +
E. bark2 .] The bark of a species of cinnamon,
Cinnamomum Burmanni, var. Kiamis, found in

New Guinea and the Papuan Islands. It yields
an aromatic oil, and is said to be used in Japan
in the form of a powder.
misspeak (mis-spek'), v.

; pret. misspoke (for-

merly misspake), pp. misspoken (sometimes mis-

spoke), ppr. misspeaking. [< ME. misspekcn ; <

mis-1 + speak.] I. intrans. If. To speak wrong-
ly or improperly.

Now I me repent*
If I misspake. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 934.

It is not so
;
thou hast misspoke, misheard.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 4.

2f. To speak disrespectfully or disparagingly :

with of.
Who but mis-speaks of Thee, he spets at Heav'n.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

II. trans. 1. To speak or pronounce wrong-
ly ;

utter imperfectly.
Then as a mother which delights to heare
Her early childe mis-speake half-utter'd words.

Donne, Poems, p. 177.

2. To express improperly or imperfectly; speak
otherwise than according to one's intention:



misspeak
used rcllcxivcly : as, I/NIXV/WT mii.-i-lf. [Colloq.]

3f. To blame or calumniate.

Minpealc not all fur hlr am IBB; there bin that krepen flocks,
That neverchose but once, nor yet beguiled love with moflka,

1'eele, Arraignment of I'liriw, iii. 1.

misspeakert (inis-spo'ktr), . [< MK. //.-,-

x/H'ki-r ; < iiiisspt-iil; + -er1 .] One who speaks
falsely or slanderously.

lie was oon of the beste kTiyghtes. and wiseste of the
wurltle, and tlier-to the leste myit*i>eker, and noona-vauntor.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ lit 472.

misspeecht (inis-spech'), n. [< MK. iiti.ispirhi;

iiii/tni-xiHTlii' : < ;M-i + speech.'} A wrong
speech; evil report; defamation.

Than Mellon mekly hire maydenes dedc calle,
And many of hire meyne for drede of mixse-speche,
And went ful wiatly to Will[l)ams inne.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.X L 1523.

And otherwise of no mwneclie

My conscience for to seche.

Qower, Conf. Amant., it

misspell (mis-spel'), 0. t. ; pret. and pp. mis-

spelled (sometimes misspelt), ppr. misspelling,

[< mi'.v-i + spelP,] To spell incorrectly.

misspelling (mis-spel'ing), . [Verbal n. of

Htixisprll.] A false spelling; false orthography.
misspend (mis-spend'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. mis-

fi/n nt. ppr. misspending. [< ME. misspenden; <

m/.v-i + ./)c/irf.J To spend amiss; make a bad
or useless expenditure of; waste: as, to mis-

i/irntl time or money; to misspend life.

I haue mytspendyd my yonge age
In Bynne and wantonnehcde also.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 174.

We shall misspend
The time of action. B. Jonion, Sejanus, 11. 2.

misspenset (mis-spens'), . [Also mispense,
mispence ; < mis-1 + spense (dispense).] Wrong
or useless expenditure ; waste ;

ill employment.
If your negligence, your riotous mix-spence had empaired

your estate, then Satan had impoverished you.
/;/-. 11,1/1. Epistles, 11. 10.

Their mixpence of money. Prynne, Hlstrlo-Mustix, 1. 1L

misspent (mis-spent'), P. a. Ill-spent; badly
or uselessly employed: as, misspent time; aiw-
xpent life.

misstate (mis-stat'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-

.-intrd, ppr. misstating. [< mis-1 + state, v.] To
state wrongly; make an erroneous representa-
tion of: as, to misstate a question in debate.
misstatement (mis-stat'ment), n. [< misstate
+ -ment.~\ A wrong statement; an erroneous
account or relation: as, a misstatemtnt of facts
in testimony, or of accounts in a report.
In Justice both to Mr. Oarrick and Dr. Johnson I think

It necessary to rectify this muttatement.
Bosteell, Johnson, setat. 56.

misstay(mis-sta' ),.. (X rois-i+stey1.] Naut.,
to miss stays ;

fail of going about from one tack
to another : said of a sailing vessel when tacking.
misstep (mis-step'), . [< mil- 1 + step, n.] 1. A
wrong or false step.
As he was descending a flight of stairs, he made a mit-

step, and fell headlong down five or six stairs. Preecott.

2. A mistake in conduct; an incautious or er-

roneous act.

misstep (mis-step'), v. i. ; pret. and pp. misstcp-
jii-il, ppr. misfitepping. [< ME. missteppen; <

mix- 1 + step, c.J 1. To make a false step;
stumble.

She shall not with hi r lit dl to

Miateppe, but he seeth it all.

dower, Conf. Amant., T.

2. To make a mistake
; stray.

The Tree of Life : true name ; (alas the while !)

Not for Hi' effect it had, but should haue kept,
If Man from duty never had mis-stept.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11., Eden.

missucceedt (mis-suk-sed'), f. t. [< mis-1 + siif-

ceed.] To succeed badly; fail; turn out ill.

By the mitswceeding of matters.

Fuller, Worthies, Lincoln, II. 270.

missuccesst (niis-suk-ses'), n. [< mit-l + suc-

(T.s'.s-.] Ill success; failure.

missuggestiont (mis-su-jes'chon), n. [< mis-1

+ fin/ill.ftinii.] A wrong or evil suggestion.
These cheaten, . . . that would fain win you from us

with mere tricks of mitsitggettion.

Bp. IlaU, To a Worthy Knight.

missuit (rais-suf), v. t. [< mis-1 + sttit, r.] To
be unbecoming to; ill become.

In a tone
Mitntitiivt a great man most.
Mrs. Browning, Napoleon III. In Italy, xviii.

missummation (mis-su-ma'shon), . [< //'.-- 1

+ xii munition.'] An incorrect summation or
addition.

A mimumination in n fitted account could hardly have
surprised him more disagreeably. Scott, Bob Roy, ii.
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missupposal (inis-su-p6V.nl ), ii. [< mix- 1 + mip-
p/i.tnl.] An erroneous supposition. [Hare.]
In this case the act |the shooting of William Rufus] was

mU-advUed, proceeding on the mit-tupposal of a preven-
tive circumstance.

Unit/unit, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, U. 9.

missuret, " [< L. as if 'missura, < mittere, pp.
ini*.i>ui, send: see misnion.~\ A mission. 7>>

This current parts itself Into two rivulets a commis-
sion, a commlxtion: the mature, "I send you," the mix-
ture, "as lambs among wolves."

Rev. T. Attaint, Works, II. 110.

missus, . See missis.

misswayt (mis-swa'), v. t. [< ww-i + sway, p.]
To misgovern. Davies.

Through miiancaying It seemed to decline.

Dana, Microcosmos, p. 60.

misswear (mis-swar'), v. i.; pret. misswore, pp.
mifxironi. ppr. missicearing. [< mis-1 + swear.]
To swear falsely.

misswomant, n. See miswoman.
missy 1

(mis'i), a. [<mis*2 + -y
1
.] Of or resem-

bling a miss or young lady ;
characteristic of

young misses
;
sentimental.

The common namby-pamby little mitty phrase,
" Indies

have nothing to do with politics."
Milt Bdgeworth, Helen, xxvlll. (Darirt.)

missy2 (mis'i), n. A diminutive of miss2 : com-
mon in England and in the southern United
States.

Send your dog In, mitty; . . . he obeys yon like a Chris-
tian. R. D. Blackmore, Erema, xlv.

Be a good child, muty. Charlotte Bronte, VUlette, I.

mist 1
(mist), . [< ME. mist, < AS. mist, dark-

ness, dimness (of the air), also dimness of sight
(not used in the sense of 'fog' or 'vapor'), =
MD. mist, miest, D. mist, darkness, fog, mist, =
LG. mist = Icel. mistr = 8w. mint, darkness,
mist. On the assumption that the sense '

vapor
'

is more original, the word has been identified
with OS. mist = D. mist, mest = MLQ. miste,
LQ. mest, mess = OHG. MHG. G. mist = Dan.
mist- (in mistbatik, a hotbed) = Goth, maihstus,

dung, connected with AS. meox, ME. mix, E.

mixen, dung (see mix2 , mtxen), Gr. bfiixfy, ofuxty
mist, OBulg. Buss, migla, Lith. migla, mist,
Skt. mihira, a cloud, megna, cloud, mih, rain,

mist, etc., from a root appearing in the verb,
AS. migan = D. mijgen = LG. migen = MLiG.

migen = Icel. miga = L. mingere = Gr. ofuxeiv
= Lith. mezhu, urinate, orig. (as in the above-
cited derivatives meaning 'cloud,' 'mist,' 'rain,'
and in Skt.) 'sprinkle,' 'rain,' = Skt. mih, uri-

nate, sprinkle.]
1. A cloud consisting of an ag-

gregation of a vast number of minute globules
of water, and resting upon the ground ; fog.
Ther was such a myst that a man conde not se y length

of a spere before him.
Rernen, tr. of Frolssart's Chron., I. Ivili.

Heavy Mint* obscure the bnrd'ned Air.

Conyreve, Death of Queen Mary.

2. Precipitation consisting of extremely fine

droplets of water, much smaller and more close-

ly aggregated than in rain: distinguished from

fog in that the droplets are larger and have a

perceptible downward motion . In a ship's log-

book, abbreviated m.
The mitt and rain which the west wind brings up from

a boundless ocean. Macmilay, Hist. Eng., xil.

The rain had thinned Into a fine close mitt.

S.Judd, Margaret, i. l.

A mitt is much wetter to the feel than a fog.
S, H.Scott.

3. Something which dims or darkens and ob-
scures or intercepts physical or intellectual

vision like a fog; obscurity.
These prophet!! speken so in mytt,
What thel mente we neuere knewe.

Hymn* to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

His passion cast a mixt before his sense. Dryden.

Raising mitt* ouer the Scripture-sense, which thereby
they misse and cannot flnde. Fmchax. Pilgrimage, p. 18.

All mid from thence

Purge and dispene. JfOton, P. L., ill. 5S.

Where there is a giddiness in the head, there will al-

ways be a mist before the eyes. South, Works, III. ii.

Scotch mist, a particularly heavy and wetting mist like

that common in the highlands of western Scotland, which
is notably continuous, dense, and penetrating ; also, hu-

morously, rain. =Syn. 1. Fog, Haze, et. See rain.

mist1
(mist), v. [< ME. "mistcn, < AS. mixtitni,

grow dim (= D. misten, be misty, be foggy),
< mist, darkness, dimness: see mist1

,
n. Hence

freq. mistle?, minle, now spelled mizzle.] I. trans.

To cover or obscure with or as with mist;

cloud; obscure.
Lend me a looking-glass :

If that her breath will mist or Rtain the stone,

Why then she lives. Shot., Lear, T. 3. 282.

mistaken
\v hose sense. If I haue missed or milled in these many

words, I craue pardon. 1'nrrlni*, I'ilirrimaKv, p. 14.

No atift bloom
Milted the cheek. Kealt, Lamia.

II. intriins. To be misty or drizzling: as, it

mi*/.-'. [Colloq.]
mist'-'. An obsolete or occasional form otmufed,
gin li-rit ami past participle

of mi** 1
,

mista'en (mis-tan ), ;>;>. A contraction of mi-
tu/.-i n.

This dagger hath muta'en. Shot., R. and J., v. S. .

mistakable (mis-ta'ka-bl), a. [< mistake +
-ulilc. ] That may be mistaken

;
liable to be mis-

understood.

They are set forth In minor and leu mufaUroMe numbers.
SirT. Browne, Vulg. Err., vL 1.

mistake (mis-tak'), v.; pret. mistook, pp. mi>-

tnl;rn, ppr. mistaking. [< ME. mistaken, < Icel.

mistaka, take wrongly, make a slip ( = Sw. miss-
ta iin, make a miHtake), < mis-, wrongly, + taka,
take : see mi'*- 1 and t<ik<-.} I. trans. If. To take

wrongly; appropriate erroneously or through
misapprehension.

Like a fair house built on another man's ground ; so that
I have lost my edifice by mutalnivj the place where I erect-
ed It. Skat., M. W. of W., 1L 2. 225.

IIMate a cloak
From my lord's back, and pawn It.

B. Jonion, New Inn, I. 1.

2. To take or choose erroneously; choose amiss,
as between alternatives; regard (something)
as other than it is: as, to mistake one's road or

bearings ; to mistake a fixed star for a planet.
Yon have miitoolr, my lady,

Follxenes for Leontes. Shot., W. T., Ii. 1. si.

Beas'nlng at ev'ry step he treads,
Man yet mittalcet his way.

Cooper, The Doves.

Men are apt to miitake the strength of their feeling for
the strength of their argument.

(lladttnne, Might of Right, p. 298.

3. To take in a wrong sense; conceive or
understand erroneously; misunderstand

j
mis-

judge : as, to mistake one's meaning or inten-
tions.

Sir. we shull a-mende to yow for vs and for oure felowes
alle these thinges, wlth-onte more seylnge, wher-of we haue
a-geln yow myitalcen, wher-fore we be-seche yow of par-
don. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. Ml.

Then, good my liege, mistake me not so much
To think my poverty is treacherous.

Shak.. As you Like it, I. 3. 66.

To be mistaken, (a) Tobemlsunderstood,mlsconcelTed,
or misapprehended, (ft) To make a mistake ; be In error ;

be wrong ; misapprehend. To mistake awayt, to take

away wrongly or improperly ; purloin. See def. 1.

Mixtalce them a trail,

And ask a fee for coming? Donne, Satires, v.

II. intrans. If. To take a wrong part; trans-

gress.
Ladyes, I preye ensample takfth,
Ye that ageyns yourc love matakitk.

Rom. of the Rote, L 1640.

2. To err in advice, opinion, or judgment; be
under a misapprehension or misconception ;

be

unintentionally in error.

If I miitake not, tbou art Harry Monmonth.
Shak.,lUen. IV., v. 4. 59.

mistake (mis-tak'), . [= Dan. Sw. misstag;
from the verb.] 1. An error in action, opinion,
or judgment; especially, misconception, mis-

apprehension, or misunderstanding; an errone-
ous view, act

?
or omission, arising from igno-

rance, confusion, misplaced confidence, etc.
;
a

slip; a fault; an error; a blunder.

Infallibility is an absolute security of the understand-
ing from all possibility of miitake. TMotton.

But what Is commonly said of Cedar, that the Worm
will not touch It, Is a trtittakf, for I have seen of it very
much worm eaten. Dampier, Voyages, L 29.

No mistake can be greater than that which looks on the
Roman plebs as the low multitude of a town.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 292.

A sentiment, In itself amiable and respectable, led him
IWilliam III.) to commit the greatest mistake of his whole
life. Macaulay. Hist. Eng., xxlv.

2. In lair, an erroneous mental conception that
influences the will and leads to action. Pom-
eroy. It Is usually considered that if neglect of a legal
duty was the cause it deprives the error of the character
of mistake in the legal sense. See accident, 2 (a). And
no mistake, unquestionably ; assuredly: certainly ; with-
out fail. [Colloq.]

I mean to go along all square, and no mittakr. Trallnpe.

= Syn. 1. Error, BvU, etc. See blunder.

mistaken (mis-ta'kn),/).n. 1. Wrongly taken
;

misunderstood; misconceived.

So, like the watchful traveller

That by the moon's mUtaken light did rise,

Lay down again, and closed bis weary eyes.

Dryden, Astrea Redux, L 149.
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2. Erroneously entertained, apprehended, re-

ceived, or done; marked or characterized by
mistake

;
erroneous

;
incorrect ; blundering :

said of acts, statements, notions, etc.

The fallacious and mistaken reports of sense.

Smith, Sermons, II. ii.

Lycurgus . . . founded his whole system on a mistaken

principle. Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

Nothing can be move mistaken than the comparison made
by some of those who have regretted Paganism (Schiller,
for instance, in

" The Gods of Greece "), between the mel-

ancholy of Christianity and the melancholy which is the
mark of old age. J. R. Seeley, Sat. Religion, p. 145.

3. Having made a mistake ; laboring under a

mistake; in error: said of persons.
She, mistaken, seems to dote on me.

Shak., T. N., ii. 2. 36.

I believe him mistaken, altogether mistaken, in the es-

timates which he has expressed.
D. Webster, Speech, May 7, 1834.

mistakenly (mis-ta'kn-li), adv. By mistake
;

erroneously.
mistaker (mis-ta'ker), . One who mistakes
or misunderstands.
The well-meaning ignorance of some mistakers.

Bp. Hall, Apol., Adv't to the Header.

mistaking! (mis-ta'king), n. [Verbal n. of

mistake, v.] An error; a mistake.

I have done thee worthy service,
Told thee no lies, made thee no mistakinys.

Shak., Tempest i- 2. 248.

The way to find out the Truth is by others' mistaking*.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 112.

mistakinglyt (mis-ta'king-H), adv. Errone-

ously; falsely.
mist-bow (mist'bo), n. A white rainbow ob-
served at times when mist or fog prevails ;

a

fog-bow.
mist-colored (mist'kul"ord), a. Colorless or

nearly so : as, a mist-colored leader made of silk-

worm gut (a favorite leader with anglers).
misteach (mis-tech'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. mia-

taiight, ppr. misteaching. [< ME. mistechen, <

AS. mistcecan, misteach, < mis- + taican, teach :

see mis-1 and teach.'] To teach wrongly; in-

struct erroneously.
More shame for those who have mistaught them.

JUUton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

mistelt, n. See mistic1 .

mistellt (mis-tel'), v. t. [= D. mistellen; as
mis-1 + teU."] To tell or number incorrectly.
Their prayers are by the dozen, when, if they miss-tell

one, they thinke all the rest lost.

Breton, Strange Newes, p. 5. (Dairies.)

That Bizantian Prince that did mis-tell

A four-fould Essence in the onely One.
Sylvester, Triumph of Faith, i. 35.

mistempert (mis-tem'per), v. t. [< mis-1 + tem-

per, v.] To disturb
; disorder.

This inundation of mistemper'd humour
Rests by you only to be qualified.

Shak., K. John, v. 1. 12.

mistentt, ". t. [ME. mysetenten ; appar. < mis-1

+ tenten, tempt, try: see tempt.] To mistake.

Syr Oe haf your tale myse-tente,
To say your perle is al awaye,
That is in cofer, so comly clente.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 257.

mister1
(mis'ter), n. [Also dial, niester, meas-

ter, < ME. maister, mayster, etc., whence also E.
master, of which mister is merely a variant form,
now differentiated in use: see master1

.'} 1.
Master: a word which has lost its real mean-
ing, and become a mere conventional title:

nearly always written in the abbreviated form
Mr. (a) Prefixed to the name of a gentleman, or now, by
extension, to that of any man, as a conventional title of
address or mention. [The abbreviation Mr. (also M.), as
found in books of the sixteenth century and for some time
later, is to be readMaster. (Compare master*, n., 7.) Mister
is simply a weaker form of Master.]

Has his majesty dubb'd me a Knight for you to make
me a Mister? Foote, Mayor of Garratt, i.

You will come down, Mister Bertram, as my guest to

Wycombe Hall?
Mrs. Browning, Lady Geraldine's Courtship, xiii.

(b) Prefixed to the official designation of certain officers or
dignitaries in formal address, as Mr. President, Mr. Sec-
retary, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Clerk.

You, Mr. Dean, frequent the great.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. vi. 113.

2. Sir : used alone, in address, when the man's
name is not known : as, mister, you've dropped
your gloves; have a paper, mister f [The disap-
pearance of master and mister, and the restricted and ob-
solescent use of sir, as an unaccompanied term of address,
and the like facts with regard to mistress, Mrs. ,

and madam
tend to deprive the English language of polite terms of
address to strangers. Sir and madam or ma'am as direct
terms of address are old-fashioned and obsolescent in or-
dinary speech, and mister and lady in this use are confined
almost entirely to the lower classes.]
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mister2 (mis'ter), n. [< ME. mister, myster,

mi/stir, mistcre, misteii; mester, meister, mestier,
< OF. mestier, mester, trade, calling, occupation,
need, F. metier = Sp. mester = Pg. mester = It.

mestiere, trade, calling, occupation, < L. minis-

terium, service, office, ministry: see ministry.
Cf. mistery"

2
, mystery

2
.'] If. Trade

;
mechanical

occupation; craft.

In youthe he lerned hadde a good mister,
He was a wel good wrighte, a carpenter.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 613.

Of hem that ben artificers,
Whiche vsen craftes and misters,
Whose arte is cleped mechanike.

Oower, Conf. Amant., vii.

2f. Condition in life
;
fortune.

I noot which hath the wofullere mester.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 482.

3f. Manner; kind; sort.

But telleth me what mister men ye been.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale. 1. 852.

What mister thing is this? let me survey it.

Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, ii. 3.

4. Need
; necessity ; anything necessary. [Ob-

solete or Scotch.]
Hit may wel be that mester were his mantyle to wassche.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 342.

Whan he com nygh he knewe well his vncle, and saugh
that he hadde grete myster of socoure.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 476.

Warld's gear was henceforward the least of her care, nor
was it likely to be muckle her mister.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xliv.

mister2
(mis'ter), . [< mister^, n.] I. trans.

To occasion loss to.

II. intrans. 1. To need; require.
As for my name, it mistreth not to tell.

Spenser, F. Q., III. Til. 61.

2. To be in necessitous circumstances. 3.
To be necessary or indispensable.

[Obsolete or Scotch in all uses.]
misterm (mis-term'), v. t. [< mis-1 + term, v.]
To designate wrongly; miscall; revile.

World's exile is death ; then banished
Is death mis-termed. Shak., R. and J., iii. 3. 21.

Not mee alone did he reuile and dare to the combat, but
glickt at Paphatchet once more, and mistermed all our
other Poets and writers about London.

Nash, Strange Newes (1592), sig. C 2, 8.

mistershipt, n. A corruption of mistress-ship.
Tamora. How now, good fellow! wouldst thou speak with

us?
Clown. Yes, forsooth, an your mistership be emperial.

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 4. 40.

misteryH, An obsolete spelling of mystery 1
.

mistery2t (mis'ter-i), .. See mystery^.
mist-flower (mist'flou"er), . A pretty com-
posite plant, Eu-
patorium (Cono-
clinium) cceles-

tinum, found in

the United States
from Pennsyl-
vania and Ohio

southward, oc-

casionally culti-

vated. Its cymose
blue heads suggest
those of Ageratum,
but are smaller and
not so rich.

mistful (misf-
ful), a. [< mist1

+ -fill.-] Cloud-
ed or dimmed
with or as if

with mist.

I must perforce
compound

With mistfid eyes,
or they will issue
too.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 6.
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misthakelt, n. [ME. mysthakel; < mist1 + Jialel,

a cover: see mist1 and hackle^. ] A covering of

mist; a cap of clouds.

Mist muged on the mor, malt on the mountez ;

Vch hille hade a hatte, a myst-hakel huge.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2081.

inisthink (mis-thingk'), c.
; pret. and pp. mis-

tlioiiffht, ppr. misthinJfing. [< ME. "mistninken,
misthenchen; < mis-1 + think1 .] I. intrans. To
think erroneously or unfavorably.

Whan they misthinke, they lightly let it passe.
Court of Lone, 1. 483.

I hope your grace will not mis-think of me.
Chapman (?), Alphonsus, Emperor of Germany, ii. 2.

Yes, there is the note and all the parts, if I muOiink not.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Mist-flower (.Eupatorium ctzlestinum*.

a, a flower.

mistle

Thoughts which how found they harbour in thy breast,

Adam, misthouyht of her to thee so dear?

MUtan, P. L., ix. 289.

II. t trans. To think ill of; have an erroneous
or unfavorable opinion of.

How will the country, for these woful chances,
Misthink the king, and not be satisfied !

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 6. 108.

misthoughtt (mis-that'), n. [< mis-1 + thought.]
Erroneous notion; mistaken opinion.

But I with better reason him aviz'd,
And shew'd him how, through error and misthought
Of our like persons, eath to be disguiz'd,
Or his exchange or freedom might lie wrought.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 58.

misthriye (mis-thriv'), v. i.; pret. misthrorc

(sometimes misthrived), pp. misthriren, ppr. mis-

thriving. [< mis-1 + thrive.] To thrive badly.
Worcester.

misthrow (mis-thro'), v. t.; piet.misthrew, pp.
misthrown, ppr. misthrowing. [< ME. misthrow-
e ; < mis-1 + throw1

, v.] To cast wrongly or

amiss.
Hast thou thyn eie ought [var. nought] misthrowe >

Oower, Conf. Amant, i.

mistic (mis'tik), n. [Found only in the errone-
ous spelling mystick; < Sp. mistico : see mistico.]
Same as mistico.

misticalt, a. An obsolete spelling of mystical.
mistico (mis'ti-ko), n. [< Sp. mistico = Cat.

mistic, mistech, a vessel (see def.), < Ar. mestah,
lit. a flat orplane ;

cf. mosnttah, adj., flat, plane,
satli, a flat roof.] A small coasting-vessel, in

character between a xebec and a felucca, used
in the Mediterranean trade.

mistidet (mis-tid'), v. i. [< ME. mistidcn, < AS.
mistidan, turn out ill, < mis- + tidan, happen:
see mis-1 and tide.] 1. To betide amiss or ill :

happen unfortunately. 2. To suffer misfor-
tune.

Atte laste he shal mishappe and misttd?,.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

mistigris (mis'ti-gris), . [< F. mistigri, the
knave of clubs; origin obscure.] In a variety
of the game of poker, an additional card to which
the holder can give the value of any card not

already in his hand. The American Hoyle.
mistiheadt (mis'ti-hed), n. [< misty1 + -head.]

Uncertainty; obscurity; mystery.
What meneth this? what is this mystihede?

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 224.

mistily (mis'ti-li), adv. [< ME. mistily; < misty
1

+ -ly*.] In a misty manner ; dimly ; obscurely.
Philosophres speken so mistily
In this craft that men can not come therby.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 383.

mistimet, . t. [< ME. mystymen; < mis-1+ time1 .]

To time wrongly ; say or do inopportunely or
out of season.
Golden words, but mistimed above twelve hundred years.

Milman.

mistimed (mis-tlmd'), a. Ill-timed; ill-adapted
or unsuited to the occasion or circumstances ;

inopportune ; unseasonable.
This mistimed vaunt. Scott.

Millions will have been uselessly squandered, and all

because of mistimed economy and crass stupidity.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 405.

mistiness (mis'ti-nes), . A condition of being
misty; obscurity: as, mistiness of weather;
mistiness of ideas.
For the mistiness scattereth and breaketh suddenly.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 91.

mistiont, n. Same as mixtion.

Both bodies do, by the new texture resulting from their

mistion, produce color. Boyle, Colours.

mistitle (mis-ti'tl), v. t.; pret. and pp. mistitlecl,

ppr. mistitling. [< mis-1 + title, v.] To call by
a wrong title or name.
Buchanan writes as if Ethelfrid, assisted by Keaulin,

whom he mistitles King of East-Saxons, had before this
time a battel with Aidan. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

(mis'l), n. [Also mistel; < ME. mistle,

mistil, < AS. mistel, bird-lime, mistletoe (L. vis-

eus) (also in comp. dcmistel, 'oak-mistle,' and
misteltdn,Tmstletoe), also basil (L. ocimum) (also
in comp. eorthmistel,

'

earth-mistle,' basil) (=
MD. mistel= OHG. mistil, MHG. G. mistel= Icel.
mistil = Sw. Dan. mistel, mistletoe); prob., with
formative -el, < "mist, bird-lime, glue, = OD.
mest, mist, bird-lime, glue, also dung, D. mesf.

dung: seemist1 . Hence, in comp., mistUthrusli .

mistletoe.] 1. Bird-lime. 2. Mistletoe.
If snowe do continue, sheepe hardly that fare
Crave mistle and ivie for them for to spare.

Tusser, Husbandry. (Latham.)

Migtle, which groweth upon apple-trees and crab-trees,
is a great number of white or yealow berries, viscum.

Withnlx, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 96. (\ares.)



mistle

mlstle'-'t, '' ' An obsolete I'lirm of HIU.-/I '.

mistlethrush (mis '1- thrush), H. (_Als<>

monly missel-thrush; formerly also inisi-ltlinisli.

misui'l-tritxli ; so called because it is fond of the
berries of the mistle or mistletoe

; < mistle 1 +
thrush 1

. Cf. equiv. (j. mis/i l<lros.n-l ( ilfnsscl = E.

tlirnstlr) and mistier.] A. species of thrush, the
Turdus viscininis, common in uiost parts of Eu-

-.11

Like ooin rare Fruit-Tree over-iopt uitlt

of Briers and Hushes . . .

Till clioakt wlthall, It dies as they do growe,
And bcareth nought but MOM and SluteUae.

Syleater, tr. of Du BarUs's Weeki, II., The Vocation.

The mistletoe hung In the castle hall,
The holly branch hliom- -n tin- old oak-wall.

T. 11. Bayly, The Mistletoe Bough.

2. A plant of some other species of Visrum. m-

of one of the genera Lvrantltiix, I'linrit<li-H(lroii,

and Arceulli'iiiiiuii. their species almost all hav-

ing the same parasitic lial.it. The mistletoe (Ku-
citin) mentioned by Latin writers in their account of tin-

Druids is thought by some to have been Lomnthus Kvrtt-

Itonu of southern Europe, said to grow ou a species of o*k
In the south of France. The mistletoe of the eastern United
States is Phoradendronjlatxsceiu, common on various trees,

especially the tupelo and red maple. See nod-bush.

mistlike (mist'lik), adv. [< mist1 4- like*.] In

the manner of a mist.

Mtstk-tlirush
,
Turtt

rope, and some parts of western Asia and north-
ern Africa. Like the fieldfare, mavis, redwing, black-

bird, and ring-ouzel, it is an abundant and well-known Eng-
lish thrush. It ia the largest European bird of its kind,
measuring from 11 to 1 1 '. inches in length and about In'.

In extent of wings. The form is stout, and the coloration
most like that of the song-thrush, T. musicug. The upper
parts

are grayish-brown, grayer on the head, and of a yel-
lowish tinge on the rump ; there is a whitish streak from
the bill over the eye, aim the under parts are whitish, pro-
fusely spotted with black. Also called, locally, alarm-cock,
thrice-cock, fwltnthriish, screechthrush.

We meet in Aristotle with one kind of thrush called the
iin.~-'-l thrush, or feeder upon miseltoe.

Sir T. Brotrne, Vulg. Err., ii. ti.

mistletoe (miz'- or mis'l-to), . [Formerly also

misseltve, misletoc, miseltoe, misleto, var. missel-

ili'n, ntisseldiite, miseleden; < ME. "mistelton (f ), <

AS. misteltdn, mix tiltan (= Icel. mistilteinn= Dan.

mistelten), mistletoe, < mistel, bird-lime, also

mistletoe, and basil, + tan, a twig: see mistle1

and Utn't. The second element, having passed
out of common use as a separate word, suffered
alteration to -toe, the radical final n being ap-
par. taken as the old plural suffix -.] 1. A Eu-
ropean plant, Viscum album, of the natural order

Lorauthatxte, growing parasitically on various
trees. It is a jointed dichotomous shrub, with sessile,

oblong, entire leaves, and small yellowish-green flowers,
the whole forming a pendent bush, which is covered in

Branch of Mistletoe (^itcum allmm ). with fruits.

ii, longitudinal -section through the male dower ; i*, the fem.ilc in6o-

rescence.

winter with small white berries containing a glutinous
substance. The shrub is said to be disseminated by birds,
which eat the berries and disperse the undigested seeds in

their droppings It is found on a great variety of trees,

especially the apple-tree, but seldom on tlm oak. The
mistletoe (compare def. 2) was consecrated to religious
pnr|M>sfS by the ancient Celtic nations of Europe, and
was held in peculiar veneration by the Druids, especially
u lit n ('omul u'rm\ inn on tile oak. Traces of this old super-
stitious regard fur the mistletoe still survive in European
countries, as in the custom of kissing under it at Christ-
iu:is It was formerly highly esteemed as an .antispas*
modic, but is not now so used. It seems, however, to
have some pharmaco-dynamic properties.

-[ike, infold me from the search of eyes.
Shot., R, and J., IIL 3. 78.

mistradltion (mis-tra-dish'pu), . [< mi'*- 1 +

tradition.] A wrong or false tradition; mis-

applied tradition.

The huge corruptions of the Church,
Monsters of mutraaititm.

Tennyson, tjueen Mar]', IT. 2.

mistrain (mis-tran'), r. t. [< mis-1 + train.']

To train or educate amiss.

With uorruptfull brybes Is to untruth mis-traynal.

Spenter, F. (J., V. xL M.

mistral (mis'tral), n. [< F. mistral = Sp. mis-

tral, < Pr. mistral, OPr. maestral, lit. 'the mas-

ter-wind,' < maestrc, master, < L. magister, mas-
ter: see master1

.'] In southern France and vi-

cinity, a cold and dry northwest wind which
blows infurious gusts from time to time in much
of that region, notably in winter. The mistral
derives Its peculiar properties from the character of the

country over which ft blows; it extends from the mouth
of the Ebro to the liulf of Genoa, but is strongest and
most frequent over Provence, and especially In the delta
of the Rhone. Also written waegtral.

When the Mistral blows, the sky is almost always blue
and cloudless, and the air very dry ; the contrast between
the prevailing sunshine and the piercing cold of the wind
is very striking. In the Khone valley every second day is

a Mitral day : in Marseilles it blows 175 days In the year.
Fischer.

It is only truth to say, however, that the mistral, an odi-

ous, cold, cutting northeast wind, blows here in the winter,
and gives Avignon a bad name.

C. Z>. Warui-r, Roundabout Journey, i.

mistranscription (mis-tran-skrip'shou), . [<
mis-1 + transcription.'] A wrong or imperfect
transcription ; a faulty copy.
A mistake arising from the mistranscription of the title.

Encye. Brit., XV. 218.

mistranslate (mis-trans-laf), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. mistranslated, ppr. mistranslating. [< mis- 1

+ translate.'] To translate erroneously.
Eusebius by them missc-traiislatftt.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy. 1. 9 -X.

mistranslation (mis-trans-la'shon), n. [< mis- 1

+ translation.] An erroneous translation or

version.

mistransportt (mis-trans-port'), v. t. [< mis- 1

+ transport.] To mislead by passion or strong
feeling.
And can ye then with patience think that any ingenuous

Christian should be so farre mis-transported as to condemn
a good prayer because, as it Is in his heart, so Is it in his

book too? Bp. Hall, An Humble Remonstrance.

mistreadingt (mis-tred'ing), n. [< mis-1 +
treading.] A wrong treading or going; hence,
a false step; an evil course.

But thou dost in thy passages of life

Make me believe that tbou art only mark'd
For the hot vengeance and the rod of heaven
To punish my inigtreadinnt.

Skat., 1 Hen. IV., Ill 2. IL

mistreat (mis-tret'), v. t. [< mis-1 + treat, r.J

To treat badly ; maltreat; abuse. [Kare.]
A poor mistreated democratic beast.

Southey, Nondescripts, iv. (Dames.)

mistreatment (mis-tret'ment), n. [< mis-1

+ treatment.] Wrong or unkind treatment;
abuse.
mistress (mis'tres), n. [Formerly also mistres,

niistris, misteris; < ME. tnaistresse, mastresse, <

OF. maistresse, F. maitresse = It. maestressa, <

ML. magistressa. magistrissa, magistrix (for L.

magistra), fern, of L. magister, master, chief:

see mister1 , master 1
. In familiar use the word

has been contracted to missis or missus, a form

regarded as vulgar except when written Mrs.
and used as a title, correlated to Mr. : see missis.

The term is also abbreviated Miss, esp. as a title,

now of different signification from Mm. : see

IMI.S---.] 1. A woman who has authority or pow-
er of control, as over a house or over other per-
sons; n female head, chief, or director; a wo-

mistrial

man who i> -.T\CC| liy or has tin- ordering of
others: the t'einiiiine correliitive of miisti-r: an,
the iiit.iti-i ..< of a family nr of a school. It is

also extended to things which lire -poken of UH

feminine.
The tame seruauntes do werke not to the only vw of hi-

uld Hantrrm; but to his or their nwne use.

KngHtk Oilds(f.. E. T. s.\ p. SW.

Vertne once made that coutrle Mulrn ouer all tlu-

worlde. Anfliam. The >t.-boleuuuter, p. 7-,'.

That prudent Pallas, Alblons Mitteru,
That tiri-at Kliia.

4rr, tr. of Du llartas's Weeks, II., Babylon.

The maids ofHcioui round their writtrea wall.

Iliad, ill. 5-.M.

At 7 the children are set to work ; 20 under a JHttrtm
to spin Wool and Flai, to Knit Stockings,
ijuiitcd In AtMuit't Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne,

(ILZSi.

2. A title of address or term of courtesy near-

ly equivalent to iiiiidinii, formerly applied to

any woman or girl, bnt now chiefly and peciti
-

cally to married women, written in the abbre-
viated form Mm. (now pronounced mis'ez), ami
used before personal names. In English law
it is the proper style of the wife of an esquire
or gentleman. See /'--'.

Tis well, mistress; your choice agrees with mine.

Skat., Pericles, IL 5. 18.

If Mr. Bickerstatf marries a child of any of his old com-
panions, 1 hope mine shall have the preference : there is

Mr*. Mary is now sixteen. Steele, Tatler.

Now mi*tress (illuin (careful soul
'

i

Had two stone bottles found.

Cotrper, John Gilpln.

In 1834, Memoirs of the Life and Correspondence of Mr*.
Hannah More [unmarried) . . . were published.

Chambrrt, Eng. Literature (ed. Carruthers), VI. 3SS>.

Mi*. Browning's later poems chiefly concerned public
affaire. Diet. Xat. Biug., VII. 81.

3. A woman who has mastered any art or

branch of study: used also of things.

Rest, then, assur'd,
I am the inurfrrx* of my art, and fear not.

Fletcher (and another :\ Prophetess, IL 1.

The mind of man is in the duties of religion so little

tnittrea of strict attention, so unable to fix Itself steadily
even on (iod. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xix.

A letter desires all young wives to make themselves
mistresses of Wlngate's Arithmetic. Adilimu, Spectator.

4. A woman who is beloved and courted; a
woman who has command over a lover's heart ;

a sweetheart : now used only in poetic language
or as an archaism.

U ! mistress mine, where are you roaming?
O ! stay and hear ; your true love 's coming.

Skat., T. N., IL 3. 40.

5. A woman who illicitly occupies the place of
a wife.

Ay, go, you cruel man ! go to your mistresses, and leave

your poor wife to her miseries. Colinan, Jealous Wife, i.

But soon, his wrath being o'er, he took
Another mistress, or new book.

Byron, Mazeppa, Iv.

6f. In the game of bowls, the small ball at which
the players aim; the jack.
Zelmane vsing her owne byas. to bowl neer the mistresse

of her owne thoughts. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, UL

There 's three rubs gone, I 've a clear way to the mistress.

Hiddletan, No Wit Like a Woman's, IL 3.

mistress (mis'tres), r. [< mistress, n.] I.f IH-

triins. To attend as a lover upon a mistress;

pay court to women.
The Idleness, which yet thou canst not file

By dressing, mistressing, and complement.
O. Herbert, Church Porch, st. 14.

II, trans. To become mistress of. [Rare.]
This one Is a nrst-rate gilder, she mittrtmed It entirely

in three days.
C. Reatle, Never too Late to Mend, xlii. (Danes)

mistresslyt (mis'tres-li), a. [< mistress + -ly
1
-]

Of or pertaining to a mistresses of a household.

Will he take from me the mulressly management, which
I had not faultily discharged?

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 298. (Danes.)

mistress-ship (mis'tres-ship),
M. [< mistress

+ -shi/>.] 1. Rule or dominion of one who is

mistress; authority exercised by a woman.
If any of them shall usurp a mittresuMp over the rest,

or make herself a queen over them.

Bp. Hall, Resolutions for Religion, 1 11.

2f. Ladyship : a style of address, preceded by
a possessive pronoun: as, vour mistress-skip.

mistrial (mis-tri'al), n. [( mis- 1 -t- /ri<i/.] In
late: (a) A trial the result of which is vitiated

by errors, as by disqualification in a juror or

in the judge.
The law here grants a mistrial for Inebriety among the

jurors, bnt sees no extenuating circumstance In the alco-

holic Insanity of the accused.
Alirit. ami -VrwrW . VIII. 270.



mistrial

(6) More loosely, an inconclusive trial ;
a trial

that fails to issue in a decision, as where the

jury cannot agree.
If there had heen ^mistrial, the colored jurymen voting

to acquit and the white jurymen to convict, etc.

Philadelphia Press, July 1, 1889.

mist-rick (mist'rik), n. [< mist + "rick (?)

for reek, vapor.] A dense mist. [Australia.]
The dawn at "Morrabinda" was a mist-rick dull and

dense, the sunrise was a sullen, sluggish lamp.
Contemporary Rev., III. 405.

lllistristt
,
w . and v. An obsolete forin of mistrust.

mistrowt, v. [X ME. mistrowen, < AS. *mistreo-

wian, mistrivian (= OHG. missatruen, MHG.
missetrouen, Gr. misstrauen = Icel. mistrua), mis-

trow, mistrust; < mis-1 + tredutian, tre6wan,
trow: see mis-1 and trow.'] I. intrans. To dis-

trust; doubt.

And in thaire hertes that bigan
To be mis-trowand ilka man
To God thai groched al bidene.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 74.

ge no more so mistrowand,
But trowe trewly.

York Plays, p. 454.

But our Lady was evyr stedfast in the feit,

And mystrowid not of his resureccion.
MS. Laud. 415, f. 42. (Halliwell.)

II. trans. To doubt
;
mistrust.

" Yef this be so," quod the luge, "neuer shall I mys-
trowe the." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 21.

mistrowt, n. [< ME. mistrowe; < mistrow, v.]
Mistrust. William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.),
1. 33] 4.

mistrowingt, [< ME. mistromynge; verbal
n. of mistrow, i>.] Distrust

; suspicion.
For espyall and mistrowynges,
Thei did than such thynges
That every man might other know.

Qower, Conf. A i mint., vi.

mistrust (mis-trust'), . [< ME. mistrost, mis-

triste (= MD. mistroost = OHG. missetrost); <

mis- 1 + trust.'] Lack of trust or confidence;
suspicion.

Your mistrust cannot make me a traitor.

Shak., As you Like it, i. 3. 58.

On mistrust that the Nations beyond Bodotria would
generally rise, and forelay the passages by land, he caused
his Fleet, makeing a great shew, to bear along the Coast.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

mistrust (mis-trust'), v. t. [< ME. *mistrusten,

mistrysten, mistristen ; < mis-1 + trust, .] 1. To
suspect ;

doubt
; regard with suspicion or jeal-

ousy.
For though a man be falle in jalous rage,
Let maken with this water his potage,
And never shal he more his wit mistriste.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 88.

Mystruste not thy frende for none accusement.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 332.

I will never mistrust my wife again.
S/iak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 141.

I am ever ready to mistrust a promising title.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 4.

2. To suspect; apprehend: said of a fact or

circumstance.
This is an accident of hourly proof,
Which I mistrusted not.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 189.

mistruster (mis-trus'ter), n. One who mis-
trusts. Milton.

You inndelles and mistrusters of God.

Barnes, Works, p. 354.

mistrustful (mis-trust'ful), a. [< mistrust, n.,
+ -ful.] Having mistrust

; wanting trust or

confidence; suspicious; doubting: as, a mis-

trustful spirit.

In ordinary conferences easie and apert, in conuersation

simple, in capitulation subtill and mistrustfull.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 245.

I hold it cowardice
To rest mistrustful where a noble heart
Hath pawn'd an open hand in sign of love.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 8.

mistrustfully (mis-trust'ful-i), adv. In a mis-
trustful manner; with misgiving, suspicion, or
doubt.

mistrustfulness (mis-trust'ful-nes), . The
state or quality of being mistrustful; suspicion ;

doubt.
mistrustless (mis-trust'les), a. [< mistrust, n.,
+ -less.'] Unsuspecting; unsuspicious.

The swain, mistrustless of his smutted face,
While secret laughter titter'd round the place.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 27.

mistryst 1
,
v. t. An obsolete variant of mistrust.

mistryst2 (mis-trisf), v. t. [< mis-1 + tryst.
Of. mistrust."] To disappoint by failing to keep
an engagement ; bring into trouble or confusion

by disappointing; deceive; use ill. [Scotch.]

3802

They are sair mistrysted yonder in their Parliament
House. Scott, Rob Roy, xiv.

mist-tree (mist'tre), n. See Litsea and Bhus.

mistune (mis-tun'), v. t.\ pret. and pp. mistimed,

ppr. mistuxing. [< mis-1 + tune,v.] 1. To tune

incorrectly.

My instrument mystunyd shall hurt a trew song.
Skelton, A Claricorde.

Oft from the body, by long ails mtetuned,
These evils sprung.

Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health.

2. To sing out of tune.

While hymn mistuned and muttered prayer
The victim for his fate prepare.

Scott, Lord of the Isles, v. 28.

misturnt (mis-tern'), v. [< ME. misturnen, mis-

tournen, mistornen; < mis-1 + turn, v."] I. trans.

To turn aside wrongly; pervert.

Naturel entencyon ledith yow to thilke verray good, but

many manere errours mistometh yow therefro.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 3.

II. intrans. To go wrong.
And whan this littel worlde mistourneth,
The great worlde all overtorneth.

Qower, Conf. Amant., Prol.

mistus, mixtus (mis'-, miks'tus), . [< L. mis-

tus, mixtus, a mixing, mingling, < miscere, pp.

mistus, mixtus, mix : see mix1
.']

In bot., a cross-

breed. Gray. See cross1
,
11.

mistutor (mis-tu'tor), v. t. [< mis-1 + tutor, v.]
To instruct amiss.

Gay mistutored youths, who ne'er the charm
Of Virtue hear, nor wait at Wisdom's door.

T. Edwards, Sonnets, xxviii., To G. Onslow.

misty (mis'ti), a. [< ME. misty, mysty, < AS.

mistig, misty, dark (= MD. mistigh = MLG.
mistich, foggy), < mist, darkness: see mist1

, n.]
1. Accompanied or characterized by mist;
overspread with mist: as, misty weather; a

misty atmosphere ;
a misty day.

For I have seyn of a ful mysty morwe
Folwen ful oft a merye someres day.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1060.

Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5. 10.

2. Dim, obscure, or clouded, as if by mist;
hence, confused; not perspicuous: as, misty

sight; a misty writer or treatise; a misty ex-

planation.
Blind were those eyes, saw not how bright did shine

Through flesh's misty veil those beams divine.

Donne, On Mrs. Boulstred.

To be misty is not to be mystic.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 201.

misunderstand (mis-un-der-stand'). v. t.; pret.
and pp. misunderstood, ppr. misunderstanding.
[< mis-1 + understand.] 1. To understand

amiss; attach a false meaning to; take in a

wrong sense ; misconceive ; interpret or ex-

plain to one's self erroneously.
What ! will some men say, shall a man be ruined eter-

nally for a misunderstood place of Scripture ?

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xi.

This, if it be neglected, will make the reader very much
mistake and misunderstand his meaning. Locke.

Rude America, with her . . . misunderstood yearning
for a rightful share of the culture and beauty of the older
world. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 389.

2. To fail to understand (a person with refer-

ence to his words or actions) : as, I misunder-
stood you. = gyn. To misapprehend,
misimderstandert (mis-un-der-stan'der), n.

One who misunderstands.

But diuers and many texts . . . semed unto the miss-
vnderstanders to speake against purgatory.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 324.

misunderstanding (mis-un-der-stan'ding), n.

[Verbal n. of misunderstand, v.] 1. Mistake as

to the meaning of something; misconception;
erroneous interpretation.
Sometimes the misunderstanding of a word has scattered

and destroyed those who have been in possession of vic-

tory. South, Sermons, I. viii.

You see how clearly I have endeavoured to explicate this

harmlesse position ; yet I perceive some tough misunder-

standings will not be satisfied.

Bp. Hall, To the Lord Bishop of Salisbury.

2. A disagreement ;
difference

;
dissension

;

quarrel.
Servants mistake, and sometimes occasion misunder-

standings among friends. Swift.

misusage (mis-u'zaj), . [< OF. mestisage (F.

mesusage), misusage, < mesuser, misuse : see
misuse. 1).~\

111 usage ;
bad treatment

;
abuse.

The fame of their misusage so prevented them that the

people of that place also, offended thereby, would bring
in no wares. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 21.

misween

misusancet, [< OF. mesusance, misusage, <

mesuser, misuse: see misuse, v., and cf. usance.]
Ill treatment

;
misuse.

He had chafed at their misusance.

Up. Uacket, Abp. Williams, i. 202. (Dames.)

misuse (mis-uz'), v. t.; pret. and pp. misused,

ppr. misusing. [< ME. misusen, miseusen, < OF.

mesuser, mesuzer (F. me'suser), < mes- + -user,

use: see mis-? and use, v.] 1. To treat or use

improperly ; apply to an improper purpose ;

make a false or improper use of.

Me thinketh these wordes thou mismest.

Gou'er, Gout. Amant., v.

Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape
Crush'd the sweet poison of misused wine.

Milton, Comus, 1. 47.

2. To use or treat badly ; abuse or maltreat in

act or speech.
Hang him, dishonest varlet ! we cannot misuse him

enough. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 105.

He that did wear this head was one
That pilgrims did misuse.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

= Syn. Abuse, Misuse. See abuse.

misuse (mis-us'), n. [< ME. misuse, < OF. mcsus,

mesuis, mesuz, ill use, < mes- + u$, use : see mis-2

and use, n.] 1. Improper use; misapplication;
employment in a wrong way or to a bad pur-
pose ; perversion.
How names taken for things mislead the understanding,

the attentive reading of philosophical writers would dis-

cover, and that in words little suspected of any such mis-

use. Locke.

After the misuse of the one talent.

Bp. Hall, Cont., Veil of Moses.

2. Abuse
;

ill treatment.

Upon whose dead corpse there was such misuse . . .

By those Welshwomen done, as may not be,
Without much shame, retold or spoken of.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1. 43.

= Syn. 1. Perversion, profanation, prostitution. See

abuse, v. t

misusementt (mis-uz'ment), n. [< OF. mes-

usemenl, < mesuser, misuse: see misuse, v., and
-ment.] The act of misusing ; misuse; abuse.

And Darius coulde not bee otherwise persuaded but that
shee was slayn because she would not consent to her mis-
usement. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, fol. 82.

misuser (mis-u'zer), n. [< misuse, v., + -er1
.']

1. One who misuses ; one who uses incorrect-

ly. 2. In law, abuse of any liberty or benefit
such as may cause its forfeiture.

An office, either public or private, may be forfeited by
. . . mis-user or abuse, as if a judge takes a bribe, or a

park-keeper kills deer without authority.
Blackstone, Com., II. x.

misvalue (mis-val'u), v. t.\ pret. and pp. mis-

valued, ppr. misvaluing. [< mis-1 + value, v."]

To value falsely or too little
;
misesteem ;

un-
derrate.

I am so yong, I dread my warke
Wot be miscaltted both of old and yong.

W. Browne, Young Willie and Old Wernock.

misventure (mis-ven'tur), n. [< mis-1 + ven-

ture. Cf. misadventure.'] An unfortunate ven-
ture

;
a misadventure.

All friends were touched with a kind of ... joy to see,
as I said, the color of Jack's money, after so many misven-
tures and foiled struggles. Carlyle, in Froude.

misventUTOUS (mis-ven'tur-us), a. [< mis-1 +
venturous.'] Wanting boldness or daring; tim-

orous; fearful.

Misventurous Irishwomen, giving up their plan of emi-

gration. Carlyle, The Century, XXIV. 20.

niisvoucht (mis-vouch'), v. t. [< mis-1 + vouch."]
To vouch or allege falsely.
That very text or saying ... is miseouched.

Bacon, True Greatness of Britain.

miswander (mis-won'der), v. i. [ME. miswan-

deren; < mis-1 + wander.] To wander; stray.

The miswandrynge errour misledeth hem into false

goodes. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 2.

miswayt (mis-wa'), n. [ME. miswaie ; < mis-1

+ way.'] A wrong path.
Whoso that sekith soth by a deep thoght and coveyteth

nat to ben deseyvyd by no mys weyes, lat him rollen and
trenden withiune hymself the lyht of his inward syhte.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 11.

miswayt, adv. [ME. mysuey ; adverbial use of

misu;ay,n.] Wrong; wrongly; amiss; astray.
Love makith aile to goon mysicey.

Rom.'of the Rose, 1. 4766.

misweart (mis-war'), v. i. [< jMis-1 + wear1
."]

To wear ill
; prove bad on wearing. See quo-

tation under misworlc, v. t.

miswedt (mis-wed'), v . t. [< mis-1 + wed.] To
wed unsuitably. Milton.

misweent (mis-wen'), v. i. and t. [< mis-1 +
ween.] To misjudge; distrust.



misween
Full happlc man (niiv,ii'n.i much) was hee,
So rich a upoile within his PHWIT t" *>>.

Spenier, Astruphel, 1. 100.

r. i. [< MK. IHIHH-I iiili-ii,

int*l in i/t/in/ , \l i !< ' .

'*- 1 + .-/-

miswendt (mis-wend' i. . .

< AS. niirtu-eiutiiii ( = < Illl i.
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miszealous (>nis-/..-i'iiH), a. [<
.v.

]
Ai-tiniti'd by false zeal.

Go on now, ye miatalmu spirits.

lip. Hall, Noah's Dove.

H. S.-r mitt.

miter

We usually obaenre the same routine. I put down my
ntitr flnt the y young family eincjll tin ir omtiilm-

and then Mr. nrdlok l.ilnKi up the rear.

Kdceia, Bleak House, vlll.
tlllllS,

.
,

ix* ii-i iidm), turn \vrmii:, pervert, go wrong, < mitk (me'tii), . [Sp., a tribute, payment: see
'

mix- + irrnilan, turn, go: see mix- 1 uiul Irani*.]

To go wrong; wander; stray.

And echo in his complalnte telleth

How tliat the worlde Is miner/if.

tinierr, Conf. Ainnnt., Prol.

/!'/<'-'.
]

Korrrd labor in mines, farms, and fac-

tories to whieli the Indians of Peru were for-

merly subjected. One seventh of the male population
were subject to service for a year, for which they were

to be paid, but they could not be taken beyond a specified

But things mlscounselled must needs mumnd.
Spmter, Mother Hub. Tale,

'

miswint, '' t. [ME. mixa-iim/iii ; < mi'*- 1 + ii'/n.J

To obtain by fraud or cheating.

Kor-lliy he eet mete of more cost, mortrewes and potages.
Of tliat that men mytwonne thel maden hem wel at cse.

-

iiiiin <c). \vi. i-.

distance from their horn

128. mitainet, A Middle English form of mitten

mitcal (mit'kal), .
,

Same as mi.sV.vi/.

mitcht, n. [< ME. micche, mycche, miche (cf. MD.
MLG. mickc), < OF. miche = Pr. mica, micka, a

small loaf of bread, lit. a crumb, < L. mica, a

crumb: see mica 1
, mie.] A loaf of bread.

He that hath mycchet tweyne,
Jie valui'ln his demelgnc,miswitt, '' t. [ME. miswiteii; < mis- 1 + '"''.

r.] To know ill.

miswivet, v. t. andi. [< ME. misiciren; < urn-- 1

+
ii'i't't?.] To marry unsuitably.

miswomant, n. [Formerly also muswoman; < mitch-board (mich'bord), n.

//.<-' + iiviHi'iii.] An evil woman
;
a temptress.

l.yveth more at eae. and more Is rlche,
Than doth he that Is chiche.

/torn. qfU. *.. 1. 6686.

Xaut., a crutch

for the support of a boom or mast. See erutcA1 ,

Fly the misKirman, least she thee decelue. 3 (d). [Local. Eug.]
Remedy of Low, \. 148. Mitchella (mi-chel'a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1753), named after John Mitchell, a botanist of

Virginia.] A genus of plants of the natural

order Rubiacea: and the tribe Anthosperntea;
characterized by having perfect flowers with a

funnel-shaped corolla, which is from three- to

six-lobed, the stamens inserted upon its throat,

and by the hairy style, which has four thread-

shaped lobes. They are creeping herbs, with ouyuttl
round-ovate leaves having minute stipules, and small

miswontingt, [< mis- 1 -I- wonting.] Disuse;
want of practice.
These feeble beginnings of luke warme grace ... by

mimeuutini/ perish. Bp. HaU, Divine Meditation, vii.

mis-wordt (mis-werd'), n. [< ME. misword (=
MHO. mis-iFort); < mis-1 + word.] 1. A curse.

2. A word uttered amiss.

The Tyrants sword

Is not made drunk with bloud for a ilis-viard.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11., The Captaines.

misworkt, i'. [< ME. miawerken, mimeerehen : <

mi*-1 + work, .] I. intrans. To work or do ill.

Cheresche here & chaste jif that chaunce falles

That sche wold mixwerche wrongli any time.

William of Paterae (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 5148.

II. trans. To do or make badly.

Which law [5 Ellz., c. 4], being generally transgressed,

makes the people buy in effect chaff for corn ; for that

which is munerouyht will miswear. Bacon, Judicial Charge.

misworship (mis-wer'sliip), n. [< mi*-1 + wor-

ship, n.] Worship of a wrong object; false

worship.
In respect of misworship, he was the son of the first Jere-

in ih, mi. who made Israel to sin.

Bp. Hall, Joash with Elisha Dying.

Such hideous jungle of mimvorihipt, misbeliefs, men
made as we are did actually hold by and live at home in.

Cartijle.

misworship (mis-wer'ship), v. t.; pret. and pp.

misworshiped or misicorshipped, ppr. misworship-

ing or mistoorshipping. [< mis-1 + worship, r.]

To worship wrongly or improperly.
There are not wanting nations . . . which have mis-

worthipped it [the heaven] for their God.

Bp. HaU, Soil's Farewell to Earth, :i.

misworshiper, misworshipper (mis-wer'ship-

er), n. One who misworships.
God is made our idol, and we the minconhippen of him.

/;/V Hull, Sermon at Whitehall, 1640.

miswrencht (mis-reneh'), v. t. [< mi*-1 +
irreach, i'.] To twist or turn out of the right
course.

The wardes of the chirche key
Through mishandlinge ben miiwreint.

Gower, Conf. Amant., v.

miswrite (mis-rit'), v. t.; pret. miswrote, pp.

iiiixu'ritten, ppr. misieriting. [< ME. miswriten,

< AS. miswritan, write wrongly, < mis-, wrong-

ly, + writan, write: see mi*-1 and icrite.] To
write incorrectly; make a mistake in writing.

Chaucer.

He [Joscphus] did mis-tmte some number of the years.

Raleigh, Hist. World, II. xxiL a

2f. An Knglish weight somewhat heavier tlnm

a grain troy. 3f. An old money of account, tin-

twenty-fourth part of a penny.
4 mitei U the aliquot part of a peny. viz. i, for 8 time*

4 Is 24, and so many wita mmrchants aaalgne tol petty.

T. Hill, Arithmetic (WOO), III. L

4. Anything very small ; a very little particle

or quantity : also applied to persons.
Now Ich >," saide Lyf,

" that surgerye ne phlslke

May nat a myte avallle to medlen a-jena Ode.
/fan Plmmfn (CX xxUL 17B.

I felt lienevolence for her, and resolved some way or

other to throw in my miU of courtesy, If not of service.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 1.

The White Sulphur waters, she said, had not done her *

mite of good. C. D. Warner, Their 1'llgrlmage, p. 6.

mited (mi'ted), a. [< mite1 + -ed^.] Damaged
or

spoiled by insufficient salting, as cured fish.

Mitella (mi-tel'tt), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),

< L. mifeH,dim'.'of wiitrii, a turban: see miter.]

A genus of plants of the natural order Saiifraga-
ceai and the tribe Saxifraijtn; character!aed by a

one-celled ovary witn parietal placenta which

are alternate with the stigmas, five petals which

are three-cleft or pinnatifid, and a superior cap-

sule without beaks. They ate herb*, with long-petlo-

late heart-shaped lobed or crenate leitTea, which have

membranaceous stipules attached to the petioles, and an

erect slender scape bearing an elongated raceme of small

greenish flowers, which are often drooping. There

species, indigenous to the temperate parts of North Amer-

ica/one of which is also found In Siberia. M. diphyUa and

M. nuda are the beat-known.

berry.

mite 1
(mil), n. [< ME. mite, mwfe, < AS. mite

= MD. mijte, D. mijt = MLG. LG. mite = OHG.
miza, mizja, MHG. mize, G. (after LG.) miete =
Dan. mirfe (cf. F. mite, Sp. mita, ML. mita, <

LG.), a mite; prob. lit. 'cutter,' 'biter,' from

the verb shown in Goth. maitan = Icel. meita =
AS. "mfStan, cut: see emmet, ant1

.] 1. A small

arachnidan of the order Acarida; any acarid.

Mites onceformedacomprehenslvegenus^conM or family
Aearidce,terma not yet obsolete ; but.wlththeintroduct Ion

of many more genera, the establishment of several fami-

lies, and the elevation of the group to the rank of an order,

a more elaborate nomenclature has been established, in

which neither Acana nor Acarida Is retained. (See Aca-

rida.) Adult mites are eight-legged like most arachnidans;
but some six-legged Immature forms at one time consti-

tuted a supposed genus Leptut. (See Leptiu, and cut under

hanxtt-tid.) The species of mites are very numerous, di-

versified in form.and various Inhabits. Many are parasitic ;

others are terrestrial or aquatic ; others live In cheese,

flour, sugar, etc. Mite Is consequently much used in com-

position. The cheese-mite or flour-mite is Tyroglyphuitiro
or T. lonyiiir; the sugar-mite is Glydphaya prunarum, or

another of the same genus. Such mites compose the fam-

ily Tyroglyphida, and are among those longer known as

species of Acana or Acarida. Itch-mites are Sarcoptiate,

as Sarcoptet scabiei. (See cut under iteh-mih:) Mange-
mites are Demodicidae; garden-mites or harvest-mites.

Trombidiidtr; spinning-mites, Tetranychidir ; beetle-mites

or wood-mites, Oribatidce; spider-mites, Oanuuidtt: water-

mites, Hydrachnida ; snout-mites, BdeUida;; gall-mites,

Phytvptidee. Certain mites, the Jxodidte, are commonly
distinguished as (*, as lxode ricintu (see cut under Aca-

rida), and those of the family Trmnbidiida are indifferently

called harccst-miU,hantst-ticltt,harvclt-bug.rtd-bui)t,m&

by other names. See the compound and technical names.

That cheese of Itself breeds mitu or maggots, I deny.
Kay, Works of Creation, U.

Say what the use, were finer optics given,
To inspect a mite, not comprehend the heaven?

Pupt, Essay on Man, I. 196.

2. Some insect like or likened to a mite, as a

dust-louse (Psocus).
For life is so high a perfection of being that In this re-

spect the least fly ormiteisamore noble being thanastar.

South, Works, III. x.

[< ME. mite, myte (= OF. mite,

ftlrpa, a belt, girdle, fillet, bead-band, turban.]

1. A form of head-dress anciently worn by the

inhabitants of Lydia, Phrygia, and other parts
of Asia Minor. 2. A sacerdotal head-dress, as

that worn by the ancient Jewish high priest,

or that worn by a bishop. The Jewish miter was

made of linen, and wrapped in folds about the head, like

a turban. Before the fourteenth century the miter In

the Christian church was
low and simple; but now
It consists of a coronet,
surmounted by a lofty and

deeply cleft cap. The privi-

lege of wearing the miter
In the Roman Catholic

Church waa a concession
of the popes, and was for-

merly exercised by cardi-

nals and the higher dlgni
taries. Bishops and abbots

(if to be mltered)receive the
miter from the consecrat-

ing bishop. Three kinds of

miters are distinguished :

(1) the precious miter, made
of gold or silver plate and
adorned with Jewels, (2) the

auriphrygiate miter, and (3)

the simple miter of white
silk or linen. Thebishopsof
theChurchof England wore
miters as late as the corona-

H T*' Miter French type of
the t4th century.

lint the manuscript is all in one simple, undisguised,
feminine handwriting, and with no interlineation save mitO'5

(mit), n. _ ...
only here and there the correction of a mvncriUen word. a gmall coin,= Sp.mit<i,a payment, assessment,

The Century, XXXVIII. 799.

miswrought (mis-rat'), a. [< mix-* + icrougM.']

Badly done. Bacon.

misy (mis'i), . [Also missy; < F. misy, < L.

miiy, < Gr. ftiav, an ore supposed to be cop-

peras; perhaps of Egyptian origin.] A sul-

phur-yellow mineral occurring in loose aggre-

gations of small crystalline scales. It consists

of hydrous sulphate of iron, and is derived from the de-

composition of pyrite. Also called yellow copperat and

copiapite.

misyoke (mis-yok'). r. t. and i. ; pret. and pp.

iiiixyiikfd, ppr. MfeyatbW. [< mi'-v- 1 + yok< . r.}

To yoke or join unsuitably.

Perpetually and finally hindered In wedlock, by mt-
vokinn with a diversity of nature as well as of religion.

Milton. Divorce, ii. 111.

tribute). < MD. miy'te, D. my't, small coin, a mite ;

prob. akin to mite1
, from the same root, Goth.

iiiditnii, etc., cut : see mite1 .] 1. A small coin

of any kind, of slight value ; any very small sum
of money. No coin seems to have been so

called specifically.

William wijtli with-oute any more,
Grelthed him as gaili as any gom thurt bene,

Of alle trie a-tir that to kni -,t longed,
So that non mlxt a-mend a mite worth, I wene.

William oj Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4S4S.

And though the number of sheep increase nerer so fast,

yet the price falleth not one mile, because there be so few

sellers. Sir T. Mare, Vtopia (tr. by Roblnson\ I.

There came a certain poor widow, and she threw in [i. e.

into the treasury] two mita [tr. Or AITTOV : see Irpton ana

minufr], which make a farthing. Mark ill. 42.

tlon of George III., and some Anglican bishops occasion-

ally wear them at the present day. See tiara, and cut un-

der auriphryyia.
Her golden cup she cast unto the ground,
And crowned mitre rudely threw asyde.

Spenier, . Q., I. vilL 2S.

The Cardinal IWolsey] sent to the King, to lend him the

Mitre and Pall, which he used to wear at ny great Solem-

nity. Baker, Chronicles, p. 279.

His Miter on his head of cloth of sillier, with two long la-

bels hanging downe behind his

"
Corjiot, Crudities, I. 37 (slg. DX
All the old known mitra still in

existence have a white ground.
Rode, Church of our Fathers, II.

I li'.i, note.

There, other trophies deck the

truly brave, . . .

Such as on Hough's unsullied

mitre shine.

Pope, EpiL to Satires, 11. 239.

3. A chimney-cap or -pot
of terra-cotta, brick, stone,

or metal, designed to ex-

clude rain and wind from
the flue, while allowing the

smoke, etc., to escape; a MlW, ats iiKA pottery:

cowl; hence, anything hav- u'kS* r
tT Z'

s*nlut'

ing a similar use.

For like aa In a Limbeck t h
-

heat of Fire

Ralseth a Vapour, which still mounting higher
To the Still's top ; when th' odoriferous sweat

Above the Miter can no further get.

It, softly thickning. falleth drop by drop.
tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 3.



miter

4. In conch., a miter-shell. 5. In carp.: (a) A
scribe or guide for making saw-cuts to form
miter-joints, (4) A combined square and miter-

edge or pattern, (c) Same as miter-joint. 6.

A gusset in seamstresses' work, knitting, and
the like Miter gearing. Same as beveled yearing
(which see, under gearing).

miter, mitre (mi'ter), i\; pret. and pp. mitered,

mitred, ppr. mitering, mitriity. [Early mod. E.
also myter, mytre; < ME. mitren, mytren, < OF.
mitrer, F. mitrer = Sp. Pg. mitrar = It. mitrare,
Olt. metrare, < ML. mitrare, < mitra, a miter:
see miter,, .] I. trans. 1. To bestow a miter

upon; raise to a rank to which the dignity of

wearing a miter belongs, especially to episco-
pal rank.

More than al thy marchauns other thy mytrede bisshopes.
Piers Plowman (C), v. 193.

From such apostles, O ye mitred heads,
Preserve the church ! Cowper, Task, ii. 329.

2. To ornament with a miter.

Your first essay was on your native laws ;

Those having torn with ease and trampled down,
Your fangs you fasten'd on the mitred crown.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, i. 202.

3. In carp., to join with a miter-joint; make a

miter-joint in. See miter-joint. 4. In needle-

work, to change the direction of, as a straight
baud, border, or the like, by cutting it at an ab-

rupt angle, sacrificing a three-cornered piece,
and bringing the cut edges together: a term
derived from carpenter-work. 5. In bookbind-

ing, to join perfectly, as lines intended to meet
at right angles Cut and mitered string. See
string. Mitered abbey or monastery, an abbey or

monastery presided over by a mitered abbot.

The abbess received a ring, which, however, was not be-
stowed on any abbot unless his house were a mitred ab-

bey. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 194.

Mitered abbot, back, border, etc. See the nouns.

II. intrans. In arch., to meet in a miter-joint.
miter-block (ml'ter-blok), n. Injoinery, a block
arranged for sawing pieces to an angle of 45.
E. H. Knight.
miter-board (mi'ter-bord), H. A miter-box in
which a piece is laid while the saw reciprocates
between guides which cause it to make the kerf
at the prescribed angle. E. H. Knight.
miter-box (ml'ter-boks), n. In carp., a long
narrow wooden box consisting of a bottom and
two sides in which kerfs at an angle of 45 (or
some other angle) are cut for the reception of
a saw: used in cutting pieces of wood to form
miter-joints. The piece of wood to be mitered is laid
in the box, and the saw, being worked through the guide-
cuts in the vertical sides, cuts the wood to the necessary
angle. (See miter-joint.) Another form consists of a bed
and a fence, against which the work rests, and an adjusta-
ble guide for the saw, so that it admits of cutting at any
required angle. In printing the name is given to a square
channel of wood or iron having diagonal cuts in the sides,
in which a saw can move freely in cutting pieces of wood
or brass of uniform angles.

miter-cut (mi'ter-kut), n. In glass-manuf., a
groove cut in the surface of plate-glass for or-
namentation. The cross-section of the groove
or cut is very nearly an equilateral triangle.
miter-dovetail (mi'ter-duv"tal), n. In joinery,
a form of concealed dovetail presenting only a
single joint-line, and that on the angle. E. H.
Knight.
miter-drain (mi'ter-dran), n. A drain laid
within the metaling of roads, to convey the
water to the side drains.
miter-flower (mi'ter-flou"er), n. A plant of the
genus Cyclamen.
miter-gage (mi'ter-gaj), . A gage for deter-

mining the angle of a miter-joint or bevel-joint
for picture-frames, moldings, etc. E. H. Knight.
mitering-machine (ml'ter-ing-ma-shen"), n. 1.
In carp, and joinery, a machine for sawing or

cutting to a true angle of 45 the ends of pieces
to be joined, in order that they may be united by
a miter-joint, or for cutting the pieces to any
desired angle to make a bevel-joint. One form of
this machine consists of a table with a circular saw and
adjustable guides or fences ; another consists of a bed and
guide, with two blades at right angles, for making a down-
ward cut, fixed at an angle of 45' to the guide and actu-
ated by a lever. The latter form is used for mitering
picture-frames and small moldings.
2. In printing, a mechanism of iron and steel,
designed to cut the ends of metal rules with
exact bevels and secure true joints at any an-
gle. This is done in some machines by a saw,
in others by a file or chisel.

miter-iron (ml'ter-l"ern), . A fagot for forging,
composed of a group of bars of angular section
wedged about a cylindrical bar within a hoop.
miter-jack (mi'ter-jak), n. A simple form of
miter-box or templet, consisting merely of a bed
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and a fence, against which the work rests. It is

used for making miter-joints on small moldings.
miter-joint (mi'ter-joint), n. A joint in which
the plane of the abutting surfaces bisects the

angle (properly 90) form-
ed by the abutting pieces.
Each of the abutting pieces is

dressed to an angle of 45'
;
when

they are dressed to an angle greater
or less than 45 they are general-
ly termed bevel-joints. When the

angle formed by the junction of
if division bisects this

1. In mcch., a

a a a. Miter-joint.

two parts is 45, and the plane 01

angle, the joint is sometimes called a half miter-joint.
Also called miter.

miter-mushroom (ml'ter-mush"r6m), n. A
kind of mushroom of the genus Helvella, H.
crinl/a : so named from the shape of the pileus.
It grows in woods, and is delicate eating.

miter-plane (mi'ter-plan), . In carp. : () A
plane in which the bit is set at an acute angle
with the longitudinal axis of the stock. The
effect of this arrangement is to give the action
of the plane the character of a draw-cut. (6) A
plane which runs in a race in angular relation
to fences or gages, usually adjustable, by which
the stuff to be planed is held to the action of
the tool.

miter-post (mi'ter-post), n. Same as meeting-
post.

miter-shaped (ml'ter-shapt), a. Having the

shape of a miter : said especially of a form of
head-dress worn by women in the middle of the
fifteenth century.
miter-Shell (mi'ter-shel), n. The turreted shell

of a mollusk of the genus Mitra or family Mi-
tridte; a tiara-shell. See cut under Mitra.

miter-sill (mi'ter-sil), n. A raised step against
which the foot of a canal-lock gate shuts on the
floor of a lock-bay. E. H. Knight.
miter-square (mi'ter-skwar), n. In carp., an
immovable bevel for striking upon a piece of
stuff an angle of 45.

miter-valve (mi'ter-valv), . A valve of which
the lid or plug is the frustum of a cone, the face
of the seat being inclined at an angle of 45 to
the axis of the valve.

miter-wheel (mi'ter-hwel), n.

particular kind of bevel-wheel,
the bevel being limited to an

angle of 45, and the teeth of
the wheel meshing with the
teeth of another of the same
bevel and diameter. The shafts
of the wheels are at right angles with
each other ; and rotary motion in any
plane is, by this mechanism, trans-

lated, without change of velocity, into Miter-wheels,

motion in another plane at right an-

gles with the first. Miter-wheels are much used in mill-
work. See bevel-wheel and bevel-gear.

2. In glass-cutting, a wheel used for cutting a

groove of triangular section.

miterwort (mi'ter-wert), . A name common
to all plants of the genus Mitella False miter-
wort. See codwort and Tiarella.

mithet, . ' [ME. mithen, < AS. mitiian (= OS. mi-
than = Ofiies.for-mitha = OHG. midan, MBG.
widen, G. meiden), avoid, conceal, refrain from,
forbear, intr. lie concealed: see miss 1

.']
To

avoid; conceal.
His sorwe he couthe ful wel milhe.

Havelok, 1. 948.

Blither (miTH'er), n. A Scotch form of mother^.

mithict, . An obsolete spelling of mythic.
Mithra, . See Mithras.
MithradatiC (mith-ra-dat'ik), a. Same as
Mitliridatic, 1.

Mithraeum (mith-re'um), n. [NL.,< L. Mithras,
Mithras: see Mithras.'] In Bom. antiq., a shrine
or sanctuary of Mithras: usually an under-
ground cell, grotto, or crypt in which the se-

cret mysteries of Mithras were celebrated.
In the Mithrceum there were there are still, because

we have saved the place from destruction, and added it to
the curiosities of Rome the remnant of the seven torches
. . . which were kept burning before the image of Mithras
Tauroktonos.
Lanciani, Anc. Borne in the Light of Mod. Discov., p. 192.

Mithraic (mith-ra'ik), a. [< Mithras + -ic."] Of
or pertaining to the ancient Persian and late
Roman god Mithras.
Two statues of Mithraic torch-bearers.

C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archueol. (trans.), 206.

The Mithraic doctrines appear to have comprised all

the prominent features of the Magian or Chaldean sys-
tem, and we need not be surprised, therefore, that they
are represented as embracing magical, occult, and thau-
niutnrpical science.
A. Wilder, in Knight's Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. xix.

Mithraicism (mith-ra'i-sizm), n. [< Mitl/mit-
+ -ism.'] Same as Mithraism.

mitigate

Mithraicism, with explanations of its alliance with Oc-
cidental Christianity.

Fop. Sci. Mo., Literary Notices, XXXII. 560.

Mithraism (mith'ra-izm), )(. [< Mithras +
-16-m.] The worship of Mithras.
The religion of Mithra . . . played an important part

in the thought of the early centuries of the Christian era,

yet little is known of Mithraism at the present time.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 283.

Mithraist (mith'ra-ist), n. [< Mithras + -ist.~]

A worshiper of Mithras.

This fact suggests a question . . . whether the Chris-
tians borrowed from the Mitliraitts, or the Mithraisls from
the Christians, or whether the coincidences are casual.

fop. Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 283.

Mithraize (mith'ra-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp.
Mithraised, ppr. Mithraizing. [< Mithras +
-i:e.~] To teach, profess, or practise Mithraic
doctrines ; observe the rites of Mithras.

Mithras, Mithra (mith'ras, mith'ra), n. [L.
Mithras, Mithres, < Gr. tJiidpaf, < OPers. Mitra
= Skt. Mitra, lit. 'friend.'] 1. A deity of the
ancient Persians, the god of light or of the sun,
who came at last to be regarded as the ruler of
both the material and the spiritual universe,
and was worshiped with an elaborate ritual,
with accompaniment of ceremonial mysteries.
In this form his worship was adopted by the Romans under
the early empire, and enjoyed great popularity. Represen-
tations of Mithras are common in Roman art, usually show-
ing him as a youth in Oriental dress performing the mystic
sacrifice of a bull. Sacred caves or grottos were the reg-
ular seats of his worship.

They call upon no peculiar name of God, but only Myth-
ra; in the which word they all agree together in one na-
ture of the divine Majesty, whatsoever it be.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 11.

The sacred grotto of Mithras, in the Campus Martius
[Rome), . . . in the plot of ground which is now occupied
by the Marignoli palace.
Lanciani, Anc. Rome in the Light of Mod. Discov., p. 166.

2. A genus of South American lycrenid butter-
flies. Eubner, 1816. 3. A genus of spiders.
Koch, 1835.

mithridatet (mith'ri-dat), . [Also methridate,
and improp. mithradite; < OF. mithridat, methri-

dat, F. mithridate = Sp. It. mitridato = Pg.
mithridato, < ML. mithridatum for LL. mithri-

datium, an antidote, neut. of L. Mithridatius,
Mithridateus, of Mithridates, < Mithridates, <

Gr. Midpadanif, ~M.i6pi66.Trjf, Mithridates VI., King
of Pontus (died about 63 B. C.), who fortified

himself against poisons by taking antidotes;
a name of Pers. origin: cf. Mithras.] In old

phar., one of various compositions of many in-

gredients in the form of electuaries, supposed
to serve either as an antidote or as a preserva-
tive against poison.

I feel me ill ; give me some mithridate;
Some mithridate and oil, good sister, fetch me.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 6.

Wine, an it be thy will ! strong lusty wine !

Well, fools may talk of mithridate, cordials, and elixirs ;

But from my youth this was my only physic.
Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, v. 2.

This is a course that will . . . alter Blander into piety,
. . . that the viper's flesh may become mithradite.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 753.

Mithridate mustard, a kind of penny-cress. See pep-
perwort.

Mithridatic (mith-ri-dat'ik), a. [= F. mitlirida-

tique = Pg. mithridatico, < L. Mithridaticus,
pertaining to Mithridates, < Mithridatex, Mith-
ridates: see mithridate."] 1. Of or pertaining
to Mithridates, specifically to Mithridates VI.
of Pontus (died about 63 B. c.): as, the Mithri-
datic wars. Also Mithradatic. 2f [I.e."] Per-
taining to or of the nature of mithridate.

niithridatumt, n. [Improp. methridatum (after
methridate) ; < ML. mithridatum for LL. mith-

ridatium, an antidote : see mithridate.] Same
as mithridate.
But what brave spirit could be content to sit in his shop,

with a flappet of wood before him, . . . selling Mithri-
datum and dragons-water to visited houses [during the
plague) ? Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, i. 3.

mitigable (rait'i-ga-bl), a. [< LL. "mitigabilis
(in adv. mitigabiliter), < mitigare, mitigate: see

mitigate.'] Capable of being mitigated.
The vigour of that ceremonious law was mitigable.

Barrow, Works, II. xv.

mitigant (mit'i-gant), a. [= F. mitiijaut = Sp.
It. mitigante,< Tu."mitigan(t-)s, ppr. of mitigare,
mitigate : see mitigate."] Mitigating; lenitive;
soothing; alleviating. Bailey, 1727.

mitigate (mit'i-gat), . t.
; pret. and pp. mitigated,

ppr. mitigating. [< L. mitigatus, pp. of mitigare
(> It. mitigare = Sp. Pg. mitigar = F. mitiger),
make mild, gentle, soft, or tender, < mitts, mild,
etc., + agere, make: see agent."] 1. To make
milder or more tolerable

;
reduce in amount or

degree, as something objectionable, repreheu-



mitigate

sible, distressing, harmful, ete.
; iti<nler>ite : al-

leviate; assuage.
And dieted with tasting every day,
The swelling of his wuundes to mitigate.

Spenter, i
1

. Q.. L x. 28.

To mitigate the acorn he gives his uncle,
lie prettily ami aptly taunts himself.

Shale., Klch. III., 111. 1. 133.

I esteem It the olhVe of a physician not only to restore

health, but U> nn'ijni. ]
, 1 1 1 1 ana dolours.

llnoni. Advancement of Learning, 11. 11)6.

I may mitigate their doom
On me derived. Milton, P. L, x. 76.

Her benevolent heart Bought every means to mitigate
the authorized severities of the law.

PrencoU, Ferd. and Iia., 11. IB.

2. To soften; mollify; make mild and acces-
sible. [Bare.]
Where the King took displeasure, she would tnitiyate

and appease his mind.
Sir T. More, Int to Utopia, p. ljuutv.

Turning to the master of the Temple, |hc] began with
gentle wordes tomittigate him. llakluyt't Vayaget, II. 36.

The severe little man was mitigated. Dr. J. Brown, Rah.

= Syn. 1. Alternate, Hellene, etc. See alleviate.

mitigatedly (mit'i-ga-ted-li), atlr. In a miti-

gated degree.
This young man. Indeed, was jtiitvjatetlly monastic, lie

had n hi- brown frock and cowl, but he had also a -liirt

and a pair of shoes. 11. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 128.

mitigation (mit-i-ga'shgu), H. [< ME. mitiga-
doun, mitigation, < OP. (and F.) mitigation =
Sp. mitigation = Pg. mitigaiflo = It. mitigazione,
< L. miti(/atio(n-), soothing, mitigation, < n/iti-

ijurc, mitigate : see mitigate."} The act of miti-

gating, or the state of being mitigated; allevi-

ation; abatement or diminution of anything
harsh, painful, severe, afflictive, calamitous, or
the like.

But for thl mykel mercy mitujaciintn I biseche.
Piers Pltnrman (B), v. 477.

What pleasure he (the sinnerl can have In the thoughts
of his former excesses, when not one drop can be procured
for the mitigation of his flames. Stillingjteet, Sermons, I. v

The simple race
Of mountaineers . . . partake man's general lot
With little mitigation. Wordsivorth, Excursion, v.

In mitigation of damages, in Inn; for the purpose of

showing that the damages were less than Is claimed,

mitigative (mit'i-ga-tiv), <i. and n. [< F. miti-

i/ntif = Pr. mi tii/// tin = Sp. Pg. It. mitigatiro, <

LL. mitigativiM, soothing, < L. mitigare, soothe,
mitigate: see mitigate.] I. a. Lenitive; tend-

ingto alleviate.
Cotgraye.

Il.t n. That which mitigates or tends to mod-
erate or alleviate.

Which may the feruence of loue aslake
To the loner, as a initigatiue.

Remedy of Lave, ITol., 1. 20.

mitigator (mit'i-ga-tor), H. [= Sp. Pg. mitiga-
dor = It. mitigatorc; as mitigate + -or.] One
who or that which mitigates.
mitigatory (mit'i-ga-to-ri), a. and n. [= Sp.
Pg. mitigatorio, < IJ. mitigatorius, soothing, <

mitigarc, soothe, mitigate: see mitigate.] I.

a. Tending or having power to mitigate ;
alle-

viating; softening. Sir J. Mackintosh.
Il.t . That which has power to mitigate or

alleviate.

He talks of hard usages, and straining points of law in

cases of life, and such mitiaatorien.

Roger Sorth, Examen, p. 316. (Dane*.)

mitingt (mi'ting), n. [ME. mytyng, myi/htyng;
< mite2 + -w<73.] A little one : used in endear-
ment or in contempt.

No more of this matere thou move the,
Thou mornel and mytyng urn 11-

Yorkflayt, p. 314.

mitis (mi'tis), n. [NL. use of L. mitig, mild,

gentle.] A South American cat : sameascAofi.
mitis-casting (mi'tis-kas'ting), n. The name
given by PTOstberg, the inventor of the process,
to a method of increasing the fluidity and low-

ering the fusing-poiut of iron and steel, by add-

ing a small quantity of aluminium (about half
of one per cent.) to the charge in the cruci-
ble the moment it has been melted. This is said

greatly to facilitate the casting process, and to add to the
strength of the metal. The aluminium is added In the fonn
of an alloy of n to 10 per cent, of that metal with Iron. This
alloy is made by a patented process consisting, as is stated,
in adding clay to tile Iron in the process of smelting. The
mitis-castings are said to be rapidly taking the place of
malleable-iron costings.

mitis-green (mi'tis-gren), n. Same as Parts

iirren or Schei'lr1* green. See greenl.
Mitosata (mi-to-sii'tip, n. M [NL., irreg. <

Gr. uirof, a thread, + -ata?.~\ In Fabricius's

system of classification, the centipeds and mil-
s: equivalent to Afyriapoda. [Not used.]
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mitOSicfmi-lo'sik), </. [< inittut(it) + -1C.] Per-

taining to, characterized by, or exhibiting ini-

to-i^.. Also initotic.

mitosis (mi-to'sis), .; pi. mitosc* (-sez). [NL.,
< Or. pirof, a thread, + -owix.] 1. Splitting of
the chromatin of a nucleus, or subdivision of

any minute granular bodies embedded in living

protoplasm.
The mitosis occurring in nuclear

kinetics is commonly qualified as
karyomitotrin.

2. A figure occurring during mitosis as a re-

sult of that process.
mitotic (mi-tot'ik), . [< mitosis (-ot-) + -ie.]
Same as mitosic.

This scheme of Remak's ... is now contrasted with
another mode of division, the mitotie division (" karyoml-
tosls," . . .

"
mitosis," or "Indirect division "of Fleming;"

karyoklnenin
"
or "

koryokinetlc
"
division of Schleicher).

. Hei.. *** h. lag.

mitotically (mi-tot'i-kal-i), adc. By mitosis.

It may be doubted
toticaUy.

'hether these cells divide only mi-
JTicn* Set, XXX. li. Ida.

Mitra (tni'tra), H. [NL., so called from the

shape of the shell, <T L. mitra,
< Gr. pirpa, a miter, turban : see

miter] 1. The typical genus
of Mitrida;, having a heavy long
fusiform shell with well-devel-

oped spire and

Elicate
columel-

t, likened to a

bishop's miter.
There are over 200

species, mostly from
the Philippine and
related waters, bat
also from other warm
seas, as the West In-
dian. The best.known
Is M. epucopalig, orna-
mented with square
spots of red, orange,
or salmon color. Ail
arctic species Is H.

(Volutimitra) gnxn-
landica.

2. Agenusofaca-
lephs.

Mitracea(mi-tra'-
se-a), n.pl. [NL.,
(. Mitra + -aeea.]

Mitcr-shellt.

:, Mitra v*lftc*la. t, Mitra tfii
falii.

mitten

mitrate (mi'trat), . [< mitir (milr-) + -<!.]
In l>nt.. bonnet-shaped, or rounded and folded:
said of t In' pilcuH of i-i-rinin fungi.

mitre, aini c. s< < ////.

Mitrephorus (tni-tref i>-rus), n. [NL., abo
Mi/rr/ihoroti, < (ir. /itrpi/tfufjor, /urpo^upof, wearing
a turban or miter, < />/, turban, miter (see
null r\, + -Wof, < $tfHtv = K. fcf-arl.l 1. In i-

toui., a singular genus of curculios, having the

prothorax armed with an anterior horn. The
only species is M. tcalerkvtwei of Brazil. Srhvn-
li'ir. 1837. 2. In ornith., agcuus of small oli-

vaceous flycatchers of the family Tyraniiidtf,
named by 'Helater in 1859. it Includes sorer*] spe-
cies, as M. Julrijrotui, inhabiting the southwestern I'mtnl

States, Mexico, and tropical America. The name being
preoccupied In entomology. It was changed toMitrejjiaaet.
<,' .

3. A genus of worms.
Mitrida (mit'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mitra +
-idte.] A family of rachiglossate pectinibrau-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Mitra;
the miter-shells. The family Is related to the relates
and olive*, and Is often merged In ViAvtUa. The teeth of
the odontophore are disposed In three longitudinal rows,
and the long turreted shell has a narrow aperture with the
columella plaited near the anterior end. Attout 400 species
have been described, chiefly from tropical

seas ; those of
the Paclttc are of large size and striking colors, though
the pattern may be concealed in the living state by toe

homy epidermis. Also called Mitracta. .See cut under
Mitra.

mitriform (ml'tri-f&rm), a. [= F. mitriforme,
< L. mitra, a miter, + forma, form.]
1. In /"it., resembling a miter;
conical, hollow, open at the base,
and either entire there or irregu-
larly cut: applied to certain fruits

and to the calyptra of mosses. See

calyptra. 2. In conch., shaped
like a miter-shell; resembling the

| <i

Mitrida:

Mitrinae (mi-tri'ne), . i>l. [NL.,
< Mitra + -ina.] 1. A subfamily Mhrtfom. cp-
of Mitriila; nearly equivalent to
the family. 2. The Mitrida; re- r,!

garded as a subfamily of some other Jji,
family, as the Voluti'da: or the Muri- i&T<iiypu*

deuched Ir. in

Same as Mitrida.
mitracean (mi-tra'se-an), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Mitracea or Mitrida;; mitri-
form.

II. H. A miter-shell ; any member of the Iti-

tracea.

mitraille (F. prou. me-traly'), n. [< F. mi-

traille, small bits of grape-shot, with unorig. r,

< OF. mitaijle, fragments, as coarse filings, <

mite, a small piece of money, a mite: seemite'A]
Small missiles, especially grape, canister, frag-
ments of iron, and the like, when fired, as upon
an enemy at close quarters.
mitraille (F. pron. me-traly'), r. t.

; pret. and
pp. mitraitled, ppr. mitrailling. [< F. mitrailler,
fire mitraille, v mitraille, mitraille: see the

noun.] To fire mitraille at. [Rare.]
At the moment when the regiment nearest the enemy

was beginning a retreating movement, in order to entice
the Prussians on. the latter emerged from a wood be-
tween Borney and Colombey, and mitrailled the French.

Scotsman.

mitrailleur (F. pron. me-tra-lyer'), . [F.,
111:1 sc. noun of agent, < mitrailler, fire mitraille:
see mitraille, v.] An artilleryman in charge of
a mitrailleuse.

mitrailleuse (F. pron. me-tra-lyez'), H. [F.,
fern, noun of agent, < mitrailler, fire mitraille :

see mitraille, r.] A machine-gun or combina-
tion of gun-barrels and mechanism intended to

discharge small missiles in great quantity and
with great rapidity; especially, a form of ma-
chine-gun introduced in the French army about

1868, and first brought into service 'in the
Franco-German war of 1870-1. See cuts un-
der machine-gun.
The Maxim mitraitleiae or machine gun of rifle caliber.

Sci. Ainer., N. S., LX. 102.

mitral (mi'tral), n. [< F. mitral = It. mitrale, <

ML. 'mitralis (neut. mitrale, a box in which to

keep a miter), < mitra, a miter: se miter.'] 1.

Of or pertaining to a miter ; resembling a miter.

Wholly omitted In the mitrall crown.
Sir. T. Brmme, Garden of Cyrus, ii.

2. In nflf.,mitriform; bivalvular:
specifically

applied to that valve in the heart which guards
the left auriculoventricular orifice. Also called

bicuMjrid. 3. In //.. pertaining to the mitral
valvt: as, mitral sounds; mitral insufficiency;
mitral disease.

...,/.,
.

mitry (mi'tri), a. [< OF. mitre,
the theta.

nitry (mi'tri), a. [< OF. mitre, pp.
of mitrer, miter: see miter, r.] In her., charged
with a number of miters, as a bordure, a fesse,
or the like.

mitt (mit), n. [Also mit; abbr. of mitten.'] 1.

Same as mitten. 2. A sort of glove without fin-

gers, or with very short fingers. Mitts sometimes
corer the hand only and sometimes the forearm to the el-

bow. A common material is black lace ; they are also knit-
ted of silk of various colors. They were especially worn
by women early in the nineteenth century ; the fashion
has recently been revived.

3. Something resembling a mitt.

The hands and forearms of the women (of Yap. in the
Western Carolines) ore tattooed with ixttf*. as in the Mar-
shall Islands. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXX. 208.

mitten (mit'n), . [Early mod. E. also mittain;
< ME. mitaine, mytam; myteine, myten, myteyve,
< OF. (and F.) mitainr (ML. mitana, miianna),
also mitan, niiton (= Sp. miton); cf. ML. mita,
mitten : derived by some, in the supposed orig.
sense of 'half-glove,' from OHG. miaiwo,MHG.
niittemo, middle, midmost (superl. of mittc. mid-
dle: see mid1 ); by others referred to a Celtic

source : cf. Gael. Ir. mutan, a thick glove, a muff,
Gael. miotag, miotog. :i mitten. Ir. FMiifo</,astump,
a hand or glove without fingers.] If. A glove ;

a covering for the hand, with or without fingers.

Take the porter thl statfe to halde,
And thl inf/tftut also.

MS. Cantab, ft. v. 48, f. 52.

Twey iHiftri/ne*, as mete, ntaad all of rlolltes ;

The fyngers weren for-werd A ful of fen hnnged.
Pien Plotanani Crede (E. E. T. &), 1. 4.

2. A covering for the hand, differing from a

glove in not having a separate cover for each
finger, the thumb only being separated, made
of leather, dogskin, sealskin, etc., or knitted
of thick wool.

Mitteni of dog-skin, lined with the fur of the Arctic bare.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 28.

3. A mitt.

My sister Clotilda was . . . studying. . . . I remember
. . . her clear white apron, her crimson muffetees and
short close black mitten*.

B. S. Sheppard, Charles Aocbester, ii.

To get the mitten, to receive only the mitten. Instead of
the hand : lie refused as a lover. (Colloq.) To give one
the mitten, to refuse to marry one. [Colloq. ] To han-
dle without mittens. Same as to handle trithout giant
(which see, under trtote).

mitten (mit'n), r. t. [< mitten, .] 1. To put
mittens on.



mitten

Mittened cats catch no mice. Proverb.

With mittened hands, anil caps drawn low.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

2. To give the mitten to. See phrase under

mitten, n. [Colloq.]

For me she mittened a lawyer, and several other chaps.
Carleton, Farm Ballads, p. 19.

mittentt (mit'ent), a. [< L. mitten(t-)s, ppr. of

mittere, send:" see mission.'] Sending forth;

emitting.
The fluxion . . . thrust forth by the part mittent upon

the inferior weak parts. Wiseman, Surgery.

mittimus (mit'i-mus), n. [So called from the
word beginning the writ (in L.), L. mittimus, vie

send, Istpers. pi. pres. ind. act. of mittere, send:
see mission,] 1. In law: (a) A precept or com-
mand in writing, given by a justice of the peace
or other proper officer, directed to the keeper
of a prison, requiring him to receive and hold
in safe-keeping an offender charged with a
crime until he be delivered by due course of

law; a warrant of commitment to prison. (6)
A writ directing the removal of a suit or of a
record from the court granting it to another.
2. A dismissal from an office or situation.

Out of two noblemen's houses he had his iin'ttunir* of
"Ye may be gone."

Nash, Haue with you to Saffron-Walden.

Mittler's green. See green1
.

mitty (mit'i), it.
; pi. mitties (-iz). [Origin ob-

scure.] The small stormy petrel, Procellaria

pelagian. Montagu. [Local, Eng.]
mitu (mit'u), . [Braz.] 1. The galeated cu-

rassow, a South American bird of the family
Cracidce, technically called Paitxi mitu, Ourax
mitu, or Mitu galeata. See cut under Pauxi.
2.

[cap.'] [NL.] A genus of the family Cracidce,
of which the mitu is the type. Lesson, 1831.

Also called Mitua, Urax, Uragis, and Pauxi.
Mitua (mit'u-a), n. [NL., < mitu, q. v.] 1.

Same as Mitu" 2. H. E. Strickland, 1841. 2.
In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects.

mituporanga (mit"u-po-rang'ga), . [Braz.]
1. The hocco, curassow, or cura9ao-bird, Crax
alector, and some related species of Cracinw.
2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of curassows, of the

family Cracidce, the type of which is Crax globi-
eera or Mitu, daubentoni. Reiclienbach.

mity (mi'ti), a. [< mite* + -y
1
.] Having mites

;

abounding with mites : as, mity cheese.

Cheese is a mity elf,

Digesting all things but itself.

Proverbial rime.

miurus (mi-u'rus), n. [LL. miurus, miuros, <

Gr. fieiovpof, sc. or/^of, a shortened verse, lit.

curtailed, < peiuv, less, + ovpa, tail.] A dac-

tylic hexameter with the thesis or first syllable
of the last foot short or apparently short; a
hexameter irregularly terminating in an iambus
(^- ) or a pyrrhic (^ ) instead of a spondee
( ) or trochee (--"). See dolichurus. Also
meiurus.

mix1
(miks), v. [< ME. mixen, transposed from

*misken (as ax3 for ask1
), < AS. miscian = MLG.

mischen = OHG. miskan, misken, MHG. G. mis-
chen = W. mysgu = Gael, measg = OBulg. mic-
shati = Serv. mijeshati = Bohem. misheti = Pol.
mieaziic = Euss. mieshati, mix ; also, OBulg. mie-
shiti = Serv. mijesiti = Bohem. misiti = Pol. mie-
sic = Buss, miesiti, knead, in OBulg. and Bohem.
also mix

;
= L. miscere (pp. mistus, mixtus) = Gr.

piayeiv, mix; cf. Skt. micra, mixed; with orig.
formative -sk, < Teut. / mik, Indo-Eur. / mig,
as in Gr. fiiyviwa/, [iiyfjvai, mix. The Teut. forms
are prob. native, as the appar. deriv. mash 1 in-
dicates ; but they have prob. been influenced
by the L., to which also the Celtic forms may
be referred, and to which most of the E.
words associated with mix are due, namely
mixtion, mistion, mixture, etc., admix, commix,
etc. From the L. miscere are also derived mas-
lin1

, masliift, mastiff, messin.'] I. trans. 1. To
unite or blend promiscuously into one mass,
body, or assemblage, as two or more substances,
parts, or quantities; mingle intimately or in-

discriminately: as, to mix different kinds of

wine; to mix flour and water; herds insepara-
bly mixed.

His life was gentle, and the elements
So mix'd in him that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world "This was a man !"

Shak., 3. C., v. 6. 74.

2. To cause to unite or blend, as one object or

quantity with another or others; bring into
close combination or association with another
or others.
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Ephraim, he hath mixed himself among the people.
HOB. vii. i

You mix your sadness with some fear.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2. 46.

3. To foI'm by mingling; produce by blending
different ingredients: as, to mix bread.

Hadst thou no poison mix'd, no sharp-ground knife,
No sudden mean of death, though ne'er so mean,
But "banished" to kill me? "banished"?

Shak., B, and J., iii. 3. 44.

That Psyche, wont to bind my throbbing brow,
To smooth my pillow, mix the foaming draught
Of fever. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

To mix up. (a) To confuse
; entangle mentally, (b) To

involve; implicate. [Colloq. in both senses.]

Years and years after Charles Albert's death, there came
back to Turin an Italian exile, who in his hot youth had
been mixed up, very much against the grain, in an abortive

plot for the assassination of the late King.
E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 53.

=Syn. 1. Blend, etc. (see mingle), combine, compound, in-

corporate. See mixture.

II. intrans. 1. To become united or blended

promiscuously ;
come together in intimate com-

bination or close union : as, oil and water will

not mix.
When Souls mix 'tis an Happiness.

Cowley, The Mistress, Platonick Love.

The clear water was not mixing with the blue.

Froude, Sketches, p. 96.

2. To be joined or associated
;
become a part

(of) ;
become an ingredient or element (in) :

as, to mix with the multitude, or to mix in so-

ciety.
I will 7nto: with you in industry

To please.
B. Jonton, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

Some, who turn their travels to the greatest advantage,
endeavour to mix with the people of the country.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. ii. 277.

mix1 (miks), . [< mix1 , v.~] A mixture
;
a jum-

ble; a blunder; a mess. [Colloq.]
She'll show the note to Miss Greenway, and you'll be

ruined. Oh, poor Mr. Welling ! Oh, what a fatal, fatal

mix! W. D. Howetts, A Likely Story, iii.

(miks), w. [Also dial, mux ; < ME. mix,
mcx, < AS. meox (dat. meoxe, mixe, myxe) = Fries.

miux, miuhs, muck, dung ;
akin to muck1 and to

forms cited under mist*. Hence mixen."] 1.

Dung; muck. [Prov. Eng.] 2f. A vile wretch.

The quene his moder on a time as a mix thoust
How faire & how fetis it was.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 125.

Messenger to this myx, for mendemente of the pople,
To niele with this Minister mane, that here this luounte

aeinez. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. B.\ 1. 989.

mix2 (miks), v. t. [< mix2
, . Cf. muck1

, i:]
To clean out. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mixable (mik'sa-bl), a. [<mixl + -able.] Ca-

pable of being mixed; miscible. Also mixible.

mixed1
(mikst), p. a. 1. Consisting of different

elements or parts; mingled: as, a mixed feeling
of pleasure and grief.

The gouernement in that time of Moses was mixt, the
Monarchic being in Moses. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. HO.

2. Promiscuous ; indiscriminate ;
not comprised

in one class or kind.

A mixed multitude went up also with them. Ex. xii. 38.

Will shines in mixed company, where he has the discre-
tion not to go out of his depth.

Addison, The Man of the Town.

In Anne's reign it was used as a coffee-house, but it no
longer was extremely fashionable, as the company was
very mixed.

Aihton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 149.

3. Confused; befogged mentally. [Colloq.]
Also spelled mixt.

Mixed actions, in law. See action, 8. Mixed beauty,
cadence, chalice, etc. See the nouns. Mixed canon,
in music, a canon for more than two voice-parts in which
the intervals of pitch between the successive voices are
not the same. Mixed chorus, quartette, voices, in

music, male and female voices combined. Mixed cog-
nition, concomitant, equation, fabric. See the
nouns. Mixed fish, fish of various kinds, including soft

fish and hard fish. Jftfner. Mixed greens. Heegreeni.
Mixed laws, those which concern both person and

property. Mixed metaphor, meter, etc. See the
nouns. Mixed mode, (a) In music. See maneria. (b)

pi. In metaph. See model. Mixed nuisance, number,
olive, power, proof. See the nouns. Mixed ques-
tions, questions which arise from the conflict of foreign
and domestic laws. Mixed ratio or proportion, one in

which the sum of the antecedent and consequent is com-
pared with the difference of the antecedent and conse-

quent. Thus, if a : b : : c : d, then by mixed proportion
a + b:a b::c + d:e- d. Mixed subjects of
property, such as fall within the definition of things real,
but which nevertheless are attended with some of the

legal qualities of things personal, or vice versa. Mixed
train, a railway-train combining both passenger-cars and
freight-cars. Mixed voyage, a voyage for both whaling
and sealing. Mixed yarn. See yarn.
mixed2

!, a. [ME., < mix* + -ed2.] Filthy ;
vile.

That fule traytour, that mixed cherl. Havelok, 1. 2533.

Mixolydian

mixedly (mik'sed-li or mikst'li), adv. In a
mixed manner.
Not to proceed precisely, or merely according to the

laws and customs either of England or Scotland, but mixtly.
Bacon, Union of England and Scotland.

mixell, mixel, . See mij.ii ill. Levins; Huloet.

mixen (mik'sn), n. [Also mixon, dial, muxen; <

ME. mixen, < AS. myxen, mixen, micxscn,meoxen,
a dunghill, dung; orig. adj., 'of dung,'< meox,
dung: see mix'* and -en'A . Cf. midding, which
is remotely related.] A dunghill; a laystall.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
Hooly writ nat have been defouled, na moore than the

sonne that shyneth on the mixne. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Charge the gardeners now
To pick the faded creature Iflshl from the pool,
And cast it on the mixen that it die.

Tennyson, Geraint.

mixen-cartt (mik'sn-kart), n. A dung-cart.
Mir. for Mags. (Hattiwell.)
mixer (mik'ser), . 1. One who or that which
mixes or mingles.

To the sewers and sinks
With all such drinks,

And after them tumble the mixer.

Longfellow, Catawba Wine.

2. Specifically, a machine for mixing various
substances. See malaxator.
mixhill (miks'hil), n. [Also dial, contracted

mixell, mixel; < mix2 + hill1
.']

A dunghill.
(Irose. [Prov. Eng.]

mixible (mik'si-bl), a. [< mix1 + -ible. Cf. mixa-
ble and miscible.] Same as mixable.

mixing (mik'sing), n. [Verbal n. of mix1
, r.]

The act of mingling or compounding two or
more ingredients into one body, mass, or com-
pound; mixture.

mixing-machine (mik'sing-ma-shen"), n. 1. A
machine for mixing or compounding. The usual
form is some adaptation of the Chilian mill with revolving
pan and fixed mullers, scrapers, and stirrers for mixing
drugs, fertilizers, paints, etc.

2. A hollow copper cylinder used in mixing the
materials for gunpowder.
mixing-sieve (mik'sing-siv), . A sieve for

combining ingredients intimately by sifting
them together.
mixiont, n. [< mix1 + -ion. Cf. mixtion, mis-

tion.'] Same as mixtion.

mixite (mik'sit), n. [After A. Mixa, commis-
sioner of mines in Bohemia.] In mineral., a

hydrous arseniate of bismuth and copper oc-

curring in capillary crystals of a bluish-green
color. It was first found at Joachimsthal in

Bohemia, and later in Utah, United States.

mixobarbaric (mik'so-bar-bar'ik), a. [< Gr.

/ufofSdpffapoc,half-barbarous, <.[uS-o-, a combining
form of fuyvvvai, mix ( > fu^if, Attic /jei^if, a mix-

ing), + fiapfiapof, barbarous: see barbarous.]
Not purely barbaric; showing more or less in-

fluence of civilized or refined types ; noting
some working of civilization, or culture, or art

amid barbarism.
All the barbaric and mixo-barbaric coinages imitated

from Greek prototypes beyond the pillars of Hercules on
the west and as far as the Indus on the east.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 413.

Mixodectes (mik-so-dek'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

fa^o-, mixed, + ir/KTr/f, a biter, biting, < Sdnveiv,

bite.] The typical genus of the family Mixo-

dectida!, with very large incisor teeth and the
last lower premolar single-cusped. M. gracilis
and M. punt/ens are examples.
Mixodectidae (mik-so-dek'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Mixodectes + -idee.] A family of extinct
Eocene mammals, having the dental formula
of the existing lemurs, and in some respects
approaching the Daubentoniidce. There are sev-
eral genera, as Mixodectes and Necrolemur, of
North America and Europe. See cut at Jfecro-
lemur.

mixogamous (mik-sog'a-mus), a. [< Gr. /iifo-,

mixed, + yafiof, marriage.] In icJith., charac-
terized by or pertaining to mixogamy.
The majority of Teleostei are mixogamvua that is, the

males and females congregate on the spawning beds, and,
the number of the former being in excess, several males
attend to the same female, frequently changing from one
female to another. Oiinther, Study of Fishes, p. 177.

mixogamy (mik-sog'a-mi), H. [As mixogam-
ous T -y.J In iclith., congregation in unequal
numbers of male and female fishes in spawn-
ing-time, the males being in excess and several
males attending one female for a time and
then changing for another.

Mixolydian (mik-so-lid'i-an), a. [< Gr. fu%o-

?.i'<5(of, half-Lydian; as a noun, sc. rovof or

apfiovia, the Mixolydian mode; < /?o-, mixed,
+ A('d<of, Lydian : see Lydian.] See under
mode1

.



mixon

niixon, . Sec miffit.

mixt (mikst), /. a. Another spoiling of mi.n <l ]
.

inixtie-maxtie, ". Sec //./'/// -HIH.I/I/.

mixtiform (miks'ti-i'orm), ii. [< L. iiiisliix,

mixed, + fiiniKi, form.] Of a mixed form or
character. [Rare.] ,

Th:it *o inijt(frnt National Assembly.
Carlyle, French Rev., I. TlL .

miztilineal (miks-ti-lin'o-al), . [< L. mistux,

])]>.
of iniai'in\ mix, 4- limn, line, + -al.] Con-

taining or coiiKisting of a mixture of linos,

ri(,'ht, curved, etc.

mixtilinear (miks-ti-lin'e-ilr), a. Same as
lili.rhliill-ill.

mixtion (miks'chon), n. [Formerly mistion; <

OF. misti<t, F. miftion = Sp. mistimi, mijction =
Pg. mixt&o = It. mistionc, < L. iistin(>i-), mis-

tio(n-), a mixing, mixture/ miscere, pp. mixtus,

mistus, mix : see mix 1
.] If. Mixture; promis-

cuous commingling.
Others, perceiving this rule to fall short, have pieced it

out by the mix/ion of vacuity among bodies, believing it ia

that which makes one rarer than another.
Sir K. Digby, Nature of Bodies.

2. Among French artists, a mixture of amber,
mastic, and asphaltum used as a medium or
mordant for affixing leaf-gold to wood or dis-

temper pictures.
mixture (miks'tur), n. [< ME. mixture, < OF.
niuiiirr, mtlttm,F. mixture = Sp. mintura, mix-
turn = Pg. mistura = It. mistura, < L. mixtura,
iitistura, a mixing, < mincere, pp. mijctus, mistus,
mix : see mix1

.] 1. The act of mixing, or the
state of being mixed.
The mixture of those things by speech which by nature

are divided is the mother of all error.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. S.

2. That which results from mixing; a mixed
mass, body, or assemblage; a compound or com-
bination of different ingredients, parts, or prin-
ciples; specifically, in phar., a preparation in

which insoluble substances are suspended in

watery fluids by means of gum arabic, sugar,
the yolk of eggs, or other viscid matter. When
the suspended substance is of an oleaginous
nature, the mixture is properly called an emul-
sion. U. S. Dispensatory.
Whanne ge wole drawe the toon fro that othir, putte al

that mixture into a strong watir maad of vitriol and of sal

petre. Boo*- o/ Quint* Essence (ed. Kurnivall), p. 9.

What if this mixture do not work at all?

Shale., R. and J., iv. 3. 21.

Society, in the modern acceptation of a miscellaneous

mixture, which equalizes men even in their inequality, . . .

opened that wider stage which a growing metropolis only
could exhibit. /. D' Israeli, Amen, of Lit,, IL 361.

3. Admixture
; something mingled or added.

The wine of the wrath of flod, which is poured out with-
out mixture Into the cup of his indignation. Bev. xiv. 10.

His acts were some virtuous, some politick, some Just,
some pious ;

and yet all these not without some mixture of
Vice. Baker, Chronicles, p. 11.

There's no great Wit without some Mixture of Madness,
so saith the Philosopher. Hmcett, Letters, L v. 16.

4. In chem., a blending of several ingredients
without chemical alteration of the substances,
each of which still retains its own nature and
properties: distinguished from combination, in

which the substances unite by chemical attrac-

tion, lose their distinct properties, and form a

compound differing in its properties from any of

the ingredients. 6. In organ-buildint/, a flue-

stop having two or more pipes to each digital,
the pipes being so tuned as to give certain sets

of the shriller harmonics of the fundamental
tone of the digital ;

a compound stop. The stop
is known as "of two ranks," "of three ranks," etc., accord-

ing to the number of pipes to a digital. The harmonics
chosen for reinforcement vary with the pitch of the fun-
damental tone, a low tone being provided with higher
harmonics than a high one. The points in the compass
where changes from one set of harmonics to another take

place are called breaks. The harmonics usually chosen are
those t In i lie at the intervals of fifths or octaves from the
fundamental tone, rarely at those of thirds or sevenths.
Mixtures serve two purposes : to enrich the total effect of

heavy combinations by reinforcing the brilliant overtones
of the harmony, and to emphasize the upper tones of heavy
chords by reinforcing their nearer harmonics. They are
never properly used except in combination with founda-

tion-stopft. Mixtui

niture, etc.

ures are variously named, as cornet, fur-

6. A cloth of variegated or mottled coloring,

usually of sober tints. 7. In printing, type-
setting that calls for the use of three or more
distinct faces or faces and bodies of type.
[Eng.] 8. Same as knixis Brown mixture.
Siv bf'/fn. Deflagrating mixtures. *cc de fairrate.

French mixture. See?YicA. Griffith's 'mixture,
a mixture containing iron carbonate : the mistura fern

compnsita of the TuiU'il statr^ t'harmacopa'ia. Heather
mixture, same as heather*. - Isomorphous mixture.
See isomorjthousyroup, under iwmuirphom. Mechanical

mixture. HIT elmiiirnl rmliinntinii, under chemical.
Mixture of colors. Si-eo^.r. Oxford mlxture,wo.,lcn
cloth of a very dark Kray color. Also called Oxford gray,

rn::,/ili. an,| lliunder-anj-lightning. frtnot'*
mixture, a dark k in. I of snutf scented withatUr of rotes.

Rule of mixtures. S:,nicua#H7atton,2.8yn.i..l'u*urr,
MuceUaiiy, Medley, AVirrayo, Hotchpotch, JumbU; variety,

diversity. Mixture i a general term denoting acompoiiml
of two or moreingredients, more often, but not necessarily,
congruous. Hittellany Is a collection of things not closely

connected, but brought together by rational design :

" A
mttcellany has the diversity without the Incongruity of a

medley." (C. J. Smith, Syn. Disc., p. 564.) Specifically, a
miscellany is a collection of independent literary pieces,
the unity lying only In their general character. A medley
is a mixture or collection of things distinctly Incongruous :

the word has the specific sense of a song or tune made up
of scrape of other songs or tunes Ingeniously and amus-
ingly fitted together. Farrago emphasize* the confusion
or Indfscrfnilnateness of the mixture or collection : It u)

applied chiefly to printed or spoken discourse. Hotch-

potch is a still more energetic expression of the confusion
of the collection, the idea being drawn from the boiling
together of shreds of all sorts of food. Jumble implies the
idea of a heap turned over and over till everything is hope-
lessly mixed. The figurative uses correspond essentially to

the literal.

Pure from passion's mixture rude.
Ever to base earth allied. Loicett, Comm. Ode.

The world lies no longer a dull muwellany and lumber-
room, but has form and order. Emerson, Misc., p. 94.

The sun was in the west when we left Jellalabad with
itsstraiiL'c medley of associations, and strolled back through
the gardens to the camp.

.1 fi-h. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 202.

I've heard, I confess, with no little surprise
English history call'd a farrago of lies.

Durham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 338.

A mash'd heap, a hotchpotch of the slain.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, ill. 416.

The Alhambra Is a jumble of buildings, with irregular
tiled roofs, and absolutely plain, rough, uncolored walls on
the exterior. C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 247.

mixture-Stop (miks'tur -stop), . See mix-

ture, 5.

mixtus, H. See mistus.

mixty-maxty (miks'ti-maks'ti), a. [A yar.
re-

duplication of mixt.] Promiscuously mingled.
Also mixtie-maxtie. [Scotch.]

Yon mixtie-maxtie, queer hotch-potch,
The Coalition.

Burns, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

mizen, n. See mizzen.

mizmaze (miz'maz), n. [A varied reduplication
of ware 1

.] 1. A confused maze
;
a labyrinth.

The clue to lead them through the muz-maze of variety
of opinions and authors to truth.

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, i 20.

Unless he had repeated that verbal miztnaze of the con-
vention. The American, VIII. 808.

2. Confusion; bewilderment.

I was all of a miznuueI was all in bewilderment.
Parish's Sussex Glossary. (Dames.)

mizzen (miz'n), n. [Also mizen; early mod. E.

mizen, misen, misson, mijsson, meisseine, meson;
< F. misaine = Sp. mesana = Pg. mezena, < It.

mezzana, mizzeu-sail, lit. 'middle' (sc. vela,

sail), fern, of me::ano, middle, L. medianus, mid-
dle: see ie<fial, and cf. mezzanine, etc.] Jfaut.,
the aftermost fore-and-aft sail in a ship, set
abaft the mizzenmast, and having its head ex-
tended by a gaff ; a spanker. See spanker.

They hoist their (miles, both top and top,
The meisseine and all was tride-a.

John Dory (Chad's Ballads, VIII. 196).

The mizen is a large sail of an oblong figure extended

upon the mizeu-mast. Falconer, Shipwreck, ii., note 6.

To bagpipe the mizzen. See batfjnpe.

mizzenmast (miz'n-mast or -mast), n. The
mast that supports the mizzen ; the aftermost
mast of a three-masted vessel,

mizzen-rigging (miz'n-rig'ing), n. The rigging
connected with the mizzenmast

;
the shrouds of

the mizzenmast.
mizzen-sail (miz'n-sal or -si), H. [Formerly also

misen-sail, mexon-sayle, etc.; < mizzen + sail.]
Same as mizzen.

There came many small botes with m.von taylet to goe
for Chio. llakluyt't Voyages, II. 100.

mizzle1 (miz'l), v. i.: pret. and pp. mizzled, ppr.

mizzling. [Formerly also misle, misel, mistle; <

ME. miselen, mixi/lfn, "mislelen, freq. of niixttn,

mist: see mist1
, '.] To rain in very fine drops;

drizzle.

As mwKnff drops hard flints in time doth pearse.
Q. Whetstone, A Remembrance of Gascoigne.

Now gynnes to mizzle, hye we homeward fast

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

Another minding, drizzling day!
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 397.

mizzle 1 (miz'l). . \< mi:~ It- 1
, .] Fine rain.

mizzle- (mix']), r. : pret. and pp. mizzled, ppr.
niizzlini/. [Formerly also mizzrl: origin ob-

scure.] I. intrans. 1. To succumb; yield;

Mniotilta

hence, sometime*, to become tijicy. /lulliinll.

2. To disuppeiir suddenly; decamp; runoff.

[Slang.]
Cut your stick, sir - come, miate! be off with you ! go!

Barham, Ingoldiby Legends, II. 1W.

See here, Paul ; if you keep him on here long he won't
stand It hell mizzle out.

C. F. Woolton, Jupiter Lights, xiv

II. trim*. To overcome
;
contuse

; entangle
mentally.
Then their bodies being satisfied, and their heade* pret-

tily mizzcled with wine, they walke abroad for a time, or
el conferre with their familiars.

Stuubet, Anatorole of Abase* (15MX p. 67.

mizzled (mi/'ld), a. [A dial. var. of mfaslcrl.]

Spotted; having different colors. [Scotch.]

mizzling (mix/ling), n. [Formerly also minimi/;

early mod. E. miseling (myselyng); verbal n. of
mizzle 1

, t.] A thick mist or fine rain ; a mist.

My doctrine droppe u doeth y> rayne, and my speach
flow as doeth the dew, and u the mytdyng vpon the

herbes, and u the droppes vpon the graue.
BMe ofl&tl, Dent xxxll. 2.

mizzly (miz'li), a. [Formerly also misly; < utiz-

zle1 + -y
1
.] Misty; drizzly.

The thick driving flakes throw a brownish miidy shade
over all things. S. Judd, Margaret, I. 17.

mizzy (miz'i), .; pi. mizzies (-iz). [A var. of

meese, or of the related mos*2 : see mow*2.] A
bog or quagmire. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
M. L. An abbreviation of Middle Latin or Medi-
eral Latin.

MM. An abbreviation (in French) of Messieurs

(gentlemen, sirs).

mm. An abbreviation of millimeter.

M. M. An abbreviation of MaelzePs metronome.
See metronome.
Mme. A contraction of Madame.
Mn. In chem., the symbol for manijanese.
mnemonic (ne-mon'ik), a. and n. [= F. mne-

monique = Sp. mnemonico = Pg. It. mnemonico,
< NL. mnemonicus, < Gr. uvriuovmo^, belonging to

memory, < fivr/iiuv (pvrjuav-). mindful, < ftvaaOai,
remember: see mind1

.] I. n. Pertaining to

memory; especially, assisting or intended to

assist the memory: as, mnemonic words; mne-
monic lines.

II. a. Same as mnemonics.

Mere processes and a sterile mnemonic.
Fitch, Lectures on Teaching, p. 24.

mnemonical (ne-mon'i-kal), a. [< mnemonic +
-al.] Same as m netnon ic. Boyle, Works, VI. 326.

mnemonician (ne-mo-nish'an), . [< mnemonic
+ -inw.J One who' is skilled in mnemonics;
specifically, a teacher or professor of mnemon-
ics.

mnemonics (ne-mon'iks), . [Cf. F. mnemo-
n i

/I
a i = Sp. Pg. It. mnemonica, f.; < Gr.

s, pi.mnemonics, pi. of /ivtifiovmov (sc. Ttxyri/ta),
mne-

monics, neut. of ftvi/fiovtKOf ,
mnemonic: see mne-

monic.] The art of improving or developing
memory; a system of precepts and rules in-

tended to assist or improve the memory. Also
mnemonic.
mnemonist (ne'mo-nist), . [< mnemonic) +
-int.] One versed in the science of mnemonics ;

one who practises the art of memory.
Various other modifications of the systems of Feinalgle

and Ainic Paris were advocated by subsequent miinnonuti.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 633.

Mnemosyne (ue-mos'i-ne), n. [L., < Gr. tnii/-

fioaivn, the mother of the Muses, a personifi-
cation of fivriiioai'VJi, memory, < uvt/uuv, remem-
bering (see mnemonic), + -oivr/, a suffix of ab-
stract nouns.] 1. In '';'. myth., the goddess of

memory, daughter of Uranus (heaven) and Ge
(earth), and mother, by Zeus, of the Muses.
2. [NL.] In entom., a genus of hemipterous
insects of the family Ftilgoridtt, separated from
Flula by Stal in 1866 for the South American
.)/. jilaniceps.

mnemotechnic (ne-mo-tek'nik), a. [< Gr. uvif

/ai, memorv, + rf^v?,'art.] Mnemonic.
mnemotecnnics (ne-mo-tek'niks), n. [PI. of
mnemotechnic: see -ics.] A system of aids to

memory; mnemonics.
On what principle of mnemi>technicg the ideas were con-

nected with the knoti and colon, we are totally In the dark.
D. O. Brinlon, Myths of the New World, I.

mnemotechny (ne'mo-tek-ni), M. [= F. mne-

motechnit, < Gr. uvf/fir/, memory, + TCXVII, art.]
Same as mnemotechnics.
Mniotilta (nj-o-til'tfi), n. [NL., iipjiar. < Ur.

ftviov, moss, + n).T6f,verbal adj. of ri/j.eiv, pull or

pull out, as hair.] A genus of American creep-

ing warblers of the family tiylricolida- or Mnio-

tiltiila;, founded by Vieillot in 1816. There Isonly



Mniotilta

one species 37. varia, the common black-and- white creeper
of the United States. The bill and feet are black. The
entire plumage is streaked and spotted with black and
white. This bird abounds in woodland, and has the habits

Black-and-white Creeper (Mniatilta varia).

of a creeper rather than of a warbler. The nest, placed
on the ground or on a stump or log, is built of moss, bark

strips, grass, leaves, hair, etc. ; the eggs are 4 or 5 in num-
ber and white in color, profusely speckled with reddish.

Mniotilteae (ni-o-til'te-e), n. pi. [NL., < Mnio-
tilta + -eie.~\ A restricted section of Sylvicolidw;
the creeping warblers proper of the genera Mni-

otilta, I'arula, and Protonotaria. S. F. Baird,
1858.

Mniotiltidas (m-o-tii'ti-de), u. pi. [NL., <

Mniotilta + -idee.] An extensive family of os-

cine passerine birds, named from the genus Mni-
otilta, formerly ofteiier called Sylvicolida.' ; the
American warblers. They have 8 primaries, 12 rec-

trices, scutellate tarsi, and a moderate bill usually notched
and furnished with rictal vibrissa;. There are many genera
and upward of 100 species, all confined to America. They
are small and usually prettily colored birds of the wood-

land, all insectivorous and in temperate and cold regions
migratory. They abound in species and individuals in east-

ern portions of the United States, where they form a very
characteristic feature of the avifauna. Leading genera
in that country are Dendrceca, Mniotilta, Panda (or Comp-
gothlypis), Protonotaria, Helmintherus, Helminthophila,
Qeothlypis, Icteria, Myiodiocten, and Setopha/ja. The fam-

ily is usually divided into 8 subfamilies: MniotUtinte (or

SylmcolintK), Icteriince (or Qeothlypince), and Setophayinoe,
or the woodrwarblers, ground-warblers, and fly-catching
warblers respectively. Also called Dendroecidce.

mo, moe 1

(mo), a. and adc. [= So. mae, < ME.
mo, ma, < AS. ma (= OFries. md = MHG. me),
more (in number), a reduced compar. form con-
nected with the adj. mdra, more: see more1

.]

More . The form mo is often used by Shakspere, Spenser,
etc., and sometimes archaically by more recent writers;
but the tno which is common in the vulgar speech of the
southern United States is a negro pronunciation of io?v

(properly written mo').

His Ave Maria he lerid hym alswa,
And other prayers many ma.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 142. (Hattiwell.)

There were wont to ben 5 Soudans : but now there is no
ma but he of Egypt. Mandeettle, Travels, p. 36.

I sawe Calliope with Muses moe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

The children of Israel are mo and mightier than we.
Ex. i. 9 (Oxf., 1717). (Nares.)

Mo. In chem., the symbol for molybdenum.
mo. An abbreviation of month.
moa (mo'a), n. [New Zealand.] A gigantic
extinct bird of the family Itiiiornithidcv. See
cut under Dinornis.

Moabite (mo'a-bit), . and u. [< LL. Moubites,
< Gr. M(ja/3(TT/f, < Mwd/i, also M<ia/3of (> LL.
Moab), < Heb. Md'abh, Moab.] I. n. One of a

tribe of people descended from Moab, one of the
sons of Lot (Gen. xix. 36, 37), anciently inhabit-

ing the mountainous region lying to the east of

the Dead Sea and of the lower part of the river

Jordan.
II. a. Pertaining to Moab or the Moabites.
Moabite stone, a slab of black basalt bearing an in-

scription of thirty-four lines in Hebrew-Phenician char-

acters, the oldest monument of the Semitic alphabet It

was found in 1868 at the ancient Dibon of Moab. Before
it could be removed it was broken in many pieces, through
the jealousies of Arab tribes, but a squeeze of the inscrip-
tion had been previously taken, and the chief fragments
are now in the Louvre Museum. The stone is the most
important surviving relic of Moabite civilization, and is

believed to date from about 900 B. c. The inscription re-
cords the victories of King Mesha over the Israelites.

Moabitess (mo'a-bi-tes), n. [< Moabite + -ess.']

A female Moabite.
So Naomi returned, and Ruth the Moabitess, her daugh-

ter in law, with her. Ruth i. 22.

Moabitic (mo-a-bit'ik), a. [< Moabite + -ic.~]

Relating or pertaining to the Moabites
;
Moa-

bite : as, the Moabitic prophecies.
moan1 (mon), v. [Early mod. E. mone; < ME.
monen, moonen, also meneit, < AS. mceiian, moan,
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lament: see mean4
.] I. intraiis. 1. To utter a

low dull sound expressive of physical or mental

suffering ;
lament inarticulately or with mourn-

ful utterance.
Let there bechance him pitiful mischances
To make him moan. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 977.

A sound as though one moaned in bitter need.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 155.

2. To give forth a saddening or gloomy sound,
like one in distress; sound like a low cry of

distress.
And listens to a heavy sound,
That moans the mossy turrets round.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 12.

Though the harbour bar be moaning.
Kingdey, Three Fishers.

3f. To murmur; complain; protest.
Than they of the towne began to mone, and sayd, this

dede ought nat to be sutfred.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccxlviii.

II. trans. 1. To lament; deplore; bewail.

Much seemed he to mone her haplesse chaunce.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 25.

Moan the expense of many a vanish'd sight
Shak., Sonnets, xxx.

2t. To cause to make lamentation; afflict; dis-

tress: as, "which infinitely moans me," Beau,
and Fl.

moan1 (mon), . [Early mod. E. mone; < ME.
mone, moyne; from the verb.] 1. A low dull

sound expressing grief or pain; a sound of

lamentation not so deep as a groan; audible

expression of sorrow
; grief expressed in words

or cries.
Sullen moans,
Hollow groans,

And cries of tortured ghosts !

Pope, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 60.

Hence 2. A low dull sound resembling that

made by a person moaning.
Rippling waters made a pleasant moan. Byron.

St. Lament; lamentation; complaint: espe-
cially in the phrase to make one's moan.

At-after dinner gonne they to daunce,
And synge also, save Dorigene alone,
Which made alway hire compleint and hire mone.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 192.

They make their moan that they can get no money.
Latimer, 2d Sermon bet Edw. VI., 1550

Oh, here 's my friend ! 1 11 make my moan to him.
Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, iii. 1.

moan'2 (mo'an). a. [< moa + -an.] Moa-like;
of or pertaining to a moa.
moanfult (mon'ful), o. [Formerly also motit-

ftil; < moan 1 + -ful.] Sorrowful; mournful.

At last, in moanful march, they went towards the other

shepherds. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

He saw a monefvle sort
Of people. Warner, Albion's England, i. 4.

moanfullyt (mon'ful-i), adc. In a moanful

manner; with moans or lamentation.

This our poets are ever moanfutty singing.
Barrow, Works, III. viii.

Moaria (mo-a'ri-a), . [NL., < moa, q. v.] In

zoogeog., a hypothetical South Pacific continent
of which only New Zealand and other Oceanian
or Polynesian islands remain : so called from
the supposed former range of the moas. Its as-

sumed existence accounts for many features of the present
geographical distribution of animals and plants. The name
was proposed by Dr. Mantel).

Moarian(mo-a'ri-an),. [< Moaria + -OH.] Of
or pertaining to Moaria.

moat1 (mot), n. [Early mod. E. mote; < ME.
mote, < OF. mote, an embankment, motte, a little

hill, butt, clod, lump, turf, = Pr. mota, an em-
bankment,= Sp. Pg. mota, a mound, =It. inotta,

a mound, a moat, < ML. mota, a mound, hill, a

hill on which a castle is built, a castle, an em-
bankment, a ditch, also turf; prob. of Teut.

origin: cf. G. dial. (Bav.) mott, peat, (Swiss)

mntte, turf, = D. mot, dust of turf. Cf. also IT.

mota, a hill. For the inclusion of the two senses
'embankment' and 'ditch,' cf. dike and ditch.']

It. A mound; a hill.

I lyken it tylle a cete [city] that war wroght
Of gold, of precyouse stones sere,

Opon a mote, sett of berylle clere,
With walles, and wardes, and turrettes,
And entre", and yhates, and garrettes.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 8898.

2. In fort., a ditch or deep trench dug round
the rampart of a castle or other fortified place,
and often filled with water.

Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Against the envy of less happier lands.

Shak., Rich. II., U. 1. 48.

The Citadell is moted round about with a broade mote of
tine running water. Conjat, Crudities, I. 124.

3t. A building; dwelling; abode.

mobbify

By-jonde the broke by slente other slade,
1 hoped that mote merked wore.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i 142.

moat1 (mot), r. t. [Early mod. E. mote; < moat1
,

>i.] To surround with a ditch for defense;
also, to make or serve as a moat for.

He paints, he carves, he builds, he fortifies,

Makes citadels of curious fowl and nsh.
Some he dry-dishes, some moats round with broths.

B. Jonson, Staple of >Tews, iv. 1.

The first Europeans who settled here were the Portu-

guese. They also built the great Fort : but whether they
moted round the Hill, and made an Island of that spot of

ground, I know not. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 161.

moat-t, a. An obsolete spelling of mote1
.

moatet, '. A variant of mute3 .

moated (mo'ted), a. [< moat1 + -cd?.] Fur-
nished with a moat.

There, at the moated grange, resides this dejected Mari-

ana. Shalt., M. for M., iii. 1. 277.

A great castle near Valladolid,
Moated and high and by fair woodlands hid.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Theologian's Tale.

moat-hen (mot'hen), . Same as marsh-Tien (e).

An earlier name [for the moor-hen] was Moat-hen, which
was appropriate in the days when a moat was the ordi-

nary adjunct of most considerable houses in the country.
A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XVI. S08.

mob 1 (mob), ii. [< MD. mop, a woman's cap
(D. mop-mitts, a night-cap, < mop + mitts, a cap:
see mutch). Cf. wjo/J

1
.] A mob-cap.

Went in our mobs to the dumb man (Duncan Campbell],
according to appointment. Addison, Spectator, Xo. 323.

Some pretty young ladies in mobs popped in here and
there. Steele, Guardian,

mob 1 (mob), v. t.
; pret. and pp. mobbed, ppr.

inobbi>i(/. [( mob1
, .] 1. To conceal or cover,

as the face, by a cap or hood.

Having most of them chins as smooth as women's, and
their faces mob'd In hoods and long coats like petticoats.
Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, Pref. to ii.

I have known her for two months take possession of our

easy chair, mobbed up in flannel night-caps.
Goldsmith, To the Printer.

2. To dress awkwardly. Halliieell. [Prov.
Eng.]
mob2 (mob), n. [Abbr. of mobile, orig. mobile

vulgus, the fickle crowd: see mobile^, n.~\ 1.

The common mass of people ; the multitude
;

hence, a promiscuous aggregation of people in

any rank of life; an incoherent, rude, or dis-

orderly crowd
;
rabble.

I may note that the rabble flrst changed their title, and
were called the mob, in the assemblies of this club [Green
Ribbon Club]. Roger North, Examen, p. 574. (Davien.)

A mob of cobblers and a court of kings.
Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 328.

The mob of gentlemen who wrote with ease.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 108.

Though he [William IV.] has trotted about both town
and country for sixty-four years, and nobody ever turned
round to look at him, he cannot stir now without a mob,
patrician as well as plebeian, at his heels.

GremUe, Memoirs, July 18, 1830.

2. A riotous assemblage ;
a crowd of persons

gathered for mischief or attack
;
a promiscuous

multitude of rioters.

He shrunk from the dangers that threatened him, and
sacrificed his conscience and his duty to the menaces of a
mob. Bp. Portew, Works, V. xxii.

Fire-engines were no longer needed to wet down huge
mobs that threatened to demolish the Caroudelet Street
brokers' shops or the Cuban cigar-stores.

G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 261.

3. A herd, as of horses or cattle; a flock, as of

sheep. [Australian.]

They suggested a romantic turn of mind, whereas she
was only thinking "I wonder whether there will be a mob
of fat cattle ready for the butcher next month."

Mrs. Campbell Praed, The Head Station, p. -i.

Swell mob. Seesweli-mob. = Syn. Rabble, etc. Seepopu-
lace.

mob2 (mob), . t.: pret. and pp. mobbed, ppr.

mobbing. [< mob*, .] 1. To attack in a dis-

orderly crowd; crowd round and annoy; beset

tumultuously, whether from curiosity or with
hostile intent : as, to mob a person in the street.

The fair Mrs. Pitt has been mobbed in the park, and with

difficulty rescued by some gentlemen.
Walpole, Letters (1749), I. 213.

George Thompson was mobbed from this platform.
W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 58.

2. To scold. HaUiwcll. [Prov. Eng.]
mobbardt, . [ME. mobburd, mobard; origin

obscure.] A clown.

Nay, such mobardis schall neuere man vs make,
Erste schuldc we dye all at onys. York Plays, p. 246.

mobbifyt(mob'i-f!),r. t. [< io62 + -/-/'/.] To
mob

;
beset or surround in crowds.

Mobbify out at elections conformable loyal gentlemen.
Koi/er yorth, Examen, p. 846. (Dames.)



mobbish

mobbish (moh'isli), it. [< miili- + -iWil.] Of
or pi'i'tuinini; to orclianirti'Hstie of ft mob; re-

sembling ii mob; Iniiiiilliious; vulgar.
A mall city guard, to prevent <noblii*/i disorders.

Ili'itif, Kssays, ii. 11.

Mr, Fox treated the associations for (inim-mting these
libels as tending to prevent the Improvement of thr hu
mail miml, and as a mnbbiith tyranii>.

Bvrltt, Condition o( the Minority (1708).

mobblet, '' ' ^ ( '<> "'</<-.

mobby (mob'i), n. [Also mabby (and mobee);

supposed to be ofnegro (W. Ind.) origin.] If.

An obsolete variant of mubbii. 2. The liquid
or juice expressed from apples or peaches, for

distillation in the manufacture of apple- or

peach-brandy. 3t. The liquor made from such

juice, a kind of rum. See mobee.

Their strong drink is Madeira wine, elder, uuMiy punch,
made either uf ruin from the Carilibee Islands, or brandy
distilled frum their apples and peaches.

Beverleu, Virginia, Iv. Ii 74.

mob-capt (raob'kap), n. [< mob 1 + eajA.] A
cap with a bag-shaped or puffy crown and a
broad bund and frills.

A mull fiifi : I mean a cnp, much more
common then than now, with side-pieces,
fastening under the chin.

Didreru, David Copperfleld, xiil.

Her milk-white linen mob-cap fringed
round and softened her face.

Mrs. UaxktU, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

mobee (mo'be), . [Cf. mobby.]
A fermented liquor made by the

negroes of the West Indies from
sugar, ginger, and snakeroot.
mobile 1

(mo'bil ormob'il), a. and
n. [Early mod. E. mobil; < ME.
mobil (mixed with moble, meble, < OF. moble), <

OF. mobile, F. mobile = Sp. movil = Pg. mobil =
It. mobile, < L. mobilis, for "movibilis, movable,
< moverc, move: see more.'} I. a. If. Change-
able; fickle.

In distraction of mobil people. Testament of Love, 1.

2. Capable of being moved from place to place.
The nynde commandement cs Thou sail noghte couayte

the hous or other thynge mobiU or \n-nutbiU of thi negnt-
bour. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 11.

3f. Moving; in motion; not stationary.
To treate of any star

Kyxt or els mobil.

Skelton, Why Come ye not to Court? (Latham.)

4. Movable ; easily moving or movable
; capa-

ble of facile movement; hence, changing;
quickly responding to emotion or impulse.

In all these examples, and especially in the Ephesian
heads, the eye appears rather as if seen through a slit In

the skin than as if set within the guard of highly sensi-

tive and mobile lids.

C. T. X'euton, Art anil Archied!., p. 78.

Mademoiselle Virginia . . . raised her mobile French
eyebrows in sprightly astonishment.

W. Calling, Yellow Mask.

This accounts for the viscosity of all, even of the most
mobile liquids. A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 226.

II. n. 1. That which is movable.
There can he no direction, distance, dimension, unless

a mobile moves in that direction, and a sensation appre-
ciates it. <;./l. Lewt, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. Iv. 45.

2. A moving principle ; a mover.
Thou first Habile
Which mak'st all wheel

In circle round. Hum II, Letters, I. v. 11.

mobile2
! (mob'i-le), . [Short for L. mobile vul-

aus, the fickle crowd: mobile, neut. of mobilis,

mobile, inconstant, fickle
; vulgus, the common

people : see vulgar. Hence later mofc2.] The

populace ; the rabble
;
the mob.

Eliciting the mobile, headed by Tomaso Audio, common-
ly called Vlasaniello. Wood, Athena; Oxon., II. 384.

Like a bawd in her old velvet petticoat, resigned Into

the secular hands of the mobile. Swift, Tale of Tub, vi.

The word mobile [mobile vulgns] was first introduced
Into our language about this time (1680-90 J, and was soon
abbreviated into mob. T. Brown, In 1690, uses both the
Latin word at length and the abbreviation ; and in the
lYefacc to "Oleomenes," two years afterwards, our author
uses mob with a kind of apology "as they call it."

Miilonc, Note on Dryden's Don Sebastian, Pref.

Mobilian (mo-bil'i-an), a. and >i. [< Mobile (see
del'.) + -i/ni.] I. it. Pertaining to Mobile, the

principal city of the State of Alabama.
II. ii. An inhabitant of Mobile.

mobilianer (nm-bil'i-an-er), . [< Mobile (see

def.) + -inii + -o-l.]" A fresh-water tortoise,

rsi'iiiteuiyx ninliiliciinis, of the family Clemniyida;
the largest of this family in the United States.
The shell is often 14 or 16 Inches long. This tortoise In-

habits the (Inlf States from western florid* to Texas, anil

is frequently sold in the markets of Mobile and other cities.

mobilisation, mobilise. SOP mobilization, mo-
btiiee.

BSOB

mobility (nio-bil'j-ti), . [< K. /////< = sp,
iiinriliiliiil = I'g. iiinliiliiliiili- = It. mnhililii. < \..

iiu>bililii(l-)x. iniiliility, < iiinliilix, mobile: see

imiliili*. .] 1. The property of bring mobile
or easily movable; Misci-ptibility of motion or

movement; readiness to move or change in

response to impulse or slight force; hence,
changeable-ness : as, mobility of features.

That extreme mobility which lielongs only to the fluid

state. Henchel, Outline* of Astronomy, 1 880.

Perfect iniMlilii, the perfect absence of viscosity, is an
Ideal attribute not poueMed by any actual fluid.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Phyalca, p. 900.

2f. Movement; motion.

Thou mortall Tyme, every man can till.

Art nothyng els but the mobiltir

Of sonne and mone chaungyng In every decre!
>'.'/ T. More, Int. to Utopia (ed. Dlbdin), p. Ixix.

3 (mob-il'i-ti). The populace; the mob: a use

suggested by nobility. [Slang.]
She singled yon out with her eye as conimander-in-chiff

of the mobility. Vryden, Don Sebastian, IT. I.

During which the Door Is kept by a Couple of Brawny
Beadles, to keep out the Mobility.

Quoted In AMon'f Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne,
in. in.

mobilization (mo'bi- or mob'i-li-za'shon), .

[< F. mobilindtioii (= Sp. mnrilizarion "= Pg.
iitobiliinii-flo = It. mobilizztizione), < mobilize!;
mobilize: see mobilize.'} Milit., the act of mo-
bilizing or putting in readiness for service;
the act of putting a body of troops on a war
footing: as, the mobilisation of an army or a

corps by mustering its members and organiz-
ing, equipping, and supplying it for active op-
erations. Also spelled mobilisation.

The full strength is made up at the moment of war by
what Is called mobUimlivn that is, the drawing to the
units [such as battalions, or batteries, or regiments of cav-

alry] . , . reserve men sufficient to complete them.
Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLIII. Ii

mobilize (mo'bi-llz or mob'i-liz), r.
; pret. and

pp. mobilized, ppr. mobilizing. [< F. mobilixer

(= Pg. mobilisar), liberate, make movable or

ready, < mobile, movable: see mobile*.] I.

Iran*. To put in motion or in readiness for mo-
tion. Specifically (a) Milit.. to prepare (an army or

army-corps, etc.) for active service. See mobilization.

In rude societies . . . the army is the mobilized com-
munity, and the community is the army at rest.

a. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., 515.

(!>) In naval affairs, more rarely, to make corresponding
preparation of a fleet or squadron for active service on a
war footing.

While the great mobilized fleet was at Splthead.
Elect. Rev. (Eng.X XXV. 281.

II. intrans. Milit., to prepare for motion or

action; make ready for active operations, or
for taking the field.

.
The Oermans were mobilizing like clock-work: the

French were trying to mobilize, and finding that the at-

tempt produced chaos.
Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. .V).

Also spelled mobiline.

mob-law (mob'la), n. The rule of the mob or
the disorderly classes; violent usurpation of

authority by the rabble ; lynch-law.
moble1

t (mo'bl), a. and n. [ME., also moeble,

meeble, meble ; < OF. moble, meuble, movable, pi.

mobles, meubles, movable property, furniture,

etc., < L. mobilis, moving, movable: see mo-
bile1

.'] I. a. Movable; having motion.

Alle the slgnes, be they moist or drie, or moeble or fix.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, L } 21.

II. H. Movable goods ; personal property.
Of my moble thou dtspone,

Right at the semeth best is for to done.

Chaucer, Troilus. v. 300.

Moeblet and vnmoebles and al that thow myjte fynde,
Brenne it, here it nouste awey be It neuere so riche.

fieri Plowman (B\ ill. 267.

Ryght so men reuerenceth more the ryehe for hus mucbe
meeble

Than for the kyn that he cam of other for hus kynde wlttes.

Pien Pbnrman (C\ IT. 182.

moble-t, mobblet (mob'l), r. t. [Freq. of mob*.]
To wrap up (the head) in or as in a hood ; mob.

But who, O. who had seen the mobled queen . . .

Run barefoot up and down. Shot., Hamlet, II. 2. 524.

Their heads and faces are moblrd in fine linen, that no
more is seen of them than their eyes. Saiult/t, Travels.

mob-master (mob'mas'ter), H. A demagogue.
Ituries.

A sort of military disposition of mob-matter*.

Roger Xwrth, Examen, p. 571.

mobocracy (mob-ok'ra-si). H.
; pi. mobocraeieg

(-si/.), [frreg. < E. moW + -o-craey as in de-

Hioi-rtiry. arixtorniri/. etc.] 1. Government by
the mob or populace; ochlocracy; governing

moccasin

power exercised or controlled by the disorderly
Ciiiiip:iri'

It Is a good name that a Dr. .Stevens lias given to our
preMnt situation ifur one cannot call It a UovernnuntjL a

Mubocncy. Walpolt, To Mann, 111 :
, ). (Itaria.)

A tnnbocroen, however, Is always usurped by the worst
men. K Ana, Works, II. ill.

2. The mob; the populace; the common crowd ;

the uneducated or lawless class in a commu-
nity.
The American demagogue is the courtier of American

mobocracy. The Centum, XXXI. 64.

rnobocrat (nmb'o-krsit), . (Irreg. < mob'* +
-o-cn:l as in i/r;mn//, iirintiH'rut, etc.] One of
the mobocracy or turbulent mob: a leader of
the mob; ademiigogue.
The idiotic notion, poulbly entertained by a bralnleM

mobocrat here and there, that If yon only perfect your
voting apparatus you are absolutely certain of good gov-
ernment. /'. Bayne.

Theite mubocratt intended to be Cromwell*.
W. PhOUpt, Speeches, p. S32.

mobocratic (mob-o-krat'ik), . [< mobocrat +
-if.] Of or relating to mobocracy.
mobsman (mobz'inan), . : ]>l.

iiiobumeii (-men).
[< mob'H, poss. of mob', + man.] A member of

the swell-mob; a dressy thief or swindler who
affects the airs of a gentleman : generally.
stcell-mobmtan. [Slang.]
Abe once went to a concert, and got acquainted with a

HinlaiMiiiii, who accompanied her home. Mayhev,

mob-story (mob'sto'ri), . A vulgar story or
tale. AadiHoti.

moccadot, mockadot (mok'a-do), n. [Also mo-
rhado, mockadoe, morkadoo; cf. OF. moitcade,
also moeayart, moccado (Cotgrave), < Olt. mo-
eaiaro, moeeaiorro, moccado (Florio); perhaps
so called as used for handkerchiefs: see moc-

eadur, muekender.] 1. A stuff in use in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, it is men-
tioned as being made of wool and of silk, and apparently of
a mixture of either with flax, and was a substitute for the
more expensive velvet It was probably a material sim-
ilar to velveteen, and of many grades of fineness and
beauty.

Who would not think it a ridiculous thing to see a Lady
in her milke-hoiise with a veluet gowne, and at a bridal!
in her cassock of mnckado '

I'litti-nliiiiii. Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 338.

2. Sham; mockery.
Neither of them would sit, nor put their hats on : what

mockado Is this to such a poor soul as I !

Richardion, Pamela, II. 87. (Davift.'i

moccadort, . [Also mockador, mockndour,
muckador, etc., and hence muckender, q. v.; <

ME. mokadour = F. mouchoir. a handkerchief,
= It. moccatore, moceadore, a snuffer, < ML. as if

"mueatoriuni, < miicare, wipe the nose, < MIHI'HX.

mticetix, mucus: see mucus.] A handkerchief.
For eyen and nose the nedethe a molcadour
Or sndary. Lydgate, Advice to an Old Gentleman, xi.

moccasin1 (mok'a-sin or -MI). . [Also moc-

caxon, moecas-

sin, niocasneii, <

Algonkiu mair-

cahitun, makku-
#in, maknsin ; a

shoe(seedef.).]
A shoe or cov-
er for the feet.

made of deer-
skin or other
soft leather,
without a stiff sole, and usually ornamented on
the upper side : the shoe customarily worn by
the American Indiana.

All the footsteps had the print* of moceaaiu.
J. f. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xii.

Moccasin embroidery. Same ia grau-embroitlery.

moccasin'2 (mok a-sin or -sn), n. [Also mocca-

non, mocnaniH (f); appar. short for mofciixiu-

.tuake, which is then < wiomwiw 1 + snake; but
the reference to moccasin* is not explained.]
A venomous serpent of the United States, (a)
Anrittrodon (or Tnztcophu or Trignnoeephaltu) pilcironif,
a somewhat aquatic snake of the southern I'nlted States,

resembling the copperhead, Ancutrodon mntortrix, specif-

ically called irater-moctarin, nometlnies water-riper. See
cut on following page, (b) The same or a very similar
snake found on dry, land, the so-called hv.rh-kind moceoMn,
A. atrofwvtu, known in the southern I'nited states as the
cottottinmittt, and much dreaded. Moccasins are mtlier
small snakes, commonly about two feet long, dark olive-

brown above and yellowish-brown below, with blackish
bars and blotches. They are much darker in color than the

copperhead, lacking the bright bronzy tints of the latter,
and there Is a whitish or light streak along the lip: they
also have the scales In K Instead of 23 rows, and no loral

plate. The top of the head Is mostly covered with scales

like those of the back, Instead of large regular plate* a* In

Innocuous serpents; it is flat and broad, and shows the pit
between the eye* and note a* in all the Crotalida or pit

vtpera,



moccasin

Water-moccasin {Ancistrodon piscnforus).

moccasined (mok'a-sind or -snd), a. [< moc-
casin1 + -erf2.] Wearing or covered with moc-
casins.

Our moccasined feet made no noise.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 333.

moccasin-flower (mok'a-sin-flou"er), n. See
Cypripedium, Indian-shoe, and lady's-slipper.

moccasin-plant (mok'a-sin-plant), n. Same
as moccasin-flower.
moccasin-snake (mok'a-sin-snak), . [See
moccasin 2.] Same as moccasin^.

moccenigot, n. [Also moccinigo, (. It. mocenigo,
moccenigo, moccinigo, so called from Moceiiigo,
a patrician family of Venice.] A small coin

formerly current in Venice, worth about 18
United States cents.

You shall not give me six crowns . . . nor half a ducat
;

no, nor a moccinigo. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

Mai. Lend me the trifling ducats. . , .

Cor. Not a moccenigo. Shirley, Gentlemen of Venice, i. 1.

mocha (mo'ka), M. [< Mocha (see def.).] 1. A
choice quality of coffee, properly that produced
in Yemen in Arabia, Mocha being its port. The
mocha of general commerce, however, is ob-
tained from other sources. The kernels are
smaller than in other varieties. 2. One of
certain geometrid moths, notably of the genus
Ejthyra, having somewhat the color of burnt
coffee : as, the dingy mocha, E. orbicularia ; the
birch mocha, E. pendularia. 3. A cat of a
black color intermixed with brown: so called
from the Mocha stone. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Mocha pebble. Same as Mocha stone (which
see, under stone).
Mocha senna. Same as India senna (which see,
under senna).
Mocha stone. See stone.

mocheH, a. and adv. A Middle English form of
much.

mpche
2 (mosh), n. [F.] A package of spun

silk: a French word used in English for the
unbroken parcels of silk received from the
continent of Europe.
mochelt, a. and n. A Middle English form of
mickle.

mochras, mochurrus (mo'kras, mo'kur-us), n.

[Hind. mochnts.] An astringent gummy exuda-
tion from a kind of cotton-tree, Bombax Mala-
baricum (B. heptaphyllum, L.), in India: used
medicinally by the natives.
mock1

(mok), . [< ME. mokkcn, < OF. mocquer,
moqtter, F. moquer = Pr. mochar = It. moccare,
mock; cf. MD. mocken, mumble, = MLG. G.
muckeii, mumble, grumble, = Sw. mucka = Dan.
mukke, mumble ;

cf . W. mocio, Gael, mag, mock,
deride; L. maccus, a buffoon; Gr. fioKOf, mock-
ery, mock, mimic, ridicule. The relations of
these forms are undetermined; the word is

supposed to be ult. imitative.] I. trans. 1.
To treat derisively or contemptuously; make
sport of by mimicry, ridicule, or sarcasm

;
de-

ride.

They utterly despise and mock sooth-sayings, and divi-
nations of things to come by the flight and voices of
birds, and all other divination of vain superstition.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 11.

Elijah mocked them, and said, Cry aloud. 1 Ki. xviii. 27.

She mocks all her wooers out of suit.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 364.

2. To simulate, imitate, or mimic
; produce a

semblance of.

To see the life as lively mock'd as ever
Still sleep mock'd death. Shalt., W. T., v. 3. 20.

I would mock thy chaunt anew,
But I cannot mimick it.

Tennyson, Second Song to the Owl.
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3. To deceive by simulation or pretense ;
dis-

appoint with false expectation ;
fool.

Thou hast mocked me and told me lies. Judges xvi. 10.

Mind is a light which the gods mock us with,
To lead those false who trust it.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

4f. To set at naught; defy.
I would . . . mock the lion when he roars for prey,
To win thee, lady. Shak., M. of V., ii. 1. 30.

= Syn. 1. Hiflicule, etc. (see taunt), jeer at, gibe at, take

off, make game of. 2. Mimic, Ape, etc. See imitate. 3.

To delude.

II. intrans. To use ridicule or derision
; gibe

or jeer; flout: often with at.

Vse not to scorne and mocke as an Ape.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 110.

The adversaries saw her, and did mock at her sabbaths.
Lam. L 7.

For gnarling sorrow hath less power to bite

The man that mocks at it, and sets it light.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 293.

mock1 (mok), n. and a. [< mock1
, r.] I. .

1. Derisive or contemptuous action or speech;
also, a bringing into contempt or ridicule.

And other-whiles with bitter mockes and mowes
He would him scorne. Spenser, F. Q., VI. vii. 49.

Afflict me with thy mftcks, pity me not.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. !>. 33.

And have a great care, Mistress Abigail,
How you depress the spirit any more
With your rebukes and mocks.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

2. That which one derides or mocks.
A Puritan gentleman is her mack and nothing else.

A. E. Barr, Friend Olivia, i.

3. Mimicry; imitation. [Rare.]
Now reach a strain, my lute.

Above her [the nightingale's] mock, or be for ever mute.
Crashaw, Music's Duel.

4. A trifle. [Prov. Eng.] 5. Mock turtle.

I once had some cheap mock in an eating-house, and it

tasted like stewed tripe with a little glue.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 218.

To make a mock Of, to make a subject of mockery; de-
ride or bring into contempt.

They crucify again unto themselves the Son of God, and
make a mock of him. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

To make mock (or mocks) at, to make light of
;
make

sport of.

Was this the face . . . which I had so often despised,
made mocks at, made merry with ? Lamb, Old Actors.

II. n. 1. Feigned; counterfeit; spurious: as,
mack heroism; mock modesty; a mock battle.

I fear me, some be rather mock gospellers than faithful

ploughmen. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.
Who with mock patience dire complaints endure,
Which real pain and that alone can cure.

Crabbe, Works, I. 13.

2. Having close resemblance, as if imitative.
Mock brawn, gold, etc. See the nouns. Mock lead,

mock ore, popular names of blende. Mock moon. See
paraselene. Mock pennyroyal, plane, privet. See
the nouns. Mock sun. See parhelion. Mock turtle,
a dish consisting of calf's head stewed or baked, and so
dressed with sauces and condiments as to resemble turtle.

mocka (mok), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A root
or stump. Halliioell. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A tuft
of sedge. Halliwell. [Prov. Bug.]
raockable (mok'a-bl), a. [< mock1 + -able.]

Capable of being mocked ; exposed to derision.

[Rare.]
Those that are good manners at the court are as ridicu-

lous in the country as the behaviour of the country is most
mockable at the court. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 49.

mockadot, mockadoet, n. See moccado.

mockadourt, n. A variant of muckender.

mockaget (mok'aj), >?. [< mock1 + -age.] Mock-
ery.
Thus speaketh the Prophete by an ironye that is, in de-

rision, or mockage. Bible of 1551, 2 Chron. xviii., note.

I wonder at the young men of our days,
That they can doat on pleasure, or what 'tis

They give that title to, unless in tnockage.
Middhton. More Dissemblers Besides Women, i. 2.

mock-apple (mok'ap"l), n. The wild balsam-

apple. See Echinoci/stis and balsam-apple.
mockardt, . [ME. mokarde, < OF. mocquart,
moquart, a mocker, deceiver, < mocquer, mock:
see mock1

, r.] A mocker
;
deceiver.

Avaryce, ryche and harde,
Ys a thefe, a moterad [read mokarde].

MS. Barl. 1701, f. 41. (HattiweU.)

mockawt, . An obsolete form of macaw.

mock-beggart (mok'beg"ar), n. [< mock1
, v., +

obj. beggar.'] An uncharitable or inhospitable
person : as, mock-beggar's hall.

A gentleman without meanes is like a faire house with-
out furniture or any inhabitant, save onely an idle house-

keeper ; whose rearing was chargeable to the owner, and
painfull to the builder, and all ill bestowed, to make a
mock-beggar that hath no good morrowe for his next neigh-
bour. Rich Cabinet furnished tnth Varietie of Excellent

[Description (1618). (Nares.)

mocking-bird

mock-bird (mok'berd), M. A mocking-bird.
The mock-bird is ever surest to please when it is most

itself. Goldsmith, Animated Nature, III. v. 2.

mocker (mok'er), . 1. One who or that which

mocks, as by mimicry, derision, or deceit.

Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging. Prov. xx. 1.

But, beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken
before of the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ, how that

they told you there should be mockers in the last time.
Jude 17, 18.

2. A mocking-bird ;
one of the Mimiiite.

mockernut (mok'er-nut), . The white-hearted

hickory, Carya tomcntosa. The nut is sweet and oily,

very thick-shelled, and not flattened as in the white hickory.
See Carya, cart/in, and hickory.

mockery (mok'er-i), n.; pi. mockeries (-iz). [<
ME. mokkcry, < OF. mocqwerie, F. moquerie,
mockery, < moquer, mock: see mock1

."] 1. The
act of mocking; derisive or deceitful speech
or action.

He never mocks,
For mockery is the fume of little hearts.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Derision; ridicule; careless insult or con-

tempt; sport; jest.
Now am I fayn,

Thow shall not laughe atte me in mokkery,
ffor thow hast lost thy sheld as wele as I.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2330.

To set before their eyes the injury that they had unjustly
done the holy place, and the cruel handling of the city,
whereof they made a mockery. 2 Mac. viii. 17.

Is not this meer mockery, to thank God for what hee can

doe, but will not? Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxi.

They were delivered up to be the spoil and mockery of
nations. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

3. Counterfeit appearance; false show; sham.

Hence, horrible shadow !

Unreal mockery, hence !

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 107.

And bear about the mockery of woe
To midnight dances.

Pope, Elegy to the Mem. of an Unfortunate Lady, 1. 57.

The mockery of what is called military glory.
Sumner, Speech at Cambridge, Aug. 27, 1846.

4. Vain effort; fruitless labor; that which dis-

appoints or frustrates.

It is, as the air, invulnerable.
And our vain blows malicious mockery.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 146.

= Syn. 2. Mimicry, jeering, gibes.

mocket 1
! (mok'et), n. [Cf. moclceter.~] A nap-

kin. Cotgrave. (Halliwell.)
mocket2

(mok'et), n. Same as moquette.
mocketer (mok'et-er), n. Same as moccador.

mock-Godt (mok'god), . [< mock1
, v., + obj.

God.~] One who mocks at God or divine things ;

a blasphemer.
You monsters, scorners. and mock-Gods.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 100. (Dames.)

mock-guestt (mok'gest), n. [< mock1
, v., + obj.

guest.* One who seems to offer hospitality, but

only in empty show, like the Barmecide in the
Arabian Nights. Davies.

Those mock-guests are guilty in tempting others to tempt
them. Fuller, Holy State, I. i. 7.

mock-heroic (mok'he-ro'ik), a. Counterfeiting
or burlesquing the heroic style, character, or

bearing: as, a mock-heroic poem; a mock-heroic

swagger.
mocking-bird (mok'ing-berd), n. An oscine

passerine bird of the subfamily Miminw and
restricted genus Mimus; a mock-bird or mocker.
The best-known species is M. polyglottus, which abounds
in the southerly parts of the I'nited States; it is the most
famous songster of America, and is much prized as a cage-

Mocking-bird (Hi

bird. Its proper song is of remarkable compass and va-

riety, and besides this the bird has a wonderful range, be-

ing able to imitate almost any voice or even mere noises.

This vocalization is confined to the male. The bird is about
10 inches long and 14 in extent of wings. It is ashy-gray
above, soiled-white below ;

the bill and feet are black, and
the wing- and tail-feathers in part pure white. The extent
of this white on the wings and tail distinguishes the sexes,



mocking-bird

being greatest In the male. The nest Is placed In trees
and Inislies, itnil it* bulky and in;utisti built of twigs,
grass, leaves, etc. The eggs are hlnish green, heavily
freckled with various brownish shades ; they are 4 to 6 111

number, measuring on an average 1 inch by 0.75 inch. See
Mimiiux.

mockingly (mok'ing-U), adv. In a mocking or

jeering iiminirr; with ridicule, derision, orcon-

tompt; so as to disappoint, deceive, or cheat.
" Let 's meete," quoth Eccho, macicinffly.

Warner, Albion's England, Ix. 45.

mocking-stockt (mok'iug-stok), . A laugh-
ing-stock ;

a butt.

None of vs . . . [but) shall be a itutcking-gtucke to our
enemies. ./. Brende, tr. of Qulntus Curtius, vi.

Not prophanes nor wlckednes, but Religion it selfe Is a

byword, a mtikintjxtock, & a matter of reproach.
Ferkinx, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. <i.

mocking-wren (mok'ing-ren), n. An American
wren of the genus Thryotltorut, such as the
Carolina wren ( T. ludovician us) or Bewick's wren
(T. bewicki).
mockish (mok'ish), a. [< jwocfri + -ish*.]
Mock ; sham.

After this tnockiuhe clecclon, then was he crowned.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 67.

mock-orange (mok'or'anj), . 1. Any plant of

the genus Philadelphus, but especially P. coro-

nariuH. Its fragrance in blossom resembles that
of orange-flowers. See yyringa. 2. See wild

orange, under orange.
mock-shadow (moic'shad'o), . Twilight. Hal-
lin-i-n. [Prov. Eng.]
mock-thrush (mok'thrush), . A bird of the

subfamily Miminte; especially, one of the genus
Harporhynrhuii, as the thrasher, II. rufus.
mock-turtle (mok'ter'tl), a. Imitating turtle

(soup) : only in the phrase mock-turtle soup (an
imitation of turtle soup made with calf's head).
mock-velvet (mok'vel'vet), w. A fabric made
in imitation of velvet; especially, such a fabric

in common use in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, supposed to be the same as moccado.
Hee weares his apparell much after the fashion ; his

means will not suffer him to come too nigh ; they afford

him mock-velvet, or satinfsco.

Sir T. Overtmry, Characters, M 6 b. (Naret.)

mocmain (mok'man), n. [Appar. of E. Ind.

or Chin, origin; perhaps < Chin, muh (= Jap.
moku), tree, + mien (= Jap. men), cotton.] A
white shining fiber of great lightness and elas-

ticity, produced by the silk-cotton plant Bom-
box Malabaricum. Mocmain truss, a trass stuffed
with this fiber.

moco (mo'ko), n. [Braz.] A Brazilian rodent
of the family Cariida; ; the rock-cavy, Cavia rti-

pestris.
mocuddum (mo-kud'um), n. [Also mokuddum,
mocuddim, prop, mukaddam, < Hind, muqad-
dam, a chief, leader; as adj., preceding; < Ar.

qawada, lead.] In India, a head man. Specif-
ically (a) The head man of a village, responsible for the
collection of the revenue. (M The head man of a gang of

laborers or body of peons. Yule and Burnett.

modt, A Middle English form of mood1
.

mod. An abbreviation (a) of modern; (b) in

music, of modern to.

modal (mo'dal), a. and . [= F. Sp. Pg. modal
= It. modale, \ ML. modalis, pertaining to a

mode, < L. modus, mode: see mode1
, n.] I. a.

1. Pertaining to or affected by a mode
;
relat-

ing to the mode or manner, and not to the sub-
stance.
When we speak of faculties of the soul, we assert not

with the schools their real distinction from It, but only a
modal diversity. Olanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, ill.

Specifically 2. Of or pertaining to a gram-
matical mode.
Other verb-phrases, of a modal meaning, are made with

the auxiliary verbs may, can, must, and ought.
Whitney, Essentials of Eng. Grammar, U 291.

All those adjectives which have a modal secondary force

are future. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 40.

Modal abstraction, the fixing of the attention upon one

particular mode of the object of imagination, to the neglect
of the others : opposed to partial abstraction, by which,
for example, we may think of the head of an animal with-
out thinking of the rest of the body. Modal categorical.
See categorical. Modal composition*, the composition
of an ens with one of those modes which are In their own
nature distinguished from the ens, Modal distinc-
tion!, a distinction by which one and the same thing is dis-

tinguished from itself by its possession of diverse modes,
as the distinction of Philip drunk from Philip sober: a
formalistic phrase, Modal enunciation. See enuncia-
tion. Modal identity!, cither the absence of modal dis-

tinction, or the identity of a mode of things which in:i> i>e

really distinct. Modal proposition, a proposition in

which the predicate is affirmed of the subject under some
qiialilU'iition : but the term is :i]most always confined to

propositions in which some fact is said to be possible, con-

tingent, necessary, or impossible. Modal syllogism, a

syllogism one of whose premises is a modal proposition.

II, n. A modal proposition.
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Their characteristic property as modal* belongs to form

rather than to matter; and Aristotle ought not to be con-
sulereil an unphilottiphlcal for Introducing them Into the

Orgamm. (Jrute, Aristotle, Iv.

Conjunct modal. See conjunct. Disjunct modal.
See dityuitct.

modalism (mo'dal-izra), . [< modal + -ism.]
In tliciil.. the doctrine, adopted by Sabellius in

the third century, that the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Spirit are different manifestations of

one and the same person.
The orthodox doctrine of the Trinity stands between

tritheism and modalunn, now leaning to the one, now to
the other, when eitlur the tripersonality or the unity is

emphasized. P. Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 68.

modalist (mo'dal-ist), n. [< modal + -int.] In
tin a/., (mo who holds or professes modalism.

modalistic (mo-da-lis'tik), a. [< modalist +
-ic.] In i/i'n/., of or pertaining to modalism.
The presbyter Hlppolytus was successful in convincing

the leaders of that church that the Mmlalittic doctrine,
taken in its strictness, was contrary to Scripture.

llarnaek, Encyc. Brit, XXI. 127.

modality (mo-dal'i-ti), n.; pi. modalities (-tiz).

[= F. modaliM = Pg. modalidade = It. modaliU'i,
< ML. moilulita(t-)s, < modalis, modal: see mo-

dal.] 1. The fact of being a mode. 2. A de-
termination of an accident; a mode.
These excellencies are of more real and eternal worth

than the angelical manner of moving so In an Instant, and
those other forms and modalttiet of their knowledge and
volition. Jrr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 194.

3. Mode in the logical sense
;

that wherein

problematical, assertoric, and apodictic judg-
ments are distinguished.

Lastly, under the head of Modality, we have seen that
all phenomena, as objects, are in themselves contingent,
or only hypothetically necessary, I. e. necessary on the

presupposition of the existence of something else.

K. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 564.

Just as the adjectives which contain the modal force of

possibility can lose this modality, so also certain adjectives
can assume the same, although the modality was not origi-

nally in them. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 44.

4. In rii-il law, the quality of being limited as
to time or place of performance, or, more loose-

ly, of being suspended by a condition : said of

a promise. 5f. Same as modalism.

To object that the faith in the Holy Trinity obliges us
to as greate a difficulty as the Pontiflclan modalitie is very
trifling, since that is onely matter of bellefe indefinite.

We are not required to explaine the manner of the mys-
terie. Evelyn, To Rev. Father Patrick.

Adverbial modality. See adverbial. Categories of
modality. See category, 1.

modally (mo'dal-i), "/'-. In a modal manner ;

in a manner or relation expressing or indicating
a mode or form; as regards mode or manner.

moddert, n. Same as mouther.

mode 1 (mod), n. [Also, in grammar, logic, and
music, mood; also, as mere L., modus; in ME.
moede (dot. 8), < OF. *moed, meuf, later mode, F.

mode, manner, way, mode, style, fashion, = Sp.
Pg. It. modo, manner, mode (also Sp. Pg. It.

moda, f., fashion, < F.) (cf. D. mode = Gr. mode
= Sw. mod= Dan. mode, style, fashion, < F.; G.
Sw. Dan. modus, in grammar, < L.), < L. modus,
measure, due measure, rhythm, melody, etc.,

manner, way, mode, mode in grammar, etc.;
akin to E. mete1

. The form mood, as used, along
with mode, in grammar, music, and logic, is

prob. due in part to some confusion with mood1
,

as if 'an attitude of mind.'] 1. A manner of

acting or doing ; way of performing or effect-

ing anything; method; way.
A table richly spread in regal mode.

Milton, f. R., ii. 340

What mode* of sight between each wide extreme !

Pope, Essay on Man, f. 211.

Ring in the nobler mode* of life,

With sweeter manners, purer laws.

Tennyunn, In Memoriam, cvi.

2. Customary manner
; prevailing style ;

fash-

ion.

It was grown a Mode to be vicious, and they had rather
be damned than be out of the fashion.

Ktittinyfleet, Sermons, I. xiL

To White Hall, and In the garden spoke to my Lord
Sandwich, who is In his gold-buttoned suit, as the mode
is, and looks nobly. Pepyt, Diary, II. 8.

If after this we look on the people of mode in the coun-

try, we find in them the manners of the last age.
Addifon. Country Manners.

3. In gram., the designation, by the form of

the verb, of the manner of our conception of

an event or fact, whether as certain, contin-

gent, possible, desirable, or the like. The modes
of the English verb are the indicative, tubfunctive, and im-

perative ; and other verbal phrases are usually called by
the name of modes, as potential, conditional, and so on.

See these terms. Also commonly, but less properly, mood.

4. The natural disposition or the manner of

existence or action of anything; a form: as,

mode
heat is a mode of motion; reflection is a mode
of consciousness.

There Is something in things which neither i the tiling

Itself, nor another thing, nor yet nothing, but a certain
medium betwixt them both. And this used to be called
a mode : for example, A degree of quality Is not quality,
nor yet Is It wholly nothing, but a mode.

Burgertdiciut, tr. by a Gentleman.

A mode is the manner of existence of a thing. Take,
for example, a piece of wax. The wax may be round or

square or of any other definite figure ; It may also be solid
or fluid. Its existence in any of thesu mode* it not essen-
tial ; It may change from one to another without any sub-
stantial alteration. As the mode cannot exist without a

substance, we can accord to It only a secondary or pre-
carious existence In relation to the substance, to which
we accord the privilege of existing by itself, per se eil-
tere ; but though the substance be not astricted to any
particular mode of existence, we must not suppose that it

can exist, or at least be conceived by us to exist. In none.
All moda are therefore variable states ; and though some
mode is necessary for the existence of a thing, any Individ-
ual mode Is accidental. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., riii.

I am ... assured that those moda of consciousness
which I call perceptions and Imaginations, In as far only
as they are mode* of consciousness, exist In me.

Detcartet, Meditations (tr. by Veitch), ill.

Where the substantiality of tiod, as the "highest mo-
nad," Is Insisted on, the finite monads become mere modtt
of his existence. K. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 82.

That mode or process of the Moral Faculty which we
call Conscience. //. Sidgicick, Methods of Ethics, p. 341.

5. A combination of ideas. See the quota-
tions.

Modes I call such complex Ideas, which, however com-
pounded, contain not in them the supposition of subsist-

ing by themselves, but are considered as dependencies on
or affections of substances.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xll. 14.

There are some \mode\ which are only variations or dif-

ferent combinations of the same simple idea, ... as a
dozen, or score: which are nothing but the Ideas of so

many distinct units added together : and these I call sim-

ple modes, as being contained within the bounds of one
simple idea. Locke. Human I'nderstandlng, II. xil. 5.

Combinations of simple Ideas of different kinds I have
called " mixed mndet."

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xU. 6.

6. In logic: (a) A modification or determina-
tion of a proposition with reference to possibil-

ity and necessity. (6) A variety of syllogism.
See mood2

,
the more usual but less proper form.

Tlndall would be fayne wit in what figure it is made ; he
shal flnde In the first figure and In the third mode.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 504.

(c) The consignificate of a
part of speech. (d)

An accidental determination. 7. In music:

(a) A species or form of scale
;
a method of di-

viding the interval of the octave for melodic

purposes; an arrangement of tones within an
octave at certain fixed intervals from each other.
Three great systems of modes are to be distinguished the
ancient Greek, the Gregorian, medieval, or ecclesiastical.

and the modern. These three were successively derived
from each other, but with noteworthy changes of both

principle and nomenclature. (1) In the Greek system each
mode consisted of two tetrachords (two whole steps and
one half-step in each) plus one whole step (the diazeiictlc

tone). The nature ana the name of the mode varied ac-

cording to the tetrachord used as a basis and according to

the position of the diazeuctic tone, or, in other words, ac-

cording to the relative order of the whole steps and half-

steps. When the diazenctic tone lay between the two com-
ponent tetrachords, the mode was named simply from the
tetrachord used the mode containing Dorian tetrachords
was called Dorian or Boric, etc. ; but when It lay below or
above both of them, the prefixes hypo- and hjtper- respec-
tively were added, AKlIypophrj/f/ian, flitperlydian,etc. Be-
low Is a table of the nine original modes, reckoned up-
ward, the whole steps being indicated by , the half-steps

by w, the constituent tetrachords by .

, and the dia
cenctlc tone by + :

I. Dorian, "w *

n. Phrygian, - ) -.

III. Lydlan, . w_ w

IV. Hypodorlan, or JSolian,
* * w *

V. Hypophryglan, Ionian, or lastian,

VI. Hypolydian,'
VII. Hyperdorian, or MIxolydlan,

VIII. Hyperphrygian, or Locrlan,

IX. Hyperlydian,

These modes were embodied In scales of about two octaves,
sometimes called tranipoeinff Kalct, which were more or
less susceptible of transposition. By the later theorists fif-

teen such scales were recognized, each derived from one of
the foregoing modes, and beginning at a different pitch,
each a half-step higher than the preceding. These scales,

though not always differing from each other in mode, but

only in relative pitch, were also called modet, and were
named like the modes themselves. Assuming the lowest



mode
tone of the lowest scale to be A, the series of later scales or
"modes " would be :

Hypodorian, embodying mode IV. above, A.

Hypoionian, Hypoiastian, or lower Hypophrygian (mode
V.), 87.

Hypophrygian (mode V.), B.

Hypoicolian, or lower Hypolydian (mode VI.), C.

Hypolydian (mode VI.), Cj.
Dorian (mode I.), D.

Ionian, lastian, or lower Phrygian (mode II. X Efj.

Phrygian (mode II.), E.

/Eolian, or lower Lydian (mode III.), F.

Lydian (mode III.), Fj.

Hyperdorian, or Mixolydian (mode VII.), G.

Hyperionian, Hyperiastian, or higher Mixolydian (mode
VII.), QS.

Hyperphrygian, or Hypermixolydian (mode VIII.), A.

Hyperseolian, or lower Hyperlydian (mode IX.), Bfr.

Hyperlydian (mode IX.), B.

The fact that the term made has been applied from very
early times both to the ideal octave-forms, or true modes,
and to the practical scales or tonalities based upon them
has led to great confusion. Furthermore, the extant data
of the subject are fragmentary and obscure, so that author-
ities differ widely. (The summary here given is taken

chiefly from Alfred Richter.) The esthetic and moral
value of the different modes was much discussed by the

Greeks, and melodies were written in one or other of the
modes according to the sentiment intended to be expressed.
(2) The Gregorian, medieval, or ecclesiastical system was
originally intended partly to follow the ancient system.
Several of the old modes were retained, but subsequently
received curiously transposed names. The system was
initiated by Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, in the latter part of

the fourth century, perfected by Gregory the Great about
600, and still further extended between the eleventh and
sixteenth centuries. It exercised a deep influence upon the

beginnings of modern music, and is still in use in the Ro-
man Catholic Church. The ecclesiastical modes differ from
each other both in the relative position of their "finals

"
or

key-notes and in the order of their whole steps and half-

steps. They are authentic when the final is the lowest
tone of the ambitus or compass, and plagal when it is the
fourth tone from the bottom. Four authentic modes were
established by Ambrose, the four corresponding plagal
modes were added by Gregory, and six others were sub-

sequently appended, making fourteen in all. In each
mode certain tones are regarded as specially important
the final, on which every melody must end, and which is

nearly equivalent to the modern key-note ; the dominant,
or principal reciting-note ; and the mediant and partici-
pant, on which phrases (other than the first and last) may
begin and end : these are generically called modulations.
All the modes are susceptible of transposition. Assuming
the final of the first mode to be A, the full series is as fol-

lows (finals are marked F, dominants D, and mediants M) :

I. Dorian (authen- F M D
tic) d e^f g a b^c d

II. Hypodorian F M I)

(plagal).. a b^c d e^f g a
F M D

III. Phrygian (authentic) e~f g a b~c d e
IV. Hypophrygi- F M D

an (plagal) . .b~c d e f g a b
F M D

V. Lydian (authentic) f g a b~c d e~f
VI. Hypolydian M F D

(plagal) c d e^f g a b-^c
F M D

VII. Mixolydian (authentic) . . ..g a b^c d e^f g
VIII. Hypomixolydian M F (M) 1)

(plagal) d e~f g a b^c d
F M D

IX. Eolian (authentic) .a b~c d e^f g a

F M D
X. Hypoajolian (plagal) e^f g a b~c d e

F M D
XI. *Locrian (authentic) bwc d e~f g a b
XII. "Hypolocrian F M D

(plagal) f g a b~c d e~f
F M D

XIII. Ionian (authentic) c d e~f g a b~c
XIV. Hypoionian MFD

(plagal) g a b^-c d e-f g
*Not used, on account of the tritone between B and F.

(3) In the modern system only two of the historic modes
are retained the major, equivalent to the Greek Lydian
and the medieval Ionian, and the minor (in its full form),
equivalent to the Greek and medieval jEolian. These
modes differ from each other in the order of their whole
steps and half-steps, as follows :

Major * _ * _ * w *_*_*_ x, *

Minor(full or descending)
* * w * *__* w * * *

("instrumental ")..*
* * * * ~ * w*w *

(ascending)
* * w * * * * *W K

See major, minor, and scale. (b) In medieval music, a
term by which the relative time-value or rhyth-
mic relation of notes was indicated. TWO kinds
of modes were recognized : the great, fixing the relation
between the notes called "large" and "long," and the
less, fixing that between those called "

long
" and "breve ";

and each of these kinds might also be perfect, making the
longer note equal to three of the shorter, or imperfect,
making it equal to two of the shorter.

8t. Measure; melody; harmony.
Musyce, a damysel of cure hows that syngeth now lyhtere

moedes or probasyons, now hevyere.
Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 1.

9. In lace-making: (a) An unusual decorative
stitch or fashion, characteristic of the pattern
of any special sort of lace ; especially, a small
piece of such decorative work inserted in the
pattern of lace. Hence, because such decorative in-
sertions are more open than the rest of the pattern, mode
is used as equivalent to jmir.
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The use of meshed grounds extended [1650-1720], and

grounds composed entirely of varieties of modes were
made. Kncyc. Brit., XIV. 185.

(6) The filling of openwork meshes or the like

between the solid parts of the pattern. 10. A
garment for women's wear, apparently a man-
tle with a hood, worn in England in the eigh-
teenth century.

Certain wardrobes of the third story were ransacked,
and their contents, in the shape of brocaded and hooped
petticoats, satin sacques, black modes, lace lappets, etc.,

were brought down in armfuls by the Abigails.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii.

Accidental mode. See substantial mode. Adverbial
mode, that sort of modification of a proposition that may
be effected by the addition of such adverbs as possibly and
necessarily. All the mode, all the fashion ; very fashion-

able.

There laid out 10s. upon pendents and painted leather

gloves, very pretty and all the mode. Pepys, Diary, I. 404.

Formal mode. See formal. Immediate mode, a mode
which is attributed immediately to its subject ; mediate
mode, one which is attributed to its subject by the inter-

vention of another mode. Intrinsic mode, in logic. See
intrinsic. Material mode. See material. Metaphysi-
cal mode of expression. See metaphysical. Mixed
mode, (ff) In music. See maneria. (b) pi. In the phi-
losophy of Locke. See def. 5 Nominal mode, that sort
of modification of the meaning of a proposition which may
be effected by such phrases as "

it is possible that," or
"it is necessary that." Substantial mode, a mode that
affects a substance in so far as it is substance (as, for ex-

ample, existence) ; accidental mode, a mode which only
modifies an accident. = Syn. 1. Method, Way, etc. (see
manner^), process.

mode 1
! (mod), v. i. [< )H0ffel. w.] To conform

to the mode or fashion: with an indefinite it.

[Rare.]
He could not mode it, or comport either with French

fickleness or Italian pride.
Fuller, Worthies, Warwick, III. 274.

mode2
t, n. A Middle English form of moorl1 .

mode-book (mod'buk), n. A fashion-book.

Her head-dress cannot be described ; it was like nothing
in the mode-book or out of it.

Mrii. Henry Wood, East Lynne, vii.

model (mod'el), n. and a. [Formerly also mod-
ell (= D. model = G. Sw. modell = Dan. model),
< OF. modelle, F. modele = Sp. Pg. modelo =
It. modello, a model, mold, < L. 'modelliis, dim.
of modulus, measure, standard, dim. of modus,
measure: see mode1

,
and cf. module, modulus,

mowM4
, mold^.] I. n. 1. A standard for imi-

tation or comparison; anything that serves
or may serve as a pattern or type ;

that with
which something else is made to agree in form
or character, or which is regarded as a fitting

exemplar.
It is natural for men to think that government the best

under which they drew their first breath, and to propose
it as a model and standard for all others.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

[These works] are put into the hands of our youth, and
cried up as models for imitation. Goldsmith, The Bee.

I regarded her as a model, and yet it was a part of her
perfection that she had none of the stiffness of a pattern.

H. James, Jr., Louisa Pallant, ii.

2. Specifically (a) A detailed pattern of a
thing to be made

;
a representation, generally

in miniature, of the parts, proportions, and
other details to be copied in a complete pro-
duction.

Hollandes state, the which I will present
In cartes, in mappes, and eke in models made.

Gascoigne, Voyage into Holland (1572).

A dozen angry models jetted steam :

A petty railway ran. Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

A little model the Master wrought,
Which should be to the larger plan
What the child is to the man.

Longfellow, Building of the Ship.

(6) In the fine arts: (1) A living person who
serves a painter or sculptor as the type of a

figure he is painting or modeling, or poses for
that purpose during the execution of the work ;

also, one who poses before a class to serve as
an object to be drawn or painted. (2) In sculp-
ture, also, an image in clay or plaster intended to
be reproduced in stone or metal. (3) A canon,
such as the sculptural canons of Polycletus and
Lysippus, or the fancied rigid canons for the
human form in ancient Egypt. See doryphorxs
and Lysippan. 3. A plan or mode of forma-
tion or constitution

; type shown or manifest-
ed

; typical form, style, or method : as, to build
a house on the model of a Greek temple; to
form one's style on the model of Addison.

It [a proposition] hath much the model and frame of our
oath of allegiance, but with some modification.

Donne, Letters, cxxvi.

The church remains according to the old model, though
it has been ruined and repaired.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 138.

modeling
The cathedral at Saltzhurg is built on the model of saint

Peter's at Rome.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 213.

The ship was of a model such as I had never seen, and
the rigging had a musty odor.

G. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 147.

4. A mechanical imitation or copy of an ob-

ject, generally on a miniature scale, designed
to show its formation: as, a model of Jerusa-
lem or of Cologne cathedral

;
a model of the

human body. Hence 5. An exact reproduc-
tion

;
a facsimile. [Bare.]
I had my father's signet in my purse.
Which was the model of that Danish seal.

Shak., Hamle^ v. 2. 60.

6f. An abbreviated or brief form. See mod-
ule, 1.

This gave occasion to the deputy governour to write that
treatise about arbitrary government, which he first ten-
dered to the deputies in a model, and finding it approved
by some, and silence in others, he drew it up more at

large. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 283.

The New Model. See New Model.

II. a. 1. Serving as a model. 2. Worthy
to serve as a model or exemplar; exemplary:
as, a model husband.
There is a model lodging-house in Westminster, the pri-

vate property of Lord Kinnaird.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 345.

Model doll, a large figure, more or less resembling the
human form, sometimes of life-size, dressed in any fashion
which it may be desired to exemplify, and serving as a
model of dress. Such model dolls were formerly much
used.

model (mod'el), r. ; pret. and pp. modeled or

modelled, ppr. modeling or modelling. [Formerly
also modell; < F. modeler = Sp. Pg. modelar =
It. modellare, model ;

from the noun : see model,
.] I. trans. 1. To form or plan according

to a model
;
make conformable to a pattern or

type ;
construct or arrange in a set manner.

By what example can they shew that the form of Church
Discipline must be minted and modeU'd out to secular pre-
tences ? Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

Those, mighty Jove, mean time, thy glorious Care,
Who model Nations.

Prim, First Hymn of Callimachus.

The camp seemed like a community modelled on the

principle of Plato's republic.
Quoted in Prescott's Ferd. and Isa., i. 14.

[Nothing] justifies even a suspicion that vertebras are
modelled after an ideal pattern.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 210.

2. To mold or shape on or as on a model
; give

form to by any means : as, to model a hat on a

block; to model a ship; specifically, in drawing
or

painting,
to give an appearance of natural

relief to.

Every face, however full,
Padded round with flesh and fat,

Is but modell'd on a skull.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iv.

3. To make a model of
;
execute a copy or rep-

resentation of; imitate in form: as, to model
a figure in wax.

When they come to model heaven
And calculate the stars. Milton, P. L., viii. 79.

Many a ship that sailed the main
Was modelled o'er and o'er again.

Longfellow, Building of the Ship.

II. vntrans. 1. To make a model or models ;

especially, in the fine arts, to form a work of
some plastic material : as, to model in wax. 2.
To take the form of a model; assume a typical
or natural appearance, or, in a drawing or paint-
ing, an appearance of natural relief.

The face now begins to model and look round.
F. Fowler, Charcoal Drawing, p. 44.

modeler, modeller (mod'el-er), n. One who
models; especially, one who forms models or

figures in clay, wax, or plaster.
modeless! (mod'les), a. [< mode1 + -fess.]
Measureless.

Using suche mercilesse crueltie to his forraine enimies,
and such modelesse rigour to his native citizens.

Greene, Carde of Fancie (1587).

modeling, modelling (mod'el-ing), . [Ver-
bal n. of model, t>.] The act or occupation
of forming models, or of bringing objects or

figures to a desired form; specifically, in the

fine arts, the act of a sculptor in shaping his
model for any piece of carving, or the art of

shaping models; also, the bringing of surfaces
of the carving itself into proper relief and mod-
ulated relation

;
in painting, etc., the rendering

of the appearance of relief and of natural so-

lidity and curvature.

Anew school of taxidermists, with new methods, whose
aim is to combine knowledge of anatomy and modellinff
with taxidermic technique, arc now coming to the front,
and the next generation will discard all processes of

"stufnng"in favour of modelling. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 90.



modeling
The present work is very happily grouped, and painted

with unusual rare, though even here the untdrlliii'j in tin-

MilrniTous lu-traiU OKensiMy those of thr I 'h:u h i linn-.

pensioners -in painstaking rather than really linn or ex-

pressive of the structure heneath.
Tlu- .l.vc/. '1,111, May 25, IXS9, p. S6S.

Modeling-tools, in //<.. the tools, inaile of wood,
bone, or metal, used by sculptors in forming their models

Modeling-tools.

of clay or plaster. The ehief forms now in use are given
in the accompanying illustration.

modeling-board (mod'el-ing-bord), n. A board
used in loam-molding to give shape to the mold.
/:. //. Huh ill I.

modeling-clay (mod'el-ing-klii), n. Fine plas-
tic clay, specially prepared for artists' use in

modeling by kneading with glycerin, or by other
methods.

modeling-loft (mod'el-ing-loft), . Same as

mold-loft.

modeling-plane (mod'el-ing-plan), M. In carp.,
a short plane used for planing on rounded sur-

faces. It is from 1 to 5 inches long, and from

J inch to 2 inches wide. E. H. Kniyht.
modeling-stand (mod 'el -ing- stand), n. In

sculp., a small wooden table with a round mov-
able top, at a convenient height, used for sup-
porting a mass of clay while the sculptor is at

work upon it. The stand, which is usually mounted
on three legs, has a Hat piece of wood set horizontally be-

tween the legs, about half way down, on which modeling-
tools, etc., may be laid.

modelizet (mod'el-iz), v. t. [< model + -ize.'] To
frame according to a model; give shape to;
mold. K. Jonson.

Which some devout bunglers will undertake to manage
and inodelize.

Up. Qauden, Tears ot the Church, p. 420. (Duties.)

modeller, modelling. See modeler, modelimj.
model-wood (mod'eT-wud), . The hard light-
colored wood of the rubiaceous tree Adina
(Nauclea) cordifolia. [India.]
Modenese (mo-de-nes' or-uez'),.and. [<It.

Modenese, < Modena, Modena.] I. a. Of or be-

longing to Modeua.
II. it. sing, or pi. A native or an inhabitant of

the city or province or former duchy of Modena
in northern

Italy; people of Modena.
moder 1

!, A Middle English form of mother^.

moder-t, <' t. [< OP. moderer. F. moderer = Sp.
Pg. mocurar = It. moderare, <. L. moderare, reg-
ulate : see moderate.] To moderate ; regulate,

especially the temper or disposition; calm;
quiet.

Gladly the two dukes of Berrey and Borgoune wolde
haue iiwdered that voiage, but they might nat be herde.

Bcrnert, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. clxxxvii.

Thesetydynges somewhatmodered dyuers mcnnes hartes,
so that they were nere at the poynte to haue broken their

voyage. Bernem, tr. of Froissart's Chron., III. clxxxvii.

moderablet, [< L. moderabllis, moderate, <

moderare, moderate: see tnoderate, .] Tem-
perate; moderate. Cockcniin.

Moderado (mod-e-rii'do), H. [< Sp. moderado,

moderate.] In mod. A/KI MIX/I liist., a member of

a political party of conservative tendencies.

moderancet, [ME., < OF. /< rune/; = It.

i>i:>ilcran;tt,<. ML. mixlcraiitia, moderation, < L.

ni/>ilcran(t-)s, ppr. of moderare, moderate: see

uioitfntli; c.] Moderation. Caxton.

moderantism (mod'e-ran-tizm), . [< F. mode-
rantisme, < moderant, ppr. of moderer, regulate:
see moderate.'] The practice or profession of

moderation, especially in political opinion or

measures: a term used in France during and
since the first revolution with reference to the
class of persons called moderates in a political
sense.

In Paris Robespierre determined to increase the pres-
sure of the Terror ; no one should accuse him of mtxtrran-
tifin. Enctic. Bnt., XX. 604.

moderate (mod'e-rat), c. ; pret. and pp. modri--

atcd, ppr. Hiodi'1'iitiinj. [< L. niodfratux, pp. of

moderare (> ult. E. iitoder2 ), regulate, restrain,
240
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moderate, < modrr-, modes-, a stem appearing
also in iiiniiiniiiH, moderate, discreet, modest, <

iiniiliix. measure: se modr 1 HIK! mudcxt.] I.

trim*. 1. To reduce the amount or intensity of;

lessen; reduce; restrain; specifically, to re-

duce from a large amount or great degree to a
medium quantity or intensity: as, to moderate
the heat of a room; to moderate one's anger,
ardor, or passions.

I had rather
Your art could force him to return that ardour
To me I bear to him, or give me power
To moderate my passions.

Fletcher (and another T), Propheteu, II. 1.

Fear, . . . if it have not the light of true understand-
ing concerning God wherewith to be moderated, breedeth
likewise superstition. Hooker, Ecclea. 1'ollty, v. S.

We saw sand cast upon the earth to moderate the fer-

tility. Sandy*, Travailes, p. 98.

Though Love moderated be the best of Affections, yet
the Extremity of it Is the worst of Passions.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 114.

2. To decide as a moderator; judge. [Rare.]

It pasaeth mine ability to moderate the question.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

If any of them grudge this book a room, and suspect it

of new or dangerous doctrine, you who know us all can
best moderate. Donne, Letters, hi.

= Syn. 1. To mitigate, abate, appease, pacify, quiet, as-

suage, soothe, soften.

II. intranx. 1. To become less violent, se-

vere, rigorous, or intense : as, the storm begins
to moderate.

Mine herte for thee is disconsolate.

My paines also nothing me moderate.
Lamentation of Mary Magdalen, 1. 516.

When his profit moderated,
The fury of his heart abated.

5. Butler, Hudibras, III. II. 463.

2. To preside as a moderator, as at a meetinp.
To moderate In a call, in Presbyterian churches, to

preside at a congregational meeting at which a call is

addressed to a minister a duty performed by a minister
of the presbytery to which the congregation belongs.

moderate (mod'e-rat), a. and n. [< L. mode-
ratus (> It. moderato = Sp. Pg. moderado = F.

modere"), pp. of moderare, regulate : see moder-

ate, i'.] i. a. 1. Restrained; temperate; keep-
ing within somewhat restricted limits in action
or opinion ; avoiding extremes or excess ;

think-

ing or acting soberly or temperately : as, to be
moderate in all things; a moderate drinker.

They were moderate Divines ; indeed, neither hot nor
cold. Milton, Reformation In Eng., i.

The moderate sort of men thus qualltted.
Inclined the balance to the better side.

Dryden, Abs. and Achlt., 1. 75.

2. Thinking, speaking, or acting with habitual

slowness; very deliberate. [Colloq.] 3. Of

things, limited in extent, amount, or degree;
not extreme, excessive, or remarkable; re-

stricted; medium: as, moderate wealth or pov-
erty; a moderate quantity; moderate opinions
or ability; moderate weather or exercise.

There is not so much left to furnish out
A moderate table. Shale., T. of A., HL 4. 117.

His [James II. 's] pretensions were moderate when com-
pared with those which he put forth a few months later.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vl.

The play had a moderate success, being acted but seven
times. A. Dobson, Selections from Steele, Int., p. xx.

= Syn. 1. Moderate, Temperate, reasonable, judicious, mild.

When used absolutely, tnoderate nearly always refers to a

person's temper or opinions, whereas temperate similarly
used generally refers to a person's habits in respect to

bodily indulgence: a moderate man is one who is not ex-

treme in his views or violent in his sentiments; a tem-

perate man. one who is not addicted to over-indulgence
either in eating or In drinking.

II. 'i. One who is moderate in opinion or ac-

tion ;
one who is opposed to extreme views or

courses, especially in politics or religion, (a)
One of a political party In Spain : same as Moderado. (6)

In French hut., in the revolutionary period, one of various

parties or factions falling short of the violence of the

Jacobins, as the Olrondins, Dantonists, etc. (e) leap.] In
Scottish ecdet. hut., one of a party in the national church,

originating early in the eighteenth century, which, while
less strict in doctrine, discipline, and practice than the

rival evangelical party, insisted particularly on the main-
tenance of lay patronage, and opposed the claims of pa-
rishioners to hare a voice in the choice of their ministers.

It was the struggle against Moderatlsm that led to the

Disruption of 1843 and the formation of the Free Church
of Scotland.

moderately (inod'e-rat-li), adr. In a moderate

manner, or to a moderate degree, amount, or

extent; not excessively: as, water moderately
warm.

Therefore love moderately ; long love doth so.

Sha*:, R. and J., it 6. 14.

moderateness (mod'e-rat-nes), M. The state

or character of being moderate ; temperateness;

moderator

a middle state between extremes: as, the m:l
eratenegf of the heat : used commonly of things,
as mint' i ii lion is of persons,
moderation (mod-o-ra'shon), n. [< OF. mode-

ration, F. mdi :iatn>ii = Sp. moderation = Pg.
modera^So = It. <, < L. moderatio(n-),
moderating, < moderare, pp. moderatus, moder-
ate: see moderate, v.] 1. The act of moderat-

ing or restraining; the process of tempering,
lessening, or mitigating.
And what Is all virtue but a moderation of excesses?

South, Sermons, VL 1.

2. The state or quality of being moderate or

keeping a due mean between opposite ex-

tremes; freedom from excess; temperance;
due restraint.

" Moderation Is a good mean, though men desire a (Treat
deal."

" Mesure Is a mery mcne" was a proverb, and U
quoted by skelton in his "Magnificence." 1. S88.

Richard the liedelem. Note*, p. 283.

Let your moderation be known onto all men.
Phil. Ir. 5.

rand. Be moderate, be moderate.
Cre*. Why tell you roe of moderation t

Shak.,T. andC., Iv. 4. 2.

The winds, that never moderation knew,
Afraid to blow too much, too faintly blew.

Dryden, Astnea Redux, 1. 242.

3. Habitual slowness of thought, speech, or ac-

tion; great deliberation. [Colloq.] 4. The
act of presiding over, regulating, or directing as
a moderator. 5. pi. In the University of Ox-
ford, England, the first public examination for

degrees.
The Introduction of English Literature as a special sub-

ject, either In Moderation* or in the Final .Schools.

Quarterly Rn., CXXVI1. 257.

I believe that a man who has taken a good (lass In

Moderations would, so far as mental training Is concern-

ed, do wisely in taking up a fresh subject, especially Mod-
ern History. Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 36.

= 8yn. 2. Forbearance, equanimity, sobriety, self-re-

straint, mildness, composure, calmness,

moderatism (mod'e-ra-tizm), n. [< moderate,

a., + -wm.] 1. Tfie state or character of be-

ing moderate, in any sense. Specifically 2.

[cap.] The attitude and practice of the Mod-
erates in the Church of Scotland. See moder-

ate, n. (c).

The following year (1785) Wesley ordained ministers
for Scotland. There bis societies were quite outside of

the established Presbyterian ism of the day, with its luke-
warm nwdrratunn. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 187.

An idealising and illusive fervour which arose In an-

tagonism to the moderatinn, or somnolence In religious

matters, which had long been prevalent.
Edinburgh Rev., CLXI V. 4.

moderatist (mod'e-ra-tist), n, [< moderate, a.,

+ -igt.~\ One who is characterized by or pro-
fesses moderatism ; a moderate.
moderato (mod-e-ra'to), adv. [It.: see moder-

ate, a.] In music, at a moderate pace or tempo ;

when combined with other terms, moderately:
as, allegro moderato, moderately fast. Abbre-
viated mod.
moderator (mod'e-ra-tor), n. [= F. modera-
teur = Sp. Pg. moderador = It. moderatore, <

L. moderator, one who regulates or governs,
< moderare, regulate : see moderate, r.] 1. One
who or that wnich moderates, restrains, or re-

presses.
As by the former figure we vse to enforce our sence, so

by another we temper our sence with wordes of such mod-
eration as in appearaunce it abateth it but not in deede, and
is by the figure Liptote, which therefore I call the Moder-
ator. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 153.

Angling was, after tedious study, a calmer of unquiet
thoughts, a moderator of passions, and procurer of con-
tentedness. /. Walton, Complete Angler.

2. In microscopy, a device used to diminish the

intensity or vary the character of the light
which illuminates the object : it consists com-

monly of a screen of opal glass, ground glass,
or glass of a

pale-blue
or neutral tint. 3t. An

umpire ;
a judge.

Sol Is appointed moderator In this oar controversie.

Greene, Planetomachla.

The magistrates declared to them (when they refused
to forbear speech unseasonably, though the moderator* de-

sired them) that, if tiny would not forbear, it would prove
a civil disturbance. H'inthrop, Hist Sew England, I. 285.

4. The person who presides at a meeting or dis-

putation : now used chiefly in churches of the

Presbyterian and Congregational order (as, the
moderator of a presbytery or of the General As-

sembly), and in town-meetings in the United
States. 6. In the universities of Cambridge
and Oxford, one of the public officers appointed
to superintend the examinations for honors
and degrees : so called because they formerly
had to moderate or preside in the exercises of



moderator

undergraduates for the degree of bachelor of

arts. 6. A moderator-lamp.
moderator-lamp (mod'e-ra-tor-lamp), ii. A
form of lamp iu which the oil is forced through a
tube up toward the wick by a piston pressing on
its surface, to which a downward imjmlseis com-
municated by means of a spiral spring situated

between it and the top of the barrel or body of

the lamp. The passage of the oil up the tube is so reg-
ulated or moderated by an ingenious internal arrangement
of the tube that its flow is uniform, hence the name.

moderatorship (mod'e-ra-tor-ship), n. [< mod-
erator + -ship.'] The'bffice' of moderator.
moderatress (mod'e-ra-tres), n. [< F. mocUra-
trice = It. moderatrice, < L. moderatrix, fern, of

moderator: see moderator.] Same as modera-
trix. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. ii. 90.

moderatrix (mod'e-ra-triks), n. [< L. mode-
ratrijc, fern, of moderator: see moderator. Cf.

moderatress.'] 1. A woman who moderates or

governs: used sometimes figuratively.
Wisdom (from aboue)

Is th' only Moderatrix, spring, and guide,
Organ and honour of all Gifts beside.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

2f. A female umpire or judge.
I'll sit as moderatrix, if they press you
With over-hard conditions.

Massinger, City Madam, ii. 2.

The debate was closed, and referred to Mrs. Shirley as
moderatrix.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 887. (Duties.)

modern (mod'ern), a. and n. [= D. G. Sw.
modern = Dan. moderne, < F. moderns = Sp. Pg.
It. moderno,( LL. ntodernus, of the present time,
modern, < moder-, modes-, a stem appearing also
in moderare, regulate, modestus, discreet (see
moderate, modest), < modus, measure (with ref.

to L. modo, just now, only, but, prop. abl.
of modus, lit.

'

by measure ') : see mode1
. Cf.

L. hodiernns, of to-day, < Iiodie, to-day : see

1todiern.~\ I. a. 1. Pertaining to the present
era, or to a period extending from a not very
remote past to the passing time

;
late or recent,

absolutely or relatively ;
not ancient or remote

iu time. \Vith reference to history, modern is opposed
to either ancient or medieval modern history comprising
the history of the world since the fall of the Konian em-
pire, or since the close of the middle ages (see middle
age, under age) ; but the word is often used in a much
more limited sense, according to the subject or occasion:
as, modern fashions, tastes, inventions, science, etc., gen-
erally referring to the comparatively brief period of from
one to three or four generations. See modern languages,
below. Abbreviated mod.

Some of the ancient, and likewise divers of the modern
writers, that have laboured in natural magick. Bacon.

Garcilasso de la Vega appears to have been one of those
dubious politicians who, to make use of a modern phrase,
are always "on the fence."

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa.
,

ii. 19, note.

Man is, after all, according to the boldest speculations
of the geologist, among the most modern of living crea-
tures. Encyc. Brit., II. 342.

Montaigne is really the first modern writer the first
who assimilated his Greek and Latin, and showed that an
author might be original and charming, even classical, if

he did not try too hard.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 339.

2. Not antiquated or obsolete; in harmony
with the ideas and habits of the present: as,
modern fashions; modern views of life. 3f.

Common; trite; general; familiar; trivial.

Full of wise saws and modern instances.

Shalt., As you Like it, ii. 7. 150.

Betray themselves to every modern censure, worse than
drunkards. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 7.

Alas ! that were no modern consequence.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 3.

4. Inker. See ancient1
,
5 Modern civil law. See

civil law, under civil. Modern English. See English, 2.

Modern epoch, in geol., sometimes (though rarely)
used as the equivalent of recent, and by this is generally
meant the latest division of the Quaternary, or, as some-
times called, the "Human period." Modern formal
logic, the logic of De Morgan and of Boole and their fol-
lowers. Modern geometry, Greek, Hebrew, history.
See the nouns. Modern impression, in engraving, an
impression taken from an old plate which has been worked
over and put into condition for reprinting. Modern lan-
guages, properly, all languages now living, but usually
limited to certain living languages as opposed to ancient
Latin and Greek, especially in a restricted sense to those
civilized languages of the present time which have special
literary and historical importance, namely French, Ger-
man, Italian, and Spanish, with English, in the first rank
(two or more of these being usually included in the prov-
ince of a "professor of modern languages") and Dutch,
Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Icelandic, etc., in the second.
The phrase being chiefly scholastic or academical, those
great modern languages less studied by English students,
as Russian, New Greek, Turkish, Arabic, Hindustani, etc.,
are usually ignored in this classification. Modern Lat-
in. See Latin. =Syn. 1. Recent, Late, etc. See new.

II. H.I. One who has lived or lives in modern
times, or who lives at the present day, in dis-
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tinction from one of the ancients, or from one
who lived in time past.

There are moderns who, with a slight variation, adopt
the opinion of Plato. Boyle, (In Colours.

Some in ancient Books delight,
Others prefer what Moderns write.

Prior, Alma, i.

It would be impertinent in a modern to pretend to say
Betterton did not possess all those graces and qualities
which formed the complete actor.

Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 12.

2. One who adopts new views and opinions.
moderner (mod'er-ner), n. One who adopts
modern styles of thought, expression, manners,
etc.

Report (which our mt>derners clepe flundrlng Fame) puts
mee in memorye of a notable jest I heard long agoe.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse (1592).

modernisation, modernise, etc. See modern-

ization, etc.

modernism (mod'er-nizm), n. [= Sp. Pg. mo-
dernismo; as modern + -ism.] 1. A deviation
from ancient manner or practice; something
recently made or introduced; especially, a
modern phrase, idiom, or mode of expression.

Scribblers send us over their trash in prose and verse,
with abominable curtailings and quaint modernisms.

Swtft.

2. Modern cast or character; a modern method
of thinking, or the habit of regarding matters
from a modern point of view. [Bare.]
The intense modernistn of Mr. Froude's mind.

Saturday Rev.

modernist (mod'er-nist), n. [= F. modernists
= Sp. Pg. modernista; as modern + -ist.~] 1. A
modern.

Something is amiss . . . which even his brother modern-
ists themselves, like migrates, do whisper so loud.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, Ix.

2. One who admires or prefers that which is

modern; especially, an advocate of modern
learning, or of the study of modern languages,
in preference to the ancient.

The modernist of to-day demands the abolition of Greek
as a required study in a liberal course.

E. J. James, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 291.

modernity (mo-der'ni-ti), H. [= F. modernite
= It.modernitd;&smodern + -itu.] 1. Thequal-
ity or state of beingmodern ;

modernism in time
or spirit. [Rare.]
Now that the poems [Chatterton's] have been so much

examined, nobody (that has an ear) can get over the mo-
dernity of the modulations.

Walpole, Letters, IV. 297 (1782). (Davits.)

He is a pupil of Boulanger and Lefebvre, and thorough,
ly French in the modernity and quality of his vision.

Harpers Mag., LXXIX. 610.

2. Something that is modern.
But here is a modernity which beats all antiquities for

curiosity. Walpole, Letters, I. 313 (1763). (DavUs.)

modernization (mod"er-ni-za'shon), n. [< mod-
ernize + -ation.] The act of modernizing, or
the state of being modernized. Also spelled
modernisation.

modernize (mod'er-niz), i: t.
; pret. and pp.

modernized, ppr. modernizing. [< F. moderniser
= Sp. modernizar = Pg. modernisar; as modern
+ 4ze.~\ To give a modern character or appear-
ance to

; adapt to modern persons, times, or

uses; cause to conform to modern ideas or

style : as, to modernize the language of an old
writer. Also spelled modernise.
From the stiff and antiquated phraseology which he

adopted, I have thought it necessary to modernize it a
little. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 209.

modernize!" (mod'er-ni-zer), n. One who mod-
ernizes or renders modern. Also spelled mod-
erniser.

No unsuccessful modernizer of the Latin satirists.

Wakejield, Memoirs, p. 76.

modernlyt (mod'ern-li), adv. [< modern + -fy
2
.]

In modern times.

Thir [the Romans'] Leader, as some madernly write, was
Gallic of Ravenna. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

modernness (mod'ern-nes), n. The quality or
character of being modern ; conformity to mod-
ern ideas or ways; recentness.

The modernness of all good books seems to give me an
existence as wide as man.

Emerson, Nominalist and Kealist.

The more we know of ancient literature the more we
are struck with its modernness.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 178.

modest (mod'est), a. [< F. modeste = Sp. Pg.
It. modesto, < L. modestus, moderate, keeping
measure, discreet, modest, < modes-, a stem ap-
pearing as moiler- in moderare, moderate, < mo-
dus, measure: see model, moderate.] 1. Retir-

modesty

ing in disposition or demeanor; restrained by a
sense of propriety, humility, or diffidence ; not

ostentatious, bold, or forward; unobtrusive.
And we see him as he moved,

How modest, kindly, all-accomplish'd, wise.

Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Ded.

2. Acting with decorum or delicacy; restrained

by chaste or scrupulous feelings; pure in thought
and conduct.

And, that augmented all her other prayse,
She modest was in all her deedes and words.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 35.

Mistress Ford, the honest woman, the modest wife.

Shale., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 136.

Thou woman, which wert born to teach men virtue,
Fair, sweet, and modest maid, forgive my thoughts !

lleau. and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 5.

3. Manifesting or seeming to manifest humil-

ity, propriety, or decorum; not gaudy, showy,
or meretricious.

That women adorn themselves in modest apparel.
1 Tim. ii. 9.

In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility.

Shale., Hen. V., iii. 1. 4.

The yellow violet's modest bell

Peeps from the last year's leaves below.

Bryant, The Yellow Violet.

4. Moderate
;
not excessive or extreme

;
not

extravagant: as, a modest computation; a mod-
est fortune.

Modest wisdom plucks me
From 'over-credulous haste.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 119.

I have in the relation of my wrongs
Been modest, and no word my tongue deliver'd
To express my insupportable injuries
But gave my heart a wound.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 1.

5. Unpretentious.
There is, it is true, a modest hotel for the use of those

who make a short visit. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 487.

=Syn. 1. Unassuming, unpretending, coy, shy. See bash-

fulness. 2. Decent, chaste, virtuous,

modestlesst (mod'est-les), a. [Irreg. < modest
+ -less.] Without modesty.
Alas ! how faithless and how modestless
Are you, that, in your Ephemerides,
Mark th' yeer, the month, and day, which euermore
Gainst years, months, dayes shall dam vp Saturnes dore !

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

modestly (mod'est-li), adv. In a modest man-
ner ; with due reserve, propriety, or decorum

;

unobtrusively; delicately; moderately: as, to

speak modestly of one's achievements; to be-

have, dress, or live modestly.

modesty (raod'es-ti), n. [< ME. modestie, <

OF. (and F.) modestie = Sp. Pg. It. modestia,
< L. modestia, moderation, < modestus, modest:
see modest.] 1. The quality of being modest;
moderation

;
freedom from exaggeration or ex-

cess.

Modestie : which worde not being knowen in the Eng-
lyshe tongue, ne of all them whichevnderstonde Latine, ex-

cepte they had red good auctours, they improperly named
this vertue dyscrecion. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 25.

2. Retiring disposition or demeanor
;
disincli-

nation to presumption, ostentation, or self-as-

sertion ; unobtrusiveness
;
reserve proceeding

from absence of over-confidence or self-esteem.

Suit the action to the word
,
the word to the action ; with

this special observance, that you o'erstep not the modesty
of nature. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 21.

There is a kind of confession in your looks which your
modesties have not craft enough to colour.

Shalt., Hamlet, ii. 2. 289.

The people carried themselves with much silence and
modesty. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 91.

Modesty is a kind of shame or bashfulness proceeding
from the sense a man has of his own defects compared
with the perfections of him whom he comes before.

South, Sermons. II. iv.

Next to Sir Andrew in the club-room sits Captain Sen-

try, a gentleman of great courage, good understanding, but
invincible modesty. He is one of those that deserve very
well, but are very awkward at putting their talents within
the observation of such us should take notice of them.

Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

3. Decorous feeling or behavior; purity or del-

icacy of thought or manner
; reserve proceed-

ing from pure or chaste character.

Talk not to a lady in a way that modesty will not permit
her to answer. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

The sister of St. Gregory of Xyssa was afflicted with a can-
cer inher breast, but could not bear that a surgeon should
see it, and was rewarded for her modesty by a miraculous
cure. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 338.

= Syn. 2. Diffidence, Shyness, etc. See bashfulness.

moaestyt (mod'es-ti), v. t. [< modesty, .] To
lose from modesty: with uivay. [Rare.]
Twice already have you, my dear, if not oftener, modi'rty'd

away such opportunities as you ought not to have slipped.
Kichardtion, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 88. (Domes.)



modesty-bit

modesty-bitt (modVs-li-liit ). n. Same as moil-

i
.^hf-jiii

i-i
.

-m ile if yon will, young ladles: your great grandmothers
wore law hoop*, peaked stoniarhi-rs, and madegty-bits.

-n The Doctor, Ivl. (Davia.)

modesty-piecet (mod'es-ti-pes), /'. See the

quotation.
A narrow loco . . . which runs along the upper part of

thi-- stays ln-finr . . . lit'lug . . . a pnrt of the tucker,
. . . is . . . culled the irwdesty-piece.

Addaon, Guardian, No. 118.

modicityt (mo-dis'j-ti), n. [< F. mo<licite = Pg.
iiinilifiiliiili , < ML. nii>dicita(t-)s, moderateness,
< \i. nmdicHx, moderate, < miiiliis. measure: set*

modicum, mode1
."] Moderateness; meanness;

littleness. Coti/nin.
modicum (mod'i-kuiu), n. [< L. modicum, ueut.
Hi iiioitiriix, moderate, small, lit. keeping within
due measure, < modus, measure : see mode}.]
1. A small or moderate quantity ;

a scanty or

meager allowance
;
a limited amount or degree.

Though nature weigh our talents, and dispense
To every man hie modicum of sense.

Cowper, Conversation, L 2.

2. Any small thing; a diminutive person.
Mare. Where are you, you modicum, you dwarf?
.Wan'. Here, giantess, here.

Maminyer, Duke of Milan, II.

3t. Something eaten to provoke thirst.

There was noboote to bid runnefor drams to drive down
this undigested iitoddicombe.

Armin, Nest of Ninnies (1808). (Sam.)
l.iiy op>-ii all thy secrets and the mystical hleroglyphlck

of rashers u' th' coales, nmdicumg, and shoving-hornes.
DeUter, (lull's Hornbook (1609).

modifiability (mod-i-fi-a-biri-ti), n. [< modi-

fiable + -ity: see -liiliii/."] Capability or sus-

ceptibility of being modified or varied, as in

character, type, form, or function.

Living matter once originated, there Is no necessity for
another origination, since the hypothesis postulates the

unlimited, though perhaps not indeflnite, modi/lability of
such matter. //<>'/", Anat. Invert., p. 41.

Other causes than those which are usual become con-
ceivable ; other effects can be Imagined ; and henue there
comes an increasing umtitinlriiily of opinion.

//. Spencer, Prln. of Psychol., { 486.

modifiable (mod'i-fi-u-bl), . [< F. modifiable,
< L. as if "modificnbili.t,<. modificare, modify:
see modify.'] Capable of being modified or va-

ried; capable of being changed in character,
type, form, or function.

It appears to me more difficult to conceive a distinct
visible image in the uniform unvariable essence of Oo<l
than in variously modifiable matter.

l.i'i-l..-. Examination of Malebranche.

At the same time ... we clearly recognize the limits
which separate what is modifiable from what is unmodl-
flable. Q. U. Lemn, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 28.

modifiableness (mod'i-fi-a-bl-nes), . Modifi-

ability.
Buffon, who contended for the modifiableneis of species.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXXIII. 117.

modificablet (mod'i-(i-ka-bl), . [< L. as
if "modificabilif, modifiable: see modifiable.]
Same as modifiable. llailey.

modificatet (mod'i-fi-kat), v. t. [< L. modifi-

I'liliiy, pp. of modificare, moderate: see modify.]
To qualify; modify.
He [Christ] shall reign for ever and ever, not only to the

modificated etemity of his mediatorship, . . . but also to

the complete eternity of the duration of his humanity.
Up. Pearson, The Creed, vi.

modification (mod'i-fi-ka'shon). n. [< F. modi-
lication = Sp. modification = Pg. modificaqao
== It. modificicionc, < \j. iiiodififiitio(n-), a mea-

suring, < Hindi lifiin; limit, control, modify: see

HI i ulify. ] 1 . Determination by a mode or qual-

ity; qualification.
The use hereof [of sense) being only to minister to the

modification of life In the vital principle, wherein the es-

sence of sense doth consist.
A", (irrir, I'osmologia Sacra, ii. 3.

2. The act or process of modifying or altering
in character, form, or function

;
the act or pro-

cess of producing variation.

Unity of type, maintained under extreme dissimilarities

of form and mode of life, is explicable as resulting from
descent with modification; but is otherwise inexplicable.

U. SIKIIOV, Prin. of Biol., 8 13.

3. Alteration or change : often specifically in

the sense of abatement or reduction.

The chief ... of all signes ... is Humane voice, and
the several iiiiuliiii-iiti.'iix thereof by the Organs of Speech,
vi/. the Letters'of the Alphabet, funned by the several

Motions of the Mouth. Holder, Elem. of Speech p. n.

For those progressive nn"{!ti<'(iti"its upon modifieatiant
which organic evolution implies, we llnil a snlllcient cause

In tin -us after iiiiiilificnti'uis \vlii.li rv.-n an

viromnelit ovei- tin I.allll s Mil-face ha.- been undergoing,

throughout all (.'enliiaie anil pre-^coloi-ie limes
//. ,s>,,n,, hi:,. of Biol.. 109.
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4. Tin- result of variation or alteration; that

which marks or shows variation of charm-It -t.

form, or function; mode, form, or condition
readied through process of change, or through
bring modified.

If It [the soulj be neither matter nor any modification
of matter. Clarice, To Sir. bodswcll.

The word modification U properly the bringing a thing
Into a certain mode of existence, but it is very commonly
employed for the mode of existence itself.

sir 1C. Hamilton, Metapli MM.

Kvery act of will for the control of the mental train, or
for the apperception of an object of sense, through con-
centrated attention, is denned by some particular mental
state or modification upon which It Is directed.

ii. T. Ladd, 1'hyslol. llychology, p. 587.

5. tn Scots law, the determining of the amount
of the stipend of the minister of a parish. This
is fixed.by a decision of the Court of Teinds,
called a decree of modification. 6. In music,
same as ti-m/n i-nnn-iil. Latent mental modifica-
tion, an unconscious activity of mind. Hamilton. Men-
tal modification, a state of the mind. = Syn. change, al-

teration, variation, qualillcatlon.

modificative (mod'i-ti-ka-tiv), . [= F. modi-

ficatif = Sp. Pg. It. moilificatiro ; as modificate
'+ -ire.] That which modifies or serves to mod-
ify or qualify.
We may observe that the Spirit of Truth Itself, whore

numbers and measures are concerned. In times, places,
and persons, useth the aforesaid modificaticet ['almost"
and "

very nigh "J. Fuller, Worthies, I. xxL

modificator (mod'i-ft-ka-tor), n. [< modificate
+ -or.] A modifier.

Nitrogen Is an agent distinctly sedative and anti-catar-

rhal ; sulphuretted hydrogen, a modificator of the skin

and of mucous membranes. Science, XIV. 318.

modificatory (mod'i-fi-ka-to-ri), a. [< modifi-
ed if + -ory.] Tending to modify or produce
change in form or condition; modifying.
A certain modificatory syllable.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 131.

modifier (mod'i-fi-er), n. One who or that which
modifies.

modify (mod'i-fi), r. t.
; pret. and pp. modijii-il,

ppr. modifying. [< ME. modifien, < F. modifier
= Sp. Pg. modificar It. modificare, < L. modi'

jii'iirc, limit, control, regulate, deponent, modi-

ficari, measure off, set bounds to, moderate,
< modus, measure, + faeere, make : see mode1

and -fy.] 1. To qualify; especially, to mod-
erate or reduce in extent or degree.

Of his grace
He modifia his first severe decree. Dryden.

Morton, at once archbishop and chancellor, allowed his

judgment on a fraudulent executor to be modified by the

reflexion that he would be "damnee in helL"

Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 317.

2. To change the properties, form, or function

of; give a new form to; alter slightly or not

very much ; vary : as, to modify the terms of a
contract ;

a prefix modifies the sense of a word ;

light is modified by its transmission through
certain media. In crystallography one crystalline form
is said to modify another when the two occur together in

the same crystal, the modified form predominating ; thus,
the cube may be modified by the trapezohedron. A higtily
modified crystal Is one showing a large number of different

crystalline forms.

The sixteenth statute doth me grete grevaunce,
But ye must that relesse or modifie.

Court of Low, L 1014.

The middle part of the broad beam of white light which
fell upon the paper did, without any confine of shadow to

modify it, become coloured all overwith one uniform col-

our. X in-ill a. Opticks.

Mmli/H Implies the continued existence of the subject-
matter to bo modified, but with some change or qualifica-
tion in form or qualities without touching the mode of

creation. It implies no power to create or bring into ex-

istence, but only the power to change or vary In some par-
ticular an already created or existing thing.

State p. Laurence, 12 Oreg. 297.

Thus I can understand how a flower and a bee might
slowly become, either simultaneously or one after the oth-

er, modified and adapted to each other In the most perfect
manner, by the continued preservation of allthe Individu-

als which presented slight deviations of structure mutu-

ally favorable to each
other. Danrin, Origin

[of Species, p. 9s.

Modified logic. See

pure logic, under logic.

modii, . Plural of

modulant

a modillion, < I .a mod>-l :

1,1111 lii'i . inn' 1 1< I
ii,-..]

Ill OTOT., a l.lo.-k .-aned into

the funn of an enrielied l>raeket, ii-ed normally
under the eorona in llie comiei- of the Corin-

tiiian and Composite, and oe,-a>ionally cif llie

Koinau lonie, ordei-s, and in Renaissance and
modern designs l.ased ii[ these, and also in

appropriate forms in the \arioiiH medieval
stvles; a corbel: a liraekii. Compare iiiiiliili.

Also spelled iiiinlit/iiH. Angular modillion, a mo-
ilillion at ilie leturii of a cornice, in the diagonal vertical

plane passing through the anuli <-i mit.i ..i tin-. 1.
1

Modiola (mo-di'o-lii;, n. |NI... < L. Hiiuliiiliix.

a bucket on a water-wheel, nave of u wheel
sei iinxliiiliin. ] 111

muck., a common
and well-known

genus ofmussels,
of the family Sly-
tilidw. much re-

sembling Myti- l;orec.mussc ,

lug, but not hav-

ing the umbones terminal: the horse-mussel*.
M. modtola and M. plicatvla are abundant on European and
American beaches. There are nitnicn.n*, others, some of

great size, all resembling the common mussel. Also Ho-

modilicht, <'< A
Middle English
form of moiMlily.

modillion (mo-dil'-

yon), n. [<OF. ni-

\\i\\nt\. iniidiiiliitii. F.

IIIKlliUllll = Sp. Illll-

''<''"" = I'K- '"'"''-

Illltn, < It.lllllllil/lllllic,

Romannque Mi.lillKKi.

Church o( Ccllc I --irvl, France.

modiolar (mo-<li'o-liir), . [= F. modiolaire; a
niodiiiliiH + -'/r3.J Satin- as iiiiiilinliform.

modioli, " Plural of iiiiliuliix, 1.

modiolifonn (mo-*li'o-li-form), a. [< L. modi-

olus, a bucket on a water-wheel, a nave (see
iinxliiilux and NL. .Modiolu), + forma, form.]
1. Shaped like the nave of a wheel; barrel-

shaped. 2. In concli.. resembling a mussel of

the genus Hfodiola; mvtiliform or mytiloid.
3. liesembliug a modiolux; columelliform or

columellar.

modiolns (mo-di'6-lus), n. [NL., < L. modiolue,
a bucket on a water-wheel, nave of a wheel, a

trepan (ML. dim. of modius, a mtasure(of grain),
a peck, also the socket of a wheel), < modus,
measure: see mode1

.] 1. PI. modioli (-11). In

tinat., the columella cochlea' or central pillar
around which the cochlear lamina winds in a

spiral like a staircase. 2. [rap.] In conch.,
same as Mndiola. Lnmarek, 1799. Central ca-
nal Of the modiolus. SeecnnaJl.

modish (mo'dish), a. [< mode1 + -tsfc 1.] Ac-

cording to the mode or customary manner or

style; fashionable; stylish: often used with a

suggestion of contempt. [Obsolescent.]
Tls not modih to know Relations in Town.

Congrcve, Way of the World, III. 16.

A nurse in a modish Paris cap. Html, .Miss Kilinansegg.

This [two young ladies in white evening dresses], as a
modith portrait, has much merit, the drawing of the faces

being admirable, and much delicate and unobtrusive skill

being lavished on the rendering of the stuffs and orna-
ments. The Academy, May 25, 188D.

modishly (mo'dish-li), adr. In a modish or

fashionable manner.
modishness (mo'dish-nes), n. The quality of

being modish ; stylishness ; fashionableness.

modist (mo'dist), . [< mudel + -ist.] A fol-

lower of the mode or fashion.

modiste (mo-desf), . [F. (= Sp. Pg. It. mo-

disla), a milliner, < mode, mode, fashion: see

mode1
.] A woman who deals in articles of fash-

ion, particularly in women's apparel ; a milliner

or dressmaker.

They [the English! may make good colonists, sailors, and
mechanics; but they do not make good singers, dancers,

actors, artistes, or module*. Smile*. Character, pi 288.

modius (mo'di-us), M. ; pi. modii (-1). [L. mo-
dius (> Or. fi6A/of), a dry measure (see def. 1), a

vessel of this capacity, < modus, measure: see

model.] 1. A Roman dry measure, one third

of the amphora, containing about HJ liters or

550 cubic inches, and thus equal to nearly .

English gallons. 2. In classical art, a head-
dress of high cylindrical form.approaching that

of modius, the measure of capacity (see def. 1).

worn typically by certain divinities. See cut

on following page.
modiwartt, ". Same as moldtcarp.
Modot (mo do), n. [Appar. a made name. Cf.

Miilm.] The prince of darkness: the fiend.

The prince of darkness is a gentleman : Sfodo he's called,
and Malm. Shot., Lear, lit 4. 149.

Modoc whistle. See tcl<ixti<-.

modo et forma (mo'do et for'mji). [L.: mmio,
abl. of Hioduti, manner; et. and; forma, abl. of

forma, form: see mnilc^ and form.] In man-
ner and form : a phrase used in old Latin law-

pleadings.
modoqua (mod'ft-kwf), . Same as madnqna.
modulant (mod'u-lant). ii. [< L. modulant t-)s,

ppr. of modular!, modulate: see modulnte.]



modulant

Modius. Head of St or Proserpine, found at Cnidus.

That which modulates or varies. See modulo te,

r. t., 2.

In modern English verse alliteration only plays the
subordinate part of a modulant, not to be unduly decried
where not overdone.

E. Wadham, Eng. Versification, p. 119.

modular (mod'u-lar), (i. [= F. modulaire; as
module + -ar3.} "Pertaining to modulation;
pertaining to or regulated by a module or a
modulus Modular equation. See equation. Mod-
ular focus, a focus of a conicoid or quadric surface. "The
distance of any point on the quadric from such a focus is
in a constant ratio to its distance from the corresponding
directrix, the latter distance being measured parallel to
either of the planes of circular section.

"
(Salman.) Mod-

ular function, a higher periodic function connected
with a group of periods
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modulation (mod-u-la'shon), H. [< F. modula-
tion = Sp. modulation = Pg. ModulaqSo = It.

modulations, <. L. modulatio(n-) ,<, modulari, regu-
late, modulate: see modulate.] 1. The act of

modulating, (a) The act of modifying, adjusting, or

adapting.

The cmperours . . . delited in daunsyng, perceyuing
therein to be a perfecte measure, whiche maye be called
Modulation. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 20.

When we fix ourselves upon the meditation and modu-
lation of the mercy of God, even his judgments cannot put
us out of tune, but we shall sing and be cheerful even in
them. Donne, Sermons, ii.

(6) The act of inflecting the voice or any instrument in a
musical manner.

The rings of the wind-pipe are fitted for the modulation
of the voice. N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, I. v. 10.

(e) The modification of the voice or of utterance, to express
various shades of meaning or emotion.

The poets of Elizabeth had attained an art of modulation
which was afterwards neglected and forgotten.

Johnson, Waller.

2. A state or condition reached by a process of

modulating, modifying, or varying.
That delicate modulation of surface treatment which

gives high value to the best Florentine metal work.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 124.

3. (a) In Gregorian music, one of the tones in

where ad be = i.- Modular method of generation
Ofquadrics, amethod based on the fundamental property
of the modular foci. Modular numbers, in Landen's
transformation, numbers approximating to the value of
the new modulus. They are the successive approxima-
tions in the process of finding the arithmetico-geometrical
mean of the old complementary modulus and unity.
Modular ratio, the modulus of a system of logarithms.
See logarithm. Modular transformation of an ellip-
tic Integral, a transformation of the elliptic integral into
another with a different modulus.

modulate (mod'u-lat), r. ; pret. and pp. modu-
lated, ppr. modulating. [< L. modulalus, pp. of

modulari, measure, regulate, modulate/ modu-
lus, measure : see modulus. Cf. module, v.~] I.
trans. 1. To modify; adjust; adapt; regulate.
With the gift of song, Carlyle would have been the

greatest of epic poets since Homer. Without it, to modu-
late and harmonize and bring parts into their proper rela-

tion, he is the most amorphous of humorists, the most
shining avatar of whim the world has ever seen.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 148.

2. To vary or inflect the sound or utterance
of, especially so as to give expressiveness to
what is uttered

; vary or adapt in tone.

In all vocal musick it [the tongue] helpeth the wind-
pipe to modulate the sounds.

N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, I. v. 16.

He listened to the voice of nature, and modulated his
own unto it. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 8.

Caius Gracchus, it is said, when he harangued the Roman
populace, modulated his tone by an oratorical flute or
pitch-pipe. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. -213.

We are conscious of a murmuring humble voice : it is a
beggar, who is modulating a prayer for alms and bowing
assiduously. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 680.

3. To vary the pitch of; inflect; melodize.
The master's hand, in modulated air,
Bids the loud organ breathe.

SomervUle, The Chase, iii.

He [Gliick] Is to play on a set of drinking-glasses, which
he modulates with water. Walpole, Letters, II. 14.

4. In music, to change from one key (tonality)
to another, by utilizing one or more of the tones
common to both.

II. intrans. 1. Inwi usic, to pass from one key
(tonality) into another, or from the major into
the minor mode, or vice versa. See modula-
tion, 3 (6). Hence 2. To vary, oscillate, or
fluctuate. [Rare.]

It is written from no well-defined standpoint, but modu-
lates from illustrations of the Kochefort experimenters to
the telepathic drawings of the English society for psychic
research, and thence to the localization diagrams of Fer-
rier, with no clear method. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 516.
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modulus
tlal remainders when the tw n^' L-nt numlM-m are mOO 1

,
. ami ndi-. See mo.

aiwi'^il

U
w'rit'

moe ~*> " alu^ *' ^J1 obsolete form of

ten by'UuiuBand'olhers L'.I
-

( I. 7). -Modulus Of a moeblet, n. and . Same as mM >.

linear transformation, in '/... thu square of the de. moellon (mo el-Ion), n. [r., < OF.flMMMj
termlnaotajtoe matrix of transformation that is, if tin: inn, broken stone, rubble, cf. minion, minion.

ding to the equations middle, center, < moHli; marrow, pitli, = Sp.
mi-ollit = Pg. medullil = It. midollo, < L. / dulln.

marrow, pith, crumbs, < medius, middle. Cf.

OF. moyi ; moic, the soft part of stone, < L.

lilt-ilia, fein. nf iniiliiin, middle: see iiirilium. Cf.

nuHi'ly.] Bubble-stone, sometimes used in ar-

eliilecture, set in mortar, for such uses as till-

ing between the facing-walls of a structure or

in the spandrels of a bridge,

moerologist (me-rol'o-jist), n. [< nuerolog-y +
A professiona'l mourner. [Hare.]

tlirh till' IlKilllllUS uf tnillSfonililtioll

Modulus of a machine, the ratio of the load to the power
in equilibrium. Modulus Of a matrix, ill nuilh ., tin' <l<

ttTmiiiant of the matrix, this having the same constituentx

arraiineii LI the same w;iy. Modulus of an elliptic In-

tegral, differential, o
-

nuinher less than unity
square of the sine of t h .

delta or stiuare root whicli enters into the expression of

such a quantity. Modulus of an Imaginary, in math., Mo380goth (me
'

so-goth), n.
that real positive number which multiplied by a root
of unity gives the imaginary. Modulus Of a system
Of logarithms, in uutth. See logarithm. Modulus Of

elasticity, inp/<.wnc, in its general sense, the quantity of

elasticity or the ratio of a stress to the strain that occasions
it : but applied by older and less careful writers to young's
tnoilnlitg [named after its inventor. Dr. Thomas Young,
a celebrated English physicist (1773 1 v_>'.i >

j,
which is the

Sressure
or tension on the end of a bar per unit of section

ivided by the compression or elongation per unit of length
so produced. See elasticity. Modulus of gravitation,
ino&rott., the square root of the component acceleration
duo to gravitation of any body toward the sun at a dis-

tance equal to the mean distance of the earth. See o(wo-

i,,i, /;, :,i,ov,'. -Modulus of propulsion. SM tin

quotation.

As 100 cubic inches of cylinder capacity are needed
move an engine with 20 tons adhesive weight one inch,
we divide 100 by in we will get the cylinder capacity need- goths or their language.
ed for each ton. That is, 100 -i- 20 = 5 cubic in. cylinder n T),o ion a nt tlio Mmm<rntlm
capacity per ton (of 2,000 Ibs.) of adhesive weight Is need-

,
"-. " 1 he language <

ed to move any locomotive one inch. This quantity we ItOtlnc, n.

have named the inodulta of provulrion. mofet, t'. An obsolete form of more.
Fartwy, Locomotive, p. 415. mofette (mo-fef), . [= Sp. mofeta,< It. (dial.)

Quadratic modulus, in math., the square of^the
deter- mofetta,< L'. mephitis, a noxious exhalation : see

~

..
or function. In inath., that positive mxBrology (me-rol'6-ji), . [< Or. uoipa, part,

iiy the squareof which multiplies the
] , f , + .^ < ^ speak: see -olo</y.}:lii'unililltmle or variable untie in the ml ' V. ' '

The practice or art of professional mourning.
"l (me'so-goth), n. [< NL. (ML. T)

'.pi., < L. Monti, Or. Moro/, Mwn, a

people of Tnrace, L. Mcesia, Gr. 'Hoiaia, Muria

(Mwji'a /) cv Evp&ny, Mysia in Europe, in distinc-

tion from Mysia in Asia Minor), their country
(see def.), + Gothi, dr. ToBot, Goths: see Ooih.}
One of those Goths who settled in Moesia, a

Komau province north of the Balkans, south of

the Danube, and east of Illyricum, and there,
under the protection of the Koman emperors,
devoted themselves to agricultural pursuits.
The Micsogotha were converted to Christianity in its Arlan
form by Bishop I'lnlas in the fourth century. See doth.

minant Young's modulus. See modulus of elasliciti/,

above.

modus (mo'dus), n. [< L. modux, manner, mode :

see mode1
.'] 1. Manner; mode : same as mode1

.

We are not to hope that the modus of it should fall, or

be comprehended, under human enquiry.
Boom, Physical Fables, viii., Expl.

The same evangelical power did Institute that calling,
lor the modus of whose
order. Jer.

2. In 1,'om. and civil

- ^ ,. . .

IB electioni it took such particular moffle (mof'l), f. I.; pret. a
r. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 164.

JJJg* [p f'/H/(f)
ivil law, and early Eng. law, anything clumsily or ineffec

tho manner or qualifying terms of a gift or dis- Uicell. [Prov. Eug.]
position

of
property. ^The^lntroductton

of writing as mofussil (mo-fus'il), . [Hind,'

the instrument of gift or transfer enabled donors to vary
the customary legal consequences by expressing an Intent

as to the manner or mode in which the act should have
effect ; and that part of the instrument which thus quail-
tied what otherwise would have been the ordinary legal
effect was termed the modus, and the same term was used
to designate the legal qualification thus imposed. Hence,
more specifically (o) The clause In a will or other gift

(and the legal obligation create 1 thereby) by which the
donor charged an obligation upon the legatee or donee,
not as a condition the breach of which would create a for-

feiture, but as a personal obligation, which the legatee
would assume by accepting the gift. (&) Also, In early

Eny. laic, the clause in a conveyance enlarging or restrict-

ing the estate which otherwise would be granted by it, as

for instance by giving to the donee and his heirs, or his

heirs and assigns, or by giving to the donee and only a spe-
cified class of heirs. Hence the old common-law maxims

mi'iihitic.'] An irrespirable gas escaping from
the earth ; a gas-spring. It is sometimes (although
rarely) applied by writers in English to carbonic-acid gas
escaping from the rocks in regions of nearly extinct vol-

canism, and, by extension, to the openings from which this

gas escapes. The mofettes are analogous to the sofAonl

or "
blow-holes," but betoken a still further advance of

the region toward complete extinction of the volcanic
forces.

and pp. moffled, ppr.aCf. waffle.] To do

u_ umslly or ineffectually; botch. Hal-

miiftusal, the

country as 'distinguished from the town, lit.

separate, < Ar. fasala, separate, J'assala, cut,
cut out, detail.] In India, the country stations

and districts as distinguished from the residen-

cies; or, in a district, the rural localities as dis-

tinguished from a station or official residency ;

the country as distinguished from towns.

A whiff of freshness and fragrance from the ina/uwri
will be as the mangoes and the dorians.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 303.

mogH, ''

'

See mug".
mog- (inog). . .

; pret. and pp. mugged, ppr.

mogging. [Origin obscure.] To move away.
[Prov. Eng.]Halliwell.

modusetcontentiomncuntteuemwd modusleyem dot dona- Mogadore KUffl. Same as Barbary gum (which
tioni, meaning specific qualification and express agreement i

,,,ini'2\
..verrlde the law, or give the law to the transfer, (c) In ' '"^

ltl !'"'" /

ecclet. laic, the exemption, or partial exemption, from the Mogdad COttee. oee coffee.

payment of tithes, termed modus derimandi and tnodtunou moggan (mog'an), . [< Gael, and Ir. mogan.}
dedmandi respectively. A footless stocldng. [Scotch.]
One terrible circumstance of this hill is turning the tithe mogilalia (moj-i-la'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /uryM-

ot flax and hemp into what the lawyers call a 7nodu or a
;, hardly speaking, '< ft6y,f, hardly, + JUiAm',

certain sum in iTeu of a tenth part of the product. Swft.
Jgr, prattle.

1

)
In pathol., stammering speech.A tithe of turf and a tithe of furzehadibeeii lately Intro-

Mograbian (mo-gra'bi-an), a. and n. [< Ar.
duced, and certain moduse, or compositions, which had ~

'9,., ,> i , vr "
!,/,, ir--_ir;,,> o-

elsewhere been substituted for other tithes, were in this and Turk. Mljljhrab, Mograb (see Mograblll), +
province IMunster] unknown. -/((.] Same as Mograotn.

Leclcy, Eng. In 18th Cent, xvi. Mograbin (mo'gra-bin), o. and n. [Also Mtu/li-

raoin, Mughrabin, MoTigrabin (f), Maugrabin ;

< Ar. Turk. Moghrabi, ( Moghrab, Mograb (see

Mohammedan
itvof pliiyiiig-i-iiriU. Mogul engine.
Tie Great Mogul, t-ii'l'li.- .,,,,,m..n iletlgnatlon among
Kiifipeans of tue sovrrriun <>f the so-callcl Mogul em*
IMI....I .ni|, n. ..f lic'lln .it ..in- in. n including m<Mt of

Hindustan, established by llalier about 1546, ana brought
!.! i.nii-li .rnir.,1 in the eighteenth and nineteenth

<' MI uries, the last nominal emperor being depowd in 1867.

Also called simply the Moyvl.

King, poet, print, U* Mooul wa. to the good Mabom-
inedan what a descendant of the House of JeMe would be
to a nation of Jewa, W. It. Ruttetl, Diary In India, IL .

Hence (6) Any great penonagc.
II. a. Of or relating to tlio HogOJM, or the

Mongol empire in India: as, the Mogul lan-

guage ; the Mogul dynasty.- Mogul architecture,
(he style of Mohammedan architecture evolved and car-

ried out by the Mogul emperors In India, from the sixteenth
to the nineteenth century. The period wu one of lavish

expenditure In building, and innumerable mouuet, royal.

tombs, and palaces testify to its artistic originality, to It*

excellent use of both arched and columnar coiutructloa,

S!

Modus operand!, a plan or mode of working. Modus
ponens, in lf>fifc, inference from a hypothetical proposi-
tion ana the truth of the antecedent to the truth of the

consequent: as, If I am bad, I deserve punishment; I am
Ivul, hence I deserve punishment Modus tollens. in

topic, the inference from a hypothetical proposition and the

falsity of the consequent to the falsity of the antecedent :

as, If I were to jump out of the window, I should break

my neek ; now I won't break my neck, hence I sha'n't jump
out of the window. Modus Vivendi, a manner or way
of living ; a temporary arrangement pending a settlement
of matters in debate, as between two nations.

modwall (rnod'wal), . [Also mudicall, mid-

def.). Cf. Mograbian.] I. a. Belating to Mog-
rab, a region in northern Africa, regarded as

nearly equivalent to the coast-region of Mo-
rocco and Algeria.

II. . An inhabitant of Mograb.
My proper name is only known to my brethren. The

men beyond our tents call me Hayraddin Maugrabin that

is, Hayraddin the African Moor.
Scott, Quentin Durward, xvt

icall ; origin obscure.] The bee-eater, Merops Mogul (mo-gul'), H. and a. [= P. Sp. Pg. Mogol
.' i rT 1 Tk !A' I- 1 T '

T-k ^ ^ Ji _t m t_

[Local, British.]

modyif (ino'di), it. [< iiiodf 1 + -v
1
.] Fashion-

able; modish.
Mr. Longman, you make me too rich and too mady.

litrhardtmi, 1'aincla, I. las. (Danes.)

mody-t, An obsolete form of moody.

= Ar. Moghnl = Pers. Moghol, Mughal = Turk.

Mughal, < Hind. Mughal, < Mongolian Mongol,
Mongol : see Mongol.'] I. . 1. A Mongol orMon-
golian; specifically, in hist.,.one of the follow-

ers of Baber, conqueror of Hindustan in the six-

teenth century. 2. A name for the best qual-

Mogul Architecture. The Taj Mahal. Agta, India.

and of the dome, characteristically of bulbous form, and
to the delicacy and good taste of Its decorators In caning
and in inlaying with precious stones. The arches are usu-

ally pointed, and as a rule resemble in outline the so-called

Tudorarch. Minarets and especially small pavilions cov-

ered with domical roofs, either surrounding a large dome
or placed in great numbers at the angles or along the nar-

apeU of the copings of palaces, are other characteristic

features.

Moguntine (mo-gun'tin), a. [< L. Mogvnlia,
also Mogontiacum, Magontiacum, Magontiacvg,
the ancient name of tie city now called in G.

Mainz, sometimes Mentz, in F. Mayence.] Of
or pertaining to Mainz, a city at the junction of

the Rhine and the Main.
moha (mo'ha), w. The grass tietaria Italica, or

Italian millet.

mohair (mo'har), w. and . [Formerly also

mockaire ; < OF. mouhaire, monaire, tuohere, F.

moire (> E. moire, Q. mohr, moire = Pr. moira
= Sp. moare, muer, mue = Pg. morim = It. moer-

i'o), mohair; cf. It. mocajardo, haircloth; prob.
< Ar. mukhayiiar, a fabnc of goat's hair, a kind

of camlet.] I. H. 1. The hair of the Angora
goat, a native of Asia Minor. 2. A kind of fine

camlet made of such hair, sometimes watered

(see moire); also, an imitation of the real mo-
hair made of wool and cotton, much used for

women's dress.

Cloth of Wool), Karsles, Miflniim, chainlets, and all

sortes of Silke. Halcltiyfi Yoyauei, II. 273.

she, . . . when she sees her friend In deep despair,
Observes how much a chintz exceeds mohair 1

Pope, Moral Essays, IL 170.

Mohair glace, .> French dress-goods made of cotton and

goat's hair.

H. a. Made of mohair: as, a mohair cloak.
Mohair braid, worsted braid used for binding garments.
Mohair luster, a black dress-goods of cotton and mo-

hair. It has some resemblance to alpaca.

mohair-shell (mo'har-shel), . Li conch., a cer-

tain species of roluta, of a closely and finely
reticulated texture, having a resemblance to

mohair.

Mohamedant, . and n. An obsolete form of

Moh<ttn>ntd<tit.

Mohammedan (mo-ham'e-dan), a. and n. [Also
Moluiiiiiiiiidaii, Mithammadan (also Mahimiedan,
Mahometan, q. v. ) (= D. Mohamtdaan = G. Jlo-

hamedaner = Sw. Mohammedan, Muhanmlan
= Dan. Mtiliinnedaner = Hind. Muhammadi), <

Mohammed, < Ar. M<tli<i>iiiinul, a man's name,
lit. 'praised,' < hamada, praise. From the Ar.

Muhammad are also nit. K. Mulioinnl. .\fnliovn,

maumet,m<imn-t. etc.] I. a. Pertaining to Mo-
hammed, or Mahomet (about A. D. 570 to 632),

the founder of the Moslem religion, and after

his flight from Mecca (622) the creator of the

realm which grew into the Saracenic empire;
pertaining to the religious and social system
rounded by Mohammed. Mohammedan calen-

dar, era, etc. See the nouns.



Mohammedan
II. n. A follower of Mohammeil, the founder

of the Moslem religion ;
one who professes Mo-

hammedanism; a Moslem or Mussulman.
Mohammedanism (mo-ham'e-dan-izm), n. [<
Mohammedan + -4sm."\ 1. The Mohammedan
religion and polity ;

the religious and ethical

system taught in the Koran; Islamisrn. 2.

Belief in or adherence to the teachings of Mo-
hammed.
Mohammedanize (mo-ham'e-dan-Iz),v. t.; pret.
and pp. Miiliammcdanized, ppr. Moliammedaniz-

ing. [< Mohammedan + -iee.~\ To make con-
formable to the principles or rites of Moham-
med; make Mohammedan; convert to Islam.
Also spelled Mohammedanise.
Mohammedism (mo-ham'e-dizm), n. [< Mo-
hammed + -ism.] Same as Mohammedanism.
Mohammedize (mo-ham'e-diz), v. t.; pret. and

pp. Mohammedized', ppr. Mohammedising. Same
as Mohammedanize.

moharra, mojarra (mo-har'a), n. [Pg.] 1.

An embiotocoid fish, Hypsvma caryi,_ having a

very short anal fin: so called from its resem-
blance to the Gerrida:, which are known by the

same name. [Local, Monterey, California.]
2. Any fish of the family Gerridte.

Moharram (mo-har'am), n. Same as Muhar-
ram.
Mohawk (mo'hak), n. [Formerly also Monocle,
Mohack ; Amer. Ind. ] 1 . One of a tribe of Amer-
ican Indians of the Hurou-Iroquois family, situ-

ated along the Mohawk river. It was the east-

ernmost of the Five Nations. See Iroquois.
2. A ruffian; specifically [cap. or I. c.], one of

those who infested the streets of London about
the beginning of the eighteenth century: so

called from the Indian tribe of that name.
Give him [a youngster] Port and potent Sack

;

From a Milksop he starts up Mohack.
Prior, Alma, iii.

Did I tell you of a race of rakes, called the Mohocks, that

play the devil about this town every night, slit people's
noses and beat them, etc. ?

Sinft, Journal to Stella, March 8, 1711.

The Mohock-club, a name borrowed it seems from a sort

of cannibals in India, who subsist by plundering and de-

vouring all the nations about them.
Steele, Spectator, No. 324.

Who has not trembled at the Mohock's name?
Gay, Trivia, iii. 326.

Mohegan (mo-he 'gan), a. and n. Same as
Mohican.
Mohican (mo-he'kan), n. and n. [Also Mohei/aii ;

from the native name.] I. a. Of or relating to

the Mohicans
or Mohegans.

II. n. One
of a tribe of

American In-

dians of the Al-

gonkin stock.

Moho (mo'ho),
w. [NL.,< Ha-
waiian moho,
the bird here

defined.] 1. A
genus of meli-

phagine birds

peculiar to the
Sandwich Isl-

ands, named
by Lesson in

1831. The bill is

arcuate, longer
than the head,
with naked oper
culate nostrils
the tarsi are boot
ed ; and the plu-
mage is blackish
with yellow pecto-
ral tufts and some
white tail - fea-

thers. There are
2 species, M. nobilis and M. apicalis, formerly called yel-
low-tufted bee-eater. Also Mohoa (Reichenbach, 1850) and
Acridocercus (Cabanis, 1847).

2. [I. c.] Any bird of this genus.
Mohockt, . An obsolete form of Mohawk.
mohoe(m6-ho'), n. [Also moho, mohaut."] Same
as mahoe, 1.

mohr (mor), n. [Ar. : cf. mohr, a colt.] An
African antelope or gazel, Gazella mohr. The
horns are annulated with ten or twelve complete rings. It
is much sought after by the Arabs, on account of produ-
cing the bezoar-stones so highly valued in Eastern medi-
cine, commonly called in Morocco mohr's eggs. A re-
lated species, Gazella scemmeringi, is known as Svmme-
ring's mohr. Also mohor and mhorr.

mohsite (mo'sit), n. [Named after Friedrich

Molis, a German mineralogist (1773-1839).]
Native titanic iron, or ilmenite.

3818

mohur (mo'her), n. [Also mohar; < Hind.

iiniluir, inulir, mohr, < Pers. muliur, muhr, mohr,
a seal, a gold coin.J A modern gold coin of

India under the British dominion, equivalent

Obverse. Reverse.

Mohur. (Size of the original.)

to 15 rupees, or about $7 ; also, a gold coin of

the native princes of India from the sixteenth

century onward.

mohwa-tree, n. See mahwa-tree.

moider (moi'der), v. [Also moither; of. mud-

dle.] I. trans. 1. To confuse; perplex; dis-

tract; bewilder.

I've been strangely moyder'd e're sin 'bout this same
news oth' French king. I conno believe 'tis true.

Wit of a Woman (1705). (Narei.)

You'll happen be a bit moithered with it [a child] while
it's so little. George Eliot, Silas Marner, xiv.

2. To spend in labor.

She lived only to scrape and hoard, mmdering away her
loveless life in the futile energies and sordid aims of a

miser's wretched pleasure. Cornhill May.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. in both uses.]
II. intrans. To labor hard; toil. [Prov. Eng.]

moidore (moi'dor), n. [Also moedore; < Pg.
moeda d'ouro, lit. money or coin of gold: moeda,
< L. moneta, money; de, < L. de, of; euro, < L.

aurum, gold: see money, de2
,
and aurum, or%.~]

>';.. f\ ^^t-rji^i. ',.

Yellow-tufted Moho (Moho nobilis'i.

Obverse. Reverse.

Moidore. (Size of the original.)

A gold coin (also called Usbonine) formerly cur-

rent in Portugal. It was equivalent in value
to about $6.50.

He says his expenses in the relief of our prisoners have
been upwards of fifty moidores.

Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 231.

moiety (moi'e-ti), .; pi. moieties (-tiz). [For-
merly also moitic; < F. moitie = Sp. mitad =
Pg. metade = It. meta, a half, < L. medieta(t-)s,
a half, the middle, a middle course, < medius,
middle: see mediety and medium.'] 1. A half

part or share; one of two equal parts: as, a

moiety of an estate, of goods, or of profits.

The charge there would be so great by crauers and ex-

penses that the moitie of the proflte would bee wholly
consumed. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 257.

2. A portion; a share.

Methinks my moiety, north from Burton here,
In quantity equals not one of yours.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 96.

Anti-moiety law, a United States statute of 1874, which
repealed all United States moiety acts. Moiety act, a
statute giving one half of fines, penalties, and forfeitures

to informers or private prosecutors. Moiety system, a

system at one time adopted by the United States govern-
ment for finding out the names and indebtedness of delin-

quent taxpayers, by which the informer or person making
the discovery and aiding in the collection received as com-
pensation a certain proportion of the amount collected.

moil1
(moil), v. [Early mod. E. also moile,

moyle ; (. ME. moilen, moillen, moylen, moisten,
< OF. moiller, mailer, moillier, muiller, F. mouil-
ler = Pr. molhar = Sp. mollear, mojar = Pg.
molhar = It. mollare, wet, moisten, < L. as if

*molliare, for molUre, soften, < mollis, soft: see
moll2 . Connection with L. moliri, toil (see

molimen), or with W. mael, toil, or with obs.

E. moil2
,
a mule, need not be assumed.] I.

trans. If. To wet; moisten. 2. Tosoil; dirty;
daub.
When the day was therefore come, and that he saw that

it rayned still worse then it did before, hee pitied the
centinels so too moyled and wette.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 354. (Richardson.)

All they which were left were moiled with dirt and mire
by reason of the deepness of the rotten way.

Knolles, Hist. Turks.

moirologist
At first happy news came, in gay letters mailed
With my kisses.

Mrs. Bnnminy, Mother and Poet, St. 7.

3. To fatigue by labor; weary.
II. intrans. 1. To soil one's self; wallow in

dirt.

A simple soule much like myselfe dyd once a serpent find,

Which (almost dead with cold) lay nwyliwj in the my're.

Gascoiyne, Constancie of a Louer.

2. To drudge; labor; toil.

I never heard a more pertinent Anagram than was made
of his Name, William Noy, I 'nwtt \nwi/l] in Law.

tloweil, Letters, I. vi. 17.

They saw him daily mailing and delving in the common
path, like a beetle. Longfellow, Kavanagh, i.

moil 1
(moil), n. [< moil1

, .] 1. Defilement.

The moil of death upon them. Browning.

2. Labor; drudgery.
Made to tread the mills of toil,

Up and down in ceaseless moil.

Whittier, Barefoot Boy.

moi!2t, n. [Early mod. E. also moyle; < ME.
"moile, < OF. "moile, mute, a mule : see mule.~\

A mule.
And at the sayd Noualassa we toke mmjles to stey us vp

the mountayne. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 80.

Endure this, and be turn'd into his moil
To bear his sumptures.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, iii. 1.

moi!3t,
"

[f
OF. *moile, mule, F. mule = Sp.

mula (also dim. mulilla) = It. mula, a slipper, <

L. mulleus. (sc. calceus), a red leather shoe, <

mullus (> OF. moil), a red mullet : see mullet1 ."]

A kind of high shoe.

Thou wear'st (to weare thy wit and thrift together)
Moyles of velvet to save thy shoes of leather.

J. Heywood, Works and Epigr. (flares.)

moil4 (moil), u. [Origin obscure.] In glass-

making, the metallic oxid adhering to the glass
which is broken from the end of the blowpipe.
E. H. Knight.
moil6 (moil), n. [Origin obscure.] A tool oc-

casionally used by miners in certain districts

instead of a pick when accurate cutting is to be
done. The moil (also called a set) is usually made of drill-

steel, about two and a half feet long, and pointed at the end
like a gad. The gad, however, is short, and intended to be
struck with the hammer

;
the moil is held and worked in

the hand, like a short crowbar.

moilet, n. [< F. moelle, marrow, = Sp. meollo =
Pg. medulla = It. midolla, < L. medulla, marrow:
see medulla.] A dish of marrow and grated
bread. Bailey, 1731.

moiler (moi'ler), n. A toiler; a drudge.
moilleret, n. See mulierl.

moily (moi'li),n. Sameaste/. [Prov. Eng.]
moilieau (moi'no), . [< F. moineau, a bastion

(see def.), a ravelin, a piece of ordnance (Cot-

grave) ; appar. a fig. use of moineau, a sparrow,
< OF. moinel, moisnel, contr. of moissonel, dim.
of moisson, a sparrow, < L. as if *muscio(ti-), <

musca, a fly: see Musca."} In fort., a small flat

bastion raised in front of an intended fortifi-

cation, to defend it from attacks by means of

small-arms.
moire (mwor), n. [< F. moire, watered silk :

see mohair."] 1. A clouded or watered appear-
ance on metals or textile fabrics. 2. A kind
of watered silk; also, watered mohair. See
watered.

My wife and I went to Pater-Noster Howe, and there we
bought some greene-watered iloyre, for a morning waste-
coate. Pepys, Diary, Nov. 21, 1660.

Moire antique, silk watered in the antique style so as
to resemble the materials worn in olden times.

moir (mwo-ra'), it. [F.] Same as moire, 1 .

Moire antique. Sec moire antique, under mfiire. Moi-
r^ metallique, tin-plate, or iron-plate which has been
first coated with tin, so treated by acids as to give it a

clouded, variegated, or variously crystallized surface. The
effect is enhanced by heating the plate irregularly with
a blowpipe immediately before applying the acids, or by
first heating the plate, and then sprinkling it with water
to cool it irregularly, and immediately applying the acids.

The surface to be treated is first cleaned by washing with
alkaline water, then dried, then dipped in dilute nitric en-

hydrochloric acid, then washed in pure water, and after-

ward in lime-water, to neutralize any remaining traces of

acid, and dried. Lastly, the surface is usually covered
with a tinted transparent lacquer. Plates of clean iron

dipped in melted zinc, in the so-called galvanizing pro-

cess, often acquire a beautiful crystalline surface, resem-

bling in general effect the moire metallique.

moire (mwo-ra'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mo/i-fcd,

ppr. moireing. [< moire, .] To give a variety
of shades to, by the moire

1

metallique process
of tin-coating.
The solution [salt, or sal ammoniac] may be applied to

the surfaces to be moiVtrrf with the aid of a sponge.
W. H. Wahl, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 521.

moireent, See moreen.

moirologist (moi-rol'o-jist), H. Same as mcerolo-

gist. [Rare.]



moirologist
I hi- tttOtroioffilU " ill *ini,' > 'I UK- l<m< lhi'-,-..i of (hi- living,

of tll<- linn. U -I 'I' 'Hi cil

1

Hi'- Iclac-k c-artli, ami Hi.- i-.il<l

dreary frozrn llu.l.-s. 1,111, trl.;/'i HOT., r\|. 111. iif,.

niOlSe (nioix), . [<'f. OF. llliti.il', m r 1.1.1:
, mum .

a barrel: see //. -.] 1. A kind of paneiike.
Iliil/iinl/. li. I 'idcr. ll,iliiir,-ll. [Prov. Eng.
in Ixitli senses.]

moisont, " [MIO.. nisei ///</I/MI,< OF. //>-./.

F. niiii.i.iiiii, harvest, reaping-time, < L. /<>-

v/(/i-i, a reaping. < ///<;,-, pp. HII.IMH. reap (>
inr.ini.i, harvest i.

| Harvest; growth.
SOIIH- iln-i hc-ii .if othc-r inoygoun,
That ili-nwu nygh to her sesoun.

/(ciin. c^ (At flu, 1. 1077.

moist (moist), it. and . [< ME. moist, mnyst,
< OF. moiste, F. invite, damp, moist, < L. *-

ten*, new, fresh, < minium, new wine, mustus,
new, fresh: see iiui.it-.] I. . 1. New; fresh.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Hire hcmon weren of fyn scarlet reed,
Ful streyte y-teyd, and shoos ful waynte and newe.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 457.

2. Damp; slightly wet; suffused with wetness in

a moderate degree: as, moist air; a moist hand.
In places drie and hoote we must assigne
Hem mooMpH nmi*t, and ther as it IB colde.

I'nli.iiliia, llusuondrle (E. E. T. $.), p. 81.

The hills to their ilu- clouds'l supply
Vapour, and r\]i;il:iti->ii. chnsk iiinl moist,
Sent up amain. Milton, P. L., xl. 741.

Moist chamber, a charaher which enables object* un-
der microscopic examination to remain moist, and be
studied without intervention of thin glass. Micmyraiihic
Dirt. Moist color. See co(or. - Moist gangrene. See
ganyrene, 1. Moist gum. Same as dextrine. = Syn. 2.

Damp, l>ank, Moist, Humid. Damp is generally applied
where thu slight wetness has come from without, and
also where It is undesirable or unpleasant : as, a damp
cellar, damp sheets, a damp evening. Dank strongly sug-
gests a disagreeable, chilling, or unwholesome moist-
ness. Moist may be a general word, but It is rarely used
where the wetness is merely external or where it is un-

pleasant : as, a moist sponge, a moist hand, moist leather.
"If we said the ground was moist, we should probably
mean in a favorable condition for vegetation ; if we said it

was damp, we should probably mean that we ought to be
carelul about walking upon it." (C. /. Smith, Synonyms
Discriminated, p. -293.) Uumid is a literary or scientific

term for ../"/.'. but would be applicable only to that which
is so penetrated with moisture that the moisture seems a

part of it : as, humid ground, but not a humid sponge or
hand.

Combing out her long black hair

Damp from the river. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

My lips were wet, my throat was cold,

My garments all were dank.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

Give me your hand ; this hand is moist, my lady.
Shale., Othello, ill. 4. 36.

Qrowths of Jasmine tnrn'd
Their humid arms festooning tree to tree.

Tennyson, Fair Women.

II. . Wetness; wet; moisture.

So, too much Moist, which (vnconcoct within)
The Liuer spreads betwixt the flesh and skin,
Puffs vp the Patient, stops the pipes and pores
Of Excrements.

Sylretter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

moist (moist), r. *. [< ME. moisten, moysteii ; <

moist, a.] To make moist; moisten. [Obso-
lete or archaic.]

Philosophres som tyme wenten upon theise Hllles, and
helden to here Nose a Spounge moysted with Watre, for

to have Eyr. Mandeeille, Travels, p. 17.

Write till your ink be dry, and with your tears
Moist it again, and frame some feeling line.

Shak., T. O. of V., In. 2. 76.

moisten (moi'sn), r. [< moist + -fw 1
.] I. IH-

trnns. To become moist.

Nor let her true hand falter, nor blue eye
Moisten, till she had lighted on his wound.

Tennyson, Geraint,

II. trims. 1. To make moist or damp; wet

superficially or in a moderate degree.
So that it (the river) as well manures as moutttns with

the fat and pregnant slime which it leaveth behind it.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 76.

The wood Is moistened before it Is placed upon the
burning coals. /-.'. IT. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 258.

2t. To soften ; make tender.
It moistened not his executioner's heart with any pity.

moistener (mois'uer), . One who or that which
moistens.

moist-eyed (moist 'id), a. Having the eyed
watery or wet, especially with tears.

moistful (moist 'ful), n. [< moist 4- -/']
Abounding in moisture ; moist.

Her moistful temples bound with wreaths of quivering
reeds. Drayton, Polyolblon, xvili. 28.

moistify (mois'ti-fi), r. t.
; pret. and pp. )<>i.v-

litird, ppr. moistifyinii. [< moixt + ->-f>/.] To
make moist; wet. [Humorous.]

Scotland, my anld. respected Mlther!
Tho' wliylc-c > > iiii'itli.fii your leather.

Burns, Prayer to tli<- s. .<t.-h i;.-pr< sentatives, Postscript.

-
ll

moistless imoisries;, . [< 11,01*1, .. +
Wiilioiiluioisture; dry. llVinw, Alliion'-

land, viii. I'll.

moistness (moist'ues), n. [< ME. inoystnette ;

< iiiiti.it + -nfna.'] The state of being moist;
dampness; a small degree of wetness,

moistryt, w. [< moigt + -ry.] Moisture.

Generally fruitful though little iiwutry be used theraon.

Puller, Worthies, Somerset, 1 1

moisture (mois'lur), . [< ME. i/.s'w/v, miwt-
HI'I-, < i >!'. minsii in . iiioiittour, F. iii'nti in , moist-
ness. < innistr, moist: sec- iimi.it.] 1. Diffused
and sensible wetness; fluid diffused or exud-

ing; damp.
<

I,
that Infected moisture of hire eye !

Shot, Lover's Complaint, 1. 323.

Lignum Aloes are like Ollue trees, but somewhat greater ;

the innermost part of the wood Is best, with lilicke and
browne velnes, and yeeldlng an Oylle moystvre; it ! sold
In weight against Slluer and Gold.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 507.

2. Liquid. [Kare.j
If some penurious source by chance appeared
Scanty of waters when you scoop'd It dry,
And offer'd the full helmet up to Cato,
Did he not dash th' unUsted moisture from him?

Additon, Cato, iii. 5.

Atmospheric moisture, the aqueous vapor of the atmo-

sphere and the aqueous particles suspended in the form
of fog and cloud, or precipitated as rain, hall, snow, etc.

The proportion of aqueous vapor in the air is variable ; it

may amount to one twentieth part or more of the whole
atmosphere. See hygrometer, hyyrometry.

moisturet (mois'tur), r. *. [< mouture, w.] To
moisten

; wet.

Wnodeuldeth theaboundanceof the waters Into riuers,
or who maketh a wave for y stormy wether, that It wa-
tereth and mot/sturetA the drye and baren ground?

BMe 0/1561, Job xxxvlil. 26.

moistureless (mois'tur-les), a. [< moisture +
-les.i.'] Without moisture,

moistyt (mois'ti), a. [< ME. moisty; < mni.it +
-i/

1
.] 1. New; fresh.

For were it win, or old or moisty ale
That he hath dranke, he speketh in his nose.

Chaucer, Prol. to Manciple's Tale, 1. 60.

2. Wet; moist.

The miste which the moystie hllles did cast forth took
not away clerely the vse of the prospect.

J. Brende, tr. of Qulntus Curtius, foL 87.

moither, r. See moMer.
moiarra, . See moharra.

mokadort, n. See moccador, muckender.

moke't, r. An obsolete form of muck^.
moke2 (mok), . [Possibly connected with
mesh 1

, in one of its variant forms mask'*, AS.
max ("masc): see

me*/|i.J
The mesh of a net :

hence applied to any wickerwork. Halliicell.

[Prov. Eng.]
moke3 (mok), n. [Cf. Icel. mok, dozing, moka,
doze.] 1. A donkey.
A girl in our society accepts the best parti which offers

Itself, Just as Miss Chummey, when entreated by two
young gentlemen of the order of costermongers, inclines

to the one who rides from market on a mote, rather than
to the gentleman who sells his greens from a hand-bas-
ket. Thackeray, N'ewcomes, xxx.

Hence 2. A stupid fellow; a dolt. 3. Theat.,
a variety performer who plays on several instru-

ments. 4. A negro, plang in all senses.]

moke*t, (i. A Middle English form of much.

Bailey,
1731.

mokelt, a. and n. A Middle English form of

mickle.

mokerert, Same as muckerer.

mokihana (mo-ki-han'a), . [Hawaiian.] A
tree of the Sandwich Islands, Melieope (Pelea)

anisata, all parts of which, especially the cap-
sules, emit when bruised a strong^ spicy, anisate

odor. The wood is used in making ornaments.

mokret, r. An obsolete form of icAvr-.

mokyt, a. An obsolete variant of mucky, muggy.
molt, A Middle English form of mull1

.

mola (mo'la), .; pi. mote (-le). [NL., < L.

inola, a millstone : see molar'.] 1. In entom.,
the grinding surface of a molar or broad basal

tooth of the mandible.
2. [rn/>.] In iehth., the

typical genus of plectog-
nath fishes of the fam-

ily called either Uoliiln-

or Orthagoriscidtr, having
as type the sunfish or

head-fish, Tiamed Orthago-
riscus mola by Bloch and
Schneider, or J/. rotunttii

of Cuvier and recent au-

thors. It is a large clumsy
Ash of extraordinary shape,
which varies much with age.

inhabiting most tropical and smi>

mold
t<-in|>cratesiu, and sit t.i mint- :i wi-ivhi -mids:
the skin U Tin. k an. I LV.HI..I.H, n.-l tl

c-oliTlll'-nt I't-Iiimt Vlft.. . :i|], .1 f '.

molant, molaynet, |.MK.,l>' /n,
mull I/HI-; iijipar. c,f OF. origin.] A hit fora
he .!-.-.

Hi* RMioyno & alle the metail anamayled was tbcnne.
Sir Uairayur and Uu Onen Kniyht (E. E. T. H.X L Ida.

molar 1
(mo'liir), . and . [= F. nmlaire =

Sp. IV. Hi'iliif = It. mitltin, < 1,. niitliiritt, lie-

to u mill ; as a noun (sr. /<I/,IA) u mill-

stone, also (sc. dent, tooth) a grinder-tooth; <

nnilii, a millstone, in pi. mola', a mill, < m/< . .

grind: see n'//l. Cf. untie3 , mole*.'] I. n. 1.

Grinding, triturating, or ernshinn. HS distin-

giiishc'cl from cuttiii);, piercing, or tearing, as a
tooth. 2. Of or pertaining to a molar or mo-
lars: _'landH. 3. In en torn., of or per-
taining to a mola: as. a molar space or area.
Molar glands. 8ee0hma.

II. . 1. In mint.. H grinding tooth or grind-
er; abacktooth; especially, amolartoothuhieh
is not preeeded by a milk-molar or milk-tool li:

distinguished from premolar, ntninr, and in-

ri.mr. In nun there ire three true molars on each side
of each jaw. The two next to these are called pmnolon
or false molars. The posterior molar Is the trMntn-fnoM.
See dental .formula (under dental) and tooth, and cut under
ruminant.

2. Iii ichtli., a tooth which has a rounded or
convex surface, as in sparoid lisln-s. or a flat

surface, as in the Mylioltatidtr. 3. In entnm.,
one of the thick internal processes with a grind-
ing surface found on the mandibles of many in-

sects, near the base.- False molar, a molar which
has been preceded by a milk-molar : a pmnolar.
molar2

(mo'lar), a. [< L. moles, a great mass
(see mole3 ), -f- -r3.] Pertaining to a mass or
to a body as a whole; acting on or by means
of large masses of matter; acting in the aggre-
gate and not in detail; massive: ordinarily
used in contrast to molecular__ Molar force, see
forced.

molar3 (mo'lSr), a. [< mole* + -ac3 . Cf. mo-
tarl, of same ult. formation.] Relating to or

having the characters of a uterine mole: as,
molar pregnancy. See mole*.

molariform (mo-lar'i-f6rm), . [< L. molaris,
a molar, + forma, form.] Having the shape
of a molar tooth ; resembling a molar tooth.

Molariform teeth in a continuous series.

Encuf. Brit., XV. 430.

molarimeter (mo-la-rim'e-ter), n. [< L. molarif,
a millstone, T Qr."ftirpov, a measure.] A ther-
mometer for determining the temperature of
meal as it issues from the mill-spout. Its pecu-
liarity is a sort of jacket or chute which conducts
the outflowing meal to and around the bulb.

molary (mo'la-ri), a. (X L. molaris: see mo-

farl.J
Fitted for grinding or bruising food:

specifically applied to projections on the inner
side of the mandibles of certain insects.

Molasse (mo-las'), n. [F., < mollaxse, flabby, <

mol, soft, < L. nto/li.i, soft.] In grol., a name
given in Switzerland to an important geologi-
cal formation belonging in part to the Mio-
cene and in part to a position intermediate be-
tween the Eocene and the Miocene. The formation
Is In places over 6.000 feet thick, and chiefly of lacustrine

origin. The fossil vegetation of the Molasse is of great
Interest, being subtropical in character, containing palmtt
of an American type, and also the coniferous genus Se-

quoia, now limited to California. It is the upper inc-m

MT of the Molasse which contains these plant-remains,
and this part of the series Is made up of ird sandstones,
marls, and conglomerate (nagelHuhX The lower division
of the Molasse Is a sandstone containing marine and
brackish-water shells.

molasses (mo-las'ez), H. [Formerly also, and
prop., mtlasxen; = F. melagse= It. mrla::n (also,
after F., mtlassa), < Sp. mcln:a = Pg. mtlum.
molasses, <L. nu-llnccus. honey-like, < nicl(mclf-),

honey: see me//2.] The uncrystallized syrup
produced in the manufacture of sugar. It prop-
erly differs from treacle in that It comes from sugar In toe

process of making, while treacle is obtained in the process
of refining : but the two words are often used synonymous-
ly Maple molasses. see maplr.

molaynet, See mulnn.

mold*, mould 1 (mold), . [< ME. mold, moldf,
moolae, < AS. molde, dust, soil, ground, earth,
the earth, = OFries. io/rf< = OHG. molta, molt,
MHG. molte, multe, G. dial, molt, dust, earth, =
Icel. mold = Sw. mall = Dan. muld, mold. =
i ioth. miililii. dust ; with format!ve-?(orig.
from the verb represented by Goth, malan =
AS. "intilaii. etc., grind: see tnrun. Cf. mull*.

dust, malm, soft stone, sand, etc., from the
same source. The proper spelling is muld, like

(/()/(/ (whic-h is exactly parallel phonetically):
but mould has long been in use. and is still com-
monly preferred in Great Britain.] 1. Fine



mold
soft earth, or earth easily pulverized, such as
constitutes soil

; crumbling or friable soil.

In that thi scions or thi planntes may
Be sette a little asonder, gemmes three
Of scions tinder moolde is sette alway.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 67.

The black earth, everywhere obvious on the surface of
the ground, we call mould. Woodward.

2. The earth
; the ground. [Obsolete or pro-

vincial
;
in Scotch usually in the plural, moulds,

mools.]
Theg Horn were under molde,
Other elles wher he wolde.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 317.

There is moo mysshape peple amonge thise beggeres
Thane of alle maner men that on this molde walketh.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 96.

Affrighted then they did behold
His body turning into mould,
And though he had a month been dead,
This handkerchief was about his head.

The Suffolk Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 222).

Their bones are mingled with the mould,
Their dust is on the wind.

Bryant, The Greek Boy.

3. The matter of which anything is formed;
material.

No mates for you,
Unless you were of gentler, milder mould.

Shak., T. of the S., L 1. 60.

Nature formed me of her softest mould,
And sunk me even below my own weak sex.

Addison, Cato, i. 6.

In or under the molds, in the earth; buried. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch. ]

Late, late i' the night the bairnies grat,
Their mither, she under the mools heard that.

Old ballad.

The truth . . . first came out by the minister's wife,
after Sir John and her ain gudeman were baith in the
moulds. Scott, Redgauntlet, letter xi.

mold1
, mould 1

(mold), . t. [< mold1
, n."] To

cover with mold.
Guinea grass requires to be molded, when the stalks and

roots throw out new stalks and grass shoots.
T. Houyhley, Jamaica Planter's Guide (1823), p. 309.

mold2
, mould2

(mold), v. [First in early mod.
E. mould, mowlde; a later form, with excrescent
d, of ME. moulen, mowlen, mollen, earlier muw-
len, mulen, grow musty, mold,< Icel. mygla (= Sw.
mogla), grow muggy or musty, mold (cf . mygla= Sw. mogel, mold, moldiness), < mugga, soft

drizzling mist, mugginess: see mug1
, muggy.

The form mould instead of maul arose partly
out of confusion with the pp. mouled, also

spelled mowled, mowlde, and used as an adj.
(whence the later adj. mouldy, moldy), and part-
ly out of confusion of the noun mould2 (for *moul)
with mould1

,
mold1

,
friable earth, dust, etc.

(with which the word has generally been iden-

tified), and also with mould3
, mold3 ,

for mole1
,

a spot, and, as to form, with mould*, mold*, a
model (the d in mould3

, mold3 ,
and mould*, mold*

being also excrescent).] I. intrans. To grow
musty; become moldy; contract mold.
Other leten thinges muwlen other [or] rusten.

Ancren Riwle, p. 344.

Let us not moulen [var. mowlen} thus in idlenesse.

Chaucer, Prol. to Man of Law's Tale, L 82.

There be some houses where . . . baked meats will
mould more than in others. Bacon.

II. trans. To cause to contract mold: as,damp
molds cheese.
mold2

!, mould2
t, p. a. [< ME. mould, mouled,

mowled, mowlde, moiled, muled, pp. of moulen,
grow musty: see mold2

,
v. This form, prop.

mouled, is put here as involved in mold?, v. and
.] Grown musty; molded; moldy.

This white top writeth min olde yeres ;

Min herte is also mouled as min heres.

Chaucer, Beeve's Tale, 1. 3867.

And with his Mode shall wasshe undefouled
The gylte of man with rust of synne i-mmiled.

Lydgate.
Thy drynkes sowren thymottyd mete,
Where with the feble myghte wel

fare. US. Cantab. Ff. ii. 88, f. 16.

[(Halliwell.)

mold2
, mould2

(mold), n. [See
mold2

, v. andp. a.] A minute
fungus or other vegetable
growth of a low type, espe-
cially one of such vegetable
organisms as appear on arti-
cles of food when left neglect-
ed, decaying matter, bodies
which lie long in warm and
damp air, animal and vege-
table tissues, etc.; in a some- * m
what looser sense, mustiness Moid {Pnicaumn
or incipient decay. Most of the j*Sr&H e

common molds belong to the ge- SiSlSdu?
' '

3820
tr. M. Mucedo forms small downy tufts of grayish-

form, grows on oily or greasy substances. The common blue
mold on decaying bread, cheese, etc., is PenidUium glau-
cum. See Mucor, Mucorini, PenidUium.

All moulds are inceptions of putrefaction, as the moulds
of pies and flesh, which moulds afterwards turn into
worms. Bacon, Nat. Hist, 339.

Black mold, a general name for certain hyphomycetous
fungi having dark-colored or carbonized mycelium, be-

mold-box

4. In terra-cotta worl;, the plaster forms used
in making terra-cotta architectural ornaments.
They are usually in a number of parts, and when the clay
is set sufficiently the mold is carefully taken apart. Sim-
ilar molds are used also for glass, pottery, and waxwork.
5. In stucco-work, a templet or former for shap-
ing cornices, centerpieces, etc. 6. In jiajier-

manufacture, a frame with a bottom of wire
netting which is filled with paper-pulp that in

draining away leaves a film of pulp which is

excrescent d, Prob. due in part to
ing, the pattern used in working out the frames

that caused by rust.

Upon the little brest, like christall bright,
She mote perceive a litle purple mold,
That like a rose her silken leaves did faire unfold.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 7.

mold3
, mould3

(mold), v. t. [< mold3
, .] To

stain, as with rust.

mold4
, mould4

(mold), . [< ME. mold, moold,
molde, with unorig. medial d, for "molle, < OF.
molle, moule, mole, mosle, modle, F. moulc = Sp.
Pg. molde, a mold, measure, < L. modulus, a mea-
sure, model: see modulus, model.'] 1. A form or

of wood for shaping and ornamenting pats of

butter, or a form of metal, earthenware, etc.,
for giving shape to jellies, blanc-mange, ices,
etc. 9. In cookery, a dish shaped in a mold:
as, a mold of jelly.
We had preserved plums to the mould of rice. Dickens.

10. In.anat.,aame&8fontanelle, 2. 11. Among
gold-beaters, a number of pieces of vellum or a
like substance, laid over one another, between
which the leaves of gold are laid for the final

beating Elastic mold. See etottc.-Gold-beaters'
mold. .See gold-beater.

model pattern of a particular shape, used in de- mold4
, mould4

(mold), v. t. [< OF. moller,molcr,
F. mauler = Sp. Pg. moldar, < L. modulari, mea-
sure; from the noun: see mold*, n.~] 1. To
form into a particular shape; shape; model;
fashion; cast in or as in a.mold; specifically,
to form articles of clay upon a whirling table
or potter's wheel, or in molds which open and
close like those employed in metal-easting.
Though he have been or seemed somewhat harsh here-

tofore, yet now you shall find he is new moulded.
Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 229.

If these two things be supposed, that a man set before
him honest and good ends, and again, that he be resolute,
constant, and true unto them, it will follow that he shall
mould himself into all virtue at once.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 300.

termining the shape of something in a molten,
plastic, or otherwise yielding state.

The mould of a man's fortune is in his own hands.

Bacon, Essays, Fortune.

New honours come upon him,
Like our strange garments, cleave not to their mould
But with the aid of use. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3. 145.

Made in his image ! Sweet and gracious si mis,
Dear to my heart by nature's fondest names,
Is not your memory still the precious mould
That lends its form to Him who hears my prayer?

0. W. Holmes, Love.

2. Form; shape; cast; character.

My sonne, if thou of suclie a molde
Art made, now tell me pleine thy shrift.

Gower, Conf. Amant., iv.
Did I request thee Maker, from my clay
To mould me man? Milton, P. L., x. 44.

French churches, both under others abroad and at home
in their own country, all cast according to that mould
which Calvin had made. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii. 2. In

ship-building, to give the required depth
The expectancy and rose of the fair state, and outline to, as ships' timbers. Dlamond-
The glass of fashion, and the mould of form. molded glass. See glass. Molded breadth the greatest

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 161. breadth of a ship, measured to the outside of the frame-
Men of mould timbers. Molded charcoal. See charcoal. Molded

Well embodied, well ensouled. glass, glass which is blown in a mold. The mold flu

Emerson, Monadnoc. around the melted glass held on the end of the pontil,

3. Specifically, in founding, the form into which
a fused metal is run to obtain a east. Molds for
metals and alloys having a low melting point, as lead,
type-metal, Britannia metal, etc., are made of iron or plas-
ter of Paris, and may be used many times. Molds for the
less fusible metals and alloys, as iron, brass, bell-metal,
etc., are made in sand or loam and are divided into three

stamped deeply on the end grain of the wood, this end
being then planed down to the bottom of the impression,
and soaked in water, when the compressed parts swell up
into high relief. Medallions and other decorative objects
were produced in this way In the seventeenth and eigh-
teentn centuries.

Levins.
oten meta is then moldahilitv tnovilHariilitiT I'mol r)n hil'i tit

poured in and finds itslevel. <&)CtooW,ormold8lntwo r? , ; /; J

)U
TT, V V l~i-* V'~

'

parts called the drag and the case (orcope), forming together l> oldaole : see -Dihty.] Capability of being
a two-part Jlask, one part being placed over the other, and molded.

classes : (a) Open molds, in which the pattern is impressed moldB
t, " An obsolete form of mole2 L

in the sand and withdrawn, and the molten metal is then molda hilitv mrmlria Viilitw (mn\ i\a hil'i
poured in and finds itslevel. (&)CJ<*emoW8,ormoldsintwo r? , ; /; J , r, VVn(

%%. <n
partscalledthedra0andthei<K(or<pe),foriningtogether L< moldaole : see -Dihty.] Capability of 1

a two-part Jlask, one part being placed over the other, and molded.
each being impressed with one half of the matrix or pat- moldable, mouldable (mol'da-bl), O. [< mold*
tern. Seeflask, 2. (c) Loam-moldn, or molds built up with 4. ;>/> 1 PoT>oWo nf V>oinr, mnl/lnri , tr.,,
a core of brickwork or other material, and covereS with )elng molcletl or termed.
founders' loam. As in the case of open molds, with close The differences of impressible and not impressible ; flg-
molds a pattern, usually of wood, is used, being impressed urable and not figurable ; mouldable and not nwuldable.
one half at a time in the two parts of the flask or molding- Bacon, Nat. Hist., 846.

box, which, when put together so as to correspond, form _..ij i , r-T-r< i

the mold. Loam-molds are used especially in making molflalet, n. [MK, also molde-ale, a funeral
large hollow castings, and do not require a pattern. These feast, < molde, earth (with ref . to burial), + ale,
molds are of every shape and size, from molds for kettles a drinking, a feast : see mold1 and ale. Cf^^^^%&'S '< W

7/'
Hence mulled ale : see,.] A

ers, and other delicate objects are formed by suspending 5^i teast ' Prompt, Pan'., p. 341.
the object in a box by means of wires and covering it with Moldavian (mol-da'vi-an), a. and n. [< Molda-- - - - - -

i _._in AI__ .._/___ J n \ I -i
" rt, K

plaster of Paris. When set the mold is heated until the
object is burned, and the ash is then blown out, leaving
the original shape in
the mold. Another
method is to fashion
the figure in wax,
bed it in plaster or

clay, and then melt
out the wax (tire

perdu). In making
plaster casts of parts
of the human body,
or of sculptors' mod-
els, the original mold
requires to be cut to
remove it from the

object, and the parts
are afterward fitted

together. Gelatin,
papier mache, and
sulphur are also
used for making
certain kinds of
molds. The type-
mold of type-found-
ers is of steel in two
pieces, making right
and left halves, on
the top of which,
when conjoined, the
matrix is attached.

Every body of type has its special mold, which can be used
for that body only, but the mold is made adjustable for
the varying widths of type.

via (see def.) + -an.]

Moldavia, a former principality of eastern

rope, now forming part of the'kingdom of

Details of Type-mold.
a, the two halves of the mold united but

without the matrix, showing the face of the
type H as formed in the mold

; b, one half
of themold; c, the other half of the mold,
showing the body of the letter H in position;
rf. the matrix relatively enlarged, showing
the face of the letter H.

I. a. Of or relating to

Eu-
Ru-

mania Moldavian balm, a blue-flowered labiate herb,
2>racocephalum Moldamca, cultivated in flower-gardens,
and of some culinary use. Moldavian Cloak, a long
outer garment worn by women about I860, having a cape
in front covering the arms and serving on each side as a
kind of sleeve.

II. H. A native or an inhabitant of Moldavia.
mold-board (mold'bprd), 11. 1. The curved
board or metal-plate in a plow, which turns over
the furrow. 2. InfowtMng. the board on which
the pattern for a mold is laid

;
a follow-board.

mold-box (mold'boks), n. A box used in cast-

ing steel under pressure for the manufacture
of guns, etc. As devised by Sir Joseph Whitworth,
this is a cylindrical box in which melted crucible steel
or Siemens-Martin process steel is subjected to a hydro-
static pressure of 6,000 pounds per square inch. Two
closely fitting hoops of steel of ample strength are fitted
on the interior with cast-iron lags having vertical channels
on the faces fitted to the hoops, and numerous channels
leading from the vertical channels to the interior of the
mold-box. The interior surfaces of the lags are lined with
refractory sand. A central core of cast-iron faced with re-

fractory sand, and provided with horizontal and vertical
channelslike the lags, is erected in the box, leaving an an-
nular space into which the metal is run. By means of a
hydraulic press an annular piston or plunger is driven
down upon the upper surface of the molten metal. The



mold-box

gases which \Miiil.l "Hi. ii,i- In- i-i-i.-iliii-il iii Hi. metal are
thus forced out, escaping thniiitth the channels: in the lags
ami the core.

mold-candle (mAld'kan'dl), . A Candle
formed iii a mold, as distinguished from u
dill/Mil ciinilli or ili/>. Kee

ili/i, ., 2.

mold-Cistern (mold
'
sis "

torn), n. In Huynr-
iim/.'iiii/: (ii) Tin- vat whidi receives tho drip-
pings from tlic sugar-loaves. (6) A tank in
which the molds arc washed after use. E. II.

linitfltt.

molder 1
, moulder 1 (mol'der), r. [A freq. form

of mol(ft, mould1.'] I. intrans. 1. To turn to
mold or dust by natural decay; waste away bv
a gradual separation of the component parti-
cles, especially without the presence of water;
crumble.
The ninth [means to induce and accelerate putrefactlou]

is by the interchange of heat and cold, or wet and dry; as
we see in the mouldering of earth in fronts and sunne.

Baton, Nat. Hist., f 887.

To Dust must all that Heav'n of Beauty come 1

And must 1'astora moulder in the Tomb !

Conyreve, Death of Queen Mary.
The braas and marble remain, yet the inscriptloni are

effaced by time, and t hi- imagery moulders away.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. \

2. To be diminished; waste away gradually.
If he had sat still tho enemy's army would have moul-

dered to nothing. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

II. trans. To turn to dust; crumble; waste.

These rocks [falling from mountain-tops] . . . when
their foundations have been mnuldmd with age.

Addison, Remarks on Italy.

molder't, moulder 1
! (mol'der), . [< molderi,

c.] Mold; clay.
Not that we are privy to the eternal! counsel of God, but

for that by sense of our ayrie bodies we have a more re-

lini-il faculty of foreseeing than men possibly can have
that are chained to such heavlo earthly moulder.

Xaihe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 85. (UalKwell. )

molder'-', moulder2 (mol'der), n. [< ME. *mot-

dere, moldare, mooldare, a former (kneader); <

MOM* + -er1 .] One who molds or forms into

shape; specifically, one who is employed in

making castings in a foundry.
I'nthinking, overbearing people, who . . . set up for re-

formers, and new moulder* of the constitution.

/.'/' Berkeley, Discourse to Magistrates.

More distinct style than even blank-verse, and quite as

plainly takes the stamp of its molder.
The Century. XXIX. 608.

Holders' clamp, flask,
etc. See clamp, etc.

moldery (mol der-i), a. [< molded + -y
1
.]

Of the nature of or like mold. 7,odo.
mold-facing (mold 'fa 'sing), n. In iron- and

brass-founding: (a) A thin coating of finely pul-
verized material dusted upon the inside faces
of molds, to insure smooth outside surfaces on
the castings. For iron, powdered charcoal and mill-

dust, and sometimes plumbago, are used, 1'or brass, pease-
meal, powdered soapBtone. rottenstone, graphite, and
chalk are variously employed, f J) A wash of plum-
bago and water laid on the faces of a mold by
gentle manipulation with a soft brush, and al-

lowed to dry before the cast is made.

moldiness, mouldiness (mol'di-nes), . [<

i>ildi/
1 + -ness. Cf. MOMMW.1 The state of

beingmoldy; moldy growth; minute fungi. See
mold'.

His few Greek books a rotten chest contain'd,
Whose covers much of mtnddinesg complain'd.

'"' tr. of Juvenal's Satires, III.
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names. In Roman architecture all curved moldings are
formed of portion* of circles, while In Greek archltec-

molding1
, moulding 1

(mol'ding), . [Verbal
n. of mold1

,
mould 1

, c.] The act of covering with
mold

; mold used to cover the roots of plants.
When the sprouts [of sugar-cane] are six or eight inches

high, it will be necessary to put a gang in to give them a

lik-nliful moldiiuj, in order to cover their roots and feed
their stems.

T. Itouyhley, Jamaica Planter's Guide (182^), i-. 886,

molding'-', moulding- (mol'ding), n. [Verbal n.

of moltl*, mould*, i J 1. The process of shaping
any plastic substance into a given form, as wax
into artistic figures, or clay into bricks.

For there was never man without our molding,
Without our stamp upon him, and our justice,
Left any thing three ages after him
Good, and hla own. Fletcher, Tauier Tamed, iii. 8.

2. Anything cast in a mold, or anything formed
as if by a mold. 3. In arch., a member of con-
st ruction ordecoration so treated as to introduce-
varieties of outline or contour in edges or sur-

faces, whether on projections or in cavities, such
as on cornices, string-courses, bases, door- or

window-jambs, lintels, etc. In classical architecture

moldings are divided into three classes: the riyht-lin?<l,
as the fillet, tu-nia. listel, regnla ; the curved, as the astra-

gal or bead, the torus, the cavetto, the quarter-round,
ovolo, and echinus ; and tin- <-"//I/'N.S-I/,>, as the ogee, talon, or

cyma reversa, the cynia recta or doucine, and the wotia ur

trocliUob, all of which are known by many synonymous

molding-frame (mul'ding-fram). n. In foumi-

turr they are for the most part fonned of some conic sec- '."'':
' '"

"-"'I'.
1 '-' ''X **** 9bJet>t is UI'I" '

ti.. ii, ..f which the curve, In good work, Is always of ,-v '" loam-molding. /.. //. Knight.
treme reflneiuent. All these moldings are frequently en molding-hole (mol'ding-hol), n. In founding,

an eM'itvatiini in the foundry-floor in which
I'd^tinu- "t lame M/e are made,
molding-loam (mol'ding-loin). . A mixture
of clay and sand employed In founders in con-
stnietin^ molds for loam-molding,
molding-machine (inol'ding-ma-shen'). n. 1.

Iii iriHid-icorl;in</, one of a clam of high-speed
power-machines for planing. rveesMng. -nap-
in^, molding, profiling, and paneling wood.
Such machines occupy In wood working much the same
position as the lullliug-machliie In metal-work, u both
operate by means of revolving cutters. In moldlng-ma-
chlnea all the work Is performed by revolving cutter-heads
Im ing variously shaped knives. These cutters are used
Hiinly. as In some panel-machines, and project through
the table on which the work Is laid, or they are arranged
In gangs and aeries so that the wood In pasting through
the machine Is exposed successively to all the cutters. By
this gang-system of cutters It ls poMlble to cut molding!
and edgings of the most complicated pattern. One form
of the machine has the cutters Iwtwern the cotter-arbor

bearings, and is known at a matehing-machine or tnxxf-

planimj machine, or an inside-molding machine. In an-
other form the cutters project up through the table and
are arranged to work upon the Inside edges of molding*.
Tlus type Is known u the edge-molding machine. Some-
times called earring machine, cariety-planer, or relief-

paneliny machine.

2. A machine for making molding from an ar-

tificial composition. The material ls forced from a
hopper by a compressor, Is carried by an apron beneath
a die-wheel, and alter being shaped by this it Is delivered
on a table.

3. In nheft-metal working, a rolling-machine
with shaped rollers of which one is the coun-

terpart of the other, for molding sheet-metal
into shape for cornices, balusters, etc. 4. In

founding: (a) A machine for making loam-
molds in flasks from small patterns carried by
the machine. (6) A gear-molding machine.
Gear-molding machine, an apparatus for molding large
gear-wheels from a pattern of a small section of the gear,
as of two teeth and the interdental space. Stone-mold-
ing machine, a machine for working stone moldings.
It resembles one form of stone-saw, but differs from It in

having the frame which carries the revolving grinder ad-

justable, by means of a screw beneath, to the thickness of
the slab. The grinder is kept constantly supplied with
moist sand. surface-molding machine, u form of

molding-machine with double-edged cutters and a rapid
reverse motion. It is used to cut scrolls and plain or
molded designs on the surface of solid wood, to rout such
work as ends of pews and stairs, to form grooves for In-

laid work, to make tracings for carving, etc.

molding-mill ( mol 'ding-mil), n. A sawmill
or shaping-mill for timber.

molding-plane (mol'ding-plan), n. In joinery,
a plane used in forming moldings; a match-
plane. Such planes have various patterns or convex and
concave soles for making the dill emit parts of moldings,
as hollows and rounds.

molding-plow (mol'ding-plou), . A plow with
two mold-boards to throw the soil to both sides
at once; a ridging-plow. It is used in forming
ridges, in hilling potatoes, etc.

molding-sand (moVding-sand), N. A mixture
of sand and loam of which molds for use in u

foundry are made.

molding-saw (mol'ding-sa), H. A circular saw
or combination of circular saws for cutting out
blocks approximating to the shapes of orna-
mental moldings. The molding is finished by
cutters formed to the exact curve.

molding-table (mol'ding- ta'bl), . A table
on which a potter molds his ware. It hasatmg
or trough in which the workman moistens his hands, and
:i block-and-stock board on which he places the tile-mold.
There are also four pegs driven into the table at the cor-

nersof the block-and-stock board, to sustain the mold and
regulate the thickness of the tile.

mold-loft (mold'16ft), n. A large room in a

ship-building yard in which the several parts of

a snip are drawn out in their proper dimen-
sions from the construction drawings. Also
called modeling-loft.

[The] various problems [of laying off) are solved upon
the floor of a building known as the Mould Loft, where
the drawings furnished by the designer are transferred In

chalk lines In full size, and then by the aid of geometry,
and in the manner discussed in the following pages, the

draughtsman determines and draws in the shapes of the
various component* of the frame. Moulds are made to

the lines, ana with these moulds and other data furnished

by the draughtsman the workmen are enabled to trim
the timbers, or Iwnd the angle-Irons, and place such
marks upon them as shall leave nothing but the putting
together and fastening them in their places in order to

construct the frame of the ship.
Tlvarle. Naval Architecture, 1 1.

moldmeatt, . [OSc. mouldmfte ; <
meat1

. Cf. moldale.] A funeral feast.

moldnesst, monldnesst, . [MK.
< mold2

, .,
+ -nets.'] Moldiiiess. Cath. Aug.,

p. 244.

Sections of Medieval Molding*.

i, Norman style i a, Early English style ; 3. Decorated style ;

4, Perpendicular style.

riched by earring. In the architecture of the middle ages
there is very great diversity In the form and arrangement
of the moldings. In the Norman style they consist almost

entirely of rounds and hollows, variously combined with

splays and fillets, a striking peculiarity of this style being
the recurrence of moldings broken into zigzag lines. In
the succeeding English style, the early Pointed, the mold-

Ings are much lighter and more boldly cut. In the Deco-
rated style of the fourteenth century there is Mill greater

diversity, and this period is further characterized by the
Introduction of the roll-maiding, and another termed the

leave-molding. In the Perpendicular style large and often
shallow hollows prevail, and the moldings are in genera] of

natter profile ana less effective than those of earlier perl
ods. The moldings of medieval architecture are very com-
monly sculptured with surface-ornament beautiful In de-

sign and elaliorate In workmanship. See cuts under doff-

tooth, double-cone, eijij, indented, keel'inolding, lozenge, fret*,
3. Belt-molding, a molding passing entirely around the
interior of a passenger-car, directly above the windows.
Car-Builder't Diet. Dovetail-molding. See dovetail.

Embattled molding. Sue rmlmiiled. Nail-headed
molding. See nail-headed. Nebuly molding, in arch.,
a molding in Komanesque architecture the edge of which

Nebuly Molding. Southwell Minster, England.

forms an undulating or waved line : introduced in corbel-
tables and archfvolts. Raking molding, a molding in-

clined from the horizontal or vertical, as that which often
follows the line of a staircase, the rail of an ascending
balustrade, etc.

molding-bed (mol'ding-bed), n. Amacbiuefor
working rectilinear moldings in marble. A trav-

eling frame carries revolving grinders, and Is adjustable
vertically by a screw to the height required by the thick-
ness of the marble. The grinders are solid cylinders of

cast-iron, and are counterparts of the required moldings.

molding-board (mordiug-bord), H. Same as
ninld-lioiird.

molding-box (mol'ding-boks), . In fouudry-
irorl; a molding-flask.
molding-crane (mording-kran), n. A crane

adapted for use in a foundry in handling molds
and flasks ; a foundry-crane.
molding-cutter (mol'ding-kut'er), n. A tool

working on the
principle

of the plane-iron or

cutter of a hand-plane, the edge of which is

formed by a bevel on one side of the tool. The
edges of molding-cutters are formed to correspond with
the outline of the cross-sections of the moldings to be cut,
each cutter being adapted to only one pattern of molding.
Thus, to cut a molding of semicircular cross-section, the

edge of the cutter must be a semicircle of the exact size
of the molding. Such moldings were formerly cut by
hand-plaiting, but this is now almost entirely superseded
by power-planing machines with rotary cutters.

molding-file (mol'ding-fil), . A file with a
concave face used for finishingmolded surfaces.

molding-flask (mol'ding-flask), . 1. Same
as Jlask, 2. 2. In dentixlry. a jointed recepta-
cle in three parts, in which the vulcanite model
and plaster mold are secured in making den-
tures ready for the muffle. E. H. Knight.



mold-stone

mold-Stone (mold'ston), n. The jamb-stone of

a door or window.
mold-turner (mold'ter''ner), . A maker of

metal frames or shapes. Siannoiidx.

moldwarp, mouldwarp (mold' warp), n. [Also

molewarp; cf. dial, molwart, moodiewart, moudie-

icttrt, etc.; < ME. molilwarp, moldwerp, molde-

irttrp, moldewerp, nioleirarpe, molwarpe (= MD.
molirorp, mulworji, molieorm, D. molworp =
MLG. molworm, LG. mulworp, mohvorm= OHG.
iiiol f it-erf, HiHllirtirf, moltwerfc, m-uuterf, MHG.
moltwerf, moltwerfe, mttlwerf, mitltcelf, murwerf,
G. maulwurf = leel. moldvarpa = Sw. mullvad
= Dan. muldvarp), < AS. moMe, the earth, dust,
+ weorpau, throw: see moldi and warp. Cf.

mole2
.']

The mole, Talpa europcea. See mole2 .

[Now only prov. Eng.]
Ffor moldewarpes cattes is to kepe,
To ligge in waite to touche with her cle.

Palladius, Husbondde (E. E. T. S.), p. 109.

In this, as Olendour persuaded them, they thought they
should accomplish a Prophecy ; as tho' King Henry were
the Mmtldwarp cursed of Ood's own Mouth.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 161.

moldy 1
, mouldy1

(mol'di), a. [< mold? + -y*,

taking the place of the p. a. mold2
,
mould2

,
and

of the ME. mowly, < moulen, mold : see mold?,
mould2

.'] Overgrown or filled with mold; mil-

dewed; musty; fusty; decaying; stale.

As the kynge sate at mete, all the brede waxe anone

mowly and hoor, yt no man myght ete of it

Golden Legend, fol. 65.

Ulysses and old Nestor, whose wit was mouldy ere your
grandsires had nails on their toes.

Shak., T. and C, ill. 115.

There was not
So coy a beauty in the town but would,
For half a mouldy biscuit, sell herself

To a poor bisognion.
Hassinger, Maid of Honour, iv. 1.

moldy2
, mouldy2

(mol'di), .
; pi. moldies, moul-

dies (-diz). [See moldwarp, mole2 ."]
A mole-

catcher. [Prov. Eng.]
moldy-hill, mouldy-hill (mol'di-hil), n. [Also
dial, moaclie-liill ; < moldy2 , mouldy2 ,

+ hill1
.']

A mole-hill. [Prov. Eng.]
He has pitch'd his sword in a moodie-hill,
And he has leap'd twenty lang feet and three.

Ortfrne and Bewick (Child's Ballads, III. 84).

moldy-rat, mouldy-rat (mol'di-rat), n. A
mole. [Prov. Eng.]
mole1

(mol), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) mail (in this

form mixed with mail 1
,
ult. < L. macula, a spot),

also by some confusion maul, moil; < ME. mole,

mool, < AS. mdl, mail, a spot, = OHG. MHG.
meil, OHG. also meila, mcild, MHG. meile =
Goth, mail, a spot, perhaps orig. *malial = L.

macula, a spot ;
whence macula, mantle, made,

mackle, mail1
. A diff. word from AS. mail =

MD. mael, D. modi = OHG. MHG. mdl, G. mal,
a mark, a point of time, time, = Goth, mel, a

point of time: see meal2 . Hence, by corrup-

tion, mold3 ,
mould3.'] 1. A spot; a stain, as on

a garment.
" Bi Criste," quod Conscience tho,

" thi best cote, Haukyn,
Hath many moles and spottes ;

it moste ben ywashe."
Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 31.

One yron mole defaceth the whole peece of lawne.

Lyly, Euphues, Auat. of Wit, p. 39.

Specifically 2. A small permanent abnormal

spot on the surface of the human body, usually
of a dark color and slightly elevated, and often

hairy; a pigmentary nsevus; also, a vascular
nrevus. See naivus.

On her left breast
A mole cinque-spotted, like the crimson drops
I' the bottom of a cowslip.

Skak., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 38.

Upon laying together all particulars, and examining the
several males and marks by which the mother used to de-
scribe the child when he was first missing, the boy proved
to be the son of the merchant. Addimn, Spectator, No. 130.

mole1
! (mol), f. t. [< ME. molen; < mole1

, n."]

To spot or stain.

He had a cote of Crystendome as holykirke bileueth,
Ac it was moled in many places with many sondri plottes.
Of Pruyde here a plotte, and there a plotte of vnboxome

speche. Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 275.

mole2
(mol), n. [Early mod. E. also mool,

moule, mowle, mold, < ME. mol, molde, molle

(= D. mol = MLG. mol, mul), appar. an abbr.
of orig. molewarp, prop, moldwarp. Such ab-
breviation so early as in the ME. period is not

satisfactorily explained.] 1. An insectivo-
rous mammal of the family Talpidw (which see
for technical characters). There are at least 7 gen-
era of moles, of which Talpa, Moyera, Parascaptw, and
Scaptochirus are confined to the Old World, and Condy-
lura, Scalvps, and Scapanus to America. The several spe-
cies are much alike in general appearance and habits, all

living under ground, where they burrow with wonder-
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fill facility, and construct galleries often of great extent

and complexity. They are stout thick-set animals, usually
6 or 8 inches long, with very small or rudimentary eyes
and ears, sharp snout, no visible neck, strong and high-

ly fossorial fore feet, and short tail. They feed chiefly upon
earthworms. The best-known is the common mole of

Europe, Talpa europeea. The Japanese mole is Moyera
wogura. All the American moles differ decidedly from
those of Europe and Asia ; they are called shrew-moles, and
the commonest is Scalops aquaticus, of wide distribution

in the United States. The American moles of the genus
Scapanus are nearest those of the Old World. There are

two of these, the hairy-tailed or Brewer's (S. americanus or

brewerf) and S. toumsendi; the latter is confined to west-

ern portions of the continent. The star-nosed mole of

North America is Condylura cristate. See cuts under Talpa,
Scalops, and Condylura.

The molde, and other suche as diggeth lowe,
Anoie hem not, in harde lande yf thai growe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 108.

When in the darkness over me
The four-handed mole shall scrape.

Tennyson, To . (Poems omitted after 1833.)

2. A kind of plow or other implement drawn or

driven through the subsoil in making drains
;
a

mole-plow Cape mole, (a) The chrysochlore or gold-
en mole of South Africa, Chrysochloris aureus. (t) The
rodent bathyergue or mole-rat of South Africa, Bathyergus
maritimus. Golden mole. Same as Cape mole (al

Oregon mole, a large mole, Scapanus tmnnsendi, inhabit-

ing the Pacific States.

mole2
(mdl), v.; pret. and pp. moled, ppr. mol-

ing. [<mole2,n.'] I. trans. 1. To clear of mole-
hills. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To burrow or form
holes in, as a mole : as, to mole the earth.

II. intraiis. To destroy moles. [Prov. Eng.]
mole3 (mol), n. [< F. mole (> Buss, mola) = Sp.

mole, muelU = Pg. molhe = It. mole, niolo (> G.

molo), < L. moles, a great mass, a massive struc-

ture, esp. of stone, a pier, dam, mole, pile, hence
a burden, difficulty, effort, labor. Hence ult.

amolish, demolish, emolument, molecule, molest,

etc.] 1. A mound or massive work, formed

largelyof stone, inclosing a harboror anchorage,
to protect it from the violence of the waves.
The foundations of Nero's port are still to be seen. It

was altogether artificial, and composed of huge moles run-

ning round it, in a kind of circular figure, except where
the ships were to enter.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. BohnX I. 455.

Bid the broad arch the dangerous flood contain,
The mole projected break the roaring main.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 200.

2. A form of ancient Roman mausoleum, con-

sisting of a round tower on a square base, in-

sulated, encompassed with columns, and cov-
ered with a dome. [Bare.]
mole4

(mol), n. [< F. mdle = Sp. Pg. It. mola,
< L. mola (= Gr. pi'hr/), a false uterine forma-

tion, a particular use of mola, a millstone : see

mill^.] A somewhat shapeless, compact fleshy
mass occurring in the uterus, either due to the
retention and continued life of the whole or

a part of the fetal envelops after the death
of the fetus (a maternal or true mole), or being
some other body liable to be mistaken for this,
as the membrane in membranous dysmenor-
rhea, or perhaps a polypus (a false mole).
Cystic, hydatid, or vesicular mole, a true mole com-
posed largely of myxomatous growths originating in the
chorionic villi.

mole5 (mol), n. [< L. mola (= Gr. jiv'/.rj), spelt

coarsely ground and mixed with salt (mola

salsa); ct.mola, a millstone: seewwH1
.] Coarse

meal mixed with salt, in ancient times used in

sacrifices.

She with the mole all in her haudes devout
Stode neare the aulter. Surrey, .Km-id, tv.

Crumble the sacred mole of salt and corn,
Next in the fire the -bags with brimstone burn.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Pastorals, viii.

molee
t,

'' '. [A ME. var. of mele3.~\ To speak.
This valyant bierne

Moles to hir mildly with fulle meke wordes.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3057.

mole-bat (mol'bat), n. See mole-but.

mole-boutt, n. Same as mole-but.

Bota, a fish that grunteth, called a Mole-bout.
Fiona (1598).

mole-but (mol'but), n. The short sunfish, a typ-
ical species of Molidw, technically called Mola

mola, M. rotunda, or OrtJiagoriscus mola. Also
mole-bat. See cut at Mold.
mole-cast (mol'kast), . A mole-hill.

mole-catcher (m61'kach"er), n. One whose
business is to catch moles.

mole-cricket (mol'krik
//

et), n. A fossorial

orthopterous insect of the genus Gryllotalpa :

so called from its habit of burrowing in the

ground like a mole by means of its large and

peculiarly shaped fore legs. There are upward of 20

species.found in various partsof theworld; that common in

Europe is G. vulgaris, about 1J inches long, and of a brown
color. It constructs extensive subterranean galleries, cut-

ting through the roots of the plants encountered, and thus

molecule

Mole-cricket (Gryllotalfa borealis).

a, adult, somewhat enlarged ; f>, anterior tarsus or fore foot, greatly
enlarged.

doing much damage in gardens. Also called fen-cricket,

fan-cricket, and sometimes earth-crab.

molecular (mo-lek'u-lar), a. [=F.'iH<il<Tiil<iii-r
= Sp. Pg. molecular, ( NL. *moleeul</ris, < Mil-

lennia, a molecule: see molecule.'] 1. Relating
to molecules

; consisting of molecules : as, mo-
lecular structure.
The general principle of molecular science . . . finds

numerous examples both in inorganic chemistry and in

biology. G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 549.

2. Acting in or by means of the molecules or

ultimate physical elements of a substance.

Compare molar2 .

Our thoughts are the expression of molecular changes in

that matter of life which is the source of our other vital

phenomena. Huxley, Physical Basis of Life.

The molecular movements within animals of the sim-

plest class are the digestion of food and the elaboration of

the materials of reproduction.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 231.

Atomic or molecular heats of bodies. See atomic.

Molecular attraction, that species of attraction which

operates upon the molecules or particles of a body, as dis-

tinguished from the attraction of gravitation. Cohesion
and chemical affinity are instances of molecular attraction.

Molecular force. See/wcci. Molecular weights.
See weight.

molecularity (mo-lek-u-lar'i-ti), n. [< molecu-
lar + -ity. ] The condition or character of be-

ing molecular.

molecularium (mo-lek-u-la'ri-um), n. [NL. : see
molecular.

,~\
An apparatus invented by Berliner

for illustrating a number of electrical phenom-
ena on the theory of molecular vibration.

molecularly (mo-lek'u-lar-li), adv. As regards
molecules.
The expansion and contraction of the protoplasm give

motion to the prearranged and molecularly unyielding
levers of the animal engine. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 567.

molecule (mol'e-kul), n. [< F. molecule = Sp.
molieula = Pg. molecula = It. molecula, mole-

cola, < NL. molecula, a molecule, dim. of L.

moles, a mass: see mole^.] 1. The smallest
mass of any substance which is capable of ex-

isting in a separate form that is, the smallest

part into which the substance can be divided
without destroying its chemical character

(identity). All the physical changes of a body, as
the dissolving of sugar in water, the melting of lead, the

change of water into steam, the magnetization of steel,
and so on, are phenomena which take place without the
loss of identity of the substance itself, and which con-
cern the relations of the molecules among themselves.
Hence the molecule is taken as the physical unit. A ho-

mogeneous body is regarded as made up of similar mole-

cules, whose relations determine its physical qualities,
and particularly its physical state as a gas, liquid, or
solid. A gas, according to the kinetic theory of gases,
is composed of molecules darting about in paths which
are very nearly rectilinear through the greater part of
their lengths. Liquids are supposed to be composed
of molecules which wander about, but have not nearly
rectilinear paths; while solids are believed to be com-
posed of molecules bound together by cohesion and mov-
ing in quasi-orbital paths. A molecule of any substance
is conceived as made up of one or more atoms, whose
relations to each other are considered in chemistry. (.See

atom.) The exact nature of the molecules is still largely
a matter of hypothesis, but as regards their size Sir Wil-
liam Thomson has reached a quasi-definite conclusion as
follows: "Ifadropof water were magnified to the ,-i/e of
the earth, the molecules or granules would each occupy
spaces greater than those filled by small shot and smaller
than those occupied by cricket-balls."

A molecule may consist of several distinct portions of
matter held together by chemical bonds. ... So long as
the different portions do not part company, but travel to-

gether in the excursions made by the molecule, our theory
calls the whole connected mass a single molecule.

Clerk Maxwttt, Heat, p. 286.

The molecule of any substance is, by some chemists, de-
fined as being the smallest portion of that substance to
which can be attributed all the chemical properties of the
substance

; by others, as the smallest portion which, so long
as thesulistance is clieniicully unchanged, keeps together
without complete separation of its parts.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. H



molecule

\\ , have, I believe, what we mav almost call a new . hem

Istry, Home day to I,- r< \, .,1, d l.i ll. by mean.- "I photo-

irrai'hic records of tile behaviour of uuileculet.

./ .V Lockytr, sped. Anal., p. 109.

Hence 2. A vi-r.\ small particle or bit of

sonietliing; a particle; an atom. [Colloq.]

3. \iiiiriii /Ii., the tread or cicatriciila of a IV.-un-

dated ovum. [K'ai-e. | Constituent molecule, a

nuileeiile wbi. I, i< united with others unlike itaelf, as some

of the ingredient^ of a netwoMMMU liudy. Integrant

molecule s ,-.- intfifmit.-- Organic molecules, bodies

capable of neither generation nor comiption. which were

BllppoHedhy Illllt'oll t" account t< tlie pi , .pcrtics of living

mole-eyedOn'oi'id)', </. 1. Having very small

eyes, like a mole's; having imperfect sight;

purblind.
But this mule-eyed, dragon-tailed abomination (a croco-

dile] . . . waintterh loathsome.
G. W. Curtis, Nile Notes of a Ilowadjl, p. 75.

II,. nee 2. Figuratively, short-sighted ; taking
a narrow view of things: as, mn/i-i i/i'il parsi-

mole-heapt, Same as mole-hill. Minslicu.

mole-hill (mol'hil), n. A little hill, hillock,

mound, or ridge of earth thrown up by moles

in burrowing underground. When moles are work-

ing near the surface in search of food, the hills become

tortuous ridges which may be traced sometimes for many
yards with little or no interruption.

A devil of pride

Ranges in airy thoughts to catch a star,

Whiles ye grasp mole-hills. Ford, Fancies, i. 3.

The glass through which an envious eye doth gaze
< an easly make &mnle-hill mountain seem.

P. Fletcher, Upon his Brother's Book, Christ's Victory.

To make a mountain of (or out of) a mole-hill, to

magnify an insignificant matter.

mole-Hole (mol'hol), x. The burrow of a mole.

molendinaceous (mo-len-di-na'shius), a. [<

LL. molendiintm, a mill-house (< L. molendug, ge-

rundive of molere, grind : see mi/U), + -aceou*.]

Like a windmill ; resembling the sails of awind-

mill: applied to fruits or seeds which have

many wings. [Rare.]
molendinarious (mo-len-di-na'n-us), a. [<. LiLi.

mult ii(/iii(ir/it.-< : see molendinary.] Same as

9998
ion in the rnited MUtes and Canada. See cut

nnd.r lllarina.

2. Any American mole; a shrew-mole. All tin

\meiiean TaMda(svanSealaft,8eafainu, and '

lura) dittcr from tin < 'Id U orlil moles, and somewhat ap-

proach shrews in character. The name is also applied to

yeurotrichus yibbti, which is of -a different family (Son-

citlce).

moleskin < mol'skin), n. and . I. n. 1. The
skin of a mole. 2. A kind of fustian, donble-

t willed and extra strong, and cropped before

dyeing. Compare bearerteeu, 2.

"II. a. Made of or resembling moleskin: as, a

iHfilrsl.-iH vest; a moleskin purse.

mole-spade (mol'spad), n. A spade or spud
used in prodding for moles, or in setting traps

for them.
Poore Menaphon neither asked his swaynes for his

sheepe, nor tooke his mole-qwtc on his necke to see his

pastures. Green*, Menaphon, p. 33.

molest (mo-lest'). ti. t. [< ME. molesten, < OK.

iiKilrxtri; ]'. iii(ilester= Si>.Pg.molentar = H.mo-

lestare, < L. molestare, trouble, annoy, molest,
"' '

), troublesome, < moles, a burden, diffi-

But how this cas do... ..~..-~ . .

That may none erthly mannes tonge seyi.
Chaucer, Trollus, IT. 880.

My Father was afterwards most unjustly and spitefully

molested by yt Jeering Judge Kichardson, for repreevmg
the execution of a woman. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 3, 1633.

The moping Owl does to the Moon complain

molla

by cotnaoondlng iutenipin ;
. ,,<bm at least 4

..
i

-
.

i

.' .
i i' md n i.-i .ml, Hi. past rial

surfaces of the neural anil i, ihe last complete

(typical l> i'i ,lj ...nlsiniseveralflsliea

of remarkable ..pp- liody ends behind 10 ab-

ruptly that It seems as If cut off. The best-known. Mala

rotunda, attains great slxe, sometimes weighing NDcMOO
pounds; It Is best known b> n -/.. i'tb- '

species, belonging to two dirk-rent genera, are smaller

The family Is also named OrU<i</orucuto,aud Is synonymous
wttbUwwUmfl) tVpAoKiur. See cut under JTote. t

Molieresque (mo-lvai--.sk' i. . l< .\llrc (e
def.) + -esque.] I'ertiiining to or resembling
M'llicre (Jean Baptist e I'ni|in-liii, called M..-

liere, U'rJ'J-7:;,). the greatest comic writer of

France, or his plays.

Crispin and Turcaret are unquestionably
HolU-reimu,

tin, null they are perhaps more original in their following

bun any other plays that can be named.

Kncyc. Brit, XIV. 47S.

molimen inm-H'men), w. [< L. ninliim-n, great

effort, < uioliri, toil,< moles,* bunlen. iliflieulty:

le //.".] Great effort or endeavor; specifi-

cally, in physiol., extraordinary effort made in

the performance of any function: as, the men-
strual IIHllillllli.

effort or endeavor. 2f. Of grave import ;
mo-

mentous.
Prophesies of so vast and moKminoul concernment to

the world. Dr. II. More, MysUryof Godliness, p. S81.

moliminously (mo-lim'i-nus-li), adr. In a mo-
limiiious or laborious and unwieldy manner.

.1 ...

[Rare 1

molendinary (mo-len'di-na-ri), a. [< LL. mo-

lendiiianu.t, < rn'otcitdiiium, a mill-house: see

molendinaceous.] Relating to a mill ; acting as

a miller. [In the quotation the word is inten-

tionally pedantic.]
Dismount, then, O lovely Mollnara, unless thou wouldst

rather that 1 should transport thee on horseback to the

house of thy tnoleiidiiutry father. Scott, Monastery, xxlx.

mole-plant (mol'plant), . Same as mole-tree.

mole-plow (mol'plou), n. A plow having a

pointed iron shoe secured to the end of a stan-

dard, used in making a deep drain for water.

mole-rat (mol'rat), . 1. A inyomorphic ro-

dent quadruped of the family Spalacida; (which
see for technical characters): so called from

its resemblance to a mole in appearance and

habits. The mole-rats are stout-bodied rodents, with

short strong limbs (of which the fore ones are fossorial),

short or rudimentary tail, and minute or rudimentary eyes

molestt (mo-lest'), n. [< molest, v. Cf. molestie.']

Trouble.

Thus clogg'd with love, with passions, and with grief,

1 saw the country life had least molest.

Qreene Song of a Country Swain, in The Mourning
(Garment.

molestation (mol-es- or mo-les-ta'shon), n. [=
F. molestation, < ML. *molestatio(n-), < L. mo-

lestare, trouble: see molest, .] 1. The act of

molesting. 2. The state of being molested;

annoyance ;
vexatious interference.

The knight and his companion, having reached the cas-

tle, now passed the bridge, and entered the gate without

Hook, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Kurioso, xiv., note 8.

3. In Scots law, the troubling or harassing of

one in the possession of his lands. An action of

molestation arises chiefly in questions
j>f

commonty orof

lyfhliut.

and ears They live under ground and burrow very ex-

tensivflv Ml f'l"K ' the- Old World. The best-known

species is Spalax t<u>hlu* of Europe and Asia. Others are

Indian .ind Af rlrin. of the genera lletrnxephalus and BM-
vnmi*. Th. l.iithyergues are mole-rats of the subfamily

Mhwytaa, Inhabiting Africa, as the strand mole-rat,

ISathyertjw maritimm, and species of the genera Hclto-

pAoftlM and (jeuri/chvs.

2. A fossorial marine rodent of the family Mtt-

ridir :ind subfamily Xi/'/inriiia'. It resembles the

preceding supei ftcially and in habits to some extent. These

mole-nit.- an- confined to the patemttc reu-ion. where they

are represented b> the L-enera Ni'/i/i/n'iin and bll/iinus. Ihe

ZOkor, S. Onoia^tl the liest-known.

3. The Australian duck-mole or duck-billed

platypus. (>niilli<>r/iii>i<'/i>ix iniruilnxus.

mole-Shrew (inol'shro), n. 1. An American
short-tailed shrew, of the family SorMOU UM
genii^ Illni-niii. sdiiiewhat i-eseiiibling a small

mole. B. brecicauda is the largest and best-known spe-

molestation arises eiiieuj ui umjonwno v .^......^...j ~.

controverted marches or land-boundaries. = Syn. 1. ee

molester (mo-les'ter), n. One who molests,

disturbs, or annoys.
Surely to every good and peaceable man It must In na-

ture needs be a hateful thing to be the displeaser and wo-

letter of thousands. Miltan, Church-Government, ii., Pref.

molestful (mo-lest'ful), a. [< molest + -ful.~]

Troublesome; annoying; harassing.

But that [pride] which breaketh out to the disturbance

and vexation of others is hated as molest/all and mischii

vous. Barrow, Works, I. xxil.

molestiet, [ME., < OF. molestie = 8p. Pg. It.

molestia, < L. molestia, troublesomeness, trou-

ble, < molestus, troublesome: see molest, .]

Trouble; distress.

In this manere he ne geteth hym nat sufflsaunce that

power forleteth and that motet* [var. moUstie] prikketh.
Chaucer, Boethlus, ill. prose 9.

molestious (mo-les'chus), a. [< molestie +
-o.s.] Troublesome; annoying.
molett ". A Middle English form of mulleft.

mole-track (rnol'trak), n. The track or course

of a mole under ground.
mole-tree (mol'tre), n. A biennial plant, caper-

spurge (Euphorbia Lathyris), considered effica-

cious in clearing land of moles. Its seeds have

been used as a cathartic. Also mole-plant.

molette (mo-lef), [OF.: see mullets.'] In

her., same as mulleft.

molewarp, " See moldtcarp.

moley, n. See motif
1

.

moleynet, . A Middle English form of mulli n.

moli (mo'li), n. [Native name.] A small tree.

lii-in-iriin MMfHMfta, growing in elevated re-

gions in the Somali country, Africa. It yields a

sort of dragon's-blood, said not to be exported, yet resei

bling, if not identical with, that known as drop dra

blood, attributed to Dracama Omoet of the Island of Socotra.

A resin of acidulous flavor obtained from the tnoft tree

(Dracwna Schizantha). Sci. Amer., N. S., IA . 8*

Molidse (mol'i-de), w. pi. [NL., < .tfoto + -id<r.]

A family of gvmnodont plectognath fishes, of

the superfamily tfolotdta ; the suufishes. head-

fishes, mole-buts. or moloiils. They have a com-

1 -obloiiK body, longer than high, and a jxisterinr inar-

as the family Molida?.

moline (mo'lin), w. and n. [< LL.

moliitus, pertaining to a mill,

molina, a mill, < L. mola, mill-

stone, mill: see mill1 .'] I. w.

The crossed iron sunk in the

center of the upper millstone,
for receiving the spindle fixed in

the lower stone : a mill-rynd.
II. a. In her., resembling a moline cross

moline. See crowi .

Molinia (mo-lin'i-a), n. [NL. (Schrank, 1789),

named after J. Molina, a writer upon Chilian

plants and animals.] A genus of grasses of

the tribe t'tstuceic and the subtribe Eragrostta',

characterized by an elongated narrow panicle,
small spikelets with from two to four flowers,

and awnless glumes, the empty ones being

slightly smaller than the flowering ones. There

Is but a single species, M. comilea, found throughout

Europe, and variously named Ww or purple mrlie-yrat*,

purple moor grass, and Indian yrass. 1 1 Is a rather coarse

stiff perennial, often three feet high, having narrow flat

leaves, which are chiefly radical and form large tufts.

It is common in woods, on moors, and In wet heathy

places, but is of little agricultural value.

Molinism (mo'li-nizm), n. [< Molina (see def.)

+ -ism.'] The doctrine, propounded in 1588 by
Luis Molina, a celebrated Spanish Jesuit, that

the efficacy of divine grace depends simply on

the will which accepts it that grace is a

free gift to all, but that the consent of the will

is requisite in order that grace may be effica-

cious.

Molinist1 (mo'li-nist), w. [< Molina (see Moli-

iiism) + -ist.] One who holds the opinions of

Molina in respect to grace, free will, and pre-

destination. See Moliiiism.

Molinist- (mo'li-nist), . [< Motinos (see def.)

+ -i<.] A quietist, or follower of Miguel de

Molinos (1627-96), who taught the direct rela-

tionship between the soul and God.

molitnre (mol'i-tur), n. [< ML. molifura, a

grinding, < L. molcri; grind: see mi'Jil. Cf. mul-

ture.'] A fee paid in kind for the use of a mill;

multure. Danes.
This [the Bishop of Koine's) claim of nnlTeraal power

and authority doth bring more moKtme to their mill.

Abp. Bramhall, Works, II. 159.

Moll 1 (mol), H. [Also Mull, Mai (also dim. Mol-

hj. Mullir) ;
a reduced form of Mary. It occurs

with dim. -kin in malkiu, mirA'i.] 1. A famil-

iar form of the feminine name Mary. 2. [/. c .]

A female companion not bound by ties of mar-

riage, but often a life-mate: a word in common
use among navvies, costennongersand the like.

| Eng. 1 Moll Thompson's brand, M. T. (t e. empty) :

applied to an empty jug. decanter, bottle, or other Tea-

sel for liquor. (Collon. and Jocular.] .

moll2 (mol), a. [< L. ////*, uent. mHi; soft.)

In music, minor: as. C moll, or C minor.

Ua mollah (niol'in. . [Also moolah, mool-

//(/| j^. w|M ,/fl>
.

<- Tlirk . j...^. ,//. mrr \a =
H; , ,;,- ,/,,. < Ar. mania, a dignitar>-.

jndge, etc.. master, lit. patron.] 1. A Moham-



molla

medan title of honor or compliment given to va-
rious religious dignitaries, as heads of orders,
and others exercising functions relating to the
sacred law, as well as to students of that law.
It is not conferred by formal authority, but is

an expression of public respect, like master.

2. A superior judge of the Moslem sacred law.

The nomination [of the mufti of Constantinople] must
fall on one of the mottahv, who form the upper stratum of
the hierarchy of ulema. Encyc. Bnt., XXII. 861.

mollet, " A Middle English form of mull1
.

inollemoke, n. Same as mallemuck.
Molles (mol'ez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. mollis,
soft. Cf. mollusk.] In Lamarck's classification

(1801-12), an order of Vermes, containing the

tapeworms and flukes.

inolleton (mol'e-ton), n. [F., < mollet, dim. of

moil, mol, soft, < L". moltis, soft.] Swanskin
;
a

kind of woolen blanketing used by printers as
an elastic impression-surface. Simmonds.

mollewellet, [ME. ; origin obscure. Cf . mil-

well.'] The sea-calf. Nominate MS. (Halliwell.)
moll-hern (mol'hern), n. The common Euro-

pean heron, Ardea cinerea. [Local, Eng.]
Mollia (mol'i-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

mollis, soft: see moll2
, Molles.j In Lamarck's

classification (1801-12), an order of his class

Badiaria, containing the acalephs.
molllcity (mo-lis'i-ti), n. [Irreg. < L. mollities,
softness (see mollities), + -ity.'] Softness; mol-
lities.

mollie (mol'i), n. [Abbr. of mallemarokiny.
Cf. >o%2

.] A meeting of ship-captains held
on board one of several whaling-ships when
ice-bound in company. See the quotation.
[Naut. slang.]
Whenever the whaling fleet is stopped for a number of

days in the ice, it is the practice for the captains to as-

semble on board one or the other of the ships to discuss
the prospects of the season's catch. These interviews
are called Mollies, and are announced by a bucket hoisted
as a signal at the fore-royal masthead. . . . Generally
speaking, a Mollie means making a night of it.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 183.

inollient (mol'i-ent), a. [= Sp. moliente, < L.

mollien(t-)s, ppr. of mottire, soften, < mollis,
soft: see moll*.~\ Softening; emollient; sooth-

ing. Bailey, 1727.

molliently (mol'i-ent-li), adv. With softening
or soothing effect.

mollifiable (mol'i-fl-a-bl), a. [= Sp. molifica-
ble = Pg. mottrftcavel; as mollify + -able."] Ca-

pable of being mollified, softened, or soothed.
Ash.

mollification (mol'i-fi-ka'shgn ), n. [< F. molli-

fication = Pr. mollificacio = Sp. molificacion =
Pg. mollificacao = It. mollificasionc, < ML. molli-

ficatio(n-), < LL. mollificare, soften: see mol-
'

! The act of mollifying or softening.
For induration, or mollification, it is to be enquired

what will make metals harder and harder, and what will
make them softer and softer.

Bacon, Physiological Remains.

2. Pacification; an appeasing; something that
will soothe.

Some mollification for your giant, sweet lady.

Shak., T. N., i 5. 218.

mollifier (mol'i-fi-er), w. One who or that
which mollifies. Bacon.

mollify (mol'i-fi), v.
; pret. and pp. mollified,

ppr. modifying. [< F. mollifier = Pr. molliflcar
= Sp. moUficar = Pg. mottificar = It. mollifi-

care, < LL. mollificare, soften, < mollificus, mak-
ing soft, < L. mollis, soft, + facere, make : see

-/2/-] I. trans. 1. To soften; make soft or
tender.

When they haue killed a great beast, they cut out all

the veines and sinewes . . . and likewise all the Suet:
which done, they diue them in water to inMijie them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 213.

They have not been closed, neither bound up, neither

iiwlUJied with ointment. Isa. L (i.

2. To soothe; mitigate; appease; pacify; calm
or quiet.

All things tending to the preservation of his life and
health, or to the mollifying of his cares, he [a king reli-

gious and zealous in God's cause] procureth.
Raleigh, Hist. World, V. U. 3.

Chiron mollify'd his cruel mind
With art, and taught his warlike hands to wind
The silver strings of his melodious lyre.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, i.

3. To make less harsh; qualify; tone down;
moderate; abate.

Mince the sin and mollify damnation with a phrase.
Dryden.

They would . . . soouer prevail with the houses to mol-

lify their demands. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

4. To induce or incline by making tender.

3824
If it wrought no further good in him, it was that he, in

despight of himselfe, withdrewe himselfe from harkeniug
to that which might mollifie his hardened heart.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

I shall deliver words will mollify
The hearts of beasts to spare thy innocence.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 2.

=Syn. 2 and 3. To mitigate, ease, moderate. 2. To
soothe, quiet.

II. in trails. To become soft or tender.

[Bare.]

Philanax, feeling his heart more and more mollifying
unto her, renewed the image of his dead master in his

fancy. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

molligut (mol'i-gut), n. The angler or goose-
fish, Lopltius piscatorius. [Connecticut, U. S.]
molline (mol'in), n. [< L. mollis, soft, + -wie2.]
A base for ointments used in the treatment of

skin-diseases. It is essentially a soft soap mixed with
excess of fat and glycerin. It is made of caustic potash
lye having a specific gravity 1.145, glycerin, and cocoanut-

oil, in the proportions 100 parts of oil, 40 parts of lye, and
30 parts of glycerin. The saponincation of the oil is care-

fully performed without heat. The glycerin is afterward

thoroughly incorporated by carefully heating and mixing,
and the result is a yellowish-white substance of soft con-
sistence containing 17 per cent, of uncombined oil, which
is easily removed from the skin by either warm or cold
water.

It is necessary to say that no lard is ever used, a sub-
stitute being found in a saponaceous preparation which is

known under the name of molline.

Lancet, No. 3423, p. 698.

Mollinedia (mol-i-ne'di-a), n. [NL. (Ruiz
and Pavon, 1794), named after F. Mollinedo, a

Spanish chemist and naturalist.] A genus of

dicotyledonous apetalous plants of the natural
order Honimiacece and the tribe Monimiea;
characterized by sessile or stalked drupes on a

disk-shaped receptacle, fromwhich the perianth
falls off like a lid, by subsessile anthers with
the cells united into one at the apex, and by
an indefinite number of stamens. They are trees
or shrubs, with opposite leaves and insignificant green
flowers, which are usually dioecious and grow in axillary
or subterminal clusters. There are 30 species, natives of
Australia and the warmer parts of America. Several

species are highly aromatic, like the nutmeg. See ink-

berry, 8.

mollinet (mol
'
i - net), n. [< OF. molinet, F.

moulinet (= Sp. molinito), a small mill, dim. of
moulin = Sp. molino = Pg. moinho = It. molino,
a mill : see mill 1

. Cf. moulinet.'] A mill of small
size. Bailey, 1731.

mollipilose (mol-i-pl'16s), a. [<L. mollis, soft,
+ piliis, a hair : see pilose."] Having soft or fine

pelage or plumage, as a quadruped or bird
;
be-

ing fleecy, fluffy, or downy, as hair or feathers.

mollipilosity (mol"i-pl-los'i-ti), . [< mollipi-
lose T -ity."] Fleeciness or nuffiness of the pel-

age or plumage of quadrupeds or birds.

mollities (mo-lish'i-ez), n. [L., softness, < mollis,

soft.] In med., softness; softening Mollities
cerebrl, softening of the brain. MoUities osslum, soft-

ening of the bones ; osteomalacia.

mollitious (ino-lish'us), a. [< L. mollifies, soft-

ness : see mollities.'] Luxurious.

Here, mollitious alcoves gilt,

Superb as Byzant domes that devils built !

Browning, Sordello, ill.

mollitude (mol'i-tud), . [< L. mollitudo, soft-

ness, < mollis, soft.] Softness; effeminacy.
Campbell.

Mollugineae (mol-u-jin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Feuzl,
1840), < Mottugo (Mollugin-) + -ecu.'] A tribe

of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the
natural orderFicoidece, characterized by a deep-
ly five-parted calyx, and by having from three to
five petals, or sometimes none, and hypogynous
or partly perigynous stamens. It includes 14 gen-
era, Mollugo being the type, and about 73 species, the ma-
jority of which grow in Africa ; but a few genera, as Mol-

lugo and Glinus, are very widely distributed.

MollugO (mo-lu'go), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737), <

L. mottugo, a plant also called lappago, < mollis,

soft.] A genus of plants of the natural order Fi-

coidete and the tribe Mollugineai, characterized

by a capsular fruit, a three- to five-celled ovary
containing many ovules, and stipulate leaves
which often appear to be whorled. They are erect
or diffuse herbs, usually having forked branches, linear-

obovate or spatulate leaves, and iucouspicuous greenish
flowers in axillary umbel-like cymes. About 13 species
have been enumerated, which are common in the warmer
parts of the globe. M. verticillata is common through-
out the United States. See carpet-weed, and Indian chick-

weed (under chickweed).

mollusc, . See mollusk.

Mollusca (mo-lus'ka), n. pi. [NL., pi. of mol-

liiscum, a soft-bodied animal, a mollusk: see

mollusk.'] One of the leading divisions of in-

vertebrated animals
;
an extensive series of in-

vertebrates whose bodies are soft, without any
jointed legs, and commonly covered with a hard

Mollusca

shell in one, two, or more pieces, and whose
principal parts are neither segmented into a
series of longitudinal rings, as in insects, crus-

taceans, and worms, nor radiately arranged,
asinechinoderms; the mollusks, as the univalve
or bivalve shell-fish of ordinary language. Mol-
lusks have no trace of a notochord or urochord, which
distinguishes them from certain organisms, as ascidians,
formerly classed with them. They are primitively bilater-

ally symmetrical, or have a right and left "side" along a
main axis

;
this form is best expressed in the chitons, and is

evident in bivalves, slugs, etc., but its expression is often
obscured by a twisting to which the body is subjected in
various univalves, as those whose shells are spiral. (See
Isttpleura, Anisopteura.) There is always a well-defined

alimentary canal, with definite walls. A nervous system
is well developed as a set of ganglia with connecting com-
missures, one characteristic feature of which is the forma-
tion of a nervous ring or collar around the gullet, and
another is the torsion of the visceral commissures in
those forms whose bodies are twisted as above said. (See
Euthyneura, Streptoneura.) Most mollusks have a distinct

head, which, however, is not apparent in bivalves, leading
to a division of headless mollusks (Acephala or Lipo-
cephala). A characteristic organ of Glossophora or mollusks
with heads is the odontophore, buccal mass, or lingual
ribbon, whose radula serves as a rasping-organ in a mouth
otherwise soft and toothless. Various modifications of the
radular teeth give rise to several descriptive terms. (See
ptenoglossate, rachiglogsate, rhiindoyloszate, tcenioglossate.)
There is always a heart, with a ventricle and at least one
auricle, and dorsal in position. Its relative situation with

respect to the gills differs in certain groups of mollusks.

(See opisthobranchiate, prosobranchiate.) The circulation
is double. The respiratory system is branchial, and in some
cases, as of snails and slugs, modified for breathing air into
a kind of lung. (See Pulmonata, Gasteropoda.) The primi-
tive typical gills are paired organs called ctenidia; but
these undergo many modifications, and their function of

respiration may be assumed vicariously by other parts of

the body not homologous with them. These modifications

give rise to the names of many subordinate groups of mol-

lusks, especially of gastropods, besides that of the great
series Lamellibranchiata. The renal organs of mollusks
are technically called nephndia, or organs of Bojanus.
(See cut under Lamellibranchiata.) The sexual organs are

developed, either in the same individuals, or in different in-

dividuals of opposite sexes. The characteristic organ of lo-

comotion is the foot or podium, a development of the un-
der surface of the body, which may be a broad flat sole (see
cut under Gasteropoda), upon which the mollusk creeps, or
otherwise shaped. It is often wanting, as in the oyster,
or may give rise to a thready byssus by which the animal is

rooted, as in the mussel. Forms of the podium give names
to most of the leading groups of mollusks, as cephalopods,
pteropods, scaphopods, heteropodg, gastropods, and pelecy-
pods. A large part of the soft integument of mollusks
forms what is called the mantle or pallium, from which
the shell, when present, is developed (see integropalliate,

iinupalliate), and the impression of the edge of the mantle
on the insideof the shell is thepallial line. Some mollusks
are entirely naked, or have only a rudimentaryand conceal-
ed shell, as land-slugs and sea-slugs, and also most of the

living cephalopods. The body of cephalopods is strength-
ened by an internal skeleton, the calamary or cuttlebone,
though no mollusk has an articulated internal skeleton.
But the great majority of mollusks have a hard shell

(whence the old names Testacea, Ostracodermata\ of a

horny or chltinous ormore decidedly calcareous substance.
Those whose shell is single are called univalves; those in
which it forms a hinged pair of shells are bivalves; but
the former may have an additional shelly piece, closing the

aperture, the operctdum ; and the two main valves of the
latter may be supplemented by accessory valves (see cut
under accessory).' Bivalves are the natural group of head-
less or lamellibranch mollusks ; but univalves include sev-

eral orders, though the word is chiefly used of the numer-
ous and conspicuous gastropods. A few mollusks are

technically midtivalve; such are the chitons, hence called

Polyplacophora, having several segments of the shell in

lengthwise series. (See cut under chiton.) Cirripeds used
to be considered multivalve raollusks. The shell is usually
covered outside with a rough skin or epidermis; inside it

may be beautifully lustrous, as with mother-of-pearl. Most
mollusks live either in salt, brackish, or fresh water ; land-
mollusks are mostly found in damp places. Most are loco-

motory, either by creeping or by swimming; some swim
by flapping their shells, others by moving various appen-
dages ; many adhere to or even burrow deeply in rocks ; a
few are parasitic. Some are carnivorous, others herbiv-
orous ; most are oviparous, a few ovoviviparous. Many
are important as food, and the shells of many are put to
useful or ornamental purposes. Certain bivalves furnish

pearls. The Mollusca have been variously rated, limited,
and classified ; at one time the bodies of the animals were
differently named from their shells. (See Limax.) (1)
The name was originally proposed by Jonston in 1650 for
naked cephalopods and for Aphysia, and adopted by Liu-
nirus in 1758 as his second order of Vermes, including
similar naked forms and some heterogeneous elements.
Linna'us made the Testacea or shelled mollusks his third
order of Verines; and these two groups were combined
as a class by Poli in 1781. (2) About 1800 Cuvier made
Mollusca the second of his four branches of the animal
kingdom, with seven classes, Cephalopoda, Gasteropoda,
Pteropoda, Acephala, Brachiopoda, Nuda. and Cirrhopoda
(the Nuda being ascidians. and the Cirrhopoda being
crustaceans). (3) In Lamarck's system, 1819, Mollusca, as
a class, were exclusive of the bivalves (called by him Con-

chifera), and were divided into five orders, Pteropoda, Gas-

teropoda, Trachelipoda, Cephalopoda, and Heteropoda. (4)
In 1839 Swainson extended Mollusca to all invertebrates

except the articulates. (5) The cirripeds having been rec-

ognized as crustaceans by Thompson in 1830, and the same
naturalist having at the same time investigated the poly-

zoans, the relation of the latter to the brachiopods led H.
Milne-Edwards in 1844 to associate the two Cuvierian

groups Brachiopuda and Nuda with the Polyzoa in u divi-

sion called Mollitscoidea (the vertebrate affinities of the
Nuda or ascidians not being recognized till much later, in

186$), (U) These dissociations from Mollusca in a former
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sense have led tin' "i-niiii now giMM-rally recognized am! as
bore defined. II !< regarded as a phylum whose main

divisions arc classes. These main groups itrc, in one series
of headless mollnsks, .liv/'('"'"

'"' l-'i'"<'''i'lnila, the single
rl.t^- \ :u iiiiv]\ <-:i]|nl <'ii//,-liit'>-i-<t, Lftinrllitiraiu-hialn

,
i:tnt,,.

kraiu-hiir, t'i-l''.-<i/K>it'i, Corntopooa, and by other names of
hivalvrs; anil, in another scries, Cepkaloplwn, Odonlo-

phttra, orGVatMpAofW, the four classes Qtutfropoda, Scaphn-
jfotla, l'trr<>t/<t, ami < ''j>lml"it<Mta. But from amonu' the

gastropods arc to he taken the chitons (together with
Xeumcnia ami Clurt<Hlennu\ (n:\asnHtutervpnda is used In
a very broad scnsr ; and some authors also dissociate the

htit'Topods :is a class. .See further under the uliovu tech-
nical 11:11111 s.

molluscan ( -lus'kan), ". and w. [< L. iinil-

luxriiK. sol't XL. iitiiltHxriini, a niollusk). + -n.]
I. a. Soft -bodied; pertaining to the Hollnxra
in any sense, or having their ehiinicters; mol-

luscoid; malacoKoic : a?-, a miilliixcaii type.
II. it. Amollusk; iiKhell-tish; any member of

the Mulliixca, Mn/liixciiii/ni. in- MiiliiriwMi.

molluscoid (mo-lus'koid), a. and n. [< NL. nuil-

lii.ti-iim, mollusk, + Or. cliof, form.] I. it. 1. Like
a inollu.sk; rnolluscan or molluscous. 2. Spe-
cifically, as much like a mollusk aH a braehiopod
or a moss-animal is; pertaining to the Mullii---

coidi, or having their characters.
II. n. An animal of the group MoUiwniilia

in any sense.

Molluscoida (mol-tts-koi'da), n.jil. [NL.: see

MoBujeofat,] Same as Molliiscoiilin.

molluscoidal (mol-us-koi'dal), a. [< molluscoid
+ -/.] Same as niolluitrtiid.

molluscoidan (mol-us-koi'dan), n. and n. Same
as itiollnxt'oitt.

Molluscoidea (mol-us-koi'de-ii), n.pl. [NL.,<
Mollnxcii + -oulea.'] A subkingdom or branch
of the animal kingdom related to the Mottimca

proper, constituted by Henri Milne-Edwards
in 1844 for certain animals which had before
been included in Sfnllitxca. (a) At first embracing
the classes of bruchiopods, polyzoans or bryozoans, and
tunlcates or ascidians. (6) Restricted to the tunicates and
polyzoans. (c) Restricted to the brachiopods and polyto-
ans. (d) Further restricted to the brachiopods alone.

molluscoidean (mol-us-koi'de-an), a. and . I.

a. Same as mollnscoid, 2.

II. H. Same as molluscoid.

Molluscoides (mol-us-koi'dez), w. i>l. [NL., <

Molluxca + -oides.] The original form of the
word Molluscoida or Molluscoidtu, H. Milne-

Kilir/inh, 1844.

molluscous (mo-lus'kus), a. [< moltlink + -ou#.]
Same as mollmtean : as, molluscous softness or

flabbiness.

A moUttscoug man, too suddenly ejected from his long-
accustomed groove, where, like a toad Imbedded In the

rock, he had made his niche exactly fitting to his own
shape, presents a wretched picture of helplessness mid
shiftiness. Saturday Ken.

molluscum (mo-lus'kum), . [NL., neut. of L.

molluneiiii, soft : see molliutk.'] In pathol., a tenn

applied to certain soft cutaneous tumors of slow

growth without constitutional symptoms Mol-
luscum adenosum. Same as iiwlluscitm epitJieliale.

Molluscum alblnosum. Same as tnttlltr*cu>n lifrroguttt.

Molluscum bodies, peculiar round or oval bodies,

sharply defined and of a fatty appearance, seen under the

microscope among the content* of the tubercles of mol-
luscum epitheliale. Molluscum contaglOBum. Same
as mnllwiciim tjritlielialr. KoUuBCum epitheliale, an

epidermic growth in the form of papules and tubercles
from the size of a pinhead to that of a pea, or rarely larger,

palish and waxy in appearance, and containing molluscum
bodies. It has been said on questionable evidence to be

contagious. Molluscum flbrosum, an affection of the
skin consisting of sessile, painless, soft or sometimes firm

fibromata, from the size of a pea to that of an egg or larger.
Molluscum non-contaglosum or pendulum. Same

as mottiamm JHnromm. Molluscum sebaceum or ses-
sile. Same as mollitxcum epitheliale. Molluscum sim-
plex. Same aa molluxciun, Jibrouin.

mollusk, mollusc (mol'usk), . [< F. mollusqm
= Sp. moliisco = Pg. It. motluneo, < NL. mollnti-

rinii. a mollusk (ef. L. molluseum, a fungus
which grows on the maple-tree ; uiollusca, a nut
with a thin shell), neut. of L. mollum-nx, soft,
< mollis, soft: see moll3 .'] A soft-bodied ani-

mal, usually with an external shell; a member
of the Molluxca in any sense. See Mollnncn.
Articulated mollusks, a former name of De Blalnvllle s

Malriit<izaria, comprising the cirrlpeds and the chitons,

unnaturally associated. See \ewatupwla, Pol;/plaxiphttra.
Hemal mollusks, those mollusks (and supposed mol-

luscoids) whose intestine has a hemal flexure, as the het-

eropods, many gastropods, etc. Neural mollusks, those
mollusks and molliisi-oiiU whose intestine has a neural flex-

ure. They are the cephalopoda, pteropods, pulmonates, and
lamellibranchs, together with brachlopods and polyzoans.

molluskigerous (mol-us-kij'e-rus), . [Prop.
"molliivciiii-niiix; < NL. molliixfiini. a mollusk.
+ L. yen IT. carry: sec -yer.-iieruitii.'] Having or

bearing mollusks : >[>ecilieally apjilieil by Hux-

ley to the elongated tubular sacs occasionally
found attached by one end to an intestinal ves-

sel of an echiuoderni, Si/H<ipt(i<li>jitiita, audcon-

3825

lainingthe ova or embryos of the molluscan

parasite l-.tilin-n n<-li mifillnli.t.

moll-washer (mol'wosh'er), 11. The washer or

wagtail, a liinl. Also culled ninlly irunli-ilisli,

etc. [Local, Kng.]
moil-Wire (mol'wir), H. A pickpocket who
r<ibs women only. [Thieves' slang.]
Molly 1

(mol'i), n. [Dim. of Mull, or yar. of the

orig. J/nn/ : see -1/D//1.] 1. A familiar form of
the feminine name Alary. 2. [I.e.; pi.

(-iz).] The wagtail, a bird : as. the yellow mnlli/

(the yellow wagtail); tlic umlly wash-<lish (the
pied wagtail). [Local, Eng.]
molly- (mol'i), H.; pi. miillie* (-iz). [Abbr. of

mollymitick, mnlUmiick.'] The mallemuck or

fulmar, l-'ii/niiini* glaeialin. See fulmar-.

molly :<
(mol'i), n.

; pi. mollies(-iz). [Hind, mnff.]
In India, a gardener or one of the caste of gar-
deners. Also mallec.

Our garden Is nearly washed away, and our mnlli/, or

gardener, duet not present us with our morning boumiet.
W. H. ItuntU, Diary In India, II. 1J1.

mollycoddle (uiol'i-kod-1), . [Also mullcmlil/, .-

< Mollyl,Mm, + cwhlle*.] One who lacks reso-

lution, energy, or hardihood; an effeminate
man: used in derision or contempt.
He [Fielding] couldn't do otherwise than laugh at the

puny cockney bookseller, pouring out endless volumes of
sentimental twaddle, and hold him up to scorn aa a ituM-

foddle and a milksop.
Thackeray. Knglish Humorists, Hogarth, Smollett, and

(Fielding.

molly cottontail. Bee cottontail.

Molly Maguire (mol'i ma-^wir'). [A name as-

sumed (from Molly, a familiar form of the femi-
nine name Mary, and Maguire, a common Irish

surname) by the members of the organization
(def. 1), in allusion to the woman's dress they
wore as a disguise. There is no evidence that
the name referred orig. to a particular person
named Molly 3tagmre^\ 1 . A member of a law-
less secret association in Ireland, organized
with the object of defeating and terrorizing

agents and process-servers, and others engaged
in the business of evicting tenants.

These Jfotft/ Maguires were generally stout active young
men, dressed up in women's clothes, with faces blackened
or otherwise disguised. ... In this state they used sud-

denly to surprise the unfortunate grlppers, keepers, or

process-servers, and either duck them in bog-holes or
beat them in the most unmerciful manner, so that the

Molly Mayitire9 became the terror of all our officials.

W. S. Trench, Realities of Irish Life, vl.

Hence 2. A member of a secret organization
in the mining regions of Pennsylvania, noto-
rious for the commission of various crimes,

including murderous attacks upon the owners,
officers, or agents of mines, until their sup-
pression by tue execution of several of their

leaders, about 1877.

mollymawk (mol'i-mak), n. A variant of
mallemuck.

molly-pufft (mol'i-puf), . A gambling decoy.
Thou molly-puf.' were it not justice to kick thy guts

out? Shirley, The Wedding, iv. 8.

Moloch (mo'lok), . [Also sometimes Moleclt ;

< LL. Moloch, < Or. MoZdj, Mo?^, < Heb. mtltkli

(usually with the article) (also Milkom, Malkdm,
> Gr. MeXjd//, E. Milcom) ;

cf. melekh (= Ar.

melik, king, < mftlakli, reign, part, molekh, reign-

ing).] 1. The chief god of tne Pbenicians, fre-

quently mentioned in Scripture as the god of

the Ammonites,whose worship consisted chiefly
of human sacrifices, ordeals by fire, mutilation,
etc. : also identified with the god of the Cartha-

ginians called by classical writers Kronos or

Saturn. Hence the word has now become a designation
of any baneful influence to which everything is sacrificed.

And they built the high places of Baal, ... to cause
their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire

unto Maifch ; which I commanded them not.

Jer. xxxll. 36.

First Moloch, horrid king, besmear'd with blood
Of human sacrifice, and parents' tears.

MOton, P. L, L S82.

It was a very Muloch of a baby, on whose Insatiate altar

the whole existence of this particular young brother was
offered up a daily sacrifice. Dicktnt, The Haunted Man, 1 1 .

2. [NL.] The typical genus of Molochinte.
There is but one species, M. harrichu of Australia, one of
the most repulsive, though in reality one of the most harm-
less, of reptiles, the horns on the head and the numerous
spines on the body giving it a formidable aspect.

3. [/. <.] A lizard of this genus: as, the spiny
moloi-li.

Molochinae (mol-o-ki'ne), . i>l. [NL.,< Moloch
+ -/.] A subfamily of agamoid lizards hav-

ing a depressed body, a very small mouth, and
the upper teeth directed horizontally inward.
The body Is beset with large spines, especially on the

head, giving an ugly and formidable appearance to an

entirely harmless creature.

Molothrus

molochine (mol'ii-kin). (/. :unl n. I, ,i. Of or

pertaining to the Mnlm-lium-.

II. n. Atnoloch.
Molochize mo'lok-i/.), i-. I. ; pret. and pp. ./-
l,-l,i-<il, ppr. .\/nliH-hi:ini/. [< Mnlnrh +

-lie.']

To sacrifice or immolate an to Moloch. [Rare.]
I think that they would Xitochiir them (their hablet) too,
To have the heaven* clear. TVnnyom, Harold, I. 1.

moloid (mol'oid), a. and . I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Moloidea.

II. . A member of the family Molidtr.

Moloidea (mo-loi'.ie-a), . pi. [NL., < Mola +
-oiiliii.} Iii (Jill's ichthyological system, a

superfamily of gymnodont plectognath fishes,
founded upon the single family Molida-. The
mnl, .ills are without pelvis or rlbt; they have the body
truncated behind, the caudal region aborted, and the jaws
without median sutures. See Molidae.

Molokan (mol-o-kiin'), .; pi. Mulokani (-e).

|
li'nss. tiinliikanu, < imtlvko, milk: see milk.) A
member of a Russian sect living chiefly in south-
eastern Russia. They condemn Image-worship, fart-

Ing, and episcopacy, and accept the Bible as the only rule
of faith and conduct. They hold their religion* service*
In private houses, and have a simple church organization.
Their name is derived from their reputed practice of drink-

ing milk on fast-days a departure from the custom of the
Orthodox Church. Alto written Xalatan.

The Molotani are Russian sectarians clottly resem-
bling Scotch Presbyterian*. D. X. Wallace, Russia, p. 157.

molompi (mo-lom'pi). n. [Native name.] The
African rosewood. See rosewood.

molopes (mo-16'pez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. /iu>M<p

(jiulum-), th'e mark of a stnpe, a weal.] In

patltol., same as ribices.

moloBSO (mo-los'), n. [< i". molonne = Sp. mo-
li>so, < L. molosmiK, a foot so called: see molot-

.viw.] Same as molosfuc, 1.

molossi, ii. Plural of molonsun, 1.

Molossian (mo-los'i-an), a. and M. [< L. Mo-
lossia, < Gr. JAofoaaia, the country of the Mo-
lossi, < MO?XXT<TO>, Molossian, pi. Mo)j>aaoi, L.

Molossi, the Molossians.] I. a. Relating or

belonging to the Molossians, orMolossi, a tritx'

of ancient Epirus, in northern Greece.
II. . 1. One of the Molossian tribe. 2.

[/. <.] One of the Moloxvidie.

molossic (mo-los'ik), a. [< Moloxsu* + -ie.]
In pro*. , being or pertaining to a molossus.
Molossidae (mo-los'i-<le), H. pi. [NL.,< Molositux
+ -id<e.~\ The Molossina; regarded as a family
composed of the genera Mtilosniis, Xyctinomux,
and Chiromelex; the bulldog bats, or mastiff batf.
Molossinae (mol-o-si'ne), H. )>l. [NL., < Molox-
siix + -in<f.] A subfamily of bats of the family
Emballonuridt? ; the molossoid or bulldog bats:
so called from the physiognomy, a peculiar ex-

pression being conferred by the thick pendulous
chops, like a bulldog's. They have large feet, with
the first toe, or first and also the fifth, much larger than
the rest, the feet free from the wing-membranes, which
fold under the forearm, a retract lie Interfemoral membrane
sheathing and sliding along the tall, and a single pair of

large upper incisors. In all the genera, excepting Jfyvta-

etna, the long tail Is produced far beyond the tnterfemora!
membrane. Leading genera are Mvlomu, Chiromclet, and

molossine (mo-los'in), a. and H. [< Molossvn
+ -iwel.] I. n. Pertaining to the Molossinte,
or having their characters; molossoid.

II. it. A bulldog bat
;
a molossoid.

molossoid (mo-los oid), a. and 11. [< Molossx*
+ -oid.] I. n'. Molossine, in a wide sense

; per-
taining to or resembling the Molositince.

II. w. A member of the Molwttrinir ; a molos-
soid bat.

Molossus (mo-los'us), H. [In def. 1, L. molo*-

KHII, a metrical foot, < Gr. /iotooa6f, a metrical
foot of three long syllables, < MoXotraof, .Molos-

sian. In def. 2, NL., < L. Molossiut, a Molossian

hound, < Gr. Mo/'waiV, Molossian: see Molof-

xian.'] 1. [/. f. ; pi. molossi (-i).] In classical

j>ros., a foot of three long syllables. 2. In

mammal., the typical and leading genus of Mn-
lOMxiiitr. There are numerous species, inhabiting tropi-
cal and subtropical America, as If. glavcimu, H. oMcvrvo,
etc. These bulldog bat* have the tall long and exserted,
thick pendulous lips, prominent nostrils, large rounded
ears, the Incisors one above and one or two below ou each

tide, and the premolars two below and one or two above
on each side.

3. In conch., a genus of mollusks. Montforf,
1808.

Molothrus (mol'o-thnis), M. [NL. (Swainson,
1831), said by the namer to come from Gr.
"

*fi6>o0ix>f, qui non vocatus alieuas a'des in-

trat." an unbidden guest, appar.
an error for

Molobrus (as given by J.Cabams), < Gr. iio/.o/3/tif,

a greedy fellow.] A genus of American oscine

passerine birds of the family Icteridte and sub-

family J/7tet'n<r, parasitic in habit
;
the cow-
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birds, cowpen-birds, or cow-buntings. There are

several species, of North and South America, all of which

lay their eggs in other birds' nests, so far as is known,
like the Old World cuckoos. J/. ater orpecoris abounds in

most parts of the United States. M. aneut, alarge hand-
some species, inhabiting Texas and Mexico, is the bronzed
or red-eyed cow-bird. The genus is also called Hypobletis.
See cut under cow-bird.

molrooken (mol'ruk-en), . [Origin obscure.]
The great crested grebe, Podiceps cristatus. C.

Swainson. [Lough Neagb, Ireland.]

molsht, a. See mulsh.

molt't. An obsolete preterit of wefti. Chaucer.

molt2
, moult1 (molt), r. [With unorig. I, < ME.

mouten, mowten = D. mititen = MLG. LG-. mu-
ten = OHG. inuzon, MHQ-. muzen, change, G.

mausen, change the feathers or skin, molt, <

L. mutare, change : see mute'2' and metv3
,
dou-

blets of moM2
.] I. trans- To shed or east, as

feathers, hair, or skin; slough off: often used

figuratively.
So shall my anticipation prevent your discovery, and

your secrecy to the king and queen moult no feather.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 306.

Mute the skylark and forlorn,
When she moults the firstling plumes. Coleridge.

We all moult our names in the natural course of life.

Southey, The Doctor, Ixxx. (Dames.)

II. intrans. 1. To cast or shed feathers,

hair, skin, or the like
; undergo or accomplish

a molt; exuviate; mew. See the noun.

Long as the bird may live, and often as it may rnoidt, the

original style of markings never gives way to any other.

A. Newton, Encyc. Brit, IX. 3.

2. To be about to be cast off or shed, as plu-

mage.
Our hero gave him such a sudden fist in the mouth as

dashed in two of his teeth that then happened to be

moulting. Brooke, Fool of Quality, i. 104. (Davies.)

molt2 , moult 1
(molt), n. [< molt'2

',
moult1

, v.] 1.

The act or process of shedding or casting any
tegumentary, cuticular, or exoskeletal struc-

tures or appendages, as feathers, hair, skin,

nails, horns, hoofs, claws, or shell; eedysis;
exuviation. The surface of the body of most animals,
outside of the parts which are vascular or supplied with

blood, is worn away by friction, attrition, or other mechan-
ical means. This process may be slight and gradual or

continuous, as in the case of man, where it results in scarf-

skin and dandruff ; or it may be periodical and very ex-

tensive, affecting the whole cuticle or its appendages.
Mammals shed their hair usually once a year. Birds molt
their feathers usually at least once, often twice, sometimes
thrice a year, the last two cases constituting the double and
the triple molt. Both these classes of animals, in some cases,
molt cuticular substances in mass. Thus, the American
antelope sheds the sheath of the horn ; lemmings and
ptarmigans drop their claws ; some birds of the auk family
shed the horny parts of the beak ; snakes cast their cuti-

cle whole, even to the layer over the eyeball ; crusta-
ceans slough the whole shell ; and numberless other in-

vertebrates have a proper molt of similar or analogous
character.

2. The period or time of molting.
moltablet (mol'ta-bl), a. [Irreg. for meltable.']
That can be melted; fusible.

moltet. An obsolete past participle of melt1
.

Chaucer.

molten1 (mortn),j). a. [Pp. of meW1
.] 1. Melt-

ed; in a state of fusion or solution: as, molten

gold.
Love's mystick form the artizans of Greece
In wounded stone or molten gold express. Prior.

Solid iron floats upon molten iron exactly as ice floats

upon water. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 124.

A prince whose manhood was all gone,
And molten down in mere uxoriousness.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Made or produced by means of melting.
And he received them at their hand, and fashioned it

with a graving tool, after he had made it a molten calf.

Ex. xxxii. 4.

3f. Liquid.
Sum hem kepe

Three nyght in molton dounge.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 54.

molten2
!, moultent (mol'tn), p. a. [Irreg. for

molted, pp. of molt2
, v.] Having molted

; being
in the state of molting.

A clip-wing'd Griffin, and a moulten Rauen.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV. (fol. 1623), iii. 1. 152.

moltenly (mol'tn-li), adv. Like what is in a
melted state

; liquidly.
A living language . . . moltenly ductile to new shapes

of sharp and clear relief in the moulds of new thought.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 155.

molting, moulting (mol'ting), w. [With un-

orig. /, as in molt%, moult1
, v., < ME. mouting,

moivtynge; verbal n. of molt*, moult1
, v.] 1.

The act or process of molting; molt.

O hath my leaden soul the art t' improve
Her wasted talent, and, unrais'd, aspire
In this sad moulting: time of her desire?

Quartet, Emblems, v. 4.
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2t. The molting season.
Also in sothe the seson was paste

ffor hertis y-heedid so hy and so noble
To make ony myrthe ffor mowtynge that nyghed.

Richard the Redden, ii. 12.

molto (mol'to), adv. [It., very much, < L. mul-

tus, much: see multitude.] In music, very;
much : as, allegro molto, very fast.

Molucca balm. See Moluccella.

Molucca bean, deer, etc. See bean, etc.

Moluccella (mol-uk-sel'a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1737), named from the Molucca Islands, of

which the plant was supposed to be a native.]
A genus of labiate plants of the tribe Stacliy-
dece and the subtribe Lamiece. It is characterized

by the posterior lip of the corolla being usually concave
and covered with long soft hairs, by the calyx being larger
at the apex, with an oblique limb having from five to thir-

teen unequal spiny teeth, and by having the anther-cells

extremely divergent. They are very smooth annual herbs,
with petiolate leaves and axillary whorls of small flowers.

There are but 2 species, both native in the eastern Medi-
terranean region. M. Itevis, an old garden-flower from Asia,
once supposed to come from the Moluccas, is called Moluc-
ca balm; and also shell-flower, from its large cup-shaped
calyx, which has the small corolla at the bottom.

Molva (mol'va), n. [NL. (Nilsson,1832),a name
of this fish.] A genus of gadoid fishes, related

to the burbots and cusks, having the mouth
terminal, anal fin entire, and canine teeth on
the vomer and mandible. M. molva or vulgaris
is the common ling of North Atlantic waters.
See cut under ling.

molwartt, n. See moldwarp.

mqly
1
(mo'li), a. [Also moley ; < mote2 + -y

1
.]

Like a mole or its habits. [Bare.]
He ... did . . . infinite service in discouraging . . .

the moley, creeping style, which at that time infected all

the ranks both of the laity and clergy.

Goldsmith, Enconragers and Discouragers of English
[Literature, ii.

moly2
(mo'li), . [< L. moly, < Gr. ua%v, a fabu-

lous herb.] 1. A fabulous herb of magic pow-
er, represented as having a black root and the
flower milk-white, said by Homer to have been
given byHermes to Odysseus (Ulysses) to coun-
teract the spells of Circe.

And yet more med'cinal is it than that moly
That Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave.

Milton, Comus, 1. 636.

But as ye hearb moly hath a floure as white as snow,
and a roote as blacke as incke, so age hath a white head,
showing pietie, but a black hart, swelling with mischiefe.

Lyly, Euphues and his England (Arber's Reprints, IV. 231).

Homer is of opinion That the principal! and soveraigne
hearb of all others is moly ; so called (as he thinketh) by
the Gods themselves. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 4.

2. Wild garlic, Allium Moly. The moly of Dios-

corides is said to have been Allium subhirsutum ;

the dwarf moly is A. Chanuemoly.
molybdate (mo-lib'dat), n. [< molybd(ic) +
-ate1 .] A compound of molybdic acid with a
base. Molybdate of lead, yellow lead ore; the min-
eral wulfenite. See wulfenite.

molybdena (mol-ib-de'na), n. [= P. molybdene
= Sp. It. molibdena = Pg. molybdene, molybdena,
< L. molybd&na, < Gr. /iol(</3<5aiva, galena or lith-

arge, < /i62.vj36of, lead, = L. plumbum, lead: see

plumb.] Same as molybdenum.
molybdeniferous (moFib-de-nif'e-rus), a. [<
L. molybdtcna (see molybdena) -f- ferre = E.

bear1 .] Containing molybdenum.
molybdenite (mol-ib-de'nit), . [< molybdena
+ -ite2 . ] Sulphid of molybdenum, occurring in

foliated masses or in scales, less often in hex-

agonal crystals, ofa lead-gray colorand metallic
luster. It is very soft, and, like graphite, which
it closely resembles, leaves a trace on paper.

molybdenous (mol-ib-de'nus), a. [< molybde-
num + -ous.] Pertaining to or obtained from
molybdenum.
molybdenum (mol-ib-de'num), n. [< NL. molyb-
denum, a later form forL. molybdcena: see molyb-
dena.'] Chemical symbol, Mo

; atomic weight,
95.8. A metal of a silver-white color, but hard-
er than silver, which fuses with difficulty, if at

all, at the highest temperature of a wind-fur-
nace. Its specific gravity is 8.6. It is chemically re-

lated to chromium, tungsten, and uranium, and, like those

metals, forms trioxids which are acid-forming and yield

very characteristic salts. It is remarkable for the number
of oxids and corresponding chlorids which it forms ; but
it is the least important economically of the group to

which it belongs. The most abundant ore of molybdenum
is the sulphuret (molybdenite), and the strong external

resemblance of this mineral to graphite (Latin plumbago)
led to the confusion of molybdena with that substance;

moreover, external resemblance and certain chemical pe-
culiarities caused still further difficulties of nomencla-

ture, in which manganese, antimony, and even magnesia
were involved. Thus, the peroxid of manganese was
called by Liunseus molybd&num magnesii. These per-

plexities were not cleared up until toward the end of

the last century ;
but finally, as the result of the labors

of Scheele, Bergman, and Hjelm (1778-90), the metal

moment
molybdena, or molybdenum, as it is now more generally
called, was isolated from its combinations. The ores of

molybdenum are somewhat widely diffused, but rarely
occur in any considerable quantity. The principal molyb-
deniferous minerals are molybdenite and wulfenite. There
is also a molybdic ocher (the trioxid) and a carbonate

(pateraite) ; various ores of iron also contain traces of

this metal.

molybdic (mo-lib'dik), . l=F.motybdique; as

molybd(enuni) + -ic.] Pertaining to or obtained
from molybdenum Molybdic acid, H2Mo04, an
acid of molybdenum, which may be obtained in yellow
crystalline crusts. Its salts are called molybdates. Mo-
lybdic ocher, native molybdic oxid.

mplybdin (mo-lib'din), w. [< molybdenum) +
-i2.] Molybdic ocher.

mplybdite (mo-lib'dit), . [<m/ilybd(enum) +
-ite*.] Molybdic ocher.

molybdocollC (mo-lib-do-kol'ik), n. [< Gr. //oAu/3-

<5of, lead, + Kufaur/, colic: see colic.] Lead-colic.

molybdomenite (mo-lib-do-me'nlt), n. [< Gr.

/j6^.vft6of, lead, + /"'/v>i, moon, + -lie2 (ef. sele-

nite).] A rare lead selenite, occurring in thin

transparent scales of a white or greenish color,
found with other selenium minerals at Cacheu-
ta in the Argentine Republic.
molybdoparesis (mo-lib-do-par'e-sis),. [NL.,
< Gr. ft6^v/36of, lead, + ira/icai/;, palsy.] Lead-

palsy.

molybdosis (mol-ib-do'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. //o-

/lu/3(Sof, lead.] Lead-poisoning.
molyne (mo-li-na'), a. [See moline.] In her.,

same as moline when applied to a cross.

molysite (mol'i-sit), n. [Said to be < Gr. *^6Av-

ai$, var. of fiohwnit;, a staining, defilement, < ,uo-

'Aiivetv, stain, also half-cook, + -ite2.] A chlorid

of iron occurring as a thin yellow or red incrus-

tation on lava at Vesuvius.

momt, a,., n., and v. See mum 1
.

momblementt, See mumblei>ient.

momblishness (mom'blish-nes), n. Muttering
talk. Bailey, 1731.

mome1 (mom), n. [< OF. mome, a mask: see

mum2
.] A buffoon; a fool; a blockhead; a

ninny; a dull person; a stupid fellow.

I dare be bold awhile to play the mome,
Out of my sacke some other faults to lease.

Mir. for Mags., 466. (Nares.)

Mome, malt-horse, capon, coxcomb, idiot, patch !

Shak., C. of E., iii. 1. 32.

Words are but wind, but blowes come home,
A stout tongu'd lawyer 's but a mome.

Brome's Songs (1661), p. 105. (Halliwell.)

Parnassus is not clome
By every such mome.

Drayton, Skeltoniad, p. 1373. (Nares.)

Away with this foolish mome !

Flodden Field (Child's Ballads, VII. 73).

mome2 (mom), a. [Cf. mum 1
.] Soft; smooth.

Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
momes

t, [ME. moine = MD. moeme, D. moei
= MLG. mome = OHG. muomd, MHG. muome,
G. muhme, aunt, cousin ; cf. Icel. mdna, mother;
prob. orig.

' mother's sister,' and related to AS.
modor, E. mother: see mother1

.] An aunt. No-
minale MS. (Halliwell.)

momeleti *' An obsolete form of mumble.

moment (mo'ment), n. [< F. moment = Sp.

Pg. It. momenta, a moment, < L. momentum, a

balance, balancing, alteration, a particle suffi-

cient to turn the scales, hence a particle, point,

point of time, short time, moment, a cause,

circumstance, matter, weight, influence
;
contr.

of *mor(i)mentum, < movere, move : see move, v.

Cf. movement.] 1. A space of time incalcula-

bly or indefinitely small, (a) Time too brief for

reckoning ; an instant : as, I have but a moment to spare ;

wait a moment.

We shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling
of an eye. 1 COT. xv. 52.

Do not delay ;
the golden moments fly !

Longfellow, Masque of Pandora, vii.

(6) Precise point of time ; exact or very instant, as of a

motion, action, or occurrence : as, at that moment he ex-

pired.
A prince, the moment he is crown'd,
Inherits every virtue sound.

Swift, On Poetry, 1. 90.

Every moment dies a man,
Every moment one is born.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iv.

(c) A brief interval; the passing time: in the phrase for
a or the moment : as, for a moment he was at a loss.

The lip of truth shall be established for ever ;
but a ly-

ing tongue is but for a mmnent. Prov. xii. 19.

The "
Daily News

"
expresses the general sense ... in

recognizing defeat as decisive for the moment.
New York Tribune, July 15, 188(>.

2. The present time; especially, with the def-

inite article, the precise instant of opportunity.
The mmnent should be improved; if suffered to pass

away, it may never return.

Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 21.



moment
3. MiHiii'iiiiini : inipi'tus; moving cause

;
im-

pelling t'oivc CM 1

occ-ilsioil.

llach on him-' 11 i
'

As only In hi* arm Mir moment lay
of victory. Milton, V. L., vl. 289.

4. .\ni:ih]i' |iiii-|ini-t ; weight or vulup; impor-
tance; consequence: as, his opinions are of
little illiinii ill to U8.

lirhm for many respects of greater mument, to liane
them [prinoM] K'"l :""1 vt-rt ni)U8 then any inferior sort
of men. I'vttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 28.

Captall nimin:<K or mattiTs of mnnti-til, Urfore the
Chan liiniM'ltY, or Mote t'ounsells, of whom they are al-

wayes lu-aril, and speedily discharged.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 86.

6f. A forcible or convincing plea.
He ... pressed the former argument!, refuted the

cavils, . . . and added . . . many moment* and weights to
his discourse. Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), II. 77.

6. An essential or constituent element; an

important factor.

It Is a complete mistake historically to assume that the
moment of OirtMbuiillD is consciousness.

Veitch, Introd. to Uescartes's .Method, p. lull.

7. In m/illi., an increment or decrement; an
infinitesimal change in a varying quantity. 8.
In mrch., in general, effect

; avail. The phrases in
which ft appears have exact meanings, though the pre-
cise sense in which the word itself Is taken in these phrases
Is not alwaysclear. Bendlng-moment KanieunumMnC
of flexure. -Equation Of momenta. See equation
Logical moments. Hoe logical. Moment-axis of a
couple, the line which represents in direction the direc-
tion of a couple, and by its length the moment. Moment
of a couple, the product of the force by the length of the
anu. Moment of a force, (a) With regard to a point,
the product of a force by its distance from the point. (6)
With reference to a line or ails, the product of the com-
ponent of the force In the plane perpendicular to the line

by the distance of that component from that line. Mo-
ment of a magnet, or magnetic moment, the product
of the numerical strength of either pole of the magnet by
the distance between the poles.

The total moment of a magnet Is the moment when It is

at right angles to the lines of force.

J. E. U. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., I. 151.

Moment of deviation or distortion. Same as product
of inertia (which see, under inertia). Moment of flex-

ure. See flexure. Moment of inertia. See inertia.

Moment Of rupture, the moment of flexure of a beam
calculated for a predetermined or assumed breaking load
und leverage. Its formula Is M = n/bA-, in which b -

breadth, A = depth, n a factor varying with shape of cross-

section, and / a factor depending on the nature of the ma-
terial. Both factors n and/ are determined and tabulated
for different materials from experimental data. Moment
Of stability of a body or structure supported at a given
plane joint, the moment of the couple of forces which
must be applied in a given vertical plane to that body or
structure In addition to Its own weight, in order to transfer
the center of resistance of the joint to the limiting position
consistent with stability. Rankine. Virtual moment Of
a force, the product of the force by the virtual velocity
of the point of application. = Syn. 1. Moment, Minute, In-

stant, twinkling, second, trice, flash. A moment has dura-

tion, an ingtant has not : as, wait a moment ; come this

i"f.t'int. Practically, however, the two are often the same.
A minute is just sixty seconds ; r. moment is a short but less

definite period.

Moment* make the year. Ytntng, Love of Fame, vi. '205.

There are minutes that fix the fate

Of battles and of nations.
H. U. Broirnrll, The Bay-Fight.

The duke does greet you, general,
And he requires your haste post-haste appearance,
Even on the in.--tin it. Shale., Othello, i. 2. 38.

moment (mo'ment), c. (. [< moment, .] To
order or arrange to a moment.

All accidents are minuted and nunnenled by Divine
Providence. Ftdler, Worthies, Suffolk, II. 834. (Davies.)

momenta. ". Plural of momentum.
momenta/! (mo'men-tal or mo-men'tal), a. [<
OF. nidiHciitiil, < LL. *iuomentaliK (in adv. mo-

mentaUtcr), of a moment, < momentum, moment :

see moment.] If. Pertaining to a moment. 2t.

Lasting but a moment ; very brief.

Not one mtnufittal minute doth she swerve.

llrrlnn. Sir P. Sidney's Ouranla (1800).

3t. Momentous. 4. Of or pertaining to mo-
mentum Momental ellipsoid. See ellipsoid.

momentallyt (mO'men-tal-i), '"''' 1. Fora
moment.

Air but mmnentaUy remaining In our bodies hatli no
proportionable space for its conversion, only of length
enough to refrigerate the heart. Sir T. Brnicne, Vulg. Err.

2. From moment to moment.

Homentally the corporall spirits are dissolved and con-

sumed, as also, in like manner, the humours, and solide

parts. Benvemito, Passengers' Dialogues (1612). ( A'orcn.)

momentanet, . [< OF. momentaine, < LL. mo-
mi'iitiiiii KX, of a moment: see MMMMtBMMU.]
Momentaneous: momentary.
You will remember how transitorie this present life is,

and howe short and nonunion the pleasureof this fllthir

flesh is. >v..'i, chronicles, The Mercians, an. 749.
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momentaneoust (mo-men-ta'nS-us), a. [= F.
HHllllintiliirr, III 1

', mniiii ulili in (see tHOmfn In in I

= 8p. momenUtneo = Pg. It. moim-ntuum, < LL.
momentaneun,<. L. momentum, a moment : see mo-
ni' ni.

\
1. Lasting for a moment ; momentary.

.InhnsiiH. 2. I'l-rliiiiiing to in-tnni- of tim.-:

illstHlltilliriiti*.

momentaninesst (mfl'ttUHMf-ni-iw*), . [<

MiiHii'iiliiiiy + -negg.~] Momentariness. Bp,
Hull, Character of Man.
momentanyt (mo'men-ta-ni), it. [< LL. mo-
miHtaneus: see nwmeHtantous.] Lasting for a
moment; momentary.

Making it m'imentany as a sound,
.Swift as a shadow, short as any dream.

Ska*., M. N. D.,L 1.143.

Other momentanjt delights only supple the forehead, not
unburthcn and solace the heart. Ford, Line of Life.

momentarily (mo'men-ta-ri-li), adr. 1. So as
to be momentary ;

for a moment.
I repeatedly watched the flowers, and only once saw a

humble-bee momentarily alight on one, and then fly away.
Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. M.

2. From moment to moment: as, he is momen-
tarily expected.
Why endow the vegetable bird with wings, which nature

has made momentarily dependent upon the soil '.'

Sheiuttine. (Latham.)

momentariness (mo'men-ta-ri-nes), n. The
state of being momentary.
momentary (mo'men-ta-ri), a. [< LL. momen-
inriiix, of a moment, brief, < L. momentum, a
moment: see moment."] 1. Lasting but a mo-
ment or for a very short time; of short dura-
tion : as, a momentary pang.

Jove's lightnings, the precursors
O* the dreadful thunder-claps, more momentary
And sight-outrunning were not.

Shale., Tempest, I. >. 20-.'.

With wings more momentary-mitt than thought.
Shot., T. and C., iv. 2. 14.

Upon serious consideration of the frailty and uncertainty
of this momentary life, ... I ... do make and declare
. . . my last will and testament.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 436.

His griefs are momentary and his joys immortal.
Steele, Spectator, No. 75.

2. Short-lived; likely to die soon or at any
moment. [Obsolete or archaic.]
Men are the subjects of fortune, and therefore momen-

tarie. Greene, Penelope's Web (1587X

Only give it [this paper] leave to tell yon that that lord
whom perchance the king may lie pleased to hear in It Is

an old and momentary man. Damn, Letters, cxxix.

That hour perhaps
Is not so far when momentary man
Shall seem no more a something to himself.

Tennytnn, Lucretius.

3. Occurring every moment: as, momentary in-

terruptions.
The due clock swinging slow with sweepy sway,
Measuring time's flight with momentary sound.

n'arton, Inscriptions.

momently (mo'ment-li), adr. From moment
to moment; every moment.

Of tuneful Caves and playful Waterfalls
Of Mountains varying momently their crests
Proud be this Land !

Wordmrorth, Glen of Loch Etive.

Momently the mortar's Iron throat
Roared from the trenches.

Whittier, Dream of Pio Nono.

momentous (mo-men'tus), n. [< LL. momen-
tosus, of a moment, < L. momentum, a moment:
see moment.'] Of moment or consequence; of

surpassing importance ; critical.

We ought constantly to bear in our mind this mmnen
tout truth, that in the hands of the Deity time is nothing,
that he has eternity to act in. Palfy, Sermons, xxii.

The emigration of the fathers of these twelve common-
wealths . . . was the most momentous event of the sev-

enteenth century. Bancro.ft, Hist. f. S., II. 450.

=Syn. Grave, serious.

momentously (mo-men'tus-li), adr. To a mo-
mentous degree; with important effect or in-

fluence: as, this engagement bore momeutnuxl;/
on the course of the war.
momentousness (mo-men'tus-nes). M. Tlie

state or quality of being momentous or of grave
importance.
These and many other difficulties beset Dr. M in the

course of his study ; nor is he unaware of their variety
or MMHlMMMM Amer. Jour. PhUol., VIII. 225.

momentum (mo-men'tum), H.
; pi. momenta

(-tii). [< L. momentum, balance, alteration,

cause, etc., orig. 'a movement': see moment.']
1. In mech., the product of the mass and velo-

i-ityof H body: tin- quantity of motion of abody.
In all relations between bodies, such as impacts, the al

gebraic sum uf the momenta is preserved constant See
-

Momotus
When the velocity Is the same, ... the i

moving force, of bodies 1s directly proportional to their
mass or quantity of matter. . . . \\IH-II die momenta at
two bodies are equal tin ii v<-lcltii-H will !>< in the In

Tone proportion of tln-ir i|iiantltles of matter.

Lardner, Handbook of Nut. I Iriliw., || 106, lo.

The rate of mass displacement la momentum, just aa the
rate of displacement is velocity.

Clerk MaxmU, Matter and Motion, art. LsvIL

2. An impulse; an impelling force; impetus.
This preponderating weight . . . compleated that no-

meittum of Ignorance, rashnecs, presumption, and lust of

plunder which nothing baa been able to resist.

Bvrke, Her. hi France.

He never aaks whether the political tiuimrnhim set up
by his measure, in some CUM decreasing but In other
cases greatly Increasing, will or will not have the same
general direction with other like momenta.

B. Spencer, Man vs. Slate, p. 20.

3. Constituent or essential i-l. tn< nt. Compare
moment, 6.

I shall state the several mamrnla at the distinction In

separate propositions. Sir W. Hamilton.

4. In mwfirnl nutation, an eighth-rest.

momie, " A variant of /> !//'.

momie-cloth, ". See mummy-elotli.
Momier(morn'i-er), N. [F., lit. a mummer: see

mummer.] A term of reproach applied to those
Swiss Calvinists who, about 1818, separated
from the state church and maintained a strict

Calvinistic theology and Methodistic discipline.
momisht (mo'minh), a. [< mome 1 + -ink 1

.] Fool-

ish; dull. Levin*.

Thy pleasant framed style
Discovered lyes to mnrninh monthes.

\'ene prefixed to Oooge't Eytnji. (Daciet.)

momismt (rao'mizm), n. [< Momus, 1, + -i'#m.]

Carping; faultfinding. Minnheti.

mornistKnio'mist), n. [< J/V>i, 1, + -w/.J A
faultfinder.

As for the crabbed <K crlticall Interpretation of many,
... I walgh It little, and lesse the detracting speeches
of barking Momistt. Time* Whittle (E. E.I.S.), p. Ul.

momnieryt, An obsolete form of mummery.
mommicKt, n. [Var- ^ mammock, M.] A scare-
crow. FProv. ng.]
mommicK (mom'ik), r. t. [Var. of mammock, r.]
To cut awkwardly; mess or make a mess of:

as, he tnommick# his food. [Obsolete or prov.]
mommy (mom'i), . ; pi. mommies (-iz). [A var.
of mummy; cf. old-irife, old-squaw, old-granny,
etc.] A duck, Jtarclda glacialis, the old-wife
or south-southerly. [Cape May, New Jersey.]
Momordica (mo-mdr'di-kii), n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), so called in allusion to the seeds,
which have the appearance of being bitten ; <
L. mordere (perf. inomordi), bite: see mordant.']
A genus of plants of the natural order Cucur-
bitacece and the tribe Cucumerinea', character-
ized by the stamens being inserted below the
mouth'of the calyx, by the calyx being provided
with two or three scales, and by having a cam-
panulate corolla and simple tendrils. They are

climbing herbs, either annual or perennial, having entire
lobed or compound leaves attd rather small white or yel-
lowish flowers, which are monoecious or dioecious. The
fruit Is oblong or cylindrical, I -dry like or opening Into
three valves, having few or many seeds. Twenty-flve spe-
cies are known, natives chiefly of Africa, but also of tropi
cal Asia and Australia. They are plain plants except for

their fruit, which in some species is red or orange-yellow,
and which bursts when fully ripe, disclosing the red-ariled
seeds. Such are the species M. Babamina, the balsam-

apple, and M . Charantta, sometimes called balmm-pear,
the best-known cultivated species. 1 he squirting cucum-
I"T. which grows in the south of Europe, was formerly
placed in this genus, under the name M. Elateritim, but is

now regarded as the type of a distinct genus, h'clxillium.

raomot (rno'mot), w. Same as mottnot.

Momota (mo-mo'tft), //. [NL.] Same as .!//-

motus. Stair, 180$.

Momotidae (mo-mot' i-de), . pi. [NL., < Mo-
motus + -iW<p.] An American family of serra-
tirostral picarian birds, typified by the genus
Moiiiotiix ; the motmots or sawbills. They are re-

lated to the kingfishers. The tail Is long and graduated,
of 10 or 12 rectrices, of which the middle pair are usually
long-exserted and spalulated, funning a pair of rackets;
the plumage Is aftershafted, the bill serrated, and the ster-

num doubly fenestrated ; there are no area nor spinal
apterlura ; and there are two carotids. The Momotido?
are confined to the warmer parts of America. There are

only about 15
species, of the genera Homohu, Crybelu*, Ba-

rMMttMfBt liimomota. PnonorhyneJaa, and J/yiomaiK*.
The family is also called Primitida. See motmot,

Momotinae (mo-mo-ti'ne), n. ;>/. [NL., < Jfo-

mottut + -I'MIP.] 1. The only subfamily of ifo-

motidtr. Also called Prionitino'. 2. The Momo-
tidce as a subfamily of some other family.
MomotUS (mo-mo'tus), . [NL. : see ninnint.

ni'itmot.'] The typical genus of Momotida; es-

tablished by Brisson in 1760. It was formerly coex-
tensive with the family, bnt Is now restricted to such
species as .V. bratHirntu. M. nrruleite/*, the bine-head-
ed sawhlll. Is the only memlier of Its genus or family found



Momotus

Blue-headed Sawbill {Momotus c&ritleiceps).

so far north as the Mexican border of the United States.
Also Momota, Baryphonus, and Prionites. See motmot.

Momus (mo'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. Moi/^of, a per-
sonification of pupof, blame, ridicule.] 1. In
classical myth., a son of Night, the god of rail-

lery and censure. He is said to have complained that
the man made by Vulcan had not a window in his breast to
let his thoughts be seen.

2. In ornith., a genus of humming-birds, of the

family Trochilidce, the type of which is M. ida-
lice of Brazil. Mulsant and Verreaux, 1866 A
disciple or a son (or daughter) of Momus, a facetious
or funny person ; a wag ; a clown in a circus.

"I do not think that Wickam is a person of very cheer-
ful spirits, or what one would call a " "A daughter qf
Momus," Miss Tox softly suggested.

Dickens, Dombey and Son, viii.

mon 1
!, n. An obsolete form of moan1 .

mon2 (mon), . A dialectal (especially Scotch)
form of man. See man, and compare mun*.
mons

t, ". i. Same as moun,
mon4 (mon), n. [Jap.] A per-
sonal crest

; badge, or cogni-
zance used in Japan and intro-
duced into decoration of all

sorts. For examples, see kiku-
mon and kirimon.

mon-. See mono-.
mona (mo'na), n. [NL., < Sp.
Pg. It. mona, a female monkey :

see monkey.] An African mon-
key, Cercopithecus mona, -of highly variegated
coloration and docile disposition, often kept in

captivity. See cut under Cercopithecus.
monacal!, a. An obsolete spelling of monachal.

monacanfhid (mon-a-kan'thid), a. [< Gr. pova-
KavBof, with one spine (see monacanthous) +
-id2.] Having uniserial adambulacral spines,
as a starfish: distinguished from diplacanthid
and polyacanthid.
Monacanthinae (mon"a-kan-thi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Monacanthus + -ince.] A subfamily of
balistoid fishes, typified by the genus Monacan-
thus. They have the anterior dorsal fin reduced to a sin-

gle spine upon the head (whence the name), and have
from 18 to 21 vertebra (7 abdominal and 11 to 14 caudal).
The subfamily includes a number of tropical and sub-

tropical marine fishes, some of which are known as lea-

ther-jackets, on account of their villous coriaceous integu-
ments.

monacanthine (mon-a-kan'thin), a. and n. I.
a. Of or pertaining to the Monacanthince.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Monacanthince.
monacanthous (mon-a-kan'thus), a. [< Gr.

povanavSof, with one spine or prickle, < /5vof,
sin-

gle, + axavSa, a spine or prickle : see acantha.]
Having but one spine ; monacanthine.
Monacanthus (mon-a-kan'thus), n. [NL. :

see monacanthous.] The typical genus of Mona-
canthince, having a spine for a first dorsal fin.

Cuvier,_
1817. They are numerous in warm seas ; M. oc-

cidentaWs is West Indian, and is occasionally found on the
southern coast of the United States.

Monacha (mon'a-kii), n. [NL., < Gr. fiovax<^,

single, solitary, { /ttivoc;, single: see monk.] 1.
A genus of mollusks. 2. In ornith., same as
Monasa. P. L. Sclater, 1882.

Monasa of Vieillot I have ventured to correct into Mona-
cha,. Sclater, Monog. Puffbirds, p. xl.

monachal (mon'a-kal), a. [Formerly also mona-
cal; < OF. monachal, monacal, F. monacal = Sp.
Pg. monacal = It. monacale, < ML. monachalis,
of a monk, < LL. monachus, a monk: see monk.]
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Of or pertaining to monks or nuns
; belonging

to or characteristic of monastic life, especially
with reference to external relations or person-
al conduct; monastic; monkish: as, monachal
morals

;
monachal austerity.

Robert de Brunne, to illustrate monachal morals, inter-

spersed domestic stories ; and . . . that rhyming monk
affords the most ancient specimens of English tales in

verse. I. D'lwaeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 208.

monachism (mon
'

a-kizm), n. [= F. mona-
chisme = Sp. monaqiiismo = Pg. It. monaclii.tin<i,

< ML. monachismus, < LGr. /wva^ia/iof, monk-
ery, < fiavaxof, a monk: see monk."} 1. The
principle of living in the manner of monks;
the system or course of life pursued by monks
and nuns; primarily, the practice of living
alone in religious retirement from the world

;

religious seclusion
; secondarily, the corporate

life of religious communities under vows of

poverty, celibacy, and obedience to a superior.
See monk.

The root-idea of monacAim is . . . retirement from so-

ciety in search of some ideal of life which society cannot
supply, but which is thought attainable by abnegation of
self and withdrawal from the world. This definition ap-
plies to all forms of monachism, . . . whether amongst
Brahmans, Buddhists, Jews, Christians, Moslems, or the
communistic societies of the present day, even when theo-

retically anti-theological. This broad general conception
of monaeft&m is differenced in the following ways : It

may take the form of absolute separation, so far as practi-
cable, from all human intercourse, so as to give the whole
life to solitary contemplation theanchoretic type ; or it

may seek fellowship with kindred spirits in a new asso-
ciation for the same common end the coenobitic type ;

it may abandon society as incurably corrupt, as a City of
Destruction out of which the fugitive must flee absolutely

the Oriental view, for the most part ; or it may consid-
er itself as having a mission to influence and regenerate
society which has been, on the whole, and with minor
exceptions, the Western theory of the monastic life.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 698.

2. A monastic characteristic or peculiarity;
also, such characteristics collectively.

Florence of Worster, Huntingdon, Simeon of Durham,
Hoveden, Mathew of Westminster, and many others of
obscurer note, with all their mnuuAaxim.

Milton, Hist Eng., iv.

Monachus (mon'a-kus), . [NL.. < Gr. fiova-

Xt>(, single, solitary, LGr. a monk: see monk.]
1. Tinmammal., a genus of Phocidce, havingfour
incisors above and below; the monk-seals. There
are 2 species. M. albiventer is the seal of the Mediter-
ranean and Black Sea. M. tropicalix is the West Indian
seal. Also called Pelagiug and Heliophoca.

2. In ornith., a genus of warblers containing
such as the common blackcap, Sylvia atrica-

pilla. J. J. Kaup, 1829. 3. In entom., a large
and important genus of leaf-beetles, erected

by Suffrian in 1852. It is composed of small bluish
beetles with or without red spots, and with the body very
convex. There are about 100 species, all American, of which
6 belong to Korth America and the rest to more tropical
regions.

monacid (mon-as'id), a. [< Gr. /i6vof, single,
+ E. acid.] Capable of saturating a single
molecule of a monobasic acid: applied to hy-
droxids and basic oxids.

monact (mon-akf), a. and. [< Gr. /jovof, sin-

gle, + auric, a ray.] I. a. Having only one ray ;

monactinal.
II. n. A monactinal sponge-spicule.

monactinal (mo-nak'ti-nal), a. [< monactine
+ -al.] Single-rayed; uniradiate, as a sponge-
spicule.
monactine (mo-nak'tin), a. [< Gr. fiivoc;, single,
+ auric; (O.KTIV-), a ray.] Same as monactinal.
Sollas.

Monactinellinae (mo-nak"ti-ne-li'ne), w. pi.

[NL., < Gr. /jtrvos, single, + d/cr<f (CIKTIV-), a ray,
+ dim. -ella + -ince.] A group, subordinal or

other, of fibrosilicious or ceratosilicoid sponges,
having comparatively little ceratode, the skele-
ton being mostly composed of single straight
silicious spicules, whence the name. The bread-
crumb sponge, Hfilichondria panicea, is a char-
acteristic example. See Monaxonida.
monactinelline (mo-nak-ti-nel'in), a. Of orper-
taining to the Monactinellince.

monad (mon'ad), n. and a. [= F. monade =
Sp. monada = Pg. monada = It. monade, < LL.
monas (monad-), < Gr. jiovd^ (JIQVO.&-) , a unit, unity,
as adj. solitary, single, < fi6voc (Ionic fiovvof,
Doric ni>vo$, orig.^ovfof), alone, solitary, single,

sole, only; appar. akin to fiia, fern, of elf (EV-),

one.] I. n. 1. In metaph., an individual and
indivisible substance. The word was introduced into

philosophy by Giordano Bruno to denote the minimum
parts of substances supposed by him to be at once psychical
and material. In the philosophy of Leibnitz the concep-
tion of the monad is that of an absolutely unextended sub-
stance existing in space, its existence consisting in its

activities, which are ideas
;
and the universe was conceived

by him as made up of such existences. The history of each

monadic
monad follows an internal law, and all interaction between
the monads is excluded

;
but there is a preestablished har-

mony between these laws for the different monads. (See
Leibnitzian.) The Leibnitzian theory of the monad was, in

many particulars, revived by Hermann Lotze.

Pythagoras his manadx, so much talked of, were nothing
else but corporeal atoms.

Cudivorth, Intellectual System, p. 13.

The soul is a mmiad (according to Bruno). It is never
entirely without a body. God is the monad of monads; he
is the minimum, because all things are external to him,
and at the same time the maximum, since all things are
in him. . . . The atoms of the ancients differed from one
another in magnitude, figure, and position, but not quali-
tatively or in internal character. The monads of Leibniz,
on the contrary, are qualitatively differentiated by their
ideas. All monads have ideas, but the ideas of the different
monads are of different degrees of clearness. . . . God is

the primitive monad; all other wonads are its fulgurations.
Ueberwerj, Hist. Philos. (tr. by Morris), II. 27.

2. In 610?. : (a) Any simple single-celled organ-
ism. The name covers a great many similar but not ne-

cessarily related unicellular organisms, some of which are
monads in sense (&), others being plants ; others again
are free flagellate cells representing an embryonic con-
dition of some other organism or of wholly indeterminate
character.

We are warranted in considering the body as a common-
wealth of monad*, each of which has independent powers
of life, growth, and reproduction.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 493.

(6) In 2067., specifically, a flagellate infusorian
;

one of the Infusoria flagellata, characterized by
the possession of one or two long whip-like
flagella, and generally exhibiting an endoplast
and a contractile vacuole. The word in this

sense is derived from the name of the genus
Monas. 3. In cJtem., an element whose atoms
have the lowest valence or atomicity, which
valence is therefore taken as unity.

II. a. In chem. and biol., of or pertaining to

monads; of the nature of a monad; monadi-
form.

Many monad metals give us their line spectra at a low
degree of heat. J. !f. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 124.

There is reason to think that certain organisms which
pass through a monad stage of existence, such as the Myx-
omycetes, are, at one time of their lives, dependent upon
external sources for their protein matter, or are animals ;

and, at another period, manufacture it, or are plants.
Huxley, Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms.

monad-deme (mon'ad-dem), n. [< monad +
deme'2.] A colony or aggregate of undifferen-
tiated monads.

Starting from the unit of the first order, the plastid or

monad, and terming any undifferentiated aggregate a

deme, we have a monad-deme. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

monadelph1
(mon'a-delf), it. [< Monadelphia^.]

In bot., a plant wfiose stamens are united in
one body or set by the filaments.

monadelph2
(mon'a-delf), n. [< Monadelphia't.]

In zool., a member of that division of mammals
in which the uterus is single.

Monadelphia1
(mon-a-del'fi-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ftavof, alone, + -afol^a,
<d(!e^><}c, brother: sev-adel-

hia.] The name given by
innseus to his sixteenth

class of plants, comprising
those that have their sta-

mens united into one set

by their filaments.

Monadelphia2
(mon-a-del'-

fi-a), n. pi An erroneous
Monadelphous F ,OW5r .

form tor Monoaelpma.
monadelphian (mon-a-del'fi-an), a. [< Hona-
dclphia

1 + -an.] Same as monadelphous.
monadelphic (mon-a-del'fik), . [As Mona-
delphial + 48J Pertaining to a family consist-

ing of a single individual Monadelphic form,
in math.

,
a form belonging to a monadelphic type. Mon-

adelphic type, in math., a type containing a single nu-
merical parameter.

monadelphpn (rnon-a-del'fon), n. [NL.: see

Monadelphia^.] In bot., an andrcecium of which
the filaments are combined into a single column.

monadelphous (mon-a-del'fus), a. [AsM0o-
delphl + -ous.] In bot., having the stamens
united into one set by their filaments

; belong-
ing or relating to the class Monadelphia.
monadiary (mo-nad'i-a-ri), n.; pi. monadiaries

(-riz). [< Nii.*moadlarmm, < LL. monas (mo-
nad-), a monad : see monad.] The common en-

velop of a colony of monads or monadiform
infusorians.

monadic (mo-nad'ik), a. [< Gr. /lovadiKoc;, single,
< yuovdc (,uovo(!-), a unit: see monad.] 1. Per-

taining to monads; having the nature or char-
acter of a monad. 2. Single; not occurring
in pairs. [Rare.]

So, too, we have the seven openings of the head, the
three twin pairs of eyes, ears, and nostrils, with the mo-
nadic mouth to make the seventh.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 342.



m-
i, in.iii.iilit..im ciKlixlcrui.il cell of a
longe i 3, the amaebifonn state of an en-
xlennal cell of the s.ime.

monadical

monadical (ino-nad'i-kal), ". [< i</<//c +
Sanii. M iiitH/ittlic. l>i'. II. Man; Def. of

Philosophic ( 'ahliahl, A|(|l.. IX.

monadically (mo-mid
'

i-kal-i), mlr. AH a
monad or iinil : I iy oneness.

I'.vcry nuitiher Mihsi.sth i/im/'/iV<///.v in unity.
'/'. Taylor, Tmns. of I'lotiaim (1794X Int., p. xxxlx.

Monadidae (mo-nad'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < LL.
Humus (iiniiniil-) + -//((.] The monads proper,
a family of flagellate infusoriaiis. These animal-
culoa are naked or lllorlcate, and entirely free-swimming,
with the Hap limn slunk- and terminal, no dUtlnct oral

aperture, an cmloplast or nucleus, and usually one or more
contractile vacuolcs. Also MmMtltlln.

monadiformOno-nad'i-form), a. [<LL. Humus
(iiiiii<inl-),a, unit, + L. forma, form.] In &/.,
having the form
or character of

a monad
;

re-

sembling a mo-
nad. HII.I/II/.

Anat. InviTl.,

p. 96.

monadigerous (mon-a-dij'e-rus), n. [< LL.
mniitix (niitiinil-) + L" gererc, carry : see -ger,

-f/croits.] In zm'il., bearing or composed of

monads or monadiform cells: as, the monadi-
i// rniis layer of a sponge, which is the layer
of cells lining the walla of the flagellated
chambers of sponges. H. James Clark.

Monadina (mon-a-di'nil), . pi. [NL., < LL.
iiiiiintx(iiiniiiiil-) + -i'a 2 .] Ehrenberg'snameof
the monads or flagellate infusorians now called
Minni/liilif.

monadine (mon'a-din), a. Of or pertaining to

the MoiHiiliii't or Moiuididai; having the char-

acter of a monad. Carpenter, Micros., $ 418.

Monadineae (mon-a-din'e-e), . pi. [NL. (Cien-

kowski), < Or. fiovaf(fiovatS-), a unit,+ in- + -ecu.']

An order of fungi of the class Myxomijcetfs. They
are slimy plants growing in moist places, frequently parasit-

ic, and produce zobcysts, sporocysU, plasmodia, zoospores,
and induring spores, the zobcysta emitting at maturity one
to many zoosporea or amieba-like bodies.

monadism (mon'f-dism), it. [= P. monadisme
= Sp. monadismo; as monad +

-ism.} 1, A
philosophical system which accepts, in some
form, the theory of monads; also, a theory of

monads.
Not unfrequently he [Leibnltzl Introduces his theory of

monadism by the argument that there must be simple sub-

stances since there are composite things, for the compos-
ite is only an aggregate of simple units.

E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. sfl.

2. The application of the conception of the
monad to the solution of the problems of chem-

istry and physics ;
atomism.

Of the different forms of the atomic theory, that of Bos-

covlch may be taken as an example of the purest mono-
dimn. Enci/c. Brit., III. 37.

monadology (mon-a-dol'o-ji), n. [= F. inona-

rtologie, < Or. putAt\fBtm*), a unit (see monad),
+ Joybht Myetv, speak: see -ology.} In the

philosophy of Leibnitz, the doctrine of monads ;

also, any similar metaphysical theory, as that

of Lotze. See monad, 1 .

Leibnitz's moiutdology may be a true system ; but also it

may not ; and our faculties do not enable us to say whether
It Is or Is not. Isxtif Stephen, Eng. Thought, 1. $ 35.

Lotzo, however, saves himself from a materialistic dual-

ism through his monadology. Mind, XII. 589.

raonal (mo-niil'), 11. Same as monaul.

monamine (mon'am-in), H. [< Gr. //dvof, single,
+ E. diwirte.] One of a class of chemical com-

pounds formed by substituting one or more
alcohol radicals for the hydrogen in a single
ammonia molecule. Monamines are primnri/,

secondary, or tertiary, according as one, two, or

three atoms of hydrogen are replaced.

monanapestic (mon-an-a-pes'tik), a. [< Gr. /i6-

voc, single,+ avairatarof, anapest: seeanapestic.}
In anc. pros., containing but one anapest: not-

ing certain logaoedie meters. See monodactylif.
monander (rao-uan'der), H. [< Gr. uovof, sin-

gle, + avi/p (nwTp-), man, male (in mod. bot. sta-

men). Cf. MMMTOMfc] In bot., a plant hav-

ing one stamen only.
Monandria (ino-naii'dri-ii), n. pi. [NL., <Gr.
/i6vo;, single. + avi/p (avio-), man, male (in mod.
bot. stamen).] The first class in Linnasus's

system of plants, comprehending all genera with

perfect tlowovs having only one stamen.
monandrian (ino-nan'dri-an), a. [< Monandriit
+ -an."] Same as MOMMOnHM.
monandrous (mo-min'drus),<t. [< Gr. povavdpot ,

having but one husband, < ii6vo$, single, + av!/p

(nfip-), man. male. In def. 2, cf. Muniiinlriii.}

1. In :m'il. ami niitlirop.: (1 Having one male
or husband: living in monandry : monogamous,

241

Motuuidrous
Flower at
Marcs - t..il
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as a female. (ft) Relating to monandry: as,

a monaiidroHM system or custom. 2. In hot.,

having a single stamen ; belonging
to or having the characterw of the
class MiiHiitiilfin.

monandry (nio-na n Mri i. . |<<;r.

fiovavipia, the 'having but one hus-

band, < fiAvavipor, having but one
husband: see Htitimiidriiiix.} The
monandrous state ; the practice of

having only one husband.
Once Introduced, monandry must neces-

sarily spread In proportion as life becomes
easier ; for a man to hare a wife to him-
self must be the respectable thing, and
with this there will go a corresponding
progress towards civilised Ideas of conjugal
fidelity. W. R. Smith, Kinship and Mar-

[rlage, p. 141.

monanthous (mo-nan'thus). a. [<
Gr. pdvos, single, + iUtef, flower.] uiuurt
In hot., producing but one flower:

said of a plant or peduncle.
monarch (mon'ark), ii. [Early mod. E. nton-

arke; < OF. (and F.) monarque = Sp. monarca
= Pg. monarcfia = It. monarca, < LL. monarcha,
< Gr. /Mapx>K, ftAvapxof, ruling alone, a mon-
arch, dictator, a sovereign (cf. //ovop^fiv, nde
alone), < /i6vof, alone, + ipxeiv, rule.] 1. The
chief of a monarchy ;

a supreme governor for

life, entitled variously emperor (or empress),
king (or queen), czar (or czarina), sultan, shah,
etc. ; primarily, a sole or autocratic ruler of a

state, but in modern times generally a heredi-

tary sovereign with more or less limited pow-
ers. See monarchy.

It [mercy] becomes
The throned mmarch better than his crown.

5AoJr.,M. of V.,lv. 1. 1K.

The Sovereign, If a single person, Is or should be called
a Monarch. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 36O.

2. Any possessor of absolute power or supe-
riority ; one who or that which holds a dominat-

ing or preeminent position, literally or figura-

tively : as, the oak is the monarch of the forest.

Come, thou monarch of the vine,

Plumpy Bacchus with pink eyne I

Shak., A. and C\, 11. 7 (song).

I am monarch of all I surrey.
My right there Is none to dispute.

Cotrper, Alexander Selkirk.

= 8yn. 1. Kiwi, etc. (see prince), potentate, autocrat,

despot.

Monarcha (mo-nar'ka), n. [NL., < LL. nio-

iiarcha, a monarch : see monarch.} An extensive

genus of true flycatchers, of the family Miuci-

capida-, founded by Vigors and Horsfteld in 1826.
It contains about 25 species, especially characteristic of

Australia, New Guinea, the Moluccas, and Polynesia. They
are birds of brilliant and variegated coloration.

monarchal (mo-nar'kal), a. [= It. monarcalf;
as monarch + *!?.] Of or pertaining to a mon-

arch; befitting a monarch; sovereign.
The princes' persons being In all monarchal govern-

ments the very knot of the people's welfare.
Sir /'. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

Satan, whom now transcendent glory raised

Above his fellows, with monarchal pride,
-Conscious of highest worth, unmoved thus spake.

Milton, P. L., IL 428.

nionarchesst (mon'fir-kes), . [< monarch +
-ess.} A female monarch

;
a queen or empress.

The monarches* of the four-corner'd earth.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, vlil.

Rome, what made her such a Monarcheaf, but onely the
aduentures of her youth, not In riots at home, but In dan-

gers abroad? Capt. John ftmith, Works, II. 197.

monarchia (mo-nar'ki-a), ii. [LL. : see IHOII-

archy.] In the'ol., same as monarchy, 5.

monarchial (mo-nar'ki-al), a. [< LL. monar-

chia, monarchy (see tiioniirclii/). + -/.] Same as

monarchical.

If all the evils which can arise among ns from the re-

publican form of our government, from this day to the day
of Judgment, could 1 put Into a scale against what this

country suffers from Its monarchial form in a week, . . .

the latter would be preponderate.
Jefenon, Correspondence, II. 205.

Monarchian (rao-nar'ki-an), n. [= F. mo-
narcliien = Pg. monarchiano ; < Gr. fiovapxqf,

monarch, /wvapx'a, monarchy: see nioiian-lii/

and -an.] One of a body of Antitrinitarian

Christians in the latter part of the second and
the third century. They were divided Into two groupe
the dynamic (dynamvtir) or rationalistic Monarchal!*,
who regarded Christ as filled with a divine power and de-

nied his divinity, and the Patripasnan*, who regarded the

Father and the Son as the same; the latter were called

modalietic Monarthian*. from their advocacy of a threefold

mode or manifestation of the deity.

By iii"iitirt'liiuii* of the former {dynamistlc} class Christ

was held to be a mere man, miraculously conceived Indeed,
but constituted the Son of Ood simply by the infinitely

monarchizer

high devnr In which h.- had been filled with IHvlne wl-
dom and power. /;. .'

,
\ VI. 710.

Monarchianism (m<j-niir'ki-an-iztn), n. [< Mo-
narchiun + -1*111. ]

The tlieoliioicul OOOtraM re-

spectingthe Godhead maintained by tin- Monar-
eliians.

Mousllillc numartUanim, conceiving that the whole
fulness of the Godhead dwelt In Christ, took i-v- .

pn,.., to

the " snlM>rdlnatlanlim
"
ofsome church writers, and main-

tained that the names Father and Son were only two dif-

ferent designations of the same subject, the one Ood. who
"with reference to the relation* In which He had pre-

viously stood to the world Is called the Father, but In ref-

erence to His appearance In humanity Is called the Hon.
"

Kncyc. Brit., XVI. 710,

monarchianistic (mo-nar-ki-a-nis'tik), a. [<
Mninin-liiiin + -ixtic.} Relating to or resem-

bling the theory of the Monarchians.
Monarckianutic comparisons of Augustine.

Ueberwey, Hist Phllos. (trana.X I-

monarchic (rap-uar'kik), a. [< F. monarchiquc
= 8p. mondrr/uico = Pg. monarchico = It. mo-

nurcliico, < Gr. /tovapxiKo{> of a monarch or mo-
narchical, < /idvapxof, a monarch : see monarch,
monarchy.} Relating or pertaining to a mon-
arch or to monarchy; monarchical.
The monarchic*ma arlstocratlcml and popular parti?

have been jointly laying their axes to the root of all gor-
ernment. Burkr, Vfnd. of Nat. Society.
Without justice all forms, democratic or monarchie, ant

tyrannical alike. AYowfr, C'sraar, p. 190.

monarchical (mo-nar'ki-kal), a. [< monarchic
+ -a/.] 1 . Pertaining to a monarch or to mon-
archy; characteristic of or subject to a mon-
arch

;
of the nature of monarchy: as, monarchi-

cal rule or methods; a monarchical country or

government.
Monarchical their State,

Hut prudently confined, and mingled wise
Of each harmonious power. Thornton, Liberty, Iv.

In a monarchical state In which theconstltutlon Is strong-
est, the laws may be relaxed without danger.

Ooldmith, Citizen of the World, I.

It is not Impossible that the political movements of oar
time, which seem on the surface to have a tendency to

democracy, may have in reality a monarchical bias.

DitrarJi.

2. Of or pertaining to government by a mon-
arch.

It was not the Monarchical way of Government that wan
so displeasing to God or Samuel ; for their Government
was of that Form already. Stillingfleet, Sermons, II. Iv.

3. Regarding monarchy as the best form of

government ; adhering to the principles of mon-
archy. The name Monarchical party was often applied
to the Federalists of the United stnt.-s by their opponent*.
Also monarchial.

= Syn. See prince and royal.

monarchically (mo-niir'ki-knl-i), adr. In the
form of a monarchy, or in accordance with the

principles or methods of monarchical govern-
ment.

monarchise, monarchiser. S-e monartMfe,
monarchizer.

monarchism (mon'Sr-Wzm), . [< F. monar-
chixmc = Sp. monargiiignio ; as monarch + -ii.]
The principles of monarchy; love of or prefer-
ence for monarchy.
monarchist (mon'ar-kist), 11. [< F. mottar-

chiste =
Sp. monartjuista = Pg. It. monarchista ;

as monarch + -int.} An advocate of or believer
in monarchy; one who holds or maintains mo-
narchical principles.

I proceed to examine the next supposition of the church
mnnarchiflt, which Is, That Saint Peter's primacy with Its

right* and prerogatives was not personal but derivable to

his successors. Bnrroir, On the Pope's Supremacy.
There is no Frenchman, be he Republican or Monarchist,

who does not feel this Insult. Later, Bismarck, II. 141.

monarchize (mon'iir-kiz). r. ; pret. and pp.
monarchi:ed, ppr. moiiarchizing. [= F. monar-
chiser; as monarch + -ire.] I. intrant. To play
the king; act as a monarch.

Allowing him a breath, a little scene
To monnrrhite, be fear'd, and kill with looks.

Shale., Rich. II., ill. 2. 106.

II. trans. 1. To rule over as a monarch .

By whom three sever'd Realms in one shall firmly stand,
As Britain founding Brute first inoiurrcAurd the Land.

Drayton, Polyolblon, v. x.

2. To convert into a monarchy.
So far we shall be from mending our condition by man-

archiziny our Government, whatever new Conceit now
possesses us. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

[In all senses obsolete or unusual.]
Also spelled monarchic .

monarchizer (mon'ar-ki-zer), H. One who
plays the monarch, or upholds monarchy ; a
monarchist. Also spelled monarchiser. [Rare.]

Let the pride
Of these onr irreligious monarchum
Be crawn'd In blood.

Beamed, Rape of Lncrece. III.
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monarchy (mon'jjr-ki), .; pi. monarchies (-kiz).

[< ME. monarchic = F. monarchic = Sp. mo-

narquia = Pg. It. monarcJiia, < LL. monarchic!,

< Or. navapxia, absolute rule, sole power, mon-

archy, < fiovapxof, a sovereign, monarch : see

monarch.] 1. Supreme power wielded by a

single person ;
absolute personal authority.

They imagined that he [Jesus] . . . should subdue the

rest of the world, and make Jerusalem the seat of an uni-

versal monarchy. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 16.

But let us not deceive our selves, the pretensions are as

high and as great at Borne to this Monarchy as ever they
were. StUlingfleet, Sermons, II. ii.

2. The principle of government by a monarch
;

the monarchical system.
The first, the most ancient, most general, and most ap.

proved, was the government of one ruling by just laws,
called monarchy. Raleigh, Hist World, I. ix. 2.

I hear there are people among you who think the ex-

perience of our governments has already proved that re-

publican governments will not answer. Send those gen-
try here, to count the blessings of monarchy.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 221.

3. A government in which the supreme power is

either actually or nominally lodged in the hands
of a monarch or sole ruler, who holds his posi-
tion for life, generally with hereditary succes-
sion. There have been elective, monarchies, in which the
successor to a deceased sovereign was chosen without obli-

gatory regard to the hereditary principle ;
but this prin-

ciple has finally prevailed, to the exclusion of choice, in
all existing civilized monarchies. The former kingdom
of Poland was a purely elective monarchy. The German-
Roman empire was originally, and always nominally, elec-
tive ; but for many centuries the chosen successor was
almost invariably the heir of the former emperor. An
absolute or despotic monarchy is one in which the will of the
monarch or sovereign is supreme over all other authority
or powers of government ; a limited or constitutional mon-
archy, one in which the sovereign is limited to the exercise
of particular powers or functions by the laws or constitu-

tion of the realm. More or less limited monarchies have
nearly always existed. About the fifteenth century a note-

worthy increase of the power of the sovereign took place
(as in England under Edward IV., iii France under Louis

XL, in Spain under Ferdinand the Catholic and Charles

V.). Till the close of the eighteenth century the prevalent
theory and practice on the continent constituted nearly
unrestricted absolutism ; this has now almost disappeared
from Europe, while still maintaining a foothold in Asia.
But whether absolute or limited, the monarch is theoreti-

cally regarded as the source of all power, and all acts of

government are done in his name.

The obvious definition of a monarchy seems to be that
of a state in which a single person, by whatsoever name
he may be distinguished, is intrusted with the execution
of the laws, the management of the revenue, and the com-
mand of the army. But, unless public liberty is protect-
ed by intrepid and vigilant guardians, the authority of so
formidable a magistrate will soon degenerate into des-

potism. Gibbon.

It has often indeed been noticed that a Feudal Monar-
chy was an exact counterpart of a Feudal Manor, but the
reason of the correspondence is only now beginning to
dawn upon us. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 77.

4. The territory ruled over by a monarch; a

kingdom; an empire.
What scourge for perjury

Can this dark monarchy afford false Clarence?

., Rich. III., i. 4. 51.

(a
X

5. In theol., the doctrine that there is in the
Godhead only one principle (apxq'), cause (ai-

ria), source or fountain (Trr/yif) of deity, namely
God the Father, from whom the Son and the

Holy Ghost derive their divinity. Also monar-
chia. -Fifth Monarchy Men. See fifth.

Monarda (mo-nar'da), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737), named after N. Monardes, a Spanish
physician and botanist of the 16th century.]
A genus of labiate plants, type of the tribe

Hfonardere, characterized by the anthers hav-

Branch of Oswego Tea (Monarda ctittyma), with flowers.

ing a very small connective, the cells confluent
into one, and by having a tubular calyx with
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fifteen nerves, which is almost equally five-

toothed. They are odorous erect herbs with entire or
toothed leaves, and quite large flowers arranged in a few
terminal or whorled heads, surrounded by many bracts,
and varying in color, being bright-red, purple, white, and
in one species pale-yellow. About 7 species are known,
all natives of North America. M. punctata, the American
horsemint, is stimulant and carminative. M. didyma, the

Oswego tea, or bee-balm, has bright-scarlet flowers and is

handsome in gardens.
Monardeae (mo-nar'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1833), <' Monarda + -ece.'] A tribe of

plants of the natural order Labiata;, charac-
terized by having two perfect ascending sta-

mens, in which one cell of each anther is either

wanting or separated from the other, it embraces
11 genera, Monarda being the type, and about 490 species,
the majority of which are widely scattered throughout the

temperate and warmer regions of the earth.

monardin (mo-nar'din), n. [< Monarda + -Mi2.]
A crystalline solid which separates from the oil

of horsemint, Monardapunctata. It is isomeric
with thymol.
monarsenOUS (mon-ar'se-nus). a. [< Gr. fi6vos,

single, + apa/v, male.] Inzoot., having but one
male for several females.
monarticular (mon-ar-tik'u-lar), a. [< Gr. ft6-

vof, single,+ L. articulus, a joint : see articular.']
In pathol., affecting a single joint.

monas (mon'as), n. [NL., < LL. monas, a unit :

see monad."] 1. A monad; a monadiform in-

fusorian. 2. [cop.] The typical genus of Mo-
nadidce. M. lens is an example Monas prodlgl-
osa, Bacillus prodiyiosm. This microscopic organism
forms short rods; it is not pathogenic, but is found on
starchy substances, such as bread, rice, and potatoes, also
on milk. It produces a red pigment, and it or the sub-
stances which it discolors are sometimes called Mood-rain,
bleeding bread, bleeding host, and red milk.

Monasa (mon'a-sa), n. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),
an error for Monacha : see Monacha."} A genus
of South American barbets or puff-birds, of
the family Bucconida;; the nun-birds or mon-
ases. There are seven species, of comparatively large
size, with somber blackish plumage usually relieved with
white on the face or wings, and coral-red bills, as M . nitrra,
M. nwrpheus, and M. nigrifrons. Also Monasta, Monastes,
Monacha, Lypornix, and Scotocharis. See cut at nun-bird.

Monascidise (mon-a-sid'i-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

jU<Jrof, alone, + NL. Ascidice.'] A superfamily
group of tunicates, the Ascidice simplices; the

sea-squirts ; simple and either solitary or social
ascidians.

monascidian (mon-a-sid'i-an), a. and . [< Gr.

fiovof, single, + E. ascidian.~] I. a. Simple, as
an ascidian; not composite or compound, as

many ascidians are; of or pertaining to the
Monascidia'.

II. n. A member of the Monascidice; an ordi-

nary sea-squirt.
monase (mon'as), . [< F. monase, NL. Mo-
nasa : see Monasa.] A fissirostral barbet of
the genus Monasa; a nun-bird.
monaster (mon-as'ter), n. [< Gr. fiovof, single,
+ aarfip, star.] In embryol., the original aster
or single-star figure which occurs in the process
of caryocinesis ;

the mother-star of the nuclein :

distinguished from diaster or dyaster.
monasterial (mon-as-te'ri-al), a. [= Sp. mona-
sterial = It. monasteriale, < LL. monasterialis, of

a monastery, < monasterium, a monastery: see

monastery.'} Of or pertaining to a monastery.
One of the bishops had been in solitary confinement in

this monasterial prison 17 years.
The Century, XXXV. 66, note.

mpnasterially (mon-as-te'ri-al-i), adv. Monas-
tically.

It is not the habit that makes the monk, many being
monasterially accoutred who inwardly are nothing less

than monachal.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i., Author's Pro). (Dames.)

monastery (mon'as-te-ri), n.; pi. monasteries

(-riz). [In early form minster, q. v.
;
= F. mo-

nastere= Sp. monasterio= Pg. mosteiro= It. mo-
nasterio = OBulg. monastyri, monostyri = Serv.
manastir = Pol. monastery = Hung, monostor (<

Slav.), < LL. monasterium, < Gr. fiovaart/piov, a

solitary dwelling, in LGr. a monastery, cf . LGr.
ftovaart/piof, adj., Gr. uavaoTr/f, a solitary, LGr. a
monk, < fiovdfriv, be alone, dwell alone, < fiavtx;,

alone : see monad. Cf . monk, from the same ult.

source.] A house or other place of residence

occupied in common by persons seeking reli-

gious seclusion from the world: commonly ap-
plied to such a house exclusivelyusedbymonks.
The term, however, strictly includes the abbey, the priory,
the nunnery, and the friary, and in this broad use is synon-
ymous with convent. Monasteries in the Christian church
were probably first established in the fourth century. St.

Benedict of Nursia in the sixth century established a mo-
nastic rule which has been the foundation of nearly all the
rules which govern monastic vows. Vows under different
rules were made from the beginning of Christianity. The

monaul
number of monasteries in Europe was much diminished at
the Reformation, when their rich estates were in part ap-
propriated by sovereigns to their own use, and in part trans-
ferred to universities and other educational institutions,
etc. We owe to the monasteries the first definite begin-
nings or revival of civilization in many countries, especial-
ly Germany and France, almost all the missionary work of
the early middle ages, and the preservation of nearly all

ancient classical and early medieval literature. The mo-
nastic life has been practised from pre-Christian times

among the Buddhists. See rule.

The hypocrites hath loste their more than prynccly hab-

itacions, theyr monasteries, conuentes, hospitalles, preben-
daries and chaunteryes, with theyr fatte fedyng and warme
couches, foryl gotten good wyl home agayne.

Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, i.

Abbeuile is a goodly faire Citie, . . . wherein . . . are

many Monasteries of men and women.
Coryal, Crudities, I. 13.

The ancient Monastery's halls,
A solemn, huge, and dark red pile
Placed on the margin of the isle.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 9.

The eastern monasteries, with the important exception
of a vow of obedience, differed little from a collection of

hermitages. They were in the deserts ; the monks com-
monly lived in separate cells ; they kept silence at their

repasts ; they rivaled one another in the extravagance of

their penances. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 121.

Mitered monastery. See miter. Monasteries' Dis-
solution Acts, English statutes of 1536 and 1539, vesting
in the king certain monasteries and other religious houses,
and the rights and property belonging to them.

monastic (mo-nas'tik), a. and n. [< F. monas-

tique = Sp. mondstico= Pg. It. monastico, < LGr.

povaariKof, living in solitude, pertaining to a

monk, < /lovdaTqf, a monk: see monastery.] I.

a. 1 . Pertaining to or characteristic of monks
or nuns; ascetic: as, monastic life, vows, or prac-
tices.

The clergy, and the monastic orders especially, had been

good farmers. Stubbs Const. Hist., 464.

2. Adapted to or suitable for monks or nuns;
of ascetic character or use : as, monastic build-

ings or architecture
;
monastic seclusion.

To forswear the full stream of the world, and to live in
a nook merely monastic. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 442.

The grounds of the villa, raised on the ancient walls of
the monastic precinct, look down at once on the waves of

lladria. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 298.

3. An epithet noting a style of book-decoration
in which medieval forms of compact ornament
are strongly stamped on the sides or back of
the book without any use of gold-leaf Mo-
nastic bishop, in the ancient Celtic churches of Ireland
and Scotland, and sometimes in other countries in the
earlier middle ages (a) an abbot who was also a bishop;
or (b) a monk consecrated bishop, resident in a monastery,
and exercising his office in confirmations, ordinations, etc.,
but without jurisdiction. Monastic VOWS, the vows im-

posed under monastic rule. They are three in number,
poverty, chastity, and obedience.

II. n. A monk; a religious recluse.

An art . . . preserved amongst the monasticks.
Sir T. Be-rbert, Travels in Africa, p. 143.

It seems plain that the treble value was Intended spe-
cially to protect the new monastics in their tithes by height-
ening the peril of disputing them.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

monastical (mo-nas'ti-kal), a. [< monastic +
-al.~\ Same asmonastic.

monastically (mo-nas'ti-kal-i), adr. In a mo-
nastic manner; in a retired manner; after the
manner of monks. Swift.
monasticism (mo-nas'ti-sizm), n. [< monastic
+ -ism.'] 1 . The corporate life of religious com-
munities under the vows of poverty, celibacy,
and_obedience to a superior; the monastic sys-
tem or condition.

It maybe questioned whether anything but monasticism
could have kept the church and clergy free from the po-
litical combinations and dangers of the early time.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 84.

2. The condition or state of living like a monk,
in religious retirement from the world.

In older Anglo-Saxon Britain monasticism itself had but
seldom aspired either to the dreamy quietude of the East
or the passionate and excessive austerity of the West : it

was a religious profession, no more.

Milman, Latin Christianity, vii. 1.

monasticon (mo-nas'ti-kon), n. [< LGr. /M>VOC-

TIKOV, neut. of /tovanTiKof, monastic : see monas-
tic.'] A book relating to or describing monas-
teries.

monatomic (mon-a-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. ft6vof,

single, + aro/iof, atom: see atomic.] Having
the same valence or atomicity as hydrogen,
represented by unity.
monaul (mo-nal'), n. [Also monal, manaul. mi-

naul; E. Ind.] A pheasant; specifically, an im-

peyan, or pheasant of the genus Lophophorus,
and especially L. impeyanus. See cut under

Impeyan pheasant.
The magnificent Monauls, Lophophorus.

A. Xnelan, Encyc. Brit.. XVIII. 7as.
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monaulOS (mo-na'los), .; pi.
moiifiuli (-11).

[L., also iiiiiiniidiix, < Or. ft6vav/j>c, a single flute,
< novoi;, single, + avUf, pipe, flute.] A ("irrck

flute or flageolet consisting of a single pipe or

reed, as opposed to the dianlox, or double flute.

Monaulus (mo-iiu'lim), M. [NL. (Vieillot, IHKi),
< iiioiiititl.] A genus of riia.tiniiidte; the mo-
niiuls: same as Lopnoi>horux.
monaural (mon-a'ral), a. [< Gr. ptvof, single,+ L. auris = E. earl : see aural2

.'] 1. Having
only one ear. 2. Referring to or involving the
use of a single ear.

Direction cannot he appreciated by wmuiural observa-
tion. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXIII. 87.

monaxial (mon-ak'si-al), a. [< Gr. fiAvos, sin-

gle, + L. axis, axis: see axial.] Having but
one axis; uniaxial.

monaxon (jnon-ak'son),
a. and n. [< Qr.p6voc.>

single, + ai-uv, axis: aeeoron.] I. a. Having
one axis, as a sponge-spicule ;

monaxial. Also
monaxonial.

II. n. A sponge-spicule of the group Monax-
onia.

Monaxonia(mon-ak-s6'ni-a),i./j/. [NL.,< Gr.

fidvof, single, + &fuv, axis.] Monaxon or uui-

axial sponge-spicules, having one straight or
curved axis.

monaxonial (mon-ak-so'ni-al), a. [< monaxon
+ -in/.] Same as monaxon.

monaxonic(mon-ak-son'ik), a. [< monaxon +
-ic.] Having but one axis ; uniaxial.

A spherical (hnmaxonic) or cone-shaped (monoronic)
perforated shell of membranous consistence known as the
central capsule. Encije. Brit., XIX. 849.

Monaxonida (mon-ak-son'i-dS), n.ul. [NL., <

Monaxonia 4- -ida.~\ A suborder of sponges, of

the or&erCliondrosiiongia.', haviugmonaxon spic-
ules or being without supporting skeleton, the

spicules tylostylar and usually situated radially.
It includes such families as Tethyidce, Sollasel-

liiin-. Spirastrellidce, Suberamatida;, and Suberi-
tidce. Lendenfeld.
monazite (mon'a-zlt), . [Irreg. < Gr - t&>tt**.
be solitary: see monastery.] A phosphate of

the cerium metals, usually containing some
thorium silicate. It Is a rare mineral, occurring In

small brownish-red or yellowish-brown monocHnic crystals,
also massive with resinous luster, and is found at Norwich
in Connecticut, in North Carolina, among the Urals, and
elsewhere. It is a prominent accessory constituent of

granitic rocks in some localities, and when these rocks
have been disintegrated by natural causes It has been (as
In North Carolina and Brazil) obtained, by washing the

gravels, In very large quantities.

monchet, . An obsolete form of munch.

monckt, . An obsolete spelling of monk.
Moncrieff gun-carriage. See gun-carriage.
Monday (mun da), . [< ME. Monday, Monen-
dtiii, < AS. monandaig, rarely contr. mondag (=
OFries. monendei, monadci = D. maandag =
MLG. mdndach, manendach = OHG. manetac,
MHG. mdntac, G. montag = Icel. mdnadagr =
Sw. m&ndag = Dan. tnandag), Monday, lit.
' moon's day,' < monan, gen. of mona, moon, +
da'n, day: see moon* and day1

. The day was so

called after its name in L., dies lunai, lunai dies

(> P. lundi), tr. Gr. ij r>Jf Zf/(jjv fytpa, 'the

moon's day.' See week.] The second day of

the week.
The next according to the course of the dayes of the

week was the Idoll of the moone, whereof we yet retalne
the name of Monday Instead of Mooneday.

Versteyan, Restitution of Decayed Intelligence, 111.

Black Monday, (a) Easter Monday, the 14th of April,
1360. See the quotation.

The 14 day of April and the morrow after Easter day,

King Edward
I
III.

I
with his hoast lay before the cltty of

Paris, which day was full darke of mist and haile and so

bitter cold that many men dyed on their horses with cold ;

wherefore vnto this day It hath beene called the Blaett

Munday. Stow, Annals, p. 264.

Hence (6) Any Easter Monday.
Then It waa not for nothing that my nose fell a-bleedlng

on BlarJc-ilondatj last. Shot., M. of V., II. 6. 25.

(c) The first Monday after schoolboys' holidays. Blue
Monday, the Monday before Lent: so called in Bavaria,
from the color with which churches are ornamented on
that day. Cobbler's Monday, Collop Monday, Hand-
sel Monday. See the

qualifying
words.

Mondayish (mun'da-ish), a. [< Monday +
-ixli 1

.] Tired; worn out; weary: said of clergy-
men who suffer from fatigue after their Sunday
services. [Colloq.]

mondaynet, . An obsolete form of mundane.
monde (moud), n. [< P. monde= 8p. Pg. mundo
= It. mondo, < L. mundus, the world : see mound"-,

mundane.] 1. The world: generally used in

phrases adopted from the French: as, the bean
iniiinlr, tho \vorldoffashion. 2. A globe used
as tin ensign of royalty: usually iinnm/l. See
minimi-.
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mondiallt. a. [ME., < OF. mondial, mundial, of
the world. < miiiidi; the world: see monde,
HiiiundZ.] Worldly; mundane.

A gret man this was. And of noble fame.
And wel at case of goodes mmuliall.

Rom. / Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), L 18.

mone't, M. A Middle English form of moon*.

mone'-'t, <*. and . A Middle English form of

inn/nil.

mone'H, '. t. [< ME. wonien, < AS. inaninii, moni-
ii a, lirin"; to mind, exhort, advise, instruct, tell.

claim, = OS. manoii = OFries. monia = OHG.
nuntdn, manen, admonish, suggest; akin to

mean1
,
mind1

,
mine3

, etc.] To admonish ; ad-

vise; explain.
What may this incne, quod these mene ;

Mone it us mare.
US. Lincoln A. L 17, f. 233. (UaUiiceU.)

By a tale y shal sou inone
That fyl betwyx the fadyr and the sone.

MS. Harl. 1701, f. 8. (HaUiuxU.)

mone4
t, . [ME. ; appar.

a var. of mine*, af-

fected by mone3 .] Mind; preference.

Knljtcs and squier
MIc dronken of the her.

But Horn alone
Nadde tberof no mane.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.\ I 1114.

mones
t, n. [ME., < AS. gemdna, society, gtmSne,

common: see mean2.] A companion.
Nolde he nost go one [alone],
Athulf was his mone.

Kiny Uorn(E. E. T. S.X L 52&

mone'H, . A Middle English form of money.
mone"t, v. i. Same as mown?.

monecian, monecious, etc. See monatcian, etc.

monekt, A Middle English form of monk.

monemakert, " A Middle English form of

money-maker. York Plays, Int., p. xxi.

monembryary (mon-em'bri-a-ri), a. [< Gr. /j6-

vof, single, + i/tppvov,
an embryo: see embryo

and -ary.] Having a single embrvo.

mone-pinst, ". pi. An obsolete variant of m-
pins.
moner (mo'ner), . [< NL. moneron, q. v.] An
organism having the form of a non-nucleated

protoplasmic body, in which no definite struc-

ture can be discerned. The moners consist of Indif-

ferent protoplasm containing no nucleus or endoplast, and
thus are conveniently, if not naturally, distinguished from
the higher series of protozoans known as Endopltutica.

Monera (mo-ne'rS), n. pi. [NL., pi. of mone-

ron.] 1. Haeckel'snameofaclassofprotozoans
of the simplest possible characters. The Monera
are apparently structureless particles of protoplasm, agree-
ing with other rhizopods in protruding pseudopods, but
differing from the normal amoeboids in lacking any recog-
nizable nucleus. Unlike foraminlfers, they form no shell.

The group is provisional, and perhaps hypothetical. The
name is that of alegitimate biological conception; but since
It is by no means certain that every moner is not a stage
or state of a somewhat more definitely organized rhizopod,
the group so named has no assured zoological standing.
The Monera are sometimes nominally divided into Qym-
nomoHtra and Lepomoncra, the former of which are always
naked, while the latter may acquire a cell-wall. Also Mo-
nerozoa.

2. [/. <.] Plural of moneron.
moneral (mo-ne'ral), a. [< Monera + -al.]

Same as moiicran.
"

moneran (mo-ne'rau), a. and n. [< Monera +
-an.] I. a. 'Of or pertaining to a moner, or

to the Monera. Also moneric, moneral.

n. n. A moner or moneron.
monergism (mon'er-jizm), n. [< Gr. //owe, sin-

gle, + tpyov, = E. work (see erg), + -ism.] In

thcol., the doctrine that the Holy Spirit is the

only efficient agent in regeneration that the

human will possesses no inclination to holiness
until regenerated, and therefore cannot cooper-
ate in regeneration.
moneric(mo-ne'rik), a. [< Monera + -ic.] Same
as moneran. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., $ 394.

moneron (mo-ne'ron), .; pi. monera (-rtt).

[NL., irregX Gr./w>v#/7f, single, solitary/ jtiioc,

single (see monad), + apapioKctv (-^ap), join, fit

(cf. oti/piK, doubly fitted).] A moner.
Each individual living particle of this structureless mass

[protoplasm] is called a Moneron.

Uatekel, Evolution of Man (trans.), II. 31.

To put his [Haeckel's] views into a few words, he con-
ceives that all forms of life originally commenced as mo-

nera, or simple particles of protoplasm, and that these

monera originated from not-living matter. Huxley.

Monerozoa (mo-ne-ro-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fiovi/p>K, single, solitary (see moneron),+ Cov> an

animal.] Same as Monera. Hacrl:< I.

monerozoan (mo-ne-ro-zo'an), a. and . [<
Monen>:oa + -n.] I. n. Of or pertaining to

the Monera or Monerozoa.
II. M. A moner or moneron.

money
monerozolc (mo-nc-ro-zo'ik). (i. [<

'

+ -ir.] Same as moneroioan. ft. V. Carpen-
/</-, .Micros., ^

471!.

monerula (io-nci-'ii-i!i), .: j,i. mn<n/r<r (-is).

[NL., dim., < Gr. funn/pw. tiiugle, solitary: see

moneron.] In "'"//"/., auamegiv.-n h\ Ilin-.-kcl

to a supposed non-nucleated stage of an im-

pregnated ovum, when it lias the form-value
of a simple cytode, or moner. It Is supposed that
the nucleated ovum, Immediately upon fccundati

spermatozoa, undergoes retrogreiiive metamorphosis,
loses its nucleus, and become* * mere mass of protoplasm :

that then a new nucleus Is formed, In the formation "f
which the spermatic protoplasm takes part; and that there

upon the ovum resumes its form-value of a nucleated cell

as a cytula, having been a monerula In the Interval be-
tween the loaa of the original nucleus and the acquisition
of the new one. The word Is one of a series, other mem-
bers of which are cytula, monda, bttutula, and yattnila.

Moneses (mo-ne'se/.), n. [XL. (Salisbury.
1821), prob. so named on account of the pretty
and solitary flower ; < Gr. /Jovof , alone, + f/atf, de-

light.] A genus of plants of the natural order
Ericaceae and the tribe Pyroletf, characterized

by spreadingjietals, by the capsule opening up-
ward from the base, and by solitary flowers.
There Is but a single species, M. unif/fora. the one-flowered

pyrola, which is a small perennial with rounded and veiny
serrate leaves and a scape bearing a white or rose-colored
flower. It Is a native of middle and northern Europe, the
colder parts of America, and Japan.
monesia (mo-ne'sia), n. [Origin uncertain.] A
vegetable extract thought to be derived from
the bark of C'hrysophylliim glycipldceiim, export-
ed from Brazil in hard thick cakes. It seems to
have some stomachic, alterative, and astringent
properties Moneria bark. See ChrytophyUum.
monesin (mo-ne'sin), M. [< montsia + -n2 .]

An acrid principle obtained from monesia, and
considered identical with saponin.
monestet, v. t. AMiddle English form of monisk.

monetagium (mon-e-ta'ji-um), . [ML.] Same
as moneyage, 2.

monetarily (mon'- or mun'e-ta-ri-li), adv. As
regards monetary affairs; from a monetary
point of view ; financially.

monetary (mon'- or mun'e-ta-ri), a. [= F.
mondtaire = Sp. monetario =' Pg. monetario,
moedeiro = It. monetario, pertaining to money,
< L. iiiinii-tiiriHs. pertaining to the mint; as a

noun, a mint-master, a minter; < moneta, mint,
money: see money. Cf. minter, ult. < L. mo-
netarius.] 1. Pertaining to money; consist-

ing of money. 2. Financial Monetary chain,
a chain of precious metal each link of which Is of definite

weight or value : such links were formerly used as money.
Monetary unit, the unit of currency. In the 1'nlted

States this is the gold dollar, having a standard weight of
2S.8 grains. '1 he unit Is the pound in the British empire,
the franc in France, the mark in Germany.

monetht, monethlyt. Obsolete forms of mon (A,

monthly.
monetization (mon'- or nmn'e-ti-/a'shon), w.

[= F. monttitiation ; as monetize + -ation.] The
act of monetizing; the act or process of giving
something the character of money or of coin-

ing it into money: as, the moneti:ation of silver.

monetize (mon'- or mun'e-tlz), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. monetized, ppr. monetizing. [< L. moneta,

money (see money), + -ize.] To give the char-
acter of money to; legalize as money; coin into

money.
money (mun'i), n. [Formerly also many, monie;
< ME. moneye, mone, monoye, < OF. moneie, mo-
noie, monnoye, F. monnaie = Pr. Sp. moneaa =
Pg. mocila = It. moneta, < L. moneta, a mint,

money: see minfl, which is also ult. from L.

moneta, and thus a doublet of money.] 1. Coin,

or, more strictly, current coin ; stamped metal
that maybe given in exchange forcommodities

;

gold, silver, or other metal, stamped by public
authority and used as the medium of exchange :

in this sense used only collectively.

Korthe the! went alle thre
To pay the scheperde his mon/.

MS. Cantab. Ft. T. 48, f. S3. (HalliireU.)

Everyman also gave him a piece of money. Job IxIL 11.

2. In a wider sense, any article of value which
is generally accepted as a medium of exchange ;

also, by extension, something which, though
possessing little or no intrinsic value, is recog-
nized and accepted as a substitute for money
as above defined, such as paper money; any cir-

culating medium of exchange. Money is adopted
for the sake of convenience to facilitate the exchange of
one kind of wealth for another and as a standard of value.

Its common form is that of a stamped metallic currency ;

but In primitive tunes, among uncivilised peoples, and
under special conditions by civil bud people, many other
articles have been used as money. Bank-notes, green-
backs, gold and silver ccrtMcates of the United States

government, etc., all representing coin, are called paper
money, and are used Mr convenience instead of the coin



money
itself. Money In this sense is not often used in the plural,
unless to indicate sums of money or different systems of

money or coinage. See def. 4.

Importune him for my moneys, Shak.,'f. of A., ii. 1. 16.

Every lady should meet her lord,

When he is newly come frae sea ;

Some wi' hawks, and some wi' hounds,
And other some wi' gay inonie.

The Kniyhfs Ghost (Child's Ballads, I. 210).

What moneys I have is at your disposing; and upon
twelve I will meet you at the palace wilh it.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 2.

There are several different sorts of paper money; but the

circulating notes of. banks and bankers are the species
which is best known, which seems best adapted for this

purpose. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, II. ii.

Money is bought and sold like other things, whenever
other things are bought and sold for money. Whoever
sells corn, or tallow, or cotton, buys money.

J. 8. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. viii. f 2.

Our ancestors in Maryland and Virginia, before the revo-

lutionary war, and for some time after, in default of gold
and silver, used tobacco as money, made it money by law,
reckoned the fees and salaries of government officers in

tobacco, and collected the public taxes in that article.

Cye. of Pol. Set., II. 879.

Money is the medium of exchange. Whatever performs
this function, does this work, is money, no matter what it

is made of, and no matter how it came to be a medium at

first, or why it continues to be such.

Walker, Pol. Econ., III. iii. 144.

With the aid of money all the difficulties of barter dis.

appear ; for money consists of some commodity which all

people in the country are willing to receive in exchange,
and which can be divided into quantities of any amount.
Almost any commodity might be used as money in the
absence of a better material. In agricultural countries
corn was so used in former times.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 104.

3. Property, in whatever form, which is read-

ily convertible into or serves the same pur-
poses as money as above defined; available

assets; wealth: as, a man of money,
The moneye on this molde that men so taste holden,

Tel me to whom that tresour appendeth ?

Piers Plowman (A), i. 43.

Money can neither open new avenues to pleasure, nor
block up the passages of anguish. Johnson.

Money, taken in the largest sense, as the representative
of all kinds of property, is one of the greatest means of

human education. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 266.

4. The currency of any country or nation; a
denomination or designation of value, whether

represented in the coinage or not : in this sense
also used in the plural : as, English money; the

weights and moneys of different nations; a

money of account.

For right als thai boght ihesu tie

For thritty penis of thaire mone,
So war thai sold to thaire enmy
Euer thritty lews for a peny.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 89.

Words are the tokens current and accepted for conceits,
as moneys are for values.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 235.

5. A way or line of investing money. [Colloq.
or vulgar.]
I Bell dry fruit, sir, in February and March, because I

must be doing something, and green fruit 's not my money
then. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 95.

Acknowledgment money. See acknowledgment. Add-
ed money. See add. Bent money, bowed money, a
coin purposely bent and given as a love-token, or in certain
cases used as a votive offering. Such coins seem to have
been bent to preveut their use as money.

I bequeathe him my rope of bowed nobles that I hang ray
great whistle containing CCC angels.

Will of Sir Edward Howard, 1612, in Archseologia,
[XXXVIII. 870.

Cargo money or Guinea money, a peculiar species of

porcelain shell used as money in Guinea. China money,
the name given (in the provincial form chany or " chains
money) to tokens of porcelain issued by the Pinxton China
Works in East Derbyshire. They were oval, plano-convex
in section, and bore on the convex side their value in

large figures, as 6.
, Is. See china-token. Coat-and-con-

duct money. See coats. Conscience money. See eon-
science. Covered money, a technical phrase used in
United States legislation and administration for money
which has been deposited in the Treasury in the usual

manner, and which can be drawn out only to pay an appro-
priation made by Congress. Creation money, effec-
tive money, fairy money. See the qualifying words.

Flat money, paper currency issued by a government
as money, but not based on coin or bullion ; paper cur-

rency containing no promise to pay coin, and therefore
not convertible into coin. [Colloq.]

This overflowing deluge of flat money alarmed and dis-

sipated the old-fashioned gold and silver coins of our pro-
genitors. The Century, XXXVI. 783.

Fiddler's money. See fiddler. For love or money.
See lovel. For money, for cash : on the stock exchange,
in the case of a contract for money, the securities sold are
transferred immediately to a designated name, and the
broker for the buyer pays for them : distinguished from
for the account (which see, under account). For my
moneyt, to my mind

;
what I prefer.

A horn for my money. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 68.

Guinea money. See cargo money. Hammered money.
See hammer!. Hard money, metallic money; coin.
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I du believe hard coin the stuff

Fer 'lectioneers to spout on ;

The people 's oilers soft enough
To make hard money out on.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., vi.

Imprest money. See imprest?. Klmmertdge-coal
money, small circular pieces of shale two or three inches

in diameter and a quarter of an inch thick, bearing the

marks of having been turned in a lathe, found near Hmed-
more in the parish of Great Kimmeridge, in Dorset, Eng-
land, in the soil, two or three feet from the surface.

It is considered probable that the Kimeridffe coal-money
may be simply the refuse from which rings or armlets have
been turned in a lathe, or they may be the bases of vases

or bowls.
//. B. Woodward, Geol. of Eng. and Wales, 2d ed., p. 336.

Lawful, lucky, maundy, milled money. See the quali-

fying words. Money makes the mare go. See nui.
Money of account. See account. Money of neces-

sity. See necessity. Money On call. See caul. paper
money. See def. 2. Pot Of money, a large amount of

money ; a heavy sum. [Colloq.] Present money. Same
as ready money.

I am not furnish'd with the present money.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 1. 34.

Ready money, money paid or ready to be paid at the time
a transaction is completed; cash: also used adjectively:
as, a ready-money purchase.

Hee is your slaue while you pay him ready Money, but
If nee once befriend you, your Tyrant, and you had better

deserue his hate then his trust.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Shop-keeper.

Let 's e'en compound, and for the Present Live,
"1'is all the Ready Many Fate can give.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, viii. 6.

Right moneyt, money paid as the condition or consider-

ation of acquiring a right to the purchase of lands.

As no right money is to be paid for these lands, and quit-
rent of two shillings sterling a hundred, demandable some
years hence only, it is highly presumable that they will al-

ways be held upon a more desirable footing than where
both these are laid on with a very heavy hand.

Washington, quoted in H. B. Adams, Washington's
[Interest in Western Lands.

Soft money, paper money. [Slang, U. S.] To coin
money. See cw'ni. Token money. See token. To
make money, to gain or procure money; become rich.

To take eggs for money. See eggi . Value of money.
See the quotation.

It will be well to deal with a use of the phrase valve of
money which has led to much confusion. In mercantile

phraseology the value ofmoney means the interest charged
for the use of loanable capital. Thus, when the market
rate of interest is high, money is said to be dear, when it

is low, money is regarded as cheap. Whatever may be the
force of the reasons in favour of this use, It is only men-
tioned here for the purpose of excluding it. For our pres-
ent subject, the value of a thing is what it will exchange
for ; the value of money is what money will exchange for,
or its purchasing power. If prices are low, money will buy
much of other things, and is of high value. The value of
money is inversely as general prices, falling as they rise

and rising as they fall. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 721.

White money, silver coin ; also, coin of base metal imi-

tating silver.

Here's a seal'd bag of a hundred; which indeed
Are counters all, only some sixteen groats
Of white money i' the mouth on 't.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, ii. 1.

(See also earnest-money, head-money, light-money, pin-
money, ship-money. }= Syn. 1 and 2. Money, Cash. Money
was primarily minted metal, as copper, brass, silver, gold,
but later any circulating medium that took the place of

such coins : as, wampum was used as money in trade with
the Indians ; paper money. Cash is ready money, primari-
ly coin, but now also anything that is accepted as money :

it is opposed to credit.

money (mun'i), v. t. [< money, n.] 1. To sup-
ply with money.
Knaves have friends, especially when they are well

monied. Greene, Conny-Catching, ii.

I know, Melitus, he out of his own store

Hath monied Casselane the general.
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, i. 1.

2. To convert into money; exchange for money.
[Rare.]

Our prey was rich and great.
... a hundred flftie mares,

All sorrell, . . . and these soone-wionwd wares,
We draue into Neleius' towne, faire Pylos, all by night.

Chapman, Iliad, xi. 690.

moneyage (mun'i-aj), n. [< OF. moneage, mon-

neage, moiiaage, monetage, F. monnayage = Sp.

monedaje, minting, = Pg. moedagem = It. tnone-

taggio, < ML. *monetaticum, also monetagimn
(after OF.), a land-tax, mint, < L. moneta, mint,

money: see money. ~\ 1. A mintage; the right
of coining or minting money. Cowell. 2. A
tribute formerly paid in England by tenants to

their lord, in return for his undertaking not
to debase the money which he had the right to

coin. Also monetagiuM ,

Moneyage was also a general land-tax of the same nature,
levied by Ihe two first Norman kings, and abolished by the
charter of Henry I. Hume, Hist. Eng., App. 2.

money-bag (mun'i-bag), . 1 . A bag forrnoney ;

a purse. 2. A large purse.
moneybags (mun'i-bagz), n. A wealthy per-
son. [Slang.]
money-bill (mun 'i-bil), . 1 . A bill for raising
or granting money, (a) In the British Parliament, a

moneyless
bill for granting aids and supplies to the crown. Such
bills originate in the House of Commons, and are rarely
altered substantially in the House of Lords. Sir E. May.
(b) In the United States Congress, a bill or project of law
for raising revenue and making grants or appropriations
of the public money. The Constitution of the United

States, Article I., Section VII., provides that "All bills for

raising revenue shall originate in the Houseof Representa-
tives ; but the Senate may propose or concur with amend-
ments, as on other bills."

money-box (mun'i-boks), . A box for holding
money or for receiving contributions of money.
money-broker (mun'i-bro"ker), n. A broker
who deals in money.
money-changer (mun'i-chan"jer), >i. A chan-

ger of money ;
a money-broker.

money-corn (mun'i-korn), n. Same as mn-ng-
corn.

money-COWTy (mun'i-kou''ri), . A shell, Cy-
prcea moneta, extensively used as money or cur-

rency in parts of Asia, Africa, Polynesia, etc.

See cut under cowry.
money-dealer (mun'i-de*ler), . A dealer
in money; a money-changer.
money-drawer (mun'i-dra"er), w. A shop-
keeper's drawer for the keeping of money re-

ceived or used in the course of business; a till.

money-dropper (mun 'i-drop"er), . A sharper
who drops a piece of money on the street and

pretends to have found it, in order to dupe the

person to whom he addresses himself.

A rascally money-dropper.
Smollett, Roderick Random, xv.

moneyed (mun'id), a. [Also monied; < money
+ -co2.] 1 . Supplied with money ;

rich in mon-
ey; having money; able to command money ;

wealthy; affluent.

A means to invite monitd men tolend to the merchants,
for the continuing and quickening of trade.

Bacon, Usury (ed. 1887).

When I think of the host of pleasant, monied, well-bred

young gentlemen, who do a little learning and much boat-

ing by Cam and Isis, the vision is a pleasant one.

Huxley, Universities.

2. Consisting of money ;
in the fonn of money :

as, moneyed capital.
If exportation will not balance Importation, away must

your silver go again, whether moneyed or not moneyed.
Locke.

Moneyed corporation. See corporation.

moneyer (mun'i-er),. [Formerly also monier;
< ME. monyour, ( OF. monier, monnier, monoier,
monnoyeur, F. monnayeur= Sp. monedero = Pg.
moedeiro = It. nwnetario, monetiere, < LL. mone-

tarius, a mint-master, minter: see monetary,
and cf. minter, ult. a doublet of moneyer.] 1.

One who coins money; a minter; a mint-master.

Impairment in allay can only happen either by the dis-

honesty of the moneyers or minters or by counterfeiting
the coin. Sir M. Hale, Hist. Pleas of the Crown, xviii.

They (Greek coins] bear magistrates' names on both
sides

;
that on the obverse, in the nominative case, is the

moneyer'8 name. B. V. Head, Historia Numoruin, p. 265.

2. Abanker; onewho deals inmoney. Johnson.

But se what gold han vserers,
And silver eke in her garners,
Taylagiers, and these monyouri.

Bom. of the Base, 1. 6811.

Company of moneyers, certain officers of the British

mint, under whose responsibility and superintendence
the various moneys of the realm were manufactured.
Their duties were transferred in 1837 to other officers under
the more Immediate appointment of the master of the
mint. Imp. Diet.

money-flower (mun'i-flou'er), n. The common
honesty, Lunaria annua (L. Mennis).

mpney-grubber (mun'i-grub"er), n. An avari-

cious or rapacious person. Lamb. [Colloq.]

money-jobber (mivn'i-job*'er), n. A dealer in

money or coin.

A public bank by this expedient might cut off much of
the dealings of private bankers and money-jobbers.

Hume, Essays, ii. 3.

money-land (mun'i-land),)i. In Zoic: (a) Land
articled or devised to be sold and turned into

money, in equity reputed as money. (6) Money
articled or bequeathed to be invested in land,
in equity having many of the qualities of real

estate. [Rare in both senses.]

money-lender (mun'i-len"der), n. One who
lends money on interest.

moneyless (mun'i-les), a. [Formerly moniless;
< ME. moneyeles, monelees ; < money + -less.]

1. Without money; poor; impecunious.
Meteles and moneyles on Maluerne hulles.

Piers Plowman (C). x. 295.

Poore thon art, and knowne to be
Even as monUesse as he.

Herrick, To his Saviour, a Child, a Present by a Child.

His hope was to unite the rich of both classes in defence

against the landless and moneyless multitudes.

Frmide, Cresar, p. 142.



moneyless

2. Acting or operating otherwise than through
money; Beyond the range of money influence.

Bribery and corruption solicits, paltrliiK the free and
moniletae power of discipline with a carnall satisfaction

by the purae. ailton, Church-Uoverument ii. 8.

money-maker (muu'i-ma*ker), . 1. A coiner
of counterfeit money. Uallitrell. 2. One who
accumulates money.
money-making (inun'i-ina'king), . The act
or process of accumulating money or acquir-
ing wealth.

The Jews were the tint; their strange obstlnancy 111

muney-making made them his perpetual victims.

MiliiMn, Latin Christianity, xl. 8.

money-making (mun
'

i - ma "
king), a. Lucra-

tive; profitable: as, a money-making business.

money-market (mun'i-mar'ket), . The mar-
ket or iicld for the investment or employment
of money; the sphere within which financial

operations are carried on.

money-matter (mun'i-mat'er), n. A matter
or affair involving the relationship of debtor
and creditor; something in which money is

concerned.

What if you and I, Nick, should Inquire how money-
nuttier* stand between us? Arkuthnot, Hist John Bull.

money-monger (mun'i-mung'ger), n. A dealer
in money ;

a usurer. DanV.-.

Thievery needs no more than the name to prove It a
water of stealth, ... a sin which usurers and money-
nwityers do bitterly rail at. Ken. T, Adams, Works, I. Ib6.

money-mongering (nmu'i-mung"ger-ing), M.

Dealing withmoney ( in a grasping way). Da vies.

Ilir last place in which he will look for the cause of his

misery is in that very money-mongering to which he now
clings as frantically as ever. Kingtley, Yeaat, xv.

money-order (mun'i-or'der), n. An order, pay-
able at sight, granted, upon payment of the
sum and a small commission, by one post-office,
and payable at another Honey-order office,

(a) In the United States, a division of the
post-office

de-

partment of the government, the office of the superin-
tendent of the money-order system. (6) A money-order
post-office. Money-order post-office, in the United
States, a post-office designated by the Postiuaster-Qeueral
to issue and pay money-orders.

money-pot (muu'i-pot), . A money-box, espe-
cially of earthenware, from which coins can be
taken only by breaking the vessel.

money-scrivener (muu'i-skriv'ner), . A per-
son who raises money for others; a money-
broker.

Suppose a young unexperienced man In the hands of

rnoneyscriixners ; such fellows are like your wire-drawing
mills ; if they get hold of a man's Hnger, they will pull in

his whole body at last Arkuthnot, Hist John Bull.

money-spider (mun'i-spi'der). n. A small spi-
der of the family Attidix, Epiblemum sccnicum,
of common occurrence in North America, sup-
posed to prognosticate good luck or the receipt
of money to the person it crawls on.

money-spinner (mun'i-spin'er), n. Same as

money's-worth (mun'iz-werth). n. 1. Some-
thing as good as money, or that will bring
money.
There Is cither money or uioney'i-tcorth in all the contro-

versies of life. Sir K. L'Ettrange.

2. Full value; something that is worth what
one pays for it.

money-taker (mun'i-ta'ker), . 1. One whose
office it is to receive payments of money ; es-

pecially, a doorkeeper at some public place who
receives the money for admissions. 2t. One
who is open to bribery.

Sayth master many-taker, greasd I' i If flat,

"And if thofu] comst in danger, for a noble
He stand thy friend."

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

moneywort (mun'i-wert), H. The creeping
herb Lysimachia Xummularia: so called from
its round leaves. See Ly.timachia, creeping-

jenny, and herb-twopence. The name is given also

to several other plants, as Tfiymus chamcedryg, Anagallin
tenetta, etc. Cornish moneywort, SBUorpia Kuropcea.

mong 1
(mung), n. [Also maiig: < ME. mong,

nnnnj, < AS. gemang, ffemong, a mingled throng,
crowd, assembly, esp. in thie phrase on gemang,
OH gemong, or simply gemang, gemong (= OS.
on gemange), among: see among and H/IH</I,

Cf. mong2.] If. Mixture
;
association.

Ich nabbo no iiwng . . . with the world.
Old Eny. Horn. (ed. Morris), L 186.

2. A mixture of grain; a mixture of barley
ground up with husks for feeding swine; a
mash of bran and malt. Also lining. [Pi-ov.

Eug.1
mong-t, i'. [< ME. i</<'". .<ii/<'.< AS. IIKIH-

gian, ycmtiityian (= leel. manga), trade, traffic
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(cf. Icel. main/, tra'le, hiisinens); appar. < L.

iiKinfin, ;\ tnnliT, slave-dealer, but in form at

least associated with genniin/, iji lining, a min-
g|t-d throng, crowd: see wionj/

1
.] I. iiilriinn. To

tniilt>
;

trullic. .!//<,./; Uncle.

II. triinn. To trade in
; traffic in ; deal in.

Repent you, marchantei, your ttraunge marchlndUei
< if personages, prebends, avowsons, of benefices,
Of landet, of lemscs, of office, of fees,
Your monging of vitaylii. corne. butter, and cheete.
The funeralla n/ King Edward the Suet (1580). (Sara.)

mong :1

(muug), prep. An abbreviated form of

among : usually written 'mong.
mongan (mong'gan), n. [A native name.] A
phalanger, I'haldiitjixta herlttrtensis, of the Her-
bert river country, (Queensland,
mongcorn, . [Also mnnrnrn; < ME. mong-
nn-ii ; < mongi + coral.] Same as mangcorn.
monger (mung'ger), n. [< ME. monger, mon-

grre, manaere, < AS. mangere (= MD. mangher,
nii'in/ln-i: 1). w(/ij/r/<mr = MLGr. menyer, manger,
LG. monger, menger, manger = OHG. mangari,
mengari, MHO. mangare, mengaere = Icel. man-
gari), a trader, dealer, merchant, < mangian,
gemangian, trade : see mongV.] 1. A trader; a
dealer: now used only or chiefly in composi-
tion: as, fishmonger, ironmonger. It !> often ased
allusively, implying a petty or discreditable traffic or activ-

ity, as In scandal-monper, mutton-monger, whoremonger.

Godefray the garlek-tnonoere.
Piers Plumnan (C), vil. 378.

This chanon has a brave pate of his owne I .

A shaven pate ! A right monijer, y'valth !

This was his plot B. Jaruon, Tale of a Tub, IL 3.

2f. A small kind of trading-vessel. Blount.

monger (mung'ger), t.t. [< monger, n.] To traf-

fic in
; deal in ; make merchandise of: chiefly

used in composition with its object, and often

implying a petty and discreditable traffic.

The folly of all motlve-mangering. Coleridge.

Monge's equation. See equation.

Mongol (mong'gol), H. and a. [= F. Mongol
= AT. Pers. Hind. Mughal (> E. Mogul), < Mon-
golian Mongol. Said to be ult. < mong, brave.]
I. H. One of an Asiatic race now chiefly resi-

dent in Mongolia, a vast region north of China

proper and south of Siberia, forming a posses-
sion of China. Mongols are also found elsewhere In

the Chinese empire and in Siberia, etc. The Mongols in

the thirteenth century conquered a large part of Asia and
overran eastern Europe. See Mogul.

n. a. Of or pertaining to Mongolia or the

Mongols.
Mongolian (mong-go'li-an), a. and H. [< >/-
qol T -Jan.] I. a. Same as Mongol. Mongo-
lian race, the second in Blumenbach's classification of

the races of mankind. The chief characteristics are an
oblong skull flattened at the sides, broad cheek-bones, low

retreating forehead, short and broad nose, and yellowish
complexion. It Included the Chinese, Turks, Tatars, Indo-

Chinese, Lapps, Eskimos, etc . Mongolian subregion,
In zoogeog., a subdivision of the great Palearrtic region,
stretching eastward from the Caspian Sea to include most
if not all of Japan, and lying south of the Siberian sub-

region ; but its boundaries are not well defined. In orni-

thology this subregion has more peculiar genera than any
other one of the Palearctic subdivisions.

II. n. 1. Same as Mongol. 2. By extension,
a Chinese, or member of the Mongolian race

(according to Blumenbach's classification).

3. The language of the Mongols, a branch of

the Ural-Altaic family. It has three principal
dialects Kalmuck, East Mongolian, and Bu-
riatic.

Mongolic (moug-gol'ik), a. [= It. Mongolieo;
as Mongol + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Mon-
gols; Mongolian.
MongolidaB(mong-gori-de),w.p/. [NL., < Mun-
f/ol + -idtc.] The Mongols and races regarded
as akin to them, according to the classification

of certain authorities.

Mongolioid (mong-go'li-oid), a. and M. [< Moa-

gol(Mongolian) + -aid.] I. a. Resembling the

Mongols; having Mongolian characteristics.

II. . One having physical characters like

those of the typical Mongols (including Chinese,
Japanese, etc.). Huxley.
Mongoloid (mong'go-loid), a. and n. [< Mongol
+ -ui<l.] Same as Mongolioid.

mongoos, mungoos (mong'-, nmug'gOs). M. [Al-
so written mongoose, mongoo*, inongou:, mongoz,
minnjii;, moongux, mungoose, etc.; F. mongou:,
NL. specific name mongoz; < Telugu mangixn.
Marathi mangits, a mongoos.] 1. A common
ichneumon of India, Herpestrs grineus. Being
easily domesticated, it Is kept in many houses in Hin-
dustan to rid them of reptiles and other vermin, as rats,

mice, etc. It has been said that It neutralizes the poison of

snakes, which it fearlessly attacks, by eating, during Its

i "iitrsts ith them, the Ophiorhiia Mungot, but Its Immu-
nity is really due to the extreme celerity of IU movements.
It Is of a gray color, flecked with black, and about the

monilicorn

size of a cat. The name IN i'<iii.ni<>nlv rxtt'inlcd to all the
related Ichneumons of the subfamily //rr/x<fi'<r, of which
there are several genera and many species ; and also to
some of the Viverrina. All these belong to one family,
Victrrida. See llrneitet, and cut at iehiirtmion.

2. A species of lemur or maki, Lfmur nm
having a white color and the tail not ringed:
also called ni/.;/""* li-mm:

mongrel (muug'grel), n. and . [Early mod.
E. also IIIHIIIII'I I, iii'iiii/ril, miinijrill, mounijnl; <

late ME. mengrcll for "mengerel, 'mongerel, <

main/, mong, a mixture (see moRH 1
), + -erel, a

double dim. (-er*, -eft), us in cockerel, pickerel,

etc.] I. . 1. An individual or a breed of

animals resulting from repeated crossing or

mixture of several different varieties; the pro-

geny of varieties, and especially of artificial

varieties, as distinguished from the hybrid, or

cross between two different species (but the

distinction is not always observed).
This greater variability in mongrtU than in hybrids doe*

not seem at all surprising. For the parent* of moiiyrelt
are varieties, and mostly domestic varieties, . . . and this

Implies that there ha* been recent variability, which would
often continue and be added to that arising from the act

of crossing. Darwin, Origin of Specie*, p. 881.

2. Specifically, a dog of mixed breed.

Hounds and greyhounds, motigrelt, spaniels, curs,

Shoughs, water-ruga, and dcml-wolves are clept
All by the name of dog*. Skat., Macbeth, tit 1. 8.

The Ounce or wild Cat I* a* big a* a iltinyrel.
S. Clarke, Four Plantation* In America (1670), p. 33.

3. Anything of mixed breed; anything that is

a mixture of incongruous elements.

They *ay they are gentlemen,
But they shew munyreli.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, Iv. 1.

Dfocleslan the Emporour bestowed Elephantlna and the

parties adloynlng on the Blemi and NobaUc. whose Reli-

gion was a mungrett of the Oreeklsh, Egyptian, and their
own. Purchtu, Pilgrimage, p. 686.

HI* two faculties of serving man and solicitor should
compound into one mongrel. Miltvn, C'oluteriou.

II. . Of a mixed or impure breed ; begotten
or made up of different kinds: usually in a dis-

reputable sense.

There i* a mongrel dialect, composed of Italian and
French, and some Spanish words are also In It ; which they
call Franco. llnuell, Fun-cine Travell, p. 63.

It was hard to Imagine Richard Jekyll . . . partaking
of amorous dalliance from the same dUh with a mongrel
gipsy. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 224.

mongrelt, >' t. [Formerly also mungrel, moun-

grrl ; < mongrel, .] To make mongrel; mon-
grelize.
Shal our blood be moangreld with the corruption of a

(tragliug French? Marttun, What you Will, L 1.

mongrelism (muug'grel-izm), . [< mongrel +
-ism.] Mixture of different breeds; the being
of mixed breeds.

He [F. Gallon] continued his experiment* [of transfu-
sion of blood in rabbits) on a still larger scale for two more
generations, without any sign of momrnlitm showing It-

self in the very numerous offspring.
Danrin, Var. of Animals and Plant*, p. 360.

mongrelize (mung'grel-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
mongreli:ed, ppr. mongrelizing. [< mongrel +
-ice.] To make mongrel ; give a mongrel na-
ture or character to.

How . . . comes It that such a vast number of the seed-

lings are mongreliied ! I suspect that it must arise from
the pollen of a distinct variety having a prepotent effect

over a flower's own pollen, ancfthat this is part of the gen-
eral law of good being derived from the intercrossing of

distinct Individuals of the same species.
Darwin, Origin of Specie*, p. 101.

mongrel-skate (mung'grel-skat), . The an-

gel-fish, Squatina angelus. [Local, Eng.]
monial 1

1, n. [ME., < OF. mutilate, a nun, fern,

of monitii, monastic, < moine, a monk: see monk.]
A nun.
Monkes and manialei, that mendlnauns sholden fynde,
Han mad here kyn knyghte*. I'iert Plouman (C), rl. 76.

monial j
t, " Same as mullion.

monicont, " Same as damonico.

monied, . See moneyed.

moniert, An obsolete form of moneyer.
monies, " An erroneous plural of money, some-
times used.

monilated (mon'i-la-ted), . [< L. monile, a

necklace, + -otel -f -/-.] Having alternate

swellings and contractions, like a string of

beads; moniliform.

There Is an accessory gland composed of dichotomous
inonOated tube*. Utadey, Anat. Invert., p. 350.

monilicorn (mo-nil'i-kdrn), . and M. [< L. nni-

nile, necklace. + cornn = E. horn.] I. a. Hav-

ing monilated or mouiliform unit-unit-, as an
insect; specifically, of or pertaining to the Mo-
tiiln;ii-nes. See cut under moniliform.

II. n. A monilicorn beetle.



Monilicornes

Monilicornes (mo-nil-i-kor'nez), n. i>l. [NL., <

L. monile, a necklace, + cornu = E. horn.'] A
group of mouilicorn beetles

;
the fourth of five

tribes into which Swainson divided the order

Coleoptera, composed of five families, Cassida,

Cltrysomelidce, Clytli-

ridce, Erotytuke, and
Hispldce. [Not in

use.]
moniliform (mo-nil'-

i-form), a. [< L.

monile, necklace, +
forma, form.] Re-

sembling a string of beads: applied in zool-

ogy and botany to organs, vessels, stems, roots,
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For I yow pray and eke monenti'

Nought to refusen our requeste.
Sam. of the Rose, 1

Moniliform Parts of PI,

t. Tuberiferous rhizome of Equisetum fluviatite. 2. Fruits of So-

phora Japonica.

pods, etc., which have a series of beady swell-

ings alternating with constrictions. Also mo-
nilioid.

In most Polychseta the intestine acquires . . . merely a

mtmiUform appearance. Hiacley. Anat. Invert., p. 207.

moniliformly (mo-nil'i-fdrm-li), adv. In a
moniliform manner; in the form of a string of

beads.
monilioid (mo-nil'i-oid), a. [< L. monile, a

necklace, + Gr. cHof, form.] Same as monili-

form.
monimentt, n. An obsolete variant of monu-
ment.
Monimia (mo-nim'i-a), n. [NL. (Du Petit-

Thouars, 1804), suggested by its affinity to a ge-
nus previouslynamed Mithridatea ,<. li.Monima,
< Gr. M.ovi[tr/, wife of Mithridates.] A genus of

dicotyledonous apetalous plants, type of the
natural order Monimiacete and of the tribe Mo-

It is characterized by globose dioecious flowers,
the staminate becoming split into four to six lobes, by nu-
merous stamens, each bearing two glands at its base, and
by the fruit, which consists of several very small one-seeded

drupes inclosed within the enlarged perianth. Three spe-
cies are known, natives of the Mascarene Islands. They are
shrubs with rigid opposite leaves, and very small flowers,

closely clustered in the axils. Fossil plants of this genus
occur in the Tertiary formations of Europe and of Australia,
and closely allied forms, called Monimiopsis, at the very
base of that formation in France and in the Fort Union
group on the Yellowstone river in Montana.

Monimiaceae (mo-nim-i-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Endlicher, 1836), < Monimia 4- -ace<e.] A natu-
ral order of dicotyledonous plants of the apeta-
lous series Micrembryece, typified by the genus
Monimia. It is characterized by a globose or cup-shaped
perianth, toothed or deeply divided at the border, by nu-
merous stamens covering the perianth, and by having sev-

eral or many distinct ovaries, each with a single ovule,
a minute embryo, and copious fleshy albumen. The order
includes about 22 genera and 150 species, natives of the
warmer parts of South America, Asia, and the South Pa-
cific islands. They are trees, shrubs, or rarely climbers,
generally aromatic, with rigid opposite leaves and small
flowers, in axillary or sometimes terminal clusters, which
are shorter than the leaves. Several furnish wood for

building and cabinet-work, or leaves used as a tonic or an
aromatic seasoning.

Monimiese (mon-i-ml'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. L.
de Jussieu, 1809), < Monimia + -ee.] A tribe
of plants of the natural order Monimiacere, of
which Monimia is the type. It is characterized by
having pendulous ovules, and anthers opening by a longi-
tudinal flssure (instead of uplifting valves as in the other
tribe of the order, Atherosperma:). It includes 8 genera,
natives of tropical America, Australia, and adjacent isl-

ands, with one genus in Africa.

monimostylic (mon"i-mo-sti'lik), a. [< Gr.

/idw/iof, lasting, stable, + arvfof, pillar.] Hav-
ing the quadrate bone fixed, as a skull : corre-
lated with autostylic and hyostylic.

moniourt, n. A Middle English form of moneyer.

moniplies (mon'i-pllz), n. sing, and pi. Same
as manyplies. [Scotch.]
monisht (mon'ish), v. t. [< ME. monysshen,
monyschen, moneishen, also monesten, < OP. mo-
nester, < ML. "monistare, for LL. monitare, freq.
of L. monere, warn, admonish, akin to meminisse,
remember. Cf. admonish, monition, etc.] To
admonish; warn.

Of father Anchises thee goast and grislye resemblaunce . . .

In sleep mee monisheth, with visadge buggish he feareth.

Stanihurst, jEneid, iv. 372.

I write not to huite any, but to proffit som ;
to accuse

none, but to monish soch.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 65.

monisher (mon'ish-er), n. [< ME. monyschere;
< monish + -er1

.']
An admonisher. Johnson.

monishmentt (mpn'ish-ment), it. [< monish +
-mcnt.'] Admonition. Siierwood.

monism (mon'izm), n. [< Gr. /zoVof, single, +
-ism.'] 1. Any system of thought which seeks

to deduce all the varied phenomena of both the

physial and spiritual worlds from a single prin-

ciple; specifically, the metaphysical doctrine

that there is but one substance, either mind
(idealism) or matter (materialism), or a sub-
stance that is neither mind nor matter, but is

the substantial ground of both : opposed to du-

alism. The term was applied by Wolf, its inventor, to

the forms of the doctrine which were then known, namely,
to the denial of the substantiality either of mind or of mat-
ter ; but it is now extended to the doctrine that the dis-

tinction between physical and mental facts is only phe-
nomenal, and that in themselves they are not distinguished.
Many special modifications of monistic speculation, espe-

cially on its materialistic side, have accompanied the re-

cent developments of physical science, particularly the
doctrine of evolution. (See quotation from Haeckel under
monistic.) Such doctrines as that energy, electricity, etc.,

are categories of substance different from matter are not
taken account of by those who use the term, so that it is

not easy to say whether they would be considered as de-

nials of monism or not. Also called unitism and utnlari-

anunn.

Monism led a miserable existence in philosophical dic-

tionaries, until, as a denotation of the Hegelian philosophy,
it obtained a very wide use. It had again in some mea-
sure fallen out of use when it was taken up by modern
natural philosophy, and made the watchword of a doctrine
which considers mind and matter neither as separated nor
as derived from each other, but as standing in an essen-
tial and inseparable connection.
M. S. Phelps, tr. of Eucken's Fundamental Concepts, p. 114.

If the essence of the materialist hypothesis be to start

with matter on its lowest terms, and work it thence up into

its highest, I did it no wrong in taking
"
homogeneous ex-

tended solids "as its specified datum and its only one; so

that it constituted a system of monism.
J. Martineau, Materialism (1874), p. 108.

2. Any theory or system which attempts to ex-

plain many heterogeneous phenomena by a sin-

gle principle.
The solution offered by Psychophysical Monism, that

functional brain-motion and feeling are two aspects of one
and the same fact in nature this solution, when closely

examined, turns out to be an altogether dualist ir and un-
thinkable assertion. E. Montgomery, Mind, IX. 366.

3. Inbwl., same a.smonogenesis(c). Hylozolstic
monism. Same as hylozoism. idealistic monism, the
monism which regards the single principle of the universe
as mind or spirit, of which matter is the product. Mate-
rialistic monism, the monism which regards the single

principle as matter, of which mind or spirit is the product.

monist (mon'ist), n. and a. [< mon(ism) + -ist.~\

I. n. An adherent of the metaphysical doctrine
of monism in some one of its forms.

The philosophical Unitarians or meniste reject the testi-

mony of consciousness to the ultimate duality of the sub-

ject and object in perception, but they arrive at the unity
of these in different ways. Some admit the testimony of

consciousness to the equipoise of the mental and material

phenomena, and do not attempt to reduce either mind to

matter, or matter to mind. They reject, however, the evi-

dence of consciousness to their antithesis in existence,
and maintain that mind and matter are only phenomenal
modifications of the same common substance. This is the
doctrine of absolute identity a doctrine of which the
most illustrious representatives among recent philoso-
phers are Schelling, Hegel, and Cousin. Others again deny
the evidence of consciousness to the equipoise of subject
and object as coordinate and original elements ; and, as the
balance is inclined in favor of the one relative or the other,
two opposite schemes of psychology are determined. If

the subject be taken as the original and genetic, and the

object be evolved from it as its product, the theory of ideal-

ism is established. On the other hand, if the object be
assumed as the original and genetic, and the subject be
evolved from it as its product, the theory of materialism
is established. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xvi.

II. a. Same as monistic.

monistic (mg-nis'tik), a. [< Gr. fiovof, single,
+ -ist-ic.] Of or pertaining to monism; of the
nature of monism. See monism and monixt.

Idealism is monistic in its whole conception of the uni-

verse. It claims to be a " one-substance
"
theory, although

it should in consistency call itself a " no-substance
"
theory

instead. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 103.

The opponents of the doctrine of evolution are very fond
of branding the monistic philosophy grounded upon it as

"materialism," by confusing philosophical materialism
with the wholly different and censurable moral material-
ism. Strictly, however, our monism might, as accurately
or as inaccurately, be called spiritualism as materialism.
The real materialistic philosophy asserts that the vital phe-
nomena of motion, like all other phenomena of motion,
are effects or products of matter. The other, opposite ex-

treme, spiritualistic philosophy, asserts, on the contrary,
that matter is the product of motive fores, and that all ma-

monitor

terial forms are produced by free forces entirely indepen-
dent of the matter itself. Thus, according to the mate-

3579. rialistic conception of the universe, matter or substance

precedes motion or active force. According to the spirit-
ualistic conception of the universe, on the contrary, active

force precedes matter. Both views are dualistic, and we
hold both of them to be equally false. A contrast to both
views is presented in the -monistic philosophy, which can
as little believe in force without matter as in matter with-
out force. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 458.

monistical (mo-nis'ti-kal), a. Same as monistic.

monite (mo'nit), n. [< Mona (see def.) + -ite2.]

A hydrous calcium phosphate occurring in

loosely coherent massive forms of a snow-
white color, found with monitito in the guano-
formation of the islands of Mona and Mouita,
West Indies.

monition (mo-nish'on), n. [< ME. monicion,
< OF. (F.) monition"= Pr. monition = Sp. mo-
nicion = It. monizione, < L. monitio(n-), a re-

minding, < monere, pp. monitus, remind, admon-
ish: see monish.'] 1. Admonition; warning;
instruction given by way of caution: as, the

monitions of a friend.

And after, by inonycion of the Archaungell Gabiyell,

they made a Churche or oratory of our Lady.
Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

Unruly ambition is deaf, not only to the advice of

friends, but to the counsels and monitions of reason itself.

Sir R. L'Estrawje.

2. Indication; intimation.

We have no visible monition of the returns of any other

periods, such as. we have of the day by successive light and
darkness. Holder, On Time.

3. (a) In civil and admiralty law, a summons or

citation, especially used to commence a suit,

or in a proceeding to confirm a title acquired
under a judicial sale and to silence all adverse
claims. General monttiuns are used in suits in rem,
where the object is to bind all the world ; a special monition
directs that specified persons be summoned and admon-
ished.

They appere in the yeld halle, at the day and houre
limitted by the seid Baillies, vpon monicion to them yeven
by eny seriaunt. Enyl&h Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 406.

(6) In eccles. law, a formal notice, sent by a

bishop to one of the subordinate clergy, to re-

quire the amendment of some ecclesiastical

offense; a monitory letter. Monitions are of two
classes in specie, where the name of the offender is dis-

tinctly mentioned, and in genere, where it is not.

A bull of Innocent VIII followed by a severe mo-
nition from Archbishop Morton to the abbot of St. Albans.

Hallam, Const. Hist, I. 84, note.

= 8yil. 1. Admonition, Monition, Reprehension, etc. See
ad-monition.

monitite (mo-ni'tit), w. [< Monita (see def.) +
-ite'A] An acid calcium phosphate occurring
in minute white or yellowish triclinic crystals,
found in the guano-formation of the islands of

Monita and Mona, West Indies.

monitive (mon'i-tiv), a. [< L. as if *monitivnx,
< monitus, pp. of monere, admonish.] Admoni-

tory ; conveying admonition. Barrow, Works,
II. xii.

monitor (mon'i-tor), n. [= F. moniteur = Sp.
monitor = It. monitors, < L. monitor, one who
reminds or admonishes, < monere, pp. monitus,

remind, admonish: see monish.] 1. One who
warns of faults or informs of duty ;

an admon-
isher

;
one who gives advice and instruction by

way of reproof or caution
;
an admonisher.

You need not be a monitor to the king. Bacon.

2. A senior pupil in a school appointed to in-

struct and look afterajunior division or class;

a pupil appointed to superintend other pupils;
in some American colleges, a student appointed
to keep a record of the attendance of the other
students upon certain exercises, as morning
prayers. 3f. A constable or officer of the law.

If they will pay what they owe, . . . they will save me
the trouble of sending and themselves of paying a Moni-
tor. Adv't in Boston Gazette, September, 1767.

4f. A backboard.
Posterity will ask ...

What was a monitor in George's days.
A monitor is wood-plank shaven thin ;

We wear it at our backs, . . .

But, thus admonish'd, we can walk erect.

Cou-per, Task, ii. 530.

5. [cap.] In lierpet., the typical genus of Moni-

toridae, so called because one of the species was
fabled to admonish man of the presence of the
crocodile of the Nile. Also called Varanws.
6. A lizard of the genus Monitor or family Mo-
nitoridce. See cut; under ffydrosaunts. 7. A
heavily armored iron-clad steam-vessel with
a very low free-board, of a type invented by
Ericsson, carrying on deck one or more revolv-

ing turrets, each containing one or more great
guns, and designed to combine the maximum
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of giin-|Miwc r with the minimum of exposure:
si> rnlli'il from the name of the first vessel of the

Ericsson's Monitor.

a, tide elevation ; I, transverse section through the center of the
turret.

type, which was built during the American civil

war, and in 1862 arrested the destructive course
of the Confederate iron-clad ram Merrimac.

I now submit (or your approbation a name (or the floating

battery at Green Point. The impregnable and aggreulve
character of this structure will admonish the leaders of the
Southern Rebellion that the batteries on the banks of their
rivers will no longer present barriers to the entrance of the
Union forces. The Iron-clad intruder will thus prove a se-

vere monitor to those leaders. . . .
"
Downing Street

"
will

hardly view with Indifference this last "Yankee notion,"
this monitor. ... On these and many similar grounds I

propose to name the new battery Monitor.

.Ericsson, to Assist. Sec. of Navy, Jan. 20, 1802.

8. A raised part of a roof, usually fitted with

openings for light and ventilation, as in a pas-

senger-car or omnibus. See monitor-roof.
Teguexin monitor. See Ameieida.

monitorial (mon-i-to'ri-al), a. [= F. Pg. moni-
torial = It. miiiiilnrinlc : as monitory + -al.]

1. Monitory; admonitory. 2. Pertaining to

or connected with a monitor or monitors, es-

pecially in the scholastic sense ; conducted or

carried on by monitors; proceeding from or

performed by monitors; hence, in a general
sense, educational ; disciplinary : as, a monito-

rial school; a monitorial system; monitorial in-

struction; monitorial duties.

Astonishing Incidents which preceded, accompanied,
or have followed the settlement of America . . . plainly
Indicate a general tendency and cooperation of things
towards the erection, in this country, of the great moni-
torial school of political freedom.

Everett, Orations, I. 152.

monitorially (mon-i-to'ri-al-i), ode. In a moni-
torial manner; by monition; after the manner
of a monitor.
Monitoridse (mon-i-tor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Monitor, 5, + -idie.] A family of Lacertilia, typi-
fied by the genus Monitor; monitory or varanoid
lizards. See cut under Hydrosaurus. Also
called Faranidre.

monitor-lizard (mon'i-tor-liz'ard), w. Same as

monitor, 6.

monitor-roof (mon'i-tor-rof), n. In a railroad-

car, a central longitudinal elevation rising
above the rest of the roof, with openings in the
sides for light and ventilation. Also called

monitor-top. [U. S.]

monitory (mon'i-to-ri), n. and n. [= F. moni-
toire = Pr. monitori = Sp. monitorio = Pg. mo-

nitorio, n., = It. monitorio, < L. monitoring,

serving to remind, < monitor, a reminder, moni-
tor: see monitor.'] I. a. Giving monition or

admonition; admonitory; spoken by way of

warning; instructing by way of caution.

Losses, miscarriages, and disappointments are monitory
and instructive. Sir n. L'Kttrangt.

It is remarkable that, even in the two Stateswhich seem
to have meditated an interdiction of military establish

infills 111 time of peace, the mode of expression made use
of is rather monitory than prohibitory.

A. Hamilton, The Federalist, No. 26.

Monitory letter, in cedes, law, a monition. Monitory
lizard, a monitor.

II. .
; pi. monitories (-riz). Admonition;

warning.
I see not why they should deny God that libertie to im-

pose, or man that necessitie to need such monitorief.

Purcluu, Pilgrimage, p. 24.

monitress (mon'i-tres), . [< monitor + fern.

-ess. Cf. monitrijc."] A female monitor.

Thus far our pretty and ingenious mnnilrem; were I to

say any thing after her, my case would be that of the tire-

some actor. The Student, ii. 367. (Latham.)

monitrix (mon'i-triks), w. [< L. as if "moiii-

trij; t'em. of monitor, monitor: see monitor.']
Same as monitress.
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monjourou (mon-j(i-rii'), w. [K. Ind.J Tlir

Indian imiHk-Hhrow. Si-r /;/.-/.->/!/> .

monk (mungk), . [Formerly also muni:, monck,
ma IK-/:: < ME. monk, monkc, mtinke, monek,
m n ml:, iinnir,; <AS.mun6C,nnmuc = OS.muntk,
monrk = OFries. munt-k, munik, monik = MD.
monick, munck, D. monnik = MLG. monnik,
uionnrk, monk, monnink = OHO. munich, MHG.
miiiii i-li, miinich, G. moiich = led. ntunkr = 8w.
Dan. munk = It. monaco, < LL. monachus, < LGr.

fiovaxof. a monk, < pavaxof, living alone, soli-

tary (cf. OF. moigne, F. moine = Pr. monge =
Cat. miiiijn = Sp. monje = Pg. monge, a monk,
< LL. as if "monitis, < Gr. /lovioc, solitary), <

/tovof, alone, single : see monad. Cf . monastery
and niitiKtii-. from the same source.] 1. Origi-
nally, a man who retired from the world for

religious meditation and the practice of re-

ligious duties in solitude; a religious hermit;
in later use, a member of a community or fra-

ternity of men formed for the practice of re-

ligious devotions and duties, and bound by
the vows of poverty, celibacy, and obedience
to a superior; specifically, a regular male
denizen of a monastery. Communities of a more or
less monastic character In Palestine and Egypt before the
diffusion of Christianity were the Essenes and Therapeu-
tic (which see). The ordinary Christian life of the first

three centuries, even when not celibate, was largely as-

cetic and in communities. Christian ruonasticism in a
definite form originated in Upper Egypt in the third or

fourth century (perhaps with St. Anthony ; according to

other accounts It Is traced to the ascetic Paul, about A. D.

250). The first monks were anchorites, living In soli-

tude. The collection of anchorites in a monastery (laura
or ccenohluin) Is ascribed to Pachomlus, In the fourth cen-

tury. The Institution spread rapidly, and was greatly
helped in the West by the establishment of the Benedictine
order In the sixth century. Various developments of the
monastic system are to be found in the middle ages, as the

military orders, friars (often distinguished from monks
proper), etc. Since the Reformation, and especially since
the French revolution, monachlsm has declined In W estern

countries, or has been overshadowed by the society of Jes-

nits, but still continues to flourish In Eastern churches.

When of hys brother Froraont hurd declare
That he monke was shorn, dole had and grct care.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. &X 1- 3211.

A monk, whan he Is recencies,
Is likned to aflssch that is waterles ;

This Is to seyn, a manic out of his cloystre.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 179.

The civil death commenced, If any man was banished
or abjured the realm by the process of the common law,
or entered into religion ; that is, went into a monastery,
and became there a morJt professed : in which cases he
was absolutely dead in law, and his next heir should have
his estate. Bladatone, Com., L L

I envy them, those monks of old,
Their books they read, and their beads they told.

Q. P. R. Jama, The Monks of Old.

2. A name of various animals, (a) The bullfinch.

Pyrrhula milgarit. (b) A variety of domestic pigeon with
a white crest, (a) A monk-bird, monk-seal, monk-fish,
etc. : see the compounds, (rf) Any noctuld moth of the sub-

family Cucuttintr : so called in Great Britain from the erect

collar, like a monk's hood or cowl.

3. Ill printing, an over-inked spot or blotch in

print, usually made by imperfect distribution

of ink. Compare friar, 2. 4. Milit., a fuse for

firing mines.
The most common methods of firing mines are by the

use of the monk and the box-trap. . . . The munk Is a bit

of agaric 1 J Inches in length. Farrow, Mil. Encyc., n. 876.

Black monk, a black-robed monk.

Also In the Abbey of Seynt Justine virgyne,
a place of

bloke monkyt, ryght delectable and also solytary.

Torkington, Diarieof Eng. Travel!, p. 9.

Cloister monk, a monk who lives within a monastery.
Ext6Ill monk, a monk who lives outside a monastery, but
serves the church connected with it. Grazing monks,
the Boskol.

Companies like the 0oo-oi', or "grazing monk*," of Mes-

opotamia and Palestine, who roved about, shelterless and

nearly naked, as Sozomen and Evagrius tell us, in the
mountains and deserts, grovelling on the earth, and brows-

ing like cattle on the herbs they casually found.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 701.

Monk professed. See pro/ea. =8yn. 1. Hermit, etc. See
anchoret,

monk-bat (mungk'bat), n. A molossoid bat
of Jamaica, Molosstis naxtitus or fumarius, the

smoky mastiff-bat : so called because the males
are often found in great numbers together. P.

B. Guxsc.

monk-bird (mungk'berd), n. The leatherhead
or friar-bird. See leatherhead, 2, and cut under

friar-bird.

monkery (mung'ker-i), n. ; pi. monkeries (-iz).

[Early mod. E. monkrye; < monk + -cry.'] 1.

Monasticism, or the practices of monks: gen-

erally opprobrious.
It toucheth not monkrrii, nor maketh any thing at all for

any such matter. l.-iiiiner. Sermon of the Plough.

Monkery and the neglect of rational agriculture con-

spired to turn garden-lands into deserts and freemen into

serfs. Pop. Sri. Ho., XXIX. 428.

monkey
2. A iiioiiiislc!-y. c.r Il- iiili:il>itntof a IiiouaB-

Anon after ther arose oute of It a certain of monkery, not
in apparel, but In appearance of a more sober life.

Bp. Balf, English Votaries, I.

Coeval with the conquest. It [the Benedictine 8t. Mary'il
was one "f the richest and strngestTno*mrj|n therealm.

l/'irper'iMag., LXXIX. 830.

3. The country or rural districts ; also, in a
collective sense, tramps or vagrants. [Slang.]

I don't know what this 'era mimicry will come to, after

a bit. Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I. M6.

monkey (nmng'ki), . [Formerly also m<if.i< ,

mnnkie, munkye (not found in Mr}., whore only
ape, the general Teut. word, appears); prob.,
with double dim. -k-ry, -k-ir (as also later in don-

key),
< OF. monne = Sp. Pg. mono, < It. montia,

OH. mono, a female ape, a monkey (whence OH.
dim. monicchio (a form supposed by some, erro-

neously, to be the immediate source of the E.

word; the term, -icchio, < L. -icultui; also OF.
nion nine, monine, a monkey : see also mono, mo-

no), appar. a particular use (as if
' old woman'),

in allusion to the resemblance of a monkey's
face to the weazen face of an old crone, of

iiiiiiinii, a woman, in familiar use (like E. dame),
'goody,' 'gammer' (hence 'old woman')), a

colloq. contraction of Hintloiiiia, lady, mistress,
lit. 'my lady,' 'madam': see madam and ma-
ilnnna, of which monkey is thus ult. a contract-

ed form, with an added suffix.] 1. A quadru-
manovis mammal of the order Primates and sub-
order Anihropoidca ; acatarrhine orplatyrrhine

Guenon, or Common Green Monkey ( Ctrcafithffttt tabnrt.

simian; anyone of the Primates except man and
the lemurs; an ape, baboon, marmoset, etc.

The term Is very vague, and has no technical or fixed re-

striction. Those monkeys which have very short tails and
faces are commonly called apet, most of them belonging
to the higher family Simiidcc. The monkeys with long
faces like dogs are usually termed babooia; they are at

the bottom of the series of Old World simians, in the

family Cynaiiithccidcr. The small bushy-tailed monkeys
of America are usually known as warmotett. Excluding
these, the name monkry applies mainly to long tailed sim-
ians of either hemisphere. All the Old World monkeys,
In any sense of the word, are catarrhlne, and have 82 teeth,

as in man. They constitute two families, Simiidff and
Cynovttherida. (See cnt under Cmojrithrnu, Catarrhina,
and Diana, 2.) All the New World monkeys are platyr-
rhine: there are two families CMdcr, with S6 teeth and

mostly prehensile tails, and Midida or marmosets, with
32 teeth and bushy non-prehensile tails. (8ee cuts under
Cebincr, Erinda, and Lagothrix.) The genera of monkeys
are about 36 in number, including several that are fos-

sil. The species are particularly numerous In Africa and
South America, especially in the tropical parts. There are

many, however, In the warmer parts of Asia, and even up
to the snow-line ; a single one is found In Europe, I lie

llarliury ape. Inuut eeaiidatui. (See cut at ape.) Almost
all the leading species have specific names In the ver-

nacular as well as their technical scientific designation*.

The strain of man 's bred out
Into baboon and monJrvy.

Shak., T. of A., 1. 1. 260.

2. An epithet applied to any one, especially to

a boy or girl, in either real or pretended disap-

proval: sometimes expressing endearment.

Now God help thee, poor monkry .' But how wilt tbon
do for a father? Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 1. 69.

Help your companions, but don't talk religions senti-

ment to them ; and serve the poor, but, for your lives, you
little monkey*, don't preach to them.

Rutkin, Letter to Young fill-In.

3. A pile-driving instrument with two handles,
raisea by pulleys, and guided in its descent so

as to cause it to fall on the head of a pile and
drive it into the ground; a fistuca; a beetle-

head. 4. A sort of power-hammer used in

ship-building for driving bolts, composed of a

long pig of iron traversing in a groove, which
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is raised by pulleys, and let fall oil the spot
required. 5. A small crucible used in glass-

making. 6. A certain sum of money: in the

United States, $500; in Great Britain, 500:

used especially in betting. [Slang.]
A monkey at least to the credit side of your own book

landed in about a minute and a half.

Whyte Melville, Good for Nothing.

The Grand Hurdle Handicap, the added money to which
is a monkey. Daily Chronicle, Feb. X, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

7f. A kind of bustle formerly worn by women.
See the quotation.
The monkey was a small "bustle," which in the days of

very short waists was worn just below the shoulder blades.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 498.

8. Same as loater-monkey.
In the front room a monkey and two tumblers stood on

the center table.

Olive Schreiner, Story of an African Farm, ii. 8.

9. A fluid composed of two parts of chlor-

hydric acid (generally called spirits of salt by
workmen) and one part of zinc, used in solder-

ing. It is applied to the joints to be soldered, and acts

both to prevent oxidation when heat is applied and to dis-

solve any oxid which may have already formed, and which
would otherwise prevent the adherence of the solder.

Gibraltar monkey. Same as Barbary ape (which see,
under ape). Leonine monkey, masked monkey, etc.

See the adjectives. Monkey 8 allowance. See the

quotation. [Humorous.]

You fellows worked like bricks, spent money, and got
midshipman's half-pay (nothing a day, and find yourself)
and monkey's allowance (more kicks than half-pence).

Kingsley, Letter, May, 1866. (Dames.)

Monkey's dinner-bell. See Hum. Mustache mon-
key, negro monkey, etc. See the qualifying words.

Slfky monkey. Same as mankind. To have or get
One's monkey up, to have one's temper roused ; get
angry. [Slang.] To suck the monkey, (a) To suck
wine or spirits from a cask through an inserted tube or

straw. (6) To drink rum or other liquor. .[Nautical slang.]

Jack will suck the monkey, in whatever form or wherever
he presents himself. Macy.
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a, Monkey-gaff.

sir

"Do you know what sucking the monkey means?"
"
No,

r." "Well then, I'll tell you; it is a term used among
seam en for drinking rum out of cocoanuts, the milk having
been poured out and the liquor substituted."

Marryat, Peter Simple, xxx.

monkey (mung'ki), a. [(monkey, n.~\ I. intrans.

To act in an idle or meddlesome manner
;
trifle

;

fool : as, don't monkey with that gun. [Colloq.]

I hope he'll fetch money,
'long o' checks.

I've had enough o' monkeying
Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 465.

II. trans. To imitate as a monkey does; ape.
[Bare.]

All cursed the doer for an evil

Called here enlarging on the Devil,
There monkeying the Lord.

Mrs. Browning, Tale of Villafranca, st. 8.

monkey-apple (mung'ki-ap"l), . The West
Indian tree Clusiaflava.

monkey-bag (mung'ki-bag), . A small bag
used by sailors for holding money, hung round
the neck by a string.

monkey-block (mung'ki-blok), . Naut., a
small swivel-block used as a leader for running
rigging.
monkey-board (mung'ki-bord), . The con-
ductor's footboard
on an omnibus.

Soppe. [Slang,

Eng.]
monkey-boat
(mung'ki-bot), n.

A half-decked nar-
row boat used in

docks and on riv-

ers. [Eng.]
monkey-bread
(mung'ki-bred), n.

The fruit of the

baobab-tree; also,
the tree itself. The
fruit is an oblong inde-
hiscent capsule, 8 to 12

inches long, contain-

ing numerous seeds embedded in a pulp, which is slightly

acid, and edible by man as well as by tile monkey. See
baobab and Adansonia.

monkey-cup (mung'ki-kup), >. A plant of the

genus Nepenthes.
monkey-engine (mung'ki-en"jin), n. A form
of pile-driver having a ram or monkey working
in a wooden frame. The monkey is held by a staple
in a

pair
of tongs which seize it automatically, and is

raised by means of a winch. The tongs open and drop
the monkey when their handles come in contact with a
couple of inclined planes at the top of the lift.

monkey-flower (mung'ki-flou"er), n. A plant
of the genus Mimulus.

monkey-gaff (mung'ki-gaf), n. A small gaff
placed on some large merchant ships above the

spanker-gaff ,
for displaying the flag.

Foliage, Fruit and Flower of Monkey-
bread Tree (Adansonia digitata).

monkey-grass (mung'ki-gras), n. A coarse
stiff fiber afforded by the leaf-stalks of Attalea

funifera : used largely on the Amazon for cord-

age and brooms, and in London and Paris for

the brushes of street-sweeping machines.

monkey-hammer (mung'ki-ham"er), n. Adrop-
press in which the weight, sliding in guides, is

suspended from a cord by which it is raised
and let fall. Also called monkey-press.

monkeyism (mung'ki-izm), n. [< monkey +
-ism.] An action or behavior like that of a mon-
key. [Bare.]
Numerous passages . . . might be quoted (from come-

dies and satirical journals), attacking the monkeyiim, and
parrotism of those who indiscriminately adopted foreign
manners and customs. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 413.

monkey-jacket (mung'ki-jak"et), n. A short

close-fitting coat or jacket, generally made of

stout material, as pilot-cloth, much wornby sail-

ors in cold weather; a Guernsey frock.

monkey-pot (mung'ki-pot), . See LecytMs.
MonKey-pot tree, the tree bearing the monkey-pot

fruit

monkey-press (mung'ki-pres), n. Same as mon-

key-hammer.
monkey-pump (mung'ki-pump), n. Naut., a
straw or quill introduced through a gimlet-hole
into a wine- or spirit-cask, for the purpose of

sucking the liquor.

monkey-puzzle (mung'ki-puz"l), . The Chili

pine, Arawcaria imbricata.

monkey-rail (mung'ki-ral), n. Naut., a light
rail raised about half a foot above the quarter-
rail of a ship.

monkey's-face (mung'kiz-fas), n. A plant of

the genus Mimusops.
monkey-shine (mung'ki-shin), n. A trick or

prank like a monkey's; buffoonery ; tomfoolery ;

monkeyism. [Slang, U. S.]

You may have noticed barefooted boys cutting up mon-
key-shines on trees with entire safety to themselves.

A. R. Orote, Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 435.

monkey-Spar (mung'ki-spar), n. Naut., a re-

duced mast or yard for a vessel used for the

training and exercise of boys.
monkey-tail (mung'ki-tal), n. Naut.: (a) A
short round lever formerlyused fortraining car-

ronades and for like purposes. (6) A piece of

rope with a knot at the end, seized to the back of

a hook, used as a handle in attaching the hook,
to prevent the hand from being jammed.
monkey-wheel (mung'ki-hwel), n. A tackle-

block over which runs a hoisting-rope ;
a whip-

gin, gin-block, or rubbish-pulley.

monkey-wrench (mung'ki-rench), n. In meek.,
a screw-key with a movable jaw, which can be

adjusted, by a screw or wedge, to the size of

the nut which it is required to turn. Weale.

monk-fish (mungk'fish), .. 1. The angel-fish,

Squatina angelus. 2. The angler, Lophiuspis-
catorius. [Maine.]
monkhood (mungk'hud), n. [< monk + -hood.]
1. The character or condition of a monk.
He had left off his monkhood too, and was no longer

obliged to them. Bp. Atterbury.

2. Monks collectively.
I think the name of Martin Luther alone sufficient to

relieve all mmikhood from the reproach of laziness.

Longfellow.

monkingt (mung'king), a. [< monk + -ing
2
.]

Monkish: a term of contempt.
Monasteries and other monking receptacles. Coleridge.

monkish (mung'kish), . [< mo>jk + -is/i 1 .]

Like a monk; pertaining to monks or to the
monastic system; monastic: often a term of

contempt: as, monkish manners; monkish soli-

tude.

monoblepsis

monkishneSS (mung'kish-nes), n. The quality
of being monkish: a term of contempt.
monkly (mungk'li), .. [< monk + -/y

1
.] Re-

lating to a monk; monkish. [Bare.]

monk-mongert (mungk'mung"ger), n. A fos-

terer of mouasticism.

Never age afforded more pluralist bishops. . . . Oswald
(a great -monk-monger, of whom hereafter) held York and
Worcester. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. v. 24.

monk-seal (mungk'sel), n. A seal of the genus
Monacltus.

monk-seam (mungk'sem), . Same as monk's-
seam.

monk's-gun (mungks'gun), n. The wheel-lock

gun of the beginning of the sixteenth century :

so called from the legend that it had been in-

vented by the monk Schwarz, the supposed
discoverer of gunpowder.
monk's-harquebus (mungks'har

//

kwe-bus), n.

Same as monk's-gun.
monk's-hood (mungks'hud), n. A plant of the

genus Aconitum, especially A. Napellus. Also
called friar's-cap, foxbane, helmet-flower, Ja-
cob's-chariot, and wolf's-bane. See Aconitum
and aconite.

monk's-rhubarb (mungksWbarb), . A Eu-

ropean species of dock, Sumex Patientia. See
dock*.

monk's-seam (mungks
'

semj, . 1. Naut., a
seam formed by stitching through the center of

a joining made by laying the selvages of two
cloths of canvas one over the other and stitch-

ing them on both sides. Also called middle

stitching. 2. The mark left on a bullet by the
mold at the junction of its two halves. [Eng.]
Also monk-seam.

monmouth (mon'muth), n. A flat cap origi-

nally made at Monmouth, England, formerly
much worn by seamen.

Caps which the Dutch seamen buy, called monmouth
caps. Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. S39. (Dames.)

Monmouth COCk. A fashion of wearing the

flap-hat imitated from the Duke of Monmouth,
son of Charles II., and still prevailing in the

early part of the eighteenth century.

The smartest of the country Squires appear still in the
Monmouth Cock, and when they go a wooing, whether
they have any post in the militia or not, they generally
put on a red coat. Spectator, No. 129.

Monmouth hat. A hat worn with a Monmouth
cock.

monnett (mon'et), . See the quotation.

Little ears denote a good understanding, but they must
not be of those ears which, being little, are withall de-

formed, which happens to men as well as cattel, which for

this reason they call monnets; for such ears signine noth-

ing but mischief and malice.

Sounders, Physiognomic (1653). (Nares.)

mono (mo'no), n. [Sp. mono, m., a monkey; cf.

mona.] The black howler or howling monkey,
Mycetes villosus.

mono-. [L., etc., mono-,< Gr. fiovo-, stem of /tivos,

single, only: see monad.'] A prefix in many
words of Greek origin or formation, meaning
'single,' 'one.'

monoaxal (mon-o-ak'sal), a. [< Gr. fiovof, sin-

gle, + L. axis, axis: see axal.~\ Pertaining to

a single axis Monoaxal Isotropy, the case in which
the homotatic coefficients are completely isotropic round
one axis only.

monobasic(mon-o-ba'sik),a. [<Gr./advof, single,
+ fidaif, base.] Having one base: applied in

chemistry to an acid which enters into combi-
nation with a univalent basic radical to form a

neutral salt, or a salt containing one equiva-
lent of a base.

monoblastic (mon-o-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. /i&vof,

single, + /ftaar6f, germ.] Belating to that con-

dition of the metazoic ovum or embryo which

immediately succeeds segmentation, in which
a single germinal layer is alone represented:
correlated with diploblastic and triploblantic.

Monoblepharideas (mon-o-blef-a-rid'e-e), -n.pl.

[NL., < Monobleplidiis (-id-) + -B.] A mono-

typic order of oomycetous fungi, closely related

to the Peronnsporea. The thallna-hyphee bear both

terminal and interstitial oogones, in which the whole pro-

toplasm contracts and forms the oosphere. Propagation
takes place by the formation of uniciliated zobspores in

zoosporangia, as in the well-known genus Phytophthora.

Monoblepharis (moii-o-blef'a-ris), n. [NL.
(Cornu), < Gr. fiovo(, single, + /J'/'.t^apov, eyelid.]
A genus of fungi, typical of the order Mono-

Nepharicteoe.

monoblepsis (mon-o-blep'sis), . [NL., < Gr.

/uoVof, single, + {Steytf, sight, < 37.tmiv, see, look

on.] In patltol., a condition of vision in which
it is more distinct when one eve only is used.



monobrachius

monobrachius (mon-o-bra'ki-us), a.; pi. wi,ii/>-

lii-in-liii (-1). [XL., < Or. i"'n'i;, single. + L. bra-
chin in, the iirni.] In teratol., a monster having
a single uriu.

monobrpmated (mon-o-bro'ma-ted), a. [< (Jr.

iii'irtnj, single, + K. liri>in(ine) + -(/! + -i-if-.\

Containing one bromine atom: used only of or-

ganic compounds in which one atom of bromine
lias liocn introduced into each molecule by sub-
stitution or addition Monobromated camphor.
See campttora nwnobroinata, under camphor.
inonobromized (mou-o-bro'inizd), a. [< Or.

fi6vof, single, + brnm(inr) + -i;v + -erf
1

-.] Same
as monobrtimated. A'ature, XL. 539.

monocarbonate (mon-o-kiir'bo-nat), n. [< Or.

pAvoc, single. + E. cartionate.] A carbonate in

which both hydrogen atoms of the acid are re-

placed by basic elements or radicals: distin-

guished from bicarbonates, in which only one

hydrogen atom is so replaced. More appropri-
ately called normal carbonate.

monocarp (mon'o-kiirp), n. [< Gr. frivot, single,
+ KapTrAf, fruit.] In hot., a plant that perishes
after having once borne fruit ; an annual plant.
monocarpeilary (mon-o-kiir'pe-la-ri), a. [< Gr.

[tows, single, + E. carpel + -ary
1
.] Composed

of one carpel. Compare polycarpcllary.
monocarpic (mon-o-kar'pik), a. [< monorari>
+ -ic.] Same as monocarpous (a).

inonocarpous (mon-o-kiir'pus), a. [< monocarp
+ -oiw.] In but. : () Producing fruit but once
in its life : said of annual plants, (b) Noting
a flower in which the jjynoscium forms only a

single ovary, whether simple or compound.
Monocaulidae (raon-6-ka'h-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Monocaulis + -id(e.] A family of tubularian

hydroids orgymnoblastic Hydroida, typified by
the genus Monocaulis, having a simple hydro-
sorua with a single fixed hydranth.
Monocaulis, Monocaulus (mon-o-ka'lis, -lus),

. [NL., < Qr. /uovof, single, + navUs, a stalk,
stein: see caitlis.] The typical genus of Mono-
t'tittlUtu'. M. pendula is a simple tubular hydromedusa
with a single hydranth pendulous upon the nodding or
cernuous stem, and hearing two circlets of tentacles. It
is of vory soft, delicate structure and pink color, attaining
a length of 4 inches. Also Manucaulot.

monocellular (mou-o-sel'u-lar), a. [< monocel-
Ittle + -ar3 .] Same as unicellular. Nature, XLL
148.

monocellule (mon-6-sel'ul), . [< Gr. fiAvo^,

single, + E. cellule.] A unicellular organism;
an animal or a plant which consists of a single
cell.

monocentric (mon-o-sen'trik), . [< Gr.^ovoc,
single, + Kcvrpov, center: see centric.] 1. Hav-
ing or proceeding from a single center. 2. In

anat., unipolar : applied to a rete mirabile which
is not gathered again into a single trunk: op-
posed to amiihicentric.
Monocentridas (mon-o-ser/tri-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Monoccntris + -idee.'] A family of acanthop-
terygiau fishes, typified by the genus Monoeeii-
tt'ix. They have the body covered with large angular
bone>like scales, the head rounded and cavernous, a spl-
uous dorsal tin separate from the soft dorsal and composed
of 5 large spines divaricated and not completely connected
by membrane, and the ventrals represented only by many
large spines. There is but one species, Monocentrig japo-
nicut of the Japanese seas.

Monocentris (mon-o-sen'tris), w. [NL., < Gr.

pAvos, single, + aevrpov, point, center: see cen-

ter1
.']

The typical genus of Monocentrida;, char-
acterized by the great development of the ven-
tral spines. Block and Schneider, 1801. Also
Monocentrus.

monocephalous (mon-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.

monocephalus, < Gr. novonf$a%os, one-headed, <

,u<5vof. single, + neipa^fi, head.] 1. Having only
one head; in bot., bearing a single capitulum
or head. 2. Specifically, having the character
of a monocephalus.
monocephalus (mon-o-sef'a-lus), . ; pi. moiio-

i-i lihitli (-li). [NL.: see monocephalous.] In tera-

/<>!.. a double monster having only one head but
two bodies. Also called syncephalus.
monocercous (mon-o-ser'kus), a. [< Gr. ftAvof,

single, + hi,ikui;, the tail of a beast: see cercux.]
llavin-; only one "tail," or flagellum; unifla-

gellate, as an infusoriaii.

monoceros (mo-nos'e-ros). H. [< L. monoceros,
< Gr. fiaftaauf, a unicorn,< uavonepw;, alsouovoxe-

parof, one-horned, < /rivof, single, + nfpaf, horn.]
1. A unicorn, or some other one-horned ani-

mal. real or imaginary.
Mighty Monoccruses with immeasured tayles.

Spemer.V. Q.,11. xii. 23.

2.
[<''/;]

A constellation. tlie Unicorn, south
of the Twins and the Crab, and bet ween the two

tftmtttm imbrtfa-
turn.
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Does, introduced by Jacob BartHch in 1624.

3. The narwhal, Monodon ///.;.- .>. 4. [c//y>. |

In :oi'il.: (a) A genus of proHobranchiateg of
the family Muricida;, so called
from the large spine on the
outer lip; the unicorn-shells.
There are several sp' !<*

from the west coast of Amer-
ica. Lamarck, 1800. (6) A
genus of balistoid fishes.

Block and Schneider, 1801.

monocerous (mo-nos'e-rus),
a. [< Gr. fiovAiapuf. one-
horned: see monoceros.] Hav-
ing one horn or horn-like

part; unicoru.
monochasial (mon-o-ka'si-al),

. [< monochasium + -al.] In hot., pertaining
to or resembling a monochasium.
monochasium (mon-o-ka'si-um), H. ; pi. montt-

chasia (-&). [NL., < Gr. pow>f, single, + xaa'S,

separation, chasm, < xa 'vetv
, gap*': see chasm.']

In bot., a cyme with one main axis
;
a unipamis

cyme : a term proposed by Eichler.

Monochitonida (mon'o-ki-ton'i-dtt), i.. pi.

[NL. (cf. Gr. funx>x'Tav, wearing only a tunic),
'
Gr. ftAvos, single, + x'T<->v, a tunic (see chiton),
+ -ida.] A division of tunicaries or Tunicata,

containing those which have the inner and out-

er integuments united in a single tunic, such as

the Salpida; and Doliolida": opposed to Dichi-

tonida. Fleming, 1828.

monochitonidan (mon'o-ki-ton'i-dan), a. and
n. I. a. Having a single tunic; specifically,

pertaining to the Monochitonida, or having their

characters.

II. n. A member of the MonochHonidu, as a

salp or doliolid.

Monochlamydeae (mon'o-kla-mid'e-e), . pi.

[NL. (A. P.de Candolle, 1819), fern. pi. of mon-

ochlamydruit : see monochlamydeous.'] A division

of dicotyledonous plants, characterized by apet-
alous flowers that is, flowers with a perianth
of a single row of envelops and so distin-

guished from the divisions Polypetaltg and Ca-

niopetahe, which have two rows, or both calyx
and corolla ;

the Apetata:. It includes 36 orders,

among them the amaranth, chenopod, buckwheat, pepper,
laurel, euphorbia, nettle, walnut, oak, and willow families.

monochlamydeous (mon'o-kla-mid'e-us), o.

[< NL. momichlamydeus, < Gr. //rfi'of, single, +
'

cloak: see chlamy.t.']
In bot.

, ha^ng a sin-

gle instead of a dou-
ble perianth : applied
to flowers. The missing
set is considered to be the

inner, or corolla. Compare
achlainydetnM and difhla-

mydema. See Moiuxhla-

mydca. Monochlamy<leou Flower
O- Daphne \tr*rrtum. t. Perianth

k6rd),n. [=F.WIOO-
corde = Sp. Pg. monocordio = It. monocordo, <

Ijli.monocnordos, monochordon,< Gr. /tovdxopAov,
a monochord, neut. of /wv6xopdof, with a single

string, < juivoc, single, + xP^I, string.] An
acoustical instrument, invented at a very early
date in Egypt or Greece, consisting of a long
resonance-box over which a single string of gut
or wire is stretched, the vibrating length, and
thus the pitch, of which is fixed by a movable

bridge. The position of the bridge required to produce
particular intervals may be mathematically determined,
and marked on the body of the instrument. The mono-
chord has been much used inacoustical demonstration and
in teaching pure intonation. In the middle ages smaller
instruments with several strings were made, and were
often permanently tuned to give certain intervals. (See
helicon (a).) The notion of a primitive keyboard-instru-
ment doubtless sprang from some such beginning.

monochroic (mon-o-kro'ik), a. [< Gr. /iov6xpf<
of one color, < /jAvof, single, + jpoo, color.]

Having but one color; monochromatic.
monochromatic (nion'o-kro-mat'ik), a. [=P.
monochromatiqiic = Pg. monochromatico, < Gr.

fiovoxp&paTof, of one color, <.fi6vo(, single, + %pi>-

fta(r-),
color: see chromatic.] Consisting of

light of one wave-length, and in that sense

of one color only, as the light produced by a
Bunsen flame in which sodium is being vola-

tilized. The light of the flame is almost entirely that

due to the two sodium lines, the colon of which are barely

distinguishable from one another, and the consequence is

that objects viewed tiy this light are all yellow, and differ

only In form and Illumination. A monochromatic light

gives a single bright line when viewed with the spectro-

scope.

monochrome (mon'6-krom), . [= F. >H<IH-

clirinnt = Pg. iiiotKK'liriiiitii. < .ML.

monocllnohedric

fein. of L. muHiirhrumot, < Or. '>ru,r/jup<of, aliui

,
of line eolnr (see iiiinilifliriini'

, single, + xi1"/'", <'"l<ir.J Painting or
a painting in mie eolor. \\hi<-h may, hr,

be relieved by the use of lighter and darker
shades. Compare <nmu,rn and arinaille.

monochromical (mon-o-kro'mi-Kal), a. (A-
m<Hli>i-lli-nmiii<\i, +

-III.] Ill' li MM.' I ..... l"r

one-colored.

monochromy (mon'o-kro-mi), n. [As <//..-

rhrniHi + -y.] The art orpractice of painting
in monochrome, or in one or more shades of a

single color.

Hunnchrinny is advantageously employed when it li de-

sired, on the one hand, to avoid the brilliancy attendant
on the Introduction of several distinct colours, and, on the

other, the dulluew consequent on the exclusive use of

single tune. 0. X. Rood, Modern Chrumatlo, p. Slu.

monochronic (mon-o-kron'ik), a. [< LL. mono-

chronog, of the same time or measure, < Gr.

uuv6xi>voc, of the same time or measure, con-

sisting of one time or measure, temporary, <

pfoof, single, -t- ^/xipoy, time.] Of one and tin-

same time
; existing or happening at the same

time; oontemporaneous; in ami., deposited,
or apparently deposited, at the same period:
said of organic remains.
monochronous (mo-nok'ro-nug), a. [< Gr. /an>A-

Xpovof, of the same time or measure : see mono-

chronic.] In anc. pros., consisting in or equal
to one time or mora; monosemic.
monociliated (mon-o-sil'i-a-ted), . [< Gr. p&-

vof, single. + NL. cilium + -at*' 1 + -ed*.] Hav-
ing one cilium or flagellum ; uniciliate or uni-

flagellate.
monocle (mon'o-kl), . [= OF. monocle, one-

eyed, F. monocle, a single eye-glass, < LL. mono-

culus, one-eyed: see monoculous.] 1. A monocu-
lous or one-eyed animal; a monocule. 2. A
glass for one eye ; a single eye-glass.
Another Irnan], with a monoefeln his eye, watched each

new comer, his vacant and necessarily glassy stare expre**-
ing neither present pleasure uor anticipation.

TlK Century, XXXIII. 208.

Monoclea (mou-o-kle'ft), n. [NL. (W. J. Hook-
er, 1820), so called because the sporangia open
only on one side; < Gr. u6vos, single, -f n/fif, a

key.] A monotypic genus of cryptogamous
plants of the class //'/< tiru; giving name to the
order Monocleacetr. They are small plants with
frondose thallus, and have much the appear-
ance of Marchtiiitia.

Monocleaceae (inon'o-kle-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Nees von Esenbeck, 1833-8), < Monoclea +
-ace<r.] A small order of cryptogamous plants
of the class Hejuttictr, intermediate in position
between the Jungermanniacfa- and the .Inllin-

cerotaceir. The vegetative structure Is either thalloid

or follose: the sporangium dehisces longitudinally, and
contains elaters, bat has no columella. The order contains
the genera Calobryum and MonncUa.

monoclinal (mou'6-kli-nal), a. and n. [< mono-
cline + -al.] I. a. In geol., dipping in one direc-
tion : said of a zone of stratified rocks through-
out which the strata all incline toward the
same point of the compass. The term was Intro-

duced by H. D. Rogers (1!2), and has taken the place of
Darwin's hybrid word unidinal: thus, numocfoia/ valley
(a ralley bounded by ridge* the strata of which all dip In

the same direction); in"iifiinal ridge; nwnueiinal flex

are, etc. A mnnHinal Jbxure may be regarded as a half
of an anticlinal fold, which would have been completed
had the flexing action not been limited to one side of the

axis, the strata resuming their horizontal!!)- on the other
side.

The Echo-Cliff flexure, the Water-Pocket flexure, one of
the grandest monoclinals of the west, and the San Rafael

flexure, all numoeiinal flexures of imposing dimensions and
perfect form, Capt. Dutton considers go far back in Ter

tiary time, and possibly are pre-Tertiary.
fantlr, Origin of Mountain Kanges, p. 25u.

II. n. A monoclinal fold or flexure. See I.

mpnoclinate (mon'o-kli-nat), a. [< Gr. ptvof,

single, + K&iveiv, incline, + -a/el.] Same as

monocline (mon'6-klin), n. [< Gr. fi6vo(, single,
+ iMvftv, incline: see c/tne.] Same as mono-
clinal.

monoclinic (mon-o-klin'ik), a. [= F. IHOHU-

clinique; < Gr. /i6voc. single, + ic)Jveiv, incline.]
In mineral., an epithet noting that system of

crystallization in which the crystals are re-

ferred to three unequal axes, two of which in-

tersect each other at an oblique angle, while

they are at right angles to the third. See erys-

titlimjraphy. Also monosymmetric, elinorhcinbif,

hemiortnotypf, monocliHometric, and monoclixo-

hedrif.

monoclinohedric (mon-o-kli-no-hed'rik), a. [<
Gr. p6vof, single. + K/<IMI\ ineline. + cipa. geat,

base.] Same as moxoclinir.



monoclinometric

monoclinometric (mon-o-kli-no-met'rik), a.

[< Gr. [JLOVOS, single, + KMvear, incline, + fiirpov,

measure.] Same as monoclinie: as, "monocli-

nometric prisms," Frey.
monoclinous (mon'o-kli-nus), a. [< Gr. /i6vof,

single, + K\iv>i, bed, < Kkivtiv, incline: see

clinic.] 1. In bot., hermaphrodite, or having
both stamens and pistils in the same flower.

2. In geol., monoclinal.

Monocoelia (mon-o-se'li-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /iwo?, single, -\-KoMa, a cavity, hollow: see

ccelia.] Animals whose encephalocoale is sin-

gle, neuron epaxial only, and axon unsegmented.
The lancelet (Branchiostoma) is the only example. Sy-

nonymous with Acrania, Cephalochordn, Leptocardii, and
Monolocularia. Wilder, Amer. Nat., Oct., 1887, p. 914.

monocoelian (mon-o-se'li-an), a. [< Monocoelia
+ -an.] Having the eiicephalocoele single;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Monoccelia.

mono-compound (mon'o-kom"pound), . [<
Gr. /uoVof, single, + E. compound^-.] In chem.,
a compound containing one atom of the ele-

ment or one individual of the radical specified,
as monochloracetie acid, which contains one
atom of chlorin, and monophenylamine, which
contains one molecule of phenyl.
Monocondyla (mon-o-kon'di-la), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. fi6vof , single, +' KovSvAos, a knuckle, joint,
knob: see condyle.] The Beptilia and Aves (rep-
tiles and birds) collectively: so called from the

single occipital condyle characteristic of these
classes among the higher vertebrates. The
term indicates a group exactly conterminous
with Sauropsida. Opposed to Amphicondyla.
monocondylar (mon-o-kon'di-lar), a. Same as

monocondylian.
monocondylian (mon'o-kon-diri-an), a. [As
Monocondyla + -ian.]

'

Having one occipital

condyle, as the skull of birds, reptiles, and
some fishes : distinguished from dicondylian.

monocotyledon (mon-o-kot-i-le'don), n. [< Gr.

/i6Vo?, single, + Korvfajduv, a hollow, a sucker,
etc. : see cotyledon,"] A monocotyledonous
plant; anendogen. See endogen, and cut un-
der cotyledon.

Monocotyledones (mon-o-kot-i-le'don-ez), .

pi. [NL. (Ray, 1703), <'Gr. p6vo;, "single, +
KOTvkriS&v, a cup-shaped cavity: see cotyledon.]
A natural class of flowering plants, having a

single seed-leaf or cotyledon in the embryo.
They have generally the parts of their flowers in threes

(not in ftves, as in dicotyledons), their earliest leaves alter-

nate, and the veins parallel. From the structure of the

stem, increasing by internal or endogenous growth, they
are also called endogens. The wood of their stems occurs
in longitudinal bundles of fibers, scattered, as in Indian

corn, or becoming compact, as in palms. New bundles of
fibers form between the old, not, as in dicotyledons or ex-

ogens, in an annual external layer enveloping the stem.
The class is divided into 34 orders, among
which are the lily, iris, amaryllis, orchis, ba-

nana, palm, pineapple, screwpine, arum,
rush, sedge, and grass families. By Ben-
tham and Hooker these are classed in seven

groups or series; by
others in three, the

spadiceous, peta-
loideous, and glu-
maceons divisions.
About 20,000 spe-
cies are known, in-

cluded in about
1,500 genera.

monocotyledo-
nous (mon-o-
kot - i - le

' don -

us), a. [< mon-
ocotyledon +
-OMS.] In bot.,

having only one
seed-lobe or
seminal leaf.

monocracy(mo-
nok'ra-si), n.

;

pi. monocracies

(-siz). [< LGr.

HovoKparia, sole dominion, < Gr. ,u6Vo, single, +
Kpareiv, rule, < Kpdrof, strength.] Government
or rule by a single person; autocracy.
A scene of wholesale bacchanalian fraud, a posse comi-

tatus of liars, which would disgust any man with a free

government, and make him sigh for the monocracy of Con-

stantinople. Sydney Smith, Ballot. (Latham.)

monocrat (mon'6-krat), n. [Cf . MGr. fiavoKparop,
a sole ruler ; < G^r. ffdvof, single, + Kparelv, rule,
< uparof, strength.] 1 . One who governs alone ;

an autocrat. 2. In U. S. hist., a name often

applied by opponents to a member of the Fed-
eralist party, to which monarchical tendencies
were imputed.
monocular (mo-nok'u-lar), a. [= F. monoeu-
laire, < LL. monoculus, one-eyed : see monocu-

Monocotyledoiious Embryo.
I. Grain of wheat (Triticitm vulgare),

longitudinal section, showing the embryo
and the endosperm {End}. 2. Germinating
plantlet of Indian corn (the test of the seed
and the endosperm removed to show the

cotyledon) : Cot, cotyledon ; R, the primary
root ; r, a secondary root.
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lous.] 1. Having only one eye. Also moiioctt-

late. 2. Of or referring to one eye or vision

with one eye ;
suited or intended for the use of

one eye only Monocular microscope. See micro-

scope.

monocularly (mo-nok'u-lar-li), adr. By means
of one eye ;

so as to be seen by one eye only.

No one who has only thus worked monocularly can ap-

preciate the guidance derivable from binocular vision.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 36.

monoculate (mo-nok'u-lat), a. [As monocu-

l(ar) + -ate1 .'] Same as monocular, 1.

monocule (mon'o-kul), n. [< ML. Monoculus.]
A member of the genus Monoculus.

monoculite (mo-nok'u-lit), n. [< LL. monocu-

lus, one-eyed (see monoculous),+ -ite2.] A fos-

sil animal that appears to have but one eye.
monoculous (mo-nok'u-lus), a. [= OF. mono-

cle, monocule = Sp. monoculo = It. monocolo, <

LL. monoculus, one-eyed, < Gr. p.6vos, single, +
L. oculus, eye : see oculvs. Cf . monocle.'] One-

eyed; monocular.
Of. Knox was the monoculous Waterloo surgeon, with

whom I remember breakfasting.
0. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LIX. 638.

Monoculus (mo-nok'u-lus), n. [NL., < LL.
monoculus, one-eyed: see monocutous.] 1. An
old and disused genus of the Linnean class In-

secta and order Aptera, having or seeming to

have only one eye that is, two eyes coalesced
in one. These "apterous insects

"
were entomostracous

crustaceans. Monoculus and some other entomostracans
were afterward made by Latreille his first order of Ento-

mostraca, called Branchiopoda and divided into two prin-

cipal sections, Lophyropoda and Phyllopoda.
2. [I. e.] A one-eyed animal; a monoeule or

monocle. 3. [I. c.] A bandage for one eye.

monocycle (mon'o-si-kl), n. [< Gr. /iowkw/lof,

having but one wheel or circle, < fiovoq, single, +
KVI&OZ, a circle, a wheel : seec^cte1 .] A vehicle

with one wheel: used figuratively in the quota-
tion. [Bare.]
Nay, a not unfrequent "penance

"
consists in tying the

hands to the ankles, and turning round and round like a

cart-wheel. Near Goruckpoor the train of Lord Dalhousie
met dozens of these animated monocycles.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 263.

Monocyclia (mon-o-sik'li-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

fj.6vof, single, + KVKAOC, a circle : see e/cfei.] A
division of holothurians containing those in

which the tentacles are in one circle or series :

correlated with Heterocyelia.

monocyclic (mon-o-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. /tov6Kvidof,

having but one circle : see monocycle and -M;.]

1 . Disposed in a single whorl or circular series,
as the stamens in many flowers. 2. Of or per-

taining to the Monocyclia.
monocyst (mon'o-sist), . [< Gr. p6vt>f, single,
+ Kvanf, a bag, pouch.] A tumor consisting
of only one cyst. Thomas, Med. Diet.

Monocystaceae (mon'6-sis-ta'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. [i6vof, single, + Kvarif, a bladder, + -acece.]

A family of fungi of the order Monadinece. They
are moisture-loving plants, occurring on living Algae and

Protozoa, with the organs of reproduction reduced to the
form of sporocysts. The family contains 3 genera,

monocysted (mon'o-sis-ted), a. [As monocyst
+ -ed*.] Having a single cyst ; monocystidean.
The developmental history of the monocysted grega-

rines. T. GUI, Smithsonian Report, 1885.

monocystic (mon-o-sis'tik), a. [< monocyst +
-4c. ] Consisting of a single cyst, as a gregarine.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 853.

Monbcystidea (mon'o-sis-tid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Monocystis + -4dea."] A division of Grega-
rinida, containing those gregarines whose body
consists of a single sac: contrasted with Di-

cystidea. Also Monocystidce, as a family.

monocystidean (mon*o-sis-tid'e-an), a. Mon-
ocysted ; of or pertaining to the Monocystidea.
Monocystis (mon-o-sis'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. /t6-

vof, single, + KVOTIC., a bag, pouch.] The typical

genus of Monocystidce. M. agilis is found in the
male organ of the earthworm.

Monocyttaria (mon"o-si-ta'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. [i6vof, single, + KVTT&PIOV, dim. of KvTrapof,
a hollow, a cell, < KVTOC, a hollow.] A division
of Eadiolaria, containing those radiolarians
which have a single central capsule: distin-

guished from Polycyttaria. Most radiolarians
are of this character. Also called Monozoa.

monocyttarian (mon"o-si-ta'ri-an), a. and n.

[As Monocyttaria + -an.] I. a. Having a sin-

gle central capsule, as a radiolarian ;
of or per-

taining to the Monocyttaria. Also monozoan.
II. n. A radiolarian whose central capsule

is single.

monodactyl, monodactyle (mon-6-dak'til), a.

Same as motiodaetylous. Xature, XXXVIII. 623.

Monodonta

monodactylic (mon"o-dak-til'ik), a. [< Gr.

fiovof, single, + da/cru/'.op, a finger, a dactyl: see

dactylic.'] In anc. pros., containing but one

dactyl: noting certain logaoedic meters. See

monanapestic.
monodactylous (mon-o-dak'ti-lus), a. [= F.

monodactyle = Pg. monodactylo, < Gr. /lovoSctKTv-

/".oc, one-fingered, < fiovof, single, + danTv/.os, a

finger or toe: see dactyl.] 1. Having but one

finger or toe; unidigitate. 2. In Crustacea,
subchelate : applied to the subcheliform limbs
of crustaceans and arachnidans, in which there
is no ppposable finger to convert the terminal
hook into a pincer-like claw or chela proper.
monodelph (mon'o-delf), n. [< Gr. /i6vof, sin-

gle, 4- 6etyv, womb.] A monodelphian mam-
mal.

Monodelphia (mon-o-del'fi-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. fiavof, single, + fstyvf, womb.] The highest
of three primary divisions of mammals, or
subclasses of the class Mammalia (the other
two being Didelphia and OrnithodelpMa) ; pla-
cental mammals, or Placentalia. The subclass con-
tains all mammals except the marsupials and monotremes.
The young are retained in the womb by means of placental
attachment till they are well developed ; the scrotum is

never in front of the penis ; and the uterus and vagina are

never, paired. The brain has a well-developed corpus cal-

losum, and comparatively small anterior commissure.
The Monodelphia are variously divided into an upper and
a lower series, Educabttia or Megatfhena and IneducoMlia
or Microsthena ; or into Archencephala (man alone), Gy-
rencephala, and. Lixseneephala ; or directly into a number
of orders. The orders of living monodelphians now usu-

ally adopted are eleven : Primates, Ferce, Ungulata, Hy-
racoidea, Proloscidea, Sirenia, and Cete, of the upper se-

ries ; and Chiroptera, Insectivora, Glireg (or Rodentia), and
Bruta (or Edentata), of the lower series. The families are

about 120 in number. EutheriaisusynonyTa. Also, wrongly,
Afonadelphia.

monodelphian (mon-o-del'fi-an), a. and n. [<

Monodelphia + -an.] I. a. Saving the female

generative passages single; specifically, per-

taining to the Monodelphia, or having their

characters.

II. n. A monodelphian mammal.
monodelphic (mon-o-del'fik), a. [< monodelph
+ -ic.] Same as monodelphian.
monodelphous (mon-o-del'fus), a. Same as

monodelphian.
monodia (mo-no'di-a), n. Same as monody.
monodic (mo-nod'ik), a. [= It. monodico, < Gr.

ftovyStKoc,, < fiovutla, a monody : see monody.] In

music, pertaining to monody or homophony;
homophonic. Also monophonic Monodic school
or style, that style of composition which supplanted the

purely polyphonic or contrapuntal about 1600.

monodical (mo-nod'i-kal), a. [< monodic + -al.]
Same as monodic.

monodically (mo-nod 'i-kal-i), adv. In a mo-
nodic manner.

monodichlamydeous (mon-o-di-kla-mid'e-us) .

a. [< Gr. /i6vof, single, + <5(-, two, + ^Aa^if (^/la-

//i!-), a cloak.] In lot., having indifferently
either a calyx only, or both calyx and corolla.

Lindley. [Not now in use.]
monodimetric (mon"o-dl-met'rik), a. [< Gr.

fidvof, single, + iif, it-, twice, + perpav, measure :

see dimetric.] In crystal., same as dimetric or

tetragonal.
monodist (mon'o-dist), . [= Pg. monodista;
as monod-y + -ist.] One who composes or sings
in a monodic style, as opposed to the polyphon-
ic style: opposed to contrapuntist.
Monodon (mon'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. //ovodot'f

(/Mvodovr-), having but one tooth: see mono-

dont.~\ 1. A genus of delphinoid odontocete

cetaceans, containing only the narwhal, M. mo-

noceros, distinguished by its unique dentition.
With the exception of some rudimentary and irregular
teeth, the whole dentition consists of a pair of teeth lying

Skull and Tusk of Male Narwhal {Monodon monoccros).

horizontally in the jaw ;
in the female they remain em-

bedded and cemented in their sockets, but in the male
the left one grows into an enormous tusk, like a horn pro-

jecting from the forehead, sometimes half as long as the
entire animal, straight, slender, cylindrical, but spirally

grooved sinistrally, and thus resembling a rope. The ver-

tebrse are 50 in number, the ribs 11 ; the cervicals are nor-

mally free, and there is no dorsal fin. See cut under nar-
ivhal.

2. In conch., same as Monodonta. Cuvier,l817.

monodont(mon'o-dont),a. [<Gr. /iov6dov<; (fiovo-

&OVT-), having but one tooth, < fioi'of, single, +
More = E. tooth.'] Having only one tooth.

Monodonta (mon-o-don'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

fiov6dovf ([tovodovT-), having but one tooth: see

monodont.] A genus of top-shells of the family
Trochida', having a toothed eohimella: named
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monoecian monecian (mo-ne'shi-an), a. and ried to only one person at one time : opposed to

n. [< Hiiniiii'i-oiiH + -mi.] 1. a. Same as mom, - /./<// r /"<///</<< '.'/ Sl ''- '".'/" '".'/. L

The monogamy at the modern and western world !, In

fact, the manoganyot the Romans, from hi. li 1 1.

ManaJanla (

fttaratmit.

by Lamarck in 1799. There are a number of

species, known as rOKary-xln-llt.

Monodontinae (mon'6-don-ti'ne), n.nl. [NL.,
< .M,tiiniliiii(t-) + -iiKB.J The narwhals as a sub-

family of I>eli>liinid<e: now usually merged in

the subfamily DelpMnapterina:
Monodora (mon-o-do'rii), . [NL. (Dunal,

1817), so called in 'allusion to the solitary flow-

ers ; < Gr. /wiiwc, single, + Supov, gift.] A genus
of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the

order Anonaeea; and the tribe Mitrephorea:,

distinguished by a one-celled compound ovary
with numerous seeds attached over the whole

surface of the walls. They are trees with large soli-

tary variegated flowers, hanging upon a long stalk which

terminates the stem or Is opposite the leaves. They have

three sepals, six wavy petals, many short stamens, and a

shlelil-Bhuped stigma ; their large globose woody fruit con-

tains numerous seeds In a resinous central pulp. There

clous.

II. >'. A monoecious animal,

monoecious, monecious (mo-ne'shus), a. [<

Gr. /tuvof, single, + o'tnof, ^|
house.] 1. In hot.: (a) In

phanerogams, having the
stamens and pistils in

different flowers on the

sameplant. (6) In crypto-
gams, having both male
and female organs on the

same individual. 2. In

sool., having both male
andfemale sexual organs;
hermaphrodite; andro-

gynous: applied accord-

ing to the corresponding
usage in botany: opposed
to dioecious. In numberleai
lower Invertebrates the male
and female product! of genera-

tion, or ova and spermatozoa,
mature In the same Individual

without sexual intercourse. In

many other cases, as those of

worms and snails, every hull

vldual Is both male and female,
but there Is sexual Intercourse

and reciprocal impregnation
between two individuals.

Branch of the Monoecious
Tree Alnus virtdii.

i, male catkin* ; *. female
catkini; e, fruit.

of divorce has been expelled by Christian morality.

Maine, Early Hint, of Institutions, p. 00.

3. In zool., the habit of having only one mate;
the habit of living in pairs ; the paired stale.

Double monogamy. In vnnUt., the state or habit of be-

ing doubly monogamous. See phrase under monogamout.

monoganglionic (mon-o-gang-gli-on'ik), a.

Gr. /JoVof, sine!.-, + K. ganglion + -ic.] Having
a single ganglion.
monogastric (mon-o-gas'trik), a. [= F. TOOHO-

gastrtque, <Gr. uovof, single, + -/aar^p, stomach:

see gastert, gastric.] Having only one stomach
or incentive cavity Monogastrlc DlphyldjB or

Diphydse. See the quotation under dipkytoniti

Monogenea (mon-^-jfi'ne-ft), ./. [NL.,< Gr.

ftow)evfK, only-begotten, single: see monoge-

nous.] A division of fluke-worms or trematoids,

containing those which undergo scarcely any
change or comparatively little transformation

in development: opposed to Digenea. There
are several families and numerous genera.

monogeneous (mon-9-je'nf-us), a. [< Gr. //o-

vor, single, + )iwr, kind.] 1. In Wo/., gener-
ated in the same form as that of the parents ;

homogeneous as regards stages of development :

specifically said of theMonogenea. 2. In math..

having a single differential coefficient.

two, the calabash-nutmeg, furnishes in it! seeds a nutmeg-
like spice. It is cultivated in Jamaica, etc., and hence

called A merican, Jamaica, and Mexican nutmeij. M. Ango-
lewis yields a similar product.

monodrama (mon-o-dra'mil), n. [NL., < Gr.

ji6vof, single, + tipa'fia, a drama.] A dramatic

piece
times
monodramatic
(Hll'dtlHt +
monodramet
monodi'ttnia.

monodromic (mon-o-drom'ik), a. _

single, + 6p6[iof, a course, running, race.] In

math.
, having a single sheet in the Riemann's

surface; not having different values for one

value of the variable. A monodromic /unction Is one

a. Myri*. moncBciously, moneciously (mo-ne'shus-li),
1^^igeiie8ls'(mon-^jen7eHBi8), . [NL., < Gr.

adv. In a monoecious manner ;
with a tendency ^ single) + ytvt

.

> origin : see genesis.] In
to monoacism Monceciously polygamous, in bot.

See polygamous.
Wo/. : (a) Development of the ovum from a pa-

monoecious; hermaphroditism ;

(mon-6-em'bri-on-i), n. [<
<

embryo": see embryo.]

Gr.

ual from one parent which develops both male
and female products, or ova and spermatozoa.
A. Thomson, (e) Descent of all living things
from a single cell. HaecM.

iatic (mon'o-dra-mat'ik), a. {<mor, ^ ^', tn
>

condi
'

t of possessing only a sin- , .

-tta.] Pertaining to a monodrama.
gfe embryo, as the seeds of most augiosperms. monogenesy (mon-o-jen e-s

Let, n. [< monodrama.] Same as m0no flageliate (mon-6-flai'e-lat), a. [< Gr. 0T1""-!. i5ame as monogentsm or monogony.

_

,WOM , j in 6o ., a plant that has solitary flowers

w;^n tjje antljer8 united.

v^.^E?l^^5S.?S Jgi Monogamia(mon-o-ga'mi-|l),. /,/. [NL.,< LGr

valu". th" function will also return to Its original value, uoviyaftof, married but once : see monogamous.]
Also monotropfc. In bot., one of the six orders of the nineteenth

monody (mon'o-di),n.; pi. monodies (-diz)- [Also class, the Syngenesia, in the Linnean system, in

monodia; = F.' inonodie = Sp. monodia = Pg. It. which the flowers are solitary and have united

monodia, < ML. monodia, < LL. monodia, mono- anthers.

dinm,<Qr.iimv6la, a solo, lament/ u6vof, single, monogamian (mon-o-ga'mi-an), a. Same as

+
Iffiij, a song, ode: see ode.] 1. In music: (a) monogamous.

A style of composition in which one voice-part monogamic (mon-o-gam'ik), a. [< MGr. //o>o-

decidedly preponderates in interest over the ya^/ieor, < aomwuCi one married but once
:^
see

others ; homophony : opposed to polyphony, in monogam.] Same as monogamous. H. Sidg-

which all the voice-parts are equally important, wick. Methods of Ethics, p.
227.

The term is specially applied to the modern style which monogamist (mo-nog'a-mist), n. [<
,

-
"

onomasti- Eiicyc. Diet.

a5m^mT n
'gSSU""" tSSS^at^^-^S:?j^^iJ^l%^ genesis.-^. Of or relating to monogeninm

The monogenetic theory, which bellevei in the original

common origin of all mankind from one pair.
Science, VII. 109.

arose somewhat before 1000 In
Italy,

and which led rapidly
to the invention and great popularity of the opera, the ora-

torio, and the instrumental suite. The style itself had lonR

before been known In popular songs and dances, but only
then asserted itself as a controlling power In artistic music.

(b) Apiece written in inonodic style; amelody,
tune, or air, usually for the voice, (c) A com-

position written in one part only ; a solo. Also

Funerall aongs were called . . . Xonodia If they were vt-

-ist.] 1. One who has been married only
,,-ee ;

one who believes that a person should not

marry oftener than once that is, that a wid-

ower or widow should not remarry.

I maintained . . . that It was unlawful for a priest of the

Church of England, after the death of his first wife, to take

a second, or, to express It In one word, I valued myself upon
being a strict monogamist. Goldmith, Vicar, II.

2. One who has but one (living and undivorced)

3. In geol., being the result of one genetic pro-
cess: applied by Dana to mountain-ranges.

The Appalachians, a range of many mountain ridges

and valley!, constitute one Individual among mountains,
because a reiult of one genetic process, or, In a word,

monogenetic. Dana, Man. of tieol. (3d ed.), p. 798.

monogenism (mo-noj'e-nism), n. [< monogen-y
+ -i/tiii.] The 'descent of the whole human
race from a single pair. Also called mnnogeny.
Adamltic monogenism, the descent of the human

race from Adam and Eve, according to the Mosaic account

Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 159.

monogam-ji monogenist (mo-noj'e-nist), w. and a. [< mo-

nogen^y + -ist.] I. w. 1. One who maintains

the doctrine of monogenesis in any form.

To meet the Inevitable question of " Whence the flnt

organic matter*" the MonogeniH is reduced to enumer-

ate the existing elements into which the simplest living

Jelly or sarcode Is resolvable. Owen, Anat. (1868X IU- 817.

2. One who believes in the doctrine of mouo-

genism.
According to the Monogenittt, all mankind have sprung

from a single pair, whose multitudinous progeny spread
themielvei over the world.

Huxley. Critiques and Addresses, p. 15ft.

to monogenesis or

2. Monotonous sound ;

sound.

Hear the tolling of the bell!

Iron bells !

What a world of solemn thought their monody compels !

Foe, The Belli, Iv.

monodynamic (mon'o-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr.

/ioVof, single, + diva/itf, power: see dynamic.']

Having but one power, capacity, or talent.

[Rare.]

Monndyiiamic men, men of a single talent-are rarely

misapprehended. D> Qutncey.

Monoeca (nio-ne'ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. u6voc_,

single. + okof, House.] In De Blainville'g

LL. monogamus, < LGr. iMv^atiof,
monogenistic

classification (1825), the second of three sub- of the young, as pigeon! and many other birds.

classes of his Paracephalophora, contrasted with monogamy (mo-nog'a-mi), n. [= F. m >nogainic

sssstisSie&afjifSiSJ^ssAittA
nogamy. (o) Marrying only once that U, not remarry-

ing after the death of the spouse : opposed to digamoui.

(b) Marrying only one at a time : opposed to biyamwt or

polygamout.
2. Of or pertaining to monogamy: as, monoga-
mous doctrines or customs. 3. In zool., having

only one mate ; living in pairs : as, a monoga-
moiin family of birds. 4. In hot., having soli-

tary flowers with united anthers, as in Lobelia.

Doubly monogamous, in ornifA., said of birds the male

of which takes part in nest-building, Incubation, and care

Dioica and Hcrmaphrodita, named in the form
Mnnoica.

Monoecia (mo-ue'shi-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. poms ,

single, + oiubf, house.] The twenty-first class -. f .

of plants in the artificial system of Linnaeus, principle which upholds that practice; the P"n ;

In this class the stamens and pistils are in ciple that forbids remarriage after the death of

= Sp. mo'iogamia ="Pg. It. nipnogamia,
< LL.

moHogamia, < LGr. uovoya/iia, single marriage, <

fiov6yafios, married but onoe : see monogamous.]
1. The practice of marrying only once, or the

monogenous (mo-noj e-nusj, a. ^ ur. /MtvyrviK,

only-begotten, single, < /tovof, single, + -yrvrK,

< / ytv, produce : see -genovs.] 1. Generated

or generating by means of fission, gemmation,
or sporulation, as modes of asexual reproduc-
tion.

Reproduction by flsslon, which, with that by budding
and spore-formation, Is Included under the term mono-

genmu asexual reproduction.
data, Zoology (trana.), p. 98.

2. Of or pertaining to monogenism. 3. In

math., having a single differential coefficient

considered as a rule of generation Monoge-
nous function, a function, X + Yi, of the Imaginary
variable x + yi, such that

ax

In tins class me stamens ami UIBUU me ui cipic mm -~- _ . / _j\ .-/

H,r njte

flowers on the same plant, as in the ^^^^^^^^^^ 'Kf^l^r^LK
It Is usually defined as a function having a differential co-

efficient.

[< Gr. u&vof. sin-

see -ge*y.] 1.



monogeny
Same as monogony, 1, or inotiogenesix. 2. Same
as motiogenisai.

rnonoglot (mon'o-glot), a. [< LGr. pav&yfamf,
/iov6y'/.aaaof, speaking but one language, < Gr.

fj.6vof, single, + y'Aa-ra, Attic form of y^aaaa,

tongue, language.] 1. Speaking or using only
one language. 2. Written or published in

only one language.
monogoneutic (mon"o-go-nu'tik), . [< Gr.

fi6vo^, single, + yovtbeiv, produce, < yoVof, off-

spring, generation.] In entom., single-brooded ;

having only one brood during a year.
monogonic (mon-o-gon'ik), a. [< monogony +
-ie.~\ Of or pertaining to monogony: same as

monogenous, 1.

Mqnogonopora (mon"o-go-nop'o-ra), . pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of monogonoporus: see mono-

gonoporous.] A division of dendrocoalous tur-

bellarian worms, having the sexual opening
single, whence the name. It contains the land and
fresh-water planarians of the families Planariidas and
Geoplanida, Opposed to Digonopora.

monogonoporie (mon-6-gon-o-po'rik), a. [As
monogonopor-ous + -MJ.] Having a single sex-
ual opening or generative pore; specifically,

pertaining to the Monogonopora, or having
their characters.

monogonoporous (mon"o-go-nop'o-rus), a. [<
NL. monogonoporus, < Gr. fiovof, single, + yoVor ,

generation, + v6pof, passage.] Having a single
genital pore, as a turbellarian

; pertaining to
the Monogonopora : opposed to digonoporous.
monogony (mo-nog'o-ni), . [< Gr. //ovof, single,
4- -yovia, < / ycv, produce: see -gony.~\ 1.

Asexual reproduction ; agamogenesis : used by
Haeckel in distinction from amphigony. Monog-
ony is exhibited in the lowest animals, in which there is

no sex, as in cases of reproduction by fission or gemmation
without conjugation. The term is not applied to asexual
modes of reproduction, as parthenogenesis, which occur
in sexed animals. Also monogeny, monogenesy.
2. Same as monogenesis.
monogram (mon'6-gram), n. [= F. mono-
gramme= Sp. monograma=Pg. It. monogramma,
< LL. monogramma, < Gr. /lovoypaftfiaTov (not
*
fwv6ypa.fi/ia), a character consisting of several

letters in one, neut. of povoypdufiaTOf, consisting
of one letter (/tov6ypa[tfMf, drawn with single
lines, outlined, > L. monogrammus, an outline

sketch, skeleton, shadow), < udvof, single, +
ypd[i/ia(T-), letter: see gram2.] 1. One char-
acter in writing; a mark or design formed or

consisting of one letter.

If in compasse of no art it [my superficies] came
To be described by a monogram.

B. Jonson, Discoveries, Ixx.

2. Two or more of the letters of a name or

word, or of the initials of several names or

words, so combined as to form or appear to
form a single character.

That the founder was a Bishop Euphrasius is shown by
his monogram on many of the stilts.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 101.

3f. A picture drawn in lines without color; a
sketch.

A kind of first draught or ground colours only, and
monogram of life, Hammond, Works, IV. 571. (Latham.)

monogram-machine (mon'o-gram-ma-shen"),
. A foot-press used to stamp monograms, ini-

tials, etc., on paper and the like.

monogrammal (mon'o-gram-al), a. [< mono-
gram (LL. monogramma) + -al.'] Same as mono-
grammatic. [Rare.]
monogrammatic (mon"o-gra-mat'ik), a. [=
F. monogrammatique, < LL. monogramma(t-),
monogram: see monogram."] In the style or
manner of a monogram ; pertaining to mono-
grams.
One photo-lithographed plate of manogrammatif em-

blems, the meaning of which remains unknown.
The Academy, April 6, 1889, p. 24S.

monogrammic (mon-o-gram'ik), a. [= F. mono-
grammique; as monogram (LL. monogramma) +
-ic.~\ Same as monogrammatic.
monograph (mon'o-graf ), n. [= F. monographs= Pg. monographo, < Gr. /i&vof, single, + ypaQii,

writing.] An account or description of a sin-

gle thing or class of things ;
a treatise on a sin-

gle subject or a single department, division,
or detail of a branch of study.
A monograph on the ant, as treated by Solomon, show-

ing the harmony of the Book of Proverbs with the results
of modern research. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xvit

monograph (mon'o-graf), v. t. [< monograph,
.] To write or produce a monograph on;

treat in a monograph.
The British species of Lumbricus have never been care-

fully monographed.
Darwin, Formation of Vegetable Mould, p. 8.

3840 monomachy
A writer of also, the worship of one God, but not necessari-

ly with an explicit disbelief in other divinities.
monographer (mo-nog'ra-fer), n.

monographs. ,

monographic (mon-o-graf'ik), a. [= F. ntono-

t/raphique = Sp. monogrdfico = It. monograflco ;

as monograph + -ie.] 1. Of or pertaining to

a monograph; of the nature of a monograph.
It does not pretend to monographic completeness, which

would require far more profound and exhaustive studies.

Science, VII. 9S.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of a mono-
gram.
A monographic combination of the letters A and P.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 746.

3. Drawn in lines without colors.

monographical (mon-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< mono-

graphic + -Z.] Same as monographic.
monographically (mon-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv.

In the manner or form of a monograph.
monographist (mo-nog'ra-fist), n. [< mono-

graph + -ist.] One who writes a monograph.
monographOUS (mo-nog'ra-fus), a. [< mono-

graph + -ous.~\ Monographic.
monography (mo-nog'ra-fi), . [= F. mono-

graphic = Sp. m'onografia = Pg. monographia
= It. monografia, < Gr. povos, single, + -ypa<f>ia,

< ypcujiuv, write.] 1. A delineation in lines

without colors ;
an outline sketch. 2. A mon-

ograph ; also, a system of monographs.
In order to write a complete monography of the Kash-

miri style, we ought to be able to trace it very much fur-

ther back than anything in the previous pages enables us
to do. J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 294.

monogyn (mon'p-jin), . [< Gr. /iovoj, single,
+ ywri, female (in mod. bot. a pistil).] In Dot.,
a plant having only one pistil or stigma.
Monogynia (mon-o-jin'i-a), n. pi. [NL. : see

monogyn.'] In bot.', the name of the first order
in each of the first thirteen classes in the Lin-
nean system, comprehending such plants as
have only one pistil or stigma in a flower.

monogynian (mon-o-jin'i-an), a. [< NL. Mono-
gynia + -aw.] Pertaining to the order Mono-
gynia; having only one pistil or stigma.

mpnogynist (mo-noj'i-nist), n. [< monogyn-y +
-ist.] One who adopts or favors monogyny.
monogyncecial (mon"o-ji-ne'sial), a. [<' Gr.

/i6vo;, single, + NL. gyncecium + -al.~] In bot.,
formed by the pistil of one flower: applied to

simple fruits.

monogynous (mo-noj'i-nus), a. [< monogyn-y +
-ous.J 1. Having only one wife ; living in mo-
nogyny; monogamous, as a man: correlated
with monandrous. 2. In zoo'l., having only one
female mate. 3. Same as monogynian.
monogyny (mo-noj'i-ni),. [< Gr. fiovof, single,
+ ywy, female.] In zoo'l. and anthrop., a mat-

ing with only one female or wife
; the monogy-

nous state: correlated with monandry.
monohemerous (mon-o-he'me-rus), a. [< Gr.

liovoijfiepof, prop, fum/uepof, lasting one day only,
< fiovof, single, + fipepa, day.] In med., lasting
or existing only one day.
monohydrated (mon-6-hi'dra-ted), a. [< Gr.

fi6vof, single, + i>6ap (iiop-), water : see hydrate. ]

Containing one molecule of water. This term was
formerly applied to such acids as were regarded as formed
from an oxid by the addition of one molecule of water, as

monohydrated nitric acid, (HNO^)a, formed from the oxid

NgOs by adding a molecule of water, H20.

mdnohydric (mon-o-hi'drik), a. [< mono- +
hydr(ogen) + -ic.~\ Containing one atom of hy-
drogen. Specifically applied to such acids as have a

single hydrogen atom replaceable by a basic atom or radi-

cal, as formic or lactic acid; and also to alcohols which by
oxidation exchange two atoms of hydrogen for one of oxy-

gen, and form acids containing the same number of car-

bon atoms as the alcohols from which they were derived.

Monoica (mo-noi'kii), n. pi. Same as Moitceca.

monoid (mon'oid), a. and n. [< Gr. /jovoeidyf,
of one form, uniform, < povof, single, + cliof,

form.] I. a. In anc. pros., containing but one
kind of foot : noting certain meters. Monoid me-
ters are also called pure meters or simple meters, and dis-

tinguished from compound (episynthetie) meters and mixed
or logaoedic meters.

II. n. In math., a surface which possesses a

conical point of the highest possible (n l)th
order.

mpno-ideism (mon"o-i-de'izm), n. [< Gr. fiovo^,

single, + Idea, idea (see idea], + -ism.'] Con-
centration of the mind upon one thought or

idea
;
a brooding on one subject ;

mild mono-
mania. [Rare.]

It is observed that the mental condition of hypnotised
1 '

subjects
"

is often one of marked mono-ideism of strong
and one-sided attention.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 407.

monolatry (mo-nol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. [tovof, single,
+ Aarpeia, service, worship: see latria.'] The
idolatrous or pagan worship of one divinity:

Thus results a worship of one God monolatry, as Well-
hausen calls it which is veiy different from genuine
monotheism. Huxley, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 495.

monolith (mou'o-lith), . [= F. monoUthe =
Sp. monolito ='Pg. monolitho, a monolith, <

LL. monolithiis, < Gr. ftovohiSos, made of one

stone, as a pillar or column, < yUoVof, single, +
/Uftif, stone.] A single stone; by extension,

any structure or object in stone formed of a

single piece : it may be an independent monu-
ment standing alone, as an Egyptian obelisk,
or a menhir, or any part of a structure, as a

column.
monolithal (mon'o-lith-al), .. [< monolith +
-al.] Same as monolithic.

monolithic (mon-o-lith'ik), . [= F. monoKth-

ique = Pg. monolithico; as monolith + -z'c.] 1.

Formed of a single stone, as an obelisk or the
shaft of a column. 2. Consistingof monoliths :

as, a monolithic circle. 3. Of or pertaining to

a monolith.
There is no doubt that their monolithic character is the

principal source of the awe and wonder with which they
have been regarded.

J. Verywsion, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 338.

monolobite (mo-nol'o-bit), . [< Qr.uAvatf. sin-

gle, + 5U34f. lobe (see lobe), + -ife2.j A trilo-

bite in which the trilobed or tripartite charac-
ter of the upper surface is almost lost, as in

the genus Eomalonotus.
monolobular (mon-o-lob'u-liir), a. [< Gr. fi6vof,

single, + NL. lobulus, lobule : see lobular.~\ Con-

sisting of or pertaining to a single lobe.

inonoioeular (mon-o-lok'u-lar), a. [< Gr. fiovof,

single, + L. loculus, a compartment (cell), dim.
of locus, placei: see loculus.] SameasMwHocwtor.
Monolocularia (mon-o-lok-u-la'ri-a), n. pi.

[NL. : see monolocular.] Those animals whose
hearts are monolocular, or which have but
one cardiac cavity. Wilder, Amer. Nat., 1887,

p. 914.

monologiant, n. [< monology + -an.] Same
as monologue, 1. Minsheu.

monologist (mo-nol'o-jist), n. [= Sp. monolo-

gista; as monologue + -ist.'] 1. One who talks

in monologue or soliloquizes. 2. A monopo-
lizer of conversation. De Quincey.

monologue (mon'o-log), n. [< F. monologue =
Sp. mondlogo = Pg. It. monologo, a sole speaker,
also a soliloquy, < LGr. uovoZoyof, speaking
alone or to oneself, < Gr. povof, alone, + Myeiv,

speak.] If. One who does all the talking. Min-
sheu. 2. That which is spoken by one person
alone. Especially (a) A dramatic soliloquy. (6) A kind
of dramatic entertainment, consisting of recitations, imi-

tations, anecdotes, songs, etc., performed throughout by
one person.

He [Charles Mathews] instituted in 1818, in imitation of

Foote and Dibdin, a species of entertainment in the form
of a monologue, which, under the title of "Mathews at

Home," proved very successful. Amer. Cyc., XI. 279.

(c) A long speech or harangue uttered by one person, es-

pecially in the course of a conversation.

He sate at the feet of the teacher and listened with
much apparent interest to monologues, not one-fifth part
of which he could anyways understand. W. Slack.

His [Wordsworth's] finest passages are always mono-
logues. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

monologuize (mon'o-log-iz), D. i. ; pret. and

pp. monologuized, ppr. monolog-uizing. [< mon-

ologue + -ize.] To soliloquize. [Rare.]
Her lips had a habit of silently monologuizinff, moving

in the manner of one who speaks with great rapidity, but
with no audible utterance.

W. Besant, Children of Gibeou, i.

monology (mo-nol'o-ji), n. [< LGr. [tovoZoyia,

simple language (taken in sense of 'a solilo-

quy'), < fiov6/Myof, speaking alone: see mon-

ologue."] The act or habit of indulging in

monologues, or of monopolizing conversation

by long narratives or dissertations
;
the habit

of soliloquizing.
It was not by an insolent usurpation that Coleridge

persisted in monology through his whole life. De Quincey.

monomachia (mon-o-ma'ki-a), w. [LL.: see

monomachy."] Same as monomaehy.
monomachist (mo-nom'a-kist), . [< IHOMIIII-

ach-y + -ist.} One who fights in single com-

bat; a duelist. [Rare.]
monomachy (mo-nom'a-ki), ti. [Also moitomu-

chia; < F. monomadtoisSp. monomaqufa = Pg.
It. monoiiiacliiii, < LL. monomachici, < Gr. fiovofia-

x'ia, single combat, < [tovo/i&xof, fighting in single

combat, (. ,u<5cof, single. + fiaeotiai, fight.] A
single combat

;
a duel.

Heroicall monomachies.
Harvey, Pieire's Supererogation (



monomachy
There ! to be performed a imii"m-/iy.
Combnt. nrilncl, time. p!iu:i-, KIM! ut-jipon

Atrrcnl betwixt us.

'r aiul Knirlfi/, run- fur r> nii-kold, I. 2.

monomane (mon'o-miin), .

(= J'g. niiiiiiiiiiiino), <

see iiiiiiKimniiiii.} <>ne afflicted with monoma-
nia : a monomaniac. [Hare.] Imp. Diet.

monomania (mon-o-ma'ni-ii), a. [= F.

miinif = Sp. niiiiitiiiiKni't = 1'g. It. monomania,

3841 monopetalous

monometallic (mon'o-me-tal'ik). a. [< Or. lor muscle, as an o\>h r : sj.ccifioilly. of or per-

i6vos,#\\\K\r, + iilToMav, metal: seewfto/.J Con- tainingtotlM .!//./.. >mi/i-i. Also monom ,

ol'lmt one metal; specifically. coinpriH- II. " -\ iimnomyanan bivalve mollunk.

ai consist ofhut one meta~l(oralloy). monomyary (mim-o-mi'a-ri), <i. and n. [= K.

as ^'olil or silver: as, a iiKiii'itni-tiillic currency. iiiiiHonii/nin: < Nl,. .V....mv"/ >.
]
Sunn- axniOM-[< F. niiiniiiiiiiiii

monomania: monometaliism (mon-o-met'al-izm), n.
'

[< MtftWNM
iiiii>ioiiirtatl(ir) + -ism.]' The use of only one Mononeura (mon-o-nn'rii), . /./.

metal as a >tainlard of value in the coinage of pfoof, single, + vevpov, nerv.) .

a country; also, the economic theory that advo-

cates such a single standard. See oimttattitm.
< NL. miinniiiiiiiia, < Gr. pom*, single, + fiavia monometallist (mon-6-met'al-ist), n. [< mono-
raadness: see mania.) j^fro^HJ1 ^ metnll(ir) + -ixt.) One who'advocates the the-

ory of monometallism : opposed to bimetalligt.there is a more or less complete limitation of
,, ui imiii.iiu.-iai.i^iii. ,,.. ,,...,.

the perverted mental action to a particular mo'nometer (mo-nom'e-ter), a. and n [< LL.
field, as a specific delusion, or an impulse to

do some particular thing. The other mental
functions may show some signs of degenera-
tion. 2. In popular use, an unreasonable zeal

for or interest in some one thing; a craze.

Frederic was as anxious as any prince could be about
the efficiency of his army,
crated Into a mnnoma---

to pay fancy prices for giants.
Hacaulatj, Frederic the Great.

Instinctive monomania, the excessive tendency to do
some particular thing without int i II in idle motive and un-

restrained by considerations of propriety, morality, or

sonal
derai

manometer, as a noun monometron, < Gr. um4-

lieTpof, consisting of one measure, < pfo
+ ptrpov, a measure: see meter2.]

pros., consisting of a single measure
H. M. In pros,, a meter consisting of a single

measure.

"s father monometric (mon-o-met'rik), a. [< Or. /rivof,

single, + /terpov, measure. Cf. manometer.)
In crystal., same as ixometric, 2.

monometrical (mon-o-met'ri-kal), a. [( mo-

noitictcr 4- -ic-al.) Pertaining to or consisting
monometers ; containing only one meter,

! (ir.

, single, 4- vtvpov, nerve.]" Animals with

only-a gangliunic nervous system . Huilolpki.
mononomial (mon-o-no'mi-al), n. [< (ir. //ovof,

single, + L. nom(en), name": see nominal. Cf.

in, mi, mi, it.] In tool, and liol., consisting of a

single word or term: applied to the name of an
animal or a plant : opposed to binomial and poly-
iii, mini. ro0, The Auk, 1.320. Also monomial.

.,; single, mononuclear (mon-o-nu'kl$-ttr), a. [< Or. p&-

I. a. In vof, single, + L. nucleus, nucleus: see nuclear.)

Having a single nucleus ; uninuclear: as, large
1111,11, illlli-li lif ,;-\\-. 1 1 in

I,I" . l'..i.-t. I ,.,!,. _].:,! | i,

vestigations (trans.), p. 68.

Mononychinas (mon'p-ni-ki'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Moaonyj- (-onycii-) + -ina-.] A subfamily of '.''-

i/iiliiln, typified by the genus Mommyf. It con-

,,r ci,ltchinK

extensive mental degeneration. It includes suicidal In-

sanity, homicidal Insanity, dipsomania, pyromania, klep-

tomania, and certain forma of perverted a

See differentiant

sisting of a single term. See binomial. Also
monome.
Monomoriurn (mon-o-mo'ri-um), . [NL., <

Gr. /i6vof, single, 4- u6ptov, dim. of
ftApof, apart,

piece.] A genus of Formicidce, having the meta-

thorax unarmed, the mandibles narrow, and the

, , aexual Inatlnct.

Also called impulsive insanity. =Syn. 1. Lunacy, Derange-

ment, etc. See insanity.

monomaniac (mon-o-ma'ni-ak), . and n. [=
F. HOMMMMtafHf == Sp. It. monomaniaco; as

monomania + -ac.] I. a. Same as monoma-
niaeal.

II. n.

2. In fair, one who is insane upon
more subjects, and apparently sane upon all

others.

monomaniacal (rnon
y o-ma-nl'a-kal), o. [<

monomaniac + -al.) Of or pertaining to mono-
mania ; also, afflicted with monomania.

Patients confess that they have been under the Influence

of monmnaniacal ideas and terrible hallucinations for a

long period, without their existence being suspected even

by their moat intimate associates.

F. B. Wiiulmr, Obscure Diseases of the Brain, Ix.

Monomastiga (mon-6-mas'ti-ga), . vl. [NL.
(in neuter) pi. of Monomaslix.) A division of

flagellate infusorians having one flagellum,
as the Monadidai, etc. : distinguished from Di-

mastiga.
monoinastigate (raon-o-mas'ti-gat), a. [< Gr.

u6vo$, single, + /wiorff (iiaariy-),& whip,scourge.]

Having one flagellum ; uniflagellate : said of the

Monomastiiin .

Monomastix (mon-o-inas'tiks), n. [NL., < Gr.

//dVof, single, + '/t&ari$ (ftaarty-), a whip,

scourge.] A genus of uniflagellate infusori-

ans proposed by Diesing in 1850, giving name
to the Monomastiga.
monome (mon'om). M. [< F. monome = Sp. Pg.

It. monomio, < NL. 'monomium, for 'moito-

nomium, < Gr. 6voc, single, + L. nom(en),

name. Hence monomial. Ct. binomial.) Same monomorphic (mon-o-mpr nk), a.

as monomial,
Monomerat (mo-nom'e-i-il), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

ftovofieptK, consisting of one part, single: see

monomerous.) A section of coleopterous in-

sects proposed by Latreille for the reception

of certain minute species. It Is now known that

his observations were Imperfect, these insects having real-

ly several tarsal Joints, and pertaining to families which

Latreille had included in other groups.

Monomerosomata (mo-nom*e-ro-s6 ma-ta), .

[NL. : see moiioinerottoiiiatous.) The aca-

eo}m: and w ,,h the ,

insect nrt-y

monomial (m6-no'mi-al),.and. [< mo,,, mononym (mon'6-nim), . [< Gr
(NL. *mononnum) + -al. Cf. btnomial, mttlttno- having one name, < wowof, single, + &vo/ia,

mial, polynomial. See also moiuinomial.] 1. a. a name: see onym.J A name consisting of a

1. In alg,, consisting of only one term, and not single term; a mononomial name in zoology.
of several added together. 2. Inroo/.and&ot., Coues, The Auk, I. 321.

same as mononomial Monomial differentiant. mononymic(mon-o-nim'ik), n. [< mononym
-ic.] Having but one name; named in one word:

II. . In alg., an expression or quantity con- monOnomial: applied in zoology to a system of

nomenclature in which the name of each species
is a single word : opposed to dionymal ana poly-

onyinic.
In a mononymic system we should require as many sep-

arate names as there are objects to be named.
.'. ir. Dunning, Entomol. Monthly Mag., VIII. 274.

Pharaoh's Ant i.MaHomcrittm f
i. female; a, worker. (Lines show natural sizes.'

gether as the name of something, as the em-

ployment of the name iter for a part of the

brain usually called iter a tertio adquartum rfn-

tricnlum. [Rare.]
The desired mononymizatinn Is best attained by slmpl)

dropping the superfluous genitive [In the phrase "torcu-

larHerophlli").
BucVt Handbook of Mtd. Selenea, VIII. 525, notr

mononymize (mon'o-nim-iz), r. *. ; pret. and

pp. mononymized, ppr. mononijmi:inij. [< mono-

nym + -ize.) To convert (a polynomial name)
into a mononym.
Mononyz (mon'6-niks), 11. [NL., < Gr. ptvof,

single, + liwf, anail: see onyi.~\ In entom.: (a)
The typical genus of Mononychina', founded bj"

Laporte in 1837. M. amplieoUis is a large, broad
South American species; M. stygius is found in

the southern United States, (fef) An unused

genus of coleopterous insects. BrtilM, 1838.

as

to Europe, though it has generally been considered of

American origin ; It is now almost cosmopolitan. It does

no great damage, but Is troublesome from its myriads, Its

habit of overrunning almost everything in the house that

ia eatable, and the great difficulty or Impossibility of its monoSUSian (mon-O-8 81-an), a.

extermination. monoousious.
[As mono- monoousious (mon-o-8'si-us), a. [< LGr. fiovo-

phic character: said of a number of animals substance; consisting of the same matter: used

collectively, or of the zoSlogical group which to describe the Sabellian confounding of God
they constitute: as, birds are a highly mono- the Father and God the Son.

morphic class of animals. 2. In entom., having monoparesis (mon-o-par'e-sis), n. [NL.,<Gr.
but one form, structure, or morphological char- pawf, single, + xApcotf, a weakening, paralysis :

acter; identical or invariable in form through- see paresis.'} lapathol., the paresis of a single
out successive stages of development ;

mono- part of the body, as of one limb.

mata mites; and t'tutommaia, me i-yenoyomaee. specim-auy up]
wood interposed Adtlarthrowmata between the second sects which in their larval state are similar in

and the third of these. form to tlje perfect insect, though wingless.

TT~^^^^
monomcroim), + aa/ia (ou/iar-), body.]

"-

the body all in one piece or mass
"

parently unsegmented

'
, ,

j teratoj double monster, each per-
but UIllttld^ the

a common

mfrosomatoiiH. polymerosomatous, eU'.

monomerous (mo-nom'e-rus), a. [< Gr. ftovo-

//tyj//t, eonsistinp'of one part, < fiowf, single, +
fti'imf, part.] 1. In :oiil., having the tarsi

single-jointed; uuiarticulate, as a tarsus; spe-

cifically, of or pertaining to the Monoinera. 2.

In fto/.'. having but one member in each cycle

(pistil, stamen, petal, or sepal):
flower. Compare <limrn>Ms, 2.

Gr.'/Hwf, single, + ffo&r, suffering.] "It. Soli-

tary suffering or sensibility.

Ever)- one calculateth his nativity, and sentnceth Mt
own future fate, by crying at his birth ; not coming only
from the body's monopotAy, or sole suffering by change of

its warm quarters ; but, according to some, from syrapat by

iBhiil from the Father of Spirits.

p. 32. (Latham.)

~-^ ,
-
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taining to the MoHomerosomata, or having their
Monomyaria (mon'6-mi-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

<

:
haractlr!:..'1S .

a
.,'.:

li

.

t(

:.:,..

<1

.

i

.,^,

iSiS
^.

d fr m "'-
Or.K ,in

f
le,+

/jr.-,

muscle, + .-aria.)
An 2 In tto/ . f a ^^ or rfectlon in whiph

order of bivalve mollusks with a single aaduc- oniv one or^n or function is disordered.
tor muscle, orwith one such muscle enlarged at monopersonal (raon-o-per'son-al), a. [< Gr.
the expense of another, subcentral in position u6wf, single. + L. persona, person: seep'
and remote from the pallial margin. The order

'

contains the scallops, oysters, pearl-oysters, and related

forms, and Is nearly coincident with Anphonata.
Ulnk-r, .

said o'f 11 monomyarian(mon
f
o-mi-a'ri-an\ n. and it. [<

+ -tin.]

'

I. . Having one adiluc-

al.) In tkeol., having but one person or one

ggg cu ,
mode of existence.

monopetalous (mon-o-pet'a-lus), a. [= F
iiiiiiiiijii'tuli

= Sp. moMOpflalo = Pp. It. mono-

i:< till,,. < (<r. HI-(;. single, + r/ro/or, leaf (pet-



monopetalous

al).] In bot., having the petals united into one

piece by their edges : more properly gamopeta-
lous or sympetalous.
monophanous (mo-nof'a-nus), a. [< LGr. /uo-

votpam/f, visible alone, < Or. /icrvof, single, alone,
+ <jiaivca6at, appear.] Having an appearance
similar to something else

; resembling each
other. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

Monophlebites (mon"o-ne-bi'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Qr. [i6vos, single, +' faeip (fae/3-), a vein, +
-ites, E. -jte2.] A tribe or section of the homop-
terous subfamily Coccince, including the largest
bark-lice known. Some Australian forms are

nearly two inches long.

monophobia (mon-o-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

/tovof, single, + -^o/J'/a, < t/iefieaeai, fear (> 0<5/3of,

fear).] In pathol., morbid dread of being left

alone.

monophonic (mon-o-fon'ik), a. [< monophon-y
+ -ic.] Same as monadic.

monophonous (mon'o-fo-nus), . [< Gr. fiovd-

0ui>of, with but one voice or sound, < Gr. /i6i>of,

single,+ <t>av>'/,
voice. ] Producing a single sound

or note at one time : said of an instrument.

monophony (mon'o-fo-ni),K. [A&monophon-ous
+ -y*.] Same as monody, 1.

monophote (mon'o-fot), n. [< Gr. /i6voc, single,
+ 0uf (<t>ar-), light.] An electric arc-lamp regu-
lator designed to work in single series, or on the

parallel-arc system, between the leads of an

electric-light circuit. More fully named mono-

phote regulator.

monophthalmus (mon-of-thal'mus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. fiovd^Hakfio^, one-eyed, < pavof, single, + b<p-

6aA/i6$, the eye.] In teratol., a monster with one

eye ; a cyclops.
The term anophthalmus unilateralis would seem to serve

better . . . than the term monophthalmus, given by some
writers. Medical News, III. 636.

monophthong (mon'of-thdng), n. [< Gr. fiovd-

(pSoyyof, of or with but one sound, containing
but one vowel; as a noun, a single vowel; <

/i6vof, single, + tpOAyyos, sound. Of. diphthong.]
1 . A simple vowel-sound.

Again, the sound of the so-called long English a in make,
paper, &c., although once a monophthong, is now pro-
nounced as a diphthong. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 782.

2. A combination of two written vowels pro-
nounced as one.

monophthongal (mon'of-th6ng-gal), a. [<

monophthong + -at.] Consisting of or pertain-
ing to a monophthong.
monophthongization (mon-of-thong-gi-za'-
shqn), n. [< monophthongize + -ation.] The
reduction of a diphthong to a single sound.

Examples of the monophthongization of ei, so far as they
are found in the text of the Homeric poems.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 420.

monophthongize (mon'of-thong-giz), . t.;

pret. and pp. monophthongized, ppr. monoph-
thongising, [(monophthong + -ise.~\ To reduce
in enunciation to a single sound.

A monophthongized diphthong.
Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 435.

monophyletic (mon'o-fi-let'ik), a. [< Gr. /iov6-

<t>v?Mf, of one tribe, < Gr. //<5rof, single, + (fn>?ir/,

a tribe, > tyvterns, a tribesman, 0vXm/>, be-

longing to a tribesman: see phylum.] Of or

pertaining to a single phylum: said of a group
of any grade in zoology, with reference to the

origin of all the members of such group from a
common ancestor: opposed to polyphyletic. The
monophylette hypothesis, in its logical application to the
animal kingdom, derives all animals from a single proto-
type ; it is equivalent to the monogenetic hypothesis in

phylogeny.

My gastrea theory, on which I base the monophyletic ge-
nealogy of the animal kingdom.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 247.

monophylitic (mon"o-fl-lit'ik), a. An errone-
ous form of monophyletic.

Polyphylitic origin, so far from being improbable, is as

likely an occurrence as monophylitic origin.

Sollas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 426.

monophylline (mon-o-fil'in), a. [As mono-
phylt-ous + -inel.] Same as monophyllous.
monophyllous (mon-o-fil'us), a. [= F. mono-
phylle= Pg. monophiio = It. monojilo, < Gr. jiavd-

f, having but one leaf, < /tovof, single, +
v, leaf.] In bot., having but one leaf;

formed of one leaf.

Monophyllus (mon-o-fil'us), n. [NL., < Gr. /u>v6-

0v/Uof, having but one leaf: see monophyllous."]
A genus of leaf-nosed bats of the family Phyl-
lostomida;, founded by Leach in 1822. M. red-
mani is a West Indian species, about 12 inches
in extent, and of a grayish-brown color.
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monophyodont (mon-o-fi'o-dont), a. and n. [<
Gr. fiovtxfviK, of simple nature, single, as teeth

(< fi6vof, single,+ tjiiieiv, produce),+ Mobf (bdovr-)
= E. tooth.] I. a. Having only one set of

teeth: opposed to diphyodont andpolyphi/odont.
II. n. An animal having only one set of teeth.

Monophyodonta (mon-o-fi-o-don'ta), n. pi.

[NL. : see monophyodont'.] A division of mam-
mals containing those which are monophyo-
dont, as the cetaceans. Sir E. Owen.

Monophysite (mo-nof'i-sit), n. and a. [= F.

monophysite, < LGr. fiavofvatnift
one who held

that Christhas but one nature. < Gr. /i6vof, single,
+ ijivatf, nature : seephysic.] 1. n. Onewho holds

that there is but one nature in Christ; more
specifically, one of a sect which teaches that

there is but one commingled or compound na-
ture in Christ, partly divine and partly human,
in contradistinction to the orthodox doctrine

that by the incarnation two complete and per-
fect natures, the divine and the human, are

united without confusion ormutation in the one

person of Christ. Among Monophysites in the wider
sense are included the Eutychians and Monothelites. The
sect of Eutychians was founded by Eutyches, who was con-
demned at the Council of Chalcedon, A. D. 451. Theytaught
that there is but one nature in Christ, the divine. The
Monophysites properly so called hold that the divine and
human natures in Christ are combined into one compos-
ite nature. The first leaders of the Monophysites, and
founders of the present Monophysite or Coptic Church
of Egypt, were Dioscorus, condemned at Chalcedon (died
A. 1>. 454), and Timothy jElurus ('Cat'), made patriarch
A. D. 457. In later times their most important leader was
Severus, about A. D. 520, whose followers were called Se-

verians, Corrupticolce, or Phthartolatras, while those of an

opposite Monophysite sect were known as Jittianiste, Aph-
thartodocetce, and Phantasiasts. In the sixth century the

Monophysites spread widely in Syria, and were named
Jacobites, from Jacob Baradteus, Bishop of Edessa. 541-
78. At various times the Monophysites divided into a

great number of sects, known by more than thirty dif-

ferent titles. These represented different shades of ori-

ginal Eutychianism and Monophysitism and attempts at

approach to orthodoxy. The most subtle form of Monophy-
sitism is Monothelitism (which see). Monophysitism is

at the opposite pole of doctrine to Nestorianism, the ortho-

dox doctrine as to the nature of Christ lying midway be-

tween the two. As distinguished from the Monophysites,
the orthodox are called Diphysites and Melchites. At the

present day the two great bodies of Monophysites are the

Copts and the Syrian Jacobites. The Armenian Church is

also often regarded as Monophysite or Eutychian, and the
Maronites before their submission to the Roman Church
were Monothelites. See Acephali (&X Agnoetce, Theopa-
schite, Tritheist.

II. a. Same as MonopJiysitical.

Monophysitical (mon"o-fi-sit'i-kal), a. [< Mo-
nophysite + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to the

Monophysites or their doctrines ;
of the nature

of the doctrines of the Monophysites.
Monophysitism (mo-nof'i-si-tizm), n. [< Mo-
nophysite + -ism.] The doctrines of the Mo-
nophysites. Compare dipliysitism.

Eutychianism revived in the form of Monophysitism, or
the doctrine that Christ had but one composite nature.
It makes the humanity of Christ a mere accident of the
immutable divine nature.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 62.

mpnoplacid (mon'o-plas-id), a. [< Gr.

single, + rr/MKovf, a flat cake: see placenta.]
Having but one madreporic plate, as a star-

fish: distinguished from poll/placid.

monoplacula (mon-o-plak'u-la), n. ; pi.
mono-

placulce (-le). [NL'., < Gr. "fi6vo(, single, +
NL. placula, q. v.] A single-layered germ; a

placula of one layer of cells, formed by vertical

fission of the germ: opposed to diploplacula.

Hyatt, Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884. p. 89.

monoplacular (mon-o-plak'u-lar), a. [< mono-

placula + -or3.] Single-layered, as a germ;
having the characteristics of a monoplacula.
monoplaculate (mon-o-plak'u-lat), a. [< mono-

placula + -ate 1
.] Same as monoplacular. A.

Hyatt.
monoplast (mon'o-plast), n. [< Gr. /idvof, sin-

gle,+ n?Mar6f, formed, molded, < nMaaeiv, form,
mold.] An organism consisting of a single
cell

;
a simple or homogeneous form-element.

monoplastic (mon-o-plas'tik), a. [< monoplast
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to a monoplast.

monoplegia (mon-o-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

H&vof, single, + Tr'hjyri, stroke.] In pathol., pa-
ralysis limited to a single part, as of one arm or

leg. Compare hemiplegia, paraplegia.

monopleurobranch (mon-o-plo'ro-brangk), .

and n. [< Gr. /i6vof, single, + n/ievpd, side, +
P[)dyxia > gills-] I. Having gills on only one
side ; of or pertaining to the Monoplenrobran-
chiata.

II. n. A. member ot the Monopleurobrancliiata.
Monopleurobranchia (mon - 5 -

pi o -ro-brang '-

ki-a), n. pi. [NL.: see monojtle/irobrancJi.]
Same as Monopleurobranehiata,

monopolical

monopleurobranchian (mon-o-p!6-ro-brang'-
ki-an), a. and n. [< monopleurobranch + -fan.]
Same as monopleurouranch.
Monopleurobranchiata (mon-o-plo-ro-brang-
ki-a'tii), n. pi. [NL.: see monojileurobranch.] A
suborder of opisthobranchiate gastropods hav-

ing plumose gills usually on one side, the right,
under the edge of the mantle. This name was pro-
posed by De Ulainville in 1825 as that of the third order of

his Paracephalophvra monoica
t
divided into 4 families, as

the sea-hares and their allies. It is synonymous with Tec-

tioranchiata of Cuvier. The group is also called Pmnato-
branchiata. Also Alonoplcurobranchia. J. E. Gray, 1821.

monopleurobranchiate (mon-o-plo-ro-brang'-
ki-at), a. and n. [< monopleurobranch + -ate'.]
Same as monopleurobranch.
Monopneumona (mon-op-nu'mo-na), n. pi.

[NL. ,
ueut. pi. : see Monopneumones.] A divi-

sion of Dipneusta or Dipnoi, containing those

dipnoans which are single-lunged : distinguish-
ed from Dipneumona. The only existing rep-
resentative is Ceratodus.

Monopneumones (mon-op-nu'mo-nez), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. fi6vof, single, + TTVCV/MV, lung, usu-

ally pi. TTvevfwvec, the lungs.] Same as Monop-
neumona.

Monopneumonia (mon"op-nu-mo'ni-a), n. pi.

[NL. : see Monopneumones.] Same as Monop-
neumona.

monopneumonian (mon*op-nu-m6'm-an), a.

and n. [As Monopneumonia + -an.] I. a" Hav-
ing only one. lung : specifically applied to the

Monopneumonia.
II. n. A lung-fish, as Ceratodus.

monopneumonous (mon-op-nu'mo-nus), a.

[As Monopneumones + -ous.] Having only one

lung; of or pertaining to the Monopneumona,
Monopneumones, or Monopneumonia.
Monopnoa (mo-nop'no-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. /u<5-

vof, single, + -TTVOOC, breathing, < rrveiv, breathe.]
In Owen's classification, a "subclass of Bep-
tilia," containing all reptiles which breathe in

one way only that is, by lungs: distinguished
from Dipnoa or Branchiotoca, which breathe in

two ways that is, either by gills first and lungs
afterward in the case of the same individual,
or some of them by gills and others by lungs.
In this scheme, not easy to define satisfactorily, Prof.
Owen makes his "class ReplUia" coyer not only Reptilia
in the usual sense, but also Amphibia or Eatrachia. His

Dipnoa are then conterminous with Amphibia proper.
He divides Monopnoa into the orders Pterosauria, Dino-

sauria, CrocodHia, Chelonia, Lacertilia, Ophidia, Anomo-
dontia, Sauropterygia, and lehthyopterygia. Comp. Anat.
Vert. (1868), III. 850.

monopode (mon'o-pod), a. andre. [Cf . LL. mono-
podius, one-footed, L. monopodium, a table or
stand with one foot, < Gr. /lovdirovi; (fionoiroS-),

one-footed, < uovoc, single, + irovf (trod-) = E.

foot.] I. a. Having but one foot.

II. n. 1. Any object supported on one foot

only; specifically, one of a fabled race of men
having but one leg. These, the Monoscelli or Sci-

opodes, are described by Pliny (Hist. Nat., viii.) as dwell-

ing in Ethiopia, and as possessing a single foot, so large
that it served when held up to shade them from the sun
when they lay down to rest.

The monopodes, sheltering themselves from the sun be-
neath their single umbrella-like foot.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 172.

2. In bot., same as monopodium.
monopodial (mon-o-pp'di-al), . [< monopodi-
itm + -al.] Resembling or after the manner of

a monopodium.
monopodic (mon-o-pod'ik), a. [As monopod-y
+ -ic.] ITL pros., constituting a single foot; of

or pertaining to a single foot, or a measure con-

sisting in a single foot : as, monopodic measure-
ment : opposed to dipodic.

monopodium (mon-o-po'di-um), n.
; pi. mono-

podia (-a). [NL., neut. of LL. monopodius, <

Gr. /^ovoVoi'f, one-footed : see monopode.] In
bot., an axis of growth which continues to ex-
tend at the apex in the direction of previous
growth, while lateral structures of like kind
are produced beneath it in acropetal succes-
sion. Goebel. Compare sympodium and dichot-

omy.

mqnopody (mon'o-pod-i), .; pi. monopodies
(-iz). (X LL. monopodia, < Gr. /lovoKoSia, a

single foot, esp. as a measure, < /j6nof, single, +
irovi; (TTOI!-) = E. foot.] In pros., a measure
consisting of but one foot : opposed to dipodi/.
See measure, 11.

monopolert, n. [< OF. monopolier (F. monopo-
leur), < monopole, monopoly: see monopoly.] A
monopolist. Cotgrave.

monopolicalt (mon-o-pol'i-kal), rt. [< *mono-

jiiilir (= -Pg. monopolii-o) (< monopol-y + -if) +
-til.] Monopolistic.



monopolical
1 wish, according to the decree of Darius, that whosoeuer

is an enemy to our peace, and seeketh, either by getting
monipolicaU patents or by forging vniust tales, to himliT
our welfare, that his house was pulled downe.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's Works, IL 58.

monopolisation, monopolise, etc. See monop-
olization, c'i*'.

monopolist (mo-nop'o-list), . [= Sp. Pg. It.

ininiopolintii ; us inniinpol-i/ + -int.] 1. One who
monopolizes or possesses a monopoly; one who
has exclusive command or coutrol of any branch
of trade or article of commerce

; specifically,
a

buyer up of the whole of a commodity in market
for the purpose of selling at an advanced price ;

one having a license or privilege granted by

authority for the sole buying or selling of any
commodity. See monopoly. 2. One who ob-

tains, assumes, or occupies anything to the
exclusion of others : as, a monopolist of advan-

tages.

monopolistic (mo-npp-o-lis'tik), a. [< monop-
olist + -ie.] Relating' to a monopoly or to a

system of monopolies; of a kind promoted by
monopoly; existing for the maintenance of a

monopoly: as, monopolistic abuses; a monopo-
listic corporation.

monopolitant (mon-o-pori-tan), . [As </<-

nopoliti- + -an, after the erroneously assumed

analogy of cosmopolitan, etc.] A monopolist.
Hee was no diving politician.
Or project-seeking monoptilitan.

John Taylor, Works (1630). ,(Naret.)

Monopolitans of starch, tin, flab, cloth, oil, vinegar, salt,

and what not. Quoted in Oldys's Sir Walter Kaleigh.

monopolitet (mo-nop'o-Ht), w. [< monopol-y +
-ite, after the erroneously assumed analogy of

cosmopolite.'] Same as monopolist.
You marchant Mercers, and Monopolies,
Gain-greedy Chap-men, periur'd Hypocrites.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L S.

monopolization (mo-nop'o-li-za'shon), n. [<

monopolize + -ation.] The act or process of

monopolizing. Also spelled monopolisation.

monopolize (mo-nop'o-Uz), v. t.; pret. and pp.

monopolized, ppr. monopolizing. [= F. monopo-
liser = Sp. monopolizar = Pg. monopolisar; as

monopol-y + -ize.] 1. To obtain a monopoly of;
have an exclusive right of trading in: as, to

monopolize all the corn in a district.

The Arabs have a law that If three camels depart at the
same time, the convent shall be obliged to pay thirty pias-
ters ; which I suppose is designed to prevent any one Arab
with several camels monniioliziny the whole business of

conveying the monks.
Pocodre, Description of the East, 1. 159.

2. To obtain or engross the whole of; obtain
exclusive possession of.

As it this age had monopolized all goodness to itself.

Fuller.

Gold alone does Passion move,
Gold monopolitet Love \

Cowley, Anacreontics, vii.

Also spelled monopolise.

monopolizer (mo-nop'o-li-zer), n. Same as

monopolist, especially in sense 2: as, a monopo-
lizer of conversation. Also spelled monopoliser.

Those senseless monopolizers of time that form the court
of a duke. Shelley, in Dowden, I. 204.

monopoly (mo-nop'6-li), .; pi. monopolies (-liz).

[= F. monopole = Sp. Pg. It. mpnopolio, < L.

monopolium, < Gr. fiovorr&Aiov, a right of exclu-

sive sale, uoiwru/Uo, exclusive sale, monopoly,
< fi6vof, sole, + irufeiv, barter, sale.] 1. An ex-

clusive privilege to carry on a traffic.

Monopolies are much the same offence in other branches
of trade that engrossing is in provisions, being a license

or privilege allowed by the king for the sole buying and

selling, making, working, or using of any thing whatso-
ever ; whereby the subject in general is restrained from
that liberty of manufacturing or tradingwhich he had be-

fore. Blactitone, Com. (ed. WaiteX IV. 159.

2. Specifically, in Eng. constitutional hist., and
hence sometimes in Amer. law, such an exclu-

sive privilege when granted by the crown or

state to an individual, association, or corpora-
tion, for the sake of the pecuniary advantage of

its exclusiveness. A privilege not granted by the state,

but secured by buying up the article, is termed by the Eng-
lish law engrossing. The legal objection to a monopoly,
in this sense of the word, is that it can l>e secured only by
forbidding all other citizens except the favored grantee to

exercise a common-law right. Exclusive privileges grant-
ed by the state to a limited number of persons for the sake
of enabling the state the better to regulate the traffic for

the protection of the rest of the community, as in case of

banking franchises, liquor traffic, etc., are not deemed mo-
nopolies, although the same privileges would be, if con-

ferred on a single or a very few grantees, for the sake of

the pecuniary benefit to them. So the exclusive privil<>ci-<

conferred on inventors and authors, by the patent anil cojiy-

right laws, for the sake of the encouragement of the arts

and literature, and extending only to articles originally de-

vised under that encouragement, are not deemed monopn-
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lies. Both these classes of grants have, however, been con-
demned by some as partaking of the character of monopo-
lies.

If any man, out of his own wit, Industry, or endeavour,
find out anything beneficial to the Commonwealth, or bring
out any new invention which every subject of this king-
dom may use. yet, in regard of his pains and travel there-
in, her Majesty perhaps is pleased to grant him a privi-
lege to use the same only, by himself or his deputies, for
a certain time. This Is one kind of Monopoly. Sometimes
there is a glut of things, when they be In excessive quan-
tity, as perhaps of corn ; and perhaps her Majesty gives
licence of transportation to one man. This Is another kind
of Monopoly. Sometimes there Is a scarcity or a small

quantity : and the like is granted also.

Bacon, In E. A. Abbott's Account of his Life and Works.

I will have no private monopolies, to enrich one man, and
beggar a multitude.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 68.

He thinks he can never trade to his advantage unless he
can have the monopoly of everything he values. South.

3. Inpolit. econ., and as used in a general sense
in law, such an exclusive privilege to carry on
a traffic, or deal in or control a given class of

articles, as will enable the holder to raise prices
materially above what they would be if the traf-

fic or dealing were free to citizens generally.
In this sense, that exclusive control of a particular kf :id of

product which results from the legitimate ownership of
the only land from which It can be obtained, as In the case

of some mineral waters, or earths, or ores, is sometimes
spoken of as a natural monopoly, In contrast to the artifi-
cial monopolies created by state grant. See virtual mo-
nopoly, below.

4. That which is the subject of a monopoly :

as, in Bengal opium is a monopoly. 5. The
possession or assumption of anything to the
exclusion of other possessors: thus, a man is

popularly said to have a monopoly of any busi-

ness of which he has acquired complete con-
trol.

Jonson, who, by studying Horace, had been acquainted
with the rules, yet seemed to envy to posterity that know-
ledge, and to make a monopoly at his learning.

bryden, tr. of Juvenal, Ded.

Caleb hain't no monopoly to court the seenoreetas.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., IL

6. Loosely, a company or corporation which

enjoys a monopoly Monopoly Act. an English
statute of 1623 (21 Jas. I., c. 3), declaring all monopolies
for the manufacture, sale, or use of anything to be void,

excepting to inventors their patent righto. Also known
as the Statute of Monopolies. Virtual monopoly, a term
in constitutional law and the history of legislation (the ap-

propriate applications of which have been much contest-

ed) used to characterize a business which, though not de-

clared by law to be a monopoly or exclusive franchise pro-
tected as such, as by a patent or an exclusive charter, Is yet
so reiated to the great channels and currents of commerce
that the allowing of it to enjoy the same protection as

other private property and business secures to it indirect-

ly exclusive advantages substantially equivalent to a legal

monopoly. Thus the great grain-elevators of modern com-

merce, although erected as private property on private
lands, if by their situation they have exclusive advantages
for the transfer of grain from vessels at the wharf to the
railroad terminus of a trunk-line, are said to constitute
a virtual monopoly, because, if not subjected to a legisla-
tive power to restrict their charges such as other private
property and business are not subjected to, they might be
conducted in a manner oppressive to commerce.

monopolyloguet (mon-o-pol'i-log), n. [< Gr.

ftovof, single, + JroXi'Aoj'Of, much talking, < irof.i'f ,

many, much, + Hynv, speak.] An entertain-

ment in which a single actor sustains many
characters. Brande.

monoprionidian (mon-o-pri-o-nid'i-an), a. [<
Gr. /jovoc, single, -r vpiuv, a saw (< npiciv, saw),
+ -!6im>, dim. suffix, + -an."] Having small

uuiserial serrations ; uniserrnlate : specifically

applied to those graptolites or rhabdophorous
coalenterates which have the cells or hydrothe-
CSB in a single row: opposed to diprionidian.

monopteraf (mo-nop'te-ral), a. [< monopteron
+ -a'.] 1. In 'arch., formed as a monopteron.

2. In zoo/., having a single fin, wing, or alate

part.

Monopteridae (mon-op-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Monopterus + -idat.] A family of symbranchi-
ate teleostean fishes, typified by the genus Mo-

nopterug, having the shoulder- ,

girdle directly connected with
the skull, and the abdominal
and caudal regions of the body
excessively elongated.

monopteron, monopteros (mo-
nop'te-ron, -ros), n. [= F.

monopterc = Sp. monopterio, <
~

i. monopteros, < Gr. /tov6vrepof.

monorhine

r)Molttoaoptma .

.

with only one row of pillars, < ftovof, single, +
-rrpor, a wing, a row of columns along the

sides of a Greek temple.] In tirch.. a type of

temple or portico, usually with an inclosed cir-

cular cella, composed of columns arranged in

a circle and supporting a cupola or a conical
roof.

Monopteron.-- Temple of Vetta at Tlvoll, near Hume.

Monopterua (mo-nop'te-rus), H. [NL. (cf. Gr.

uovoTrripor, lit. having one wing (see monop-
teron), < Gr. /^ovof, single, + irrcpfo, a wing.]
The typical genus of Monopteridir, containing
anguilliform or eel-like fishes whose fin-system
is reduced to a continuous marginal membrane
around the tail. M. javanicus is a common fish

of the Indian archipelago, about 3 feet long.

monopterygian (mo-nop-te-rij'i-an), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to the Monopterygii, or having
their characters.

II. n. A monopterygian fish.

Monopterygii (mo-nop-te-rij'i-i), n.pl. |"NL., <

Or. povof, single,+ irrepv% (vTtpiry-), fin.] Fishes
whose fins are reduced to one. Block and
Schneider.

monoptote (mon'op-tot), n. [= F. monoptote,
< LL. monoptotus (in neut. pi. monontota), <

LGr. /iovoTTTurof, with but one case, < Gr. u&vo(.

single, + itTootf (KTUT-), case, < irivrctv, fall.]
In gram., a noun or an adjective having but one
case-form. A monoptote may be (a) a word with only
one case In use, or (6) a word with but one case-form which
may be used for several or for all cases.

monqpus (mon'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. povfaavf,

one-footed, < /uovoc, single, + n-off (irod.) = E.

foot.'] In teratol., a monster having but a

single foot or hind limb.

Monopyleae (mon-o-pil'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

pAvof, single, + KV/JI, a gate.] A division

of Ptufodaria, containing those pheeodarians
which have only one pseudopodal opening: op-
posed to Amphipylea;.
monopylean (mon-o-pil'f-an), a. and n. [As
Monopylea! + -an.] I. a. Having one pore or

pseudopodal opening; pertaining to the Mono-

pylea, or having their characters.

II. n. A monopylean radiolarian.

monopyrenous (mon'o-pi-re'nus), a. [= F.

monopyretie, < Or. pAvof, single, T wpf/v, the
stone of a fruit.] In lx>t., having but one nutlet

or stone.

monorchid (mo-n6r'kid), a. [< monorchis, after

orchid.] Having only one testicle ; exhibiting
or characterized by raonorchism.
monorchis (mo-nor'kis), n.; pi. monorchidex

(-ki-dez). [< Gr. /iwof, single, + ipx't, testicle.]
An animal or a person having only one testicle.

Honorchidet, as they are called, have been known to be
prolific. A. S. Taylor, Medical Jurisprudence, p. 720.

monorchism (mo-n&r'kizm), w. [As monorck(u)
+ -ism.] The presence of only one testicle.

monorganic (mon-Ar-gan'ik), a. [< Gr. uovos,

single, + bpyavov, organ: see organit.] Per-

taining to or affecting one organ or set of or-

gans.
Monorhina (mon-o-ri'na), n. pi. [NL. : gee

monorhine.] A primary division of the rerte-

brata, or other major group of vertebrates, rep-
resented by the Marsipobranchii (Cyclostomi or

roundmouths), the lampreys and hags (Hypero-
treta and Hyperoartia), in which the nasal pas-

sage is single: distinguished from all other
cranial vertebrates, or Amphirkina. Also, more
correctly, Monorrhina.
monorhinal (mon'o-ri-nal), a. [< monorhiite +
-al.] Having the nostril single ; monorhine.
monorhine (mon'o-rin), a. and n. [< Gr. ui>-

voc, single,+ /w'f ( fliv-), the nose.] I. a. Having
but one nasal passage; single-nostriled: spe-

cifically applied to the Monnrnina.



monorhine

II. . A monorhinal vertebrate, as a lamprey
or a hag.
Also spelled monorrhine.

monorime, monorhyme (mon'o-mn), . [=
F. monorime, < Gr. /tdvos, single, + E. rime'2

.}
A

composition in verse in which all the lines

end with the same rime.

Monorrhina, monorrhine. More correct forms
of Monorliiiia, t(torliinc.

monoschemic (mon-o-ske'mik), (i. [< Gr. fiov6-

nxnuof, of but one form, < p6vof , single, + axwa,
form.] In anc. pros., consisting of one form
of foot throughout ; containing spondees only
or dactyls only: noting a variety of the dac-

tylic hexameter. A hexameter said to contain only
dactyls necessarily lacks the last syllable of the last dac-

tylthat is, contains five dactyls and a trochee. See
isochronal.

monosemic (mon-o-se'mik), a. [< Gr. fiovoa?/-

pof, having but one signification, < ficivo^, single,
+

arj/j.a, a sign, mark, mi/tetov, a sign, mark,
unit of time, mora.] In anc. pros., consisting
in or equal to a single semeion (mora or unit

of time); equivalent to or constituting an or-

dinary or normal short; monochronous : as, a
monosemic arsis; a monosemic pause. See di-

semic, trisemic.

monosepalous (mon-o-sep'a-lus), a. [= F.

monosepale; < Gr. povos, single, + NL. sepalum,
sepal.] In bot., having the sepals united by
their edges: more properly gamosepalous.

monosiphonous (mon-o-si'fon-us), a. [< Gr.

ft6vof, single, + O'UJMV, siphon: see siphon.] Hav-
ing a single siphon ;

not polysiphonous : applied
in botany to certain of the higher algee (Flori-

rtere) in which the siphons or pericentral tubes
are wanting. See siphon.

monosist (mo-no'sis), ii. [< Gr. /i6vams, solitari-

ness, separation, < fiovovv, make single or soli-

tary, < /(onof, single: see monad.'] In bot., the
isolation of an organ from the rest. Cooke,
Manual.
Monosomata (mou-o-so'ma-ta), . pi. [NL.,
neut.pl. of monosomatus: 'see monosomatotis.]
An order of Rhizopoda, containing simple single-
celled or unicellular forms, naked or capsulated,
such as the families Proteidie and Arcellidce.

They are the ordinary normal amoebiform pro-
tozoans.
monosomatoiis (mon-o-som'a-tus), a. [< NL.
monosomatus,< Gr./tAvas, single,+ aapa (aofiar-),

body.] Having a single body that is, cell;

unicellular, as a rhizopod.

monospasm (mon'o-spazm), n. [< Gr. /wiwf, sin-

gle, + avaajitx;, a spasm.] In patitol., spasm of

a particular part, as a limb or portion of a
limb.

monosperm (mon'o-sperm), it. [= F. mono-

sperme = Sp. monospermo, < Gr. fiovof, single, +
rmkpfrn, seed: see sperm.] A plant that has

only one seed.

monospermal (mon-o-sper'mal), a. [< mono-

sperm + -al.] Same as monospermous.
monospermous (mon-o-sper'mus), a. [< mono-

sperm + -ous.] In bot., having one seed only.

monospherical (mon-o-sfer'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

/idvof, single, + mjialpa, sphere: see spherical.]

Consisting of or having a single sphere.

monosppndylic (mon"o-spon-dil'ik), a. [< Gr.

[tovof, single, + tmovdvwf, a joint of the back-

bone.] Having a single centrum, as a vertebra
;

without intercentra, as a vertebral column;
not diplospondylic or embolomerous.

mpnospored (mon'o-spord), a. [< Gr. /i&vof,

single,+ tnropof ,
a seed, + -ed2 .] Same as mono-

sporous.
monosporous (mon'o-spor-us), a. [< Gr. p6vo(,

single, + o-TTopof, a seed.] In mycology, hav-

ing but a single spore, as the threads of Garia
intrieata or the ascus of Pertusaria communis.

monostachous (mo-nos'ta-kus), a. [< Gr. /i6voe,

single, + nTaxve, an ear of corn, a spike.] In

bot., having a single spike.

Monostega (mo-nos'te-ga), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of *monostegus : see monostegous.] A divi-

sion of foraminifers.

monostegous (mp-nos'te-gus), a. [< NL. *o-
nostegus, < Gr. [i6vof, single, + orfyof, for T>-of,
a roof.] Having a single covering ; specifically,
of or pertaining to the Monostega.
monostich (mon'o-stik), n. [= F. monostique
= Sp. mon6stico, monostiquio = It. monostico, <

LL. monostichum, monostichium, < Gr. /xn>6aTixo<;,

consisting of but one verse, neut. /urvoarixov, a

single verse, < p6voc;, single, + arixof, a line,

verse.] A single or isolated verse; also, an

epigram or a poem consisting of but one verse.
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monostichous (mo-nos'ti-kus), (i. [< Gr. /j.6vof,

single, + arixof, a line. Cf. monostich.] Ar-

ranged in one vertical row, rank, or series, as

the flowers in the spike of some species of ty-
rantltes; uniserial: opposed to distichous.

monostigmatOUS (mon-o-stig'ma-tus), a. [<

Gr. /t6vof. single, + arty/ia, point, stigma : see

stigma.] In bot., having only one stigma.
Monostoinata (mou-o-sto'ma-ta), u. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of nionostomatits : see monostomatous.]
1. A suborder of acalephs, or discophoran Hy-
drozoa: same as Monostomea. 2. A prime se-

ries or division of Metazoa, including all met-
azoic animals excepting the sponges or Poly-
stomata. Huxley, Quart. Jour. Micros. Sci.,
1875.

monostomatous (mon-o-stom'a-tus). a. [<
NL. monostomatus (cf. G'r. ftovoaro/iOf), < Gr. /i6-

vog, single, + ar6fia, the mouth.] Having a sin-

gle mouth, pore, or stoma
;
of or pertaining to

the Monostomata : opposed to polystomatous.
Monostomea (mon-o-sto'me-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /jav6arouof, having a single'inouth : see mono-

stomatous.] An order of acalephs, or discopho-
ran Hydrosoa, with single central mouth and
one polypite. They are free oceanic jelly-fishes, some
of them of enormous size, the disk 6 or 7 feet in diameter,
and the tentacles trailing 60 feet. The leading forms are

Pdagia, Cyanea, and Amelia, each of them type of a fam-

ily. Also Monostoma, MonostomfK, Monostmnata, and Pe-

faffiada.

monostomean (mon-o-sto'me-an);
a. and n.

[< Monostomea + -an.]' I. a. Pertaining to the

Monostomea, or having their characters.

II. n. A jelly-fish of the order Monostomea.

Monostomidse (mon-o-sto'mi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Monostomum + -idee.] A family of digeneous
parasitic worms of the order Trematoda, repre-
sented by the genus Monostomum.
Monostomum (mo-nos'to-mum), . [NL., < Gr.

[tovoarofioe, having a single mouth: see monosto-

matous.] A genus of flukes or trematoid worms,
typical of the family Monostomidce, of an oval-

elongated form, with only one sucker which sur.

rounds the mouth, a strong pharynx, and the
sexual openings near the anterior end of the

body. Several species of these parasites are named, as

M. mutabile, which is viviparous and infests birds ; M. bi-

partitum, from the gills of fishes
;
M. lentts, found in the

crystalline lens of the human eye. Also called Monostoma.
See cuts under cercaria.

monostrophe (mo-nos'tro-fe), n. [< LL. mono-

strophus, < Gr. uov6aTpo<t>of, consisting of a single
kind of strophe, < pAvof, single, + arpoQfi, a

strophe: see strophe.] Ingres., a poem in which
all the strophes or stanzas are of the same
metrical form.

nionostrophic (mon-o-strof'ik), a. [< Gr. ftovo-

aTpo<t>in6f, < novotnpofyof, consisting of a single
kind of strophe: see monostrophe.] In pros.,

consisting of a succession of systems or stro-

phes all of which are of the same metrical
form

;
of or pertaining to such a succession of

systems. Monostrophic composition is a subdivision of

antistrophic composition, and is opposed to composition
by pericopes. Most English poems which are composed
in strophes or stanzas are monostrophic (as, for instance,
our ordinary ballads, short- and long-meter hymns, etc.)

composition by pericopes being limited to imitations of
the Greek dramatists and lyric ports. See systematic.

monostyle1
(mon'o-stll), a. [< Gr. [i6vo$, single,

+ E. style
1
.] In arch., having the same style of

architecture throughout. Oxford Glossary.

monostyle2
(mon'o-stil), a. [< Gr. /iovof, single,

+ ariiAof, pillar: see style
2
.] In arch., having

or consisting of a single shaft: applied to me-
dieval pillars, in contradistinction to polystyle.

monostyloUS (mon'o-sti-lus), a. [As monostyle
+ -ous.] In bot., having only one style.

monosy (mon'o-si), a. [NL. (Morren, 1852),
< Gr. pAviMts, singleness, < povovv, make single,
< /i6vof, single: see monad.] In bot., an abnor-
mal condition in which organs that are ordi-

narily entire, or more or less united, have be-

come split or disunited, as when a normally
entire leaf becomes lobed or partite, it includes
two kinds of abnormal isolation (a) when the separation
is congenital (ademsy), and (ii) when it is the result of the

separation of parts previously joined (dialysis).

monosyllabic(mon"o-si-lab'ik).. [=F. motio-

syllablque = Sp. monosildbico = Pg. monosylla-
bico (cf. Sp. monosilabo = It. monosillabo, adj.),
< L. monosyllabus, < Gr. fuwonvXkafioi;, of one

syllable, monosyllabic : see monosyllable.] 1.

Consisting of one syllable: as, a monosyllabic
word. 2. Consisting of words of one sylla-
ble: as, a monosyllabic verse Monosyllabic
echo, an echo of such kind that separate monosyllables
are distinctly heard. This requires that the reflecting
surface be about 112 feet from the observer. See echo.

monotheism

monosyllabically (mon"o-si-lab'i-kal-i), aiir.

In monosyllables ;
with the use of monosyllables.

monosyllabism (mon-o-sil'a-bizm), . [=F.
nwnnsyllabisiite; asmonosi/Ub(le) + -ism.] 1. A
predominance of monosyllables ;

the exclusive
use of monosyllables: as, the monosyllabism of

Chinese. 2. The state of being monosyllabic ;

the character of a monosyllable.
monosyllable (mon'o-sil-a-bl), n. [For *niono-

syllabe (as syllable for *s'iillal>e) = F. monosyl-
labe = Sp. monosilabo = Pg. monosyllabo = It.

monosillaba, a monosyllable, < L. monosylla-
bus, < Gr. ftwoavUa/3of, of one syllable, < [iovos,

single, + avM.aftii, syllable: see syllable.] A
word of one syllable.
She dealt in nothing but in monost/llaliles, as if to have

spoken words of greater length would have cracked her
voice. Dekker, Lanthorne and Candle -Light, i.

monosyllable (mon'o-sil-a-bl), v. t.; pret. and

pp. monosyllabled, ppr. monosyllabling. [< mon-

osyllable, n.] To express in or reduce to one

syllable. [Rare.]
Nine tailors, if rightly spelled,
Into one man are monasyllabled. Cleavelanii.

monosyllogism (mon-o-sil'o-jizm), n. [< Gr.

fj.6vo$, single, + E. syllogism.] A syllogism
viewed as an isolated and independent whole.

monosyllogistic (mon - o - sil - 6 -
jis

'

tik), a. [<

monosyllog-ism + -istie.] Consisting of a single

syllogism".- MonosyUoglstic proot See proof.

monosymmetric (mon"o-si-met'rik), a. [< Gr.

fiovoc, single, + E. symmetry + -ic.] In crys-

tal., noting that system of crystallization in

which there is but one plane of symmetry, the

clinodiagonal plane : same as monoclinic.

monosymmetrical (mon"o-si-met
/

ri-kal), a.

[< Gr. [*6vof , single,+ E. symmetric + -al.] Ii) bot.,

applied to flowers or other structures which
can be bisected into similar halves in only one

plane : synonymous with zygomorphotis.
monota (mo-no'ta), .

; pi. monotce (-te). [NL..
< Gr. /i6vurof for /lovorarof, one-eared, < fi6vof,

single,+ ovf (UT-), ear, handle : see ear1.] A
one-handled vase.

Amphora with small monota beside it.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 521.

monotelephone (mon-o-tel'e-fon), n. [< Gr.

fj.6vog, single, + E. telephone.] A telephone
adapted for transmitting or receiving a sound
of definite pitch or frequency of vibration.

monotelepnonic (mon-o-tel-e-fon'ik), a. [As
monotelephone + -ic.] Adapted for transmit-

ting one note or sound of definite pitch.
monotessaron (mon-o-tes'a-ron), n. ; pi. mono-
tessara (-ra). [NL., '< Gr. "fi6vof, single, + rta-

aapec, four.] A Scriptural narrative prepared
from a collation of the four evangelists ;

a har-

mony of the four gospels ;
a diatessaron.

monothalaman (mon-o-thal'a-man), a. and w.

[< monothalam-ous + -an.] Same as monotlw-
lamian.

Monothalamia (mon"o-tha-la
/

mi-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. ft6vof, single. +' ddfapof, "chamber :

see thalamus.] 1. A division of reticulate

amoebiform protozoans, or Foraminifera, con-

taining those whose test is single-chambered :

opposed to Polythalamia. The term does not
indicate any natural division of the foramini-
fers. See cut under Foraminifera. 2. In

conch., a division of Cephalopoda, containing
those cephalopods whose shell is single-cham-
bered, as the genus Argonauta. Lamarck.
monothalamian (mon"o-tha-la'mi-an), a. and

. [< Monothalamia + -.] I. "a. Single-
chambered; unilocular; having but one com-
partment: especially applied to Foraminifera
of this character, in distinction from polytha-
laniian. See cut under Foraminifera.

II. n. An organism whose test or shell is

unilocular or monothalarnous : said of cephalo-
pods, and especially of foraminifers.
Also monothalaman.

monothalamous (mpu-o-thara-mus), a. [< Gr.

juovof, single, + Ofaafief. chamber: see thala-

BMW.J 1. In bot., single-chambered; having
but one compartment; unilocular: applied to

galls upon plants, and also rarely (as by Tuck-
erman) to the apothecia of certain lichens.
2. In entom., having but one cavity: applied
to the nests or galls of insects when they have

only a single chamber.
monothecal (mon-o-the'kal). a. [< Gr. ftovof,

single, + ft>iK>!, case, receptacle: see tneca.]
In bot., having only one loculament or cell of

the pericarp.
monotheism (mon'o-the-izm), >i. [= F. n}im-
theisme = Sp. monoteitmo = PR. n>tiothtisio =



monotheism

It. miinotrixnin, < Gr. ft6vor, single, + " "
.

< !od :

gee >/K'iMii.] The doctrine in- licli,-l' thai tlicre

is lint one God.
monotheist (mon'6-the-ist). H. [= F. IIKIIIO-

Ihi'isli- = Sp. monoteintu, < <!r. H..., single. +
it: n:, (ioil: sec th<-ittt.~\ One who believes that

there is hill cine (lull.

monotheistic (m>n o-thc-is'tik), n. [< mono-

lln-int + -ic.] Of or pertaining to monotheism;
i.f t he nature of monotheism ; believing in mon-
citlicism.

Monotheletic (mon'o-the-let'ik), a. Same as

MonotkeUtia.
Monotheletism (inon-o-thd'c-ti/.tn)

us Monothrlitixm.

closely connected with Monopliyslttsm was ilonothrle-

lixin, or the doctrine that Christ has but one will, as he

has but one person. Scha/, Christ and Christianity, p. 62.

monothelious (mon-o-the'li-us), a. [< Gr. //-

wir, single, + fty?.t>r, female.] In roof., polyau-
drous: noting species in which several males

serve to fecundate a single female.

Monothelism (mo-noth'e-lizm), M. [=F. iiiniiii-

thelittmc = Sp. iiiniiotelismo; as iiniHothel(ite) +
-I'XIH.] Same as Monotlielitism.

Monothelina was the simple and natural consequence
of Monophysltism, and originated from the endeavors

which the State Church made in the seventh century to

conciliate the Monophysites. Schaff-Uenog, Encyc.

li'e-lit). . F= F. monothe-
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I Ills translation . . . was Bret published In the mono-

ttnnr edition of Ulhbon's Miscellaneous Works.
/'. Hull, M...I. Kug., p. 56, not*.

loi

monotrochian

It l> In r*ln longer," aid my father, In the nvwl i|tieni-

!/ Imaginable. ''" tniKi<lc u I have done."
Sttrnr, 1 n-lr.iiii shandy. Iv. 19.

+ -ulii-.]

'

\ fiiinily .ifi-liivi.-.ini

I, n,, I, rii. typified by the genus Monotoma. The
dorsal segments of the abdomen are partly membranous ;

the ventral segment! are free; the tarnl are 3-Jolnted ; the

, the sect of the Monothelites

,
of one will), < Gr. //owe, single,

, will, > Be'hr^K, one who wills.] One
who holds that Christ has but one will, the

LGr.
(cf.

Monotomidse (mon-o-tom'i-de), n.,,1. [NL., < 2. Tiresome uniformity or lack of variation in

\.j_-, A t ii_^c-____ i'^_ any respect; sameness; want of vanety.
At tea everything that break* the monotony of the sur-

rounding expanse attracts attenii..,,

Irting, Sketch-Book. |.
l >.

iN[.^ an- nut TihuM-.l ; I!"' MOOOd j..ii,t ..( th. Ui-i IH M..I Monotremata (lii..i,-<.-tn-m':i-t;i). n. ill. [M...

SiaftiS5SSSSS^&S^3& <
V

r-ry)f ' Biugle'/
r

*r lT
'1 K

r'rf'T"X ami the front coxa, are small and rounded. hole, < rtrpaivuv ^ rpa, bore, perforate.] 1.

(mo-not'o-mus), . [< Gr. pAvoc., In mammal., the lowest order of the class Mum-

', Vouf<i','cut.] In mineral., hav- malia, containing those mammals which have
a single or common opening of the genital, uri-

nary, and digestive organs, and are oviparous.
The'order coincides with the subclass OmitkodrliMa, and

also wilh I'ntatkrria and Amaita ; it Is divided Inlo two

suborders, Tadiygtmaa and Mtfyfuxttl respectively
con-

stituted by the families Taclit/glnaida (or Kdadnida) and

Ornilhiirhi/nehida (or Platypodida). There are mam-
mary glands, but no nipples. There is a common cloaca.

Into which empty the sperm -ducts, oviducts, and ureters,

and which also receives the feces, as In birds; and the fe-

males lay eggs like those of reptiles. The tmtes, like the

ovaries, remain abdominal. There Is a peculiar T-haped
eplsternum or interclavlcle, and the coracoki Joins the

sternum, as in birds. (See cut at intrrdactele. ) There are

no true teeth. The very peculiar mammals which consti-

tute this order are the duck-mole or duck-billed platypus,

Ornithorhynchvt paradox**, and several species of so-call-

ed spiny anteaters. of the genera Echidna or Taehmlatim
and Zaylomut or Aeanthoototw. See cut* under dvdMtt
and Kekidnida.

2. In conch., a division of geophilous pulmo-
nate gastropods, having the external male and
female orifices contiguous or common : opposed
to Ditremata.
monotrematoUS (mon-o-trem'a-tus), a. [As
Monotremata + -out.}' Having a single or

common opening for the genital, urinary, and

digestive organs, as a mammal ; pertaining to

the Monotremata, or having their characters;

1

single, + rtfiveiv, ra/ic-iv,cut.J In (Mineral., Hav-

ing cleavage distinct in only one direction.

,
n. Same monotone (mon'6-ton), n. [< Gr. /wnxirovof,

of

one and the sanio tone, < Gr. /ifooc., single, +

rtfOf, tone: see (one.] 1. In rhet., a satucncs*

of tone; the utterance of successive syllables

at one unvaried pitch, with little or no inflec-

tion or cadence. 2. Monotony or sameness of

style in writing or speaking.
He speaks of fearful massacres ... in the tune mono-

tone of expression.

3. In w.v('e: (a) A single tone, without har-

mony or variation in pitch, (b) Recitation of

words in such a tone, especially in a church ser-

vice, sometimes with harmonic accompaniment
and with occasional inflections or melodic va-

riations; intoning; chanting. Monotone Is a natu-

ral device for Increasing the sonority of the voice, so that

it may readily till a large space, and is also thought by some

4. Something spoken or written in one tone or

strain.

"InMemoriam,". . . although a monotone, | is] no more

monotonous than the sounds of nature, the murmur of

n.mntain pines.
Sttdman, Viet. Poets, p. 169.

__________....._..... _______________
divine ; specifically, one of a heretical sect or ocean, the soughing of the mountain pines.

party in the Eastern Empire in the seventh ____. ____ ...... 7
-------

century, which held that in Christ there are monotone (mon'o-tou), r. t. and i.; pi I monotreme; prototherian.
but one will (the divine will absorbing the

human) and one operation or energy (Mpf-cta).

The Church hath of old condemned Monothelitet as hcre-

tics. for holdini; that Christ had but one will.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, T. 48.

pp. monotoned, ppr. monotoning. [< monotone, monotreme (mon'o-trem), a. and n. [< Gr.

I] To recite in a single, unvaried tone ;
in-

tone ; chant. Strictly speaking, to monotone and to

intone are not the same, the latter having a technical

meaning In connection with Gregorian music ; but In

common usage they are made synonymous.
Vton'ik), a. [< monotone +

n6irof, single, + Tp^fia, hole: see Monotremata.]

I. a. Same as monotrematous: as, monotreme

mammals; a monotreme egg.
n. n. A member of the Monotremata, as a

duck-mole or prickly ant-eater.TheJfomXMi(.,ascctwhnadoptedinainodine<lforin monotonic (mOn-6-ton'ik), a. [< monotone + duck-mole or prickly ant-eater.

^nl

renel
t

Com!rn!
>C^co^rt,kyrS ,c] 1 Monotonous. [Bare.] -2. Pertain- monotremOuS (mon'6-tre-mus). . Same

Mxtimcnii.il ( OUIKH in ooo. mil
. _J . ,,it.J ;., mn .,n nla miiiintrimiltllllK.

among the Mardaites, a people of Lebanon, who about

Imac Taylor, The Alphabet, I,

Monothelitic (mon'6-the-lit'ik), a. [Also Mon-
ntlteletic : < Monothclite + -if.] Pertaining or

pedient for throwing the voice to greater distances than It

could be made to reach by ordinary means.
(fnm't Diet. Jftuie, II. 356.

akin to the Monothelites or their doctrine. monotonical(mon-o-ton'i-kal),a. [< monotonic

Monothelitism (mo-noth'e-li-tizm), n. [= F. + .;.] Same as monotonic.

nioiiotlti'litisme; as Monothelite + -ism.] The we should not be lulled to sleep by the length of a mono

doctrine that in the person of Christ there are tonical declamation.

but one will and one energy or operation ; op- monotonically (mon-o-ton'i-kal-i), atlv. In a

posed to the orthodox doctrine (dyothelism) monotonic or monotonous manner,

that since the incarnation Christ has two dis- monotonist (mo-not'6-nist), n. [< monotone -t

l inct wills, the divine and the human, and two .</.] One who talks or writes persistently on

distinct but harmonious operations. The Mo- a single subject. Dories.

nothelites argued that his will must be one, will being monotonous (mo-not'o-nus), a. [= F. mono-
attached to personality. The orthodox urged that there _ monoiono ='Pg. It. monotono, < LGr.
must be two wills in him. as otherwise either the d vine ^"^^17^^^, /3 ,lA,^ ain .

or the human nature would be imperfect, and cited the

texts Mat. xxvl. 42 ; Luke xxii. 42 ; John v. 80, vi. 38. See

Monothelite. Also Monotlirletixin. Monnthelism.

monothetic (mon-o-thet'ik), a. [< Or. //drof,

single, + flerof, verbal adj. of nftevai, put: see

thesis.] In philos., positing or supposing a sin-

gle essential element.

monotint (mon'o-tint), n. [< Gr. /ifooc., single,

4- E. tint.'] Drawing, painting, printing, etc.,

in a single tint. Compare monochrome.

The characters are mere studies in monotint.

Contemporary Ret., L. 405.

monotocOUS (mo-not'o-kns), a. [< Gr. /tovo-

roKof, bearing but one at a time, < /i6vof, single,

one, + TI'KTEIV, Tficfiv, bear (> roxof, birth).] 1.

I n ,-ooV., having only one at a birth ; uniparous,

',
of one tone, < Gr. povof, single, + row*,

tone: see tone. Cf. monotone.] 1. Character-

ized by monotony; continued in the same tone

without inflection or cadence; unvaried in tone.

Every line was perhaps uniformly recited to the same

monotonous modulation with a pause in the midst.

T. Wartoii, Hist Eng. Poetry, II.

Then came silence, then a voice,

Monototuna and hollow like a ghost's.

Tennyion, Guinevere.

2. Unvarying in any respect; tiresomely uni-

form.
One salmon behaves much like another ; and after one

has caught four or nve, and when one knows that one can

catch as many more as one wishes. Impatient people might

find the occupation monotonous. Froude, Sketches, p. 85.

Monotonous function, in math., a function whose value

;:s===;^s=,; Srs,ss;r"-"creases or ouatamuj nc^iLtaum.

egg before incubating, as sundry birds. 2. In
monotonously (mo-uot'6-nus-li), adv. In a mo-

/..i/., bearing progeny (fruiting) ice
?.
a
_
8

notonous manner; with monotony, tiresome

uniformity, or lack of variation,

monotonousness (mo-not'o-nus-nes), n.

.,

in annuals or biennials: same as monocari><n<.i.

./i-lM) IH1Htt)l<ft\ /O. The

Monotriglyph, Temple of A*.- Archaic Dofic. CFtom Report at

Invettigaiioiu. 1881. of ArchcoloKlcal Intitule of America.)

a, coraice ; *, frieie compoed of alternating tjiglrphs and meto-

pes; f, architrave or epistyle.

of the Doric order, embracing one triglyph and

two metopes in the entablature immediately
above it.

Monotrocha (mo-not'ro-ka), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

fiovArpoxof, a one-wheeled car, prop, adj., having
one wheel, < vfaof, single, + T/IOXOC, wheel.] 1 .

In Ehrenberg's classification, a prime division

of Rotifera, containing those wheel-animalcules

in which the wheel is single, continuous,and cili-

ated : distinguished from .*orotrocha, with com-

pound or divided wheel. He divided them into

two orders, Bolotrocha and Schizotrocha, each of

two families. 2. In entom., one of two great

divisions of ffymenoptera, including those

groups in which the trochanters have but one

joint, proposed by HartigJ"_^^- y comprise!

or quality of being
irksome or dreary sameness

genus of Monotomidiv, often referred to Lath-

in ants' nests.

monotome ( mon'o-tom), a. [< Gr. fiovo^, single.

-t- r&fiof, section, volume: see tome.] Com-

prised in one tome or volume. [Rare.]

pertaining
lation; monotone. monotrochian (mon-o-tro'ki-an), n.andn. [As
Our earliest poets were fond of multiplying the same

\J,,notrorha + -inn.] I. a. Monotrochous, ft* a
final sound to the most tedious monotony.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry. I. 21.

. .

,nntfr . nnt unrotroohousrotifer, not l



H iowering plant oflndian.pipeW
tmiflora).

a
, stamen ; t, fruit.

monotrochian

II. . A wheel-animalcule whose wheel is

single and undivided; any member of the Mo-
notroclia.

monotrochous (mo-not'ro-kus), a. [As Mono-
troclin + -,<.] Same as monotrochal.

Monotropa (mo-not'To-pfi),
. [NL (Linnams,

1737), so called in allusion to the nodding flow-

ers, which are 'turned to one side'; < Gr. fj.6vo$,

single, + rptireiv, turn. Cf. Gr. /nov6Tpo-rrof, of

one kind, living alone, < uovof, single, + rpoiroc,
a turn, way, kind, < rpevetv, turn.] A genus of

dicotyledonous plants, the type of the natural
order Monotro-

pece, character-
ized by a soli-

tary flower with
separate petals.
Biil one species is

known, M. unijtora,
of North America,
Japan, and the Him-
alayas, the Indian-

pipe, corp8e-plant,or
ice-plant. This plant
is a root-parasite or
feeds on vegetable
mold; it is fleshy-
white or pinkish
throughout, its sim-

ple clustered stems
6 or 10 inches high,
clad with small

scales, the nodding
flower with about
ten similar sepals
and petals. The
pine-sap or bird's-

nest, often classed as
M . Hypopitys, is now
referred to a separate
genus, Hypopitys.
See bird's-nest, 1 (b\
and beech-drops.

Monotropaceae (mon"o-tro-pa'se-e),n.^. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), < Monotropa + -acece."] Same
as Monotropem.
Monotropeae (mon-o-tro'pe-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Nuttall, 1818), < Monotropa + -ece."] A natu-
ral order of dicotyledonous plants of the cohort

Ericales, typified by the genus Monotropa. it is

composed of leafless parasitic herbs, with a four- to six-

celled superior ovary. Nine genera are known, with 10 or
12 species, natives of woods in the north temperate zone,
especially in America. They have short, scaly, nnbranched
stems, and no green color, but are tawny, white, or reddish.

monotropic (mon-o-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. fiovorpo-

TOC, of one kind: 'see Monotropa."] Same as
monodromic.

monotypal (mon'o-ti-pal), a. [< monotype +
-al.] Same as mo'notypie.

monotype (mon'o-tip), n. and a. [= F. mono-

type, < Gr. u6vof, single, + rwTrof, type: see

type."] I. n. 1. The only, single, or sole type,
as a species single in its genus, a genus in its

family, etc.; a typical representative alone of
its kind. 2. A print from a metal plate on
which a picture is painted, as in oil-color or

printers' ink. Only one proof can be made,
since the picture is transferred to the paper.
We do not remember to have seen the word monotype

before, nor have we seen a public exhibition of examples
of this curious combination of painting and printing ; but
the process, or something like it, is one well known among
artists, and consists of taking off, on a sheet of wet paper,
by means of a press, a transfer of a picture simply painted
on a polished plate of metal. The Academy, No. 891, p. 384.

II. a. Monotypic.
monotypic (mon-o-tip'ik), a. [< monotype +
-ic.] 1. Having but one type ; consisting of a

single representative ; represented by a mono-
type, as a genus of one species, a family of one
genus, etc. 2. Being a monotype; alone rep-
resenting a given group, as a species single
in its genus.
Also monotypal and monotypical.

monotypical (mon-o-tip'i-kal), a. [< monotypic
+ -al?\ Same as monotypic.

monovalence (mo-nov'a-lens), n. [< monova-
len(t-) + -ce."] The cfiafacter of being mo-
novalent.

monovalency (mo-nov'a-len-si), n. Same as

univalenci/.

monovalent (mo-nov'a-lent), a. [< Gr. /ifoof,

single, + L. valen(t-)s, ppr. of valere, be strong.]
In chem., having a valence equal to that of hy-
drogen, represented by unity. Also, and more
properly, called univalent.

monoxid, monoxide (mo-nok'sid, -sid or -sid),
n. [< Gr. /iouof, single, + E. oxid."] An oxid con-

taining a single oxygen atom combined either
with two univalent atoms or with one bivalent
atom. The term is used where several oxids of the same
element are to be distinguished, as carbon monoxid, CO,
to be distinguished from carbon dioxid or carbonic acid,
CO2 .
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monoxyle (mo-nok'sil), n. [< Gr. fievifvfav: see

monoxylon.'] Same as monoxylon. B. F. Burton,
tr. Arabian Nights, IV. 168, note.

monoxylon (mo-nok'si-lon), n. [< LGr. /tov6t-v-

TMV, neut. of //oxdfv/lof, made of a solid trunk:
see monoxylous."] 1 . A canoe or boat made from
one piece of timber. 2. In the Ionian Islands,
a boat propelled by one oar. Admiral Smythe.
monoxylous (mo-nok'si-lus), a. [= F. monoxyle,
< L. monoxylus, < Gr. fiov^fiAof, made of a solid

trunk (neut. /un>6v%ov, so. 7rAon>, a boat so

made), also made of wood only, < fiovof, single,

only, T fi'/lov, wood, apiece of wood.] Formed
of a single piece of wood. Dr. Wilson.

Monozoa (mon-o-zo'a), n. pi. Same as Mono-
cyttaria.
monozoan (mon-o-zo'an), a. [As monozo(ic) +
-an."] Same as monozoic or monocyttarian.
monozoic (mon-o-zo'ik), a. [< Gr. fj.6vof, single,
+ fipoK, an animal.] In 2067., having a single
central capsule, as a radiolarian.

Monozqnia (mon-o-zo'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

/t6vof, single, + fuw?, a belt, girdle.] A divi-

sion of myriapods. Brandt.
Monroe doctrine. See doctrine.

Monrp's foramen. See foramen of Monro, un-
der foramen.
mons (monz), n. ; pi. monies (mon'tez). [L., a

mount.] In anat., the mons Veneris. Mons
Venerls, the mount of Venus, the prominence over the

pubic symphysis of the human female, cushioned with fat

and covered with hair.

Mons. An abbreviation of the French Mon-
sieur.

monseigneur (mon-sa-nyer'), " [F. (= Sp.
monseftur = Pg. monsenhor = It. monsignore,
after F.), lit. my lord, < mon (< L. meus, ace.

meum), my, + seigneur, < L. senior, elder, ML.
lord: see senior, seignor, seKor, etc. Cf. mon-
signor and monsieur.'] A French title of honor,
equivalent to ' my lord,' given to princes, bish-

ops, and other dignitaries of the church or court.
At different times the meaning has been con-

siderably extended. Abbreviated Mgr.
Monseiffneur, one of the great lords in power at the Court,

held his fortnightly reception in his grand hotel in Paris.

Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, ii. 7.

monsieur (F. pron. me-sye'), ; pi. messieurs

(F. pron. me-sye'). [Formerly partly Angli-
cized as monseer, mounsieur, mounseer; = Sp.
monsiur= It. monsii, < F. monsieur, OF. monsieur
(also messire, mesire = It. messer, orig.

' my sir,'

1. e. my lord), < mon, < L. meus, ace. meum, my,
+ sieur, OF. sire, etc. (> E. sir), contr. of OF.
seigneur, seignour,etc., lord, lit. 'elder': see

sir, sire, seignor, signor, seftor, senior. Cf. mon-
seigneur, of which monsieur is, on analysis, a
contracted form.] 1. Literally, my lord; sir:

the common title of courtesy in France, answer-

ing to the English Mr. Abbreviated M., Mons. ;

plural MM., Messrs.

For Monsieur Malvolio, let me alone with him.
Shak., T. N.,ii. 3. 144.

Did you ever know a Frenchman that could not take an
affront? I warrant monseer knows what he is about; don't

you, monseer? Miss Burney, Evelina, xxv.

2. A title given to the eldest brother of the

King of France.
O ! let the King, let Mounsiettr and the Sover'n
That doth Nauarras Spain-wronged Scepter gouern,
Be all, by all, their Countries Fathers cleapt.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

3. A Frenchman: vulgarly and humorously
mounseer.

A shoeless soldier there a man might meet
Leading his monsieur by the arms fast bound.

Drayton, Battle of Agincourt.

Now the Baron was as unlike the traditional Mounseer
of English songs, plays, and satires as a man could well
be. W. Collins, Lady of Glenwith Orange.

4f. A gentleman: said of a Frenchman.
There is a Frenchman his companion, one
An eminent monsieur. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 6. 66.

Monsieur de Paris, a euphemistic title given in France
to the public executioner.

At the gallows and the wheel the axe was a rarity
Monsieur [de] Paris, as it was the episcopal mode among
his brother Professors of the provinces. Monsieur [d'J Or-
leans and the rest, to call him, presided.

Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, ii. 7.

monsignor (mon-se'nyor), . [< It. monsignor,
monsignore: see monseigneur.] In the Bom.
Cuth. Ch., a title conferred upon prelates, and
upon the dignitaries of the papal court and
household. Also, in the fuller Italian form, mon-
signore, plural monsignori. Abbreviated Mgr.

It seemed the whole court of Rome was there 7)ion-

signori and prelates without end. Dteraeli, Lothair, Ixvi.

Themaster of the ceremonies, Jforntfl/iorFabei, advances

up the Chapel. J. R. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, xxx.

monster

Mons Maenalus. [NL.: L. ?OH., mount ;M<ena-
tus, < Gr. JAaiva'Aof, MalvaAov, a range of moun-
tains in Arcadia.] A constellation, the moun-
tain Msenalus, formed of a few stars in the feet
of Bootes. It was introduced in 1690, in a posthumous
work of Hevelius. The name (that of a mountain in Ar-

cadia) is connected with the myth of Areas and his mother,
personages identified with the Great Bear and Bootes by
the Greeks. The constellation is not now admitted.

Mons Mensae. [L., named after Table Rock at

the Cape of Good Hope: mons, mount; mfiixn 1

,

gen. of mensa, table.] A constellation intro-

duced by Lacaille in 1752, between the south

poles of the equator and the ecliptic. Its

brightest star is of the fifth magnitude.
monsoon (mon-son'), n. [Formerly also mon-

son; cf. Sw. monsoon = Dan. monsun (< E.),
Sw. mousson (< F.); F. monson, monyon, now
mousson = Sp. monzon = Pg. mongao = It. nion-

sone, a monsoon; with accom. Eom. term., <

Malay musim, monsoon, season, year, = Hind.

mausim, time, season, < Ar. mawsim, a time, sea-

son, < wasama, mark.] 1 . A wind occurring in

the alternation of the trade-winds in India and
the north Indian ocean. During the half-year from
April to October the regular northeast trade-winds are re-

versed, and, with occasional interruptions, the wind blows
almost a steady gale from the southwest. In some places
the change of the monsoons is attended with calms ; in

others with variable winds ; and in others, as in China,
with storms and much rain. These tempests seamen call

the breaking up of the monsoon. The reversed trade-wind
is termed the summer, southwest, or wet monsoon, and the
trade-wind is termed the winter', northeast, or dry mon-
soon.

The times of seasonable windes called Monsons, wherein
the ships depart from place to place in the East Indies.

-Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 278.

They often lose the benefit of their monsoons, and much
more easily other winds, and frequently their voyage.

Boyle, Works, III. 771.

The summer monsoon is a much stronger current than
its winter correlative ; and in India this fact is recognized
in popular language, since it is often spoken of distinc-

tively as "the mansoon," the claim of the winter monsoon
to the same designation being for the moment tacitly ig-
nored. H. F. Blanford.

2. Any of the winds that have annual alterna-
tions of direction and velocity, arising from dif-

ferences of temperature between continents or
islands and the surrounding ocean.

All the great monsoons are found in countries and on
oceans adjacent to high mountain ranges. W. Ferrel.

On the Brazilian coast, about and to the south of the

tropic, there is so much regularity in the alternation of

winds, although but for a few points, that their two pre-
vailing currents, from south-east to north-east, are often
called monsoons. Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 145.

monsoonal (mon-so'nal), a. [< monsoon + -al."]

Of or relating to monsoons
;
of regular or peri-

odical occurrence: said of winds.
monster (mon'ster), n. and a. [< ME. monstre,
mounstre, < OF. monstre, F. monstre = Sp. mon-
struo = Pg. monstro = It. monstro, mostro, < L.

monstrum, a divine omen, esp. one indicating
misfortune, an evil omen, a portent, prodigy,
wonder, monster, < monere, warn : see monish.
Cf. monster, t'., muster, monstration, etc.] I.

n. If. Anything extraordinary, supernatural,
or wonderful; a thing to be wondered at; a

prodigy.
For wende I never by possibilitee.
That swich a monstre or merveille mighte be.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 616.

2. A fabulous animal of grotesque or chimeri-
cal figure and often of huge size, compounded
of human and brute shape, or of the shapes of
various brutes, as the sagittary,centaur, sphinx,
mermaid, minotaur, griffin, manticore, etc.

This is some nwnster of the isle. . . . Four legs and two
voices : a most delicate monster ! Shak.

, Tempest, ii. 2. 94.

Then Enoch traded for himself, and bought
Quaint monsters for the market of those times,
A gilded dragon, also, for the babes.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. Any very large animal ; anything unusually
large of its kind.

Where the wallowing monster spouted his foam-fountains
in the sea, Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.

4. An animal or a plant of abnormal form or

structure; any living monstrosity. The deviation
consists sometimes in an excess, sometimes In a deficiency,
of certain organs or parts; sometimes in a general or par-
ticular malformation, and sometimes in the presence of

organs or parts not belonging to the sex or species. The
body of scientific doctrine or knowledge of such creatures
is known as teratology.

5. A person regarded with horror because of
his moral deformity, or his propensity to com-
mit revolting or unnatural crimes.

He cannot be such a monster. Shak., Lear, i. 2. 102.

6. Something unnatural and horrible.



monster

By heaven, he echoes me,
As if there wen . in his thought,
Too hideous to be shewn. Shot., Othello, lit :!. 107.

7f. An example; a pattern.
Trewly she

Was hlr chefe patrone of beallte

And chufe cnsamplc of all Mr werke
Allll llll>llll*lrr.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 912.

Gila monster. [Sucallcd fnun the <fila river In Arizona.)
A larse lizard, Iltloitt'rni'i M/>-/ ,-luiti, nf the family lleln-

i In-, of rliiniMy tlKurc mid niont repulsive aspect, not.

:itil.- :IH tin: uiily member of the order Lai-rrinitt known
tu In- vriiiummH, except the very similar //. hnrridum,
the mutt lizard, found in Mexico. The name is also given
t" //. AorruJutn. Many-headed monster. See many-
headed.

II. a. Of inordinate size or numbers: as, a

iiionxtfi- gun ; a monster meeting,
monster (mon'ster), t'. t. [< ME. monxli'i-ii.

< OF. nioHstrer, < L. monstrare, show: see nion-

ster, ., and monish. Cf. muster, t'.] 1. To ex-

hibit; show: muster. See muster. Halliwell.

[Prov. Kng.] 2f. To make monstrous; exag-
gerate or magnify extravagantly.
Men. Pray now, sit down.
Cor. I had rather have one scratch my head i' the sun

When the alarum were struck, than idly sit

To hear my nothings mowter'd. Shale., Cor., it 2. 81.

Monstera (mou'ste-rft), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763); origin unknown.] A genus of mono-

cotyledonous climbing shrubs of the natural
order Aracece, type of the tribe Monsteroidea;

and the subtribe Monstereie, characterized by
four ovules in a two-celled ovary. There are 12

species, natives of tropical America. They have large
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. show: see monster, r.,

and cf. MHstrance.] In the Hum. I'ulli. <'h., ori-

ginally, any receptacle
in which sacred relics

were held up to view; after the fourteenth i-en-

tiiry. restricted to the trnii>piirent or glass-
fuc'cil shrine in which the conseeruled Imsl is

presented for the adoration of the people, cit her
while being carried in procession or when ex-

posed on the altar. It 1s placed in a stand, generally
made of precious metal, and sometimes richly j.-. I. .1

SIT tun, II:', 11. Also called expolitvrium, otteniry, re-

monstrance, and theotheca.

monstration (mon-stra'shon), w. [< L. <-

lrntii>(n-), a showing, < monstrare, pp. monstra-

tiix, show, point out, indicate, ordain, indiet.

also advise : see monster, v.] A showing; dem-
onstration; proof.
The blood bunt Incontinent out of the nose of the dead

king at the commlng of his sonne, geuing therebyu a cer-

talne moiatracion howe he was the author of his death.

Orafton, Hen. II., an. S3.

monstrator (mon'stra-tor), n. [< L. monstrator,
< monstrare, pp. monstratus, show: see monstra-

tion.'} An exhibitor; a demonstrator. [Rare.]
This exhibition a university ought to supply : and M the

aame time, u a necessary concomitant, a competent mau-
gtrator. Sir W. llamilttm.

monstricide (mon'stri-sid), n. [< L. monstriim,
a monster, + -cidium, < ccedere, kill.] The

slaughter of a monster. [Humorous.]
If Perseus had cut the latter's cruel head off, he would

have committed not unjustifiable momtriddc.
Thackeray, Virginians, xxv.

monstriferoust (mon-strif'e-rus), a. [< L. mon-

Montanistic

\\lirrethiill, JH'rhltpR, iln.l' I DM wlli-llninK ti.li,

Vlslfst the bottom nf the uviiulrinu muld.
M./l. I I f |.| .-.

Syn. 1. At.ii"iin:il 2. i'p>'hi:i.>uH. vast, colossal, tu-

IH-II.II.IIB. 3. Wickfd, Atritciitun, etc. (see atrocvnu).

monstrous (num'striis), inlr. [< MOMfTMM,*.]
l')xi'eedini;ly: extremely; wonderfully: as, mon-
strous difficult. [Now vulgar or colloquial.]
An I may hide my face, let me play Thlsby t.

peak In a monrfnmi little voice. ,</./.'. M V i >.. I. i M.

\ .MI are angry,
Mniutnna angry now, grievously angry.

Fletchrr, Wildgooae Chan-, 111. I.

It U such moMtrvtu rainy weather that there U no doing
ul, it SvVX Journal to HtelU, i.

monstrously (mon'strus-li), iitlr. In a mon-
strous manner, (a) In a manner out of the common
order of nature ; hence, shockingly ; hideously ; horribly :

as, a man nunutrotuly wicked.

They melted down their stoln ear-rings Into a calf, and

nwnflrotisly cryed out: These are thy gods, O Israel!
.Sir T. Brmnu, vnlg. Err., I. 2.

(b) Exceedingly ; Inordinately ; enormously.

These truths with his example yon disprove,
Who with his wife Is momtrtnuly In love.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vl.

monstrousness (mon'strus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being monstrous, in any sense

of that word ; especially, enormity ; exceeding
wickedness.
The statelinesee of the bulldlnges and the monjCrouaroeat

of the sepulchres.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 20.

O, see the monftrotunea of man
When he looks out In an ungrateful shape !

Shalt., T. of A., lit 2. 79.

ete. Obsolete

sters.

This monttnferuuK empire of women . . . to most de-

testable and damnable. Knox, first Blast, Pref., p. 5.

monstrosity (mon-stros'i-ti), n.; pi. monstrosi-

ties (-tiz). [Also formerly monstrosity; < P.

monstruosite' = Sp. monstruosidad = Pg. mon-
strttosidade = It. mostruositd, mostrosita, < LL.

monstrosita(t-)s, monstruosita(t-)s, monstrous-

ness, < monstrosus, monstruosus, monstrous:
see monstrous.] 1. The state or character of

being monstrous, or formed out of the com-
mon order of nature; the character of being

Montacuta (mon-ta-ku'ta), n. [NL. (Turton,

1819), named after 'George Montagu, an English
naturalist (died 1815); later also Montagua.]
A genus of bivalve mollusks referred either to

the family Kelliida or to the family Erycinida-,
or made type of the Montacutida: The shell U
oblique, with the cartilage In a pit between two strong

teeth, and there is no anterior tube. M.ferruyiuea is a
small shell found on the northern coast of Europe.

Montacutidae (mon-ta-ku'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Montacuta + -idee.'] A family of bivalves

named from the genus Montacuta, now gener-

Itfonstera delicvaa.

a, the spadix within the spathe ; f>, the flower.

firm two-ranked leaves, often with a row of large ellip-

tical holes. Their flowers are small, without calyx or co-

rolla, crowded upon a spadix, with a boat-shaped spathe,
often yellow. The succulent fruit of coherent berries is,

in the case of the Mexican )/ deliciosa, an article of food.

Several species are cultivated under glass for their singn-
lar foliage.

Monsterese (mon-ste're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Eng-
ler, 1887), < Monstera '+ -e<e.] A subtribe of

plants of the order Aracea, embracing 9 genera,
Monstera being the type, and about 59 species,
confined to tropical regions.
monster-mastert (mon'ster-mas'ter), n. A
tamer of brutes. [Rare.]

This mounter master stout [Nlmrod],
This Hercules, this hammer-Ill.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, It., Babylon.

Monsteroideae (mon-ste-
roi'de-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Engfer, 1887). < Mon-
stera + -oMetr.] A tribe

of plants of the natural
order Aracece (Aroiilm).
It embraces the subtrlbes Mon-
tterrce, Spatluphylleat, and .S>/m-

plocarpete, with 14 genera, Mon-

ttera being the type, and about
SI species,

monstership (mon'ster-
ship), M. [< monster +
-.ih i/).] The state of being
a monster: in the quota-
tion used humorously as
a title.

Cash. It [humor] is a gentle-
man-like monster. . . .

Cob. I'll none on It; humour,
avaunt, 1 know you not, begone.
Letwho will make hungry meals
for your mowtter-*hip, it shall

not be I. /i. ./"">"//, I'.very Man
[in his Humour, iii. 2.

monstrance (mou'strans),
n. [< OF. motixtmiK'f =
It. moxtriinza, < ML. IIIUH-

xtrantill. ll monstrance. < Monstrance.-Ftench work
T of the end of the I4tn centur>

f
.

Ll. mOllxtrnn(l-)H. ppr. OI iFrom"L'ArtpourTous.")

., T.

In either case, It 1s a deviation from the normal type,

and, as such, is analogous to the matutrutitie*, both of ani-

mals and of vegetable*.
'i', Civilization, II. vi. (Latham.)

food, deviations of structure so strongly pronounced as to

deserve to be called monntroeitiet arise ; but mnngtrogititt

cannot be separated by any distinct line from slighter vari-

ations. Daririn, Origin of Species, p. 23.

2. An unnatural production; a monster,

monstrous (mon strus), a. [Formerly also

monstriioits, < F. monstrueux = Sp. Pg. monstrti-

oso = It. monstruoso, mostruoso, < LL. monstru-

osus, monstrosus, preternatural, strange, < L.

inonstrum, a portent, monster: see monster.] 1 .

Of unnatural formation; deviating greatly from
the natural form or structure ; out of the com-
mon course of nature: as, a monstrous birth or

production.
His Diadem was neither brasa nor rust,

But monstrmu metal

In manttrotu plants we often get direct evidence of the

possibility of one organ being transformed into another.

Darvrin, Origin of Species, p. 392.

2. Enormous; huge; prodigious; unparalleled.

And euen whole families of these mmutrmit men are

found at this day in America, both neere to Virginia, as

Captain Smith reporteth, and . . . about the Straits of

Magellan, neere which he found Qiants.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 38.

What a minttrvut tail our cat has got t

Carey, Dragon of Wantley, II. 1.

Sown In a wrinkle of the monttrmtt hill,

The city sparkles like a grain of salt.

Tennyton. Will.

3. Shocking; hateful; horrible: as, a /<-
strong delusion.

How wowtrou
It was for Malcolm and for Donalbain
To kill their gracious father !

Shalt., Macbeth, ill. 6. 8.

They err who write no Wolves in England range;
Here Men are all turn'd Wolves ; monitrmu change !

Htneell. Letters, I. vt 88.

What a monitrmu Catalogue of sins do we meet with in

the first chapter to the Romans !

fHiUinjffft, Sermons, II. Iii.

4f. Full of monsters or strange creatures.

2. [cap.] One of the extreme democratic

party m the legislatures of the first French
revolution ; hence, in general, a member of the

radical or extreme liberal party. See The Moun-

tain, under mountain.

montainet, ". A Middle English form of moun-
tain.

montana (mon-tan'yii), n. [Sp.: see mountain.]
See in ' i ul' . 1.

In the Peruvian Andes " montana "
has a peculiar mean-

Ing. It is the densely forested region on the eastern slope
"f the range, this country being divided Into three longi-

tudinal belts the "Coast," "Sierra," and "Jfon/af]a,"the
"Sierra

"
being the region of the Andes proper.

J. D. Whitney, Names and I'laccs, p. 99.

montancet, " A Middle English form of moun-
tance.

montane (mon'tan), a. [= F. montane, OF.
HKiiilniii = Sp. Pg. It. montano, < L. montanus,

belonging to a mountain: see mountain.] Moun-

tainous; belonging or relating to mountains:

as, a montane fauna.

montanic (mon-tan'ik), a. [< montane + -ic.]

Pertaining to mountains; consisting of moun-
tains.

Montanism (mon'ta-nizm), . [< Montanus

(see def.) + -i*m.] The tenets of a sect of the

Christian church, now extinct, founded during
the second century by Montanus of Phrygia.
The Montantsto believed In the divine and prophetic

Inspiration of Mi ml anus, tin- continuance of the miracu-

lous gifts of the apostolic church, the immediate approach
of the second advent of Christ, and the establishment of

the heavenly Jerusalem at Pepuza in 1'hrygia ; they prac-

tised rigorous asceticism.

All the ascetic, rigorous, and chlllastic elements of the

ancient church combined In Montanim.
Schaf, Hist. Christian Church, II. 417.

Montanist (mon'ta-nist), n. f< LGr. MmTo-

vurrtK, a follower ot Montanus, < MoiTardf. LL.

Montanus: see Montanism.] A believer in the

tenets of Montanism.
These lealota hailed the appearance o the Paraclete in

Phrygia, and surrendered themselves to hts guidance. In

so doing, however, they had to withdraw from the church,

to be known as JfontesrfsK. or "
Kataphrygians.

1 and thus

to assume the character of a sect Sncyc. Brit., XV I. 7i5.

Montanistic i iiidii-ta-m-'tik), a. [< Montanist

-r- -if.] Pertaining to the doctrines, customs,

or character of the Montni



Montanistical

Montanistical (mon-ta-nis'ti-kal), a. [< Mon-
tanitstif + -al.] Same as Montana/tic.

montanite (mon-tii'nlt), n. [< Montana (see

def.) + -ite2.] A rare tellnrate of bismuth oc-

curring as a yellow earthy incrustation on te-

tradymite at Highland in the State of Montana.
Montanize (mon'ta-niz), v. i.; pret. and pp.

Montanizcd, ppr. Mentcmtefag- [< Montanus

(see Mon tanism) + -ize] To follow the opin-
ions of Montanus.
montant (mon'tant), a. and n. [< F. montinit,

an upright beam or post, also an upward blow
or thrust (= Sp. montante, an upright post of a

machine, a sword, = Pg. montante, a two-handed

sword), < montant (= Sp. Pg. montante = It. mon-

tnnte), < ML. montan(t-)s, rising, ppr. otmontare,
mount: see mount2 . Cf. mountaut] I. a. Rising;

specifically, in her., (a) increasing, or in her
increment (applied to the moon), or (6) placed
in pale and with the head or point uppermost
(same as luturient in the case of a fish).

II. . If. In fencing, apparently a blow from
below upward, but the sense is uncertain.

3R4.S

T
dis

o see thee pass thy punto, thy stock, thy reverse, thy
tance, thy montant. Shot., Al. W. of W., ii. 3. 26.

2. In. joinery, the intermediate vertical part of

a piece of framing which is tenoned with the
rails. See cut under door.

montantot (mon-tan'to), n. [Irreg. < Sp. mon-
tante, rising, a sword, etc.: see montant.] 1. A
straight broadsword for two hands. 2. Same
as montant, 1.

'Slid ! an these be your tricks, your passados. and your
montantos, I'll none of them.

B. Jomon, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 6.

mont-de-pi6t6 (mon'de-pe-a-ta'), . [F., = Sp.
monte de piedad, < It. monte di pieta, lit. 'fund
of pity' (cf. equiv. Sp. monte pio, 'pious fund'),
< L. mon(t-)s, hill, heap, ML. also pile of money,
fund, bank; lie, of

; pieta(t-)s, piety, ML. com-

passion, pity: see mount1
,
de2 , piety, pity.] An

institution established by public authority for

lending money on the pledge of goods, at a
reasonable rate of interest. These establishments

originated in Italy in the fifteenth century, the object in

founding them being to countervail the exorbitantly usu-
rious practices of the Jews. The funds, together with suit-

able warehouses and other accommodations, are managed
by directors, and the goods pledged are sold if the money
lent on them is not returned by the proper time.

monte (mon'te), n. [< Sp. monte, a hill, moun-
tain, wood, heap, a gambling-game, < L. mons
(mont-), a hill, mountain: see M0WI&1 1. A
tract more or less thickly covered with shrubby
vegetation or scanty forests ; a forest, in South
America, and especially in the northern part, the word
monte is used to designate more or less scantily forested

regions or narrow belts of forest vegetation, while montaKa
is applied to broad, densely forested areas. In Mexico and
California monte more generally has the signification of

'forest.
1

Less than a league above there is fin New Granada] a

spot destitute of trees. All such are called llano plain
whether they be flat or hilly ; and all land covered with
thicket is called monte if it he but a few miles through,
and montana if more. /. F. Holton, New Granada, p. 436.

The montes of South and Central Uruguay form narrow
fringes to the larger streams, and rarely exceed a few
hundred yards in width. Seen from distant higher ground,
they resemble rivers of verdure meandering through the
bare campos, from which they are sharply defined the
reason being that the wood only grows where it is liable

to inundation. Encyc. Brit., IX. 406.

2. A favorite Spanish and Spanish-American
gambling-game, played with the Spanish pack
of forty cards. The players bet on certain cards of a lay-

out, and win or lose according as others drawn from the

pack do or do not match with these. Monte was the most
popular of the gambling-games of California in the early
times of the gold discoveries. Three-card monte, a

gambling-game, of Mexican origin, played with three

cards, of which one is usually a court-card. By skilful

manipulation, the cards are so thrown on the table, face

down, as to deceive the eye of the manipulator's opponent,
who bets on the position of one of the cards, usually the
court-card.

monte-bank (mon'te-bangk), n. A gaming-
table or an establishment where monte is play-
ed; also, the bank or pile of money usually

placed in front of the dealer, and used in pay-
ing the stakes.

montebrasite (mon-te-bra'zit), n. [< Monte-
bras (see def.) + -ite2.] A variety of am-
blygonite from Montebras in France.
Montefiasco (mon-te-fias'ko), n. Same as

Montefiascone : an erroneous abbreviation.

Montefiascone (mon*te-fias-kd'ne),fl. [It.: see

def. ] A fine wine produced near Montefiascone,
in central Italy.

monteiro, . Same as montero2
.

monteith (mon-teth'), n. [So called after the

inventor.] 1. A large punch-bowl of the

eighteenth century, usually of silver and with a

movable rim, and decorated with flutings and
a scalloped edge. It was also used for cooling
and carrying wine-glasses.
New things produce new words, and thus Manteith
Has by one Vessel sav'd his name from Death.

Quoted in Ashtnn's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 188.

Silver cisterns could not have been common or often

put to the baser use [rinsing forks and spoons during din-

ner] ; but when they were discarded from the table, the

more interesting montetth, with its movable rim, tall

punch-glasses, lemon-strainer, and ladle, took their place.
Jf. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 250.

2. [Appar. of different origin from the above,
but from the same surname.] A kind of cotton

handkerchief having white spots on a colored

ground, the spots being produced by a chemical
which discharges the color. Diet. Needlework.

monte-jus (F. pron. mdnt'zhu), n. [F., < mon-

ter, raise, +jus, juice : see mount2 , v., and juice.]
In sugar-manuf., a

force-pump by
which the juice
from the cane-mill
is raised to the clar-

ifiers on a story
above. It consists of
a vessel with a well sunk
in the bottom and hav-

ing three yalved pipes,
one by which the juice
is received, another by
which it is discharged,
and a third by which
steam is admitted. The
steam, entering above
the surface of the juice,
forces it up through the

delivery-pipe to the clar-

iflers. The steam then Monte-Jus,
condenses, and leaves a

vacuum, and the operation of alternately filling and eject-

ing continues. E. H. Knigtit.

montem (mon'tem), . [Short for L. proces-
sus ad montem, going to the hill: processus, a

going forward, orig. pp. of procedere, go for-

ward (see proceed); ad, to, toward; montem,
ace. of mons, a hill, mount: see mount1

.] The
name given to an ancient English custom,
prevalent among the scholars of Eton till 1847,
which consisted in their proceeding every third

year on Whit-Tuesday to a tumulus or mound
near the Bath road, and exacting "money for

salt," as it was called, from all persons present,
or passers-by. The sum so collected was given to the

captain, or senior scholar, and was intended to assist in

defraying the expenses of his residence at the university.
The "salt-money

"
has been known to reach nearly l,OtK).

Montenegrin, Montenegrine (mon-te-neg'-
rin), a. and n. [< Montenegro (see def.), an It.

translation of Serv. Crna Gora, Black Moun-
tain ( Serv. crn, black, gora, mountain) ;

< mon te,

< L. mons (mont-), mountain, + negro, nero, <

L. niger, black: see mount1 and negro.] I. a.

Relating to Montenegro, a small country of

Europe, east of the Adriatic, nearly surrounded

by Austrian and Turkish territory, or to its in-

habitants.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Mon-
tenegro. The Montenegrins are of Servian

race, and speak a dialect of that language. 2.

[1. c.] An outer garment 'for women, the form
of which was taken from some Eastern mili-

tary costumes, close-fitting, and ornamented
with braid-work and embroidery.
Montepnlciano (m6n"te-pul-cha'n6), . [It.:

see def.] A rich wine produced at or near Mon-
tepulciano, in central Italy.

Monterey cypress. See cypress, 1 (a).

Monterey pine. See pine.
monterol (mon-ta'ro), n. [< Sp. montero, a

huntsman, < monte, a mountain, wood, < L.

nnni(t-)s: see mount1
.] A huntsman.

As Don Lorenzo approached the camp he saw a montero
who stood sentinel. Irring, Moorish Chronicles, vii. 77.

monthly

montero2 (mon-ta'ro), H. [Alsomontetroj prop.
"montera, < Sp. montera (= Pg. montrira = It.

monHera), a hunting-cap, < montero, a hunter.]
A horseman's or huntsman's cap, having around
crown with flaps which could be drawn down
over the sides of the face.

His hat was like a helmet or Spanish montero. Bacon.

montero-cap (mon-ta'ro-kap), n. Same as ninti-

tero't.

The Montero cap was scarlet, of a superfine Spanish
cloth, dyed in grain, and mounted all round with fur, ex-

cept about four inches in the front, which was faced with
a light blue, slightly embroidered.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 24.

The cedar bird, with its red-tipt wings and yellow-tipt

tail, and its little monteiro cap of feathers.

Irting, Sketch-Book, p. 437.

montes, . Plural of moim.

montetht, n. Same as monte.ith.

montgolfier (mont-gol'fi-er; F. pron. m6n-gol-
fya'), n. [< F. montynlfiere, a balloon, so called

from the brothers Hontyolfter, who in 1783 sent

up the first balloon at Annonay, France.] A
balloon filled with air expanded by heat.

Montgomery Charter. See charter.

month (month), . [Early mod. E. moneth; <

ME. month, moneth, < AS. monath, monotli (in in-

flection syncopated month-) = OFries. monath,
monad, mond = D. maand = MLG. manet, LG.
maand = OHG. manod, MHG. mdnot, manet, G.
monat = Icel. mdnudhr = Sw. manad = Dan.
moaned Goth, menoths, a mouth; cf. Gael.

mios, Ir. mios, Olr. mi (gen. mix) = W. mis =
OBulg. miesetsi = Serv. mjesee = Bohem. mesie
= Pol. miesiac Russ. miesyatsu = Lith. mene-
sis = Lett, menes = L. mensis = Gr. jrffv (for

*fafvf), month, = Skt. mas (for *mdns, "niens),
month: names derived from or connected with
the name for 'moon,' AS. mono, = Goth, mena
= Gr. fiifvn, etc.; but the phonetic relations

are not entirely clear: see moon1
.] 1. Origi-

nally, the interval from one new moon to the

next, called specifically a lunar, synodical, or
illuminative month. This seldom varies more than a

3uarter
of a day from its mean value, which is 29.530589

ays, or 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, and 2.7 seconds.
There are, besides, other periods of the moon which
are termed months by astronomers. These are (a) The
anomalistic month, or mean period of the revolution of

the moon from one perigee to the next: it is 27 days, 13

hours, 18 minutes, 37.4 seconds. (6) The sidereal month,
or mean period required by the moon to make a circuit

among the stars: it is 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes, 11.5

seconds, (c) The tropical month, or the mean period of

the moon's passing through 360 degrees of longitude, as

from one vernal equinox to the next : it differs from
the sidereal month only by an amount corresponding to

the monthly precession of the equinoxes, and is 27 days,
7 hours, 43 minutes, 4.7 seconds, (d) The nodical or dra-
contic month, which is the mean time between two suc-

cessive passages by the moon through its rising node : it is

27 days, 5 hours, 5 minutes, and 36 seconds.

2. One twelfth part of a tropical year, or 30

days, 10 hours, 29 minutes, 3.8 seconds: called

specifically a solar month. 3. One of the twelve

parts into which the calendar year is arbitrarily
divided : called specifically a calendar month.
The calendar months are'January, 31 days; February, 28

(except in leap-year, when it has 29); March, 31; April, 30;

May, 31 ; June, 30 ; July, 31 ; August, 'Jl ; September, 30 ;

October, 31 ; November, 30 ; December, 31.

4. At common law and in equity, month has
been understood to mean 'a lunar month,' which
is assumed to be 28 days, except when the con-

trary appears, and except when used of mercan-
tile transactions, such as negotiable paper, etc.
In ecclesiastical law, and now in all cases throughout the
United States generally, its legal meaning is

'

a calendar

month,' except when the contrary appeal's. For the pur-
pose of calculating interest, a month is generally consid-

ered the twelfth part of a year, and as equivalent to SO days.

5f. pi. Same as menses. Minshen; Cotgrave.
Abbreviated mo.

A month's mind. See mmdi. Consecution month.
See consecution. Fence month. See/enee-7twmA.

Monthier's blue. See blue.

monthling (munth'ling), n. [< month + -ttngli]
That which has lasted for a month, or is a
month old.

Yet hall to thee,

Frail, feeble Munthlimj!
WorcUneorth, Address to my Infant Daughter, Dora.

monthly (munth'li), a. and n. [Early mod. E.

inonctlily ; < ME. monethly, < AS. monathKc (=
OHG. mdnotlich, G. iinnidtlicl/ = MD. maanilc-

lijk. D. niaaiKlelijksch = Sw. manatlir/ = Dan.

maancdlig), monthly, < iiioiiath, month : see

month.'] I. a. 1. Continued for a month, or

performed in a month: as, the moiillili/ revolu-

tion of the moon. 2. Done or happening once
a month or every month: as, a monthly meet-

ing; a monthly visit. 3. Lasting a month.

Minutes' joys are inontlth'r woes. i*
1

, Monaphon.



monthly
A monthly mind. Bee a month'* mind, under mind 1

.

Monthly nurse, rose, etc. See the nouns.

II. .; pi. monthlii'x (-lin). 1. A magazine
or other literary periodical published once a

month. 2. Jil. 'Menses.

monthly (inunth'li), ailr. [= 1). matinilrlijks
= ML<1. miintlikr = (i. mount li<-lt; < monthly, .]

1. Oucoamontli; in every month: as, the moon
changes monthly. 2f. As if under the influence
of the moon ; in the manner of a lima) ir.

Tin- man talks monthly : . . .

1 see he'll be stark mail at our next inert INK.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Olrl, v. 2.

month's-mindt, . Sew mindi.
monticellite (mon-ti-sel'it), . [Named after
T. Moulin Hi ( \ 759-1846), an Italian chemist and
mineralogist.] A rare member of the chryso-
lite group, consisting of the silicates of calcium
and magnesium. It occurs at Vesuvius in yellowish-
gray crystals ; also on Mount Monzoni, in Tyrol, in large
crystals which are often altered to augite or to serpentine.
Also called batrachite.

monticlc (mon'ti-kl), . [= F. unnilii-ii/c, < LL.
iituiiliciiliis, dim. of mon(t-)n, a hill, mountain:
see mount1

.] A little mount
;
a hillock. Bailey,

1 7:i 1 . Also monticule.

monticoline (mon-tik'6-lin), a. [< L. monticola,
a dweller in the mountains, < moiis (mont-), a

mountain,+ colere, inhabit.] Inhabiting moun-
tains. Also monticoloux.

monticulate (mon-tik'u-lat), . [< monticule
+ -ate1 .] Having little projections or hills.

Hutart.

monticule (mon'ti-kul), n. [< F. monticule, <

U.. monticHlug, a little hill: see monticlc.]
Same as monticle.

monticulous (mon-tik'u-lus), a. [< ML. mon-
ticulnsiin, hilly, < LL. monticuius, a little hill : see

monticule, monticle.] Same as monticulate.

monticuius (mon-tik'u-lus), . ; pi.
monticuli

(-li). [< LL. nionticulua, a little hill : see mon-

tii-l<'.~\ In (unit., a little elevation; amonticule.
Monticuius cerebelli, the prominent central part of

the superior vermiform process of the cerebellum.

inontiform (mon'ti-fdrm), a. [< L. monx (mont-),
& mountain, + fornut, form.] Mountain-like;
having the shape of a mountain.

montirringilla (mou'ti-frin-jira), . [NL., <

L. monn (mont-), a mountain, + fringilla, a

chaffinch.] An old book-name of the brain-

Ming, Frinnilla montifringilla. It was made a

generic name of the same by Brehm in 1828,
the finch being called Montifringilla nivalis.

See cut under branihlinn.

montigenous (mon-tij'e-nus), a. [< LL. monti-

iji-nn, monutain-born, < L. mon(t-)s, mountain,
+ gignerf, geiiere, be born: see -genous.] Moun-
tain-born; produced on a mountain. Bailey,
1731.

montmartrite (mont-mar'trit), . [< Mont-
martre (see def.) + -tea.] A mineral of a yellow-
ish color, occurring massive, found at Mont-
martre in Paris. It is soft, but resists the
weather. It is a variety of gypsum, contain-

ing calcium carbonate.

montmorillonite (mont-mo-ril'qii-it), n. [<
Montmorillon (see def.) + '-i7 2

.J A hydrous
silicate of aluminium occurring in soft clay-like
masses of a rose-red color, originally from Moiit-

morillon in France.
montoir (mou-twor'), M. [F.. < monter, mount:
see mount?, r.] A horse-block; a block to step
upon when mounting a horse. Also monture.

monton (mon'ton), n. [Sp., < monte, < L.

mon(t-)s, a hill, mountain: see mount1
.'} A

unit of weight employed in Mexico chiefly for

ore under the process of amalgamation, it va-

ries greittly in different mining districts, being at Guana-
juato 3,200 Spanish pounds, and in some other localities

only 1,800. ill/port.

montre (raou'ter), n. [F., a sample, pattern,
show, show-case, case of an organ, etc., < mon-

tre, show, < L. moiintrare, show: see monster,
r.] 1. In orgtiu-hiiililing, a stop whose pipes
are mounted as a part of the visible organ-case,
or otherwise set in a special position apart from
the others; usually, the open diapason of the

great organ. See also mounted cornet, under
cornt.ft-, 1 (P). 2. An opening in a kiln for pot-

tery or porcelain through which the superin-
tendent looks to judge of the progress of the

baking.
montross, . A corrupt form of matrass.

monture (mon'tur), i. [< F. monture (= Sp.
nioiitdtliira, a trooper's equipments, = It. mon-
tura, livery), < monter. mount: see moiinfi, v.

The same word in older use appears as mnun-

ture.] If. A saddle-horse. Compare mount-,
2 (a).
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And forward spurred his monture fierce wlthall.
Within his arms longing bis fne to strain.

t'air/ai, tr. of Tana, ru. 98.

2. Same as moiitoir. 3. A mounting, setting,
or frame; the manner in which anything is

set or mounted: as, the monture of a diamond.
Shaft-monture, a kind of mounting for the heddles of

looms In figure-weaving. By Its use warp-threads can be
arranged In special systems of sheds. A mechanical draw-
boy operates the heddles systematically to form the shed*
In accord with tile figures to be woven. Also called tflit-
harnent.

monument (inon'u-ment), N. [Formerly also
miniiiiirnt ; < ME. iiioiiiiiiii-nt, IIIOHI/IIII nt, <. OF.
(and F.) monument = Sp. Pg. It. munnmi-nUt, <

L. monii/iliiitiiiii, nioinni: ntiini. that which culls

a thing to mind, a memorial, < monere, remind:
see monixh.] 1. Anything by which the mem-
ory of a person, a period, or an event ia pre-
served or perpetuated ; hence, any conspicuous,
permanent, or splendid building, as a medieval

cathedral, or any woVk of art or industry con -

stitutiug a memorial of the past; a memorial.
Our bruised arms hung up for monument*.

Skat., Eich. IIL.L 1.8.

I know of no such thing as an Indian monument, for I

would not honour with that name arrow points, stone hatch-

eta, stone pipes, and half-shapen images.

Je/enon, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 156.

2. Specifically, a
pile, pillar, or other structure

erected expressly in memory of events, actions,
or persons.

To nil with worm-holes stately monumentt.
Shale., I.ucrece, 1. 946.

I would . . . pile up every stone
Of lustre from the brook, In memory
Or monument to ages. Milton, P. L., xi. 326.

3. A stone shaft, or a structure of stone or
other enduring material, erected over a grave
in memory of the dead. 4f. A burial-vault;
a tomb.

Lord, if thou be he, shewe me the monument that I pat
the In. Joteph of Arintathie (E. E. T. S.), p. S3.

Make the bridal-bed
In that dim monument where Tybalt lies.

Skat., K. and J., 111. 5. SOS.

5. Any enduring evidence or example; a sin-

gular or notable instance.
I doe much reverence the memory of so famous a man,

that with the monumentt of his wit . . . hath much bene-
fited the Common-weale of good letters.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 100.

The last ten years have seen the production of Mr. Free-
man's Norman Conquest, which ... Is a monument of

critical erudition ana genius.
Stubbt, Medieval and Modern HUt, p. 67.

6. In surveying and the law ofconveyancing, any
object, natural or artificial, fixed in the soil and
referred to in a deed or other document as a
means of ascertaining the location of a tract

of land or any part of its boundaries. In this

sense the word is applied to such objects as trees, river
banks, and ditches ; and its importance Is in the general
rule that in case of discrepancy courses or distances men-
tioned in a description must give way so far as necessary
to conform to a monument
7f. A treatise.

Qnhen I had done refynlng it, I fand In Barret's Alve-

arie, quhilk is a dictionarie Anglico-latinum, that Sr.

Thomas Smith, a man of nae less worth then learning,
Secretarie to Queen Elliabeth, had left a learned and Judi-
rioust' ,in, n nn:> nt on the same subject.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), lied., p. 2.

8t. Distinctive mark
; stamp.

Some others [heaps of gold] were new driven, and distent

Into great Ingowes and to wedges square ;

Some in round plates wtthouten muniment.
Spenter, V. ()., II. Mi. 5.

Celtic monuments. See meyalithic monumentt, under
mtffalitliic.Chor&gic monument, harpy monument,
megalithlc monuments. See the qualifying words.

=Syn. 1-3. Memento, etc. See memonal.

monument (mon'u-ment), v. t. [< monument,
n.] 1. To erect a monument in memory of.

The ecclesiastical dignitaries bury themselves and monu-
ment themselves [in the cathedral], to the exclusion of al-

most everybody else in these latter times.

Hawthorne, English Note-Books, June 17, 1856.

2. To place monuments on; adorn with monu-
ments: as, a region monumented with glorious
deeds.

monumental (mon-u-men'tal), a. and . [=
F. Sp. monumental, { L. monumentalix, of or be-

longing to a monument, < monumentum, a monu-
ment: see monument.'] I. a. 1. Of, pertain-

ing to, or connected with a monument or monu-
ments: as, a monumental inscription.

Some have amused the dull sad years of life . . .

With schemes of monumental fame; and sought
By pyramids and mansolean pomp.
Short-liv'd themselves, f immortalize their bones.

Cowper, Task, v. 182.

2f. Belonging to a tomb.

.Softly may he be possess'!
Of his munumental rest. Cratliair.

mood
3. Serving as a monument or an material for a
monument

;
memorial ; preserving memory : as,

11 iii/iiiiinii Hint pillar.

And monitmenttU brass this record bears,
"These are ah no! these were the gazetteers !"

I'upr, Ttandad, it 813.

4. Having the character of a monument
sembling a monument.

He, goddeo, bring
To arched walks of twilight groves.
And shadows brown, that Sylvan love*,
i if pine, or monumental oak.

MOton, II Penseroso, 1. 136.

6. Conspicuous and permanent; historically

prominent; impressive.
Darius himself Is. If we may use the expression, amomt-

mentai figure in history.
yon Kanlte. I niv. Hist, (trans. X p. 114.

6. Conspicuous as a monument ; notable; ex-

cessive; amazing: as, monumental impudence.
[Colloq.] Monumental croi. Seeenwi, i Monu-
mental theology, the study of ancient monuments. In-

scriptions, coins, medals, statues, paintings, architecture,

etc., In so far as they throw light upon theology.

II. n. A monumental record ; a memorial.

When ras'd Messalla's mtmumrntaU must
Lie with Slclnns s lofty tomb In dust,
I shall lie read, and travellers that come
Transport my verses to their fathers' home.

Cotton, ir. of Martial's Epigrams, vlli. :<.

monumentality (mon'u-men-tari-ti), >i. [<
monumental + -ity.] Tne state of quality of

being monumental; the fact or the degree of

serving as a monument.
monnmentalization (inon-u-nien'tal-i-za'-
Hhon). M. [< monumental + -ize + -ation.] The
act of making or the state of being monumen-
tal; the recording by monuments.
This monuinfiitalizatiun of superhuman contemporary

knowledge. /"iazri Smyth, I'yramld, p. 32.

monumentally (mon-u-men'tal-i), a<lr. 1. By
way of memorial : as, the pillar was erected

monumentally. 2. By means of monuments.
3. In a high degree : as, monumentally tedious.

[Colloq.]
mony 1 (mon'i), a. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of many 1
.

mony'-'t, An obsolete form of money.
-mony. [(a) = F. -monie = Sp. Pg. It. -mania, <

L. -monia, t., a suffix forming nouns from adjec-
tives, nouns, or verbs, ax in acrimonia, sharp-
ness, ca-rimonia, a rite, ]>antimonia , thriftiness,
xHiictiiiioiini, siii-rcdness, etc. (6) = F. -miiiiii

= Sp. Pg. It. -monio, < L. -mdniiim, neut., used

similarly, as in alimoniiim, nourishment, niatri-

moiiium, marriage, teKtimonium, evidence, etc.]
A suffix in some nouns of Latin origin, as in

acrimony, ceremony, )>arximony, sanctimony, ali-

mony, matrimony, tcxtimony, etc. See ety-

mology. The suffix is not used as an English
formative.

monymentt, An obsolete form of monu-
ment.

moo 1
i mo), r. f. [Imitative of the lowing of a

cow. Cf. wieir2
,
imitative of the crying of a

cat.] 1. To utter the characteristic cry of a

cow; low.

I used to smell the grass, and see the dew shining, and
hear the pretty sweet cows a mooing.

Mn. Troliope, Michael Armstrong, xxlv. (Dane*.)

2. To make a noise like lowing. [Rare.]
The mooing of the waters seemed to deepen, more and

more abysmally, through all the hours cf darkness.

Ilarper'i Mag., LXXVI. 788.

moo 1 (m8). . [< moo1
, r.] The low of a cow:

the act of lowing.
moo'-'t, f'. and adr. An obsolete form of mo.

moo-COW (mO'kou), n. A cow. [Childish.]

The moo-cov low'd, and Grizzle nelgh'd.
r. Combe, Dr. Syntax, i. 14. (Mint.)

mood 1 (m8d), n. [< ME. mood, mode, mod, < AS.
moW, mind, heart, soul, spirit, courage, pride,

haughtiness, magnificence, zeal, = OS. mini.

muod = OFries. mod = D. moed = MLG. mof,
moil, mont, mill, L6. mot, milt, mind, heart,

courage, = OHG. muot, MHO. inn-it, sense,

spirit, G. mut, muth, courage, = Icel. modhr,

wrath, grief, moodiness, = Sw. Dan. mod, cou-

rage, = Goth, mods, wrath; orig. appar. any
strong or excited state of feeling: perhaps,
with formative -d, from a root appearing in Gr.

ualeaOai, endeavor, seek, whence prob. HOWTO,
muse : see Mune'^.] It. Mind

;
heart.

This Is his wyll after Moyses lawe.
That ye shnlde bryng your Delate* good.
And offer theme here your God to knawe,
And frome your synus to tunic your monie.

York /fays, p. 434.



mood
2. Temper of mind

;
state of the mind as re-

gards passion or feeling; disposition; humor:
as, a melancholy mood,

When Fortune, in her shift and change of mood,
Spurns down her late beloved. Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 85.

Every landscape fair,
As fit for every mood of mind,

Or gay, or grave, or sweet, or stern, was there.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

By mental moods is ordinarily understood those collec-
tive conditions of the mind which are characterized by
some fundamental tone, but without any special feelings
accompanied by clear consciousness of their inducing
causes. <?. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 520.

3f. Heat of temper; anger.
Atte laste aslaked was his mood.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 902.

"Who, in my mood, I stabb'd unto the heart.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 1. 61.

4f. Zeal: in the phrase with main and mood,
with might and main; with a will.

Saint Elyne than was wunder fayne . . .

That ilk figure of the rode
Honured thai with mayn and mode.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 88.

5. A morbid or fantastic state of mind, as a fit

of bad temper, sudden anger, or sullenness;
also, absence of mind, or abstraction : gen-
erally used in the plural.

Then turn'd Sir Torre, and, being in his moods,
Left them. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

6. A state of mind with reference to something
to be done or omitted

;
a more or less capricious

state of feeling disposing one to action : com-
monly in the phrase in the mood : as, many art-
ists work only when they are in the mood.

It should be remembered that the motive power always
becomes sluggish in men who too easily admit the su-

premacy of moods. Lowell, New Princeton Kev., I. 167.

mood2 (mod), n. [A later form of model, which
is preferable in both the grammatical and logi-
cal uses, though not usual in the latter: see
mode1

.'] 1. In gram., same as mode1
,
3.

The mood is an affection of the verb serving the varietie
of utterance. A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. SO.

2. In logic, a variety of syllogism depending on
the quantity (universal or particular) and qual-
ity (affirmative or negative) of the propositions
composing it. In the traditional logic the names of
the moods (invented by Petrus Hispanus) are First fig-

ure, Barbara, Celarent, Darii, Ferio, Baralipton, Celantes,
Dabltis, Fapesmo, Fris&somorum ; Second figure, Cesare,
Camestres, FestinS, Baroc6 ; Third figure, Darapti, Felap-
ton, DIsamis, Datisi, BocardO, Ferison. These names are
merely mnemonic, and many of their letters are signifi-
cant. The vowel a denotes a universal affirmative propo-
sition, e the universal negative, t the particular affirma-
tive, and o the particular negative. By the first syllable
is indicated the major premise, by the second the minor,
and by the third the conclusion. For example, the name
Barbara shows that the first mood of the first figure con-
sists of two universal affirmative premises leading to a
universal affirmative conclusion. The same understand-
ing is to be had in regard to the vowels of the other words.
Certain of the consonants also are significant. Thus, all
indirect moods designated by a word beginning with !>

should be reduced to Barbara, the first mood of the first

figure ;
all that are designated by a word beginning

with c, to the second mood, Celarent
; all in d to Darii,

the third ; and all in / to Ferio, the fourth. Other letters
indicate how to reduce indirect to direct moods: thus
signifies that the proposition denoted by the vowel im-

mediately preceding is to be simply converted in the re-
duction ; p, that the proposition denoted by the vowel im-
mediately preceding should be converted per accidens ;

m, that the premises should be transposed that is, the
major should be made the minor, and conversely ; and c
that the mood designated by the word in which it occurs
should be reduced per impossibile : whence the verses :

Simpliciter vult s verti, p vero per acci ;M vult transponi, c per impossibile duel.
Servat majorem, variatque secunda minorem ;

Tertia majorem variat, serratque minorem.
A moode is a lawful placing of propositions in their dewe

qualitie or quantitie. Sic T. Wilion, Art of Logic, foL 26.

3. In music, same as model, 7.

Anon they move
In perfect phalanx to the Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders ; such as raised
To highth of noblest temper heroes old
Arming to battel. Milton, P. L., i. 560.

Indirect or inverse mood, a mood of indirect syllogism.
See indirect.

mood3 (mod), n. [A var. of mud, or of mother2
.']

Mother-of-vinegar. [Prov. Eng.]
moodily (mo'di-li), adv. In a moody manner;
peevishly; sullenly; sadly.
moodiness (mo'di-nes), n. The state or charac-
ter of being moody; peevishness; sullenness.
nioodir, n. See mudir.
moodish (mo'dish), a. [< mood1 + -ish l

.~\

Sulky; sullen.

moodishly (mo'dish-li), adv. In a moody,
sulky, or sullen manner; moodily. Richard-
son, Sir Charles Grandison, I. 166.'
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mopdooga-Oil (mo-do"ga-oil), n. An oil ob-
tained in small quantities from the seeds of
Butva frondosa in India and Java. It is bright,
clear, and fluid, and is used medicinally.
moody (mo'di), a. [< ME. moody, mody, modi,
< AS. modig (= OS. modag, modeg, mddig = D.

moedig = OHG. muotiy (only in comp.), MHG.
muotic, G. muttg = Icel. modhugr = Sw. Dan.
modig = Goth, modags), angry, < mod, mood,
temper: see mood1

.] If. Spirited; high-spir-
ited; proud; obstinate.

Hof on ich herde saie,
Ful modi mon and proud.

MS. Diguy 80, f. 165. (Halliwdl.)

2f. Angry.
When, like a lion thirsting bloud,
Did moody Richard range
And made large slaughters where he went.

Warner, Albion's England, vii. 33.

3. Subject to or indulging in moods or humors
;

hence, peevish ; fretful; out of humor; gloomy;
sullen; melancholy.

Sweet recreation barr'd, what doth ensue
But moody and dull melancholy?

SAo*., C. of E., v. 1. 79.

In a moody humour wait,
While my less dainty comrades bait.

Coteper, tr. of Horace's Satires, i. 5.

Moody madness laughing wild
Amid severest woe.

Gray, Ode on Prospect of Eton College.

4t. Corresponding or adapted to moods or vary-
ing states of mind. [Rare.]

Give me some music music, moody food
Of us that trade in love. Shak., A. and C., ii. 5. 1.

moody-hearted (m6'di-har"ted), a. Melan-
choly. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
moody-madt (mo'di-mad), a. Mad with anger.

Moody-mad and desperate stags
Turn on the bloody hounds with heads of steel.

5Ao*., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 50.

mool (mol), n. A dialectal variant of moldl.

By worms they're eaten, in mools they're rotten.
Clerk Sounders (Child's Ballads), II. 324.

Or worthy friends rak'd in the mools,
Sad sight to see ! Burns, To the Toothache.

moolah, moollah (mo'la), n. Same as molla.

moolberyt, n. A Middle English form of mul-
berry.
MooUd (mo 'lid), n. [< Ar. maulid, nativity,
esp. the nativity of Mohammed.] An Egyp-
tian festival in celebration of the birth of Mo-
hammed and the dawn of Islamism; a birthday.

I have now a cluster of lamps hanging before my door,
in honour of the moo'lid of a sheykh who is buried near
the house in which I am living.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 307.

mooly, mooley (mul'i), . and . See muley.
moon1 (m8n), n. [< ME. moone, mone, < AS.
mona = OS. mono = OFries. mona = MD.
maene, D. maan = MLG. mane, man, LG. maan
= OHG. mdno, MHG. mane, mon, also (with ex-
crescent t, due prob. in part to association with
mdnet, month) mdnte, mdnde, G. motid = Icel.
mani = Sw. mane = Dan. maane = Goth, mena
(all masc.), the moon; = Gr. /tinty, the moon,= Lith. menil, the moon; cf., with appar. for-
mative s, OBulg. miesetsi, etc., moon, month, L.
mensis, month, Gr. fiijv (for *//tf"f)> month (b/lijv,

the Moon-god, L. Lunus, M.rjvrj, the Moon-god-
dess, L. Luna), Skt. mas (for "mans, *mens) =
Zend mas, > Pers. mdh (> Hind. Turk, mah),
moon, month. The relations of these forms
to each other, and to the words for 'month'
(see month), and their ult. root, are undeter-
mined. The usual explanation is that the
moon is the 'measurer' (sc. of time), < / ma

>

Skt. md, measure (whence ult. E. mete1 and
measure). The L. name of the moon (lima)
and the L., Gr., and Teut. names for the sun
(L. sol = AS. sol, etc.; Gr. 7/Uof; AS. sunne,
E. gun, etc.) come from other roots, meaning
'

shine.'] 1. A heavenly body which revolves
around the earth monthly, accompanying the
earth as a satellite in its annual revolution,
and shining by the sun's reflected light. Next to
the sun, the moon is the most conspicuous and interesting
of celestial objects. The rapidity of its motion, the vari-

ety of its phases, and especially the striking phenomena
of eclipses, compelled the attention of the earliest observ-
ers ; and the fact that lunar observations can be made
available to determine the longitude has given the theory
of the moon's motion the first rank in economic impor-
tance, while the mathematical problems involved have
proved most interesting and fertile from the scientific

point of view. Of all the heavenly bodies (meteors ex-
cepted) the moon is nearest to us. Its mean distance
is a little more than sixty times the radius of the earth,
or 238,800 miles. The dimensions of the moon as com-
pared with those of the earth are far greater than those
of any other satellite in proportion to its primary. Its

moon
diameter is 2,162 miles (about 0.273 of the earth's equa-
torial diameter), and its volume, or bulk, is 0.0204, or about
one forty-ninth of that of the earth. Its mean density,
however (about 3.4 times that of water), is only about
three fifths of that of the earth, and its mass about one
eightieth. The inclination of its orbit to the ecliptic is

5 8' 40". It completes its revolution around the earth in
an average period of 27d. 7h. 43m. 11.5s.

,
which constitutes

the sidereal month; the ordinary, or synodical, mouth, from
new moon to new moon again, is a little more than two
dayslonger 29d.l2h. 44m. 2.7s. (See month.) The moon's
orbital motion is subject to considerable inequalities, due
to the disturbing action of the sun, and the investigation
of these inequalities makes up the major part of the "lu-
nar theory." The moon
revolves on its axis once
in a sidereal month, thus
always presenting nearly
the same face to the earth

a circumstance which
has led to the fallacy of a
denial of its rotation. (See
rotation.) Its disk appears
to the naked eye diversi-
fied by dark and bright
patches, giving rise to the
" man in the moon "

of

popular fancy (see under
man); but on examination
with a powerful telescope
these are lost sight of
and replaced by a crowd
of interesting objects,
such as mountains and
valleys, craters and clefts, on a scale unknown upon the
earth : the surface-structure seems to be mainly volcanic,
resembling very closely in certain respects, and differing
most markedly in others from, that which is characteristic
of volcanic regions on the earth's surface. The moon has
no clouds, shows no indications of an atmosphere or of
the presence of water, and is believed to have a tempera-
ture which at its maximum does not rise above the melt-
ing-point of ice. See libration.

To graffe and sowe in growing of the moone,
And kytte and mowe in wanyng is to doon.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 30.

What time the mighty moon was gathering light.

Tennyson, Love and Death.

2. A satellite of any planet: as, the moons of

Jupiter; Uranian moons. 3. The period of a
synodical revolution of the moon round the
earth

; a month.
This mone, in sunny daies and serene
Withouten frost, thi comes, weede hem clene.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 46.

One twelve moons more she'll wear Diana's livery.

Shak., Pericles, ii. 5. 10.

This roaring moon of daffodil
And crocus.

Tennyson, Pref. Sonnet to Nineteenth Century.

4. Something in the shape of a moon, espe-
cially of a half-moon or crescent. Specifically

(a) A crescent as a symbol or banner; especially, the
Turkish national emblem. (6) In fort., a crescent-shaped
outwork.

Much means, much blood this warlike Dane hath spent
To advance our flag above their horned moons.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

(c) In brickmakinff, an implement of the nature of a slice-

bar, for slicing or loosening fires in the grates of brick-
kilns. It is somewhat longer than half the width of the
kiln, and has a nearly circular blade perforated in the
middle, which is shoved in on the top of the grate and un-
der the flre, to clear out ashes and brighten up the flre.

5. The golden-crested wren, Itegulus cristatux.
Also moonie, muin. C. Swainson. See cut under
goldcrest. 6. The moon-daisy or moon-flower.
Also moons Acceleration of the moon. See accel-
eration Age of the moon. See age. Beyond the
moon, beyond reach

; extravagantly ;
out of depth.

Whither art thou rapt,
Beyond the moon that strives! thus to strain?

Drayton, Eclogues, v.

Blue moon, an absurdity; an impossibility.
Yf they saye the mone is beleive,
We must beleve that it is true,
Admittynge their interpretacion.

Roy and Barlow, Bede me and Be nott Wroth, p. 114.

[(Dames.)

Change of the moon. See change. Coition of the
moon. See coition. Dark moon. Same as dark of
the moon. Dark of the moon, the time in the month
when the moon is not seen. Ecclesiastical or calen-
dar moon. See ecclesiastical. Full moon. See /H1.

Libration of the moon. See libration. Man in
the moon. See man. Mean moon. See means. Mi-
chaelmas moon. See Michaelmas. Mock moon. See
paraselene. Moon hoax See hoax. Moon in dis-
tance, a nautical phrase used when the angle between the
moon and the sun or a star admits of measurement for
lunar observation. Mount Of the moon, in palmistry.
See mount, 5. The old moon in the new moon's arms,
that appearance of the moon during the first quarter in
which the whole orb is made faintly visible by earth-shine.

I saw the new moon late yestreen
Wi' the avid moon in her arm.

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads), III. 154.

To bark at the moon. See barki. TO level at the
moon, to cast beyond the moon, to be very ambitious ;

calculate deeply; make an extravagant conjecture. See
also under cast. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
noon1 (mon), v. t. [< moon 1

, .] I. trans. 1.
To adorn with a moon or moons

; furnish with
crescents or moon-shaped marks. 2. To ex-



moon

pose to the rays of the moon. [Hare in both
uses.

]

If they would have it to be exceeding white Indeed, they
seethe it yet once more, after It huth been thus sunned and
mooned. IliMaiul.

Krom 7 to 10 the whole population will lie in the streets,
not sunning but mooning themselves.

Kiivjitey. IscH (Life, II. 175). (Danen.)

II. iiilrii>i.i. To wander or gaze idly or mood-
ily about, as if moonstruck. [Colloq.]
He went mtmnin;/ along with his head down in dull and

helpless despondency.
Mrt. Wiphaitt, Poor (limtK-man, xllv.

moon'-'t. ''. and . An obsolete spelling of tnoanl.

moonack (mii'nak), . [Also monax; Amer.
Ind.] The woodchuck, Arctomys monax. J.

liiin-oughis. See cut under Arctomys. [South-
ern U. S., as Virginia, etc.]
moonbeam (mon'bem), n. A ray of light from
the moon.

To fan the muonbeatn$ from his sleeping eyes.
Shalt., M. N. D., ill. 1. 17.

moonbill (raOn'bil), n. The ringbill or ring-
necked scaup-duck, JEthyia collaris. G. Trum-
InilL [South Carolina.]
moon-blasted (mon'blas'ted), a. Blasted by
the influence or supposed influence of the
moon.
moon-blind (mon'bliud). a. 1. Dim-sighted;
purblind. Scott. 2. Same as moonstruck.

moon-blink (mon' blingk),n. Atemporaryeven-
ing blindness said to be occasioned by sleeping
in the moonshine in tropical climates.

moon-box (mdn'boks), >i. A theatrical device
for displaying an imitation moon on the stage.
moon-calf (moVkiif), . [= G. iiiiinill.ii/li. a

mooii-calf, a dolt, a false conception, lit. a per-
son or conception influenced by the moon .] 1 .

A monster
;
a deformed creature.

I hid me under the dead moon-calf
'

gaberdine.
Slink.. Tempest, U. 2. 115.

2. A dolt; a stupid fellow. 3. A mole or mass
of fleshymatter generated in the uterus; a false

conception. Cotgrare.

moon-creeper (mUn-kre'per), n. Same as

moon-floicfr, 2.

moon-culminating I'mon'kul'mi-na-ting), a. In

itxtrini., passing the meridian at nearly the same
time and on nearly the same parallel of declina-
tion as the moon. Moon-culminating stars, stars
which culminate at about the same time and nearly on
the same parallel of declination as the moon. They are
the stars of which the places are given in the Nautical
Almanac (generally four in number for each day) for the
days on which the moon can be observed, for use in longi-
tude determinations.

moon-culminations (mon'kul-mi-na'shonz), M.

/>!. In astron., a method of determining the

longitude of a place by observing with a tran-
sit-instrument the times at which the limb of
the moon and certain stars in the same part
of the sky culminate, or cross the meridian.
The fundamental principle is essentially the same as
that involved in the nautical method of "lunar dis-

tances" Among the stars the moon's position is utilized
to make known the Greenwich time out the transit ob-
servations are more easy and accurate than those made
with a sextant, and the reductions are more simple. The
method has been entirely superseded by the telegraphic
method wherever circumstances render the latter prac-
ticable.

moon-daisy (mon'da"zi), n. The oxeye daisy,
( 'In'i/xdiitliriuitiii Leucdntliemion.

Broad tnoon-daigien among the ripe and almost sapless
grass of midsummer. The Century, XJLXVL 804.

moon-dial (mon'di'al), M. A dial for showing
the hours by the moon,
mooned (moiul or mo'ned), a. [< moon + -ed-.]
1. Having the moon as symbol; identified with
the moon.

And mooned Ashtaroth,
Heaven's queen and mother both.

Milton, Nativity, L 200.

2. Marked or spotted as with moons.
When with his mooned train

The strutting peacock, yawling 'gainst the rain,
Klutters into the Ark, by his shrill cry
Telling the rest the tempest to be nigh.

Drayton, Noah's Hood.

3. Resembling the moon; crescent-shaped.
While thus he spake, the angelic squadron bright
Tnrn'd ttery red, sharpening In mooned horns
Their phalanx. Milton, P. L., iv. 978.

4. Furnished with a moon; bearing the Turkish
symbol of the crescent.

TiirlKins and scimitars in carnnge roll'd,
And their movn'd ensigns torn from every hold.

Mielcle. Almada Hill.

mooner(mo'n6r), M. One who moons; one who
wanders or gazes idly or moodilv about, as if

moonstruck. l>icken$. [Colloq.j

moonet (mo'net), ". [< moon + -tt.~\ A little

moon ; a satellite.

The i/utonett about Saturn and Jupiter.
lip. Hall, Free Prisoner, | 2.

mooney, <> and . See /o//.
mooneye (m8n'i), n. 1. An eye affected, or

suppose. I tn be affected, by the moon. 2. A
disease of the eye in horses. 3. A name of
several fishes. <') in the Mississippi valley, the moon-
eyed or toothed herring, Uyodan teryuut, a herring like

Mooneye \Hyo<ton ffrfuut .

(From Report of U. S. l-Uh Commission.)

fish with the belly rounded In front of the ventrals and
carinated behind them. It Is a common handsome f.sh, of
no economic value. See Byodon. Hence- (6) Any fish of
the family Hyodontida. (e) The Cisco of Lake Michigan
and Ontario, Coreymui hoyi.

mooneyed (mSn'id), n. 1. Affected with moon-
eye ; having eyes affected by the moon, or sup-
posed to be so affected. 2. Dim-eyed; pur-
blind. Dryden, Britannia Kediviva, 1. 94. 3.

Noting certain fishes, as the Hyodontida; or

mooneyes.
moon-face (mSn'fas), . A full round face ac-

cording to Oriental ideas, one of the principal
features of beauty in a woman.
He . . . surveyed the beauties of his time as the Caliph

the moon/oca of his harem. Thackeray, Newcomes, liii.

moon-faced (mpn 'fast), a. 1. Having a round
face like the rising full moon : usually in con-

tempt. 2. Having a radiant or beautiful face.

Maud, the beloved of my mother, the moon-faced darling
of all. Tennyton, Maud, L

moon-fern (mSn'fera), n. The moonwort, Jio-

trychium Lunaria.
moonfish (mon

'

fish), n. A name of several
fishes, (a) The sunfish. Mola rotunda: so called from
Its shape. | Local, Eng.] (6) A carangold flsh, *fej iwrmr.
the horsehead or lookdown, having a much-compressed
body, a very deep head abruptly angulated at the occiput,
and smooth silvery skin, (e) A stromateid flsh. Stromatfus
(or PtprUiuf) alepidotv*, the harvest-flan. (Florida, r. 8.)

(d) An cphinpioid flsh, Chtrtodipterug (or Parephipjna)fa-
ber, also called antifl-finh, spade-fish, three-banded gheepg-
head, and three-tailed porgy. (Local, IT. 8.] (e) The horse-

flsh, I'mner setipinnis. Also called dnllar-fith. See cuU un-
der Mola, horsehfad, and Ctuetodipterug.

moonflaw (mdn'fla), n. A flaw or defect sup-
posed to be caused by the moon

; especially,
an attack of lunacy.

I fear she has a Moonflaw in her brains ;

She chides and fights that none can look upon her.

Brome, Queen and Concubine, iv. 7.

moon-flower (mSn'flou'er), n. 1. The oxeye
daisy, Chrysanthemum Levcanthemum. 2. A
tropical night-blooming species of Ipoma'a,
with large fragrant white flowers, /. Bona-
nox or /. grandiflora. The moon-flower now culti-

vated as a summer plant northward Is probably I. Bona
nox, though sometimes called /. noctiphyton, etc. Also

moon-creeper.

moong (mong), M. [E. Ind. niunti (?); cf. mun-
170.] In the East Indies, a name given to some
varieties of Phaseolus Mungo, a species of kid-

ney-bean.

mponglade (mon'glad), . The track of moon-

light on water. [U. S.]

ilnonflladr : a beautiful word for the track of moonlight
on the water. Loirrll, Blglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

moongus (mong'gus), n. Same as mongoos.
moomsh (mo'msh),n. [< moon + -ink 1

.] Like
the moon; variable as the moon ; fickle; flighty.

At which time would I, being but a mooniih youth,
grieve, be effeminate, changeable, longing, and liking.

Skat., At you Like it, iii. 2. 430.

moonja. moonjah (mon'jft), M. [E. Ind., < 8kt.
in n a jn.] A grass, Sacchantni ciliart (S. ifunja),

indigenous to India, possessing great tenacity,
twisted into tow-ropes, rigging, etc.

moon-knife (ru8n'nif), . A crescent-shaped
knife used by leather-workers in shaving off the
coarse fleshy parts of skins. It is sharpened
on the convex edge.
The dyed leather Is washed with pure water, dried, (and)

grounded with a curious mcon-tcntfe.

Erteye. Brit., XIV. 889.

moonless (mon'les),rt. [< moon1 + -letts.] Des-
titute of a moon ; without moonlight.

When the dim nights were mnnnlrm.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, I. 46.

moonshine

moonlight (inon'lit), . am) ii. |< ME. motie-
lifht i= l>. inilililliclll = Ii. miiHillifht); < m(/l
+ /(<//./' , n.'] I. H. Tin- light afforded l,y tin-

moon; sunlight reflt-eteil from the- surface of

the moon.
II. n. Pertaining to> moonlight ; illiiininateU

by the moon
; occurring during or by moon-

light.
If you will patiently dance In our round
And see oar moonltyU revels, fu with u.

.S'Aa*., M. N. l).,ll. 1. 141.

A moonlight flitting, tot jutting.

moon-lighted (men'li'ted), a. Same aa moon-
lit.

moonlighter (man'li'ter), n. 1. A memlx-r of
one of the organized bands of desperados that
carried on a system of agrarian outrages in

Ireland. 2. Same as moonshiner. 3. One of
a party who go about serenading on moonlight
nights. [Local, U. 8.]
moonlighting (mon'li'ting), n. [< moonlight +
-ing

1
. Cf. moonlighter.] 1. Systematic agra-

rian outrages in Ireland. Bee moonlighter. 2.

Moonshining.
moonlingt (mon'ling), n. [< moiil + -Wwjrl.]
A simpleton; a fool; a lunatic.

I have a husband, and a two-legged one,
But such a moonlinff as no wit of man
Or roses can redeem from being an ass.

B. JuHHin, Devil Is an Ass, L S.

moon-lit (mon'lit), a. Lighted or illuminated

by the moon.
When smoothly go our gondoleta
O'er the moonlit sea. Moore, National Airs.

moon-loved (mSn'luvd), a. Loved by the moon.
The yellow-skirted Fayes

Fly after the night-steeds, leaving their maon-loi'd maze.
Milton. Nativity, L 230

moon-madness (mon'raad'nes), n. Lunacy;
the madness supposed to be produced by sleep-
ing in the full rays of the moon.
Want, and moon-madnea, and the pest's swift bane, . . .

Have each their mark and sign.

Shelley, Rerolt of Islam, v 1 . 17.

moon-mant (m3n'man), />. 1. A lunatic. See

quotation under def. 2. 2. A Gipsy.
A mooneman signifies in English a madman. ... By a

by-namethey are called Gipsies, they call themselves Eglp-
Hans, others In mockery call them moonemen.

Deleter, Lanthome and Candle- Light, vlll.

moon-month (mOn'munth), H. A lunar month.
See month.

moon-penny (mBn'pen'i), n. The oxeye daisy,
l-'k rysnn them um I^eucantliemvm .

moon-plant (mou'plaut), n. Same as soma-

plant.

mpon-raker (mon'ra'ker), n. 1. A stupid or

silly person : said to refer primarily to one
who, mistaking the moon's shadow in water for
a cheese, set himself to rake it out. 2. Xaut.,
same as moon-nail.

moon-raking (mon'ra'king), M. Wool-gather-
ing. See moon-raker, 1.

Being called the master now, ... it Irked me much
that anyone should take advantage of me; yet everybody
did so as soon as ever It was known that my wits were
gone miKin-ratimj. R. D. Bladcmore, Lorna Doone, ivil.

moqnrise (raon'riz), n. The rising of the moon,
or its appearance above the horizon.

The serene tnoonrue of a summer night J. MaHey.

moons (monz), n. Same as moon 1
,
6.

moon-sail (mdVsal or -si), n. Xaut., a sail set
above a skysail. Also called moon-raker.
moonseed (mon'sed), n. A plant of the genus
Menixpermum.- Canadian moonseed, . Caiwdij.
moonset (mdn'set), n. [< moon 1 + wl ; formed
on analogy of #unxet.] The setting of the moon.
Broirning. [Rare.]
moon-shaped (aBte'thipt), a. Shaped like the
moon ; crescent-shaped.
moonshee (mOn'she), 11. [< Hind, muiixhi, <

Ar. iiiuiixlii, a writer, secretary, tutor.] In Hin-
dustan, a secretary; also, an interpreter; a
teacher of languages.
His good wife sat reading her Bible, in Blndoostanee,

under the guidance of a long nosed, white-bearded old
moonthee. W. U. RuaeU, Diary In India, II. 77.

moon-sheered (mSn'sherd), a. Xaat., noting
a ship the upper works of which rise very high
fore and aft. [Rare.]
moonshine (mBn'shin), n. and a. [= D. mant-

scliijn = MHG. mniixlcini', mdnnrhin. Q. mond-
xrhrin = Icel. mdnatikin = Sw. mdnxkcn = Dan.
maanegkin ; as moon 1 + shine.] I. M. 1. The
shining or light of the moon.

Flower-cups all with dewdrops gleam,
And mooiuhint floweth like a stream.

MoUttrmU, The Voice of Love.



moonshine

2. Figuratively (as light without heat), show
without substance or reality; pretense; empty
show

;
fiction : as, that's all moonshine.

Labouring for nothings, and preaching all day for shad-
ows and moonshine. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 128.

You may discourse of Hermes' ascending spirit, of Or-

pheus' enchanting harpe, of Homer's divine furie, . . .

and I wott not what marvelous egges in mooneshine.

Harvey, Pierce's Supererogation.

3. A month. [Burlesque and rare.]

I am some twelve or fourteen moonshines

Lag of a brother. Shak., Lear, i. 2. 5.

4f. A dish of poached eggs served with a sauce.

Draw, you rogue ; for, though it be night, yet the moon
shines ; I'll make a sop o' th' moonshine of you.

Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 36.

5. Smuggled spirits : so called as beingbrought
in or taken away at night. [Prov. Eng. and
southern U. S.]

At Piddinghoe they dig for moonshine.
N. and Q., Oth ser., IX. 401.

II. a. 1. Illuminated by the moon. [Rare.]
I was readie to set fourth about eight of the clocke at

night, being a faire moone thine night.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 100.

2. Nocturnal. [Rare.]
You moonshine revellers. Shale., 11. W. of W., v. 6. 42.

3. Empty; trivial.

moonshiner (mon'shi"ner), n. One who pursues
a dangerous or illegal trade at night, as a smug-
gler ; specifically, in the southern United States,
an illicit distiller. Also called moonlighter.

moonshining (mon'shi
//

ning), n. [< moonshine
+ -ing1 . Cf. moonshiner.] Illicit distilling.

[U. S.]

The poet and the novelist . . . might (if they shut their

eyes) make this season [of hop-picking] as romantic as vin-

tage-time on the Rhine, or moonshining on the Southern
mountains. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 288.

moonshiny (mon'shv''ni), a. [< moonshine +
-y

1
.] 1. Illuminated by moonlight.

1 went to see them in a moonshiny night. Addison.

2. Visionary; unreal; fictitious; nonsensical.

Here were no vague moonshiny ideals.

The Century, XXXI. 186.

moon-sickt (mon'sik), a. Crazy; lunatic. Da-
vies.

If his itch proceed from a moon-sic* head, the chief in-

tention is to settle his brains.
Ken. T. Adams, Works, I. 602.

moonstone (mSn'ston), n. [= D. maansteen =
Or. mondstein = Sw. m&nsten = Dan. maanesten ;

as moon1 + stone.] A variety of feldspar which
by reflected light presents a delicate pearly play
of color not unlike that of the moon, it belongs
in part to a variety of orthoclase called adularia, but in

part also to albite or oligoclase. It is often cut and used
for ornamental purposes. The finest specimens (adularia)
come from Ceylon.

moonstricken (mon' striken), a. Same as
moonstruck.

Happily the moonstricken prince had gone a step too far.

Brougham.

moonstruck (mon'struk), a. Affected or re-

garded as affected in mind or health by the light
of the moon

; lunatic
;
crazed

;
dazed.

Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy,
And moon-struck madness. Milton, P. L, xi. 486.

A moonstruck, silly lad, who lost his way,
And, like his bard, confounded night with day.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

Some of the transcendental Republican Germans were
honest enough in their moon-struck theorizing.

The Century, XXXVIII. 690.

moon-trefoil (m6n'tre"foil), n. The tree-medic,
Medicago arborea, a shrubby evergreen species,
native in Italy, cultivated in gardens. It is said
to increase the secretion of milk in cattle.

moonwort (mon'wert), n. A fern, Botrychium
Lunaria. See lunaryV, 2, and cut under Botry-
chium Hemlock-leafed moonwort, the American
fern in cultivation, Botrychium Virginianwm: so called
from the resemblance of the fronds to the leaves of the
hemlock.

moony (mo'ni), a. and n. [Formerly also moon-
ey; < moon1 + -y

1
.] I. a. 1. Like a moon, (a)

Crescent-shaped. (6) Round : used of a shield.

Nor bear the helm, nor lift the moony shield.

Dryden, Iliad, xiii.

2f. Bearing or furnished with a orescent as an
emblem, badge, or standard ; having the cres-
cent as a standard.

If they once perceive, or understand
The moony standards of proud Ottoman
To be approaching.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

3. Giving light like that of the moon
;
resem-

bling moonlight.

3852
Soft and pale is the moony beam.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

The moony vapour rolling round the king,
Who seem'd the phantom of a Giant in it.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

4. Lighted by the moon.
Leave tenantless thy crystal home, and fly,

With all thy train, athwart the moony sky.
Poe, Al Aaraaf.

5. Bewildered or silly, as if moonstruck; hazy.
Violent and capricious or moony and insipid.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxii.

6. Sickly; of weak bodily constitution. [Prov.
Eng.] 7. Intoxicated; tipsy. [Colloq.]

fl. n. A simpleton; a noodle. [Colloq.]

mopnya (mon'ya), re. [E. Ind.] A fiber ob-
tained in India from a, grass of the genus Arun-
do. It is used for making ropes and twine. The
split stalks are made into the durma mats of

Calcutta.

moon-year (mon'yer), n. A lunar year,

nioop (mop), v. i. [Cf. mump1
.']

To nibble.

[Scotch.]
But aye keep mind to moop an' mell
Wi' sheep o' credit like thysel'.

Burna, Death of Poor Mailie.

moor1
(ni6r), n. [= Sc. muir; < ME. moore, more,

< AS. mor, waste land, a field, a marsh, fen,
also high waste ground, a mountain-waste, =
OS. mor = D. moer, a morass, = LG. mor =
OHG. MHG. muor, a fen, rarely a lake, G. moor
(< LG.), a fen, moor, = Icel. mor (gen. mos),
orig. *morr, a moor, heath, peat, = Sw. Dan.
mor, a moor

; prob. related to AS. mere= OHG.
meri= Goth, marei, etc., a lake, mere, = L. mare,
sea: see mere1.] 1. A tract of open, unfilled,
and more or less elevated land, often overrun
with heath.

A medowe called the lake medowe, w 1 a more therto ad-

ioyning called lake medowe more.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 237.

We'll sing auld Coila's plains and fells,
Her moors red-brown wi' heather bells.

Burns, To W. Simpson.

2. A tract of land on which game is strictly

preserved for the purposes of sport. 3. Any
uninclosed ground. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
[Not used in any sense in U. S.]=8yn. 1. Morass,
etc. See marsh.

moor2
(mor), v. [Prob. (with a change of vowel

not satisfactorily explained) < D. marren, for-

merly maren, tie. bind, moor (a ship), hinder,
retard, = E. mar1

: see mar1
.] I. trans. 1. To

confine or secure (a ship) in a particular station,
as by cables and anchors or by lines; specifi-

cally, to secure (a ship) by placing the anchors
so that she will ride between them, thus occu-

pying the smallest possible space in swinging
round.

They therefore not only moored themselves strongly by
their anchors, but chained the sides of their gallies to-

gether. Raleigh, Hist. World, V. L 3.

2. To secure ;
fix firmly.

Neva of the banded isles,
We moor our hearts in thee !

0. W. Holmes, America to Russia.

Mooring anchor. See anchori. TO moor head and
stern, to secure (a ship) with one or more cables leading
from the bows and with others from the stern. To moor
with an open hawse. See hawsei.

II. intrans. 1. To be held by cables or
chains. [Rare.]

On oozy ground his galleys moor.

Dryden, JSneid, vi.

2. To fasten or anchor a boat or ship.
The pilot of some small night-foundered skiff,

Deeming [leviathan] some island, oft, as seamen tell.

With fixed anchor in his scaly rind
Moors by his side under the lee. Milton, P. L., i. 207.

moor2 (mor), n. [< moor2 , >.] The act of moor-

ing A flying moor, the act of mooring while under
way, by first letting go an anchor and veering twice as
much cable as is needed, then letting go the second an-
chor and, while veering its chain, heaving in half the
cable veered on the first one.

moor3 (mor), a. A dialectal form of more1
.

Tennyson .

Moor4 (mor), n. [Early mod. E. also Moore,
More; < ME. More, Moore, Mmvre = D. Moor =
MLG. 3for= OHG. MHG. Mor, G. Molir = Sw.
Dan. Mor (cf. equiv. MLG. Marian = Dan. and
Sw. Morian, Dan. also Maurer) = F. More, also

Ma lire = Pr. Mor = Sp. Moro = Pg. Mouro =
It. Moro, < L. Maurus, ML. also Menu, < Gr.

Maiipof, a Moor; perhaps <,uatJpof, a/mvpof, dark
(see amaiirosis); but perhaps the name was of

foreign origin. Cf. blackamoor. Hence Morian,
Moresque, Morisco, morris1

.] 1. One of a dark
race dwelling in Barbary in northern Africa.
They derive their name from the ancient Mauri or Mauri-
tanians (see Mauritanian), but the present Moors are a

mooring
mixed race, chiefly of Arab and Mauritanian origin. The
name is applied especially to the dwellers in the cities.

The Arabic conquerors of Spain were called Moors.

The folk of that Contree ben blake y now, and more
Make than in the tother partie ;

and thei ben clept Mowres.

Mandevule, Travels, p. 156.

The Sea-coast-Moors, called by a general name Baduini:
which in Arabia and Egypt is the title of the people that
Hue in the Champaine and Inland Countries.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 087.

Hence 2. A dark-colored person generally;
a negro ;

a black.

O hold thy hand, thou savage moor,
To hurt her do forbear.

The Cruel Black (Child's Ballads, III. 374).

Between us we can kill a fly
That comes in likeness of a coal-black Moor.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 2. 78.

Moor's head, in her., the head of a negro, represented in

profile unless otherwise stated in the blazon, usually hav-

ing a heraldic wreath about the head and an ear-ring in

the ear ; a blackamoor's head.

moor5 (mor), n. [Manx.] An officer in the Isle

of Man who summons the courts for the several
districts or sheadings. Wharton.
moor8 (mor), n. [Cf. maire, mayor, in same
sense in Rom.] A bailiff of a farm. ffaWiwell.

[North. Eng.]
moorage (mor'aj), re. [< woo?'

2 + -age.] A place
for mooring. [Rare.]
moor-ball (mor'bal), n. A curious sponge-like
ball found at the bottom of fresh-water lakes,
and consisting of plants of an alga, Conferva
JEgagropila. It consists of a mass of branched articu-

lated green threads, resembling the hair-balls sometimes
found in the stomach of ruminants.

moorband (mor'band), . Same as moorpan.
moorberry (mor'ber"i), n. See cranberry, 1.

moor-blackbird (mor'blak'berd), a. The ring-
ouzel, Turdus torquatus or Merula torquata.
moor-bred (mor'bred), a. Produced on moors.

When, as from snow-crown'd Skidow's lofty cliffs

Some fleet-wing'd haggard, tow'rds her preying hour.
Amongst the teal and moor-bred mallard drives.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, vi. 66.

moor-buzzard (mor'buz"ard), n. The marsh-

harrier, Circus arrwginosus : so called from fre-

quenting moors. See cut under marsh-harrier.

moor-coal (mor'kol), n. In geol., a friable vari-

ety of lignite.
moor-COCk (mor'kok), . The male moor-fowl.
moor-COOt (mor'kot), n. Same as moor-hen, 2.

Moor-dance (mor'dans), n. Same as Morisco, 3.

Moorery (mor'fer-i), w. [< Moor^ + -ery, after

Sp. moreria, < Moro, Moor. Cf . Jewry.] A quar-
ter or district occupied by Moors. [Rare.]

They arose and entered the moorery, and slew many
moors, and plundered their houses.

Southey, Chron. of the Cid (1808), p. S86. (Davies.)

Mooress (mor'es), n. [< Moor* + -ess.] A fe-

male Moor.
moor-fowl (mor'foul), n. 1. Same as moor-

game. 2. The ruffed grouse. J. Bartram,
1791. [South Carolina.]
moor-game (mor'gam), n. The Scotch grouse
or red-game, Lagopus scoticus. See cut under

grouse.
moor-grass (mor'gras), n. The grass Sesleria

coerulea. It is widely spread throughout Europe in moun-
tain pastures. A cotton-grass, Eriophorum anguxtifoliuin,
and other diverse plants, have also been so called. Pur-
ple moor-grass. See Molinia.

moor-hawk (mor'hak), n. The moor-buzzard
or marsh-hawk, Circus ceniginosus.
moor-heath (mor'heth), n. Heath of several

species, especially Erica vagans, also called

Cornish heath. See heath, 2.

moor-hen (mor'hen), n. 1. The female moor-
fowl. 2. The common British gallinule or

water-hen, Gallinula chloropus. Also moor-coot.

3. The American coot, Fulica americana.
moor-ill (mor'il), n. A certain disease to

which cattle are subject. Also called red-

water. [Scotch.]

Though he helped Lambside's cow weel out o' the moor-

ill, yet the lonping-ill 's been sairer amang his sheep than

ony season before. Scott, Black Dwarf, x.

mooring (mor'ing), n. [Verbal n. of moor2
, v.]

1 . Kant. : (a) The act of securing a ship or boat
in a particular place by means of anchors, etc.

There is much want of room for the safe and convenient

mooring of vessels, and constant access to them.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

(6) Mostly in the plural, that by which a ship is

confined or secured, as the anchors, chains, and
bridles laid athwart the bottom of a river or har-

bor : as, she lay at her moorings. Hence, gen-
erally 2. That to which anything is fastened,
or by which it is held.

My moorings to the past snap one by one.

Lowell, To G. W. Curtis.



mooring-bend

mOOring-bend (nior'in^-liend). n. \tit., the
heiid l>y which a cable or hawser is secured to

a post or rine;.

mooring-bitts (inor'in^-bits). . /</. Strong
posts of wood or iron fastened in 1111 upright
position on a ship's deck, for securing mooriug-
chains or cables.

mooring-block (mor'ing-blok), . A sort of
cast -iron anchor used in some ports for mooring
ships.

mooring-bridle (mor'ing-brl'dl), n. .v/., a

chain or hawser attached to permanent moor-
ings, and taken on board through the hawse-
pipe in mooring.

mooring-chocksOnor'ing-choks), ii. ill. Large
blocks of hard wood fastened in a snip's port-
holes, with scores in them to hold the moorings.
mooring-pall (tnor'ing-pal), H. Same as w// -

mooring-post (mor'ing-post), n. 1. A strong
upright post of wood, stone, or iron, fixed firm-

ly in the ground, for securing vessels to a land-

ing-place by hawsers or chains. 2. pi. Same
as mniiriiiti-liitls.

mooring-shackle (mdr'ing-shak"l), . Same as

mooring-swivel.

mooring-stump (mor'ing-stump), n. A fixture

to which boats were formerly moored. It consist-
ed of a large stone, weighing from 8 to 4 tons, with a hole in

the mlddleabouty inches in diameter, Into which a straight
white oak butt, about 17 feet long, was inserted, so that at

high tide some 3 or 4 feet
of the stump appeared
above the water. To It

were attached a crab and
a piece of cable, which
were kept afloat by a

buoy. [Gloucester, Mass-
achusetts. ]

mooring-swivel
(m6r'iug-swiv"l), n.

Naut., a swivel used
in mooring a ship to

shackle two chains

together so that

they may not be-
come twisted. AISO

Moorinlj.swivel or Mooring-shackk.
iiiooriiiH-xhackle.

moorish 1 (mSr'ish), a. [< moor 1 + -ishl.~] 1.

Marshy ; resembling a moor.
There now no rivers course is to be seene,
But moorish fennes, and marshes ever greene.

Spenser. Ruins of Time, 1. 140.

The Ground here [Amsterdam J, which is all 'twixtMash
and Moorish, lies not oidy level but to the apparent Sight
of the Eye far lower than the Sea. Hovell, Letters, I. L 5.

Along the tnoorish fens

Sighs the sad geniua of the coming storm.

Thomson, Winter, L Otl.

2. Belonging to a moor; growing on a moor:
as, moorish reeds. 3. Having the qualities of

a moor; characterless; barren.

They be pathless, moorish minds,
That, being once made rotten with the dung
Of damned riches, over after sink
Beneath the steps of any villainy.

B. Janson, Poetaster, v. 1.

858
in Egypt, but Is generally itifcni.r in dignity, rcnncmcni,
and variety. I.Ike other Saracenic art, it is nearly devolu
of the representation of animal or vegetable life, and Is

: ill) iirh iii piifly riMitriitiunal or geometrical pat-
terns, such as interlacing!*, produced in stamped :u

"p <1 plaster, In glazed and painted tiles, in carving, etc.

Alhambralc art Is a late development of the Moorish. See
cut under arabesque. Moorish drum, a tanilHuirine.

Moorish pottery, |>"ttrry made by the people nf north-

ern Africa: a name specifically given to the Imrini hnilt

into the walls of ancient Italian churches, assumed by
modern writers to have been brought from Africa as tro-

phies.

-^

Moorish 11 (mor'ish), a. [< Moor* + -*>. Cf.

Morisco, Moresque, morris 1
.']

Of or pertaining to

the Moors Moorish art, decoration, etc., the art of

the Mohammedan people of northern Africa both at home
and In Spain during their occupation of that country. It

Is a branch of the Saracenic art, and bears a close general
resemblance to Arabic art, as seen In Syria, and especially

'

Moorish Art. Doorway of M.wque, Tangier*. Morocco.

.

moorland (mor'hind), n. and a. [< ME. *u>r-

/mill, < AS. HKirliniil, < mfir, moor, -r land, land.]
I. n. A tract of waste land

;
a moor.

the dreary, dreary moorlanit ! O the barren, barren shore !

Tennyson, Lockslcy Hall.

II. n. Consisting of moorland; having the

properties of a moor.
Moorman (mOr'man), u.; pi. Moormen (-men).
[< Moor* + -man.'] A Moor; one supposed to

be a Moor: specifically applied to Mohamme-
dan tradesmen of Arabic descent in Ceylon.

l.i >kn- Appu. tying the Moorman up In the aack, and tak-

ing hia clothes and bundle of cloth, then hid himself.
The Orientalist, M. 6.1.

moor-monkey (mor'mung''ki), n. A book-
name of a Bornean macaque, Macacitg mum >:

so called from the blackish color. It is about
18 inches long, with scarcely any tail.

moornt, < An obsolete spelling of mourn 1
.

moorpan (mor'pan), n. [< moor1 + ]>a>i. Cf.

liard-inm.] A hard clayey layer, frequently
ferruginous, found at a depth of 10 or 12 inches
in mossy districts. Also momband.
moor-peat (mOr'pet), n. Peat derived chiefly
from varieties of sphagnum or moss. [Eng.]
moorstone (mor'ston), . Granite. [Cornwall
and Devonshire, Eng.j ,

Hard grouan 1s granite or moontone. Pryee (1778).

moor-tit (mor'tit), n. 1. The stonochat or

wheatear, Saxicokt oenanthe. 2. The whinchat.
Pratineula rubicola. 3. The meadow-pipit, JH-
thus pratensis. [Local Eng. in all senses.]
moorva (mor'vii), n. [E. Ind., < Skt. niuird.] An
East Indian pliant, Sanxrvirria Zeylanica ; also,
its long, tenacious, silky fiber, which makes an
excellent cordage. Also called marool, and,
with other species of the genus, boirntring hemp.
moor-whin (mor'hwin), N. See whin.

moorwort (moVwert), . A shrub, Andromi-ila

pnlifolin. See rosemary.

moory1
(mSr'i), . [< ME. *mory, < AS. morig,

moory, < mor, moor: see moor1 and -y
1
.]

Marshy; fenny; boggy; watery.
In process of time [they] became to be qult overgrowne

with earth and moulds ; which moulds, wanting their due

aadnesse, are now turned Into moorie plot*.

UoKnshed, Descrfp. of England, nil.

The dust the Heidi and pastures covers,
As when thick mists arise from moory rales.

Fairfax.

moory2 (moVi), . [E. Ind.] A blue cloth

principally manufactured in the presidency of

Madras in India and exported to the Malay peo-

ples of the south. Bnifonr.
moost, ii. An old form of moone.

moose (mos), ii. [Formerly also mooitix; < Al-

gonkin musv, Kmsteneaux moustrnli : said to

mean 'wood-eater.'] An animal of the fam-

ily Cervidte, the Cerrun alces or Alee* malchix of

those who hold that it is the same as the elk of

Europe; the moose-deer of America, by some
considered specifically distinct from the elk of

Europe, and then called Alces nmcricana. It U
the largest animal of iU kind In America, and corresponds
to the elk of Europe, being very different from the Ameri-
can elk or wapiti, Elaphus (Germs) canadtnsis. The male

may attain the height of 17 hands, and weigh 1,000 pounds
or more. The form is very ungainly, with humped withers
and sloping quarto's, and a very heavy, unshapely head.

The horns are enormous and completely palmate, with

many short points. A kind o( bag or pouch hangs from
the throat. The limbs are thick, with broad hoofs; the

tall is very short ; the ears are large and slouching ; and
the muzzle Is very broad, with a thick pendulous upper
lip. The color is brown of variable shade. The female
is hornless, and much smaller and more slightly built than
the male. The moose inhabits the northernmost part of

the Vnlted States, as northern New England, and much
of British America, The cut at die is an equally good fig-

ure of the moose.

The Beasts (of New England) be as followeth :

The Kingly Lion and the strong arro'd Bear,
The large-limb'd Moosis with the tripping Dear;
Quit-darting Porcupines and Rackcames be,
Castled in the hollow of an aged Tree.

S. Clarice, Four Plantations in America (1670X p. 32.

moose-bird (mds'berd), ii. The Canada jay or

whisky-jack, Perigoreus canadenxig : so called

from its frequent association with the moose.
moose-call (moVkal). n. A trumpet of birch-
bark used by hmitrrs in calling moose to an

moot

ambuscade or blind. Njiortsman'* Gazetteer.

[
1 '. S. and Canada J

moose-deer (miis'der), H. The moose.
moose-elm < mo-'i-lin), n. 8e elm.

moosewood imos'wud), n. 1. The leatlu-r-

woml, Itii.H /Hi/nutria. 2. The striped maple,
.!/<; /'I-HII*I/II-IIIIII-HIH. See maple 1

.

moose-yard (moVyard), n. A space or ar>

the oods occupied by a herd of moose in win-
ter, -hut in on all sides by deep snow. The inow
where the animals herd together to browae upon moose
wood, nions, etc., being trampled down, a sort of Ineloture
Is formed, which may be occupied by many Individuals u
long as the supply of food but*. [U. 8. and Canada.)

Mooslim, n. and it. Same as Moult in.

moostt, ' A Middle English form of

moot 1 (m8t), n. [< ME. moot, mote, mot, i

< AS. uKit (found only in comp.), usually gemot,
meeting, assembly (iritena gemot, assembly of

counselors, parliament: gee tcitena-yrtuot), =
<)S. MI,/, muot = MLO. mote, mute, LO. mote
= MHG. muos = Icel. mot = Goth, 'garnet (in

dcriv. gtimotjan, meet), a meeting (cf. Bw. mote,
Dan. mode = E. inert, n.). Hence moot 1

, r., and
meet1

.'} If. A meeting; a formal assembly. In
this sense obsolete, except ai used, chiefly In the archaic

(Middle English) form mate, In certain historical terms, as

fullnnout or/otlnnote, haUmate, etc. See del. S.

Alle the men In that mote maden much joye
To apere In his presense prestly that tyme.

Sir Uaiatyne and the Oreen Kmjht (E. E. T. .\ L 10.

The monke was going to London ward,
There to holde grete mote.

Lytelt Oeste of Robyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. 88).

2. The place of such a meeting. 3. In early

Eng. hist., a court formed by assembling the
men of the village or tun, the hundred, or the

kingdom, or their representatives. It exercised

political and administrative functions with some judicial

powers. Compare iritena-yemot. See the quotation.

The four or ten villagers who followed the reeve of each

township to the general mustr of the hundred were held
to represent the whole body of the township from whence
they came. Their voice was its voice, their doing Iti do*

ing, their pledge Its pledge. The hundred-moot, a moot
which was made by this gathering of the representative*
of the townships that lay within Its bounds, thus became
at once a court of appeal from the mooU of each separate
village as well as of arbitration in dispute between town-

ship and township. The Judgment of graver crimes, and
of life or death, fell to Its share; while It necessarily pos-
sessed the same right of law-making for the hundred that

the village-moot possessed for each separate village. And
as hundred-moot stood above town-moot, so above the

hundred-moot stood the Folk-moot, the general muster of

the people in arms, at once war-host and highest law.court,
and general Parliament of the tribe. But whether In Folk-

moot or hundred-moot, the principle of representation was
preserved. In both the constitutional forms, the forms
of deliberation and decision, were the same. In each the

priests proclaimed silence, the ealdormen of higher blood

spoke, groups of freemen from each township stood round,

shaking their spears In assent, clashing shields In applause,
settling matters in the end by loud shouts of "Aye" or
"
Nay. J. R. Oreen, Hist of Eng. People, I. I.

4. Dispute ;
debate

;
discussion ; specifically,

in law, an argument on a hypothetical case by
way of practice.
The pleadynge used In conrte and chauncery called

motes, where ... a case Is appoynted to be moted by
certayne yonge men, contaynyng some doubtefull contro-
nersie. Sir T. Kfyot, The Oovernour, L 14.

I hard that your Grace, In the disputes of al purposes
quherwlth, after the exemple of the wyse in former ages,

you use to season your moat.
A. lliniii-. orthographic (E. E. T. H.), Ded., p. _'.

Orators have their declamations; lawyers have their
until*. Bacon, Church of Eng.

Hark moot, see mart. . Swain moot or mote. In old

Kng, lav, a court of the forests, held periodically before
the verderers, and having Jurisdiction of poaching, etc.

Sometimes written mean moot. Wood moot or mote,
In old Eng. forest law, an inferior court held every forty

days, a sort of minor "regard* or Inspection, In which

presentments were made and attachments received.

Stubt*.

moot 1
(mot), a. [As an adj., to be regarded as

contracted from mooti-d. Otherwise moot point
and moot ease must be compounds, < moot*, n.,

+ point, ooac1
.] Relating to or connected with

debatable questions ; subject to discussion ;
dis-

cussed or debated
; debatable; unsettled.

For it was a moot point in heaven whether he could al-

ter fate or not : and Indeed some passages In Virgil would
make us suspect that he was of opinion Jupiter might
defer fate, though he could not alter It.

Drydrn, Epic Poetry.

Whether this young gentleman . . . combined with the

miserly vice of an old one any of the open-handed vices of

a young one was a moot point
Ditkrnt, Our Mutual Friend, U. 5.

Hoot court. See court.

moot1 (m8t), r. [< ME. moten, mooten, motien,
cite to a meeting, discuss, < AS. motion, cite to

a meeting. < mot, fit mot, a meeting: see moot1 ,

n.] I. frnii.v. 1. to debate; discuss; argue for

and against; introduce or submit for discns-

sion.



moot
If men would be as diligent in the rooting out of vices

and grafting in of virtues as they are in mooting questions,
there would not be so many evils and scandals among the

people. Thomas a Kempis, Imit. of Christ (trans.), i- 3.

This is the most general expression of a problem which

hardly has been mentioned, much less mooted, in this

country. Sir W. Hamilton.

Leibnitz mooted, this obj ection. Westminster Rev.

Specifically 2. In law, to plead or argue (a
cause or supposed cause) merely by way of ex-

ercise or practice. 3f. To speak; utter.

The first sillabis that thow did mute.
Was pa da lyn [Where's Davie Lyndsay?].

Sir D. Lyndsay, Works, p. 263.

II. t intrans. 1. To argue; dispute.

Agens thee nyle y not moote.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 202.

2. To plead or argue a supposed cause.

There is a difference between mooting and pleading, be-

tween fencing and fighting. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

He talks statutes as fiercely as if he had mooted seven

years in the inns of court.

Bp. Karle, Micro-cosmographle, An Attorney.

moot2t, . An obsolete variant of mots .

The master of the game, or his lieutenant* sounded three

long moote*, or blasts with the horn, for the uncoupling
of the hart hounds. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 79.

moot3
(mot), v. t. [Origin obscure.] To dig.

Davies.

mootable (mii'ta-bl), a. [< moot1 + -able.'] Ca-

pable of being mooted
; disputable ; open, as a

question.
He declareth the matter, and argueth it by cases of law,

much after the man or of a motabie case.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 944.

moot-bookt (mot'buk), n. See the quotation.
Plowden's queries, or a moot-book of choice cases, usefull

for young students of the common law.' This was several

times printed. Wood, Athena? Oxon.

mootchie-wood (mo'chi-wud), . In India, the
soft white wood of Erythrina Indica, used for

making light boxes, scabbards, toys, etc.

mooter (mo'ter), . 1. One who moots; a

disputer of a moot case. Totld. 2. In ship-

building, a workman who makes treenails.

[Bare.]
moot-hallt (mot'hal), n. [< ME. moothalle, mote-

hall; < moot1 + hall.'] A hall of meeting, de-

bate, or judgment. In the moot-halls formerly con-
nected with the inns of court, imaginary or moot cases
were argued by the students of law.

I shal no reuthe haue
While Mede hath the maistrye in this moot-halle.

Piers Plowman (B), iv. 135.

Thanne thei ledden Jhesus to Caifas into the moot-halle,
and it was eerli. Wydif, John xviii. 28.

moot-hill (mot'hil), n. [< moot*- + MM*. No
ME. or AS. form appears.] In old Eng. liist.,

a hill of meeting on which the moot was held.

The life, the sovereignty of the settlement, was solely
in the body of the freemen whose holdings lay round the
moot-hill or the sacred tree where the community met from
time to time to order its own industry and to make its

own laws. J. R. Green, Making of England, p. 187.

moot-houset (mot'hous), . [< ME. mothus, <

AS. mothus,< mot, gemot, meeting,+ hus, house.]
Same as moot-hall.

mooting (mo'ting), n. [< ME. mating, motyng.
< AS. motung, conversation, discourse

; verbal
n. of mofa'are, discuss, moot: see moot 1

, v,~\ 1.

Pleading; disputing.
Her pardoun is ful petit at her partyng hennes,
That any mede of meue men for her motyng taketh.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 68.

Stand sure and take good foting,
And let be al your mating.

Skelton, Boke of Colin Clout.

2. The exercise of pleading a moot case.

The society of Gray's Inn has revived mootings, it is un-
derstood with some success. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 89.

moot-mant (mot'man), n. One who argued a

hypothetical case in the inns of court.

mooty (mo'ti), n.
; pi. mooties (-tiz). [A native

name (?).] A very small bluish falcon, an Ori-

ental finch-falcon, Microhierax ccerulescens.

moovet, v. An obsolete spelling of move.

mop1 (mop), v. i.
; pret. and pp. mopped, ppr.

mopping. [Early mod. E. moppe ; = D. moppen
= G. muffen ( > LG. muffen), pout, grimace: see

mop1
, n., and cf. wop2 , mops. Cf . mow5

. Also,
in another form and modified sense, mope.] 1.

To make a wry mouth.
I beleeve hee hath robd a Jackanapes of his jesture;

marke but his countenance, see how he mops, and how he
mowes, and how he straines his lookes.

B. Rich, Faults and nothing but Faults, p. 7. (Nares.)

2. To fidget about. [Prov. Eng.]
mop 1 (mop), n. [Early mod. E. moppe, = late

MHG. mnpf, muff, a wry face : see mop 1
,
n. Cf.

3854

iitopx, mopxy, moppet1
, moppet2 . The words

mop 1
, mop2

, moppet1
, moppet'

2
, etc., are more

or less confused in use.] 1. A wry mouth; a

pout; a grimace.
What mops and mows it makes ! heigh, how it frisk ft li !

Is 't not a fairy, or some small hob-goblin?
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

2. A pouting person, especially a pouting child
;

hence, a pet child; a child; a young girl; a

moppet.
Understanding by this word a litle prety Lady, or ten-

der young thing. For so we call litle fishes that be not
come to their full growth, as whiting moppes, gurnard
moppes. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, iii. 2.

3f. A young fish. See the quotation under def .

2. 4. The haddock. Halliwell. in the mops,
sulky. Halliwell.

mop2 (mop), . [< ME. moppe, a puppet, a fool
;

cf. mop 1
.] A fool.

Daunsinge to pipis
In myrthe with moppis, myrrours of synne.

Richard the Redeless, iii. 276.

This mop meynes that he may marke men to ther mede
He makis many maistries and mervayles emange.

York Plays, p. 299.

mop3 (mop), n. [Prob. a var. of map (cf. chop2

chap, strop strap, flopflap, crop crap, knop knap,
etc. ) : seemap 1

. The Celtic words,W. mop, mopa,
a mop, Gael, mab, mob (f), a tuft, tassel, mop,
moibeal, Ir. moipal, a mop, are appar. from E.,
or from the orig. L.] 1. A napkin. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] 2. A bunch of thrums or coarse

yarn, or a piece of cloth, fastened to a long
handle and used for cleaning floors, windows,
carriages, etc. A smaller utensil of the same
sort is used for washing dishes, etc. 3. Any-
thing having the shape or appearance of a mop.
A young girl with eyes like cool agates and a mop of

yellow-brown hair appeared for a moment.
The Century, XXXVI. 846.

4. A statute fair to which servants of all kinds
come to be hired by fanners and others . [Prov.
Eng.]
A grandmother who had pattered Romany, and practiced

palmistry at every fair or mop in Midlandshire.
J. W. Palmer, Alter his Kind, p. 81.

5. A tuft of grass. Htilliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Rubber mop, a mop which has at its head a plate of thick

india-rubber, serving as a scrubber or squeezer. E. H.
Knight.

mop3 (mop), v. t.
; pret. and pp. mopped, ppr.

mopping. [<mop3,.] 1 . To rub or wipe with
or as with a mop; clean with a mop. 2. To
muffle up. Halliwell. 3. To drink greedily.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] To mop up, to absorb or
take up, as liquid with a cloth or mop.

mopboard (mop'bord), n. The wash-board or

skirting of a room. See wash-board.

mope (mop), v.; pret. and pp. moped, ppr. mop-
ing. [Var. of mop1

, .] I. intrans. To be very
dull or listless; especially, to be spiritless or

gloomy; yield to gloom or despondency : as com-

monly used, it implies a rather trivial and weak
melancholy.

Or but a sickly part of one true sense
Could not so mope. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 81.

Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy,
And moon-struck madness. Milton, P. L., li. 485.

The moping owl doth to the moon complain.
Gray, Elegy.

Went moping under the long shadows at sunset.

D. 0. Mitchell, Rev. of Bachelor, iii.

II. trans. To make spiritless or melancholy.
Another droops ; the sun-shine makes him sad ;

Heav'n cannot please ;
one 's mop'd, the other 's mad.

Qitarles, Emblems, i. 8.

He is bewitch'd or mop'd, or his brains melted,
Could he find no body to fall in love with.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 6.

Has he fits of spleen?
Or is he melancholy, moped, or mean ?

Crabhe, Works, VIII. 4.

mope (mop), n. [< mope, v.'] A low-spirited,

listless, melancholy person ;
a drone.

No meagre. Muse-rid mope, adust and thin,
In a dun night-gown of his own loose skin.

Pope, Dunciad, H.

mope-eyed (mop 'id), . Short-sighted; pur-
blind; stupid. Also mopsy-eyed.

What a mope-ey'd ass was I, I could not know her !

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 3.

He pitieth his simplicity, and returneth him for answer
that, if he be not mope-ey'd, he may find the Procession of

the Divine Persons in his Creed.

Abp. Bramhall, Schism Guarded, i. 2.

mopeful (mop'ful), a. [< mope + -ful.'] Mop-
ish

; stupid ;
dull.

mop-fair (mop'far), n. Same as mops ,
4.

mop-head (mop'hed), . 1. The head of a mop.
2. A person with a rough, unkempt head of

hair, resembling a mop. 3. A clamp consist-

Moquilea

ing usually of a movable jaw operated by a screw
or swivel, for holding the mop-cloth or mass of

yarn to the mop-handle.
mop-headed (mop'hed'ed), a. Having rough,
unkempt hair, resembling the head of a mop.
moping (mo'ping), re. [Verbal n. of mope, v.~\

A listless, melancholy condition; a gloomy
mood.

mopingly (mo'ping-li), adv. In a moping or
listless manner.

mopish (mo'pish), a. [< mope + ish l
.~\ Dull;

spiritless; stupid; dejected; mentally or physi-

cally depressed.
One day in his preaching he [the pastor of an Indepen-

dent church in Scotland] cursed the light, and fell down
as dead in his pulpit. The people carried him out, laid

him upon a gravestone, and poured strong waters into

him, which fetched him to life again ;
and they carried

him home, but he was mopish.
Journal of George Fox (Phila. ed.), p. 282.

mopishly (ino'pish-li), adv. In a mopish man-
ner.

Here one mopishly stupid, and so fixed to his posture
as if he were a breathing statue.

Bp. Hall, Spiritual Bedlam, Solil., xxix.

mopishness (mo'pish-nes), . Dejection; dull-

ness; stupidity.
Without this [moderation], justice is no other than

cruell rigour : . . . sorrow, desperate mopishnesse.
Bp. Hall, Christian Moderation, i. 1.

moplah (mop'la), n. [E. Ind.] A Mohamme-
dan inhabitant of Malabar in southwestern In-

dia, descended from Arabs who settled there

and married native women.
mopper (mop'er), n. A muffler. [Prov. Eng.]
moppet1 (mop'et), . [Dim. of mop1

, prob.
after mopped] A grimace. Davies.

Albeit we see them sometimes counterfeit devotion, yet
never did old ape make pretty moppet (moue).

Urquhart, tr. of Babelais, iii., Author's Prol.

moppet2
(mop'et), . [Dim. of mop2

.] 1. A
puppet made of cloth; arag-baby. 2. Ayoung
girl. Also mopsy, mopsey.

Did one ever hear a little moppet argue so perversely
against so good a cause? Dryden, Don Sebastian, iii. 2.

3. A lap-dog.
moppy (mop'i), a. [Origin obscure.] Tipsy;
intoxicated. [Slang.]
mops (mops), n. [= LG. G. Sw. Dan. mops, a

pug-dog; a var., with insignificant formative
-s (as in minx1 and monks), of mop, a wry mouth :

see mop 1
."] A pug-dog.

Mopsea (mop'se-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck).] A
genus of isidaceous alcyonarian corals of the

family Jsidida, having alternate calcareous and
fibrous nodes. There are several deep-sea spe-

cies,some ofthemusedfor ornamental purposes.
mopsey, . See mopsy.
mopsical (mop'si-kal), a. [< mopsy,mopsey, + -c-

+ -al. Cf. G. mopsig, stupid, morose.] Short-

sighted; purblind; mope-eyed; stupid.

Their mopsical humours being never satisfied but in

fancying themselves as kings and reigning with Christ.

Bp. Sauden, Hieraspistes, pref. sig. b (1653). (Latham.)

mopstick (mop'stik), n. In the pianoforte, a

vertical rod at the rear end of a key, by which
the damper is raised when the key is depressed.
Also mapstick.

mopsy, mopsey (mop'si), n.
; pi. mopsies, mop-

seys (-siz). [< mops + dim. -y, -ey.~] 1. Ayoung
girl : same as moppet*, 2. 2. An untidy woman.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mopsy-eyed (mop 'si -id), a. Same as mope-
eyed. Davies.

mopus1 (mo'pus), n. [A Latinized form of

mope or mop1
.] A mope ;

a drone.

I'm grown a mere mopus; no company comes
But a rabble of tenants.

Swift, The Grand Question Debated.

mopus2 (mop'us), n.', pi. mopusses (-ez). [Also

mtuepwi: said to be a corruption of the name
of Sir Giles Mompesson, a monopolist notorious
in the reign of James I.] Money : usually in

the plural. [Slang.]
moquette (mo-kef), n. [Also mocket; < F. mo-

quette, a kind of carpet.] A stuff with a thick

soft velvety nap of wool, and a warp of hemp
or linen, especially such a material heavyenough
to be used for carpeting.
Moquilea (mo-kwil'e-a), . [NL. (Aublet,

1775) ;
from a native riame in Guiana.] A ge-

nus of rosaceous trees of the tribe Chrysoba-
Idiii'it; distinguished by small anthers, stamens
much longer than the flower, and a single ovary
immersed in the base of the calyx-tube. About 15

species are known, natives of northern South America and

the West Indies. They have rigid alternate leaves, and small

flowers variously clustered, usually without petals. See

caraipi.



-mor

-mor. -more2
. . [Gael, and Ir. mor, great. J A

( Vltie adjective, meaning 'great,' used as a com-

ponent in personal and place names: as, Can-

iiini'f, 'great, head,' Strut li wor. 'great strath.'

mora 1

(mo'i-ii), ii.; pi. mora' (-re). [L., delay;
hence ult. mOTOtion, ili-mur.~\ 1. Inc. /</..,

the unit of time, equivalent to the ordinary or

normal short ;
the semeion or primary time.

Seetoic. 2. Inn' rillinr, any unjustifiable delay
in the fulfilment of an obligation, for which the

party delaying is responsible. It may be either on
the aide of the debtor who refuses to fulfil or on that of the

creditor who > . i ust> to accept. In the first cant it gives
rise to an action for damages, In the latter case the debtor

Is discharged of liability for the loss of the tiling.

mora- (mo'ril), . [It., appar. a particular use

of mora, delay, < L. mora, delay: see worn 1
.]

An old game still common in Italy, in which
one of the players, after raising the right hand,

suddenly lowers it. with one or more of the

fingers extended, the other players trying to

guess the number so extended.

mora3 (mo'ra), . [Guiana name.] A majestic

leguminous tree, Dimorphandra (Mora) excelsa,

abounding in Guiana and Trinidad. IU hard

tough wood U much esteemed for ship-building, and Is

also fitted for cabinet-work by its susceptibility of polish,
its chestnut-brown color, and Its sometimes figured grain.

Moradabad work. See work.

Morsea (mo-re'a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1767),

named after Jotiannes Morceus, father-in-law of

Linuajus.] A genus of plants of the order In-

dex, type of the tribe Morceece. it is distinguished

by the petaloid winged branches of the style, and by the

perianth being completely divided to its base. About 40

species are known, natives of tropical and southern Africa,

Australia, and the Mascarene Islands. They are bulbous
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We are bound to note the circumstance that the moral,
which at c.nc time coincides witb the < 'lliii -ml,

"
t other

times is co-extensive with the "voluntary."
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 620.

Even the feelings which we call moral, on account of

their connection with will and desire, often hare an in-

dellnite part of them so combined with feelings located

in the iHHlily organism, or so dependent on IU functions

for their quantity and quality, that a strict separation be-

comes impossible.
O. T. Ladd, Physiol. I'sychology, p. 607.

Kant says that the end of Self-love, our own happiness,
cannot be an end for the Moral Reason ; that the force of

the reasonable Will, In which Virtue consist*, Is always ex-

hibited In resistance to natural egoistic Impulse*.
//. Sidguick, Methods of Ethics, p. 347.

When In his self consciousness he (man) realized that

through transgression he had become guilty, doubtless

all things about him seemed different, because In hi* own
soul there had been a mural revolution.

BiUiutheea Sacra, XLV. 645.

War Is a moral teacher : opposition to external force Is

an aid to the highest civic virtues.

Woolxy, Introd. to International Law, | .

2. In accord with, or controlled by, the rules

of right conduct: opposed to immoral. In this

sense moral is often used specifically of conduct
in the sexual relation.

The wiser and more moraU part of mankind were forced

to set up laws and punishments, to keep thegenerallltyof
mankind in some tolerable order.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 355.

Take a moral act. What is it that constitutes It moral f

Its tendency, at least according to Shaftesbury's system, Is

to promote the general welfare or the good of mankind.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 94.

"What do you mean by a thoroughly moral man?" said

I. "Oh, I suppose every one means the same by that,"

said Melissa, with a slight air of rebuke. "Sir Oavlal is

an excellent family man quite blameless there; and so
" When a manplants or grow from a short rootstock, with long narrow

upright leaves, and several or many handsome fragrant

flowers, blue, purple, yellow, or variously colored. Some
species produce edible bulbs, and many from the Cape of

Good Hope are cultivated for ornament, among them M.

vapilionacea, the butterfly-iris.

Moraeeae (mo-ro'e-e). n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker,' 1883), < Morasa + -c'.] A tribe good for the use of high ethical and theological disputation.

-
George EKot, Theophrastus Such, xvi.

charitable round his place at Tiptop.'
whose business hours, the solid part of every day, are

spent in an unscrupulous course of public or private ac-

tion which has every calculable chance of causing wide-

spread Injury and misery, can be called moral because he

comes home to dine with his wife and children and cher-

ishes the happiness of his own hearth, the augury Is not

;inu xiuvflvcr, ioo*y, x j**vf u/i* i -/vt.j w**w^

of monocotyledouous plants of the order Iridete,

typified by the genus Morcea, and characterized

by two or more flowers from one spathe, and by
having branches of the style opposite the an-

thers and often closely applied to them, it con-

tains about 188 species, in 12 genera ; the best-known are

Tiffridia, Irii, and the South African Morcea and Marica.

morainal (mo-ra'nal), a. Same as morainic.

moraine (mo-ran')!' n. and a. [< F. moraine;
cf. It. mora', a heap of stones, < G. dial. (Bav.)

mur, sand and broken stones, debris.] I. n.

The accumulations of rock and detrital ma-
terial along the edges of a glacier. In mountains
where the glaciers are bordered by cliffs, the materials

of which these are composed, being loosened by frost rain,

and gravity, fall upon the ice beneath and are gradually

conveyed downward, receiving additions as they move.

A simple glacier has ordinarily two such lateral moraines,
and when two glaciers meet and unite the two adjacent
lateral moraines coalesce and form a medial moraine, and
the same thing may be repeated again and again as vari-

ous lateral glaciers unite themselves with the main ones.

At the point where the glaciers end the detritus of the

lull-nil and medial moraines is thrown upon the ground,
and forms a more or less irregular pile of debris, called

the terminal nwraine.

II. a. Same as morainic.

morainic (mo-ra'nik), a. [< moraine + -c.]

1. Connected with or formed by a moraine:

3. In a special sense, relating to the private
and social duties of men as distinct from civil

responsibilities: specifically so used in the

Hegelian philosophy.
" When St Crispin steals leather to make shoes for the

poor, that act is moral (moralisch) and wrong (unrecht-

fich)" a remark which explains Hegel's use of maralach

better than much commentary.
D. 0. JOtcJue, Mind, XIII. 438.

4. Connected with the perception of right and

wrong in conduct, especially when this is re-

garded as an innate power of the mind; con-

nected with or pertaining to the conscience.

See moral sense, moral late, below.

The development of a high moral sensibility can scarcely

fail to bring suffering with it, as the mind recognises the

meanness of actual attainment.
./. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 156.

The problem of exercising the child's moral feelings is

clearly connected with that of forming his moral character.

J. Svily, Outlines of Psychol., p. 668.

5. Capable of distinguishing between right and

wrong; hence, bound to conform to what is

right ; subject to a principle of duty ;
account-

able.

A moral agent Is a being that Is capable of those actions7.3 ., - - v : o A morat agent lail nem^ uiui. isi:;iuu(c ui ki>o<; IK.I.IV

as, -moratnte deposits ;
a moramtc barrier. W. that have tt nlorai quality, and which can properly be de-

Un.nMin *\ .. . .1 1 -! i I T 1 1 i 1 1 1 r a i . 1 1 ii-.i I M i
' Q.u . fin'- .....:.... t ... 1 .......I no avtl in a tiiiiriil aptmj' virTimHH or vi-

Foruxing or constituting a moraine: as,

rainic matter.

moral (mor'al), n. and n. [Formerly also mo-

ral/, morale;"= D.moraal = G. Dan. Sw. moral,

< F. moral = Sp. Pg. moral = It. morale, relat-

ing to ethics ; as a noun, F. moral, moral con-

dition, morale = Sp. Pg. moral = It. morale,
morals

;
< L. moralte, relating to manners or

morals (first used by Cicero, to translate Gr.

i/diK6;, moral: see etliie), < >. (mor-), manner,
custom, pi. mores, manners, customs, morals.

From L. mos are also ult. E. morose* and de-

mure.'] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to rules of

right conduct; concerning the distinction of

right from wrong; ethical. In this sense moral

is opposed to non-moral, which denotes the ab-

sence of ethical distinctions.

Thles bodely dedis ar tokyne and shewynge of moratte

vertues, wlth-oute which a soule is not able forto werke

gostely. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

The former properly relates to natural, and the latter to

moral philosophy, or civil society.

Baton, Physical Fables, ill., Expl.

In Matters of Religion, Moral Difficulties are more to be

regarded than Intellectual. StUlingfteet, Sermons, III. vi.

Another sort of relation, which is the conformity or dis-

agreement men's voluntary actions have to a rule to which

they are referred, and by which they are Judged of, ...

may be called moral relation.

Locte, Human Understanding, II. xxviii. 4.

jiominated good or evil in a moral sense, virtuous or vi-

cious, commendable or faulty.

Edward*, Freedom of the Will, L 5.

6. Depending upon considerations of what gen-

erally occurs; resting upon grounds of proba-

bility : opposed to demonstrative : as, moral evi-

dence; moral arguments. See moral certainty,

under certainty.

A moral universality is when the predicate agrees to the

greatest part of the particulars which are contained under

the subject VatU, Logick.

Physical and mathematical certainty may be styled in-

fallible ; and moral certainty may be properly styled In-

dubitable. Bp. WiUnm.

Be that my task, replies a gloomy clerk,

Sworn foe to mystery, yet divinely dark ;

Whose pious hope aspires to see the day
When moral evidence shall quite decay.
And damns implicit faith, and holy lies,

Prompt to impose, and fond to dogmatize.
Pope, Dunclad, IT. 462.

7. Of or pertaining to morals. 8). Having a

moral; emblematical; allegorical; symbolical.

By my troth, I have no moral meaning ; I meant plain

holy-thistle. Sltak., Much Ado, lit 4. 8O.

A thousand moral paintings I can show.
That shall demonstrate these quick Mows of Fortune s

More pregnantly than words. SAo*., T. of A., 1. 1. 90.

9. Pertaining to the mind; mental: opposed
to physical.

moral

Youth, thoo bear-st thy father's fce :

Frank nature, rather curious than In haste,

Halh well composed thee. Thy father's moral part*

Mayst thou inherit Snot., Alls Well, L i M.

10. Pertaining to the will, or count i\e element

of the soul, as distinguished from the intellect

or cognitive part. This refers to the usual pre-
Kantian division of the soul. 11. Moralizing-

[Kare.]
France spread* hi* banners In oar nobeles* land, . . .

Whiles thou, a moral tool, slfst still and criost,
"
Alack, why doe* he sot

5
Skat., Lear, IT. 2. 68.

Moral cause, a person who Incites another to do or not to

do something.

Author here i* said to be him who, proposing reason*,

persuades the principal cause either to or from action ;

he Is also called the moral cause.

Bwyendiciui, tr. by a Gentleman.

Moral certainty. See certainty. Moral defeat. See

innral ru-fory.- Moral dependence, evidence, force.

See the nouns. Moral faculty. Same as moral MUM.
Moral good either virtue or a virtuous action, or a

pleasure or pain coming fnim such an action. Moral
goodness. See ijnodnen. Moral Inability. See in-

alnlitu, i. Moral insanity, sec intanity.- Moral law.

(a) The law of conscience or duty ; either a single central

principle of right conduct, or the system of rule* which
should govern conduct (6) See Jowl. Moral neces-

sity. See neeeaity Moral philosophy, (o) The phl-

Icwuphy of mind ; psychology. (6) Ethics ; the science of

morality. Moral sense, a phrase used by Shaftesbury,
but brought Into greater prominence by Francis Hutche
son In 1725, to denote a determination of the mind to re-

ceive amiable or disagreeable Ideas of actions, antecedent

to any opinion of advantage or loss to redound from them ;

conscience. Moral theology, morals viewed as a system
of spiritual laws proceeding from a divine law-giver ; theo-

logical ethics. Moral victory, an actual defeat claimed

as a virtual victory. This designation is often applied to

a defeat which, as from the reduction of a former advene

majority in a vote, or from other concomitant circum-

stances, is regarded as having in it the elements of future

victory, or at least as giving occasion for some measure of

satisfaction. Moral virtue, a virtue taught by natural

ethics, without revelation : opposed to theological nrttw, or

faith, hope, charity.

n. n. It- Morality; the doctrine or practice
of the duties of life. [Rare.]

Their Moral and (Economy
Most perfectly they made agree.

Prior, An Epitaph.

2. pi. (a) Conduct; behavior; course of life in

regard to right and wrong; specifically, sexual

conduct: as, a man of good morals.

Some, as corrupt In their moralt as vice could make

them, have yet been solicitous to have their children so-

berly, virtuously, and piously brought up.
South, Sermons. (Latham.)

I pray ye flog them upon all occasions ;

It mends their moralt; never mind the pain.

Byron, Don Juan, U. 1.

(6) Moral philosophy; ethics. 3. The doctrine

inculcated by a fable, apologue, or fiction; the

practical lesson which anything is designed to

teach
; hence, intent ; meaning.

Wherof ensamples ben enowe
Of hem, that thllke mereU drowe.

G'nrer, Conf. Amant., vil.

Beat. Yon have some moral In this Bonedictus.

Maru Mural! no, by my troth, I have no moral meaning.
Shot., Much Ado, 111. 4. 7s.

So, Lady Flora, take my lay,

And, if yon find no moral there,
lio, look In any glass, and say
What moral Is in being fair.

Tenuyton, The Day-Dream, Moral.

4. An emblem, personification, or allegory; es-

pecially, an allegorical drama. See morality, 6.

The fox. the ape, and the humble-bee,
Were still at odds, being but three.

There's the moral. Now the 1'envoy.
Shot., L. L. L., lit 1. 88.

1 Pith. Such whales have I heard on o' the land, who never

leave gaping till they've swallowed the whole parish

church, steeple, bells, and alL

Per. A pretty moral. Shot., Pericles, U. 1. 39.

In the middle of his play (be It pastoral or comedy, mor.

all or tragedie). Better, Cull'* Hornebook.

Lastly, Moralt [or moralities) teach and Illustrate the

same religious truths, not by direct representation of Scrip-

tural or legendary event* and personages, but by allegori-

cal means, abstract figures of virtues or qualities being per-

sonified in the characters appearing In these plays.
A. W. H'anf, Eng. Dram. Lit, L 23.

5. A certainty. [Slang.] 6. An exact like-

ness; a counterpart. [Obsolete or colloq.]

He has got the trick of the eye and the tip of the nose

of my uncle; . . . and as for the long chin, it 1* the very
moral of the governor's.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, p. 386.

She 's the very pictur yes, the very moral of Dick Tnr-

pln's Bess.
D. Jerrold, St Giles and St James, p. 110. (Hoppe.)

= 8yn, S. See morality. 3. See inference.

moralt (mor'al), r. '. [< mora/ 1
, a.] To mor-

alize.
When I did hear

The motley fool thus moral on the time,

My lungs began to crow like chanticleer.

Shot., As you Like it, II. 7. 28.



morale

morale (mo-ral' )> . [Intended for F. moral, m.,
mental or 'moral condition, confused with mo-

rale, f,, morality, good conduct, < moral, moral:

see moral.'] Moral or mental condition as re-

gards courage, zeal, hope, confidence, and the

like : used especially of a body of men engaged
in a hazardous enterprise, as soldiers or sailors

in time of war.

From a date much earlier than the day when Ceesar, de-

feated at Dyrrachium, gained the empire of the world by
so acting as to restore the morale of hia army before the

great contest at Pharsalia, it has been on this nice feeling
of the moral pulse of armies that the skill of great com-
manders has chiefly depended. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 343.

moralert (mor'al-er), n. [< moral, v.,+ -erl.] A
moralizer; a moralist.

Come, you are too severe a moraler.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 301.

moralisation, moralise, etc. See moralization,
etc.

moralism (mor'al-izm), n. [< moral + -ism.~\

1 . A moral maxim or saying ;
moral counsel or

advice
;
moral sermonizing ;

inculcation of mo-

rality. [Rare.]
Accustomed as he was to the somewhat droning moral-

isms of his "congenial friends." Farrar, Julian Home, xx.

2. The practice of morality as distinct from

religion; the absorption of religion in mere

morality.
The first thing that disclosed to Dr. Chalmers the fu-

tility of the moralism which was all the religion he had
when he began his pastorate at Kilmany was the discov-

ery that it could not bear the scrutiny of the sick-bed.

A. Phelps, My Study, p. 801.

moralist (mor'al-ist), n. [= P. moraliste = Sp.

Pg. It. moralisia ; as moral + -ist.'] 1 . One who
teaches morals

;
a writer or lecturer on ethics ;

one who inculcates moral duties.

Nature surely (if she will be studied) Is the best moral-

ist and hath much good counsel hidden in her bosome.
Sir H. Wottan, Reliquiie, p. 77.

The advice given by a great moralist to his friend was
that he should compose his passions. Addison.

The national Moralists (Cudworth, Wollaston, Clarke,

Price) give no account of the final end of morality.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 257.

2. One who practises moral as distinguished
from religious duties ; a merely moral as distin-

guished from a religious person. [Rare.]
Another is carnal, and a mere moralist.

Smith, Sermons, VII. 286.

Sweet moralist .' afloat on life's rough sea,
The Christian has an art unknown to thee.

Cowper, A Reflection on Horace, book ii., ode 10.

moralistic (mor-a-lis'tik), a. [< moralist + -ic.~]

Inculcating morality; didactic: as, moralistic

poets.
morality (mo-ral'i-ti), n.

; pi. moralities (-tiz).

[< ME. moralitee = D. moraliteit = G. moralitat

= Sw. Dan. moralitet, < OP. moralite, P. mora-
lite = Sp. moralidad = Pg. moralidade = It. mo-

ralitd, morality, morals, < LL. moralita(t-)s,

manner, characteristic, character, < L. mora-

lis, of manners or morals, moral: see moral.]
1. The doctrine or system of duties; morals;
ethics.

The end of morality is to procure the affections to obey
reason, and not to invade it.

Bacon, Advancement ol Learning, ii.

Moral philosophy, morality, ethics, casuistry, natural

law, mean all the same thing, namely, that science which
teaches men their duty and the reasons of it.

Paley, Moral Philos., i. 1.

The attempt to exhibit morality as a body of scientific

truth fell into discredit, and the disposition to dwell on
the emotional side of the moral consciousness became
prevalent. H. Sidyuriek, Methods of Ethics, p. 91.

2. The character of being moral ; accord with
the rules of right conduct

;
moral quality ;

vir-

tuousness: often used in a restricted sense to

denote sexual purity.
The morality of an action is founded on the freedom of

that principle by virtue of which it is in the agent's power,
having all things ready and requisite to the performance
of an action, either to perform or not perform it.

South, Sermons.

Until we have altered our dictionaries, and have found
some other word than morality to stand in popular use for

the duties of man to man, let us refuse to accept as moral
the contractor who enriches himself by using large ma-
chinery to make pasteboard soles pass as leather for the
feet of unhappy conscripts.

George Eliot, Theophrastus Such, xvi.

3. Moral conduct; the practice of the duties
inculcated by the moral rules that are recog-
nized as valid; in a general and collective

sense, those forms of human conduct which are
the subject of moral judgments.

Morality [in Shaftesbury's theory] is only Beauty in one
of Its higher stages.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 126.
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Our theory has been that the development of morality is

founded on the action in man of an idea of true or absolute

good, consisting in the full realisation of the capabilities

of the human soul.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 286.

In point of fact, however, morality means nothing more
nor less than that state of natural neutrality or indifference

to good and evil, to heaven and hell, which distinguishes
man from all other existence, and endows him alone with

selfhood or freedom. H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 4.

Hence 4. The practice of moral duties re-

garded as apart from and as not based upon
vital religious principle.
All others, they [the Jews] thought, served God only with

their own Inventions, or placed their Religion in dull mo-

rality. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. vlii.

Morality, thou deadly bane,
Thy tens of thousands thou hast slain !

Vain is his hope whose stay and trust is

In moral mercy, truth, and justice!

Burns, Dedication to Gavin Hamilton.

5. A moral inference or reflection
;
a morali-

zation; intent; meaning; moral.

But ye that holden this tale a folye,
As of a fox, or of a cok and hen,
Taketh the moralite thereof, goode men.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 620.

A genial optimist, who daily drew
From what he saw his quaint moralities.

Bryant, The Old Man's Counsel.

6. A kind of drama which succeeded the mira-

cle-plays or mysteries, and in which the per-
sons of the play were abstractions, or allegori-
cal representations of virtues, vices, and men-
tal powers and faculties. A popular feature of the

moralities was the introduction of the Devil and a Vice
who under many names attended him, and who was finally

merged in the fool of the later drama.

A morality may be defined as a play enforcing a moral
truth or lesson by means of the speech and action of char-

acters which are personified abstractions figures repre-

senting virtues and vices, qualities of the human mind, or

abstract conceptions in general.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, I. 55.

= Syn. 1-3. Morality, Morals, Manners, Virtue, Ethics.

Morality (or morals) and manners stand over against each

other as respectively conforming to right or propriety in

the great duties and in the minor forms of action and in-

tercourse. Morality is often popularly applied to conform-

ity to right in that particular in which right conduct is

most felt to be important, as chastity or honesty. Virtue

Is morality of the fullest type and regarded as a part of

personal character. Ethics is the technical, as morals is

the popular, name for the science of virtue.

moralization (mor"al-i-za'shon), . [< F.

moralisation = Sp. moralizacion = Pg. morali-

saqfto = It. moralizzazione, < ML. moralisa-

tio(n-), moraUzatio(n-), < moralizare, moralize:

see moralize.} 1. The act of moralizing or re-

flecting upon morals
;
a moral reflection. 2.

The act of giving a moral meaning or effect to

something; explanation in a moral sense.

It is more commendable, and also commodious, if the

players haue red the moralization of the chesse, aud whan
they playe do thynke vpon it

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, L 26.

Annexed to the fable is a moralization of twice the

length in the octave stanza.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 417.

John de Vlgney wrote a book which he called "The
Moralization of Chess," wherein he assures us that this

game was invented by a philosopher named Xerxes in the

reign of Evil Merodach, king of Babylon, and was made
known to that monarch in order to engage his attention

and correct his manners. "There are three reasons,"

says de Vigney, "which induced the philosopher to insti-

tute this new pastime : the first, to reclaim a wicked king ;

the second, to prevent idleness ; and the third, practically
to demonstrate the nature and necessity of nobleness."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 406.

3. The act of rendering moral; subjection to

moral rules; the process of giving a moral
character to something.
The elimination of ethics, then, as a system of precepts,

involves no intrinsic difliculties other than those involved

in the admission of a natural science that can account for

the moralisation of man.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 8.

The highest type of moralisation lies in acquiring such

an abstract basis of principle as makes a man a spontane-
ous and independent fountain of justice and goodness, not

a mere channel through which runs a public and common
beneficence. W. Wallace, Mind, XIII. 425.

Also spelled moralisation.

moralize (mor'al-iz), v. ; pret. and pp. moral-

ised, ppr. moralizing. [= D. moraliseren = G.

moralisiren = Sw. moralisera=D&n. moralisere,(.

P. moraliser = Sp. Pg. moralizar = It. morali:-

zare, < ML. moralizare, moralize, < L. morali*.

moral: see moral and -ize.~] I. trans. 1. To

apply to amoral purpose, or to explain in a mor-
al sense

;
draw a moral from

;
found moral re-

flections on.
But what said Jaques?

Did he not moralize this spectacle?
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 44.

2. To supply with a moral or practical lesson
;

furnish with edifying examples.

morass

Fierce warres and faithful loves shall moralize my song.

Spenser, F. Q., Prol.

High as their Trumpets Tune his Lyre he strung,
And with his Prince's Arms he meraliz'd his Song.

Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 1.

While chastening thoughts of sweetest use, bestowed

By wisdom, moralize his pensive road. Wordsworth.

3. To exemplify the moral of : as, to moralize a

fable. [Rare.]
That which is said of the elephant, that being guilty of

his deformity he cannot abide to look on his own face in the

water (but seeks for troubled and muddy channels), we see

well moralized in men of evil conscience, who know their

souls are so filthy that they dare not so much as view them.

Bp. Hull, Meditations and Vows, ii. 4.

This fable is moralized in a common proverb.
Sir K. L'Estramje.

4. To render moral; give a moral character to.

It had a large share in moralizing the poor white people
of the country. G- Ramsay.

'Tis yours with Breeding to refine the Age,
To Chasten Wit, and Moralize the Stage.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, Prol.

As a rule, it will only be to a man already pretty thor-

oughly moralised by the best social influences that it will

occur to reproach himself with having unworthy motives

even in irreproachable conduct
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 300.

5. To affect strongly the moral or religious
sense of; bring into a state of intense moral
or religious feeling. [Rare.]
The negroes and many of the poor whites were, for a

week or two, not exactly "demoralized" [by an earth-

quake], but intensely moralized, giving themselves to re-

ligious exercises of a highly emotional character.

Science, IX. 491.

II. in trans. 1. To make moral reflections;

draw practical lessons from the facts of life.

Thou hear'st me moralize,

Applying this to that, and so to so,

For love can comment upon every woe.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 712.

I know you come abroad only to moralize and make ob-

servations. Steele, Tatler, No. 170.

Peter of Blois moralising
" de prsestigiis fortunse," on the

magic tricks of Fortune exemplified in the career of his

royal patron. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 147.

2. To have an influence, especially a beneficial

influence, on morals.

It is not so much that a social life passed in peaceful

occupation is positively moralizing as that a social life

passed in war is positively demoralizing.
if. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 575.

Also spelled moralise.

moralizer (mor'al-1-zer), n. 1. One who moral-

izes or makes moral reflections; an instructor

in morals.

My uncle was a moralizer who mistook his apophthegms
for principles. T. Book, Sayings and Doings.

In fact there is scarcely any point upon which moral-

izers have dwelt with more emphasis than this, that man's
forecast of pleasure is continually erroneous.

H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 121.

2f. One who has a habit of finding an allegory
or hidden meaning in passages.

Moraliiers, you that wrest a never meant meaning out of

everything, applying all things to the present time, keep

your attention for the common stage.

Nash, Sumner's Last Will and Testament

Also spelled moraliser.

moralizing (mor'al-I-zing), n. [Verbal n. of

moralize, t\] A moral reflection; a moraliza-

tion. Also spelled moralising.
It will be seen by these edifying moralizing* how emi-

nently Scriptural was the course of Sam's mind.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 359.

morally (mor'al-i), adc. 1 . From a moral point
of view; with reference to the moral law; in a

moral or ethical sense; ethically.

By good.morally so called, bonum honestum ought chief-

ly to be understood. South, Sermons.

The essential thing morally is the man's direction of

himself to the realisation of a conceived or imagined ob-

ject, whether circumstances allow of its issuing in out-

ward action, action that affects the senses of other people,
or no. T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 144.

2. In accordance with moral law; rightly; vir-

tuously; uprightly.
To take away rewards and punishments is only pleasing

to a man who resolves not to live morally. Dryden.

3. Virtually; practically; to all intents and

purposes.
It is morally impossible for a hypocrite to keep himself

long on his guard. Sir S. L' Estrange.

morass (mo-ras' ), 11. [= G. morast = Sw. morax
= Dan. niorads, < D. moeras, MD. MMPMch,
HiiMii-aai'h, marra-sch LG. MLG. moras, a

marsh, fen; prob. orig. adj., MD. "moerisch (=
E. moorisli 1

), belonging to a moor, confused ap-

par. with F. marais, > ME. mams, etc., a marsh :

s iiHirixh.'] A tract of low, soft, wet ground
the drainage of which is insufficient either-from



morass

its depressed situation or from it,H uniform flat-

ness: ii niiirsli; n swum]); a 1>^: a fen.

We know its [the forest's] walls of thorny vines.
Its glmli-M <>f i ee.ly grass.

Its Hiife and silent isliimls

Within thcdaik ,n,,mn.

ttriiiiiit, Song of Marion's Men.

Morass ore, bog-Iron ore. = Syni fSmtmp. etc. See u<ar*h.

morass-weed (mo-ras' wed), H. The plant
liornwort, <

't'l'tititnlii/llitiii
ili iiici'xitiii .

morassy (mo-raVi), . [= I). im/*/ = G.
moraxtii/ = Sw. moriixii/ = Dan. iiinnulxii/; as

iiionixx + -//'.] Marshy; fenny.
The sides and top are covered with mnramii earth.

HMMM&
morat (mo'rat), n. [< It. iniiriilo, mulberry-
colored, < morn, < \i. niiinim, a mulberry: sec

worr*.] A beverage composed of honey fla-

vored with mulberry-juice.
There wa grace after meat with a flst on the hoard,
And down went the moral, and out flew the sword.

.ViV /;. Titular, Edwin the Kair, ii. ci.

moratet, n. {< L. mom lux, mannered, < 1110.1

(mor-), manner: see moral. ] Mannered.
To see a man well morale so seldonio applauded.

davit, Magastromancer, p. 18. (Encyc. Did.)

morationt (mo-ra'shon), . [< L. moratin(n-).

delay, <. morari, pp. moratux, delay, tarry, <

morii, delay: see worn 1
.] The act of staying,

delaying, or lingering; delay.
For therein I In the northern hemisphere, and in the apo-

geum) his moratinn is slower, and so his heat respectively
unto those habitations as of duration, so also of more ef-

frrt. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

Moravian (mo-ra'vi-an), a. and n. [< Moravia
(see def.) + -.] 1 a. 1. Pertaining to Mo-
ravia or the Moravians. 2. Pertaining to the

religious denomination of the Moravians.
II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Mora-

via, a crownland of the Cisleithan division of

Austria-Hungary, lying southeast of Bohemia.
The Moravians are Slavs in race and language,
closely allied to the Czechs. 2. A member of

the Christian denomination entitled the Unites
Fratrum or United Brethren, which traces its

origin to John HUBS. Its members were expelled from
Bohemia and from Moravia in 1627, but in I7_- a remiumt
settled In Herrnhut, Saxony (hence the brethren are some-

times, in Uermany, called Hcrrnhuter). The organiza-
tion at present has three home provinces (Herman, Brit-

ish, and American each of which has its own government
by synod)and several mission provinces. All these together
form a whole, represented by a general synod, which
meets every ten years in Herrnhut. The ministers are

bishops (not diocesan), presbyters, and deacons. The wor-

ship is liturgical. The members of the denomination be-
lieve in theHcripturesas the only rule of faith and practice,
and maintain the doctrines of the total depravity of human
nature, the love of God the Father, the actual humanity
and godhead of Jesus Christ, the atonement, the work of
the Holy Spirit, good works as the fruit of the Spirit, the
set-ond coming of Christ, and the resurrection of the dead.
The Moravians are especially noted for their energy and
success in missionary work.

Moravianism (mo-ra'vi-an-izm), H. [< Mora-
vian + -ism.~\ *The religions doctrines and
church polity of the Moravians, or United
Brethren.

moray (mo'ra), H. [Also imirtii/, mumy, mitrry;
origin uncertain.] One of many apodal eel-

like fishes of the family Mura-nitln', and espe-
cially of the genus Murana, of which there
are several subdivisions, as Sidcra, The spotted
moray Is M. (Sidera) moringa, of the tropical Atlantic,
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everywhere with innumerable small dark spots in a flue
network of the whitish ground-color. Several other mo-
rays occur on the southern Atlantic coast of the t'nitcd

States, and M. mordax is a California!! moray attaining a
length of 5 feet

morbid (mor'bid), a. [< F. morbide = Sp. mor-
hiilo = Pg. It. morbido, < L. morbidun, sickly. <

morhii.-i, disease: see morbu.i.] 1. Diseased;
sickly; not sound and healthful. AS applied to
mental conditions, it commonly implies an over-sensitive

state, Involving depression of spirits, in which matters
affecting the emotions assume an exaggerated signinYance.
A vicious ingenuity, a mnrbid quickness to perceive re-

semblances and analogies between thiniis npjKirently het-

erogeneous. Miifimlnii. Dryde.ii.

The mnrliid asceticism that culminates in the life of the
Itnddhist saint, eating his fond with loathing frm the
alms-bowl that he carries, as though it held medicine.

E. B. Tylnr, Prim. Culture, II. 96.

2. Proceeding from or characteristic of disease
or a diseased condition.

Whilst the distempers of a relaxed fibre prognosticate
anil prepare all the mnrlnil furee of convulsion in the l.<ly
..f the state. Burke, A Regicide Peace, I.

3. Relating to disease: as, morbid or patho-
logical a natomv. Morbid concretions. See cm.

morbidezza (mor-bT-det'iJ), /-. (It. (>sp. Pg.
ninrhidr; = F. morbidrxxi ), sickliness, delicacy,
< morbido, sickly: see /////.] That quality
of flesh-painting which simulates the supple-
ness, elastic tii iiiiicss. and soft delicacy of nat-
ural tlcsh.

Nature has been closely consulted, and has revealed to
the master a few delicate touches which serve to accentu-
ate the movement, and to give to the flesh that marbidezxa
which is the Illusion of the softness and palpitation of life.

Harper"! Ma>j., LXXVI. 248.

morbidity (m&r-bid'i-ti), ii. [< F. morbidM;
as morbid + -ity.~] 1. A morbid condition or

state; morbidness.
Unable from some defect or morbidity. Kingnby.

There are no women to chart with, and to nib your mind
out of its morbidity. S. Bmclet, In Men-lam, I. Sf.

2. The proportion of diseased persons in a com-
munity; the sick-rate. [Recent.]
This term,which Is of recent Introduction, Is employed to

denote the amount of disease or Illness existing in a given
community ; and, as "

mortality
"
expresses the death-rate,

so morbidity indicates the sick-rate, whether the disease
be fatal or not. ..""'" Med. Diet., p. 908.

morbidly (m&r'bid-li), adr. In a morbid or dis-

eased manner; in a way that indicates a dis-

eased or morbid condition. See morbid, 1.

The actions of men amply prove that the faculty which
gives birth to those arts Is morbidly active.

Macaulaii. Dryden.

morbidness (mor'bid-nes), w. The state of

being morbid, diseased, sickly, or unsound;
morbidity.
morbiferal (mor-bif'e-ral), a. [As morbifer-
011.1 + -al.] Bringing or inducing disease.

Notices of the Press . . . resembling certificates to the
virtues of various morbiferal panaceas.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, Notices of an Independent Press.

morbiferous (mor-bif'e-rus), a. [< LL. mor-

biferux, morbifcr, < L. morbus, illness, + ferre
= E. bear1

.'] Bringing or producing disease;
morbific.

morbific (m6r-bif'ik), a. [= F. morbifique =
Sp. morbifico = Pg. It. morbifico, < L. as if *ior-
bifinis (> LL. morbificare, produce disease), <

morbus, disease, + facere, make. ] Causing dis-

ease
; inducing disease.

Nothing but the removal of the feverish and morbijic
matter within can carry off the distemper.

South, Sermons, VI. 311.

Morbific agent. See agent.

morbifical (m6r-bif'i-kal), a. [< morbific. +
*</.] Same as morbific,

morbifically (m6r-bif'i-kal-i), adr. In a mor-
bific manner ; so as to cause or generate disease.

morbilli (m6r-bil'i), . [ML., dim. of L. mor-
bux. disease: see morbus.} Same as measles, 1.

morbilliform (mdr-bU'i-fdrm), a. [< ML. mor-
billi, measles, + L. forma, form.] In pathol.,

resembling measles.

morbillous (mdr-bil'us), a. [= F. morbilleuj-

= It. morbilJoso, < NL. as if *morbilloxux, < ML.
morbilli, measles : see morbilli.] Pertaining to

the measles; partaking of the nature of mea-
sles, or resembling the eruptions of that dis-

ease.

morboset (mdr-boV), a. [= F. morbeiu: = Sp.

Pg. It. morboso, < L. morbosux, sickly, diseased,
< morbus, disease: see morbux.] Proceeding
from disease

;
morbid ; unhealthy.

Seignior Malpighi. In his Treatise of Galls, under which
name he comprehends all preternatural and morbote tu-

mors and excrescencles of plants.
Kay, Works of Creation, 1.

morbosityt (mor-bos'i-ti), n. [< LL. morbosi-

ta(t-)s, sickliness, < L. morboxus, sickly: see

morbose.] The state of being morbose;"a dis-

eased state.

If we take the Intention of nature In every species, and

except the casual impediments or morbatitut in Individ-

ual!. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., ill. 18.

morbus (m^r'bns), . [L.] Disease. cholera
morbus. See rhutfra. Morbus coxartus. See hip-

joint disease, iimler dueane. Morbus Galllcus, syphilis.
Morbua maculosus, purpura heemorrhagica.

morceau (mdr-s6'),n.; pi. iorc<'aMj(-86z'). [F.:
see morsel.'] A bit; a morsel; a small piece.
(a) A short piece or a passage of a literary composition.
(b) In inline: (1) A short composition, usually of simple
character. (2) An excerpt or extract.

Mprchella (mor-kel'tt), n. [NL. (Dillenins.

1710), < G. Hiorclirl, a mushroom: see niorefi.]
A genus of edible fungi of the division HI/UK -

>, having ;i tistulnr stalk and roundish

Mordella

or conical ]iitt.-,l j,
ileus. It indndi s I/.

li-i'tii, tin- morel. Oilier species i,f tlic genus
are eaten. Sec limn I'-.

mordacious (mor-ilii'hlius), n. [= OF. mr</./ (

= Sp. Pg. iniiriln: = It. Hioriliiri , < I>. mnnlus
(monliir-), bit ing. < murili n. bite : see moriliint.

]

1. Biting; given to biting. 2. Acrid: violent
in action.

Many of these
|composts! arc not only sensibly hot, hut

mordofiinu and liurniiiK. Kntyn. Tern.
3. Sarcastic.

mordaciously (m6r-<la'8liiih-li), <//-. In a IH..I

dacious or biting manner; sarcasticall\ .

Buchanan, a learned though violent Scot, has mania-
<vnuty taunted this tradition.

Waterhour. On Fortowoe, p. Ml.

mordacity (mor-das'i-ti), n. [< F. morn
= 8p. mordacidad= Pe. monttiridtntr = It. tnor-

ilncita, < L. iii<>rilacita(t-)s, bitiogness, < mordax
(mordae-)

t biting: see mordacious.'] The prop-
erty of being mordacious; bitingness.
Such things as have very thin parts, yet notwithstanding

are without all acrimony or mordacity, are very good sal-

lets, llncnn. Hist. Life and Death, I _';,.

The facility of doggerel merely^>f Itself could not have
yielded the exuberance of his |Skelton's] honour and the
mordacity of his satire. /. D'ltraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. sis.

mordant (mdr'dant), a. and n. [< ME. mor-
ilinint (def. II., \), < OF. mordant, F. mordant =
Sp. iMordientc = Pg. mordente = It. mordente (>
E. mordent), < L. mordrn(l-)s, ppr.of mordere (>
It. mordere= Sj>. Pg. ;orr/fr= F. mordre), bite,

sting, prob. ong. "nmorderc = AS. nmcortau, K.

Hiiuirt, sting: see xmart. v. From L. mordrre

(pp. morsuS) are also nit . E. mordacioug, etc.,

morsel, morceau, remorse, etc., muzzle.'] I. a. 1.

Biting; keen; caustic; sarcastic; severe.

It [salt] In physlck Is held for mordant, burning, cans-

tike, and mundiflcative. Bollaiul, tr. of I'll ny. MI. 10.

2. Having the property of
fixing colors.

II. ' . 1. A metal chape covenng one end of
a strap or belt, especially if so arranged as to
hook into a clasp on the other end to facilitate

securing the belt round the person. The mordant
often forms with the belt-plate a single design, the deco-
rated front being either as large as the plate or of such
shape as to combine with it to form a circular or other
regular figure. Also movrdant.

Rychesse a girdelle hadde upon,
The bokele of it was of a sb>on, . . .

The minirilaunt, wrought 111 noble wise,
Was of a stoon fiille precious.

Rom, o.f the Rote, 1. 1094.

2. In the jft'/ic artx: (a) Any corrosive liquid,
such as aqua fortis, which will eat into a me-
tallic or other surface when applied to it in the

process of etehing. See etching, (b) A gluti-
nous size used as a ground for gilding; a gold-

mordant; an adhesive mixture for attaching
gold-leaf to an indented dotted pattern as
a picture-background. 3. In dyeing, a sub-
stance used to fix colors; a substance which
has an affinity for, or which can at least pene-
trate, the tissue to be colored, and which pos-
sesses also the property of combining with the

coloring matter employed, and of forming with
it an insoluble compound within or about the
fibers. Albumin, gluten, casein, gelatin, tannin, certain
oils, certain acids, certain resins, alumina, soda, and lead
salts, pure or In compounds, are used as mordants. A
mordant Is also termed a bant or bane.

Opposite la the best mordant to fix the color of your
thought in the general belief.

0. W. Uolmet, Med. Essays, p. 272.

mordant (mdr'dant), r. t. [< mordant, n.] To
imbue or treat with a mordant.
Before dyeing, cotton must therefore be mordanted; L e.

It must be charged with some substance or substances
which cause it to take up the colour.

BenedM, Coal-tar Colours (trans. X p. 4.
The cloth may be sumaced and mordanted as usual with

tin, and then dyed. Worlahnp Receipt*, 1st ser., p. S3.

mordantly (mdr'dant-li), adv. In a mordant
manner.
Mordella (mor -del'*), n. [NL. (Linnwus.
1758), < L. mordere, bite: see mordant.'] An

t-t*xerata.
a, larva ; *, pupa : r. beetle, outline side vkw of female ; rf, dor-

sal view of samr ; f, .imcnna. magnified : /. vjrrated Una] daw.
highly magnified. (Lines show natural sizes.)



Mordella

important genus of beetles, typical of the fam-

ily Mordellidce, characterized by the moderate

subequilateral scutellum. These beetles are of

small or medium size, usually shining-black in color, and
inhabit fungi or twigs. There are more than 100 species,
most of which inhabit Europe or North and South Amer-

ica, 17 being recorded as North American, as M. 8-punctata.

Mordellidffi (mor-del'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mor-
della + -idee.] A family of heteromerous Cole-

optera, typified by the genus Mordella. They have
the anterior eoxal cavities open behind, the head strongly
constricted at the base and suddenly narrowed behind, the

lateral suture distinct, the base as wide as the elytra, the

antenna; filiform, and the hind coxa; laminiform. These
insects resemble the Rhipiphoridw, but the antenna; are

filiform, and the thorax has a lateral suture ; they are of

small size, pubescent, and glistening-black. They are

abundantly found on flowers, particularly on certain Com-
posite. The larva; have short legs, the joints of which are

indistinct ; they live in fungi and twigs. The family was
established by Stephens in 1832.

mordenite (mor'den-it), n. [< Harden (see def . )

+ -ite2.] A zeolitic mineral occurring in small

hemispherical forms with a fibrous structure,
whitish color, and silky luster. It is a hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium, and is found
near Morden in Nova Seoti;*.

mordent (mor'derit), n. [< It. mordente, in mu-
sic, a beat, a turn, a passing shake, < mordente,

biting, pungent : see mordant.} In music: (a)
A melodic embellishment, not so frequent now
as formerly, consisting of a rapid alternation of

a principal tone with a tone a half-step below it.

It is single or short when the AA1V
by-toneisusedbutonce;oth- ,

erwise double or long. The 1 *

signs for the single and dou-
ble mordents are w and AW i

*=

respectively. When the sup- 2 ^ff
plementary tone needs to be

chromatically altered, a ft |j, Mordent
or t] is added below the sign. as writteil

.

as perfomied .

(6) Same as acaacca-
tura or passing trill (German Pralltrilter), the
latter of which is also called an inverted mor-
dent.

mordente (m6r-den'te), n. [It.: see mordent.']
Same as mordent.

mordert, n. and v. An obsolete form of murder.

mordicancyt (mor'di-kan-si), . [< mordican(t)
+ -cy.~] A biting quality ;

corrosiveness.

The mordicancy thus allay'd, be sure to make the mor-
tar very clean, after having beaten Indian capsicum, be-

fore you stamp any thing in it else. Evelyn, Acetaria, 47.

mordicantt (m6r'di-kant), a. [= F. mordicant
= Sp. Pg. It. mordicante, < LL. mordican(t-)s,

ppr. of mordicare, bite, sting,< mordicus, biting,
< ii.mordere, bite: see mordant.'] Biting; acrid.

He presumes that the mordicant quality of bodies must
proceed from a fiery ingredient. Boyle.

mordicationt (m6r-di-ka'shon), n. [= F. mor-
dication = Sp. mordicacion = Pg. mordicaycto

=
It. mordicazione, < LL. mordicatio(n-), a griping,
lit. biting, < mordicare, pp. mordicatus, bite : see

mordicant."] The act of biting or corroding; cor-

rosion.

Wise physicians should with all diligence inquire what
simples nature yieldeth that have extream subtile parts,
without any mordication or acrimony.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 692.

mordicative (m6r'di-ka-tiv), a. [= Sp. It. mor-

dicativo; as mordicat(ioh) + -ive.] Same as mor-
dicant. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 774.

mordret, n. and v. An obsolete form of murder.
more1 (mor), a. and n. [Also dial. (Sc.) mare,
mair; < ME. more, mor, earlier mare, mar, < AS.
mara = OS. mero = OFries. mara = D. meer =
MLG. mer, LG. meer = OHG. mero, MHG. mere,
G. melir = Icel. meiri = Sw. mera = Dan. mere
=Goth. maiza (for *majiza) (also with additional

compar. suffix, ME. marere= D. meerder=MLG.
merer, merder = OHG. meroro, meror, MHG.
merer, G. meJirer), more, = L. major (maior),
neut. majus (mains), more, greater (see also the

adv.); with compar. suffix (Goth, -iza, E. -er3
,

etc.), from a positive "mag, existing in Teut.

only in derivatives, as in the compar. more and
mo, superl. most, and (prob.) in mickle, much,
and found in L. magma, great, Gr. [ityaf, great :

see mickle, much, main2
, magnitude, etc. Cf. mo

and most."] I. a. 1. Greater: often indicating
comparison merely, not absolutely but rela-

tively greater, (a) In size or extent, as comparative of

much in its original sense 'great.' [Obsolete or archaic.]

The more lyght sail be namid the son,

Dymnes to wast be downe and be dale.

York Plays, p. 11.

The more part knew not wherefore they were come to-

gether. Acts xix. 32.

(6) In number, especially as comparative of many.

The children of Israel are more and mightier than we.
Ex. i. 9.
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They were more which died with hailstones than they
whom the children of Israel slew with the sword.

Josh. x. 11.

Pray for my soul. More things are wrought by prayer
Than this world dreams of. Tennyson, Morte d

1

Arthur.

(c) In degree or intensity, especially as comparative of

much or as exceeding a small or smaller quantity.

Because he that first put them into a verse found, as it

is to be supposed, a more sweetnesse in his owne eare to

haue them so tymed.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 90.

Her best is bettered with a more delight.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 78.

Kind hearts are more than coronets.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

(d) In rank, position, or dignity: opposed to lew.

And in or way homwarde we come to ye churche yt the

Jacobyns holde, in the whiche place seynt James the more
was hedyd by Herode. Sir It. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 21.

Likewise thou
Art more thro' Love, and greater than thy years.

Tennyson, Love and Duty.

2. Greater in amount, extent, number, or de-

gree : the following noun being in effect a par-
titive genitive : as, more land

;
more light ;

more

money; more courage. 3. In addition; addi-

tional: the adjective being before or after the

noun, or in the predicate.
There is two or three lords and ladies more married.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 2. 17.

This one wrong more you add to wrong's amount.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 187.

A moment more, and Alhama would have been thrown
open to the enemy. Irving, Granada, p. 55.

The more the merrier. See merryi.

II. n. 1. A greater quantity, amount, or num-
ber.

The children of Israel did so, and gathered, some more,
some less. Ex. xri. 17.

I heard thy anxious Coach-man say,
It costs thee more in Whips than Hay.

Prior, Epigram.

When our attention passesfrom a shorter line to a longer,
from a smaller spot to a larger, from a feebler light to a

stronger, from a paler blue to a richer, from a march tune
to a galop, the transition is accompanied in the synthetic
field of consciousness by a peculiar feeling of difference,
which is what we call the sensation of more, more length,
more expanse, more light, more blue, more motion.

W. James, Mind, XII. 15.

2. Something superior or further or in addition :

corresponding to I., 2, with partitive genitive
merged.

'Tis not in mortals to command success ;

But we '11 do more, Sempronius ;
we '11 deserve it.

Addison, Cato, i. 2.

Who does the best his circumstance allows
Does well, acts nobly ; angels could no more.

Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 92.

3f. Persons of rank
;
the great.

The remenant were anhanged moore and lease.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 275.

Where there is advantage to be given,
Both more and less have given him the revolt.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 4. 12.

To make more of. See makei.

more1 (mor), adv. [Also dial. (Sc.) mare, mair;
< ME. more, mare, etc., < AS. mare = OFries.

mar, mer = MD. mer, D. meer = MLG. mer, me
= OHG. mer, MHG. mer, mere, G. mehr = Icel.

meirr = Sw. mer, mera = Dan. mer, mere = Goth.

mais, adv., more; prop. neut. of the adj.: see
more1

,
a. Cf. mo."] 1. In a greater extent,

quantity, or degree.
Sothli for sothe no seg vnder heuene
He seise neuer no route araixed more beter.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4279.

Israel loved Joseph more than all his children.
Gen. xxxvii. 3.

If it be a high point of wisdom in every private man,
much more is it in a Nation to know it self.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ill

I fear myself more than I fear the Devil, or Death.

Howett, Letters, ii. 53.

Thicker than arguments, temptations throng,
At best more watchful this, but that more strong.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 76.

[In this sense more is regularly used to modify an adjective
or adverb and form a comparative phrase, having the same
force and effect as the comparative degree made by the
termination -er$ : as, mare wise (wiser), more wisely ; more
illustrious, more illustriously ;

more contemptible ; more
durable. It may be used before any adjective or adverb
which admits of comparison, and is generally used with
words of more than two syllables, in which the use of the

suffix ~er would be awkward: as, more curious, more emi-

nent, etc.; formations like curiouser, mrtuouser, etc., being
avoided, though occasionally used in older writers. For-

merly more was very often used superfluously in the com-

parative: as, more better, braver, Jitter, mightier, etc.]

2. Further; to a greater distance.

And yet we ascendid mor and came to the place wher
ower Savyor Crist seying and be holdyng the Citie of Jhe-
rusalem vpon Palme of Sonnday wepte.

Torkinijton, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 29.

30 leagues we sayled more Northwards not finding any
inhabitants. Quoted in Capl. John Smith's Works, 1. 176.

moreen
I was walking a mile,
More than a mile from the shore.

Tennyson, Maud, ix.

3. In addition; besides; again: qualified by
such words as any, no, ever, never, once, twice,
etc.

,
the two being in some cases also written

together as one, as evermore, nevermore, and for-

merly nomore.

The jolly shepheard that was of yore
Is nowe nor jollye nor shepeheard more.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more.

Shak., Hen. V.,iii. 1. 1.

More and more, with continual increase.

And alway more and more it doth encrese ;

God wote I am no thing in hertys ease.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 741.

Amon trespassed more and more. 2 Chron. xxxiii. 23.

More by token, (a) In proof of this: a corroborative

phrase. (&) Besides
; indeed.

Surely a dragon was killed there, for you may see the
marks yet where his blood ran down, and more-by-token
the place where it ran down is the easiest way up the hill-

side. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 1.

More or less, about ; in round numbers : an expression
denoting nearness, but excluding the idea of precision :

as, five miles more orless. None the more. See nonei.

Not the more. Seenoti. To be no more, to be no
longer living ;

to be dead.

Cassius is no more. Shak., J. C., T. 3. 60.

more1t (mor), v. t. [< ME. moren (= MLG. meren,
mereren=OHG. meron,MHG. meren, G . mehren) ;

< more1
, a.~] To make more

;
increase

;
enhance.

What he will make lesse he lesseth,
What he will make more he moreth.

Gower, Conf. A i mint., vii.

It is ordeyned that the Aldirman and maistres schul gif
no clothyng to no persone in moryng the pris of the liuere.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 451.

more2
t (mor), n. [< ME. more, moore, < AS. moru,

also more, f., and in compj mora, m., a root, =
MD. moore= OHG. morahd, morJtd, mora, MHG.
more, mohre, G. mohre, also in comp. mohr-riibe,
a carrot; ult. origin unknown. Cf. morel2."] 1.

A root
;
stock.

Al hit com of one More that vs to dethe brougte,
And that vs to lyue agein thorwh Ihesus that vs bougie.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

She that was soothfaste, crop and moore,
Of al his lust or joyes heretofore.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 25.

2. A plant.
And all the earth far underneath her feete
Was dight with flowers ; . . .

Tenne thousand mores of sundry sent and hew.
Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 10.

more2
t, *> t. [ME. moren; < more2

, n."] To
root up.
The erchebissope's wodes ek the king het ech on, . . ,

That ech tre were vpmored that it ne spronge namore there.

Rob. of Gloucester p. 499.

more3
(mor), . If. An obsolete form of moor1

.

2. A hill. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
more*t (mor), . [ME., also moore, mour, in

comp. also mur-, < AS. mor-, mur- = D. moer-
= OHG. mor-, mur- (in comp.) = OF. more,
meure, < L. morus, a mulberry-tree, morum, a

mulberry, < Gr. /tupov, popov, a mulberry, /iopca,
a mulberry-tree. Hence, in comp., ME. mor-

berie, *molberie, mulberie, moolberie, now mul-

berry: see mulberry. Cf. morat and murrey.]
A mulberry-tree, Morus nigra.
mores

t, n. [ME., < L. mora, delay: see mora 1
.]

Delay.
That gan to hem clerly certifye,
Withoute more, the childis dwellynge place.
Lydgate, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 24. (Hattimll.)

-more1
. [< ME. -more ; being the adv. more, used

after the analogy of -most taken as the adverb

most, but really of diff. origin (see -most), as a

formative of comparison.] A formative of com-

parison, indicating the comparative degree. It
is used with adjectives or adverbs, the superlative being
expressed by -most: vs., furthermore, innennorf, outermore.
etc. In some instances, as evermore, forevermore. never-

more, the more is merely the adverb morel used inten-

sively.

-more2
. See -mor.

Moreae (mo're-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlicher, 1833),
< Morus + -e?.] A tribe of dicotyledonous
plants of the apetalous order Urticacea;, typified

by the genus Morus, and characterized by pen-
dulous ovules and inflexed filaments reversing
the anthers in the bud. It contains 23 genera, in-

cluding the mulberries and the Osage orange. They are

generally trees or shrubs with a milky juice.

moreen (mo-ren'), n. [Formerly moireen ; prob.
< F. "moirine, a conjectural trade-name, < moire,
mohair: see m oil air, moire.] A fabric of wool,
or very often of cotton and wool, similar to tam-

my, commonly watered, but sometimes plain.



moreen

It is used fur petticoats, bathing-dresses, etc.,
and tho heavier qualities for curtains.

The gaudy Imff-coloured trumpery marrrn which Mrs.
I'roudio had deemed good enough for her husband's own
room. Tritllvpi-, Iturehe.ster lowers, v.

morees, . [Origin obscure.] English cotton

cloths made for exportat ion, as to Africa. />/.
'

more-handt, /> [ME. more hand, more-lmnil :

< mure 1 + Iniiiil."] More.
To make the qucn that watj BO jonge,
What iiwre hond mogte he a-cheue?

Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), i. 474.

more-hough (mor'hok), n. Same as blend-water.

moreish (mor'ish), a. Same as morisk.

morel 1 (mor'el or mo-rel'), a. and n. [I. a. < OF.
morel, moi'cait, dark-colored, blaekisli(*oreZ, mo-

reau, n., a dark horse), F. moreau, black, = It.

morcllo, dark-colored, blackish, tawny, murrey,
< ML. morellus, maurellun, dark, blackish, appar.
dim. of L. Maurus, a blackamoor, Moor (see

l/oor*),but perhaps equiv. to L. morulus, black-

ish, 'black and blue,' dira.,< morum, a mulberry :

see more*. Hence the surname Morell, Mor-
rell, Morrill. II. n. In def. 2, < It. morello, dark-
colored: see the adj. In def. 3, also morclle,

formerly morrell, < ME. "morclk, morcole, < F.
morelle = Pr. morella = Pg. morilka = It. morel-

la, nightshade ; prop. fern, of the adj. : see I.]

1. a. Dark-colored; blackish.

II. . If. A dark-colored horse
; hence, any

horse.
Have gode, now, my gode morel,
On many a gtour thou hast served me wel.

MS. Aihmole S3, t. 49. (Halliwell.)

2. A kind of cherry. See morello.

Morel Is a Mack cherry, flt for the conservatory before

It be thorough ripe, but It is bitter eaten raw. Mortimer.

3. Garden nightshade, Solatium nigrum, See

nightshade. Also morclle.

Thon seest no wheat helleborus can bring,
Nor barley from the madding morrell spring.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas. (tfaret.)

morel2 (mor'el ormo-rel'),. [AlsomorM; =D.
morilje, moritte; < F. morille, dial, merouille, me-

ronle, a mushroom, < OHG. morhela, MHG. mor-

Jiel, morchel, G. morchel (> Dan. morkel = Sw.

murJcla), a mushroom, dim. of OHG. moralia,

morhd, etc., a root, carrot: see more2.] An ed-

ibje mushroom; specifically, Morchella esculen-

ta, which grows abundantly in Europe, particu-

larly in England, as well as in many parts of the

United States. It is much used to flavor gravies, and
is also dressed fresh in various ways ; it is sometimes em-

ployed Instead of the common mushroom, Agaricw cam-

pentrix, to make catchup.

Spungy morels In strong ragouts are found,
And in the soup the slimy snail is drowned.

Gay, Trivia, ill. 203.

morelandt, An obsolete form of moorland.

Morelia(mo-re'li-6),. [NL. (J. E. Gray,1831).]
1 . An Australian" genus of pythons or rock-

snakes, of the family Fythonidte, having the ros-

tral plate and several of the labials pitted. They
grow to a large size, some being 10 feet long. M. tpilotes
is known as the diamond-make, and M. variegata as the

carpet-stiake.

2. [/. o.] A python of the genus Morelia.

morelle (mo-rel'), . Same as moren, 3.

morello (mo-rel'6). n. [< It. morello, dark-col-

ored: see morel1
.']

A kind of cherry with a
dark-red skin, becoming nearly black if allowed
to hang long. The flesh is deep purplish-red, tender,

juicy, and acid. It is a standard cherry, much used in

cooking and preserved in brandy. Also mariUon.

more majorum (mo're ma-jo'rum). [L.: more,
abl. of man, manner (see moral) ; majorum, gen.
of majores, ancestors, pi. of major, compar. of

magnug, great: see major.] After the manner
of (our) ancestors.
morendo (mo-ren'do). [It., ppr. of morire, <

L. mori, die : see wort1
.] In music, dying away ;

diminuendo at the end of a cadence.

morenesst (mor'nes), . [< more 1 + -nc.ts.]

Greatness
; superiority.

MorenfM of Christ's vicars Is not measured by worldly
mareness. Wyd<f, Letter, in Lewis's Life, p. 284.

moreover (mor-6'ver), a<1i\ [< more1 + ore/-.]

Beyond what has been said; further; besides;
also

;
likewise.

The English Consull of Aleppo is absolute of himselfe,
. . . expert in their language, . . . being moreover of such
a spirit as not to be danted. Sandys, Travailes, p. 66,

more-pork (mor'pork'), n. [An imitative

name.] 1. In Tasmania, a kind of goatsucker,
PodargHx oirii-ri.

Somewhere, apparently at an immense distance, a man-
pork was chanting his monotonous cry.

U. Kingsley, Geoffry Hauilyn, xxxi.
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2. In Now Zealand, a kind of owl,
>iiirir-.:i'/innliii

i

. II. \ncton.
MoresCOt (mo-rcs'ko). ii. [< It. Moresco, Moor-
ish: SIT Mnn-xque, Morisco?] An obsolete form
of Mor< XI/IH-.

The said mamedlne Is of sillier, hailing the llorenea

stampe on t>oth aides. HaHvyt'i Yoyayen, II. 272.

Moreskt, ". and M. An obsolete form of Sfo-

ri'xi/iti'.

Moresque (mo-rsk'), a. and n. [Formerly also

Murnd- (also
'

Mnn-xi-n. Mnrixco, Morisk); < F.

morcsque, formerly also morisqut, < It. moresco
= 8p. Pg. morinco, < ML. 3/orixcus, Moorisli :

see Munrisli'-. IT. .\lnrisrii X. Sp.) ami ninfri- 1

(< F.).] I. a. Moorish; of Moorish design, or
of design imitating Moorish work. Moresque
dancet. Same as marrit-dancc.

II. n. A style of decoration by means of flat

patterns, interfacings, simple scrolls, and the

tike, and usually in crude color or in slight re-

lief on metal-work, founded upon Moorish deco-
ration. Also spelled Afauresguc.
Moreton Bay chestnut. See bean-tree and
chestnut.

Moreton Bay fig. A fig-tree, Pious macrophylta,
of eastern Australia.

Moreton Bay pine. Same as hoop-pine.

moreynet, " An obsolete form of murrain.

morfewt, See morphew.
morfondt, v. i. and t. [Also morfoundre; < OF.

morfondre, take cold, become chilled
; prob. <

morve, mucus, rheum, also glanders, + fondre,

pour: see found3.] To take cold; have a cold
in the head

; also, to affect with cold : said of

horses.

InGalycetheryuersbetroublousandcoolde,andbycanse
of the snowes that dyscende downe frome the mountaynes,
wherby they and theyr horses, after theyr trauayle all

the daye In the hote sone, shall be morfoundred or they
be ware. Berners, tr. of Frolssart's Chron., II. Ixxx.

I morfonde as a horse dothe that wexeth styffe by taking
of a sodayne colde. Je me morfons. Palarave.

morfondt, n. [Also morfound, morefound; <

morfond, v.~\ A disease in a horse occasioned

by its taking cold. Halliwell.

Of the Sturdy, Turning-evlll or More-found.
Treatiie on Duetutt of Cattle. (Naret.)

morfrey (m6r'fri), n. [A corruption of hermaph-
rodite.} A kind of cart. See the quotation.

[Prov. Eng.]
A cart that may also be used as a waggon is. It seems,

known locally as a hermaphrodite, but the word has In

popular use become morfrey.
AUimceum, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 145.

morgaget, and . An obsolete spelling of

mortgage.
morganatic (m6r-ga-nat'ik), a. [= F. morga-
natique = Sp. morgdndtico = Pg. It. morganatico
(cf. I). G. morganatisck = Sw. Dan. morgana-
<tA'),< ML. morganaticus (also morganieus) (with
accom. L. term, -aticus, -icus), of the morning;
fern, morganatica (also morganica), equiv. to

morgangifa, < OHG. morgangeba, MHG. morgrn-
gdbe, G. morgengabe = D. MLG. morgengave =
Sw. morgongafva= Dan . morgengave= AS. mor-

gengifu, a morning-gift, < morgen, morn, +
gifu, gift, < gifan, give: see morn, morrow, and

gift. Cf. morning-gift.] An epithet noting a

marriage of a man of high rank to a woman
of lower station which is contracted with a

stipulation that neither she nor the issue, if

any, shall claim his rank or property in conse-

quence; pertaining to a marriage of a woman
of high rank to a man of lower station : hence

applied also to a wife or a husband who has

agreed to such a marriage contract. Such unions
are also called left-handed marriages, because at the nup-
tial ceremony the left hand is often given.

morganatical (mor-ga-nat'i-kal), a. [< mor-

ganatic + -a'.] Same as morganatic.

morganatically (m6r-ga-nat'i-kal-i), adv. In
the manner of a morganatic marriage.
morganizet (m6r'gan-iz), v. t. [< Morgan (see
def. ) + -ire.] To assassinate secretly, in order

to prevent or punish disclosures, as the Free-
masons were said to have done in the case of

William Morgan in 1826.

morgay (m6r'ga), n. [< W. morgi, dogfish, lit.

'

sea-dog,' < mor, sea (see merei), + ci, dog (see

liuioid).] The small spotted dogfish or bounce,
a kind of shark, Xci/lliiini canicuia. It Is regarded
as a pest by fishermen, whose bait it takes. When proper-

ly cooked, its flesh is not unpalatable. [Prov. Eng. )

morgeline (m6r'gel-in), n. [< F. morsgeUne, L.
niorxiis !/<illinir, henbit (Prior).] A plant, Ve-

ronica IK lli I ifnUa.

morgen (mor'gcn), n. [< D. morgen = MLG.
ninrgen = OHG. morgaii. morgon, MHG. G. mor-

i/i'ii, a measure of surface.] A measure of sur-

morigerous

face, now or formerly in use in (ionnnny :IIM!

elsewhere in Knrope. it hai varied considerably In

extent. The Berlin morgen ii equal to about 0.0.11 acre.

It Ii said to have been 2.0076 acre* in Amsterdam. The
word was fraiuently used In old conveyances of property
along the Hudson river In the United States.

Two moryrnt of arable land opnotlte stony-point. ( Note
:i. Four acres. |

A.J. Weite, Hist. Troy, p. 11.

Seven morgetir of land were equal to fifteen acres.

MunttU, Annals of Albany, X. 170.

morgivet, n. [< AS. morgengifu: see nwrga-
nntic, inorning-</ift.] Same as morning-gift.

morglayt Cmo'r'Kla), n. [Same as claymore, the
i-leiiientH being inverted.] 1. Same as clay-
more.

They can Inform you of a kind of men
That first undid the profit of those trade*

By bringing up the form of carrying
Their tnorylaH* In their hand*.

Beau, and Ft., Uoneit Man's Fortune, L 1.

2. [cap.] The name given to the famous sword
of Sir Bevis of Arthurian legend.

And how fair Joslan gave him Anindel his (teed,
And Marylay his good sword. Drayton, 1'olyolblon, Ii.

morgue 1 (m6rg), n. [< F. morgue, a haughty
demeanor, haughtiness, arrogance, conceit, for-

merly a sad or severe countenance, a solemn
or sour visage, < OF. morguer, look at solemnly
or sourly, F. brave, defy; origin obscure.]
Haughty demeanor; hauteur. [Rare.]
The absence In htm (Gladstone] of aristocratical cxcln-

Biveness Is one of the causes of his popularity. But not

only Is he free from morgite, he has also that rarest and
crowning charm In a man who has triumphed as he ha*,
been praised a* he has : he is genuinely modest.

M. Arnold, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 662.

morgue2
(morg), M. [< F. morgue, a morgue,

a transferred use of OF. morgue, "in the cnas-
telet of Paris, a certain chair wherein a new-
come prisoner is set, and must continue some
hours, without stirring either head or hand,
that the keepers ordinary servants may the

bettor take notice of his face and favour"

(Cotgrave); < morguer, look at solemnly or

sourly: see morgue^.] A place where the
bodies of persons found dead are exposed, that

they may oe claimed by their friends ; a dead-
house.
moria (mo'ri-a), M. [NL., < Or. fiupla, folly,

<

fioptie, > L. morus, foolish.] In med., foolish-

ness; fatuity. Dunglison.
Morian (mo'ri-an), n. [Also Miirrian; < OF.

Aforien, Moryenjalso Moriaine, F. dial. Maurien,
Moriane, Mouriane, a Moor, < ML. Morus, a Moor
(cf. Mauritania, Mauritania): see J/~oor*.] A
Moor; a blackamoor. [Archaic.]
A falre pearle in a Murrian* care cannot make him

white. l-jiln, Euphues and his England, p. 315.

The Mmnm' land [authorized version, "Ethiopia,"
translating CtuA] shall soon stretch out her hands to God.

Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. Ixvill. 31.

moribund (mor'i-bund), a. and . [= F. mori-

bond = Sp. Pg. moribundo = It. moribondo, < L.

moribundus, dying, < mori, die: see morfl, mor-

tal.] I. a. In a dying state.

The patient was comatose and moribund.

Copland, Diet. Pract Medicine, art. Apoplexy. (Latham.)

He seems at least to have tacitly acknowledged that his

sanguinary adventure in statesmanship was moribund.
The Century, XXXVIII. 848.

H. n. A dying person. Wright.

moricet, An obsolete form of morris*.

morigeratet (mo-rij'e-rat), r. t. [< L. morige-
ratus, pp. of morigerari (> It. morigcrare = Sp.

Pg. morigerar), comply with, < morigerus, com-

plying: see morigerous.] To obey; comply.
Cockeram.

morigeratet (mo-rij'e-rat), a. [< L. morigrra-
<.<;. see morigcrate, f.] Obedient.

Than the armies that wente fro Rome were as well dis-

ciplined and morigerate as the schooles of the philoso-

phiers that were In Greece. UMrn Bake, II.

morigerationt (mo-rij-e-ra'sl>on), . [< OF.

morigertition = Sp. morig<-rticin = Pg. morige-

rac,So, < L. morigeratio(n-), compliance, < mo-

rigerari, comply with: see morigerate.'] Obe-

dience; compliance; obsequiousness.
Not that I can tax or condemn the morigeratum or ap-

plication of learned men to men of fortune.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning. I.

That fond mongeration to the mistaken custom* of the

age. Evelyn, To Hon. Robert Boyle.

Courteslc and Mnrigeralim will galne mightily upon
them [the Spaniard*]. Homll, Forreine Travel], p. .

morigerpust (mo-rij'e-rus), a. [< L. morigrrut,

complying, obsequious, < mos (mor-), custom,
manner, + gerere, carry.] Obedient; compli-
ant; obsequious.
But they would honour his wife as the prlncesse of the

world, and be morijerous to him as the commander of

their soules. J'atient Cruel, p. & (HaUitrtU.)



moril

moril, ii. See morel".

morilliform{mo-ril'i-f6rm), a. [< morel'2
, moril,

+ L. forma, shape.] Having the shape or ap-

pearance of a morel or moril. See morel2 .

morillon (mo-ril'on), . [< F. morillon, a shel-

drake, also a kind of black grape (Cotgrave), <

OF. morel, dark: Bee morel1.] 1. The golden-

eye, Clanijiila glaucion : so called with reference

to the black head, neck, and back. Pennant,
Arc. Zool., 1785. 2. Same as morello.

Morilloni we have from Germany and other places be-

vond sea ; . . the outer side is like a honey-combe.
Aubrey's Royal Soc. MS.

morin (mo'rin), n. [< L. morns, mulberry-tree

(see Morns), + -in2.] A yellow coloring matter

obtained from fustic, Chloropliora tinctoria.

Morinda (mo-rin'da), n. [NL. (Vaillant, 1722),

so called from the shape and color of its fruit,

and its locality ; irreg. < L. morns, the mulber-

ry, + Indicus, Indian.] A genus of rubiaceous

plants, type of the tribe Morindeee, distinguished

by its small heads of many confluent flowers.

About 40 species are known, all tropical, mainly in Asia

and Oceania, a few in Africa and America. They are

shrubs or trees, with white flowers in axillary or terminal

clusters, and opposite leaves. M. cilri/olia and M. ti

360 Mormon

professed by one of the religious denominations
of Scotland, the Evangelical Union (which see,

under evangelical). [The terms Morisonian and Mori-

sonianimi, derived from the name of James Morison, one
of the originators of the body, are now very little used.]

morkint (mor'kin), . [For "morfkin, < OF.

mortekine, morlecine, morticine = Olt. morticiiio,

"any dead carrion" (Florio) (Ir. mvirtclienn =
W. burgyn), < ML. mortieinum, a beast that has
died of disease, neut. of L. morticinus, that has
died (as an animal), dead, hence carrion, <

mor(t-)s, death: see wort*. Cf. mortliny.'} A
beast that has died by sickness or mischance,
or (according to Halliwell) that is the product

and without beaver or vizor, introduced into of an abortive birth. ^^ ^^^^
England from France or Spain about the be- gome muy martin that unbidden dies?

ginning of the sixteenth century. Bp. Hall, Satires, III. iv. 4.

Swords, Jforrion*, Pouldrons,Vaunt-brace, Pikes, & Lances morl (morl), n. [Appar. a native name.] An
Are no defence, but rather hinderances. Asiatic deer, Cervus wallicM.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, h., The Vocation.
morlandti ,.' Au obsolete form of moorland.

Morion of Sj ith comb ; i6th century.

opposite leaves. M. citrifolia and M. tinctoria,

and sometimes all species
mulberry. These and othi

See achv, ach-root, al-root. __. -...- -- -

has the name yaw-weed. Seven fossil species have been

described, all from the Tertiary of Europe.

Morindese (mo-rin'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de

Candolle, 1830), < Morinda + -e.] A tribe of

Their beef they often in^^TufSc^^. other animal"dead by disease.

Cockscomb morion. See cockscomb.- Spanish morion,
A wretched, withered.mortting, and a piece

a form of morion which has a broad brim like a hat, as con- Of carrion, wrapt up in a golden fleece,

trasted with the combed morion.

n.

rivruin, p. oJ. \nuiv9.j

morion), n. [Appar. short for L a. Wool from a dead sheep, mount
Ruyoc of the West Indies mormorion, a kind of dark-brown rock-crystal.] morlop (mor'lop), n. [Origin obscure.] Avari-

A variety of smoky quartz having a very dark- ety of jasper pebble found in New South Wales,

brown or nearly black color. It is probably the See the quotation,
same as the mormorion of Pliny, although some writers

refer this to black tourmalin.

plants of the order Bubiacece. It is characterized Morionids (mo-ri-on'i-de), it. j>l. [NL., < Mo-

rio(n-) + -idee.'] A family of caraboid Coleop-

tcra, named from the genus Morio. They have the

middle coxa; separate, and the fore legs more or less en-

p ._

by an ovary of from two to four cells, each with one ovule
attached to the partition, and contains 10 genera and
about 60 species, all tropical trees or shrubs,

raorinel (mor'i-nel), . [< F. morinelle, dim., <

L. morus, < Gr. uwpof, silly.] The dotterel,
Endromias morinellus : so called from its appa-
rent stuniditv. See cut under dotterel. r , r,

&Sffi*.*L -: jJMtwjjsTeWKHEttSWgaaa.] In surg., the repair 01 lost or

Among'st the jasper pebbles are some of pale mottled
tints of yellow, pink, drab, brown, bluish gray, &c. These
are termed marlops by the miners, and are regarded by
them with much favor, as they say that they never flnd

one in the dish without diamonds accompanying it.

U. S. Com. Report (1886), No. 70, p. 319.

iafged at the tip. There are about~l2 genera, mainly mormaer (mor'mar), n. [< Gael, mormhaor,
high steward, < (nor, great, + maor, steward. Cf.

- '

.

discriminated by the peculiarities of the elytra!I striae,

Though the species are not numerous, they are distrib-

uted throughout most of the warm portions of the globe.

sieu, 1789); 'from its native name in Malabar.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous trees,

forming the order Moringeas, and characterized

by a disk investing the tube of the calyx, ten

stamens, five one-celled anthers, and an ovary of

one cell with three parietal placentae and many
ovules. Three species are known, natives of northern

Africa, western Asia, and the East Indies. They have
white or red flowers in axillary panicles, long pods, and
twice- or thrice-pinnate alternate leaves. One species,

perhaps two, are importantj for which see ben-nut, ben-oil,

horseradish-tree, and nephritic wood (under wood).

Moringaceae (mo-ring-ga'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1846), < Moringa + -acea;.] A syn-

onym for Moringece.

Moringese (mo-rin'je-e), n.pl. [NL. (K. Brown,
1826), < Moringa + -ea;.~] An anomalous order

of plants, polypetalous, but allied to the Gamo-

petalai, consisting of the single genus Moringa.
Moringua (mo-ring'gu-a), ii. [NL.] A genus
of mursenoid fishes founded by Sir John Rich-

ardson in 1845, type of the family Moringuida'.
M. lumbricoides is of worm-like appearance, the vertical

fins being reduced to a fold around the end of the tail.

Moringuidae (mo-ring-gu'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Moringua + -idee.'} A family of mursenoid apo-
dal fishes represented by the genus Moringua.
They are of eel-like form, with specially elongated ab-

dominal region ; the heart is situated far behind the gills,

and the pterygopalatinearch and opercular apparatus are

imperfect. The several species inhabit Oriental seas. Also

Ptyobranchina.
Morin's apparatus. [After the French inven-

tor A. J. Morin (1795-1880).] An apparatus
designed to illustrate the laws of falling bodies.
It consists of a light wooden cylinder covered with paper,
made to rotate uniformly about a vertical axis, in front of

which falls a small weight, guided by two light wires. A
pencil attached to the falling weight traces out on the

paper of the rotating cylinder a line which, so long as the
effect of the air-resistance is negligible, is found to be
a parabolic curve. The distance fallen through is thus
shown to vary according to the square of the time, in ac-

cordance with the theoretical law.

Morio (mo'ri-6), . [NL., < L. morio, a fool, a

injured parts ; autoplasty ; plastic surgery.
Morisco (mo-ris'ko), a. and_. [Formerly

,trmnr -i sHmp mtlnrmor** WOT. I bame as II tor.

mormaership (mor'mar-ship), n. [< mormaer
+ -ship.] The office of a mormaer or maormor.

From these mormaerships, which correspond with the

ancient mor tuatha, came most, if not all, the ancient

Scotti8h earldoms. Encyc. Brit., X. 800.
fLUlloCU V U1UTIO IW I* <* ttiivi I J. vauraAU _ ., i\ r t T-

also Morisk6 (and Morisk) ;
< Sp. morisco: see mormalt (mor'mal), .[< ME. mormal, mor-

Moorish*. Moresque, morris*.] I. a. Same as mall, morimal, mammal, marmole, mortmal, <
I~\U" **M.J,w.I *ii*u.4>is>7 V *nnvf MUVj IIH Q I art

Moresque.
They trim it with paint after the morisco manner.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 129.

A piece of as good Morisco work as any I had yet seen.

H. Swinburne, Travels through Spain, xxxi.

II. . 1. In Span, hist., a person of the Moor-
ish race

;
a Moor. The name was applied to the Moors

after their conquest by the Spaniards ; they were expelled
from Spain in 1609.

These two circumstances leave no reasonable doubt that

the writer of the poem was one of the many Moriscoe who
. . . had forgotten their native language and adopted that

of their conquerors. Ticlnwr, Span. Lit., I. 86.

2f. The language of the Moors of Spain.

He, leaping in front of all, set hand to his falchion, and

said,in niorwco, let none of you that are here stir. . . . The
Moors, hearing their master say so, were marvellously
amazed. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 14. (Latham.)

3f. The Moorish dance known also as morris-

dance. 4f. A dancer of the morris-dance.
I have seen

Him caper upright like a wild Morixoo,

Shaking the bloody darts as he his bells.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 365.

5. A dance performed by one person, differing
from the morris-dance. See the last quotation.

OF. mortmal, mormal, F. mart mal, OF. also

malmort, < ML. malum mortmtm, an old sore, an
evil : malum, neut. of mains, bad, evil

; mortuwn,
neut. of mortitus, dead: see mart1 .] A cancer

or gangrene ;
an old sore.

Orel harm was it, as it thoughte me,
That on his schyne a mormal hadde he.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 386.

Luxiria ys a lyther mormale.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Kurnivall), p. 218.

They will give him a quantity of the quintessence shall

serve him to cure kibes or the mormal o' the shin.

B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

mormeluchet, . [( Gr. /mpfuMai, /jop/to/.vi<eiov,

/lopuoZi'Ktiov, [lopuol.i'iaov, a bugbear, hobgoblin, <

uopuo^vTTGva.t, also [i6p[ivaaeavai, frighten, scare,

be scared, < uopu&, a bugbear.] A hobgoblin;
a bugbear.
They hear and see many times, devils, bugbears, and

mormeluchet. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 669.

mormo (mor'mo), n. [NL. in sense 2, < Gr.

popuu, also uopp.ln>, a hideous she-monster, a

bugbear.] If. A bugbear; false terror.

One would think by this play the devils were mere mor-

Jeremy Cotlier, English Stage, p. 192. (Halliwell.)

The marmot and bugbears of a frighted rabble.

Warburton, Prodigies, p. 80.

2. [o<fy>.] In oitom., a genus of noctuid moths
of the subfamily AmpMpyrtna, erected by Hub-

r the tufted ;

Your wit skips a morisco. Marston, Whatyou Will, iv. 1.

To this purpose were taken vp at Rome these forraine

exercises of vaulting and dancing the Morteke.

Hakewiil, Apology, p. 365.

The Morisco or Moor dance is exceedingly different from
the morris-dance, . . . being performed by the castanets,

or rattles, at the end of the fingers, and not with bells at-

tached to various parts of the dress.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 309. Mormon1 (mor'mon), n.

6f. The style of architecture or ornamentation bugbear : see mormo.']

commonly called Moorish.

monster.] 1. Inetoi.,agenusof caraboid bee- morishdnor'ish), a. [Oworel + -is/i 1 .] 1. Such

ties, containing such as M. numilicornis of the
southern United States. The genus pertains to the
scaritid section of Carabidce, and is sometimes made type
of a family Morionidai. It is of wide distribution, but has

only about 25 species. These are mainly South American,
but some are found in Africa, the East Indies, and Aus-

tralia, and 2 in Europe. One occurs in the United States.

Latreille, 1810.

2. A genus of mollusks. Montfort, 1810.

morion1
(mo'ri-on), n. [Formerly also morian

that more is needed
;
insufficient. [Prov. Eng.]

Lady S. How do you like this tea, Colonel?

Col. Well enough, Madam, but methinks it is a little

moretifi.

Lady S. Oh, Colonel, I understand you ; Betty, bring the

cannister. Sni/t, Polite Conversation, i.

2. Such that more is desired; nice.

ner in 1816, having the tufted abdomen extend-

ed beyond the hind wings. The only species,
M. m<iura, is distributed throughout Europe.

[NL., < Gr. popu&v, a
In zool., the name,

generic or specific,
of several animals, (a) In

mammal.: (1) [I. c.] The specific name of the mandrill, a

baboon, Cynocephalm mormon. See mandrill. (2) A ge-
nus of such baboons founded by Lesson, 1840. M. leucophce-
u is the drill. See Cynacephalus. (b) InornifA.,agenus
of puffins of the family Alcidae, founded by Illiger, 1811 :

now more frequently called Fratercula. Af. arcticu* is a

current name of the common puffin ; M. cirratvs, of the

tufted puffin. See Fratercula, Lunda, and cut underpuffin.

Moriskt, Moriskot, a. and . Obsolete forms of

'morrion,''mtirrion~mwrrian,~<. OF. (and F.) mori- Morisonian (mor-i-so'ni-an), a. and n. [< Mori-

on = It. morione = Pg. morriao, < Sp. morrion, a son (see def. of Morisonianism) + -ian.'] I. a.

morion, prob. < morra, the crown of the head, < Pertaining to Morisonianism.

morro, anything round ;ct. moron, a hillock; per- II. n. A member of the Evangelical Union,

haps < Basque ra, ahill.] Aform of helmet See Morisonianism.
of iron, steel, or brass, somewhat like a hat in Morisonianism (mor-i-so'ni-an-izm), n.

shape, often with a crest or comb over the top, Moriaonian + -isw.] The system of doctrines

fColloq ] Mormon 12 (mor'mon), n. [Prop, attrib. use (the
Mormon Church, Bible, etc.) of Mormon, one of

the characters of the " Book of Mormon," from
whom it derives that name.] An adherent of a

religious body in the United States, which calls

itself "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints." This denomination was founded in 1830

by Joseph Smith, a native of Sharon, Vermont, The gov-

ernment of the church is ;i hierarchy consisting of two or-

ders of priesthood, an order of Melchizedek (the higher)

and an Aaronic or lesser older. The former is presided
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a,, adj ndloctlve.

abbr abbreviation.
abl ablative.

ace. accusative.

accum accommodated, accoin.

modation.
act. active.

dv adverb.
AF Anglo-Kronen.
agrt. agriculture.
AL. Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
Amer American.
in nit anatomy.
anc. ancient.

antlq antiquity.
:uir aortst.

appar. apparently.
Ar Arabic.
arch. architectural.

arctuool archaeology.
arlth arithmetic.
art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
hot botany.
Braz. Brazilian.
Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg. Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
raiis. causative.
cerara ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
ch. church.
Chal Chaldee.
c In in chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com-
pound.

coinpar. comparative.
conch conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.
Corn Cornish.
craniol craniology.
crauiom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
dif definite, definition.
derlv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.

dlfl different.

dim diminutive.
dlstrib distributive.
dram dramatic.

dynum dynamics.
B. East.
I'.. English(u8ua2lyman-

in<7 modern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.

econ economy.
e. g L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind East Indian.
elect electricity.

ombryoL embryology.
Eng English.

Or.

gram

her
herpet.
Hind
hist
horoL
hort.

Hung
hydraul.
hydros.

engin engineering.
entorn entomology.
Epis Episcopal.
eqnlv equivalent.

ep especially.
Etn Ethloplc.
ethnog ethnography.
rthniii ethnology.
etym. etymology.
Eur European.
cxclani exclamation.
1, (em feminine.
!". French (utuoiiu mean-

ing modern French).
Flem Tlemlsh.
lort fortification.

Ireq frequentative.
Pries Frlesic.

fut future.
G Merm&n(u9utilltttneaii-

ing New nigh Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol. geology.
geom. geometry.
Goth Gothic (McBSOgothlc).

..Greek.

..grammar.

. .gunnery.
. . Hebrew.
. . heraldry.

. . Hindustani.

..history.

. . horology.

. . horticulture.
. . Hungarian.
..hydraulics.
..hydrostatics.

Icel Icelandic (unally
meaning Old l<-e-

lnntMc,otherwisf call-

ed Old None).
tenth Ichthyology.
L cm. L. id tit, that Is.

impers Impersonal.
impf. Imperfect.
i in

I
iv imperative.

Imnrop improperly.
Ino. Indian.
Ind. Indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
Indef. Indefinite.

tot Infinitive.

Instr Instrumental.

inter] interjection.

intr., intrans. . . .intransitive.

Ir. Irish.

Irreg Irregular, irregularly.
It. Italian.

Jap Japanese.
L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett. Lettish.
LG Low German.
lii-lii- mil llchenology.
Ut literal, literally.
lit literature.
I .it h. Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.
llthol. lithology.
LL. Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.
II Middle.
much machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
iniimif manufacturing-.
math mathematics.
MO Middle Dutch.
ME. Middle English (otfer-

wite calltd Old Eng-
lish).

mech. mechanics, mechani-
cal.

medicine.
mensuration.

metal. metallurgy.
metaph metaphysics.
meteor. meteorology.
Hex. Mexican.
MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHO Middle High German.
mllit military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low German.
mod. modern.
myool mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.
L., nuut. neuter.
N New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural.
naut nautlral.
nan. navigation.
NGr. New Greek, modern

Greek.
NHG New High German

(usually timply G.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom. nominative.
Norm Norman.
north. northern.
Norw Norwegian.
numis. numismatic*.
O Old.
oba. obsolete.
obtet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wise catted Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan,
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.

OJOartog odontography.
odontol. odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem. Old Flemish.
OGaeL Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPross Old Pruasian.

orlg. original originally.
ornith. ornithology.
OS. Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.
osteoL osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
p. a. participial adjective.
paleon. paleontology.
put. participle.
pass. passive.
pathoL pathology.
pert. perfect.
Pen. Persian.

pen. person.
penp. perspective^
Peruv Peruvian.

petrography.
Portuguese.

pL.

photo*......... photography.
phren.......... phrenology.

phyalcaL
physiology.
plural.

........... poetical.
poUt .......... political.
Pot ............ Polish.

POM. ........... poaMMlvp.
PP. ............ past participle.

Pr.............. Prorracal (utuaUy
iMavuiv Old Pro-

) enal).
pref. ........... prefix.

prep........... preposition.
pre*. ........... present.
pret ........... preterit
prtv. ........... privative.
prob. .......... probably, probable.
proa. .......... pronoun.
proa. ..........pronounced,

elation.

prop- .......... properly.

prov provincial.
psychoL psychology.
q. T L. quod (or pi. qua)

mde, which see.

red. reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.

. 1 man.

.Bomanlc, Bomance
(language*).

Bfjpjjf^
8.... .....'.Sooth.
8. Amer South American.
c. L. scilicet, understand.

Be. ScSSi/'
Scand Scandinavian.

..Scripture.
. sculpture.

. . Servian.

ilng. singular.
Bkt Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
snperi. superlative.
urg. surgery.
sun- surveying.
8w. Swedish.

jm. synonymy.
Syr:---. fyrlac.techn

hen Phenlclan.
philrl philology.
polio*. philosophy.
phonog phonography.

..
term term!n
Tent Teutonic.
theat theatrical.
theoL theology.
therap. therapeutics.
toxicol. toxicology.
tr., train transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk Turkish.

nit. ultimate, ultimately.
i c 1 1 1.

var. variant.
C veterinary.

T. L Intransitive verb.
v. t transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
WaDach. Wallachlan.
W. Ind. West Indian.
obgeog loogeographjr.
ooL zoology

soot. notomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as In fat, man, pang.
a as in fate, mane, dale.
ft aa in far, father, guard.
a as in fall, talk, naught.
a as in ask, fast, ant.
fi as in fare, hair, bear.
c aa In met, pen, bless.

e as in mete, meet, meat.
e as in her, fern, heard.
1 as in pin, it, biscuit.

I as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as in note, poke, floor.

6 as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song. off.

n as in tub, son, blood.
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty: see Preface, pp.
lx,x).

a aa In pull, book, could.

u German ii, French u.

oi as In oil, joint, boy.
on as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel In an nnac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. \i.

Thus:

t> as in prelate, courage, captain.
4 as in ablegate, episcopal.

at in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.
as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel In an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, Its sound Is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-sound (of but,

pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus:

A as in errant, republican,
fi as In prudent, difference,

j.
as In charity, density.

Q as In valor, actor, Idiot.

Sas

in Persia, peninsula.
as in Ou boot.
as in nature, feature.

A markM under the consonant* t, d,

*, z Indicate* that they In like manner
are variable to eft, j, sh, zft. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure.

<j as In arduous, education.
s as In leisure.

9 as in seizure.

th as in thin.
TII as In then.
ch as In German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (In French words) French liquid (moo-
01)L

' denote* a primary,
' a secondary accent.

(A secondary accent U not marked If at it*

regular Interval of two syllable* from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read from ; I. e., derived from.
> read vhenet ; L e., from which Is derived.
-r read and; L e., compounded with, or

with suffix.

read cognate with; L e., etymologically
parallel with.

VreadnxX.
* read (Aon(ieal or alley*!; La., theoreti-

cally aaramed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.

dMMi,
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